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dYAX

Producflion
Plus Quality
THE craltsman of a generation ago

is the skilled operative of today
Intensive wants, competition, inven

tion have begotten intensive methods.
Everything has changed—everything
except the demand for quality. And today
quality must unite with economy if the
result is to be successful.

Today Canada demands increased pro-

duction. More goods, an ever-increasing
supply—and quality must be maintained
with the increase of quantity. The old
craftsman often took years to perform the
task that the skilled mechanic now accom-
plishes in a day.

Machinery has done this and today The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co Limited are
making it possible for the artisan to do the
work of the master-craftsman at lightning speed. For
quality of product, quality of tools is necessary. The
workman does the job, but the machine assures
mechanical precision—all those details which insure a product satis-

factory in its last analysis.

That is why Fairbanks-Morse machine tools should always be
snecified. There is behind each lathe, grinder, shaper, planer, and so on
down to the smallest tool, the dominating spirit of The Canadian
Fairbanks Morse institution, the never-relaxing effort to give 100',
quality of produce and service.

Tlie Canadian FairbanKs - Morse Co.
Limited

Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods
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EDITORIAL

DOMIMOX DAY.
Patriotism is laigely levereiK-e of memories. The

nation tliat fails to remember tlie noble men and the

good deeds of its people is sure to fade. What better

anniversary is there to celebrate than the birthday

of the Dominion? For more than half a century

Canada has been develoi)iug: to nationhood and is al-

ready an important factor in supplying the world witli

fooil, mineral products and manufactured articles.

While Canada is l)ut an infant in the family of nations,

the chances are exceedingly good for sturdy develop-

ment and a successful future. Nature has been lavish

in the endowment of great natural resources and the

invigorating climate and inspiring opportiniities have

coml)ijied to bring out the best in a self-reliant, pro.

gressive people.

The fifty years since Confederation are imt a be-

ginning. The future is what we make it. The past

predicts sanity, surety and success.

DISCARDING THE FOHEST.
If the U. S. Senate believe all the talk that is fortli-

coming from its honorable members and spread on the

records of that august body, it will certainly have a

lot of nonsense. The statements have been made that

the paper manufacturers are not interested in other

sources of fibre than the tree and that nothing but

sjjrnce is considered worthy of their attention. Both

of these statements can be seriously questioned. Be-

cause much of what is done in the research laboratorj'

of the mill is not published is no indication that cer-

tain subjects have not been seriously considered and in

some cases perhaps worked out to a negative conclusion

and dropped. It is certainly untrue that spruce is

the only wood considered i)y the paper mill and as

large quantities of other trees are even now in success-

ful use in paper mills the i-esearch of these manufactur-

ers lias resulted in success and in the use of even the

weeds of the forest, the l)irch, maple and i)eech which

it has been found possible to use and which have been

used in the manufacture of newsprint paper. In the

manufacture of other grades of paper a vast amount

of work has been done and important results have

been obtained and put to practical use. It is hardly

to be expected that a publisher would know all about

the investigations made in connection with another in-

dustry but it would seem advisable for people making
public statements to be a bit careful of their ground.

The appropriation of .-^200.000 for the investigation

it'i other sources of fibre supply would certainly be

welcome to the paper manufacturers. That is the kind

of activit.v the.v have desired for many years. It

would relieve them of investing money that could be

citiierwise very well expended instead of carrying on

individual researches. The provision for such an ex-

lienditure will lie a big step forward in the conservation

of the north American forest and the work on the

problem cannot be started an.v too soon. There is an

urgent need for the development of other sources of

fil)re and while we l)elieve that the tree is the best

source of paper making material for most grades of

paper there is room for investigation of the subject.

The result will doubtles i)e tiie discoverv of methods for

raising ami using ainiual crop plants for some grades

of paper and that emphasis will be centered on re-

commendations which foresters have made for man.v

.vears and that steps will be taken for the commer-
cial raising of pnlpwood crops.

.1 DELICATE MONSTER.
The Editor had an interesting chat with a gentleman

at the Banquet of the American Paper and Pulp Asso-

ciation regarding the building of successful paper

machines. Our friend mentioned the early machines

put out by some European, as well as by early Amer-
ican builders, as being delivered with the distinct ex-

pectation that it woidd reciuire several months of oper

ation before they would be in a condition to make
good paper successfully. The reason for this was
found in the lack of accuracy in the machining of

bearings and other parts .so that rather extensive

operation was necessary in order to wear rubbing sur-

faces to a fit. It was usually necessary also to make
a number of adjustment.s, even sometimes to the mak-
ing of new parts. The success of the successful paper

machine manufacturer was credited to the skill of the

workmen and their .sen.se of accuracy. The differ-

ence between the appreciation on the part of a work-

man that when a blueprint calls for a three inch jour-

nal, it must be three inches within a thousandth of

an inch or less, and not anywhere up to a sixteenth

of an inch out of the way, spells the reason.

Our friend mentioned in particular the Hagley-

Scwall Company and recalled that when this concern
b( gan building their fir.st paper machine some people

thought the care and accuracy that they were putting

01. this job was quite unnecessary. The workmen in

that plant had been making machine tools and their

language was ten thousandths of an inch, a refinement
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ei.tirelj- foreign to the workmen in some other shops

that had not so successfully built paper machinery.

Th€ result was that the first machine turned out was

set up in the paper mill and the first rcU made on the

machiue was a saleable product.

The size of a paper machine is likely to lead the

casual observer to consider it rather crude but as a

matter of fact it is one of the most delicate and care-

ful articulated machines in use at the present time,

especially when the size and weight are taken into

consideration. For one who appreciates a nice job

o."" engineering and construction, it is a source of pleas-

ure just to stand in the machine room and watch one

of these 200-ineh modern monsters turning out perfect

paper by the acre. Back of this wonderful accom-

plishment of our day stands the knowledge, the im-

agination and the courage of the designing engineer.

the careful selection of the highest class of materials

Hud the training and skill of workmen who appreciate

refinements of measuring that are not foreign even to

the watchmaker. The machinists and mechanics of

the paper machinery plant have frequently spent a

lite time doing their particular part in the manufac-

ture of the paper machine and take the greatest pride

in the perfection of their work. It would take years

for a plant making rougher equipment to be trained

to the degree of carefulness necessary to uKike suc-

cessfully a paper machine.

rOB\YEBS.

Tiie correct definition of ".some hike'" is the in

spection of the Algonia Steel Compiinys works.

We almost made a bad break by referring to tlu'

Mavor of Ste. Sanlt Marie as an entiiusiastic "Soo-er.
"

Exports of newsprint from the I'nited States de-

creased from 8,294 tons in April 1919 to 8.068 tons in

April 1920.

of $4,673 for U. S. mills and $4.4.57 for Canadian

The figures are based on contracts involving 500,000

and 300,000 tons, respectively, of undelivered paper.

No one can call this profiteering, even though a small

tonnage was sold at an average of $9,905 per 100

pounds.

The intimation that the newsprint production in the

I'nited States is curtailed is absolutely refuted by tlie

figures of the Federal Trade Commission. The pro-

duction of total newsprint paper for Maj' was 19 per

cent, in excess of the average for the previous three

year period and for standard news the increase was

22 per cent. Normal production, based on the average

mentioned, was 108,400 tons. The mills actually turned

out 129,230 tons.

It is a good sign of liic times that an officiiil of the

I'apermakers' Brotherhood attended the meeting of

the Technical Section. We hope the example will be

j frequently followed.

It may not have been due to the absence of the

editor at the Technical Section meeting, but the fact

remains that an imi)ortant line wa.s omitted from our

last issue. The interesting article on "Analysis ot

Limestone for Bi-Sul|»hite Liquor" should have been

irediled to W. E. Rvron Baker, of York Haven. Pa

It has been proposed that Congress appropriate two

iuuulred thousand dollars for the study of new sources

of material for tiie manufacture of paper. The United

States already has a well equipped laboratory with

an efficient staff for this very purpose in the Forest

Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis. The laboratory

is always handicapped for lack of funds and it would

seem better business to increase the appropriation to

a working organization rather than to start something

new along the same line.

It is rejiorted on good authority that one train on

the Transcontinental Railway in one day started 27

fires. We have heard iiefore of temporarily demented

l)ef)ple burning money and nnich has been said of the

e.xti'avagance of governments. It seems liiat an occasion

like this calls for an expression of piiblic o|)inion on

such an unfortunate deslrudion of public property.

Tlic fact that Crown lands are leased is luit an indica-

tion of no loss of revenue to the people since the re-

venue is derived from the cutting of timber rather

tliMM from the leasing of the lands.

C. P. R. courtesy is a well-known clmracteristie of

that gi'cat organi/.ation. Tiie attention the officials of

the Sudiuiry divisicui gave the Te«'lini(^al Section, how
ever, went iieyoiid tlie bounds of official duty and

made the paper men feel that tliey were the personal

guests of the railroad. Divisional Superintendent Wil

son had his car attached to the technical men's special

sleeper and he. with Messrs Bowen and Tremblay were

most agreeable and solicitous feu- the welfare of flic

visitors. Needless to say. their kindness was greatly

appreciated and the ])leasaMt chats with these men cer

tainly resulted in happy acquaintanceship and new
friends for the great railway. The service through-

out tiie tri|i was perfect and the rather conqtlicafed

arrangements went through without a hitch.

It has been said that Canadian paper makers have

American publishers by the thumbs, yet the Federal

Trarle Comniissinn reports the weightoil average price

Holidays arc welcome, but they raise hob with a

publisher's schedule.
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The Summer Meeting of the Technical Section

Readers of the Pulp & Paper ilagaziiie may be

growing: a little tired of reading that eaeh meeting of

the Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp & Paper

Association was the best and most successful ever

held. In spite of its frequent use, the expression,

however, still holds good and truly, though inade-

quately, expresses the opinion of those who had the

privilege of attending the summer meeting that was

held last week. Members of the section were guesis

of the Spanish River Pulp & Paper ^lills. Ltd.. and
were also entertained by the International Nickel Com-
pany to their smelting plant at Copper Cliff, Ontario,

and the Algoma Steel Corporation at the Soo.

The members gathered Jlonday in Montreal and left

in a special car on the evening train. It was a con-

genial party of friends who have heeii working to-

gether for a number of years in luiildinir up the Sec-

tion and improving the industry. A number of others

were picked up along the line, so that when the rtain

left North Bay with the addition of the contingent

from Iroquois Falls, there were just forty in the

party. The Spanish River Mills, represented by L. II.

Shipman, chairman of the Technical Section and as-

sistant to the general manger of the company, took

charge of the party at Sudbury. Mr. Shii)man direct-

ed affairs from then on, and the success of the meet-

ing is largely duo to his attention to detail and care-

ful arrangements, ably assisted and carried out by

many willing assistants.

Before arriving at Sault Ste. Marie, an a.ssistant

boarded the train and distributed pictorial souvenirs

of the visit. This beautiful interesting booklet bi'gins

with the following vei-ses from Hiawatha, wliich are

typical of the source of supply of the raw material on

which the Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills base

their activities.

"Should you ask me whence these stories.

Whence the.se legends and traditions,

With the odour of the forest.

With the dew and damp of meadows.
With the curling smoke of wigwams,
With the rushing of great rivers,

• « • • •

I should answer, I should tell you,

.From the forests and the prairies.

From the great lakes of the Xorfhiaiui,

From the laud of the Ojibways.

"

—Hiawatha.

The booklet includes interesting pictures of the

mills of the company, the Algoma Steel Plant, the

First Lock (restored) on the falls of the St. Mary's

River which was built by the Northwest Fur Com-
pany in 1797. There are also a number of interesting

pictures of the locks and of vessels at this great in-

land water way. A few of the intere-sting items from

the souvenir are as follows :

—

"THE SOO."

The early days of Sault Ste. Marie are rich in the

lore of a past that is slipping from us far too quickly.

The country surrounding the present city was the

scene of many an interesting tale of the life of Red
Men. The Sault Ste. Marie Indians were of the Al-

gonquin stock, the most numerous of Indian tribes.

Where they came from we do not know. For over three

hundred years the white man has known of their exis-

tence around St. Mary's Rapids, but statements made
by the Indians themselves lead us back into a very ob-

scure past. The legend tells of red men living by a
great ocean to the west. They were fighters and
hunters of the sturdiest type.

But Sault Ste. Marie was not always the name of
this locality. As the waters tumliled down over the
rajiids, through the narrow sti-aits, the braves gathered
togclhei' on the shores nuirmured to each other "Baw-
a-teeg," wiiich was the word used in speaking of the
phenomenon. When speaking of the place it was
eailcil Baw-a-ting." The generations who lived and
died in Baw-a-ling spent their time in hunting, fight-

ing, fishing- jijid feasting. Fmni the earliest time the

COL. C. H. L. JONES,
General Manager, Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills, Ltd.

tribe arouml St. .'Clary's River was known as the Ojib-
way tribe. The totem of the Sault Indians was the
crane.

['ntil the time of the American Revolution there
was no thought of dividing the history of the two shores
of the St. Mary's River. Whatever happened on either

side entered into the tale of the St. Mary's country.
Voyageurs travelling up to Lake Superior portaged
impartially on the north and south shores of the falls.

Just when the first white man set foot in St. Mary's
country is not known, but in 1668 a small white settle-

ment of between twenty and twenty-five voyageurs
had been formed. Space does not permit an outline

of the years which have intervened, but suffice it to say
that they have been crowded full of tradition and
history well worth reading.

The growth of the Sault has been steady since 1901,
when the population numbered 7,169; in 1911 it had
increased to 10,984 and in 1920 it has an estimated
population of 22,000.

Sault Ste. Marie is the home of the Algoma Steel

Corporation, which employs 3,500 men, and is one
of the largest industrial concerns in Canada. In 1901

the walls of the first building of the steel rail mill
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The Sault Mill.

m

were l)iiilt. ami in .Maifli. Ul()2. Ilie first rail was rol-

led. The new $7.0()l).000 addition to the Steel Plant.

whieh is in eoiirse ol' ereetion. will liave a yearly out-

put of l.")0.000 tons of steel.

With the Jiew addition the mill will have a total

output of about 400.000 tons annually of rails and

struetural steel.

The Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Limited.

The General Offiees of the Spanish River Pulp and

Paper :Mills. Limited, are at Sault Ste. Marie. The

three mills of the Company are located at Sault Ste.

Marie, in the District of Algoma : at Espanola, in the

District of Sudbury; and at Sturgeon Falls, in the

District of Xipissing.

The Sault mill is the largest of the three ojicrated

by the Comitany, employing 800 men. The mill

commenced operations in 1911. being at our time part

of the Lake Suj)erior Corporation.

Esi)anola is a modern industrial community, inhabited

almost entirely by employees and their families, who
number about 2,500. The town has a fine hotel, a

commiyiity hall and two up-to-date schools; also a hos-

pital, a fully equii)i)ed athletic park with a baseball

field, footbail field, tennis c(un-ts, skating rink, curling

rinks, dancing pavilion and refreshment booths. There

are three churclies in the comnnmity.

The following are a few fai-ts regarding the e(iui|)-

ment aiul output of the three mills:

—

PAPKR MILLS:
Sault Ste. Marie—

2—156" Hlack and Chiwson Machines; 1—
186" and 1- liKS" Pusey ami .lones Machiiu-s.

Espanola

—

2—120" Rice. Barton and Kales Machines;
2— 164" ami 2— !(!()" Pusey and .lones ^la-

chines.

^Sturgeon Falls

—

f 2—120" Bagley and Sewall Machines; and

I 1—166"Pusey and .lones Machine (now be-

ing installed.)

Siiult Ste. Marie

—

Daily Xornuil Production, 225 Ions; Annual
Normal Production 70.000.

i'Npancda

—

Daily Normal Production, 2Hr) tons; Annual
Normal Production H7,000

Sturgeon Kails—
Daily Normal Production, 7.> tons rj ma
cliinesi; i;UI tons iH machines! ; Annual N(M'

mnl Proiluclio!! 40,000 tons ( ;) mnchinesV
SILI'IIITK MILLS.

SnuK Ste. Marie -

Digesters, l''our 17' x 54';Daily Nornud Pro
ductioii, 130 tons; Yearly Niuinal Production.

40.000 tons.

Sturgeon Kails

—

Digesters, Two— 16' x 54'; Daily Nornud Pro-

duction. 60 tons; Yearly Normal Production,

18.500 tons.

The e(iuii)mciit for making acid at the Sault con-

sists of a .lessen ftuir-tower limestone system. The

Sturgeon Falls mill is equipped with tlie Barker Milk

of Lime svstem.
CKorXDWOOl) -MILLS.

Sault—
Number of grinders oi)erated by water—3-

pocket, 16;4-pocket, 8; Number of grinders

operated by electricity, 6; Average daily pro-

duction 175 tons; Water head on wheels, 18 ft.

Espanola

—

Number of grinders operated by water—3-

jiocket. 29; Average daily production, 200

tons; Water head on wheels, 63 feet.

Sturgeon
Number grinders operated by water—3-pocket.

21 ; Average daily production, 130 tons; Water
head on wheels, 36 feet.

WOOD ROOMS.
Sault. Espanola. Sturgeon.

Knife barkers 2 . . 11

Drum barkers 9 3 3
( 'hipper.N 3 .

.

2

SLASHER MILLS.
Sault. Espanola. Sturgeon.

.\verage lunnbcr cords sawn
daily (summer months).. 1.000 .500 600

Total nnmlicr coiiU wood
used annnallv 130.000 6.5,000 7.5.000

HOARD MILL.
Sault Ste. .Miiric Oiw -100" Black & Clawson 4

cylinder niacliinc.

Daily noniial pi-oiluct ion. .'>5 tons.

The Head OMice, vv)iei« the Business Meeting was held.
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The Espanola Mill.

i»*.

. -iniStiiL

BOILER PLANTS.
Sault. E-sjianola. Sturiri-uii.

Number of Boilers 14 10 10

Total Capacity B.H.P.. 7,000 L',!)00 2,!)00

ELECTRIC POWER.
At Sault Ste. Mai'ie the eleetric power neeessaiy to

operate the Hault I\Iill i.s treiierateil hy tlie Great Lakes
Power Com|)any in their power house, adjoiniiijr tlie

Sault mill, where ;jr),000 li.p. i.s deve4ope(l, and an
additional 8,000 h.j). will l)e deyeloped on eom|)lelion

of a new addition now under eonstruetion.

At Espanola and Stui-^eon Falls the eompany jreii-

erates its own elect rie jiower, (i,.")00 h.p. at Esjianola

and 3,500 h.)). at Stur^^con FalN.

St. Mary's Locks and Canals.

The St. ^hir\"s Rapids are about half a mile wide
and three-quarters of a mile lonjr. The fall ranges

from 17 to 21 feet with the varying stapros of water.

The first eanal was built on the Canadian side of

the river by the Nurth-West Fur Company in 171)7.

The look was 38 ft. loufr, 8 ft. !> ins. wide "with a lift

of 9 feet. It is .still pre.served as a historic relic on

the grounds adjoining the jreneral offices of the pap-M-

company.
The Canadian canal is one and one-eifrhth miles

long, 150 feet wide and 23 ft. deep, with a lock 000

feet long and 60 feet wide, having 22 feet of water on

the sills. It was built during 1888-05.

On the American side there are four locks. The
Weitzel lock. 515 feet long and 80 feet wide, with 17

feet of water, was completed in 1881. The Poe Lock
is 800 feet long, 100 feet wide and has 22 feet of

water on the sills. It was built in the years 1887-

1896. The third and fourth locks. 1,3.50 feet long and
80 feet wide, with 24V2 feet of water, were opened to

traffic in 1014 and 1919 respectively, taking six years

to build.

The Old Block House at Sault Ste. Marie

The Auicncaii locks are iilled or emptied in about
nine minutes ami the gates opened in 1 '/^ minutes.
The Canadian lock can be operated in about ten min-
utes. Electricity generated by water power is used
for operating the Canadian and- the third and fourth
American locks, the other two locks licin^- o|)cratcd by
hyili-aulic power.
Each member was given a distinguishing tag of

most ingenious con.struction. The back was a snuill

circular disk of spruce to which was tied liy ribbon
a disk of groundwood pulp, another of sulphite pulp
and a sample of newsprint made by the cond)inalion
of the two. (^n top of this was a picture of the Soo
mills which was an actual photipgrapii. Details like

this were evidence of the thought fulness of the com-
pany throughout the trip.

Seeing the Soo.

The train arrived only ten minutes late after its

.journey of more than 600 miles and autos were wait-
ing to take the guests to city hotels for dinner. Gar-
nuMits were left in the car which was switched on a
siding to be used as sleeping (piarters. The party
was met at the Soo by a contingent from Toronto
which had arrived a few hours before.

After dinner, which gave opportunity for casti-rn-

ers to become acquainted with the fai'-famed Lake Su-
perior trout ami white fish, the automobile squad
again appeared and took the visitors around the city

and up on the ridge from which a wonderful ])aiiorama

can be .seen. Great surprise was expressed at the size

of the Soo and the wonderful view of the locks and
river. A beautiful sun set was also provided by the
committee (at least they ilidn't deny it).

According to schedule the party was left at the com-
munity Hall over the general offices at 9 o'clock and
there were entertained by the very interesting film

showing all the operations of manufacturing lu'wsprint

paper from the carrying in of su|)|)lies and building

roads to the lumber camps, through the logging and
driving operations and the manufacturing processes

to the finished product, being shipped out by the train

load.

On Wednesday morning the section gathered again

in the hall for a business session and listened to inter-

esting papers by Howard S. Taylor, of the Management
Lngineering aiul Development Company of Dayton.
Ohio, on '"Gypsum Roofs for Paper ^lills" and one
by Dr. R. H. McKee of Columbia University on

"Waste Sulphite Liquor Utilization." The 7)ai)i'rs

were well discussed and thortoughly enjoyed. The
lusiness meeting brought up a number of interesting

:ind important points, the one arousing the greatest

iiterest being the discussion of the situation on the

irest products laboratories. The minutes of the meet-

mg are not yet available but will be published in an

early i.'.sue as will also the papers.
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Reports -were heard from various standing com-

mittees and accepted by the meeting.

Telegrams of regret at their inability to be present

were read from Dr. J. S. Bates, Mr. r4eorge H. Mead,

Mr. John Stadler and Mr. C. B. Thorne.

Lunch was served in the company's cafetria, after

which competent guides conducted parties of the visi-

tors through the extensive plant and those who wish-

ed were taken by automobile to the plant of the Algo-

ma Steel Company. About twenty went. It was a

full afternoon for all. Few members realized the ex-

tent of the steel industry in Canada and were greatly

interested in the extensive plant, from blast furnaces

to rolling mill, including a complete by-product coke

plant.

The tired trampers were taken aboard to steamer

"Premier" at five o'clock and treated to a trip up

the Canadian locks and down the American side. Na-

ture decided to take a hand in the entertainment of the

party by arranging a .shower which resulted in a

beautiful double rainbow that made an arch over the

end of the locks and under which it seemed necessary

for the boat to pass in steaming to the dock.

Again on shore, a fleet of automobiles conducted

the section, now considerably augmented by recruits

from the Spanish River forces, to the Country Club

where an excellent banquet was arranged. Here again

the photographer was in evidence with an attractive

photographic print on each menu. After partaking

of the bountiful dinner. Col. C. H. L. Jones, general

manager of the company presented what the local

paper announced would be a formal address. Perhaps

the Colonel can make a formal address, but he assured

the gathering he woiddn't, although in his excellent

remarks he certainly gave the members something to

think about.

After the toast to the King, Major Farquhar was

introduced by the toast master. Tie extended a warm
welcome to the visitors, incidentally telling them some-

thing of the city.

Col. Jones called on Mr. L. II. Shipman for a

formal speech, but got from the Chairman of the

Technical Section a rospon.sc of appreciation on be-

half of this section and some announcements regard-

ing the program, which Mr. Shipman said was his

principal business.

The toast nia.ster had better luck next time. Mr.

fieorge Carnithers wa.s called on, and, as usual, came

through with .some interesting remarks.

Every one enjoyed the instructive talk of Judge
Stone, the senior Judge of Algoma district. lie told

ly interesting things about the history, traditions,

»nt and resources of his distriit, which covers well-

nfrh the western half of Ontario.

A number of Amerii-an friends were present and
their a[)i)reciaf ion was eloquently expressed by Mr.

T. J. Keenan. Secretary of the Technical Association

of the Pulp and Paper Industry, whose name was in-

eluflefl when a toast was drunk to the President of

the I'nited State.s.

The Canndinn Paoific was represented at the ban-

'|uef, and Mr. Wil.Hon, division superintendent, made
H few remarks.

"Back to the ears," was the word that came all

too soon, and the party piled into the autns once

more. Special arrangements had been made to get the

private cars to Kspanola. which was reached in time

for breakfast Here the visitors were received by Major
P. B. Wilson, and all proceeded to the new Commim-

Mon(

eMet
n|rh

ity Hall, where tables were spread. Major Wilson
welcomed the membei-s of the Section and invited

them to inspect the mills.

About two hours were spent in this interesting

plant and about the town. One who had visited the

place only three years ago, noticed much growth and
many improvements. The town ha.s grown rapidly,

both in size and attractivene.s.s. .Much new machinery,
including two |)apcr machines, has been installed, and
further extensiciM is si ill miiiiT way.

COPPER CLIFF.

A special engine was provided to take the party
to Copper Cliff, near Stidbury. which was reached in

time for lunch at the Club House. The International

Nickel C^ompany, ably represented by Mr. Collins, the

general manger, entertained the ."Section with an ex-

cellent luncheon. The Club House is very complete
and attractive, a statement that will certainly be ap-

proved by the member who accidentally opened the

door to the swimming pool— it happened to be the

ladies' hour.

At this extensive plant of the I.N.C. the ore, con-

taining about 1.5 per cent copper and li.') per cent

nickel, is received from the mines nearby and reduced
in two stages to a matte containing about 80 per cent

of the metals anil 20 per cent of sulphur. This is

shipped to Bayoiine. N.J., to be refined and .separated,

or made into Mottel metal.

The firsi smelting is done in blast furnaces and the

second in converters of the Bessemer type. A battery

of Wedge burners takes care of the flue dust and fine

ore. Huge air compressors su]iply the enormous
volumes of air reipiired by the furnaces, which con-

sume many times more air than ore.

The smelting of the ore is of particular interest to

paper men because several hundred tons of sidphnr

go up the flue e\en,' day. The concentration of sul-

phur dioxide in the gas from the blast furnaces is

only about ..^.5 per cent, but from the Wedge fur-

naces is about .4S per cent and in the converters is

from 10 to 12 per cent. It is economically and com-
mercially po,ssiblc to condense the SO^. to liquid form
and ship in tank cars to pulp mills. This is done in

Washington, where the Camas mill of the Crown-
Willamette Co. gets sulphur in this form from the

Tacoma smelter. A conference was held to discuss

the matter, and it developed that the railroad misun-
derstands the nature of the material and is asking a

prohibitive freight rate, apparently based on explo-

sives. Mr. Rawlins and Mr. Rogers, of the Nickel Com-
pany are keen to do something about using this wasti

product, aiui if a satisfactory rate can be arranged it

is (|uite probable that some Canadian l>idp mills will

be able to have a Canadian source of sidphur supply.
A description of tlie method of handling the li<iuid

SO., at the Camas mill was published in the Pidp and
Paper Magazine. Dec. IS, 1!M9. jvige 1091.

It was a fired, but .satisfied, parly that climbed
hack on the ears, which were haided into Sudbury to

be attachfid to the evening train for the East. Here
the Toronto contingent left the party. When the
journey was resumed, hearty appetites did justice to

the contents of the C.P.R. diner and gnuips ot

friends, .some new, some old, could be seen in earnest

diseu.ssion of features of the trip or matters of

mutual interest. Montreal wa.s reached on schedule
time, and those who had not left nt stations along the

way shook hands again, and agreed they would not
have misaed the trip for anything.
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Paper Box Makers met at Quebec

693

The annual convention of the Canadian Paper Box
Manufacturers" Association held at the Chateau Fron-

tenac, Quebec, on June 21st and 22nd, attracted a

large number of representative men in the industry in

Canada, and at the conclusion of session replete witli

addresses and discussions on matters pertaining to

the box hoard trade the convention «as voted the

best yet held. Practically all of the mills were re-

presented and an excellent spirit of co-operation pre-

vailed throughout the gathering. Sixty delegates were
welcomed to Quebec by Sir William Priie of Price

Bros, and Co., Limited.

One of the resolutions passed authorized the Pi-esi-

dent to a|)i)oint a committee to take up with the

Canadian Railway Association the granting of a com-

modity freight rate to St. John, N. B. and to ol)tain

the co-ojieration of the board mills to this end.

Among the addresses and papers which were given

and on which tli.'-u'ussion took ]ilace were the following:

"How Montreal is Solving tlie Cost Problem" by C.

N. iloisan; "The Problems of the Metropolitan Paper
Box Manufacturers' Associated" by II. E. Roden of

Xew York; "Poi)ularizing the Cardboard Carton,"
by Charles P. Welhuan of the National Packing Ma-
chinery Co., of Boston; "Demonstration of Costs of a

Men's" Shoe Box" by F. W. Fisher, of F. \V. Fisher

and Co., Ltd.

Mr. D. H. MeDermid, of the Somerville Paper Box
Co. Limited, addressed the Convention, the subject

of his remarks being the utilization of the Associ-

ation as an instrument to increase the efficiency of

the members in conducting their factories.

It was resolved that the Advisory C'omniittee is

authorized to apjjoint a Committee to investigate and
re])ort upon efficiency, industrial relations, and cost

standardization work, the Advisory Committee also

being empowered to much such special assessments

on nieinl)ers through the secretary, as they may deen

necessary, to defray any outlay, which will be re-

quired to carry out this work.

Mr. L. J. Adjutor Amyot of the Quebec Paper Box
Co., addressed the Convention, his subject being "En-
tente Cordiale between Ontario and Quebec."

Mr. J. B. Lawrason of the Lawrason-Douglity Co.

of Toronto, gave a demonstration of costs of a folding

box, also giving demonstration of how hour costs

are arrived at.

The chairman reported the following recommend-
ation of the Nominating Committee, as to officers, for

the ensuing year:—
President :—C. T. Reid, Chas. Reid and Co., Ham-

ilton.

Vice-President :—C. N. Moisan, Standard Paper Box
Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Secretary-Treasurer:—S. J. Frame, Toronto.

Advisory Committee :—J. B. Lawrason, Lawrason-
Doughty Co., Toronto; J. H. Lefebvre, King Paper
Box Co., Montreal ; B. Sproule, CoUett-Sproule Ltd.,

Toronto ; W. P. Bennett, Rudd Paper Box Co.. Ltd..

Toronto.

Among the resolutions adopted were the following:

That the Secretary be instructed to convey to Messrs.

Price Brothers and Company, Limited, the hearty

thanks of the Association for the royal hospitality ex-

tended to it during the Convention by that Corporation,

and also for the great courtesy and kindness of Sir

William Price, Col. Ray and Mv. F. R. Thorn.

That the Seci-etary convey to the manager o.*' the

Chateau Frontenac, the thanks of the Asp*- 'W '. for

the fine service furnished by the hotel tlviriiig the

Convention.

That a hearty vote of thanks is hereby tendered to

the respective speakers who have contributed to the

program of the Convention.
That a hearty vote of thanks is hereby tendered to

the retiring officers of the Association.

It was decided to hold the next annual convention
in Hamilton. Ontario.

THE IDEAS OF THE PAPER BOX MANUFAC-
TURERS.*

By W. P. BENNETT, Toronto.
1 count it as one of the privileges of my life to

have resided for some two years in the province of

Quebec. During that period it was my good fortune

to visit this historic city a number of times. It goes

without saying that I soon felt at home hei-e, and

learned (piickly to love and appreciate the simple

homely courtesy of the jieople with whom I became
at-iiuainfed. 1 therefore feel quite witiiin my rights

this morning in extending a hearty welcome from

Old Quebec to those wiio iiave the privilege of being

liere.

The members who attended our Convention last year

will iloubtlcss remember the disttomfiture of one of our

members, who had for many days had been boasting

of liis i)ig family until he was counted out by our

goojtl friend M. wiiose record inits Bill (not to men-
tion any names) in the shade. I was reminded at the

time of the experience of a Jlontreal friend of mine,

who, when the following incident occurred was a

man of 45 and had one son 12 years old.

lie was travelling one day with a customer and wife

who had a family of 1:}, of wiiom tiicy were justly

proutl. Madame X, (we will call her) had been show-

ing my friend a ])hotograph of the family group, and
naturally many coiiipliments had been paid i>n their at-

tractive ai)pearaiice. Madame turned to my friend

and said: "Monsieur, you are married, Yes? How
many children have you?" My friend feeling ashamed
of the i)oor showing he would have to make, suddenly
bethought himself of a ping pong picture which he

bad in his wallet and which showed five different

positions of his one and only son.

He hesitatingly pulled it out with the remark, "This
is my family." "Oui, oui," exclaimed Madame, en-

thusiastically, "Five boys; an excellent beginning for

a man so young ! Monsieur, you are to i>e congrat-

ulated." Needless to say my friend did not exiilain.

Our honored Secretary, S. J. Frame, tells me that

his report gives a resume of our year's efforts and
accomplishments. Such being the ca.se, far be it from
me to attempt to steal his thunder, but I am going

to tell you one thing which I feel quite sure he will

not mention, knowing him as I do.

I have enjoyed the privilege, (and I count it a real

privilege) of knowing ilr. P''rame for some fifteen

years. One of our members who attended school with

Mr. Frame tells me that I should have known him
when he was a boy. However, I can only judge by my

•Address of the President at the annual meeting
of the Canadian Paper Box Manufacturers' Associ-

ation, Quebec, June 21st, 1920.
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own experiem-e and am tlierefore certain in his report

lie will say very little about himself, as while he is an

inilefatiga'ble worker, he is noted at the same time

for his retiring disposition.

(hir As.soi-iation is making grand progress. It is

built on a good foundation and its h)fty ideals place

the Canadian Paper Box Manufacturers on a high plane

of business integrity, and I know that I voice the senti-

ment of all those present when I state that we are

proud to be members of this organization. Please bear

in mind one i)oiiit. the jviwer behind the throne in

the forward movement of onr body, is S. J. Frame.

The slogan of our associati(ni '•Advance," which, by

the way, sliould be adopted as our permanent motto,

suggests to my mind a poem of which I am very fond

and which with its lofty ideals is well worth repeating

here.

"Watch ye. stand fast in the faith, (piit ye like men.

be strong.

.Mr. Bennett has recited a few verses of the well-

known hymn,
"Trust in God, and do the right."

Advance in its broader sense means adniiting the

golden rule in everyday business practice, not in

theory.

"P'or what shall it profit a man.

if he shall gain tlie whole world

and lose his own soul?"'

Advance means treating tlie houses from whom you

purchase your supplies with the same consideration

that you would have them accord you. It does not

mean the David llarnm g(ddeu rule,—"Do unto others

as they would do to you, hut do 'era fu.st."

Advance means according your employees the same

thoughtful consideration that you are expecting of

them. How can you exjiect co-operation aiul hearty

good feeling from you staff unless you give some

iJKiught to the welfare of your business family. They

are but human like yourself, and res])ond (piickly to

a thoughtful guiding hand, backed up. by the way. by

a fat pay envelope.

Advance means trying to gain and hidd the utmost

confidence of your customers. Have you ever found

after quoting a j)rice on a lot of boxes you were able

to make them cheaper than you anticipated, and have

you sent that same customer a credit note? Try it!

You will advance in your own estimation and in the

estimation of your customer and the result will be

that you will be encouraged to do it again if the oj)-

portunity occurs, and if, |)erchan<"e, at some later date

the boot is on the other foot, how easy if will be for

?u to approach that same customer, having gained his

nfidence.

No doubt you have all received within the past few

days a copy of your book; "The Paper Box F^ictory

—^Kfficienry and Production." I say your Itook ad-

vi.sedly as its pages contain contributions from a num-
ber of onr members and without the co-<i))eration whifli

the committee received from fiiir members the book

Vnuld never have been i.ssued. I wish to mention es

jiccially that our Secretary devoted a great deal of

time to the compiling of this book which will in my
estimation aid materially the advancement of our iii-

Hustry.

We are facing unofher year with many complex ]irob-

lems but we are fr>rtunate in having a solid foundation

on which to build. The broad ideals outlined in our

new objpct.H which are to be discussed more freely

later, the suggestions contained in tlie new book, the

hour rates recommended by your Cost Committee and

the trade regulations adojited a year ago sh(Uild be

a wonderful hel]) to us all and serve, in a measure at

least, to make our day's work a joy rather than a

burden.
While we are on the subject of enjoying our work,

let us not overlook the need, particularly during these

times of stress, of taking a certain amount of recrea-

tion, for there is no truer saying than the threadbare

one: "All work and no ])lay makes -laek a dull boy.'"

Now some of you may think that this advice is not

necessary for the (Canadian Paper Box Manufacturers

as they resjjond well to a suggestion of an outing but

I do feel tliat definite rest and enjoyment sliould bt

considered by all of us, as it is an important factor

in tlic development of onr industry. A day off oc-

casionally witii your family on a i)icnic or fishing trij)

will remove the cobwebs, enable you to solve that

knotty problem and incidentally give your family

a elianee to get aci|iiainted with you.

1 do not wisli to be accused of preaching a sermon

but I camiot refrain from voicing the thought that

there is not enough of the old-fashioned homelike
spirit in evidence today either in our home or business.

We in North America are devoting too much attention

to the pursuit of the "Almighty l)(dlar."" spending our

few hours in a hurried luncheon at the club, later

in the day, dinner, and theatre with a i)ossible cus

tomer. hardly spending enough time at home for our

families to know what we look like.

Before closing my remarks, may I be permitted to

suggest caution in tlie growth of our industry. Care

should be taken in the purchase of new ei|ui|)ment.

Be sure tliat the need exists. Would it not be well,

jierhaps, to make a careful survey of the ecpiipment

in use and on order at the i)resent time and find tnit

how much more we can i>roduce as an industry than

we are turning out at jircsent? L am quite sur ethat

if we hail this information in front of us we woidd
find that there is i)lenty of capacity in the Canadian
Paper liox Factories to take care of the increased

demand for some time to come.

Do not misunderstand me, however. The writing

on the wall indicates unquestionably a rosy future for

this fair country of ours and if we all i)ull together

carefully and steadily along s(uind lines with the high

ideals of our association as a guiding star, we will

niidoubtedly share in the reward to wliicii we ar*

cnfitle.l.

I thank you for the attention you have given me
this morning ami also wish to take this opportunity

of expressing my sincere appreciation for the co-oper-

ation I have received from (uir membership during
my term of office. We have undoubtedly advanced
every year since our industry has been organized,

but tUere is still work ahead of us so I again say "Ad-
viinee! .Advance' .\<lv;ini'e !

""

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE CANADIAN PAPER
BOX MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION.*

By S. .1. FHA.MK. Secretary Trrasurer, Toronto.

The Association year ending May .'list last was a

very active one being perhaps the most active year
thus far in the life of the Association.

•Report of Secretary-Treasurer at the .Nnniinl Meet
ing of tlie Association, .Tune 21, l!t20.
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The President, Vice-President and the various eoni-

mittees have wortced very hard for the Association,

always giving of their time when required, cheerfully

and ungrudgingly.

During the year just ended, the Association has

taken up numerous matters affecting the trade, and
among its outstanding accomplishments in the year,

are,

—

The book entitled, "The Paper Bo.\ Factory—Effi-
ciency and Production."

The preparation and issuance of a new table of iiour

rates.

The adoption of new "Ob.jccts.

"

The enrollment of the Quebec Paper Box Co. and
Royal Paper Box Co. into membci-ship in the

Association, all of the Quebec City niiiiiurae-

turers now being members.

The book is the result of a great deal of work ou

the part of the contributoi's, also the members of the

Cost and Labor Committee and myself.

Eacli member, no matter how advanced liis me-

thods, if he will take this book ami read it carefully,

also placing copies of it in the hands of tliose occu-

pying positions of authority in liis plant or aspiring

to positions of authority, admonishing them to give it

careful attention, will find tlie book to be most use-

ful through its .setting fortii in concrete and crystal-

lized form, a high standard of efficiency which, aimed
at and earnestly followed, will lead to improved con-

ditions in the Canadian paper box factories.

The new table of hour rates gotten out by the Cost
and Labor Committee based on present actual costs,

will be vex-y useful to paper box factories who have
not their own cost systems; the paper box factories not
having their own cost systems who have used the hour
rates referred to, having found such to be the case.

The Association is under a deep debt of gratitude to
the Cost and Labor Committee for the great amount
of work put in by tiiem in the interests of the Asso-
ciation ill connection with the "Efficiency"' book and
the hour rates and other matters.

References to the activities of the As.sociation would
be incomplete if the Toronto Carton Club were not
mentioned The Toronto Carton Club has been very
active, it has held its luncheons twice each month.
Very frc(pieiitly, these luncheons are attended by out-
side meiiibers, tiieir presence being always welcome.

Al.so, the Toronto Carton Club has held out-of-town
luncheons four times in tlie year which liave been
well attended iiy members from Toronto and by niciu-
iiers from outside points.

Considering that the Association as a body meets
only once a year, the Toronto Carton Club, through
its Toronto luncheons and its out-of-town meetings,
and the movement.s in the interests of the Association
wliich have originated at such luncheons, has con-
tinued in a marked manner to exercise a cementing in-

fluence on the A.ssoeiatioii.

The year just ended has been a very satisfactory
one for the Canadian i)aper box industry. The de-

S. J. FRAME,
Secretary-Treasurer, Canadian Paper Box Manufac-

turers' Association.
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mand has been good and a still greater volume eould

have been turned out were it not for the shortage of

board. However, the shortage of raw materials pre-

vails throughout the world and is not confined to the

paper bo.\ industry. The Association has endeavored

—and I believe with some effect—through communi-

cation with the board mills and other recommenda-

tions to its members as to the use and ordering of

board to ameliorate as far as passible the disadvant-

ages accruing from the shortage of board.

My remarks thus far have related to the progress

of tile A.s-sociation during the past year. I am now

going to a.sk you to take a survey of the A.s.soeiation

from a broad persi)ective from its commencement to

the present time.

The first seeds towards the formation of the Asso-

ciation were sown at a meeting held at Toronto on

September 10th, 1914. at which eight paper box manu-

facturers were represented. At this meeting, a dis-

cussion took place respecting cost systems and the

paper box business generally. A committee was then

appointed to formulate plans for the formation of an

Association.

Subsequently, five meetings of committees and others

• were held, but the As.sociation made no definite pro-

gress until the first Annual Convention, which was

held at Toronto on January 30th. 1917. This was a

success in even.- respect, there being twenty-eight pa-

per box manufacturers represented from all parts of

Canada, including representatives from as far East

as St. John and as far "We.st a.s Winnipeg. Since that

time, the course of the A.ssociation has been one of un

interrupted success.

While all of the matters taken up by the Associa-

tion are to a more or less extent, either directly or

indirectly of benefit to the industry, yet in an Asso-

ciation of this nature, it is obvious that a great deal

of the work accomplished produces benefit of a nature

which, while real, is intangible. For that reason, it

might be well to set forth the accomplishments, in a

general wa.v. of the Association since its inception,

they being as follows:

The Canadian paper box manufacturers have become
acquainted with each other. Such acquaintance has

led to each paper box manufacturer getting to know
his competitors and to realize what a fine body of

mPH they are. This acquaintance has also resulted

in a spirit of friendship and helpfulness for each

other among the Canadian paper box manufacturers,

sueh .>pirit being of incalculable benefit to them. The
a<\ spirit prevailing among the paper box manu-

Icturers is of such an exceptional nature that it has

feen commented upon by outside parties.

The gatherings of the A.ssociation give many mem-
hers better opport\inities of meeting the representa-

tives of the supply hou.ses than what they would
have if there were no As.sociation. Th supply houses

have, in a number of instances, testified to the bene-

fits of the As-sociation.

As a result of the A.SKoeiation, a number of the

paper box manufacturers arc using uniform cost sys-

tems and have jrivcn the Association their cost fig-

ures for the purpose of compiling hour rates foi; the

benefit of the members generally. In this connection,

there i.s no doubt but that there is a marked move-
ment on the part of members who have not cast sys-

tems, to get cost systems installed. This movement

towards uniformity of arriving at costs has a most

stabilizing effect on selling prices to the benefit of

the industry.

To sum up, instead of the chaotic conditions which

were in force i)revious to the As.sociation. the paper

box industry is now well organized in an Association,

having in its membership 46 active members and 48

a.s.sociate members.
The Association is now strong, has proved its per-

manence, and commands the respect of its members
and of all who do business with them. The fact of

the paper box industry being organized has raised the

prestige and status of the industry.

The Association has continued to bring home to the

paper box manufacture a realization of the very neces-

sary function which he performs in the trade of the

country by suppl>"ing to his customer an article which

is a necessity to the customer, and which in fact, apart

from its value as a package, helps very materially as

an advertising medium to sell the goods of the cus-

tomer.

The members may well feel proud of the As.socia-

tion, but it cannot rest on its oars. It must continue

to steadily pursue its Objects. The progn^s made by

the Association and its uneeasuig efforts towards fur-

ther progress are well symbolized in the new Objects

adopted b.v the A.ssociation. These new Objects have

a place in the program of the present Convention and
will be ably dealt with by Mr. C. T. Reid. the Vice-

President of the Association.

The Association attained the first "Objects" which

it set out for itself. With the spirit prevailing among
the members, the Association will keep approaching

ever nearer and nearer to the attainment of the new
"Objects" which, as you will observe, are printed in

the program.
Efficiency is interwoven in the new "Objects." and

touching on effieiency, an article written a couple of

months ago. sa.vs :

—

"The clock has struck twelve on industrial and busi-

ness mismanagement. Clients shoukl realize that all

manufacturing concerns will soon have brought for-

cibly to their attention the absolute necessity cf close-

ly studying costs and methods, and of improving the

quality of their product. By reason of high labor

costs they will be compelled to adopt the most ap-

proved and efficient manufacturing practices in or-

der to lower costs of production to a point where an

adequate margin of profit can be otitained. A large

number of loosely managed concerns will from now on
have increasing difficulty in making a profit. An-
other cla.ss of concerns which will bear watching, in-

cludes those businesses that have started since 1914.

Concerns in this cla.ss have yet to encounter and over-

come successfully the embarrassments accompanying
high production casts adn declining selling prices. They
have yet to experience what is called a buyers'

market."
While self-interest constrains the members to strive

for the attainment of the As.sociat ion's new "Objects"'

there are higher incentives, to one of which I will

briefly refer.

The Hritish Empire (of which Canada is jiroud to

form an important jmrt ) after its mighty effort,

emerges from tlie dust of the world conflict victorious,

and notwithstanding its scars, still the mast i>owerful

human force in the world, marching as of old in the

vang\iard of civilization. The war being over, to fin-

(Continutd on peg* 708).
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The Experimental Pulp and Paper Laboratory
I ( 'iiiichided I

Microscopic Examination of Pulp and Paper
The authors eaimot too strongly advise the frequent

use of the microscopes in pulp aiul paper investio-a-

tions. The technique of the use of the niieroscop?, as
well as fibre identification, are fully described in Ilerz-

berg's "Papier Prufung" and in reports by the Coni-
niittee on Paper Testing of the Technical Association.*
Aside from the Examination of the furnish of unknowji
papers and pulp, microscopic examination of the stock
as pulped, study of the progressive beating of the
stock, and other innumerable occasions arise where the
microscope is of direct as.sistanee. A balopticon for
projecting the appearance of the fibres on to a screen
is valuable but not essential.

Considerable chemical work must be done on
analysis of cooking liquors, paper ami pulp examina-
tions, etc., and space should, therefore, be allotted for

this important work.

Bleach Determinations.
Pulp can best be bleaelicd in a beater equipi)cd with

a steam pipe ami a washer for removing bleach resi-

dues. ExperinuMital bleach determinations can be
made by the following method

:

A quantity of pulp equivalent to 40 grams of dry
stock is used for each individual test. For bleaching
tests, pulp obtained from the wet machine or directly

after shredding for yield determination is ])laccd in

sealed ilason ,jars aiul a dry-weight determination
is made on a sejjarate portion in order to calculate the

required amount of wet juilp pev determiiuition. The
sample is jilaced in a small mayonnaise i)eater, or open-

ed in the baby beater with sufficient warm water. The
pulp is then transferred to a two quart pyrex glass .jar

and the total volume brought to 1600 cubic centimeter.

For long fibred stocks, such as tliose obtained from
coniferous woods, from 20 to 25 grams of dry stock are

weighed out for each iletermination. For each bleach

determination 6 sets of stock are useil, the percentage

of bleaching being varied in increments of 2 per cent

below and above the required estimated amount. A
solution of apju-oximately 80 grams per liter (from
50 to 100 is satisfactory) of bleaching powder (35 per

cent available chlorine) is a convenient stock solution.

The strength of this solution is determined, as describ-

ed by the committee of the Technical Association on

Staiulard Methods of Testing Materials iisd in the

manufacture of paper, and from the results of the ti-

tration the volume of the solution of the bleach liquor

to be used in any particular test can be computed.
The bleaching equipment consists of two units, eadi

having a water bath large enough to hold three 2

quart glass aquarium pars and a heatinsr element which
on "low'" will maintain the bath at 100-110" F. Fur-

ther, by means of a motor, a glass agitator is caused to

revolve in each jar. thereby stirring the stock.

Bleach tests are usually started at 4 p.m. and r?mov-

ed next morning at 8 a.m. By means of the starch-

iodide solution, each sample is tested to detrrmine

whether the chlorine is exhausted. The bleached

stock is washed on a fine wire screen with a stream

•These reports can be had from the Secretary, Tech-

nical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry,

Room 1102, IS East 41st Street, New York.

from a hose and made into sheets on a hand mould,
the sheets are couched between woollen felts on the
press of the paper machine and dried over the dryers.
Comparisons are then made with a standard white
sheet.

iMany laboratories bleach by nuiking an excess of
bleach and determine the excess of free chlorine by
addition of potassium iodide and titrating back by
standard thiosidphate. This method is not considered
as satisfactory as the one just outlined, since the excess
of bleach used there is danger of loss of an apprecia-
ble percentage of free chlorine gas, especially if the
l)leaching test is conducted at a high temperature.
Further, in any chemical test or bleaching operation,
there must be used a slight excess of chemical or
chlorine in order to complete the re-action, and, ac-

cording to the second method of testing, all traces of

free chlorine are titrated back and deducted from the
amount originally added. This nu'thod of experimental
bleaching tends to give high results if chlorin;' is me-
chanically lost and to give low results from the back
titration of the slight excess of ehldrine which is act-

ually- required in the bleaching.

Recording of Color
To record tlu' color or degree of whiteness of pulp

and iiaper numerically is extremely desirable. The
nuMliod for meas\iring the relative degree of white-
ness nf various pulps has been described in the report

of the Committee on Snl|)hite Pulp of the Technical

Association of the Pulj) and Pa|)er Industry. Tlu'

lless-Ives tint iiliotometer, which is one type of colori-

meter, is valuable for recording the color of paper in

terms of parts red, blue, green, and black, as observed

tiirough the slamlard color screens supplied with the

instrument. The instrument, according to the labora-

tory's experience, has its limitations as it is not so sensi-

tive as ilie e\e for detecting nf snuili color differences.

Further, the reading obtaiiu'cl i)y the instrument is de-

cidedly affected by the glare or finish of the paper,

and for pulp sheets by the roughness of the surface

under observation. A rapid and accurate means of

recording color of either pulp or jiaper is very desir-

able, but no such means or api)aratus is known to the

laboratory. For ;i nuire detailed account of the oper-

ation of the Iless-Ives tint photometer, the radcr is re-

ferreti to a paper by Otto Kress and (i. C. McNaughton,
entitled "A Xum'.rical Expression for Color as given

by the Ives Tint Photometer"—"Paper," August 2,

1!)16; also to another article by the same authors en-

titled, "Further Studies on a Numerical Expression

for Color as given by the Ives Tint Photometer."
The study of the coloring of paper, evaluation of

strength and quality of dyestuffs, and the apparatus

and method of procedure has been recently described

by one of the authors of this paper. (See Pulp and

Paper ilagazine, March 11. 1920. page 253).

Records:—The recording of experimental data is

important and the following log sheets used at the

laboratory for recording cooking and strength data

may he of interest. To the r:cord of the cook is attach-

ed, for filing purposes, the recording temperature and

pressure gauge charts for that particular cook. The

log sheets, can of course, be modified to suit the indi-

vidual laboratory or mill conditions.
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C.ok No

Spei-'ics—

U. S. DEPART.MEXT OF AGRICULTURE (FOREST
SERVICE)

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY (.MADISON,
WISCONSLNM

Log of Difjestcr Charger, Soda and Sulphate Pulping.

Proj. N.

Date

Wood

Weight of moist chips

(Ihs.)

Per eent bone dry
Bone drv weight of chips

(lbs!)

Weight of water in cliips

(lbs.)

Volume of water in chips

(lbs.)

Na.S Solution

Lbs. = gal.

Sp. gr. =
1. Tliio Acid

NaOH — g.]>.l.

Na.S ^ g.p.l.

lbs.

lbs

I
NaOH Solution

I

Lbs. =
I

Sp. gr.

Acid

Gal.

NaOII g.p.l. lbs.

Cooking Liquor
XaOlI= lbs. g.p.l. •;

Na.S = lbs. g.p.l. %
F,i"|Uor gal. gal./cwt.

Water
Lb

Remarks

Black Liquor
Free Alkali Total Alkali

Sp. Gr. =
Ratio combined to total

= %
Bleach rc(|uired

Shipiiifiit Xi
US. FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY

Wool) PULP AND YIELD DATA.

Wood Container

W't., moist chips and container (lbs.)

Wt., container (lbs.)

W^t., moist chips (lbs.)

Wt., sample, moist (lbs.)

Wt., sample, bone-dry (lbs.)

Per cent bone dry
Wt.. bone dry chijis used (lbs.)

Pulp: Container

Wt., wet pulp and container (lbs.)

Wt., container (lbs.)

Wt., pulp (lbs.)

Wt., sample, wet (lbs.)

Wt.. sampK'. l)oiie dry (lbs.)

Per cent boTie dry
Wt., bfme dry pulp (lbs.)

Wt., drain catch .bone dry (lbs.)

t Wt., total pulp, bone dry (lbs.)

Yield, bono dry, crude pulp (on basis of weight of

bone dry wood) Per cent

Sr'nings: Container
Wt.. wet screenings and container (lbs.)

Wt.. container (lbs.)

Wt.. sample, wet (lbs.)

Wt.. sHiiipIc, hfine dry (Ih.s.)

per cent bone dry
Wt.. bone dry screenings (lbs.)

Yielrl, bone dry serernings (on basis of bone dry

woofi ) I'er cent

Screened Pulp;

Yield, cnidr pnip (per cent)

Yiehl, screenings (per cent) .*

Vielfi, screened j)nlp fper cent) .

No.

Project No.
Cook No. .

Species . .

.

Date

No.

No.

No.

No. Total

No. Total

No. Total
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTTRE — FOREST SERVICE.

Forest Prodwts Laboratory, Madison, Wise

Slhip'f No STUEXCrTH AND WEIGHT TESTS ON PAPER Project No
No OR Pl'LP No

Observer Date Computed hy Checked by

.

Species and descriptit

Wet bulb temp. Dry bulb temp F, Per cent relative humidity %

BURSTING AND TEARING TESTS. SCHOPPER TENSILE AND FOLDING TESTS.

Wght
per

Ream.

Lbs.

Thick-
ness.

Inches

Bursfg
Sfgth.

Lbs. per
sq. in.

Tearing Strength. In Machine Direction. Across Machine Direction.

Test
No.

1 to. . . .

In
M'chine
Direction

Lbs.

Across
M'chine
Direction.

Lbs.

Thick-

Inches.

Tensile
Strght.

Kilo-
grams

Sflch.

Per
cent.

W^^ht

Strips.

Grams

Fold'g
Test.

Double
folds.

Thick-
ness.

Inches

"T'nsile
Sfgth.

Kilo-
grams.

Stretch

Per
cent

Wght
of

Strips.

Grams

Fold'g
Test.

Double
folds.

10
Total. .

.

Average

Average bursting strength per pound ream lbs. per sq. in. 1 Tearing strenRth in machine direction .

Average bursting strength per 1-U»,000" thickness lbs. per sq-. in

Average tearing strength per pound, per ream lbs.

Average breaking length meters
Average stretch per cent

Average folding test double folds

.lbs.

breaking length in machine direction meters
Folding test in machine direction double folds

Tearing across machine direction . . .' lbs.

Breaking length across machine direction meters
Folding test across machine direction double folds

Remarks..

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRUTLTrRl-: I'OKKST SKRVKK.
Forest Prodiirls Laboratury, Miidisoii, Wise.

I.oa OF POOR.

Ship't No
Project No
Cook No
Species

Date Observer

Cooking Liquor-

Total SO, %
Free SO, %

Comb. SO,

Gal. Acid

Cook
Duration
Hours

Digest
Steam

Pres. lbs.

Digester
Gauge Digest

Gas
Pres. lbs.

Total
Volume

in digest

Relief
Liquor

{Space is allowed for 24 obserralions)

rA.M.)
Liquor raised ai (P.M.)

(A.M.)
Gas relieved at (P.M.)
Blown at

Bleach required %

Ship't No. .

Cook No. .

.

No.

Data on . .

.

Observer .

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE — FOREST SERVICE.

Forest Products Laboratory, Madi.<ton, Wise. Project No.

No.

No.

.Date

NOTE—This is the heading of tlie quatlrille ruled (cross section) paper, used for plotting curves. Thin
paper is employed to facilitate blue printing. The division.s arc in 1,10 inches; the ordinates numbered
every '-j index by tens to 150 and the abscissae (running the short way to the ~~s" -^ ^%" sheet*, num-
bered from to 18. The word "'Hours"" is printed iielow. and is followed by a line for "Remarks."
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British Trade News
( Frmii Our I-oiidoii ( 'orrcspoudt'iit.

)

London. 14tli June. 1!120.

The Canadian Industries Exhibition was opened in

London dnrinL' the week liy the ILn. Sir George Per-

ley, K.C.M.G. It is the first exhibition of its kind to

be hekl in Enfrland and it is a modest attempt to

brinp: before tlie British public the (|nality and measure

of Canailian prwlucts. All the stands were neatly

and attractively laid out and everything!: looked pleas-

inpr to the eye. Stauntons, Ltd., of Toronto, had a

very fine disj)lay cf their wallpapers, 22-ineh width,

and I nuieb admired their stand for the way it was

dre.ssed. Their semi-trimmed papers were shown off

to jierfeetion. and they had also some niee ready-eut

bonlers, all produced in Toronto. Lower down the

exhiliition the Re<r. X. Hoxcr Co.. Ltd., also of To-

ronto, ha<l a stand under the supervision of their

British ajrents. The Tyneea.stle Co., of Edinburnrh and
London. They showed all deserijitions of wallpapers

manufactured l>y them and chief amonjr them was a

very fine collection "^f tapestry papers. The quality

of the pai)ers and desi<rns and colorings were coni-

niiMited u]ion for their rich and hisrh standard, and
rcflcctc(l much credit on tltc firm. Large crowds were

attracted to the stand of the Canadian National Rail-

ways, where the intricacies and wonders of papermak-
ing and i)ul]i grinding were on view. This exhibit

was prepared by the Forest Pi-oducts Laboratnries at

.\[ontreal.

Canadian's Competitors.

The sujiplics of groundwood (wet) received from
varioiis sources arc given as follows for the first five

months of 1920, compared with the same period in

1910:—
1919. 1920.

Sweden 9,228 ll,2nS

Norwav 117,116 141,fiSS

Canada 2,400 490

Other places 1,940 1,54.1

Total ton.s 180,684 154,979

ft will be seen that Norway is cue of Canada greatest

competitors in this market. Here 141,688 tons are

valued at t;i,ri88,G05 and Canada's 490 tons are re-

turned at £8.,S20. Sup|)lies of bleached chemical (dry')

were received as follows for the five months ending

M»y:

J 1919. 1920.

Srcden 1.0:W ,19.-).-.

jforwav 4,-i71 8,24")

G.Mmaiiy 490

Canada and olher places 607 3,40r)

Total tons r..216 14.09.")

Sweden's Pulp Supplies.

Here wc see supplies more than doubled. Canada hail

a fair share in sn[>plying Ibis raw material. Ger-

many, it will be noticed, has sent 490 tons valued at

^22,102. A notable feature in the past five months'
trade is Sweden's supplies of unbleai'hed chemical

(dr)'). No less than t!:!,-)42.000 worth of this class of

raw material has been jilaeed on the British market,

and soon found its way into the mills. The total sup-

l)lie.> from all cpiarters ending May last—five months
—were as follows:

—

1919. 1920.

F'inland .... lo,44:i

Sweden 54,797 114,731

Norway 21,198 44,024
(icrmany .... 936
Canadaand other iilaces 15,824 13,988

Total t..ns 91,819 189,122

Kiidand. it will be seen is sending supplies to Eng-
land. During .May last this <'ountry contributed 3,-

927 tons of uid)leaehed chemical, valued at £141,174.

Canada has been sending a fair siiare of the 13,988

tons from "other places," but the (piantity is below
pre-war figures. In fact the best i)art of 13,000 tons

came from the Dominion. During the period covering

January to April, Sweden ex]iorted to all markets
207,500 tons of sulphite and sulphate, a.s against 128,-

000 tons during the same period in 1919. While the

country's pu\\> exports have considerably increased the

exi)orts of i)a]>cr from tlie same source have e<|ua11y

diminished. This is due to domestic demands and
the holding of small stocks to see how the markets
turn.

Exports to Canada.
During the nuintli of ^fay Tiritish mills reported to

('ana<la: 57V2 t'^"s of ]u-inting ])a]ier, worth £826; 7

tons of writing jiaper, valued at £142; and 55 tons of

other jiajicr, woi-tli £1,078.

The total exi)t)its of |)ai)cr to all countries were as

follows:

P ri nting—May. Writ ing—May.
Tons. Tons.

1920 .. .. 3767 16/20 £286,314 886;*, £101,373
1919 .. .. 1398 103,875 496 2 20 68,637

1913 .. .. 8676 9/20 168,537 850 6/20 40,930

Printing (lajier, that is newsprint, wa.s received from
the following countries and I quote the values so that

Jiaper mill men arrive roughly at what the cost is like:

Tons.

Sweden 1,943 7/20 £88.020
Norway : 1,665 1 5 82,933

Germany 8.043 47,576

Belgium" 37 17 20 3..574

V. S. A 271 6 20 14,529

Newfoundland 3,710-'<., 197,294

Canada and olher places .. 4,780 237,290

Packing and wrapping paper was imported to the

extent of 19,891-', tons valued at i:i.l.')2.648. Owing
to a reclassification by the Trade Board it is very

difficult to fiinl out now what is actually coming into

the nuirki't, different grades of jiaj.er being mixed up
with each other so that the technical nnui cannot un-

ravel the figures.

Notelets.

During May 31,641 tons of strawboards were sent

to the British nnirket.

844 tons of coaled ])apers were exported in May
from (Jernnuiy, Belgium. France, U.S.A., and Canada
lo England al a value of £75.01)9.

More labor I rouble! The workers in Englan<l want
12 per cent an Imur extra. Mill owners say it is jire-

poslcrous.

British mills are giving orders out pretty frcdy
for new pa]>ermaking machinery.
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In eoiijuiii/tioii witli a large tracT ot' treehokl tuiilu-r

lands recently acquired in the Sudbury, Ont., district

by the Continental Wood Products Co., a subsidiary

of the Continental Paper and Bajr Mills Co., a second

pulpwood [ireparing plant and sawmill will be erected,

and for that purpose a site is now being: cleared.

Waste paper will be utilized by the Red River Pa-

per Mills Co. in the manufacture of wrapping at its

new plant in Winnipetr. Man. Tiie mill is situated on

Linden Ave.. Norwood, and has a river frontage of

350 feet, with facilities for shipment of the product.

Wrapping papers, manufactured from mere waste pa-

per collected and paid for throughout the city, will

be the initial product of the new mill. Other ad-

juncts will be manufactured after the mill has been

operating for a short time.

The Women's Press Club of Toronto, en.ioyed a

pleasant outing at Niagara-on-the-Lake on Saturday

last where tiiey were the guests of Mrs. Ednnind Phil-

lips. Picnic supper was enjoyed on the lawn and the

party returned to the citv on the late boat.

Mr. S. J. B. Rolland, President of the Rolland Pa-

per Company, was in Toronto this week on his way
back after attending the annual meeting of the Can-

adian Manufacturers' Association in Vancouver. Tiic

Rolland Paper Co. is at the present time undergoing
considerable expansion, work being in progress which

will increase the company's output by about twenty

per cent. Mr. Rolland was greatly impressed by the

business possibilities of the Canadian west but, as he

states, his visit was more in the nature of a holiday

trip and as such he didn't size up the situation frcm
a paper standpoint. Mr. Rolland spent a few days in

Toronto visiting a number of his customers.

Mr. Wright, of Smith. Davidson & Wright, whole-

sale paper dealers of Vancouver, was in Toronto this

week, on his semi-annual buving tour.

Mr. N. E. Wainwright and Mr. P. C. Bagley of

the Canada Export Pajier Company, Montreal, were
in Toronto on business this week.

The Don Valley Paper Company, Limited, Toronto,

are putting a new roof on their machine room and
extending the size of the room. The improvements
will take some weeks to complete.

Mr. John Ball, manager of the operation de|)art-

ment of the pulp and paper division of Price Brotii-

ers, has resigned his position and is now connected
with Mr. U. M. Waite of New York, and his associated

companies.

The shareholders of the Spanish River Pulp and
Paper Mills, Ltd., at a special general meeting in To-
ronto on Wednesday of this week unanimously ap-
proved of a bylaw passed by the Board of Directors

providing for the issue and allotment of preference
shares of the company amounting to 42 per cent of

the par value of the outstanding preference stock up
to June 30th, 1920, and also a further amount to re-

tire the dividend vouchers issued last year with re-

spect to the one year's di\idend on the original is-

sue of $3,000,000 of preference stock. The bylaw

will aci'urtlingly become ctfective -luly 1st and tlio

issue of preference stock will be made to the sliare-

holders of record on June oOtli, 1920. and to the hold-

ers of dividend vouchers to which reference has been

made.

Mr. W. II. Sherriff, of the Ilodge-Sherriff Paper
Co., returned this week from a trip throughout the

Canadian west to Briti.sh Columbia, in the course of

which he called upon the fij-ni's customers. Jlr. Sher-

riff noted an optimistic spirit in business circles gen-

erall.v. i)ut states that this spirit is not so noisily ex-

pressed as used to be the case when the average west-

erner was inclined to forget about the vagaries of

the elements and their effect on business conditions in

the west. There is the .same optimism, but it is tem-

pered now through past experiences with fictitious

l)Ooms and weather that knm^ked out the crops. Mr.
Sherriff found the same conditions existing in the

pajicr trade in the west as exist here, the shortage of

kraft lieing especially noticeable. As a matter of fact,

the shortage of this class of paper is so great in the

west that they are buying manila as a substitute, when
it is possible to secure supplies of that commodity.
The Papei' Specialty Company has begun business

at 411 Spadina Avenue, Toronto, as successors to the

0. P. Mc({rcgor Paper Company, which some months
ago went out of business.

Mr. E. H. Macklin, President and General Manager
of the Manitoba Free Press, was in Toronto this week,

on his way l>ack to Winnipeg, after spending a few
days in Hamilton.

Mr. P. S. Chinch of the pai>er .sales depaHment ot

the George H. Mead Comi)any, of Dayton, Ohio, was
in Toronto this week. Mr. Mead, the President of the

company, who was in the city attending the meeting
of the Sjianish River Pulp and Paper Mills, was a

caller at the company's Toronto Office.

Mr. Robert Klynn, who has been with the Buntin
Reid Company, Toronto, for twenty years, most of

which time has been sjient in charge of the warehouse
department, has been appointed manager of the com-
pany in succession to the late Mr. Crichfon. Jlr.

Flynn is one of the best known and best-liked paper
men in Toronto, and his promotion in the firm caused

deep satisfaction amongst his many friends. Mr.
Robert Downie, who went on the road some months
ago. has been brought in from his territory and has

been appointed a.ssistant manager. No outside man
has yet been ap[)ointed to take Mr. Downie 's place.

The Kaministiqua Pulp and Paper Company, Limit-

ed, has been granted incorporation by the Ontario
Provincial Secretary's Department, and will operate

in the Port Arthur district. The company is capital-

ized at ;{;1.000.000 and is authorized to construct, oper-

ate and maintain mechanical and groundwood pulp,

paper, cardboard and other manufaeturies. Among
the incorporators are : Arthur E. Murdock and John
E. Regan, financial agents, of Toronto. The prospec-

tus of the company has not yet been issued.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, -lum' L'ti.— Eviilciu-o ;u-iuiiiul;ilcs that I'oii-

ilitioits arc iinproviiiL' in at loa.st one braiieli of tlu'

l>aper in<iiistry. The prcjtrietor of a westorn Ontario

i-ountry weekly on openin<r his mail one day thi.s week

discovered a letter from one of the distrilmtors with

whom he liad placed an order for nevvs]irint wliieh

read as follows:
—"Dear Sir. We are in fceept of your

esteemed order of the l^tli inst. and in reply would

state that we are filliufr ycuv order at onee and are

sendinfr it forward hy first frei^'ht. Thankin<r you for

this busine.ss and hoping to be favored with your fur-

ther esteemed orders, we are, etc." The publisher

rubbed his eyes and after re-reading the letter to make
sure that his sight was not playing him tricks, he

heaved a sigh of relief at this evidence of the termin-

ation of his troubles. To be thanked for his order and

to realize that even now his shipment was on the

way. proved a .severe shock to his system, but it is

stated that he will survive. The manager of the Can-

adian Weekly Newspaper Association is authority for

the further astounding .statement that one of the

weekly publisliers on his list had reported that his

cellar was full of paper. Are these facts portentious

•iigns of a changed order of things in the newsprint

world or do they indicate that the publishers have

been more scared than hurt by what they feared was
going to be a real famine? In any even it would ap-

pear that publishers are less "jumpy" now and that

for the most part they are being fairly well .served.

In other lines of paper, conditions and prices re-

main unchanged and while new pulp and pajier enter-

jirises are beitis launched. pai)er securities going up
and the industry generally uiulergoing great expan-

sion, the shortage of both raw stock and finished jiro-

duct is pronounced. Prices are high, and are likely to

go higher, and there is talk in the trade of a further

increase of from 15 to 2") per cent in July on most

lines of cheaper grade of book, bonds and ledgei-s and
from 10 to !•') per cent on the higher grades, nlthougli

these have not been officially announced. This will

mean that on some lines, when -^Oc for crates and 2r)(;

a hundred pontuls for freight arc considered, the cost

laid down in the jobber's warehouse will be as high

M7.'>0. If the advance goes into effect the con-

[T will have to pay a still more fancy jirice for

hif paper.

Nrw.'<priut.

Practically all the daily and weekly publishers have
now ri'newed their contracf.s for new supplies for the

ii«ct three months at 5'/2 cents for roll and fie for

*et news from two tons uj*. Supplies are coming
ough fairly frr>ely and most of the publishers are

being well looked after. Tho.se who have not sueeeed-

e<l in getting their contracts signed up, however, arc

experiencing cotisiderable difficulty in getting sup-

plies, and thi' few small lots that cim be picked up in

the open market are liable to cost over ten cents n

pound, and some newsprint is known to have sold as

hit'h as 14e a pound for spot lots. On the whole, the

newsprint situation, as far as supplies to the publish-
rs are i'onrerne<l, nijiy be sai<! to be in a fnirlv sntis-

I hui

aid I

t;;

fjiitory condition considering the diffictdties the mills

ar' under in meeting the big demands that ;n-e beiui.'

nu\de.

Book Papers.

The shortage in book pajters throughout the country

is indicated by the fact that hardly a sheet is to be

had in Toronto. None of the jobbers have any stocks

on hand to speak of, and as in the ca.se of all other

liiu's, orders are only being taken at the price jirevail-

ing at the time of shipment. High prices continue to

rule, and what would appear to be the peak was reach-

ed this week, when 161/4 cents was paid for a line of

No. 3 book by one of the Toronto printing firms. The
fact remains, however, that this grade of paper can

be had for several cents lower than that price, there

having been no jump in price during the past few

days, except in cases where mills were prevailed ui>iin

to make special efforts to sujijily spot lots which the

customer was ready to pa.y almost any price for. A
canvas of a number of the paper warehouses in To-

ronto revealed the fact that book papers were not in-

cluded in the small stocks of paper on hand and a

bmulle of the comnuidity was sought for in vain.

Wrnppittfi mid Tissurx.

The week saw an advance in the price of sulphite

wrapping of 2c a pound. Colored sulphite drug is

JiQW up to 16c, which is two cents higher than the pre-

vailing price for the past couple of weeks. Pajier

towels have also advanced twenty per cent, but there

is no change in the price of tissues. The mills, how-

ever, are taking no orders for tissues that they can

avoid, and while there is a price list it is little use to

the customer who buys on the understanding that he

will pa.v the price prevailing at the time the goods

are shipped. Mills are several months behind in their

orders, and there is no immediate ])rospeet of an im-

]>roveinent in the generall.v chaotic conditions that are

existing in the tissue paper trade, fn the specialty

lines, stich as white and colored tissues, there has been

an advance in price, the lines mentioned now selling

at .$100 a thousand f.o.b. mill, which represents an in-

crease of $20. The Interlake Tissue Mills. Limited,

at Merriton, which .supplies the greater jiart of these

tissue lines, are making good progress with their new
mill addition and an initial shii>ment of ])arts for

their new paper making nuichiiie has now arrived.

Lffhjrrs and Bonds.
While ]u-ices renwiin unchanged in these lines, the

shortage contiiuies, although in some grades snudl

stocks are available. There is a great denuind for

these classes of j>ai)er, and most of it is )>icked ui) as

soon as it reaches the warelujuses, although some lines

are coining through freer than some of the other

staiulard lines of papers.

NEW YORK MARKETS
New 'l'i>rk. .Iiine '_'(i Snine nt' the snap to spot de-

mand for paper has been eliminated by the slowing
up of activity in other lines of merehainlise, and yet

there is a steady tone to the nuirket and prices evince

a firm freinl. As far as is visible, no one is lowering

prices to obtain business - tuuther mainifaeturers nor
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•TRADE-nARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill m Finland, Manu-

facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4-24t>-47

•• • 2170
•

I.N'QUIRIES SOLICITED.
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jobbers. The fact of the matter is that sellers of paper

have all the business in hand they can accommodate,

beinjr booked far ahead with orders, and instead of

seeking fresh business, the ma.iority of concerns are

obliged to turn down proffers of business in frequent

eases.

Mills with few, if any, exceptions contiiuic to operate

at as full capacity as prevailinir labor and raw ma
terial conditions will allow. There arc some paper

plants, notably in the New Entrland district, which

are hampered by lack of raw material resulting from

the recent railroad tie-up. and these mills are running

somewhat below full production, but it can safely be

said that mo.st paper mills in the States are operating

at close to 100 per cent capacity. The sole idea pos-

sessed by the [laper manufacturer today is to make
headway in catcliiug ui> witli deliveries, and no stone

is being left unturned in an effort to produce as much
paper as possible.

As stated above, demand has eased off to an extent

in some parts of the trade. Only certain kinds of

paper are affected, and the reduced operations of

buyers have had little influence on the market for

the reason that manufacturers arc booked up in such

fashion that a falling off in inrmiry is of light conse-

quence to them for the present. Should demand con-

tinue to recede, it might eventually be a different

storj-, but opinion among paper men is that before

mills are anywhere near caught up with deliveries

demand for paper will have sprung up anew, it being

generally believed that tho.se buyers now refraining

from absorbing suplies will of necessity be in the mar-

ket for larger amounts of paper in the near future.

One of the strongest factors having to do with the

situation is that there is a tremendous potential de-

mand remainiu" unfilled, which leads producers to feel

that should activity in any one part of the industry

slow up that increased buying in other directions

would more than offset the quieter condition in some

corners of the trade. For instance, it is well recognized

that daily newspaper publishers are omitting columns

upon columns of advertising from nearly every issue

because of their inability to get all the newsprint re-

quired. This is the one division of the trade that has

witnessed the most pronounced slowing up in demand,

and this condition is believed due to no other reason

than that publishers are purposely keeping out of the

spot market in the hope that they may effect a lower-

ing of priees. It goes withou't saying that could news-

paper pidilishers secure larger supplies of paper they

woxM eagerly purcha.se them .so as to carry the adver-

tisiit they are now obliged to refuse. Advertising

revfcue is the source of income which keeps ilaily

newspapers going and if is a certainty that publishers

arc not omitting advertising of their own free will.

Spot prices on newsprint contiinie to range from 1-

eents upwards per pound at mills, and sellers expei

ience no trouble in fimling buyers for such lots as they

hate to dispose of. The book paper market is firm

to an extreme. Mill.i are sold far ahead and in most

in.Htanees are refusing to accept additional business

excepting from regular customers, who ar eohliged

to pla<'e orders to be filled when mills are in a position

to do so and at priees prevailing at time deliveries

are made. Tissues and wrappings are in little less

demand, which .seems due to buyers holding off in

covering forward requirements rather than to any

reee«sion in conMimption. While one hears a lot a

"bout depression in the clothing and various retail mer-

chandising lines, department stores in New York are
doing a large business, which would indicate that stores

in other parts of the country are doing likewise, in

view of which it is unlikel.v that the consumption ot

wrapping and tissue paper has decreased. Prices are

maintained and mills in common are busily engaged
in filling baek orders as well as the new commitments
they arc entering into.

Fine pajicrs rule firm in jumcc and are being absorbed
in steady volume. The market seems bare of sur|>lus

stocks and as soon as bond or ledger paper of any
quality is offered it is quickly snapped up by buyers.

In fact, dealers or mills are not called on to do much
offering out of stock these days: buyers come direct

to them and takeiug all the supply to be had. There
is a large demand for fine papers for export and every-

thing ])oints to a good part of it going unfilled. Loeal

exporting firms arc frank to say that they could put

through by far more business with foreign customers

if they could get the necessary paper to sell. Here
is ano'ther factor which has an important bearing on

the market, one which would likely come into much
prominence should domestic demaiul undergo any ma-

terial decline.

The board market is firm ad there is but little spot

supply of any grade of board to be had. Mills are

quoting around $11") dollars per ton for plain chip

board and from $125 up for news board and say they

are having no difficulty in securing these prices.

GROUNDWOOI).—The market for ground wood
rules firm and the outstanding feature is still the tight

supply situation. Very little mechanical pulp is avail

able for spot delivery or for shipment sometime hence,

and sellers fortuiuite to have some surplus stoek to

sell in the open market are getting all manner of iu-iees

for it. Quotation on spruce pulp of prime qualify

range from $110 upward a ton at griiuling mills. There

have been actual sales at $130. in some instances, and

as miu'h as $140 has been rumoured paid, but about

$120 is generally recognized as a fair market level at

the moment. Freqiient reports are being received con-

cerning the difficulty grinders arc experiencing in

obtaining ample supplies of pulp timber, and this con

ditioii ol)vious]y liam|)ering manufacturing operations.

(ilFMlC.M. I'lLP.—Priees on chemical woodpulp

are firndy nuiiutained and there is a continuance of

brisk demand for all grades. Consumers are sorely in

need of supplies in nuist cases and prices play a se

condary role to that of delivery today, which means

that buyers are meeting almost any figure asked so

long as they are assured of getting pulp promptly.

No quotable change in prices has occurred this week,

but under existing circumstances prices arc mainly

nominal and it is difficult to ascertain what actual

market values are. Xewsprint sulphite has sold up to

8 cents a pound at pulp mills, while reports have been

heard of sales of domestic bleached sidphite at sub

stantially better than 12 cents. No. 1 kraft pulp of

domestic origin commands 7 cents per pound, and

foreign kraft has sold at as high as 8 cents ex dock.

RAGS.— An easier condition has developed in the

papermaking rag mark-t. The movement into con-

suming channels is lighter and prices in a ma.jority of

cases have fallen slightly. The reason for this ap-

parently is that paper manufacturers, havmg covered

their immediate requirements are now holding off in

btiving. as is usuallv their wont at this season of the

vear Certainly there are no weakening factors visi-
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WE ARE AT PRESENT MANUFACTURING THE FOLLOWING
of interest to the Pulp and Paper Industry.

BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.
Acridine Yellow R.
New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine Y. cone.
Basic Green B. cone.
Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOl RS

Paramine Fast Pink B.

Paraniine Sky Blue F.F.
Paramine Blue 2B.

Black B.II.

Yellow R.
Brown (i. cone.
Brown M.

Paper Black

Bismarck Brown R. cone.
Safranine B.S.
Safranine R.F.F.
Methylene Violet 2R. cone.
Methylene Violet 2B. cone.
Malachite Green Crystals.
Methylene Blue B.B. cone.
Methylene Blue 1814.

Paramine
Paramine
Paramine
Paramine

Paramine Fast Bordeaux B.
Paramine (ireen G.
Paramine \'iolet N.
Paraphenine bellow G.
Diazamine Fast bellow H.
Rosophenine lOB.
Benzopiirpurine 4B.
.3181

ACID COLOURS

Orange II.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB.

Acid Prune V.

Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau G. cone.
Ponceau 4R cone,
(^roceine Scarlet 5R.
C^armoisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

1 roduct Sampk-s, I'atttTiis. uiid all particulars f

-^ L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED ^
HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND V^
Canadian Office and Warehouse

179 COMMON ST., - MONTREAL
Ordert supplied direct from Canadian Stocki. New Product* will be added from time to
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ble in the rag situation; on the I'ontrary eviM-ytliing

would seem to point tt) even higher priees in the fall

if eonsumers eonje into the market to Iniy in custom-

ary volume at that time. France has jilaeed an export

embargo on all kinds of rags, and importers say they

are Juiving increasing trouble locating sizable amounts
of stock in other Euro])ean countries, while it is an

establislied fact that domestic collections this spring

have not begun to approximate those of previous yeai>.

Roofing rags have scored the largest decline in price

and business lias been reported at well uiuler -i cents

a |)ound at shipping points for No. 1 packing, sales

down to 2.7") i-eiits liaving been runior.nl. Old whites

are in le.ss demand and are selling at from 14 cents up

ward for No. 1 repacked whites, while old thirds and

bines are freely available at around 4.75 es'nts a pound

f.o.b. shipping points. New cuttings of most kinds

hold fairly steady in price, dealers as a rule being >in-

willing to sell at reduced figures while contending

they are getting but a few fresh lots from cutting'

establishments.

PAPER STOCK.—Waste papers are in fairly good

lemand and, with the exception of one or two grades,

prices are well maintained. Flat stock continues to

ease off owing to the relatively narrow outlet among
mills for this grade, and a little easier tendency is

evident in folded newsiianers. but mixed paper is firm

at a quotable basis of around 1.90 cents a pound New
York for Xo. 1 packing, and kraft, manila and other

specialty papers are in eon.stant call, as are shavings

Xo. 1 hard white shavings are selliing at 7.50 to iS

cents per pound at shipping points and soft white

shavings of No. 1 quality at 6.75 to 7 cents, while No.

1 old kraft has sold this week at close to 5.50 cents

New York, establishing a new high value for this kind

of paper. Collections are fair although dealers say

they are not receiving the tonnage of fine grades of

shavings that they ordinarily do.

OI>I) ROPE AND BAffGING.—Old rope is moving

toward mills in a fairly steady way and at unchanged

|)rices, dealers reporting sales of No. 1 manila rope at

around 7.50 cents a pound. Ther? is little activity of

an important scope in old bagging, which is freely

available at a basis of 3.25 cents f.o.b. shipping points

for No. 1 scrap bagging. Strings are in good call and

qnotably steady, while gunny is moving in moderate

fpianfities on contract.

"The modern A. B. C. for the

stands for Always He Careful,"

I^gue.

IVhole

says

eonimunit.\

the Safet.v

PAPER BOX MAKERS MET AT QUEBEC.

(Continued from page 698).

ish Up ,the British Eminrc will re-establish and main-

tain its commercial and fuiancial supremacy, its hold

upon which, during the war. it temjjorarily relaxed.

As the drops help to form the ocean, each one can

do his little bit, in this respect, and live up to th(

glorious tradition embodied in the Latin sayiny Civis

Britanniens sum."

THE OBJECTS OF THE PAPER BOX MAKERS'
ASSOCIATION.

Address by C. T. KEID. X'ice-l'iesidcnt, at the Annual
.Meeting.

When 1 went up to Ciiieago, five years ago, and

told some of the good fellows in the Western Associ-

ation of Paper Box JIanufacture what a bunch of

crabs the men in our trade at home were, they asked

me how 1 knew, and I said I .judged entirely from

what I had heard. And their advice was to get them

organized and get to know them well and my judg-

ment would change and it did. T^p to that time I

had never been in a competitor's, idant and no com-

jietitor had ever been in ours. Siiu-e that time I have

l)een a welcome visitor in all of them, have borrowed

stock, or used their et|uipment in emergencies and
they have done the same with us. The Association

has accomplished much for the entire trade in Ham-
ilton. We are oi)timists now about our own industry

as i)eiiig a growing asset of the communit.v, and we do

not damn the business, because of the rottenness of

our competitors as we used to do. Of course we damn
tiie board mills and the paper mills, but as they are

all prett.v well supplied with dams of their own,
ours do not ])liase them mueb. The way the associ-

ation has kejit us in touch with the trend of the times,

as far as our own business is concerned, has helped

to make us oiitimists. Of course, there are all kinds

of optimists, and in the past the pa]ier box business

has had too few of any kind. As gcod a definition

as I have heard of an optimist is that he is a man
who can see a light in the dark, where there isn't any,

and the pessimist is the man who c<iines along and
blows it out.

Coming to changes in the by-laws ycni will imte

that we will endeavor in future, by mutual co-oper-

ation among the members, to:

—

"I'lihold the standing of the paper box busiiiess.

liy educating the general public to a realization of

ihe usefulness and increasing necessit.v of the paper

P. A. P. A.
SCREEN

Pulp iuul Piipor Mill Acci'NSorii's, Limitoil

MOMKI'.AI.. ('.:iiv.ulii
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How to measure
the cost of a gasket

WHY should the cost of a gasket be measured by the

actual cost of the piece of sheet packing from
which it can be cut? If a gasket blows out, its

cost will certainly be many times the difference between
the price of a poor packing and that of good packing at

a few cents more per pound.

Do you realize that a 4" flange can be properly gasketed at an
additional expense not exceeding 2 cents even if the proper

sheet packing costs 20 cents per pound more tlian the ordinary

kind? You would not be willing to have a gasket blow out

for 2 cents or many times 2 cents.

Even where a small difference in

price per gasket might amount
to a considerable total, remember
this- the risk of blow-out in-

creases directly as the number of

gaskets.

Service Sheet, form which gas-

kets are cut, is the result of the
elimination of weaknesses in

sheet packing. Service Sheet may
cost more, per pound— and even
more per gasket than some other
asbestos fibre sheet packing

—

but its factor of safety is figured

so high that the possibility of a
blow-out is, as nearly as possible

eliminated.

There's a better way of figuring

the cost of a gasket, rather than
by the cost per pound of the
sheet from which it is cut.

7^7

Canadian Johns-Manville Co., Ltd

Vancouvdi. L

JOHNi; - MANVILLE
POWER PLANT MATERIALS
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box, and the extent and size of the paper box industry.

"Raise the general standard of efficiency of those

in the business, wliereby the capital involved shall

have a proper return thereon, the nianagenieiit shall

be adequately rewarded, the wag;t's paid and factory

conditions shall lie such as to attract a good class

of labor, and to improve the quality of the product

turned out.

•Exciuuige information as to costs and other mat-

ters of general interest relating to the paper box

business.

"To maintain and continue, by social intereour.se,

the good feeling at pre.sent existing among the trade,

and those supplying it."

Tile pai)er box business has been tio mean factor

among the many that have contributed to the modern

conditions of living. As it is true that no man lives

to himself, so it is true of business. Can you conceive

of the chaos that wouhl exist if there was at this

hour a total stoppage of the supply of i)aper l)Oxes on

this continciW? You have often heard of the rock

of supiily upim whidi tlie great oil trusts were founded.

That oii was absolutely necessary to the manufact-

urers of everything in the way of tools or machinery

that man-kind uses either to provide clothing, or food

or shelter or transportation. On the immen.se scale

of modern business, bow could hundreds of thousands

of articles necessary to human comfort be marketed

in acceptable condition, without the paper box? The

general use of tlie paper box has revolutionized the

packing and shipping methods of two thirds of the

manufacturing btzsiness of the world, and the paper

l)ox can take credit for much of the speed with which

the finished article in hundreds of lines of manufac-

turing, is packed and stored or shipped. After being

considered for half a century a low down competitor

of the wooden box, the paper box now takes the lead,

and in the field of shipping cases, the paper container

-is rapidl.v .sujierseding that of wood. Stick your chest

out, Mr. Paper Box .Manufacturer, and you will help

tlie public to realize your importance in the world.

Vie witli other business men in your own comnuiuity

ill public spirit. Make yourselves count in everything

that is for the betterment of your home town. Belong
to at least one organization that will give you a broader

comiiiunity vision than you can possibl.v get by devoting
all your waking niomciils to your own business. Be
proud of your business.

Put pep into all .vour dealings with your factory,

and do not believe that conditions are anything but

ideal now, nor that they cannot be made a lot lietter.

Carry this jiej) into your relations with your eom-

|)etitors. Be glad of every chance to exchange in-

l'(U'mation as to costs, or deliveries, or shop methods.
It has lieen often and truly said that the paper box
business is only in its infancy, that only tiie fringe

of tiie possible uses of jiaiier and card-board for con-

tained purposes, has been touched.

W. P. BENNETT.
Hclirinp Picsideiil. Canadian Paper Box Manufaitur-

ers' Association.
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/( ifill pay you lo read

our book. "L i ghting
Indiislrial Interiors,"

II rfiVcMsses the lighting

problem from a practi-

cal point 0} lietv, A
copy on reqiitsi.

Good Industrial Lighting

Good industrial lighting is such that the

workman is as unconscious of it as he is

of daylight that is to say he docs not

give it a thought one way or the other.

It is a recognized fact that pure white

paint on the walls and ceilings is one of

the most important factors in solving

lighting problem.

STAY-WHITE the pure white oil paint

meets every requirement of good light-

ing because it reflects and diffuses all the

light eliminates dark areas makes a

difference that you can appreciate.

STA-WHITE is used extensively in

every type of industrial plant. Its effi-

ciency is a fact established by years of

actual service.

DOMINION PAINT WORKS, Limited
Makers of

Degraco Paints, Varnishes, Enamels
WAI KKRVII.I.E, Canada

MONTREAL,
Qll RFC.

TORONTO,
VANCOUVER,

WINNIPEG,
SYDNEY.
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Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hul NEW YORK

Have an extensive

ard steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us

a -,' -ih

CHEMICAL PLANT, SANDWICH. ONTARIO

Chloride of Lime
Bleaching Powder

Caustic Soda
WINDSOR BRAND

When ordering chemicals, you can

reply on the high slandard of the

Windsor Brand products.

Manufactured in the only plant

in the Dominion manufacturing

these products.

MADE IN CANADA

The Canadian Salt Co., Limited

WINDSOR, - ONTARIO

Interlake Tissue Mills

Company, Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL LINE

OF WHITE AND COLORED M. G, TIS-

SUES, BROWN AND COLORED LIGHT

WEIGHT M. G. KRAFT, WHITE AND
COLORED DRUG WRAP, ALL GRADES
OF FRUIT WRAPS, DRY PROOF PAPER

A FULL LINE OF TOILET PAPER,

PAPER TOWELS, PAPER NAPKINS,

DECORATIVE CREPE ROLLS, LUNCH
AND OUTING SETS.

Head Office: 54 & 56 University Ave.

Toronto. Mills at Merriton

THE

TORONTO IRON WORKS
HeADOF^ice:

aOYAL BANK BLDG.

LIMITED

ORONTO
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MORSE
Helping' Canada's
Great Railways

The industrial development of Canada is measured by
Its great railroad systems. Thousands of miles of steel,
extending from coast to coast, reaching out from the big
manufacturing centres, have been pioneer steps in the
country's advancement. And The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co., Limited, has been a factor in this development.
Wherever construction gangs have followed surveyors, Fairbanks-

Morse railway equipment has been used because of its dependability—
dependability that made it worthy of ts part in this pioneer work
From the smallest drill to the electric locomotive—the stand pipes and

water tanks that feed the great transcontinental engines—Fairbanks-
Morse railway supplies render a service backed by
the organization's high efficiency.
The 100'

, quality seal that marks all Fairbanks-
Morse railway equipment is the ideal of the
Fairbanks-Morse in.stitution— the mark
that symbolizes a standard of equipment
and service.
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\ -^
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Ottawa. Toronto. Hamilton.

St CBtharinct, Windior. Winnip^,
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ON THE ROAD TO HARMONY.
Summer skies look brigiiier to the publishers of

western Canada and newsprint mauufaeturers are

breathing more easily than for some time past. A
conference was in session at t)ttawa to devise a better

way of assuring the newspapers of a supply of paper

than by enacting legislation which would be like the

down of a dandelion—no one could predict where it

would land. Relations between publishers and paper

makers had been more than strained for many moutlis,

though both sides individually have been koping for

a peaceful understanding. Important matters, which

should have been arranged by personal intercourse

were delegated to committees and lawyers. A com-

mittee cannot speak from intimate knowledge for each

person he represents, and a lawyer may, and often

does, argue all around the point that should be made.

Wiien a deal is on that means the establishing of busi-

ness—friendly business— relations, the individuals

should come into personal contact.

The Pulp and Paper Industry has been proud of

John R. Booth for many years, and now, in liis 94tli

year, he is to be thanked for solving the problem tliut

threatened seriously to embarass the industry. Witli

mucii public symi)athy for the western publishers

aroused l)y editorials and news items, the Federal

Government seemed on the point of passing a most

unfortunate piece of proposed legislation. With a pro-

duction of 800,000 tons of newsprint from Canadian

mills, a larger proportion, some say 25 per cent., of

Canada's newspapers said they could not get paper.

All they needed was about 2,750 tons. Mr. Booth saw

the solution and offered to underwrite the supply of

half the amount requireil if other mills would guarantee

the other half. This was readily agreed to and the air

was cleared. Details may take a little time to work
out, but the great jtoint arrived at is the realization

that the manufacturers meant what they said last De-

cember by the statement that Canadian put)lishers

would be taken care of. (^nfidence has been restored,

good-will will come.

The trouble seems to have been largely due to two

causes, lack of personal contact, as mentioned, and

reliance by the western publishers on a single mill

for supply, assuming that the Government would see

them through. It is reasonably certain that if these

publishers had got into direct contact with other pos-

sible sources of supply last fall, or even this spring.

a lot of worry and hard feeling would have been avoid-

ed. Now tiiat the two parties are getting into direct

contact and the publishers are visiting the mills and
making personal arrangements, they find the paper
men are really fine fellows—and the publishers are,

too. A belter feeling is already becoming evident. The
paper maker would be a fool to throw down his home
market and neglect the needs of his fellow-countryman

lie wants to see the publishing business in a fluurish-

ing condition. The Pulp and Pa|ter Magazine lias con

sistently emphasized this point and it is now very

gratifying indeed to see that the publishers are begin-

ning to realize it also and that friendly relations are

growing.

i<QVARE CORNERED MOLECULES.
One of the strangest true stories that we have heard

in some time was told at the summer meeting of the

Technical Section. It seems that an oil salesman
visited a pulp mill and in praising the quality of his

oil to the superintendent remarked that the oils which
were being used were decidedly inferior because in

one of them the molecules were of cubical shape (and
he drew a picture to show the form), while the other
was not quite so bad as the molecules were pyramids,
(and he drew another sketch), but that the ..il which
he was selling was far superior to any other on the

market becau.se the molecules were round. In fact the

salesman, by misrepresenting sometliing with which
the superintendent was not at all familiar, convinced
him that he was selling a ball bearing oil and conse.
quently the best possible kind of lubricant. The curi-

ous part of this story is that Me repeated it last week
at the smoker of the American Society of Chemical
Engineers and one of the gentlemen present was the
chief chemist at the mill where the incident occurred
and had overheard the conversation between the oil

salesman and the sujierintendent. Another chemist from
the same mill was also present and vouched for the

truth of the story, else we would be strongly inclined
to doubt it.

The superintendent in this case was not acquainted
with even the rudiments of every day science and the

salesman knew it. If the chemist had not been pre-

^elt, the wonderful new conception of the molecular
state of lubricants would have been lo.st to the world,
and this particular mill might have been induced to

purchase a really inferior grade nf oil, because a con-
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ceru that permits its salesmen so grossly to misrepre-

sent either his own product or that of others is not

likely to he depended upon for a first class article.

It is not necessary for a man to have a college education

or to he an expert chemist or engineer to have a clear

conception of such elementary science as would enable

him to detect such misrepresentations and to perceive

the principal qualifications of the materials rctpiircd

in his department. The man on the job must be de-

pended upon for considerable advice in the purchase of

materials unless the concern has a large technical staff

which can carry out performance tests for the bene-

fit of the purchasing and cost department.s.

Correct and accurate observation of conditions and

results and the making of accurate records of (juality

and performance are of the greatest va/ne in the econ-

omical oi)eration of a pulp and paper mill. A foreman

or superintendent, cannot be expected to do this work

l.ro|)erly unless he has a pretty fair knowledge of ele-

mentary science and mathematics.

The editor of this n\agazinc hjipjiens also to be

the editor of the text book which the Pulp and Paper

As.sociations are preparing. In the examination of

these elementary subjects, mathematics, physics, me-

chanics, electricity and chemistry it has l)een difficult

to decide where to draw the line on the inclusion of

a nunil)er of sul)jects. Incidents of the kind just men-

tioned, although fortunately not of the same character,

have been convincing of the need of providing the

man in tiic mill who has not had a high school education

with information that will prevent him from making

fixdish and costly l)lnnders, and enable him to co-oper-

ate intelligentl.v with the management of a mill whicii

flesires to conduct its business along modern scientific

lines. The man who does not know something which

he has obtained more by study than b.v hearsay of

these elementary subjects cannot ordiuaril.v appreciate

what is meant by accuracy in observation, adjustment

or record. The successful mill of today and more

particularly the successful mill of tomorrow nnist be

operated on accurate knowledge. It is a waste of moiie.v

to install a cost .s,vstem when the qualit.v of materials

goiM into an order is not known more clo.sel,v than

tliclininber of boxes of thirds and blues and hard

sluiWngs. and lajts of pulp. The co.st of these items

cannot be ascertained unless a record is kept from

acenrntc measurements of the (|naiitities used and lost

in eonrse of treatment.

\ttst |>aper mills are careful of their b\iying and

managements are on the lookout for new material?

which will do the work as well or better and <"ost les.<«

than those employed. In many cases it is not possible

to tell how well a new article will work until it is

tried out lunler workinfj conditions. There are, how

ever, many materials which can be in.<ipecled in the

laboratory or simpl.v examined carefully and intelli-

gently and sized up as to their desirabilit.v in the mill.

Sucli an examination must be based on scientific know-

ledge and this can be obtained only by study. Such

knowledge is neither cheap nor eas.v of attainment but

it is distinctly worth while as a possession.

yOT THE SAME CONCERX.
Considerable dust, we might say saw-dust, has been

raised in Ontario pn account of the investigation into

the records of the cut of timber from Crown lands.

One of the jirincipal offenders according to reports

is a lumber compan.v called Spanish River Lumber

Compan.v. Another compan.v of a similar name has

lieen largel.v before the public latel.v because of the

extent of its developments and the excellent reinitation

its stock is ac(|niring. This is the Spanish River Pulp

and Pai)er Mills Limited, which operates pnlj) and

paper mills at Sanlt Ste. Marie, Espanola and Sturgeon

Falls, Ontario. This company as well as the one which

is before the courts has leases of large tracts of Crown

land timber. On investigation we have been assured

that there is absolutely no connection between the

managements of these two concerns whose names are

unfortunately so similar. We take occasion to men-

tion this matter as there is likely to creep into the

l)Hblic mind a suspicion of the integrit.v of one of

the largest companies of our industry and one whicli

is most careful to do what is right. Our induistry has

alread.v luid enough undeserved criticism without add-

ing to it.

COBWEBS.
We have Jost a good friend and the pulp and paper

industry has lost a strong, enthusiastic and high-

minded sni)porter in the death of George C. Sherman.

of Watertown, N.Y.

The misleading collotjuialism, calling pulpwood
"pulp" is unfort\ni«tely too commonl.v used b.v peo-

l)le who reall.v know better, and, finding its way into

the pajiers often creates a wrong impression.

The recent visits of American editors and chemical

engineers to Canada included trips of ins])ection to

I)nlp and paper mills. There is close coniu>ction in

both cases with our industrv.

In tlic program of the visit of the American Institute

of Chemical Engineers to the E. R. Edd,v ami Co. plant,

we note that the visitors saw the process of "decor-

ticating"' the wood. Luckil.v we have a dii-tionar.v.

Canadians will be affected b.v the proposed scheme

of taxing profits on luisiness done in England in i)ai>er

and inilp from countries outside the Empire, The

projjosition is a general one, ap|)l.ving to all foreign

business and is being vigoro\isl.v protested as will be

seen in the account on another page of the British

Wood Pulp Association.
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Sulphite Waste Liquor Utilization
KALl'lI n. McKEE. Ph.D., Columbia Uuiversity.

New York City.
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Two cords of wood require as cookiny; liquor about

2,200 gallons of the solution of calcium bisulphite and
sulphurous acid, and give one ton pulp. On the com-

pletion of the cook the waste liquor is ordinarily

drawn off, and is run into the adjacent river, to the

injury of the river life. In other words, half of the

wood goes to make paper pulp and half is dissolved by

the cooking litpior and discarded into the river. The
total solids of the waste sulphite li(juor average about

10 per cent, the principal portion being a calcium

ligno-suli)honate produced by the solvent action of the

cooking licpior on Die ligiiin nuiterials which bind to-

gether the cellulose fibres of the wood. This waste

liquor also carries a small i)crccntage of sugar. The
amount of this sugar, ajjparciitly dextrose and fruc-

tose, varies from 1.") to 3 per cent, depending on the

temperature at which the wood chips have been

cooked.

The utilizalioii of tliis liipioi- in the rnitcd States

is Iwing hastened liy Icgishition forbidding sulpliite

waste li((Uor being dumped into the water courses.

The States of Pennsylvania and Wisconsin have al-

ready passed such laws and there is similar legislation

before Congress at Washington. So far as 1 know,

none of the Federal or Provincial governments in

Canada have as yet taken action, but one cannot fell

how long they will continue to hold off.

For over half a century attempts have been made
to utilize this sugar for the comiiu-rciai |irodnction of

alcohol. It is cnly in the last ten years that methods

have been worketl out wliicli successfully accomplish

this.

One method is to heat the snljihite waste li(pu)r

with slime sludge or lime, filter off or decant from

the precipitated calcium sulphate and calcium sul-

phite, aiul fernu'nt the resulting filtrate, after the

addition of \east and yeast foods. The alcohol obtain-

ed en distillation of the fermented liquor carries a

small percentage of wood alcohol (up to 3 per cent)

and minor percentages of other materials which,

though small in amount, are sufficient to prevent the

sale of the alcohol as alcohol of the highest grade, un-

less exceptional care is taken in the distillation. In

1918 this process, known as tlie lime or Ekstrom pro-

cess, was used in Noi-way aiul Sweden by fiflee'i

plants; in Germany and Austria by twelve l)lant.^;

and in the United States, by one plant. The yields of

alcohol by this process are generally lower than would
correspond to the sugar content of the sulphite waste

liquor. The explanation commonly given of the low

yield is that it is due to the effect, in the neutrali-

ization step, of a local excess of lime on the sugar, it

being well knrwn that hexose sugars are readily de-

stroyed by alkalies. The total production of alcohol

from sulphite waste liquor in the above mentioned

countries in 1918 was approximately 6,000,000 gal-

lons, most of it being used as automobile fuel. In

the United States the process just described has not

* Paper presented at. the summer meeting of the

Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp & Paper As-

sociation, Sault Ste. Marie, June 23, 1920.

proven to be especially profitable, partly because of

the low yields and partly because of the high installa-

tion cost and the extreme care and skill re(piired in

its operation.

The second |)rocc.ss arose about two years ago, due
to certain experimental work, carried out in the chemi-

cal engineering lal)oratorics at Columbia Universily,

which showed that the conunon belief that sulphur
dioxide and sulphites are poisonous to the yeast organ-

ism is incorrect. That these do prevent the growth of

the yeast organism in iiuim>- licpioi's is true; but our

evidence is that this is due to the fact thai tliry are

reducing agents and use up the dissolved oxygen of

the li(|\ior i-ather than that they have any direct ac-

tion on the yeast organism. If this explanation is

true, then by l)ubbling oxygen or air through the

licpior the effect of the sulphur tlioxide and sulphites,

when present in but moderate amounts, sluinld be

balanced; ami actually this was found to be true.

Suljjhitc waste liipu)r, from which a jiortion ol' the

free sulphur dioxide ha.s been removed, ferments rcad-

il.v aiul rapidly in the presence of yeast and a current

of air. If the sulphite liquor is used witlio\it the re-

moval of a portion of sulphur dioxide, fermentation

will orilinarily take place, but the si)eed will be s'cw.

It is better to remove the excess of sulphur dioxide by
steaming the li(pior for a time. Tiie process has l)een

<'ari'ied out, not only in (he lalxn-atory using a few lit-

ers, but, through the courtesy of the Ilanimermill Pa-
per Co., Erie, Pa., on small conunercial units. Onr
first fermentations at the Ilanimermill plant were on
300 gallon charges, and lalei- we useil 13,000 gallon

charges. We installed a conunercial size still, capable

of handling 200 gallons of 9;') per cent alcohol a day,

and proved that there were no complications in the

distillation of the alcohol formed in the suli)hite li*|uor

by the new proi-ess.

As carried out by the new prot-ess, the li(|uor after

removal of the alcohol, is essentially free from sugars
and suljihurous acid, and accordingly is a product
of a less obnoxious character if run into the water
course. Later it will be shown it can be evaporated
and used as fuel with advantage. As by-i)rodiicfs of

the alcohol process there are obtained, some sul|)lmr

dioxide in a form ready to be used in the [julp mill

acid .system, considerable hot distilled water for use

as boiler feed (30,000 lbs. at 212 dvn. per hour for a

100 ton pulp plant), and much warm water for use

in washing pulp, instead of using cold water. In
calculating costs of alcohol manufacture (see tables)

no credit is given for any of these by-products.

In the method of carrying out the new alcohol pro-

cess most efficiently, the sulphite wa.ste li(|uor is

in one .step evaporated to approximately half its vol-

ume. If this liquor, after di.stilling off its alcohol

content, is concentrated to 30 deg. Be, i.e., a liquor of

oO per cent solids content, it can then be burned in a

properly designed boiler plant, by means of the or-

dinary form of oil burner, in which oil is sprayed into

the furnace. This will give us for a 100 ton pulp
mill, about 1.000 H.P. per 24 hours as i)owcr; besides

approximately one and a half times the amount of low
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pressure steam required for the evaporation, in triple

effect evaporators of the waste liquor left after the

alcohol distillation, to the 50 per cent solids content

liquor readv to be burned under the boilers.

The amount of waste sulphite liquor commercially

available, usinjr the ordinary type of blow pit and

washing bv displacement has been shown by tests

conducted at the plant of the Ilammermill Paper Co.,

Erie. Pa., to be. on an average. 1930 U.S. gallons per

ton of pulp. In other words, actual tests have shown

the previously used figures of 1.200 to 1.600 U.S. gal-

lons per ton of pulp to be too low an estimate.

Method of Operation.

The detailed method of operation is as follows: The

hot waste sulphite liquor draining off from the wood

pulp in the digester blow pit is run into a desulphur-

izing column about 16 feet high, where it meets a

counter current of steam and has the larger part of

its sulphur dioxide removed. The sulphur dioxide re-

covered in this way is taken to the absorption towers

to be used in the manufacture of fresh cooking acid.

The hot desulphurized li(|Uor is next evaporated to

approximately half its volume in a thermo-compres.sor

type of evaporator. The choice of this type of evap-

orator is determined by the fact that the sulphite

wa-ste liquor is essentially a colloid and accordingly

boils at approximately 212' F.. even when partially

concentrated. This makes evaporation of such a ma-

terial very cheap and recpiires but a small installation

expense. The liquor as it comes from the desulphur-

izing tower may be fermented without evaporation,

but to do so means doubling the capacity of the fer-

mentation tanks and the building containing them,

and is not wi.se from a financial point of view.

The hot liquor is next cooled counter currently

with water. The warm water thus iircxliiccci has de-

cided advantages over cold water in the pulp mill

in the washing of pulp. The sulphite waste liquor at

about 20' {'. is run into the fermentation tank and
hydrolyzed yeast, ammonium suli)hate and calcium

acid phasphate added as yea.st foods along with the

yeast. A slow current of air is introduced through

pipes leading to the bottom of the tank. The air

current serves the double purpose of famishing the

required oxygen needed by the yeast, and of keep-

ing the yeast mixed with all portions of the ferment-

ing liquor. With fermenting liquors carrying large

amounts of sugar, such as molas.ses, the carbon diox-

ide evolution is sufficient to keep the mass of the

liquor stirred, but with fermenting liquor carrying
onlygB small percentage of sugar, such as waste sul-

phiti liquor, the carbon dioxide evolution is scarcely

^llfflpient to keep the yeast in thorough suspension.

After 60 to 72 hours fermentation the alcohol is dis-

tilled, best in a continuous still, to give a crude al-

cohol, and this crude alcohol is then re-distilled in a

di.soontinuous or batch still. On one of the upper
plates of the rectifying column of the batch still,

th^ is run a dilute solution of so^la ash to neulrali/e

th« free sulphur dioxide which accompanies the alco-

hol during distillation.

I have carried out fermentations using samples of

Aulphite liquor from some fifteen mills. The yields of
95 per cent alcohol vary between 0.55 per cent and
1.35 per cent, with an average of about 1.00 per cent
calculflfed from the volume of sulphite waste liquor.

Using the data obtained at the plant of the Ham-
mermill Paper Co., Erie, Pa , in our fermentation and
distillation pf charges of 13,000 gallons of sulphite

waste liquor, I give in Table No. 1, the costs of pro-

ducing alcohol for a hundred ton sulphite pulp mill.

The percentage of alcohol given is 1 per cent, though

the percentage obtained in the experimental work,

using the 13,000 gallon charges mentioned before, was
1.07 per cent. "The costs, moreover, have been increas-

ed to what I believe to be average Canadian costs.

TABLE I.—Cost of So^r Alcohol.

Basis of 100 tons sulphite mill. 300-day year. 1,930

U.S. gallons of waste sulphite liquor, per tou of pulp

made

:

A.—POWER

:

Evaporation, desulphurization.

416 BHP at $100 $41,600

Distillation 85 BHP at 100 8..500

Pumping 22 BHP at 70 1.540

Air Compressor 20 BHP at 70 1.400

$53,010

B.—LABOR:
Superintendent, at $3,000 $ 3.000

2 Stillmen 65e per hour 4,680

2 Desulphurizing men 65c " 4,680

2 Fermenting room men 65c " 4,680

2 Laborers 57i/2C " 4.140

$21,180

C—PLANT

:

Buildings $145,000

Wood fermenting & storage tanks 11-23',

diam. x 20' 25.000

Stills, evaporators, desulphurizers, yeast-

growing equipment, alcohol storage . . 177.000

Piping . . 20,000

Motors and pumps 8,000

$375,000
D.—COST OF MANUFACTURING:

Horse iiower $53,040

Labor 21,180

Yeast food 15.000

Soda ash 5.000

$94,220
E.—CHARGES:

Interest on Investment, 8% $30,000

Depreciation, buildings, 5%; Machy, 10'7 28,500

Repairs 11,580

$70,080
F.—RECAPITULATION

:

Percent, of 959f alcohol on original liquor \''r

Gallons (U.S.) 95'; alcohol per year .$579,000

Cost per gal. (Item D) 16.27c
Cost per gallon (Item E.) 12,13c

Total cost per U.S. Gallon (not including
royalty) 28.40e

The lime process has a number of disadvantages, the
principal ones of which are:

1. The high lime requirement, amounting in the
ca.se of a hundred ton plant to four ton.s a dav. or a
yearly cost of $18,000.

2. The extra labor required to handle the incoming
lime, to slake the lime and to handle the outgoing
sludge.

3. The loss of .sugars due to the action of the lime
amounts to approximately ICl . and accordingly means
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an increase of 3e a gallon in the cost of alcohol pro-

duction, and a decrease in income from sales, if alco-

hol is sold at 60c a gallon, of $36,000, a year.

4. Sulphite waste liquor neutralized with lime car-

ries a cloud of suspended solids, even after settling

and deeantation.

5. The residual slop from the alcohol still is not in

good condition to he evaporated for use as fuel.

6. Scale formation, in the case of the lime process,

is very rapid in tlie still. I have seen gypsum scale

over half an inch thick on parts of a still working
under the lime process.

Fuel Value of liesidue.

At the April meeting of the Tecimical Association

of the American Pulp & Paper Industry in New York,

there was presented a paper on Fuel from Sulphite

Liquor (published in Convention number of paper).

Making use of the great advances of the last few years

in boiler design and boiler practice and the burning

of powdered coal and of oil and using the data re-

garding concentrated waste sulphite liipior in the pa-

per referred to, we have as the simple and desirable

way to utilize the waste liquor after the distillation ot

the alcohol, its utilization as fuel.

When this residual sulphite licpior is evaporated

we have the residual showing on a dry basis for a

typical liquor at heat value of 7,9ii0 B.T.U. per pound,

ash 13.9 per cent. The sidphur content of the resi-

due is 5.4 per cent and of the resulting ash 1.0 per

cent. For each ton of ]n\\]) there is obtained, after

having had the alcohol removed, about 1.100 gals.

—

9,900 lbs. containing 14 per cent solids— 1,386 lbs. To
concentrate to 50 per cent solids will require the re-

moval of 7,128 lbs. water, with formation of a mobile
pitch of ilO ]icr cent solids weighing 2,772 lbs.

B.T.U. developed bv burning 1,386 lbs. of

fuel of 7,950 B.T.U 11.0lS,70n

B.T.U. retiuired to drive off 1.3S6 lbs. of

water

:

127,512 and 1.344.420 B.T.U. (raising tem-
perature and vaporizing t 1,471,932

Theoreticallv available B.T.U. 9,546,768

This is equivalent to 682 lbs. coal, 14,000 B.T.U.,

per ton of pulp made, or 34.1 short tons per day for

a 100 ton pulp mill.

If tbis sulphite pitch is burned under a boiler to

give steam of 150 lbs. gauge pressure, there will be

obtained a boiler efficieiu-y varying between 60 and
80 per cent, according to the design of the boiler and
its firebox. If 60 per cent, then per ton of pulp
there will be obtained from water at 120' F.

:

60 X 9,546,768

1,107

: 5174 lbs. steam at 150 lbs. pressure.

If SO per cent, then-

80 X 9,546,768

: 6899 lbs. steam at 150 lbs. pre-sure.

1,107

"We may use the steam generated for the develop-

ment of power in non-condensing steam engines. The
exhaust steam of such engines could be used to evap-

orate the liquor in multiple effect evaporators. On
the basis of this system we have the following:
A simple non-condensing Corliss engine, using steam

of 150 lbs. pressure, has a steam consumption of about
25 lbs. per indicated horse power. Therefore from our
steam we get,

5174
At 60';,' boilei- efficiency = 8.6 I II P

24 X 25
per day of 24 hours per ton pulji.

6899
At SO'c boiler efficiencv we have ^11.5 I. II. P.

24 X 25
per day of 24 hours per ton pulp.

The steam exhaust from this type of cngiiu^ is at

a jire-ssure of 3 to 5 lbs. per square inch, and is about
88 per cent dry. Assuming that owing to pipe con-
densation and other heat los.ses it delivers but 75 per
cent of the theory to the evaporators.

At 60 per cent boiler efficiency we have 5174 X -88

X .75 = 3414 lbs. steam per ton pulp.
At 80 per cent efficiency we have, 6899 X .88 X

.75 = 4553 lbs. steam per ton pulp.

To evaporate the 1,100 gallons to 50 per cent .solids,

as calculated, will re(|uire the evajioration of 7128 lbs.

of water. A triple effect evaporator of ordinary type
will cva])orate this amount of water if furnished 2651
lbs steam (or a (luadruple effect with 1967 lbs. steam).

If boiler has 60 per cent efficiency then we have
per ton of jnilp an excess of steam above the require-
ments of the tri])le effect evaporator of 3413 — 2651= 763 lbs.

If boiler has 80 per cent, efficiency 4553 — 2651 =
1902 lbs. Or, in other words, for" a 100 ton pulp
plant, the fuel available will give, in ailditinn to the
energy reipiired for the evaporation of the .slo]> from
the alcohol .still to a concentration adapted to be
liurned from a nozzle, such as is u.sed- for burning fuel

oil. the following:

If the boiler has a fuel efficiency of 60 per cent,
860 II. P. per 24 hour day and 76.300 lbs. low pressure
steam.

If the boiler has a fuel efficiency of 80 per cent,
1150 11. P. per 24 hour day and 190",200 lbs. low pres-
sure steam.

Investment reipiircd to carry through this fuel
economy :

—

Triple effect evaporator to eVaporate .30,000

lbs. water an hour installed .$75,000

Boiler 1,000 H.P, installed 40,000

$115,000
15 per cent depreciation and repairs per vear 17,2.50

Labor. 2 X 24 X .65c X 300 days ....'.... 9,360

Yearly cost of operation .$26,610

With H.P. year $100 and coal $8 ton the income is

as follows:

// boiler has 60% efficiency—
860 H.P. has a year value of . . .- $86,000
76.300 Ib.s. steam at 3 lb., csal at $8 .5,232

$91,2.32

Cost of operation 26,610

Yearly credit value $64,622
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.1/ 80'; boilrr efficiency—
nr.O HP. at $100 H.P. year

I!t0200 lbs. stoam at •"5 lb., i-oal at $8 ton..

$11."..000

1:5,040

$128,040

26,610

Yoarly credit value $101.4:!0

If these credit values be credited a?aiiist the alcohol

cost, we have credits of U.lc j.er <ralloii of alcohol

if a boiler efficiency of 60 per cent is obtained, or

17.3e per jrallcn of "alcohol if a boiler efficiency of

SO per cent is obtained. This leaves net alcohol costs

per frallon of Jta per cent alcohol of 17.:?c, or 11.1c in

the two cases.

Note.—The discussion of this pajxT will aj.pcar as

soon as available.

ANNUAL FOREST GROWTH MISREPRESENTED.

In the following letter to the Pulp & Paper Jlapra-

zine. Mr. Rarnjum takes exception to certain state-

ments of Col. Ila.skell of the International Paper f'o:

I notice that the rate of annual growth in our for-

ests nnisi be increasing quite rapidly, as in the issue

of the Pulp and Paper Magazine of May 13th, the

Vice-President of the International I'aper Co. claimed

a 4 per cent growth, while in the is.sue of May 27th

he claims it to be 11 3-7 j.cr cent, and that there may
be no misunderstanding in connection with these fig-

ures. I will ((\iote his statement verbatim

:

"As to the 'four per cent increment,' I desire to

quote from the Ninth Annual Report of the Commis-
sion of Conservation of Ottawa and from Professor C.

D. Howe of the Faculty of Forestry, University of

Toronto, in his mr)nogra])h entitled 'Forest Regenera-

tion on Certain Cntover Puljnvood Lands in Quebec'
In this brochure on page ten he states as his conclu-

sion from exhaustive studies made in the St. Maurice
Valley, it would take 70 years for a spruce tree, 4

inches in diameter, to attain a diameter of 12 -inches.

"Let us see exactly what this means in growth per-

centage. A block of spruce one foot long and 4 inches

in diameter contains l')0.8 cubic inches. A block of

spnice one foot long and 12 inches in diameter con-

tains l,3."t7.2 cubic inches. Therefore in 70 years a

foot section of a 4 inch .spruce tree woull gain 1,206.4

iibic inches in attaining a diameter of 12 inches.

"This is an increase in the 70 years of 800 per cent,

or aiS annual average increase of 11 3-7 |)er cent \wv

anniiB. And in considering this astoundingly large

jiiTciitage of annual growth, it nnist be remembered
that thi^ is simply cin'iinifercntial growth, and takes

no aceonnt whatsoever of altitudinous increment."
The International Paper Company must be very

short of world when it becomes necessary to grow trees

at sneh a rapid rate.

It is much to be regretted that pulp cannot lie

mnnnfactured fr.^m fine theories. If it could be. there

would certainly be no shortage of paj.er to<lay. but

we are faced with « co?idition and not n theory. The
figures qnofed by this official of the International

Paper Company are the very best evidence that t'icri'

is po«sihly no net annual growth in our much abused
forests a.s they exist today, for if there were an 11 per
cent growth, a 4 per cent or even a 1 per cent net

growth, there would be more standing wood on the

Quebec leased lands today than there ever was. as the

annual cut on these lands is only 2,000.000 cords, or

less than 1 per cent of the stand of 224,000,000 cords.

as quoted by this official.

I am not vouching for any of the above figures

except the annual cut, which is correct. I am merely

using his own figures to show that his contention that

there is a net annual growth is ridiculous. When the

cut only amounts to less than one per cent of the

stand of tind.er and still our suj.ply is dimini.shing. .so

very much more than this amount every year, how can

there be any net growth 1

The fallacy of the contention that there is any such

amount of growth lies in a fact that shoidd be per-

fectly i)lain to any school boy. We might .just as well

contend that each child that is born lives to the age

of three score years and ten, in which case the world

would be a.s densely jiopulafed with human beings as

the vice-president of the International Paper Comjiany
would have it covered with trees.

If anyone questions the rapidity with which our
supply of timber is diminLshing, I would a.sk why it

is that some of the larger operators are now cutting

in such remote sections that it takes two years to drive

their logs to the mills, and why it is that limits have
advanced in price from, say. $100 per square mile ti

$3,500 per square mile? Why puI])wood has advanced
from .$3.00 per cord to $30 and more, f.o.b.? Why fee

land has advanced from .$1.00 per acre to $10, -$15 or

.$30 and over? Also why the size of logs has dropped
from six or seven down to sixty or seventy to the

thousand feet, and why they are shipping wood out of

the country by rail that runs in size from four or five

inches down to IVL' inches in diameter, mere poles that

have only just begun to grow? Also why aFc all the

larger paper companies in Canada planting seedling.^

in a large way as fast as they jiossibly can?
With the above cold facts staring us in the face it

must of course, be ])erfectly apparent to any man
of ordiiuiry intelligence that any claim made as to a

net annual growth is simply a "delusion," and the

greatest satisfaction we have in this connection is in

the knowledge that all of the jieoplc cannot be foiled

all of the time.

KHAXK .1. I). RARNMUM.
.\nna|)oiis Koyal. X.S..

.lime •-'.".th, 1!t20.

B. K. SANDWELL TO LECTURE AT McGILL.
Mc(iill University has appointed H. K. Sandwell,

editor of "The Canadian Bookman" and "The .Journal

of Commerce,'" which are also published by the Edu-
cational and Industrial Press, and well-known as a

public speaker in Montreal and other cities, to an
assistant professorship in the Department of Hciuiomies
and Political Science. Mr. Sandwell has, for !-,ome

.vears, delivered lect\ires in both extension and regular
student courses in the University. He is kmiwn to the
public through both publications of which he is editor

ami also through the lectures ranging in theme from
litei-alure and wrilei's to jioints of economic interest

and importance, which he has given on many occasions
not only in Montreal, but in other Canatlian cities,

ami at the Alexander Hamilton Institute in New
York.

Paper enters largely into the construction of every
Korean house. The interior is lined with paper. It

has a paper roof, paper floor cloth and paper walls.
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Roofing Problem for Paper Mills Solved by
Gypsum Slab

By H. S. TAYLOR,
Chief Enirineer. Management Engineering and

Development Co.

Of the many problems that confront the designing eertain temperatures, and tiie roof structure heeomc
engineer in the pulp and paper industry, that of roof- laden with a deposit of water. If this structure is

ing for the different buildings included in the modern made up of a material that will become saturated, cor-
paper mill is an important one. This problem is of rasion. rotting or other deterioration will take place'
special importance in machine rooms, pulp mills, beat- and the life of the structure is dependent on its

er rooms, recovery plants, or in any other depart- rate of corrosion or decay. A material mu.st therefore
ment where excessive evaporation is a part of the pro- be selected that will either not become saturated or
cesses carried on as the roof slab, of whatever material will show no injurious effect should such saturation

. it may be, is .subjected on the under side to the ac- take place.

tion of a volume of air laden with moisture to the We now have the two main characteristics required
point of saturation' requiring but the slightest lower- for roof slab. FiiNt : long life, which we will call dur-
ing of temperature to reach its dew point, and de- ability, and .second, conductivity. Minor eharacteris-
posit condensation on all parts of the roof structure tics such as weight, cost of placing, cost of handling,
with the resultant drip that is so commonly found etc. must l)o taken into consideration, but the material
in paper mills. selected must first answer to the durability and con-
From the above we can readily see perhaps the mest ductivity test,

important reason why the engineer is confronted with There is one other enemy of durability, but as it

the problem of roofing, namely, condensation of water attacks but one of the standard roofing materials,
from the vapors within the room. As condensation on namely steel- we will make but brief mention of it.

any surface is caused by a differential of temperature This enemy i.s corrosive gases, either from sulphite
between thC surface and the vapor in contact with it. mills or bleach j)lants. Steel encased in concrete is not
the colder the climate in which the mill is situate.l. protected, gases attacking the encased steel members,
the more important the problem of covering becomes

:

and for roof slab where such gases come in contact
in fact, for mills in our southern states we might say ^^''fi it. material must resist tlie action of gases as

that almost any structure that offers jirotection from "p" as wmdensation.

the elements will do. but for the northern states and In the Spring of 1919, Col. ('. 11. L. Jones, niana-
Canada, protection is but a minor factor. ger of the Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills, Ltd., in-
Having named condensation as the most important .structed the Management Engineering and Develop-

cause of the problem of roofing, let us state the two ment Company to recommend a roof^slab to replace
causes of annoyance and expen.se to the operator:— that then on the machine room of their Lake Superior
First, the deposit on the .surface of the roof .struc- Mill. This roof was put on in 1912, of .3 inch yellow
ture, and second, drip therefrom to the floors and pine supported on 10 x 12" inch yellow pine inirlins
machinery below. The first ha.s a corrosive or rotting in turn supported on steel trusses. We considered the
effect on the structure it.self' and the second is of problem on the basis of durability and low condue-
great inconvenience to the operator. tivity- but also had to take into consideration the 18

It is therefore the aim of the engineer to remove feet spacing f)f roof tru.sses designed for a load of not
all water from the building in the form of saturated

vapors and thus eliminate condensation. This removal
is a problem of ventilation and not roofing, but it is

mentioned lest anv conclusion be drawn that an econo-

70 ll)s. per foot. The wooden sections of this

structure were decayed to a point of failure .seven

years after placing.

Tt will be seen that many of the standard roofing
mical roof structure could be designed that would materials mu.st be rejected on this ba.sis. Wood, the
have sufficient insulation effect to prevent condensa- most common, is not durable, concrete, steel, tile, etc.,
tion on its under surface without the mechanical re- have a very high conductivity, besides being of a
moval of the surrounding vapor.s and replecement with weight that requires additional supporting m'embers.
dry air. The problem is to prevent condensation by Concrete with cork insulation on the upper surfae*
the removal of vapors l)cfore reaching the dew point, fulfilled the first two requirements, but the cost of
and the replacement under roof with dry air of a tem- the structure was prohibitive, due to the high price
perature that will prevent condensation. Each heat of cork and additional .supporting structure to carry
unit that passes through the roof slali must be re- the increased weight.
placed and as each unit of replacement represents a "Wood treated with a preservative such a.s creosote
unit of cost to the operator, a material of low con- oil of tar. etc.. is being specified to .some extent for
ductivity for roof slab will show a direct saving in roofing where condensation is extreme, and such treat-
fuel in proportion to the degree of conductivity. ment doubles or even trebles the life of the structure.
Even with the most efficient .system of ventilation but a thorough treatment is very costly, a-s such plank

condensation, to a certain degree, will take place at and timber rau.st be dried out, otherwise bleeding will

take place and the drip of the preservative is cer-
•Address at the summer meeting of the Technical tain to cau.se loss in production besides being exceed-

Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, ingly disagreeable. One of the chief objections to such
Sault Ste. Marie. Out.. June 23. a structure is the fire rLsk. for the treated wood is
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much more inflamniable, and a protest from the insiir

anee eompaires aj:aitist this roof iiiaterial is sure tn

arise.

Wood roofs with air spaces or insulation layers of

felt or cork have been tried out, but their life is limit-

ed, as the wood sooner or later becomes saturated with

moisture giving life to the numerous species of fungi

that destroy the fibre and life of the structure.

The result of a tliorough investigation wa.-; the selec-

tion of gypsum for roof slab material combined with

wood shavings and built up in the so-called metropoli-

tan system of .slab construction.

This monolithic gypsum composition .slab has long

been used for fireproof floors and roof construction

in the eastern United States and Canada under the

trade name "Metropolitan." Rome of the oldest of

the large buildings of downtown New York City are

being built of this construction' 60 Wall Street. 42

Broadway. Beaver Bldg., Singer Bldg.. etc.. as well as

hundreds of heavy manufacturing and loft buildings,

apartments, hotels, residences and the like throughout

the metropolitan district and in other communities.

The first installation was made in 1892, and it came

into extended use in 1894. During this year a gyp-

sum roof was placed on the St. Nicholas Skating Rink.

I have for your examination a piece of gypsum knock-

ed from the underside of the floor .slab of this build-

ing just above the refrigerating raachiner>-. The steel

stable reinforcement was found to be in excellent con-

dition when expcsed after 22 years. T also have for

your inspection a piece of cable 23 }'ears old. taken

from the Horticultural Hall, Philadelphia.

This Metropolitan type of construction was placed

on the Woronoco Mill of the Strathmore Paper Com-
pany in 1912; the Wayagamack Pulp and Paper Com-

pany at Three Rivers made an installation in 191;");

Price Brothers have this type of constniction over

one of their machine rooms, the roof having been laid

in 191.5. and the Great Northern Paper Company, of

Millinoeket, Me. .have a gypsum slab roof which was

placed in 191.3. For mills of the Escanaba Paper

C-ompany at Escanaba, Michigan, designed by the

.Management Engineering and Development Company,

trypsum roofs are on machine room, boiler house and

L'rinder rooms and the owners are well .satisfied.

The slab is designed on the catenary principle; cold

drawn, twisted steel wire cables being figured to carry

all the loads in suspension between beam sui)i)orts.

These cables are anchored to the end beams and
brought into uniform deflection and tension by stc'l

rc^ midway of each .span.

Byp.sum, more commonly called pla.ster of Paris, is

nAed as a moderately soft mineral, composed, in

Virying degree of purity, of hydrated calcium snl-

pkate, raSO,2H.O. When gypsum is calcined at a

temperature of 100" to 120° c.. •''( of thi' water of

crjstallizafion is driven off and tlie prmlmi obtained

in the f»r(lin8ry plaster of Paris. If calcined at lem-

drratures between 2r>0° and r)00° C. but not snffi-

Mi-ntly long to remove all of tlie water, a nearly anhy-

ilrous product is obtained which also forms a cement.

The pro<luel formed, as the result of the setting

in either of the al)ove eases, is pra<'tiealy identii-a1

with the original (fvpsnm. This nuiterial is appre-

ciably •iolnble in water. One part of the hydrated cal-

cium siilpliate at C. di.ssolves in 4H8 parts of water;

at :{') in •VX\ parts of water; at 100' in 400 parts of

water. Its maximum nolnbility occurs at 3;'i C.

The fi^ypsum composition consisting of about ^•'i per

I'cnt pure calcined gypsum mixed with wood fibre to

act as a liiiuler and to toughen tlie finished slab, is

mixed with water to a medium working consistency

and poured into the forms. The set takes place with-

in ten or fifteen minutes, and the forms are removed

the same day if desired leaving a full live load cap-

acity slab. The duty of the gypsum is to fireproof

the steel, form a flat slab, and transfer the load from

the surface to the sables in direct compression. Its

work is analogous to that of the stiffening truss of a

s)ispcnsion tiridge floor, for which duty it has proved

itself amply .strong in various authoritative tests as

well as in actual service.

The chief advantages of the construction are:

—

1. Light Weif/ht: Composition weighs 48 lb. cu. ft.,

or 16 lbs. sq. ft. for a 4-inch slab, this weight being

one-third that of concrete—less than the dead load of

any other permanent, fire-proof construction, and no •

more than the ordinary wood .sheathing. This light

weight means a ten to twenty per cent saving in .steel

framing .supports, as well as reducing loads on foun-

dations.

2. Quick Srfiivfi of Slnh: As gypsum will set ten

minutes after pouring, whereas four to ten days are

necessary, depending on weather conditions, for con-

crete, this means a saving in interest and overhead

charges by earlier completion. A full live load can
be placed on the roof slab two hours after pouring,

and forms are generallj' removed in from four to .six

hours. Of great interest and value in Canada, this

(|uality permits progre.ss in cold weather, as the slab

may be placed without injury in zero temperature and
below, the (|nick set taking place before the water can
freeze.

3. Iffat Instilatityn : Among the literature furnished

you are copies of the report of Prof. C. Tj. Norton of

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This report

gives the B.T.U. transmission through various con-

structions used for roofs, together with a chart show-
ing the possibilities of condensation under varying con-

ditions. You will note that with the his^hly insulating

gypsum roof slab condensation will not occur uiulcr

a very wide difference of indoor and out<loor tem-
peratures, where the humidity is kept below 80 per
cent by means of ventilation. The dollar value of an
insulating roof slab like gypsum as compared with
wood of two or three times the conductivity, and con-
crete of five times the conductivity, may be readily
determined from Prof. Norton's n'porl. One heating
engineer has established a 7V1> to 10 ])er cent reduc-
tion in heating e(|uipmcnt. and a 25 per cent annual
fuel saving a.s compared with concrete. (These
tables showed mostly relative conductivities.)

4. liexisiaxcf to Corrosion : Cyjisum is calcium sul-

phate and. being a salt of sulphuric acid, is not affect-

ed by any acids of this group. Beaker tests show cor-

rosion by nitric and hydn^-hloric acids, but concen-
trations of these acids in a building arc very rarely

sufficient to affect a nwf slab of gypsum. The same
may be said of the strong alkalies, soda ash and caus-
tic sofla. In floors twenty years old, the steel lia.s

been found perfectly preserved by the embedding
gypsuro.

T). The fire resistive qualities of gypsum have been
proved by many authoritative tests and fire experi-
ciu'c.s. In 1911 a fire occurred in the Knickerbocker
Storage Wareho\ise. Newark. N. .1.—an eight-slr)ry

building with monolithic iryjisum floors aiul roofs
erected about 1900. The five floors were packed to
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the feiliugs with furniture, and thy fire raged over

a period of eleven hours. The records of iusuraiiee

and other inspeetions show the building was repaired

and the floors restored, with the exception of two
panels, by being plastered underneath with gypsum,
the building then being used as a storage warehouse.

The low cost of salvage is very apparent.

Fire, load and water tests have been conducted un-

der the auspices of different cities and institutions,

viz. : New York City, Boston. Montreal, Toronto. Phil-

adclplua and Boston Underwriters' Laboratories.

'^/

//- f/ ;'' -y/

/. /" ^/

In New York, the test wa^ condmtcd under tin-

supervi.sion of Stevensen Constable, Superint.endent of

Buildings, in 1807. before the establishment of stand-

ard specifications for the floor tests by the American
Society for Testing Materials and the National Boai-il

of Fire Underwritei-s. The duration of fire in tlie

test was five liours at an average of 1900° F., the slal>

carrying the live load capacity 150 lbs. per sq. ft. After

appl.ving a 60 lb. fire hose stream for ten minutes, the

load was increased to 600 lbs. per sq. ft. without failure.

Since 1897 the construction has been approved a-«

standard, first cla.ss fireproofing in New York Cit\.

other cities following this lead after submission of re

cords of this severe test.

Gypsum slab was placed over the Lake Superior

Paper Company's Sault Ste. Marie mill in the sum
mer of 1919. Since then a new machine room at Es-

panola and a machine room at Sturgeon Falls have been
covered. A second machine room at Sturgeon Falls !•<

now being constructed and will l)e covered with gyp
sum roofing. The roof has a pleasing ajipearanee and
is guaranteed for ti period of ten years. This guar-

antee appears to be perfectly safe when considering

the time this type of roof has remained in perfect con-

dition on buildings constructed many years ago.

Other types of gypsum roofs will be found on many
paper mill structures, the gypsum diaunel type and
also pre-east type. The channel type is made up in 8

ft. lengths, laid on steel supporting members and
.joints cemented. It has a pleasing appearance, but
as reinforcement is not continuous there is a tendency
to deflect under extreme heat. No doubt this deflec-

tion is aided by moisture. The pre-cast type wc have
not had experience with. The Thoroid Mill of the On-
tario Pulp & Paper Company is covered with this type
of construction, but for mills that we have been in-

terested in, the cast of pre-ca-st wa.s greater than the
monolithic slab, due to handling charges. I believe

tills Metropolitan tyi>e of rcof construction ideal for

machine rooms, grinder rooms, rccoveri- plants, sul-

phite mills or for almost any paper mill building, as

at the present time it is very little more expensive
than wood, and from all indications will outlast wood
many times over.

Far a new mill tin' laboi' of placing a gypsum roof
is very little more than that of placing a standard
wooden roof, but for mills in operation a replacement
entails great precautions. If i)roperly planned and
cari'ied out, however, operation may be caried on with-
out interriiption. As an example of this statement we
can take the Lake Suj)erior Paper C-ompany's machine
room, a building ISO ft. x 270 ft., where the removal
of their wooden roof and the placing of the new g.vp-

>nm slab was carried on without an hour's shutdown
of four papei- machines running beneatii.

For roofs over machine i- oms. grinder rooms or

other buildings, wherein moisture is excessive, all steel

members directly embedded in the roof slab should be

insulated by gypsum covering throughout their entire

>urface, as. due to their Iul'Ii conductivity, low tem-
peratures will l)e conducted to sections on the under
sidi- of the r^'of aiul on these sections conden.sation

will form, with the resultant drip.

I have a number of slides showing methods of jilac-

ing and field details of this gypsum construction that
may be of interest to you. They were furnished by
the Lathrop Hoge Company.

(Note: The Mauagetnent Flngineering aiul Develop-
ment Ci). has designed and perfected the proper truss
fur this type of roof.— Ed.)

1 Spanish River P. & P. Co.. machine room, Soo,
Ontario. Rotting of -i in. spruce planks after
seven years. Replaced with gypsum, 1919.

2—P'orms in place, cable installed, and being
brought into di-fection between the purlins. Am-
erican Radiator Co.. P.uffalo, with Packard Mo-
tor Co.. in distance.

i—Soo Mill replacement 1!I19. I'.n.\ing cables and
smoothing gypsum.

4—Cables in place and slab being poured. Note
mixing and handling is all done at the spot to

he poured on aec"init of quick setting. Note
also, defection of cables.

•'»—Pouring slal) on saw tooth. (Jvpsum is immediate-
ly trowelled into place. Jones and Lamson plant,
Springfield, ^'t.. machine shops, 10 foot spans.

6-—Soo Mill replacement, 1919. Mixing gypsum.
7—Soo Mill replacement. 1919. Pouring slab.
8—Soo Mill replacement. 1919. Under side of fin-

ished roof and top of false roof.
!•—Soo Mill replacement. 191!». Under side of fin-

ished roof.

10—11—.Soo Mill Replacement. 1919. Partly com-
pleted.

12—Curb of monitor monolithic with the slab.
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l;i_.Soo Mill r<>plHCpmenl. Ifl9. Finished roof anil

monitor.

U—Sawtooth .sliowinj: eompletod slab and vertical

ends of irypsum blocks. The heatinor engineer.-,

reduced tlie eciuipnienf bid l\v $10,000. and esti-

mated a fuel saviiior of $200 per luonth. when

jrvpsum \va.s adopted in.stead of concrete by the

Seovill ilf?. Co.. Waterbury. Conn., owners.

l.">—General view of one building of Seovill plant

300 ft. X 900 ft. roofed with gypsum.

IH—Power house. Amsterdam. X.Y. Gypsum slab re

placing corrugated iron. Waterproofing being

installed.

17—Floors, forms and cables in place ready for pour-

ing. Note electrical conduit.s. Note al.so forms

for next floor are hung. Nn shores are neces-

sary owing to light weight.

18—Floors, works eonipleied. showing slab, beams

and grinders. Fine Arts Hldg.. Rm-hester. N.Y.

lc»_Silk Mill. Philadelphia. Pa. 4-in. slal> on 9-ft.

spans between trusses. Here humidity is intrti-

duced and maintained, so elimination of eon-

den.sation is of vital importance.

20—Farrel P'oundry and Machinery Co.. Ansonia.

Conn. Machine siiop built in 1915.

2l_Bristol Bras.s Co.. Bri.stol. Conn., 191.'). Three

feet of snow in valleys.

22— Blue Bonnets .Ickcy Club (irandstand. Mont-

real. (Jypsum i"oof— 19ir>.

•J.i^Dominion I'ower & Transmission Co.. East End

steam plant. Hamilton. Out. Elimination of

eonden.sation of vital importance. Gyprfiim roof

used instead of concrete, and yielding same in

sulation i^f cork, but eliminating its cost.

2-1—Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co., Three Kivers.

P.Q. Sulphate recovery building— 191{i.

2.')—Strathmore Pai)er Co.. Woronoco. .Mass.. I'om

l>leted iiiai'liinc room— 1912.

convey its products in .some manner. There is a

shortage of man power, and when available man power

demands a high wage. In the meantime the manufac

turer nnist handle his raw material, material in pro-

cess of manufacture, and the finished product. It is

expected that the ilaterials Handling Section will im-

press with its features showing that machinery not

only means economy, but also inerea.sed efficiency.

The business side of the exposition will have many
interesting phases. These include sessions on sub-

.iccts which will be developed in the two new sections

of the exjiosition. and sessions on chemical engineering

for whii-h elaborate programs have been planned

Motion pictures which will have keen interest for tech-

nical men will be part of the program, and there will

also be addres.ses for the education of the public.

CHEMICAL SHOW WILL INTEREST PAPER MEN
Hcturning to .New York ('ity after an absence of a

year— ia,st years exposition was held in Chicago

—

the Sixth National Chemical Ex|)osition of Chemical

Industries will ojjen in Grand Central Palace. Sept.

20. and confiniu- until Sept. 25, inclusive. The expan-

sion in tlie industry, as shown by the inerea.sed num-
ber of exhibitors, necessitates the use of four floors

in the Palace. Total applications for space up to June

30. were 358, which is a new record. In Chicago last

vrar there were •!51 exhibitors, while at the previous

New York show in 191 S. the number was 334. In
< 'hicauo last year the records showed that moi-c than

1 ll,0(K) had seen the exposition.

Two new .sectirns will feature the exposition (hi--

The.se are the Fuel Economy Section and the

Materials Handling Section. Both are considered very

important. Fuel Economy section will embrace ex

hibits of machinery and apparatus, furnaces, pro

flueers. sfdkers and all devices for the cconoinic utiliza

tyn. or more efficient combustion of fuel. The con

•(ftntly mounting oosi of fuel as well as its increasing

.sfareity makes enlightenment on these vital subjects

neecMary.

In the .Material Handling Section will lie series of

exhibits 'liowing iiiacliinery and eipiipnieni for the

handling of matei-ial sneh a.s : co> veying, transport

iiig. elevating, and included will be weighing, measur
ing and jtower transmission ei|uipnicnt. Practienlly

every indtistry in some phase of its operations must

IIICI

1

WHAT IS DRY ROT?
You're welcome.
The Pulp and Paper Magazine will have a booth

.

The term "dry rot." the U.S. Forest Products Lab-

oratorv' finds, is applied by many persons to any de-

cay which is found in wood in a comparatively dry
situation. Thus loosely used, the term actually in

eludes all decay in wood, since wood kept sufficiently

wet can not decay.

In the more limited sense in which pathologists use

the term, ''dry rot'" applies only to the work of a

certain house fungus called Meriilius la^hri/nians. This

fungus gains its distinction from the fact that it is

frequently found growing in timbers without any ap-

parent moisture supply: in reality it docs not grow
without moisture, and is as powerless as any other

fungus to infect thoroughly dry wood. Given moist

wood in which to germinate, it is able to make its

way a surprisingly long distance in dry timbers, draw-
ing the water it needs from the moist wood through a

conduit systems of slender, mlnutel.v-porous strands.

"Wood in the typical advanced stage of dry rot is

shrunken, yellow to brown in color, and filled with
radial and longitudinal shrinkage cracks, roughly
forming cubes. In many instances these cracks are

filled with a white felty mass, the interwoven strands
of the fungus. The decayed wood is so brittle and
friable that it can easily be crushed into powder.
The dry rot fiingus is active in nearly every region

of this country, in Canada, and in Europe. If is very
destructive to factory and house timbers and to log?

in storage. Coniferous or soft woods are nuire com
nionl>' iiifeeieil by it tluiii hardwoods.

BRITISH VIEW OF NEWS PRINT PRICES.
-\ few .\merican juiblishers have of late bought in

the princi|>al mills of Caiuula in .some eases to such ati

extent that they have practically secured control of

these mills, savs the World's Paper Trade Review.
It is not only the rise in wages which accounts for the

increase in prices. There has been another factor.

The newspapers of the United Sfjifcs and Canada
have had fifteen months— since the armistice, in fact

—of the most wonderful development in advertising

that has ever taken place in the whole history of the

two i-ountries. The demand for publicity has in fact

lieeii insatiable

The jiapers, in e<>nse(|iience, have increased in size

until the bulk of them was only limited by mechanical
ca|i«city The i-e-iilt has been a consumption of paper
from 15. 20 and up to 30 per I'ent. over the highest

ever rei'orded
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BRITISH WOOD PULP ASSOCIATION.

Seventeenth Greneral Meeting Convened.—A Post-

war Dinner.—Riordon Company's Sources of

Spruce and Pine.—Prices Discussed.

(From Our London Corre.spondeut.

)

Loudou, 17 June, 1920.—This week the members of

the British Wood Pulp Association held their seven-

teenth general meeting and at night the first post-war
dinner was held. Unfortunately many old and fam-
iliar faces were absent from the two functions, but
there was a sprinkling of new blood to be .seen round
the tables and the business element, apart from the

humorous side, proved most interesting, questions of

great importance being handled with remarkable abil-

ity and lueidness.

The British. "Wood Pulp Association can now boast

of a shrewd, business-like and clever President. He
is Mr. L. P. Andrews, of Andrews & Co , Ltd.. London,
pulp agents. Those Canadians who have had the

pleasure of meeting Mr. Andrews know his kindly a7id

gentlemanly disposition, and in business matters he

is just as precise and discretionary as he is in social

life. Therefore, it was a pleasure to see the honor con-

ferred upon him this week of being elected to preside

over the deliberations and give a guiding hand in

the near future to the pulp men, who are faced with a

serious crisis in regard to taxation of foreign manu-
factures.

On taking the President's chair, vacated by Jlr.

Xieol, Mr. Andrews met with a great reception. In

a few words he referred to the services rendered in

the past to pulp men by Capt. Parthington, Mr. Frank
Lloyd, and Mr. Albert E. Reed. As one of the found-

ers of the Association and it.s first Secretary, Mr. An-
draws naturally emphasized the fact that lie had the

objects and interests of the Association at heart and
was prepared to take the ""oath of allegiance."

Business was then proceeded with and the first item

was to raise the subscription to the Association. It

was increased from £2.2.^ to SZ.'irt from Jannarv 1st.

1920.

Taxing the Foreigners' Pl-oducts.

A very debatable and serious (|uestion for British

wood pulp men was raised liy the President under the

Finance Act. It referred to taxation of products of

foreign manufacturers through agents in England and

the Wood Pulp Association would have to tackle the

subject. Mr. Andrews explained that under the Act a

return would have to be made of all profits made in

the United Kingdom by a foreign company through

an agency, failing which there was a severe penalty,

lie was called upon to make this return, and, of course,

he could not do it. It cost him a considerable sum in

legal expenses until the Loudon Chamber of Coni-

merce stepped in and for the time being the matter

was allowed to be quiescent. ^Ir. Andrews remarked

that he could not understand the British Government
promoting this idea. If they wanted to tax the foreign-

er they sh.ould come into the open and put on an im-

port duty. The foreigner did it that way to British-

ers, It was a roundabout way of getting at the foreign-

er, but the foreigner would retaliate and the moment
the law was passed in England a similar law would

be passed in Scandinavia. The matter was also serious

for exporters and there was only one way out of it

and that was, protest from all directions.

From the foregoing special of Mr. Andrews it will

be realised that British pulp agents for mills in Scan-

dinavia, U. .S. A., Finland and Germany are up aganist
a big proposition thrust upon them by a Government
that must find money at all costs to pay for the war
expenses. Canadians would do well to watch this new
law, if it should ever become one. It comes under the
Finance Act and relates to Corporation Tax. Within
two months English agents of foreign mills must make
a return of all foreign company profits. As a matter
of fact it is a factor in promoting trading •'within
the Empire."

Mr. Nicol explained to the meeting that Norwe-
gians are very perturbed about the Government's
proposals and were anxious to protect themselves. They
had obtained CouiiseUs opinion and it agreed with
what Mr. Andrews had told them at that meeting.
This new Act provided that statistics would have to
be siiown giving the profits made by their foreign
triends and tlicir sliipnients to this country and it woidd
be impossible to produce such statistics.

Mr. Douch mentioned that probably they might get
out of the difficulty liy becoming nierciiants.

The_ President remarked that they would have to
pay CjOG fine for trying to avoid payment if they be-
came merchants.

It was eventually agreed to work in coujuiiciioa
with the London Chamber of Commerce to fight the
Act and any new information would be circulated
among members of the Association.

The Annual Dinner.

In the evening the members of the Association and
a large number of paper mill men sat down to dinner
at Prince's Restaurant. The attendance included
Scandinavians, :Mr. T. J. Stevenson, of the Riordon
Sales Company, Limited. Montreal and the Agent Gen-
eral for Quebec. Mr. L. P. Andrews presided at the
dinner. It is six years since the last Wood Pulp
Dinner was held, prior to which the social function
was the most successful and most pronounced event
in British commercial circles.

After the loyal toasts had been honored, the Presi-
dent submitted •the Paper Trade" and referred to
services pulp and paper men had rendered in the war
and on the battlefield.s. "The Canadian pulp and
paper mills," he added, "were also largely represented
on the battlefields and I desire to include all those
who served in the toast."

Mr. Joseph Di.xon, Oughtbridge Paper Mill,—with
which he has been conected since 1S7]—replied to the
toast and remarked that he was father of the news-
print trade, being the oldest member in the room that
night who made it. He recollected receiving in 1871
his fir.st order for 2,000 reams of newsprint at 9 cents
a pound and recalled the periods of prosperity during
the wars of different countries since 1870. Amid loud
laughter, Mr. Dixon announced that he felt he was
in the lion's den that night and he knew all about th»

efforts the wood I'.ilp men were making to k •> ^

prices down. Th • liail made a good show and .'.
:

hoped they would press those endeavors.

Mr. W. C. Powers, on behalf of British papermen
overseas also responded and said the paper men*.s

troubles were not over yet, at least in the newsprint
sectisn, but they would face them with courage and
overcome them.

•'The Guests" was proposed by Mr. S. Nicol and he
extended a cordial greeting to the Canadian, Amer-
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icaii and Scandinavian pulp and p«per nien who were

present. To the Scandinavians lie would say: conti-

nue your wood pulp supplies and continue to give aiil.

To their Trans-Atlantic friends they extended a very

warm welcome, because, they saw from their horizon

a way of hope, perhaps indicative of the panacea for

some of tlie difficulties now besetting the paper trade.

To Tran.s-Atlantic countries they were looking for raw
materials knowing that increased production and de-

creased cost would make an aiii>eal to every thinking

man.
"The Guests."

Lord Riddell ("News of the World", London) re-

plying for," The Guests" said he did not deny that the

newspaper trade was prosperous, but it was obvious

that to pay present prices for paper it would be a

l)ractical impossibility for a newspaper to continue

under existing conditions. He did not think present

prices were going to last. Papermakers had been

passing through a period of unexampled prosperity

and he hoped they would continue. He had no doubt

the wood pulp trade would attract a ?reat deal more

capital and a great deal more wood pulp be manu-

factured and new and improved methods discovered.

He could imagine, therefore, prices of pulp falling,

while, at the same time, their profits would not fall

in the same proportion. Certainly it was not the pro-

fits from wood pulp that consumers objected to, but

the price, : as they had yet to discover how much of

the price was represented by profit and how much by

raw material.

Consul-Greneral Eckell, Norway, also responded.

Mr. T. J. Stevenson. Riordon Sales Co.. Tjtd.. Mon-

treal, also expressed thanks for the way the toast of

"The Guests" had been received and said Canada was

a country of great promi.se to the Empire in the mat-

ter of paper and pulp. During the war it had been

his plea.sure to a.ssist in some measure in supplying

raw materials and he hoped he would be able to do

so still more in the future, because his company now
owned the largest tiiiiber resources of any pulp and

ptiper company in the world, and it had recently added

to its resources 10.000 srpiare miles of spruce and fine

land in the Dominion of Canada which would be at

the disposal of the world's paper industry in the future.

Since his visit to England he had derived much pleasure

and he was delighted to be present at the British

Wood Pulp A.ssociation dinner and meet so many
jiulp and paper men. He wished them all success.

"The President."

Nils Leander submitted the health of "The Pre-

it" and said Mr. Andrews always played the

gaBc. He was the senior puij) man in that country

and he was held in the highest esteem in pulp and

paper circles.

The eompanv rose and sang "He's a jolly good fel-

low."
Mr. Andrews suitably acknowledged the toast and

fhiiiked the dinner committee for their excellent ar-

lansfements.

During the evning an excellent musicnl jirogram was

enjoyed.

(Xt
afle.

KAMINISTIQUIA PULP AND PAPER BUILDING.
On Wednesday. .June 30. the Parks Board of Port

Arthur. Ontario, completed the details of a lease of a

part of the shore portion of the park to the Kaminis-

ticpiia Pulp and Paper Co., with head offices at Tor-

onto, for the purpose of locating a thirty ton dry

ground wood pulp mill. The lease was forwarded to

Toronto for ratification by the company and tliat for-

liaper industry turning out 1250 tons per day.

Cnder the terms of the lease the company secures

sixteen acres of land and water, and will at oine pro-

ceed with the erection of the first unit of the mill.

Ultimately the industry will develop into a pulp and
Paper industry turning out 250 tons per day.

The company has secured extensive iMiljiwood limits,

l)ut Avill ]ninhase wood in the ojien market, thus be-

coming a second local industry to which farmers and
settlers mav dispose of tlie wood thev cut in clearing

land

.

Machinery for the first unit has been purchased
and will be on the ground by the time the buildings

are ready to receive it. The initial expenditure will be

upwards of ^.500,000. Orders will be placed for the

l)uilding of paper machines, but, owing to the crowded
condition of the mills, it is not likely that the ma-
chinery can be laid down under eighteen months and
possibly two years.

The firm of C. D. Howe and Co. has been retained

as consulting engineers and Mr. Howe expresses the
opinion that the mill will be producing pulp before the
first of December of this year.

Included in the directorate of the company are some
(if the leading pulp and paj>er men of Canada and the

Ignited States, but the financing is being carried out
in Toronto.

The coming of this mill to Port Arthur is the out-
come of negotiations put under way by Mr, J, F.

Hewitson. of that city, who succeeded in interesting
Eastern pco|)le in his project.

I'lider the terms of the lease the company secures
sixteen acres a{ land and Avater. in return for which
the Parks Board will receive an annual rental of $1.-

000. The company secures no concessions in the way
of exemptions or special concessions. It pays all taxes
and other rates, and becomes purchaser of a minimum
of l.*,000 horse power of electric energ>-. which will

ultimately reach ))ro|iortions of 12.500 horse power
wlieii the full development of the industry takes place.

This arrangement secures the city very consitlerable
addition to its tax paying industries and brings before
others seeking sites for pulp or paper mills the facil-

ities offered by the Head of the Lakes.

Little jams of freijflit-cnrs,

!<ittle strikes at docks.

Swerve the nation's business

Swiftly toward tlie rocks.

—Boston Herjild

CANADIANS AT LONDON CONFERENCE.
.\ limiiliiT of ('aiiM(li.iM t'orcstcis arc iioxv in Ldiidon.

attending the Imperial Forestry Conference. Among
those representing the Dominion are Clyde Tjeavitt,

chief forester for the Commission or Conservation;
Ellwood Wilson, chief forester for the Laurentide Com-
pany and member of the executive committees of Que-
bec Forest Protective A.ssoeiations; Avila Medard of
the Quebec Forest Service: M. A. (Grainger, chief for-

ester of the Mritish Columbia Forest Urancli ; E. H.
Finlays(ni, of tlie Dominion Forestry Branch; Dr. C.
U. Smith of the New Brunswick Forest Service; Hob-
son Black, secretary of the Canadian Forestry Asso-
ciation and editor of the Canadian Forestry •lournal;

and (ten. J. B. White, ehairninn of the Woodlands Sec-
tion of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.
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The Situation in Belgium
(By Special ('orrespotideiR-e).

Belgium, June 7th 1920.

Nearly twenty months ago, after the armistice pros-

pects were very bad for the Belgium paper iudustry.
Except a few mills that had been working under con-
trol of the "Papier L' entrale," practically all the
paper mills were in a most piteous state. Raw ma-
terials, brass and copper parts, sundi\v machinery,
rubber rolls of paper machines, even paper macliines,

nothing had escaped the rapacity of the "Beschlag-
nahmestellen'" and had been sent by lots to Gernumy.
The "Papeteries Anversoises, " for instance, lost in

this manner two modern paper machines, one of them of

a width of 158 ins. At the De Xoeyer Pulp and Paper
Mill, not less than a 110 in. pajier machine, 80 tons of

brass and copper and 250 tons of lead were taken away.
On the other hand it caused some uneasiness that the

big profits which the Scandinavian mills had been
making during the war, had served for important pi>r-

tions to consolidate their financial situation, ami to

improve and expand their plants. The possibility was
feared that they might have been in a privileged

position to export at relatively low prices.

If, furthermore we consider that even yet, it takes

here still several months to get delivery of the most

elementary articles as brass and copper parts, felts,

belts ami the like, it is not to be wondered that under
these circumstances, in most of the mills operations

were only started in Feliruary -March 1919.

Many machines started on iiews. using as raw iiui-

terial printed matter, pamphlets aiul railway tickets

left behind by the Germans in their numerous offices.

Pulp was imported from Norway, Sweden and Hol-

land in gradually iiu'reasing quantities. Small lots of

paper followed. The imports and exports for the first

four months of the years 1919 and 1920 are com-

pared in the following tables..

Articles

Origin (Imports)

Destination (Exports)

Before the war the average production of the Belg-

ian Paper Mills was 110,000 tons per year. The exports
per year amounted to 55-60,00 tons, including, how-
ever, a certain quantity of imported special papers as

photographic papers and art papers.

About the middle of the year 1919, the average price
of suli)hite pulp was 1 fr. per kg. f.o.b. Antwerp. Sup-
plies were far below the demaiul and contrary to
what had been expected prices kept on rising, owing
largely to the high freight and the unfavorable rate
of exchange.

At present operations for Antwcrj) are as follows:

Mechanical 2.10—2.40 fr. per kg.

Sulphite, strong unbleached. . 2.50—2.70 „ .. „
Sulphite, easy bleaching.. .. 3.00—3.25 „ „ „
Sulphite, bleached 4.00—4.80 „ „.„
Kraft 2.25

There is but one pulji mill in Belgium. Operations
were resumed early in 1919, but owing to shortage of

juilpwood aiul lack of machinery its ju-esent output
amounts only to about 50 per cent of its normal out-

put, which before the war was around 80 tons, sul])hite

and sulphate, per day, so that its production heljis our
paper industry but to a small amount.
The continued high cost of living obliged our paper

mills also, to meet conditions by important increase in

wages, with the result that today in Belgian paper
mills, wages are 400 per cent higher than they were
l)efore the war.

The prices of jiaper kept advancing accordingly and
have reached today an extraordinary level.

fr. per kg.

News is selling at present at . . 3.50

Imitation parchment, bleached. . 6.00—6.50

Imitation i)arclinient, unbleached 4.50—5.00

Grease proof 6.00—7.00

These very high prices are compensating in a certain

way for the reduced output, and some mills lately paid

dividends of 20 per cent and more.

The situation, however, seems to have reached its

Four First Months of the Years 1919 and 1920

Quantities in Ktr. Quantities in Kg.

1919 1920 1919 1920

Wood Pulp-
Germany
Canada
United States

Hamburg
France
Spain
Norwav
Holland
Sweden '

Other Countries

Total
Total for the whole year

News print Paper

—

Germany
England
Holland
Other Countries

Total

Total for the whole year

.'00.386

269,806

214.797

48,482
5,107.836

50,537

3,372,429 21,883,743

3,759,837 248.841

2.164,422 10,469,882

488,927

9.597,740 33,624,478 5,358,759

54.979,061 1,437,313

19,364 6.100

939,072

1,750,475 1.756,940

408.725 197,087 5.134 1,000

3.117.636 1,960,127 5,134 1.150

8.155.775 99,801
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Xon-Denoiiiinated Paper

—

Belgian Congo
Germany
Argentine
Australia

Brazil

Canada
China
Denmark
Egypt
Spain
United States

France
England
Greece
Hamburg
British India

Dutch India

Ireland

Japan
Norway
Holland
Russia

Sivedec
Switzerland

Tunis
Turkey
South Africa

Uraguay
Other Countries

Total

Total of the whole year

Hoards-
Germany
France
England
Hamburg
Norway
Holland
Sweden
Other Countries

Total

Total of the whole year . .
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2,430 24,971
49,773 2,128,899 69,668

6 20,885

7,191

2,118
15,411 55,195

341
2,688 15.149

60,898
505 4,951
921 158,100 63,498

179,792 692,432 3,500 1.931,738

442.037 1,722,281

4,777

57,518 1,301,385

22,738

46,869

389

90.138

1,534 59,675

182,467 755,274 25,374

681,163 1.081,814 9,243 368,507

359

128.856 448,714 18,811

1,021 22,883 10,217 66,664

2,110

22,024
1.17"

754
1S3 103.545 38,573 86,648

1.666.724 6,338,358 121.481 4,369,858

10,307,017 3,471,557

246.911

1.596 47.696 20.005

153,269 116.736

16.000

62,996

50.000 32.563

393.800 543.622 3,731

5.044 54.901

310.611 6,520

558.709 1.349.040 93,252

4.514,823 .52.075

climax. The general improvements of the cost of living trades. Orders arc retained and in some instances can-

is anijounced from all countries has had its counter celled and the immediate future might hold some im-

part lierf. A certain uneasiness is reigning in all expected surprises.—Belgicpie.

MORE ABOUT THE PAPER YARN MACHINE.
Tnidiitci. June 22iid. 1920.

To the Editor of riu|) and Paper Magazine.

The article in your .iournal of May 13, signed by

The Textile Engineering Co. Ltd., in reference to our

l>|tents and the operation of our twine uuichines must

iiwvc caiisetl (•onsi(ierai>le amusement to your readers.

Triere i.s no ipiestion tliat tliis artiide was dcfidediy

garbled and twistcil and caused iiinusenient to myself

and as.sociales. If. however, your contributor is in-

terested we should bf pleased to show liini the ma-

chine in actual operation. They may be the holders.

a.s they state, of valuable palent.s for the nuiiuifa<-ture

of twine from paper; if so. they could not have been

used in the manufacture of any jiroduct that, so far.

has come into our bands as the twines that have come

lo our iillciiiion have the app>'jir;iMre of (MMidity, de-

cidedly inferior to what we inteiul marketing. We
hold the basic patent for the manufacture of twine

from paper, in one operation, in nuiltiple, and water-

proofed, and if we can place any reliance on the in-

foi luation we have been able to jirocure, we present a

radical < hange in the manufacture of twine from
paper.

I would have written you sooner but yoni- article

was but rei'cutly drawn to my attention, having been

on an extended tri)).

Yours truly,

liitcniatioiial Paper Products, littl.

P. R. IIOAI).

President.
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NEWSPRINT PAPER REVIEW FOR MAY.
The following is ;i condensetl ri'view of the reports

received by the Federal Trade Coianiissiou from do-

mestic manufacturers of iiewsin-int paper, from job-

bers buying and selling newsprint paper and from
leading publishers using newsprint paper. Import and
e.xport statistics of the Department of Commerce are

also included in the review. Whenever possible the

figures for 1920 are compared with those for the cor

responding period of 1919.

The average or normal production of total print

and standard news based upon the total cumliined

|)roduction for the years ]!)17, 191.S. and liMH amount-

ed to 10.s,400 tons of total print and 97,.')0() tons of

standard news for a period correspoiuling to May
Tlie actual production amounted to 129,230 tons of

total print of more than 19 per cent over the average

for the three-year period and an increase in the ease

of standard news of more than 22 per cent over the

average.

The increase in the production of ne\\si)rint in .May

1920 over May 1919 amounted to more than 22 per cent

for total print or more tlian 24 per cer.t for standard

news. The production of lu'wsprint in May 1919 was
affected to a marked degree by the labor situation.

Mill stocks of both total print and standard news
increased during May. 1920.

Keports from 92 mills operating 1"7 machines run

iiiug full or partial time on newsprint paper showed
the loss of time during the month of May. 11>20, to

have been S22 hours for lack of labor. 6(i7 hours foi-

lack of power. 470 hours for reiiairs, and 44 hours for

other reasons.

The total tinu' the machines were idle decreased '>.

l')7 hours over that shown in April. No lost time due

to lack of orders or lack of coal was reported by news-

print mills.

Imports and Exports.

The imports and exports of printing pappr not dutia-

ble (practically all newsprints and of wood pulp for

the month of April 1920 compared with the immtli of

.\pril 1919 were as follows:

—

April April

1920. 191!t.

Net tons Net lon^

Imports of newsprint (total* .. .. 60.09s 44.427

From Canada . . .'i7.30-") 14.427

From Sweden 1.412

From .Norway l,2(j."'

Kxixirts of iH'wsprint (total! .. .. 3.06S s.294

To Argentina 1.061 l.KUi

To China 521

To Cuba :J38 S61

To France ''9 2.2.i(?

To other countries l.OS't 4,():-!!l

Imports of griiund wood pulp i total) !l.41(i !l.714

linfiorts of chemical wood pulp i total) :{(i.0:?:5 l.').()2!i

Cnbleached sulphite 16.614 6,!t42

Bleached sulphite 10.028 .i.j6

I'nbleached sulphate 8.].")1 7,310

Bleached sulphate 1.240 221

Exports of domestic wood pulp . . 2.776 :i..)!fj

The imports of newsprint for April 1920 were l.'>.

672 tons more than for April 1919. The exports for

April 1920 were .'>.226 tons less than for April 191ft.

The tonnage to "'dther countries" under the "Ex-
ports of Newsprint" for April 1920 includes 286 tons

to Uraguay, 120 tons to Brazil. 122 tons to Canada, nu&
188 tons to the Philippine Islands.

The imports of mechanically ground wood pulp for

April 1920 were 298 tons less than for April, 1919. The
exports of domestic wood pulp were 816 tons less than
for April 1919.

The imi)orts of Chemical Wootl Pulp (total) for

April 1920 were 21.004 greater than for April 191!).

Jobbers' and Publishers' Tonnage.
Slocks (if rolls in the hands of jol)liers at the end <>f

.May were (i tons more than the stocks in the hands
of the same jobbers at the beginning of the month.
Stocks of sheets were 127 tons less at the end of May
than at the beginning of the month. Tlie net decrease
in the total stocks of newsprint in the hands of job-

bers at the end of May amounted to 121 tons.

(Commitments to sell roll news were 3.8H3 tons great-

er than commitments to buy. Commitments to sell sheet

news were 1,174 tons less than commitments to buy.
Total commitments to sell both rolls and sheets were
2,719 tons greater than commitments to buy.

Publishers" stocks increased .^.o78 tons during the

month. The average daily tonnage user! during May
was slightly less than the average used in April.

Publishers' stocks and transit tonnage on May 31,

roju-esented slightly more than 3.'i days' sujtply at Hi"

rate of eonsuin])tion.

Sixty-nine publishing concerns held about •')9 per

cent of the toiniage on hand at the end of the month.
The domestic consumption of standard news by nu--

tropolitan dailies being between one-half and three-

fourths of a million tons annually increased almost
3 per cent for May. 1920. over May 1919. and more
than 14 per .'ent for .May 1!I2(). over May. 11)18.

Average Prices Paid by Publishers.

The weighted average price of contract deliveries

from domestic mills to ])ublishers during May, 1920.

f.o.b. mill in carload lots for standard news in rolls,

^'•as ^4.673 per 100 pounds. This weighted averac"
is based upon May deliveries of approximately .'il.OOn

tons on contracts involving a total tonnage of more
than one-half million tons of undelivered paper manu-
fai'tured in the United States.

The weighted average contract price based on de-

liveries from Canadian mills of more than 2.t,000 ton.s

of standard roll news in carload lots, f.o.h. mill in

.May. 1920. was •');4.4.">7 per 100 pounds. This weighted
average is bascfl upon the May deliveries on contracts

involving more than 300.000 tons of undelivered Cana-
dian paper. The greater number of these are .short-

term contracts covering the year 1920.

The weighted average market ])rice for May of stan-

dard roll news in carload lots f.o.b. mill based upon
domestic purchases totaling more than 7.000 tons was
*9.90r> per 100 pounds.

Deliveries of newsprint tonnage from both rnited
."states and Canadian mills on contracts at $4.."»0 per

100 pounds and less f.o.b. mill were heavier than

usual in May. The contract tonnage delivered through
jobbers was less.

Two small cha()s were boasting about their relatives.

.My father." said one. "has a wooden leg."

•Iluh. " scoffed the other, "that's nothing at all.

-Mv sister has a cedar chest."
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A13. French colonial plants suitable for paper-

making. .. Prof, lleim, A. Cnilard. and L. .Matnid. i'a-

|p])erie. 4-2. 247-60. (Mar. 2o. 1020). A dt-tailed oiitlhu'

of tlic .srope i>f the researelie.s which .should be carried

out to determine tlie suitability of the Piench colonial

plants for iia|>ermaking, including economic factors,

laboratory tests, and semi-coniuiercial tests. I Part of

this art. was published in Chiraie & Industrie. 2, 1247-

.-)!. (191't
. See Pulp and Paper. 18, :ri.-.. (1920) ; Pa-

per. 26, i:.4. :i;t20 .—A.P.-C.
A-3. Palmetto leaves for paper pulp. London

Board of Trade J.. -Ian. 1, 1020: Paper. 26, oS. (]920i.

Palmetto leaves yield fiber, paper pulp, tannin, gallic

acid, alcohol, fecula. fuel, and cattle fodder. The pulp

is more easily produced than esparto and requires only

!•,> the quantity of NaOH. but the yield is <>idy 2H per

cent against 40 per cent for esparto. Palmetto pulp

is easily bleached, supple, and fibrous; it felts well and

can be made into very thin sheets, giving a good quali-

tv of paper, eriual. if not sui)erior to esparto paper.

—

A.P.-( •.

A-12. Alum testing. P. W. Codwise. Paper. 26,

1S7-0. (10201. The following rapid determination of

ALO, is propo.sed as being suitable for technical pur-

poses:—In a 100 cc. beaker, dissolve a sample equiva-

lent to about 40 cc. of 0.1 X XaOH in exactly 25 cc.

of distilled water, heat to a boil, and add 1 drop of a

1 per cent alcoholic soln. of phenolphthalein. Place

the beaker on a piece of white paper, add 10 cc. 0.1 X
N'aOH from a burette, heat to a boil and boil with

stirring for exactly 1 min.. add 10 more cc. NaOH and

repeat the boiling as before, do this again a thinl

time, add XaOlI until a slight pink tinie is produced,

boil for 60 sec, and add XaOII cautiously until a dis-

tinct pink permanent on boiling for 1 min. is pro-

duced. The end point is taken 2 drops beyond the

first permanent pink tint. Free acidity should be

fesfpfl for ill the sample, and if found determined

quantitatively and its equivalent deducted from the

first titration. The various factors iiiflueni-ing the

accuracy of the results are discussed and it is shown

that with proper precautions the method is quite ac

curate and can be very quickly carried out.— A.P.-C.

fl.15 General exposition of cellulose. ('. V Cross.

Pwr. 26, I'M 2, ' 1020' Siimiiiar\ of the Cantor Ivec-

tiil^s liefore the Woval Sor. of Arts. Feti. and March.

1980—A.PC.
A-16. Acid-resisting metals, c Matignnn. Profcs

-cur au Colb'ge i|r Krain'c. Chimic & Industrie. 2,

1283 rt02. f Nov, Dec. 1010 1. A study of lum-malleablc

aAl-rcMiNting metals, which are ferro-sil icons contg.

apxit 13-7 per cent Si. varying proportions of Mii.

(,', P, S, and at times small anit.s. of Ni or Al, and which

are known under the trades names of ironac. duriron.

tantiron. etc The relation bet. compn. and physical

profHTtics of a pun- alloy of Ka and Si is first discuss

cd Hiid then com. products arc considered. Ke and
.Si form 2 stnblr coinp<lH.. Ke,Si and KeSi The ex

iitence of Fe,.Si, Fe,Si,, ?>Si,. and FeSi has not been

definitely e«fahli"thed. As the proportion of Si in thf

alloy increases. 2 eutectoids are formed—Fe^Si, FeSi
(22 per cent Sii. m.p. 12:i3'C, and FeSi. Si ('60.7 per
cent Si I, m.p. 124.3°C. The density and electrical cond.
decrea.se as the Si content increases; and the hard-
ness has a max. value at about 7. .5 per cent .Si, but for
high percentages of .Si the hardness is greatly affected
by the conditions of cooling. The magnetic properties
decrease with decrease in the Fe content, and the curve
exhibits 2 very sudden drops in the neighborhood of
Si r= 20 per cent and Si = 33 per cent : i.e.. for compds.
corresponding to Fe.Si and FeSi. At room temp. 10

per cent HCl. HNO,, and H^SO, readily attack the alloy

for percentages of Si up to 12. From 12-3 per cent
the action falls off very rapidly, becomes a min. at

about 16-8 per cent, and tends to increase slightly at

about 10 per cent. The 3 acids all act in about the

same manner. For industrial jmrposcs onU' alloys

containing about 1")-20 per cent Si need be considered
owing to mechanical difficulties arising from the use
of a greater proportion of Si. Com. products always
contain varying anits. of C. Mn. P. and S, and the
above results are not strictly applicable to them, De-
tailed results of expts. on the resistance of com. pro-

ducts to the action of various acids are given for

—

"metillure"' (French), "elianite I", "elianite 11"' (Ita-

lian), 'ironac' and "tantiron" (English), "duriron"'
(.\merican). The processes of inanuf. of articles from
ferro-silicon have been kept secret so that definite

details are not easily obtainable. Generally speaking,
a ferro-silicon containing either about 2.") per cent or
70-.") per cent Si is added to molten cast iron, either in

a cupola or in an electric furnace, in such amt. as to

obtain the desired Si content in the finished product.
.Many precautions must be taken owing to the peculiar

pi-ojierties of the alloy, and the best results are ob-

tained by as complete elimination as possible of im-

purities, especially S and P. leaving small amts. of C
and Mn. This may entail the use of reducing metals

during fusion and pouring. The properties, advan
tages. and uses of articles made of ferrosilii-on are dis-

cussed A.P.-C.

A-18. Chemicals used in papermakiiig. -1. X. Ste

plienson. •!. of Commerce: Paper. 26, 148. (1920). A
very brief outline of the various chemicals used in the

pulp iind jiapcr indu-^tries.— .\
!'-('

F-4. Theory of the preparation and recovery of

soda liquors. Cellulophile. Papeteric. 42, 107-12.

iFcli lOi. l.'>l-6. (Feb. 2.'>^. 208-11. (Mar. 10. 1920.i

.\ description of the methodii commercially employed
for the preparation and recovery of soda and sulfate

li(|Uors anil of the chemical reactions involved.— A.

P.-C

H-6. Technical discussions of paper subjects;

—

bleaching. . Paper. 26, 47 .'>2, (1020i.. An account of

the discnssiims on CI bleaching by tile Holyoke Sec-

tion of the T..\.P,P.I. during the winter sessions. .1

.\. Kieiile reviewed the pioneer work done by the

Kleciro IJIeachimr <ias Co. ill evolving n process for the

iitilixatioii of liquid CI in bleaching in the textile and
piilfi and pa|)er industries, and stated that the co
was only too willing to meet the pulp niul jiaper men
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halfway to fulfill their re(iuireinents. M. S. Tii'nuiii

spoke of the app. devised by Wallace and Tipnuin (H
Inc., for feedi?ig and measuring: liquid fU. Di'. .lolin

C. Baker explained the theory of hleaehing by liquid

CI as compared with chloride of lime bleaching:, ami
outlined the means that had been taken to overcome
the various ilifficulties that had cropped up from time

to time.—A.P.-C .

K-6. Treatment of espaxto. ( Dubrot process). II.

F. Papeterie, 42, 20;i-7, t.Mar. 10, 1920). The trcal-

ment of esparto for isolatin": the fibers consists in li\-

drolysinfr the non-cellulose materials so as to olitain

the cellulose in as pure a state as possible. This may
he accomplished either chemically or bacteriolofrically.

Bacillus amylobacter and granulobacter pectinovorum
under favorable conditions readily attack the incrust-

ing and ag:{rlutinating; matters and attack the cellulose

only after practically all of the other nuiterials have
been destroyed. The cryptogam macrophoma macro-
chloe also acts very energeticall.v, cspeciall.v in fresh

water, its action being- retarded in salt water. The
Dubrot process is a mixed elect rocheuiical and bader-
ioloijical process possessin;; the {rreat advanta-re that

it can be earried out in very hard, or even in sea wa-
ter. By suitable variations in the treatment it can
be made to yield either finished pulp or an unfinished

pulp which will keeji indefiniteh in a ilr\ state

A.P.-O.

K-2. Theory and practice of the recovery of paper-
making materials in the waste water of paper mills.

H.\i. I'apeterie, 42, ."jO-GO, (Januarv 2.'). 192()i.. !),S-1()7

(PVbruary 10, 1920). 146-51 (Fe'bruarv 2;"). 1920,),

194-20:5, (March 10, 1920). The amount of nui-

terials lost in the back water s very variable: it ma.v

reach as high as 16 per cent of fibers and 3:") per cent

of loading materials, calculated on tlie weight of the

finished |)apei-. -Many factors influence the amount
of loss; e.g., the nature and thickness of the pa|)er.

the speed of the nuichine, the treatment of tlie stock

in the beaters, tlie nature of the loading materials and
their preparation before incorporation with the stuff,

the mesh of the wire, the degree of suction, etc. There
are 2 .systems of recovery— (l) complete separation of

the solids susjiended in the water (2) concentration of

"thickening" of the water. To the first class belong

the machines based on the same principle as the wet
machine or cylinder machine, the usual wire being

replaced by a much finer one (100-120 mesh) or by a

felt, and all machines which actually filter out the

suspended materials. Their drawbacks are high ini-

tial and operating costs, care req\iired for their opera-

li<ui, breakdowns to which the.v are sub.iect. Their

main advantage is the possibilit.v of filtering the

white water'' from "brown" groundwood. To the

second class belong all the machines based on the

principles of sedimentation and decantation. The main
differences between the various types of this class lies

in the direction of water during sedimentatiov—
vertical from bottom to top (the V. Anioine decanting

app.) : horizontal (the Schmidt and the Schneider aups.

vertical from top to bottom (the Donoel .system).

(Others have been devi.sed but are of little or no use.

and have not found commercial applicaTion. The ideal

apparatus must offer as great a surface as po.ssible to

the water so as to bring it as nearh' to rest as is prae-

ticall.v possible in continuous operation. It is also

universally admitted that sedimentati->n occurs best

under a certain hydro.statie head. The movement of

the water at this point should be horizontal or from top

to l>ott(i)u so as not to hinder the settling: and should
l)e free from eddies. Moreover the apparatus should
be simple in design so as to be easily cleaned, relatively
small, cheaply installed, and should be operated au-
tomatically and practically without cost. The theo-
ry of the sedimentation of particles in water is discuss-
ed in detail from the point of view of mechanics and
hydraulics: the method of calculating the proportions
of the apparatus for the "thickening" of a given vol-
ume of water is described: and it is shown how the
Denoel system fulfills the above rciniirements — ,\ P

-

C.

K-6, 7. The use of waste paper in the manufacture
of paper. .I..1. Papeterie. 42, 217 21, (.Mar. 10, 1!)2()

A list of 39 furnishes used in Kngland for the princiiial
kinds of paper, together with the classification of
waste paper established bv the British government -

A.P.-C.

K-8. Color study by German expert.. . Karhenatlas:
Oil. Paint & Drug Reporter. Feb. 23, 1920: Paper, 26,
1S9-90. (1920). Account of a lecture by Wilhelm Ost-
wald at the Technical High School, Dresden. A.P.-C.

K-10. Starch and starch sizing in papermaking.
John Traquair, Fcculosc Co. of America, Aycr, Mass
Paper, 26, 93-6 (1920). An account of the processes
of preparing starches and their use in the paper in-

dustry, with special emphasis on the advantages of
feculose. an acetic acid ester of starch which contains
about 3 per cent acetic a<'id.— A.P.-C.

K-9. Loading materials in paper. Carl (!. Sc]i

walbe. Wochenblatt F. papicrfab.: Paper. 26. r)."i.

(1920). Loading substances may and do serve other
purpo.ses than to cheapen paper and lower its quali-
ty. They diminish the transparency, fill up the pores,
and raise the printing qualities. By means of loadinsr
the paper pulp can be manufacturecl into a much light-
er, better, and more uniforml\- thick .'^heet in all its

parts. The elasticity and power to absorb printer's
ink do not suffer through carefully measured addi-
tions of loading materials. It is advantageous for
newsprint and writing, but should not be used for
wrapping as it diminishes the toughness. According
to Hohland, the fitness of a loading substance can be
measured b.v its absorption power for organic dye-
stuffs. The size of the particles and the nature of the
beating have a great influence on the degree of re-

tention.— A.P.-C.

NEW PATENTS.
K-18. Light-weight miUboards from tree barks. 0.

Zimmerman. P.crlin-Lli-hterfeble (ier-. Pat. 30").697.
16.8.17. Tree liark is ground in a kind of bone mill,

beaten in a lu)llander, and delivered to a strainer, from
which the beaten stuff, diluted with water. ))asses to

a millboard section, on which it is worked up as (he
middle layer of the finished board. The bark pulp
has a certain coloring power for boards made of waste
papers, and yields a board of low specrfie gravitv—.T.S.

L-5. Wood cellulose as a substitute for cotton in

chemical industries. VV. Schacht. Weissenfels. tier

Pat. 306,366. 14.3.1S. Wood cellulose prepared by any
of the alkaline process is further digested by boiling
with a sulphite solution. The gelatinous substances
(hemicelluloses (which are present in soda-wood pulps
are removed b.\- the sulphite treatment, and a highly-
l)urified cellulose is obtained, suitable for use as a

substitute for cotton in the chemical and papei-mak-
ing industries.—TS.
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WOOD PULP REVIEW FOR MAY. mills at the end of tlie month with tlieir average daily

. . ,
. , piodiu'tioii liased on the reports eovering the years

The Federal Trade ("omnussion has issued some m-
^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^..^^^^.^^ ^,^^^^^. ^^^^^

teresting figures on the wood pup situation in the
^^^^^^^^ ^^._^^^ ^^^^1, ^^^ _ ^.^ ^ slightly less

i-nited States for May^ It w.ll he /-/^d hatjro
^^^^^^

.
^^^^^. ^

d.u-tion of all kinds of wood pu p hut Mitscherheh
^.^^^.^ grade sulphite mill stoeks e.pial slightly less

has increased. Stoeks on liand have also inci-eased
^,^^_^

. ^j^^.^. ^^.^^.^^^ ^^^^^p^^

ahout 11 per eent.. due largely to transportation
m^.^^,,,,, ,„,p,,i,^ „,;„ ^^^..^^ equal slightly less than

trouhles.
,

, . .. ^, , .• 'i davs" average output.
The following is a tabulation ot the produotion.

g^^^. ^leaehing sulphite .mil sto.-ks e.|ual slightly

and stoeks of finished pulp, in tons ot 2.000 poiinds
^^-^^.^^ ^,^^^^ .^ j^^^.^. ^^.^^.^^^ ^^^^^^^^

on an air-dry hasis. tor May. 1920. eompared with May
Mitseherlieli sulphite mill sf.cks equal slightly more

1919 for the operating mills. 1 he average produetion
^^^^^^

.
^,^^.^. ^^.^^.^^^ ^^^^^^^

is hased upon the reports eovering the years 191 <.
s^, ,,ate mill stocks equal slightly less than 9 days'

1918. 1919 and the average stoeks are based upon the
,J^^

^

stoeks^carried for the 18 months period ended May
^^^^ ^^jp ^.j^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^1 ^,;^,^„^. ,,^,^,.^ ^,^.^,, .^

•^1- '^-"-
On hand da.vs ' average output.

Number rroductton end of ^[ill stocks of "other than wood pul])"' equal about
of mills for month month

.i i •
i. .

-, , , „,„. 8 davs average output.
Ground wood pulp: t . ,

" n . i 4- n i i r i.i.. loo.
\r-

- 19-'0 168 17"' 341 152 973 Total mill stocks ot all grades equal slightly less

May 1919 '. '.[ 162 144446 192!3.il '''»" 1='' 'lays' average output.

Average. 144.02.'. 143.899

Sulphite. News Grade: NEWS ITEMS.
May 1920 64 ^1'^-- l-"i.5r)3

j),,,. f„ ^\^^ keenness and initiative of J. R. Booth.

May 1919 62
'l^-^^?

26.433 ,1,^ deadlock between the western publishers and
Average 60.07;. 21. ..10 their paper supply has been broken. Mr. Booth offered

Sulphite, Bleached: to under write half of the amount required by making
May 1920 32 TiO.OlO 4,296 1375 jons available for distribution to papers in dire

May 1919 31 39,994 16.452 ^5^^. The other half was quickly provided for by the

Average 40.6;)0 9.92S recent conference in Ottawa and further governmenl
Sulphite, Easy Bleaching: _ interference was forestalled.

Mi.y 192(1 7 6,896 858 0,,^ hundred and thirty members of the National
Miiy 1919 "^ 6.421 2,919 Editorial As.sociation reached Toronto on Saturday

Av.'iage 6,300 1.800 \.^^i j],,,^ ending the fourth week of their tour. The
Sulnhite, Mitscherlich : ^ members first struck Canada at Yarmouth. N. S. and
May 1920 < 5.338 1.S05 have since visited the principal cities in the east and
May 1919 1 6,363 2,278 -^viU now cover Western Ontario. The party were en-

AvciiiL"- 6,32.1 1,7.30 tertained by the Toronto civic authorities and were
Sulphate Pulp

:

shown the big improvements that are in progress in

May 1920 21 18.799 4,136 Toronto harbor. A visit was made to Windsor this

May 1919 22 12,848 ,s.487 ^veek.

Average 11,87-. (.,248 it is announced that the new general board of the

Soda Pulp: Presbyterian Church have decided to i.ssue a weekly
.\Iiiy pcjo 2i :i8,24:{ 4.146 diurch paper and have jnirchased the Presbyterian
Mii\ 1919 -2^ 30,5:i9 9,0:i3 and Westminster, which will be is.sued after .luly Isl

.\vciagc 30.400 (i.0.>4 |,y the Board (.f Publications under a joint committee
Other than Wood Pulp: ,,'f direction from the two boards. Rev. Dr. Robert

.Mii> 1920 5 766 109 Ihnldoii. who has edited the Presbyterian and West-

.May 1919 7 l.OK. 98 niinstei- f(.r the (last twenty years, will serve as acting
Average " 9.">() 175 editor of the new paper, which will he issued from the

Total for all Grades: office on Church Street, Toronto. A permanent editor
M^ 1920 363.815 183,876 wij] l,,. appointed in the autumn.
.M«r 1920 294,0(i7 258,051 Mr. George Erskine, Toronto representative of the
Average 270.600 191,335 George H. Mead Company Md.. and his a.ssistant Mr.

Total stocks of all grades (.f pul|> in the mills on Harvey, spent several days this week conferring with
.May :{1 amounted to 1H3,876 tons. Mill stocks of ihe piincipals of the company in Dayton. Ohio.

ground wood pulj), easy bleaching sulphite, .Mitscher-

li.'h sul|.hite and s<..la pulp increased during the MILLIONS FOR TIMBER LAND.
«<"nth. A deal involvint: 17. .'.00 acres of timber land, with
The wood pulp industry lost :W,8.58 digester or (;.5().()()0.()()() f,.,-! of standing timber, conclude. 1 recenl-

irnndcr hours for 406 machines in May 1920. com- ly hy the Crown- Williametle Paper Company, assures
pared with 228.H57 hours for 1.106 machines in May the latter a supply of spruce and hemlock sufficient
1919. Grinders lost 5.201 bonis due to water con- to meet the normal capaeify of its paper mills at CaniflM
lidoiiH. and newsprint sulphite digesters lost 780 Wash., and Oregon City for the next twenty years. The
lioiiix due to hick of coal "Repairs" figures as the tract acquired was the projierty of the Hammond
priniijial caiiHe of lost lime. Two mills (hat were not Lumber Coiii|)an.\ and represented the Intter's entire

in operation in May are not included. Clatsop County holdings. The purchase price is he
i'omparing the stocks on hand at the donieslii' pul|i lieved to have been between ^1..500.000 and $2,000,000
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I ii,'~.rty-ii it . ir n 11 n .T n " " " ' ' ' ' " ' " " '• m

UMTED STATES 7H0TES
Ilaviiiu succeeded in arranging!: for the delivery of

necessary niaehinery, the Union Paper Products Com-
pany, recently organized in Louisiana, will begin with-

in a few weeks the erection of a big plant at New Or-

leans for the manufacture of corrugated paper boxes,

lioth for export and domestic use. A whole city block

lias been accpiired for the factory's site. The new
company is capitalized at $300,000,000. Sam Ohnstein,

owner of the Smile Company, Inc., and secretary-trea-

surer of the Crescent City Cork Works, i.s its presi-

dent. Other officers and members of the board of

directors are: J. Levy, vice-president: Sidney L. Ros-

enbaum, .secretary and treasurer: Jacob E. Hirschberg,

superintendent ; John Meyer, (ieorge W. Davidson,

Ilai'ry (Joodman and Joseph Chalona.

The ilichigan division of tin' American Pulji and
Pajier Jliil Superintendents" Association, at its an-

nual meeting held during the last week in June at

Kalamazoo, re-elected Edward T. A. Coughlin presi-

dent, and George H. Ponntain, general superintendent

of the Monarch Paper Company, secretary-treasurer.

X. M. Rrishois, superintendent of the Sutherland Pa-

per Company, was elected vice-president to succeed

J. H. O'Connell. The latter, in reviewing the first

year of the organization ',s existence and reporting on

the recent annual convention of the national body at

Buffalo, N.Y., said: "There are 3,000 superintendents

in the United States and Canada eligible for member-
ship in this association, and we expect to have 100 per-

cent presentation. During the first fiscal year this

association lias demonstrated its worth. We have been

able to gain much valuable knowledge through eon-

tact with the other fellows and friendsliips have been

made that will last." Among papers read at this

meeting tiiat of Mr. 0. F. Swanson, general .sales man-
ager of tlie Pulp and Paper Trading Company, of

New York city, created nuich discussion. Mr. Swan-
sou declared that the company he repre.sent.s has taken

over the exclusive sales rights for "Buckeye" ])ulp.

a product of the Proctor & Gamble Distributing Com-
pany. This is a pulp converted from linters and cot-

ton hull fibre, ( heretofore considered as wa.ste by the

cotton oil mills of the Smth. This product, Mr. Swan-
son stated, has been tested and found perfectly suited

for the manufacture of book papers, coated ]iapers and
low grades of writing papeiN. He concluded by say-

ing that mills have been established at Augusta, Ga..

and Memphis, Tenn., that 100 tons of dry pulp made
of this refuse matter is being produced daily, and he
predicted that the new cotton pulp wculd come to be
considered one of the greatest innovations in the
paper industry in years.

The Union Iron Works of Bangor, Me., has received
an order for two wood pulp grinders (four pockets)
for grinding twenty-fcur inch lengths of wood for the
-Maska Pulp and Paper Company, together with two
wet machines. This order marks Ala.ska's beginning
in the paper manufacturing industry, as the mill of
this concern will be the first to be built in that ter-

ritory. The water wheels for the plant will be fur-

nished by the Peltou Water Wheel Company of San
Francisco, and will operate under a 920-foot head.

About 14.000 tons of pulp have been imported into

tile United States from Finland so far this year, and
it is expected that a much greater amount will be re-

ceived during the remainder of the year. Tlie Finnish
Cellulose A.ssociation, a combination of all the sulphite,

sulphate and kraft pulp mills in Finland, tlie yearly
capacity of wiiich is 300.000 tons, is now marketing
the greater part of its output in England and America.
This includes wrapping, writing and newsprint pro-

ducts. With this trade increasing rapidly from maiilli

to month. Finland bids fair to become an important
soiirce of wood pulji sui)ply for the United States.

The first post-war cai'go of Finnish pulp was received

in the United States in May, 1919, through the I^ager-

loef Trading Company of New York. The shipments
are made from th* ports of Helsingfors, llango and
Kotka. The latest cargo of 1,900 tons came on the
steamship Panola. June 7, and was unloaded at Phila-

deljihia. Another large shii)ment is on the way from
Finland and a third vessel is loading on the other side.

Franklin Moon, who has been Professor of Forest
Engineering at the New Y>rk State College of For-
estry, Syracuse, since a few months after the found-
ing of the institution in 1912, was recently elected

dean of the college by the Board of Trustee.s.

George C. Sherman, president of the Taggarts Pa-
per Conii)any and Hall. Ward & Walker, Inc., news
of whose death recently came as ipiite a sho<"k to his

relatives and many friends, was one of the best known
paper man\ifacturei;s in the United States. Mr.
Sherman was rated as one of the wealthiest men in

Watertcwn. N.Y., where his home and principal busi-

ness interests were lo<-ated. Born in Watertown. July
26, 1862, he entered the paper manufacturing business
about 2.1 years ago when, with D. M. Anderson, he nr-

tranized the St. Regis and Taggarts pa])er companies.
Mr. Sherman is survived by his wife, Alice Taggart
Sherman, and bj' two sisters.

The Northern Paper Mills at Green Bay, Wis., will

start early this month the construction of a wood-
grinding plant to cost $100,000. ^fachinery, consist-
ing of two lo-ton magazine grinders, driven by a 2,-

000 horsepower motor, is now being manufactured by
the Baker Manufacturing Company at Saratoga
Springs, N.Y. Delivery on this equipment has been
promised by late September, and it is expected that
the plant will be in operation toward the end of Oc-
tober or early in November.

A tour of inspection as guest <;f the big pai)er maini-
facturers of Watertown, N.Y.. was made last week by
Eloi Badet. a FVeneh paper maker, who arrived re-

cently from Europe to purchase a paper trimming
machine for his firm, the Papetiere de la Seine which
he serves in the capacity of assi.stant to the general
manager. Mr. Badet plans to visit paper manufac-
turing plants in other Americau cities before he re-
turns to France.
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^MAMDf^^l
In .luiie. last yi-ar. a l)if; paper mill in (^iichcf hail

18 lost time aceidents, due to the iiiexperieiiee of new

men. P'or half of Juue this year the number is only

four, alth uprh the pay roll has increased from !l!IO to

1.100. In a tuilletin to employees, the followiiifr ap-

pears: '"Let us make an effort to keep the .lune fifi-

ure down to a minimum. All our old men shornld

make it a point and a duty to tell the new eom-M-;

about the safety work aeeoniplished at the mill, about

the .reduction achieved thrcufrh eo-operation and care-

ful thinking, and once the pace is set by the old

timers, strong believers in the welfare policy of the

management, the othei-s will follow and help achieve

what was done in other mills where safety aud happi-

ness arc considered to be one."

Dr. T. J .Foley has been engaged as Plant Doctor

(not botanist), by the Belgo Canachan Pulp & Paper

Co. Dr. Foley worked in an American factory before

taking up the study of medicine at the University of

Alberta. He served on a camp hosjiital staff during

the war and then took additional studies at McGill

University and did hospital work. He graduated

la-^t month with honors. Dr. Foley will have good

support from the Safety Committees.

Edward Beck, in charge of publicity for the Cana-

dian Pulp and Paper Association, is en,ioying a much

needed rest at Muskoka.

A recent accident report from a Canadian mill

shows time lost from scalding by hot groundwood
[inlp. strained back, fingers ])inched in calenders, leg

hurt by cake of ice (accident not reported till one

week after happening}, and cutting finger on knife

barker.

Announcement has been made b.v the Royal Trust

Co. regarding the six per cent first mortgage Thirty-

year Debentures of The E. H. Eddy Cnm|iariy, Limit-

ed, that del)<'ntiircs, numl)cred as follows: 11. I'J. 84.

95. 102. 144. I.IO, 15:j. 194. 19.'). 2:56. 25.'.. 2(;i. 280,

292. 422. 4:^0. 4:il. 4-i^, 444. 484. 49fi. have been drawn
for redemption on account of the Sinking Finid, and
will be paid for on 14th September, 1920, at the office

of The Royal Trust Com[>any. 105 Sf. James Street.

M^treal. on presentation thereof with all unmatured
:)ons atfacheil, at the rate of one hundred and two

a half per eent (102'/^',;) and accrued interest.

The debentures so drawn will cease to bear interest

on and after th? 14th S.plember. 1920.

Mareas Oreer, of Orand Mere, .set up a new record

for the Beaconsfield links, when he went over the

cMjrse in a rainstorm in fiH. In the recent ladies tonr-

rament, .Mrs. (Seorge Chahoon. .Ir.. also of (Srand

Slere, tied for sixth place in n largr field after a

fine contest.

The Spanish River Pulp and Paper Cumpany has

recently started a Fir?* Aid Course under the direc-

tion of Mr. Wyntt. The plan is to have at least one man
from eaeh shift in every department enroll. As soon hh

a large enough number enrolls, the services of one of

the city doctors will be secured to give the course.

Tlie men working on shifts iluring the lessons will be

given the necessary time off to take the lesson, with

thejr regular pay.

("apt. .). E. Ardron, formerly sccretary-trca.surer of

the Canadian Export Paper Co.. Limited, has been ap-
|)ointed treasurer of the Acadia Sugar Refining Co.

The head office of this company will shortly be remov-
ed from Halifax to Montreal.

The St. Regis Paper Co. has ^ent ten mechanics
from the Deferiet plant to ^Montreal. They will pro-

,-eed to Oscahuia. Que., where the com]iany is now in-

stalling a pulp wood prej.aring plant.

The company now owns a tract of 20,000 acres ad-

.jaceiit to the point whei-e the mill is being erected, and
a large cut of pulp wood logs is alread.v in the river

ready to be handled. Jack works, saw mill, barkers
and a conveyor s.vstem are to be established at Osca-

lana.

The logs ^vill be drawn from the river and rossed and
cut into ))ulp wood lengths and loaded on cars for

'hipmeiit to the local mills of the company.. The men
just send there from the brg plant at Deferiet will as-

sist in hastening preparations to early completion so

that the wood supply ma.v be promptly delivered here.

Figures for May show that Belgo 's four machines
made 5596.26 tons of newsprint paper, with an aver-

age dail.v production of 207.27 tons, production per

inch trim 726 lbs., loss in broke 5.11 per cent, and
average machine efficiency of 90.87 per cent.

Allocation certificates providing for the importa-
tion of German dyes in amounts sufficient to supply
immediate rccpiirements of individual consumers in

the United States for six months are to be granted
by the War Trade Board. An announcement to this

effect issued last week by the board, stated that con-

sumers desiring to get allocation certificates jirovid-

iiig for the issuanee of import licenses, niust file an
official form provided for that purpose, liicenses to

import will be issued only when the d.ves applied for

are not obtainable from domestic sources on reasonable

terms as to |UMce. quality and delivery.

POPLAR FOR PENNSYLVANIA.

North raroliria jioplar trees will lie planted in Penn-
i;ylvania state forests, if it is found they thrive there,

to provide future relief from the lu'wsprint famine. Gif-

ford Pinchot. chief of Pennsylvania State forests, be-

lieves that the North Carolina pojilar can be grown in

tlie Ke.vstone state if the right methods are applied.

Two previous experiments, attempted on a eonimer-

eial scale, did not prove successful. If the present ex-

periment succeeds, a large <pianfity of wood for the

manufacture nt' newsprint paper can be supplied in

Pennsylvania within th' next ten or twelve years. The
North Carolina poplar is one of the fastest growin(j

trees, even in the northern climate, and its texture

is admirably adapted to the manufacture of pulp wood
for newspaper.
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WATER POWER COMMISSION APPOINTED.
Newton D. Baker. Secretary of War, was de.sigiiated

hy President Wilson as ehairmau of the Federal Power
Commission created by the recently enacted water
power law. Other members of the commission named
in the act are the Secretaries of the Interior and
Agriculture. Jlr. Baker said that half a dozen or more
applications for the beginning of water power projects

are awaiting action. It is said that $1,000,000,000 is

now seeking investment in water power jirojects.

FRANCE PROHIBITS IMPORTS OF NEWS PRINT
AND PULP.

Washington, June L'.')— (By Wire)—A cablegram
from Commercial Attaciie Huntington at Paris, dated

June 21, 1920, states that a French decree of June
16, 1920, published June 19, prohibits from the date

of publication the importation into France and Al-

geria of all news print |)aper and wood pulp for the

manufacture of news pi-int, except under special license

from tlie ilinister of Finance. Goods en route to

France or Algeria or declared at warehouses before

the publication of the decree are not subject to pro-

iiibitinii.

TO EXPERIMENT WITH HARDWOOD.
Mr. L. A. Xix. "f the Laurciitide Forestry |)ci)art-

ment, lias just i (niinicnccd an exploration trip over

some coniiiany-owned territory on which there is a large

quantity of hardwoods, and his report of the trip is

now being prepared. It is plaiuied, using Mr. Xix's

report as a basis, to use about 1,000 cords of the hard-

wood for experimental purjioses in the mill next win-

ter, in the groundwood department. If the experiment
results successfull,v and tiie wood can be transiiorted

to tiie mill without ilifficulty, cutting will likely be-

gin in subsequent winters on the large iiardwood hold-

ings of the company, on which there is estimated to

be about 1,000.000 cords of available timber.

WAYAGAMACKS MACHINES DELAYED.
The Wayagamack Pulp and Paper Company is i»ro-

ducing al)out 170 tons of suljiiiate or kraft pulp daily.

Of this, about 70 tons is consumed by the company
in the manufacture of kraft pajier of whicli it pro-

duces some 60 to 65 tons daily, and tlie balance of

100 tons of sulpliate pulp is exported to England. South
Africa, New Zealand and Australia, etc.. some even
going to South America. The company is receiving

from $130 to $140 a ton for the pulp and the j)rice

for the kraft I'aper has gone uji to al)ouf 10 cents a

pouiui or .$200 a ton, in both cases large increases over
the prevailing price of one year ago. W^ith the re-

cent purciiases of timber limits the company lias now
2,000 square miles of very desirable properties.

Plans were made a year or so ago for purchase of

four machines that would manufacture kraft paper
with a capacity of about 12 tons each daily, adding
about 50 tons to the present production, bringing it

up to 110 or 115 tons a day. As a result of the mould-
ers' strike in England the delivery of these machines
has been greatly delayed and it may be late this fall

before the first one is installed. Ordinarily this might
mean a drop in the company's profits, but not so in

this case, because it is understood that with the ver\'

high prices for pulp the company is able to make al-

most as mucii as if this pulp had been made up into

paper.

CANADIAN PRICE SUITS U. S. PUBLISHERS.

We are solving the print paper situation for the
smaller newspapers of the country by direct action.
Over one hundred newspapers have signified their de-
sire to become members of the Publishers' Buying Cor-
poration," said Jason Rogers, publisher of the" \ew
York Globe and chairman of the executive committee
of the new buying corporation.
"We are offered millions of cords of pulp wood,

scores of saw mills, and many paper mills. We will
seek to buy supply of print paper for our members
from mills and jobbers at fair prices." continued Mr.
Rogers.

•We believe that we can buy collectively more ad-
vantageously than the detached small purchaser, and
will seek to stabilize the price of paper to the average
paid for all tonnage under all contracts with mem-
bers.

"If those at present manufacturing and .selling print
paper are unwilling to do business with us at fair
prices, they will have no one else to blame but them
selves for forcing individual publishers into the manu
facturing business.

"We are inviting all manufacturers and jobbers to
quote us i)rices for tonnage and figure that when
fully organized we will be the largest single jjurcha.ser
of new.sprint in the United States, with financial back-
ing entitling us to the very lowest prices.
"There are signs that some of the larger newspapers

are becoming interested in our efforts, but our policy,
so far as I can influeiu-e it. will be primarily directed
toward papers without contracts or assurance of sup-
ply.

"Judging from inf(M-mation coming to me during
the past week, I am sure that we are going to buy paper
for our members at better prices than the present spot
market, and after January 1, 1921. at substantiallv
the Canadian Export price.

"We will buy from reputable mills of profit. l)ut

will avoid those who are seeking to |)lunder the inno-
cents. Our newspapers must .seek to hold dow!i con
sumption to the lowest point and have confidence in
our aliility to buy just as cheaply, on a jiinch, as the
speculators through whom they have bought in the
past.

"My time is fully occupied with the work of the
new organization, which I am confident is going to

produce effects unattainable through any other pro-
cess than co-operation, with all hands working for the
good and benefit of all others."

LAURENTIDE LEADS THE LEAGUE.

By defeating .St. Minuire Pajier Coni|ian\ team at

Grand "Mere on July -Ith, the Laurentide A.A. baseball
team assumed the lead in the St. Maurice League race.

Laurentide won by 3 to 1. Sims, for the winners,
pitched in good form, allowing only three hits, while
Reynolds allowed four hits. Score by innings.

R. II. E.

Laurentide 000 200 lOx—3 4 2
St. [Maurice 000 000 001—1 3 3

Batteries—Sims and White: Reynolds and Keefe.
Standing of Clubs.

Laurentide 3 2 .600
St. Maurice 2 2 .300
Three Rivers 1 2 .333
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, .Inly :!.--Aci'(irilinjr in pulpwood contrac-

tors in Toronto, tlie prodiR-tion of jiophir wood recent-

ly has been abnormal, due hirjrely to the scarcity of

spruce. The head of one of the firm states that hard-

ly a day passes that does not see from five to ten thous-

and cords offered by producers. Heretofore the de-

mand for poplar has been quite normal but the pro-

duction of spruce has fallen off very considerably and

the producers are turnintr tlieir attention to poplar,

large supplies of which are now available at the ship-

pin? points. The fact that the wood is easy to peel

and ca.sy to get at also contril)Utes to the big output.

There is practically no market for spruce and balsam

owing to the scarcity and it is largely a question now
of when and how deliveries can be made. Peeled

spruce is ((uoted at -tlf^.OO a cord and a little less, ac-

cording to grade and quality and poplar is selling at

about .$13.00. Hemlock is very little used and is

((uoted at $12.00. The contractors state that the big-

gest problem now being faced is that of transportation.

It is very difficult to get the wood out owing to the

great shortage of cars, the situation not having im-

proved materially in that respect within the past

month or two. In the Gatineau Valley, a Toronto con-

tractor states, there is a pile of 14,000 cords of poplar

that has been lying there for weeks owing to lack of

cars to get it out. It is the general opinion that peel-

ed pulpwood will reach higher price levels than at pre-

sent, although it is anticipated that the situation will

be governed to a considerable extent by the labor sup-

ply. If, as is anticipated in some (juarters, labor is

diverted from other channels by a slump in other fields

of work, many laborers will find their way to the woods

and thus increase the output and help to moderate

the prices for wood.

All lines of pulp continue scarce and mills are hav-

ing the greatest difficulty in securing .sufficient to

keep their machines running. Ground wood pulp is

selling for as high as $1')0 in Tnited States funds and

is hard to get at the money. Contracts for news sul-

phite are being made at from $1.')0 to $17.") and bleach-

ed .sulphite is quoted at $150 and $170. The prevail-

ing opinion in paper circles is that piiij) is destined to

go§till higher in price. There are no signs that pro-

duftinn is catching up with the inordinate demands

Ihft are being made on the resources of the pulp

manufacturers and while the big under-production

exists any skyward figure is liable to be toiu-hed ii!

the market.

While the shortage of newsprint continues, it is re-

ported that there has been a slight falling off in the

priees in the open market and no very spectacular

sale.s have been recorded. While no one has any sur-

plus, the needs of the Cnnadian publishers are being

fairly well met and while some publishers are a hit

anxious as to the future, there are no evidences of a

famine at the present time.

Conditions in the paper trade generally are unchang-

ed, although the week saw an advance of 10 i)er cent,

on all toilet papers, effective June 2r)th. For eight

miiicp roll toilet paper the discount off list price now

is 1.5 per cent instead of 25 per cent and the same per-

centage of discount applies to the other grades and
weights from four to sixteen ounces. On the same
date a new tissue list went into effect, all lines, in-

cluding specialty lines, now being sub.ject to a fifteen

IHM' cent reduction in place of the twenty-five per
cent previously prevailing. The demand for these

lines keeps up and the mills are working at full capa-
city with no prospect of getting caught up with ar-

rearages of orders.

Jobbers are still experiencing the greatest difficul-

ty in getting sui)i>lies of book paper and near-famine
conditions j)revail in this branch of jniper making. The
warehouses ai'c virtually iiare of all lines of book and
many urgent orders liave to remain unfilled. No
changes in prices were noted during the week.
Two of the largest Canadian mills, namely the

Howard Smith Paper Co. and the Holland Pai)er Co.,

sent up tlieir price list on Wednesday of this week
and only guarantee July shipments at the new figures.

The increase represents an advance of 3 and 4 cents a

pound on all lines, such as boiuls. books and ledgers.

For instance, the cost to the jobber now of No. I S. C.

book will be l!>',->c, plus freight and packing. The
.iobbers" ])rice to the trade on the cheapest sulphite

bond, as supplied by the two mills mentioned, will be

31c. The jobbers" price for sulphite linen bond in

ream lots is 70c and Belfast liond, one of the leading

brands, will be 56c a pfniiul, jobber to consumer. These

jirices, fixed by two of the mills only, are not universal

and book papers, bonds and ledgers of other mill makes
can be had for several cents cheaper, although it is

expected that the advance will becom" fairly general

within the next few days.

NEW YORK MARKETS
New York July o.^This is the time of the year

when )iaper mills clo-e down for .semi-annual repairs

and inventories and as a residt activity in the indus-

try is slowing ni) somewhat, yet there is no weakening

of demand to amount lo anything and busiiu'ss in con-

suming centres continues at a lively i)aee. H is true

that buyers of .some kiiuls of paper have l?t up in

their operations to an extent, but on the whole demand
is amjite to satisfy manufecturers and jobbers and to

keep them busily engaged.

From present iirrspects. the marker for pap-.'r is

likely to remain strong throuvliont tiu' summer, and

doubtle,s.s for the balance of *h.> year. That manu-

facturers expect this is infi::iat''d In- their action^-

in endeavoring to cover raw material requirements

ahead for some lime; in fact, fnrrlier away than 's the

usual policy of jiapermakers. Thi-i ,nrnceilurr> woirld

setm lo indicate belief on Ihc n<»rl .if manufacturcri*

ncl o:dy in a continuance if v ilnininous demand f r

|ai>ei-. but also a niainlenane,- of higl; i)rieis on raw

material. It is definitely known, for example, tha^

mills situated in various parts of the country are leav-

ing no stone unturned to cover at least a portion of

their |)olential refpiirements in wood pulp iver the

balance of the year, and some are buying even into
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•TRADE-nARK-
RfftliTERED

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet BrowTi and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4246-47

' 2170
INQUIRIES SOLICITED
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1921. Contracts also aro lieinnr placpcl for r;i};-,, rope,

l)arrging and other raw .sloek c,{ wliieii paper i> roni-

pised for delivery many months hene\
The newsprint market present,? oni oi the mosi

novel situations probably ever .virnesscd by the pajic'"

trade. There i.s a tremendous potential demand for

newspaper oroin«r unfilled, and publishers are doino;

everythin<r in their power tc seeure everv ton of |)apcr

to be had on eontraet, and yet offeriiisrs in the spot

market are frequently remaining uniii'/cpted and ari>

steadily inereasinfr in ninniier and volume. I'liblisli-

ers in the large cities are leaving oit hundred., of

columns of advertisitig every day. and priiitin'r nolices

blaming this condition on the dire shortage of ne\vs-

print, while paper in the oi)en market—at spov mar-
ket prices—is being largely neglected. The truth of

this matter is that publishers simiily are unwilling to

pay tlip prices asked for spot lots of tiew.'^pi int. All

the paper they can get at the contract basis mil's are

quoting is greedily taken in, and there is a load
clamor for additional supplies at the same prices, but
when it comes to meeting prevailing op-^u market (pio

tation.s, publishers no longer desire to buy. This dor-
not mean that there are no sales of spot newsprint.
On the contrary, business of good volume is pa-sing
in the open market, but offerings are increasing and
everything tends to show that buyers are keeping out
of the spot market just as nuich as flicir jin'ssin'

netds will permit.

P>cginning with the first of this montli. most of i!ic

newsprint manufacturers revised their contract basi.s.

The International Pajier Comiiany is now receiving
O.7.') cents a ]>ound fi-om contract customers for n<^ws-

print in .standard rolls, and quotations of other mills

range around the same level, some being slightly in

exceas of this figure and one or two quoting a shade
under it. Spot prices on newsprint hover about 12
cents per pound. Instances have come to light wh-re
sales have been made at a bit below this level, but the
great bulk of business being done is at this figure or
above it.

Book papers rule very .strong in price and there is

no easing of demand \*\ any q\iarter. Unlike news-
paper i)ublishers, magazine publishers are eagerly ab-
sorbing all the supply of book papers to be had and
they pay but scant heed to the prices a-sked so long
a-s the paper is forthcoming. This woidd seem to in-

dicate that periodical publishers find it is more jiro-

fitable to jiay the high prices asked for pai)er and
carry all. or nearly all, of the advertising offered them
than to turn down the advertising because of the
rices they must grant for paper. ?.Iachinp finished

book papers arc selling at 15 to 16 cents per ixiund,

supercalendered hook at from 16 cents upward and
coated and enameled book papers at 18 cents upward.

Wra])pings and tissue^s arc in fairly good demand
although activity in this end of the market is not as

brisk as it has been, this being attributed to the slow-

ing up of business in retail establLshment.s, with a

consequent lighter consumption of wraupinsr and tissue

papers. Prices nevertheless are firm and buyers find

it neces-sary to meet the quotations named to secure

supplies. Fine papers rule quotably steady, and arc

moving into consuming channels in consistent fashion.

Mills in general have all the business booked they can
accommodate and are working with one idea in view,

that of making some headway in catchins up with
deliveries, which under prevailing railroad condition?

is truly a problem.

The board market is firm. Mills are running full

and are still far from being up with orders on hand,
despite the holding off of boxmakers in making new
connuitmcnts for board. Xews board is jiractically

unobtainable at less than $\2'^ per ton at mills and
plain chip board is selling at $110 t ; $115.

(iKOrXD WOOD.—(iroiuid wood prices are mount-
ing day by day. Demand is of a pressing character,

and those ])roducers or dealers having supplies to

dis|)Ose of are securing almost any prices they may ask.

so anxious are consumers to get juilp. Sales at $150
per ton at i)ro(liu'ing mills have been definitely re-

coi'dcd and even at this unheard of jirice there is

very little supply to be had, while nnnoi-s have been
heard concerning transactions at $160. Bids of $1:10

and $140 are given little attention by manufacturers
for the i-eason that they arc well aware higher iirices

can be obtained in other directions. Offerings are

extremely slim, about, the oidy amounts coming into

the 0])en nuirket being occasional single carloads which
sellers fiiul they have over and above their contract

commitments.
("IIE.MK'AL PI'LP.—Sulphite of every grade is in

keen dcnuind aiul (luotations are grailually moving to

higher levels. The market is almost (luite as bare of

available stocks as is the ground woo<l market, and
under a situation where there is such a broad space

in between s\ipply and demand, buyei-s are freely pay-
ing any prices within reaso!i when finding pulp for

sale. Newsprint sulphite has sold at 8.50 cents a

piund at puli> mills, domestic bleached sulphite at

12.50 cents, foreign \o. 1 unbleached sidphitc at 10.50

cents and easy bleaching sulphite at 11 cents. These
prices represent record values for wood pidp, and yet

there is nothing in the nuirket at present indicating

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET TtlKPHONKSSanMlRRAY mii.
8.113

NEW YORK

We buy all kind.s

of Canadian WOOD PULP AT TOP PRICES.

Write us and be
Convinced.
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that prices have touehecl the top. Kraft pulp is

available in larger quantity than .sulphite, but priee.s

are firm. Business has been reported done in domes-
tie kraft at 7.50 cents and in Scandinavian kraft at 8

cents.

RAG-S.—An easier tone characterizes the papermak-
ing rag market. This is the season when mills invari-

ably retrench in buying while preparing to take in-

ventory and make repairs, and also because of expecta-

tions of Ir.wer prices during the summer months' and
the slowing up of business creates but little surpinse.

Business is reported in jiractically every grade of rags

M pi'ices under those previously jirevailing. The
sharpest decline this week has been in roofing rags,

which have sold at as low as 2.75 cents a pound at

shipping points for No. 1 packing, denoting a drop of

almost a full ecnt per pound within the past tliree or

four weeks. Old wiiites have eased off about a cent,

with sales noted of No. 1 repacked wiiites at 15 cents,

while thirds and blues are available at 4.75 cents and
in some instances at lower levels. New cuttings arc

the one firm item, tiiis being due principally to tlic

small amounts coming forward from clothing house-;

and the resultant unwillingness of packers to part

with stocks naw on hand at cheaper figures. New
white shirt cuttings of No. 1 quality are (|uoted at

arouiul 21 cents and up to 22 cents. No. 1 vvasliablcs

at n cents, unbleached muslin clippings at 17.50 cent<

and fancy shirt cuttings at l-'l cents.

PAPKI{ STOCK—Old papers are in steady demand
I'ul although the aggregate movement into consuming
rhannels does not ajijiear to be anything nut of the or-

dinary, dealers are using a shortage of stock as a

reason to rejieatedl.v advance quotations. Prices on

trost grades are higher toda.v than a week ago. and
there is still a strong ui>treiid to values. Ifard whilr

shavings of No. 1 (pialit.v have sold at 8 cents ])i'r

pound f.o.b. New York and No. 1 .soft white shavin-.r^

at 7 cents. Old folded news|)a])ers are freel.v bring-

ing 2 to 2.10 cents at shipi>ing points and No. 1 mixed
papers arouiul l.!)0 cents, while manila i)ai)ers and
ledger stock are selling at firm levels. A feature of

the market this week has been the sharp rise in prices

on white blank news cuttings. Sales of this grade
have been noted at 5.25 cents f.o.b. shipping points,

and it need onl.v be remarked that this price is more
than double what newsprint in standard rolls sold

for before the war to show the stiff prices this kind
of old paper is fetching. Kraft paper is firm at a

basis of about 5.25 cents a pound for old No. 1 kraft'

while books and magazines—the one eas,v spot in the
market—are tpioted at :125 cents at shipping j)oints.

OLD ROPE .AND BAGGING. — Old rope and
strings are in good demand and are holding steady in

price. No. 1 manila rope being quoted at an average
of 7.50 cents per pound and mixed strings at around
3.15 cents. Scrap bagging is in light refpiest, and No.
1 jiacking is available at -^.25 cents and less at shiji-

ping points.

The Pulp and Paper

Trading Company
21 East 40th Street, NEW YORK

Dealers in domestic pulp—cliemic.il and m.'chanical
—and paper.

.\r.KNTS FOR

J. & J. Rogers Company
.\us;>ble Forks, New York

Canadian Krafr, Limited
Tliree Rivers, Que.

1)1 AI.KRS IN

VVayagamack Kraft Pulp

Proctor and Gamble Distributing Co.
(lincinniiti, Oliio

Bleached Cotton Hull Fibre Pulp
Mills at .\u5iusta. ('.a.

1 \S I I KS \<.l SIS K)K

Port Huron Mitscherlich Sulphite
Made by the I'OKT III Ro.N Sl'LI'llITKand PAPKR CO.

Port Huron, Mich.

Pulp Mill Machinery
DIFFUSERS DISC EVAPORATORS
PULP DIGESTERS MELT TANKS
CAUSTICIZEFS INCINERATORS

ETC.

BOILERS
SCOTCH MARINE RETURN TUBULAR

VERTICAL

Western Agents for

SWENSON EVAPORATOR CO

OF CHICAGO. ILL.
VANCOUVER.B.C.
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MARCH EXPORTS OF PULP AND PAPER. the endless wire just iiefore entering tlie nip of tlie

Dominion tra.le returns for the fi.seal year en.lin-r first pair of ijrimary press rolls, the under felt and

Mareh :nst "ive the total value of the pulp and pai>;M- the wire with the interposed hoard being subsequently

exports for the vear as $104.6:<r).!)01. This is the first led thro\igh sueeeeding pairs of primary press rolls,

time they have" reached the hundred million mark. whieh impress the me.sh of the wire, on the ui)])er

In 1919 they were valued at $82.r>6S.771 and in liMS. faec of tiie board and a surfaee eharacteristii- of the

$63 344.143. They were made up as follows: felt on the under faee of the board; the entire volume

Paper and mfgs. of !)i63,2r):!,41!) of water expressed passing through the under felt.

Chemieal pulp"^. 33,000 Ofi:! there being no accumulation of water on the upper

Mechanical pulp 8,383,41!) side, such as is experienced when an ujtper felt is

—, employed.

-pQtal $104,636,419 As will be understood, the .surface impressed by the

The vears paper exports included 14,272,513 ewts. wire is relatively smooth, i.e., much smoother than

(approximately 713.625 tons) of newsprint valued at tiie .surface charaeteristie of the felt; the minute pro-

*.'>3 203 792 constituting more than ')0 per cent of turbances and depressions caused by the wire .serving

the total
' ^" ^'^^ *'"' coating, if any, which may be sultsecpiently

The unmanufactured pulpwood exported during the ai)plied to the board,

vear amounted to 838.732 cords, valued at $8,454,803, In the accom])anying drawing A denotes the under

"compared with 1,597.042 cords valued at $15,386,600 felt, and B the endless wire co-operating therewith,

in 1919. ami 1.002.127 cords valued at $8,339,278 in 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 represents sets of ])rimary press

i()iv(
'

rolls in which the boards, sandwiched between the wire

P\iln and paper exports for March, the final month B and the under felt A, are subjected to tlie desired

of the vear, were valued at $11,668,796, a gain of pressure. 1 denotes a vertically adjustal)le lead roll

$3 668,2-36 over the corresponding month of 1919. as located in front of the first i)air of jiress rolls, the

follows- adjustment of which guide roll determines the bight

Paper and mfgs. of . . . . .$5,732,122 $ 7,231,207 ])rcsented to the entering sheets. After leaving the

Chemical pulp 2,041,884 3,875.281 upper roll of the last pair of press rolls 8 the wire

Mechanical pulp . . . • 226,554 .562,308 ])asses around a carrying guide roll 9, a wash roll 10,

— a guide roll 11, and a stenting roll 12, whence it returns

Totals . . . . $8,000,560 $11,668,796 i,y way of the guide roll 1 to the press rolls.

Exports of newsprint for the month were 1.426.149

cwts. (71.307 tons) valued at .$6,18.5.305. PLANTING 10,000,000 TREES IN MASSACHUSETTS
T'nmanufactured pulpwood exported during the Forestry experts of New York and .Massadmsetts

month amounted to 47.904 cords valued at $497,984, a jjive vigorous indorsements to state and community

drop of over 100,000 cords in quantity and of $910,159 forestry experiments. Ace/irding to ?hc.se forestry

in value, compared with the corresponding month of economists, state and community tree planting is one

1919 Issued b.v Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa- of the most decisive means of averting a tree famine.

jjf^P
They urge that other states follow the example of

— Massachusetts which has come to be considered the

NEW MACHINE FOR MAKING BOARDS. most advanced commonwealth in state forestry. In

Improvements in muiticycli' mould machines for t),;,t state a ])rograminc is in force which calls for

the manufacture of iiapcr i)oar<ls have recently been planting some 10,000,000 white ami Scotch pines per

patented by Mr. (!. 11. Iledley, of Loudwatcr, ami year, part of them on state grounds and some to he

.Messrs. J. White and F. W. Gray, of Leitli Walk turned over eventually to private owners. New York

Foundrv, I5dinburgh. State foresters, encouraged by the results in Massa-

The usual upper felt is dispensed with, and an end- ehusetts, are urging that greater reforestation pro-

less wire substituted. The production of l)oar(ls smooth grams be undertaken in New York. .Mthough there

on one side or face is effected. Boards so produced has been considerable tree-planting by communities

require less calendering, and, of a given ludk. can in New York, forestry experts are calling for aid by

be iiroduccd from less material than if nia<lc in the the State in reforestation projects. A New York State

rual
wav. forestry college survey calls attention to the fact that

The sheets coming from the cylinder moulds and ly- 7,000,000 acres of land in the state ought to be re-

g on the upper surface of the under felt encounter forested through some public means.

_jgz,--ygf(—

^
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THESE are days of progress—days when in-

dustry is leaping ahead and Canada is assuming
her place in the world of commerce. Giant structures
are being reared to house the machinery, men and
equipment necessary to a bigger business.

Great highways are being constructed to provide
for the easier transportation of Canada's products;
elevators, wharves, factories, mills, mines—every-
where the hand of the contractor is set to some big
task.

And wherever this construction work is going on,

Fairbanks-Morse contractors' equipment is playing
an important part—rendering its services as a factor

in this work of progress. From the shovel to the
steam and electric hoists, from the concrete mixer to

the heavy road machinery, drill and jack, to truck
and railway car, Fairbanks-Morse equipment is

the choice of the contractor, because he knows that
behind the smallest tool is the same quality guar-
antee and service that supports the largest unit of

Fairbanks-Morse equipment.
He knows that the Fairbanks-Morse 100%

quality seal is the ideal of the Fairbanks-Morse
institution -a standard and a guide in building
a bigger Canada.

The Canadian FairbanKs-Mor%e Co.
Limited

Canoila'x Diparlnicntul Hi tisi for Alccl.anical Cixxis

Halifax St. John Quebec Monlrral Ottawa Toronto Hamilton
St.Catharinrs Windsor Winnipeg baskatooti Rrgina

Calgary Vancouver Victoria

II
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A,\ ACTIVE TRADE COMMliiiSWSEK.

Wbeu the iuvitatiou came last week to meet Mr. A.

E. Bryan, Cauadiau Trade Commissioner of Japan,

and to hear him speak ou Canada's opportunities iu

tliat country, we rather expected to see a more or less

superauuuated politician who had been given a com-

paratively easy job. Great svas our surprise and de-

light iu meeting a young, live-wire Canadian whose

remarks showed that he has been actively ou a job

wliich has been big enough to keep a real man con-

stantly busy. The essentials of Mr. Bryan s talk to

a special meeting of as mauy members of the Pulp

and Paper Association as could be reached at short

notice, but who uevertlicless crowded the large board

room of the association, are found ou anothur page.

In addition to these remarks Mr. Bryan showed a

number of excellent pictures of Japanese paper mills,

including even illustrations of logging operations.

His keenness in perceiving the principal features in

the Japanese industry was evident iu his remarks, and

in the lessons deduced for the Canadian industry to

observe.

A careful study of Mr. Bryan's address will show

that for certain kinds of pulp and varieties of paper

Japan offers an attractive market which should be

carefully, courteously and immediately cultivated.

Recommendations are made which would do credit to

an investigation bj- an experienced paper maker, and

Canada is certainly fortunate iu having a man occupy

this important post who is so capable of advising

Canadian industries. Mr. Bryan's investigations and

reconuneudations are by no means confined to pulp

and paper. He has carefully looked into other lines,

and he is quite as frank in stating where an industry

has no chance as he is in urging activity.

An interesting point that was brought out was the

manner In which Canadian courtesy has returned a

benefit. A little while ago a prominent member of

the Japanese paper industry visited Canada, and was
shown through such plants as he wished to visit.

Canadian paper makers were glad to have him visit

their plants because of their pride in them and be-

cause they always take pleasure in entertaining the

stranger within their gates. It was a particular de-

light to be honored with a visit from the kindly and
courteous gentleman from Japan, and it was thought

that his visit ended except for the friendships that

resulted from it. Such was not entirely the case, be-

cause it was in large measure the memories of this

gentleman's visit to Canada which enabled Mr. Bryan
to fiud a welcome as a Canadian at the plauts of the

Japanese paper makers. Mr. Hall Caine was quite
frank in expressing his astonishment at the gener-
osity of Canadian paper makers in opening their

mills to visitors. It seems that the good work which
Canada has been doing in promoting this openness has
begun an internatioual movement for less secrecy and
for more cordial co-operation among pulp and paper
manufacturers.

We are glad that Mr. A. E. Bryau represents Can-
ada iu the laud of cherry blossoms and it is to be
hoped that the pulp and paper industry will show its

appreciation to Mr. Bryau by co-operating with him
in every possible way, in his endeavor to make Cana-
dian goods known and by his suggestions have Cana-
dian goods nuidc, sold and shipped in such a manuel
as will always give satisfaction.

POLITICAL CIIAXGEii IN CANADA.
The premiership of the Dominion, as well as that

of tile Province of Quebec has undergone a recent
change. Sir Robert Borden, who carried on the duties
of the highest office which the Dominion could confer
during one of the most difficult periods in Canada's
history, has found it necessary, because of failing
health, to resign. The reins of Government, insofar
as they may be held by the leader of the party in
power, pass to Hon. Arthur Meighen, who has been
assoc-iated with Sir Robert as Minister of the Interior.
The new premier is a Westerner who has come to

ai)preciate through contact with thase of the East the
needs as well as the opportunities of the whole Domin-
ion. In his former capacity as Minister of the In-
terior, Mr. Meighen had jurisdiction over the Forestry
Branch and, consequently, is the member of the Gov-
ernment most familiar with the pulp and paper
industry. It is to be hoped that under Mr. Meighen 's

guidance the Dominion Government will show that
appreciation of the value of the pulp and paper in-

dustry which has been one of the strong features of
the Provincial Government of Quebec for many years.
There has been a tendency to enact legislation which
would hinder and restrict the development of the
industry. Besides this legislation of what might be
said to have an inactive effect, there is also an active
effect of legislation and policy which might be in-

augurated for the benefit of all wood-using industries.
Two important and diverse instances might be cited
in the need for better fire protection and the en-
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couragemeiit of better utilization. For the former

there is need of more careful supervision of settlers

as to the lands they occupy and the manner in which

they clear them and also in bringing all the railways

to a more strict accountability with regard to fires

along their right of way. With regard to the utiliza-

tion of the forest, we believe the principal point will

be the encouragement and support of the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories.

The new Premier s political duties will be particu-

larly arduous, and he probably will not have much

opportunity for constructive tlwught on these mat-

ters, but he will be responsible for putting capable

men in charge. We believe that Mr. Meighen appre-

ciates the importance of Canada's, forest resources.

and that he will exert liiniself on belialf of those

depending upon them.

;>7/^ LOMER GOUIN.

During the many years of his public life and par-

ticularly that spent as Premier of the Province of

Quebec, Sir Lomer Gouin has been, in the best sense

of the word, a public servant. He has shown an in-

timate knowledge of the various indu.stries which are

established in this Province, and has always been on

the lookout for means whereby the prosperity of the

people of Quebec particularly, and Canada in gen-

eral, can be promoted and protected. One of the most

important features of Sir Lomer 's administration was

the inauguration, in 1910, of provincial legislation

which has so motlified the lease of Crown timber lands

that only after at lea.st one ste)» in manufacture

may wood cut from these lands be exported. It has

been recognized and appreciated by the people of the

province that this measure was a foresighted step, not

only in the conservation of Quebec's natural resources.

but also as an insurance policy for the continued em-

ployment of Canada's industries dependin'r \ipoti a

protected forest.

Sir Lonier's continued interest in the jnilip anil

pjipi r industry is a.ssured by the announcement that

he h*s been elected a director of the Laurentide Coni-

paV. The ex-Premier has come to know this com

pa^ quite intimately through his interest in its far-

sighted forest policy and well known efforts that have

been made in the promotion of reforestation. The

conservation of the forest han been one of Sir Fjomer

(ioain's principal interests since he entered the ser-

vi# of the public at Quebec. Few men in Canada

ai^reclate more clearly the need for cHreful pro-

cednre with respect to the forest. His interest has

been not merely the cultivation of the i>rinci|)nl source

of revenue for the pr«ivinee. but rather as one of the

principal .sourc<'M of raw material for support of in-

dustries which provide employment for thousands of

the people. It freipiently hapi)ens that the influence

and advice of a great man in private life han greater

effect and carries more weight than if he held a gov-

ernment office. Such is not unlikely to be the case in

the present instance. The attitude toward the govern-

ment of the Laurentide Co., with which Sir Lomer is

now identified, has been always a generous one. The

company naturally and properly desires to make a good

profit. A large proportion of these profits have for

some years been expended in experiments and demon-

strations which are sure to be of great benefit to the

province. In fact this has been one of the objects

in mind.

By his as.sociation with the Laurentide Company Sir

Lomer becomes definitely identified with Canada's

great pulj) and paper industry in a direct and per-

sonal way. Both may be truly congratulated. The

industry needs men of vision and with the growing

closeness of the contact there is increasing need for

co-operation between industry and Government in a

manner which will be fair and helpful to the public

and not simply a means for industry to get rights and

])rivileges at the expense of the people. It is par-

ticularly gratifying to have a man among us who

knows what is proper and right for an industry to

ask of the government and who also realizes the obli-

gations of the government as a trustee of the coun-

try's resources.

Sir Lomer Gouin leaves his (lovernment office with

the good will, the good wishes and the gratitude of

Canada's largest province. He has well earned an

enviable reputation as a high minded, foresiglited poli-

tical force, who has always had the best interest of

his Province. His ability will assure his success in

the field he has chosen to enter, and it is only to be

hoped that his .succes.sors at Quebec will follow the

broad-minded policy of his administration.

Hon. L. A. Taschereau, who has been Sir Lomer 's

right-hand man for some years, succeeds him as Pre-

mier, and it is gratifying to have him give the assur-

ance of a continued progressive policy along the lines

so successfully laid by his predecessor. In his first

public utterance since assuming command of the ad-

ministration at Quebec, Mr. Taschereau .said:

"I will continue to follow in the way which Sir

Lomer Gouin led, so that the Province of Quebec may
lie the .sanctuary of all classes and religions, all liv-

ing to give her peace, harmony and concord, and
SI that it will continue to be said in the future as in

the past that there is lut provitu-e or place such as

Quebec where there is such a measure of libertv.

"

.Meiiilieis of the American Society of Chemienl En-
gineers, of whom about 140 visited the E. M Eddy
plants at Ottawa, were profuse in their compliments
on the way the visit was planned and conducted.

A souvenir program, printed on the premi.sps. outlined

the processes and indicated the itinerary Small jrroups

were provided with competent guides.
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The following is a summary of .some remarks by Mr.

A. E. Bryan, Canadian Trade Commissioner to Japan

on the pulp and paper industry in that eountry to

members of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association,

July 7, 1920.

Mechanical Pulp.

There are only a few small mills in Japan manu-
facturing ground wood pulp for sale. The total annual

production of mechanical pulp in Japan is estimated to

be nearly 200,000 tons, but the correct figures are al-

most impossible to obtain since most of the leading

mills manufacture for their own use and keep the fig-

ures of production private.

There have been no imports of mechanical pulp into

Japan since the war, and I do not see any prospective

opportunities in sig'ht for business.

Imports of Sulphite Pulp.

Origin: 1919. 1918. 1916. 191:?.

Total 10.687,205 6.835.589 9.017,719 4.620.477

Canada 3.781,512 4.079,144 6.^6.281 3.^i4.146

U. S. 3.859,774 2.333,858 1,205.173 113.622

Sweden 2,529,784 418,476 5,697,424 1,254.625

Germany 4.109 73.024 2,176,454

Total 28,742 tons in 1918—Canada 18,240 tons.

The fii-st presumption that will probably enter

your heads, gentlemen, is that the pulp manufacturers

of Canada certainly must have been hot after Japan

ese business. But with only one or two exceptions that

I know of. this has not been the case at all. and our

sales would not have been so successful if Japanese

buyers had not gone out of their way to purchase from

Canada. I suppose that I receive more inquiries for

Canadian paper pulp than for any other article, and

although our mills have been hard pressed to handle

all the busiiiess received from other quarters, I am
pleased to say that many of the inquiries which hiivf

passed through the Yokohama office have resulted in

substantial business. From the returns j»ist read

you will note the remarkable change in Canada's con

tribution. say between the years 1916 and 1918. In

the former year we supplied a little over 7 per cent of

the total requirements, while in 1918 we sold Japan

62.7 per cent of what she bought. Last year our

portion dropped to 38 per cent of the total, hut even

at that we supplied over 752.000 lbs. more than o\ir

next competitor, the United States, and we can pre-

sume that a good proportion of their shipments were

made up of Canadian pulp.

Future Pro.<:peets of Pulp Busines.^.

Last summer I had the plea.sure of taking a trip

to the Northern Islands of Hokkaido and Karafuto.

One of the chief objects of my visit was to investi-

gate the pulp resources of Japan. Through the cour-

tesy of the managing directors of the various pulp

companies I was able to go through every pulp and
paper mill in the Hokkaido. I then went on up to

Karafuto and there had a most interesting as well as

profitable insig-ht into the pulp industry". I went

through every pulp and paper mill, and saw two new
mills in course of construction. I saw the process

of manufacture from the taking of the logs out of the

bush to the finished pulp and paper, and to our pulp

producers in Canada I can say this—there will be a

market for Canadian pulp in Japan for some time to

come.

In the first place, nearly all these mills are now
5 to 20 miles away from their log supply. In mosf

cases there are no available rivers to boom the logs

down to the mill, as is the case in this country. The
logs which are cut in 12 foot lengths are therefore

all drawn by hoi-ses, in some ca.ses ten miles, to the

nearest railway siding (owing to this situation the

Japanese are now looking for pulp wood in Manchuria
and Siberia, where mills will be built). Here they are

stacked up to be hauled down by train during the

summer months to the mill. The cost of getting t'hese

logs from the hush to the mill must in most cases be

very high, in spite of the advantage of lower wages.

These logs are brought down the rail line in some
cases from 20 miles di.stance, while in many places

the logs have been all cut and used up close to the

railway, and, as I .say. they are bringing them in from
a distance of five and ten miles, perhaps one log at a

time, depending on size. In some districts the logs

are drawn down to the sea, and boomed from there to

the mill in what are called "Ikada" or rafts. These
logs are cut from what is called ''Matsu" (pine).

Aboiit 70 per cent are Ezo Matsu. while the re.st are

Todo Matsu. Although Todo Matsu makes more pulp
per cubic foot Ezo Matzu is used the most because its

fibre is much stronger. About 70 per cent of all the

timber in Karafuto is Ezo Matsu and Japan 'has here

a good many years' supply of pulp wood.

1. therefore, feel quite certain that Canadian pulp
will always sell in Japan—for the following rea.sons:

1—On account of the extensive handling of logs by
hand and methods of bringing same to mill, costs are

of necessity high.
2—Although the cost of labor is half that in vogue

here in Canada, I figure that two Canadian workmen
will have the same efficiency as three Japanese. It

therefore takes more men to look after a machine in

Japan than in Canada.
3—Wages in Japan are continually advancing—so

that ridiculously cheap labor is really a thing of the

pa.st. I was rather amu.sed to read in a Canadian
journal the following news item:

—

"MADE PAPER 250 YEARS AGO.
"The Japanese paper industry- was already e-stab-

"lished nparly 250 years ago. when the Dutch traders
"set foot in the country. Today nearly 150,000 peo-
"ple are said to be employed, at an average daily
"wage of 24 cents. Labor at this price leave plenty
"of room for price-cutting."

This is very far from the truth. In all mills I

visited in Hakkaido and Karafuto the men laborers
were receiving the equivalent of $2.50 or $3.00 a day.
They received $1.00 a day wages and free house,
while they could get their rice, clothing and other
necessities at one-third of the price charged in retail

stores. The management figured that they were thus
getting the equivalent of $2.50 or $3.00 per day.
Women laborers get 50 to 60 sen per day and house,
etc.

4—The Japanese mills do not make bleached sul-

phite pulp—although some of the mills bleach pulp
for their own use.
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5—Canadian pulp has the reputation of being the

strongest in fibre of any pulp on the market.

6—Canadian, up to the present, has been the cheap-

est and, therefore, the best value for the money of

any other pulp. Its market price is often lower than

that of domestic production and. really, the local

mills have to regulate their prices to meet the Can-

adian.
7—Canadian pulp is now well known and those

mills who have been using it. being conservative, will

want to continue using it.

Some of our brands are established and will now

almost sell of themselves.

I also think that this business could he considerably

enlarged if more Canadian mills would cater a little

to it. and send out their own rcpresentative-s to study

the requirements and consult with the users, etc.

Production and Constimpfion of f^ulphite Pulp

in Japan.

Perhaps you would be interested to hear what Jap-

anese mills are capable of producing: In 1910 the pro-

duction of sulphite pulp, unbleached for sale am-

ounted to 23.404 tons. Of this amount fi4.044 tons

were sold on the open market. Three of the pulp

mills in Karafuto are to double their capacity in the

near future. It is estimated therefore that the domes-

tic supplies of sulphite pulp, unbleached, for sale in

Japan this year will amount to 00,000 tons, while some

paper men state that by the end of 1021. l.'iO.OOO ton«

will be produced.

The consumption of sulphite pulp iu Japan is not

definitely known, althouirh those best informed state

it to be approximately 120,000 tons, hut we know it

has been increasing every year, and some idea of thi'

requirements may be gained by comparing the output

of paper durine the past six years. These figures

include about 50 per cent of newsprint.

Lbs. Capproxiniatelv").

1914 .127.000,000

1915 .ir)7,000.000

1916 40.'),000.000

1917 45.">.000,000

1918 400,000.000

1919 510.000,000

Jmporh of Chemical Pulp.

During the .same period the import.s of chemical

havi' boon as follows:—

-

Tons from Tons. Values

Y^r Canada. Total, declared. Yen.

lj|4 2.924 4.5.142 4.574,212

1915 7,774 5.1,688 5,074.802

1916 5.fi02 57.720 0,017.710

1917 ^..'-.ao 14.1.14 2,800.741

1J18 18,000 2S,7fi2 r,.S3.5..580

l|a9 15.426 40.744 10.696,211

It will he seen therefore that there is a market for

about 40,000 tons a year of imported sulphite pulp It

is up to Canadian mills to maintain the lead in thi.s

business. There arc many improvements to be made

in the Canadian pro<1uet. for there is no use in deny-

intf that .lome Japanese prefer the Swedish pulp for

quality and will pay higher for it. It is said that our

pulp is strontrer than the Swedish in fibre and that.

if our mills paid more attention to packing and grnd

ing. wc could incrca.sc our business.

Quote in Canadian Dollars.

One of the features that worked against us last

.\ear was the fact that as soon as American exchange

started to go up some Canadian mills demanded pay-

ment in gold dollars. Thus, for instance, in January

last. Canadian easy bleaching sulphite coming in

qualit,v between the Swedish 1 crown and 2 crown,

cost the Japanese importei"s over lO-V, sen per lb,

at the rate of exchange for Amerrcan gold dollars

(49%). On the other hand the rate for the pound
sterling was rapidly dropping and Svartvik 1 crown

bought at £28 and 2 crown at £27. 10s per 1000 kilos

(2,204 lbs.) c.i.f. Japan, cost the Japanese importers

only 101/2 and 10 1-3 sen per pound laid down, duty

paid. This accounts for the increased shipments of

Swedish pulp, because the imports from Europe were

costing the bu.yers less than those from Canada.

Gentlemen, if at all possible do not specif.v "Pay-
ment in U.S. gold dollars." but "Payment in Cana-
dian funds." In some cases where a manufacturer
must pay for his raw material, etc., in U.S. currency
this may not be practicable, but stick to the flag, if at

all possible, every time. T should think that pulp is

one of the things that could be maiuifacturcd and .sold

in any country for Canadian gold dollars.

Valve of Paper Itnporis.

Total U.S.

Yen. Yen.

1018—Total printing 1.040.073 1.026,946

(Under 58 grams per .sq. metre*)

Other printing paper 2.898.428 2.635.625

Writing paper 578.879 2.54.978

Drawing paper 118.021 4.801

Packing paper 2.012,017 1,818,018

Match paper 68,860 47. .560

Cardboard paper 012.108 008,748

Tissue paper 251,008 161..500

Parchment, parafine wax.., 441.071 110.883

Fancv 574.967 509.651

Other 498.157 3.16.612

• Equals 36.6 lbs. 24 x 36—.500.

Although Canada secured the magnificent total of

.vcn 2.00 worth of business with Japan in paper in the

year 1018, T think that if the figures were procurable

for 1010. there would be at any rate a small increase,

as T know of shipments of wrapjiing paper which
were ordered in Montreal. However. Canada certain-

Iv shoidd <lo better than the above figures will illtis-

trate.

American mills send their travellers over to Japan
to drum up the business and deserve all the business

the.v get. There have been no Canadian men that T

know of who have in recent years to\iched Japan to

look into market conditions. Oent.lemen. you will

never get. nor do you deserve to get. export biisiuess

by sitting down in voiir comfortable offices, expecting
to have orders flow into your hands of their own
accord. The firms who send out their salesmen. ]ire-

Mjired to sta.v a few weeks in the eountr.v to familiar-

ire themselves with the East, to meet the Japanese in

the trade— to be entertained and to entertain—to sh^w
samples and quote prices delivered Japan— to meet
buyers half way at least, if their specifications should
varv a little from what is iiserl at home Gentlemen,
these arc the firms who are going to build up a sue-
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cessful and permanent, business. Some American and
British mills Tiave their own offices in Japan—others

have one of their own men out there, who works in

co-operation with their sole agents. He attends to

claims, studies the requirements, etc.

Yes ! There is good business to be had in Canadian

papers if we want it. Up to the present our mills

have apparentl.v not cared for it, so naturally they

did not get it. For instance I know of one firm who
sent in orders during the last six months for 120 tons

of high grade bonds and 12,000 reams of other writ-

ing papers, but to date have been able to get only

10 tons. How can we build up a business, if firms

in Canada will not send us the goods? If they are

sending it to other countries why not Japan? I would
strongly advise our mills not to be indifferent to the

Japanese market. There will probably come a time

when your European customers will be able to get

their reciuirements filled in Europe, when your Aus-

tralian or New Zealand friends will through various

causes not require as much as they have been during

the past few years, when our American neighbors

ma.v get some of their supplies from old sources in

Europe. We cannot tell what the future conditions

will be. but we do know this, that the pulp and paper
industry in Canada is expanding by leaps and bounds
and, as our cajiacity increases as it is doing by leaps

and bounds, we will be looking for foreign outlets.

But, gentlemen, do not look for these outlets in Japan
if you intend to neglect the market now, and do not

think j^ou can trot over to our next door neighbor
and sell anything you have left to them .just when-
ever it pleases you. If you do, you are greatly mis-

taken because you will be forestalled. America is

forestalling you right at this present time—whereas
England. Scandinavia and Germany will before long

be pounding at the back door endeavoring to get in

again on this business.

What T would like to see some of the mills do, is

to lay aside, say 1, 2 or 5 per cent.of their output for

Japan. There are i)lenty of good Japanese firms who
would only be too anxious to get your paper and
pulp. These shipments, although perhaps small, would
at least be an advertisement of what we produce. They
would at least cause the mouths of the Japanese con-

sumers to water for more, and then in future when you
have more available for export to Japan—you would
have your channels dug through which your product
oould be put on the Japanese market. Just think that

over, and if you decide to follow my advice in the mat-
ter, let me know. I will be delighted to co-operate

with you in this direction. This applies not only to

paper but to all lines exportable to Japan.

Output of Paper in Japan in 1918.

According to the investigation of the Japanese
Paper Union of manufacturers, the total output of

all kinds of paper, except straw pasteboard, during
1919 amounted to 519.142.000 lbs. As regards the pro-

duction of the fourteen members of the union, the

figures show an increase of 20.177.000 lbs., over
1918 and of 65,042.000 lbs., over 1917. The following

table denotes the output of the different kinds of paper
during 1919.

Output for

Kind 1919 — lbs.

Fine Printing Paper 72.737.000

Common Printing Paper 81,985,000

Newspaper 229,762,000

Imitation Paper 25,991,000
Rolled Paper 12,276,000
Match Paper 10,296,000
Colored Paper 5,449,000
Packing Paper 23,961,000
'

'
Renshi

'

' and '

' Toshi " 9,766,000
Miscellaneous Paper 46 920 000

Total 519442^000
The following table shows the production of paper

l)y every paper mill during 1919:—
Kind Production

Pounds
Oji -^lill 192,223,000
I''".!' 144,209,000
Mitsu Bishi Mill 51,077,000
Kyushu Mill 28,514,000
^^«^nva Mdl 20,447,000
"V okkaichi Mill 17 928 000
Kiso 15,'844,'000

<- antral 14,366,000
Tokyo 'Pasteboard 12 979
Tokyo Ilokuyetsu Mill 6266
Kumano Jlill 4005
Uniedzu Mill 3905
Xakanoshima Mill 3650
Yutansha 2*379

Total
.519^142

DIRECTORATE OF NEW RIORDON COMPANY.
Organization of the Riordon Company, Limited, se-

curities of which recently were placed in the Canadian
and American market.s, has been completed. On
July 1st last, the Riordon Pulp and Paper Company,
Limited, ceased to be an operating company, all its
mills as well as the mills of the Kipawa Company, Ltd.
having been taken over by the new organization.'
A strong l)oard of directors has been appointed, com-

prised largely of members of the Riordon Pulp and
Paper Company board, although two new names are
included, that of W. D. Ross, director of the Bank of
Nova Scotia, Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company,
Limited. Matagami Pulp and Paper Company, Ltd.,
etc., and Senator W. C. Edwards, who represents some
of the new interests which have been included in the
company.
The full board of directors of the Riordon Company,

Limited, now stands as follows:— Charles Riordon,
president: Carl Riordon, vice-president and managing
director; C. B. Thorne. second vice-president and tech-
nical director; J. B. White, third vice-president and
timber director; T. E. Warren, manager of the Ticon-
deroga Pulp and Paper Company, fourth vice-presi-
dent and mercantile director; F. B. Whittet, .secreta-

ry and treasurer; J. S. Douglas, general manager of
the Mail Printing Co.. Toronto; T. J. Stevenson: C. G.
Bancroft, president. International Trust Company,
Boston

: J. W. Wheeler. Parkinson & Burr, Boston

;

W. D. Ross and Senator W. C. Edwards.
The above make twelve directors in all, but it is

expected that from time to time new names will be
added to the board until the fifteen directors author-
ized for the company, have been appointed.
The board of Gatineau Company. Limited, has also

been appointed, and is constituted exactlv as the hoard
of the Riordon Company. Limited. The Gatineau
Company. Ltd.. takes over the Edward and Gilmour
and Hnghson properties. All of its capital stock is

owned by the Riordon Company, Limited.
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FOET FRANCES VS. WESTERN PUBLISHERS.

Decision was made July 8 hy tho Paper Control

Tribunal, consisting <3f Justices White. Archer and

Middleton. that the Fort Fraiu-es Pulp & Paper Co.

must refund to the various newspapers eoncerned all

charges over and above the authorized prices for news-

print, amounting to about .$122,000. At the same

time the Tribunal granted the appeal of the Fort

Frances Pulp & Paper Co.. against another ruling, and

allowed the companv t> charge $80 a ton for paper

from and after the 1st of December IHIP. While no

date was set for the continuance of this order it was

understood that it would mean until the recent ad-

vance in prices allowed on July 1st. In any event ia

was intimated by 1. Hellmuth. K.C.. who appeared for

the company, that the decision of the tribunal would

be carried to another court, since the company chal-

lenged the jurisdiction of tho Paper Control Tribunal.

A Double Win.

At the conclusion of the argument the Tribunal ad-

journed to draft their order. This was concluded

shortly after noon, and handed over for preparation,

the judges returning later in the afternoon to affix

their signatures, the decision being unanimously

agreed to.

Following is the decision and order based thereon:

"We do determine and order:

(1) "That the appeal of the Fort Frances Pulp

and Paper Company from the said order of the 24th

December. 1010. should be and the same is dismissed.

(2i "That the appeal of 'the publishers" from the

said order of the 24th December, 1919. should be and

the same is allowed

;

"And we do further determine and order that the

price Chargeable by the Fort Frances Pulp and Paper

Company, Ltd.. to the publishers shall be:

"From January- 1 to 31. 1918. $.')0 per ton.

"From Februarv 1st to June 30th. 1918, $57 per ton.

"From July 1st to November 30th, 1918, $66 per

ton.

"From December 1st, 1918. to December 31,st. 1919,

$69 per ton, with an additional charge of $3 per ton

in each case for shipment.s in less than carload lots.

(3) "And v.-f do further determine and order that

the appeal of the P'ort Frances Pulp and Paper Com-

pany from the order of tho 31st Decombpr. 1919.

should be and the same is allowed and that the price

to bp paid by the publishers to the said company from

and after the 1st January. 1920, shall be $80, per ton,

witM an additional charge of $3 ppr ton for shipments

in ftss than carload lots.

'^nd we do further dptprminp and order that the

>aid company shall refund and rppay to each of the

«nid publishers rcsppctively the amount by which the

amount charged by the said company to such pub
lisher pxceeds the amount payable u[)on our finding

Rnd determination, such amounts being subject to a

'»4toff for any balance due hy any pnhlisher for

paper supplied either before or since the 31sl Decern

her. 1919."

Copies of this decision and order were sent to the

litijrant parties, and. following thp intimation of Mr
Hellmuth. will probably form the basis for further liti-

gation in the civil court'.

Many Papers Interested.

The claims involved in the appeal of the new.spapers,

mostly western journals, covered a period from Jan

nary. 1918. to December 31. 1919. during which it was

alleged fhat the Fort Frances Co. had charged and

collected prices in excess of those allowed by the Paper

Controller, to a total sum amounting to $122,136.41,

which the order now states must be refnnded.

These claims based, on the accountant "s reports,

were not disputed as to amount : Herald Printing Co..

Prince Albert ; Lethbridge Herald Printing Co. ; Lead-

er Publishing Co.. Regina ; IManitoba Free Press C-o.,

Winnipeg; News Publishing Co., Moose Jaw; Times

f'o.. Moose Jaw; Northwestern Publi.shing Co.. Win-

nipeg; Phoenix Publishing Co.. Sa.skatoon ; Chronicle

Printing and Publi.'ihing Co.. Port Arthur: Canada
Northwest Publishing Co., Winnipeg; Daily Grain

Trade and Live Stock Journal, Winnipeg; Regina

Dail.v Post; Saskatoon Daily Star; Sun Publishing

Co., Brandon; Winnipeg Telegram; Winnipeg Tribune

Publishing Co. are the jiapers affected

Will go to Higher Court
Mr I. Hellmuth. for the Fort Frances Co.. opened

hv stating that his clients did not admit the jurisdic-

tion of the Tribunal. They did not quarrel with the

aecurac.v of the figures presented by Mr. Clarkson.

the accountant, except regarding a quantit.v of paper

sold at $69 in December, 1919, for which they had to

secure replacement by the Spanish River Co., pa.ving

.$80 for it. This involved 9.094 tons, and he claimed

that the compan.v should be allowed on this cost, the

more so as he claimed the Fort Frances Co. had
shipped far in excess of the obligatory 15 per cent of

their output.

Asked by Judge ArCher if an order were issued fix-

ing this price whether the company would accept

it without suit. Mr. flellmnth said he could not answer
as to that. Mr. Thomson, for the publishers, objected

to a general order fixing the price, while he claimed

that the $69 order held, and that the Lanrentide and
Relgo-Canadian Companies had .shipped more than

their obligator.v quota of 15 per cent of their output
at that price.

Mr. Hellmuth said that the December figures were
the only ones the Fort Frances Co. took exception to,

and intimated that in any event the whole matter
would have to be dealt with by another tribunal.

SPANISH RIVER DISPOSES OF ARREARS IN
DIVIDENDS.

B.v the unanimous consent of the shareholders re-

presented at a special meeting of Spanish River Pulp
and Paper Mills, Ltd.. held in Toronto on June 23rd.

Preferred Shares equivalent to 42 per cent of the par
value of the outstanding Preferred Stock will be issued

in full pa.vment of all arrears in Preferred Dividend up
to June .'iOth. A further 7 per cent in Preferred Stock

will also be issued to retire the dividend vouchers is-

sued for one vear's unpaid ilividend on the original

.$3,000,000 of Preferred Slock.

As a result of this action th- Spanish River Com-
pan.v is now able to consider the question of ca.sh

dividends on both Preferred and t^ommon Shares. It

will be remembered that earl.v in the spring the Com-
pany redeemed the talons issued in 1915 in lieu of

bond interest and that several other outstanding

obligations were disposed of. It is generally under

stood that current earnings are extremely large, and

an announcement of cash dividends within a short

titne is expected.

Men should strive to find points of contact, not

principles of separation.
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The Black Liquor Recovery Process
By G. F. EXDERLEIX.

Bromptou Pulp and Paper Company, Ltd., East
Angus, Quebec,
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B.v tlie rei-over.v of a black li(]iior is meant the |)ro-

ce.ss by which tlie liquid used for cooking the wood is

collected and worked over to make new cooking liquor.

The more of the salts or chemicals that are regained

the better. The question is, "Where do the losses oc-

cur and how? This is a difficult question to answer,
the losses being hard to stop, but some of the causes

maj- be enumerated as follows :

—

Incomplete washing of the pulp

;

Loss by leaks in pipes, conueetions, valves, pumps
Salts decomposing from the heat in the furnace and

.salts carried away meehanieall.v by the draft;

Loss of salts in the lime sludge from the causticiz-

ing tanks;

Loss iu leaks by pipes, connections, valves, pumps
and tanks; spattering out from tanks in making up
the liquor.

Following the recovery from department to depart-

ment we ma.v start with tlie

Washroom.
The washing of thi' pulj) is worked on the pnn-

ciple of diffusion—the i)ressing away of a heavy liquid

liy a lighter, which makes it posiI)le to get a relatively

concentrated liquor. The washing is done either in

open or closed vats, tlic latter commoid.v called dif-

fusers and mostl.v used at present, having some ad-

vantages over open vats. Open vats usually are largei-

in diameter than diffusers and take up more room,
besides allowing a larger contact surface by washing,
which liiuders the coucentratiou of tlie liquor.

Diffusers are washed under hydraulic pressure

M'here a liciuid—the Aveak black liquor—ma.v be presed

from one diffuser to the other, whereas by the open
vat a storage tank has to be provided for the weak
black liquor.

Witli the diffuser system, wa.shing has been tried

in different ways in order to ascertain the shortest

time necessary and the least waste of liquor to get a

pulp free from alkali ; among others the continuous
washing system wlierc the last blown diffuser is con-

nected to the drain of the previous blown, the wasli-

water being kept on the first diffuser in the series till

the drain shows dear water. In the series are three to

four diffusers, the liquor going from the bottom ilrain

to the top of the next diffusei-. But this system is

not much used, the friction caused by pressing the
liquid through so many diffusers being considerable
and the washing slow.

Then there are diffusers washed after the old open
vat system, each washed by itself, pumiiiiig weak
liquor on fresh blown and following up with water un-
til clean. Strong black liquor from the diffuser drain
goes into a storage tank for evaporation, the weak
liquor being pa.ssed back to weak liquor storage.
Then we have diffusers washing in pairs, this be-

ing considered a superior method. One diffuser is

here washed downi to weak and the drain then con-
nected to the top of fresli blown. Wjishwatci- is turned

•Renrinted from Paper"'. April •_>!, 19l.'0.

on to top of weak diffuser ami hydraulic pressure
apjilied. The friction of licjuor passing through the
pulp is limited, the washing being luistened by pressure
on the washwater. The wliole washing is accom-
plished inside of the diffuser, no tanks for weak liquor
being needed, while impurities from the air are ex-
cluded. It is here that incomplete washing nay result
in a great loss of salts. Of course the washing cannot
be driven any further than where the liquor can be
taken care of. The washing will be the more com-
plete corresponding with the strength of the liquor

used for cooking, and the less the condcu.sate from the
steam by direct cooking tiiere is mixed in with the
liquor. The weaker the liquor from the digester a
lesser quantity of liquor, having the net-essary strength
for the evaporator, can be washed out from the dif-

fuser. consequently more weak black liipior than can
be taken care of will he on baud and has to be allowed
to go to waste through the sewer.
Another cause of excess of weak lii|uor comes when

the washing cuts through on a place in the pulp leav-

ing a part of it unwashed. A perfectly clean wash-
ing of the pulp iu each diffuser is seldom accomplished
as it would bring the strength of the strong black
li(|Uor too low for economical evaporation, but the
washing is driven as far as jxissible to reduce loss.

By washing down to 4 degrees Beaiime before cut-
ting off the flow of black liquor to the storage tank
the average test of liquor in the tank will be 8 to 9 de-
grees measured hot and not too weak for the evaporator.
The diffuser ahead will be practically clean at that
point and the pulp, after the remaining very weak
solution has been drained tci the sewer, ready to wash
out. By indirect iieating of the lii|Uor in the digester
the black liquor from the diffusers will be of much
liigher density and a more thorough washing can be
done and still keep up the .strong black liquor. The
hydraulic pressure ought not to be too high, for exces-
sive pressure will only pack the pulp harder in the dif-
fuser and slow up the washing process. A pressure of
about 20 to 2r)lb. is, in most cases, as high as it may be
kept without packing the pulp. In many cases it may
be too high; it will depend on local conditions. The
washwater ought to be kept as hot as j)ossiblc.

The next department would In- the riKim for tlie

Indirect or Vacuum Evaporator.
Of vacuum evaporators .several are in use, the best

known being the Yaryan, the Swenson, the Zaremba
and the Scott. The two last mentioned are very much
alike. Of all evaporators Scott "s is jireferred on ac-
count of its high chamber over the tubes in the steam
chest. The loss in chemicals will mostly result here
from the liquor foaming over during evaporation. It
is here that the high chamber in the evaporator effect
counts, as it allows the vapor to separate more easily
from the foam on its way over to the next effect steam
chest. Liquor drawn over as foam is lost in the drip
from the following effect steam .-best. The effects
ought not to be filled higher than to allow the black
liquor to just cover the top of the tulie-sheet and
allow as much room as possible ff»r the separation
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of foam and vapor and make the work for the save-

all light. The save-all is an expansion on the vapor

line between effects witli tubes and baffles to sep-

arate liquor from vapor, the liquor being led back to

the effect. As in most effective evaporators only the

first effect is heated with live steam and the other

effects receive their heating from the vapor of liquor

from the effect ahead, each effect being under a lower

pressure, respectivel.v higher vacuum, than the prev-

ious effect. The condensate or dip from the first effect

can therefore be used for washing or other purpose,

but the drip from the other effects received from the

vapor of the liquor contains gases injurious to the

eye and if used for washing will cause trouble for

the men. Other losses may occur on account of

leaky connections, valves and pumps. Leaky tubes

will onl.v cause a loss of liquor when the evaporator

is shut down, but as the pressure in the steam chest

is higher than in the li(iuor side of the effect the

condensate will be pressed back to the liquor again

through the leaking tube and consequently cut down
considerabl.v on the efficienc.v of the evaporator. In-

dications of leaky tubes are found in the drip when
the evaporator is shut down.

The next department to be considered is the

Black Ash Room, Furnace Room, Recovery Room.

In the rei-dvery room the heavj- black liquor is

worked over into green liquor and, to make uu fo'"

the losses, saltcake is added. To get a stiii higner

density of the liquor after it has left the vacuum
evaporator it is fed to the disk evaporator. Of those

two are commnnl.v used, the Enderlein evaporator

and the Carlstnn evaporator. The former, invented

in 1887. is the older of the two and most in use. The
difference between the two, in a broad line, is that in

the Enderlein evaporator the direction of the gases

passes through a radial to the disks whereas in the

Carlston evaporator the direction is axial. As to which
one is the better of the two may be a matter of opinion,

but the Enderlein evaporator is in my opinion simpler

in construction : the bearings are the better protected

;

disks easier to change; it offers less resistance to the

draft, while giving the same evaporating surface and
perhaps more as the evaporator can be made as long

as wanted and disk rolls added.

The purpose of the disk evaporator is not nuly to

evaporate the water, but also to give the gases a wash-

ing and catch as much as possible of the salts mechan-

ically carried away in the gases. The velocity of the

gases in the disk ought not. therefore, to be too high

;

this the width of the evaporator takes care of. A
certain amount of carbonizing takes place as well. With
natural draft three disk rolls have been considered a

good medium ; using a fan four-disk rolls may be

used to advantage. To lessen loss from leaks the

body is made of iron below the center of the disk roll

and then lined with, bricks. The brickwork goes to

the top of the disk roll, the top being covered by sheet

iron, bent according to the disk roll causing the gases

to turn over and mix before entering the next roll.

Newer disk evaporators have been made of all-iron

withoiit an.v lining and have been foujul to work
satisfactorily. The radiation on the brick-lined disk

evai)orator is of course much less, but the all-iron

disk evaporator is lighter in construction.

From the disk the heavy black liquor is fed into the

rotary by a 4-inch water-cooled pipe and evaporated

down to black ash. The rotary, invented in England
in 1853. consists of an iron shell 7 to 9 feet in diameter

and 15 to 30 feet long. 9 x 20 mostly used, with a

larger opening toward the furnace and a somewhat
smaller one toward the disk evaporator. To protect

the rotary it is lined with bricks. The lining is made
in several wa.vs and different kinds of bricks are used.

Some rotaries are lined heavily toward the disk evapor-

ator and less heavil.v toward the furnace making the

inside tapered for a better feed, but this will onl.v

make the rotary unnecessaril.v heavy and put a heavy
strain on trucks, rails and gears. The black liquor

nia.v even run too fast over toward the front and
prevent a desired gradual dr.ving out of the black ash.

Two courses of bricks on short edge the whole length

of the rotary, that is with a thickness of about 9 inches

liave given satisfaction. A lining of common red bricks,

well burned, wedged tightl.v with a mortar made uji

of cement and sand will give a lining that will stand

up as well as any and better than certain expensive
linings like firebricks and firecla.v.

The lining nearest to the furnace is most exposed to

wear on account of the heat and mechanical wear from
the ash rolling and sliding down when the rotary

5KETCH of DUBBEL FURNACE
(vlM»rAt9 •€ nor %Mawn in »ntrc**)
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turns over. Here one uourse of bricks will have to

be renewed about once in nine to twelve months.

On the other part of the rotary, two-thirds to three-

quarters of its length, the lining will stay up for a

long time. Of course the feeding of the black liquor

to the rotary is of importance as an irregular feeding

of the rotary will shorten the life of the lining. Black

ash that is too dry indicates that a burning of tlie l)lack

liquor is taking place in the rotary, which will expose

the lining and overheat it, and when a lot of black

liquor is fed to the rotarj- and touches the overheated
lining, it will have a bad effect on it. A good l)lack

ash should not be too dry. It ought to contain enougli

moisture so that it can be balled together. A fine,

powdery black ash contains less combustible matter
and will pack liard in the furnace where a moist black

ash will be porous . A greater amount of salts will

be carried away by the draft when the ash is fine

and drj'. the reduction will be poorer and the result

in general will not be so good. A black ash that is

too wet is as bad, since it is almost impossil)le tc

handle: it will run in the furnace and plug blowpipes
and spout. Therefore a careful feed to the rotary

of black licpior, as even as possible, will result in a

good run and i)rotection of lining in the rotai'y. The
lip or lips of tlie rotary are lined with fire l)ricks an

these are exposed to direct fire. The black asli from
the rotary is shoveled into the furnace mixerl with

saltcake to make up for lo.ss in salts. Devices have
been tried to get an automatic feed from rotary to

furnace, but U|) to the present nothing satisfactory lias

been found. This arises from the fact that tlie Idack

ash from tlie rotary is very difficult to get to an
even consistency, and it consequentlj' will plug and
gum the apparatus used.

The construction of a Dubble furnace is shown in

Dubble furnaces with fire doors on ton have advant-
ages of their own. They are easy to fire and keep

filled whereby a combustion in the mass takes place.

When black ash is kept low in the furnace, a com-

l)ustion moi'e on the outside of the mass takes place

and the brickwork has to stand up against a strong

heat and tiic reduction will be less efficient. One of

the losses of salts in the furnace is caused by the

decomposing of salts by too strong heat through
driving up the air pressure in forcing the furnace.

The blowpipes ought to be large enough to supply

sufficient air for a combustion without having to raise

the air pressure higher than six to eight inches of

water. Too much air blo^vn in the furnace retards re-

duction and there may even be a partial oxidation. A
poor reduction will result in a non-conversion of the

saltcake to sulphide in the green liquor. As sulphate

has no value in a cooking liquor the less there is of

it the better. It only brings up the density of the
liquor and makes the caustieizing process more dif-

ficult. Another source of loss occurs when the air blast

is too full and strong. When this is the ease the ash,

especiall.v when very dry, will be blown in the draft
and carried away through the chimney.

The molten salts from the furnace are received in

a tank partly filled with wash liquor from the causti-

eizing tanks. WTien the smelt touches the liquor, ex-

plosions take place and the hotter the liquid becomes
the stronger these are, and the greater qu,antity

of smelt is running in the dissolving tank. These
explosions splatter around the liquor and cause a loss.

The dissolving tanks ought to be constructed so that

the spattering out of liquor is elinunated as much as

possible. If any quantity of the liquor is spattered
up on the spout on the furnace it will spoil the spout.
To overcome all this tlie smelt has been let out on sand
for cooling and then put in the dissolving tank, but
this has also its disadvantages in the higher cost of

handling and because the reduced salts from the fur-

nace oxidize very rapidly in the air.

Caustieizing Room.
Here the green li<|U(»r from the tlissolving tank is

received and worked over in white liquor, or causti-

cized. The main loss here will be in the lime sludge.
After caustieizing, the liquor is allowed to settle and
is then drained off. The settlement or lime sludge left

in the tank is then stirred uj) with water or with liipior

from a previous wasii and left to settle before drawing
off. This is repeated several times and at last the
lime .sludge is (lumi)cd into the sewer. From this it fol-

lows that the more lime sludge there is and the ligliter

it is the harder it is to wash free from salts

andthe more of the salts will be retained by the
.sludge going to the sewer. A* filter press is here of
great help, but as no filter medium, that would stand
UJ) against the strong liqiuir and work satisfactorily,

lias l]cen fomul. the jirocess lias to be divided up into
two operations. First is the decanting of the strong
liquor and then the pressing out the sludge in the filter

after it has been stirred up with a full charge of water.
In this way practically all soluble sodium salts in the
lime sludge are recovered.

The Dubble Furnace.
The construction of a Dubble rurnace is shown in

the accompanying sketch. Each combustion chamber
has a bottom area of 5 x 6=300 sq. ft. Two wa-
ter-cooled blowpipes, 4", supply the air for each cham
her. Bottom and sides are lined with soapstone, 12"
thick. Fire bricks are used for arches. Arches are
only 9" thick, which may have some effect on them
as they are kept cooler than a thick and heavy arch
would be. ("hrome and magnesia bricks are better
and last much longer, but are or were, impossible to
get. A thin arch like that does not of course last .so

long as a thick arch, but relative to the thickness it

will last longer and is much easier to replace. To
make an ea.sy removal of the torn down bricks, in
renewing arches, the space between the blowpipes is

arched over so that it can be opened up without spoil-
ing the rest.

ST. MAURICE BEAT LAURENTIDE.
Three errors and six hits gave St. .Maurice sever

runs and the game, in the eighth inning at Cape Made-
leine on July 11th. against the Laurentide A.A.A. The
final score was 7 to 9. Through their victory. St.

Maurice went into first place in the St. Maurice River
X'alley League.

Score by innings: R. H £
(irand'Mere 000 000 000—0 4 4
St. Maurice 000 000 07x—7 7 2

Batteries: Timins and White: Revnolds and Keefe.
STAXDIXG OF THE LEAGIE.

Won. Lost P.C.
St. Maurice 3 2 600
Laurentide 3 3 .500

Three-Rivers 1 2 333
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PROPOSE CELLULOSE SECTION OF A. C. S.

I'luler the able jiiii.lan.-e nf Mr. .lasper E. ("rane.

a Cellulose Symposium was organized as a part of

the program of the Division of Industrial and Engin-

eering Chemistry at the St. Louis meeting of the Amer-

ican Chemical Society last April. One of the objects

of this symposium was to ascertain whether a Cellulose

Section/if formed, would secure the interest and sup-

port of a sufficiently large number of chemists. The

object of such a section would be to promote intercourse

and c-o-operation lietween the chemists in the various

cellulose industries. This group constitutes one of the

largest and most important of American industries:

all branches of it are intimately concerned in the prob-

lems of cellulose, and it seems highly desirable to pro-

mote technical activity in this country along these

lines. The projiosed section would serve as a clearing-

house for papers and information on cellulose tech-

nology, and should also play an important part in pro-

moting research on the chemistry of cellulose.

The symposium at St. Louis was distinctly success-

ful. The interest shown was so great that it was

voted to hold a second Cellulose Symposium under the

auspices of the Industrial Section at the Chicago meet-

ing during the week of September 6th. At this time.

the advisability of forming a permanent Cellulose Sec-

tion will be considered. An interesting program is be-

ing arranged, and a large attendance of those interested

in cellulose is anticipated.

Titles of papers or suggestions for the symposium

should be sent to G. J. Esselen, Jr.. 30 Charles Rivn

Road. Cambridge. 39. Massachusetts.

The Spanish River Company will take Kamiuistiquia

power and it is understood their requirements will

amount to all the Kam company has to spare, so that

future industries locating in this district will have to

take Hydro power, unless the Kam company should

))rocure rigiits for further development wliich seems

unlikely

.

The Great Lakes Company.
This latter point would settle the controversy that

lias been in progress for montiis concerning the right

of the Great Lakes Company which procured the

Pic and Black Sturgeon Limits, to take privately de-

veloped power. With nothing else to take there would
be nothing for this company to do but to turn to

Hydro Power.
It is further understood that this company, which

was first billed for \orth of Port Arthur and later

for the Mission is now likely to locate between the

two cities.

The Spanish River industry is the third of its kind
announced for this district inside of two weeks. Port

Arthur. P''ort William and Xipigon each getting one.

Tliat for Foi't William, however, is much the largest,

but there are reports of more to come for one place

or the other or both, and it looks as if this district

were to sliortly become the leading pulp and paper
centre of the Dominion. The Kaministiquia Pulp and
Paper Co. was referred to last week.—News Chron-

FLOOD OF PULP MILLS FOR TWIN CITIES.

Nipigon Company.

It was annnuni-cd last Thursday tliat the Xipigon

Fibre and Paper ilills. Limited, would locate their pulp

mill at Xipigon and that officials of the company

would be in Port Arthur at the end of this week. They

will also proceed to Xipigon to look over the site and

arrange for construction work.
The new comi)any. which is capitalized at $1,000,000.

is composed of local and Eastern business men. The

mill, when in operation, will turn out forty tons of

pulp a day. This output is to be increased to 100

tons within a year.

The site .selected for the location of the mill is

about a mile west of the village of Nipigon, and will

he connected by spur lines with both the Canadian

P»|lric and Canadian National main lines.

le head office of the conqiany will be at Port

AtWiur temporarily and later at Xiiiigon.

Spanish River Subsidiary.

Ffirt William, last Friday received a telegram I'loni

the Spanish River Pidp and Pai)er Mills, Ltd., dated

Ottawa, stating that arrangements had been completed

for the location at the Mission. F'ort William, of the

pVp and paper industry they have had in contem

phtion for some time.

This will be a three million dollar indiistr.\ and

building operntifins are to he commenced at once. It

's reported that the new concern will be called the

Fort William Pulp and Paper <'om]>any and that Mr
.1. O. Sutherland is pre.sident.

Raw material will be procured from limits to the

Northwest of Forf William which have for some fiiur

heen held privately.

SWENSON EVAPORATOR COMPANY WINS CASE
The recent trial of the Swcnson Evaporator Com-

pany of Chicago vs. the IMinnesota and Ontario Paper
Company of International Falls resulted in favor of

the former.

Late in 1916, Defendant luirchased from Plaintiff

some of the machinery required for the pulp end and
more particularly the reclaiming end of a 75 ton
"Kraft"" mill, the purchase totalling the sum of $170.-

000.00.

Early in 1919, the Plaintiff filed a suit in the United
States District Court at ^linneapolis for the remain-

ing amount due in accordance with contract, which
was long overdue, claiming about .$40,000.00 and in-

terest.

The Defendant claimed that this money was not

paid as the machinery was not built according to cort-

Iract anil I'iled a counter-claim for damages.
The testimony proved, according to the verdict

reached by the jury that the troubles of the Defendant

were due to incompetent management and operation,

and not to any faulty design or defects in material

as furnished by the Plaintiff. It was shown also that

the machinery and plant was never given a fair trial,

and that similar machinery made by the Plaintiff was
giving excellent service at other pulp mills when
o|icrating on similar materials.

The case was submitted to the jury .Tune 'I'lth. 1020.

and H verdict for the Plaintiff for .t4:i,S62.0n returned

the next morning.

INCREASED CHINA CLAY PRICES
To meet iiicicii>cd I'osi (if bibor, coal, ami other ma-

terials, the China clay producers have agreed on an

increase of 12'.j per cent (ui the prices of all goods of

Chinfl clay, for the six months from June 30. to De-

cember 31, exclusive of the Is. 6d. extra railway car-

riage which will continue to be added to the prices

fob Fowev. -China Clay Trade Review,
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Business Meeting of the Technical Section

>The meeting was called to order almost on time, i:i

the Community Hall of the Spanish River Pulp &
Paper Mills, Ltd., Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., June 2;^rd,

1920. Chairman L. H. Shipman presided, and ahout 40

members were present. The official welcome of the

company had been extended the previous evening, so

the meeting got right to work.

GYPSUM ROOFS

Mr. Howard S. Taylor was asked to begin the pro-

gram by reading his paper on "Gypsum Roofs for

Paper Machine Rooms," as he was obliged to leave

early. In reply to a question, it wa.s brought out that

the laying of the gypsum roof should be continuous,

but that if work must be interrupted, a good bond is

made if the old work i.s left with a rough edge. Mr.
Taylor explained to the editor that the Management
Engineering and Development Co., which put up the

roofs at Espanola and the Sault, had spent a great

deal of effort in the design of a successful and econo-

mical truss to carry this roof.

Mr. Taylor's paper was published last week.

WASTE SULPHITE LIQUOR

The second paper on tlie ])rogram was an address

by Ralph H. McKee. Pli.D., on "Suliihite Waste Li(|U()i-

Utilization," which was printed in P)ilp & Paper Mag-
azine last week. In the brief discussion which fol-

lowed, Mr. Stephenson called attention to the fact

that the figures presented were on tiu^ basis of tiu'

U.S. gallon and mentioned that bulletins have re-

cently been issued through the Superintendent of

Documents at Washington, and others, on the use of

alcohol as motor fuel, which is one of the most pro-

mising markets for it. Mr. Ilovey asked how the

figure of l,!t30 gallons of liipior jicr ton of i)ulp was
obtained. This was answered by Dr. Johnsen. of the

Hammermill Paper Co.. who said: ''In di.scussing witli

Mr. Holmes the matter of yield of ii(|Uor per ton, I

said that it would not be possible to obtain more than

about 800 gallons per ton, but in order to check this

figure up we made some tests and proved that it was
possible to obtain as much as 2.000 gallons per ton.

In later experiments it was found that between 1800

and 2000 could easily be obtained without any special

equipment.
The method of obtaining this liquor is to drain tlie

liquor from the pulp in the blowpit before any water
is added, then to add water on the top of the blowpit,

obtaining the rest of the liquor by diffusion. On ac-

count of the water being present in the blowpit at

the time of blowing a certain dilution of the liipior is

unavoidable, but this dilution could be reduced by re-

placing this water by waste liquor. The figures 1,800

to 2,000 gallons per ton refer to original liquor. The
waste liquor as it comes from the blowpit is diluted

to about 85 per cent of the original concentration."

"The strength of the sulphite liquor that is pro-

duced under this prot-e.ss is 6^^ Be.," Dr. McKee added,

in response to a question.

A CENTRAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Mr. Shipman introduced the subject as follows:

Included in new liusiness is the matter of the paper
section of the Forest Products Laboratorv bcinjr taken

over, re-organized and started out on an entirely new
basis by the industry, which has been an open ques-

tion with us now for a long time. The Canadian Pulp
& Paper Association has re(|uested that the Technical

Section, at this meeting, discuss this matter, appoint

a strong committee, who will go thoroughly into it in

all its phases, and have a complete, definite and con-

cise report ready in January at the Annual Meeting,
witii suggestions to the A.ssociation, embodying recom-
mendations of the Technical Section.

I have a telegram from Mr. Stadlcr whicii T wish to

read to the meeting.

L. II. SHIPMAN:
Regret very much my inability to attend mee'''ig

of Technical Section. Keferring to your letter of the
20th. re Forests Products Laboratory, have looked over
this matter from various angles but unable to give j-ou

a positive reply as tlie interests to be involved iiy hav-
ing the laboratory taken over by the industry will be
so different on account of the various products manu-
factured. As far as I can see only an expression of
different opinions at the meeting can be used l)y the
ciimmittee as a basis for drawing up a projtosi'ion.

The Belgo Comi)any is willing to support such a move-
ment but in working up the jjroposition for operating
the lalioratory i)y the association the amount involved
nuist l>e limited and the scope of work to be done clear-

ly defined. Witii i)est wishes f(u- a successful meeting.

JOHN STADLER.

1 wrote a n\imber of letters a few months ago for

an expres.sion of opinion on this matter, and have sev-

eral letters from prominent men in the industry to

aid us and our committee which will be appointed, 1o

go into this matter. I do not know whether we can
take the time to read them all, but will go over as

many of them as possible.

A letter from Mr. Thorne reads:

I have also received the program for the meeting
June 21st. to 24th., and f must give you and your com-
l)any my comjiliments for the liberal way in which
you are treating the Technical Section members. I

just had a party of eighty, of whom fifty were Ameri-
can bankers, visit us in Temiskaming about a week
ago, and I can therefore realize the amount of wfirk it

takes to carry out a program such as you have laid

down successfully, but I know tliaf anything Col. Jones
supports will be supported liberall.v.

As to the discussion of the future development of

the Forest Products Laboratory, I should think that
this preferably should be had at a meeting not con-
nected with this visit. It may be too bright and too

warm a da.v to sit down and thrash out such a difficult

proposition as this.

I also think this is entirely too difficult and en-

tirely too important a matter to be discussed in a
hurry.

It looks to me as if it would be very much better
to appoint a committee consisting of five men to pre-

pare for a meeting. Of this Committee I would sug-
gest that Mr. Chahoon be a member, not only be-

i-ause he is President of the Pulp and Paper Associ-
ation, but because he is an important figure in the
industry, and with his personality be is able to reach
pretty far.
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Dr. Bates sliould also be a meiiilter because lie knows

more about this matter than anyone in the country.

It would also be well to have the Minister appoint

a member of this committee as the Government will

eventually have something to do with the matter.

In fact, "would it not be well to have the Minister

appoint this committee him.self, but from names sug-

gested by us. thereby giving the committee more

weight ?

The paper business may look very prosperous today,

hut in three years from now. maybe sooner, maybe

later, we will have a business reaction, and the ques-

tion is, will the pulp and paper mills at such a time

We able to support a laboratory liberally enough?

Some of the larger companies will, but the smaller

ones will not, and the slackers may have a Ijad in-

fluence.

A laboratory of this kind, in my opinion, should be

supported by the Government, because its work is for

the benefit of the whole country, not of this industry

alone.

The German Government started a laboratory of

this kind, maybe on a broader scale, and ran it with

success. The Federal Government may be able to

run it with success in this country, but so far it has

not and it therefore may be wise to take up the mat-

ter with the view of making the Pulp and Paper As-

sociation responsible for the management of this

laboratory

.

However, as this laboratory is for the benefit of the

wliole country it naturally should be supported by

the Federal Government and it seems to me that it

may i)e possible to let the Association take over the

management and the responsibility for its success with

the understanding that the Ottawa Government sup-

port the laboratory with a certain percentage of the

cost.

There are no doubt a number of ways in which this

laboratory could be re-organized, and these should all

he carefully considered before any one is adopted, and

it seems to me that a committee could work out these

different ways and make a study of them.

Maybe it would be well to discuss this matter at

the Soo and have the meeting advise the appointment

of a committee to go further into the matter.

Thanking you for your kind letter and iiivitation. I

remain.
Sincerelv vours.

Tin: KIORDON PI'LP & PAPER Co., Ltd.

C. B. Thorne,
Vice-President.

Sam we have been recpicstcd by the Association to

go oroughly into this matter. It is a simple pro-

p<>iiJoii and .sho\ild be tackled as we would any proi)-

leni in our owti company--beforc we put a suggestion

to oor manngi'mcnt we want to work out th'* jiroblcm

and have it in definite, dear and concise shape.

We have here this morning our friends Mr. Hovey
and ^Ir. Bryant, who formerly were in the Forest

Prfl^ucf.s Laboratory ; also Mr. Van de Cnrr from the

Laorentide Company, and I would like to ask these

three gentlemen to give us their views on this ipics-

tion.

MR. HOVKV: I have had the matter of the Forest

Produet.i Laboratork' discu.s.sed pretty thoroughly at

the mill, and in speaking now I have been asked by

Mr. Mclnnix to expreH.<( his opinion in this respect. We
feel that there are two fonnn of w rk to be dnnr- t't

the Laboratory for the industry, one is direct and the

other is indirect.' Now I cannot .see mucli liope for

the direct work ever working successfully at a central

laboratory, and if we are going to accomplish the in-

direct work, on which we want to get the best results,

we feel that in the first instance, the heads of the

Government should be approached. They should be

approached and the matter put before them in very

clear detail and if we can receive their support, then

start from that basis.

We feel that one man in charge of the Laboratory

should be of the organizing type : a man who can deal

with the companies and make them understand thor-

oughly what is going on and also that they can get

work done at the Laboratory.

In connection with the handling of the work, we
feel that there should be a consultation every few

months with all the heads of the technical depart-

ments in the mills. These heads will be informed of

each problem that is being worked on, will receive the

reports and will study the reports, and in «very way
try to forward the work of tlie Laboratorj-. Now if

that can be done it would probably work out allright,

but to do that it means the very closest kind of co-

operation. But if we cannot get that co-operation we
feel that there is not much use in having anj'thing hut

small laboratories doing fundamental work at the

mills, with probably a small central laboratory. . We
feel that it is better to go ahead on that small scale

than do nothing at all. On that basis Mr. Jlelnnis

has asked me to say that Abitibi is prepared to sub-

scribe whatever sum may be decided upon. As re-

gards the question of a central laboratory we feel that

its success will depend chiefly on the type of man-
agement that might be at its head and the actual sup-

port of the heads of the companies.

MR. BRYANT: In connection with the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratory as I see it, there are two things that

we can do—we can leave the thing under the Govern-
ment or we can a.sk the Pulp & Paper Association to

take it over. If we leave the Laboratory under the

Government control I think what we should do would
be to ask someone in proper authorit.v to take it out
from under the Forestry Service. Another thing that
.should be done is to take it out of tlu' Civil Ser-

vice. I make these suggestions because of lack of in-

terest on the part of the Forestrv- .Service and lack of

ability on the part of the Civil Service to .secure men
of proper standard. You all know the conditions un-
der which Civil servants work—two men are located

at a desk and no matter what they do they both re-

ceive the sanu^ salary. I think if it is left under the
Government it should be recommended that the In-

dustrial Research Council take the thing over and be
made responsible for it.

I .say for the Latirentide Com|)any that we fi-el that

if the Asso<»iation does take this laboratory over the

laboratory should be located in some central position

relative to l>ulj) and paper mills, picfcrnbly in Ontario
or Quebec.

Under tlicsc conditions, althoiisrli \vc do nc^t think

tlie thing will work. Laurcntidc Company is prepared
to back the thing to the limit today.

MR. CARRI'TIIERS: As I understand the history

of tlie Forest Products Laboratory as administered by
the Goveniment. one of the chi(>f drawbacks seems

to be, in the first place, that they insist on Cana-
dians h Idinir tin- head or executive positions. Now I
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would be the last pei-son iu the world to discredit

the abilitj- of a Canadian, but I feel that this limi-

tation should be thrown off ^t once so that we can

step into the field and secure the very best man pos-

sible, so that he would not be a man who is merely

taking his lead from the industry but rather givinj:

lead to the industry. Another feature is the limi-

tation of salaries by the Government. We all under-

stand it—we cannot hire a man with ability to liold

any position and work for a mere pittance. He has

got to have a good salary, a salary which will warrair,

or call forth his best efforts.

I know that the industry is prepared to support and
support liberally, the Forest Products Laboratory it'

put on a proper basis. The matter of organization is

one of very great importance. Someone has inti-

mated here that we should have two men at least who
would be leaders in this work. If the first of these

could be a leader in research work then the other man
should be an executive who is in very close touch with

the paper industry in Canada. These men, I am pre-

pared to admit, are difficult to get but I feel that if

we would offer the necessary inducement in the w-aj'

of salary that we would secure them.

Personally, I am in favor of the industry taking over

the Laboratory for I feel sure that if you were doing

good work the Government would come forward and

support it.

MR. WATERS: Gentlemen, I am not prepared to

make any definite statements regarding this matter,

I think Dr. Bates has been handling it. I think, how-

ever, that Price Brothers would be willing to back to

the measure financially, according to any recommend-

ation that the committee may make.

COL. JONES: From the point of view of Siianish

River we are in favor of laboratory work, of ronrse.

The Forest Products Lal)oratory, it seems to me, hasn't
functioned properly for the paper trade and something
is needed. I am not a believer in the sudden building
up of laboratories; I think laboratories should follow
the job. When we started our research department
we established it by getting a vacant room and we are

trying to work from that up, so that I think, in the

first place, when we discuss laboratories we should
have firmly in our minds what we can do iu this re-

spect.

Naturally, in a technical association they should have
something concrete and definite to recommend to

them. The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association re-

presents the executive, the managerial part of the busi-

ness and tliey are the ones who look primarily over the

new proposition for bettering conditions. They will

say "'what are you going to do in the Laboratory, what
is it going to cost, how is it going to be managed, etc.?"

Tlic Tcclmical Section should give the matter its

most careful consideration. It appears to me that

they should select the wisest and strongest committee
they can get and they should first consider the matter

from tiie point of view of any information they can

got and then ask the Association to appoint a like Com-
mittee to meet with them for a full discu-.sioii from all

l)oiuts and angles. Discuss it from the ])oint of view

of the paper trade taking over the Laboratory, dis-

close it from tlie point of view of the Forestry Branch
of the Government operating it in conjunction with the

jiaper trade.

To be of most value to the companies interested,

the work, and the results .secured therefrom, must be

of a research nature. It must be work that is not

done in our local laboratories. The work of our local

laboratories must continue, so the work of thi.; central

|Wil€§Mi fiCMNICAL SffTlOW
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laboratory, as I see it, must be of the progressive re-

search type.

This committee might determine that perhaps nu

advisory committee from the paper trade of Cimada.

having proper powers vested in it, could obtain prob-

ably the very best results from the Laboratory beinp

under the Industrial Research Council. That is to say.

the Government would own the Laboratory and be re-

>ponsible for running it but an advisory committer

from the paper trade would indicate or direct the pro-

gram of work that should be carried on in it and th?

committee attend to the distribution of the results of

the laboratory work in each program so carried on.

Now to sum up. Spanish River wants to take part

in anvthing that is good that is taking place in the

industrv. It wants to have determined if it should be

a laboratory of the paper trade or whether it should

be a laboratory of the Industrial Research Council,

and when this "joint committee or any committee that

is appointed determines that a central laboratory of

the paper trade is the thing, then we will support it.

In that event, with great wisdom, there should be made

up some rules of procedure to be followed in connec-

tion with securing the type of man who should carry

on the work because a good deal of money can be

spent and a great deal of useless work can be done

unless it is wisely directed by the very best type of

men. The committee should also deal with expenses,

and particularly expenses pertaining to the salaries

of the men in charge of the work. I should say. with-

out any hesitation, that we should be sure to get the

very best there is; anything that is second class should

not be considered at all.

Spanish River in that case, would be willing to

contribute its share, whatever that may be. towards

securing the very best man for the work.

MR. SHIPMAN : Col. Jones has suggested that per-

haps we might have a committee meet with a similar

committee selected by the Association. Our commit-

tee should be a technical committee and has necessarily

got to be a strong one if it is to be of any use and I

do not believe that in this room this morning, by either

discussion or ballot, we could arrive at the best com-

mittee and your chairman would like to have power

given him to appoint a committee after due consulta-

tion with the executive.

It was moved by Mr. Carruthers, seconded by Mr.

Slack, that the chairman be empowered to select a

committee after due consultation with the members

of the executive.—Carried.

It^pnrts of committees will follow next week.

PORTER LEAVES SYRACUSE FOR A. P. & P. A.

Slracuse, N.Y.—O. M. Porter, instructor in forest

engineering, has resigned from the New York State

College of Forestry faculty to go to the American

I'aper and Pulp Association at a greatly increased sal-

ary, as a.s.siHtant to Dr. Hugh P. Haker. former dean

LAURENTIDE FORESTRY POLICY DECLARED TO
BE WITHOUT EQUAL.

Mr. M. A. (;riiini:cr. Cliief Fo'-ester of British Col-

umbia, accompanied by Mr. William TurnbuU. timber

commissioner for the same province, visited Grand'-

Mere as guest of the forestry department, en route

to London to attend the Imperial Timber Conference

which takes place there this month. Both gentlemen

were enthusiastic over the reforestation work and ex-

perimental work carried on by the company and stated

that they believed more real substantial forestry work
was being done here than by any government of pri-

vate concern in the Dominion.

Mr. Grainger is a graduate of Cambridge University

and has written a book called "The Woodsman of the

West."' which is an excellent volume on forest prob-

lems. He stated that an aerial fire patrol is to be es-

tal>lished in British Columbia in conjunction with the

Air Board.
The Imperial Timber Conference to be held in Lon-

don will be largely attended by all men interested

in forest question."?, as all policies affecting timber in

the entire Britisli Empire are to be discussed and voted

upon.

ofcthe College of Forestr>-.

The resignation is not only one more evidence of

the manner in which the industries are looking to the

forestry profes.Mion for men for practical business life,

but wiil mean the placing of one nu.re trained forester

in the paper industry which offers great oi)portunity

for the practical application of forestry princijiles.

Mr. Porter came to the college in 1917. but soon

left to become a private in the forest engineers, where

he rapiflly won promotion being discharged with the

rank of captain, after extensive service in France.

SIR I.0MI:R QOVIff.
Ex-Premier of Qaebec. recently ap-

pointed Director of the
Iianrentlde Company.

FOREST FIRES REPORTED.
l^ucbcc. .I\ily .s. Mr. C. G. I'lche. chief of the For-

estry Department, has received information from In-

dians living along the Upper St. Maurice river, near

the Hudson fiay basin, that forest fires are devastating

those immense areas. Mr. Piche declares that prompt
protective steps will be immediately taken.

FORESTERS TO VISIT GRAND MERE.
The Society of Northeastern Foresters, comprised

of the best known men in the i»rofession in the United

States, university professors, and foresters employed \

by the United Slates (Jovernment. certain states and 1

some railwa.vs. will visit the company nursery at [

Proulu and look «>ver the forestry operations of the

company for three days beginning July 27. There

will be between thirty and forty in the party.
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British Trade News
(From Our London Correspondent).

Loudon, June 2."). 1920.—The newspaper.s are keeii-

ly interested in the .shortage of new.sprint and the .suji-

plies of pulps just at the moment. Never in the history
of printiuor have such subjects been given such atten-

tion as they are receiving now, for the reason that
publishers are finding themselves in a tight corner for

paper. Needless to say, suggestions for meeting the
shortage of newsprint and good quality printing pa-
pers are numerous. All kinds of raw materials foi-

pulps are spoken of—raw materials investigated 20
and 25 years ago—and the.v are mentioned as the real

solution to the present difficulties. Napoleon once
said that "a soldier marches on his stomach." A
newspaper is in the march of progress when it has
good newsprint supplies, but, if it is neglected through
want of forethought —and this is what is occurring
in Britisli newspaper circles—it will collapse as sure-

ly as the soldier, if his "inner man" is not replenished.

It is astonishing to find toda.v the ignorance that pre-

vails as to what the pulp and paper manufacturers
have been doing in the past to conserve supplies and
secure raw materials. Newspapers have no conception
of it and they think a pulp mill can be run up like a

printing-room in a few weeks and set in motion. One
gentleman writes to the ''Newspaper World" as fol-

lows:
—''The real difficulty is pulp. The situation

will not be relieved until the output of pulp is in-

creased. This can be done in two da.vs: first, by get-

ting all the pulp mills in Central Europe to work again

and, second, by putting down more pulp mills in Can-

ada and elsewhere. ^leanwhile, the Bamboo Pulp Mill

in Burmah, say that the.v can supply pulp equal to

sulphite at £15 per ton in London. It ajipears tliar

Nelson and Co., the Edinborough publishers, arc al-

ready constructing a bamboo pulp mill in India—not a

big affair, but a pulp mill all the same." We have
always recognized the valuable work and the valuable

investigations of Mr. W. P. Raitt, of the Indian 1'\i:

-

estry Department, into bamboo as a pulp wood, and
I would like to hear what he has to say on the pric,-

of £lo in London. One agrees that Canada can do
with more pulp mills, but will the wealthy newspajicrs

of the United Kingdom support them and put tlv

mone.v down for initial outlay? History tells ns that

in the past they were printing on German and Scan-

dinavian newsprint—and now they are bitten to the

core. Indeed, the newspapers that wanted the foreign-

er placed on the same level as the Canadian in the Brit-

ish markets, are now crying out "Trade within the

Empire" and in the next column they had an an-

nouncement that "owing to the shortage of news-

print" their size "will be reduced" to so many pages.

If the money that had been sunk in Scandinavia and
(Jernian.v and Austria in the past bad been invested in

Canadian pulp and paper; and if they ba<l not allow-

ed these countries in the past to take the place Can-

ada occupied in the market, British newspapers Avould

not be in the plight for newsprint and pulp that they

are in today.
Labor demands.

This week the paper mill owners met representatives

of ihe Amalgamated Society of Paperraakers and the

National Union of Printing and Paper Workers to dis-

cuss the recent request of the workers for an increase

in their wages. If the request is granted it will mean
an increase in the cost of paper.

The Scotland paper mills are in a happy position
just now. This week large shipments of esparto have
arrived from Africa and Spain, which will tend to re
lieve the anxiety that prevailed some time ago.

A New Reed Mill.

At the 17th ordinary general meeting of .Mhert E.
Reed & Co., Ltd., Mr. A. Kalph Reed presided. Kefer-
enee was made to the new mill that the company is

building at Aylesford, in Kent, and it was mentioned
that work was going apace, railway sidings and a long
concrete wharf having recently been constructed.
Building operations were in full swing and a large
quantity of machinery and plant had been ordered
for the production of paper. Mr. Reed said they had
left no store unturned to secure the best obtainable,
both in design and equipment, and heavy as the ini-

tial outlay would be, they are confident that the im-
tural advantages of the site, and the economy result-
ing from up-to-date equipment would more than justi
fy the expenditure and greatly add to the prosperity
of the compan.v. It was also pointed out to the meet
ing that the trading profit of the company was not
quite so much as in the previous .vear. This was duo
to the compan.v not having advanced their prices so

much as their manufacturing costs had increased. The
compan.v had taken into consideration the position of
consumers in regard to high prices and the directors

liiid been content to sell rather below the actual mar-
ket prices, which they might have asked for ami ob-

tained. At all the Reed paper mills the s.vslem of

three shifts, of S houi's each, is now in vogue which has
compelled the comiian.v to promote semi-skilled men
to most highly-skilled occupations, but still the output
was maintained.

Seaweed as Pulp.

Seaweed that has been taken from the river Thames
was recentl.v treated at the Thames Paper Compan.v "s

Laboratorv and the mill chemist said it was useless as

a sample, cellulose was not worth estimation and the

amount of fibre was practicall.v negligible. In view
of the companies that have been formed in Ital.v and
•lapan for exploiting sea weed, this information from
the Thames Pai>er Company is interesting. The Trade
Board sa.vs that it is probable the sea-weed is of a

different nature from that of the sea-weed found round
the East Coast of Eiiijland and thev are instituting

further inquiries into the >ul)ject.

Boards from Canada.

The follr)wing were the imi)orts of boards from Can-

ada in Ma.v :

—

Strawboards 22 11

Millboards 7:^.5 IS

(•ard and Paste Boards oO 12

The pulp market is dull, buyers being well supplied.

More attention is being given to a reduction in prices,

but the general opinion prevails that a considerable

time must elapse before valuations ease off. Both the

chemical and mechanical markets show this dullness.

Gro)nidwood is still on the .scarce side. Small ship-

ments of sulphite continue to arrive from Canada.

Prices today are about as follows:

—

Bleached sulphite £80 to 84

Easy bleaching 62 to 63

Strong sulphite 52 to 54

Kraft No. 11 .52 to 53

Kraft (strong) 40 Vs to 45

Groundwood ^^

Groundwood (dr.v) 37
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Technical Section

• ASSOCIATIO N-

NEW MEMBERS.
The Technical Seotioii luis .-leiioil tlie follcwing new

members:—Junior members, Donald L. MeLeod E.s(i..

Alfred G. Jacques: Associate Member, II. D. Boyle.

Esq.. all of Price Bros, and Co.. Kenopiuni. Que.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
B-9. Forest resources of British Columbia. A. L.

riark of Dallas. Texas. Wes. Lumberman, April, lifiO.

p. 29. Repl.v to a former article regrardinfr the amount

of timber iii British Columbia: argues that onl.v a

comparativel.v small proportion of the total stand is

eommcrciall.v accessible.—C.L.

B-9. Timber conservation. IT. Bromley Coleman.

Pacific Coast Lumboi-nian. Ai)ri1 1020, p. 27. Aerial

surveys of forest resources; aerial forest fire patrol;

cutting regulations: methods of logging; .slash disposal

reforestation.—C.L.

B-9. Protecting Canada's forests. Pacific Coast

Lumberman. April 1020. p. ^7. A summary of the an-

nual report of the Committee on Forests, Commission

of Conservation.—C.L.

B-9. Radical Reforms to Check timber wastage.

F. J. D. Barn.jum. Can. Lumberman & Woodworker.

February 1, 1920, p. 47. Shows that the forest re-

sources of Canada have been greatly exaggerated and

argues that the annual growth of timber is more than

balanced through loss by fire, insects, decay, etc. Pre-

dicts that due to the rapidly increasing shortage of

supplies, both stumpage and lumber prices will con-

tinue to rise.—C.L.
. ^ ir

B-9. Canada's lumber from national viewpomt. il.

K TVicksteed. Can. Lumberman & Woodworker.

February 1. 1920. p. r)6. The alleged inexhaustibilitv

of forest wealth is a veritable myth. :More timber has

been wasted and burned than utilized. Two alter,

natives face the lumber and pulp companies at the

present time: The first, the slaughterinrr of their limits.

which would double their existing output for a short

while: the second, which is based on conservation, will

result in a diminished annual yield and immediatelv

higher prices for lumber, pulpwood and newsprint.

Cjjiada is in a position to make conservation both

Rible and profitable. Need for the Miauguratioii of

k^stem of handling our forests on a sustained viell

.^„... Need for plantinpr: fire protection, and intelli-

gent reeulation of metlioils of eiiltins.'. C.L.

B-9. Future of Quebec in the lumber industry. Hon.

Honore Mercier. Can. Lumberman & Woodworker

March !•'). 1920. p. 68. Province has 4.') million acres nf

riber Iniids under license, and 7.'> million acres of un

ensed forest lands. Complete forest survey urirenl :

(development of L'rent natural resources; bright future

for the pulp anil paper industry C L.

B-9, Some reconstruction problems in Ontario. W
F. V. Atkinson, Can. Lumberninn & Woodworker. Ma-.

l.'» 1920, p. fi9. Necessity of true forest inventory of

the Province. Protection from fire and waste and

(Creater utilization of what we now possess is urgent.

—C.L,

B-9. Report of annual meeting of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association held at Quebec, February 4
and 5, 1920, Canada Lumberman & Woodworker,
Feliriiary. 1.5, 1920, p. 40. Text of resolutions adopted,
including one endorsing the work of the Commission
of Conservation in conducting a survey of the forest

resources of the country and the investigation of forest

reproduction. Summary of papers and of addresses at

the banquet.—C.L.

B-9. . . Foresters and Lumbermen hold conference.
Can. Lumbermen l^c Wondworker. Feb. l.i. 1920, p. 61.

Summary of proceedings at the annual forestr.v

conference at Montreal, January 28 and 29; Quebec
Forest Protective Association and Woodlands Section
of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association. Discus
sion by G. C. Piche, on Railroads and Forest Fires
Reports of results of slash burning experiments, with
indications of costs. Resolutions looking toward bet-

ter forest protection and conservation. Discussion of

damage by spruce budworm. Need for a general sur-

vey in eastern Canada of burned-over lands, to facili-

tate a prediction with regard to the future crop. Re
search work under wa.v by Commission of Conserva-
tion, New Brunswick Forest Service, Quebec Forest
Service, Laurentide Company, Bathurst Lumber Com-
pany, Riordon Pulp and Paper Company, Dominion
Forestry Branch and Ontario Forestrv Branch—C.L.

B-9. The forest as Finland's money chest. Cana-
dian Forest J.. January 1920. p. 7. The Finnish for-

estr.v de]>artment was created in 1863. In 1910. Fin-
land exported ^'lO million worth of forest products
this being SO per cent of all exports.—C.L.

K-10. Treatment of paper stock. Fr. patent No.
499.41.1, May 12. 1!M9. J: A. DeCew. Canada, and
R. J. Marx, England. Papetcrie, 42, 269-70, (Mar.
2.1, 1920). The stock is treated, either in the beater
or at some early stage, with '.|—1/2% of Xa alumin-
ate. This improves the retention of size and color and
decreases the sticking of the sheet to the felts and
presses.—A.P.-C.

K-10. Colloidal rosin in beater sizing.. .John Tra-
quair. Paper, 26, 18r)-6 (1920.) As account of ex-

periments on the colloidal precipitation of rosin in

beater sizing, showing the advantage of adding a

colloid such as feculoid or glue to the rosin size, which
results in a mueh harder sizing, showing the advantage
of adding a colloid such as feculoid or glue to the rosin

size, which results in a much harder sizing for a given

amount of rosin, or an equall.v hard sizing with a

greatly decreased coitsumption of rosin This is due
to the fact that the feculoid or glue causes the rosin

aluniinate to be precipitated in a colloidal, i.e., ver.v

finely divided, state, so that the particles are spread
out over the filters to the iiiaxiniiini extent. .\.P.-C,

K-12. Elongation and shrinking of paper on the

machine. A. Vander Stichel. Papetcrie. 42, 270 (Ma.r
2.1, 1920.) In the manufacture of watermarked papers
it is useful to know the changes occurring in the sheet

during its manufacture to determine the proper spac-

ing of the letters or other designs on the roll, and the
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diameter of the latter. A wire under normal tension
exhibits an elongation of about 5 mm. per running
m. A printing paper consisting entirely of ehemical
woodpulp and made on a machine 1.655 m. wide show-
ed an elongation of 8.05 per cent in the machine direc-
tion and a contraction of 5.44 per cent in the cross
direetion.^-A.P.-C.

K-12. Obtaining and regulating static pressure hy-
draulically. Fr. patent No. 498,942. March 31, 1917.

Leon Thiry, Belgium. Papeterie, 42, 216-7, (Mar. 10,

1920). The patent covers a device whereb.y a static

pressure maj' be applied to the presses, etc., of a paper
machine by hydraulic means instead of the usual coun-
terpoises and systems of levers. By the use of ap-

propriate piping and valves the device maj' also be
used for raising the rolls to change the felts.—A.P.-C.

K-12. Guide rolls for textile and paper machines.
Pr. patent No. 498-436. Kmil Schueebeli, Switzerland.
Papeterie, 42, 214, (Mar. 10, 1920).—A.P.-C.

K-12. Merits of wide and narrow machines. Pulp
and Paper, 18, 207-12, 237-40 (1920); Paper, 26, 3-7,

(1920). An account of the discussion on the relative

merits of wide and narrow machines, held at the an-

nual meeting of the Tech. Sec. of the C.P. & P. A.,

Jan. 29, 1920. R. A. Mclnnis, Abitibi Power and Pa-
per, leading the discussion in favor of wide machiues,
and John Ball, Price Bros., for narrow machines.

—

A.P.-C.

K-23. Paper from bagasse. Carence J. West,
Arthur 1). Little, Inc. Tecii. Engineering News, Feb.

1920; Paper, 26, 62-4, (1920). A brief description of

the manufacture of paper from bagasse at Olaa,

Hawaii, and of the use to which the paper is put in

cultivating the sugar cane.—A.P.-C.

K-23. Machine for saturating paper. Fr. patent

No. 497-476, March 20, 1919. ('has. W. Mayer, U.S.A.

Papeterie 42, 263-9, (March 2:), 1920 ).—A.P.-C.

K-23. Paper substitute for cedar wood. Fr. patent

No. 491,778. Feb. 15, 1919. Cedaroid Co. Inc., U.S.A.

Chimie & Industrie, 3, 74, (Jan. 1920). The i)atent

covers a paper or cardboard which imitates cedar

w'ood used for packing such articles as tobacco, and
susceptible of imparting to the goods packed tliereiii

a peculiar aroma depending on the essential oil used

to this end. To the pulp, preferably groundwooti as

pure as possible, is slowly added in the beater a mix-

ture consisting of H^O 25 per cent, oil of cedar 25 per

cent, sugar 15 per cent, licorice 10 per cent, vinegar

10 per cent, alcohol 10 per cent, glycerin 5 per

cent. An adhesive such as Na silicate, gum arable, or

flour paste may also be added.—A.P.-C.

K-23. Chemicals used for fireproofing paper. i\ev.

du Blanchissage ; Color Trade J., ilarcii, 1920; Pa|)er.

26, 186 (1920). The process of rendering paper flame-

proof does not differ essentially from that used in the

fireproofing of cotton and similar fabrics. The chemicals

emploj-ed for fireproofing are (NH4) .S0<, NH<,C1,

CaCl,, MgCL, ZnCL, ZnSO,, SnCL, alum! borax, boric

acid, salts of AI2O3 and especially those precipitated

from a solution of Na aluminate. The most practicable

are the salts of ALO 3 of NH,. The mininuim quantity

necessary to render 100 parts of cotton non-inflamm-

able is stated as follows: tungstate of ammonia, 12 pts.

(NHJ,SO» 41/0: Na phosphate. 30; NaCl, 35; Ca phos-

phate, 30; Mg phosphate, 30; Mg chloride 4V2; Zn
phosphate, 20; Zn sulphate, 4^; Al borate, 24; hy-

drated ALO „ 3.8; NH^Cl 4.2; NH, phosphate, 41/0:

Na silicate, 50; borax, 8V0; Ca chloride, 4.6; Mg sulfate

15; KCl, 45; Zn liorate; 20; Al phosphate, 30; boric
acid, 10; silicic acid, 30.—A.P.-C.

K-0. Printers' paper troubles. E. A. Dawe. World '.s

Paper Trade Rev., Feb. 27, 1920; Paper, 26, 53, 82,

(1920). A lecture on ''Printers' Paper Troubles; or
Paper Maladies and Obstacles avoided," before a
Brit, association of printers. The author goes into
the various troubles experienced by printers, showing
how in many cases the cause could be traced to many
things other than the i)apcr itself; e.g.. the ink used,
the conditions of storing, static charges on the paper,
improper handling of the jiapcr, etc.—A.P.-C.
M-0. Removing rust from iron. D.R.P. No. 310,-

261. Badischc Anilin und Soda Fabrik, Germanj-.
Chimie aiul Industrie, 3, ;')4, (Jan. 1920). The rusted
metal is treated with dilute acids, except ferro ami
ferricyanic acids; and eitlier simultaneously or sub-
setpiently with an aqiicDus emulsion of oil ov greases.
A.P.-C.
N-4. Boiler compound. Fr. patent No. 493,691.

Mis. J. Claviez, nee .lerome, France. Chimie and In-

dustrie, 3, 47, (Jan. 1920). Mix 15 parts of tannin
or 50 parts of cliestnut, 200 parts of Ba chloride, 25
parts of sugar or .50 parts of molasses. The mixture
should have a density of 25°Be. Use 3 kg. per cu.m.
Tliis mixture j)crmits the use even of sea-water.—
A.P.-C.

N-5. Forest steam circulation for paper mills. Pulp
and Paper. 18, 167-8, (1920); Paper, 26, 60-1, (1920).
A descrii)tion of the closed loop boiler feeding .system
developed by the Farnsworth Co. of Conshohockeu, Pa.
The condensation from the paper machine and all

other heating apparatus, and the make-u]) water as
well, is held under i)ressure and returiu-d to the boiler
at a liigli temi)erature tiiereby saving aiiywiu're from
10-30 per ceul. of the coal. The system eliminates
individual traps on the dryers, vacuum |)uinps, i-e-

ceiving tanks, hot wells, boiler feed pumjjs. much pip-
ing, and maintenance cost.-—A. P.-(_'

.

R-2. Books for the student of papermaking. Paper,
26, 5S, (1920). A list of the priMi-ii)iil books iu Eng-
lish <iM |>a])erinaking.—A.P.-C.

R-5. The Russian paper market. Wm. A. Sullivan.
New York ( 'oniniercial, .Maicii 20, 1920; I'a|)er, 26,
128. (1920). Points of interest to the American manu-
facturer in connection with the Russian i)aper market.
—A.P.-C.

R-6. Technical progress in papermaking. Jas. J.

O'Connor. Paper, 26, 99-100, (1920j. A discission
of the importance of teelinical control in the paper
industry, and a ])lea for co-opcratiou between the tecli-

niciiin ;inil llie pa|)cr-inak('r-. .\.P.-C.
R-12. Handling and costing raw materials. Fred

C. Clark. M. M. Kiley. II. R. Ilarrigan. Paper 26,
130-184, (1920;. Papers on How Rags arc Handled,
The Treatment of Old Papers, Costing and .Measuring
Pulp, presented at a joint meeting of the Connecticut
Valley Section of the T.A.P.P.I. and the Holyoke
Division of the Paper Industry, held at Holyoke. Mass.,
Jan. 19, 1920, together with the en.suiug discussions.
The papers dealt with the costing of rags, old papers,
and pulp, as carried out at the mills of the Am. Writ-
ing Paper Co.—A.P.-C.

R-0. Utilization of waste products. Walter H. Dick-
ersdu, M.E.. Atomized Products ''orj)., N.Y. Paper, 26,
97-9, (1920). A discussion of the great importance
of the utilization of waste products with a few ex-
amples of the innumerable and extremely important
uses to which they can be put. —A.P.-C.
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PRICE BROS. CLOSE NEW CONTRACT.
It is uiiderstiMid tliat Piiie Bms.. Limiti-.l. have ef-

fected a lar^'o newsprint paper (-ontraet with the Daily

Expres.s, of London. England, at favorahle terms. In

this eonueetion it i.s pointed out that the newspaper

which is one controlled by Lord Beaverbrooke, lias

been anxious for its newsprint supply for some time

past and the contract is satisfactory to them, while it

is also in line with Price Bros." policy of enlarging its

overseas market

.

EDWARDS ON RIORDON BOARD.

Hon. W. ('. Edwiirds. whose aiipointmeul to tlie

lioard of the new Riordon Company, Limited, as well

as the Gatineau Company, Limited, is announced, has

long been identified with the timber business in tlie

Ottawa district and as he recently stated, only ad-

vancing years prompted him to relinquish private

ownership of large interests on the Gatineau. He is

probably best known as president of Canada Cement

Company.

SIR GEORGE BURY LEAVES WHALEN COMPANY

N'ancouver, -July 11.—^luch surj)risc was created

here this morning when the Sunday Sun announced

that Sir George Bury had resigned from the presi-

dency of the Whalen Pulp and Paper Company.
Although it had been kept a close .secret, the resig-

nation had been in the hands of the directors for sev-

eral weeks. It is said that efforts have been made to

retain Sir George in the service of the company, but

he has declined, declaring that he had accepted an

appointment in an advisory capacity to certain large

interests on the Atlantic seaboard.

It is rumored that Sir George Bury's retirement

has been hastened by the probability of the

Whalen Company being absorbed after its next annua!

meeting, on July 29th, by the Fleishacker interests

of San Francisco which now control the Pacific mills

of Ocean Falls and tlie Powell River Company at

Powell River, both large pulp and paper mills.

At the present time the majority of the Whalen
directors are composed of representatives of the bond-

holders, and these include I. W. Killam. of the Royal

Securities Corporation, of Montreal. An effort is

being made, it is said, to retain control of the com-

pany ill Canada, but recently a large block of stock

lias gone into the hands of the KIcishacker interests.

aiitLit is said that control will pass to the latter at the

iie« meeting. This will mean that all the (levelojied

piift i-oiicenis on the coast of British Columbia will

liaVc passcjl into American hands. The Whalen Com-
|i;iny has three plants at Woodfibre on Howe
Sound at Swnnson Bay and at Port Alice on (juatsiiio

.Sound. Practically all off its pulp is shipped

in mat form to the Orient, and the demand in the last

vAr ha.<« been stt great that the comiiiniy s earnings

1iidHer Sir (Jeorge Bury's direction have climbe<l over

the four million dollar mark.
Each of the three companies is engaged in a differ-

ent phase of the busine.s.s. Ocean Falls ships its pro-

(lui't in the form of manufactured newsprint almost

exclusively to Au.^tralia and New Zealand. I'owell

River supplies the newspapers of British Columliia and

the Northwestern States, including Cfiliforiiia. while

the Whalen mill sends its pulp to Japan and China.

CANADIAN MILLS DROP U. S. CUSTOMERS.
The New York Globe and the William K. Hearst

newspapers have been notified that their paper con-

tracts with the Canadian Export Paper Company will

not be renewed at their expiration at the end of 1920,

according to Editor and Publisher. The contract of

the Globe calls for 12,000 tons and tlie Hearst contract

27,000 tons.

Jason Rogers, jiubli.sher of the Globe, is chairman
of the executive committee of the Publishers' Buying
Corporation, a newly organized body of newspaper
publishers whose purpose it is to buy co-operatively.

It is understood that the Canadian Export Paper
Company has taken this action in order that it will be

possible for it to meet other obligations already entered

into for its 1921 supply of newsprint. Old Australian

customers who were cut off last year on account of

shipping conditions will again be taken care of for

their full requirements of 25,000 tons, it is said. Ex-
ports to South Africa will also be increa.sed from 3,000

to 9,000 tons, the amount furnished that market prior

to the outbreak of war.
The Canadian Export 's explanation of its action in

the case of Mr. Hearst and the New York Globe, it is

said, is that it has found it necessary to drop new
customers to take care of the older customers. The
Canadian Export is said to be over 20,000 tons oversold

for tiie current year.

Liider an old arrangement it is understood the

Chicago Daily News contract for tonnage will be in-

creased 18,000 tons for 1921. The new contract of the

New York Times with the Canadian Export, which
goes into effect January 1, calls for 45,000 tons but

that will be made on special machines. It is reported,

however, that arrangements have been made to supply
the London Mail during 1921. The Mail has been
buying largely on the open market an<l has never be-

fore been a contract customer in the Canadian market.
The action of the Canadian Export will cau.se the

switching of accounts that call for a total of more than
70,000 tons of paper and will undoubtedl.v throw ad-

ditional customers for newsprint on the open market
for a large part of their 1921 supply.

G. Frank Steele, general manager of the Canadian
Exi)ort. is now on his way to Europe and could not

he reached b.v Editor and Publisher this week.
Claiming that the newsitrint emergency ha.s pas.sed,

Canadian newsprint manufacturers are now said to be

switching converted mills back to kraft pajiers. In thu

face of tliis, however, they are talking of continued
increase in prices witii between 7 and 8 cent paper
as the outlook for 1921.

The plans of the Publishers' Bu.ving Corporation for

co-operative buying are going forward and the meni-
i>crship has now passed one hundred and fifty. This
week the corporation announced that it has 250 tons

a month to offer, beginning September 1, at lO^j cents
f.o.b. mill. This week it was also offered 1,:?.')0 tons
of S<-andiravian delivery at llV-j cents f.o.b. New
^'ork, which was de<-lined at that price.

Mr. Earl Stafford has recently become a member of

the engineering staff of Arthur I). Little, Incorporated,
Chemists and Engineers. Cambridge. Ma.'w. llr. Staf-

ford is a graduate of the Engineering School of Tufts
College. 1908. and for the jiast twelve years has de-
voted his attention largely to hydro-electric deveiop-
iiients wilii particular reference to ore treating plants,

pulp and paper mills and light and |iower companies.
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Arthur Beatlio, fDi-enia 11 of tlic Oiitarin I'iiiicr .Mills

at Thorold, died on July 3rd from iiijiirics roci-ixcd

in a mysterious manner. He was found lying on the

cement floor of the .shipping platform and never re-

gained eonseiousnes.s. Tlie man'.s money was found in

his pocket and it was evident that robbery was not

behind the occurrence. A wife and six children are

left. An inquest will be held

.

The current issue of the r'anadian Gazette contains

notice of the incorporation of Clarke Brothers Paper
Mills, Limited, by Toronto barristers, for the purpose

of carrying on business as pnlp and paper manufactur-
ers. The company is capitalized at $5,000,000 and
the chief place of business is at Rear River, Nova Scotia.

For tlie purpose of operating saw mills, planing mills,

pulp and pajier mills, the Rolland Lumher Co., Limited,

has been granted incori>oratioii by the Dominion Gov-
ernment, with a capital stock of .'j!r)0,000 and head of-

fice in Montreal. Montreal bari-isters are named as

incorporators.

To carry on a general printing, lithographing and
publishing business, the Sentinel Piiidishing Company,
Limited, Toronto, has been incorporated and granted
a charter by the (Ontario E'rovincial Secretary. The
company is capitalized at $100,000 and the provisional

directors are (Jrant Cooper. H. A. Hall, R. P. Locke,

L. Dillon, R. Hatton and M. Bruce.

Dredging for section 5 of the Welland ship canal

is rendering the water of the Lake Erie level of the

present canal so roily that it is interfering with the

production of paper mills along that waterway. One
concern last week had a $10,000 shipment tlirown back
on its hands as a result of the unfilterable sediment.

At the sixteenth annual meeting of the Canadian
Association of Advertising Agencies held in Toronto
officers for the current year were elected as follows

:

President, Mr. J. P. Patterson of Morris, Patterson,

Ltd., 1st Vice-President, Mr. E. Desberats, of Des-

barats Advertising Agency, Ltd., Montreal ; 2nd. Vice-

President, Mr. J. E. McConnell, of McConnell and Fer
guson, London: Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. A. J. Dennc,

of Smith, Denne and ^loore, Ltd. : member of com-
mittee, Mr. R. A. Baker, of the Baker Advertising
.Agency, Ltd.; immediate past President, Mr. "W. R
Somerset, of A. McKim, Ltd. Mr. W. R. Somerset,
the retiring President, occupied the chair and his an-

nual report surveyed the work of the Association dur-
ing the year, which showed a satisfactory advance
in the volume of business transacted

.

Commencing with its issue of July '2nd. the Gait
Reporter increased its subscrijition rate from two
to three cents per copy and from 10c. to 15c. per week.
The Provincial Paper Mills, Limited, has forwarded

notice to the shareholders stating that the stock cer-

tificates of the new company are now ready and re-

riuesting the certificates of the Provincial Paper Mills

Company, Limited, to be sent in to be exchanged. The
exchange is on a basis of three shares of new for two
shares of old. Half shares are settled for at $50,
being at the rate of $100 per share.

The death took place in Toronto on Monday of

the oldest employee of the Copp-Clark Company, in

the person of Mr. James M. Young. With his wife
he had spent the week-end in Stratfcud and while
returning he was taken ill on the train. In .spite of
the infusion of blood from his son Hugh, he succumbed.
Deceased was in his 58th year. His father was the
late John Young of the Upper Canada Tract Society.
He was a director of the Copii-Clark Com])any. Be-
sides his wife three sons survive.
The rise in Spanish River Securities, the new divi-

dend disbursement scheme of the company and the
Dominion Day celebrations were all of secondary im-
portance to Mr. J. G. Gibson, Toronto, Secretary of
the Spanish River Pulji and Paper Mills. Limited, dur-
ing the jiasf week. Competent authorities have pro-
nounced the boy a remarkably fine one. In the shower
of ciiiigratnlations in connection with the joyous event
.Mr. Gib.son, who is an ardent, out-and-out Canadian
received two rude jolts. One came when the President
of the company wired congratulations from Dayton,
Ohio, stressing the point that tiib.son. Junior was born
on the glorious Fourth and the other when the nurse
lilandly remarked that the hirsute adornment of the
little chap was even then more profuse than that of
his father.

Mr. S. B. Monroe of Kalamazoo. Mich., one of the
directors of the Provincial Paper .Mills, Limited, was in

Toronto this week visiting the head office of the
company.
Word has been received in Toronto that .Mr. R. V.

.Mc-Caiie. who for several years was the popular office
manager of the Dominicui Pulp Company, of Chatham,
X. B., and who severed his connection shortly before
the time when it was taken over by the new owners,
the Fra.ser Cr>mpany, Limited, is starting in business
for himself and has formed a partnership with Mr.
J. W. Rowers of Rlissfield. They will engage in the
pulpwoofl bi'okcrage business.

The agreement between the town of Kenora and the
Rackus interests re the sale of municipal power to the
company for $3.3.5,000 and the location of pulp mills
in the town, has been approved and signed and re-
turned to the Kenora council for further approval.
\ large new paper machine has arrived at the On-

tario Paper Co. s plant at Thorold, to he installed in
the new concrete addition. The company is also put-
ting a new fire proof roof on the main factory to take
the place of the old asphalt paper roof. The new
office recently built is in use and the factory exten-
si(ui will cover the ground formerly taken up by the
office

.

ISIr. Richard R-eece of Melbourne, Australia, and a
former member of Parliament in the Commonwealth,
has been spending a few days with Mr. George Car
ruther.s, of Toronto, President of the Interlake Ti.ssne
Mills, Limited.

The Canada Paper Board Company. Limited. Tor-
onto, was recently incorporated to manufacture and
deal in lumber, pulpwood, paper board and all kinds
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of forest products. The authorized capital is $5,000.-

000 and among the incorporators are H. H. Davis

and J. S. Beatty. of Toronto.

The Thompson and Ilyland Lumber Company, Tor-

onto, have been appointed purdiasing representatives

in Ontario for the West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co.

of New York, in order to supply flieir mill at Tyrone,

Pa. with poplar wood, while the West Virginia Com-

pany's mill at Mechanicsville, N. Y. will be supplied

with spruce.

Official denial has been given the report current

in Toronto that the Howard Smith Paper Company's

plant at Cornwall would be closed down owing to the

ai:ute coal shortage. The Cornwall manager of the

company states that the plant is, and has been for

some time past, working to its full capacity, with

every prospect of this condition keeping up for some

time. The company is also building an immense sul-

phite mill near its present plant, which will add greatly

to the output.

Rev. D. M. Sclandt, B.D. of Winnipeg, is the nom-

inee of the Presbytery of Winnipeg for the post of

manager of Presbj'terian Publications at Toronto, to

succeed R«v. Douglas Fraser, who is retiring on ac-

count of advancing years.

There is quite an exodus of Canadians to foreign

lands. T J. Stevenson of the Riordon Company and
W. B. Stokes of the Forest Products Laboratory are

in England. N. E. Wainwright, of Canada Export

Paper Co. sailed Saturday with his family for Eng-
land. Mr. Nickenig of the same company has gone

to South America while J. A. Bothwcll, General ilan-

ager of the Bmmpton Pulp and Paper Co. and (4. F.
Steele, General Manager of the Canada Export Paper
Co. have departed for Scandinavia.

Friends of Mr. Kay Crabtree will be glad to know
that he is again on the .iob as superintendent of the

Crabtree Division of Howard Smith Paper Mills. Ltd.

Although the wound caused by the loss of three fingers

through having his left hand caught in the gears of

a save-all, is not completely healed, he is well enough

to get around.

PULP MILL FOR LEVIS.

It is stated tlint a largf i)ulp pliinl is iilioiit lo be

erected between St. Ronuiald and New Liverpool, at

Levis, Quebec. The company would begin doing iiusi-

ness with a capital of .$5,000,000. under the direction of

Mr. John Bieakey. a himlicr nian-liant of Hrciikcyvilie,

Lajris. The mill.s are i-xpccted to turn out more than

lundred tons of pulp daily.

AMERICANS BUYING CANADIAN PAPER STOCKS
'ilic rc|i(pil is currt'iil lluit A iiu'ricaiis liavc liccomc

very large buyers of Canadian paper stocks. The buy-

ing from this source lias been particularly large dur-

the past week. It is thought a number of news-

iper owne.rs in the United States are coming into

lie market for Canadian paper stocks, hojiing by the

profits from their holdings lo offset the increases that

are occurring in the firii'cs for newsprint.

IN OLD DAYS.
A Swede came down from the woods, and. entering

a saloon, asked for a drink of good old srpiirrel whis-

key. The linrfender said: "We have no squirrel whis-

key, but we've got some good Old Crow."
"Oh, Vudas Priest!" said the Swede, "I don't want

to fly, I jnst want to hop around a little."

BROMPTONS STOCK INCREASE.
Following a meeting of the Directors of Brompton

Pulp and Paper Company, Ltd., held on June 17th last,

official announcement was made of the intention of

the directorate to recommend to Shareholders plans
for the re-arrangement of capital stock.

It is proposed to increase the Company's common
capitalization, presently' consisting of 70,000 shares of

a par value of $100 each, to 210,000 shares of no par
value, of which 140,000 shares will be immediately
issued, holders of the present stock to receive two
.shares of the new. no par value shares for each one
of the old held. The remaining 70,000 .shares of the

new stock will be held in treasury to provide for pos-

sible future financing.

The record and extent of the operations of the

Brompton Company are already familiar. It is sig-

nificant of the present favourable industrial and fin-

ancial position of the Company that funds for exten-

sion at East Angus and elsewhere are being provided

out of current earnings.

CANADA PAPER CO. GOES TO APPEAL.
A. W. P. Buchanan, K.C., on behalf of the Canada

Paper Company, inscribed in appeal, in the Court of

King's Bench, the .iudgment of the Superior Court,

rendered by Mr. Justice Maclennan, granting the

petition of Albert Joseph Brown, K.C.. and ordering

the company perpetuall.v to refrain from using sul-

phate of soda, or any other obnoxious compounds cal-

culated to give off objectionable odors, in the manu-
facture of pulp and paper at the company's works
at Windsor Mills. Quebec.
The company submits that the discharge of gases

from the mill in question is not injurious to health

or vegetation. The process of manufacture of pulp
and paper adoiited by the defendants is one of the

most modern. Carbonate of soda was used up to 190S.

but now the use of sidphate of soda is the only pro-

cess that enables their mills to compete with imported
pulp and also with pulp largel.v manufactured by
this pi-ocess in this country. It is submitted that there
is no known process commercially practicable for re-

moving all or even the ma.ior portion of the so-called

l)a(l smelling compounds and fumes from the dis-

charged gases of sulphate pulp. If the injunction is

allowed to stand, appellants say they will be com-
pelled to close their chemical or pulp mill and also

a portion of their paper mill, wliich gives employment
to a large nnnibcr of the iidinbitnnts of tlic town.

CARL RIORDON A SUN LIFE DIRECTOR.
Carl Hiordon. B.A., Vice-President and ^lanaging

Director of the Riordon Pulp ami Paper Co., Ltd., and
ii well known business man has just been elected to

the Bo;ird of Directors of the Sun Ijife Assurance Coni-

panv of Canada.
Mr. Riordini replaces the late Mr. Jolui ^IcKcrgow.

Besides beincr Vice-President and JIanaging Director
of the Riordon Pidp and Paper Co., Ltd. with their

extensive interests, Mr. Riordon is also Vice-Presi-

flent Mail Printing Co.: Vice-President and Managing
Director Ticonderoga Pulp and Paper Co., Ticondero-

sa. N.Y. ; Director Niagara Falls Suspension Bridge
Co., Ltd: Director Buffalo Contractors" Plant Cor-

poration. Buffalo, N.Y.

Not exploitation but service is the so\ind philosophv

.f life.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto July 10.—The week in the Canadian pulp

and paper trade was characterized liy additional ad-

vances in several lines of paper, notably some lines

of book and manilas. The same general conditions

as to shortage of both raw and finished stock prevail,

the mills are still months behind with their orders

and the stocks in the hands of the joliliers arc very low.

A number of the jobbers who bouglit early and built

up small reserve stocks are now using their emergency
supplies in order to meet the demands of their cus-

tomers and unless these stocks can he replenished a

real famine in some lines seems inevitable. No one

can afford to waste a single sheet of paper these days
and every scrap is utilized. The bursting of a water
pipe in the basement of one of the Toronto publishing

houses the other day damaged a number of i-oUs of

newsprint. In normal times the stuff woukl have been

scrapped as useless. But in this instance the damaged
rolls weie salvaged by a printer who, by careful

handling and cutting, made a nice little profit on the

deal.

Pulpwood.

Considerable activity in ])ulpw()od is reported at

the present time owing to the high prices prevailing,

and in some ipiarters it is believed that there is a

speculative element in the market. There are evidences

that cei'tain parties are ipiietly l>uying up stocks with

the hope of realizing a handsome profit in the fall

owing to the scarcity of pulji and ascending values.

Contractors report that there will be an enormous cut

of pulpwood this fall. Sales of groundwood pulp con-

tinue to be made at ai-ound the .$140 mark aiul even

higher prices would be paid if the pulp could be ob-

tained. But it re(|uires a lot of digging these days
to land even a small shipment and paper mills all over
the country are begging for the commodity.
The same conditions a])i>ly to chemical pul|), the

prices of which remain uiu^hanged with supplies ex-

tremely hard to get.

Newsprint.

As far as can be learned pra<-tically all of the Can-
adian publishers have been supplied with newsprint
and are protected for July. August and September at

514c: for rolls and 6c. for sheets on two ton lots or

up. It is generally predicted that at the end of the
present quarter there will be a pretty substantial rise

in price owing to the continued shortage of raw stock
and the high prices prevailing for labor and paper
ingredients.

Box Board.

Box board producers are all extremely busy and
are months behind with their orders. As yet no decision

has been reached by the Canada Box Board Company
as to the location of their new plant, although the

announcement is expected within a week or ten days.
While the officials of the company are guarding the
secret, if they have made up their minds, it is gener-
ally believed that the choice lies between Toronto and
Frankfort. It is understood that work will proceed

this suiiiiiicr and that tlic next two weeks will sec

the. selection of a site. In the meantime the company
have embarked on a program of improvements at
their various mills with a view to increasing their ton-
nage, although no new machinery will be installed
until the new mill is built. The prices of board for
the present quarter beginning July 1st: straw board
$121 a ton: Chip board .l!l21 : vat-lined board .$133:

filled wood board, $157: patent coated manila back,
$212: patent coated news back $197. These prices re-

present a fifteen per cent, increase.

Manilas.
Another advance in manilas went into, effect on

July 1st, the increase re])resenting a cent a ])ound on
.some lines and one and a half cents a iiouiul on No. 1

manila. B manila is iu>w quoted at lie. : grey rag 10-''/4,

fibre 12e. and No. 1 manila 12c. a pound. There are
no changes in the prices of paper bags.

Book Papers.

The shortage in book papers is indicated by the
fact that a jobber of one <>f the largest jobt)ing houses
in Toronto, in checking over his invoices this week,
found that his bill for book papers for July with one
of the mills was just $1,700 in place of $.30,000 which
it would have been under normal conditions. Frequent-
ly before the famine days came on this jobber would
dispose of twenty five and thirty thousand dollars
worth of book stock in a month and he counted him-
.self lucky to have gotten the small proportion that

he did. With the beginning of the present month
another advance of from ten to twenty five per cent,

went into effect with the result that the jobbers are
now paying the mills 19c. for mill-finished book. In

a day or two it may be twenty cents a pound and
that is about the only grade that it is possible to get

at the present time. It is stated that the cheapest
paper the mills will be turning out for some time to

come will be 20c. a pound and at that orders are
only accepted at the price governing at the time of
shipment. The mills have ceased making any definite
promise as to delivery and most of them talk of

November and December as the most likely months for
shipment of orders placed now. Thus the jobbers are
buyin'g almost blindly both as to price and delivery
and take the milCs word for it that shortage of raw
material, the uncertainty of the fuel supply and trans-
portation facilities and the large arrearages of orders
are responsible for the unsatisfactory conditions that
prevail. The latest price list sent out by the Howard-
Smith Paper Mills quotes No. 1 book at 19c.; S. C.

at 22i/2e. and M. F. at 22y2C. and the mill is fully
booked up until January.

Bonds and Ledgers.

Pretty much the same conditions prevail in regard
to bonds and ledgers, the jobbers paying a price to

the mills for linen record which necessitates a re-sale
pricT of 70c. a pound. Generally speaking, however,
the price range of bonds from the mill to the jobber
is from 22c. to 40c. a pound and ledgers run from
24c. to 50c. a pound.
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Kraft Papers. anrt thf market continues to evince a ver.v strong

The inordinate demand for kraft keeps up. the pro- underrurrent. with priee.s firml.v maintained in prac-

duet now selling at 12e. a pound. T'nahle to get manila '"-alh- ever.v instance. In onl.v one corner of the

and fibre papers the trade has been falling back on f^tle can it he .said that business has decreased to

kraft a fact that has been mainlv responsible for the '"'y important extent, and that is in the spot news-

big demand that has developed for this class of pa|.er. !"•'" niarket. I)aily ne«-spaper publishers are still

The same conditions prevail in Western Canada. Most pursuing a policy of refraining from purchasing

of the manila mills in the west have been closed down new.sprint tor spot shipment even though such action

largelv through inabilitv to get raw stock and as a "" "ip"'- Pajt makes it necessary that they omit large

result' the eastern kraft" mills are being pressed, far amounts of advertising from their columns That

bevond their capacitv. At the beginning of the pre. ^^y «'•«> real,zing some success in softening the tone

sent month manila and fibre went up another cent. "f «'i«: -P'-t "larket tor prin paper must be conceded.

In car load lots now grev or rag or news counter rolls
Ofterings ot roll newsprint for spot^ delivery are more

are ouoted at $10.7r,. "B-- manila is quoted at lie. and ""merous and of greater volume than for some time.

Xo. 1 manila at $12..-^0 in car lots Ontario and Quebec
f*^^

^'''^'
'^''f

^^'^^ ^^^'^. 'T ^^''^^ ^«"- A,'^""». »ho
. lowest quoted on newsprint in the open market is 12

"""'" '
Toilets and Tissues.

''""" I^*"'' ,1^"""^' ^,'1^' « -""'' ''"''f'""
''I

^^^ available

spot suppl.v IS held at a cent a pound or more be-
No further increases in the prices of these lines yr,n(\ this "level. Supplies have not reached a point

are reported this week but another advance is looked «here sellers have to compete with each other in find-
for in most lines. In the meantime all light weight j„„ gn outlet for stocks and there i.s consequently
papers, including towels, toilet papers and tissues arc little cutting of prices to effect sales. Demand for

firm in price and there is an ever increasing demand sheet news is quite active and high prices are being
for the products of the mills which are several months readily obtained for all the supply dealers and mills

behind in their orders. have to offer, in the vicinit.v of 13 cents per pound be-

Rag and Paper Stock Prices. ing the average figure quoted.

F.O.B. Toronto Hook papers continue in an exceedingly strong mar-

No 1 shirt cuttings 19c ^^^ position. There is very little supply of this kind

No! 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 16c of paper to be had for prompt delivery or for ship-

No 1 fancv shirt cuttings 131/2^ "ipnt f"r some months ahead, and mills are operating

No' 1 blue overall cuttings 13V2C at maximum, or at as near maximum as prevailing

Bleached shoe clip 15c conditions will permit, in an effort to cover the wants

White cotton hosierv cuttings .'.' .'." .'.' '.. ....ilVzC. "^ customers. Practically the entire output of book

Light colored hosierv cuttings 13l/oC Pappr "ver the balance of the year has been contracted

New lifht flannellette cuttings 13V2C f""". and most mills are therefore out of the market

No '' white shirt cuttings 13c insofar as regards accepting orders for additional

ritv "thirds and blues (repacked).' No.' 15
'.'.'

'

'.

'.

! .5c tonnages. It is a well known fact that popular mag-

Flocks and satinettes 3i/4c azines are being obliged to con.serve paper in every
rp

ji $3 00 possible wa.v ; editions arc being limited both as re-

Gunnv bagging SV-c fiards sizes of the publications and the number of

Manila rope 8c ""opips printed. It is slated that one of the best

No. 1 white envelope cuttings
'.'. '.'. ' .' .'$7.'50 "$5.25 k""^^" "•'''kly magazines which is now issuing 2.000.-

No 1 soft white shavings $7.00 $5.00 ^^^ '"'^P'*^^ « '''^^^. ^'''/^ "*" «""'"'l *" P'"'"' »""!''"

White blanks $5 ''5 $""'5 $3 ''5 million copies if it had the necessary paper. This is

Heavv ledger siock
'.'. '.'. ' .'

. ! !$3;8() $3;90 $3;75
>he periodical which recentl.v announced no more sub-

No. 1 magazine $3 90 $3.50 $3.27 $3.50
s';npt.ons would he rccc.vc.l Iron,

( anada. it being

No. 1 book stock $3.15 $2.80 $2.50 ^h*- '^^« "^ "^'^ P"hl.sh.ng firm to .supply domestic

Nr 1 manilas $3 ''5 readers with as many copies of the magazine in ques-

N-d: 1 prina manila' .

'.'.'.'..'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'. .$3.00' '$2:00 »•"" «« i»
'^,

^''f^^'
''^ ^" ""^.'''" Pr<^s^nt circumstances.

Frfded news $2.36 $2.00 $1.90
Prices on book papers are firm and the tendenc.v is

nftr issue, news $2.25
^ec.dedly toward higher level.s. Machine finished

j^j $5.50 .$3 75
^""'^ '** selling at l;i to 16 cents per pound. super-

No. 1 clean and mixed papers $2.20
'

'$1.70' $1.65 $i:60
^a'''"'!;:"^ «! a cent higher and lithograph and coated

from IN cents upward.

I'"'ine paper prices have again advanced. About the
NEW YORK MARKETS. lowest named on any kind of bond paper today is 20

Now York. July Id. The t'ir-t half of .liily is the cents a pound and very few lines are to be had at this

tne of the year usually selected by paper manufar price, average quotations ranging around 25 cents on

rers to temporarily shut down for semi annual in medium and low quality bonds. Writing papers art

venfones, to make repairs and otherwise to put their firm and mills are constantly raising quotations a cent

plants in order This year manufacturers are so biisi- or two per pound. If is proverbial that when other

ly engaged that they are slaying closcfl only fr)r the lines of merchandi.se are in slow demand, maniifac-

nhortesf possible time in which the necessary work liircrs and distributors increa.se their circularizing and

can he done, and yet the shutting down of this and advertising of their products, which accounts in a

that mill in various parts of the country makes for a luensure for the continuance of active demand for all

quieter condition at producing centers. kinds of fine papers. Then. too. export demand is

Consuming market.s. however, remain just as active lirisk. and there is small question that much more

as in the recent past. There are no visible signs of business could be easily effected with foreign buyers

any material let up in demand for paper and board had sellers larger amounts of paper to dispose of.
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TRADE-nARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-

facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union^ Helsingfors^ Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4246-47

•• 2170
INQUIRIES SOLICITED
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Wrappings and tissues hold tlieir own in price and
are sought in comparatively large volume considering
the dullness existing in many retail lines. The board
market is characterized by strength and mills are well
stocked with orders, some being foresold for tliree

and four months ahead. Local distributors of board
say that it is quite a problem to secure additional
tonnages, even through regular sources, and there arc
predictions made that when box makers commence to

cover fall requirements in more general fashion prices

on board will jump to new record heights. Prevail-
ing quotations range from $125 up on filled news
board and around $115 for plain chip board.

GROUND WOOD—A strong demand continues for
ground wood and prices, while mainly nouiinal as re-

gards spot tonnages, are marked by firmness, f'onsum-
ers are eagerly searching in all directions for available
supplies and are anxiously absorbing the pulp found,
seemingly paying little heed to the prices they must
pay. What actual market values are is a question.
Sales have been made at $140 and up to $150, and talk
now in the trade is that even higher prices than tho.se

have been realized for spot deliveries of prime spruce
pulj). The market appears absolutely devoid of siz-

able accumulations; which is a novelty at this season
when grinders usually are operating at capacity in

not only covering the wants of customers but in storing
up stocks for the fall and winter when manufactur-
ing conditions are less favorable. Everything would
seem to point to a further advance in ground wood
values later in the year unless some situation arises

whereby demand and coiisuraj)tion materially decrease.
CHEMICAL PULP—Local importers assert that it

is becoming more and more of a problem to secure
fresh supplies of sulphite in Scandinavian countries.

Manufacturers there have in a great majority of cases

disposed of their output for the remainder of the year,

and are selling even into irt21, and arc devoting little

attention to the American market for the reason that

better prices are being obtained from European b\iy-

ers. It is known that bids from consumers on this

side of 10.25 cents per pound for No. 1 unbleached
Swedish sulphite have been flatly refused, from a

quarter to a half cent more being demanded. Bleach-
ed sulphite is prettj' nearly unobtainable in Norway
and Sweden, while kraft pulp is held at strong prices.

Such amounts of foreign i>ul|i as arc arriving here are

mostly all sold before landeil, arul im|)ortci's have but
srant lots on the spot here to offer.

Domestic chemical pulps rule quotablv firm and are

bng quickly absorbed by consumers whenever offer-

f<J Newsprint snlpbitf continues to sell at •'t to 8.50

cents per pound at pulp mills, bleached sulphite at
12 cents and higher and domestic kraft at around 7.50
cents. There is no semblance of easiness in the mar-
ket; on the contrary prices incline distinctly upward.
RAGS—Paper manufacturers are buying fewer rags

at present than for a long time. This apparently is

due to two major cau.ses ; one, many mills have sup-
plied their requirements for a time through recent
purchases, while the second is that because of the in-

ventory and repair period the average papermaking
plant is not consuming as many rags at the moment.
Were it not for the tight money situation the prob-
abilities are prices would hold very strong but with
numerous packers and dealers obliged to come to

convert their stocks into cash concessions are being
granted to move rags. At the same time, only
in roofing rags has the decline amounted to

much. New cuttings are firm, old whites are
available only at slightly lower figures than heretofore
while most other high-grade old rags are selling at

close to the top levels reached a short time back. Roof-
ing is now quoted at around 2.60 cents a pound f.o.b.

shipping paints for No. 1 packing; new No. 1 white
shirt cuttings are bringing 21 to 21.50 cents per pound,
old No. 1 whites around 15 cents and repacked thirds

and blues about 4.50 cents. New washables, fancy
shirt cuttings, silesias, lawns and muslins are quot-

ably steady and moving consistently.

PAPER STOCK—Firmness in old paper values can
probably be attributed more to the woodpulp situation

than to any other single cause. Demand is steady and,

with the excei)tion of one or two grades, present sup-

plies do not seem ample to fill the wants of buyers.

Dealers and packers continue to stress the small am-
ounts of waste paper they are receiving from print

shops, department stores and other producing estab-

lishments and say they are up against it in acquiring

sufficient supplies to cover commitments. This con-

dition has a jiarticular bearing on shavings, old kraft

and manila papers and overissue newspapers, and
these grades obviously display a firmer price tone

than others. Hard white shavings of No. 1 quality

are quoted at 8 cents a pound at shipping points. No.

1 soft white shavings at 7 cents aiul colored shavings

at 4.50 cents and more. Old No. 1 kraft paper is read-

ily fetching 5.25 cents ]>er pound in current sales, and

.\o. 1 overissue news 2.40 to 2.50 cents. Another very

strong grade is white blank news cuttings, which are

freely comman<ling 5.25 cents a pound. Folded news-

papers are quotable at 2.05 to 2.10 cents f.o.b. New
York and No. 1 mixed paper at 1.95 to 2 cents. Books

and magazines continue to be priced at relatively

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones mi2Murray him.
8313

We arc always in the mar-
ket and ready to pay jiood

prices for SULPHITES

NEW YORK

Bleached and unbleached
of Canadian manufacture
Write and let us show
you what we can do.
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WE ARE AT PRESENT MANUFACTURING THE FOLLOWING
of interest to the Pulp and Paper Industry.

BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.
Acridine Yellow R.
New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine Y. cone.
Basic Green B. cone.
Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

Bismarck Brown R. cone.
Safranine B.S.
Safranine R.F.F.
Methylene Violet 2R. cone.
Methylene \ iolet 2B. cone.
Malachite (ireen Crystals.
Methylene Blue B.B. cone.
Methylene Blue 1814.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOURS

Paramine
Paramine
Paramine
Paramine
Paramine
Paramine
Paramine

Fast Pink B.

Sky Blue F.F.
Blue 2B.
Black B.H.
Yellow R.
Brown G. cone.
Brown M.

Paper Black 3181

ACID COLOURS

Paramine Fast Bordeaux
Paramine Green C.
Paramine Violet N.
Paraphenine Yellow G.
Diazamine Fast Yellow 11.

Rosophenine lOB.
Benzopurpurine 4B.

Orange II.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB.

Acid Prune V.

Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau G. cone.
Ponceau 4R cone.
Croceine Scarlet 5R
(^armoisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

^^'t!::^-:::^'^^'^^

j^^j^
Product Samples, Patterns, and all particulars from

^ L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED ^
HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND ^^.
Canadian Office and Warehouse 1*^^

179 COMMON ST., - MONTREAL ^^
Order, supplied direct from Canadian Stocks. New Product, will be added from time to time. >^

^
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low levels, with No. 1 heavy books offered at around
3.35 cents at shipping points, and, in some instances,

down to 3.25 cents.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGING—The markets for old

rope and bagging arc lacking in developments, current

business being of narrower scope than for some time

but evidently of ample volume to sustain values. No.

1 manila rope is selling at $7.25 to 7.50 cents per pound

to mills, while No. 1 scrap bagging is available at 3

cents or a shade higher.

EXTENSION OF BELGO PLANT.
The Belgn ( aiunliiin I'lilp iiiul Pa|it'r ('(impany pub-

lishes the following report of the plant extension

which the company is carrying out this summer. It

may be mentioned that the designs have all been made
in their own designing office, in charge of Mr. Clax-

ton.

The contract fi»r tlie buildings lias been let out to

the Raymond ('oncretc Pile Company and the work
on the foundations has already been started.

There will be 533 wooden piles and 106 Raymond
Concrete piles supporting the foundations. There
will be 2,470 cu. yards of concrete foundations, 131

tons of structural steel and 544.000 liricks.

The buildings will consist of grinder room extension

with a span of 59.5 feet and 108 feet in length with

possibility of further extension.

Boiler room extension with a span of 64 feet and a

length of 84 feet: transmission building with a span

of 26 feet and a length of 74 feet.

The transmission iiuilding will be located at the

further end of the new boiler house.

The new grouniiwood mill will provide room for

three grinders units, of which two will at present be

installed. The new plant will be entirely electrically

driven.

The power will be supplied by the Shawinigan Water
and Power Company. The current supplied will be

6.000 volt 3 phase 60 cycles.

The electrical ciiuipmenl will consist of 3 2,000 K.V.

A. 60.000 2.000 volt Weslingliousc transformers. 2

2,600 HP. 225 K.P.M. 2.200 volts 3 phase .sychronous

motors and 1 motor generator set. 875 R.P.M., 2.200

volt, 3"phasf and 125 K.W. 125 volt D.C. respectively.

The grinders will be of the magazine type, two to

a unit, eafli grinder with an approximate cai)arity

f»f 20 ffdis.

The loirs for the grinders will be of 4 feet lengths,

ins^ad of 2 feet for the present grinders and will be

caned from the barker room to the grinders by means
of % conveyor acros-; No. 1 Iiuilding.

For screening of the ground wood slush the Quiller

screens now in use will be employed. They will how-
ever be remodeled so as to give them a double capacit.v.

The thickened stuff will be pumped to the new ship-

ping shed basement, where it will be lapped and press-

ed ready for shipment.

The new boiler house will have place for 5 additional

boilers. The basement is designed to suit the installa-

tion of modern underfeed stokers and ash handling
equipment.

We come to our best, not by subjugating others

but by working with and helping others. The larger

meaning of life is brought out by co-operation, not

by (Himpetition

.

Greenshields & Co.

fTif shall he gind to answer inquiries in regard to Canadian
Col" rnment. Provincial and Corf/Oration bond and slock
isaups.

Our Monthly Rei<iew vhich fo' many yean has helped to ke«p
ii'^t stars in the i'nited States and Canada in touch uith thm
Canadian situation wilt be sent on request.

We have a^>i«tpd in the inilial Bnancins and di^lributioo to

laietiuTt of ibr ralloH'i"g Fccuriiics which Kill

be q'joted on request;

Broinplon Pulp & Paper Co., Commoa
<6'^'[\ Stock ami General
Mortgage 6'^X Bonils.

Ho«ard Smith Paper Mills, 8 I Pid.

and Participating Slock.

Riiinlon Pulp & Paper Co., Common
1 10',; I Stuck

Matl.tzanii Pulp & Paper Co., 7%
Convertible Dcbenlures.

Vajagamark Pulp & Paper Co., First

Mortgage 6% Bunds and
Common (4%) Stock.

GREENSHIELDS & COMPANY
17 St. John Street - .Monlre.il, Canada

i P. A. P. A.
SCREEN

Pulp aiul Paper Mill .\cces8orie8. Limited

MONTREAL, Canada
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Mastering the Waters
of the World

Mastering of the waters of the world has been
and is an important factor in the advancement
of civiHzation. The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co. Limited.claims its share in this advancement.
No matter where you live, or what your business,

you are constantly dependent on pumps for the water
you drink, for the protection of your home from fire,

or the production of the things you use, wear, and eat.

And quite likely it is a Fairbanks-Morse pump, for

Fairbanks-Morse pumps have long been recognized as
standards—dependable pumps, constantly giving maxi-
mum service under the most exacting conditions.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse engineers know the
pumping problems of Canada and, with all the re-

sources and reputation of this national institution

behind them, have developed pumps that meet every
requirement and meet it with a product that is worthy
of being branded "Fairbanks-Morse 100'

i quality "

Make this mark your guarantee of satisfaction and
our catalogue your buying guide.

The
Canadian FairbanKs-MorseCo.,

Halifax.

St. John,

Quebec.

Montreal,

OttOWB,

Toronto.

Hamilton,

St Catharines,

Windsor, Winnipeg,

Saskatcxtn. Regina.

Calgary. Vancouver.

Victoria.

S I

?t^

f^
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After Canadian industry had recovered from tlie

first shock oecasioued by the outbreak of the war, it

was realized that there must be an enormous amount

of prodiiL'tion in manufacturing as well as food pro-

ducing industries in order to maintain the allied arm-

ies at the front. With this realization came a read-

justment of industry in the Dominion which, with the

huge demand on our resources and energies, resulted

in unprecedented prosperity for workers in every line.

Naturally, a luimber of industries which had catered

(o trade in temporary needs or luxuries re((uired re-

adjusting, hut the fundamental industries continued

at a rate which had not previously been dreamed of.

With the enli.stment of large numbers of Canada's

strongest and keenest young men for the various mili-

tary .services there came a huge demand for labor,

with largely increased wages as well as increased

costs of living and materials. From the. way in which

the excess wages were spent we can .see that the in-

crease in this item was greater in most cases than in-

creases' in expenses. Large sums were subscribed to

the various Victory Loan i.ssues. This was no doubt

largely due to the ])atri()tic appeal, imt must have been

in part ilue to the lack of oi)portunity for spending

on luxuries. This appeai-s to be evident from the pre-

sent large expenditure for non-es.sentials and even the

conversion of savings as represented by Victory I^oans

for this purpose.

Further evidence of the tendency to spend rather

than to save is furnished by the recent report of the

Department of Trade & Comnu'rce on the exports and

imports of Canada for the first quarter of this fiscal

year, ending .lune 30. As compared with the same

period bust year, exports have decreased by many
millions, while import* have increased in even greater

proportion and have now .surpa.ssed the anuiunt of our

exports. The danger in this line is twofold. In the

fir-st place it shows that Canada's income as indicated

by foreign trade is less than th? expenditure. In the

second place every dollar in exce.>-s of export values

which is spent abroad means to that exteivt a mortgage

on the future prosjierity of the Canadian people. In

plain language, Canadians cannot afford to he spind-

thrifts.

This is a land of natural resources unsurpas.sed by

thase of any other country. They furnish materials

which are in great demand the world over. The ef-

forts of our people should be to convert these rei?ourees

as far as possible into finished products, both in order
to furnish maximum employment to Canadii.ii labor
and also to bring the maximum return in our deal-
ings with other countries. The trade retuias .show
that at present we are not paying our own way.
There is no excuse for this, but the reason is extrava-
gance. This is the fault which lies at the bottom of
most failures, whether national or individual. Incom-
petence, which is the other great cause of businesf
failure. cannot be charged to the Canadian people. It

is necessary, however. IJat there be a curtaihnent of
extravagance, because a safe recovery from the opera-
tions of the war demands that all our efforts be
directed to the payment of our debt, and the re-es-

tablishment of indu.stry along peace lines. If we con-
tinue to buy luxuries abroad on credit there will come
a time when it will be difficult to buy necessities.

The rate of exchange with our i)rincipal nuirket place
is already heavily against u.s, and the manner and rate
of spending at the present time are nuiking matters
seriously worse. Business lias had fair weather for a
long time, but there is likely soon to come a rainy
day, and it looks as if a lot of Canadians wo\dd gel
wet. The thing to do is for all of us to join in har
moniously blending all our effort.s toward the in-

creased i)roduction of the commodities which the
world's markets are in newl of and to s|)end as little

its |)ossible for non-e.ssentials. partieularly sueli as
must be imported.

/.S 7'///; A. F. OF L. IM'KRXATIOXAL.'
There have been some evidences that Canadians were

not highly pleased with the action of the convention
in Montreal of the American Federation of Labor in

passing the resolution in favor of an independent Ire-

land. The action was strongly criticized by labor
union men in Brantford. a!id "hivestment Items,"
which is issued by the Royal Securities Corjwration of
Montreal, not only takes exception to this action of
the convention but protests strongly the assumption
that the A. F. of L. is an international organization.
This paper makes the contention that the organization
is overwhelmingly American, and that the principal
function of Canadian members is to pay dues.

The first objection to the action of the convention
is certainly well taken. The second point has much
to support it as far as internationalism is concerned.
It must not be forgotten, however, that some trade
unions, in so far as they represent a certain craft.
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an- oft.'u really international. Among them are the

Brotherhood of Paper Mill aud Sulphite Workers,

and the Internatioual Brotherhood of Papermakers.

These organizations have done much to stabilize labor

and improve working conditions in this industry. Besides

these functions of a labor organization, which should he

effective through eo-operatiou with manufacturers,

t.-.ere is a feature which seems to us to be a possi-

bility rather than a complete realization. This is the

binding together of the members in good fellowship

and by extending the knowledge of the industry, to

instill the pride which will prove an incentive to

further progress.

July -22, 1920.

THE FISHERMEN'S CREED.

The Canadian Fisheries Association has made a de-

claration of principle and belief which might well

serve as an example. We believe the members of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association could honestly

subscribe to a similar noble creed. Let 's have one.

The Fishermen's creed runs:

—

OUR CREED.

We are proud of our industry. Its beginnings

are lost in the mists of antiquity. W^e are an an-

cient profession. When Jesus Christ desired to

humble Galilean fishermen to act as fishers of

spread his gospel of love and humanity he called

men's souls.

In the forecastles of mediaeval fishuig craft boys

dreamed dreams which, as men, they realized ami

built navies and discovered empires.

This beloved Canada of ours was first colonized

by fishermen—men of endurance and faith, pion-

eers of courage and thoughtful minds.

We therefore feel we are members of an ancient

and honorable profession. We believe we possess

the greatest fishery resources in the world today.

We believe we have the faith and ability to de-

velop them. We believe we can become the great-

est fish producers on earth.

Let us co-operate and work towards that ideal

feeling each one in his own heart that we arc

nafion builders, that we can take pride in our

\Mrk and produce nothing but the best, so that

lifters may say:

'IF IT IS CANADIAN. IT IS ALL RIGHT''

Every little shower brings joy to the heart of the

ground wood manufacturer these days. With paper

mills hungry for pulp, the grinderman must use

ever}- available minute.

wf'A

COBWEBS.
Aa a safety suggestion we suggest printing on each

.nveIoi)e: "If yon want a full envelope each

Hr Ciirrfu]."

The Spruce Falls Pulp & Paper Co. is not dead

after all. A report from Cochrane says that work

will proceed at an early date. We hope so.

We are glad the exhibit illustrating pulp and paper

manufacture at the Canadian Industries Exposition in

England is attracting attention. Mr. "W. H. Stokes, of

the Forest Products Laboratory, has put a lot of work

on the pulp autl paper cabinet.

It is reported that refiuesfs to furnish Canadian cx-

hibita for Chieago's zoo will be taken care of by the

Department of the Interior. This is almost nn invi-

tation to maki- an observation which might not be

appreciated.

Madison, Wis., is the scene of an interesting cele-

bration this week. The Forest Products Laboratory

is ten years old. May it grow stronger as it grows

older and continue its good work in showing how to

iLsc the forest to the best advantage.

The argument that Canadian goods, unless raw ma-

terials are bought in U.S. funds, should be quoted in'

Canadian dollars is supported by evidence from the

trade commissioner to Japan in an article printed last

week and also in an open letter to Canadian manu-

facturers from Trade Commissioner D. II. Ross, Mel-

bourne, Australia. The latter plea is particularly

pertinent as it involves an inter-empire policy of trade.

It is interesting to note that an offer has been

made to buy the pulpwood that is being burned by

settlers in Saskatchewan. The offer of $12 a cord,

delivered, will just about leave a day's wage for cut-

ting and hauling. Perhaps the wood, which would

otherwise be burned, should be considered worthless,

but it really is a settler s possession. $12 today is

cheap wxMjd, even for poplar and jack-pine.

.Many people in Canada and the United States are

suffering (?) from acute vacationitis. This is a malady

I hat is best relieved by a few days or weeks in the open

;iir t lamping, fishing, or boating. This means camps

111 the woods with all the joys that come with living

ill the open. Benefits to the camper are not without

some responsibility, for a large proportion of the fires

wjiich have damaged and continue to destroy the forest

wealth of this continent are the result of earelessiicjs

on the part of those who are enjoying life in the

woods. A little common sense and reasonable care

will protect the forest better by preventing fires than

the most elaborate machinery could do in locating and

extinguishing them.

Niws of the siiecc.">s of Sir Thomas Liptoii in win-

ning the second cup race should give the Sliainrm-k a

iiiiich higher standing. Too bad all Ireland doesn't

xail so smoothlv.
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The banquet whieli the hosts of the Technieal Sec-

tion have fallen in the happy habit of providing at the

summer meetings is always a delightful affair. The
Spanish River Pulp and Paper 'SlUls, Ltd. entertained

the Section at the Soo, and Col. Jones, (ieneral ]Man-

ager of the company was toast-master—and such a gen-

ial host

!

Col. C. H. L. Jones.

I note iiy the newspaper that 1 am supposed tii make
a fornuU address. I want to say that 1 have done
everything exactly as I have been told to do so far

during this convention and have attempted to enter-

tain the guests during the day and during the Jiight,

and have done everything that I have been able to do.

but I want to say to you definitely that I absolutely

refuse to make a formal address.

Now, before making an address of any kind what-

ever, I will ask you to fill your glasses, or take thein

as thev are and drink to the health of His Majestv, iho

King.

'

I will now read to you a formal telegram, which has

just been received from jMr. P. B. Wilson, who could

not be with us because of more important matters de-

manding his attention elsewhere, who is attending a

meeting of the P>oard of Directors, and those of you
have had anything to do with this can sympathize

with him. I will read you his telegram and you will

see how badly he feels, "Please ex]iress to the gather-

ing how much I regret not being able to be with them
today but am looking forward to meeting them all on

Thursday morning at Espanola. I hope you will have
a very successful and splendid time."
"Xow, gentlenuMi. I really do not know what is ex-

pected of the Cluiirnuin of a gathering of this kind at

a technieal nu'cting because this is the first Technical
Section Convention that I have been at. It is the first

dinner of the Technical Section at which I have acted

as Toastmaster, so thatyou can imagine T am overcome
with feeling of emotion and regret at my inexperience,

etc. 1 don't know why Mr. Shipman. who is Chair-

man of the Executive, should have told the Soo Star
that I should make a formal address. The (piestion that

comes to my mind is. "Do all Toast blasters at din-

ners given to the Technical Section have to make for

mal addresses? Do Technical Section men delight
in hearing formal addresses? I can make a formal
address if you desire, but am certainly not going to

do it tonight.

Spanish Hiver is delighted to have the Technical
Section with them tonight. You are not exactly on
our territory when you sit in the Country Club, be-

cause while Spanish River owns an immense territory,
still the.v do not own the Country Club. They are de-
lighted to have you inside, of Algoma and they look
upon it as an epoch in the history of Spanish River
to have you here.They believe that the progress and
development of the paper industry or of the cellulose
industry, let us call it. really depends upon what the
technical man is going to make of it. We have begun
to develop cellulose but we have merel.v scratched it.

Now, gentlemen, we must rise ou our oars. We must
be always on the alert if we are to forge ahead. I be-

lieve that if there is really any forging ahead to be
done in Canada, it is going to be done by the Associa-
tion represented here tonight.

Sault Ste. .Marie is proud to have you here ; some of

us have been here for a good many j'eai's. The.v accuse
me of haviug helped to take the place from the In-

dians, 1 do not know, perhaps I did. I knew a good
many Indians when I came here tweut,y-oue years ago,

and 1 believe there are still Indians here as far as I can
see, aud I canuot say that 1 blame them for it.

I believe that the city wdiich you have chosen for

your convention this year is a good old place. It has
a good history. Here the Ojibway and the Chippewa,
years before, bauquetted toyether. iust as we are do-

ing tonight. It is quite true they did not have table

cloths or cutlei'y, but I am sure the.v had a good time

just the same. Personally, I have grown to like this

particular city. I believe that it presents itself in

good form to the stranger who comes here for the first

time. For m.vself, 1 am inclined to think like the man
who lived in New Yoi-k, wlio was asked if he liked

.\ew York better than an.v other place "Wh.v, "' he

said, "what other places are there?" I feel just that

wa.v about Sault Ste. Marie, and I hope that you,

gentlemen, ma.v have a particularl.v good feeling for

Sault Ste. JIarie also.

I am not trving to sell the stock of the Spanish River
Company, it is easv to sell, but 1 do not kiiow of any
place., that hokls a more strategic position from a point

of view of a l^ulp aud paper compan.y. If you w'ill

look at the map you will find that Sault Ste. Marie is

situated directly nortli of the central population of the

great T'nited States. When we sell a ver.v great per-

centage of paper and our pulp in the United States,

why should we not like the situation of Sault Ste.

Marie, and why should not 1, as manager, be strong

for it ?

Gentlemen, we are glad to have you here with \is,

we believe in the Technical Section of the Pulp and
I'aper Association, we believe that in the minds of .vou

men, if .vou will appl.v vourselvcs to the great problem
of cellulose in connection with the pulp and paper
industrv vou have great things within .vour scope, we
believe that the possibilities of the pulp and papei'

industrv have been but scratched, we believe that much
as we would like to assure ourselves otherwise, the

pulp and paper industr.v on the North American con-

tinent is just in its infancy. All .vou have to do is to

look at the picture which was shown last night illus-

trating the groundwood section of our business. If

you will look at the picture, and look at it closel.v,

.\ou must have l)een struck with one thought in con-

nection with groundwood. That is, that we are show-
ing .vou something that existed fort.v .vears ago. Ground-
wood is the basis of a very great part of our business,

.vet we are showing you something in this pictu"e in the

method of producing groundwood that existed thirt.v

or fort.v .vears ago. This illustrates but o"e of the

problems to which the Canadian Pulp and Paper Asso-

ciation should divert its attention. There are great

opportunities for the development of the business in

the partictilar sphere that is controlled b.v the Tech-
nical Section. I want, on the part of the Spanish

River Compau.v, to express our serious appreciation.

From the President down to the Directorate through
the Managrerial section of our business we appreciate

ver.v much the work which the Association is doing. 1

want to assure the Association and the new members
here tonight that the Spanish River stands behind
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whatever efforts are put forth by the Technical As-

sociation. I want to say in a most serious way that

the Spanish River looks to the Technical Association

for preat developments in this business. If jou apply

your efforts in the right direction you can accomplish

these things by co-operation and through the proper

direction of concentrated effort.

Now I speak from a point of view of Management
and I feel sure that I speak from the point of view,

also, of the practi<Ml man in the mill. He is the crafts-

man who delights in the |>r()dncti(in of liis own crjift.

You have got to show him that the technical features

of the business will be a complement to these things

that he has developed to a certain point. If you i-;ni

do this, you have a practical man with .vou. but this

is a difficult task. We know that the practical num
looks askance at the man who comes in from college..

It requires great fact on the part of this nuui ami
above all great care should be taken that y(Mi do not

assume the duties of showing the practical man how
to run his business. You set him on edge when .von

do that, but convince him in the first place that .vou

are putting long years of research work to his long

years of training in the business and can carry it out,

and y<ui will have accomplished a great thing. This is, I

believe, one of the large problems of the tei-hnical

man. If the technical man develoi)s something in the

"Lab,'" he has got to make the practical man believe in

it and make the practical man develop it in the mill.

Personally I have the greatest faith in the ability of

the technical men of the industry to accomplish these

things, and I have the greatest faith in the practical

man. showing that the combination of the two should
carry the iiulustry forward aiul onward in its sphere.

We are toda.v (wnfronting many problems. We are

confronting the high cost of living. The high cost

of living exists. The high cost of producing exists.

How are we going to confront it? We must combat
it as I see it, in two ways. You have to do it through
greater prodiu-tion and greater economies. Economies
that were never contemplated in the past must be
sppured. How are we going to overcome the high cost

of production? Take, for instance, today we pay
*7.2.'j f.o.b. the mine for coal, practically double what
we paid last year. If you enquire into this the mine
owner will fell you that he is paying practicall.v double
f'>r having the coal produced. We. on our part, who
^<>ll paper to our customers have to sell on the basis

of cost of i»roducing. It is a never ending wheel. The
;insycr to the whole problem is in greater production
and greater economies and as I see it, the solution of

t he f problem rests with the technical men, and rests

in a large measure in research work, and gentlemen,
as Manager, F fell you, with every respect for the prac-

tical aiul without atfcm|)tirig to land in any wa\' the

theori'>t. this industry depends as other industries do
'•'Ih'

. upon the technical man to find other methods
i riore economical measures and as ! see if, if i.s

I riecre fluty of everyone to assist in every way
possible to fliscover those things which will mean a

help to this great problem.

T talk to you seriously, .jusf as I feel the duty exisf-

•nt of the Technical Association and I would rather
leave that message with you than anything else 1 can
fell. I would rather leave that message of fhe appre-

ciation of fhe duties that exist with respect to fhe

Technical As,sor'iaf ion by the Management of these

great companies who are exploitioc the cellulose m

dustry in this country. The Technical Section has a

definite duf.v to perform and I think that duty is such
as I have outlined to you.

The celhilose industry in this cotuitry has not been

scratched. The great thing is the development of fhe

cellulose industry. HVir instance I heard a man say

tonight, he made a broad statement that sulphite pulp
would some day only be a by-product of Avhaf would
he produced from fhe waste liquor of fhe sulphite

business. We arc still making siilphite to sell so I can-

not go as far along the road as that gentleman did.

But I believe he was sincere and I believe he has given
serious thought to this whole problem.

Now. gentlemen, 1 am more plea.sed than I can tell,

at your appreciation of what Spanish River is trying

to do. In the first place let me reiterate what I have
said before, that, Spanish River knows far better than

my humble words can tell, what is expected of the

technical men of today: we exi)ecf great things from
you, and if the humble program that we have laid out

for your entertainment, has met with your approval
we are well repaid. Of course we want .vou to have
a good time—we expected that when we started.

Everybod.v has a good time when they come to Sault

Ste. Marie.

1 don't know whether Chairman Shipnuin is a pro-

phet or the son of a prophet, but I see that tho 1 did

not intend to at first 1 have given you what might
be termed a formal address. However, gentlemen, T

am sincere in what I have said, namely, that the future

progress of this industry rests with you.

1 think that the Chairman of the Section should
make a formal address. He seems fo know all about

them and so I call uiion ^Tr. Shipman to give us a for-

mal address on the pait of the Technical Section.

Mr. Shipman.
Mr. Toastmaster and members of the technical sec-

tion of the Canadian .\ssociation. the American Asso-

ciation and other guests. 1 nuiy be the son of a pro-

phet and ma.v have been able fo forecast what kind of

a si)cech Col. Jones would make, but 1 do not believe

that he is even fhe grand-son of a prophet : in fact 1

know he is not when if comes fo prophesying my
speech. My feelings have been sonuMvhat mixed to-

da.v. in fact everything that I have had to do with

for the last two or three days has been somewhat mix-

ed and I really hardly know how to talk as I am par-

tially a host and partially guest as Chairman of the

Technical Section, and so 1 have felt that I reall.v

should not make a formal reply to Colonel Jones .so

I am gfiing fo ask one of our uu)sf genial members
to reply for the Technical Section and for myself; Mr.
tieorge Carruthcrs, ^^hom 1 know you will all en.joy

hearing Mr. Carruthcrs.

Mr. Camithers.
.Mr. Toast maker and friend, who passed the biu'k

.just as gracefully as I do my.self when I am to report

on the Educational conimiltec: 1 have heard of fhe

S|)anish Kiver Company—we have all heard of the

Spanish h'iver Company and we have all heard of the

Saulf and about its strategic position as an industrial

centre.

I feel like fhe Scofclunan who went fo fhe races and
put a shilling on one of the horses. He met with two
of his friends ami they finally induced him fo put »

shilling on » dark horse. After fhe race they came
up to Sandy and gave him back his original shilling

and two pounds fen besides. Sandy was very much
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amazed and stared at them in astonishment, remark-

ing, "How long has this been going on?" I think I am
expressing the sentiment of the Technical Section when
I use the same expression in connection with Spanish

River—how long has this thing been going on : Our
toastmaster said that he had no secrets.—1 wonder
what he calls this method of entertaining of his?

There is a shrewdness under all these arrangements
— it comes out in various ways. Now when a friend

asks $140.00 for groundwood there is a reason for it.

The Spanish River Co. does that. They get the buy-
ers together and show them this film, illustrating what
it costs to do the different operations—tell them that

everything doesn't always run so smoothly as shown
in the picture, loads upset, etc., and then we have to

pay the shot.

Now, not long ago in New York we exchanged views.

At one of the recent meetings in New York the state-

ment was made which quite bears out the facts that

have been given regarding the cellulose industry to-

night. This man made the statement that the time
would come when there would be just as many in-

dustries established on the sulphite liquor and by
products as have already been established on the coal

tar by-product. This is a very important statement
to make on this and has impressed me very much.

Now. another gentleman, at one of our recent New
York meetings—you see I have been in New York
many times—made a remark about the wonderful in-

dustrial progress that we are witnessing. In the olden

days if a man had any secret about his business he
kept it to himself and he swore his sons to secrecy with

the result that there was very little progress made in

many industries. Once men started to exchange views
once men started to do what this Compan.v is trying
to encourage us to do, industry went ahead with leaps

and bounds. New machinery and new methods come
into being with such rapidity that they appear to be
invaluable to us. so much so that they become com-
monplace in almost twelve months. Not long ago 1

was writing out a li.st of things that have been in-

vented since I was a boy. I was really amazed at

the number of new inventions and new methods that

have come into being in that short period.

Oentlemen, on behalf of the Technical Section, we
will recall Mr. Jones" statement when he said that he
had no secrets. I am sure they have allowed us to

see everything that could be seen in the mills. They
told us that we were welcome—will anyone say that

we haven't been welcome? In other words. Col. Jones
is a nuin of his word—we have no reason to doul)t ids

word and I am going to ask you gentlemen, to fill

your glasses and rise and drink to the health of the

Spanish River Company and to the health of Col.

Jones.

Col. Jones.

Here we have not only the strategic location that 1

spoke of before but immense natural resources at tlie

back of us. This countrj" has only been scratched for

minerals, but I believe that its metallurgical value is

very vast, and practically undetermined as yet.

The history of Sault Ste. Marie is a wonderful one:

here the red man in days gone by. held his councils.

These were no doubt a different kind to what we are

holding here tonight, but nevertheless the Indians ap-

preciated the fact that Sault Ste. Marie was a strategic

point.

^Ye are proud in Sault Ste. Marie of our historj-; of

those things that you read in the Canadian history,

which are dear to the heart alike of the men of mat-
ure age as well as the school child. Sault Ste. Marie
was always an outstanding point. Twenty years ago,

when I first came here, this place I don't think liad

more than 2,000 people, today it has almost 28,000.

Happily, in Sault Ste. Marie, we have always been
blessed witli men in our civic affairs who realized all

these things and have endeavored to the best of their

abilit}', to serve it well and I think that those of us
who are connected with any of our industries have al-

ways appreciated the efforts of those who take part

in our civic government matters. Gentlemen, we have
with us tonight Mr. Karquhar. the Jlayor of Sault Ste.

Marie. This city's government is second to none, ]

can assure you, throughout the length and breadth
of the whole Province of Ontario. We are tryuig to

develop, and develop to the greatest possible extent,

all tho.se things which the city should have. I can
assure you that the City Council of Sault Ste. Marie,

and the City ('ouncil as represented bj- the JIayor, is

doing all these things, and I have very great pleasure

in calling upon the Mayor of Sault Ste. Marie to .say a

few words.

Mr. Farquhar.

Mr. Toastmaster, officers and members of the Tech-

nical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Pajier Associa

tion, and officers of tlie Spanish River Company. 1

can assure yo\i that it gives me great pleasure to have

this opportunity of being present with ,vou tonight

and I wish to thank Col. Jones and the officials of the

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills for their kindness

in extending to me this invitation. I am especially

pleased to have tin- opportunity and the pleasure of

meeting with the men of the Technical Section of this

Association and on behalf of the members of the City

Council and of the citizens of this city I take mucli

pleasure now in extending to you a real hearty wel-

come on this your visit to our city. This may be the

first time that some of you have visited Sault Ste.

Marie. I have found that a great many of the visitors

coming here know very little of the industries in our

midst. They know very little of the Pulp and Paper
Mills and of the Steel Industry, to say nothing of the

great resources of this part of the district, our timber,

our minerals and our power. I believe that the Span
ish River Pulp and Paper Mills do not realize the ex-

tent of their resources and I believe that they will not

realize their resources until the fi.ving boat completes

its work of surveying and cruising their properties.

I find this lack of knowledge of our great resources,

true not only of those who visit us from across the

border, but I also find it true of visitors from within

our own Province and country.

With the unlimited and undeternjined resources of

this great North country and Sault Ste. Marie situat

ed as it is, there is no question about it but it must
become a great industrial centre, and I am sure to-

night, as I have alread.v stated, just let me repeat,

that it give.s' me much pleasure indeed to extend to

you visitors and members of the Technical Section

of the Pulp and Paper As.sociation, a real hearty wel-

come to our ctiy. I thank you.

Col. Jones.

Gentlemen, as you know, in all cities and in all com-
munities there are outstanding figures who dominatp
the things which count in their own particular spheres.
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Those who dwell in this particular spliere always re

cognize these things. We have in Sault Ste. iMarie

certain citizens in whom we recognize these iiualities.

I do not know of any citizen who shows these (lualities

in a more marked way then the Senior Judge of Algo-

ma. We have the Senior Judge of Algoma with us to-

night in the person of Judge Stone. If there is a

wedding or if there is any great event like the meet-

ing of the Technical Section or anything like that 1

can assure that it would not be complete at all unless

Judge Stone was there. In addition to all this, Judge

Stone is a good fellow.

The Judge is a wise man and a good judge of things.

Now. admitting all this which I have just said, and

attempting nothing derogatory in any way to Judge

Stone, I do not think he knows anything at all about

the technicalities of paper or of pulp, or of cellulose

or of any of those things at all. Nevertheless, all tlie

rest of tiie things that I have said stand.

The Judge is a very wise gentleman, filled with the

lore of this particular district, and Canada in general,

and I have much plea.sure indeed in asking the Judge

to say a few words about Sault Ste. Marie, and about

anything at all that he may have to present to you.

Judge Stone.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen:

—

In the first instance I want to thank those in charge

of this banquet for a very pleasant evening and for

what promises to develop into a fairly entertaining

night. I was on the boat this evening as you know.

and Mr. Chairman, in the midst of my observations.

I was struck with the number of long, eonspicuons.

inquisitive noses that are associated with the mem-
bership of this technical section, and I cannot help

thinking that a predatory nose has always been taken

as an indication that its possessor was a searcher for

truth, and whether that truth be spiritual or scienti-

fic or merel.v mechanical, they are designed naturally

to be effective enquirers.

T have been askd to welcome you. to say somcthins

in regard to the District in which we have gathered.

In the first place I may say that this is only part of

mv District. It extends from away up midway the

lenffth of Lake Superior to down about half wav tn

Sndburv. and from Sault Ste. Marie to the Albany Hi-

ver in the vicinity of the Hudson Bay: that is the laud

that lies between old Ontario and the new District

called the District of Patricia. We have in this Dis-

trict four railways crossing it from East to West, and
one crossing from Xorth to South. .300 miles long.

A the Colonel has just said it is a marvellous dis-

I'ip. It is a district which is self supporting

arm I am speaking not on)v on behalf of those citizens

"hn a^e directly interested in such plants as the Span-

ish Kiver and the Algoma Steel, but as representative

jis veil of the citizens generally of the District, when
I M.v that the existence and progress of the community
>S ai'companied by the transformation of its own
ii^lnense and varied natural resources into the finished

product for the world's markets. It is by reason of

the sueeessfnl efforts of such organirntions as that

whose hospitality we are this night enjoying in taking

the rnw maferinls of the District, redneinsr them to

mar' "'ihle commodities within our own boundaries

and l»r'"ging tribute frotn the ends of (he earth right

into this new District that the community subsists.

It is therefore peciiliarlv appropriate that the people

of such n Distrirf should have the optiirtunitv o' wo)

coming you men whose main job is, either by mech-

anical process or mecliauical device to improve pro-

duction methods, thereby increasing the output, and so

contribute as Colonel Jones has said, in a most eminent

and forceful way to the prosperity and success of this

district.

Now. as Colonel Jones has said, this is a District

with a wonderful history, he has made reference to

the old lore of the District. Recently in my reading

1 luippened to pick up a Parkman's volume on La-

Salle and the Discovery of the Great West, I had read

it before, but it impressed me more this last time with

its descriptions of the early history of this District;

how on the 14th of June, 1671, 250 years ago on the

14th of next June. St. Luzon, a Frenchman, arrived

and took possession of this district and of the terri-

tory drained by the rivers that run into Lake Superior

and Lake Huron and all territory discovered or un-

discovered from the seas on the North and the W^est

to the great gulf on the South ; took possession of it

in the name of Louis 14th of France. Does it not

sound like ancient history? At the foot of the rapids

stood the village of the Saulteurs. Near at hand .stood

the rude fort of the Jesuits.—Forth from this port St.

Luzon, with all the panoply of uniform and colors,

leads his little force of fifteen, followed by the faith-

ful Jesuit priests and surrounded by bands of wonder-
ing redskins. lie leads them to the hill hard by. and
there they, with the blessing of the Jesuit Fathers,

erect a large cross and sink a cedar post to which is

attached a leaden plate engraved with the Royal Arms
of France—-and that occurred 250 years ago next lunt

within a few rods of the place from which I am speak-

ing tonight.

Today this has all gone from France and has come
into the hands of a people destined by Providence to

carry their raw potentialities to the doors of commerce
for the sustenance of men and for the advancement of

civilization. So today we stand on the property
originall.v claimed on behalf of the Grand Jlonarchy
of France. The only remnant of this French domain
in the Dominion of Canada today we find in the two
little islands in the St. Lawrence, St. Pierre and ^ligne-

lon.

So much for the lore that the Colonel is so fond of.

You have come then gentlemen today to the young
and growing city of Saidt Ste. Marie. As we were
sailing up the River today T could not help thinking
with what wonderment and amazement these firsi

adventurers threaded their way ui> this River, and the
aiTiazement with whicli they nnist have looked out

over these great iidand s>as. Today we have conquer-
ed the natural obstacles in the way of transportation
by the building of tlie irreat locks through which we
passed this eveninff. which have followed in the wake
of the first lock built by the fur trader and which
you see represetited along the side of the general
offices of the Company. .-Vnd so the world is pro-
gressing—prog*i-essing during these last few years
more rapidly than it has ever done before, and it he
longs to you ecntleincn of the Technical Section of the
Canadian Pulp and Paper .Association to see that in so

far as your branch is concerned, nothine that indus-
try and application and abilifv cn)i do to improve
methods and increase production shall be left undone.

Col. Jones.

After that discourse can \on wonder that when anv
prominent cifi^pp passes ewav it is demanded that
the Judge should be a pall benrert
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There are a number of great institutious through-

out the length and breadth of this country and those

of us who come in contact with them learn to appre-

ciate them. 1 believe that there is no institution

—

1 do not except Spanish River when 1 say this —
throughout the length and breadth of this country that

has a more wonderful record than the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway.

We have with us to-night for the first time in any

gathering of this kind, an official of the Canadian

Pacific Railway in these parts. I rather imagine that

he and 1 were associated together in days gone by be-

cause at one time I was a humble worker for the great

Canadian Pacific Railway, I know- it will come as a

surprise to Mr. Wilson to be called upon for a few

remarks tonight. He has been very good indeed to

the delegates as they travelled through from Montreal

and has sliown them a great numy kindnesses and done

everything possible to make the journey comfortable

and enjoyal)le. CentleTueii, I am going to ask Mr. Wil-

son to sa\' a few words.

Mr. Wilson.

Mr. Toastmaker and Gentlemen

:

This is surely a surprise. I'nfortunately, I am not

an after-dinnei' speaker. I have railroaded all my life

—

and that particular part of my eilucation has been

sadly neglected. However, on i>elialf of Mr. Trem-

blay, Mr. Bowen and myself, 1 wish to thank you for

the privilege of atteniling this baniiuet, and 1 may say

right here that Mr. Bowen looks after the social end

of it. Unfortuiuitely, he is indisposed and could not

be present tiiis evening. Now, as 1 told you before T

am a very poor speaker, 1 have no statistics to give

you but I will tell you a little story, killing time as it

were. This stor\' is about tlie salesman who was try-

ing to sell an incubator to an old farmer, but although

he had used practically every argument pos-sihie lie

could not conviiu-e the farmer to buy. As a last resort

he approached tiie farmer ami began explaining the

great amount of time that would be savetl by using

an incubator, but the farmer only replied iji disfjust.

"Oh, whafs time to a clucking hen?"

Gentlemen, 1 am sorry that I have no statistics, that

I could not better represent the Company that 1 liave

the honor of representing here tonight, but I hojie the

next time I may have the honor of attending a similar

banquet I ma.v be better able to tell you more concern-

ing our organization.

1 thank you very much for the kindness extended

to us during our visit to the Saidt, and as I am going

back with the delegates as far as Espanola. anyway, T

will endeavor to give them a good time for that dis-

tance. I thank you.

Col. Jones, introducing Mr. Keenan :

I am going to ask you now to drink to the health

of the President of the United States and I am going

to couple with this toast the name of Mr Keenan. Mr.
Keenan is a Scotchman to start with, having become
an American, and being the representative here of the

great United States, I feel him well qualified not oidx

to respond to that toast, but in his usual clever manner
to say something that is of interest not only to the

meeting in general but to the Technical Association

in particular.

I will ask you to charge your glasses and drink to

the health of the President of the United States.

Mr. Keenaji.

Col. Jones, Chairman Shipman, Members of the

Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association

:

I am very glad and very pleased to be able to present

the greetings of the American Technical Association to

the Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association. The meetings of these Associations are

becoming more profitable year bj- year and we find

that the two Associations are becoming more closely

united and are accomplishing very fine work.
In my opinion there should be complete dissemina-

tion of the infornuitiou secured covering the progress
made in cellulose industry through our joint Assoi-ia-

tion. There should also he connnittees on standards,

processes and testing. In this way we should he able

to collect from all parts of the country where paper
uuiking is carried on, the best results of effort, and
cndeavoi- to place these before the members of the

industry in this country.

It is very encouraging to feel that our efforts have
the hearty sup|>ort of the executives of the many Com-
l)anies, of Col. Jones and Jlr. Mead. Wherever I

have gone in C'anada I have always been treated with
such courtesy anil kindness that it is among the most
pleasant memories of my life and we hope, on the

American side, that the Canadian section will send
a large representation to our meeting in Saratoga
Sjirings, September 1st, 2nd and .'ird. We have the

entii'c Grand T'nion Hotel in Saratoga Springs at our
disposal and we can assure \'ou and your wives ami
sweethearts a ver.v hearty welcome if you «ill come.

(ieiitlemen, T thank you again, on behalf of the

American Technical Association foi- the many kind-

nesses and courtesies extended to us all by the Cana-
dian Section.

SPAIN GETS CANADIAN PULP.
Winnipf^'. .Inly It). Initial ^t^•|.^ toward establisliing

Ii'ade JM't weenie 'anada and .Spain are being taken by
.\ugusta Hamoneda, of Barcelona. .S])ain, who as the

. i-epresentative of all the papei- mills of Spain, is a

visitor here today, en route to British Columbia. Mr.
Ramoneda sfate(L that the primary object of his trip

to Canada was to investigate the lumber and iJulp

supply of the country and to ascertain how much of

the product was available foi- export. The paper mills

of Spain lU'ed (iO.OOO tons of puli^. he said, and the

first two shipments from Canada amounting to 7,000

tons left Quebec the latter part of last month. De-
velo])ment of trade in othei- products would follow

later. Mr. Ramoneda declared. An office has been es-

tablished in Montreal.

The Xashwaak Pulp and Paper Co. is urging the

cit\- of St. John to install a .'^6" concrete pipe from
Spruce i^ake. The company wants assurance of 4.-

000.000 gallons jjcr day.

No ilecision has yet l)een given l)y the Ontario Gov-
ernment on the application of J. J. Carrlck for a fiat

against the Hydro-electric Power Commission of On-
tario. Jlr. Carrick wants to bring ai-tion to compel
the commission to fulfill the conditions of the alleged
bargain he claims was made regarding the purchase
of the Campbellford Pulp Mill and the Bruton Limits
in central Ontario. He alleges the commission did
not live up to the conditions.
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TECHNICAL SECTION SCREENINGS.

Courtesy of Spanish River News.

Hats off to A. L. Dawe! He ean ?ive earils and

spades to the railroad officials when it comes to sleep-

ing 40 men in a ;W-man car.

They say a ?o<k1 mill chemist is one who can adaiit

simple apparatus to many uses, who can pet almjr

with a tin can and a blow torch. The more I travel

with Alf. the more I realize he should have heen a

mill chemi.st. Say. Alf.. did you ever try tooth paste

as a shoe polish?

Can you heat it for the noise and confusion stirred

up by one "Snowshoe"' from Shawiuipan?

As usual. Geo. Carruthers was there with bells on.

We would sugrgest that Geo. scatter just a few choice

ones here and there throuorhout the te.xt hooks .so as

to sustain the interest of the students.

Lest we forpet: can anyone imafrine better liospi-

talitv than was accorded us bv .Messrs. Wilson. Bowcn.

and 'Trcmblay of the C.P.R.
"

Also many thanks are due to both the Algroma

Eastern Railway and the C.P.R. for the fine manner

in which they co-operated. The C.P.R. sent Supt. Wil-

son's private car to aid in makincr our <ruests' trip as

comfortable as possible and also very kindly held the

evening freifrht. to which the Technical cars were to be

attached, until after the clcse of the baiiiput at the

Country Club. The chancre over from C.P.R. to Al-

g<oma Eastern at Espanola was done so (|iiiikly aiul

easily that hardly any of the party knew they were

on another line.

Many expressions of appreciation were made by our

puests of the kindness and hospitality shown us botli

liy the Algoma Steel Co. and tiie International Nickel

Co.. and the chairman wishes t i express particularly

to .Mr. Collins of the Nickel Co.. h\- appn'ciation of

the most excellent liuich which was served lis at the

Copper Cliff club.

tte.

The Chairman wishes to annotince that he didn't

d.) any of the work of preparation. Hut he had a

^and little committee, as follows:

—

• Railroad Transportation. PVank G'Bricn.

I Automobile Transportation, Herb McCoy.
Soo Rapids & Lo<'ks Hoat Committee. A. H. Chitty.

(';nntry Club liainpiet. C. C. Irvine.

Hotel .Meal-. Hen Avery.

.Mill Lunch Room, Geo Kold and Alf. (Jaudet

.Moving' I'ictnre & Auditorium. Hert Waters.

.Soo .Mill Guides' Committee, ("has .Mackcy

Cooper, ftuy Diirpin.

Spe,-ial Koider Committee Rod Olzendnm.
I'adjfes, Se fty Cnidsoii, .\nss Delanc.v. .Miss (

Pictures, Seotty Coulsoii by liimsclf.

Espanola breakfast, ILi(rh McNenly.
Espanola (luifies, Douj;. Parker.

Copper Cliff launch, Mr. Collins.

Copper Cliff Guides. .Mr. Kent.

Mob

(We knew the Chairman couldn't have done nil of

it. (JIad to thank the committees individually by
name.— Ed. i

INTERNATIONAL NUMBER OF PULP AND
PAPER MAGAZINE.

The Pulp and Paper Mji^'azine lias felt for some time

that it would be desirable to present in one issue,

a conii)reliensive survey <d' the pulji and paper in-

dustry in Canada, so that |)ai)er buyers in all lands

might know the extent and variety of our manufac-

tures, the resources behind the industry, and the ex-

cellence of our mills and management. The matter

has been contcmiilated for several years, but the time

has not been opportune until now. With improve-

ment in transixirtation facilities and increaseil pro-

duction eoming aloufr, it will soon be possible for Can-

adian mills to give better service to foreiorii customers.

Hence our first special number.
The contents include; The Pulp and Pai)er Industry

in Canada (foreword), brief histories of the Canadian
Pnlj) and Pajjcr Association, Canadian Paper Box
Makers .Vssociation and Canadian Pai>er Trade Associ-

ation; articles on How to Get the Goods to the Cus-

tomer, Canada's Exports of Pulp and Paper, How sul-

phite pulp is manufactured (semi-technical). Imports y
of Pulp and Paper Into Canada, The Pulp and Paper ^
.Mills in Canada (with mai)). Future Newsprint Pro-

duction in Canada, Paper Products made in Canada,
Pulp and Pajjcr Personalities (biographical), Canada's
I'liljiwood Res<purces, Caiuida's Water Powers, Pulp
and Pajjcr Ex])orts and liii|)orts of the I". S. A., and
descriptions of a number of re|)reseutative pulp and
paper mills and their products, including: Abitibi
I'owei- and Pai)er Co., Belgo-Canadian Pul)) and Paper
Co., Whaleii Pulp and Pajter Mills, Brompton Pulp
and Paper Co., Canada Boxboard Co., Canada Paper
Co., Canadian Vegetable Parchment Co., Donuacona
Paper Co., Don Valley Paper Co., Dryden Pulp and
Paper Co.. E. B. Eddy Co.. J. Ford and Company.
Garden City Paper Mills. Ilinde and Daiich Pajicr Co.
of Canada. Interlake Tissue Mills. Kinleith Paper Mills,

Laurentide Co.. Macd^eod Pulp and Paper Co., Nash-
waak Pulp and Pa])er Co., Northumberland Pajier and
Electric Co., Powell River, B.C. (town). Price iiros.

and Co., Provincial Paper Mills, Riordon Pulp aiul

Pajicr Co., Rolland Pai)er Co., Howard Smith Paper
.Mills, Si)anish River Piilj) and Paper Mills. St. .Maur-
ice Pai)er Co., and Wayagamack I'ldj) and Papei- Co.

There are also a goodly number of attractive and in-

structive advertisements, and 221 illustrations.

The editor was greatly assisted by Mr. E«lward
Beck, who is in charge of the publicity work of the
Canadian Pulp and Pajier A.s.sociatiou, and wishes to

thank him and the paper mills and advertisers for
Iheir hearty co-oiieralion. The paper is heavy coated
stock, of Canadian make id' course, with a kraft paper
cover. There are 2(i() i)ages, imduding ten special in-

serts, some in three colors. Through the efforts of
the adverti.sers and by sending out a large number of
complimentary copies, the puidisliers are "planting"
this number where it will bring the most good to the
industry. Scarcity of (taper in spite of a great ef-
fort on the part of the nuinufactnrer to help us o\it—
nuule it necessary to limit the edition. There will,
however, be a few copies available, for whii'li we uuisf
charge if^lOn each, post paid .

NEW MILL CONTEMPLATED.
The .Massi'l Timber Coiiipan\. Lid., is making in-

vestigations at («raham Island, Canada, with a view
lo establishing a paper mill there on the judpertv
of the company in the near future.
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HOW TO TREAT NEW BELTS.
Mechaiiic-al tests slmw tliat the (.nlinary new belt

will not eari.v the same load as ii will after a few

weeks" service, by from 10 to 20 per i-ciit. It follows

that on new belting- a good light coai of dressing should

be applied in the manner suggested below—before in-

SLalling. Kepetitioo at frequent in.ervals for the

lirsi lew weeks would help, too.

Keinember that dressing is not put on tlie belt so

that it may stiek tiie lielt to the pulley and thus make
it pull more. It is |)ut on so that l>y entering the

leather fibres it may toughen them, lubricate them

and thus give longer life to the lielt. Wlienever the

leailier >ieems dry, liarsli, tinny, does not have the

right mellow feel—you nia.\- lie sin\' di'es.sing should

be used.

Anotlier imixirtant factor in lielt economy is cleanli-

ness, first of lielt and then of pulley. A clean, soft

hand will not slip easily even on smooth glass or

polisiied wood. Leather was once skin, and smooth,

clean leather will not slip easily mi a smooth, bright

|)ulley surface.

Belt surface should be clean, smooth, level and com-

parativel.^ dry. Tests have shown that the coeffic-

ient of friction (on iron ;iiid steel ]iullcys) is:

.56 when tiry

.156 when wet

.2li when greasy

. 15 when oil.v.

Therefore it is very important tliat both belt and
pulley be kejit as drv and clean as possible.

Too much gi'ease is iii.iiiri(nis to leather. .Mineral

oils in partii'ular rot leather rather rai)idl.\', and where
belting is liable to- become soaked with oil, mechanical

means slnuild be taken to keep the oil from the belt.

Where mechanical protection is imiiossible, the lielt

should be removed from time to time and the oil ex-

tracted with some solvent such as naptlia or carbon
tetrachloride. Packing the belt in dry sawdust or

shavings will sometimes answer the imrpose. If it is

impossible to remove the licit, wiping on the pulleys

with a dry cloih or waste will help, ilachine oil, in

addition to its tendency to rot leather, when present

ill excess, gives a very poor frictional surface, as shown
in the table jireceding.

Too mudi oil will iieiietrate the belt and affect the

adhesive quality of the ordinary cement used in gluing
belts together. Frequently, from this or other causes
lajis start up at the points, a result sometimes tlue

to rnnning belting in the wrong direction. Single

belts shoulil be put on so as to run with the grain or

hair side next to the pulle.vs and so that the iioints of

the laps will run against the pulleys, as the laps on
the outside of a belt are the most liable to come apart
when the points are run against the atmospheric pres-

sure.

Double belts should be juit on so that the points
of the lai>s will run with the |)iilleys. as both sides

lioint in the same tlirection.

Remember that because sliafting was in line once it

does not necessarily remain so indefinitely, and regular
attention to this point will result in a large saving
of time, troul)Ie and power. Light machines, especi-

ally when not firml.v fixed on the floor, are apt to

out of line a little. This will cause a lot of trouble
unless quickly remedied. This inisaligpnient is diffi-

cult to detect and alwa.vs results in uneven belt strain,

excessive slip and reduced delivered power.

Periodical Overhauling Advisable.
To make certain that you are getting the most out

of your belts and to safeguard yourself against the
possibility of a sudden shut-down in some department
on account of belts going wrong, have all belting over-

hauled periodically. Have greasy belts cleaned up.
Have the plies looked over and the laps that have
])icked up carefully cemented down again. Have worn
out belts cut down to a narrower width and use them
over again.

In this article we have briefly indicated several
ways to keep belting equipment in trim. To sum-
mari/.c: Place a res|)onsil)le man in complete charge
of all traiismissi(ni equipment; standardize belting
as to type, brand, width and weight for every drive;
demand regular inspection and reports as to condition
of iielts; run belting at a uniform tension and as slack
as possible; eliminate injurious dressings and use a
little good dressing; keep-pulleys and belts clean and
smooth; make sure that shafts and imlleys and belts
arc in constant alignment; overhaul belting jieriodi-

cally. If the.se suggestions are faithfully adhered to
it will mean less power used, less work for mechanics
and millwrights, uninterrupted o])eration of machines,
increased oiitimt, lower cost of power transmission,
and— more profits for the firm.—The Amphibian.

INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO. FOUNDED BY
CANADIAN.

The Internal ional Paper Comiiany, which has ap-
peared so iironiincntly in the campaign against Canada
at Washington, was founded by a Canadian— it was
a consolidation, in lS!t8, of some :{0 new.-print mills
—the late Hugh .1. Cliisholm who was born al Niagara-
oii-the-Lakf. He went to a business college in Tor-
onto and, beginning as a newsboy on the train, his
work carried him to .Maine where he became interested
in a newspaper and thence in lumbering and paper-
making. Probably no man tlid more to build up
the.se resouces in that state than .Mr. Cliisholm, where
he was not only highly regarded during his life-time
but has left a clean reputation behind him. The
greatest nKMiument to him is the model town he de-
vel(q)ed for his emjiloyees at Ruml'ord, Me.

Process Engineers, Ltd., are issuing interesting ad-
vertising booklets. The last one announces that .36

;,>er cent, of the daily tonnage of sized jiajier from all

tlie mills of Canada is made in the .55 mills eifuipped
with the DeCew sizing system.

MAKING WATERVILLE MACHINERY IN
CANADA.

Canadian .Mea<l-.Morriso]i Limited have procured the
rights to manufacture the wood preparing machinery
<lesigned and patented by the Waterville Iron Works
of Waterville, .Maine. This line includes all the im-
portant equipment of the wood room, such as barkers,
which are equipped with the Lombard attachment;
a slab barking machine, log splitters, .sawing machin-
ery, chippers, (^hip crushers, rechippers and chij)

screens; as well as several varieties of trucks. The
product of the Mead-Morrison Company will be en-
tirely Canadian and prompt delivery will be possible.

The "Papermaker's Pocketbook." compiled by
•lames Beveridge, who is well known to papermakers
in at least four countries is temporarily out of print.
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ACCIDENT SEVERITY IN ONE PAPER MILL 439

TIMES GREATER THAN IN ANOTHER.

A range from 23.4 to 119.5 in aci-ident frequency

rates and from .065 to 28.5 in tlie accident severity

rates is shown in a compilation of ilie accident re-

cords of seventeen paper and pulp null members of

the National Safety Council, just made at the liead-

ipiarters of the Council. In other words, whde one

paper and pulp plant has only 23.4 lost time accidents

per niillioM hours of work another plant in the same

industry has 119.5 accidents for every million iiouis

of work : and while one plant loses exactly 39 minutes

(ha.sed on a theoretical ten hour working day) out

of each thousand hours of work, another plant in the

same industry loses 286 hours out of every 1.000 hours

—a loss 440 times as great as the plant having the

lowest severity rate mentioned in this tal)ulation. In

reply to a request of Rohe.rt M. Altnian. Chairman of

the Paper and Pulp Section of the Natii>nal Safety

Council, seventeen mills emplo> ing S,36S workers sent

statistics from whidi tlic follnwiiig lalilc was c(ini-

piled :

Accident Records Paper and Pulp Mill Members —
January to April, 1920, inclusive.

i of liuurs lost time day.s quency Severity :il
I E:mploV"e:< worked air id.nis lost rate rate S"

1 114 92..')03 3 (i 32 .065

J 91) 90,760 4 19 44 ,21

3 589 130.000' 11 36 .S5 .27

4 325 338.000 14 97 41.3 .29

5 260 214,389 .5 71 23.4 .33

6 252 210,132 6 7.> 28.6 .357

7 675 .567.000 31 252 54.5 .445

8 1,226 1,020.120 37 543 3t; .53 *1

9 312 257„S00 14 158 54 .61

10 1,24« 953,000 114 880 119.2 .92

11 221 204,770 15 215 73.2 1.10

12 330 271,972 16 382 5!i 1.41 n
13 427 374.935 23 573 61.5 1 ,53 *1

14 ;.'88 290.678 13 4S6 45 1,67 *1

15 1,183 l,292.0.Sf< .{3 12.335 2.5.5 9,52 •)
u

16 570 370,084^ 35 6.371 95,5 17.25 1

17 258 235.333 26 (i.696 111 2S.5 1 •1

- The average of these seventeen plants, operating a

!otal of 6,913,354 iiours, shows a frequency rate of

.>7.8 and a severity rate of 4.23. This high severity

rate is causetl principally by the four j"atal and five

permanent injuries. Omitting these nine serious ae-

•ideuts the severity rate would he only 0.55. li will

he noted that seven of the above companies have a

severity rate of less than .05. that ten have a rate of

less than 1.0, and that the only plants having a sever-

ity rate of more than 1.0 arc those having v. death

or permanent injury.

This table seems clearly to indicate that paper and

pulp mills members should not be satisfied unless

they can keep their freipiency rate below 50 and their

severity i-ate below 0.5.

Tiie Council will l)e glad to print ipiarterly in the

NATIONAL SAFETY NEWS tlie ac<ident records of

the i)a])er and pulj) mill nieml)crs who will send in

these records as re<|uesteil by Ihc chairman.— R. H .G.

in .National Safetv News.'"

Total 6,913.564 400 29.295 .57.8 4.23 4 5

Note: The frequency antl severity rates arc <ahMi
la#r] according to the method adoi)ted by the I'nited

sates Bureau of Labor Statistics and by the Inter-

unional As.soeiation of Industrial Accident Hoards and
Commissions, and recommended by the Nafioinil Safe '

ty Council. Deaths and permanent injui'ies are weight-
ed according |r. the standard .scale adopted by I he
above organisations.

' One month oid.v.

Three months only.
• finger.

Each company ha.-* been given a key number and
will he advised of this tnimber so that it will kiiou
how its re.'ord coinpiiies with that of other papei
and pulp niill.x.

The records are arranged in ordci- of their severity
rnlps. as the severity of accidents has a more imptnt
ant influence on phmt production ind aecideni ensts
than does the fretpiency.

BUGS BLAMED FOR PAPER SHORTAGE.
One of the reasons why the price of news print is

snaring is tiiat there are eighty-four different kinds

of bugs, fungus and bacteria which arc destroying the

wood before it can l)e made into pa))cr. The activities

of these bugs and germs and a study of how the wood
can be tlest roved aiul deteriorateil by them are now
to be made llie subject of stud.\' by the I'niteil States

l''orest Products laboratory in Wisconsin.

Isolated in a sei)arate building, called by the officials

of tiie Forest Products laboratory the bug bouse, this

investigation is being conducted. It is claimed that

millions of dollars can be saved the |)aper manufactur-
ers if a means can be iliscovered to check the deterior-

ation of wood used in making pai)er by those wood
destroying agein-ies.

The bug house contains a room alxiut twelve by

twelve feet, healed to a summer temperature and
moislened by a misty s])ray.

I'nder present conditions it is iiraclically impossible,

I.I make paper from other products than wood. Paper
inannfaclurcd from corn stalks ami other substances
lias bei'n found niore'e.xpensive than the wood product.

SCANDINAVIAN NEW3 PRINT FOR RIO DE
JANIERO.

What is said t<> lie I he first Finnish steamer to enter
|{'o tic .lanicni port has arrived, the (Jarr.vvale, of

Ihc Fiidand Transoceanic Co. Of more interest to

ncw.spaper owners, however, was the cargo

—

1.000

tons of print i)aper from Si-andinavia for local delivery.

The shoriage and consei|uent high jirice of print paper
is the most impol-tant (jueslion confronting Mra/ilian

newspapers.

PULP MILL FUMES HINDER NAVIGATION.
.\ii cM.|iiir\ inlii ll aiise I'of llie •.'rounding of a

-learner at Three Rivers indicates that fumes from the
pulp mills there are the source of the trouble. If was
intimated at the hearing that a few thousand dollars
would avert the nuisance. It is likely to lake a good
many thousand dollars to do so and sm-cess is not
entirely assured. No doubt some action will be neces-
sarv. however.

It is ytuir duty, as well as your |u-otection, to report
unsafe conditions to your foreman or siiperintentlent.
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Business Meeting of the Technical Section
('oncluded.)

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
FoUowiiig the reading and discussiou of the papers,

the Chairman asked for the reports of Standing ("om-

mittees, which were af('i'i)tt'il as f.Ilows:—
Report of Committees on Education.

Your eonimittee has been chiefly occupied with work
on the textbook arrangements.

A joint meeting of the U.S. and Canadian com-
mittees was held in New York, April 13th, when the

report of the joint executive was considered, with pro-

gress report of Jlr. Stephenson.

A financial statement showed .satisfactory returns

to have been secured.

Mr. J. C. Wright of the U.S. Federal Board for

Vocational Education outlined their system of work
and also a.s.sisted in discussions.

Upon motion, Mr. Wright was asked to make a

su^^•ey of the pulp and paper industry such as had
been done in other cases, and that Jlr. Wright's ex-

penses be paid f< r a trip to Canada for the purpose.

Resolutions have been ])a.s.sed in both the United
States and Canada making the Joint Educational Com-
mittee trustee ami administrator of all fund^ colli>ct-

ed for or arising from sale of text books, etc.

The members of your committee have endeavored
to assist Mr. Stephen.son in his arduous duties as edi-

tor-in-chief.

In the campaign to enlist interest of studi'iits and
university authorities, lectures have been given on

pulp and papci- making liy members of this committer

in Montreal and Toronto.

The mills have indicated openings for upwards of

sixty students for vacation work. Details as to actual

employment are not to hand.

The attention of your committee will be given in

the next six months to plans for making the text

books and courses available to workers.

Respect fid ly submitted.

George Carnithers. Nelson Gain, D. Daverin.
A. P. Costiganc, J. N. Stephenson, T. L. Crossley.

Report of ths Committee on Abstracts and Publications
With Hints on Filiiiji Abst raits.

The Committee on Abstracts and Publications is at

work by virtue flf the energy and activity of one of its

members (not the chairman) on the preparation of

the biographical list of members and proeeednigs of

the Section since the la.st published report. The
change of position of this member has somewhat de-

layed the work.

It is anticipated that a slight change in the machin-
ery of furnishing abstracts will be propased because

of certain changes in the affairs of the Techui-al

Association of the pulp and paper industry- The p'an

as now being considered is that the abstract com-
mittees shall continue to work in co-:perat'0M and
that the abstracts be as.sembled at the New York
office of the As.sociation and distributed to journa's

subscribing to the abstract service. By having all the

abstracts pass at one time through the hand.s of the

secretary it is expected that considerable duplication
will be avoided and your chairman will be relieved of

some work as regards the preparation of the manu-

seripts submitted. It is believed that a better .ser-

vice will result and that it will be possible to cover
the ground even more completely than is being done
at present.

It is proposed that the Pulp i.^: Paper Magazine
continue to pay the abstractoi-s working under the
direction of the Technical Section Committee and to
divide this expense with the American Committee
while assuming at the .same time its share of payments
to American abstractors.

I nle.ss it is desired that arrangements between the
Abstract Committee through its chairman, who also
hajipens to be editor of the Pulp & Paper Magazine,
should be rejiorted and reviewed by the Executive
Committee, it is suggested that the chairman be given
power to make such arrangements with the Technical
Association as will result, in the best abstract service.

It has been suggested that the chairmen mention
ways in which the abstracts can be iised to the best
advantage by membei-s of the Section. After some
correspondence it seems to be the general practice by
those who have thought the matter out to clip the ab-

stracts and paste them on index cards. The committee
several years ago prepared a classification system
whicli covers manufacturing operations and some as-

sociated matters. Each abstract in the magaziire is

supplied by the chairman with a ela.ssification letter

and number. The cards bearing the .same inimber are
therefore easily assembled .so that a person wishing to

get infxmation on a subject ,for instance, acid-mak-
ing, will fin.l all the abstracts on this subject filed

under E-4. The chairman is advised that the classi-

fication for the abstracts has also been extended to

other literature so that articles can be cut from maga-
zines, which it is not otherwi.se desired to keep, and
l)re.served in letter files bearing the appropriate classi-

fication .symbol. The editor of the Pulp & Paper
Magazine, in making up the journal endeavoi-s to have
eai'h article that may be of permanent interest appear
as a unit so that the pages may be removed with each
article entire without breaking into another article

which may be also worth while filing. This is accom-
plished by filling up the balance of the space, in case

the article does not complete a page, with items of
current interest only. A similar provision is made
with regard to abstracts .so that they may be clipped
without destroying other articles that may be of per-

manent interest.

The annual index for 1918, of which copies can be
had by any who wish them, contains a key to the cla.ss-

ification. The index for 1910 i.s practically complete
and the editor wishes to be advised whether there is

enough desire for as complete an index as appeared
last year to warrant the trouble of preparing it in that

form. It will be recalled that both the main articles

and abstracts were indexed separately by authors, the
reading articles also alphabetically, while the abstracts
were indexed according to subject under the appro-
priate headings.

It should be mentioned that in placing the classifi.

cation number on the abstract, in case the article ab-

stracted covers several different subjects, the several

apf)ropriate ela.ssification numbers are all given so that
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cross-indexiii<r <'f the files is easily accomplished by

inserting a reftrence card to priiide the searcher to

the place where the abstract will be found.

Kcspcctfullv submitted.
j. \. 8TEP1IENS0X.

Cliairiiuui

Report of Committee on Testing Moisture in Pulp.

The Committee are coiifiniiifr themselves to the test-

in>r of dry pulp made into bales.

At the present time there are three well known me-

thotls of testiiij: pulp, made into bales.

1. Strip .1/rf/iorf.—This is si)eeially applicable at the

mills where pulp is manufactured. As the bales are be-

in<r made, the tester takes six sheets from the bale

and cut.s a three-inch strip from said sheets, the fui1

width of the .sheet. This sample is used for the test

of that bale.

•2. Disr Mtthod—As adoi)teil by the Americarr

^V:.od Pulp Importers Association, of which details arc

given hereafter.

:?. Rules adopted by the Scandinavian and En<rlisli

"Wood Pulp A.ssociation. details of which are privcn

later. There are. of course, modifications applicable

to any of the methods.

The Committee would be pleased to have the mem-

bci-s of the Technical Section send their views as rc-

.'ards the methods as to wliich is more suitable to be

adopted.

Signed on behalf of the Committee.
E. B. Sl.\ck. Ciuiiniiaii.

Rei>ort of Committee from the American Pajxr iui.l

Pulp Association, and the American Word Pulp Im

porters Association, coucerniuir methods of sampling

and testing pulp :

—

Jiistriiftiofif! for Sampliufi inid Trxihui I'ldp.

All tests must be made i)y a chemist duly authorized

and approved by the Joint Coiinnittee representing the

As.sociati:Mi of American Wood Pulp Importers, and

the American Paper & Pul]) Assoeiatio'i. and must

be made strictly in accordance with the following in-

sfruction.s—otherwise the Committee reserv-es the right

to withdraw the approval of anv chemist at any time.

Before proceeding to the weighing and sam))ling. tin-

chemist must a.seertain that not less than oiu'-half of

the parcel in (piesti^n is available.

Number : Not less than ."> per cent nor more than

10 per cent of the entire shii>ment. but not less than

10 bales shall be sampled. Samples to be drawn onl.v

t)m sound and intact bales, from different sections of

entire shipment and analyst shall be careful to

_nserve that no unusual conditions jirevail in the

•election of the bales. The accurate weitrht of all bales

sampled l>y swrii weigher before sampling, or. wher-

ever sworn weigher is not available. Iiy a ciimpetenl

p«Tson wl)o must make sworn affidavit that weights aiv

(nrrect. and no other bales than thasc weighed to be

ampled. and whenever bales are numbered the mini-

ber is to iif given in addition to the weight.

MrlhofI of Stimpliiii/.

l>fplh nf Itorini/: The sample shall he taken by bor-

ing into H Imie the depth of three inches (7.fili eenti-

meters) with n special auger wliich cuts a disc about
4 inches (lO.lfi centimeters) In diami'ter.

Sriri-liotix of fH.tr: The tliscs shall l)e ri'moved and
ten of them taken a.s a sample, these to he selei-ted as

follow!"

:

1 disc 2nd sheet from the wrapper.
'2 " 1 in. (2.5 centimeters) deep
:! "2 in. (5.0") centimeters) deep
4 "

-i ui. (7.62 centimeters) deep

Location of BoriiKjx: The holes to be bored shall he

so located in five successive bales they will represent a

jiortion that extending diagonally across the bale. Each
l)ale to lie lM)rc(l but once. The fii-st hole to be bored

at the corner, the edges of the cut heinjr at a distance

Piiii/nnii sh(iii-n}'j thr ttn thoil of ili .(isiiiij Ihr fivr

sheets from the hnles for mois'ure iestiiKj.

(Method No. 3.)

Instructions: Take a scale (or strip of dry pulp)

of the same length as the bale is high, and divide this

scale into five eii\ui\ parts. Number them 1. 2. :{. 4.

and 5. Divide part 1 into six ecpial parts, and unn\-

ber them 1. 2. •'!. 4. 5, and (i (see sketch.)

When sampling from the first bale the scale is

placed with No. 1 even at the toj) of the bale, while

a mark is made with blue chalk at 1. U. III. IV.

and V.

When sampling the second bale point No. 2 is

placed even with the top of the bale and points I. 11.

III. IV. and V. are iiunked a.s before. This ])rocedure

is followeil out for all the balt^ to be teste<i.

The five (5) sheets in the fir-t bale are marked in

the diasram by a single line.

The five (5) sheets in the second bale are marked in

the diagram by a (ioid)le line.

The five (5) sheets in the third bale are marked in

the diagram by a dash line.

The five (5) sheets in the four hale are marked in

the diagram by a wavy line.

The sheets in the fifth and sixth bales have not

been nuirked in the diagram, s; tiiaf it miglit not l)e

too complicated.

.\s till' bales vary in height, it is impossible to use

the same scale foi- all sampling. Snndl variations in

the .same shipment are of little importance, but a

scale that marks a 20 in. high bale cauimt be used
for a bale that is 24 in. high or more.
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of oue iuoh from the edjre of the bale. The second eut

shall then be made half way between the loeation of

the first eut and the centre of the hale, the third hale

shall be cut at the centre, the f.urth bale lialf lietween

the centre and corne.r and the fifth baU^ in tlie oi)po-

site corner in a position correspondiup: to the first.

All samples must be either weitrhed immediately

after being drawn from the bales by accurate scalrs or.

where this is impracticable, must lie put into air-ti<rht

vessels, made of metal or jrlass witli ground glass or

metal stoppers, and due care must be used in the trans-

portation of such samples until they can be properly

weighed at the laboratory of the chemists. The en-

tire bulk of samples selected from the bales mu.st be

dried out for the test. The temperature in the drying

oven shall be as near to 212 deg. F. a.s possible, but

shall not exceed 220 dec. F.. nor be less than 204 deg.

F.

Chemists must have |)roper and adeipiate etiuipment

for weighing and sampling the bales and for the

weighing and drying of samples.

All sampling of pulp nui<t be d:ne by or supervised

by the approved chemist personally or by his com-

petent bona fide assistants who will do the sampling
such list to have the api)roval of the Committee. The
chemist will be held responsible for the correct sam-

jiling by iiis approved a-sistants. The Committee shall

at any tinu' have the jirivilege of investisratiug the

sampling done by chemists or their a.ssistants.

American Paper & Pulj) Assoi^'iation :

Herbert AV. ;\Iason.

Joseph H. Woodruff.
E. B. JMurray.

American Wood Pulp luiportei-s Association:

Leon Gottheil.

S. Goldman.
James Rosenberg.

Hulls Adoptcfl bfi till Scandimn'ian and Eiiylish Wood
Pulp and I'apcr AsxOi-iations for' Testing

Moisture in Chemical and Mechanical
Pulp.

1. Analysis to be valid must be made not later

than ten days after complaints about moisture in pulp

have been made, and the chemist must have access

to at least half of the total lot for sampling.

2. The sample of any lot must be taken out of a

number of hales. e(|uivalent to not less than 3 per

cent nnr more than "i per cent of the total number,
but. in any case, from not less than si.\ bales.

The chemist has the right, within three days after

the first sample is taken, and before the parties get

the results of this first test, to again .sample and test

.'? per cent of the bales. The bales from which sam-
ples are taken must be in perfect condition, and shall

l)e accurately weighed on a jierfectly adjusted scale

before sampling.

:{. A record of the weighed bales, giving number
and weight, is to be signed by the chemist in charge

and by the representatives of both parties, if present.
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4. The method to be followed in sampling is to he

as much like the English wedge or triangle system as

possible.

The wedges or triangles are to be eut from the

centre of the bale out to the edge of the slu-et in

angles of twelve or twenty-four degrees dejiending

on the size of the sheet. Metal sheets stamped by the

As-soeiations shall be used fir regulating the size of

the wedges and attention nuist he paid to the necessity

of having the edges of the samples e>it sharj) and clean.

The sheets are considered to be divided into !'» or

30 wedges, and these wedges mu.st he cut out as direct-

ed, following numbers given on metal plate and in

accordance with the instriu-tions given.

5. The temperature in the drying oven sliall not

be over 100 deg. Centigrade.

6. The buyer and the seller, or their representatives,

have the right to be present at the sampling and

testing.

Report of the Committee on Mechanical Standards.

Please be inforiiuMi that investigations iiave been

carried out on the flew resistance in pipe lines of

paper stock of various consistencies. The tests made .so

far are not conclusive as it has been found difficult

to mea.sure accurately when stock densities were in ex-

cess of 2.2 per cent. New devices for measuring have

been designed which will be available .shortly when
tests will be resumed.

The work on acid-resisting bronze and bearing

metals has been chiefly in the nature of going over

previous investigations made by various parties.

Translations have been requested of articles which a]v

peared in some European journals. These have been

received in part. The Committee is pleased to add
that one of the paper companies has submitted copies,

of tests on different compositions of acid-resisting

bronze. These data should be very valuable for pur-

poses of comparison with information to be obtained

at a later date.

Before closing, however. 1 desire to remark that as

yet several of the mills have not returned the fpics-

tionnaire sent out last .lanuary. f^nm" of tliem have

replied that they are too busy at the present time, but

will do so at a later date. Tabidation of the answers

to the questionnaire will be held up for a few months,
and if the r|uestionnaires are not received within thai

periofl the committee will be obliged to draw a con-

clusion from a relatively small number of mills, and
wt therefore would urge the members of I'cspectivc

nM\s who have as yet not replied, to use the

sl^Dnge-st effort to have the fpiestionnaire returiwd,

if not in its entirety at least ()art of saim-.

Respect fnil v submitted.

.1. STADI.ER,
Chairman. .Mechanical Standards Committee.

I The Text Books.

Mr. Carruthers was called on tf) reptirl for the Text
Book committee, but he "passed the buck" to Mr.
Stephenson, who replied as follows:

I have now on hand the manu-script for the Ele-

mentary Electricity and as .soon as I can get about
fifty problems together to add to that, for the students
to work on, it will be ready to go.

T have also the section on physics, in manuscript
form. If any of yon are interested in any of these

matters I have the Electricity and Ph.vsica manuscripts

with me. The one on Mechanics and Hydraulics is

due this month.
We have been fortunate in securing the services of

two men who have been working for the past twenty-

five years on the correspondence text-hook work and

have the jirejiaration matter for the correspondent

student so well in hand that a man can get the point

withou* having to write two or three letters asking

((uestions about things which should have been ex-

))lained in the first place. We are endeavoring in

this case to answer the questions before the student

needs to ask them.
The other secti(Uis on manufacturing operations are

coming along nicely. Those that are not already in

hand are well under way. There are several in the

room who are still working on their sections and they

have told us of some of their activities and we can see

that they simply had to steal time to put on this

work

.

.

I may say that if it was simply a matter of reading

niaiuiscript as received, and passing that on it would
lie (|uitc a saving in time but the sending out of the

nuinuscri]>ts that we have received to those who have
wider experience in this work has brought so many
good suggestions, and we have caught .so many points

that might have been mis-interpreted, that it seems
Morlh while to sacrifice a little speed and obtain ac-

curacy.

A number in the industrj^ are lending very great

assistance in checking up and adding good ideas and
that is very greatly appreciated. It is a bit unfor-

tunate perhaps tluit we have had to bring this matter
pretty largely iiefore the public for a considerable time.

Ordinarily you do not iiear much about a book until

it is about ready for publication : on the other hand,

this has been so widely talked about that some people

are beginning to get a little bit imjiatient. Their pati-

ence, however, has got to be exercised a little longer

before they really see the manufacturing sectiiuis al-

though I am sure some of these will be ready the com-
ing fall or the coming winter.

The elementary sections will certainly be ready for

school during the fall term.

THREE CHINESE PAPERS IN NEW YORK.
Very lew pcdiijc know il, liul Xc\\ York supports

three weekly jjajicrs ju-intcd in Chinese, writes Napier
Moore to the Miuitrcal Star. We didn't know it our-

selves till we read it in a local paper. There is al-

ways something fascinating about Chinese reading
matter. There's nothing narrow about it. We have
fre(|uently seen Chinese characters two inches wide
which merely meant "Three collars." Finding (»ut

how a Chinese papci' is printed, therefore, is an interest-

ing research. Chinese printers nnisf first qualify as

Marathon runners. There are nearly :i,000 distinct

types necessary to print in the Chinese system of writ-

ing, which embodies that number of separate word
symbols. And it takes a "case" almost thirty feet

long to hold them. The type is set by hand, the type-
set ler walking back and forth, diving into different

sections which are subdivided and re-subdivided and
indexed according to a part of the symbol known as

the "root." With several good, fast walkers on the

composing room staff, an eight or ten page 'paper
can be set up in two days.

Not dreadnoughts and fortified canals, but what
our children are, will make our future nation.
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British Trade News
(From Our London Correspondent).

London, July 6, 1920.

W. E. Haskell, vii^e-president of the International

Paper Company, contribute.s an article to the Special

American supplement of the London "Times'" on

"Print Paper" and the U. S. A", situation. He ha.s

a good deal to say about Canada in the course of his

write-up and dwells at some length on the question

of forestry. He mentions that a few of the larger

paper companies of the States, notal)ly the Interna-

tional Paper Company with a ]n-oduction of 1,800

tons per day and the Great Northerr Paper Company
4'^ with a production of over 700 tons a day own exten-
'"'

' sive forests, and, in spite of their very large annual
requirements of |)ulpwood, ai'e in a position to carry

on tlieir business for many years with iiut small im-

portations of wood to supplement that which they

cut from their own reserves. Mr. Haskell goes on

to say that it is gratifying to note that tiie I'nited

States has at last awakened to the necessity of con-

serving its existing forests aiui reforcstiig its cut over
and devastated lands. He also points out that (Can-

ada supplied 1,000,000 cords of pulpwood out of the

5,500,000 cords used for all branches last year.

Hard on Americans.

"It has to be frankly admitted," writes Mr. Has-

kell, "that the people of the I'niled States have been

prodigal in tlie use of most of tlieir natural resources.

They made tlic buffalo cxtinca. and the beaver nearly

so; and before they awakened to a realization of a

menaced shortage, had almost destroyed their i)irth-

right in the forests of the land." It is quite evideiit

that is why there is such enthusiasm in America to-

day for support for the I'lulerwood Resoluticui. which,

Mr. Haskell explains, far sighted men hope, will es-

talilish a permanent entente l)etween the Canailians

and the I'liited States and bring about a lasting re-

ciprocity that will be of advantage to botii. Mi\
Haskell tells us that Canadian manufacturers are

naturally not concerned at all at the high cost of

pulpwood to American mills. T'nder the Underwood
Resolution, which provides for a commission to ne-

gotiate with the Provincial Governments of Ontario,

Quebec, and New Brunswick, for the removal of the

present ex|)ort restrictiinis of pulpwood cut on Crown
lands Mr. Haskell says it is argued that under proper
and modern scientific lumbering regulations, the an-
nual growth of timbei- on the Crown lands of Quebec
alone would yield a yearly harvest of 25,000,000 cords
of pulpwood without imiiairing the original forest

as.set and that if this Province should lift the present

embargoes, great benefit would follow from the activ-

ity that would ensue in forest operations and from the

increased receipts for ground rentals and stumpage
fees. Mr. Haskell places the American view of the
Underwood Resolution very concisely before the Brit-

ish public and it is quite evident Americans are leav-

ing nothing undone to secure Canadian pulpwood, to

take the place of what has been destroyed in the past

over the border. The Underwood Resolution certainly
has received a fine advertisement here from Mr. Has-
kell's pen.

Late A. E. Reed's Successor,

The late ;\lr. Albert E. Reed's successor to the pre-

sidency of A. E. Reed and Co., Ltd., the well-known

pulp and paper people, is Mr. A. Ralph Reed. His
election is due to a remarkable coincidence. In the

great firm which his highly respected and revered

father established, Mr. A. Ralph Reed has a twin
lu'other working with him, Mr. E. Percy Reed. Both
are directors of the firm, but through a "stroke of

good fortinie", as the witty Irishman says, Mr. A.
Ral])h R^ed made his entry into the world a few
minutes before his brother, and by virtue lias accord-

ingly been placed in the chair wliich his late faHier

so alily tilled. The late Mi-. Reed had two valuable

helpers in his twin sons and he was naturally very
proud of them.

Paper Market Dull,

There is a dullness in the pajicr market at present.

It is due to the holiday season and the fact that

consumers are well supplied for some weeks to come.
Six months have now elapsed and so far as I can
.judge, the British people have not liad to face the
siiortage experienced in America and Canadian prov-

inces. Only this week I have read an announcement
from a prominent Yorkshire firm .stating that they
would enlarge their weekly paper. Looking around
the other daily and weekly newspapers there is no
sign of a reduction in size and everyone seems well

suiipiieil with newsprint and jjajier of fine [irinting

quality. Of course, London is the dumping ground
<if all the foreign mills and for this reason there is

always a stock lying up in some corner of the eity
to pick and choose from. Consumers, jiowever, are
still putting up their prices for their newspapers and
trade journals and these are announced in cases where
new contracts are being entered into.

Bamboo.
There is a Timber Trades Exliibitiiui here in London.

It was opened l)y the Duke of Connauglit 's son and
I saw a fine exhibit of bamboo from East Africa for
manufacture of pulp. Later on we are to be shown
samples of paper made from this particular bamboo.
Many hundreds of square miles in the East Africa Pro-
tectorate are eovered with this raw material and the
Imperial Institute for Technical Trials are in liiing

arrangements for experiments to determine the suit-

ability of the liamboo for paper-making. Mr. W. A.
Raitt, of India, is here at present and no doubt he will

have something to .say on the (piality of the East Af-
rica raw material. There is one thing certain, bam-
boo and peat pulp will never compete with groiind-
wrxid and that is the opinion of .some of the biggest
buyers today in England.

U. S. A. Newsprint.
We are told that Aiiieriia c-ould consume another

100,000 tons of newsprint in the year; we are also
told that acro.ss the border they want more newsprint
and more pulpwood to keep down the "sufferings"
of the .small publishers. In fact as one reads the
newspaper reports and the trade .iournal rejiorts in
England one would come to the conclusion that the
States could not even sell an ounce of newsjirint to
the British consumer. But the States newsprint .sel-

ler is "Ca-Canny." as the Scotsman says. The London
American Consul caused consternation this week bv
making the f<dlowing announcement from an Ameri-'
can firm: "Will you kindly give us a list of the
larger news-paper dealers in England and approach
them in our name or let us know who they are. with
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tlio purpose i.f buying and selling ne\vsi)rint and other

papers made in the f. S. A. and EnglanH. We pos-

sess very good mill eonueetions and lan supply "uews

ami book papers in ••quantity . Firms liere would

like to km)w what is up with the Ameriean market?

Now if the I'nderwood Resolution beeaiue an agreed

compac-t between Canada and America, the states

would make paper from (,'anailiaii pulpwood and com-

pete with Canadians in the British market tor papers

and probably oversell them. They eertainly eould

heat Canada in ([uieker deliveries. But let it uot be

.said there is a shortage of newsprint in the States

when "large ilealers" ean lie supplied in England

by the real Ameriean (?) article:

EXPERIMENT WITH PEAT AS A SUBSTITUTE
FOR WOOD PULP.

vFrom Our London Correspondent).

Loudon, .luly 1. V.)-H).

The Bog of Allen and other famous bogs in Ire-

land are notable for a plentiful su|)ply of peat (which

is really a decayed vegetable substance resembling

turf and used as a fuel by Irish homesteads) which

is at present under trial and l)eing experimented upon

as a substitute for wood pulp. At a gathering of

paper men ye.sterday in the Manchester School of

Technology it was jjroved l)y a demonstration thai

peat was capable of being used in the manufacture oL'

paper when reduced to a pulp, but to enter into com-

petition with wood pulp, such as Canadian, is at the

moment a problem beyond the dreams (d' avarice. 1

can. however, state that I have seen a specimen of tii-

jiaper from peat pulp as its raw material, and there

is no d(mbt it is a marketable i>roduct. Should it

come to pa.ss that jieat eventually enters into the paper

mill as a pulp I have no hesitation in saying from

my experience travelling through Ireland that there

is at least oO years supply, i)rovided tliat the "turf

right.s"' ean be secured from the ground landhuds

aiul the Crown authorities who own extensive area-

in the country.

An Explanation.

The parly of paper men who accepted invitations

to attend the demonstration in the College was small.

The person fes])onsible for the experiments was Mr.

A. L .Biirlin, the inventor of the process for reducing

the peat to pulp: he is ably assisted by W . T. Cheetham
Brooks, a manufacturer of dyes, colors, cic.. in Man-
chester.

Before the demonslral ion comiiieiKcd .M /. .1. Ilncli-

ncM M. Sc. Tech.. W.I.C.. (the chief dircior of tlie

'l.V^housr of the College, explained that the Collegi-

italf was playing no |)art in the test, except that of

pmvding th necessary facilities under a regulation
which allows such use to be made <d' the machinery
only when the les* cannot lie made elsewhere in tli''

ordinary course of business.

|Afler llw explanation of the College's part in the

t^t. .Mr. Burlin produced the peat pulp and the Cob
Irire pnpermaking machine and attendants did the

rest of the work. A bleached paper was produced
and handed around to the prn(dical men to examine.
It waH regardeil a.s a paper of which the market could

make j?ooi| use and one or two sellers said they could
freely dispose of a number of tfuis of it without dc

• la.v. The onl\ faidt lo be found with the |iapcr was
the appearance of dark speck.H in it. but Mr. Burlin

Raid thexe eoiild he eliininated by iisinp a sieve!

English Peat Versus Irish Peat.

.Mr. Builiii exhibited to tiie company specimens of

the peat lie used and also showed the peat reduced

to pulp. He said that the specimens he had .just

used came from the Fens Bank, on the borders of

,Shi'opsiiire and Ciiesliire, in England, and was not at all

the best f<M- i)ulp. Irisii peat was infinitely better be-

cause of the sui)eriorit.\' of its fibre. His aim was to

produce a substitute for wood pulp used in the mak-

ing of newsprint. In this eoniiectioii he claimed that

his invention, if practically ajiplied on a sufficiently

large scale, would iirove of enormous national import-

ance in view of the great scarcity and ever-increasing

dciiiiiiHl for wood pul|i.

Past Experiments a Failure.

CotuiiuMil iiig on jtrevious tests by otiici' scientists,

.Mr. Burlin explained that attempts had been made be-

fore to iiroduce a satisfactory puli). but the mistake had
been ma<le of destroying the fibre instead of pre-

serving the fibre and its properties. His process, he

said, was so sinii)le that large quantities of pulp could

be jiroduced without any moving machinery. Provided

with the necessary apparatus, he could turn out

within a month at least 50 tons of unbleached pulp,

and within another month "lO tons of bleached pulp

in addition. He added that from the tough roots ex-

trai'ted from tiic jicat a trade in brushes could be de-

xciopcd and that a London firm had already offered

1o pay t;r_' atim for the liipiid extracted from the

peat.'

Peat Pulp Can Help Wood Pulp.

Mr. T. Clieetbam Brooks expi'cssed a liojie that suf-

ficient financial help would he forthcoming to enable
the ])rocess to be ai)i)lied in England instead of al-

lowing foreigners outside the Emjiire to take advantage
of it. In view of the great shortage and high price
of wood pulp, the invention would be of value even
if it permitted the manufacture of nothing but of

brown jiaper, for the demand on wood ]uilp for that

purjiose would be relieved. It had already been demon-
strated that wall-papers, i)aper board, and a host (d'

other things could lie ])roduced from peat i)ulp; and
any maker of newsprint must admit that even if he

could get not .just the (piality he wanted fro nithe peat
pulp it would be very valuable if the result could he
obtained, say. by mixing ."lO per cent of peat pulp with
an eipial quantity of wood iiulji.

To handle the invention adequately it is estimated
that about iJ-J.'iO.noO will be required and if that sum
can be raised it is anticipated that in 18 mouths Mr.
Burlin "s invention of reducing peat to pulp will pa>'

capitalists back tlie money. Of course. I do not know
whether this £2r)0,000 would include the purchase of

rights to cut peat. In Irelan 1, peat being the staple

fuel, there might be a difficulty in securing those
rights; if they could be obtained there is half a cen-
tury's jiulp from iieat fm- the paper mills.

The whole success of llie invention luiw depends on
the •;upport of the capitalist

PULP CO. CHANGES NAME.
The Western Pulp and Lumbci- Trading Coiiipan,\'.

Ltd., of \'ancouver. B. ('., annoiinc(>s that its name
has been changed and that hereafter the business of
the company will be carried on under the name of
the Canadian Crimmercial Coinpaiiv. Limited.
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Financing Industrials Easier
B. K. S. ui the Journal of Commerce.

The feeling- of the financial community in regard to

tlie outlook for 1920 in Canada has become much more
confident in the weeks just past. The chief factor
in the change is the kno\\'-ledge that there will be no
government loan during the year. This means that
the year's accretion's of wealth will be available for

the needs of ordinary current business, and that much
necessary financing for industry and commerce will

be possible which could not have been carried out if

another half billion, or even half of that amount, had
been abstracted from the funds of private cajntal for

governmental purposes.

The summer should see the banks greatly relieved of

their pres?nt burden of loans and strengthened in cash

resources. A good deal of bank moiu\v has had to be

used during the last two or three years for the carry-

ing on of business operations which ought to have been
financed by bond or stock issues, and the withdrawal
of the Government from the money market will nuikc

possible the selling of larg? amounts of such securities

and the cutting down of liank loans out of their pro-

ceeds. The promoters of the iiritish Empire steel

merger appear also to have abandoned their idea of

raising any large proportion of thetr new capital in

this country, wliich is a further sentimental relief to

the local money nuirket, as a matter of twenty-five to

fifty inillions of dollars for a single industry is still a

fairly larg,' order in this Dominion.

Interests Rates High but Stocks will be Restored

The rate of interest or dividend which will have to be

])aid for new capital will undoubtedly be high; but if

there had been a large (Joverument loan the rate on

private offerings might have become almost prohibi-

tive. Most of the new securities will probably take the

form of eight per cent preferred stocks. \\ut in order

that the industry nuiy not be perpetually burdened

with this rate of interest there will be provisions for

the retirement of the stock at a substantial i)remium

after a few years. The new issues when in the form of

bonds will probably be almost entirely short-term,

unless the market becomes clogged with that class of

maturity and it becomes necessary to add ten or fif-

teen years to the life of the bond as an extra induce-

ment, in which case the same retirement device may be

adopted in order to limit the possible profit of the

bondholder in case of a heavy drop in the rate of in-

terest.

Money Will be More Availabh
It must be admitted that expectation of a substantial

drop in the rate of interest after a period of three or

four years seems not unreasonable. The shortage of

capital is tiu^ result of an unprecedented consumption

of that article by all the governments of the world.

The proce.ss of government borrowing is drawing to

an end everywhere. If the shortage of borrowing is

accompanied by any serious effort to reduce govern-

ment indebtedness, it will mean the handing back to

private owner.s of va.st siims of capital year after year

for reinvestment in private enterprise: and these sums

of capital will consist of funds compulsorily saved by

the community out of its current income under the

pressure of taxation. Some people maintain that this

pres.sure of taxation will tend to diminish ordinary

voluntary thrift, but there does not seem to be much

danger of that catastrophe occurring in a country like

Canada, possessing great natural resources and a keen-

ly ambitious and intelligent population, or for that
matter in the I'nited States either, where the rate of
interest for this contimnt will doubtless contiiuie to
be set.

Movement of English Capital to Canada
The rate of exchange will doubtless contiiuie to he

adverse to Canada in the United States as long as it is

adverse to Great Britain, and this together with tlr
unprecedented volume of touri.-t traffic from the
Keiiublie will tend to promote an ever-increasing flow
of American capital in this direction. As soon as
sterling becomes normal there will be a resumption, on
a moderate scale at first, perhaps, but with ever-in-

creasing pressure, of the movement of British funds
to this country. This movement will be on new lines,

differing from those on which British capital was
brought to Canada before the war; for it will consist
largely in investment in the senior secuiities of our
iiulustrial concerns, accompanied jirobably by a moder-
ate amount of participation in their control and man-
agement, whereas in past years British capital has
sought investment chiefly in public and public-utility

bonds. Thus, great as the reipiirements af Canadian
development for new capital will be, there seems to

be a good prospect of their being met with an ade-
quate supply and the difference between the rat? of

interest demanded for corresponding classes of invest-

ment in Canada and the United States ought to be
materially less after the war than it was before.

GAS M.4SKS IN PULP AND PAPER MILLS.
(Jas masks of a no.se-breathing type with canisters

containing special chemicals are used in the digester

house of the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory to give

]irotection against sidphnr dioxide. These masks en-

able the operatiu- to make repairs under conditions

otherwise unbeai-alde and soon pay for themselves in

time saved. Masks of this type are reported by the

Bureau of Mines to hold u|) against a .") per cent, con-

centration of sul|)liur dioxide for about 15 minutes.

When it is realized that r> parts of sulphur dioxide
to one million parts of air can readily be detected,

and that at a com-entration of 150 parts of sulf)hur

dioxide to one million ])arts of air the air becomes
unbreathal)Ie, some idea can be gained of the life of

a canis'er even under adverse mill conditions.

In addition to tli<'ir use in the siiliiliiN- mill, these

masks are of great assistance in the lileach room,

where they are worn continuously during the mixing
of the bleach liquor. Aside from monetary consider-

ations, the increased comfort and safety of the work-
men is sufficient argument in favor of the addition

of gas masks to the regular mill equipment.

The picture of courtesy Racquette Kivec Paper Co.
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MOON HEADS SYRACUSE FORESTRY SCHOOL.

Syracuse. N.Y.—Franklin Moon has been elected

Dean of the New York State College of Fore.stry at

Syracuse by tlie Board of Trustees, the election to be

immediately effective. By this action of the Trustees

one of the earliest members of the Collefre of Fon^try

faculty becomes Dean of the ("oMe-re. for Dean .Momi

became Profe.s.sor of Forest Enjrineerinfr in lin2. a

few months after the college was fiunded.

Dean Moon was frraduatcd from Amherst folhre in

1901 with degree of Bachelor of Arts. From 1902 to

1904 he was engaged in graduate study at Harvard

and was for several years in business life in New York

City before he de<'ided to take up forestry, and in

1909 .secured the degree of Ma.ster of Fore.stry at Yale.

During 190S and 1909 lie was engaged in forest recon-

nai.s.sance in Connecticut and for the Federal Forest

Service in Kentucky. P''or the next two years forester

for the New York State Forest, Fish and Game Com-

mission under Commissioner Whipph". having charge

of the Highlands of the Hudson Forest Reservation,

the nucleus of what is now the Palisades Interstate

Park, the world's greatest park. Prior to coming to

Syracuse. Dean Moon investigated forest conditions

and forestry practice in PVance, (iermany and Switz-

erland. He has written two noteworthy forestry hooks.

one a text-book for fore.stry students and the other

a forestry book for boys. He is one of the Executive

Committee of the New York State Forestry Associa-

tion, which ha.s its headquarters in Syracuse.

price considerably. It was alleged that without taking

dra-stic mea-sures many papers would be ruined.

It was decided unanimously to take .joint action in

the matter probably resulting in a restriction on the

l>ai)er consumi)tion and an increase of rates for sub-

sci'iption aiKJ advertisements.

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER PULP FROM
PAPYRUS IN SOUTH AFRICA.

(Vice-Conswl Charles -T. Piscar. Cape Town. .March

15, 1920.)

Arrangements for the manufacture of i)apcr pulp

from papyrus gra,s.s in Zuliiland are now in progress.

A Norwegian company fWalmer Papyrus Pidp Co.)

has secured a concession over several hundred sipiare

miles from which to reap all reeds and papyrus jrrass.

which are considered to he excellent raw materials for

manufacture of paper pulp. The company is capi-

talized at £160.000 (.$779.000 1. A factory "capable of

turning out 6,000 tons of pulp a year is now being

erected at I'mfolosi. Mo^t of the niachinery and eipiip-

ment was obtained in the Cnited States.

The company intends at first only to niainifactnre

paper pulp. It is estimated that it will take full\'

40,000 tons of raw material to produce the 6,000 tons

of j)nlp, but as the growth of this grass is pereiuiial.

the area where it is found is .so extensive, an

^ndanee of raw material is a.ssured each year. The
papyrus has to be cut by hand, in the same way as

sngnr cane. The gra.ss is dried, passed through a iMit

ting machine, and then pressed and liniewashed. .\n

abundance of cheap colored labor is available. Ijater

on the company intends to extend its operations to

the manufacture of paper, textiles, and i)ags.

PAPER CRISIS IN HOLLAND.
The Nieiiwe Hnttenlain < umaiil stale- tluit last week

the A.s.soeiation of Ni-wspapcr Directors held a meet-

ing in connection witli the serious situation in the

newspaper industry eauscd by the idnionnal rise df

paper prices.

At the meeting man.v paper men .stated that the cost

of paper for their journal exceeded the net selliuL'

WHY NEWS PRINT PRICES MAY GO HIGHER.

The publishers of newsprint are i)r<ii)ahly as keenly

interested in the rainfalls as any (itlier class of people,

sa.vs the Fourth Estate.

We particularly refer to the rainfall enveriug the

areas that sujipl.v the rivers, and wliieli, in turn, through

their hyflianlic development are creating day liy da.v,

tiie groinid wood pulp which rejiresents from 7;i to

80 per cent, of the stock in all news print paper.

Those who carcfiill.v follow the rainfall records cov-

ering tlie iiul|> inaking belt, know the rivers are ex-

ceptionally low, and hence a very great shortage in

ground wood at this time.

Under normal conditions, stocks of ground wood
would be ai'cunuilated during high water period which

would make n]i the deficicney din-ing the low water

period, but these normal conditions do not toda.v main-

tain, for two i)rincii)al reasons:

First. The mills, not normall.v news print mills,

that have gone onto news print on account of the

extreme high prices, are not equipped with their own
gi-oiuid wood plants, have, to a considerable extent,

absorbed the spring surplus through the high prices

the.v have been offering and pa.ving.

In this connection it is Avell to bear in mind that the

mills of this t.vpe have been turning out news print

paper at the rate of, approximately, 125,000 to 150,-

000 tons per year, which enables the reader to apprec-

iate what their invasion of the ground wood surplus

means.
Second. Some of the largest operators in London

in grotuid wood |>nlp and sulphite have lieen scouring

the Canadian market to secure ground wood pulp for

British mills, and if reports be true the.v have practic-

all.v made a clean-up of the surplus stocks in Caiuida,

which ordinaril.v would be drawn uiion by .\merican
mills to cover the low water period.

Ill contemplating the |)robable conditions for the

balance of this .year, or at least until we have the

big fall rains, piiblislieis will lietter understand the

basis on which The Fourth Estate lias expressed the

belief that the news print situation, before the year
1920 is finished, will probably be more acute than it

has been at an.v prior time.

Il is to be hopeil that we shall nol see a run-awa.v
market, but, instea<l, find indilishers practicing still

more rigid ecoiir>m.\' than even now is being practiced,

and thereby nu>et this situation ^vhieh seems probable.
Or. we might all i)ra.v for rain in great abundance,
and in that wa.v. if our pra.vers are answered, lake
care of what wc might otherwise be a ti\\ing sitnatinn.

COMBINED BAG AND ENVELOPE.
Bemis Bro. Bag Co. of St. Louis have devi.sed a com-

bined bag and envelope for use in making par-el post

shipments. The envelo|)i- is of high grade bond paper.
:{ ."(-8 X 6 :{-4 inches, open at the end. The closed eml
is sewed to a stout coffcni bag whose si/e varies from
1 'a X 2 to about S X 15 Indies. Separate spaces
are provided for letter iiostage. parcel post postage
and for the address, on the envelope.
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DOMESTIC CHINA CLAY IN U.S.A.

Possibly the known deposits of ehina clay or kaoliu

the world over are more numerous and extensive than

is generally realized. China clay in Cornwall and
Devon is of paramount importauee. both iu quantity

and quality, so far as present operations exist. Chiua
elay deposits are, however, being worked or are easily

accessible to the miner in many parts of the world

other than Devon and Cornwall.

Deposits have been located in Brazil, Sioiith Africa.

Ceylon, and Russia: and kaolin is proiluced actively

in Sweden, Denmark, France, Germany, Canada, and
Ignited States of America.

The china clay indiustry of England holds its own
firstly because its quality for many purposes has not

been beaten. Many causes, however, contribute to-

wards the successful operations. Geographical posi-

tion for easy and ready transit, and the supply of

necessary ships, is all in favor of tlii- English industry.

It may be well tliough to observe what othciN arc do-

ing in kaolin production outside Devon and C-ornwall.

The Cnitcd Statj-s of America accounts today for an

approximate protlnction of 300,000 tons. Among the

States in which active operations arc in progress may
l)c mentioned Delaware, Virginia, North Carolina.

South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. The pnMlui-t

naturally serves essentially the American mai-kct. Tin-

deposits are mainly sedemcntary, carried in geoidgical

agi's great distances from granite formations and
spread over enormous areas in varying dc|)ths of from
forty lo a hundred feet. The percentage of kaolin to

impurities is extraordinarily high. This lias the effect

of rendering "washing," even hydraulieally. practic-

ally impos-siblc. The clay has to be broken out mc-

elianicallx , and sometimes blasting is resorted to. In

solid form the material is conveyed to the surface of

a pit and transferred to breakers and blungers. From
here it then g:es through an inferior adaptation of the

English system of watei' washing an<l mica di-ag re

finenient lo settling jjits. It is then passed tluoiii:h

filter presses and conve.ved to rather temporary look-

ing sheds and laid on racks. Tlu-se slnnls arc fitted

with a multitude of small bore pipes ]»ii.^sing under
the racks and conveying the exhaust steam from en-

gine boileis. The final product is then freijuently

packed in large bags made of a strong paper and
loaded int '. rail cars or wagons of about 40 tons cap-
acity.

The clay is certaiidy free from an excess of mois-

ture but is usually of an unkind, dry nature, lacking

that fatty fineness of the English protluct. Althou^rh
the Devon and Cornwall clays have preference, the

American consumer has been driven to use unwillinglx
the domestic clays in larger aiul larger <|uantities dur-
ing the unsettled and limited conditions of .shi|)ping.

As these conditions improve, so presumably will the
American consumer revert to English days with which
to hold his own in the world's competition of his ])a-

per, pcttery and other manufacturers. It is, however,
es-sential for the Englishman to give careful attention
to quality, fineness, moL-^ture. and cost of production.
—China Clav Trade Review.

THE BELGO PAPER COMPANY LIMITED.
Among recent incorporatidus tliat will interest the

paper industry is that of the Belgo Paper Company,
Ltd., with head office iu Montreal and capital stock

of $20,000,000. This company will supersede the Belgo
Canadian Pulp and Paper Company, Limited, which
was established at ShawLnigan Falls on the St. ^lau-

rice River eighteen years ago. The company has grown
from a two story building with 24 eighteen nn-li

grinders, thirteen wet machines and two dr\ing ma-
chines with a production of eighty tons of dry ground-
wood per day to an extensive plant producing 177

tons of ground wood, 90 tons of sulphite, 206 tons of

newsprint and employing about 1200 men. The com-
pany is now erecting an extension and installing four
magazine grinders which will increase the capacity
of the ground wood mill l)y eight.v tons. The additionwl
tonnage will event uall.v lie converted into pai)er when
two a<lditional paper mills arc installed.

TUCK GOES TO DAYTON.
Ml'. L. S. Tuck, a membei- of the Technical Section

of the Canadian Pulp and Papei- Association has mi-
grated from Kenoganii, Quebec, where for some years
he has been engineer for the firm of Price Brothers
and Company. Limited, to Dayton, Ohio. His new
i-oiuici-tioii is with the Management, Engineering and
Development Company which is at present engaged in

a number of engineering and constructing projects
for iiulp ami pai)er mills. This company handled the

large propositicin recently carried out iu connection
with the extension of the Espanola plant of tlie Span-
ish River Pulp and Paiicr Mills Ltd. One of the feat-

• urcs of this exiension is a machine room roof of g.vp-

sum bloi-ks for which the roof trusses were designed
liy the Management, Engineering and Development
<'ompany. This type of roof is not only entirel.v free
from corrosion but is an excellent nonconductor of

heat, is light in weight and suitable leinforcenient can
be laid for nine foot spans. Becau.se of its composition
it does not re<|uire painting to give a fine ceiling to
the machine room and needs only to be protetrted above
from weathering and damage by chipping.

EDMONTON NEWSPAPER INCREASES PRICE.
The price of the Edmonton Morning or Evening Bul-

letin delivered by carrier is now 25 cents pev week,
instead of 15 cents as heretofore. The subscription
rate by mail is increased from July 1 to $8 per year.
and by carrier to $12 per year.

BIG POSTAL LOST ON NEWSPAPERS.
Last Week in Ottawa (he alnendniciils lo tlie Postal

Act, Senator Proudfoot urged that the parcel post
rates be increased, but the newspaper postal rates re-

main as the.v are. lie claimed the parcel post .service

was costing the country millions, and was l)enefitting

the mail order houses at the exi)ense 'of the country
merchant. It was also demoralizing the mail service,
and was drawing the wealth of the country to the
large centres. The proposed measures wf)uld tax
newspapers for the benefit of the mail order houses.
Parcel ])ost rates should be at least equal express
rates.

lion. Pierre Blondin replied that the parcel post
system more than paid its way. and the newspaijcr jjost-

age rate caused a loss of over five million dollars an-
nually. The parcel i)ost system had been introduced
to reduce the cost of living. To protect local merchants
the zone system was established. The immense deficit
in the Post Office Department was due to the rural
mail routes. These were now being conducted at a
large loss, and no new routes were being organized,
nor would be, until better conditions prevailed. This
loss was due to the immense increase in the cost of
rural carriers' wages, etc.
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REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
B-2 Successful tree growing on prairies. Noruiau

Uo». Can. Fnr. -1. -Maivli, 1:>2(1.
i..

102. S,.,> also j..

n!t.—CM-.
,, . X.

B-2. A guide to Ontario tree planters, h. s. .New-

man. Ontario Forestry I'.raiu-h Ian. For. .1.. Fchiuary,

1!»20. page 77.—C.L.
B-2. Working for postarity. Alhm Donnell. ( an.

For. .)., Octolier. l!M:i. p. :Vn. Forest plantin^r l)y Laii-

rentidp Company. Kionlon Pulp and Paper Company.

Abitilii Power and Paper Co.. ete.—C.L.

B-2. Rate of growth of British Columbia's forests.

K. 1>. Craig. Pacific Coast Lumberman. April. I!t20,

p. 47. Answers an editorial in the March issue, hear-

iug on the statement that the growth of new timber i.s

five times the annual cut. There is sufficient forest

lalid on which to grow about five times the amount

annuallv cut but that the realization of this increment

is contingent upon the protection of the young growth

from fire.—C.L.

B-2. Reforestation now necessary. Ellwood \\ il-

son. Can. For. J., October, IKl'i, p. 420. Cuttinir

arranged to rotate over replanted areas; seaplanes for

surveys and fire protection; plans of the Laurentide

(,'ompany. Ltd.—C.L.

B-2. Big companies try out forestry methods. Can.

For. J., October, VM'-K p. 408. Forest rese irch work

of Laurentide Company. (Quebec Fore'^t Service, liar-

hurst Lumber Company. Commission of Conservation.

New Brunswick Forest Service, Dominion Entomologi-

cal P.ranch of Riordon Pulp and Paper Co. -C.L.

B-2. Wantonly wasting many growing forests.

Frank I. Ritchie. Can. Lundicrman li Woodworker,

February. 1!I20. p. ^y'h Discusses articles on refore-

.station published in the Financial Post of September

27, l!»l!t. Analyzes co.sts of forest planting; bogus

settlers; prohibition of tlie exportation of pidpwood;

lietter forest jiroteetion. closer utilization.—C.L.

B-3. Forest fires in Alberta. Can. Lumberman &

Woodworker. February L'>. P'2n. p. W. .\ summary

of the situation in H'l'.t.- C.L.

B-3 Fire protection on Dominion crown lands, i).

l; Cameron Can. For. .1., October. 1910. p. iiit.-).—C.L.

i-3. The airplane in forest patrol. Milton R. Klep-

\M Can For. -L. October. ^'^V^. p 4L') See also p.

4*-C.L.
B-3. Aircraft and timberlands. Stuart (iraham.

Manager Aviation Dipartment. St. Maurice Forest

Protective Association. Can. F..r. .1.. November l!ll!l.

|i. 4:1.'). See also pages 4:iS and 44L See also arti(de

l.y Mr. (iraham in the January. 1!I20 issue at page 14.

-( L.

B-3. What sUrts the forest fires?. Can. For. •!..

Oetober, PiPt. p. 411. Dry weather and dry electrical

storms givi'u as the chief eauses.—C.L.

B-3. Wind and fire damage to forests. Frank .1. D
P.arn.ium. Can For. .). March. 1!I2(). p. 127. The

damage caused by enemies of the forrst is greater

than the annual irrowlli C L

B-3. Can lumbermen afford to burn debris? Can.

For. .L February 1!I20. p. M:{. Costs of slash dis|tos)i1.

a.H reported at the Montreal meeting of the Quebec

^ ^ASSOCIATION

l'"orest Productive Assn., antl the annual meeting of

the Canadian .Society of Forest Engineers. See also

p. 86.—C.L.
B-3. Protecting British Columbia's Forests. \V.

Turnbull. Pacific- Coast Lundicrnian. l-'ehruary, 1920.

p. 30. Discusses the forest fire situation in UI19. The
season was one of exceptional hazard. Campaign of

educational propagaiula ; enforcement of legislation;

increased forest ])roteetion tax; portable forest fire

|)unip; ex])enditures on forest protection.—C.L.

B-2. Abitibi Company prepares to handle its forest

constructivel.N . Can. For. J., Nov. 191!i, p. 4.")S. Ap-
pointment of II. (J. Sehanche as forester to the Com-
pany; forest planting program; fire protection; con-

trol of damage* by insect and fungi; regulation of

cutting methods.—C.L.

B-2. New Brunswick's timber regulations. Can.
For. J., Nov. 1919. p. 4;j9. Diameter limits, stump
height, trimming allowance, size of tops; protection of

young growth, etc. —C.L.

B-2. Quebec logging slash a great menace.. .Henry
Sorgius Can. For. .1.. Nov. 1!I19. p. 4b0. The pres-

eiu'e of logging slash adds very greatly to the diffi-

c-ulfy of i)reventing and controlling forest fir'\s.—C.L.

B-2. Forest sample plots at Petawawa. Can. For.
•1., Nov. 1919. p. 469. Ixes-arch work by the Dominion
l-'orcstry Lranch on the Petawawa Military reserva-
tion, Ontario.—C.L.

B-2. Putting back a new forest. Ellwood Wilson.
Can. For. .1.. Nov. lupi, p. 470 Discusses the problems
relating to the coiiservat iiui of eastern Canada forests:

the hardwootl problem; fire |ii-otccting forest plantinjr.

—C.L.
B-9. Canada's Timber—What she is doing with it.

Can. Lumberman >.<: Woodworker. March l.'i. 11120. p.

.')(). A summary of the report of the Committee on
Forests, Commission of Conservation, prcjiared by
Clyde Leavitt, Chief Forester, for presentation at the

annual meeting of the Commission. Discusses the
situation in each of the sevei'al provinces. Value of

('anada's timl)er trad;*; elimination of waste in logging
work of the Quebec Forest Protective Assoeiatiou:

need for Provincial Forester in Nova Scotia; Tribute
to Di-. H. E. Fernow ; Survey of Ontario's forest re-

sources; Slash burning: aerial patrol; sjinn-e' bud-

worm, ete.—C.L.

..B-9. Plain statements on Canada's forests. Frank
J. D. Bamjum. Can. For. .1., .Ian\iary 1919. p. 27. A
discussion of the limitations <d' the Nation's wood sup-

ply with a siigeslion as to renu>dies. Campaign of

e<lueafion, increased fire protection. reforestation,

slash burning, closer supervision of woods operations,

and an embargo or export dutv on raw material taken

from fee laiuls; or the annual purcduise of the fee laud

wood bv a combination of all I he Canadian mills.

—

C L.

B-9. The forestry problem in Ontario. E. J. Zavitz.

Provincial Forester. Can For. .1. March. 1920. p. 122.

How the Province can take highest profits from '^0

million acres of forest lands; need for demonstration

forests; forest planting; wondlot forests in southern

Ontario.—Cli.
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B-9. Senate requests report on lumber industry.

Amer. Lumberman, Feliruary, 2s, 1920. p. 1. Kesolu

tion by Senator Capper of Kaii.sa.s. direeting tbe See

retary of Agriculture to report to the Senate tlie facts

as to the depletion of timber, pulpwood and other

forest resources in the United States; relation to high

cost of materials, and to permanence of domestic in-

dustries.—C.L.

B-9. Canada's forests as a crop. Clyde Leavitt.

Can. For. J. Oct. 11119, p. ;587. Es.sential supplies for

industries not maintained under present methods of

woods management. Economic importance of Can-

ada's forests; the problem of hardwood utilization in

the mixed forests; cutting regulations; forest revenues

of the eastern provinces.—C.L.

B-9. Forestry legislation in Canada during 1919

F. W. II. Jacombe. Can. For, .1., January. 1920, p. S.i.

A resume of forestry legislation concerning Dominion
and provincial forest huuls in 1919.—C.L.

B-9. An 'Insurance policy" on Canada's Great

Paper Industry, (ieo. Cliahnon. President i>aurcntide

Company, Ltd. Can. For. J., January, 1920, p. :!4.

Need of scientific .system in operating woodlands: re-

forestation work of pulp and paper companies; forest

research; jiropcr management of forests C.L.

B-9. Fundamental common places in forestry. Dr.

B. E. Fernow. Can. For. .)., .January, l'»20, p. :iti. For-

estry is the growing of wood crops as a business. It

recjuires a large amount of capital and a long time

for its products to mature; re(iuires large areas of

non-agricultural soils; foregoing present revenue for

the sake of future greater revenue. In general, for-

estry as a business can be siu'cessfully applied only

or mainly i)y the communit.v. municipalit.v. or state,

thougli large long-lived corjiorations, such as pulp and
paper companies, may be air exception.—C.L.

B-9. America's big job ahead.. .Filibert Hoth, Prof,

of Forestry, Tiiiv. of ilichigan. Can. For. J., January
1920, p. '.i'.). To secure timber it will be necessary to

start at once a .Xatioiial forest policy.—C.L.

B-9, Sweden's scheme for growing forests. II. C.

Wallin. Can. For. J.. February l!t20. p. .">1.

B-9, Keeping Coast forests productive, lion. T.

D. Pattuilo, Can. For. J., Fei)ruary 1!I20, p. 67. Fire

prevention; estimate of supply; natural regenerati<tn

;

insect damage; development of the pulp and paiiei-

industry; need for forest research: jirovincial re-

venue.—C.L.

B-9. Conditions in Prairie Province forests.. .II. C.

Wallin, Dominion Fon'stry Branch. Can Fi)r. J.. Feb.
1920, p. 7"). A summary nf reconnaissance surveys b.v

the Forestry Branch in ilanitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta.—C.L.

PULP SCREENING PATENT.

Anton J. Haug, Nashua, N. H,, assignor to Improved
Paper Machinery Company, Nashua. N. IT., a corpor-
ation of Maine, Filed Jan. 28, 191S. Serial Xo. 214,-

088. 13 Claims. (CI. 92—S.!.) V. S. Patent. 1,319.-

705. Claim \o. 1. In an apparatus for screening pulp,
the combination with a tank, of a submerged .screen
drum, an inlet for feeding stock to the interior of the
drum, said iidet being below tlie level of submergence,
an outlet communicating with the tank for withdraw-
ing the screened stock, whereby said stock advances
progre-ssively through said drum from the inlet toward
the outlet, a tailings outlet for said drum, and means
for vibrating the drum.

T. A. P, P, I, TO MEET AT SARATOGA,
On September 1 to :>, 1920, the Fall ^Meeting nf the

Technical Association of llie Pulp and Paper Industry
will lake place at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., with head-
quarters at the Graiul Union Hotel. The program
gives assurance of a most interesting and iiKstructive

meeting.

The business session will open on Wednesda.v morn-
ing September 1, at 9.30 o'clock, in the Casino. Of-
ficers and committee reports will i)e presented, follow-
ed by ])apcrs on sjJCv'ial subjects, an especially im-
portant one being on the Washing of Felts. In the
evening members and guests will be entertained at

dinner by the paper nuinufaclurers of the Hudson
River Valley and virinity. The speakers thus far

selected iiu-lude Mr. C. H. .McMillen, of the I'nion
Bag and Paper Corixiration, who will act as toast-

master; Mr. Philli]) T. Dodge, of the International
Paper Company, and Colonel C. II. L. Jones, of the
Spjinish River Pulp and Pajjcr Mills. Limited.

Thursday. September 2. will i)e given up to mill
visitations, f(dlowed by a steamboat excursion on Lake
(leorge in the evening. It has been arranged to
pa ya visits of inspection during the day to the plants
of the International Paper Company. Finch, Pruyn and
Co.. Fnion Bag aiul Pajier Corporation. Standard Wall
Paper Company and Saiuly Hill Iron and Brass Works.
.\ulomobilcs will be provided to convey the members
to and from the j)laces visited.

On Friday the members of tiie T. A. P.P.I, and
their guests wil be taken to the works of the General
Electric Comi)any. at Schenectady, where the machin-
ery ami electrical a|)paratus used in pul]) ami ])aper
mills will he shown in the making. The visitors will
sul..scipicntly he the guests of the General Electric
Company at luncheon. In the afternoon it is planned
to visit the felt mills of F. C. Iluyck and Sons and
the Albany Felt Company,
T.A.IMM. asks the pulp and pai)er manufactur-

ers who are represented by membershii) '" the associ-
ation to take a broad and generous view of this gather-
ing of the technical men of the industry ami arrange
for a good atlemlam-c on the part of members con-
nected with their mills, or of prospective members.
The stated meetings of T.A.P.P.I. afford valuable op-
portunities for tlie discussion of common problems,
new developments, methods ami processes, and it i.s

hoped that mill executives will appreciate the ad-
vantages to be derived from their technical advisers
coming in personal contact with the engineers and
c-hcmis.s of other mills in the way made po.s.sible bv
the Fall Meeting of T.A.P.P.I. at Saratoga Springs
X. Y., Sept., 1—:i 1920.

Resi)ectfully,

Thomas G. Keenan,
SECRETARY.

GAS MASKS FOR FOREST RANGERS.
Necessity taught the English aii<! Americans the use

of gas masks. X'ow these same accessories of war
have been put to use in fighting attacks of the de-
stroyer in nature.

At the Centennial Exposition in Portland, Me., last
week, the S. I). Warren Company had a novel booth.
.Vn old-fashio>'ed plant was shown, in which one girl
dipped shuts on a hand mould, another dried them,
while a boy printed them on an old Franklin press.
It was very popular and instructive.
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U S PAPER STOCKS ON HAND. April 1920 is imported from Canada. The value of

c. 1 t 11 1 ... ^.u „..«-nrlnt tVlts aiid ">e cxiTorts of newsprint in April 1920 amounted to
btocKS 01 .111 ^ram. <^-^/-H

i,^;,,-, thP month *381,215 whu-h is slightly less than 8 per cent, ot the
buildme, and specialties, decreased during tne momn. < •

. •

Stocks of all grades reported by manufacturers at the newsprint imported.

end of Mav amounted to 182.543 tons, including the Book paper. \^ rapping paper. Bine paper. Ne^s-

tock' at terminal and delivery points. In addition print and Paperl.oa.-d were the principal gracles ex-

to these stocks, jobbers and publishers reported news- Ported, he combined value amounting to +3.0-8.132

print stocks and tonnage in transit aggregating 176,-
'^^if/^/jj^^fj ^,^ ^^.^^j .^^^^^^ ^^^ ^,, ^^^^es was al-

.M4.1 tons.
^. n most 8 per cent, greater than for Marcli 1920 and

Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic mills
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ .^ . ^.^^^^ g.-eater than for April 1919.

on May 31st. with their average daily production based
^^^^ ^.^j^^ ^^^ ^1^^ ^^j^, ^^^^^^^ j^,, ^^^-^ j^oq ,vas $941;-

upon the combined production for the years 191.. 191H g^,- j^^^ ^,^^^ j,^^ ^.^,^^ ^^ ^j^^ exports for April 1919,
and 1919. the figures show that

:

.^i^^, ^^.^^ .$83.j.801 less than the value of the imports
Newsprint paper mill stocks equal slightly more than

f^ir April 1920.

5 days' average output. In May 1919, 1.147 paper machines lost 197,550

Book paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 8 |,ours. In May 1920, the time lost by 439 machines

days' average output.
^ was only 61.823 hours, and of tliat, only 592 hours

Paper board mill stocks equal slightly less than 7 „.j,j, ^jjip" ,,, \.^^.^ ^.f ,.,,3) Transportation troubles are

days' average output. not recorded separately, but would certainly be an im-

\V rapping paper mill stocks equal slightly more than |,„rtaiit factor.—Feredal Trade Commission.
11 days' average output.

Bag Paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 6 PRICES OF WALL PAPER IN THE U. S.

days' average output.
^j following is a taiiulation of the high, low and

Fine paper mill stocks equal slightly less than Jb •11 n * » i•^ "^
. . average prices paid bv wall paper concerns tor stock

days average output.
,l„,.in^ \I..v 1090

Tissue paper mill stocks eciual slightly less than 1.3
"""»«

^''^f>-

^^'^"•

davs" average output. «t,
'^ u

Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 3 ^o - « 'nte Hanging:

davs' average output. Higli Low Average F. 0. B.

Felts and building paper mill stocks equal slightly $10.00 $3.o0 .$4.9 1
Mill Contract

more than 11 days' average output.
^

.1-00 6.00 9.05 Mill Current

Miscellaneous paper mill stocks equal slightly more Special Papers:

than 23 davs' average output. 1000 ^-0 6.48 Mill Contract

Total paper mil! sto.ks of all grades equal slightly 13.00 6.00 9.00 Mill Current

more than 9 davs' av.-ragc output. Under special papers are included all papers not

Imports and Exports. classified as No. 2 White Hanging Paper. In some

The imports and exports of all grades of paper for instances the low price may be even less than for No.

April 1920 compared with April 1919, as shown by - White Hanging in view of the fact that .some of the

the records of the Department of Commerce were as l>"Pe>' t'l'is classified may be of a cheaper grade than

follows: ^"- —
Imports: l'''^ stocks of hanging paper in the paper mills de-

April 1920 April 1919 creased 176 tons during May 1920. The stocks of

Value Pounds Value hanging paper held by the wall paper concerns in-

Newsprint $4,9.59,478 88.8.53.»i41 $3,060,366 creased 7.012 tons, and the special papers held by the

Book Paper . ... 71,260 11.432 6..393 "all i)ai)er concerns increased 580 tons. Stocks of

Wrapping .... 48.309 246.974
"

20,578 finisiied will paper held liy wall ]m\w concerns de-

Hanging 29,749 16.673 creased 2,159 tons. The total stocks of hanging paper.

All other grades* 148^030 187.726 special itapcrs and finished wall paper reported by
the i)aper mills and the wall paper concerns on May

jw„Ptj.. 31 amounted to 19.001 tons. In addition to these

\p\2|,ri„l 381,215 16..587.909 747.328 stocks 1,350 tons of hanging and special papers were

Bool Paper .... 1,028!.546 12!885!975 1.36().(;9I) leporte.l in transit —Federal Trade (^nimission.

Paperl.oanl . . . 335,8.39 5.802,781 420,417

Wrapping .... 708,9.57 6.467,193 595,522 TIMBER ESTIMATING HOUSE OPENS WASHING-
Bag 147,7.33 782.031 91.307 TON OFFICE.
FiM 623,.575 7.205,107 1.1(il.l39* Mr. .lames W. Scwall <.f ( )l.i I'dwii. Maine, lias made
TisBUP 315.4.58 697.246 124,222 arrangements to npcn an (.ffice for the coiidiicl of
Hnging 99.783 1.119.969 129.6.58 tiiiibci- estimating and mapi)ing work throughout the
All other grades* 779,919 5,512,515 731,857 .Southern and Central states. The well known Lmnber-

man's Bureau. Muiisey Building. Washington. D.C.
Total Import.s.. .t5.2.56,826 .$3,291,736 will ad as Mr. Sewall's representative for that terri-

Total Exports .. 4,421.nj5 .57.060.726 .5.362.640 tory.

•Iiirliirles s<»me paper alrea<ly converted info com- This expansion has become necessary because of the
mereial articles. continued increased deiiiands for reliable work such

MS the Sewall organization accomplishes, and so that
Newsprint is the only grade of whiih the I'nited .Southern and Central clients can get as good quick

States is a heavy importer. Practically all of this ton- service as the Northern ones. Mr, Sewall will be in

nage. the value of which amounted to .$4.9.59.478 for active personal touch with both offices.
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To luanufactui-L'. export and deal iu paper, puli)

and pulpwood and all ingredients used in the manu-
facture of paper. H. G. Craig & Company, Limited,

have been granted a charter by the Dominion Govern-

ment. The headquartei-s of the company will be at

Montreal, and the capital stock is fixed at •1;r),000.

Montreal lawyers are named as the incorporators.

For the purpose of taking over the business of R.

S. Hooper, publisher of Ottawa, the Photogelatine En-

graving Company, Limited, hiis been organized, and
has been granted a charter, the capital stock beiuir

$50,000. Among the incorporators are R. S. Hooper,

publisher; A. W. Barker, printer; A. E. Corrigan.

insurance manager, all of Ottawa.

The Ontario Engraving Company, Limited, has been

formed at Hamilton and has secured a charter author-

izing them to engage in engraving and publishing with

a capital stock of $40,000. Among the incorporators

are: C. R. Mc.CuIlough and G. H. Curtiss. inanufac-

tnrei-s. and W. C. Thompson, commercial traveller, of

Hamilton.

The Frascr Company, Ltd., of Chatham. X.H..

which recently secured the plant formerly owned li.\

the Dominion Pidp Co. of Xew Brunswick, is making
a number of changes, which, when completed, will |uil

the plant in first da.ss condition and will slightly in-

crease the i)roduction. The changes include altera-

tions in the b.iler lionst>. remodelling of the woo<l room
and the installation of two additional American bark-

ing drums which have been bought within the jiast

two weeks.

The Toronto office of the Canadian Barking Drum
Co.. reports the following sales through their Toronto
and Chicago offices: The Hincklev Fibre Co.. of

Hinckley. N.Y. ; A. E. Reid & Co.. Bishop Falls. New-
foundland; Sjianish River Pulp and Paper Mills. Ltd..

Sturgeon Falls; Groveton Paper Co.. Grovct^n. X.H.;
Xorthern Paper Mills. Green Bay. Wis.; aiul two
drums to the Eraser Co., Ltd., Chatham, N.B.

The Kennedy Carliner and Bag Company. Limited,

an American firm which is establishing its manufac-
turing head(|uarters for Canada in "Wowlstock, Out.,

is about ready to commence operations. The company
has purchased the plant of William Stone, Limited,
which has been iindergoing extensive repairs. Lin-

ings and coverings for grain cars, paper bags. etc..

will l)e mamifactured.
Dropping from the skies into an unknown lake and

wandering for five days in the woo<ls about forty

miles u'rth of Webbwood, was the exjierience of tin-

pilot and mechanic who were flying the new hydro-
aeroplane being \ised by the Spanish River Pulp and
Paper Mills. Ltd. The fliers ran out of gas. and hat!

to land in an unknown region where they spent five

days endeavoring to find their way back to civiliza-

tion. They finally arrived at Sault Ste. Marie, little

the worse for their experience.

Mr. John Mather, formerly sales manager of the

Wayagamack Paper Co.. and latterly with the Can-

adian E.Njioil Company at ^loutreal, has readied \'aii

couver, and taken over, the management of sales of

Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd.

A visitor to Toronto this week was Mr. J. J. G.

Kerry, President of the Canada Paper Box Company,
Limited, which has taken the place of the Canada Box
Board Conii)any, Ltd., and which has just been granted

a federal charter, with an authorized capital of $o.-

000.000. Mr. Kerry stated that the head office of

the company would be located in Toronto, luit that

nothing definite had as yet been arranged as ii the

location of the new box board mill to be erected either

at Toronto or Fraid<fort. The company is putting up
a ground wood phuit at Frankfort, which, it is ex-

pected will be in operation in September. The build-

ing will be of concrete and will be (•(|uii)ped with four

grinders and four wet machines. It is proposed to

take out the small pulpwood plant at Frankfort and
another machine will lie added there, which will iu-

crea.se the ca]>acity to 60 tons of box board. At the

ci-mpany's three plants the output is now 100 tons

of Itox board. Fui'tlier pros])ective expansion is be-

intr provided for in .Montreal, where the c()iii|>any has

|iurcliased tiie .McDongall pro|)erty, ail.ioining the mill

in that city. Mr. David F. Robertson, formerly of tlie

Campbeliford mill rf the Xorthumberland Paper and
Electric Co. is the general manager of the company.

Tin- Fre<l. W. Halls Co.. Ltd., paper dealers. To
riinto. Iiavc purchased the Toronto Hat Company's
building at 2r)7 Adelaide Street. West for $H0,d00,

wliicli will be used by the purcha.sers as a warehouse.

Mr. Alex. I^iintin. of Buntin Reid Company, Ltd..

Tor nto, has gone on a moiiths holiday trip to Mur-
ray Bay.

Mr. 'f. L. {{alcliffe. head of the Rateliffc Paper
Co.. Ltd., has returned from a 2oOO-mile motor tri])

through the White Mountains, which trip he took

fol'owing his attendance at the Rotary Convention at

Atlantic City.

Mr. P. L. Colbert, manager of the Valleyfield Coat-

ed Paper Co., spent a few days in Toronto this week.
Lieut. Loren L. Brown, the newly appointed B.C.

Lundier Connnis-ioner for the East, has arrived in To-
ronto, and has opened an office at X'o. 1 Adelaide
Street. East. Mr. Brown reports the outlook for the

expansion of the pulj) and paper industry in the
West as being very bright.

. Mr. George Erskine. Toronto representative of the

George H. Mead Co.. Dayton, Ohio, was in Montreal
this week atteiulinjr a meeting of the board section of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper A.'i»o<-iation.

Mr. Charles H. (Jreen of the Osborne Engineering
Co., of Clevelend. was in Toronto this week eiK|uiring

into tile prospects of opening an office in Toronto as

a branch of his firm. A thorough investigation was
made of the building prospects of the pulp jilants in

Ontario.

Some people, knowing themselves at fault, still make
frantic efforts to shift the blame on others.
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PROVINCIAL PAPER BUYS UP PORT ARTHUR

Ton.nt.. .luly U.—Port Arthur will be the soeue of

important developments in paper manufacture when

tlie plans are eompleted of the Provincial Paper Mills,

Limited, who have just acquired ownership of the

Port Artliur Pulp and Paper Co., of which they had

enntrol for some time previously.

About ^l.oCO.OOO is involved in the transfer, and

it is intended to expend about .1;2.500.000 in the erec-

tion of a paper mill. Preliminary work has been in

procrress for the past six months, but delay in the de-

livery of machinery, owing to the overcrowded con-

dition of paper machinery factories, has made definite

plans for completion impossible.

The plant, which occupies 140 acres in the city of

Port Arthur, has turned out about $2,000,000 of sul-

phite annually, which has been sold in the United

States, chiefly in Wisconsin and Minnesota.

It is now "intended to complete the product into

paper on this side, with a mill to turn out 40 tons a

dav. Later in the present year it is likely the Provin-

cial Paper Mills will do some fiuaiicing: for the new

plant, probably in the way of a bond issue, secured

by the company's four properties, the other mills

being at Georgetown. Thorold and Millc Roches.

MANUFACTURING COTTON HULL PULP.

Artnai prodiictK.ii has Keen started liy the Staiiisoci>tt

company, incorporated, at Hopewell. Va.. manufactur-

ers of paper pulp from second grade cotton and fibre

from cotton hulls, obtained from oil mills.

Three large cotton oil companies are interested in the

new project, and the source of raw material will be

derived from oil mills, jirincipally in the southeast.

.1. \V. Stull. president of the company, stated that

production now is. small, but that the company hopes

in a short time to produce about 300 tons of the mater-

ial daily, or about 2..")00 car hiads monthly, if the de-

mands for the )>roduct warrant such an output.

The concern is now capitalized for .$4.").000. but they

will shortly increase their cajiifal to several millions

of dollars. The plant, when if is completed, will em-

l>race 101 acres in what is known as "B" operating

area of the Dnl'ont plant, and will have about 40

buildings.

AI>ont 1.000 men will be emjiloyed by the company,

when it is pri.dncing as is hoped for, both white and

c.,|(,rpil. Thi're will lie three large digester buildings.

aii(litlicir powerplani will jiroduce about 10.000 boiler

hoAjMiwer. Various kinds of pulp will be made to

be fianufacfnred into several kinds of )iaper.

Besides Mr. Stull, other officers of the company are

(ieorgp W. Haskell, Vice-president, and \j. K. Palmer,

secretary and treasurer.

I
PULPWOOD $12 CORD.

fleirina, Sask . .Inly fi. -An offer for pulp wood at

a price of iiiPJ per cord f.o.lt. I'ars. Fort Kram-es. has

been received by the Hnreau of Labur and Industries.

An inqtiiry will imw lie instituted as to the freight

rates, points of shipment and other feaftires with a

view to finding a market, if jtossible. for the great

quantities of this wood being cleared from the set

tiers' holdings in the northern part of the Province.

At present this wood is being destroyed and a mar

ket would prove a source of revenue for settlers during

the .vears the land is beinir cleared aiirl before a crop

can be seenred

SODIUM SULPHATE IN SASKATCHEWAN.
.\ lake of solid ghiiilicr >all>. wliicli. is one mile long

and 1.000 yards acros; , and estimated to contain 2,-

000,000 toils of sodium sulphate has been discovered

near Knsilier, Saskatchewan. A syndicate has been

formed under the name of Soda Deposits. Ltd., for

the purpose of exploiting this lake. There is a great

demand for this mineral in the pulp manufacturing

inilustrv and llicrc is no doubt of a ready market.

HIGHER STUMPAGE RATE IN N. B.

Frederickon. X. B.. .Inly 7.—(In or before August

1st next, the stumpage rates for the following year

for Inmlier cut upon the crown lands of New Bruns-

wick must lie fixed. Premier Foster this afternoon

said he was not certain whether the stumpage ques-

tion would be settled b.v the (Jovernmeut this week

or would liave to stand over until a special meeting.

lie said, however, that it was on the order paper. Dur-

ing the last session of the Legislature, it was intimated

that an advance from .$3.oO, the present figure per

thousand on spruce, up to .$;") at least might be antiei-

l)ated. It wa^ also stated this nuirning that the Hy-

dro-Electric I'ommission to carry on the development

of the water jiowers of New Brunswii^k would lie ap-

iioiiited during this meeting of the Cabinet.

FLEISHACKERS NOT BUYING WHALENS.
A sju'cial coniiiiuiiicatioii from tlic X'aiicouvcr office

cf the Pulp & Paper Magazine (piotes a telegram from

Wm. Pierce Johnson, president of the Crown-Wil-

lamette Pajier Co., regarding an article recently pub-

lished by the Vancouver "Sun." Mr. .lohnson states

emphatically that neither he. Mortimer Fleishacker.

Hi'rbert Fleishacker nor the Crown-Williamette Paper
Co. own or hold any interest whatever in the Whalen
("oiiipan.v or properties, and tl not coiitemulate doing

so.

Possibly someone else connected with the California

company bought some Whalen stock and this may have

foiincd the basis of the storv in the "Sun."

•I. F. Ellis, president of the TJarber-ElIis Comiiany,

Toronto, and former president of the Canadian Paper
Trade As.soeiation. who was one of the founders and
until recently treasurer of the Canadian Manufac-
turers A.ssociation, which held its recent annual tvn-

vciition in Vancouver, has been signally honored by

lieiiit: elected a life member of the C..M.A.

Two of the employees of the Bronijiton Pulp and
Paper Company at the Bromptonville plant, M. M.
(tingras and .M. F. Sinnott. were injured by being

struck on the head. They were taken to the hospital

al Sherbrooke.

Duriinr his stay in Eastern Cauda. Mr .\. K. Bryan.
Trade Commissioner to .lapan. visited Batliurst, N.B.

and made a ciirefid inspection of the pulp and paper

The con>olidation is announced of Westinghou.se.

Church. Kerr & Co.. Inc.. and Dwight P. Robinson
& Co.. Inc.. under the name of Dwight P. Robinson
and Company, incorporated, engineers and eonsfrue-

tors. with general offices at 12.'> East 4(ith Street, and
downtown office at HI Broadway. New York. The
firm has branch offices in Chicago, Cleveland. Pitts-

burgh and Dalla.s.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, July IT.—The Canadian pulp and paper
indu.stry continues to expand in eonsonanee witii the

general prosperity of the trade and risinp: securities

on the stock markets. The latest pulp propos-ition

about to take form is a <rood-sized mill to he erected

by the Spruce Falls Pulp & Paper Co. (re-ineorporat-

ed), of Bradford, Pa., at Kapuskasin<r, the scene of

the former settlement for .soldiers, and around which
there has rafred .so much discussion in Ont-ario (Jovern

ment and returned soldier circles. Details of the jiro-

position have not .vet been announced, but Premier

Drury stated this week, followiufr the visit to him of a

deputation that waited on him, tiiat the mill to he

established would be lar<rer than wa.s orioriually ex-

pected and that the Government would make a detail-

ed statement as .soon as arraaufrements ar*" completed.

This proposition, tofrether with several that are under
way for the Port Arthur district, the proposed straw

paper mill in Saskatchewan and the proposed pulp mill

at Kcnora indicate that the middle west is about to

underpro somewhat of a boom in i>uli) manufacture,

which should ultimately have its effect ui)ou the Cana-

dian end of the industry. Whether these and simi-

lar propositions in the ea.st, will be ready in time to

share in the lareneral prosperity that is markinp: the

industry in Canada, is a matter for speculation, but

the numerous |iulp and paper enterprises that are be-

iufr floated would indicate considerable faith in the

permanency of the tradi> and its probable continued
prosjxM'ity.

Pulp and Paper.

Tiu- scai-city of botii chemical and mechanical pulp,

the sbortasre of coal supjilies and the hisrh prices the

mills have to pay for insrredients are reflected in still

higher prices for .some lines of paper which went into

effect this week as noted below. The experience of

one bi<r mill, however, is that coal can be .had, but at

a very high fi<rnre, several cars having beeen offered

durinir the week. Most mills, however, are experi-

enciu'j: difficulty in sretting their supplies, and very
few of the pulp mills have any of their product for

anyone outside if their regidar contract customers.

Canadian mills can get the benefit of the high rate

of exchange on Canadian money and when quotations

for ptdp sales are made they are in American funds,

althouarh some mills are making the practice of split-

ting the fifteen per cent exchange with their custom-
ers. Sales of eronndwood pulp have been made th's

week at -tHi) a t"n. plus American exehance. which
means that the commodity is selling at from $loO to

^'iG^ a ton. Xews-srrade sulphite is selling at $17-5

and bleached sulphite contracts are bein? made at

from .'fslOO to $200 in American funds. Sheet news is

selling for as high as 14c in the open market and the

representative of one big producer said that while
they had made no contracts for sheets, the contract
price, when arransed by them and their customers
would be from 7I4C to 10c a pound. News rolls are
being delivered under contract at prices up to 6c a

pound, Kraft pidp is selling at from $140 to $160 a
ton, and bleaching powder is beiu<: paid for by the
pulp mills at the rate of (!i' a iiound.

Book Papers.
Generally speaking, the market for bouk papers

remains firm with a slight falling off in the demand,
but not enough to allow the mills to get caught up
with their orders. Jobbers arc still exneriencing dif-
ficulty in getting adeciuate supplies and .stocks are
vci-y low, with indications of higher prices to come.
Prices quoted by the most con.«;ervative mills are only
a partial guide to what is being paid by some houses.
One mill, which claims to be selling cheaper than
most of the manufacturers, quotes No. 1 S.C!. book at

16e; No. 2 at 15e and No. 3 at 14%c, with half a
cent less for machine finish. No. 1 coated is .selling

at 17e and No. 2 at 16c with colored at 18c a pound".
Sulphite boiul.s are quoted at HiAc, while the cheapest
writing papeis bring l.'n* per pound. Canadian deal-
ers in imiiorted American cover papers were notified
this week of a withdrawal of all price lists by I'nited
States paper houses and invoices being received now
show a substantial increase in prices over those pre-
vailing in the past few weeks. These prices apply
to the higher grades of wiver stock which are brought
in from acro,ss the border. Imported board stock also
shows a slight advance and it se(>ms to be tri« consen-
sus of O])inioti amoiii,' the dealers in bo.ik papci-s tnul
lines for which they are i)aying 16c a |)ound now, wiU
cast 20c within about a month's time, an increase that
is liable to come owing to the high prices prevailing
for pidp and other ingredients and increased cost of
manufacturing gciu-rally.

Kraft Paper.
The situation in ri'-.Mnl to krat't paper has not eased

up any and the big demand for the product ke(*^s up.
with last week's quotation unchanged. The difficidty
in getting supplies of this grade is not ascribed .so

much to the shortage of raw material which character-
izes other lines, as to les.sened prcduction in other
countries and the greater use of kraft which is faf
more widely used than formerly. There has also been
a widespread and succe»iful effort to educate thi- con-
siiming public to the value of kraft, which, although
higher in prices, is really cheaper as a wrapping paper
by reason of its strength and durability. There is

a tremendous demand for this variety of paper and
the Wa.vagamack people, who turn out this line
alone, .say that they are booked for a considerable
period ahead. The prii-e for kraft paper remains at

12c with 12y2e for No. 1 manila.

Paper Bags.
Paper bags underwent another advance this week,

the old gross price list having been advanced about
fifty per cent and with the following discounts pre-
vailing under the new list: Manila 35, 10 and 5 per
cent: kraft, oO and ii per cent, and white confection-
erj% 20, and 20 per cent. The new discounts repre-
sent an advance of about twenty-five per cent on the
prices immediately preceding and are for carload
shipments.
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Wrapping Papers.

Wrapping paper prices remain imehaiipred and .sup-

plies are hard to get and the jobber who lands a ear-

load even occasionally considers himself lucky. Sev-

eral of the firms are refusing to book any more or-

ders and one jobber said that it would require re-

ceipts of four cars a week for some time to come in

order to get caught up with arrearages of orders.

Toilet Papers.

The week saw another advaurr in toilet papers, the

old list price being boosted by about fifty per cent.

The discount is advanced to fifteen per cent off the

list price from thirty-three and a third per cent,

the price being about the same. The discounts

on carload lots new run 33 1-3, 20 and 10 per cent,

the former discounts being 15, 20 and 10 per cent.

There is a big demand for all classes of toilets and

tissues and both commodities are hard to get. Manu-

facturers are ex]ieriencing great difficulty in getting

raw materials, and the cost of manufacture eontinuns

to rise. The increased output by the Intcrlake Tissue

Mills. Ltd.. which has jnit up a new mill and is in-

stalling a new machine, has not yet commenced, but

snothe'r month or six weeks .should see the new equip-

ment in operation.

Rag and Paper Stocks.

Rag and paper stock dealers report a slight falling

off in the demand, especially in news and mixed ])a-

pers. although the prices have been affected but lit-

tle as yet—probably nut more than one to two dollars

a ton.
'

Roofing .stock is considerably easier, and there

is not the ke^n demand for it as formerly, although it

is reported that some of the mills are quietly biiying

considerable quantities. Some of it ha.s been bought

for 3'/4C a pound, but dealers are reported to be get-

ting a slightly lower price than that at the present

time.

NEW YORK MARKETS.

The railroad tie-up. which at first, was thought to

be a temporary affair, now a.ssumes ominous pro-

portions. Since the beginning of the difficult move-

ment of freight, quite a time has elapsed and no per-

ceptible improvement has made itself manifest. While,

from some (piarters, a sight betterment of the sit

nation is reported, most people in the trade continue

to complain about the absolutely inadequate trans-

portation facilities locally. It appears that freight is

ciiifing through from di.stant points and that longer

iiilAls are a little better than they were. Though em

bargoes have i)eeii lifted in many cases local hauls are

still unsatisfactory. There continues to be a deplorable

'hortage of box cars; and paper mills find it difficult

to get raw materials for manufacture, as well as to

ship their fini.shed product.

'It is hinted that, due to tlie coal shortage, many

i«ills are falling beliind in fuel sn|)plies. and that if

this sifuntion keeps up some of them may. femporari

ly have to cease operations.

Throughout the market paper prices generally dis-

play a firm tone, with the exception of roofing rags,

for which practically no demand exi'ts; in fact no

one seems to want them, which consecpienfly has caus-

ed them to decline in value. Expectations for a good

business, however, for the fall season arc expressed on

all sides.

Uns ness on spot newsprint is very quiet and the

market is reported to be in a weak state. As a general

rule the small out of town i)ublishers continue to re-

frain from buying in the open market. They believe

that prices will i-ecede to the extent of three or four

cents a pound and express their faith in this belief

by not making any purchase, except for immediate

needs.

In view of the car shortage, scarcity of raw materials

etc., jobers, however, do not see how m decline in the

jirice of newsprint is possible. Large quantities of

spot su]iplies are not obtainable for the main reason

that apathy on the part if buyers has caused the job-

bers to pcrsue a cautious policy, rather than to accum-
ulate large stocks which do not seem to move so readi-

l.v-

Sheet news continues active. A good demand pre-

vails, and prices are quoted about 13.50 to 14 cents.

The larger mills are backed up with orders on con-

tract and are making every effort to fill them and to

get the paper to the consumers.

The fine paper market remains firm. Jobbers seem
to place orders for immediate requirements at pre-

vailing prices without much hesitation, but they do
not display alacrity in making purchases for stock

accumulation. The usual shipping draw-back great-

ly hinder such a course even if it were contemplated.

News]iaiiers and magazines consume so much pulp

that it is difficult to obtain large tonnages for fine

papers and this has helped to maintain their price.

Conditions in the book paper market are about the

same. The demand appears to be larger this week

than ever and the supply is insufficient to meet the

present requirements. The supplies of the local job-

ber are short and the market is too active to allow-

any great accumulation. A firm tone is shown in this

market with no price changes reported.

Tissue prices have not changed during the inter-

val. The market remains firm. From some cpiarters

it is said that most offerings are taken up, while a

fair demand is reported. Jobbers' stocks are said to

be low, although most of their purchasing is made
against immediate requirements. A slight let-up is

expected in August, but optimistic views are express-

ed for a good fall business.

The demand for paper boards continues good while

the suppl.v in the local market does not seem sufficient

for requirements. Freight congestion and poor coal

shiiuncnts are serious draw backs to business in this

field. The price of binders" board has eased off (hir-

ing the past week, but otherwise the nnirket shows a

firm tone.

Practically no increased tendency to speculate exists

in the coarse paper market, even though it displays

a decided firmness. The demand seems brisk for local

sup|ilies. which arc low. Big buyers hesitate to com-

mit themselves very far ahead, althougli the general

tone of tlie market indicates higher prices. A very good

fall business is anticipated, however, in most (piarters.

(iKOrXI) WOOD—A scarcity of spot ground wood
is generally reported and when immediate goods are

offered rather high prices are asked. Very high prices

such as !fi14() to $150 for dry pulp are the exception and
not the rule. When a mill needs grouinl wood these

prii'cs may be paid, but quotations around ^]'M to

$140 are regardi'd as nearer acceptable by consumers

when they arc making regular pin"chases. The supply

of this kind of pulp is curtaile<l somewhat in the T'nit-

ed States due to the fact that the dry season now pre-

vails, and many mills that were turning out large
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quantities are forced to close down for a time, while

the users of this output are forced to go elsewhere for

their requirements.

CHEMUAL PULP—The chemical pulp market re-

mains very firm, and in some quarters, higher prices

are said to be coming. Some mills are experiencing
great difficulty in getting sufficient amounts of coal,

which might necessitate a temporary shut-down if

this situation fails to ease up shortly.

Kraft has cased uj) slightly, for it seems that most
mills have quantities on hand to last them for a while,

and have even turned down offerings around 7 cents.

BLEACHED srLPIIITE— iileached sulphite is ex-

tremely difficult to ol)taiii. and while some small lots

are available at high prices, it is said that lacge ton-

nages for spot goods could easily be sold for several

cents al)ove the quoted prices. Very large (luantities

of foreign pulp are not being imported, while most of

tin- stuff coming over seems to be against contracts.

As a big buying factor in the Scandinavian market,
England looms up very large.

OLD KAGS—A period of dullness is reported in the
rag market. Most buyers display positive indiffer-

ence to offerings. The yards of many plants are filled

with carloads of this material which conic at one time,

is the general explanation for this plate of affairs.

At the requi'st of some ({>nsuiiiing mills, the dealers
are even holding up further shipments bought some
time ago. For roofing rags, buyers cannot be found.
In a short time, it is thought prices will be firmer.
Abroad, rags continue firm, but in the domestic mar-
kef, trading is rather slow.

OLD HOPE—The market continues very inactive.

Bu.vers are comparatively scarce, and prices are rather
weak.

WASTE PAPER—Host grades of waste paper are
in fair demand. Due to a weakness in mixed papers,
prices have eased off, but otherwise (piotations remain
firm.

TWINES—Twine enjoys a good demand, while the
supply is said to be short. The .jute crop gives indica-
tions of being short again this year, so no immediate
relief is expected. Firm prices continue.

KELLOGG WENT WEST.
R. S. Kcli()i.'i:. -.iiTciary of I be .Newsprint Service

Bureau is out on the Pacific coa.st visiting newsprint
mills in the coast slates aikd P>ritisli Columbia. Hercs
hoping he has u^ good a time as the editor did. He
Pant do better. Mr. K'cIIol'!.' expects to return the
^liddle nf AllL'U^t.

WILL ALSO MAKE HYDRAULIC MACHINERY.
About four iiiniitlis ago the Dominion Bridge Com-

pany, Limited, announced the organization of their
subsidiary Company to take, over the manufacture of
paper making machinery. This Company was to be
known as the Dominion Engineering and Machinery
Company, Limited. An investigation of the po.ssibili-

ties of the new plant has revealed the admirable posi-

tion it is in to manufacture hydraulic as well as paper
machinery. With this extension of output in view,
the Dominion Engineering and Machinery Company
has been re-organizeil and from now on will be known
as the Dominion Engineering Works, Limited.
Arrangements have been made by the new Company

with the William Cramp & Sons Ship and Engine
Building Company, of Philadelphia, (the I. P. Morris
Department) for the exclusive use in Canada and the

British Empire of its designs for water turbines and
other hydraulic machinery. New ectuipment has been
purchaseil and is being installed in the shops at La-
chine, Quebec, which will make possible tbe manu-
facture of the largest turbines and paper machines.
The various paper mill specialties formerly made

by the Paper Machinery Department of the Dominion
Bridge Comjjany, Limited, and by the Dominion En-
gineering & Machinery Company, Limited, will hence-

forth be manufactured by Dominion Engineering
Works. Limited.

PAPER GOES FAST BY CANAL.
Albany, N. Y.—Two cargoes of newsprint reached

New York last week from Three Rivers, Que., uuiking

the state caiud journey of 452 ndles in less than six

da.vs. I'nder ordinary conditions the shipnuMit would
take from seven to nine days by rail, but with the

present traffic congestion, a transit period of six

weeks might lie expected.

WOODWARD SAYS PULP WOOD MENACES
NAVIGATION.

C. C. Woodward, American consul at (^impbellton,

N.B., has sent a report to the Depart)uent of Com-
merce stating that drifting pulp wood in the St. Law-
rence River and gulf has become a menace to naviga-

tion. The location is near Flat Point on the northern

coast of Nova Scotia and well inside the gulf.

It is reported that owing to the breaking of booms
at Murray. C.B., i)ulp wood valued at half a million

dollars was swept (Uit to sea from the North Hiver,

and it is presumed to be the pulp wood reported drift

ing in the mouth of the St. Lawrence

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

NEW YORK50 E. 42nd STREET tf.i f.phones83I2 murray mu
8313

Write us when
you have any

surplus of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-

bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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ROUMANIAN PAPER REQUIREMENTS.
(Note.—The follow ini; trroiip of traiU' inquiries

emanate from the ehief paper user.s of Roiimania. This

kiiifrdom i.s turning to Canada in seareh of new bu.v-

ing markets to rei)laee her former Euro))ean sources

of suppl.v. and a complete re-stoek must take place be-

fore her paper-using industries can resume their peace

status. A considerable series of articles upon Rou-

manian trade prospects is appearing in the "Weekly
bulletin, " from L. I). Wilgress, Canadian Trade Com-
mi.ssioner at Bucharest.)

1265. Paper.—A newspajier in Rouuuuiia desires to

receive samples and quotations from Canadian firms

in a position to export newsprint paper.

1266. Paper.—A newspaper in Roumaiiia <lcsires 1o

receive samples and quotations from Canadian firms

in a position to export newsprint paper.

1267. Paper.—A newspaper is Roumania tlesires to

receive samples and quotations from Canadian firms

in a position to export newsprint paper as well as an.v

other kind of book paper.

1268. Paper.—A book printing firm in Roumaniii

desire to receive samples and ((notations from Cana
dian firms in a position to export newsprint as well

as any kind of cheap and fine paper.

1269. Paper.—A printing firm in Roumania desire

to receive samples and quotations from Canadian firms

in a position to export all kinds of pajier in general.

1270 Paper.—A printing firm in Roumania desire

to receive samples and quotations from Canadian firms

in a position to export all kinds of paper.

1271 Paper.—A firm in Roumania for sale of books

and stationery in general desire to receive samples and

quotations from Canadian firms in a position to ex-

port all kinds of paper.

1272. Paper.—A firm in Roumania tor printing and

.sale of books and stationery in general desire to re-

ceive samples ami quotations from Canadian firms in

a position to export all kiiuls of pajjcr.

1273 Paper.—A firm in Roumania desire to receive

quotations and other particulars from Canadian firms

in a position to export all kinds of paper in general.

Mr. Marshall, the new manager of the Pulp anil

Chemical Department of Messrs. Ralph. Darveu &
Pearce. of London, has now returned from his busi-

ness journey to Scandinavia. As the result of an
agreement arrived at with a prominent Swedish firm
controlling several pulp mills, Messrs. Ralph. Darwen
& Pearce will in future be in a favorable position to

supply various brands of pul]).

The Pulp and Paper

Trading Company
21 East 40th Street, NEW YORK

Dealers in domestic pulp—chemical and mechanical
— and paper.

.\GENTS FOR

J. & J. Rogers Company
Ausable Forks, New York
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EDITORIAL

DISTL\GL'lSJli:i> 17.S7 TORS.

Canada is honored just now by tlie presence of many
delegates to the Imperial Press Assoeiation. They are

all welcome and we wisli tliere were more. By a curi-

ous coincidence, the Imperial Forestry ("on'^'erenee

was held this month in London—the growers of pulp-

wood in England and the users of paper in Canada 1

Scripture says the eye is not filled with seeing, l)ut

there will be some saturated retinas if oui' honored

guests see all they look at in Canada.

The Pulj) and Paper ]\Iagazine is particularly glad

that the journalists of the Empire have chosen the Dom-

inion foi- their meeting place. Some of them will

some day want Canadian i)aper and they will now
have a ciiancc to meet a numliei- of ])aper makers

in a way that will bring friendship before business

connections. Surely an ideal ijeginning.

We wish tiiem all fair weather and a hapi)y anil

profitalile visit and conference.

TIM1-: 111-: ifiiT.

It seems that there is in the I'nited States a propa-

ganda of deliberate mi.srepre.sentation of facts regard-

ing the relation of the publishers of that country and

the forests of Canada. Speeches and newspaper ai*-

ticles, even contributions to the English ))i-ess, endeavoi-

to create the impression that tlie purpose and effect

of the terms of lease of Crown timber lands is to starve

the American paper mill, kill the pulp industry and

eventually make the American publisher eat out of

Jack Canuck's hand. The gentleman responsible for

most of this misinformation is still talking, spreading

dissension and stirring up ill feeling between two

countries who have been at peace for a hundred and

six years. It is time he (|uit. We are convinced

that his premise is false and his deductions are in-

accurate.

How can anyone dare to state that the restriction

on the use of Crown land wood is the cause of

paper shortage in the United States when the Federal

Trade Commission finds American mills consistently

producing from 15 to 20 per cent, more paper each

month than the average for the past three years? It

is absolutely ridiculous to say that manufacturing

Crown land wood into pulp or paper before it is ex-

ported has the slightest influence on the amount of

paper available to the American publisher. The in-

telligent, independent thinking, see-for-yonrself pub-

lishers know this and are not to be fooled into any

delusion that they will get more or cheaper paper by
shouting for the provinces to let down the bars. They
know that every mill is pulling out its deckles and
pushing up its speed—and in most cases, its quality

also—and that when tlie demand is less and the costs

of production arc less, there will lie more and clieaper

paper.

Tliis ranting is not rclialilc, but it must be taken
seriously. It starts with some true statements and
then twists or mis-applies tiie meaning, it quotes Can-
adian foresters as to what could be jiroduced by pro-

per methods when the ranter knows well that only

the smallest beginning of elementary forestry is prac-

tised here. This, of course, is done in the interest

of a paper company, not of the publishers. That they

would not fare any better if all wood went freely to

the States is indicated by the fact that Canadian pi'ices

iiave been consistently less tiian American, as shown
i)y rei)orts of the Federal Trade Commission. Perhaps,

where real forestry methods are in force, and the an-

nual growth (net) will warrant it, a change in re-

gulati(nis may be mailc.

American mills now get annually from Canada about

one sixth of the pulpwood consumed, besides the thou-

sands of tons of pulp which they convert. A consider-

able amount of the wood imported is poplar, which
can be grown in a few years almost in the back yard
of the mill, since every state has great areas of waste

land suitable for forest growth only.

It is quite useless to point out what might be done
on the other side. It is hard enough to get things

started on this side, but they are started. The great

fact is, that the American publisher has never been

short of a reasonable supply of paper and the forest

jjolicy of the eastern i)rovinces is not a danger to him
nor to the American pajier mill. We venture to pre-

dict that this very jiolicy, which is now so thoroughly

berated across the line, will one day prove the sal-

vation of the press and paper industrj- alike on this

continent. To make such an outcome most effective

and beneficial, we need the co-operation and mutual

understanding which is now the i)lea of President Sis-

son of the American Pulp and Paper Association. Can-

adian paper makers don't want to tell their neighbors

•'where to get off," but to show them how to get on.

The steady and healthy growth of the Technical

Section is evidence of the ever increasing appreci-
ation of the value of co-operation and of the place of

the technical men in the industrv.
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THE JUDGE COMES BACK.

Some time ago we missed -T.F.M. ' '—not Canadian

Fairbanks-.Mc.rse.. hut Judge Charles F. Moore—from

tlie editorial pages of Paper. But our good friend and

ooeasional opponent, editorially, has come baek, and

•C.F.M.'" is reinearnate (or something like that) in

the columns of the United States Paper Maker as con-

trii)uting editor. Welcome home. Judge!

Among the remarks he makes in commenting on the

candidates for the Presidency of the T^nited States,

Judge .Moore makes the following statement wliich can

well he taken to heart by every reader of the Pulp

and Paper Magazine:

"To my mind there is entirely too mucli talk about

rights and i)rivilegcs. Labor is demanding its right,

and capital asserts its privileges with no less veliem-

ciirc. Men are so linsy exercising privileges and clam-

oring for rights that they have little time to commune

with duties and obligations; yet it is the observance of

tlie latter to which we must look for our continued

wcll-l)eing. Tiiis country is preserved not as much by

the men who make our laws as it is by the men wlio

keep them. Four years hence, T still believe, the United

States will be the best country in the world, no matter

whether tlie next President is Harding or Cox. Neither

one of them is big enough to save tlie country, if the

l)eople determine to go wrong; nor big enough to de-

stroy it, if the peoiile stand for the right.

If I am right in this view, there is no need to waste

the summer dreading the future and begging for votes.

Every man should have his political conviction and

should not hesitate to express it at the polls and else-

where; hut the best way to supi)ort the constitution,

and the family, is to keeji on doing an honest day's

work every twenty-four hours. There is little to be

gained discussing itolitics on the street corner or in

tlie liarber shop.'"

ALL OUR OWN.
In talking with a reader of the P'llp iuul Pai)er

Magazine the other day, he referred to a certain editor-

ial and told me (the editor) he could tell me who

wrote it. It was evident he thought it had been con-

tributed, and was very confident as to the author.

The man he mentioned had not even furnished me an

illy I tohl him the story of the editorial and he gave

iiii some interesting information.

The point here is, tliat some other readers may be

under the misapprehension that editorials are occasion-

ally contributed. Tliere have been, perliaps half a dozen

in the la.st three and a half .vears, outside of those

written liy Mr. Rf)ss during my western fri|) two years

ifto. All of them, I believe were duly credited.

Let it he understood, then, that, uidess the.v lie in-

dicated n.H contributions, the editorial pages are the

work of the editor, an<] whether or not the.v have

merit, tliey are written with the luirpose of encourag-

ing righteonsne.ts and prngreH.s.

Julv 2f), 1920

WHO DID IT/

There is such a thing as being too accommodating.

For instance, we loaned the 1913 bound volume of the

Pulp and Paper Magazine to a friend in need and he

hasn't returned it. Please, Mr. Friend, come across

with that book. Some one else wants some infor-

mation from it.

THE BABY.

The editor's friends frequently ask how the baby

is getting on. Well, lie was a year old on Monday,

is 30 inches tall or long (that is approximate, as he

wriggles), weighs 20V2 pounds and is happy all the

time. We didn't dare print his picture again (see Dec.

2'), 1919) for fear of arousing too much jealousy. His

favorite jilaytliing is a piece of pajier!

COBWEBS.
Wc had a very interesting visit the other day at the

Dominion Engineering Works. There will be more

about it soon.

We have just had another good laugh at the blot-

ters sent out bj' Canadian Steel Foundries, Ltd., giv-

ing the "i)ear" facts of the inisiness of getting good

castings.

That is a beautiful picture of Niagara Falls, on the

cover of "The Beater" for July, in which the Valley

Iron Works describe their new Niagara beater. We
are very sorry to learn, from the same issue, that Mr.

.\. I. Peterson, vice-])resideiit of the company has

died.

We noticed a iiicturc in the Literary Digest of Gov-

ernor Cox's house. It I Ills is in an.v wa.v typical of

the poverty of American puidishers, there is little for

them to (-omplain of.

iiciid tile letter on another page whii-h Secretary

Maker lias sent to members of the American Pulp and

Paper Association on The Coal Situation. It a|iplies

also to Canada.

The Canadian Forestry Jiuirnal ])ul)lislied the state-

ment that dry weather is a prominent i-ause of forest

fires. That is not so. It is merely a condition that

aids the starting and spreading of the fire. You
can't have a fire without a light. The real cause

of the fire is the agent that brings a spark to inflani.

mable material. The agent is usually n human being

and is a criminal who shoidd be severely ])unished.

The United States exported 180 tons of newsininf

to Canada during Ma.v 1920. My goodnes.s!

NEW THEORY OF COLOR.

In Irclaiul a iiiixturc of green and orange makes
black and bine. —Greenville (S,C.)Piedmont.
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Increased Production Through Correct Lubrication
By A. H. PritL-hard.

Lubrication of i)aper mills is a factor in their oper-

ation that is seldom given the consideration it should

have. When it is brought to the attention of mill

owners and superintendents, they are inclined to re-

gard it as being . of minor importance. The reason

for this is that the item—cost of lubricants—is a small

figure when compared with the cost of raw material,

labor, maintenance and coal. Yet the quality of lub-

ricants and their method of application have a large

influence on all of these large cost items. Each will

be taken up later in this article, and we will show
what influence correct lui)rication has on each item

mentioned.

Correct lubrication is necessarily based on two fac-

tors—quality and suitability of the lubricant, and the

method of its application. In dealing with lul)ricaiits

it is important to go back to their origin or the crude

oil. Correct selection of the crude is absolutely es-

sential if we desire to manufacture a real luln-icating

oil.

In adtlition to the correct selection of crude, correct

methods of manufacture must be carried out in order
to secure the very best results in terms of high qual-

ity of lubricants. During the process of mainifacture,

certain physical characteristics of oil are used to check
up their uniformity. These are known as gravity, pour
test, flash point, fire point, viscosity and color. Some
purchasers of lubricating oil have endeavoreil to use

these analyses to cover a standardization of lultricants

for their use. For some time past, users of lubricants

have discovered that this is not a true basis on which
to base the selection of lubricating oil.

Lubrication engineers have been working on tlic

problems of selection of lul)ricants for a number of

years, and one of the results of their work is that they
have definitely determined the fact that the correct

selection of lul)ricants must be based on an analysis

of operating conditions i)lus a full knowledge of the

lubricant to be used. This full kin)wledge of luiiri-

cants to be used should be based as heretofore stated,

on the kind of crude used, the methods applied in its

manufacture, and a full knowledge based on field ex-

perience with tliese oils in use under a group of oper-

ating conditions. Following is a table used for the

selection of oil for the lubrication of steam cylinders,

which has proven its worth and stood without a change
for over twn \ciirs.

Gargoyle Oils for Lubricating Steam Cylinders.
Operating Conditions
(Steam under 100 lbs. press, and

less is considered "wet".)
Large stroke—over 24"

Small stroke—24" or less

High speed—over 12.5 R.P.M.
Slow speed—125 R.P.M.
Load—over 75 per cent.

Load—75 to 25 iier cent.

Load—under 25 per cent.

Steam Press.—over 100 lbs. sq. in.

Steam Press.—100 lbs. or less

Wet steam—under all conditions

Dry steam and superheated to

600 deg. F. (Total heat)

Kind of Oil

T.S.W.Q.
T.S.N.V.X.

.S.W.Q.V.R.X.
T.S.W.Q.V.R.X.
T.S.X.W.V.R.
W.Q.V.R.X.

Q.R.
S.X.W.Q.V.X.

X.V.R.X.
N.W.V.R.X.

•Superheated steam over 600 deg. F. T.Q.
Note:—Where operating conditions demand, a

straight mineral oil of the same grade should be rc-

commeniled.
T.=cylinder oil extra llecla ; S.=cvlindcr oil 600

W; N.=Valve oil; W.=Valve oil; Q.=Valve oil

Navy; V, R, and X.=Cylinder oil Rarus.

The outstanding factors of stroke, speed, load, steam
pressure and steam conditions are the five vital fac-

tors which must be known by the lubrication engineer
before he can make a correct selection. "Stroke" is

an influence in that it is a guide toward the volume
or steam used per stroke. "Speed" is a factor in tiiat

it indicates how frequently a charge of steam is taken
by the engine. "Loatl" is a factor from the standjioint

of both volume ami velocity flow.

An engine working on a high load will require a

different oil in that the velocity of steam will better

atomize an oil of certain characteristics than if this

velocity is lower; with a lower velocity it is therefore
necessary to recommend a different oil to meet these
requirements of atomization. Atomization is positively

necessary if we desire correct cylinder lul)rication.

S.Q.

Fit. /

Sectional View of Bottle Oiling Device

Steam pressure is used as an indication of steam
temperature only. It is obvious that steam tempera-
ture could not be used, and "steam pressure" is an-

other way of expressing it. The quality of steam,

whether wet, dry or super-heated, needs little discus-

sion, in that a wet steam re(|uires an oil of different

characteristics from dry steam, or either of these con-

ditions would require an oil of different characteristics

than such as would be necessary to meet the super-

heated steam conditions.

This table is based on the practical field experience
of a large number of lubrication engineers. The fac-

tors, size, speed, load, steam pressure and quality, are

the selection of these men in conference, based on world-
wide experience, as well as the application of the

brands of oil given to meet a group of operating con-

ditions.

The selection of oils for lubrication of bearings has
been worked out in the same way. The factors and
the application of the brands of oil have been handled
in ,iust the same way as the cylinder oil problem.
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Gargoyle Bearing Oil Recommendations

Oiling Systems
Oil hath
Circulation (no water)

(water)

Splash (no water)

(water)

Ring oiled (except turbines)

(turbines)

Drop feed (no water)
(water)

Hand oiled

Kind of Oil.

A.E.K.
A.C.E.T.

A.J.K.
C.E.H..I.
A.J.K.

A.CD. E.J.
A.C.K.

A. B.C. E.J.
B.H.J.

A.B.C.E.

Bearing Factors.

1. Size: Under 1" diameter C.D.E.
from 1" to 3" diameter A.B.C.D.E.H. J .K.

over 3" diameter A.B.C.D.E.H.J.K.
2. Speed: under 50 R. P.M. A. B.C.

from 50—300 R.P.M. A.B.C.D.E.H.J.K.
over 300 R.P.M. AB.C.D.E.H. J.K.

3. Pressure—moderate A.B.C.D.E.H.J.K.
E.xcess—weiglit. pull, thrust A.B.C.D.E.H.J.K.

4. Temperature—moderate A.B.C.D.E.H.J.K.
Temjierature over 140 deg. F.,

—

deficient radiation A.B.C.D.E.H. J.

Temperature over 140 deg. F.,

—

induced heat A.C.H.
Note :—Correct oil is determined Ity the analysis of

the service conditions in terms of the oiling system

in use and of tlie four bearing factors.

A.^Steam cylinder oil ; B.=No. 1 marine engine oil

;

C.^Extra engine oil; D.=Rochester engine oil; E.=
Arctic machine oil: H.=Extra heavy D.T.E. oil; J.=
Heavy D.T.E. oil; K.=D.T.E. oil.

There are six methods of application, eadi of wiiich

has an influence on the selection of lubricants for bear-

ing. Size, speed, ])ressure and temperature are also

factors which should lie known by a lulirication en-

gineer if ho is to iiuikc a ((irrcct rccdinniendation.

Correct Application Important.
Next in importance to the recommendation of the

correct oil is the correct ap|i]ication of the lubricant.

Manv devices have been invented and are on tlie mar-

Fig. 2.

ket which aim to feed oil in the right amount. Those

which eliminate the human factor or those which do
not depend upon the jndfrnienf of the operator as to

the amount neces-tary are best adapted to feed the

correct oil. In the case of steam c.vlinder oil this

rate of feed is controlled b.v the operator, but the

correct design of lubricator is operated in unison with

the speed of the engine, and in the case of a varjable

speed engine, such as is used to drive the paper ma-
chine, the rate of feed is increased dependent on the

speed of the engine.

A device well adapted to feed oil to bearings in a

paper mill is shown in Fig. 1. It contains 4 ounces

of oil and under ordinary operating conditions this

amount of oil will last three or four weeks. This de-

vice is entirel.v automatic. It feeds just a certain

amount of oil, and in cases of larger bearings more
oilers can be applied. It does not feed when the shaft

is idle. It alwa.vs i)uts the oil where it will do its

work, i.e., between the shaft and the bearing. It elim-

inates waste and dripjiage from the bearings. In the

case of large bearings where many oilers are u.sed

the.v afford many points of distribution.

Fig. 3.

In Fig. 2 is shown a 6" shaft in a wood room. The
pulle.v shown is the main drive from the engine. Shaft
speed is 2!10 R.P.M. Bearings arc plain, 18" long. On
the bearings shown there are four oilers supplied, while

on the bearing beside main drive pulle.v five oilers

are required. Previous to the installation of the.se de-
vices these bearings were oiled by hand ever.v fifteen

minutes with an ordinar.v grade of machine oil, re-

ipiiring 60 to 70 ounces of oil per da.v.

A high gi'ade oil correctl.v selected was used later

in the devices as pictured, and 52 ounces of oil were
sufficient for 26 da.vs' run.

Fig. 3 shows other installations of these devices in

a wood room. The number of oilers is determined by
conditions of service. These devices have real value
in themselves luit tlie lubrication engineer must have
a full knowledge of the kind of oil suitable to bofli

liearing and the oiler. Moreover, because of the very
small amount of oil fed it must nei-essarily be of high
(pialit.v and correctl.v manufactured.
The real result of correct lubrication of machinery

is the saving in power. Lubrication is not often a.s-

socidted with friction losses, .vet that is our reason for
applying a lubricant. If it is triie that some ordinary
oil will save a ton of coal, if is eipiall.v true that the
same <|uantit.\' of hitrli >rradc oil will save more. As
a practical result of sn>r>restions based on inan.v .vears'

experience with high >rrade lubricants, if has been
proved possible in many pajier mills, b.^ the u.se of
such oils, to reduce lite total expenditure of power by
from 5 to 18 per cent. In a few rare <'ases it ran
higher, showing a nnixinium saving of 34 per cent.
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Following is a suiiiinary of a test whii-h ran llimngli

a period of twenty-six days. This nuieliine room
was motor driven, and acinirate hourly readings were
made by the plant officials during the lapse of time

with one oil in use. Another oil was installed and
after two weeks" service a record of twenty-six days'

run was also kept by the plant officials. In this case

no change was made in the method of aiijjlication,

however, application lieing the same with botii oils.

Differ-

B. Oil A. Oil

Average K.W.H. per

lb. of paper . . . .

Average production

per K.W.H. in lbs.

Average feet per K.

W. ini)ut

Average K.W.H. de-

mand i)er hour , .

Avei'age production

per hour in lbs. .

.

Total hovu's of oper-

ation B Oil ....
Total hours of oper-

ation A. Oil . . . .

Net K.W.H. saving

for test period . .

Net K.W.H. saving

per year 120.9

Xet saving in power
demand of 10.2p.(^

Many other tests have shown a greater percentage

of savings tiian tlie above. Tests liave also lieen run

where tlie macliine room is driven l)y a steam engine,

in whicli case nuin.\' iiulicatcu- cards are taken and an

average of tliese has shown a reduction in I. II. P.

to do the same amount of work.

B. Oil A. Oil ence

.0512 .0434 .0078

19.0 23.0 3.5

i():).o 174.0 9.0

lti4.!) 14S.1 1G.8

3321.0 3413.0 192.0

Asr,

.494

7.299

Fig. 4. Bottle oilers on i)aper machine dryers.

Reducing Broke at Calenders.

As an illustration of what corrct lubrication means

we can cite increased production wliicb always follows

such when put into effect on calender stacks. When
stacks are hand oiled they speed up when oil is ap-

plied, thereby causing a certain amount of "broke"'.

This is especially true on mills making news print and

other light papers. Speed increase is due to better

bearing lubrication which immediately follows haiul

application. When the correct high quality oil is ap-

plied in the proper manner tlie speed of the stack

will be constant, thereby avoiding the large i)ercentage

of "broke" and because of greater ease in l)earings,

requiring less power for driving the rolls.

Earlier in this article wc mentioned the fact thai
lubrication was linked witli the larger cost items of
raw material, labor, maintenance and coal. The cost
of raw material is reduced in the instance of elimin-
ating a large percentage of "broke" in the correct
lui)rication of stacks. While all sueli "broke"' is re-

turned and used again, there is some loss of raw mater-
ial: however, there is surely an increase in production,
which is a big item in itself.

The cost of labor is less when oiling is eliminated
and automatic devices used. The entire cost of oiling
cannot i)e eliminated but a part of the time of such
labor can be applied to other departments.

With less friction in the bearings there is naturally
a smallei' amount of maintenance necessary, which is

an additional item on labor cost. Belt cost. Babbitt
cost and renewal of nmchinery are among the cost
items that arc reduced as well as labor cost.

The power saving, which follows the correct oil,

rightly applied, has an effect on the .saving of steam,
which in turn has an effect on the amount of coal neees-
sai'\- to make such steam.

In this day of conservation it behooves all of us to
lonserve our resources from whatever angle, and cor-

rect lubrication offers us an opportunity to add to the
dwindling profits of the employer. He cannot increase
his selling price without a large amount of criticism,

neithei- can he i-educe his cost of labor by reduction
of wages, witluMit a considerable hazard. He can, how-
ever, nudve the savings mentioned in this article with-
out any diffii-ulty from eithei- sources.

Note: Tables 1 and 2 are based on charts copyrighted
ij.\- tiic Vacuum Oil Co.—Ed.

PULP AND PAPER ASSOCIATION WELCOMES
EMPIRE S FOURTH ESTATE.

lu'aders of I he I'ulp and Paper Magazine will be
iiilciTsted in the radiogram received from Viscount
Hundiam, Chairnum of Imperial Press Conference, in

reply to the message sent by the Canadian Pnlj) and
Papei- Association on July 21st. The message reads:
"Lord Burnham, on boai'd steamer Victorian, en

roule to Halifax. The Canadian Pul|) and Paper As-
sociation extends cordial greetings to Imperial Press
Conference delegates en route to Canada, with best

wishes for a sut-cessful meeting and nnitually benefic-

ial results from their first hand stud.v of the Domin-
ion."

Lord Buridiam's re|)l,v is as follows:

"Canadian Pulj) and Paper A.ssociation via radio
from S.S. Victorian, via Cape Race. Delegates to Im-
perial Press Conference sinccrel.v thank .vou for your
cordial greetings and join with yon in hoping that good
results will ensue.

A later telegram has been re<-eived by the Associ-

ation, extending an invitati<ni for a short address be-

fore the Imperial Press Conference in Ottawa on the
morning of August 5th. on the Pulp and Paper Situ-

ation. Mr. Da we. Secretarv of the Association, will

l)resent the addi'ess.

NEW STEAMSHIP LINE FOR SOUTH AMERICA.
The Pacific Motor Ships Corporation is inaufrui-ating

regular sailings from ^'allcouver. Seattle, and .San

Francisco for South America. Mr .Ednnind Cunning-
ham will be Vancouver agent. The S..S. Booh-alla
will be the first ship Southlioinid leaving about Aug-
ust 1st.
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIONS NEWSPRINT
REPORT.

The following is ;i roviow ..f the reports received

from domestic maiuifacttirers of newsprint paper, from

jobbers buying and selling newsprint paper and from

leading publishers using newsprint paper in the

United States. Import and export statistics of the De-

partment of Commerce are also included in the review.

The average or normal iiroduction of total print

and standard news based upon the total combined

production for the years 1917. 1918. and 1919. amount-

ed to 112.736 tons of total print and 101,400 tons of

standard news for a iieriod corresponding to .lune.

The actual production amounted to 130,380 tons of

total print in June 1920 and 119.061 tons of stanaurd

news, an increase in the case of total print of less than

16 per cent, over the average for the three-year period

and an increase in the case of standard news of more

than 17 per cent, over the average.

The increase in the production of newsprint in June

1920 over June 1919 amounted to more than 13 i)er cent.

for total print and less than 18 per cent, for standard

news

.

Mill stocks of both total print and standard news

increased during June. 1920.

The imports of newsi)rint for May 1920 were 6.209

tons more than for May 1919. The exports for May
1920 were 12.336 tons less than for May 1919.

The imports of mechanically ground wood jnilp for

May 1920 were 2,357 tons more than for May 1919.

The exports of domestic wood pidp were 1,968 tons

less than for May 1919.

The imports of (^hemical Wood Pulp (total) for

Mav 1920 were 26,090 tons, greater than for :\lay

1919.

Stocks of rolls in the hands of jobbers at the end

of June were 558 tons more than the stocks in tlie

hands of the same jobbers at the beginning of the

month. Stocks of sheets were 184 tons moi-e at

the end of June than at the beginning of the month.

The net increase in the total stocks of newsprint in

the hands of jobbers at the end of June amounted to

742 tons.

Commitments to sell roll news were 2.797 tons greater

than commitments to buy. Commitments to sell

sheets news were 1,434 tons less than commitments
to buy. Total commitments to sell both rolls and

sheets were 1.363 tons greater than commitments to

buy

.

Publishers' stock increased 17.964 tons during the

South. The average daily tonnage used during June
as slightly more tiuin the average used in May.

* Publishers' stocks and transit tonnage on June 30,

represented slightly less than 40 da.vs' supply at the

existing rate of consumption.
Sixty-nine publishing concerns held aliout 56 per

cent, of the tonnage on hand at the end of the month.
The domestic consumption of staiulard news by

•metropolitan dailies using between one half and three-

fourths f)f a million tons nnniially increased more than

2 fier cent, for June. 1920. over June. 1919, and more
than 19 f)er cent, for June. Ift'.'f) over June 1918.

Loss of Production.
Reports from 91 mills operating 195 macliines run-

ning full or jinrtial time on newsprint paper sliowed

the following loss of time during the month of June.
1920. Lack of labor, 209 hours; repairs. 945 hours;

other reasons. 200 hours; luck of ci.til and pulp, 73

hours.

The total time the machines were idle was 576 hours

less than that sliown in May. No lost time due to

lack of orders was rei>ortcd by newsiirint mills.

Average Prices Paid by Publishers.

The weiglited average ])rice of c(uitract deliveries

from domestic mills to |iul)lishers during June, 1920,

f.o.b. mill in carload lots for standard news in rcdls,

was $4,752 per 100 pounds. This weighted average
is based upon June deliveries of apin-oximately 51.000

tons on contract involving a total tonnage of approxi-

mately one-half million tons of undelivered pajier man-
ufactured in tlie TTnited States.

The weighted average contract price based on de-

liveries from Canadian mills of more than 25.000 tons
of standard roll news in carload lots, f.o.b. mill in

June. 1920. was .$4,550 per 100 pounds. This weighted
average is based ujion the June deliveries on contracts
involving more tlian 200.000 tiuis of undelivered Canad-
ian i)ai)er. Tlie greater number of these are short-
term contracts covering the year 1920.

The weighted average market price for June of stand-
ard roll news in carload lots f.o.b. mill ba.sed upon
(himestic purchases totaling more than 7.000 tons was
•$10,072 i)er 100 pounds. This weighted average may
i)c less than market quotations on account of contract
lelations, ipiantity discounts, mill stock ownership and
other causes unknown to tlie Commission.

VETERAN EXPLORER PRAISES AIRPLANE
The recent successful 850 miles exploration flight

over the northern woods in the Laurentide h.vdroplane
has been the basis of much comment in lumbering cir-

cles, particularly the ease and speed with which it is

possil)le to obtain information in reganl to timber
that it often recpiires months of arduous travel on foot
and by eanoe to secure.

The trip was made the week before last, and Lt.
Stuart Graham, the pilot, had besides his mechanician,
.M. Kahre. Mr. M. C. Small, chief of the logging divi-

sion. C. H. Townsend. aerial photographer, and Pliillipe

Charland. one of the explorers of the company.
A letter to .Mr. Chahoon from Philippe Charland. one

of the oldest and best known of the company's explor-
ers, praises the airplane reconnaissance work very
highly. It follows:

"Dear Mr. Chahoon

:

"It is impossible for me to have flown over the 1.800

sq. miles I had alread.v prospected partly (Ui foot with-

out telling .vou m.v iiii)>ressions as to that modern me-
thod of exploration. We flew very low. from two to

3.000 feet high, and 1 was aide to recognize all the

lakes and rivers that 1 had alread.v visited by canoe.

We si)ent eight weeks of heavy work for that explor-

ation, and our aerial flight allowed us to check all

that work in less than three hours in a manner that

proved to be most effective.

"Ma.v I express to you. Mr. Chahoon. my gratitude

for having sent the airiilane here to verif\- mv work.
<Siguo.li IMIIUIPPK CIIARLANI) "

LAURENTIDE S NEW GRINDER UNIT ON WAY.
The first of the new grimier units which will soon

be installed in the groundwood department, as well

as the motor to drive it. is expected to arrive shortly,

as word has been received that it is <mi the way. Two
additional units will he shipped in the near future, and

when the three ar- in operating order, the potential

capacity of the groundwood department will be in-

creased to an output of about 40 tons daily.
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The Coal Situation

Under this title, Hugh P. Baker, secretary-treasurer

of the American Paper and Pulp Association, sent out

last week the bulletin which follows. The recent

priority order which gives preference to coal trains

and also places Canada in the same class as the Am-
erican North-West, should greath' relieve the situation

and should he appi-eciated by Canadians with sincere

gratitude

:

To the Members of the Association

—

The present chaotic coal situation seems to be due

to the following causes:
1—Unequal distribution of coal.

2—Inadequate transportation facilities.

3—Panicky attitude of jjcople toward the coal situ

atiou.

The unequal distribution of present supplies of coal

has caused a real .vliortage in New England and the

Xorth-West. In other seetii iis of the country the

shortage is hx-al rather than general. That this short-

age is the result of une(|ual distribution is evideneed

by the fact that a serious effort is being made by rail-

road executives and bituminous coal operators to bring

about concerted action in getting ears to the mines in

sufficient quantities. That is, the basis of the present

difficult coal situation seems to be inaile(|uate trans

portation facilities rather than actual shortage in coal.

I'roditctian of Coal Sorwal.
The production of coal for tlic fiiNt half of 11I20 is

only 0.3 of 1 per cent below the average production

for the first half of each of the pa.st !S years. At no

time during tiie last 7 full years liave the production

figures for tlie first 6 months eqiuilled "lO |)er cent of

the year's output of liituminous coal. According to

the Geological Survey, the actual figures arc as fol-

lows:

Total

Proiluction.

47S.43.-.

442.ti22

.">r>1.7S!l

45ti.0ti:!

•r)40.0()0

Year. Tonnage 1st C XIos. Per Cent.

1913 225,748 47.18

1915..- 193,175 43.64

1917 272,953 49,47

1919 213,537 46.G2

1920 254,987 47.22
* Estimated.

Ellery B. Gordon of the National Retail Coal Mer-
chants' Association of Philadelphia, in a letter to

your Secretary dated July 16th, says in part

:

"I might .say that in my opinion there is not an
actual shortage of production of bituminous coal.

There is a siiortage as compared with the demand. .

. . During a period of adjustment follewing a strike

of the minci"s, and during a periml when the railroads

were under the most difficult handicap as regards la-

bor, prior to the really serious attempt to improve
traiLsportation of coal, and during the periotl which in

past yeai's has always been one of sub-normal produc-
tion as compared with the last half of the year, we
have gotten out practically 50 per cent of our estim-

ated requirements.''

There has been a slow but constant upward curve
in the production of bituminous coal since April

There seems to be a general tendency toward improve
ment in car service. Production is limited only bv

the supply of cars. From the production standpoint
there is no reason for industries to l)e panicky over the

coal situation.

The inadequate transportation facilities, rather than

lack of production, are causing serious coal conditions.

There is apparently an honest effort being made to-

ward co-operative action between railroad.s and mines,

and there has also been pressure by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. This has resulted in maximum
use of coal equipment, prompt unloading and rapid
utilization of new storage facilities—if the industries

co-operate effectively in these tliree factors in the situ-

ation, there must be increased production of coal. Al-

though manufacturers of railroad equipment have re-

ceived orders for 28.000 freight cars and 600 locomo-

tives, the delivery of this cciuipment cannot be made
in time to relieve the present situation.

Ksport of Coal not Hfsponsible for Shnrtage.
There has been some effort to lilame the present dif-

ficult coal situation onto the way in which i-oal has

been exported. A cai'cful analysis of this situation

seems to show that flic export of coal is having but
little effect on the present situation, other than to

iiu'rea.se the price. Foreign buyers and exporters are

ontbi<lding consumers in order to avoid excessive de-

nuirriige in securing cargo for their ships. This is

lu-obably a legitimate, activity which in normal times

would have but little influence on the rcgulai-ity of

the cal supply throughout tlie country.

.1 Coal SliiirtiK/r rropa<jan<la.

It would appear that there is a definite "shortage
propagaiula" being carried on throughout the coun-
try by the radical element, which is hojiing thereby

to bring about nationaii/ation of coal mines and rail-

roads. This pnpaganda. wliile not pr<xlucing the re-

sults desired by those back of it, is causiuL' nin-eason-

able and unnecessary demand for coal l)y industries.

Thr r.S. Chainlnr of Coiiiiiurvi on the Coal .'(ituatwn.

The U.S. Chamber of Comiuerce is keeping the A.s-

sociation in constant contact with developments at

Wa.shingt«in. Below is quotation in part from tele-

irram and letter from the ('handier, under date of

.Inly 14th:

Froin Triif/raiii — "For many months National
Chaiidier has followeti coal situation closely. Have
lost no ojiportunity to a.ssist in meeting problems. In-

terstate Commerce Commission has now extended for

tliirty days its order respecting the use of coal cars

and other measun>s about to be taken to expedite de-

livery coal to consignees."

From Letter—"The coal situation has had a very

great deal of attention from us not cnly recently but

over a long series of monflis. At the i)resent time, as

in recent months, we have not thought it advisable to

is.sue alarmist statements, instead seeking to have the

situation met adecpiately thr-ough such agencies as the

Interstate Commerce Commission and the Car Service
Commission of the American Railway Association, both
of which have definite authority in tlie premises.

"As you know, considerable public attention is be-

ing given to proposals of different kinds which, even

if accejited. would give little or no relief of the kind
desired."

The Paper Iiidiistrif and the Present Coal Shortage.
The i)aper industry may help itself, and other in-

dustries, in this situation :

1—By cc-operating a.s effecrtively as possible in

l)roiupt uidoading of cars, whether or no there is a

penalty for failure to unload in a given period.
2—By more complete utilization of all car equip-

ment through increasing tonnage carried by cars and
in other ways.
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3—By iniTeasiiitr facilities for stora-re of coal-

4—By giving moral suppiut. at l>-ast, to the rail

roads in their efforts to give service required by in-

dustries. Let the railroads and the papers know

your attitude.
.=)—By joining with other individuals and other in-

dustries in eoiubatting radical propaganda through

seeing tliat the public has the facts as to production

of coal, the difficulties being experienced by the rail-

roads, and the needs of the industry. Right publicity

will go far towards heading off the spread of a pan-

icky feeling, both as to the coal and the railroail situa-

tion. Lend your support to the activities of local or-

ganizations in this crisis. Asswiations of manufactur-

ers, chambers of commerce, traffic organizations in

different states are very active. Your personal efforts

with them will count.

6—By keeping the Association informed as to your

coal situation and the general condition in your com-

munity. A common knowledge of common difficulties

dispels fear and creates confidence. It is the busi-

ness of the As.sociation to help in creating confidence

—when there is rea.sonable ground for it.

Conditions would seem to indicate that there is no

need for a panicky feeling as to the coal situation

.

There is need, however, for constant vigilance and
aggre-s-siveness. The situation will not solve itself.

Militant co-operation between individuals and indus-

tries—with confidence as to tlie outcome—will keep

wheels turning and coal on the way to the mills.

The A.ssoi'iation is keeping in close touch with every

source of information and autiiorily in the coal situ-

ation.

WILSON WILL ADDRESS CONFERENCE.
The Xi'w Eni:l:in(l Km. st Coiifcn'iire. \« be held at

New London. N.II.. from August 24 tu August 2G, will

discuss at its business sessions the present newsprint
situation, the supply r)f pulpwood. the I'ndcrwood Res-

olution in the United States Senate, an effort to com-
pel Canada to lift its so-called emba'-goes on the ship-

ment of pulpwood to the T'nited States, and Mr. Ell-

wood Wilson, in charge of the Laurentide Forestry

Department, has been invited to present the Canadian
attitude on the Cndfrwood nuitter. The Conference

is expected to be well attended in view of the extra-

ordinary interests at j)resent in the topics to be dis-

cussed.

f The Spanish River Pulp and Paper Company, verj

"i-nerously have donated $100 toward the fund of the

playground comniittc.» of the Local Council of Women,
to be used for the supervision of tiic play of the

<'hililren during the vacation at Campiiell school, at

Sault Ste. Marie.
' The playground which is open free to children from

all parts rif the city, is rapiflly becoming the meeca

of boys and girls, from the wee tots ;!]) to the teen

aged. In the neighborhor>d of ir)0 play there daily.

INSTALLED LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT
The Li'\i\. Kill' .i TiToiito's bailing rag and waste

paper firms, has ju^t completed the installation of a

complete laundry equipment at their plant on John

Street, Toronto, for the sterilizing of rags. The plant

will be in operation next week, when wiping rags

will be turned out fer use in printing and other

establishments where wipini; rags are used. The firm

rf,:.,ii\^ ir.-tiillod a new baling machine which in

Cf lialing capacity by about thirty per cent.

SEAMAN LEAVING FPL. FOR INDIA

The l-'on.st I'roducts Laboratories of .Canada. 700

University Street, Montreal, wfll lose in August the

services of ^lajor L. N. Seaman, at present Chief of

the Division «f Timber Tests, who has accepted the

post of Timber Testing Expert with the Forest Re-

search Institute. Dehra Dun. United Provinces, India.

This Institute, finding a property of 45 acres too small,

has procured a new property of 1,800 acres and is

erecting new buildings and has secured the services

of Major Seaman to organize and take charge of the

timber testing laboratory which is to form part of the

new establishment.

L. N. Seaman studied engineering at Acadia Uni-

versity and the Nova Scotia Technical College obtain-

ing degrees of M.A. and B.Sc. and is an associate mem-
ber of the Engineering Institute of Canada. He en-

tered the services of the Forest Products La-

boratories of Canada in 1914 as Assistant Chief of the

Division of Timber Tests and co-operated with Mr.

R. W. Sterns, B.Sc, then Chief of the Division of

Timber Tests, in the organization and in the inaugura-

tion of the first comprehensive work in testing native

timbers to be undertaken in Canada. His work at the

Laboratories was iiiterrui)ted during the war by active

military service as a Captain in the Canadian Artillery

and later as a Major in the English Heavy Artillery.

After the war Major Seaman returned to his former

post and was shortly jiromoted to be Chief of the

Division of Timber Tests, sm-cceding Mr. Sterns who

accepted a post with the Abitibi Power and Paper

Company.

Up to the pres^'iit time tind)er testing at these

Laboratories has covered the mechanical and physical

l)roperties of ten species of Canadian timber, while

two additional si)ecies have been tested at their Van-

couver branch. In addition to this, sp.«cial tests have

been made of Nova Scotia mine tind)ers and of sub-

stitutes for black walnut as g\in stocks.

The work of these Laboratories is of a very real

value and imiKirtance to all the wood-using industries

of the country and deserves the most hearty support

iiiul co-operation of all such indtistries.

—

M.II.

BELGOS NEW SHIPPING SHED.

The work on tiic Hclgo l'ii|>cr Company -> new

shipping shed is proceeding with all speed. The work

is in charge of Mr. N. (ioiHlnwin, construction engineer.

The shed is to lie of brick on concrete foundations with

Barrett specification roof supported on steel trusses.

It will be 2'):{ feet long by 72 feet wide covering an

area of approxinuitely 18,200 Mpiare feet. Double

tracks run to the farther end of the shed, where there

will be a yard for uidoading nuiterial to the mill.

On the north end of th- shed there will be an un-

loading platform 72 feet long by 19 feet wide. This

)ilatform will be entirely enclosed ami with slid-

ing floors along the track side. Part of the base-

ment of the shed will house the wet machine and press

room of the new ground woo<l mill.

The pressed or lapped ground wo<k1 will be carried

by electrically operated trucks via elevator to the ship-

ping floor. On the nuiin flo r of the shed rest room

and lavatories will be provided for the men. Over

the yard office space is provided for the staff of the

order and shipping department. The shed is expected

to be in operation by September 15.
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A Brief Review of Foreign

Trade Conditions
By W. C. POWERS, of W. L'. Powers & Co., Ltd.

Londori.

(Contributed to the United States Paper Maker)

The paper industry in Europe during the early part
of 1919 shared the general slump in demand, and con-
sequent shading of prices. This was partly due to the
widespread theory that the world wovdd "speedily re-

turn to. pre-war conditions, and also to the desire of
most business concerns to liquidate their unusually
heavy stocks of merchandise.

During the acute shipping difficulties, comiiicnciiig
in 1916, buyers in Great Britain and Continental Eu-
rope were forced to carry much heavier stocks than
usual. Publishing concerns in England figured that
they were not safe unless they had at -least twelve
months supply of paper; and as their imports were re-

stricted they reduced consumption so as to preserve
this ratio of reserve supply.

We saw the same condition to a modified extent in

the United States anil Canada, and most paper men
will remember the slump in buying which set in in

November, 1918, and lasted until June, 1919.

Restrictions (in the import of paper into England
were removed early in 191!), an(i the British |)aper

manufaeturfr set up such a yell that the (lOvernment
reiniposed modified restrictions which provided that

a consumer might obtain a certain percentage of his

purchases from foreign sources. For printing i)apers

this was fi-\ed at 'Jo per cent. On September 1, 1919,

all restrictions against imports were removed. This
was done at the behest of the newspaper publishers

with a view to widening their purchasing field.

The paper market, which had steadily dropped from
the armistice to the end of June, 1919. and was com-
paratively dull during the months of July and August,

commenced to show signs oF stiffening in September.

l'>y November 1st it was realized that there was not

enough paper to go rounil, and a buying wave swept

over the consuming c(uuitries, which eomp.'ted with

each olher for available supplies. Newsprint, which

had dropped to the eipiivaleiit of five cents a pound,

rose by sudden jumps to 11 e?nts a pound, and at pre-

sent writing (June, 1920) it is holding firm at that

price. Book papers which had dropped in June, 1919.

to 10 cents a pound are now selling at 16 cents, and

kraft paper, which was a drug in the market in May
and June, 1919 (sales being made at S\--> cents), had

reached the dizzy height of 19 cents by March, 1920.

Kraft has now dropped to 14 cents. Coated papers had

slumped to 15 cents in Juye. 1919. but are now selling-

at over 25 cents for the better grades.

The difficult situation created by the pronounced

fall of sterling exchange in New York acted as a pro-

tective tariff to the English mills and a benefit to

those countries whose currency was at a discount in

London. This condition, together with the sharp rise

in price in Canada and the United States, acted

as a bar against the sale of Canadian and American

papers. This, combined with the enormous increase

in the demand in the United States and Canada, gave

the American and Canadian mills an opportunity to

market their full product at home, and they have not

yet felt the need of European markets. It is hoped

that the recent improvement in sterling will coincide
with the availability of product and willingness to

export it, so that Canada and the Ignited States can
regain the opportunity offered them during 1919.

The Swedish, Norwegian and Finnish mills have
taken full advantage of the conditions which prevented
Canada and American from supplying the European
markets. These countries have shown a keen desire

to "get all that the market will stand" in the way of
price. The feeling of the jiaper consumers in Great
Britain is that the situation has been aggravated un-

necessarily and that they have been exploited to the

utmost.

The troubles of the mills in England, France and
ISelgium are not over yet by any means, and they have
a few difficulties in the way of coal, labor and vicious

taxation, which our American mills have only felt in

a modified degree. The task of rebuilding and extend-
ing existing plants is being tackled with "vim" and
the ])resent prosjierity of the iiajier trade is enabling

the British mills to look forward to conipetition in the

future better equipped physically and financially for

whatever may come. That they have alread.v regained

their pre-war standard of ((uality is a remarkable fact,

and tlieir intention to re-establish thems.dves in tlie ex-

|)ort field is a feature which mills on the American
side should bear in mind.

I have briefl.v touched on the situation in Great Bri-

tain. France. Belgium and Scandinavia. The only other

big paper, producers before the war were tJermany

and what is now Czechoslovakia. Latest reports from

Gernumy show that manufacturing activities are about

50 per cent of pre-war figures. The mills in Bohemia
and Silesia are doing a little better than this, but they

are all suffering from lack of raw material, and par-

ticularly from the need of mill equipment, felts, can-

vas. copi)er, sulphur and other items.

German pajier is commencing to figure in the Bel-

gian and Dutch markets, and since January, 1920,

considerable printing and coated [lapers have been im-

ported into (ireat Britain. There is a general desire

throughout th,> paper trade in England to avoid any

paper business with Germany, and it is felt that what-

ever paper has been bought directly or indirectly from

German sources has been to fill orders which could

not be plac d elsewhere in any circumstances. IIow

long this will last is a question, but most of the jiapcr

men to whom I have talked say that they would rather

shut up shop than handle (Jerman products.

A close st\uly of the financial situation in Europe,

leads one to think that we have seen the worst in

France, that Italy still has political and financial

troubles of the first magnitude ahead of her, but that

Great Britain has turned the comer, and will steadily

regain her position of world domination in financial

matters.

It would b? difficult to hazard a guess as to financial

conditions in Austria and Germany: at any rate until

they stop printing paper money with no value back of

it.

In Sweden and Norway, the man in the street will

explain to vou that "They have all the money in the

world, but no food." and certainly costs of living in

Stockholm and Christiania discount anything we have

heard of so far in Great Britain or the United States.

In conclusion, our Canadian and American mills

can look forward to good business in Europe. Mis-

takes have been made in recent years, but they have
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been made hy other exporting countries as well, and

the feeling; of comradeship has taken a deeper hold

than is realized on first impression. This should be

turned to good account when American mills are agaui

in a position to exiiort.

RIORDONS TO HARNESS THE GATINEAU.
Ottawa. -Inly 10.—The dcvclopineni of the Gatineau

Valley by the Riordon C'dmpany. Limited, which has

absorbed the Gilmour and Hughson and W. ('. Ed-

wards Company interests, will proceed soon. Notices

have been received by the residents of Chelsea Island,

a few miles from Ottawa and opposite Chelsea, Que.,

to quit their cottages by September 'M) next in view

of the proj)osed developments. The cottages are

rented from Gilmour and Hughson interests, and have

been used for many years as summer residences.

It is stated that the big power dam at Chelsea, which

•will raise the level of the river over tAventy feet, will

be started this fall or early next spring. This dam
will create an enormous amount of power, and will

raise the river as far up as the Cascades, that is,

seven miles. Chelsea Island will be several feet under

water when the river is finally rai.sed by the dam.

It is said, moreover, that the river will be so high,

once the dam is built that the road up the Gatineau,

and also the railway tracks in the neighborhood of

Kirks Ferry, will be flooded by the new level, and

will either have to be elevated or rebuilt on higher

ground

.

The seven miles of still river which this dam will

create, will be used as a reservoir for pulp wood.

WHALEN PULP CO.S SUCCESSFUL YEAR.
Predictions of a favorable showing by Whalen Pulp

and Paper Mills, Ltd., were verified this week by

the annual statement which outlined the financial

standing of the (;omi)any for the last fiscal year closing

February 29, 1920. According to the report earnings

have largely increased and conseipiently there is a

favorable balance on hand as compared with a de-

ficit at the close of the previous year's operations.

The gross earnings for the last period were $4,619,-

734 as against !{;4,06r),207 a year ago, and net earnings

reached a total of $87r).r)49 as against !l-112,:il5. After

allowing for all expenses there is a profit for the

past year of !i;328,7ri7. comjiarcd with ;i deficit of

$337,729 for the previous period.

The success attending the operations is due lo cl'

ficient management anrl to the eiu)rmous dciiuiiul for

pidp and paper products throughout the year. The
coMpany, is, as a result, established upon a sounder

I'flSis. and indications point to a continuation of this

ddri'lopnienf. Despite the improved position, how-
ever, there is as yet no talk of a resumption of divi-

fiends, the management adopting a conservative policy

anrl preparing for a possiliie price decline in the future.

In his report, George Hur.v, president, points out

tbat the expen.ses for the year amounted to 80 per

dpit. of earnings as compared with 97 per cent, of

tllP previous year. The fact that a profit was shown
was particularly gratifying, in view of the fact that

one of the plants was closed for six weeks through
lack of orders following the signing of the peace treaty.

The directors, while o()timi8tie as to the future, re-

eoRnize mounting material and labor costs, and a con-

aervafive poliej- in connection with financing has been

decided upon, looking to possible falling markets.

Capital appropriation were authorized during the

year to a total of $560,000 for the purchase of equip-

ment. At the end of P^bruary the Grand Trunk
Pacific completed a car ferry iiarge, and railway cars

are now ferried between Swanson Bay plant and
Prince Kuiicrt, thereby cheapening transportation.

The number of tons of pulp produced in 1918 stands

at 47.962; in 1919, 41,814.

The fixed assets of the company, including land,

l)uilding.s, etc., is valued at $16,117,317. as against $15,-

4.").").074 last year. Investments total $87,741, as com-

pared with $20,000. Current assets have increased

from $l,ir)2,747 to $1,600,019, while deferred charges

now stand at $.")60,7r)3. as against $190,786. Current

liabilities are down to $1,012,890 from $2,184,424 for

the ]u-evious period. The surplus account stands at

$355,440, as against $31,683 at the close of the previ-

ous year's operations.

Conserve Timber Revenues.

An innovation iluriiig the year was the installation

of barkers, the management recognizing the need of

conserving the timber resources of British Columbia.
Barkers are used for small wood oi>erations to sup-

plement the larger operations. The following is a

comparative table showing the distribution during the

past two .vears:

1920 1919

Gross earnings $4,619,735 $4,065,207

Expenses 3.741.185 3.952.892

Net earnings 878,549 112,315
Taxes 56.181 60,104
Fixed Charges 498.610 389,940

Profit $323,757 •$337,729
•Deficit for 1919.

SALVAGING PULP WOOD FROM LAKE SUPERIOR
The salvaging of 6,000 cords of pulp wood lost in

the storm of September 24, 1919. is being accompli.shed
along a lOO-milc front on the .south shore of Lake
Siijjerior from Copi)cr Harbor on Keweenaw pcnin-

.sula to Ontonagon and further west. This raft, in-

voiced at $34,000 when lost, is jirobahly worth jnorc

Mow on account of pulp wood scarcit.v. It was a choice

lot of four-foot wood friHii Nipigon Ma.v.. Out., in tow
of the Canadian lug Traveler, and was bound for .Ash-

ImiiiI to be shipped by rail lo the Wisconsin paper mill

b\- its owner the Pnlpwood Coiiipan.v of Applcton.

Search this spring showed that the raft had beached
itself over such a wide teritory of coast as to make
salvage difficult. Quantities were found along the

coast west of the Porcupine mountains near Union
Ma.v. west of Ontonagon. Fifty miles up the coast

the life savers at the miuith of Ihc Portage canal had
piled up some of the wood and were using it as fuel.

The largest (piaiititics. were found between Eagle

b'ivcr and Copper Il.irbor and at the latter place head-

quarters were established by Kingston, agent of the

pulp wood comiiany and with a fleet of gasoline boats

the wood is being made into a raff and secured hya
boom of logs towed from Ashland by the tug Sauga-

tuck of Milwaukee.

A considerable (piantity has already been taken care

of and it is estimated that of the 6.000 cords lost in

the storm. 4.000 cords may be towed to Ashland with-

in » few weeks.
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Reprinted from the International

Canada both imports and exports pulp and paper.

The exports, however, greatly exceed the imports, aud
eoustitute a most important contribution to the Do-

minion's foreign trade account. The development of

this branch for export trade has been most remarkable.

In 1890 Canada "s pulp and paper exports were valued

at $122; for the calendar year 1919, they amounted in

value to $97,166,715, and were made up as follows

:

Chemical Mechanical
1919 Paper. Etc Pulp Pulp Total

January . . . $4,582,687 $2,193,194 $362,322 $7,138,203

February . . . - 5,231.878 1,916,828 217,421 7,366,127

March . . . 5.970,598 2,041.884 226,554 8 239.036

April . . . 3.630,238 1,120,990 217,711 4.968.939

May . . . 5.138.420 2,315,276 356,905 7,810,601

June . 4.124.526 1.813,018 619,981 6.557,525

July . . . 4.639.225 2,654,333 436,604 7,730.162

August . . 4.999.258 2,873.186 475,735 8.348,179

September 4.587,579 3,231.576 511.402 8.330.557

October . . 5.954.916 3.965.946 1.942.716 11,863,578

November . 4911.514 3.108,514 997.408 9.017,436

December . 6,212.430 2,766.250 817.692 9.796,372

Totals . . $59,983,269 $30,000,995 $7,182,541 $97,166,715

The Dominion "s total export trade for the fiscal

year amounted to $1,207,613,806, of which the pulp

and paper industry accounted for $83,872,566 or

6.9 per cent. Of the total value of the pulp and paper

exported, $70,341,355 or 84 i)er cent., represents ex-

ports to the United States.

The significance of the figures is emphasized by the

fact that throughout the year in question. American
"exchange" in Canada was at a premium, ranging

from 3 to over 5 per cent. (It has since reached much
higher figures). These exports, therefore, in addition

to swelling Canada's foreign trade, performed the

useful function of creating '"exchange" at the rate

of approximately $240,000 a day for every working

day in the year, thereby offsetting to that extent Can-
adian obligations in the way of interest payments and
payments that had to be met for raw material im-

ported.

The principal countries of export were:

L'nited United
Kingdom States

Paper and mfs
of $1,171,810 $39,666,535

Woodpulp, Chem-
ical 611.399 26.256.265

Woodpulp. Me-
chanical . . . 3.033 4,418,555

Japan
Other

Countries

$8,327,450

583.706

58.327

$1,786,242 $70,341,355 $2,775,485 $8,969,483

A classification of the larger items of exports of

paper and paper products for the year shows:

Printing paper (13,248,542 cwl.) $40,718,021

Wrapping paper (325,792 cwt.) 2,452.296

Paper boards 3,037,279

Films for photographers' use 1.302,886

Wall paper (3.859,108 rolls) 360,567
Felt and roofing paper 310,778
Stationery 218.791
Mi.scellaneous grades of paper 983,968

Number Fnlp & Paper Mairazine

During the war jieriod Canada's exports of unbleach-

ed and iileaclied chemical pulp were stimulated to a

marked extent by reason of the exclusion from the

American markets of Scandinavian and European pro-

ducts. In 1910 the United States imported 58,325

tons of unbleached chemical pulp from Germany, 57,-

798 tci.is from Sweden, 35,903 tons from Canada and

30,730 tons from Norway, a total of 202,081 tons. The
following year Sweden sent 84,378 tons, Germany 50,-

.

357 and Canada 29,372 tons. In 1912, American im-

ports were: Sweden, 107,884 tons: Canada, 47,052. In

1913 Canada exported 62,733 tons to the United States,

ii.i 1914. 97.541 and in 1915, 135,445, Sweden's ex-

ports that year amounting to 140,655 tons. In 1916,

United States imports of unbleached pulp from Can-

ada for the first time exceeded those from any other

country, the figures for the year being: Canada. 194,-

116 tons; Sweden, 159,551. In 1917 the Canadian ex-

ports were 214,313 tons; Swedish 126,453. In 1918

they were. Canada, 366.536 tons : Sweden, 672 : Nor-

way, 4,406.

In bleached chemical pulp, the United States im-

ported from Germany in 1910. 22.962 tons; Norway,
38.100 tons; Sweden, 4,943 tons; Canada, 6,376 tons,

a total of 76.845 tons. In 1914, the figures were, Ger-

many, 23,249 tons; Norway, 63,030 tons; Sweden, 25,-

344:" Canada, 11,602.

Since the war ewded Scandinavian pulp has again

found its way to the American market, but not in

sufficient quantities to interfere materially with the

demand for Canadian pulp in that market. Further-

more, a shortage of pulp in all European countries

gives the Scandinavian producers a market nearer at

home ai.id one in which they enjoy decided advantages.

Figures are available showing the value of Canada's

exportations of paper and pulp for the full year of

the post-war period from November 1. 1918. to Octo-

ber 31, 1919. They show that Canada exported dur-

iiig this period products of this kind valued at $91,-

936,090, as compared with $73,462,901 for the corres-

ponding months of the final year of the war. a gain

for the post-war period of $18",473,189.

The latest trade returns show that in addition to the

United States, which continues to be our best market,

we are now exporting pulp and paper products to the

United Kingdom, the Argentine Republic. Australia,

Brazil, British South Africa, China, Cuba, France.

New Zealand, Peru and some other countries.

During the months immediately following the armi--

tiee, Canada enjoyed a slight advantage over the

other countries in the British market.s. being exempted
from certain import restrictions imposed by the Brit-

ish autliorities. Tliis, however, proved a somewhat

dubious benefit on account of the difficulty encoun-

tered in securing shipping space on ships going to

British ports. It has since been obviated by the open-

ing of the British markets to all countries on the same
basis.

The following tables show in detail the character,

destination, quantity and value of all Canadian ex-
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ports of paper and paper products for the fiscal year

endin? March 31. 1919:

Woodpulp, Chemkally Prepared.

Exported to:

United Kingdom . .

.

British Africa. South
British East Indies .

India

British Oceania . . .

.

Australia

New Zealand

Argentine R-epuhlic .

Brazil

China
France
Italy

Japan
United States

Cwt.
140.364

$

611.399

36.938 121.411

6.031 25.989

20,420 85.896

18,774 72.210

54.809 273,900

Total

639,997 2.775.486

7.414,825 26.256.265

8.332.930 30.226,856

Woodpulp, Mechanically Ground.
Exported to:

United Kingdom .

British Oceania. . .

A\istralia

Argentine Republic
Brazil

r'uba

France
.Mexico

Spain
United States . . . ,

Total

Cwt.
2,528

1.731

8.000

43.318

Printiny Papers.

Exported to:

United Kingdom
Bermuda
British Africa. South
British East Indies

India

liritish Guiana
lirifish Honduras
British Oceania
Australia

Fiji

New Zealand

Bri||Rh West Indies

Baiibados

Tailaica

Trinidad and Tobago
Newfoundland
Argentine Republic
Bolivia

I'.r»zil

CMle
China
Colombia
Cojtta Rica
''uha

H)<'uador

France
Greece

Guatemala
Hondura*

Cwt.
9,310

855

105.818

1.936

641^.101

301

242.336

498
239

1.540

28

215,754

28,101

13.361

19.824

4.008

970
8.055

148

29,528

947

523

3,033

3.029

8.800

46.498

3,453,149 4,418,555

3,508.726 4.479.91.

T

38,484

3.667

406.401

9.25i

116

2.081.911

1,185

862,402

1,779

816

7,593

209
781,587

105.136

29.927

58.484

16,717

2.833

27.528

523

100.676

3.218

2,448

Italy

Japan .

Mexico
Netherlands
Dutch East Indies .

Dutch Guiana . . .

.

Dutch West Indies

Nicaragua
Panama
Peru
Portugal
Portuguese Africa .

Russia

Salvador

San Domingo
United States

Alaska
Hawaii
Philippine Islands. .

Porto Rico

Uruguay
Venezuela

10,335 33.076

3,207 15,193

1.740 6,361

768

26

11

4335
11.523

586
486
75

,880.069

806

483

817

4.177

1.920

2,699

111

14,316

39,655

2.022

2,885

324
36,031,358

1,740

1,015

3,014

14,072

7,294

Total 13.248.542 40,718,021

Wrapping Papers.

Lbs.

505.900

56.800

6.148.700

Exported to

United Kingdom
Bermuda
British Africa. South .

British East Indies . .

.

Ceylon
India

Straits Settlements ....

Other
British Guiana
British Oceania
Australia

Fiji

New Zealand
British West Indies .

.

Barbados
Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago .

Other
Hong Kong
Newfotindland
Argentine Republic . . .

Brazil

Chile

China
Colombia
Cuba
France
St. Pierre and Miquelon
Japan 8,285.900

Mexico
Netherlands
Dutch East Indies

Nicaragua
Panama
Peru
Russia

United States . .

.

Philippine Islands.

Uruguay
Venezuela

$
30,649

2,768

512,977

21.600

36.800

4,500

5,666

6.938.506

1.300

851.600

700

21.600

40,200

67.300

91.400

3.700

720.600

394.500

141.100

56.000

2.500

457.700

6.000

7..500

1.900

15..500

58.000

7,621.900

1.800

1,947

2,758

357

389

473,119

91

61.751

73

1,812

2.529

5,983

5.398

297

55.230

33.630

12.1.50

4,442

447

30.977

339
r51,.575

401

96

1,324

4.059

4.54.377

134

2.700 217

Total .32..579.200 2.452.296
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Wall Paper.

Exported to:

United Kingdom
Bermuda
British Africa, South
British Guiana,

British Oceania
Australia

Fiji

New Zealand
British West Indies

Barbados
Jamaica
Trinidad and Tohapro

Other
Newfoundland
Argentine Republic
Bolivia . . .^

Chile

Colombia
France
St. Pierre and Miquelon ....

Italy

Netherlands
Dutch Guiana
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
United States

Uruguay

Roll

255.701

32,030

1,255.427

140

716.784

Total 3,859,108

Felt and Roofing Paper.
Exported to:

United Kingdom
Bemuida
British Africa. South
British Africa, West
British East Indies

Ceylon
India

British (iuiana

British Oceania '. . .

.

Australia

New Zealand
British West Indies

Barbados
Jamaica
Trjnylad and Tobago
Other
Newfoundland
Colombia
France
St. Pierre and Miquelon
Italy

Netherlands
Dutch East Indies

United States

Porto Rico

Total

Paper Board.

Exported to:

United Kingdom
British Africa, South
British East Indies

22.030

2.123

122,519

22

83,106

1.825 183

26.534 1.231

1.365 68

791.772 62.421

10.889 1.8.50

8,652 942

488,778 40.520

13.757 1.877

982 "142

300

2.050

21

219

117.626

134.084

412

8.940

12.24.1

108

360.557

1919.

i 9.5.717

60

5,690

138

435
1.594

2,363

3.516

10,636

994

27

61.608

430
127.313

$310,778

191<^.

$ 873..331

114.030

India

British Oceania
Australia

Fiji

New Zealand
British West Indies . .

.

Jamaica
Egypt and Sudan
Newfoundland
Argentine Republic . .

.

China
France
St. Pierre and Miquelon
Portuguese Africa

United States

87,192

2.483

837

571
5.842

6,510

2,670

53,971

"26
2,433

1,887,389

Total

Films for Photographers' Use and for

Pictures*
Exported to:

United Kingdom
Bemuida
Britisii Africa, East
Britisli Africa. South
Britisii Africa. West
British East Indies

Ceylon
India

Straits Settlements

British Oceania

Australia

New Zealand
Egypt and Sudan
.A[a"lta

Newfoundland
Argentine Republic

Denmark
Greenland. Iceland, eU.'

France
St. Pierre and Miquelon
Germanv
Italy .

'

ilexico

Morocco
Russia

Siam
Spain
Sweden
T'nited States .-

Alaska

.$3,037,279

Moving

1919.

.$ 130.9.53

1,638

732
349

2,07.5

19.616

475

48,604

2.016

148

555
370
14

90
50

177

46,586

3,168

1,045,270

Total .$1,.302,886

* Films are no longer classed as Paper Export.s in

the Trade of Canada Reports, but appear as "Scien-

tifii- and Educational Equipment."

Other

Exported to:

United Kingdom . . .

Bermuda
British Africa. South

British East Indies .

India

Other
British Guiana
British Oceania . .

Australia

Paper, N.OP.
1919.

2,676

5,379

191.743

1,535

280,323
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Fiji

New Zealand

British West Indies , .

Barbados
•laiiinioa . .

Trinidad and Tobapo .

Oth.T
Hon^ Kontr

Newfoundland
Artrentine Republic . .

(.liiiia

fiil>a

France ,

St. Pierre and Miquelon
Italy

Japan
Mexico
N'orway
Russia

Switzerland

United States

1.

165

416

897

Total .

Exported to:

I'liited Kingdom . . .

Bermuda
British Africa, East .

Africa, South
Africa. West
East Indies .

Total Paper.

British

British

British
( 'cvlon

India

Strait Settlements

Other
British Guiana
British Honduras
Australia

Fiji

New Zealand
British West Indies . ..

Barbados
Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago .

'Other

Efrypt and Sudan
Honjj KonjT

Malta

N'lwfoundland

.Nreentine Republic . ..

B#ivia
Ii4i/il

fifile

China
Columbia
C(ista Rica
Cui'a ?

.

Df-iitriark

Ot'cnJand. Iceland, etc.

F.<Mindor

France
St. I'ierre an<l Mi(|uclon

Germany
tiri'ccp

Guatemala
Honduras
Italy

Japan
Mexico

53

473
38:}

382
525
25

728
921

481

211

961

665

106,164

872

625

108.583

$983,968

1919.

.$1,171,810

11.874

1.638

1.253.603

487

4.457

120,411

832

6.526

2,963.871

2.714

1,184629

3,325

4.765

19.729

10.603

.54.446

25

2.016

190.022

792,325

942
160.360

104,077

127,086

23,036

2.833

41,186

555

523
138.084

1,437

3.218

2.44M

.33,076

872.932

6,.161

Morocco 90

Xetherlands
Dutch East Indies ' 3,530

Dutch Guiana 21

Dutch West Indies Ill

Nicaraszua ,. .

.

96

Norway 20,872

Panama 14.535

Parajruav

Peru. .
" 49.919

Portufral

Portufruese Africa 2,4-33

Russia 7.756

Salva.lor 2.886

San Domingo 324

Siam 177

Spain 46,586

Sweden 3,168

Switzerland

United States 39.666,535

Alaska 1.740

Hawaii 1,015

Philippine Islands 134

Porto Rico 3,014

rruguay 14.180
Venezuela 7,511

Tolal $49,165,795

PAPER PRODUCTS MADE IN CANADA.
The follcwing is but an incomplete list of the pulp,

l)aper and allied products made in Canada:
Bags, blanks (plain white, coated, and colored),

blotting, bond, book, boxboards, bristol builders"

boards, boards, building paper.

Calendar, carpet felt (plain and pleated), cartridge,

catalogue, chipboard, coated boards, covers and crepe
papci-s.

Drug. dry. dryproof. duplex waterproof.

Envelope papers.

Fibres, fibre boards, flat gummed, folding board.

French folio.

Glassine. greaseproof, greys, groundwood pulp.

Hardware, liosiery.

Insulating pajier.

•lute board.

Kraft pul)), kraft paper (wrapping and tissue).

Leather boards, ledger atui lithograph papers.

.Manila r()])e, mill boavds, inimciigrapb. .M.F. and
S.C. coated.

News board, newsprint |)aper.

Parchment (genuine and imitation i, |)asted, ))oster,

l)rogram.

Hoofing papers.

Snljiliate p\i\]\ s\ilphite fibre.

Tag manila, ticket board, tissue, tympan numila.

Wood boards (pure and filled), waxed and writing

pai)ers.

Paper Products.

Bags, boxes.

Cardboards, cartons for butter, eggs, meat, corru-

gated boxes, cores, cups.

(iummed sealing tapes.

Indurated fibrcware i piiils. seriib-boarils. lul>s).

lialiels.

Napkins.

Hoofing.

Sheathing, shirt-front Ixiards. shoe-making boards,

stair pads, suit and skirt boxes.
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PULP AND PAPER IN NEWFOUNDLAND.
St. John's.—From the budget speech of the Hon.

Henry Brownrigg, Minister of Finance, it is evident
that the government of Newfoundland is ready to co-

operate with outside capital in au endeavor to exploit
the pulp and timber resources of the Island Colony.
Speaking on the subject in the Newfoundland legisla-

tures, 'Slv. Brownrigg said:

"It is my firm conviction that it is the bouiiden duty
of the Government of this country to do all in its

power to encourage the investment of capital in our
forest areas and not place vexatious restraints ni)on

capital that may aid in the development of the dormant
resources of this Colony in any direction, provided
alwa.ys that the interests of. the people are safeguard-
ed in all respects."

There are now in operation on the island two large

pulp and paper mills, the Anglo-Newfoundland De-
velopment Company's mills, owned by the Harmsworth
interests, which are located at Grand Falls, and A. E.

Reed Company's mills at Bishop's. Last year
these two companies exported 22,819 tons of paper,
valued at $1, n-tfi, 3-44 ; 3,128 tons of pulp valued at $43,-

265 and 4,023 tons of sulphite valued at $431,913. Two
other mills will be exporting during the coming year.

A steady growth in the development of tlie pulp and
paper industry on tlie island is now anticipated, and
on this sub.iect the minister said:

Prior to 1909 the manufacture of jjajicr in the coun-
try was .regarded as impracticable and the failure id'

such an undertaking was confidently predicted by
men of wide experience in the business. These opinions

and predictions were based on erroneous information
relative to the climatic conditions in this country.

The Harmsworth after thorough investigation erect-

ed a $6,000,000 plant, and luive since then practically

duplicateil their oi'iginal outla.\- at (irand Falls.

Supply Northcliffe Papers

From these mills they are sup])lying tiu' complete
requirements of the extensive line of Northcliffe pub-
lications in England, and disposing of all the surplus
stock they can turn out and ship to I'nited States and
other markets. Last year they siiipped to tlic Asso-

ciated Newspapers of the United States some "lO.OOO

tons of paper and also sent a considerable quant it.v to

Australia.

Brazil, Argentina ami Chili jiave also placed orders
for the Grand Falls paper during the past two years,

and there is a likelihood of South America becoming
a purchaser of Newfonndlaiul paper oji a large scale

if the market is properly attended to. Before liie

war Germany supplied a large jiercentage of Soutli

America's paper reriuirements. The highest testimo-

nials as to the superior finality of Newfoundland pa-
per have come from those who have used it abroad.
The operation of the Anglo-Newfoundland Develop-

ment Compan.v, and the A. E. Reed Co. have onl.v de-

monstrated to the world the value of Newfoundland
forests as a base of supply for pulp and newsprint.
These operations have been a world-wide advertise-

ment for this country's timber areas and it is bearing
good fruit."

FLAX STRAW PULP MILL PROJECTED.
A report from Regiiia says:

—

Regina, July 21.—Plans are now under way for t!i°

establishments of a million dollar paper mill in South-

ern Saskatchewan. Large financial interests in Toron-

to are behiiui the scheme. It is proposed to utilize
the thousaiuls of tons of waste straw in this province
for the manufacture of paper.

Close proximity of cheap coal is one of the essentials
in the location of such a plant, and it is believed by
the men behind the scheme the lignite fields of South-
ern Saskatchewan offer the necessary fuel require-
ments.

A preliminary survey of the territory is now being
made by W. R. Pbillips. a former mayor of Trenton'',
Out., who maile the announcement today regarding the
projiosed establishment of the new industry.
According to Mr. Phillips there is no question about

the possibility of manufacturing paper from stnnv.
There are several plaiits on the American continent
which are being successfully operated, one being in
Eastern Canada. It has been found from expei-ienee
that from two tons of straw and two tons of coal there
can be manufactured one ton of paper.

FIRE PREVENTION ON BLOCK PILE
Following a recent visit .,f .Mr. ']'. J. lloxie, a special

Investigator of the Mutiml insurranee Company, and
an expert on the fungi that attack pulp wood in stor-
age, Laurentide Company is making experiiiuuits
with spraying the l)loek pile to prevent fire.
This spraying is now l)eing done continuously
to avoid any fire that a chance spark might start
in little piles of sawilust, Itark, or chips that accumu-
late. Fire protection ap|iaratus is now available in
the block pile yard which is believed can cope with any
ordinary fire that might become ignited, but the
spraying .system now in use will probably give littl>

chance for its employment.
Aside from the value of preventing any small fires,

the continuous wetting of the block fire prevents the
formation of fungus which attacks and destroys pidp-
wood.

It will be recalled that Mr. Tloxie reail a valuable
paper on Fires in Block Piles at the Technical Section
meeting. (See Pulp and Paper, Jan 29, 1920).

FORT WILLIAM CO.S TIMBER LIMITS.
The pulpwo.id limits ai(piircd by the Fort William

Pulp and Paper Co. comprise one-thou.sand square
miles of limits on (he Grand Trunk Pacific between
Fort William and Simix Lookout, known as the Far-
linger-MacDonald limits. Lease runs twenty years
with privilege of renewing for two further periods of
2.') .years each.

It is estimated half a million dollars yearly in freight
rates will accrue to the Dominion governmeni from
I he transport of pulp logs from the limits to the mills
here, and in addition the government pulp-culting
lues.

Relph. Darwen and Pearce, have issued the announce-
ment that the management of their Woodpulp and
<'hemical Department, has now been taken over h.v

-Mr. Robert Marshall in succession to Mr. Fred f^ield-
ing. Mr. Marshall has had man.v .vears' i)ractical

and commercial experience in the pulp and paper trade
in Scandinavia. During the "War he served as British
Vice-Consul at Stockholm and at Hapaj-anda.

Some people don't believe in putting off till to-
morrow the trouble they can make to-day.
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ADD FOREST ENGINEER TO STAFF.
Pulp and Paper Ai'ces.sories, Limited. Shaughnpssy

Building. Montreal, have added forestry work fo their

facilities for serving: the industry. Their letter ad-

vising us of this step has some good "dope"' so we re-

print it in full :

—

Of late several prominent Canadian lumbermen and
foresters have repeatedly pointed out that the Cana-
dian forests, the source of raw material for our lumber
and pulp wood industries, do not receive the care and
attention they should get. As a consequence, the lum-

ber supply of this ccuintry is gradually being depleted,

and the time may not be very far away when the a-

bove mentioned industries, which are, bound to in-

crease in importance by the ever increasing shortage

of timber and pulpwood in the United States, may fintl

themselves in a precarious jiosition. It lias therefore

become of paramount interest to the owiu'rs of our

forests to take steps to i)i-cvent waste and to increase

the production of their timberlands to meet their pre-

sent and future needs.

This can be done by scientific methods only, and

our firm has for some time considered if and how it

might be able to assist owners of timberlands in the

care of their forests. We have come to the conclusion

that the best service we could reiuler the Canadian
forests would be by placing a forestry engineer of

indisputable tiieoretieal and practical knowledge of

modern forestry science at their service.

Our attention has for a long time been directed to-

wards Sweden, which country, with only a fraction of

the timber area of Caiuida ; has maintained its jiosi-

tion on the world's market as one of the most import-

ant timber producing countries.

One of our representatives, when recently visiting

Sweden, succeeded in engaging the .services of a pro-

minent Swedish Forester, a graduate of the Royal

Forest Institute, Stockholm, with extensive practical

experience as Chief F'orester for one of the largest lum-

ber concerns of Sweden. This concern furnishes a

striking example of what results can be oi)tained l)y

the forestry methods referred to above. Its holduigs

are l')0 English square miles of which <u\\y 96 sipiarc

miles are productive timberland.

The yearly growth of these timberlands is ciu)Ugh

for an annual production of 40.000.000 s. feet .sawn

lumber and 40.000 tons of chemical pulp. How much
would not the forests of Canada yield if haiulled in the

same manner?
When the arrival of the above mentioned Swedish

forester we are startinsr a new department of our

lirm, through which all the experience of the Swedish

forestry, already proved as practical and economical,

is at the .service of Canadian iuflustry.

We shall always be pleased to give information and

a<lvise regarding forestry wfirk and methods, and wc

are prepareil If) make estimates of growing limber,

make maps of timberlands and to undertake any kind

of forestry work, applying the most economical,

modem and scientific methods.
Yours verv trulv,

PILP & PAPER MILL ACCESSORIES LTD.

paper and newsprint, using a new process which Rev.
Louis A. Saeger, a Buffalo minister, claims he has
perfected. It is claimed the process is the most satis-

factory yet perfected.

Officers of the firm are Buffalo paper men, includ-
ing H. J. Simon, president ; J. F. Fisher, vice-presi-

dent; C. P. Chrisgau, treasurer; J. C. Stockman, secre-

tary, and G. A. Peterson, sales manager.

WILL MAKE REMADE PULP.
Buffalo. —The P3<'onoiiiy Pulp Prudui-ts Company has

acquired the plant on Goose island, Tonawanda. for

erly occupied by a vinegar manufacturing firm, and

will at once begin the creation of a de inking plant.

The firm will manufacture pulp from both magazine

HOW RAILWAY OPERATING COSTS MOUNT
The Railway Association makes an appeal for the

full utilization of space in freight cars.

"Ho Bill! That'll hold her! Slam her .shut! Call

it a car! He.v, there, you checker! Jam your blinkiu'

seal on that door! Couple on and yank her out

!

Us guys is quick workers. We got two more to load to-

night ! Call it a car!"
Such is the good-natured formula—or ajiproximate-

ly the formula by which something like .$18,000,000

ma.v be said to have been added unnecessarily to the

past twelve months' cost of operating the Canadian
railways. It is the .jocular touch of an indifferent

hand—by W'hich the "safety margin" of car supply
over car demand in Canada was, and still is, being cut

down every day in spite of the railways. It is the little

episode—repeated thousantls of times a day at thous-

ands of loading points—which added '>00,000 lumeces-

sarv' car trips to the Canadian transportation program
in the la-st year—<>ach trip averaging 243 miles under
load and 89 miles empty and wasting 14 car days.

Thus the constant service of 10.000 freight cars was
devoted to unnecessary work instead of remaining
in reserve to nu'Ct emergencies. Thus 4.000 lumeces-

sary trains were moved. Thus 8,000 unneeesary en-

gines were employed instead of being in reserve. Thus
79 miles of jirecious track room were occupied instead

of being free to preserve the elasticity of terminal and
passing track caiiacity, thus reducing the margin be-

tween any easy car movem.Mit—and possible conges-

tion, with embargoes. Thus 100,000 times 17 tons of

tare weight (the weight of the car alone) was added
to the constant burden of the railwa.vs the whole year
through—or 170.000 extra tons. Thus 6:000,000 "tons

of coal were taken from the available supjJy. Thus
all movement was slower. Thus the entire machinery
of Canadian business was slowed up! Depressing,

subtly, but surely, the volume of business in your
factories and warehouses! Cutting down the rate of

tui-nover! Running up the overhead ]>cr unit

of sale! Thinning your profits!

When shippers were on their toes during the war,

average load per car nise to 27.0r> tons. Now it is

averaging 22.69! The loss is almost five tons per ear!

This toss is almost wholly explaituible by reference to

the relaxed attitude of the ship|M>r. Ilis employees

have a tendency to "let down" and to aiiopt siunething

like the formula quoted at the top of this appeal. If is

good business fnr you, f(U- the country, and for your

railway service to banish that attitude and substitute

for it: "Ho. Bill! Call that a cart Not on your life!

Open her up again! We'll cram her till the axles

bu«t!" But they won't "bust." Try!

People seem not to see that their opinion of the

world is also a confession of character.— Emer.-ion.

Be sure .vou replace all guards when through re-

pairing a machine. Think about the other fellow.
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Technical Section

A-AiiQClATlONy

NEW MEMBERS IN TECHNICAL SECTION.

The secretary of the Teciiiiieal Seetion of the Can-

adian Pulp and Pai)ei' A>soeiation announces the elec-

tion of F. P. Mathews, Dryden Pulp and Paper Co.,

as full member: P. Taylcr, BathuiNt Lumber Co., as

associate member; E. P. Cameron, Forest Pi'oducts

Laboratories of Canada and A. E. McLean, Bathurst

Lumber Co., as junior members.

Mr. K. AL Decew, Price Bros. & Co.,, Keno^ami,
Que., has been elected to junior membership in the

Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Papei'

Association.

OUTLINE OF SECTION ON SULPHITE PULP.

This section foi- the Text liook on I'ulp and Pai-ei-

Manufacture is nearinj; completion and readers who
have suggestions are asked to send them in at once.

If you think of something that may be overlooked,

please say so.

Introductory.

1. History.

2. (ienei-al description of various processes.

Direct and indirect cooking.

:{. Wimd used for sulphite pulj).

Acid Making.
1. (ieneral outline of varinus systems.

2. Burning of sulphur.

Types of burners and operation.

3. Burning of pyrites.

Types of luirnei's and oi)eration.

4. Combustion.
Temperature and air regulation.

5. Cooling of gases and removal of impurities.

Types of gas coolers.

6. System of gas absorption.

(a) Milk of lime system.

Three tank system (intermittent).

Barker system (continuous).

(b) Tower system.

Construction and operation

7. Reclamation of acid.

Descrii)tion of vai-ious methods, especially the

reclaiming tower.
8. Chart showing operations of acid making in-

(duding reclaiming.

9. Testing and control in connection with a<-id

making.
(a) Tables showing composition of various grades

of sulphur, i)yrites, limestone.

(b) Burner gas, temperature, draft, chemical
tests, including automatic testing.

(c) Acid control.

Specific gravity te.sts and chemical analyses.
Cranilon"s acid regulator.

Digesters.

I. Various types.

Horizontal and vertical types.

Lining.

Fitting.

Capacity. (table)

•hiding reclaiming of

Cooking.
1. Filling of digester.

2. Tlicories of cookinj

'•i. Practice of cookim
acid.

4. Manipulation of cooking for obtaining differ-
ent grades as strong, news, easy bleach-
ing, etc.

"). E 'feet of variables.

G. Blowing and lilow pit.

7. Washing.
5. Yield of pulp.
9. Utv'overy of by-jtroducts.

10. Other sidi)hife processes, Mitscherlich, etc.
11. Testing and control in connection with cook-

ing pi-ocesses.

(a) Testing moisture of chips.

(b) Testing raw acid.

(i-) Steam regulation maintaining even load or
boiler plant.

(d) Temperature recorder.

(e) Pressure recorder.

(f) Testing of liquor during cooking—hot test,
cold test, Mitsclierlich test.

Pulji test ; smell and color of liquor.

REVIEW OF RECENT PATENTS.
K-8. Dyeing treatment for paper yam pulp. D.R.

P. .\'o. ;il2,sti7, .Mcistcr, Lucius &, lir'inniiiir, Pa|)ier-
zeitung, 1919. p. 1742; Color Trade .1.; Paper, 26, .')2.

(1920). The most serviceable results are obtained in
the dyeing of paper yarns by the use of sulfo-acids
produced by acting on raw .xylol, or .solvent naphtha,
or on the resinous condensation product of this carbo-
hydrate and formaldehyde, with sulfonating agents.
The method of preparing them is outlined. The pulp
is treated by first adding the rosin size, then the dve-
stuff solution, and finally, after mixing for 1/2 hr., Al
sulfate is added. If it is desired that the stuff become
warm through prolonged beating, the alum is added
shortly before ciiijitying.— A.P.-C.

K-10. New process of siting paper. D.R.P. No.
:il7-94,S. Ma.x Mnller, Finkenstein. I'apierfab , 1920
p. 44; Paper 26, r,2. (1920). The invention consists
in the precipitation of the sizing substances of the
mixture of .solution of colloid matter with water-gla.ss
solutions, by the addition of acids or acid salts, espe-
cially A1,0., combinations or mixtures of the same,
partially or entirely before the addition of the stuff!
Further methods of carrying out the new process eon-
ist in the simultaneous addition to the sizing mate-

rials of substances that increa.se the durability and at
the same time po.s.se.ss precipitant, or sizing proper-
ties or both. Moreover, loading, color, or other mate-
rial, in the form of emulsions, can be added to the
mixing medium during its preparation—A.P.-C.

The law of nature is, that a certain quantity of work
is necessary to produce a certain i|uantity of good of
any kind whatever. If you want knowledge, you must
toil for it ; if food, you must toil for if ; and if pleasure,
you mu.st toil for it.—Ruskin.
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UNITED STATES AOTES
The Beckett Paper Compauy of Hamilton, Ohio,

which has just filed notice of an increase of its capi-

tal fmni $400,000 to $1,000,000, has imder consideration

extensive improvements to its plant at Hamilton.These
extensions are nei-essitated by the increasing demands
for the Company's i>roduct of writing, bond and book-

paper which are being marketed in all parts of the

country. The Beckett Paper Company is one of the

oldest concerns of its kind in the United States.

Thomas Beckett, president, comes from an old and

influential family and is regarded as one of Hamilton's

most enterprising citizens. His company was one of

the first in the middle West to inaugurate welfare

work among its employees.

A serious dearth in paper napkins is facijig the

country, according to G. H. Salleuder, manager of the

American Lace Paper Co., of Milwaukee, Wis. ilr.

Sallender says that production at present is only a

quarter of the demand and that within the next few

months if conditions do not change. pax>er napkins will

lie i)Ut a memory. I'liderprodwctiou of pulp is blamed.

Beginning .lainuiry 1, the Whiftaker Paper Company,

Detroit, will occupy the building which now houses the

Detroit braiu^h of the Goodyear Rubber Company. This

building has been purchased by the Whittaker people

so that they would be enabled to concentrate the work

of all their departments under one roof. $275,000 was

the consideration figuring in the deal.

Articles of incorporation have been filed with the

Sp< retary of State, Idaho, by the Howard Pul|) and

Paper Corporation, capitalized at $25,000,000.

The Keyes Fibre Company of Waterville. Me., whose

principal product, wood pulp plate and dishes market-

ed under the trade name ''Paprus." has largely sujicr-

s.-ded the old-fasliioiied paper plates. Is planning the

erection of a new 40-ton pulp grinding mill at Water-

ville. A contract has .just been closed with the Shaw-

mul Manufacturing Company of New Yoik for use of

the greater part of the power now being dcvclopetl at

Shawmut, Me.
The Soufheni Newspaper I'nblishers Association, at

ifMTecent convention, held at Ashcville, N.C., elected

.\m-ccllns R. Foster of Houston. Texas, president for

thl ensuing year. Oilier officers chosen are: W. A.

Klliott. Jacksonville, "Time.s-Union. first vice-presi-

dent; Charles R. Stewart. Lexington. Ky. "Herald."

second vice-president, and W. C. Johnson. Chatta-

no«»'a. Term. "News." secretary and treasurer. The

wood pulp situation, 5 cent dailies, 10 cent Sunday

fliitions. nine column yiapers, second class postage, the

ijfcwsprint supply ami labor questions were among the

topics disiMissed.

Oscar C. Merrill, chief engineer of the TInileil Stales

Forest Service, has been appointed executive secretary

of the newly created Federal Power Commissif.n, the

iippointiiient being made by Secretary of War. Newton

D. Baker, who i^ chairman of the Commission. Mr.

Merrill on taking "ffice. made arrangements for an ad-

vi.Horv committee to draft regulations under the act.

and on this eommillee the War Department named

(Jen Enoch H. Crowder. the lin.ri..r Department se-

lected Herman Staliler and the Agricultural Depart-
ment designal.'d -Mr. Merrill to look after its interests.

The act gives the commission authority to prescribe

regulations for the leasing of waterpower sites on
Government land and on all navigable rivers. It is

designed to conserve natural resources anil afford
cheaper power. The first meeting of the commission
will be held this week at Washington. More than fifty

ajjplications for the leasing of sites await action by
the commission. W^. S. Murray has been named by the

United States (Jeological Survey as chairman of its

engineering staff to make an investigation and report

on the feasiliility of a super-|)ower zone between New
York and Boston.

File wrecked the wood balking jjlant of the St. Regis

Paper Comi)any at Deferiet. N.Y.. last week, causing

damage estimated at $10,000.

According to a report made to the Senate by the

Forest Service of the United States Department of

Agriculture, the pri'sent shortage of newsprint paper

in the United States is due to a serious depletion of

forests in the Northeastern and Lake States where
there is an over-development of the pulp and paper

industries. In view of the iinfavoral)le situation in

these localities, the report points to the vast unde-

veloped timber areas of Alaska as the only available

sourc- from which a pcri)efual supi)ly sufficient to

meet a substantial \niv\ of the iiewspiiut reijuirements

of the United States may be obtained with a pnqier

development of these resources. The report recom-

mends a comprehensive survey to furnish exact inform-

ation upon the stand and locali(ui of suitable timber in

the new regions and other needed data.

The Allagash Land Company, organized recently at

Bangor. .Me., for the purpose of taking over an ()ption

on a tract of land on upper St. John wat.-rs. has filed

a certificate of incorporation at Augusta. .Me. The

capital stock of the company is $riOO,0(>0 and the pai

value shares is $100. E. B. Draper, the pulpwood op-

erator, at present holds the oi)tion on the tract, which,

though i>art <d' the Eaton holdings, was not included

in the recent transfer by the latter's managci-s to the

Passama(|iioddy Land ("(uiipany.

Mr. J. Siroihard Brooks of the James W. Sewall

office, timber estimators and foresters of Ohl Town.

Maine and Washington, U.V.. is making a quick ex-

amination of a large limber tract in Ijucbcc. He has

with him Mr. Joseph D. Lanto of the same organi/.alion.

Messrs. James W. Sewall and James A. Conners have

just returned from a limber valuation trip in Ten-

nessee. Tlicy report business exceedingly good, almost

to llie point of saturation.

NO MORE PULP FOR JAPAN AT PRESENT.

OwiML' I" Ibc uiisellled financial conditions, il looks

as lliougli tlicre woiil.l be no more pulp shipped to

Japan from British Columbia until after the first

of 1!>21. when il is liojied the financial situation will

be mneh improved. Just now there is not a pound

being shipped.
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Work has been eommeuced on the t'actury whii-li is

being established in Ingersoll, Ont., by the Dominion
Cone Company, Limited, and Folding Paper Boxes,

Limited, of Toronto. The ratepayers recentl.v carried

a bylaw granting a loan of $25,000 and other eon-

cessions to the firm. The building will be two stories.

49 by 81 feet, with a front of red pressed brick.

Mr. Charles V. Syrett, head of the Victoria Paper
and Twine Company, Limited, has purchased a fine

new residence at 141 Springhurst Avenue, Toronto,

and moved into his new home this week. lie formerly
lived at Dunn Avenue.

No decision has yet been made by the Ontario Ciov

erument in respect to the application of the Haekus
pulp and paper interests for an extensive pulpwood
concession along the English river, which, together

with the limit they now own to the south, would suji-

ply pulpwood for the proposed pulp and paper null

at Kenora. Premier Drury this week made the follow-

ing official statement concerning the matter; Some
time ago complaint was made on behalf of the Cana-
dian daily newspapers that the Fort Frances Pulp
and Paper Compan.v was refusing to supply newsprint

for use in this country and the Government was asked
by the press to use its good offices to induce the com-
pany to supply Canadian newspapers. The press was
represented at the conference. No assurance was given

by the Government that any additional concession

would be given Backus. Jlr. Peter Ileenan, the mem-
ber for Kenora, was present, not representing Mr.

Backus or himself, but as the representative of

Kenora. As soon as it was brought to tlie attention

of the Government that Mr. Harding (Crown Counsel

on the Riddel-Latehford Timl)er Commission) was re-

presenting the Backus interests he was asked im-

mediately to sever connection with that firm and all

other lumber companies.

A supreme Court writ has been issiunl at St. Cather-

ines at the instance of George Mortimer Elson against

the assignee for the Journal Printing Company, claim-

ing $7,212.88. The claim is based on money advanced

to J. M. Elson, plaintiff's brother, on behalf of the d?-

funct Journal. In the statement filed (!. M. Elson

claims that he has been advancing money during a

period of six or seven years. When the Journal made
an assignment the claimant filed his account but the

trustees threw it out.

By a writ issued this week in Toronto the Supreme
Court is asked to declare that certain judgments of the

Paper Control Tribunal, directing the Fort Frances

Pulp and Paper Company, Limited, to make eertali)

refunds to its Canadian customers, are valid, and to

direct the payment of these funds. The amount in-

volved is approximately $122,000, the largest claim

being that of the ^Yinnipeg Free Press for $52,259.81.

Mrs Arthur Murphy (Janey Canuck) of Edmonton,

has been appointed a delegate to the Imperial Press

Conference at Ottawa next month. Mrs. Murphy is

president of the Canadian Women's Press Club and

Honorary Secretary for Canada of the Society of Wo-
men Journalists of England.

In connection with the collection of fees on pulp-
wood and timber cut from Crown lands, it is under-
stood that the Ontario Government is considering the
inauguration of a new and more businesslike admin-
istration of this service. The whole question of scaling
and measurement of logs and timber is under consider-
ati(ui at the present time and investigation is being
made at mills anil other places with a view to colicci-.

ing data to assist in arriving at a conclusion regarding
the best nu'thod to be followed. Hon. Beniah Bowman,
Minister of Lands and Forests has been on a trip of

inspection to the western part of the province and
is giving considerati<ui to the new methoils about to

be inaugurated.

Mr. (ieorge Davidson, Toronto, sales manager of

the Howard Smith Paper Co., Ltd., has gone on a motor
trip through New Hampshire accompanied by his wife

aiul family.

Mr. A. Ilobson, of the Toronto office of the Howard
Smith Paper Co., Ltd., is spending his vacation at

Sparrow Lake.

To carry on the busiiu'ss of engravers, printers and
publishers etc., the Edward Press, Limited, has been

granted a charter, with head office at Toronto. The
company is capitalized at $40,000.

Additional information to hand concerning the

Spruce Falls Company, Limited, which has been grant-

ed a charter, indicates that the Kimberley-Clarke, Com-
Itan.v, of Neenah, Wis., has bec<pme largely interested

in the |)roposition. Officials of the compan.v recently

visited Toronto and conferred with Premier Drury
and the Minister of Forests and Lands in reference

to the taking over of 1740 square miles of pulp wood
conce.ssi(uis which were granted to the old compan.v

three .vears ago. George F. Hard.v of New York is

consulting engineer and the compan.v will go ahead at

once with the erection of a 75-ton groundwood j)lant,

and a 75-ton sulphite |)lant, to be followed later i).v

a newsprint plant of 75-ton capacit.v. The pulp plant

is to be iiroceeded with at once and is expected to be-

gin manufacturing in the fall of 1921. Mr. F. J.

Sensenbrenner, First Vice President of the Kimberle.v-

Clarke Co.. is the new President of the Spruce Falls

Co. and Mr. S. A. Mund.v, of Bradford, Penn. is the

Vice-President, with J. C. Kimberle.v, of Neenah, Wis.

as secretar.v. A Toronto office of the company is

being opened at 9 College Street, with Mr., Elihu Stew-
art, Vice President of the old compan.v, and the only

Canadian director in the new organization, in charge.

The compan.v will bu.v large quantities of wood from

the settlers in thf Kapuskasing district, where the

mill will be erected.

ilr. John M. Imrie, Manager of the Canadian Daily

Newspaper Association, and family, are spending a

few weeks at Bolton, Lake Sincoe.

Mr. R. T. Houck, Sales JIanager of the George H.

Mead Co., of Dayton, Ohio, was in Toronto this week
on business.
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The London Paper Co., Limited, ha.s been incorpor-

ated to carry on the business of publisher.s, wholesale

and retail stationers, manufacturers of envelopes, paiier,

hardwood boxes, etc., as well as ureneral lines. Tiie

capital stock is $li>0.000 and headquarters in London.

The incorporatf)rs of the company are Henry J. tjones

and D. H. .McDermid, Victor Jackson, Samuel F. Jones
and Chas. Tomlin.

A charter ha.s been granted to the Century Bag
Holder Co., Limited, with a capital stock of .$40,000

and headipiarters in Toronto, to manufacture, sell and
deal in liag holders, bags, boxes, chests, wrappers,
pai'king devices made of wood, paper, fibre, metal and
other materials. Walter F. Wormley, Tlionias H.
Goldring and t)thers of Toronto, are sharclioldcrs in

the new enterprise.

The Woman's Century Pul)lishers, witii a capital

stock of $100,000 and head office in Toronto, have
been granted a charter to carry on the business of
jtrinting, publishing, book-binding and selling and
dealing in paper.
Wm. Southara and Sons. Limited, with a capital of

$5,000,000 and head (»ffice in Hamilton, liave been in-

corporated to carry on a general publishing and i)rint-

ing business. book-l>inding, book-selling, stationery, etc.

The Southam's, at the head of which is Mr. Wm. Sontli-

am, veteran publisher, ovn\ the "Hamilton Spectator,'"
the "Ottawa Citizen" and other newspapers in tlie

Dominion, as well as large job printing establishments.

Bird & Son, Limited are erecting a dam at their
plant at Port Range, Quebec. Production will be in-

creased 20 to 25 per cent. The contract for construc-
tion has been awarded to William P. Bishop, Ltd.,
Montreal.

Laurentide is again in second position in the stand-
ing of the St. Maurice Valley League. On July 25, the
Grand Mere boy.s defeated Three Rivers by fast

play in a pitcher's' battle that ended in a 1 to 6 score.

The feature was a throw by Brown from centre field,

when he returned Ma.jor's fly and stopped Oeinpsey
at the plate and spoiled St. Maurice's nearest chance.
The last number of the Spanish River News is large-

ly devoted to the meeting and banquet of the Techni-
cal Section. Needless to say, it is a very interesting

number, well sprinkled with snapshots taken by the

ever-present Coidson. We know who writes the titles

for them tool

Application has been made for the admission to the

T'nlisted Department of the Toronto Stock Exchange
ntthe securities of Western Canada Pulp & Paper Co.

Ltd. The company's operations are carried on at

rt>rf .Mellon, Howe Sound, 25 miles from Vancouver.
This company is successor to the Rainy River Pulp and
Paper Ct)., Ltd.

An all rail shipment of 2,200 ton.s of Nova Scotia coal

to a pulp mill :{2 miles west of Cochrane on the .Va-

tjonal TrHnsc<inf inental cost, including freight, about

the same as I'ennsylvania coal, plus duty, laid down at

the same point. This apparently demonstrates that if

the duty on bituminous coal remains. Nova Scotia

coal can be shippe<l to smifhern Ontario at a profit

even by rail, and much more advantageinisly by water.

A permanent ronsing and barking plant is being

erecteil at Agate. Ont,. by the Continental Wood Pro-

ducts Co.. Ltd. This will be followed by a pulp mill.

Engineering as well as con->trui'tion work is in tlie

hand.s of the Foundation Co.. F^td. Agate is IHO miles

northwest of Sudbury, on the KapuMka.<ting River.

Agate is on the Canadian National Railway, near
Kapuskasing Lake.

Harry Buncke, chief mechanical engineer for the

Abitibi Company is back at Iro(iuois Falls, with a

bride. That is why he was missed on the Technical
Section trip to the Sault. Wonder if he used the

Blackford method of selection.

The Safety League of Shawinigan Falls has drawn
up a program of action by the town on matters relat-

ing to public health and safety. It is not enough to

improve mill conditions. It is quite as important
that the workman's other 16 hours are spent under
safe and healthy conditions.

There is a lot of newspaper opposition in Ontario
to the granting of further forest concessions to the

Backus interests. A new grant of 2,500 stpiarc miles

and certain water power rights is asked. Such a

grant, together with the lease of 1,860 sijuare miles

still undeveloped, would give a reserve of 4.860 square
miles. The location of the projjosed mill is at Kenora.
An employee at the Hamilton [ilant of Bird & Son

asked how watermelons got the water in them, and was
told they are planted in the spring.

Kinleith Paper Mills.. Limited, manufacturers of

high-grade book, writing and bond papers, are enlarg-

ing the capacity of their mill at St. Catharines by in-

creasing the size of one of their maciiines.

Not a Spanish River Subsidiary

In an interview with tlie Pulp ;inii Paper Magazine.
Lieut. -Col. Thomas (Jil)son. one of the officials of the
Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Limited, stated
that the Fort William Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd.. which
is now in process of formation, is entirel.v independent
of the Spanish River Co., and that it was incorrect to

refer to it as a subsidiary of that organization, al-

though some of the men connected with Spanish River
would be in the new company. Col. Gibson is at pre-

sent time engaged in the organization of the new com-
pany, at the head of which will be Mr. John (t. Suther-

land, of Dayton. Ohio, formerly sales manager of the

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd. It is under-
stood that Col. (libson will he the Vice-President of

the Company, with Mr. Sutherland as President. Al-

though the company has not yet been gazetted, work
has already been commenced on the first unit of the

tMiterprise near Fort William. This will be the ground-

wood plant with a cajiacity of 125 tons of groundwood
pidp a day. It is expected that the mill will be com-

pleted in nine months and it will then be followed by

other units, iiududing a newsprint mill. The capital-

ization of the company, said (^)l. Gibson, had not yet

been determined. Arrangements are now being made
for timber and pulp limits in the district.

NORTHCLIFFE PAPERS ABSORBENT.
Rumors have oicasinnaliy been (irnibited that the

Northcliffe interests were absorbing mills on the North

American mainland. A report to that effect is again

current and there seems to be an cs.sence of truth in

it this time. As,soeiated with the report is the name
of the (iidf Pulp and Paper Co.. at Clarke City on

the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Some
time ago the Pulp and I'aper Magazine referred to this

plant as one of the mills which might logically be de-

veloped into a newsprint producer. It may be neces-

sary, however, to ri'tain tlir niill on ltoimkIu oml for

paper mills in England
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, -lul.v I'l.—While tliciv luis lieeii a slight

slackening- off in the i)rinting trade in eonsei|nenee

of the holiday season, paper dealers report that the

demand for most lines of paper is just as strong as

ever. The tendency of both retailers and jobbers is

to buy wherever possible, for it is generall.v conceded
that there is no prospect of prices coming down. On
the other hand, the impression prevails that the mar-
ket will go still higher before the downward trend
sets ill and stocks would i)e adtled to unstintedl.v if

the goods could be had. The mills, liowever, are not

able to meet the demands being made -upon their re-

sources, and deliveries are just as backward as ever.

From three to four months would lie necessarv to

catch up with back orders, even if no new business

was booked, and while the mills and jobl)ei's are en-

deavoring to keep tlieir old customers supjilied and
manage to get a few odd shi]iments onto the (ijien mar-
ket, not a few of tiie jobbers are refusing to take an.v

orders either from old or new customers. The mills

are paying on an average of $15 a ton for coal and the

shortage is still causing grave concern. Supplies at

man.v of the mills are nearing the vanishing point

and they are onl.v enabled to replenish in small quaJi-

tities. Cost of manufacture is continually rising.

The mills are pa.ving l<mg prices for ever.vtliiiig that

enters into the manufacture of paper and there is a

l)ronounced shortage of raw materials of every sort.

In the meantime the public is insistent in its call for

paper which it is impossible to suppl.v in sufficient

quantities. Warehouse stocks of book, l)oiids, ledgers

wrapping and in sluirt practicall.v all lines of i)apers,

are e.xceedingly low and shipments from the mills are

reship|)ed within a few iiours after receipt from the

plants. With these contlitions ]irevailing as to small
supplies and big demands, the prediction is ))retty gen-

eral that the present era of prosperit.v in the paper
trade is destined to last indefinitely. Certainl.v tliere

is no indication that jirices will come down within
some months to come and the present under-production
furnishes sufficient ground upon which to base the

prediction that the coming fall aiul proi)al)!y tlie win-

ter will not see an.v peree])tible change in the general
situation as to prices, demand and supjil.v. ilan.v in

the trade give the paper trade ]iros])erit.v anotlier year
at least to run and some jilace the lease of )iros-

perous life in the trade as likely to extend until

after the Presidential elections in the United States.

No one, however, can be found who will utter a warn-
ing based on a i)ossible slump during the i-oming

fall

.

Newsprint.
Although the juililishers are being well lookeil after

as far as their regular supplies of newsjirint are con-

cerned, very little of the commodit.v finds its wa.v into

the open market, although there is a great demand
for it. As high as 14c. per pound has lieeii ])aid within
the past few days for a carload of flat sheet news
and one Toronto jobber considered himself lucky in

getting a small lot at 13Voc.

Pulp.
The consumption of |iulp ami the lowness of the

available stocks is greater at the present time than
at any period since the era of scarcity set in, accord-
ing to the statement of the sales representatives of
one of the big pulp mills. It is stated that hardly
any woodpulj) has been sold during the past week
owing to the scarcity, although some transactions in

ground wood have been made at $150 a ton, f.o.b. mill.

Bleached sulphite is quoted at from .$190 to .$200 in

American funds and uiil)leached is lieing sold in small
quantities at $175. All of the paper manufacturers
complain of the difficulty in getting |)ulp sup|)lies
and of the high prices they have to pay for the small
quantities the.v succeed in lining up,

Bristol Boards.
Most of the cheaper grades of Bristols, which are

obtainable in Canada, are being supplied fairly freely
and the jobbing hou.ses do not complain of any great
shortage. Imports of the better grades from the
States, liowever, are coming through very slowly, and
orders i)laced last Ai)i'il are only now lieginning to come
in. According to rejxirts received from the Ameri-
can mills by Toronto jobbers, the scarcity of Bristols
in the United States continues and the mills are book-
ed up for .some months ahead. The shipments that
are coming in now are pretty well all jilaced and there
will be very small surplus stocks, if any, when the
orders placed with the American mills three months
ago are filled.

Onion Skin.
One Toronto jobber on receipt of an emiuiry from

a customer concerning the jiossible early delivery of
150 reams of onion skin, wired a U.S. house and
received the reply that the order could not be filled

for four months. This, and other lines of import
stuff, could be handled with profit by local dealers
if it was possible to get delivery, but comparatively
little is coming through and as a consequence dealers
are losing a lot of profitable business.

Kraft.
Kraft paper and kraft pulp remain unchanged in

price and the mills are booked up to October and
November, with the result that the jobbers are not
taking any orders for kraft paper at the present time.
One of the big jobbing houses in Tonmto states that
they have to be well content with average shipments
of about a ton of kraft paper a day, whereas they
used to handle any where from five to ten tons a
da.v. It is almost impossible to get the commodit.v
from the mills now and what is obtainable, is coming
through in driblets.

Wrapping Papers.
According to Mr. F. U. Ratcliffe. President of the

Ratcliffe Paper Co.. Ltd.. who has just returned from
a visit to the Canadian paper mills, there is no easing
off in the situation as far as wrapping papers go.
The mills are .still sold up several months ahead and
with low stocks in the jobbing warehouses and de-
liveries ver.v slow the situation is anything hut satis-

factory. The slackening off in the retail demand for
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wrapping papers, usual at this time of year, has not NEW YORK MARKETS
come this year and the .iobbers are receiving many New York, July 24.—.Seasonal (piietness exists in some
more orders than they ean eonveniently handle. In- hranehe.s of the paper market and yet ther.' is by ^d^
creased prices are looked for l)ut in the meantime the a greater volume of trade activity than usually pre-

prices of the past ten days prevail. vails during mid-summer. Consumers have let up in

Book Papers. their buying to an extent, still demaiul for nu)st grades
With 16c. a pound being paid for No. 1 S.C. liook of paper is running well in excess of availal)le open

and an anticipated price as high as l!)c. in tiie lu'ar market sujiplies. and in no direction with the exception
future, book paper jobbers are doing business under a of spot lots of newsprint have prices declined. In fact,

severe handicap as to shortage of supplies. Coated the tendency of values continues strongly uinvard, and
paper is about the most reasonably priced book paper such changes as have been recorded lately have been
commodity and this also can be had at 16c. a pound, practically in every instance toward higher levels,

which, when the operation of coating is con.sidered, Probably the strongest end of the market at present
is looked upon as a reasonably low jirice, when com- is in book paper. Local jobbers report that it is very
pared with the same price for ordinary book. The nearly a waste of time trying to get prompt shiiunents

jobbers say that what shii)Mients of book paper they of any grade of book paper. About the only orders
are able to get are immediately turned over and barely mills will consider are those making no definite speei-

reach the warehouse before they are shipped out to ficatioiis regarding deliveries and at a price basis pre-
waiting customers. Two big shipments of book^ paper vailing at time shipment is made. Magazine publishers
reached Toronto this week from the Provincial Paper frankly admit being short of supplies. There is hardly
Mills and they were very quickly absorbed by the job- a periodical in the States that is not obliged to limit

bers and jirinters. the size of editions and the number of copies printed.

Box and Mill Boards. Publishers are conserving in every possible way, thus

Box board manufacturers are exceedingl.v busy and indicating that they have come to the firm coiu-lusion

are unable to turn out enough of the product to any- that additional su])plies of paper are going to be hard
where near meet the demand. The mills are experienc- to obtain for months to come. Prices lui machine fin-

ing diffii-ulty in getting the necessary I'ulp su])plies. ished book range in the neighborhood of 18 to 19 cents

The prices that have been prevailing during July will, per pound, and these prices are mainly nominal. Mills

it is expected, hold good during August. have practically no stock to offer for prompt shipment

Rag and Paper Stocks. '^n'l about the only prices oi)tainable are those which

Dealers in rag and |)aper stocks report business brisk, manufacturers or jobbers opine paper is worth pro-

although roofing rags arc moving slowly and there is vided it can be found available. Super book paper

comparatively little demantl for this commodity. The is quoted nominally at 20 cents and higher, and there

demand for cotton cuttings is good and prices in this is little doubt that buyers would readily absorb sizable

department, ami several others, remain firm. tonnages as the basis if they could get paper.

Raff and Paper Stock Prices. ^^''^e P''I"^'"« '"•'' *'''*" '" '' ^'''7 '^^'""" "'"'"''•'^
'^J'^;;

I'ciCwt FOB Toronto tion. ]Mills are oi)eratn)g at maxinnim or at close to tull

No 1 shirt cuttings .H^lo'oO—$20.00 '-'ipa.-ity and are mostly foresold for months to come.

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings .. . .$16.00—$16.50 Prices are gradually clnnbnig to higher levels. Mdls

No. 1 fancv shirt cuttings $13.00—$13.50 '"«' ''«^'"f-' «<' frrant increased prices for raw material.

No. 1 blue'overall cuttings $13.00—$13.50 while the volume of demand, and the large part of it

Bleached .shoe clip $15.00-$15..50 emaining unfdled has^ its influence on market

White cotton hosierv cuttings $16.50—$17.50 values. Jobbers m New ^ ork have virtually no stocks

Light colored hosierv cuttings $13.50—$14.00 "f ^^omh and ledgers and are finding it next to im-

New light flanellette" cuttings $12.50-$13.00 I>"ssible to augment their holdings, for the reason that

No 2 white shirt cuttings $12.50—$13.00 '"^ f«st as shipments arrive trom mills the paper is

Citv thirds and blues (repacked), No. 15 .$3.50—$4.00 immediately distributed among anxuuisly waiting cus-

Flocks and satinettes $2.00—.$2.50 tomers.
,.

, ,

Tailor rags $2.00 $2.25 The newsprint market shows little change. 1 nees on

Gunny bagging ... $2.25^$2.50 **P"' 1"'** ^^^ "p^^** '" standard rolls have eased off a

•lanila rope $7 00—$8 00 trifle, sales at as low as 11.50 cents a pound having

y.K 1 white 'envch)pe cuttings $7.50—$7.75 been recorded, but offerings are decidedly limited as

'No. 1 .soft white shavings $6.50—$6.75 regards tonnage and holders are not pressing cus-

Whife blanks $4.75—$5.25 tomers to buy. There is a firm belief in the trade

Heavy ledger stock $3.75—$4.25 '•!»' ">'" •""" ^^''" ""'"<'><•'* « tightening up of the spot

No. 1 magazine $3.50—$3.60 n'.'ws]u-int market again and those eoneerns having

No. 1 book stock $2.75 $2.90 stocks unsold are mostly content to keep out of view

, No! 1 manilas .. .. .. .. .. '. '.'. '.'.
. . $3!50—.$3J5 as .sellers for the present in the anticipation oP re-

No. 1 print manila $2.25—$2.50 eeiving in the autumn the top prices recently cpioted.

Folded news .$2.00 .$2.25 There is no reducti«ui of operations at newsprint mills.

r)ver issue, news .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
' ^$2/2.">—.$2'50 Manufacturers are producing as large tonnages as their

Kraft .. .' $5.00—.$.5.50 machines will turn out and the great bulk of the out-

No. 1 clean and mixed papers $2.00—.$2.15 put is moving in consistent fashion lo contract cus-

tomers. This is the time of the year when advertising

Spanish mills, to the number of twentv-five, make in daily newspapers drops off and consumption of

all kinds r,f paper and consume about 65,000 tons newsprint eonse(|iiently is lessened, which fact is the

of various kinds of pulp per annum. It should i)rove reason for the quieter demand for print paper in the

a valuable market for Canadian producers. open market.
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TRADE-MARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Fmland, Manu-

facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

--ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
INQUIRIES SOLICITEDTelephone: Murray Hill 4346-4

'• 2170
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Wrappiiijrs of nil kinds arc in stroiipr rloiiuiiui. One
reason tor the brisk call for kraft wrappin<r is said
to be the clusingr dowii of manila mills because of a

scarcity of raw material, with the result that buyers
have flocked into the kraft market. Prices on No. 1

domestic kraft are firm at around 12 cents at mills
and all the supply to be had is meeting ready buyers
.i( about this basis. Tissues rule quotably steady and
are moving: in good volume. Demand is not quite as
voluminous as it was a short time ago but little stock
is accumulating and the market presents a firm tech-
nical condition.

The boartl situation is marked by strength. IJox-

makers are commencing to cover fall requirements
and demand is daily picking up, while with mills

outsold for several months and unable to take care
of the fresh demands made on them, everything seems
to point to further advancement in quotations. Plain
chip i)oard is quoted at $115 to .'i!l20 a ton at mills and
is hard to eet in sizable tonnage at th'se or higher
prices. News board ivS firm at around $12:') per ton.

(iROrXD WOOD.—The ground wood market is

firm. There is no increase in visible sujii>lies and the
few straggling lots that come into the market from
time to time are commanding top prices. About the
lowest named in an.v corner of the trade is $140 a ton
for freshly ground spruce pulp of prime quality, and
sales have been made at $150, and, according to relia-

ble rejxirts, at even higher levels. From present indi-

cations, prices on ground wood are still a good ways
off from the top heights they give promise of attaining

during the next several months. Consuming mills are

using up supplies as fast as they become available, and
accumulations are practically negligible. When de-

mand for ])a|ier Itroadens, as it invariably does in the

early fall, the probabilities are the inordinate demand
for grolind wootl that is likel.v to ensue will run prices

up to undreamed of levels.

CHEMICAL Pl'LP-WOOD.—Probably the most im-

portant development in the chemical woodpulp mar-
ket has been a strengthening of the Scandinavian
market. After a period of about a month's duration
when the market in Norway and Sweden held steady

with very little fluctuation in prices, values there arc

again sharply on the uptrend, and importers say that

virtually every quotation received from the other side

shows a further advance from the prices previousl.v

cabled. Prices on nearl.v every grade of Seandinaviaii

pulp have soared to a jioint where imjiorters are well

fnigh unable to compete in the domestic market here.

I
About the lowest at which No. 1 foreign unbleached
sulphite can be imported to sell in the American

market is 10.50 cents on the dock here, while
the scattering of quotations coming forward
on bleached sulphite involve mainly pulp of
secruidary quality i\>v which sellers on the other side
d'Miiand around 17 to lf> cents a pound. Scandinavian
kraft pulp is held at prices equivalent to S cents landed
here, while even ground wood in Sweden is priced at

a cost to local importers of $125 to $130 per ton ex
dock on this side.

The demand for domestic chemical pulp has eased
up slightly. Consumers are not quite so anxious to

buy, yet prices, particularly on sulphite, remain firm
and seem to be steadily undergoing a hardening pro-
cess. Newsprint sulphite is selling freely at 8 to 8.50

cents a pound at mills, while easy bleaching sulphite
is quoted at 9.50 to 10 cents, bleached sulphite at

nominally 12 cents and domestic kraft at 7.50 to 7.75

cents.

RAGS.—The rag market is in an irregular condition.
Some grades are held with pointed firmness while
others are available to buyers at almost any prices

within reason that are offered. High grades, notably
new cuttings, are decidedl.v scarce and dealers are
holding them at strong prices, with the result that
buyers find it necessary to pa.v the figure asked to

get supplies. Roofing stock and some other medium
or low qualities, on the other hand, are weak and are

repeatedly declining to lower price levels. There have
been purchases of No. 1 roofing rags this week b.v mills

at as low as 2 cents at shipping points, while plenti-

ful supplies are to be had at a quarter of a cent more.
Old thirds and blues are quotably eas.v and are offered

frcel.v by packers at around 4.25 cents f.o.b. shipping
l)oints. Old whites are a bit softer in value and are

quoted at around 13 cents for No. 1 repacked stock.

New white shirt cuttings, washables, flannelettes, new
silesias and similar grades, however, are firm, with

business reported done in No. 1 white shirt cuttings at

23 cents delivered mills, in Xo. 1 washables at 11.50

cents delivered and in new light flannelettes at 16

cents delivered.

PAPER STOCK.—Old paper stock of practically

every grade excepting books and nutgazines rules

firm in price and there have b^-en slight advances in

some directions. Po.ssibly the strongest item at present

is flat folded newspaiier. Several leading consumers
of folded news are activel.v in the market for supplies

and are granting fanc.v prices, as high as 2,50 cents

delivered mills, or in the vicinity of 2.25 to 2.30 cents

at shipping points, having been paid. Shavings also

are in ready demand and are fetching around H.25

cents f.o.b. New York for No. 1 hard whites and 7.25

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
831

1

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hiu. NEW YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any .surplus to

offer write us
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Central Palace.

Pulp and Paper Magazine of Canada
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to 7.50 cents for No. 1 soft white shavings. Because

of the economy practiced by print shops, the produc-

tion of shavinprs is light and packers are cautious a-

bout acceptin<r orders covering large tonnages and are

insistent on full asked prices. Kraft paper is in strong

demand and steadily rising in value. There have been

sales of No. 1 old kraft at close to 6 cents a pound f.o.b.

New York, and most sellers are now demanding this

price. White blank news cuttings are selling at the re-

cord-breaking figure of 6 cents New York. Old books

and magazines are largely neglected by mills and are

freely available at 8 cents at .shipping points.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGING.—The market for old

bagging Is very nearly demoralized. There is little

demand of worth while character emanating from con-

suming (luarters and No. 1 scrap bagging is available at

2.75 cents a pound f. o. b. New York and probably

at lower levels. Gunny is quotably off at around 3

cents per i)ound. and roofing liagging is offered at

1..50 cents at shipping points with few takers in_ sight.

Old rope is steady at a quotable basis of 7 to 7.25 cents

per pound for No. 1 manila roi)e at shipping ponats.

There is a fair demand against contracts but mills are

iloing little new buying.

TRADE INQUIRIES

448. Flmirx. grain, lumber, paper, preserved food

products.—A firm in Piraeus, Greece, with offices at

Corfu, would buy on its own account the foregoing ar-

ticles, or act as representatives for Canadian firms.

457. Paper and iextUes. — K firm of commission

agents at Athens, (ireece, would like to open up cor-

respondence with Canadian exporters.

458. Flour, hardware and paper.—A firm at Athens.

Greece, would be disposed to enter into relations with

Canadian exporters.

500. Indu.itrinI chemical mid pharmaceutical pro-

ducts, raw material far cotton mills, paper mills and

soap manufactures.—An important firm in Genoa,

Italy, are anxious to enter into negotiations with Can-

adian houses desiring to open up business in Italy.

509.- S7. .lohn codfish, wood-pulp, codfish and seal

oil, pure lord and hack.i.—An imiiortant firm of com-

mission agents in <Jenoa. Italy, are most anxious to

enter into negotiations with Canadian houses desiring'

to open up business with Italy.

515. Wf>od pulp.—A very old Milanese firm anxious

t^ enter into relations with Canadian firms exportiiiir

WOfHlpulii.

550. Netvsprint.—A Brazilian firm of imiiorters.

who state that they sold last year over 4.000 tons of

newsprint paper, most of which was of Canadian manu-

facture purchased in the Cnited States, wish to import

diriH-tly from Canadian manufacturers for own ac-

count, shipped by direct line from Canada.

551. I'apir. hardware, cutleri/, barb wire, etc.—An
active and reliable Brazilian firm in Juiz de Fora,

Slate of Minas Geraes, Brazil, whase port is Rio de

Janeiro, wishes to impwrt Canadian paper, hardware,

cutlery, cement, barb wire and other products. Pay-

ments would be made against documents at point of

origin.

554. Paper.—A company trading in the far East

wants Canadian supplies of newsprint paper and paper

for envelopes and books. Quotations on samples, prices

and deliveries.

565. Paper.—A Glasgow firm ask to be placed in

touch with exporters of paper of all kinds, with a view

to either buying or selling on commission.

574. Sfationeri/.—An old firm in Trinidad desire

correspondence with Canadian exporting firms in the

stationery trade.

595. Cardboard.—A Glasgow firm ask to be placed

in touch with exporters of cardboard.

596. Box and woodpulp boards.—A Liverpool firm

ask to be placed in communication with exporters of

box and wood pulp boards.

597. Newspaper, etc.—A Liverpool firm ask to be

placed in touch with exporters of luiglazed white new.s-

paper in sheets and reels, glazed white printing paper

in sheets and reels, nnglazed colored printing paper,

down to .subst. D/C 12 pounds and upwanls. and glaz-

ed colored printing pajier down to subst. D/C 17

pounds and ujiwards.

598. Ti.'<sue paper.—A Liverpool firm are interested

in importing unglazed and M.G. tis.sue paper, white

and coloured.

619. Paper cartons.—The manager of a large bakery

in St. John's. Newfoun<lland. wishes to be ]»nt into

communication with Canadian manufacturers of paper

cartons.

NOTE: P^or particulars, address Department of

Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, giving the number of

the in(|uiry.

NOT CANADA PAPER BOX CO., LTD.
An error on page 789 in our last issue is unfortun-

ately confusing. The Canadian Paper Board Company,
Ltd., is the correct name.

± • J\^9 X • x\l»
SCREEN

Pulp uiul Paper Mill Accessories, Limited

MONTRKAI.. Cnnada
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A National Institution
of MecHanical Service
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Canada, as in ever>' country in the world, there

are names which, through years of service, have
warranted national confidence and good-will. In

the Canadian world of mechanical and engineering
efficiency there is one name which enjoys the distinc-

tion of leadership. Its prestige carries through the en-

tire coast-to-coast chain of sales offices and warehouses
into every city, town, and hamlet.

Fairbanks-Morse products mark the farmer, the
manufacturer, the artisan, and all users as careful and
practical buyers of mechanical goods. The Fairbanks-
Morse 100'

, quality seal is the buying guide for the
consumer- the guarantee of satisfaction.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse general catalogue
is a reference of what is standard in design and practice

in mechanical goods. This book lists the largest

variety of scales, valves, steam goods, oil engines,

pumps, electrical machinery, machine tools, wood-
working machinery, transmission appliances, railway
contractor's and machine shop supplies ever published
in Canada in one book. Your copy will be sent on request.

THe Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Cc'I^imited

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montrcnl, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hnmilton, St. Catharines, Windsor, Winnipeg, Regina,

Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria. 1

>r
Canada's Departmental House

for Mechanical Goods
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.1 FALL FOUESTJn' MEETIXd.
No suniiiK'i- meeting ot the Woodlands Section ul

tlie Pulp and Paper Assoeiation was lieUl tliis year

There was good reason for tills. Many of the leaders

in forestry matters in Canada are in London* attending

the Imperial Forestry t'onferenee. While this im-

portant event is fresh in tlic minds of the delegates

and before interest on liie part of otliei's has flagged,

it would l)e well to liavc a meeting in Canada tu hear

re|)orts from tliose who went to London.

C'anada has \he only extensive traets of softwoods

in the Emj^ire aiul there will he an increasing denumd

on these forests for lumher and pulpwood. Il is im-

portant that CaiKulians get a dear conception of wiiat

the demand is likely to l)e so as to prei)ai'e i)est to meet

it. There is no (piesti(ui l)ul what a more intelligent

policy tium tlie good one we have ikiw must lie in-

stituted generally if we are to he depeiulcd upon as a

source of foi'cst products for more than a vei\v limited

time. A com|)rehensive policy for tlie wimle Domin-

ion must lie planned hy provincial, federal and in-

dividual co-operation, so that all may work on the

same basis and in order that f(u-est using industries

may have hope of a futui-e existence—there is no

Heaven for a jiulp mill.

ABssnw Axn ixtiiTe.

{Jill thr Assoclalf Editor.)

For gross departure from the truth as well as for

its complete aiisurdity. we liave .seldom come in con-

tact with a statciiient to compare with one iniblished

in last week's Editor and I'lihlisher (New York) and

purporting to have been telegraphed to that journal

hy Ceiieral Felix Agnus, described as the publisher

of the Haltiniore American and Star, and ])refaced by

the remark that the Canadian Export Paper Com-
pany has notified that they will not supply those

papers with newsprint in 1!)21. Here i< what the

General is rejiorted as having said :

"I am advi.sed that the Canadians have
been advised to cut e.xportati.-n to the I'nited

States, all their- products going to the Domin-
ion, England, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa and other En«rlish colonics. I under-
stand that the government s action is not al-

together i)leasiiig to the interests of Canadian
pajier manufacturers, but they have been
forced t ; accept. The drastic conditions will

prove very serious to American publications
which had faitli in the Canadian product.

"1 ;ini iuforiiied that Mr. Steele, general
iiiaiiaf^i I- of the Canadian E.xport Paper Com-
liany, is now in- England endeavoring to
secure a modification of the arbitrary Cana-
iliati Ciovcriimcnt ruling."

The fads arc, as everyone, conver.sant with the
paper in. lust ry know-s, that no restrictions are now
licinj: imposed upon the exportation of Canadian pa-
Iier to the Ciiited States and none arc in contenii)ia-

tion. Tlie Canadian Government has made no "arl)-

itrary riilin-r," nor has it advised Caiuidian papc,'

manufacturers to divert tlieir shipments from thf

States to England, Australia and other British coun-
tries. Tliey are free to send their shipments wherever
they like.

-Mr. Stcch^'s visit to England is not fi)r tlie ))ur|)osc

of •-cciirin^' a modification of ih,. arljjtrary ('ana
dian Government ruling" which has never b i made
nor has anyone in Eny:laiid any authority t,. d,:,!

with such a ruling if it had been made or to have aii\

concern over its enforcement nr non-enforeemcMt.

Some Canadian newsprint manufacturers recently
entered into an agreement with the Canadian Govern
ment to su|)ply certain Canadian pubiishei-s. with liici,-

paper reipiirements for the last half of this year-
involving a total tonnage of approximately li.'iOO

tons. This may have necessitated .some sii^dit read-
.iustment of foreign shipments. There is, however, no
compulsion and no interference whatever with ex-
ports of newsprint from Canada to the United States.
Canada is today exporting newsprint to American
publishers at the rate of about 700,000 tons a year, or
more than SO per cent of th.- .-ntire Cana.lian pro-
duction.

The mi.schief in such foolish statements as that re-
feri-cd to lies in the fact that they arouse resentment
against Canada in the minds of ignorant or unin-
formed readers and lead to stupid and unnecessary
threats of "retaliation" such as were so freely and
so needlessly voiced in Washington when the pulpwood
situation was under disi-n.ssioii. They do incalcnl-
abh- harm to both countries.

W/KJ MAKES EAGLE BRAND.'
A .orre.spondent in Pari.s wi.shes to know who makes

"Eagle" brand pulp. The Pulp & Paper Magazine
will be glad to have this information so that we may
advise our friends of the name and address of the
producer.
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THE INTEHXATIONAL NIMBER.

Apparently the deseription of the International

Number of Pulp and Paper Magazine in the issue for

July 22 was not suffieiently explicit. Some subscrib-

ers are wondering why they have not received a copy.

It will, perhaps, be a disappointment to know that

they will not receive h copy unless we receive a dol-

lar. The publishers ^re sorry that this is the case,

but the facts of the matter are, that we could not

print enough copies for the extensive distribution to

possible future trade channels, which we felt to be

our best contribution to the success of the industry,

and also to supply each one on our lar^e list of sub-

scribers. In fact, it was difficult for the mill to

give us enough paper for the edition printed. By re-

ferring to the contents, as giv^n July*22. on page 774, it

will be seen what subjects are covered. The full list

of exports of pulp and paper appeared in the regu-

lar issue last week, and the article on imports will

appear shortly. The excellent 14 page article on the

"Manufacture of Sulphite Pulp,'" by H. G. Spear,

ha.s been reprinted and may be had as a 16-page

pamphlet at 75 cents. The article by Guy Tombs on

"How to Get the Goods to the Customer. '" will be

used some time in a regular issue, but it will not be

possible to reproduce the fine descriptions of individ-

ual mills that made the most striking feature of the

International Number. A dollar is little enough for

this number, which is well supported by the many
complimentary letters received.

BACK MMBERS OF "PULP AM) PAPER--
FOR SALE.

A friend of ours has volume 1.5 of the Pulj) &
Paper Magazine (1915) complete except for issue No.

3, bound in i\\\\ leather in two parts; also volume 14.

numbers 1, 2, 13, 5. H and 9. These are for sale and
offers will be passed on to the owner.

By the way, our own cojiy of volume 11 (191:!) has

not been returned vet.

COBWEBS.
±A despatch from New York to a Montreal jjajier

nfttt's that the Canadian Paper Export AsNO<'iation

—

meaning the Canadian Export Paper Company—will

divert 70,000 tons of newsprint in 1921 from the
Aincrioan market to British consumers. A Canadian
.statistician figures the 1921 production as probalily
170.000 tons more than fhf present, so there is more
than twice cnouj.'!! to take eare of the diversion men-
tinned, even if this is as great as stated. Ameriean
newspapers are large now. and they will hardly be
starved with an additional 1(K).000 tons of pai)er. (tel-

ling seared will not help so much as getting ejirefnl.

Five hundred guests attended the 10th liirlhday
party of thij. Forest Prodnrts l.alionitory at ^ladison.
Wis., to dfi honor to the precious infant. This is

showing proper respect for the <'onservation rf the
forest.

TO MAKE .MORE PULP MORE CHEAPLY.
There are other reasons than progress toward econo-

mic indeiiendence for the use of litiuid siilphur dioxide

in the manufacture of sulphite pulp. The i)ossibility

of using the sulphur dioxide from the treatment of

sulphide ores of copj)er and nickel will reduce or

eliminate a troubh^some waste product of the smelter

and enable the pulp mill to produce jiul]) more cheap-

ly and to get a greater yield. Such is the conclusion

to he drawn from the article on the next page.

The map in this issue shows that within convenient

shipping distance of the principal Canadian smelters

are sulphite mills which could make good use of liquid

sulphur dioxide. Mr. Edwardes iiulicates methods by
which this material can lie recovered from smelter

fumes and mentions the advantage of using it in the

pulj) mill.

The ore fields about Sudbury, Out., seem the most
important source of .sulphur in Canada at present,

although operations in the lead field in the Gaspe dis-

trict of Quebec may figure in the future, and the

British Columbia and Manitoba sulphides also pre-

se!it possibilities.

Preliminary investigations have been made with re-

gard to the use of liquid sulphur dioxide which might
be recovered at the rate of more than 50 tons a

day at Copper Cliff, Ont. The principal difficulty in

the way of making the proposition commercially fea-

sible seems to be the freight rates asked by the rail-

ways, due to the cla.ssification of the material with
explosives. Tlie rate nientioiu'd as obtaining in Wash-
ington is said to be satisfactory to the Canadian
smelters. We understand that there is no return
freight charge on empty cars for liquid chlorine, and
the .same should hold for sulphur dioxide.

Reference might be made to thi' Pulj) and Paper
.Magazine for December IS 1919, at page 1091 and
•Inly 1. 1920 ;it page 694. It .seems that .something
will he done and should be done along this line in

tJie near future.

IF HE WONT LEARN, FIRE HIM.'

A very unlorlniiale aeeident which oeeurrcd recently
in one of our Canadian jiaper mills should serve as a
lesson to (lur third and fourth hands when lifting reels
from the floor to the reel stands near the drum.
It appears that in lifting a reel and trying to place
it in position on the stand, the reel did not scat pro-
|)ei-ly in the bearings.

The third hand trietl to imiuuve matters by giving
the stand a |)usli but of course this was of no avail.
So he "yanked" the rope eontrolling the valve of the
pneumatic hoist. Of course the hoist jtnnped up. but
in doing so the fingers of the foiuth hand were badly
crushed between the chain and the reel. If this man
had not lost his temper and had used the machine
as he should have i.e. first of all opened the valve
gently, this i ident woidd not have hai)pened. It
only goes to .show that some pe(q)le have their minils
everywhere but on their W(u-k.

This is the second demonstration of this fellow's
thoughtlessness, as .some time ago he started a wire
on one of the jiaper nuichines while a man was .sewing
same. The latter was only .saved from certain death
by his ability to clutch on to the Deckle strap pullev
shaft while passing underneath.
Think of the other fellow and keep your temper

is the moral of tiie above.
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Advantages of Liquid Sulphur Dioxide in

Sulphite Pulp Manufacture*
By VANCE P.

Engineer in Forest Products, Forest Pr

Siiiee the last meeting of the Technical Association
more or less intei-est has been displayed in the use of

liquid sulphur dioxide in the manufacture of suljihite

pul]). This pajjcr was prejjared with the idea of present-

ing such facts which are now availalde mi this subject.

The production of liquid sulphur ilioxide from
smelter smoke has long been recognized as a possibili-

ty, but previous to the world war no liquid sulphur
dioxide from any source was produced in this country.
Prior to 1914 the Forest Products Laboratory was
using liquid sul])hur dioxide obtained from Germany
in cylinders of a])iiroximately "JOO ])ouuds capacity.

It was some time after the institution of the block-

ade before we were able to obtain the liquefied gas in

this country. There are now, however.at least two con-

cerns manufacturing this material from elemental sul-

phur, though upon a small scale, so far as pulp manu-
facture is concerned, and one smelter producing some-

thing in the neighborhood of fifty tons of liquid sul-

phur dioxide per day.

Fumes from smelters operating upon pyritic ores

carry anywhere from 0.5 to 8 per cent, sulphur dioxide

in the gas stream enuinating fnuu the main stack.

However, from certain of the smelting operations, such

as sintering, roasting and converting gas of mufh
higher concentration is obtained. Gas from this source

is naturally selected for liipiefaction inasmuch as higli

concentrations of sulphur dioxide require less total

amount of gas per pound of product.

The process enijiloyed follows rather closely the pro-

cedure outlined by Ilannish and Schroeder and patent-

ed by them in Germany. The patent, however, cx])ired

s(unetime ago. The flow sheet and following descrip-

tion will .serve to clear up the main points at lea.st. The

gas is first cooled, then passed through dust scrubbers

which remove nearly all of the suspended solids and

much of the sulphuric acid mist. In modern plant>

the Gottrell electric precipitator would very satisfac-

torily handle this step of the process. After deaidng.

the gas is passed into absorption towers where as

strong as possible a solution of sulphur dioxide and

water is made up. In actual operation the .strength

of this solution tests in the neighborhood of 1 per cent.

The sulphur dioxide is next recovered from the water

solution by the application of heat and agitation, is

cooled, dryed and compressed to 60 to 75 pounds, and

cooled again to 20^ Cent., at which temperature it is

liquefied. Another method patented by Moulin and

Vardini- comprising the direct cooling and liquefac-

tion of the entire gas stream but has, as far as known,

never been put into practice. The great disadvantage

of this process lies in the enormous amount of inert

gas which must be handled by the compressors. Other

methods are that of Pietet. where sulphur dioxide is

produced by the action of molten sulphur and sul-

EDWARDES
oducts Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

phuric acid. This method was used to some extent ui

France, as was that of Melsens and Pietet, of

freezing sulphurous acid solutions." The solution of

the sulphur dioxide in nonaqueous solvents, such as

soya bean oil, has been recently patented in this coun-
try^ and another method where the carrying media is

a silica jell is being developed.

It is ]iarticularly difficult to figure costs on an>-

plant at the lu-esent time and especially one of this

type; so much dei)ends ui)on local conditions but

an estimate which we feel is sufficiently accurate to

be used as a starting point is -tliOOO per ton of liquid

sulphur dioxide ]>er day. ilanufacturing costs are

also uncertain, but will ]irobably not exceed $S per

ton. including interest and |)lant depreciation, iiut

not charges accruing from the luirchase of tank cars.

Tank cars of the type required will cost not less than

•$7,550 with a loading cajiacity a trifle over 3,800 V. S.

gallons weighing 10.4 lbs. each. Depending upon the

distance and the number of transfers necessary, the

number of tanks required will vary. Assuming
(uie transfer on a total haul of 150 miles, with

8 day service in each direction, 9 or 10 tanks would

be needed to take care of a steady movement of one

car a day. In other words a jdaiit producing 20 tons

of liquid sniithur dio.xidc per day would need 10 cars.

No figures are available on the rate of depreciation

of the.se tanks but interest charges alone amount to

75 cents per ton while figuring a ten year life adds

$1.25 a ton more.

For purposes of calculation it is safe to assume that

this commodity will carry the same rate as siiliihuric

acid or 15 to 18 cents for a 150 mile haul. An actual

rate applying on the west coast is 12'/!; cents a hun-

dred for a 145 mile haul. A slight rebate probabl\

equivalent to returning the emptys free, will undoubt-

edly be allowed the shippers by reason of the private

ownership of the cars. (Said to be no return charge on

chlorine cars.—Ed.

Cars suitable for transporting liquid .sulphur dioxide

are described as class V tank cars and the detailed

specifications can be seen on page 33 of the specifica-

tions for Tank Cars as published by the Master Car

Builders Association and revised in 1918. F'or pur-

poses of general information the following abstract

will doubtless suffice

:

Tank.—60 inch inside diameter.

28 foot length.

% inch flange steel lap welded. No

caulking permitted.

Test.—To stand hydrostatic pressure of 300

pounds per square inch.

I)(,„ie.—Cast .steel dome cover, with V/i inch

loading and unloading valves and a

safety valve set at 200 pounds.

Drain Plug.—To be provided in bottom and

closed from the inside.

•Presented at the fifth annual meeting of the

Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry.

New York, April 14, 1920.

-Jour. Soc. Chem. 1912, p. 128.

•niolinaris Industrial Inorganic Chemistry, p. 245.

^Richter & Moore, U.S. Patent 1,315,189; see also

Paper Industry, Oct. 1919, p. 536.
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Valves.—To be of material not subject to ile-

struction by the lading.

Insulation ami Jai-ket.—Tank to be insulated

«-itli four one inch layers of eork

or hoard or oth;'r approved material.

liiMdation to lie cDvered with 's i'l-

riveted steel jaeket.

The value of liquid sulphur dioxide for acid making
and its advantages in cooking are to a certain exteiit

unknown quantities, though it can certainly be as-

sumed that it is worth in excess of its equivalent

weight in sulphur. That is. if sulphur costs $24 a ton

at the mill liquid sulphur dioxide is worth more than

$12. Neglecting any <>f the chemical advantages due

to the use of li(|uid suli)luir dioxide, it is estimated that

mechanically the ilecreased handling charges and sim-

plified operation alone would permit $15 being paid

for this material.

In addition fo simplicity of operation and control,

we feel that liquid sulphur dioxide has other and more
important advantages over elemental sulphur when
used in acid making. These may be briefly enumerated
as follows : Freedom from sulphuric acid and sub-

limed sulphur: elimination of burners and coolers;

smaller jiiping necessaiy and that of iion ; stronger

acid and shorter make-up time due to the more con-

centrated gas, and the advantage which would be

gained in the summer by the acid plant being inde-

pendent of the cooling water. With the exception of

sulphuric acid and acid strength, the other points have
been considered in the above estimate.

Sulphuric acid most frequently causes a loss of

twenty pounds of sulphur per ton of pulp in addition

to the lime which is preciiiitatrd out'. On the above
basis this amounts fo thirty-five pounds of calcium

oxide per ton. The material loss from these items

alone can easily amount to 35 cents a ton of pidj)

made, and in many eases is doubtless more. In addi-

tion to actual monetary loss, iiulirect. and more sfri-

ous Icsses are incurred due to the cost of cleaning the

acid system and pijiing of precipitated linu\ and the

rapid depreciation of such equi|)mcnt. A saturated

solution of clear cooking acid can carry about twenty
pounds of calcium sidphate in the liquor per ton of

pulp. This is precipitated at cooking temperatures

and ccudd easily form a prof ci live coating over the

ends of the chips, effectually plugging the pores, and
seriously retarding penetration by the cooking acid,

thns causing unevenly rooked pulp. Doubtless, every-

rwe has noticed "egg-shells," which appear at times in

tie finished sheet. Thnsc spots are calciuTu sulphat;'.

In pulping woods carrying even small anuinnts of

pitch, the itncipitafed calcium sulphati' offers a nucl-ns

around which the pitch may cr)llect and examination

of pitch taken off the couch guard board will sl)o\«i

U t'l consist in the main part of mineral imiltei'.

' If the waste liquor is to be used for ethyl alcohol

production, it has been found that sidphuric acid has

8 retarding effect upon th^ amounts of sugar formed.

This is |\oHsibly conlrarx' to what would l)c rxpccled

from the ease with which wood is hydroly/cd b.\ sul-

phuric acid in the production of alcohol from woo 1

waste.

The effect of increased gns concentration upon the

speed of reaction and strength is well known, but

deserves reiteration.,, With a gas concentration of

100 per cent and at 20° Cent, and atmospheric pres-

sure, the maximum amount of sulphur dioxide which
(ian be dissolved in water is 10.8 per cent. With burner
gases testing b.tween 16 per cent ami 17 per cent, ap-

proximately on,'-sixth or oidy l.S jier cent free sulphur
dioxide could be made. In addition, acid is usually

made under a vaciuim, thus further redvicing the

possible acid concentration. Before going further, I

wish to explain the terms used above: By free acid
in this case is not meant the usual mill test "free,"
but true free suljihurious acid. As an example,—an
acid which by the mill tests analyzes 4.0 per cent total,

2.G per cent free, and 1.4 jier cent combined, actually

has the following composition: 4.0 per cent total, 1.2

free and 2.^ cond)incd. That is, the total amount of

sulphur dioxide present is 4 per cent, sulphur dioxide

in free sulphurous acid, 1.2 per cent and that combined
with the bases 2.8 per cent. It would be jiossible thgn

to make uj) an acid under afnuispheric pressure and
20 Cent., using liquid sulphur dioxide to the follow-

-f=ru
com¥€nrr^

1

J HtAT
mmtCMAMrf^

TJW^
[i^.....

FLOW SHEET OF HANISH SCHROEDER METHOD OF MAKINC.
LIQUID SO. FROM SMELTER SMOKE

ing apiu'oximat composition, as indicated by the mill

test. Total 13.2 per cent, free 12.0 per cent and com-

bined 1.2 per cent. In comparison with this, using a

17 per cent gas at Hi ' Cent, and atmospheric pressure,

the liiiiil of solubility was reached when the mill test

showed 4.0 per c;'nt total, 2.8 per cent free, and 1.2 per-

cent cond)ined.'

Assuming lluil it was not possible for any reason

to use all li((uid sulphur dioxide in fh- acid plant it

still would be very advantageous to fortify the burner

gases with Ihis material. In such a case it woulil prob-

al)ly be best to introduce the sulphur dioxide into the

burner gas sln-am at I lie beginning oi iiu" coolers,

thus obtaining the cooling effect of the expand .ig gas.

.Most important, however, wouM be the advantage de-

rived friun the increased acid plant capacity without

increas.Ml absorption etpiipment.

*A. S. Cosier, "Burner (Jas (,'ooling"

18. p. 19

-Paper. 2 1:

„C}riffin. M. K,. "Sidphur Dioxide Absorblion Sy.s-

tems." Paper. February 13, 1!)18, p. 64.

„Maker. K. R., "Theory and Practice of Acid Mak-
ing." Paper. February 13, lf)lH, p. 24.

'P. A I'aulson. "New Abscuption Apparatus." Pa-

per. February 13, 1918, p. 170.
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111 acid making, then, we have several faetors, the

et'feet of which can be reasonably expressed in dollars

and cents, and others which I feel to be of greater

iiniiortanec but which are difficult to estimate.

The advantages arising form the use of stronger

acid in e():iking have been repeatedly prfived. What
the effect of cooking with an acid of 10 to 15 per cent

total sulphur dioxide concentration means, 1 cannot

definitely say. It would be expected that increased

yield due to more even penetration would be obtained,

together with a shorter cooking time and lower bleach

consuMijition. Such experinuMits as we have made
intlicate that with an acid of double the sulphur diox-

ide concentration than that usually employed, th? time

was decreased by 25 per cent and the yield increased

liy 10 per cent based on nornuil yields. Whil? these

figures remain to be confirmed, they will serve as a

basis for calculating the saving effected. With a di-

gester making two cooks a day a reduction of 25 ])er

cent in the cooking time would add three cooks a week
to the mill outp\it. The increased saving due to

greater yieUls \\d\dil amount to about 100 jiounds on

a cord of wood, or you would be getting 1,100 pounils

for the cost of 1,000 pounds. In the ease of a 10-ton

digester, the weekly output due to shorter cooking

time would be increased from 120 tons to 150, while
the higher yield would add 15 tons, bringing the total

to 165 or a '.il[,'-2 per cent increase.

Liquid sulphur dioxide upon exi)aiisi(iii alisorbs

about !)4 British thermal unit.s per pound, and it is con-

ceivabl? that the cooling water for the relief lines

could be used to supply at least part of this heat.

Also, it would be pos.sible to pass the cooled relief

gases directly into the acid s.vstcm, r.^gidatiug tlr.- flow

of gas from storage taidvs to suit conditions. This,

of course Would be impossible if the gas sui)iily was
obtained from burners. ThL> reclaimed liquor would
be collected in a sei>arate tank and there would l)e

lU) raw acid tanks.

Sununer, with the temperature of the cooling water

nu)unting upward, is generally looked forward to b\'

the sulphite man as a time full of trouble. Hecause

liquid sulphur dioxide upon expansion absorbs heat,

hot cooking water will not have the same drawbacks
as when sulphur is burned.

Again these advautagt's must be charged the vari-

ous alterations necessary and the enlarging of the

recovery system to handle the greatly increased a-

mount of gas from tlie dig sters. What this may a-

mount to we unfortunately have not the data upon

U.S. OCPAffTMtNf OF Afio C'JLTuBE
FOREST 3eP*'Ct

OFFICE OF CMOuST«i«l. i«iveSTio*TiON5
»«

PULP MILLS IN THE UNITED STATES

Approximate location of Canadian Smelters and Sulphitt- Mills, added by the Editor.
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wliii-h to base any calculations, so must leave the pro-

blem to those who are in closer touch with mill condi-

tions. , •,,1
80 far we have considered only the pulp mill side

of the proposition. However, it takes two to make a

bargain, and the smelter man's wishes must be con-

sulted He must first be assured (.f a steady deiiiaiul

for a term of vears at a fairly definite price bef«ire

he can be induced to invest his capital in a plant for

liquid sulphur dioxide manufacture. The proposition

is new. and te.-huical details will have to be worked

out before the plant will be able to operate at any-

where near the hijrhest efficiency. All this costs money

and plentv of it. and while the smelters would be very

.'lad to be able to dispose of their waste jrases in such

a manner in manv cases products other than liquid

sulphur di<.xide can be manufactured. Sulphuric acid,

of course offers the bijrgest field, both as a final pro-

duet and when used in the production of phosphate

fertilizer Then it is possible to reduce the tumes

to elemental sulphur which, however, would probably

be a drug on the market. Sulphur when niainitac-

tnred into sulphuric acid returns at i.resent a greater

revenue ]^er unit of sulphur than a price ot $lo a ton

for liquid sulphur dioxide would allow, and the manu-

facturing costs are nearly the same. The argument m

favor of the liquefied product is that the sulphuric

acid market is sub.iected to rather violent fluctuations

while the pulp mill demand should be fairly constant

The foregoing has been writtai with the intent ot

presenting all sides of the question a

in order that the pulp men might b

present situation, and enabled intelligently to estimate

the price he w<mld be willing to pay for liquefied

sulphur dioxide.
.

.

\ot all mills will be able to obtain a supi)ly ot this

materiallv. l.ccause a relatively small tonnag.- ot pyntic

ores is smelted in the pulp-pro.lucing centers. 1
le

total amount of liquid sulphur dioxide which could

be manufactured is in excess of 2,200 tons a ' a.v bu

l.v far the greater part <.f this is produced in the \V est

fh.' accompanying map clearly indicates the situation

with respect t.. both the present mills an.l the woo,

supplv of the future. T'pwards of three-fourths ot

the possible production is within easy shipping distance

„f the national forest areas, several smelters being

o!i the forest borders.

fully as possible

iiiform.^d of the

THE PRINCIPLE OF PROFITABLE PRODUCTION.

(Chicago Herald and Examiner.)

Put 100 men on an island where fish is a staple ar-

ticle of sustenance. Twenty-five of the men catch fish.

Twenty-five others clean the fish. Twenty-five cook

the fis'h. Twenty-five hunt fruit and vegetables.

The entire company eat what thus is gathered and

prepared.

So long as everybody works there is plenty. All

liaiuls are happy

.

Ten of the allotted fish catchers .stop catching fish.

Ten more dry and hide part of the fish they catch.

Five continue to catch fish, but work only part of

the da.v at it.

Fewer fisli go into the community kitchen.

Rut tlic same number of men insist iqion having the

.same amount of fish to eat as tliey had before. The
fifty meu who formerly cleaned and cooked the fish

have less to do owing to the undersupply of fish.

I5ut they continue to demand food.

(xradually greater burdens are laid iqion tlie fruit

and vegetable hunters. These insist on a larger share

of fish in return for the larger efforts in gathering

fruit and vegetables. It is denied them and soon 20

of the 2") quit gathering fruit and vegetables.

But the entire 100 men continue to insist upon

their right to eat. The rally food supply shrinks. The
man with two fish demands three bananas in ex-

change for one of them. The man with two bananas

I'cfused to iiart with one for fewer than three fish.

Finall.\' tlie 10 men remaining at work quit in dis-

gust. Everybody continues to eat. The hidden fisli

are l>rouglit to light and consumed. Comes a da.v

when there is 110 food of any kind. Everybody on the

i bi'id blames everybody else.

What wcnild seem to be the solution? Exactly. We
thought you would guess it. F'or we repeat that you
can't eat, buy, sell, steal, give awa.v, hoard, wear,

use. play with or gamble with what isn't.

(1 with it.

LE.\HN

ADVICE TO BATHERS.

Jn -Inlv the -wiiiiining season starts

if normal quota of drowning accidents.

fThr first good advice we can give here is

HOW TO SWIM.'
, . ,

Tlie second one is if you can not swim and yet wisli

to enjoy a refreshing bath lie careful and <1" ii"t go

beb'iid vour depth.

Do not go in the water wlicn prespiring

(Wait at least two hours after a meal before liatlimg.

Do not dive in rivers and lakes tliat yon don f know.

Do not fool witii pr.or swimmers in the wafer.they

tnnv get excited and get drowned.

Remember that canoeing is n dangerous sport and

that rocking the boat generally en.ls in a regretful

ae( ! 'Mit

"I hear that she in intereHted in forestry."

"Well she is to the extent that sin- ahvays pines to

look spruce.

PAPERMAKING MATERIALS IN GERMANY HIGH
IN PRICE

-According to a recent issue ot Koliier Zeitung. the

(ierman paper industry is handicapped by the scarci-

ty and increased prices of raw materials. This is

particularly true of old jiaper and rags, which are ex-

tremely difficult to ol)taiii, and liave reached a price

which ap(iears unjustified. The demand is very great

and constantly increasing in spite of the fact that eon-

siiniers bcliev.- |iresciit prices cannot continue. The
cellulose iilants in eastern (lermany, which have been

forced to suspend production f;)r some weeks owing to

the shortage of coal, have recently resumed operations,

and it is hoped that renewed deliveries of cellulose

will help to drive down the prices of old paper and
rags. Straw, which is used in large quantities in the

(ierman paper industry, is now (pioted at .)."> to (>(i

marks jier 100 kilos, but this price is expected to fall

in the near future. It is hoped that this will al.so have

an I'ffeet on thf prices of other raw materials. Wages
in the industry have ri.sen over 100 per cent since

Dceeiniier, and the cost of coal, chemicals, dyes, and

other raw materials has risiMi in liki' manner. Manu-

facturers have therefore been forced to increase the

price of paper to a |>oint where the demand is seriously

affected. T'niess the cost of raw materials falls very

soon the industry will suffer.
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Wages and Labor in the U. S. Paper Industry
High wage rates and high average working time week day, is the number of hours per dav that eachm the pulp and paper industry is revealed by figures employee in the industry would have worked if all hadjust made pubhe by the U. S. Department of Labor worked six days a week and no more and if aU hadollowmg a compilation of data relating to the Indus- worked the same number of hours on the each davtry during 1919, according to Paper, New York. Average Hour

'

Cooks, machine men and beater men receive the ..i. u- , •

highest wages, though there are several other dc- • f?-'
"""f'I".^''''>' ""^ 'i^ei-a!-''' I'om-s per week day by

partments in which the scale is almost as important,
'''^ tne average figures ot the column "Average hours

calender men, enamelers, trimmers and acid makers ''"'^'"^fd
per week are obtained. In the next column

all receiving more than "50 cents an hour
'"'^ ^''"""" the average full-time hours per week in each

The range among male workers extends from 35.9
'»'''»P"t.'0"- Bj' comparnig average hours worked per

cents an hour for rag pickers to 69.2 cents for ma- "f*;"^
^''^11 average full-time hours per week are obtain-

chine tenders, and for female workers from 27.4 cents
*

,

^'^'^ tifinres m the last column relating to hours, the

an hour for sorters to 30.3 for calender girls.
clum.i headed "l ercent of full time worked."

A total of Sf) mills reported 6,366 workers and .

"''''"' '"^^ ^'our columns of the table relate to earn-
64 mills .stated that 1,964 female workers were on '""«• In the first two of these columns are given the
their payroll, the great majority of the mills and work- "verage earnings actually received during the pay-roll
ers being registered from Maine. Massachusetts, New Period by those on one-week pay rolls and by those on
York and Wisconsin. t^^'o ^^^^'k and half-month pay rolls. These incommen-
Overtime was no excejjtion in many mills, according surable figures are changed to a comparable form by

to the records which show frequently that the em- reducing them to average hourly earnings, and the re-

ployees worked from 100 to 110.4.per cent of the regu- ^"'' ^""'" 'i" '''<' employees in each occupation is shown
lar time, the acid makers being credited with the high- '" ""^' column bearing that heading,

est overtime record with cooks second. Pajjcr and Pulp
The average nuiiiher of hours workctl per week a- State Establish- Em-

mounted to .')1,4 with tile average week day at 8.6 nients ployees

hours. " Alabama

The report is naturally subdivided into two parts

—

(^alitornia

one dealing with the manufacture of pulp and the other Connecticut 6 193

with the manufacture of jiaper. Delaware

In the table published herewith are given the fiuula- Klorida

mental facts concerning the hours and earnings of em- (Jeorgia

ployees. The first three columns of tiic table indicate Illinois

the sex and occupation of tlie employees to whom the Indiana

later figures in the same line refer, and also the niim- Iowa

ber of establishments and the number of employees Kansas

whose records were used in computing the averages. Lousiana

The rest of the table divides naturally into two see- Maine 5 1,038

tions, the former dealing with hours, the latter with Maryland

earnings. Massachusetts 13 1,.')49

Table in Six Columns Michigan 7 609

"The facts about hours are shown in six columns. Minnesota 4 350

The first of these columns shows an average number Missouri

of hours actually worked during the pay-roll period New Hampshire 4 337

by employees on one-week pay rolls: the second shows New Jersey 3 99

the average number worked by employees on two-week New York 11 734

and half-month pay rolls. It will be seen that there North Carolina

is no constant ratio between the figures for the same Ohio 8 741

occupation in the two columns. This is to be explained Oklahoma

partly by the fact that the figures for the two columns Oregon 3 687

necessarily come from different establishments, partly Pennsylvania 9 716

by the fact that the second of the tw<i columns con- South Carolina

tains data from pay rolls varying in length from 11 Tennessee

to 16 days; and partly by the fact that longer pay Texas

rolls show a constant tendency toward shorter average Vermont 3 281

hours of actual work. Virginia

"Two groups of employees are combined in the next Washington 2 377

column. This column shows the average number of West Virginia

hours per week day worked by the employees in each Wisconsin 7 619

occupation. The figure obtained for each employee —
in the occupation bV dividing the number of hours Total 85 8,330

worked by him during the pay-roll period by the num- "Finally in the last column of the table, are shown

ber of week days in the period, adding the daily hours the average earnings per week for employees in each

of all the employees in the occujiation. and dividing occupation. Thus figure was first computed for each

the sum by the number of people in the occupation, employee by dividing his earnings for the pay-

The resulting quotient, average hours worked per roll period by the number of week days in the period
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and multiplj'ing the quotient by six. The sum of the
figures thus obtained for all the employees in the oe-

eupatiou divided by the number of people in the occu-
pation is the average earnings per week for the occupa-
tion. It is a hypothetical figure. It represents what
each employee in an occupation would have earned in a

week if all employees in the occupation had earned the

same amount each day of the pay-roll period, and if

anj- one employee in the same occupation had earned
the same amount per day as any other employee in thi'

same occupation.

Average Earnings

A figure for average earnings per week may be ob-

tained by multiplying the average hours per week ot
an occupation by the average earnings per hour in the

same occupation. Weekly earnings obtained in Miat

way may vary considerably from the figures given in

the table. Where this variation occurs, however, it

is entirely due to additions or subtractions involved

in handling continuing decimals. The two methods are

fundamentally identical. As men work regardless of

the number of hours per day they worked or the a-

niouut of work they turned out, actual earnings of

employees for any number of hours ])er week could

be readily and accurately changed into corresponding
full-time earnings per week. The prevalence of a

higher rate for overtime work and a great variety of

bonus .systems in the industrial world of to-day makes
the process of changing actual earnings to full-time

earnings laborious ami the results problematical.

Overtime Pay
"Overtime pay i)resents few theoretical difficulties.

If the exact number of hours overtime work and the
overtime rate is reported for each employee, it is pos-
sible to deduct from the figures reported for total
hours and total earnings the overtime hours and
earnings, and from the remainders to compute an
hourly rate for regular time. But the practical diffi-

culties encountered in attempting to determine the
overtime hours and earnings of each employee are
great. Overtime hours can not be ascertained by sub-
tracting the full-time hours of an employee for the
pay-roll from the hours actually worked by him. Over-
time is a matter of daily hours, and over-time hours on
one day of the pay-roll period may be offset by less

than full-time hours on another day.
"It frequently happens there is an employee whose

total hours worked during the pay-roll period are less

than the full time hours of the amount of overtime to

his credit. Moreover, the pay-rolls of many establish-

ments afford no indication of the amount of over-time
paid for. The extra pay for overtime is frequently
handled in practice b.y "boosting" the hours. For
example, in an 8-hour establishment that pays at

the rate of time-and-a-half for overtime an employee
who works 10 hours in a day is credited on the pay-
roll with 11 hours. By this method the total earnings
of the employee for the pay period can be computed
by multiplying his total hours, as thus measured by
his regular honrlv rate. In nianv cases it is oidv bv

AVERAGE HOURS WORKED AND AVERAGE EARNINGS MADE IN THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY IN .919, BY SEX,
OCCUPATION. AND PAYROLL PERIOD

Average hours actually worked-^ lings actually made

Sex and occupation

*•
Si i!'° s^ o.

5^

Paper an d Pull'.

Pafcr
Back tenders
Beater men
Calender men
Coonters
Cutter men
Enaraelers
Loftmen
Machine tenders . ..

P»clt-r.

filter
men

lie makeri
a£ workers
hird hands
rimmers

W««hcrmen

Total

P»lp
Arid makers
Barkers
Blew pitmen
Chipper men
Cooks
Grinder men
PrTssmen
-Screenmen
Splitter men

Total

Grand total .

.

FIMALtS

Paftr
CalefHler nirla
Couplers
t.Ah«>rers

Sorters

Total

81 757 5J0 103. I 8.7 il 2 50.8
8j 459 54.5 108.0 8.9 SJ-4 5"-7
19 305 50.1 95-4 8.3 49.8 49.3
IS 43 5'.4 92.2 8.4 so.

4

50.0
57 186 54.6 109.3 9.0 54-0 53.7
7 87 55-' 95-6 8.5 51.0 50.2
7 65 48.1 8.3 48.1 48.8

8i 70J 53.4 in.o 8.9 53-4 50.9
80 58a sa.i 99-0 8.6 51-6 ^3'
I a 45 SO. 3 106.0 8.4 50-4 5 •4
40 53 55.6 134.9 91 51.6 54.1
19 64 5i-> 108.3 8.6 55-2 54.0
70 617 5J.8 99-a 8.6 51-6 50.9
38 100 53.4 103.

s

8.8 S3.

8

s'-8
l« 55 51-4 98.3 8.5 51-0 49-7

83 4.140 Ji.a 103.4 8.7 S3.

a

SI. 4

.16 in6 s6>6 118.9 9.4 56.4 51.1
30 334 53.6 00.6 8.3 49-3 51.7
33 135 53.7 108.

4

8.07 $2.2 so.o
36 147 55-0 05-3 8.S 510 53.4
37 119 55-5 108.4 91 54.6 50.5
19 555 53.1 93-3 8.3 49-8 53.6
43 677 SI.

4

100.7 8.3 40.8 so.

9

it t8o sa.o tii.i 8.8 53.8 49.7
30 8j 54.9 fl3.4 9-0 54.0 $1.9

43 J,336 51.9 100.0 8.5 51 o 51.4

85 6.)66 53.8 tni.9 8.6 $1.6 si. 4

4 4) 49-8 ...... 8.) 49.8 51. J

35 199 48.7 too.] 8.1 48.6 53.1
s8 i,t6s 47.7 93.9 7.9 47.4 5>.5
31 S57 40.3 90.3 8.0 48.0 S'o

64 1,964 48.3 93.9 8.0 48 o St. 7

98.6
104.9
070

J53-76
53 76
44.34
40.68
48.36
47-74

;6.49
41.04
48.81
38.69
60.36
45.66
50.39
46.35

37.68 S'.90

36.60
SS.98
33.13
18.36
34.43
33.36
36.71
33.90

38.53
23.01
33 • 36
3). 30
JI.07
34.14
23.0 J
33.59
31. SO

33.9s

36 47

ISOO
14.73
13. 10
13.70

5«.68

46.46
43.36
60. 9 J
44.80
45.67
50.79
sa'9

46.37

37.87
35.11
33.43

.504

.450

.438

.5»6

.439

.693

.437

.460

.359

.440

.447

.Soo

.473

.513

.$00
• 434
.433
.431
.555
.444
.448
.433
.433

.030

.397

.376

.374

»36.63
39.44
34.9a
33.56
33. IS
36.83
31.43
36.63
34.93
33.30
i8.s8
34.90
33.99
36.35
33.64

37.18

38.11
30.95
33.90
31.77
30.51
33.10
13.40
33.84

«3.tr

»5.78

15.0.
14.48
13.83
13.10
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obtainiug the time record of the employee day by day
that overtime hours can be discovered.

The Hourly Rate
"The effect of computing full-time earnings by the

use of an hourly rate containing an element of extra
pay for overtime is obviousl.y to show full-time earn-
ings more or less in excess of the amount that could
actually be earned in regular time only. An additional
difficulty is presented in the case of employees working
overtime and receiving a bonus. It becomes necessary
to determine for each such employee how much bonus,
if any, he would have received if he had performed no
overtime Mork. .Sometimes it is readily seen that the
bonus would have been earned in regular time. Siu-h

is the case, for example, with an attendance bonus,
which is u.sually paid for regularity of atteiulance
during regular time only. A production biuius, how-
ever, can not be so readily ai)portioned. It will be
obvious in some cases that all of it was eariunl in over-
time, but in other cases an aiiju-oximate apportionment
of the bonus between regidar time and overtime is

the nearest approach that can be made towanl deter-

mining regular-time earnings.

"Still more hopeless would be the the attempt to

determine hww much of such a production bonus would
have been earned in full regular time by an em-
ployee who worked less time in the pay-roll period
for which the records were copied and consequently

earned no bonus for that period. Production bfinus

.systems are very frequently so arranged that an

employee of average ability and industry will earn

some bonus if he works full time.

"The purpose of dwelling at length ui)on tiie impos-

sibility of making an accurate determination of full-

time earnings from the pay-roll data of employees

under modern coiulitions is only partly to explain the

omission of figures for such earnings from the fore-

going table. It is intended primarily to bring out

and emphasize the fact that it is entirely inadmissi-

ble to compute full-time earnings for employees in

any occupation shown in th? table by multiplying full

time hours per week by earnings per hour. For, while

the former figure is definite and entirely adapted t"

the purpose in hand the latter represents th> average

actual hourly earnings of employees, some of whom
worked more than full time and others less and whose

average hourly earnings for the period, therefore, may
may be either more or less than they would have been

if the same employees had worked full regular time and

no more."'

ing light, of sharp shadows, of glare reflected from
polished parts of their work. To conserve the eyesight

of the working class is a distinct economic gain to the

state, but regardless of that, humanitarian considera-

tions denuuul it.

"Finally, inadequate illumination decreases the pro-

duction of the industries of the state, and to that ex-

tent, the wealth of its people. Factory managers, who
have installed improved illumination are unanimous

in the conviction that better lighting increases pro-

duction aiul decreases spoilage."—From the Cana-

dian National Safety League.

PROPER LIGHTING PAYS
The Illuminating Engineer Society gives the follow-

ing introduction to the new edition of the Industrial

Lighting Code of the State of Wisconsin

:

"Insufficiently and properly applied illumination is

a prolific cause of industrial accidents. In the past

few years numerous investigators, studying the cau.se

of accidents, have found that the accident rate in

plants with poor lighting is higher than
^
similar

plants which are well illumiuaited. Factories

which have installed approved lighting have experi-

enced reductions in their accidents which are very

gratifying.

"Of even greater importance, poor lighting impairs

vision. Because diminution of eyesight from this cause

is gradual, it mav take the individual years to become

aware of it. This makes it all the more important

to guard against the insiduous effects of dim. flicker-

HOWARD F. WEISS,
Former Director of the Forest Prodncta Laboratory, who aOted

as Chairman of the successful Oecenslal Celebration
held at Madison, this last week.

WHAT THE EMPLOYMENT MANAGER IS.

The r. >^. r>ui-.-au of Liilmr ha> prepared the follow-

ing in regard to employment managers:

"Description: The employment manager is respon-

sible for the selection, training, education, promotion,

transfer, and discharge of shop and factory employees.

"Qualifications: He must have the ability to judge

human nature and should have had sufficient experi-

ence and training to make it unnecessary to delegate

responsibility when hiring men. He must have self-con-

trol, and be "masterful, yet tactful. He must be fair in

dealing with employees and understand his duty to the

owners as well as to the employees. He must be con-

scientious, diplomatic, firm, and have executive ability

of a high order. He should have had special training

in economics, business administration, industrial hy-

giene, shop and factory management, statistics and

labor problems.

"Schooling : College education or equivalent."—

From National Safety League.
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Fables from Mill Practice-4
Savings Crumbs and Losing Tons

By 11. Tl'ESS.

The chemist of the Wake aud Doin Paper Company,

engaged as usual in burning off his never lessening

pile of retention samples heard a prolonged br-r-r-r-r-r

-br-r-p -brup -bnip -brup. That was the office, acting

through -Miss Giggliu F'itts, the switchboard operator.

•Yep. Oh. Mr. -er-er Test Tubes— 'seuse me, I never

can think of your other— I mean your name—Mr.

Boutan Doin wants to see you right away."

A few minutes later T.T. enters Mr. Doin's office to

find him talking to a sad looking man of about fifty,

impinging on a chair, and preventing a straw hat

from obeying the law of gravitation by gripping it at

the rim with both hands. '-Say. Test Tubes, this is

Mr. Toopcrcent Moore, the er-ehemist—you said

•chemist," didn't you Mr. Moore?—of the Puttit

Dover Company. He is to make a joint test with you

of those four cars of pulp from them that came in last

night. He would like to return tonight, if possible."

"Glad to meet you, Mr. Moore, but 1 am afraid we

cannot do that. It will be necessary to unload the cen-

tral third of all the cars in order to get an adequate

sample, and the yardmen are busy. We 11 get at it

right away, though. Let's go down to the laboratory.''

At the laboratory the following dialogue takes place

:

•'This is the laboratory, eh? Wish I had a place like

this to work in."

"What's yours like, Mr. Moore?"

"Oh, just a plain room with scales and an oven."

"Oh, you only test the pulp for moisture."

"Yes, I'm a moisture chemist.
"

"Where did you study chemistry. Mr. Moore?
"

•Can't say that I ever studied it. I was weighing

man. and after that shipper. Then I was sick, and

after that the boss .showed nu' how to make tests. He

said that was all the other chemists did. You got them

French weights? I can't use them. I like to use goo.l

old American pounds and ounces.
"

After some little telephoning, a pair of grocer's

scales was borrowed—Mr. Moore insisting on examui-

ing the certificate of the governmejit inspector on tli
•

scales and weights in question.

After thev were installed in the laborati>ry. the two

chemists proceeded to the receiving platform, where

thaears of wet pulp were being unload.Hl. It was de-

ct»<l that each should-take the first two cars by his

oifci method, and that the test of the next two was

to depend on the residts obtained.

•
I take a piece out here, " said Mr. Moore. It was

on the felt side, and he took only about half the thick-

ness of the sheet. He said he did this because it was

easier. Nothing further was said <>n this point, but

"l^st Tubes was making notes.

Mr Moore said he was satisfied when ten laps were

sampied—"They're all the same. It's no use takinu

more. Thev take too long to dry '

Test Tubes sampled thirty laps, and they returnc.l

to the laboratory. The samples were duly weighed^

the oven locked: Mr. Moore taking the key

"How hot do you keep your oven. Mr. Moore?

"About 12') degrees Fahrenheit "

Hut that will not take out all the water? What makes

von kt-ep it .ho low?"
'

"The boss said it was hot enough to dry anything.

l)L'cause tilings get dry as chips in the summer, when
it never got hotter than 100. I always keep them in

until they stop losing weight, so they must be dry."

With some solicitude on the part of Mr. Moore as to

burning the pulp the oven was set for 215 degrees

Fahrenheit. It was arranged to meet at six-thirty the

following morning to get results on the first samples

before tackling the balance.

In thi" morning, the oven was opened with due form-

ality by Mr. Jloore. and the samples weighed, after

a careful sweeping of tiny crumbs on to a scale Avhose

limit of sensitiveness was a quarter of an ounce.

There was a discrepancy of a shade over two per cent

in iMoore's favor between the two lots of samples.

Tin sure you heat your samples too high. You
see this result confirms our figures."

I admit. Mr. Moore, that the result on your sam-

ples is similar to those billed by your company, but

why didn't your samples burn at the same tempera-

ture? Why would my samples burn, as you say. and

not yours, in the same oven ?

Well, that IS strange, sure enough."

'Your trouble Mr. Moore is in the sample, not the

oven. Your sample only represents the drier side of

the sheet.

The other two cars were proceded with as before.

Mr. iloore was persuaded in addition to make a paral-

lel test cutting right through the sheet, at more than

one point in each lap. and other tests were made on

several lap.s

—

cutting strips right through.

The results showed a very reasonable closeness all

around except those on Mr. Moore's felt-side only

samples which were as before two percent higher.

Mr. Moore left that night. Three days later, Mr.

Doin sent for his chemist and showed him the follow-

ing letter:

Messrs. Wake and Doin.

Wakeville. New York.

"(Jentlemen :—Our Mr. Toopcrcent Moore has re

"turned after making joint test with your chemist

"on four cars of pulp (our invoice of 3rd instant)

"and reports that the results substantially verify our

"hilling. We shall be oblige.l if you will honor in full

'sight draft, now going forward.

Yours very truly.

Puttit Dover Pulp Company,

S. Nappy Finants.

Presiilent.

But." gasped the mill chemist, "that's all wrong. 1

explained to Mr. Moore, and made special tests to show

him. that his tests as he cuts samples will always be

about two per cent high."

"The point is. Test Tubes, that we are m>t going to

stand for this hold-uii business any longer. If the

Puttit Dover people think we are going to pay for the

blunders of that poor fellow they have bullied into

testing to save compensation for making him work

..11 an open air shipiiing platform, they are a long way

iiut. I am going to f^ght this out. Keep those cars

s-aled. I am going to have an independent test made,

and have it out."

The moral. Igiii>raii<i' is the foundatiiui of fakes.

The steamer 'Lackawana Valley" arn'ved in lioston,

.Iidy 24th. with 1.700 tons of chemical puli> from Fin

laiul.
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BOOK REVIEW.
.PAPERMAKING AND ITS MACHINERY, by

T. W. Chalmei-s. 178 pages, 139 text illustra-

tions and 6 plates. D. Van Nostrand Company,
New York. Price $8 (IT.S. funds).

The author calls atttention, to his preface, to the book

of information of an engineering nature regarding

pulp and paper making machineiy. The present

book is compiled from material, collected through the

courtesy of several J<]nglish firms making paper mill

equipment, published as a series of articles in Tlir

Engineer in 1915 and 1916.

The book is arranged according to the sequence of

operations, and includes the following chapter head-

ings : Introductory ; Cutting, cleaning and boiling

:

Washing, breaking and bleaching; Purifying and pulj)-

ing; Beating; Refining; The Fonrdrinier macliinc;

Fonrdrinicr driving arrangements; Details of tlic

Fourdrinier; Pulp strainers; Tub sizing; Calender-

ing, cutting and winding; Wood pulp; The coating

of art paper; The finishing of art i)aper; The coating

of photographic |)aper.

The Introduction is a very clear and <'oiicise des-

cription of the papermaking process, mentioning its

history and the character of materials employed.

The machinery described is, of course, all of Eng-
lish make, in fact, it is confined to the products of

Bertrams, Limited; James Bertram & Son, Limited;
Masson, Scott & Co.; James Milne & Son; Watford
Engineering Works; Glcssop Ironworks, Matlier &
Pratt; West End Engine Works. Bentley & Jackson;
Boving & Co.; Charles Walmsley and Co. and others

arc not mentioned, thougli tyjiical apparatus can

probably be adeciuatcly described without using pic-

tures of their machines. The book, therefore, gives

one the impri'ssion of being a comi)osite catalog—tliere

is need, however, for just this very thing.

The book is profusely illustrated and l)eautifully

printed. The description is based on the drawing, or

halftone. Some machines are sliown botli in per-

spective and in section. Most of the apparatus shown
is typical of the industry anywhere, and the descrip-

tions explain the princijjal features of construction

and mechanical operation, though a few of the mach-
ines illustrated will be strange to American readers.

Even these may inspire new ideas and will certainly

broaden the reader's knowledge. The use of num-
bers to indicate machine parts would be an improve-
ment, as would also the printing of key words in italics.

Papermakers on this side will differ with the author
with respect to some statements of practice, for in-

stance, that rags are boiled in from 3 to 6 hours at a

•pressure of 20 to 30 pounds per square inch, or that

a concentrator of the cylinder (with vacuum) and
couch roll type will take 25 per cent of water from
stock which, "in comon practice, would contain, be-

fore concentration, equal weights of fibre and mois-

ture." The cnly other in.stance we shall refer to is

the table on page 133, in which the composition of

common news is given as 10 per cent esparto and 90
per cent sulphite, while in high-class news the fig-

ures are SO and 20 respectively. This occurs in tiv.e

chapter on wood pulp, but no furnish containing
ground wood is given.

This chapter on wood pulp is short, because but
little pulpmaking ecpiipment is made in England.
The pulp drying machine shown is of the Fourdrinier
type, very luicommon on this side, though Canada's
newest sulphite mill has this type of machine.

In the description of the paper machine, no men-
tion is made of the syphon system of draining the

elryers. There is a good table on page (i4 giving a

comparison of two machines as to speed, steam pres-

sure, power, number and size of rolls, etc. A diagram
on page 72 shows how a belt running on cone pul-

leys may be made to be flat by setting the small

end of each pulley slightly past the large end of the

other. The Marshall drive is not shown, but the

Lumsden belt drive, an electric drive, and a repe

and electric drive.

Details of the Foiirdrinicr machine are (piite com-
pletely given, though nothing is found on other jiapcr

machines, as the Harper, Yankee or cylinder.

Strainers (screens) are given a long chapter, with
rather scant attention to the diaphragm screen, but
with full descriptions of several revolving strainers.

The chapter on Tub Sizing is extensive. Among the

calend<'rs we note a 130 in., 10 roll, super caleiuler.

No plater is described. Perhaps they arc not used in

England. The same ma.y be .said of de-inking, or

waste paper recovering machinery.
• The most striking feature of the book is the jior-

tion devoted to the coating of art and photographic
papers. From our limited knowledge of the i)ro-

cess and observation of mills, this ajipeals strongly
as a fine description, with excellent diagrams.
We an' a bit .diffident about criticizing, and par-

ticularly aiiout calling attention to weak spots. It

is ea.sy enough to find flaws in tiic other fellow's

work, Iviit, in jtointing out the few we noticed, it

should be understood that this is more with the idea
of charting a few rocks in a broad expanse of fine
and j)leasant sailing. There is not a paper mill super-
intendent or engineer who will not find much of in-

terest and help in .Mr. Chalmers' book, and a new
idea is cheap at almost any price.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine will be glad to trans-

mit orders to the publisher, or they may be sent
direct to D. Van Xostrand Co., 8 Warren Street, New
York. On account of the rate of exchange, it is sug-
gested that orders be accompanied by a moiu'y order
payal>le to the ])ublishers in New York.

ROME HAD PAPER SHORTAGE.
Le Figaro of I'mis bjis uncart lieil lor its readers

what it believes is the world's first recorded paper
sliortage. It quotes from the Causeries du Lundi
where Sainte-Benve, translating from Pliny, .says that
under Tiberius there was such a scarcity of paper
in the Roman empire that it was necessary to appoint
senators to regulate distribution; in other words, a

congressional board of control.

Sainte- Beuve, grown cynical in his day of excessive
erudition, books, ink and paper, added

:

"How welcome such a shortage would be now!
But such things hapiiened only under Tiberius. We
cannot hope for like happiness today."
Le Figaro finds Sainte-Benve refreshing reading, but

in view of the situation in 1920, unduly appreciative
of Tiljerius.

CARELESSNESS SAID:
I am not nineb .,f a matlieiiiat ician. but
I can ADD to your troubles,
I can S('BTR.-\CT from vonr earnings,
I -a-i DIVIDE V. !• attention.

I .-an take INTEREST from your work,
I can DISCOUNT your chances for SAFETY.
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A NEW RESOURCE MAP OF CANADA.
A ".Miiji of tlio Dominion of Canaila indifatiufr

Natural Ke>oiu\'fs, Transportation and Trade Koutes,

"

scale 10 miles to the ineh, has just been published by

the Department of the Interior.

On this map varieties of mineral, afrrieultural and
fishery resources, and the timber and fur in general

are printed in rod lettering in their proi)er locations.

The sites of important water powers, developed and un-

developed are indicated, and the lines of all railroads

completed up to date are clearly defined.

The resources shown on the map extend from

"whales" near Ilerschel Island in the Arctic to "salt"

at the southern toe of the Ontario peninsula, and
from the "white whales" of Ungrava bay to the fruit

lands near Victoria, B.C. An important inset con-

tains 5 circular diagrams, showing the comparative

contributions of each province to field crops, com-

mercial timber, developed water power, fisheries and
minerals. A sixtli diagram disjjlays the proportion of

the total exports filled in 1918 by manufacturers and b.v

the five great classes of Natural Resources severally.

The thorough reliability of this map is shown by

the caution which ignores probabilities, however pre-

mising. The trader, investor manufacturer and econo-

mic student will read the map as an open book; its

appearance is timely when demand is abnormal and
enlarged production a necessity.

The map can be obtained free of cost on appli-

cation to The Superintendent, Natural Re.sources In-

telligence Branch, Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

GRAPHIC COMPARISON OF PAPER PRICES
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HOW GUTENBERG HIT UPON IDEA OF MOVABLE
TYPE.

The Ke\-. .John Roach Stratton of New York in a re-

cent issue of the American tells this story about

•lohann Gutenberg that is well worth reading.

In the fifteenth century there was a German lad

who had the euphonius name of Johaiui Genefleisch.

Translated into plain EngliJJh this means John Goose-

flesh.

It is said that John was one day plaj'ing near a

pot of boiling dye with which his father was jirepar-

ing to color some skins.

He had cut the lettei"s of his name from the bark
of a tree and was spreading them out to form his

name when one of them accideutly fell into the pot of

boiling dye. Quickly John plunged in his fingers to

rescue the letter.

Finding it very hot. he more (puckly turned it Uwse.

It fell \i|)on one of the white skins which were waiting

to be dyed, and when John lifted the block away he

saw a beautiful puri>lc "II" smiling uji at him. That
was the first letter ever printed ujion the continent

of Europe.

Whether he admired the marks on ihe skin, or rum-
inated ruefully on the marks whidi his irati' father

might make upon his own skin because of the acci-

dent, we do not luiow. But we do know that this ac-

cident, or .something else, started the young man to

thinking.

In the year H.'iO we find a printing press working
in Meintz. under the direction of John Gutenberg, who
had changed hi.s name from Gooseflesh by availing
himself of an old German law which permitted a child
to take hi.s mother's nami', instead of his father's if

he desired. His discovery of the art of printing revo-
lutionized the world.

r.S- It has recently been di.scovered that nu)vable
tyj)c in metal was used in Korea in 140."?.
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UiVITED STATES T^OTES
Joseph H. Wallace & Co., engineers, of New York

City, have completed plans for the remodelling and
enlarging of the building recently acquired by the

Standard Paper Manufacturing Company at Rich-

mond. Va. It is estimated that the work of shaping

up this addition to the eonipany's plant will cost in

the neighborhood of $500,000 by the time it can be

opened for actual operations.

Twenty-eight members of the Midwest Newspaper
League have given approval to the organization of a

publishers' buying corporation which is ultimately to

act for about 400 ncMspapers in the buying of news-

print. This action resulted from a conference held

last week at. Kansas City. The league includes pub-

lishers in Kansa.s, Mi.s.souri. Arkansas. Colorado and
Nebraska. Newspapers, which, according to i)laus,

will be served by the buying cor]ioration have total

requirements of To.000 to 100,000 tons of newsprint

annually.

Plans have been laid by the As.sociated Dre.s.s In-

dustries of America for the manufacture of pulp-

board and corrugated paper boxes on its own ac-

count. A factory is to be erected by the organiza-

tion and an effort will be made to have it in opera-

tion in time to supi)ly containers to the dress trade

next Spring, thereby bringing to an end troubles tiiat

manufactureiN have been having for some time. Long
delays in shipments from factories already estab-

lished and tiie very high prices asked for the kinds of

boxes required are given as the chief reasons for the

step the association has taken. Several po.ssible sites

in and near New York city are being considered by
the association, and orders for the necessary machin-
ery are to be placed in the near future.

Measures to obviate troubles tliat might arise 'from

a serious .shortage of fuel oil and the possible failure

of electric power supply are being taken by the

Crown-Williamette Pajier Compan.v at its Camas,
Washington, mills. The eleven boilers in this plant,

developing about '>,000 horse-power and consuming
annually 250.000 barrels of oil will be converted from
oil burners to coal. While the machines in the mill

are run largely by electricity steam is neces,sary in

the digesters for cooking the stock, for heating pur-
purposes and for drying the paper. A 1.000 horse-

power steam turbine and generator has .just lieen in-

stalled for emergency use when the electric power
fails. . Changing the boilers over and supplying ac-

cessories to meet tlie ehange will cost .several hundred
thousand dollars.

A loss estimated at $60,000 was sustained by the
Ohio Paper Company through the fire which partly
destroyed its plant at Miamisburg. Ohio last week.
Coming at a time when the company was turning out
several large contracts and when considerable material
was on hand awaiting shipnlent. the fire resulted in

a serious set-back. Though the management is mak-
ing every possible effort to rebuihl so that operations
may be resumed at an early date, a suspension of work
for at least three months may be fi)und necessary.

Accoreliug to John il. Gries, assistant professor of

Lumbering at the Harvard Graduates School of Busi-

ness Administration, the present paper shortage in the

United States is due mainly to a greatly increased

demand at a time when production could not easily

be increased. During the war few pulp and paper
making machines were made, and it was impo.ssible

to equip plants to meet the growing demand for pa-

per, says Prof. Orics. Considering the distribution of

the timber available for pulpwood. the pulp and pa-

per industry was too much centralized in the North
and East. To have increased the capacity of many of

these plants would unduly have shortened their lives.

The obvious way out of the present difficulty. Prof.

Gries believes, lies in increased production in the

West and South. It is his opinion that no great in-

crease in the production of woodpulp can be expected
until more pulp and paper mills are located in these

sections. Chief among the reasons enumerated by
Prof, (iries for the skj'rockcting paper demand is the

enormously increa.sed space being given to advertis-

ing.

A recent re-organization in Ohio that is eau-^ing eon-
siderable speculation in paper trade circles there was
that of the Crystal Paper Company which has con-
cluded an arrangement whereby it will lease its plant
at Amanda in the Miami Valley to the Crystal Tissue
Company. The capital of the latter is put at $1,000.-

000 in the artieles of ineorporation filed at Colum-
bus. Z. W. Ranck will serve as its president, W. 0.
Baruitz as treasurer and E. A. Cahill as .secretary.

The new company will continue to manufacture the
same high grade white and colored tissues as were
formerly made by the Crystal Paper Company, and it

is reported that the latter retains its charter as a
holding eonipany under the present management. It

is understood that no changes will be made in poli-

cies or employees.

Jason Rogers. President of the Publishers Buying
Corporation, this week purchased for members of the
a.ssoeiation 2,500 tons of newsprint a month at 91A
cents. lie has also been offered 1,000 tons a month
at 9 cents.

The forest area of southern New England is now
about 46 per cent of the total land surface. This
is equivalent to 1,750.000 acres of forest land, .says

the American Forestry Association of Washington.
The area forested is apparently on the increase. In
1910 the forested area was estimated at 41 per cent
in 1850 at 32 per cent, and in the Connecticut portion
of the territory in 1820 as about 26 per cent.

Prosperity is the fruit of labor; property is desir-
able; is a positive good in the world. That some should
be rich shows that others may become rich, and henee
is ju.st encouragement to industry and enterprise Let me
him who is hou.seless. pull down the house of another,
but let him work diligently and build one for him.self.

thus by example assuring that his own shall be safe
from violence when built.—Abraham Lincoln.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE
A-3 Whorl-flowered bent-grass (Andropogon muri-

catus, Retz) as a papennaking material. Hull Syiid.

Fab. Papier et Carton. Xo. 1. 4-S (.Ian. 1. 1920).—Re-
sults of te.sts carried out recently at the French School

of Papenuakintr. Grenoble. This plant is native of

India and ncifrhboring: countries, but arrows in other

tropical countries, notably Brazil. The tests -were car-

ried out on plants "rrown in Alj/iers. The leaves, which
are a by-product of the perfumery and basket- making
industries, were treated (1) with 7 per cent of NaOH
at 4\i under 3 kilos pressure, for 4V-; hours, and (2)

with 3°H Ca bisidfite acid under 3 kilos pressure, for

414 hours. The former treatment yielded a pulp hav-

inor a decided •rreenish yellow color; the latter a much
lighter-colored product, which was easily defibereil

and bleached yielding 35 per cent of bleached pulp.

This contains 20-ii per cent of non-fibrous material, a

large part of which would be lost in washing. It

greatly resembles straw pulp but is not as strong. It

is sufficiently white and opaque to be used as a filler

in fine printing and writing pap?rs. The felting power
of the fibrous material (expressed as the ratio of the

diameter to the length) is 1/150. It is quite possible

that material from tropical Asia would yield a higher

grade iiroduct.

B-0.—Non-inflammable timber. .1. Ind. Eng. Ghem.,

12, 82, (1920). The o.xylenc fire-proofing process for

timber consists in submitting the wood in a closed

chamber to steaming and vacuum treatment which re-

moves the air and moisture in the pores of the wood
and vaporizes the sap water. The wood is then ini

pregnated under hydraulic press, with a solution of

fire-resisting chemicals. Finally the water of the so-

lution is dried off ami the chemicals in minute crys-

tal form remain cnil)eililed in tli<' lili'-cs.

E-5.—The problem of sulfite cooking. .M.L. and H.

Papeterie, 41, 434-8. (Oct. 25, 1919) ; 487-92, (Nov. 10,

1919): 531-2, (Nov. 25, 1919); 573-9, (Dec. 10, 1919);

616-9, (Dec. 25, 1919)—A brief iliscussioii is first given

showing how the strength and temperature of the gas,

the nature of the stone, and the height of the

t^ influence the composition of the liquor ob-

ncd. and the means of obtaining the desired results.

.ie function of the SOJs to split off the lignin from

the cellulose l)y forming a ligno-sulfonic acid, and the

CnO combines with the latter, preventing it from re

combining with the cellulose. The amount of SO, in

the liquor shoubl be at least sufficient to conddne with

the whole of the liirnin. and will depend on the metliod

«f cooking and on the amount of gas relieved during

the cooking. The amount of GaO shoidd be .just suffi-

cient to combine ligno sidfoiuc acid; deficiency re-

sults in imperfect clindnation of the lignin and exces-

sive precipitation of GaSO, on the fibres and also on

the
.
partially-cooked wood, there mechanically

pr*'vVnting further action by the SO,.. The

conditions for <ibtHining good results by direct

cooking are (1) medium sized digesters, not exeed-

ing 10 t.. (2) u i>le!itiful supply of superheated steam

nt ponstant pressure, (3j a strong cooking liquor. It

should be conducted as fast ns possible to obtain th •

maximum action in the minimum of time. Indirect
cooking must be conducted more slowly at a slightly
lower pressure, and it is not essential to use super-
heated steam; but the composition of the liquor should
be maintained very constant. It yields a pulp which
is weeaker and dirtier (owing to the pre-
cipitation of CaSO^ on the fibres), but more easily
bleached, than direct cooking. Examples of various
cooks are given with hourly analyses of the liquor,

showing how the above points are borne out in prac-
tice. A few of the u.ses for the waste liquor are briefly

described.

E-0.—Linings for experimental digesters. Paper,
25, 971. (1920).—A satisfactory lining was obtained
by using solid stoneware casting of acid-proof tile IV2-
inch thick, the holes being made by a stone-cutter with
an air chisel after the casting was in place and backed
with cement.

K-6—Esparto pulp. A new method of preparation.
Fr." patent,No. 118,376, E. Arnould, France. Papier,

22, 344-5. (Dec. 1919).—The grass is ground by suitable

means before being subjected to the action of chemi-
cals. By this means an economy of 50 per cent of the
NaOH is effected, and the pulp can be bleached with
6 per cent of bleaching powder. The yield is increased

from 38-42 per cent to about 50 per cent. A second
grade pulp may be obtained by using the liquor from
a previous cook and bleaching with 3-4 per cent of

bleaching powder. It then becomes unnecessary to re-

cover the NaCHI.

K-6.—Process for the manufacture of pulp. F.

patent No. 49(;.(!13. Feb. 11. IDUI. Societc Anouyrae

des Establishments A Olier, France. Papeterie, 41, 623,

(Dec. 25, 1919).—This process is suitable for the treat-

ment of fibrous plants, such as corn stalks and leaves,

cs])arto. dwarf jialm. ]ia]\vrus. etc. It consists essen-

tially in a preliminary cutting and crushing, followed

by steaming, and finally by cooking with NaOII. For
lower grade pulp the NaoH treatment may be replaced

by a CmiOII), tr/atnuMit.

K-8.—The coloring of paper. Otto Kress. Paper,

25, 869-75, 917-20, 961-3, (1920). Pulp and paper, 18,

355-9. 289-92, 319-22 (1920.—The various pigments and

dyes used in the paper industry are described, together

with the numner in which they should be used: and a

detailed description is given of the method of determ-

ining the tinctorial power of dyes by means of labor-

atory tests. At the end of the article is given a list

of tile American made dyes, together with the uses to

which they may be put.

K-IC—Improvement in the sizing of paper. E. Ar-

nould. Kcv. I'niv. I'ap.'teric. 2, No 12. 7 S, (Dec. 15,

1919).— In sizing the following fads should be home
in mind:— (1) Success does not depend entirely on

the quality of the rosin. (2) The nn-thod of sizing and

the water used in the manufacture of the paper has

an important bearing <m the success of rosin sizing.

(3) The main object is to obtain a maxinuim retention

of the size of the fibers. (4) Proper drying is very

important for siu-cessful sizing. Owing to the high

cost of rosin. pro|)er utilization of all its colloidal
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elements is indispensable. This has been obtaiueil by
means of the "Glover size."

K-10.—Substitute for rosin size. D.R.P. No. 316,

324, Orloff Hansen, Bannewitz, Germany. Papierfal).

Bull. Synd. Fab. Papier et Carton, No. 1," 10-1, (Jan. 1.

1920).—Glue is soaked for 12-24 hours in cold water,
and then heated to about 60°C and stirred for half an
hour. China clay is then added until a very fine

Emulsion is obtained; i.e., until there is saponification
by the colloidal silicic ceid. After stirring for ',o-

1

hour the temperature is quickly brought down to

20-5°C, thereby giving an apparently perfectl.v homo-
geneous product which is ready for use. The large

amount of silicic acid gives the paper the maxinuini
whiteness, and also gives it bulk and makes it almost
incombustible. For tub-sizing it should be added to the

stuff at a temperature of about 50-5" C. I'nder n;)

condition should it be diluted with water before adding
to the heater. 100 kilos of dry paper require 5-10 kilos

of size.

K-12. The felting of fibers on the paper machine.
Fr. patent No. 49,S.971, May 3, 1919. Leon Thirv.

Belgium. Papeterie. 42, 211-4. (Mar. 10, 1920). The
felting of the fibers is obtained by means of jets of air,

water or steam, which are made to impinge on the

sheet in process of formation. This method is much
more flexible and efficient than the use of vibrations

of the wire and pos.sesses the further advantage that

it may be used to bring the stock on the wire to any
desired temperature or to incorporate color or size

with the stock. It may be used indepeiiilently of. or

in con.iunction witii a viltratoi-y s>-stem.- -.\.I' -C.

K-12.—Paper, cardboard, or pulp dryer. DIM'
No. 315,028. Carl Schaaf, P'alkenstein. Papeterie, 41,

624, (Dec. 25, 1919).—Hot gas or steam is h'd throngb
stacks of rolls, passing from one roll t<> the next in tin-

stack.

K-12.—Paper moistener. D.R.P. No. 305,585. -Ian

Goebel, Danll^ta(lt. Papeterie, 41, 627, (Dec. 25

1919).—To prevent excessive moistening of paper as

it is being reeled, a circular brush pressing against the

roll is given a velocity projiortional to the increasing

diameter of the roll.

K-12.—Electric drive in the paper mill, I'.arbillion,

Directenr de i'Ecole Francaise de Papeterie. Papete-

rie, 41, 610-6, (Dec. 2.5. 1919),—A study of the manner
in which various t.vpes of motors ma.v be used to obtain

the range and constancy of speed required to drive a

paper machine.

K-22,—Paper for wrapping oranges and lemons.

Wochenblatt fur Papier-fab.; Papeterie. 41, 634. i Doc
25, 1919).—This paper generally weighs 17-18 g. sq. m.

and the best qualities have the following average com-

position :—white paper trimmings 30 p.c. fine white

groundwood 10 per cent, semi-bleaehed sulfate 20 per

cent, unbleached Mitscherlich pidp 30 per cent, waste

paper 10 per cent, Na Silicate 1 per cent, sulfate of

alumina 1 per cent, talc colored with rosin 5 p?r cent.

The addition of talc prevents molding and imparts an

agreeable touch to the paper.

K-0.—Micro-organisms on old papers. Rev. I'niv.

Papeterie. 2, Nc 11. 11. Nov. 15. 1919 . Galippe has

examined papers dating back to the 18th and 15th cen-

turies, Chinese manuscripts anterior to the invention

of printing, and Egyptian papyrus of about 3000 B.C..

and in every ra^e found micro-organisms.

K-23.—Waterproof paper. Papier. 22, 358. (D?c.

1919) —The dry paper is passed through a bath con-

taining a hot mixtiire of the following composition :—

Resin .50 per cent, paraffin. 45 per cent, Xa silicate, 5
per cent, the excess being squeezed out of the paper
by passing through rolls. The proportions of resin
and paraffin may be varied 5 or 10 per cent, but not
that of Na silicate.

K-23.—Waterproof wrapping paper. Pajiicr, 22,
358, (Doc. 1919).—Prepare a solution of 1000 g. of
white soap in 1000 cc. of water containing 100 g. of
K,.Cr.,0, and (b) a solution of 0.25 g. of glue in 1000
of water. Mix (a) and (b), heat, pass the paper
through the .solution, then through a pair of rolls, .md
finally dry. If no rolls are available the paper may
be hung up in such a manner that it will drain thoni-
by, or better pas.sed between 2 sheets of dry paper.
K-C—The decay of paper in hot climates." Paper. 25,

971, (19201.— In hot ciiiiuites low graile i)ai)ers decay
very rapidly owing to the chcniicais which remain in

them, while high grade papers usually fall i)rey to ver-
min. It takes an exceptionally high grade paper, such
as used to be made in China, to last long. Parchment
paper woidd doubtless be satisfactory as to durability.

M-4.—Reducing friction loss in transmission. X. P.
Winchell .Ir.. Paper. 25, !l57-6(). il920i. .\dvice as to

the manner of eliminating friction losses due to mis-
alinement. bearings, improper lubrication and un-
necessary loads.

R-5.—Machine for dewatering pulp. D.R i'. No.
311.934. Akt. Karlstade -Mckaniska Verkstad, Karl-
stadt, Sweden. Papeterie, 41, 624, (Dec. 25, 1919).—
The stock is passed between two rotating rolls of un-
e(|ual diameters, the water passing into the larger roll.

PROMISE OF FINE MEETING FOR T.A.P.P.I.

All iiidu-atioiis point t,, a iiirL'cIy att-ndcd meeting
of the Technical A.s.sociation of the Pulp and Paper
Industry at Saratoga Springs, N.Y., September 1-3,

1920.

Teclinical papers and reports will be read and dis-

cussed during the sessions held on the opening day of

meeting, the secoiuj and third days of the convention
being mill visitation days when the members and their

guests will be taken in automobiles to mills and fac-

tories at different points in the Adirondack and Hud-
son River Valley district. The banquet of the asso-

ciation will take place on the evening of the opening
day. A nuiuber of gentlemen prominent in the pulp
and paper industry and mill executives will be present

as hosts as well as guests, aiul the banquet is expected
to be a brilliant affair. It will be held at the Grand
rnion Hotel, which is official headquarters of T.A.P.P.I.

for the Fall Meeting. Members should make certain of

securing reservations at the hotel for September 1 and
succeeding days of the meeting.

COPPER TUBES 1-8" TO 12" IN DIAMETER
Messrs. AIJ.'ii Evcritt i: .Sous. Liini!,',!. ,.( Smeth-

wick, Birmingham, England, whos.- Canadian repre-

sentatives is the Imperial Trading Company. Mont-
real, maintain a stock of over 20,000 copper tubes

alone, from 1;.^" diameter to 12" diameter and can fill

any ordinary order for tubes in three or four days
after receipt at works.

It is worthy of note that they supply almost all the

pulp and paper mills in Great Britain. Sweden, Norway
and the continent, with their brass and copper tubes,

and have already done considerable business in Can-

ada.
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w^m,
I'liriiiL' n >i'V('ri' fU'i-triciii >tnriii iiisi l-'riiiiiy iii^rlil,

July 23r(I. a serious firo ocfiirred in the fiiiishiii<: room
of plant No. '2. (Jarden City Paper Mills Co. Ltd., caused

by lifrhtniii'T strikinsr some eleetrieal appliances and
resulted in a lot of damage by fire ami water. Opera-

tions have already been eonimeneeil in restoringr the

buildin<r and plant and the nianafrement hope that in

a few weeks this portion of the mill will ajrain be in

running order. The briek ehimney of the paper mill

Plant No. L whieh is a -rood half mile away across the

other side of the eanal was also struck by licrhtning

and all the bricks on two sides were ri|)ped off. In

the city of St. Catherines there were four fires re-

sultinor from the effects of this storm, which was un-

usually severe in that locality.

A settlement ha-s been effected between -I. -J. Carrick

and the Ilydro-Elivtric Power Commission in regard

to the pulp mill at Cam]>bellford and the Bniton

limits. By the settlinient it is undei-stood that $225,-

000, deposited by ^Ir. Carrick on account of the pur-

cha.se price, ha.s been returned. A further -um has

been paid to Mr. Carrick by way of compensation.

Prior to this settlement. Mr. Carrick made apiilication

for a fiat to sue the Hydro-Commission to compel

them to fulfill the conditions of the bargain his law-

yer made for the purchase of the Cam|ibellford mill

and the Bniton limits.

Ciri-ulars were mailed this week to the >-harehold-

ers of the Kipawa C niiiaiiy. Limited, asking them to

expand their holdings of the company's stock into

tlie common stock of the Riordon Company. Limited,

as soon as possible. It will be remembered that the

Kipawa Company. Limited, was one of tlie corn-

panic, which went to make up the Kiordon Company,
Limited. The sto<-k will be exchanged in the pro-

portion of one share of Kipawa Company for IVi;

shares of Riordon sti'ck. As neither of these issues

are on a divi<lend basis at the pre.sent timi-. no trans-

fer or record dates have been set. The Montreal

•Sfwk Company is in charge of the exchange of stwk.

TA)nto printers have decided to press upon the

pnbBihers a tiemand fir a further increase in pay.

Til" 7>rinters had previously asked the |)ublishers for

a I'Onfereiiee. but were told that this could not bi-

granti'l till next Fall. The Toronto printer- are

working r)n a wapc schedtde that has two years to

run. anrl despite the fact that publishers were not

boiiad to make any increa.nes during the life of the

cornet voluntary iin-reasps. to the nunibT of thr,'c,

haw been given. The grievance of the men lii's

lanrely in the fact that other tradeji in the newspa|iei'

iiidu'«try have been given an increa-e in which the

prinfern do not Hhare. The men'N demand is |)rae-

lieally a twenty per cent increase. Thi.s would be

applicable upon the prcHcnf wa^e scales of :j<:tfi.O(l a

wepk for <lay workers and ;{«..")() a week for night

worker*.

The approval by the Ontario (Jovernnient of the sale

by the Dominion (iuvernment of certain disputed 0.

r. I'. IhikIs iiciir Kol'i \\ illiiilii to llio new pui|i eoin-

|iany being organized by Lieut. -Col. Thomas (iibson.

Toronto, and others, is causing some criticism to be

directed against Premier Drury. The pulpwoo<l lands

in (|uestion are located on the G.T.P. right-of-way

and were given by the Ontario Government to the

railway as land grants under a patent that wa.s snp-

po>ed to provide for the return of the lands to the

Dominion. The i)roviiaee lias laid claim to the lands,

and as the Dominion (im-ernment contests it. a fight

for possession seems certain. It is stated that the

agreement with the pulp company fixes a jirice of

about 40 cent.s a cord for the wood, and it is eom-
jilained that the pulpwood was sold without asking
for tenders. Brig.-Gen. Hogart of Port Arthur, in a
letter to Premier Drury on the subject, crntends that

the fair market value of the pulpwood is !|!2.00 a cord.

Owing to the shortage of iiaper in Toronto some of

the contracts to sujiply text books tj the sclioo's of the

city will not be e{>mi)letcd in time for the opening of

the schools, and ])upils may have to wait some time
before they can get their books. One publisher, un-
der contract to supply the .schools, said that he had
had paper on order for the books for several months,
but had been unable to get a sufficient (piantity.

although he was putting all his available stu-k into

text hooks. In the meantime the publi>hers are un-
der liond to supjily the bouks by the opcnuif; of the

school term, although the bond companies take the
ground that the clause exempting fulfilment if the
contract was affected by the war. let the publishers

out.

Elaborate jireparations have been made b\ t'lc local

committee for tiic entertainment of the Imperial Press
Conference in Toronto. The i>arty will arrive in

Hamilton on Monday. August f'th and will motor from
that city, arriving in Toronto between ;i aod H p.m.
A baiKpiet will be given in their honor that evening
at the King Edwanl Hotel by tiic City Conneil. On
Tuesday the delegatev will be taken on a drive around
the city and at noon the Governors of the rnivcrsity
of Toronto will entertain them at luncheon, following
which honoray degrees will be conferred upon four of
the delegates by the I'liiversity. On Wednesday the
Harbor Commissioners will act as hosts when a lunch-
con at the Royal Caiiadiaii Yacht Club will be a

feature. In the afternmni the delegates will leave for
fiuelph eomniencing a tour of Southern Ontario ami
returning to Toronto for the second week of the ex-

hibition.

Mr. H. n. Donovan, sales manager of the Canada
I'aper Co., Ltd., has moved from his old home on
Bank Street. Toronto, and is now occupying his new
residence in Oakville.

Mr. D. K. Robert-ion. general manager of the Can-
ada Bi X Board Co., Ltd.. was in Toronto a few days
ago calling on the firm's customers.

The .Minister of Ijands and Forests of yuel.ee has
completed arraiigejueiits witii the Duininion Air Board
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for the patrolling of the province's forests by airineii.

The mapping of the vaeaiit lands in the uortheru jiart

of Lake St. John will also be undertaken, thus siir^

veying an area of 127,000 scjuare miles.

E. S. Oliver, a chemist who has been investigating

processe.s for the extraction of turpentine from the

Douglas fir, claims to have perfected a process, lie

has obtained a number of resin leases from the B.C.

government and intends to commence ojierations at

once.

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS IN ONTARIO
The reports <if accidents to the Ontario Workmen's

("ompensation Board do not indicate much falling off

in the general industrial activity of the Province, al-

though the war-time inilnstries have c.>ased, sa\s the

Canadian National Safety League.
The total number of accidents reported during the

first half <jf 1919 was 19,S1L the correspoiuling figure

for 191S being 22,702. Tlu' anumnt of comiiensation

awarded was $L(i7t),049. SS during tiie first iudf of

1919, as compared with *l,(i72.:)(i2,S4 during tiie first

half of 191S, the amounts being ahuost the same, al-

though the nnuiber of accidents was a little less. This

- indicates a higher rate of wages.

The accidents reporteil during each mouth of fh"

half rear are as follows:—Januarv. ;^.471 : Februarv.
3,164"; March, 3,34:5; April, 3.112; May, 3,201; and
June, 3,r,20.

The number of fatal accidents rejiorts'il during the

half year was 215, as against 212 for the correspmiding

half of 1918.

FIVE HUNDRED AT CELEBRATION OF 10th

BIRTHDAY.
The decennial celebration of the Foi-est l'ro(hu-ts

Laboratory held at the Inivei-sity of Wisconsin in

JFadison, July 23 aiul 24, was attended by more than

500 nationally known leaders in the lund)cr and lum-

ber by-product industries and the program included

addres.ses and papers by many of the gi'catest exjx-rfs

in their lines. Addresses by Gov. Pbilii)p ef Wis-

consin and President E. A. Hirge of the T'niversity

opened the deceiuiial on -Inly 23. Reforestation, the

utilization of was»e. conservation measui-es antl other

vital forestry problems were the subjects inaiidy un-

der discussion. It is expected that definite action ma.v

result from the discu«sioii ef a plan for foiining post-

graduate schools to train forestry graduates in the

use of wood products, giving them expert training in

the handling of wood and an insight into tlie vai-ious

methods of nmnufacture. Several speakers declared
that the bill before Congress to appropriate .4:1,000.-

000 to find a snlistitute for woodpidp is unwise, that

the money would be spent to a better purpose if made
available to forest products laboratories for their de-

velopment.

Charles M. Schwab told Princeton University under-
graduates what he thought were fundamental re<|uire-

ments for a successful life : First, unimpeachable integ-
rity

; second, loyalty; third, a liberal educati(ui in the
finer things of life, of art, of literature, as man needs
imagination and these are the sources of it; fourth,
make friends and whatever misfortunes one has in

life, just laugh ; fifth, concentrate and do not be afraid
of mistakes; sixth, go at j-our work, which means to
give the best that is in you.

FORESTERS MET AT GRAND MERE .

About tliii-ty Forcstcfs from all paiis of Canada
and the Fastcrn States attended a three-day confer-
ence at Grand Mere last week.

.Mr. (i. C. Piche, chief of the forest service of the
pi'ovincial Government, briefly addressed the foresters

at the lunche n on Friday at the Laurentide Inn, and
outlined the forestry po'icy of the new premier, Hon.
Mr. Taschcreau. He said that in general the policy
of Sir Lonier Gouin in dealing with the paper indus-
try woidd be followed, and declared the new pre-
mier would make an ainiouncement shortly i-elaliiiLr to
the classification of the, size of the various kinds of
wood that could be legally cut.

The foresters spent mo.st of their time while lieiv

at the Proulx Nursery of the Laurentide Comp;iny,
where experimental reforestation work is lieinn ,.ar-
ried .on under the direction of Ellwo:ul Wilson? head
of the Forestry DepartnuMit of the Laurentide Com-
|ian\'.

NEW WORLD S PAPER MILL DIRECTORY
In the 2:ith e.lilion of the paper .Mnkers' Direct. u-y

of all Nations," just published by Dean >Si Son, Ltd'
KiOa Fleet St.. Lond.m, Eng., for 1920 (900 pp., Demy
Svo., price 20.s. net), the mill entries affected bv the
re-arrangement of the map of Europe will be foinul
grouped under th-.'ir new geographical headings in re-
spect of Australia, Czeeh<i-S|ovakia, Esthonia, Fiume,
France, Germany,

'
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania!

Poland, Russia, I'kraine, and Vugo-Slavia, as indeed
they were also in the last edition, although it was only
published a few days aft"r the signature of peace with
Gernuiny,

Arranged entirely alphabetically, the three nuiin
features of the book comprise :—( 1) British Paper and
BoanI .AFills and many useful lists ciuuiiu-cted Avith
the I'aper Trade of the I'nited Kingdom; (2) Paper
Pulp ami Board Mills in foreign Countries and the
('•donies; (3) Production of the Mills of all Countries
classified togethr in (uu- alphabetical list of nearly
400 trade designafiiuis; to these ar" added a Buyer's
Guide of especial value and use to those having control
and e(piipui>nt of nulls, factories, etc.

With the expansion of th-^ expirt trade, especially
in pul|)s, Canadians will find nundi of value in this
directory. Orders may be placed tlir.ugh the Pulp ami
Pajier .Alairaxiiie at ^'i.(¥) p r co|)>-.

BRITISH WOULD BUY WOOD.
.Mr. Jost, of the Jist Pulpwood Co,, recently told

the Pulp and Paper ^Ligaziue, when asked regarding
au opinion as to the i)ul|)wood situation, that jtulp-

wood keeps .soaring and sah's aic frecpu'utly reported
at a price considerably in excess of •t30. Some dealers
have received serious proj)ositions fr m British paper
mills for export of pulpwood due to the shortage of
groundwood and sulphite pulj).

Th? Paris Wholesale Paper Company, has opened
business in all lines of paper, with offices and wai-e-
house in Paris, Texas. The nearest j)aper house is in

Dallas which is 100 miles to the south: in tin other
directions there's no Leal paper house within 200 miles.
This territory is as thickly settled as most any other
in the Southwest, and has some of the Iarg?st print-
ing lithographing plants located in it. The new com-
pany will be glad to make more mill connections.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Vacations are epidemic in tiie paper trade and sel-

dom has this period come when tlie mill man eovild

leave for a holiday with greater peace of miud. Mills

are busy and will stay so for some time without hust-

lin«r fcr orders in hot weather. It is true that trade

is a little quiet because buyers also are resting. They

need the rest, having been laboring hard to find

paper and satisfy customers and they will need some

surplus energy for the strenuous times that appear to

be ahead. Transportation is difficult now and' this

should be the easy time. One pulp man made the

statement that coal cars are about the only available

conveyances for pulp. In .spite of the temporary de-

crease in correspondence, a lot of material is moving

on orders.

Pulp

The ground woo<l situation still dominates the wood

pulp niarket. Trade is a bit .piieter at present, but

the tendency is for a considerable strengthening by

the last of August, as the mills are all sold up now.

Most of it goes to the I'nited States. As high as ^ISO

is being paid, but $130 to $140 is a eoinnion range on

contracts.

Chemical pulps are also commanding respectful

attention. All grades of sulphite are tight. News

grade is valued at $160 to $17.'V with easy bleaching

and bleached iiulps eorrcspondiTigly .
higher. Sul-

phate pulp is (pioted at $150 to $l;>o.

There is a tendency to place as much pulp as pos-

silile in Ensrland. which is no doubt very good policy.

Newsprint

Many ask but few are an.swered who in(|iure about

newsprint. There is supposed to be a so<'tening in the

spot market, but New York dealers are a.sking I2V2C.

More than one consumer would call that reasonably

firm. It is not probable that there will be much

change in the situation for some time. Other grades

are firm, and mills that are on the fence—those which

nominally make other grades, go back to their own

when newsprint is unprofitable, keeping on the side

wh.'W the mo>t money lies. The hope that new pro-

(luel|bn will ease things up is not very bright. Price

I'.rod. will probably he the first to have a new mach-

ine iroing. anil its product is iniderstood to be placed

in England. Old customers of times "before the war"

can now he reached with better shipping facilities,

and their demand is anoth<r strengthening factor.

Book Papers.

'Hi'- feature of the week in book imjier circles was

the advance in coated book sto<k. .lobliers were in

receipt of letters from the coated paper mills advis-

ing them of an advance of 2V2C a pound on the pro-

tluet effeitive July 27fh. Prices, ef eonrse, and tho.se

of book jwjpers generally, are all Hubject to the prices

preva 'iv at date of shipment. The present price

of ernted paper with the increase added i.s lSt/.c, and

if i'. predicted that this price may not la.st long be-

fore circum.stances compel another ri.se. During the

week represeutatives of English book paper firms

were in Toronto with samples, but with a quotation

of nearly a shilling a pound, few, if any orders were
booked. There was no serious attempt to do busi-

ness by the English firms, for there is a shortage over

there as there is in this cotintry, and the mills in the

Old Country are up against pretty much the same
conditions as prevail in Canada. The vi.sit of the

English salesmen wa.s more in the nature of a "feeler-

out" for the days to come in the more or less distant

future when the world paper trade will have reached

a normal state and when it is hoped to resume export

of paper from England to Canada. At the present

time hardly any British paper is coming into this

country, although a few shipments of gummed paper
have been received of late. In the present state of

the paper market it is not thought possible that the

English makei-s can compete with the Canadian manu-
facturers.

Box Board.

With the mills paying from $lo0 to $200 per ton

for groundwood pulp ami a proportionately high

price iirevailing for coal and other supplies, the pa-

I)er board manufacturers are having a rather hard
time of it supjilying the wants of the consumers. In

fact they are not doing it. Most of the mills are

several months behind with their orders and arc un-

able to meet the big demand that is being made on

their resources. A box board manufacturer told the

Pulp and Paper Magazine that the fuel i)roblem is

getting more acute and that what small quantity of

coal is available is at fancy prices. A )ieculiar fea-

ture of the situation is that paper makers are getting

very little coal on their old contracts made sonu^

months ago and are now cnmpelled to go into the open
market aiul buy from the same firms with whom they
liave contracts, and at tlie ojien niarket prices.

Wrapping Papers.

Keenness of demand and the same scarcity of stocks

that have characterized the wrapping (laper trade for

the past several months contimle to prevail. Remark-
ing that the ]iaper trade is an index to trade in Can-
ada geiu'rally. a leading wrapping paper jol)ber went
on to say that the deniaiul for wrapping paper not

only was keeping up. but the turnover continues to

increase month by month and still the demand cannot
be met. It was puinled out that when the boot and
shoe men were selling their goods they demanded pa-
per and the same way with the grocer and the dry-
goods merchant. There is no question about it. There
is a frcmeinljius demand for all ela.s.ses of wrapping
paper and bags and the theory of the dealer quoted is

that business generally in Canada will likely keep
pace with the i)resent era of prosperity in the paper
trade. The dealer further expressed the belief tluit

the paper business would not right it.self until l!t22

when the new machine, on onler now are delivered

and running and the nuiehines now working on news-
print are released for the wrapping paner and other

demands.
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TRADE-MARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Nfark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet BrovNTi and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4246-47

" 2170
INQUIRIES SOLICITED
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U.S. MILLS MADE MORE PAPER
Every frradp of piiinr rfportiMl on liy tlu> Federal

Trade ('oiiiini'^.sioii for -liiin-. 1!I21). showsa marked iii-

erease in production ever .June. I!tl9. The total in-

crease is l')!t.:U2 tons for the month. From the am-

ount of over-lapping it appears titat more mills are

makin<r more than one grade than la.st year.

Standard news shows a {rain of nearly 19 per

cent, book pajier of -il per eent. i)aper beard of 41

l>er eent. wrappiufr 20 per eent. fine papers 20 per

cent, tissues of 8.') p.'r eent. and felts and buildinjr of

.'>0 per eent over .lune. 1919. It is sijrnifieant that

the fijrures for .June 1919. are very nearly the same

as the averag.' for 1917. 191S and 1919.

Stocks of all orrade.s except newsprint, felts and

buildiii<r and haiiging, decreased during the month.

Stocks of all grades reporteil by manufacturers at the

end of June amounted to 170.S77 tcn.s. including the

stocks at terminal and delivery jjoints. In addition

to these stock joi)i)ers and ]uililishers reported news-

|)rint stocks and tonnage in transit aggregating 194.-

•j73 tons.

Comparing the sto<'ks on hand at the domestic

mills 111 .lune ''0. with their average daily production

based upon the combined production for the years

1917. 191S and 1919, the figures show that:

Newsprint paper mill stocks wpial sligiitly less than

6 days' average output.

P.ook j)aper mill stocks equal slightly less than S

days' average output.

Paperboard mil! stocks erpial slii_'htly more than (i

days" average outjuit.

Wrapping ]iaper mil] stocks eipial -lightly more

than 9 (biys" average output.

Rag jiaper mill sto<'ks eipial slightly more tlian ')

days' average output.

Fine i)aper mill stocks efpial sligiitly more than 2.")

days' average output.

Tissue paper mill stocks e»pial slightly less than 12

days' average output.

Hanging paper mill stocks eipial slightly more than

4 days' average output.

FVlts and building paper mill stocks eipial slightly

more than 12 days' average output.

.Mi-cellaiieons pajier mill sto<-ks cfpial slightly more
than 19 days' average output.

Total paper mill st ck.s of all grades eipial slightly

h-^N than 9 days' average oiitjuit.

' wsprint is the only srrade of which the United
" 'ti -^ is a lieavy importer. Practically all of this

the value of which aniomited to +4,!t81.7S4tnil|at;e.

for May. 1920. is imported from Canada. The value

of the e.xpoits of newsprint in Jlay, 1920, amounted to

$629,719 which is .slightly less than Vi per cent of

the newsprint imported.

lifjok paper, fine paper, wi-ajiping paper, and news-
jirint were the jirincipal grades exported, the combin-
ed value amounting to $:il49,98:5 for May. 1920.

The value of the total imjiorts for all grades wa.s

about 1 per cent less than for April 1920, and more
than :i7 per eent greater than for May, 1919. The
value of the total exjtorts for May, 1920, was $834.-

400 less than the value of the exports for May, 1919,

and was .$264.47") more than the value of the imports
for May, 1920.

The time lost in -lune, 1920. was less than half of

the figure for -lune. lf(19. and in each case paper
Imard claims more than one-third the lass.

SAGUENAYS FIRST ANNUAL REPORT,

The 1919 and first annual report cf the Saguenay
Pulp and Paper Companies and its subsidiaries, which
company was formed a year or so ago to take over

the several comiianies rei)resented by the North Am-
erican Pulp Paper Companies Trust, has made its

appearance. The i-eport. which covers the year ended
December 31 last, indicates an improved |iosition of

the new com|)any over the old, gross revenue in the

period haviiiir amounted to $r).41C,")4r) as compared
with $4.26S.:!68 as shown in the 1918 report of

Xortli .Vmerican Pnl]). After bond interest net earn-

ings amount to $-l(;4,6:{r> against $442,227 for the old

<-ompany in 191S. while surplus of $33,.').')1 compares
with ifi-'is.OOf) for North American Pulp in liHS. the

showing being lowi'red by way of creation of a reserve

against depletion of timber limits of .$263,001. ami
writing off of surplus of coal used in alterations of

the Chandler mill, of $149,067.

In his report to shareholders, Hon. F. L. Bei<|iie.

the president .says

:

"We are gbid to announce that the Chaiuller ^[ill.

which heretofore has been a source of loss to the com-
pany, has been much imiiroved and will show a sub-

sfanlial profit during the current year. The enlai-ge-

ment of one of the mills at Chicout'iiii has also been

completed, increasing considerably production of the

comjianx-. Our juilp. both sulphite and mechanical,

is now being s Id at prices much higher than in 1919,

and firm contrails which have been made for delivery

during 1920 and 1!*21 warrant us in saying that the

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 mdrray mi i

8313
NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Carwituin WOOD PULPAT TOP PRICES.

Write U8 and be
Convinced.
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For Your Service we offer "World" Acid Resisting Bronze

in many forms. The benefit of a pattern equipment, the

most complete in Canada, coupled with modern methods

of foundry practice, you will appreciate. The require-

ments of your Mill for Acid Line Equipment such as

"Y" Valves, Gate, Globe or Check Valves, and all Styles

of Fittings and Specials, will be met in a manner most

satisfactory to you if you Specify "WORLD".

"WORLD"
ACID RESISTING BRONZE

FOR PULP MILLS

Sold Under a Guarantee of Material

and Workmanship

'MADE IN CANADA" BY

T. McA VITY & SONS Ltd.,

MONTREAL
TORONTO

ST. JOHN, N.B.
CANADA

WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER
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net int'ome for eju-li of tliese years will exceed tliree

million dollars."

The aeennnts of the followinjr eompanies are con-

solidated in the above statements: Sa-rneuay Pnlp &

Pawer Company; La C"ie de Pulpe de Chieoutimi; St.

Lawrenee Pnlp & Lumber t'crporation; La Cie Geft-

erale due Port de Chicoutimi: La ("ie du Chemin de

Fer Roberval-Sa?uenay : The Chicoutimi Freehold Es-

tates Limited: La Societie d'Eclairagc et d'Ener-rie

Electriiiue du Saguenay : La Cic du Telephone Sague-

nay-Qtieltcc.

WRITING PAPER EXHIBIT AT ALBANY
The Airicricaii Wrilinir Pujier Coiiiiiany is to he well

represented at the fortheoniinfr convention of the In-

ternational Typoprraphical Union which is to hold its

annual .session at Albany. New York, during the week

of August 7 to 14.

The company has arranged a paper-making exhibit

during the last four days of the convention as a special

educational feature, which will be in charge of Mr
Fred. C. Clark, director of the company's Department

(if Technical control.

Pulp Mill Machinery
DIFFLSERS DISC EVAPORATORS

PULP DIGESTERS MELT TANKS
CAUSTICIZERS INCINERATORS

ETC.

BOILERS
SCOTCH MARINE RETURN TUBULAR

VERTICAL "Tfipic Effecl Liaporilors made and intlillid b; ui in the

Sulphate Mill at Beater CoTc. B.C."

Western Agents for

SWENSON EVAPORATOR CO.

OF CHICAGO, ILL.

YPLCANjHDNyORKS|lS
VANCOUVER.B.C .

l<OXBgR0 Every Paper Maker Knows
INSTRUMENTS

Built By Engineers
For Engineers

•

^

I

How Important it is to be certain that paper wont
cockle, or become bone-dr>' and brittle, or break, and that it will

have the uniform surface which gives a perfect printing cushion.

To Consider all the things that go to the solution of this

problem would require many pages; but the biggest factors in

drying paper are

Temperature and Humidity And whether the paper

be hung in lofts or carried through drying tunnels the

I'OXBQRO

RECORDING PSVCHROMETER
Or Wet and Dry Bulb Thermometer, plays an essential part. It enables

you to obtain a positive check on conditions every minute of the

nifiht and day.

There is no glass to break, no fragile parts to get out of order, and no
hair to deteriorate.

It is simple and strong in construction, dependable and accurate in

operation, and is guaranteed to give the kind of information which
forms the basis of control.

// will f)ay you lo writr for our Sew Bulletin. A-P-I03-1

THE FOXBORO CO., Inc., koxboro, mass, u

s

a
PEACOCK BROS.. MONTREAL, Canada

Mir linilhiir
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An Achievement
in Mechanics
EACH individual department of The Canadian

Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited has given
industrial Canada a new conception ofachievement in mechanics.
Each department has established a 100% quality and service

standard. This is what enables Fairbanks valves to stand pre-

eminent wherever valves are used.

When an engineer specifies Fairb.inks valves, he knows that he
has selected not only quality of material but workmanship that
guarantees perfect operation.
He is satisfied with the reputation and service of the institution

that stands behind them. He acknowledges an achievement in

mechanics.
Wherever pipe lines are laid—in Canada's great industrial plants

—in her immense water systems—in mines and mills—Fairbanks
valves are giving a service that is marked by the 100' ,V seal of
quality, the standard of The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.
Limited.
Our nearest branch will give you the benefit of this service, Out

experts will help you in selecting valves and everything mechani-
cal that you require. Make our catalogue your buying guide.

The Canadian FairbanKs-Morse Co.
Llmltad

Canada's Departmental House for Alcchanical Goods
Hnlirax St. John 0>""b«" Montrrnl Otinwa Toronto Hamilton
St.Cathnrmca Windsor Winnipeg Rrgina

Saskatoon CelKary Vancouver Victoria

z^_
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EDITORIAL

SOFT SOAP OH SACRIFICE.

Ill liiiw many piilii and paper mills is Safety First a

form- of religion and not simply sop to the workman oi-

a chance to sit on the band wagon? The concern that

is backing the Safety First moA-emeut just to keep

down indemnities for accidents, to cheapen or increase

production, or to win the favor of employees, will

either lose out or be converted. The energizing prin-

ciple underlying real safety work must be an af-

firmative answer to the question of Cain ''Am I my
brother s keeper?" To realize that each of us is his

brother's keeper is the first step toward safety and

all the benefits it brings.

The Safety movement is not siin|)ly the plai-ing of

occasional grease on a machine, or a sign near a dan-

ger point— it means also the education and inspiration

tliat will result in taking thought for one another.

This taking of thought is the basis of sacrifice—a littli'

time to see that some one is not in the road when turning

a corner or drojiping a plank, a little care in jjiling

pulp or wood, the trouble to pull or bend down a nail

or turn down a board, the effort to remove an obstacle

from the path, the time to tighten a nut, to tell a

fellow workman, especially a new man, how to avoid

an accident, or to be decent in a lavatory.

Can a workman be exjiected to do all or any of

these things if his employer is interested only super-

ficiall.v, if at all, in safety work? Of course not. But

when a mill manager is so full of a sense of responsibil-

ity for his men tljat he will (U'der a machine stopped

until jn-operly guarded, there is the real spirit .>f

Safety First. Work that is done for the sake of safety

and not primarily to swell divideiuls is what really

counts, and these other things shall be added thereto.

Safety work, welfare work, and all the other good

works will not succeed as cures for unrest when under-

taken for that purpose. Their virtue lies in giving

an opportunity for sitine one, every one, to make
some sacrifice for the good of others—and iiiiMilcntall\'.

for himself.

The argtinicnt that Canada will profit by the ex-

port of raw pulpwood Indds equally well in the other

direction. Although less has been .said of the great

advantage tliat insures to Louisiana. Texas, Pennsyl-

vania, and and West Virginia because of the excellent

market in Canada for their sulphur and coal, and to

other states for rosin, dyestuffs, clipmicals. macliinery.

and mill supplies.

IMFEHIAUSM AM) FAFEH.

Instead of ascribing their newsprint troubles to- im-
agiuery tliscrimination on the part of Canadian paper
manufacturers, the newspaper publishers from Aus-
tralia, New Zealand and other distant parts of the
Empire, who are complaining to the Imperial Press
Conference of their inability to obtain Canadian paper,
as related elsewhere in this issue, should rather, we
think, regard theniKeh's as the victims of the for-
tunes or misfortunes of war.

It is quite true, as was suggested by Mr.
P. 1). Ross of the Canadian <lelcgalion, that the dis-

ruption of ship].ing during the war seriously interfered
with and practically put a temporary stop to our over-
seas exports of paper. The manufacturers had to

choose between the alternatives of seeking customers
elsewhere or redui^ng their output. Once having been
foned into making other trade connections they, not
unnaturally, find it difficidt. even if it were in every
way desirable, to terminate such connections in order
to oblige former friends and customers. Certainly they"
have no de.sire and no intention needle.s.sly to dis-

i-riminale against Australia, New Zealand and other
places. They are, however, .just as much subject to
the exigencies of commerce as are those who make com-
plaint against them. They yield to economic conditions
that were originally placed upon them. If in .so doing,
they are running counter to their obligations to the
Empire, what, may be asked, are tho.se British news-
paper publishers doing who, says the latest i.s.sue of
their organ. The Newspaper World of London, are
deserting the British paper manufacturers in prefer-
ence for those of (ierniany?

•The blind, but popular patriotism so prevalent

during the war." says this journal in extenuation of
their conduct, "which cau.sed business men to say
that they would never more do business of any .sort

with the nations of Central Europe, seems to have
quite passed, and many ( f those who were loudest in

their condemnation i.f any and everything German are
now amongst those who are most anxious to open up
business negotiations with them if thereby they can
get the goods they want and at a elieaper price than
they are being quoted in this country." And, again,
•Whatever prejudice there was a few years back
against trading with them seems to have qaite di.s-

appeared. and if deliveries are at all up to time and
prices lower than home quotations their paper will
find a ready sale amongst British buyers and will
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be treated .solely on its merits as paper, ((uite irre-

spective of its place of origin."

If newspaper publishers in Great Britain may buy

their paper from Germany ou any such basis—aud

we are not suggesting that they may not—witl.aut

encountering approbrium. surely the eharee of dis-

loyalty to Empire interests cannot successfully be sus-

tained when brought back against Canadian paper man

ufacturers who did not find it expedient to abandon

business obligations which they assumed at a time when

it was greatly to their advantage to make them.

However, we are far from suggesting that the trou-

bles of the Australians and others are no concern of

those in other part of the Empire. There is much to

be said for the policy of Empire solidarity advocated

by the Imperial Press Conference. It is true that we

should be more convinced as to the sincerity of the

Conference's professions, as_ applied to the paper situ-

ation, if they gave us some concrete example of its

practice. For instance, we are violating no confidence

when we say that one of the Conference's most prom-

inent and most distinguished Canadian members has

the good fortune to be able to control the output of

a newsprint mill not a great distance from Montreal.

Much of this output, we are informed, is now he\n<z

sold in the American spot market at a handsome

profit. The tonnage thus disposed of would, if diverted

to Australia and New Zealand, go a long way towards

alleviating the inability to get Canadian paper now

complained of, and at the .same time would entail

hardship upon no one, because the overseas publishers

say the question of price is not material.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine offcis this sugges-

tion in the best of faith, believing it wmild be a happy

Kolution of the difficulty. If carried mit. \vc think,

too, it would go far towards convincing the other

manufacturers that they owe a duty to the Empire

in this regard, as well as affording strong .support

to Vi.scount Burnham's touching api)eal to the Can-

adian Pulp and Paper Association's executive to con-

sider, seriously and sympathetically, the situation with

a view to its amelioration and which, in any ?vent,

weAelieve will be met in the spirit in which his lord-

.shi offered it.—E.B.

TOUR FirruK i;i:sii)i:\ci:.

A man died fiwing a certain editor six years un-

paid subscription to the paper. The editor did not

sflBtl any flowers. lie attended the funeral and plai'cd

a palm-leaf fan and a l>lock of ice on the casket.

None of the subscribers to the Pulp and Pa|>er Mag
azine are a.s bad as the man referre<l to. This is just

a warning, though, to the wilfully delinquent, that we

shall place on their coffins, in addition to the acces-

sories mentioned, a gas mask loaded for sulphur

dioxide.

.1 roiM OVERLOOKED.
The Imperial Press Conference, our report discloses,,

was given a "pul)lishers' version" of newsprint control

as it was carried i>ut in Canada for the period of the

^va^ and some months thereafter. We are safe in as-

suming that the principal and most important effect

of the control was not included. That effect was to

suspend for a period of practically three years, all ex-

pansion of the newsprint-making industry in Canada.

Had there been no control, it is safe to say that Can-

ada would have been in a position at the close of the

war to have produced at least 50,000 tons more of

newsprint paper annually than .she was doing. This

amount of paper would have gone some appreciable

distance in meeting the universal newsprint shortage

which now exists. It would seem that the Imperial

Press Conference ought to take note of this fact in

its investigations into the rea.sons whj' some of its

members cannot obtain all the Canadian paper the}"

would like to have.

SFLPIHR, NOT SULPHITE.
A curious mis-statement of one of Mr. Dawe's re-

marks at the Imperial Forestry Conference appears to

be going aijoiit. When asked regarding the sourci

of sulphur for the iiroduction of sulphite pulp, Mr.

Dawe said that most of it comes from Louisiana and

Texas and that as far as any one knows, the supply

is unlimited. This has been twisted till he is credited

with the remark that "there was a sufficient supply

of sulphite to last to the end of the world." Perhaps

the original was not clearly under.stood. The press

has rather consistently confused sulphite with sulphur,

.just as it has confused pulp with pulpwood.

The delegates to the Imperial Forestry Conference

were (piartcred in Specche House. How appropriate!

And "the qiu'stion before the house" is wlu'ther

we shall have large, excessively large, papers for a

few years, or moderate sized newspapers for an un-

liniilcd period. There has i)een an epidemic of ele-

phantisis rec^ently anumg pul)lishers.

Speaking of t'rcighl troiildes, one .Massachusetts

mill is handling pai>er by truck 32 miles or more to

the Hudson River and shipjiing from New Vork b.v

boat. Shipments to the Central States and the west

are going via steamer to New Orlonts ;<iid by good
luck to destination.

It is reported that Toronto is getting sizjiblc ship

ments of paper from New England mills. That ma.v

be on acc/>unt of the practical itnpos.sibilily for them
to get freight to I'nited States points and they can

nrobably make use of empty cars that brought Pan
adian ]nilp and nuist go honu< an.vway.
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The Imperial Press Conference and the

Paper Industry
By the Spcrial Kepresentation of the Pul|> an<l

Pajier Magazine.

As was to lie expected, tlie hiipei-ial Press ("out'er-

ciiee, held in Ottawa last week, developed a lively in-

terest in the Dominion as a possible source of news-

print suppl.v for a laryre part of the newspajiers |inl(-

lished within tlic Empire. In the Confemni-e. which

was presided ovei' \>y Viscount Burnliam of Enjiland.

owner of the Ijondon Dail.\' Tclegrai)ii and liiniself in-

terested in paper manufacturing in England, were re-

presentative publishers from the United Kingdom.
Australia, India, South Africa, the West Indies. New
Zealand, Ce.vlon, Singapore, JIalta, Newfoundland.
Egypt and, (d" course, Canada, in addition to the num-
erous distinguished editors in attendance. That the

question of paper snpjilii-s was uppermost in many of

their minds was apparent from the very first "inter-

view" given t(» the local newspapers immediately on

their arrival. Rei)resentatives of the Canadian Export
Paper Conipan.v, who met them in Quebec, on their ar-

rival in that city, also found them keenly anxious to

know all about Canada as a paper-producing country,

and on tlieir first contact with a Canadian |)aper mill

at Grand Mere, early in the week, they again evinced

the greatest interest in the subject.

At Grand Mere the visitors were the guests of the

Laurent ide Compan.v, Limited, and were entertained

in the hospitable manner common to Mr. George Cha-
hoon, the company's i)resident, and his executive as-

sistants. The.v were afforded opportunity to inspect

the company's mill and took full advantage of the

chance to acc|uaint themselves with a modern pajter-

making plant in operation. The visitors—even those

to whom the experience was no novelty—expressed

tl)eir admiration and surprise over the general char-

acter of the Grand Mere mill and more particularly

of the community development built up in connection

therewith.

At Ottawa and Hull some of the delegates made
personal visits to tiie Booth and Eddy mills, aiul other

plants will also come in for inspection by the dele-

gates during their tour, which embraces a complete
coast to coast jonruey. Lord Burnham, himself, an-

nounced that at the close of the trip he ])roposes to

devote a week to seeing something of the forest re-

.sources of Quebec and it is understood that he is going
to Chicoutimi to look over the Chicoutimi Pulp Com-
pany's property and possibly to inspect other pro-

perties.

One of the distinguished members of the conference
is Mr. John L. Greaves, who is the editor and one of

the owners of The Paper Maker of London. ^Ir.

Greaves was a journalist liefore l)eing associated with
his present publication and is the only representative

of a trade journal attending the conference as such.

The delegates, naturall.v, looked to him for nuich in-

formation on the paper situation and not in vain.

In his address ujion formally opening the Confer-
ence. His Excellency, the Duke of Devonshire, made
reference to Canada's pulp and paper industry and
.spoke of its importance as a i-ontribution to the Em-
pire's welfare. The subject came formally before the

Conference in the form of a residution submitted bv

.Mr. .1. .1. Knight of the Brisbane (Australia) Courier,

and Dr. T. W. Leys, of the -Auckland iNew Zealand^
Star, worded as follows:

—

"The (piesti(Mi of i^ajier s\ipplics being of \ital im-

portance to members of tlic Kmpirc Pi-ess Union, stejis

should be taken to ensure ade<|Uiitc supplies tlirough-

out the Empire: and that a Standing Committee be ap-

pointed to give effect to the above, sucii Committee
to consist of two representatives of the British Isles

and one delegate appointed l>.v each delegation and
tiie President who is to be Chairman."
The discussion which followed was opened by Mr.

•lohn ^L Inn-ie, general manager of the Canadian Daily
.\'cw-i)a|>ers* Association, in a well conceived and very
comprehensive statement of the newsprint situation

in Canada and the United States. He gave the pub-
lishers' version of newsprint control in Canada dur-
ing the war and of what had since transpired between
I he Canadian newsprint mills and their Canadian cus-

tomers. He stated that a sellers' maiket exists at

present and is likely to continue for some little time,

that the market price of paper is not toda.v based up-
on its cost of production but rather on the abnormal
demand. He didn't exactly blame the manufacturers
for making the most of their harvest time and said,

((uite frankly, that the ))ublishers would probably do
the sanie under like circumsfam-es. He said the paper
situation from the publishers' point f)f view might be
improved by a general slump in business which might
reduce the volume of advertising, but that, of course,
was not at all desirable. (ireater production of paper
was assured some time in the future, his estimate of
such increase bringing Canada's total prodtiction up
to 3,600 tons a day by 1922. The American production
woulil also show an increase, but consumption was
likely, in Mi-. Imries f>pinio!i. to keep jiace with the
output

.

As to the diversion of a greater [iroportion of Can-
adian-made paper to the United Kingdom and other
parts of the Empire. Mr. Imrie was, of course, in ,s.vm-

pathy with the suggestion, l)ut thought it had to be
considered in connection with the fact that 75 per cent,

of the capital emjtloyed in the production of news-
print in Canada had been supplied by United States
interests. He urged upon the dt-legates the wisdom
of more British capital i)eing iirought into the in-

dustry, and suggested that with Britain supplying
the money and Canada the resources there would be
greater reason to expect that British publi.shers would
enjoy a larger proportion of the resultant output. Mr.
Imrie also dwelt upon the necessity for conserving
and replenishing Canada's judpwood forests as a means
of assuring plentiful and reasonably-priced newsprint
in the future.

Mr. A. L. Dawe, who appeared for the Canadian
I'ulp and Paper Association, traversed pretty much
the same grounds as had been covered by Mr. Imrie,
to whom he gave credit for an able and accurate pre-
sentation of the main facts, while differing slightly
with some of the deductions he liatl drawn from tliem.
He took issue, particularly, with th.- statement as to
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the ([uestion of inanufai-tuiiiig costs, wliieh lie said

were constantly increasing—instancing |)articularly

the enormous rise in the cost of pulpwood—and said

they liad a very considerable bearing upon the ultim-

ate selling ])rice of paper. He agreed with Mr." Inirie

as to the desiral)ility of more Hritish caiiita! i)eing

employed in developing Canada's forest resources as

a means of giving tlie Empire newsjiapers more ])aper,

and said that conditions today do not justify any be-

lief in an early reduction of the market price of news-
print .

Mr. Dawes address was as follows :

-Lord Burnhani: Ladies and Ucntlcmcn of the Im-
perial Press Conference.

The Canadian Pidp and Paper Association, on whose
behalf I appear before you, regards your invitation to

come here and discuss in a brief and informal way the
relationship between the ncwsjjaiicrs of the Empire
and the Canadian Paper Industry, as a ver.v high com-
pliment and as one carrying with it, upon your i)art,

a desire for an interchange of views and of informa-
tion that may prove to be mutually beneficial.

I am not going to occupy your time with a disserta-

tion upon the origin, growth or present status of the

pulp and paper industry of Canada. In anticipation

of your meeting here, a careful compilation has been
made of all tlie available information bearing on these

several subjects. This has been reduced to printing

and given the form of a modest handbook dealing with
the industry in its many phases, copies of which will

be distributed to you in order that yo\i may peruse

them at your leisure.

You will discover from the statistics therein pre-

sented that paper has been made in Canada for more
than a century, l)ut that the development of paper

making into one of the country's greatest industries

is of comparatively recent origin. Yon will learn that

there are elo.se to a hundred establishments in Canada
now engaged in producing pulp and paper or both,

that they represent a capital investment of about $800.-

000,000 at the present time, that their annual output

is valued at about $100,000,000 and that they contri-

bute to Canada's external trade well over $100,000,000

a year.

You will learn, furthermore, that Canada's present

annual productif)n of newsprint jiaper, in which .vou

may be presumed to be specially interested, approxi-

mately 870,000 tons, of which not more than 120,000

tons are needed for domestic consuin[)tion and that

the remairnlcr is exported, in trreatcr part to the I'liited

tites and in a smaller proportion to the I'niled King-

m and to other Hritish overseas dominicms. Y(m
11 learn, also, that prospective new establishments

and additions to tho.se now in existence, some of which

are now well under way, promise a large incrcsae of

output in the immediate future. Some of the more op-

timistically inclined iro so far as to predict that with-

in the space of three or four years from now Canada

irill be producing mor- than do\iblc its present output

of newsprint pai)er. While 1 am not prepared to en

dorse, without reserve, this somewhat sanguine fore-

cast, there is no gainsaying the fad that the industry

is going ahead very fast and that it would increase

still more rapidly were the Hritish paper machine

manufacturers able to meet expeditiously all the de-

mands now being made >ipon them from this side of the

water.

Neither is it necessary for me to go into the various

details having to do with the production of pulp,

both mechanicii! and chemical, which at the present
time is even of greater importance in maintaining your
uninterrupted supply of paper, nor of those relating

to book and writing papers, wrappings, boards and
all the other commodities which the' industry is en-

gaged in producing. The facts and figures in regard

to these are also fully, set forth in the little volume
I have alluded to. Besides, I understand that your
itinerary through Canada includes visits to a inimber
of the more imiiortant pulp and paper mills and that

in this wa.v, at first hand and in a practical and more
agreeable form, you will be brought into direct con-

tact with the industry and thus be enabled to form
your own conclusions both as to its extent and as to

its ability to contribute to the requirements of the

press of the Empire. There arc, however, one or two
questions which, as publishers, you may like to hear
discussed.

I have alread.N' been asked why, with the demand in

the United Kingdom so great as it is totlay, and with

every incentive, from both a business and sentimental

l)oint of view favorable towards better trade relation-

ships within the Empire, so large a proportion of our

pulp and paper products finds a market in non-Hritish

countries and so small a proportion, comparatively

speaking within the Enipir?. A comprehensive and
satisfying answer is not easy to formulate.

Hefore the war, of course, the United Kingdom's re-

liance for imports of this character was largely cen-

tred on Northern Europe. Canada found her distance

from the British market an almost insuperable

barrier, while at her door there existed an avail-

able market made ea.sy of access through the

lia.s.sage of tariff laws espeiMally designed to favor

that market. Then, too, there comes in the question
of the source of the cajiital employed in th? develop-
ment of the industry. Canada still having to look be-

yond her own borders for much of the wherewithal
with which to develop her resources.

A financial authority estimates that between three-

quarters aiul four-fifths of the total amomit of capi-

tal employe<l in the building of pulp and paper mills

in Canada has bi'cn derived from the United States.

Production naturally, other things being equal, favors

the source of the capital required to produce.

Shipping difficulties, for a time, tended to restrict

trans-Atlantic ex|)orts of ptdj) and paper, but these

have now been swejit away. Shipments of Canadian
))ulp and paper to the United Kingdom are assuming

larger proportions, although they are by no means as

large as they shoidd be. Exports of paper and paper
)iroducts from Canada to the United Kin^'dom in-

creased in value from $2,67.'>,412 in 19ir>, to .$4,813,-

.'>77 in 1920. a gain of $2,138,16."i, our fiscal year ending

March 81st eai-li venr. Exports of pulp incieiisMl in

value from $1,4!)S.41.'. in 191."> to $5,014,400 in 1920,

a gain of $3,.51.'>,!tS.'i. Iiududed in thp.se exports were

467,372 cwt.s C2:i.:i(>s tons') of newsprint valued at

$1,700,96;'). Befori' the war Canada exported some-

where around 100,000 ewts (.-),000 tons) of newsprint

to the United Kinirdom yearly. The amount varied

greatly durinjr the w)ir years, and in 191!^ l'> n-ached

the low fiirure of !>.:iin i-wts. valued at $:!S.4s4, This

was due chieflx- to ^Ip^iiins: I'onditions. Tlic notable

increase in 1919-20 i. looked ujion b,v the ni.iniifactur-

ers as the beginnins; of a large and contiiuioiis expan-

sion of their United Kingdom trade, but until Briti."5h

capital interests itself more extensively in the de-

velopment of this industry, trade between th.> United
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Kingdom and tlio Dominion will never reaeli the ex-

tent it should" nor be of the maximum benefit to
those whom it ehiefly concerns.

As you journey through our somewhat extensive
country you will discover, if you have not already
made the discovery, that so far as the pulp and paper
industry is eoneerned, Canada is divided into three
separate zones or territories—the east eiubraeing par-
ticularly the provinces of Quebec, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia; a central section, taking in the extensive
mills in Ontario, and the far west represented by the big
mills of British Columbia. Eastern Canada, so far as
the United Kingikmi is concerned, is the logical field

to enlist your special interest. The other districts en-
tail a land haul of from one to two thousand miles in

extent before their ])roducts can reach the Atlantic
seaboard. Freight rates impose a practically insur-

mountable obstacle to the shipment of paper from these
districts to great Britain. British Columbia's produc-
tion finds its natural market across the Pacific, Cen-
tral Canada's nearer at home, but there is no good rea-

son why British newspaper publishers, antl British

paper-makers, too, for that matter, should not draw
upon Eastern Canada for a large proportion of their

supplies.

The Province of Quebec is generally regarded as. be-

ing the best off in the extent of its pulpwood
resources. It also enjoys the advantage of be-

ing the most readil\- accessible to the British

market. This province is estimated to possess 75

million acres of unlicensed Crown lands still available

for ex[)loitation. in addition to 4") million acres of

licensed Crown lands and six million acres of privately

owned lands, all i)raring spruce, balsam, poplar and
jack pine, suitable for paper-making. These ciMiibined

lands are estimated to be capable of yielding some 360,-

000.000 cords of pul]nvood. A large part of it, of

course, is at pi-esent commercially inaccessible. But
enough is accessible to supply the pulp and paper re-

quirements of the United Kingtlom for generations to

come, if. and when, the capital is provided for its de-

velopment. Quebec also possesses the water-power
necessary to the utilization of this vast store of raw
material. The i>rovince furthermore, is controlled and
governed by enlightened laws that operate to the best

interests alike of the commonwealth and of those

seeking to make use of its natural wealth.

It is, of course, known to you that Quebec, as well

as most of the other provinces, requires that pulpwood
cut from the Crown lands, under license, shall l)e maiiu-

factured into pulp or paper within Canada. This we re

gard as a very reasonable and natural requirement,

tending to promote the welfare of the province, to

provide employment for its people and to give the

commonwealth some slight if still inadequate return

for the consumption of its resources. This policy, as

you ma.v have heard, has led to some controversy of

late with certain of our neighbours to the south, the

merits of which it is not necessary to discuss here ex-

cept to say that neither Canada nor Quebec has any
reason whatever to shun the fullest investigation into

the question by anyone who may be disposed to ex-

amine the facts with an open nund.

Quebec offers abundant opportunity to British capi-

tal in her vast undeveloped resources. The other

Eastern provinces mentioned, while less abundantlj'

provided with raw material than Quebec, are no less

ready to welcome the British investor and to help him

in making their natural resources available to the Em-
pire's needs.

Another question I have been asked to touch upon
is one relating to the present abnormal prices for Canad.an pulp and paper. Are thev likelv lou^^ ",

con"tmue, or IS some measure of relief, if',,,, i;„„i,„,„t'probable ni the near future? '

To this I can only say that n.ost of those wl... arelooked upon as authorities o.i the subject, fail t<. seeany unmed.ate relief in sight. The price of pulp andPdpei IS governed, as is that of most commodities bvvorld-wide cond.t.on.s with which you arc all lami'liar.
t IS true that the denmnd, esj.ecially for newsprint

: m';.'°
*Y,""^«|'-'I'\'.li^' •^"PPI.V as to ereate a,! ob-nonnal condition, but this, in itself, affects the marketpncc but indirectly. It has, of course, increased priceson what is known as the "spot market," but has had

little or no etleet upon the bulk of the iwodnct.
A recent survey of conditions affecting t|,e paper"'arke ,n ( anada states that th. priee -".f wood s he

controlling factor an.l that wood has advance.l from
a prc-wa.r price of from ^^^ lo .$6 a conl to as high as
*1;. and $20 and even higher. It is pointed out that
the newsprint imlustry is really the growth of a de-
cade but that it has made such marvelh.us strides in
this briet perio.i as to necessitate goinjr back to forest
areas so remotely distant from the mills, as to require
from two to three years for recent cuts of logs to reach
the manutactunng plants which, originallv, foun.l tlicir
raw material at their very doors. Coincident with the
growth of the paper-making industry there occurred in
Canada a brief period during which the lumber indus-
try .stood practi<-ally .still, so that it became feasible
and more profitable to utilize the sawlogs to make
pulp instead of lumlicr. The revival of the demand for
building material and the rapidly rising cost of lumber
tend to the discouragement of a recurrence of such
a condition in spite of the fact that pulp and paper
prices are now at levels that were not even dreamed
of two or three years ago. All indications—the high
price of labor and the enormous increases in the cost of
transportation, in addition to the* increased cost of
wood—point, according to this authority, '-to a con-
tinuation of present high costs of production and high
prices for products for some time to come, as it is

hardly possible for new capacity to overtake the en-
tire demand for paper proilucts in the next five years,
and with normal increa.se in consiimpf ion, even if the
present abnormal demand subsides, there must be an-
other period of balance before there is very much ac-
tual over-production."

If this prospect is not an alluring one for the paper
consumer, it at least has the merit of placing the sit-

uation frankly before him for consideration, of put-
ting him upon his guard, and of giving him opportuni-
ty for adopting measures to meet it. While it is not
for me to suggest what these measures should he.

there are two very obvious means of relief—one. that
of curtailing the avoidable use of paper and keeping
it within the strict confine of the actual necessarv;
the other, the adjustment of advertising rates and sub-

scription charges to meet the increased costs of pro-
duction and to act as a deterrent upon unnecessarj'
consumption.

In conclusion, I bespeak better and closer relations

between the Canadian paper-makers and the Empire
Press. This can be brought about to the advantage
of both, ly an interchange of information applying to
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(•(uulitious governing' both interests. There should be,

in my opinion, a joint eommittee «n staniiardizatioii.

whose business it would be to work for the elimination

c.r all those Ihinjrs which tend to waste and ineffi-

i-ienev. both in the iiiannfaeture and in the use of pa-

per, and for the adoption and the eneoiiragement of

those things whieh enure to greater produetion and

stricter eeononiy in the use of the finished product.

There ought to be some sort of eo-relation between the

l.nihling of new iirinting presses and the building of

n.-w paper-machines so that one would .serve to meet

and offset the re-iuirenients of file other, uistead ot

rhe present haphazard method of building and in.stal-

ing printing machines without adequate assurranee as

t„ where the supjdy of white paper to keep them in

operation is to come from.

There are many other ways in which the paper-

maker and the publisher can work together and I am

here to say. on behalf of the Canadian paper-makers,

at anv rate, that we welcome such co-operation and are

willing to do whatever lies within our power not only

to bring it about but to make it effective when once

it is inaugurated.

The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association adds its

welcome to the great number already extended to this

"athering of distinguished journalists from all part.s

of the Empire. It bespeaks for you a profitable and

enjovable conference and extends to your members,

both* as a bodv and individuals, the hospitality of its

members whenever in your journeying through the

country you may reach a community in which our in-

dustry is represented.

Mr. Dawe suggested that something might be done

in the wav of newsprint conservation by a getting to-

gether between the publishing interests of the Empire

press and the iiaper manufacturers to secure standard-

ization of produetion and elimination of waste, in-

stancing what had been done along that line by tlie

users of sheet news and the producing mills in Canada.

This, however, was not taken kindly by the chairman,

Visi-i.unt Huriihani. who said tliat efforts along that

line had been found impracticable insofar as the Brit-

ish situation was concerned.

Mr. Knight and Dr. Leys both spoke at lengtii to

the motion and both gave voice to a serious grievance

entertained by the publishers in Australia and New
Zealand at being unable to obtain Canadian paper, al-

though willing to pay prai-tically any price therefor.

Thev said that in their extremity some of their luib-

lishers had been obliged to buy Scandinavian news-

t an ultimate pri.'c of from !f'4.'>0 to *.'iO() a ton

ted in Canadian money and taking into account

ll*> factors of freight charges, exchanges, etc. Some

of the other delegates apjM-ared to think this state-

ment slightly exaggerated, but the speakers stuck to it.

Mr. Kniirht said that there was no more importaiif

f|iie<(tion before the Conference than thai of getting

papfT supplies for Australia They felt that Canadians

shoild be willing to supply them when they were shiji-

pinjr so large a proportion of their output to i-oimtries

oiifsiile the Empire. He ai)pealed to the Confcreni-e

for help and said that Empire unity and Empire trade

should have n common basis The Empire needs

nhould come ahead of those of outside nations and that

perhaps the dispfllint' of the war clouds which are again

unfortunately manifesting themselves might depend

iipon a reasonable flisl ribution of the Empire's prn-

liiefion of newsprint The bn ish use of paper liy the

prin

comfitt(
1

publishers of the I'nited States and Canada was

touched upon and the suggestion made that it could

be reduced without disadvantage to tlie publishers.

Mr. P. I). Ross, of the Ottawa -lourual. took up the

defense of the Canadian paper manufacturers in a very

able brief address. He was sure that there was no de-

sire upon the part of Canadian nianufacturers to dis-

criminate against any part of the Empire and while

he symjjathized with the delegates from New Zealand

and Australia in their difficulties, and would do all

possible to help them, he thought it unwise to let the

sense of grievance lucvail over that of fair jilay. He
said that Canadian |)iiblisiiers enjoyed no favors at

the hands of the ('anadian paper-makers, except that

some of them were given the benefit of not having

to pay the price that c(Uild be exacted if the difference

made by exchange rates iietween the American and
Canadian market price were taken into account. He
thought, liowever. that Canadian publishers were en-

titled to some special consideration because they had
contributed to the upbuilding of the industry in this

country when, he said, a protective tariff had been im-

posed on paper for the benefit of the paper manufac-
turers. He thought, perhaps, the situation complained
of now was due to exigencies imi)osed upon the manu-
facturers b\- the war. For a time they were cut off

from their overseas markets and had to seek markets
elsewhere, since it was not desirable that the mills

should be closed. The commitments made as a re-

sult of this condition no doubt made it difficult, even
if it were desirable, for them to divert paiier from the

new market back to the old without doing injustice

somewhere. Then the fact had to be taken into ac-

count that American capital as had been disclosed, was
heavily interested in the industry and the American
trade was undoubtedly entitled to consideration on that-

account. There also came in the situation created by
the liigh iiremium on American exchange whieh the
manufacturers were certainly entitled to consider. The
(juestion. in Mr. Ross' mind, appeared to resolve itself

into one of trade expediency, although he did not
lose sight of the sentimental interest inv(dved and.
at any rate, hoped a way would be found to assist the

Australasian and other Empire newspapers out of their

dileinna.

Mr. J. L. Ciieavcs. of the Paiter-Maker and British

Paper Trade Journal, contributed a helpful talk to the
discussion, by pointing out that the (laper shortage
was a world-wide affair and liy going into some of the
economics of the bn.siness. He gave some illiiiiiiiiative

facts about possible substitutes for i)ulpwood in the
manufacture of paper and the comforting assnianee,
so far as it applies to Canada, that pulpwood is not
likely to be sup|)lanted by any other material so long
as it is available. As an illustration of British faith
in the iiermaneney of Quebec's forest resources he
inslaiieed the recent purcha.se by the Harmsworfh in-

terests of the finlf Pulp and Pa|>er Company's Mills
at Clarke City and spoke of other British investments
of a similar nature mooted or in actual negotiation.

The ontcnnie of the discussion was a request made bv
Viscount Biirnliam upon Mr. Dawe to bring the Aus-
tralian and New Zealand newsprint situatioji to the at-

tention of the Executive of the Canadian Pulp and
Pajier Association in such a way as to enlist syinpa
Ihelii' consideration. This >Fr. Dawe very «illinglv

. agreed to.

The newsprint ipiestion was further alluded to in

the final ses.iion of the conference, when the snbjpt;t
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of the Imperial Press Union came up for diseussiou.

Mr. P. D. Ross of the Ottawa Joiirnal instanced the

success of the Canadian Press Association iu fighting

the newsprint manufacturers as an argument in favor
of newspaper urganizatiou and solidarity. He said

that the Canadian newspapers had been "saved" be-

tween two and three million dollare within a period of

two and three years as a result of their organized ap-

peal to the Canadian government. It might interest

Mr. Ross" fellow delegates to know that any such "sav-
ing'" was secured, it at all, at the expense, in part, of

newspaper publishers outside of Canada, including

some of those in the Imperial Press Conference, who,

naturally, had to make good the loss sustained by the

manufacturers in being compelled to sell paper below

cost in Canada as a result of the Canadian publishers"

political pressure upon their government.
Mr. Imrie's Address.

The manuscript of Mr. lmrie"s excellent address was
received unfortunately too late to be included in this
number. It will appear in the next issue.

Prominent British Pulp Men
L. V. ANDREWS and ERIC XORDBERlJ

(By J. R. B.)

Times change and we with them ! Nearlj' a quarter

of a century ago I asked a paper man, who hailed

from a little "Welsh town, what were the objects of a

new body I had just heard of going under the name
of the Wood Pulp Association and now known as the

British Wood Pulp Association. He admitted he did

not know ; he looked scared in replying, because
Trade I'nionism about that period was on a crucial

pivot— it was growing and falling-back. My paper
friend evidently jumped to the quick conclusion,

thoughtlessly, that the Pulp Association was another
"big gun" introduced a hurl shrapnel into the mills

and disturb labor elements, and if there is one thing
a British paper mill owner abhors and detests it is

anything that tends to cause unrest among his work-
ers. And so "we all went on our ways wondering with
our eyes foeussed on the new A.ssociation : until sud-

denly some one dropped the news in Manchester that

one of the promoters of the Association was L. P.

Andrews. Among paper makers there were sighs of

relief. Why? Well, the paper manufacturer knew
that instead of having to cope with a labor leader he
was out to deal with a body intended to help him. and,
above all, he knew that L. P. Andrews would not as-

sociate himself with the Wood Pulp Association, if

there was anything un-English in it. And neither he
would.

A Brilliant Career.

Having helped to pnmidte the British Wood Pulp
Association—some 23 years ago, I believe—Mr. L. P.
Andrews (who is of the firm of Andrews & Co. Ltd,
New Bridge St., London, E.C. ) has now been elected
to the position of President and a higher honor could
not be conferred on any Englishman. To occupy the
presidency a live man is required—one who will take
upon himself the trouble to understand, investigate,
and deal out mercy with justice in the many ramifi-
cations and vicissitudes which come within the scope
of his office. At times the office is no senecure, par-
ticularly if a gentleman of the law should imagine
that he had discovered a plan in the Force Majeure
Clause, but in Mr. Andrews there is great confidence
and his name is highly respected in pulp and paper
circles.

But one does not eulogise Mr. Andrews, because he
is President of the British pulpinen, W^e recognise in
him a true spirit of sincerity; he is perfection of
exactness; a fluent speaker with delightful elocution
and a methodical business man today .it the age of 62
years. All these brilliant ipialities have been utilised

.MR L. P .\N'DREWS MR. ERIC XORDBERG.
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in the promotion of the great wood pulp industry

and the name of L. P. Andrews will go down to pos-

terity as one of its singular pioneers. He has done

what Maclntyre. H. T. Meld rum. and a few others

have done for the Canadian Pulp Association on its

initiation, the only difference being that the work was

accomplished nearly 25 years gao after considerable

spade work and today Mr. Andrews can sit back in

his presidential chair and say: "Let the young ones

now carry on !

" Not that, his work is done—far

from it. He is. I am told, attacking one of the great-

est bug-bears that could be thrown in the face of a

pulp agent and that is the taxation of foreign manu-

facturers iiuestion. which will take the head of a

Borden or a Lloyd (Jeorge, to forsee what damage it

will do financially and otherwise to an industry that

is trying to keep the country on its straight legs.

As A Pulp Man.

Mr. L. P. Andrews is an ideal pulp man. He has

.studied the manufacture of pulps in more. places than

most men and being an old pioneer, he has watched

the growth of the industry with interest and delight.

He has a very keen eye on Canada just now and I

know he. and his firm enjoy very friendly relations

with some of the big Dominion concerns. They will

always find Mr. .\ndrews a through Englishman and
a thorough business mau from whom much can be

learued particularly at an after-dinner talk. I recol-

lect a story he told some years ago at the expense of

a paperinaker.

"1 was making a round of visits to paper mills,"

said Mr. Andrews, "and when walking down a mill

yard, as 1 often had done on many occasions before,

I was held up by a voice which ordered me abruptly

to come back. I went back and when I got to the

gate again there stootl a very stolid individual who
looked at me up and down, and said : "Give me your
name and address and I will telephone it down to the

mill. " That did it. I asked what w:is the meaning
of all this as they knew me so well at the mill.

There was a man came in tuther day and stole

a bag of rags.

"Do I look like a man who would steal a bag of

rags 1
"

"I no say that, sir—but we are not taking any
risks.

"

Mr. Andrews says he felt crushed. This storj- lias

a moral, like all others. It gives a slight indication

of a time when the papermaker could not afford time
to i^e the pulp man in an interview. In these post-

wa»days tin- pulpman now sits in his office and the
pajBrmen are being intercejjted "down the yard".
Times change and we with them. The papcrinan
would do anything to see the little note book of lhc
pulpnian today. In the past, it was rags, a missing
bale; woe betide the man who tonk a bale of pulp
nowadays.
As President, .\Ir. Andrews follows such fine Hritish

leaders of industry as Mr. Frank Lloyd, Albert E.
Keed, and Capt. Partington, who was raised to the
Peerage. Behind Mr. Andrews" we feel secure and
resolute.

A Coming Pulp Man.
In these days of uncertainty we arc .-ipt to overlook

the young ideas. Mr Andrews does ?iot. He has a.s

a right hand man, Eric Nordberg, who is a partner
with his able and respected father. Mr J. A. Nord-

berg of Messrs. J. A. Nordberg, Ltd., 30-31 Queen St..

London. Mr. Eric Nordberg is Hon. Secretary of the

British Wood Pulp A.ssociation and as a young man
he has won the cuconiums of all pulp men. He studied

in his boyhood days in Seandinavian inills. The idcH

was to give him a thorough knowledge of the pulp and

paper manufacture. Then he was with the late Alsing

& Co. Ltd, of London, and he finished up with Messrs.

Becker & Co. Ltd., the large wood pulp importers of

the United Kingdom, where he got a great knowledge
and insight into pulps, shipping, and minor detail

work so often to be encountered in a large place of

business. Then war broke out and Mr. Eric Nord-
berg "joined-up" like many more British Pulp and
Papcrmen. He is now steering the wheel of the Bri-

tish Wood Pulp Association under the guidance of

Mr. Andrews and his knowledge besides experience

obtained in the United States and Canada enables

him to look on things broad-mindedly, besides being

a ger.tleman in his business transactions.

In Mr. Andrews we have a generation of which all

pulp and paper men are justly proud: in ilr. Eric

Nordberg we have a gentleman jumping into the lime-

light to reap the benefits of what men like his Pre-

sident, Mr. Becker, Lloyd, and others have fought
for. An organization, like; the British Wood Pulp As-
sociation must thrive when in the hands of such cap-
able men. It is thriving and carrying (ui a good work
in its own way.

W^hat we want now, sa.v Mr. Andrews and Mr.
Nordberg is ])lenty of pulp. We ^lave markets and
the consumers and the Association to study the inte-

rests of the pulp men.

WALLPAPER TABOO IN INDIA AND CEYLON.

Mr. J. L. Wilson-Goode, H.M, Trade Commissioner
at Bombay, in response to inquiries writes a.s follows

regarding the sale of walli)aper in India and Ceylon

:

As the result of careful iiupiiry, I have come to th^

conclusions that the opportunities of selling wallpaper
ill this country arc by no means favorable for the fol-

lowing reasons:

Wallpaper has been used to a limited extent on all

types of residential buildings, but the results have not

been altogether satisfactory The principal objc-ts to

the use of wallpaper are as follows:

—

(a) The dampness of the atmosphere in lieiigal

affects the brick walls and the bricks contain a certain

(piantity of saltpetre which attracts the dampness. A
very large percentage of the houses have defective

damp-proof courses, with the result that the damp
rises up the walls to a height of ai)i)roximately 9 feet

above the floor level. Wallpai)er placed under these

circumstances becomes di.scolorcd and peels off.

(b) White ants arc very commonly met witli and
these insects destroy the paper. Attempts have been
made to mix paste with blue stone and as a ri'swlt the
paste do<'s not attract the ants, nevertheless the paper
is still being destroyed.

(c) Till- wallpaper provides homes for objcitionabje

in.seefs which thrive in the district.

2. It has been found that ordinary color wasli treat-

ment of the walls is the most satisfactory, it meets
local eonilitions, is inex|)eiisive. clean and can be done
at short intervals. Distemper has the objection of be-

ing tco difficult to remove when it becomes discolored

tliroiiiili the a.tioii uf dampness and stronjr sunlight.
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The Advertising Value of Paper Packages

To give full justice to a .subject such as has been

hauded to me, will take luore time thau we have at

our disposal this afternoon. For that reason, I will

try to boil down as much as possible the few remarks
.that I have to make. In using the word "Paper Pack-

age", 1 mean all the receptacles that i're made froni

paper for the purpose of packing goods. To deal with

paper packages as an advertising medium, one will

need to make a short historical review of advertising

as a whole, for the two are so linked together, it is

hard to deal with one without at least touching the

other.

Back in early days when trade was in its primitive

stages, and there were few articles to be .sold, nieii

lived in caves, their wants and needs were few, and
were generally got by hunting, but as tril)e inter-

mingled with tribe, and trade grew, then there started

a crude system of exchange, gradually this expanded,

as certain tribes would have articles to barter, an<l

there the first system of advertising must iiave start-

ed. One tribe would tell the other of the goods they

had to exchange, and through this beginning, we have
from the very earliest of civilization the beginning

and growth of advertising, ami may trace it down to

those two outstanding Nations who advertised, and
did it well, Greece aiul Konu". Their laws, their cus-

toms, and their national doings, have been impressed

upon minds through the written word and picture.

Has there been anything moi'e widely known nr nmrc
lasting even in more modern times ? The municipal

Crier, a very im]iortant person, was used in the early

days, to let people kiu)w what was going on, the old

time market had its place, which links the past up
with the advertising of to-day.

Another outstanding fact in the world, was the dis-

covery and ajiplication of steam, before this, were
da.vs of small tradesmen—cobblers, b'iicksmiths, the

spinning wheel, etc.. whose wares were generally sold

by the quality of the goods, and the good wcrd of

their friends being iiassed from neighbor to neighbor,

but this all changed with the introduction of steam.

Steam power instead of man power introduced the

making of many articles and bringing together of

nuiny workmen under one roof, and from this lias

gradually grown the great .system of modern com-
merce. \Vith this factory growth, new systems of

distribution were needed, first, travellers were .sent

out with a certain amoiuit of limited advertising, lar-

gely local, and then we find advertising campaigns
uiulertaken until toda.v, we have the growth of husi-

ne'is with its combinations, and find side by side with
this tremendous irrowth, plans and schemes of national

and international propaganda are being used. • The
package has had its place from the very beginning
wherever there were eoods to be packed and shipped,

it had its use, whether made from wood, grass, paper
or iron, these were the forerunners of the great number
of packages that are used to-dav. With all this

growth, there has been certain fundamental principles

* Paper read by Mr. J. B Lawrason of Messrs.
Lawrason-Doughtv romna"v. Toronto, at luncheon of

Toronto Carton Club held in Toronto. Tuesdav. Julv
6th, 1920.

at work, that has within the last few years brought
a new industry into being; first the desjfe to improve
the manufactured product, second the improvement
of its appearance, or might I put it another waj', the

desire to dress a large part of the goods of the world
in an attractive manner. With this as a back ground,
we can appreciate all the more the value of the pack-

age, not only as a piece of commerce, but as part of

the great system of advertising, along with its selling

power.
It is a very practical proposition, and you and I as

manufacturers, are keenly interested in its possibi-

lities.

Its Scope.

In nearly every line of business, new sources of ap-

plication of the package, are being opened up; one
needs to but look around and see the many ways in

which packages are being used, and to my mind, it is

.just at the beginning of the development. It has
grown ami expanded during the last ten or fifteen

years, when only a few articles were put up this way,
till we fin<l now, that almost every kind of market-
able goods are being put up in packages. We find

that in this country, there has grown an industry
which has become very important to the manufacturer
and his |u"oduct.

Its Advantages.
.\ceil 1 draw your attention to the advantages of

paper i)oxes, their sanitary <|ualities. their convenien-
ce, their individuality. eliuHuating chaiwe of sub-

stitute, guaranteeing the makers goods increasing its

.selling power easy of handling. In fact, they put well

dressed goods as. well as well-dressed salesmen on
the selling end of the raanufaetured product and,
skilfully handled, mean increased sales and larger

turnover for the luiyer.

Its Selling Power.

The distinctive paper box will give life and ex-

pression to what might be otherwise one of many ar-
_

tides of the same kind, which have the disadvantage
of being bulk goods. To make myself clear, let me
tell the experience of one of our customers who told

me he had been selling his goods in packages for a

long time, and through the increased cost of cartons,

thought he- would try and sell them again in l)ulk.

which he did. but his experience was. that his sales

fell off nearly 50 p.c. in six months. He is now con-
vinced more than ever that packages pay.

When placing on the market a package, many
details must be taken into consideration, art. design,

«ize. shape, strength, color, simplicity, 'ind to whom it

is going to /ippeal—men or women. To look at pack-
ases from their wide application, makes them some-
thing more than so much cardboard, to try and in-

corporate into them the possibilities of design, adver-
tising and selling powers, makes an unlimited field

for development.
Its Educational Value.

Probably this i> one ^idc to whieh we have given
very little thought, but if we stop to think for a

moment, we see here a splendid opportunity of tell-

ing the public the merits of the goods that are en-
closed, in a few sentences to tell the prospective
bu.ver the stcy of the enclosed prod"et, and as a
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rule, it can be done in a short concise waj' that the

buyer can read at a glance, and will leave a lasting

impression.

Its Standardization.

This is oncjjoint that has been given a good deal of

consideration, during the recent past. I think it is

nnc of the most important .sub.iects that has to be

considered, and the very best thought of this organi-

zation should be given to its working out. We will

find that the paper box will becimie more useful, and
will become a better pa.ving proposition than it has

been in the past, through eliminating what ma.y be a

good deal of duplication and waste. Another thought
comes to my mind, if ever the time comes when the

present rush of business eases off, we should keep
in mind the all around advantages of the package to

the prospective customer to create new business, and
in this way we will get business which will keep our

factories busy, instead of going out and cutting prices

to get work.
I believe it would be well for the Toronto Carton

Club to keep in mind some wa.v of keeping the industrv

before the public, in an effective, and practical wa.y.

by exhibits of finished products actual operations of

the goods being manufactured, which would have a

fascinating and educative value for the public.

Allow me to repeat, is there any industry that has
grreater possibilities of future expansion and by its

application to draw upon the very best there is in

lis. mil] by itx r-DiiriiiUPd ilcvi'lopinciit jiiid cxiiaiisioii

to be of real service to the world of business, and by
keeping the higlier ideals ever before our minds, to

contribute to the convenience and betterment of the

human race ?

STOLE ABITIBI LOGS.

The Aliitibi Pdwrr & Paper Co. has brought action

in the Police Coui-t at Quebec against five lumbermen
of La.sarre. named (J. E. Lambert. H. Bergeron. C.

Doheney, J. X. Boucher and (t. C. Chevalier, who are

charged with having taken lo.*t logs to the amount of

$10,000. Mes,srs. J. X. K. Laflamme, K.C.. of Mont-
real, and Mr. Hector Laferte. K.C.. M.P., who appear

for respondents, admit that their clients had been

found with the wood in their possession, which is al-

leged to belong to plaintiff, but claim that even if it

had been the property of the Abitibi Power & Paper
Company, Ltd., this action has been entered in a

court which has no authority, as it is purely a ques-

tion to be decided by the civil courts. In answer to

this, plaintiff, represented by Mr. Robert Ta.scherean.

K.C.. Montreal, contends that the wood found in pos-

session of accused was stamped with a registered

mark, and under no pretext could the respondents

have kept it. wliich was a violation of the law. Due
to the importance of the amount and the fact that

the five pers lis involved are well known in Lasarre.

srreat interest is manifested in the caso.

A similar ilift'icultv is Ikmhii- f^ic^l ]<< (~)nt;irio.

Denisity Tab le for Pciper Stock
This table has been prepared for the rapid determination of quantities
of bone dry fibre in stock of known percentage density, or for converting
inventory of wet stock into equivalents in other units. and also for the
assistance of the engineer who will find it useful in calculating the wet

stock capacity required in producing a specified tonnage of paper
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The Imperial Forestry Conference
Written for tiio Pulp and Paper ilagazine by Ellwood Wilson.

Late in 1919. Mr. Robsou Black of the Canadian
Forestry Assoiiation. wrote Sir John Stirling ilax-

well, suggesting au Imperial Forestry Conference. The
British Forestry Authority took up the matter and
invited the British Dominions and Colonies to send

delegates, and 35, from all parts of the W(u-ld, met
in London on the fifth of July. There were present

also 54 Associate Delegates. Canada was represented

by ^Messrs. E. H. Finlayson, Forestry Branch. Ottawa.

Clyde Lea\ntt. Commission of Conservation, R()l)son

Black. Canadian Forestry As.sociation. M. Kilbey, Can-
adian Government Railways, il. A. Grainger. Chief

Forester British Columbia. Avila Bedard. Assis'ant

Chief Forester, Quebec, and Ellwood Wilson, Canadian
Society of Forest Engineers. The meetings were held

under tlie Chairmanship of Lord Lovat, K.T.. K.G.M.C.,

D.S.O.. Chairman of the British Forestry Commission.
The first day was spent in visiting tlie British Emitirc

Timber Exliibition and the sec(Uid in a visit to Kew
Gardens, the celebrated Royal Botanic Gardens and
Arboretum in London.

The opening session of tlie actual work of the con-

ference was lield in the morning of the "tli July in

the historic Guildhall, and addresses were made by
the Lord JIayor of London. Lord Milner. Lord Lovat
and several of the delegates. The Forestry Commis-
sioners entertained the delegates at lunch and in the

afternoon in tlie Council Cliambcr of the Guild Hall,

the delegates presented their rc|)orts on the forest

resources of the various Dominions and Colonies. These
meetings were very impressive and especially the af-

ternoon session when a mass of information on the

forest conditions and resources of so large a part

of the world was brought togetlier. No such author-

itative statements had ever been prepared and the con-

ference had before it u]i-to-thc-minute data for the
stud.v of forestry and timber supjilies the world over.

In the evening the delegates were entertained by the

Forestry Students Society of Oxford, Cambridge and
Edinburgh Universities. At this banquet Sir Wil-
liam Schlich spoke most interestingly. The next day
the delegates left for a trip through the Crown Forests
of Dean, Highmeadow and Tintern. as the guests of

the Forestry Commission and spent three delightful

days in tramping through Dean Forest situated in

the West of England and in getting ac(|uainted with
one another.

The Forest of Dean lies between the Rivers Severn
and Wye in the West part of the County of Gloucester.

This forest contains 18.700 acres under management
and also a freehold of 15.594 acres, but. owing to the
legal position, only eleven thousand acres of the for-

est can be enclosed at any one time, so that the whole
area cannot be placed under management. This area
has been reserved as a forest since the earliest time.

The term '"Forest"' originally meaning an area set

apart for hunting and having little of its present
meaning. This forest was originally oak and was used
for supplying timber for wooden ships.

The greater part of the actual Forestry work was
first tindertaken in 1808 and by about 1832. eleven

thousand acres had been planted up. In the early days

the trees, on account of Xaval requirements, were
grown with large spreading crowns in order to obtain
knees for ships. After wooden ships were discontin-

ued an effort was made to grow the trees taller and
straighter. A great many plantations of exotic spec-

ies have been made including Douglas Fir and Sitka

Spruce, These two species make remarkable growth
and those of the delegates who were familiar with
British Columbia said that the growth was certainly

equal if not greater than that in their native habitat.

Oak is perhaps from one to two hundred years old

and Coniferous species from one to eighty years old.

The delegates were quartered in Speeche House,
still belonging to the Crown, and in which in early time
the old Verderer's court was held for trying cases
of crimes against the Forest Law. These were very
.severe in the early days and a man would lose his life

or be mutilated for killing a deer and often a hand
was cut off for killing rabbits or smaller animals.

The prices received for wood cut in these forests are
rather intere.stinng: Oak over ten inches forty cents
per cubic foot, felled lying in the wood. Oak under
six inches to ten inches about twenty-four cents per
cubic foot felled. Beech, seventeen cents per cubic
foot felled; Larch, thirty cents per cubic foot felled:

Spruce, twenty-two cents per cubic foot felled ; Pit-

wood, for use in the mines; hardwood, .$10.00 per ton,

free on rail and coniferous species, $12,000 per ton
free on rail ; hardwood, cut into cord wood, $5.00
per ton, free on rail.

The forest is in charge of a deputy Surveyor, with
a head Forester and thirteen Foresters with definite
lieats iind having charge of gangs working in these
beats. The average number of workmen employed is

one hundred and forty to one hundred and sixty.

The receipts from the fore.sts of Dean, for the per-
iod 1908 to 1918. amounted to .$389,000 and the ex-
penditure .$440,000 making a deficit for ten vears of
about $;")0.000.

The Forest of High Meadow comi)rises altoiif throe
thou.sand, five hundred and eighty acres, of which
three thousand, three hundred and forty-nine are un-
der timber. This was purcha.sed by the Crown in 1817
and further purchases were made in 1824 and 1828.
At the time of purchase, the timber was between fifty
and sixty years old and about a thousand acres were
planted with oak between 1825 and 1850.

Larch has been freely introduced in groups among
the oaks to replace the matured standards cut out,
but in mo.st cases the groups were too small and the sur-
rounding oaks were tending to close iw over the Lanb,
In 1911. a system of clear cutting and replanting at
the rate of approximately a hundred acres per year
was begun, A new working plan is now in course of
preparation for these woods. The best of the soil
will be given over to oak and the remainder will lie

planted with conifers and ash

.

The prices ruling in the woods are practically the
same as those in the Forest of Dean, but there is a
larger quantity of good oak timber which sells up to
fifty-two cents per cubic foot in the woods.
The excess of receipts over expenditures for the
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period 1908-1918 amounts to about one thousand dol-

lars.

The Forest of Tintern. situated on the h-t't bank

of the River Wye. between the towns of Monmouth

and Chepsfow were purohased from the Duke of Beau-

fort in 1901 and contain three thousand, two liundred

acres. The object of management since 1914 has

been the production of coniferous aiul hardwood tim-

l>er of good quality and also a sui>i)ly of small wood

for the local turnery industry. A great bulk of the

material which is cut in the wood is used for mining

purposes. This applies to both liardwood and smal-

ler coniferous poles. The better class larch poles

are sold for telegraph purposes. The smaller hard-

wood material is utilized in the manufacture of chair

legs, et cetera. Practically all the material is felled

by the Crown and is disposed of to timber merchants.

The prices run somewhat higher thiin in the other

two woods.

The balance of receipts over expenditure for the

ten year period has been thirty-six thousand dollars.

On July 10th the main body of the delegates return-

ed to London while a special committee of thirteen

remained at Tintern Abbey to discuss the policy and

general conduct o fthe Conference just in session.

This meeting was held in the Beaufort Arms Hotel

at Tintern, overlooking the ruins o fthe famous Abliey

of that nam eand the beautiful valley of the Wye River.

On Monday. July 12th. the delegates met in tiie morn-

ing to elect a president and to decide on the proced-

ure and form an address to the King. After that there

was a general discussion of the responsibility of the

State of Forest Policy and it seemed to be the general

opinion that as Forestry was a long time business,

that the State was certainly responsible for the man-

agement of forest lands owned by it and there was

also the opinion that a certain amount of supervision

over private forest holdings was the duty of the

State.

Tn the afternoon a dcscrii>tion and discu.ssioii of

the Forestry Department of all the various <-ountries

represented was held and much interesting inform-

ation on these points was secured.

On the 13th. methods and problems of teciiiiical

forestry were discussed, including fire protection, re-

forestation, utilization and so forth.

In the afternoon the subjects of education and re-

search were talked over and it was the concensus of

opinion that for England, at least, it would be better

to have only one forest school, rather than the three

whigh exist at present. It was also decided that a

cental Forestry Bureau for the' exchange of inform-

ati<jn to be a sort of clearing-house for all sorts of

Forestry matters should be set up in London and also

that some Central Hiirean of Researcli wliich did not

tren<-h on any of tlie work being done by similar organ-

izations should also be established.

On the 14th of July, the resources of the British

Kmi'ire and the consumption of forest prod>icts were

iilsi. diseiifwed together with the scope for Imperial

development. As different part of the Empire have

rjifferent kind.i of timber iind different needs, it was

hoped that there eould l>e an interchange of |)rodui'tM

between them so that to make the Empire sell sup-

porting in its forestry needs.

From the 14th to the 20th of July a tour of Scottish

forests WRs made and on returning, the Committee

which had been appointed at the previous meeting

presented flieii- rejiort. resolutions were discussed and

adojjted and on the 21st an address was presented to

the King at Buchingiiam palace from the Conference.

In the afternoon there was a discussion of the found-

ation of an Imperial Forestry Bureau and the session

concluded l)y a ban<iuet to the delegates given by

Ilis Majesty's Government.
On the 23rd a visit was made to Windsor Forest

with a luncheon at the Royal Hotel Ascott.

In every way the Conference was a great success

and should be one of the brightest mile-stones in the

history of Forestry. The fact that the British Em-
pire sees the need for proper forestry management of

its timber resources and that men wei'e gathered to-

gether from all parts of the world to discuss these

questions in conimou is of the very greatest import-

ance
To sum up generally, one's impression of this Con-

ference was the splendid hospitality of the Forest

Authority's members to the delegates. The meetings

were conducted in the most business like way that

the wi'iter has ever seen and moved more smoothly

aud a greater amount of work done per unit of time

than it has ever been his experience to witness.

The delegates were promptly in their places at the

opening of the sessions: speeches, were short, business

like and withoiit oi-atorical efforts and when anyone

commenced to get off the subject which was being dis-

cussed by the Conference he was promjitly l)rought

back to the nuitter in hand.

Lord Lovat, as Chairman, handled these sessions in

a most masterl.v manner and to him is due a great

part of the success of the Conference.

Tlie English Authorities did all in their power to

encourage the delegates from overseas to express their

opinion and to take the major part in the debate and
in all the proceedings and their splendid hospitality

will never he forgotten liy an.v of those iiresent.

The problems confronting Foresters in all parts of

(lie world were fo\ind to be practically the same; lack

of money, lai-k of continuity of policy, la 'k of trained

personnel, lack of definite information in regard to

forest resources, interference b.v |)olitical authorities,

lack of definite forest i)olic.v and an insufficiently

fornied public opinion were found to be common to

all the countries represented.

The setting up of a Forestr.v Commissiiin in Great

Britain had been a wonderful ste)) in advance and this

Commissirui has been given a free hand and an ap-

propriation of fifteen million pounds to be spent in

reforestation of waste laiul and to encourage private

|)lanting for the next ten years. Great Britain learned

II lesson during the war in its lack of timbci' supplies

and the lu'ccssity of iniporting ever\tliing from over-

!-.eas. The iireseni policy will be to establish sufficient

forests to fill the needs of Great Hrilai?i for three

years should an.v future war occur.

The situation in India was perhaps the best of any
ciMinfr.v because there, l"'orest Authority has the full

backing of the Indian Government and as Ibis great
dominion is not a democrac.v, the necessar.v power to

establish a definite policy and to insure its continuity

is present.

With oidy one exception, all the foresters present,

except those from Canada, were in favor of establish-

ing iMui maintaining forests by plantation rather than
by natural reproduction. The general reason for this

was that under natural rejiroduction many undesirable
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and weed spet-ies take the place of valuable species

or seed in along with them, making their management
difficult and it was felt that planting was cheaper
and a better means towards establishing forests.

This Conference was so successful that it has been
decided to hold one everv three rears and the next

one will be held in Canada in 1923.

Messrs. Clyde Leavitt, Avila Bedard and Robson
Black made a trip througli Holland and Belgium to
the battle fields of France and some of the French
forests after leaving the Forestry Conference in Lon-
don .

The Technical Man.—What is He?
By A. G. DT'RGLX. in

Every practical operator is in essence a technologist,

having acquired through years of training and tlior-

ough experience a vast fund of practical information,

and a detailed knowledge of operative short cuts,

and of machine, and process control, which makes
him a master artisan.

This special training, often started in early youth,
has made the practical man alert to all the possibilities

of his craft, so that he is botli willing and eager to at-

tempt new developments, which will increase the ef-

ficiency of process or machine and tend to produce
larger output and increased quality.

The technically trained man jiosscsses as his "stock
in trade," a knowledge of the fundamental laws of

nature, physics, chemistry aiul mechanics, wiiich un-

lierlie all manufacturing processes. His equii)ment

makes it possible for him to enlarge on oi)erative ideas,

and to design machinery or process to render the idea

operative.

The relationship lietween the ojieraling and tecli-

nical man must, therefore, l)e a partnership to which
each brings his own special training or equipment.
The operator suggests possible alterations in design
of eipiipmcnt or criticizes constructively the design of-

fered by the technologist. Both are vitally inter-

ested in the l)etterment of maciiinery and process and
in the elimiimtion of waste.

The present destruction of the .spruce forests, to

suppl.v the ever iiu-reasing demands for paper, in-

dicates that before many years the industry will again
be confronted with the necessit.v of developing new
raw materials just as in 1855 the acute shurtage of
rags made necessai'v the develo])ment of the great
wood-pulp inilustry. This is a vital proi)lem which
demands attention alike from the operator and tech-

nologist, that the present supply nuiy i)e protected
and used to the utnu)st advantage and when this sup-
ply can no longer meet the demand, new sources of

material shall be available, new processes perfected,
tiiat operation will not cease, and healthy growth of
the industry will continue.

The salvage of waste both in the paper industry
and in the liy-product of other imhistrics is of para-
mount importance in the struggle to reach ideal oper-
ating conditions. A typical case is the commercial
utilization of liquid sulphur dioxide, nhtained from
smelter waste, in the Crown Williamette Mills.

For over 50 years tons of sulphur dioxide have
daily been discharged from smelter stacks, represent-
ing not only a loss of sulphur, but also constituting
a menace to agricultural pursuits in the area surround-
ing the smelter, since no vegetation can withstand
the destructive action of these fumes.

During practically the entire i>eriod the basic method
for collection and liquefication of the gas has been
known and cars suitable for transportation with ab-

Spauish River News.

solute safety have been procurable.
Despite all this, the actual development of this pro-

duct along practical lines was not affected on this
continent until 1919 when the joint effort of operator
and technologist both in the smelter and in the mill
solved the problem, thus increasing the supply of raw
material, and at the same time making better control
of acid manufacture po.ssihle.

The question of waste sulphite litpuir too has been
a problem before the industry for many years. Numer-
ous and ingenious methods have been devised to utilize
this waste, which represents half the weight of the
wood.

Coal i>ri<|uettes, road binder, alcohol, and scores of
other products have been made, but the right solution
is not yet disc. .v. -red and more tlian 1000 trms of ijiis
nmterial arc discharged daily into lakes and streams.
The solution of tiiis |)roblciii is not impossible and
the day will come soon, when this niaterial, at pre-
sent waste, will form the nucleus of a big new industry.

Yet anotiier plia.se of technical work is standardiz-
ation and control.

Standardization of machinery and equipment re-
duces the general storage of repair parts to a mini-
nunn and insures more complete stock. But standard-
ization does more, for, acting on the principle of eUm-
inatuju, parts of machines, which have become obsol-
ete or nearly .so, as a result of improved method or
design, are eliminatc.l. and the most efficient product
substituted.

Another j.hase of standardization is tliat of stand-
ardiznig finished j)roduct. The grading svstem of the
Quality of Product Department which gives a numer-
ical value to the jiioduct of the mill is an example
of this tyi)e of standardization.

Undoubtedly the most intimate contact between
operator and technologist comes from the daily inter-
course in control work. The testing and valuing of
raw materials and of finished products, the establi.sh-
ing of operating limits, as freeness of groundwood
strength of .sulphite, etc, are too well and favorablv
known to require mention.

In brief, then, the relationship between operatino-
and technical men is a partnership, the object of which
IS improvement of present method of eliminati<ui of
wa.stes as outlined in this article. Anything which
IS developed either individually or jointly must event-
ually, when put into practice, come under the control
of the practical operator and the acid test to anv
project or development must be finally measured bv
the test, "Will it work successfully in practice?"

'

Although each group may function successfully as
an independent unit, and apart from the other" the
best results can only be obtained through harmonious
co-operation, to which each group contributes its own
special assets.
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UNITED STATES NOTES
J. Y. Webb of Dallas, Texas, and (i. W. Beeman,

Texas, have just effected the organization of the Trin-

ity Paper Mills which, following the erection of its

initial plant, will uiiuiufacture various grades of book,

blotting and writing jiapers from cotton linters. The

company is capitalized at $1,000,000. Work on the

construction of the first mill will be started at once.

This plant will have a daily capacity of 20 tons a day.

Its cost will be $800,000. Tliis is the first paper mill

to be started in Texas for the exi)ress purpose of util-

izing linter pulp. It will purchase the raw linters,

make its own pulp and i)roduce the finished paper.

The Grays Harbor country of Washington State is

to be the site of a new pulp and paper mill projected

by a new company whose incorporation is being ar-

ranged by R. J. Parks of New York. Mr. Parks who
lias succeeded in interesting Western capital in the ven-

ture, says it is intended to bring the mill to the North-

west in units from the East. Washington has been

chosen for the location, says ilr. Park, because the

supply of woods suitable for pulp in that State is al-

most inexhaustible.

The General Paper Goods ilauufacturing Company
has purchased a block of forty-four lots in Bay Ridge,

Brooklyn, as a sit for a new re-inforced concrete ware-

house. The main plant of the company is in the Bush

Terminal Buildings.

The American Writing Paper Company announces

tliat Donald P. Weston, formerly with the Canadian

Export Pajier Compan.v, Ltd., has been appointed man-

ager of its Buffalo office, succeeding John L. Forsythe,

who resigned recently. Mr. Weston has had consider-

able experience as a paper salesman in the territory

over which he has been placeil in charge.

A new power-house, to cost about .$4o.000. is being

erected by the Colin-Gardner Paper (^ompaiiy at Mid-

dletown, Ohio.

The Royal Card and Paper Comi>aiiy has j)urchased

fi-o inthe Majestic Paper Mills Compan.v two six-story

buildings with stores on Broome and Wooster streets,

New York City. Following extensive operations, the

new owners who are at present located at 100 Worth
street, will occupy the striictures. The buildings in-

volvad in the deal have been owned by the sellers for

sevafcl years and were held at $17.").000. They return

an in\ial rental of ai)proxiniately $2"), :<()().

Arrangements are being made through the Portland,

Ore., office of the I'nifed States Forest Service for

a tour of investigation in Alaska by Forest Service

officials. The trip is to be made some time tiiis month.
The party will be headed by Colonel W. B. Greele.v,

I'liitcd States forester and will include (Seorgc Cecil,

forester of the Alaska district ; Fred Ames, assistant

district forester and John D. Guthrie of the public

relations department. Tlw main object of the trip will

be tlie inspection of Alaskan timber resources in con-

nection with a possible development there of the pulp
and paper industry to meet paper re(|uiremcnls in the

I'nited States.

Lives of several workmen were en(lnng<Ted when the

plant of the Empire ))aper mill at Ithaca. N. Y. col-

lapsed Inst Saturday An overload of [laper stock

on the second floor is thought to have been responsible

for the accident. The monetar.v loss to the company
is estimated at $25,000.

According to the American Forestry Magazine, man-
ufacture of paper pul|) from seaweed is proving a pro-

fitable undertaking in Japa4i and the oul.v company
making this pulp is building another factory. This

concern was organized in December, 1919. and is pro-

ducing, by a secret process, about fifty tons of pulp
daily, which is largely used in the composition of

cigarette paper. The new plant, when completed, will

have a daily capacity of 150 tons of pulp. The pre-

sent price is abmit 5 cents a pound.
Cable orders for samples of paper suits much in

vogue in German.v and Austria have been dispatched
by the United States Department of Commerce. In
a statement explaining this action the department says
that it has received numerous inquiries and that wide
interest has been created since the publication of a

recent despatch from England telling of the display
in stores there of large quantities of such suits, which,
it was said, retailed at 40 cents each. When the sam-
ples arrive the.y will be displayed not only in Washing-
ton, but also in the department's district and co-

operative offices located in important cities in the

country

.

The Eau Claire Paper Manufacturing Compan.v. re-

cently incorporated in Wisconsin with a capital of

$400,000 by W. L. Da\ns. Jr., Willy Brubacher and
Claude Hayden. will build at once in Altoona. Wis.,

near Eau Claire. Commercial filter paper used by
chemists, sugar refineries and manufacturers of fruit

syrups will be made by the new compan.v. When the
Altoona mill is finished, the plant of the old Eau
Claire Manufacturing Co.. in Eau Claire will be dis-

mantled. The latter was an unincorporated concern
whose plant and business have been taken over by the
newly formed company.
A branch office in the Ilolyoke National Bank Build-

ing in charge of Charles R. O'Niel has been opened
by the Maurice O'Meara Company of New York,
Through this ofii-e the compan.v propo.ses to keep in

closer touch with the mills it serves.

An announcenuMit has been sent out by the North-
eastern Division of the American Pulp and Pai>er Mill

Superintendents" Association calling foi- a meeting on
Sej>tember S at the plant of the Eastern M;nnit",i, lur-

ing Company, South Brewer, Maine

SERIOUS FIRES IN MANITOBA.
Winnipeg:. .\iil'ii-i t. Tun t.n.sl t'iii's raging in

northern .Manitoba ar. endangering thou.sands of <lo|.

Jar'.'* worth of limber, one on the ea.st side of Lake
Winnipeg at tiie lu-ad waters of the ManiL'oiosam
river, .and the other on the east side of Lake Wjnni-
pcgosis. niirth of Lake Pickerel, according to word re-

ceived today by the Winnipeg office of the Dominion
Forest Service.

The situation is rendered more acute b.v the fact

that the north country is drier than it has been for

twenty years, offieinls said Tlwre haK been no rain

for two months.
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E. G. R. C'laiki', wlm represents the Cauailiaii Nash-

ua Paper ("o.. Peterliormigli, Out., was in Toronto tliis

week. It is unclersood that the eoinpauy will soon

open an offiee in Toronto.

George W. Pauline, sales manager of Ritchie and
Ramsay, e.oated paper manufacturers, Toronto, has

returned from spending his holdidays at Pointe an
Baril on tlie Georgian Bay where he had good luck

fishing.

L. S. Stevenson, President of the Mountain Hill

Paper Co., Lee. Mass., niamifaeturers of greaseproof

paper, was in Toronto recently where the comjiany is

represented by Paper Sales Limited.
(". Nelson Gain, manager of the Don Valley Paper

L'oj, Toronto, was in Lawrence and Boston recently

on a business trip in connectioti with improvements
which are being made to the plant of the comi)any.
The Copeland-diatterton, Tiimited, of Brampton

and Toronto, who for the past twenty five years have
been manufacturing loose-leaf and filing eiiuipment,

have just (ijiened a large new factory in Toronto at

L303 Queen St. West.

C. N. Ramsay of Ritchie and Ramsay, Limited, Tor-

onto, is spending the summer months at his cottage

at Eastbourne, Ontario.

Joseph Siiiaeh died recently at his home 'Mi'2 Ossing-

ton Avenue, Toronto, in his sixty fifth year from
pneumonia. Mr. Shiach, who was a prominent eon-

tractor, was the father of Charles Shiach of the Lin-

coln Paper Mills Ltd., Toronto, and was the chief

director of operations in connection with the construc-

tion of the big pulp plant of the Spanish River Pulp
and Paper Co. at Es])anola, Ont,

The Bulletin of CoUingwood, Ont., recently eele

brated its fiftieth birthday, being established in 1870

and fifteen years later was taken over by William

Williams and his son, David Williams, former Presi-

dent of the Canadian Press Association, wiio are still

in possession. The Free Press, of Acton. Ont.. ami
the lilercury of Renfrew. Ont.. are other weekly pub-

lications nearing their golden jubilee.

There are now only one hundred and eleven daily

newspapers in Canada and owing to the high cost of

production and materials, over half of them have al-

ready advanced their rates to three cents a co|)y while

in the west the price is five eents per ci>py.

A. V. Nolan, who has been a partner in the Enterprise

of Chesley, Ont., for two years, has sold out his in-

terest to his partner WiUiam McDonald, and has bought

the Advance of Barris, Out.

Rev. J. M. G. Mutch, who for the past three years has

been associate editor of Presbyterian Publications. Tor-

onto, has received and accepted a call to the First

Presbyterian Church, Truro, N. S.

The Provincial Paper Mills Co., Ltd.. have ai-quired

for their Port Arthur division the steam tug W. J.

Emerson and are using it in conjunction with the tug

Maitland for the hauling of pulpwood.

.\ number of fires arc bnrniiiji- in the vicinity of

Nelson, B.C. Tiie Salmon N'aijcy and Kootenay Lake
seem to be the worst danyi r spots.

The American Paper and I'uip Assoeialion lla^

again registered with the Western I'nion Telinapli
Company the cable word " Ami)apuli).'"
Mr. Guy Tombs, manager of transportation for the

Canadian Export. Paper Company of Montreal has
returned from an extensive western trip in wiiicli lie

covered most of Canada that can he reached l)y train
or steamer.

The News of Chatsworth. Ont., whicii has been i)u!)-

lished by T. II. B. McCullough, has been sold to the
Fleming Publishing Co., of Owen Sound, pui>lishers
of the Sun-Times, who have taken jtossession.

Important newspaper mergers have taken jilace in
the west owing to the high cost of newsprint and the
great expeii.se in production. Tlie Regina Daily I'ost

has been taken over from W. F. Herman iiy the Lead-
er Publishing Co. of Regina. The Post is an evening
newspaper and will l)e issued fiom the office of the
Regina .Morning Leader. The Saskatoon Daily Phoenix
has been taken over from the Northern Publishing Co.,
Limited, and will be i.ssued from the offiee of the Sas-
katoon Daily Star. The papers will continue to be
published under their present names.

•Tenkins Mros., Ltd., have <!pened a big addition to
their .Montreal plant. The new machine shop, which
covers Ki.OOO feet of floor space, will be used by the
Iron Valve Division. The opening was made the occa-
sion for a regular '•blow-out." when the company
tendered a reception to their employees. Mr. W. F.
Trimble, managing director, outlined the plan for
group insurance and al.so the ])ension .scheme.

A suit has been entered in the Supreme Court of
British Columbia by George II. Grauer. formerlv of
•lanesville. Wis., against the VVhalen Pulp and Paiier
-Mills Co.. for recovery of .>|;«L',000. on an alleged breach
of contract. Mr. Grauer, now a broker in Yokohama,
Japan, claims that on October 9, 1919. he contracted
with the Whalen Company for the delivery of 400
tons r)f [)ulp, for which he was to jiay $140 jjer ton,
C.I.F. in Yokohama. The pulp was not delivered, and
the plantiff is seeking to recover his damages oii ac-
eount of non-delivery.

Two cases of uinisual interest to tiie lumberman and
public generally are before the jMilice court at Parry
Sound, 0)it. The lumbermen and pulp wo.nl owners
of the Georgian Bay have been greatly troubled, and
have suffered heavy los.ses from the o|)erations of log
stealers and the number of small mill owners who
have been willing to act the part of the "fence" and
pureha.se logs bearing the stamp of other lumbermen
To prevent this as far as jjo.ssible the Timber Marks
.\ct was passed making it a criminal offeme to either
pick up logs bearing the registered marks of lumber-
men or to cut off or deface marks, but in spite of
severe penalties the pirates have been doing a thriving
business.
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New stunipat^e dues luive g.me into effect on tlie

Crown lands of Now nrimswiek. Tlie rate has l)een

im-reased from $3.r)0 to ^o.OO a tliousand feet with in-

creases in other minor partii-tdars. The advance men-

tioned is on spruce, pine and heciiiatac saw logs: fir

and poplar logs from ^:?.00 to $4.:>0 and liardwood

logs from $1.10 to $1.25. Hardwood timber and cedar

ha'xe heen raised slightly. At the last session of the

X. ]?. Legislature an amendment was moved hut was

v(ited down advocating tliat tlie stumpage rate he

placed at $7.00 per thousand feet.

In a serious fire, wliich visited the village of Carii,

Ont.. A. E. Evoy. i)roprietor of the Carp Review news-

paper was completely burned out. His loss is $12,-

000 which is only partially covered liy insurance.

The Toronto Star Weekly is the latest paper to make

an advance on its Sunday edition wiiicli now sells at

ten cents per cop.v instead of five. It is jiointed out

by the publishers that the price of newsprint l)efore

the war was thirty six dollars per t<ni and now it is

from one hundred to one hundred and twenty dollars

with further advances expected in the near future.

Canadian daily papers are under the increased pro-

duction cost of paper alone of four million dollars for

the second six months of 1920 as compared with the

corresponding period of 1919. Considerable wage in-

creases to labor have been necessary to meet rising

costs during the past year and further advances arc

being pressed upon the publishers by the newspaper

unions. Then the postage on newspapers was elevated

at the recent session of parliament. For 1921 the in-

crease in postage will represent a million dollars upon

Canadian dailies and for 1922 two million dollars.

Many dailies have endeavored to take care of augment-

ed costs by revisions made in their advertising rates

from time to time, but the point has been reached

where it is no longer possible to po.stpone advances in

subscriptions. In the ease of weekly and Sunday

papers in Toronto and other cities, at the present cost

of newsprint the imprinted white paper which goes

into the production of each copy, has amounted to more

than the selling price of five cents paid by the reader.

Mr. Chas. F. Buss, manager of the Mille Roches

plant of the Provincial Paper Mills, Ltd., Mrs. Buss

and their son Richard have returned from a delightful

trip up the Sagiienay. They were accomi)anicd by

Mr. and Mrs. Hibbard of Montreal, Mrs Grefer. Miss

Anna (ireter and Mrs. Rabb of Middletown, Ohio.

The wall board department of Bird and Son's plant

at Hamilton, Out., which has been shut down temporar-

il>#for lack of pa|)er, is again in o|)eration.

Mr. James Whalen, with a party of financial and

piJp and paper men from the East are in British

f'olnmbia. Their visit includes a tour of the i>laiits of

the Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills.

PRINTER S PICNIC AT STE. ANNES.

?f^tc. Anne de Bcllcviic was again chosen for the an-

nual picnic of Typographical I'nif-n 176 of ^lonlreal,

which was held last Saturday under ideal conditions.

The fSarden City Pres,s, where the Pulp and Paper

MafTHzine is publi.shed, was made head(|narters, and

the fields and athletic grounds were put to good use.

Resrular trains and the Printer^' Spc.-iaj broiisrht hun-

dreds of Montrealers to this delightful eonnlry spot

by the lake shore. After a hu.sT afternoon of games,

a dance was given in the main hall of the Pres-s.

NORTHEASTERN FORESTERS CONSIDERED
AEROPLANES AND EMBARGOES.

'The Siicicly of \nrili.astern Knrcstcrs held their

annual meeting in Canada this year, arriving in Mon-
treal (Ui the 27tli of .July and i)rocccded by train to

Bcrthicr where they were the guests of Mr. G. C.

Piche, Chief Forester of Quebec, and after lunch

visited the Government Nurseries and plantations on

the sand dunes along the C. P. R. Railroad. They were

much impressed by tile good results obtained on the

<lriftiiig sand, esi)ccially in regard to the Si)rucc trees.

On leaving Berthier they went to GrandMere and
fniiii there to Proiilx, the headquarters of the ref<u-est-

atidii work of the Laurentide Company.
Wcdncsda.x' and Thursday were spent in insiteeting

the plantations and Wednesday night a business meet-

ing was held. On Thursday night there was a general

meeting in which the eighteen ^nemliers of the North-

eastern Society were .joined by fourteen Canadian for-

esters and a .joint discussif))! of the demand for the re-

Muival of the embargo placed by the Quebec, Ontario

and New Brunswick (Tovernments on wood cut from
Crown lands for exjiort was thoroughly discussed.

On Friday morning, the party proceeded to Grand'
Mere and inspected the jilantation of the Laurentide

Compan.v and the mills and were the guests of the

Ciiinpaiiy at lunch. In the afternoon, fifteen of the

nicinbers jjrocecded to Lake Edward as the guests of

llic Commission of Conservation and Dr. Howe, of

the University of Toronto, where the experimental
Company was visited. Here they saw the sample plots

and sami)le cuttings have been made and were much
interested in the results obtained.

Mr. Austin Carey, who rciu'csented the I'nited States

Forest .Service at the meeting, afterwards proceeded
to Quebec to iliscu.ss the work of the Provincial Gov-
ermiient with the Chief Forester. He expects after

that visit to go to Montreal to talk over the work of

the Riordon Paper Com]ianv with Brigadier General
.1. B. White.

Captain II. A. Peck visited the aviation station of
the Laurentide Comiiany in order to inspect the work
dune in mapinng the forests by aerial photography
and also took a flight o\er the limits of the Laurentide
Company to have their method exi>laincd to him. Cap-
tain Peck has been investigating the subject of aero-
planes or seajilanes for use in forestry and logging
work for the Riordon Company and he was much im-
|)ressed with the photographic work done by the
Laurentide Ciim))any

.

.Mr. Roland 1). Craig and Dr. Swaine. of the Cora-
iiiission of Conservation and the Dominion Entomol-
ogical Branch, were at the meeting of the Northeast-
ern Foresters and afterwards took a trip in the Laur-
entide Compan\ s seaplane, piloted by Tiieut. Stuart
(Jrahani, in order to see for themselves what kind of
work could be done in reconnaissance on a large scale
Mii-h as the Commission of Conservation is doing in

a fiirest survey of Ontario. They were much plea.sed

with tlic results of their flight and very enthusiastic
about the possibilities of the machine.

Worrv Less

Ride Less

Frown Less

Drink Less

Eat Less

Waste Less

Preach Less

Work More
Walk More
Smile More
Breathe Jlorc

Chew More
Save More
Do More
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS

Toronto, Aug:ust 'K 1I'20.
—

""Xo. thcrf is imtliiiij:?

really new in the general paper line, " remarked a

leading Toronto jobber to the "'Pulp and Pa|)er !Ma-

gazine " this week. "We have never had so little

to, do around here and a large number of our staff

are on holidays, and those of u.s here might as welt be

away for all that we are ealled upon to perform in the

way of work. Deliveries are still very slow, the num-
ber of lines whieh we haiidle is being (le|)leti'd and
Hhe mills seem utterly unable to eateh up. 1 think

prices will remain unehanged for the present month
at least. Yon know, that lately, there have been a

number of changes and the increased railway rates,

which will shoi-tly go into effect, may add to the

cost of the finished product. We are not worrying,

however, particularly about that as the consumer will

have to assume the extra cost. It will simplx- be a

case of jiassing it on.

Regarding the news])i-int situation. Miis was tlior-

oughl.v discussed at the Imperial Press Conference in

Montreal and but little new can be added. One favor-

able feature, whieh is being commented upon is the

action of Premier Drury in granting certain conces-

sions to the newly organized Spruce Falls Co. (wlio

will erect a l-")0 ton newsprint jilant and a chemical
plant of equal capacity at Kapuskasing). wherein the

Premier stipulated that, at least, fifteen per cent oF

the output must be furnished to Canadian nevvs])aper-.

This will form a clause in all future concessions. Com-
panies like the Fort Frances concern will thus not be
able to override the Canadian authorities in future.

As there will be. at least, three or four new mills go
up in Northern Ontario during the coming year, the
step taken by the jirovincial authorities has won warm
approval.

Hon. Reniah Bowman, Minister of Lands and Forests,

has returned from an extended trip through Northern
Ontario and there has been a ruim)r in Toronto to the
effect that the government may establish ground
wood pulp mills at various points. It is reported
that five are in view. It is a well known fact that
the Minister has on more than one oeca>-ion remarked
that he thought it would prove a good venture foi-

the province, but whether he can get his colleagues to
see things that way is quite another proposition.

Deliveries from United States mills on all lines of
special papers are coming in better than they have for
sometime. Business is slackening off in a number ot
lines over there and orders placed by Canadians
months ago are now receiving attention. One Toronto
firm, which sells for .several new England mills stated
this week that they were well satisfied with the man-
ner in which deliveres are being made.

Board and tissue mills are still getting farther and
farther behind in shipments and cannot promise fill-

ing present orders short of three months. The board
prices, which went into effect about a month ago. are
being continued during August, but whether there
will be another raise in September depends verj- much

oil how the pulp situation looms up. There is a great
deal of uncertainty regarding puljiwood, deliveries

and the fall supply of labor. The high figures pre-

vailing are causing more settlers than ever in the

iH)rth to go into the business of cutting and there arc

more purchasers out, with the idea gaining ground that

considerable siieculatioii is being indulged in.

There is a rumor that the Eastern Lands Depart-
ment, of the Canadian National Railways, which has
been operating a rossing plant at P^oleyet, may es-

tablish a kraft pulj) mill at that point, of one himdred
tons capacity. Freight rates have risen to such a point
that the wood cannot lie taken out and shi]iped to

Thorold and other points at a profit. The distance is

loo great.

Paper box manufacturers are runninir away behind
in orders owing to shortage of board and the fact thar
help is at a low ebb. Many girls leave during the
summer months either on a holiday or to take posi-

tions in hotels at Mu.skoka an<l will not return until

the fall. Manufacturing stationers have the same
complaint.

The new machine in the Sturgeon Falls plant of the
Spanish River Pulp and Paper .Mills is expected to be
in operation late iliis fall aiul this will add sixty tons
to the cutput of newsprint. There will l)e, at least,

four new pulp plants built in .Northern Ontario during
the coming year and when, these are in operation, if

is expected that the present acuteness in the pulp and
paper area may be to some extent ameliorated. The
freight movement has .somewhat improved during the
past few days, but the fuel outlook is still causing
considerable apprehension on the part of some mills.
The Ontario government is taking action against

the Russell Timber Co. for the recovery of money in
connection with the timber probe. The plundering of
limits by taking out a mining licens" and then cutting
off the pnlpwood will l)e checked. The writ .just issued
by the Attorney (Jencral is for the <-ancellation of cer-
tain patents in various districts alleged to have been
wrongfully obtained for the value of pulpwood, or
other wood, removed illegally, and the (jovernment
will .seek to restrain the Russell Timber Co., of Port
Arthur, from further cutting on patented or Crown
lands.

There has been an innate feeling in pulp and paper
circles for some time, that the dearth of many lines
of paper will this fall be greater than ever. No one
cares to make any predictions and, in the meantime,
mills and jobbers are doing their best to cope with the
situation and that is the best which can be put forth
to overcome a state of affairs, the like of which has
never been faced in the trade and a repetition of
which will not eventuate again unless there is another
war in Europe.

The American Paper and Pulp A.ssociation now has
a regular bulletin. Our readers will frequently have
an opportunity to read the good things we shall quote
in the Pulp and Paper Magazine.
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NEW YORK MARKETS

New York. Augu.st 7.— (Spet-ial Correspoiuleuce i
—

Tho mid-summer lull iu demand for mo.st kinds of

paper continue.s in New York. and. aecordinj.' to all

reports, in other leadinj: consuniinfr centres of the

States, yet priees are bein? well maintained with no

visible signs of quotable weakness in any corner of

the trade, liuyers are still confining their purchasing

activities to hand-to-mouth lots of paper, absorbing

merely supplies that they directly need, and there

isn't near the snap to the demand that there was rc-

centlv. Manufacturers and dealers view the prevail^,

ing situation as one that was well nigh inevitable at

this time of the year, and are mostly confident regard

ing the future of the market. On all sides one hears

predictions of an even tighter supply ccuulition in the

fall than existed iu the spring and of higher prices on

virtually all grades of paper. Trade factors cannot

see what is going to prevent values from rising to

new heights when consumers resume buying on a more

normal ^scale. as they invariably do in the autumn,

especially since unsold stocks of paper the couutr\

over are almost negligible. That buyers will increase

their operations in the market as usual this fall seems

as.sured. The consumption of paper in every direc-

tion continues heavy and there is every indication that

the customary .iump in consumption will occur again

this autumn. Under the circumstances it is therefore

not surprising that sellers of paper are pursuing a

policy of waiting at the moment and arc not exerting

pressure on consumers.

Probably the feature of the current newsprint si-

tuation is" the demand for sheet news. Buyers are

actively seeking supplies of print paper in sheet form

and are finding few sizable accumulations available.

with the re.sult they are meeting the prices asked with-

out stopping to haggle over their fairness. Sheet news

for prompt delivery is readily fetching 14 cents per

pound, and even this price has been exceeded in some

cases. Jobbers have practically no stocks to speak of

and are anxiously inquiring of mills for shipments.

The movement of newsprint in rolls into consuming

channels continues at a .steady pace and prices, both

on contract and spot deliveries, rule firm. Transient

buyers are paying 11 to 12 cents per pound and are

absorbing the great bulk of supply offered in the open

market, while the contract basis is maintained at from

.i.7.'> cents upward at mills.

The book paper market is firm to a pointed degree.

Most manufacturers are altogether out of the market.

havMlg their output foresold and being unable to

aectt additional orders, and there is a tremendous

potlntial demand going unfilled. Mills are shipping

out their product on a pro rata basis as quickly as it

becomes available and there is no question that n mui-h

larger business in book papers could be easily don(-

were the necessary paper to be had. Super bonk is

<!flling in the open market at 19 to 20 cents per pound,.

iriacliine finished at 17 to 1ft cents and coated book

P^P'Ts at from 21 cent.s upward.

i)emand for boards is on the increase and prices

fli.splay firmness. Hoard mills are in much the same
position as book paper manufacturers. Most of them
;ire outsold for several months and have hut small lots

to offer for nearby shipment. Prices range around
^\2't per ton at mills for news board and •'fll.'> for

plain chip. Kit)c papers are quotably steady and are

moving lownrfl con'^imers in consistent fashion Wrap

pings aiul tissues enjoy a good demand and rule firm

iu price.

GROrNI) wool).—There is still a large unfilled

demand for ground wood and offered supplies are

finding a ready luarket at high prices. Dealers and
mill agent.s in New York are frank to say that the\

are unaware what actual market values are owing to

their having little or no pulp to sell and because of

the lack of transactions by which to gauge values. It

is known, however, that sales have been accomplished
at well in excess of •'liloO per ton in some instaiu-es.

while $140 to •'i!ir>0 is freely bid by consumers, who are

locating but small tonnages at such prices. Unsold
accumulations are very light and those mills having
stocks are generally holding pulp for their own us»

.

(•HP:M1('AL Pl'LP.—Paper manufacturers" are still

limiting their buying of chemical wood pulp mainly

to tonnages actually required for direct con.sumption,

and current demand consequently does not begin to

lie as keen as it was some time ago. Xeverthele.ss the

price tone is firm and efforts to discern some sign of

easiness have been fruitless. Rut little sulphite of

any grade is beinir offered in the open market and the

scattering lots made available to transient buyers do
not remain long iinabsorbed in the market regardless

of the prices asked. Receipts of pulp from Scandina-
vian countries are somewhat heavier than earlier in

the year yet nearly all of this supply is against con-

tracts and therefore is unobtainable by buyers look-

ing for fresh supplies. Foreign unbleached sulphite

of No. 1 quality is (luoted at around 10..^0 cents a

pound on the docks here, while imported bleached sul-

phite is priced in the neighborhood of 17 cents and
Scandinavian kraft at 7.7,5 to 8 cents. Domestic pulpl
are quotably unaltered but it is significant that most
sales are made at the upper edge of quoted ranges.

Arrivals of foreign chemical pulp at New York this

week included 800 bales of sulphite from Christiania.

KAGS.—Demand for papermaking rags is quite

characteristic of the season. Mills are purchasing in

haiul-to-nu)iith fashion, generally confining their

orders to stock directly lu^edcd. and. with the excep-
tion of new cuttings and some speeialt.v grades, rags
are available to paper manufai-lnrers at very nearly
any prices the.v care to bid so long as they are within
reason. A strong item is white shirt cuttings. There
have been sales of No. 1 white shirt cuttings at as high
as 2.'» cents per pound at mills, and offers of 24 cents
arc described as numerous. Old whites also are tpiot-

alily firm at a price basis of from 1:5 cents ujnvard per
pouiul, depending on the packing, while washabjes.
new unbleached muslins, whili* lawns and new silesias

are in ready call aiul firm in price. Roofing rags are
eas.v and felt manufacturers in the East are securing
fairly large shipments at 2,2.i cents at shipping points.

Old thirds and blues are available to mills at around
4.2.'> cents f.o.b. shipping jioints for repacked stock.

Receipts of foreign papermaking rags at this port
during the current week included 1,1.iS bales from
Mordeaux, 34") bales from (Jlasgow, 7iH] bales from
Rouen, .V2,") hales from Hristol, 220 bales from London,
and IH bales from Antwerp.
PAPER STOCK.—The waste paper market is active

in nearly all its branches. There is a steady call for
supplies from paper ami board mills and prices on
practically every grade of stock show a distinct
upward trend. .'^ome grades have scored further
.ndvances thi.o week. White blank new* enttinps
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TRADE-MARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Tradr Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union^Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet BrowTi and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD \^ PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone; Murray Hill 4246-47

.. 2170
INQUIRIES SOLICITED
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which are sought hy oonsuiners in lots in excess of

offered supplies, have sold at 7 cents per pound, while

soft white shavings of No. 1 quality have fetched 7.oO

cents, hard white shavings 8.50 cents and old No. 1

pai?king of kraft 6 cents. Demand for folded iiew.s-

papers holds up well and mills in frequent cases are

paying better than 2.30 cents per pound at shipping

points. There is also a good niovcnii-nt of mixed paper

ai around '2 cents for No. 1 packing. Manila i)apci-s.

both old and new, are sought by consumers and are

bringing high prices, while the situation in flat stock

seems to be looking up after a period of relative quiet-

ness.

Arrivals of miscellaneous paper stock at Xew York
from foreign sources this week included 667 bales from
Rotterdam, 657 bales fi-om Belfast, 253 bales from

Manchester. 120 tmles from Dublin, and -58 liales from

Livcrixiol.

OLD HOPE AND P.ACUilXCi.—There is but little

demand emanating from consuming sources for old

ropes and bagging and prices on these commodities
evince a downward tendeiu-y. No. 1 scrap bagging is

readily available to mills at 2.60 cents a pound at

shipping points and No. 1 gunny bagging is offered

at 3 cents. Old Xo. 1 Manila roi)e is selling in the

neighborhood of 7 cents j^er pound, with some pur-

chases by consumers recored at lower levels.

Arrivals of foreign rape at New York this week were
178 coils from Rotterdam, 47 bales from Bordeaux,
844 coils from Hull, 107 coils from Bristol, and 93

bales from Copenhagen. Receipts of foreign bagging
were 210 bales from ». ntwer]), 231 bales from Man-
chester, 63 bales from Rouen, 110 bales from Copen-
hagen, and 67 bales from Liverpool.
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VISITED CANADIAN PULPWOOD OPERATIONS.
New York, August 6.—E. A. Sterling, manager of

•lames D. Lacey & Co., of New York, has .just return-

I'li t'l'oni an extended business trip to the province i;f

t^url)iM'. As the guest of James Playfair, of Midland,
Out., who is ii well-known lumberman and ship owner
of Canada and President of the Great Lakes Trans-

portation Co., ^Mr. Stei-ling visited and and inspected

the properties of the Canadian Puli)wood Corp ration,

Ltd.. on the CJaspe Peninsula, P.Q. ilr. Playfair took

the |)arty down the St. Lawrence on his steam yacht
"Pathfinder,"' stopping first at Oswego ami Corn-
wall, at the pulpwood distrib\iting yards of the

Cornwall Tenninal Company, then en around the

(iaspe Peninsula to New Carlisle and (iascapedia, on
the Bay of Clialeur where the docks and pulinvood

producing operations of the com])any are located.

The timber holdings on the Gasijc Peninsula covir an
area of 275 s(piare miles. The luiljiwcod is loaded at

New Carlisle at the company's docks and shipi)ed by
steamer to the terminal yards in cargoes of 1,000 cords
cacli. .Mr. Stciling is a diri'ctor of the Canadian
Pulpwood Corporation. Ltd., which has recently been
refinanced by James D. Lacey & Co.. through a ^250.-

000 boiul issue. Included in the party were Walter
Meigs. ))resident ami general manager, Stanley D.
Pearce, vice-president of the ccmpany; D. L. White,
of Midland and John Buinham, and Edward P. Far-
ley of Chicago. The party also cn.ioyed the unusual
.sport of salmon fishing on the (Jrand (iascapedia
River.

Nev<>r contrive to make it easy for your concern
to get along without yon.—Forbes Magazine.

P. A. P. A.
SCREEN

Pulp and Paper Mill Accessories, Limited

MONTREAL, Canada
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50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray nm
8313

\Vc are always in the mar-
ket and ready to pay jiond

prices for SULPHITES

NEW YORK

Hlf.iched anil unble;\ciiotl

of Canadian nianiifactiiro

Write and let us show
vou what we can do.
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The industrial development of Canada is measured by
its great railroad systems. Thousands of miles of steel,

extending from coast to coast, reaching out from the big
manufacturing centres, have been pioneer steps in the
country's advancement. And The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co., Limited, has been a factor in this development.
Wherever construction gangs have followed surveyors, Fairbanks-

Morse railway equipment has been used because of its dependability

—

dependability that made it worthy of ts part in this pioneer work.
From the smallest drill to the electric locomotive—the stand pipes and

water tanks that feed the great transcontinental engines—Fairbanks-
Morse railway supplies render a service backed by
the organization's high efficiency.

The 100'
; quality seal that marks all Fairbanks-
Morse railway equipment is the ideal of the
Fairbanks-Morse institution— the mark

\ that symbolizes a standard of equipment
5.^ and service.

Make this mark your guide in buying.

The Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co.

Limited
nado' DrMrlmrnliil llomr (or Mtthani

ifr<ff^k:^^u

Hnliras, St. John, Qucbfc. Mnntrcal.

OttpWB, Toronto. Hamilton.

St. Catharines, Windsor. Winnipea, ^^
Saskatoon, Rcgina. Calgary, Victoria i/
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OMAEIO A.W HER FORESTS.

Ontario Las a so-called Farmer Goverumeut, elected

lax'gely by tlie iuflueuce of the United Farmers of

Ontario and the Labor Unionists of that province.

The laboring men of Ontario, as elsewhere in Canada,

are largely dependent on the forest for raw material

with whicJi to work. The workiugman has yet to

learn how much his job depends ou plenty of trees.

The farmer has looked on woodland from two points

of view, with the idea either of getting rid of it so

as to plant the laud in other crops, or of turning it

([uickly into as much cash as would pay a little profit

on the cutting of it. He has not, in Ontario or else-

where, in Canada, looked on the forest a^ a national

asset, of which a part has been entrusted to him.

The Ontario government has already had the for-

estry problem of that province brought up for atten-

tion in several forms. First, there was the investi-

gation of cases where timber operators ilid not pay

their full dues for timber taken out. The result, so

far, seems to indicate that there has been a lack of

proper administration of Crown lands, a laxne.ss in

making returns and a tendency on the part of cer-

tain lumbermen to reiwrt less timber than was actually

taken out. Something will probably be done to aii\

who may be found guilty of misconduct, and then-

will likely be more careful work in the fiiture on thr

part of the government.

Another case that has attracted some attention, and

even drawn a little fire, is the lease of limber rights

en lands granted to the Grand Trunk by the pro

vince of Ontario, but which were to revert to tlic

province in the event of the railway being absorbed

by the federal government. Cutting rights had been

given for a ridiculously low figure. Now the Cana-

dian Government Railways own the Grand Trunk

and Ontario claims the extensive lands. But a pulp

company has bought the pulpwood without the for-

mality of public tender. Opponents of the provin-

cial government maintain that the Premier and ilin-

ister of Lands, Forests and Mines have agreed to ;i

proposition which is cheating the people. The Pre-

mier has replied that the lands have not been re-

turned to the province as yet, and that his govern-

ment has agreed to tie hest terms that could he

made in the circumstances and that the pulpwood will

return practicall.v a dollar a cord instead of fort.v

cents as was stated by an opponent. That is little

enough, even if a rail haul will furnish some addi-

tional itviiaif. Despatches fail to mention what cut-

ting regulations must be complied with, -which is

really tlie most important phase of the matter. In
this case, however, the Ontario government is not al-

together a determining factor.

Two other eases have come up where the Ontario
goverinnent has had a chance to show its attitude to-

ward the forest and its ecnception of a forest policy

that will really benefit the people without hinder-

ing the growtli of industry or discouraging private en-

terprize. It must be said that tiie Farmers" Party is

showing a considerable discrimination and, with some
encouragement from the peojilc, will develop a really

good forest policy. A large jiart of the discrimina-
tion is no doubt the result of careful attention and
eonsiderable advice from the newspapers of the jjro-

vinee, and shows that if the i)apers will take a deter-
mined and int.'lligent stand for the best possible ad-
ministration of the forest. Ontari<i may .ateh u|> to.

and even pa.s.s, Quebec in this regard.

To be more specif ie. Certain American interests,

whicji have a mill in Ontario and .some time ago ob-
tained a concession of some 1,.S60 s(juare miles of
timber, have applied for an additional grant of 2.500
sijuare miles, including water power rights. The
government is being urged to impiirc why fin- first

grant has not been developed as stipulated in the
agreement before making further lea.ses. Here, atrain.

the question of i)ublic tender comes up, but this time
it is purely a provincial matter, and the Premier has
declared for a policy of competition in such cases.
There is a lot of newspaper opposition to the granting
of further pulpwood leases under conditions which do
not give the maximum protection and benefit to news-
paper publishei-s and the public. Some fear seems to
have arisen that leasing an ad^litional 2,500 square
miles would be unduly concentrating Ontario timber
under control of one .set of interests. If these .so-

ealled English River limits an- obtained by the com-
pany, the town of Kenora. which has already voted
some concessions and seems very anxious to get tlw
indu.stn-, will doubtless be the site of the new mill.
The province is inclined to go slowly and cautiously
in the matter, especially as the limits, which an- a/.-

plied for as pulpwoo<l. contain one of the best stands
of white pine in Ontario.

The last big deal is the transfer of concessions mad.-
some time ago from the Spruce Falls Pulp & Paper
Co. to the Spruce Falls Company, a new Canadian
concern, backed by the Kimberly-Clark Co. of Wi-;-
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consiu. The old company was to pay 75 cents per

cord for spruce pulp wood, but in transferring th''

concession, the rate is increased to $1.15 for sprn."

and $1.60 for certain wood along the railway. In

addition, the company is required to destroy all brush

in a manner satisfactory to the government, and to

reserve up to 15 per cent, of its newsprint production

for sale to Canadian papers. From the discussion of

slash disposal at the Forestry Conference last winter,

the company is really paying an additional 50 or To

cents a cord. This is one of the most important steps

that has yet been taken in Canada in the administra-

tion of Crown lands, and Ontario is to be lieartily

complimented for taking this stand. We hope a

real forester will have ovei-sight of the operation, one

with sense as well as training.

The claust reserving newsprint for Canadian con-

sumption is another mile-stone that will delight at

least the publishers, and will hardly cause paper

makers to worry.

Another interesting clause in the Spruce Falls

agreement is that retention of control of the townsite

to the people.

It looks as if Ontario is at last awake to the value

of her forests and the need for scientific, sensible

administration.

THE COSSVMER PAYS THE FREJOHT.

A prominent railway man in Canada recently iiiadr

a public statement to the effect that the proposed in-

crease in freight rates would add only six cents to

the price of a suit of clothes, and other things in

about the same proportion- He evidently took the

extra freight charge on a 500 pound case of garments,

and divided by the number of suits, which is not the

whole story by any means.

A similar tale might be told of paper. If it were

only the couple of cents per hundredweight on the

finished product the burden would be easy, but thi'

manufacture of paper involves the receipt of about

four tons of material for each ton of finished pro-

diii-t. and .some of this is on long haul traffic of

li.;ivj- commodities. It must also be borne in mind

that each contributing industry has to pay freight on

it.s coal and other raw materials, coal, iron ore. steel.

wool, cotton, oil an<l also materials of construction.

Furthermore, in the calculation of profits, a per

eentape is added l)eeause of these increa.sed co.<>ts. and

when the.se are made up to even cents and multiplied

at each step, the ultimate increa.se is considerable. An

instance may be given from a recent editorial in tin'

Canadian Mining .lournal, in which it is shown that

an increase of 21 cents per ton in the cost of pru-

dneing coal may properly amount to $1.50 ov more

hy the time the consumer pets his black diamonds.

With everybody asking for better railway service

the public has little reason to refuse to pay it, but it

won't help uiatters to look at the increase through an

inverted telescope.

Tlir: ITLI' AND PAPER HANDBOOK.
For nearly a year the Canadian Pulp and Paper Asso-

ciation has been collecting authentic data on the in-

dustry. This appeared in print hist week under the

title "'.A Handbook of the C'anadian Pulp and Paper

Industry. It is largely the work of Mr. Edward

Beck, who has charge of the publicity work of the

Association and is an excellent publication, both for

what it contains and the appearance. The book is

6 by 9 inches on coated stock, with an embossed cover

in two shades of gray. The printed page is enclosed

in a thin red border rule. There are 121 pages and

21 illustrations. The chapter headings are as follows:

Paper-Making in Canada; A Census of the Pulp and

Paper Industry; Pulp and Paper Securities; Exports

of Pulp and Paper; Imports of Pulp and Paper; Can-

ada's Pulpwood Resources; Canada's Water Powers;

Newsprint Production in Canada; How Paper is Made;
Pulp and Paper Facts ; Pulp and Paper Mills in Can-

ada : The Canadian Pai)er Trade Association; The Can-

adian Pulp and Paper Association.

There is one curious mistake, but no one will notice

it who hasn't been there, and as it does net affect

the accuracy of the statements we shall leave it a.s a

puzzle. We can't laugh because a friend has just

pricked a hole in our pride in the International Num-
ber by pointing out that cypress trees are not pulp-

wood as vet.

HOT II WELL IN NORWAY.
On a hot (la\ in .\ugust the editor received a card

from J. A. Both well showing the snow and ice about

a Norwegian fishing village. It nearly gave us a chill.

-Mr. Bothwell's message will interest our readers: "We
(J.A.B. and O.F.S. i are having a most entertaining

ami instructive trip, and so far we have seen nothing

which would lead us to believe that we in Canada will

have to g.> out of tin

near future.''

paper business any time in the

rniiWEiiS.

per ai're in QuebeiThe average ent per a. 're in Quebec for the

twenty years has been about six cords per acre

the wood is noticeably smaller each year, the

ten-year average will be less than six cords.

thiiniiiif/ cut of a properly conducted forest

be aliout five cords, tiiid the final ent. afte

vears. 30 to 40 cords.

last

As

next

The

woidd

.50-75

.\gitation continues for :

the Kootenay distrii't. near

Ki.TOO.OOO cords of avail.nl.l

pulp and paper mill in

Nelson, B.C. A stand of

• pulpwood is claimed.
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The Newsprint Situation
By JOHN M. IMRIE.

ilaiui'Tor. Canadian Daily Nt-wsjiapers Association,

Toronto.

The uewspriut situation iu Canada is so closely re

lated to and affected by the newsprint situation in

the United States that any intellifrent discussion of

the former must include consideration of the latter

and the use of fi«rures covering supply and demand
in both countries.

Relation Between Supply and Demand.

The present demand in Canada and I'nited States

is about 600 tons per day in excess of the combined
jiroduotion. Part of that production is not available

for use in North America as 400 tons per day is ex-

ported to other continents. On the other hand, ajt-

proximately SO tons per day is now comiiiL' into the

United States froni. Norway and Sweden. Therefore,

treating Canada and Ignited States as one unit from

a .«upp]y standpoint, the demand exceeds available

supply by approximately 900 tons per day or 270,-

000 tons per year. That disparity would be much
greater but for the fact tliat 300 tons per day is be-

insr produced temporarily on machines that have been

diverted from other crades of paper because of the

highly profitable prices now obtainable for newsprint

jn the spot market in the ITnited States.

Until recently a small portion of the excess demand
was being met through the depletion of stocks on hand
at the mills and in newspaper offices. A few news-

papers bad accumulated reserve stocks against .such a

situation as developed. But what relief was obtain-

able from such sources has been exhausted, and stocks

on hand and in transit are now below the .safety line.

The creat bulk of the excess demand is simply not

beine filled. Certain mills have cut the ref|nirements

of their customers in the United States by from 10 to

15 per cent. Some newspai>ers thus affected have

been able to secure additional tonnage in the spot mar-
ket, but many of them, and others which have been

caught without contracts, are making drastic tempor-
ary reductions in consumption.

Effect of Excess Demand on Selling Prices.

These conditi-ons have created a seller's market as

regards price. Whereas newsprint was selling as low

as $35 per ton at the mill in 1916, present contract

prices, except in the case of three mills, are at an
average rate of $120 per ton for the second half of

1920. Newspapers without contracts or with contracts

for insufficient supply are. in effect, bidding against

each other in the spot market for what little tonnase
is available there. Individual sales in the !«pot market
have been made at as high as $360 per t"n, but

current prices for the bulk of the sales are around
$250 per ton. Large newspapers with contracts at

$120 per ton for S5 per cent of their requirements
could pay $250 per ton in the spot market for the

other 15 per cent and get off with an average cost of

$140 per ton. And with advertising offering in un-
precedented quantities, or faced with the competition

•An address at the sessions of the Imperial Press
Conference, Ottawa, August 5—7, 1920.

of a newspaper that has an ample supply, many pub-
lishers have been willing to increase their average cost

to that extent in order to secure 100 per cent, of their

re(|nircments.

In Canada newsprint prices were under judicial

control for the three years ?nding April, 1920. For
the first eleven months of that period the price was
$50 per ton; then, during the early part of 1918, it

was $57 per ton. An increase to $66 per ton went
into effect on July 1, 1918, and another increase to

$69 per ton became effective December 1, 1918. That
price remained in effect to December la.st, when the
l>ul)lishers and most of the manufacturers got togeth-
er, composed tiieir differences and agreed upon a price
of $80 per ton to July 1st, and the lowest export price
thereafter.

As the Canadian consumption is less than 15 per
cent of the domestic production, Canadian newspapers
on the whole have not had as great difficulty in
.securing supplies as the newspapers of the United
States. There was extreme difficulty on several oc^a-
sions in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. In Jannarv all

the daily newspapers of Winnipeg were suspended for
five con.secutive davs. while other newspapers in Wes-
tern Canada were on the verire of suspension.

Subsequently, in June, 25 per cent, of all the daily
new.spapers in Canada were facing the i>ossihility of
suspension after July 1st owing to inability to secure
any assurance of supply after that date, even at cur-
rent eontrnet prices for export to foreign countries.
The trouble then was larsrcly confined to three mills.
Two of the three agreed later to continue supplies
and other manufacturers stepped in at great incon-
venience to themselves to take care of the Canadian
cu.stomers of the third mill.

It is generally recognized and frankly admittted
that present contract prices bear little relation to cost
of production. Reports of the Oovcrnment Auditor
under the recent Newsprint Control indicated that
during the latter part of 1919 production costs in the
more efficient Canadian mills were running around
$50 per ton. December last is the latest month for
which audits were made, and undoubtedly there has
been a .substantial increase in cost since "then. But
present prices are such as to take care of all increa.ses
in cost and yield hitherto undreamed of profits to the
manufacturers. I am not saying that in a spirit of
complaint. Canadian publishers agreed last fall to
pay the current export prices after July Ist. They
are eood sports and will n r weleh on their agreement.

Immediate Cause of Present Situation.

The immediate cause of the present situation as re-

gards both supply and prices is nn unprecedented in-

crea.se in advertising durinc 1919 and 1920 to date,
following closely upon a substantial increase in circu-
lation during the war years.

In the United States during the first two years of
the war, 114 daily newspapers, each with a circulation
exceeding 50,000 copies, had an average inerea.se in
circulation of 19 per cent, while ten foreign language
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dailv iiewspaiHTS. each witli a fireulation esi-eodiug Uiiiteil States. l.i Ureat Britain it is possible for

50 000 copies, had an averajre iuc-rease of 67 per cent, one to buy a Sunday newspaper that is a newspaper.

Cireulation continued to inerea.se during 1!U7. the av- In the United States, if one desires a Sunday new.spa-

era"e inerea.se duriii- that vear being about 13 per j.er h.' must ae.-ept witii it a lieterojreneous mass of

eent There was a falling off during IfUS. but to- illustrated pages, fashion plates, automobile supple-

wards the close of that vear a period of unprecedent- nients, bo;k reviews, magazine sections, et<?., aggre-

ed ailvertising volnnic commenced. ;-'ating in some cases as many as loO or 160 pages.

The total advertising lineaire in the newspapers of The Chateau Laurier news staud lias copies of only

New York and Riooklvn was .{7 per cent greater in four of the latest issue of the Sunday newspapers of

1<»1<> than in 1!U8- ii'i Chicago the increase was 40 the T'nited States. Tho.se four do not include all the

per cent- in Detroit it was 42 per cent. more bulky ones, but at that they average 90 pages

Individual newspapers in each of the cities men of standard newspaper size and their average weight

tvcned had much larger increases than the average is 1'4 pounds. Having regard to their respective eir-

for the citv as the followintr figures show: culations, they represent an aggregate consumption of

Per Cent. newsprint for the one is.sue of over 1.000 tons, or over

New York Times 44 ''O.OOO tons per year.

New York Sun -i-i
Other Factors Contributing to Partial Independence of

New York Tribune 95 United States on Imported Newsprint Supplies.
Chicago Tribune 49

Chicago American lO But certain factors in addition to increased domes-

DetroTt News 4o tic demand have operated to bring about the partial

Detroit Free Press 5:5 dependence of the T'uited States on imported news-

print supplies, to which 1 have already referred.

Grouping the eighty-nine <laily newspapers in the The fii-st .cf the.se was that a.s a result of wa.steful

eighteen leading cities of the United States, the in- cutting and lack of adequate fire protection or any

crease in advertising volume during 1919 as com- measure of reforestation, the juilpwood forests of the

pared with 191S was 39.3 per cent. Eastern States are rapidly approaching exhaustion.

That increa.se is being continued and enlarged dnr- Another factor was the growing differential in pro-

ing 1920. Grouping again the eighty-nine daily news- duction costs in favor -of competing mills in Canada,
papers in the eighteen leading cities in the United As tiie pulpwood forests of the Eastern States became
States, the volume of advertising in the first quarter more depleted, cutting and driving costs increased

of 1920 was 39 per cent greater than in the ccrre.s- and |)ower and water difficulties were multiplied,

ponding period of 1919. Canadian mills, on the other hand, had large supplies

But these increases, first in circulation ami then in of raw materials at their doors. As far back as 1911
advertising, are but two phases of a gradually de- that differential in production costs in favor of Caii-

veloi)ins.' situation that has ultimately created the pre- adian mills according to the Tariff lioard of T'uited

•sent disjjarity between su|)ply and demand. States was ^4.r)0 i>er ton—ccpiivalent to about 15 per

Development of Excess Demand in the United States, l?:"!
"^ ''"' "'"" '"''''"^ production cost in Unite.1

'^
states nulls.

In 1880 the newsprint production in the United These two factors acted as a deterrent on the exten-

States was approximately 110,000 tons and the con- '^'o'l f'f existing mills or the, establishment of new
sumption was about 75,000 tons. By 1899 prodiic- mills in United States. As a result, production in

tion had increased to 570,000 t.ins. by 1904 to 900.000 1919. notwithstanding the diversion of macliines from
tons and by 1909 to 1.17.5.000 tons, consumption during ther grades of paper, was less than 6 jjcr cent in ex-

1909 being about equal to production. It was at t!)is I'css of 1913 figtires—an average increase for the six

()oint that newsprint consumption in the United Stntes years of less than 1 per cent.

began to exceed domestic iiroduction. Bv 1914 pro- «,„ n, « tj j *• n j
I. .v.; 11- 111 lonnnn ." . .,

Growth of Production in Canada,
iluetion had mi-reased by only 129.000 tons and the
ilenwind during that year necessitated the imi)orta- The development of the newsjirint industry in Can

rii
of 278.000 tons, exports being only 44.000 tons, ada during the jiast fen years is quite a different

iring the next five-year period, ending Decendicr story,

t. the iiicrea.se in prwluetion averaged only 1 per The Provincial (iovcrnments having jurisdiction ov"r
cent per year, and during 1919 imports exceeded ex the puIpwoo<l forests of Canada have encouraged de
ports by over 500.000 tons. Production in the United veiopuK nt by leasing Crown lands and water powers
States during 1920 will be al>ont 1.475.0(M) tons. At at nominal rates, by establishing fire protect i n sy--
th.' present rate. <'onsnmption will be almiit 700.000 terns, by building reservoirs at head waters. hu<I bv
•tons greater, and there will be hm inifilled demand of certain regulations as to the cutting of trees,
^botit 270.000 ton.s. * About ten years ago the Governments of Ontario,

the .New.sprint Ser>ice P.unau is authority for (Quebec and New Brunswick amended the regulations
the Mtatemenf that the annual consumption of news- cov.-ring leases of Crown lands so as to prohibit the
pnnt Ml the United States has increased from three .-xport of |)ulpw<od cut on such lands except in the
pounds per capita m lss() ,, „i,„. poun.U per capita form of pulp and paper. Up to that time Canada's
in IH.M and tinrlv three pounds ner -apila in 1919. exports of pulpwoo.1 to the United States ha.l irreatlv

Consumption by Sunday Newspapers. cxcee.led her exports of p, nd i.aper to that coun-
I he development of the Suiwlav newspaper was an try. In 190S. f„r .Naniple, the exports of pulpwoo«I

important factor in this mcrease.l consumption in the were 9(K).000 cords, while the pulp and paper exprt
I nited States. Th.. term •Sunday newspaper" ha.s ed to the United State. re,.r.>.senfed onlv 2.-.() 000 cords
quite a different meaning in Gnat Britain and the of pnlpwoo<I. Since then the sitnatioii has I n re.
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^rsed until iu the last fiscal year tlu' exports of pulp-
wood were 840,000 cords while the pulp and paper
exported to that country represented over 2,000,000
cords.

These vai-ious factors contributed to a rapid de-

velopment and expansion of the Canadian Newsprint
Industry. Production increa.sed from 150,000 tons in

1909 to 8o0,000 tons in 191:3, 608,000 tons in 1916, and
SOS .000 tons in 1919. Tiie production in 1920 will he

almost 900,000 tons. These fisrnres include certain

i|uaiitirifs of news)irint used foi' (laper lianirinir.

Exports of Paper and Pulp from Canada.

.Meml)ers of this conference will be interested in the

ultimate disposition of this enormous production.

The latest official fi<r\ires of exj)ort.s are for the

twelve months endincr IMareh 31, 1920. Durinor those

twelve months approxinmtely 100,000 tons were con-

sumed in Canada and 713,62.5 tons were exported; 23,-

.564 tpns went to the T^'iuted Kingdom, 32,173 tons

went to Anstralia, 10,.526 tons went to Xew Zealand,

4.226 tons went to Hriti.^h South Africa, and 629,1.52

tons went to the United States.

Comparing this distribution of exports with the fig-

ures for the last fiscal year preceding the war. the

exports to the United Kingdom show an increase of

over 300 per cent, those to Australia an increase of

150 per cent, those to New Zealand an increase of 20

per cent, and tliose to British South Africa a decrease

of 40 per cent. The increase in exinirts to the TTnited

States was 460 per ceiit.

Canada also exported during the last fiscal year
339,382 tons of meehaidcal pidp and 430.096 tons of

chemical pulp. Of the mechanical jmlp 202,269 tons

went to the United States, and 96,911 tons went to

the United Kingdom. Of the chemical i)ulp, the T''nit-

ed States received 341,535 tons, ami the I'idted King-

dom received 42,308 tons. The exports to the Unified

Kingdom compared with 1913 figures show an in-

crease of 30 ]n'v cent in mechanical iiulji. while ex-

ports of chemical pid|i were )>ractieallv nil during
the years 19l:!-1916.

Remedies for the Present Situation.

And now as to the n-medies for the |)resenl siiua-

tion, particularly as regards sujijily:

There is, of conive, tlic i>o.-sil)i]ity of a general cur-

'tailment of business which would have an immediate

effect upon the consumption of newsprint. No per-

son desires that remedy.

Apart from that, the situation would proiiably

right itself in the course of time. The enormous pro-

fits in newsprint manufacture at ]>resent and pro-

spective prices wnild attract canital and bring about

greatly increa.sed production. On the other hand, if

prices continue to go up, there nnist be eventually a

eontraetiou in consumption. With increases in sub-

scription rates to 10 cents for Sunday newspapers and
3 cents or 5 cents for week day issues, there would be

a les.sening of du|)lication in circulation, particularly

if the value of money were to increa.se and 10 cents

or 5 cents were to mean anythinsr like it did 6 or 7

years ago. There is a limit also bevond which adver-

tisinir rates cannot be increa.sed without materially re-

ducing volume. As advertising rates are further in-

crea.sed there will be a tendeuev to scale down the

size of adverti.sements and to ii.se more discrimina-

tion in the selection of ntw^papers. These factors and

the continuous and increasing pressure of rising costs
would force many more newspapers out of business,

releasing the tonnage they are now consuming. If

the newsprint manufacturers were to take advantage
of the present situation and that of the immediate
future to pursue a policy of continually forcing up
prices without regard to cost of production or ability

of the newspapers to a.ssimilate or pass on, they might
find ultimately that they had killed the goose that had
been laying the golden eggs.

But relief in that way is not a very pleasant pro-
spect, particularly as it would be far distant and in

the meantime one's own newspapei- might be among
the many to fall by the way.

Many are urging united action by publishers to re-

duce consum)ition arbitrarily. Pei-s!nally, T have not
nmch faith in that. The newspaper l)usincss is high-
ly competitive in individual cities, and in many cities

one or two newspapers will be in a preferential posi-

tion as to newsprint su|iply either through a favor
able contract or through the ownership of a mill.

Such newspapei-s are in a position to set a rather
fast pace, and in many cases other newspapers in

the .same city will feel they must f'llow suit at any
cast.

The real .solution in my judgment lies in sueh in-

crea.se in production as woidd eliminate the spot mar-
ket and create a surplus supply. Coupled with this.

there should be ade(piafe measures of pulpwood con-
servation and reforc.'^tation. Most Canadian publish-
ers woidd welcome sueh measures even although tln-y

did iiivilve increases in iiewsiiriiit prices for ;\ time.
They would effect eeonomii's in the Ion-.' I'un and en-
sure contiiuied supplies.

Prospects for Increased Production.

Let )is consider, then, the prospects for a niiiedy

through increa.sed jiroduction.

On the first of this month the rated daily ca])aeities

of Canadian and United States newsprint mills were
2.834 tons and 4,751 tons respectively— a total of 7.-

585 tons per day, or 2,275,500 tens per year. Three
Canadian and two United States mills are .scheduled
to instal new machines during the la.st five months
of this year, adding 190 tons per day to the Cana-
dian capacity, and 150 tons per day to the United
States capacity, nuring 1921 additional capacity of
580 tons per day is scheduled for Canada, and 225
tons per day for the United States. If these in-talla-

fions take place as .scheduled, and all machines now
running ou newsprint are retained on that grade of
paper, the aggregate daily newsprint capacity on Jan-
uary 1. 1922, will be 3,604 tons in Canada ami 4.976
tous in the United States—a total of 8.580 tons, or 2,-

574,000 tons per year. That would represent an in-

crease over present aggregate daily capacity of 995
tons per day, or approximately 300,000 tous per year.
That increase is only 10 per cent more than the pre-
sent excess of demand over available .supply in Can-
ada and the United States. It does not allow for any
increa.se in demand during the next .seventeen months,
and, as already stated, it could take care of the pre-
-ent excess demand oidy if all machines now pro-
<Iucing newsprint for consumi>tion in Canada and tiie

T'nited States continue to do so and all the new ma-
chines referred to above arc used in producing news-
l)rint for consumption on this continent.

If the present excess demand were to fall away
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to anv Hpprt'fiable extent, there would lie withdrawu

from the market part or all of the :?00 tous per day

now being produced temporarily on machines diverted

from other grades. If that were not sufficient to

maintain an excess of demand over supply, the manu-

facturers of this continent could easily do so under

pre.sent conditions by yielding to the pi-es-sure for

newsprint from other continents. I do not intend

any offense to the maiuifacturers in that statement.

Possibly publishers would do the same under similar

circumstances. But it would be well for i)ublishers

to face the facts squarely and realize that there must

by a very substantial increase in lu-oductinii before

tlie pre-sent situation will be much improved.

As a matter of fact, it is reported that about 2:').-

000 tons now being supplied in the T^nited States is

to be diverted to Australia on January 1st, whde it

is known that part at least of the prodiu-t of mic of

the new machines is to be .shipped to England.

How North America Production is Marketed.

In this connection a survey of the channels through

which the newsprint production of Canada and the

Tnited States is marketed may be of interest as indi-

cating what might be termed the potential mobility of

the newsprint movement.

The export bu.siness of five Canadian companies,

producing 32 per cent of the total Canadian produc-

tion, is handled by and through the Canadian Ex-

port Paper Co.. Ltd.. which is an organization of the

manufacturers themselves. The entire product of two

other Canadian companies, producing 30 per cent of

the total, is handled through Ceo. II. Mead & Co..

Dayton. Ohio. The export business of two other Can-

adian companies, producing another 17 per cent of

the total, is handled through an as.s(viated newsprint

manufacturer in the T'liited States. These three

groups represent 79 per cent of the total Canadian

prodnction. Another 7 per cent is produced by a

mill owned by the Chicago '•Tribune" and establish-

ed to supply its needs: and another -"i per cent is pro-

duced by a company that is a snl)sidiary of a news-

print company in the United States and .sells its ex-

port product through the parent comi)any.

Turning now to the United States, one company

produces 27 per cent of the total and another Lt per

cent. Still another produces 7 per cent, but con-

trols the distribution of half as much more tonnage

made by a sub.sidiary company in Canada. These

four companies therefore produce M per cent of the

total iprmluction in the Unit.'d States, while two of

thenii control in addition the distribution of 2.'> per

cent of the total t'anadian production. It may be

noted that another of those four companies is now

buildinp a mill in Canada that will commence opera

tions next year and produce 7 per cent of the then

Canadian production.

Apart frfm these four lompanies and the .')4 per

cent of the total production in United States which

they produce, another 13 per cent of the total produc

tion is not a factor from an export standpoint as it i«

produced in mills owned by newspajirr publishers

Newsprint for the Empire.

These facts reirardinp the ownership of r'Hiiadian

mills and the channels through which the production

in T'anada and tho I'nited States is mnrketed, coupled

with the nituafion as to supply and demand, will

tlu-ow some light on the question many members of

this conference have asked, viz: Why the publishers

of other parts of the Empire are denied newsjirint

sii|ii)lics when Canada is exporting over 700,000 ton.s

])cr year.

There are other factors of a purely commercial

character operating against the exportation of news-

print overseas.

The market in tlic United States is close at hand,

ensuring prompt deliveries, quick return of cores and

cpiick collectioiLs. There is no trouble about selling,

as the United States publishers are coming to the

offices of Canadian manufacturers pleading for pa-

per. Sales in the United States market are paid for

ill the funds of that countrj-, which are at a substan-

tial premium in Canada, and in mo.st eases shipments

are by rail, involving less trouble to the shipper and

less cost in wrapping than .shipments overseas.

Another factor is the partial dependence of the

Canadian iiews|)rint indnstrv on the United States for

coal.

The Keal Solution of the Problem.

Tile real .solution of the present situation and a

means of providing for the future pulp and paper re-

quirements of the British Empire are suggested by

the general toi)ic for to-tlay"s discussions at this con-

ference; "Empire Partnership," There should be a

partnership in pulp and paper development between

Canada and the other parts of the British Empire

—

Canada providing the pulpwood and water power, and
her people joining with the people of the United

Kingdom and the Overseas Dominions in providinjl

the capital for tlu' deveinpment of those natural ri^-

sources.

"With a few notable exceptions, British capital wliici

has been such a factor in other pha.ses of this coun-

try's development has played no part in the develop-
ment of the Canadian pulp and paper industry. It

lias been .stated by parties who should know that 7A

I)er cent of the capital invested in that industry i.^

American capital.

British and Empire Capital for the Development of

Canada's Pulp and Paper Industry.

While appreciating to the full the benefits to Cau-

ada through the dcveloiimcnt of her jiulpwood re-

sources by American capital, the (iov(>rnments and
l)eople of this country would welcome most heartily

and co-operate in their further deveIoi>iiieut through

an Emjiire ])artiicishi|i such as 1 have suggested.

And in promoting, and themselves entering into, such

a partnership, the publishers of the Empire would be

adopting what seems to be the only means of ensuring

their future pulp and paper supplies. For I would
like to emphasize this point : that .serious as the pre-

sent situation is, it wilf assuredly bccoiiii' more serious

as time pa.^ses and the pulpwood forests of tiie world

are further depleted an<l production in the Unite<]

States diminishes.

Such a partnership would be a most ppnfitiihle in

vestment as well as an insurance of supply I will

not take of your time to go into that plia.se of the

matter, hut to those who are interested I would be glad

to .submit facts and figures that I am sure would con-

vince the most skeptical.

This Empire partnership should be undertaken with

out delay. "While Canjida"s pulpwno<1 resources are

vast, they are not by juiy means inexhaustible, and
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the more easily accessible areas are rapidly 'being ac-

quired. One of Canada's leading foresters, Mr. Clyde
Leavitt, has computed that apart from annual growth
and without allowing for further development, the

commercially accessible areas of pulpwood in Quebec
represent only 52 yeai-s supply, those of Ontario only

67 years' supply and those of Nova Scotia only 30

years" supply. Available supply in British Columbia
is probably sufficient for a longer period at the pre-

sent- rate of cutting, but I have not at hand definite

figures for that province.

In this connection 'One of the fii"st statements of the

present Premier of Quebec following his election to

that office a few weeks ago. is ven' significant, and
will be endorsed by most i>ublisheiN who, while realiz-

ing that the iiolicy forecasted would add to newsprint

cost temporarily, realize also that it is tlie only means
:f insuring future supply. Premier Taschereau's

statement was as follows:

"The time ha.s come, it appears to me, to regularize

the cutting on timber limits by fixing a nuiximujn of

the annual cut to prevent the destruction of the fore-sts
and a minimum to stop speculation, and to insure us
a reasonable revenue from the cutting rights."

••Reforestation should be immediately undertaken
and encouraged with energy."

A 'Vision of an Empire Industry.
And so in considering tiie prcNcnt situation and

future prospects and looking for a solution of both of
these and of the difficulties confronting the newspa-
pers of the United Kingdom and the Ovci-seas Domin-
ions in regard to pulp and newsprint supplies, I see
as in a visifln a series of pulp and paper industriei
s])ringiug up in the pulpwood forests of this country,
controlled by British and Empire capital, sending
their product to every part of the Empire, insuring
continued supplies for the Empire Press, creating an-
other bond of independence, and strengthening'" the
community of interest and unity of purpose and ac-
tion, among the component parts of the Empire. The
opportunity is there : I commend it to' your investi-
gation, your consideration and your action.

Pulp and Paper Course at Syracuse
The plans for a college four year course in paper including the theory and practice of pulp manufacture

and pulp nuiking have so far been completed by tiie by all processes, the design and operation of paper
New York State College of Forestry that a letter is making maciiinery, the bleaching and coloring of

being sent out to prospective students giving the com- stock, paper testing, etc.

plete details of the four year course by semesters and "Students who are at present members of the Junior
i)y branches. Prof. C. Earl Libby. in charge of tiie j,,id Senior classes at this college or students in other
department, has been amazed by the large number colleges who .lesire to enter here with advanced stand-
of calls for information on such a course, and antici- ing will be required tn complete all fundamental
pates that there will a large number of freshmen this „oiirses <if the first two years, especially physics, chem-
year who intend entering the paper industry as col- jstry, and mathcnuities, for which they have no'crcdit.
lege trained paper makers. The number is. in fact, so before they will be allowed to take the more advanced
large that the college is accepting for this, as for re- j-ours.-s in pulp and paper chemistry and graduate from
gular forestry courses, only those <\ho are apparently the college as i)ulp and i)aper engineers. At present,
well fitted for such a course. By the time the regis- a minimum of two years" work would be required of
tration period ends it is probable that the college will any student whatever his standing, as the organiza-
be so flooded with applications that it will not have tion of the pulp and paper courses is .so incomplete
capacity for all wiio wish to enter. that lie could not obtain the neces.sary amount of train-

Of the new course. Professor Lil)lt.\- says: 'In com- ing in this field until he had completed the additional
paring the paper and jndp course with that of the ••nurses in pulp and paper teciinology. which will be
General Forestry Course, it will be seen that the first given during the .vear 1921-22.

'"

year's work in both courses is identical. The work The curriculum for i)aper and pulp students, in de-
of the second year is more specialized, the student tail, is as follows. (The nund*ers after the name of
continuing iiis work in chemistry and physics as both a cour.se refer to the designation in the college cata-
these sciences are fundamental to a student who de- logue)

:

sires to grailuate as a pulp and paper engineer. Dur- FIR.ST YEAH
ing the third and f(turtii year the student will take up
work directly bearing on the i)roduction of pulp and Identical with General Forestry Curricnium.

paper although it should be noted that the course Hours
outlined for 1920-21 in tiie Junior and Senior years dif- General Forestrv I 2
fers but slightly from the established Forestry course English 1 3
for the reason that there are at present no students Forest Botany I 4
in the College who have had the proper preliminary Forest Mathematics 1 3
training to allow them to take up this specialized Modern Language ... 3
work. Chemistry I . . . 4
"Students who register in the pidp and paper de-

partment in September 1920 as Fresh.men-or Soplio- jg
mores will be able to graduate as pulj) and paper en-

giueers as the plans of the College mature. To en-

able them to do this the work of the Junior and Hours
Senior years will be devoted almost e.xclusivel.v to chem- Forest Zoology 4
istry, mechanical and electrical engineering, and the English I 3
more technical phases of pulp and paper manufacture, Forest Botany II . 4
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Chemistry I . . .

Modern Language

18

SECOND YEAR.
Hours

Silviculture II •"
• 3

Wood Teclmologj- 1
"^

Physics I (or 23 or 24) 4

Chem. Qualitative Analysis 3

Mechanical Drawing 2

15

Hours

Wood Technology 1 3

English II 3

Physics I (or 23 or 24) . . 4

Chem. Qualitative Analysis :5

Mechanical Drawing . .
.' -

15

THIRD YEAR.
Hours

Wood Technology 111 4

Forest Chemistrv III 4

English IT 1

Pulp Manufacture 5

Forest rtilization 4

18

Hours
. 4

. 3

. 4

Forest Econoniics I .

Forest Utilization II .

Forest Chemistry III

Paper Manufacture .

Paper Testing ....

18

FOURTH YEAH
Hours

Silviculture V 4

Forest Engineering VIII 3

Forest Zoology II 3

Forest Ecf)noniics VI 2

Forest Ecr>n(inii<-s V 3

Elective 4

If)

Hours
Forest Engineering IV 3

Silviculture III 3

Silviculture VII 2
Silvi.Milture VMT 3

Rhetoric IV . . 3

Elective . 4

1}»

If should alsii lie rmtefl that this ( 'urriculuiii is ef-

rective for the college year 1920-21 only. Additional
courses in Pulp and Paper Manufacture will he of-

fered fur the veiir 1921 22.

NORTHCLIFFE CONTROLS GULF PULP AND
PAPER CO.

One of tlie most imiioitant transactions which has

occurred for .some years past in this province in con-

nection with the i)ulpwood industry has just been

completed, in virtue of which Lord Northcliffe. pro-

prietor ol the London Times and a number of other

English newspapers, lias acquired a three-quarter in-

terest in the timber and jndpwood areas and allied in-

dustries on the North Shore of the Lower St. Law-

rence, hitherto controlled by the Messrs. Clarke, of

Clarke City.

The Queljcc Telegraph states tlia* the entry of Lord

Northcliffe into the pulpwood industry of this pro-

vince is of particular interest from the fact that the

great Newspaper Magnate, some years ago, acquired

enormous forest and i^uljiwood areas in Newfoundland,

wliere he has been ojieratiug for some time past, not

only in the i)roduction of pulpwood luit also in the

manufacture of paper u})ou a treniendfuis scale, produc-

ing not alone for the purposes of his own publica-

tions, which naturally consume enormous quantities

but also selling large amoiuits of the finished pro-

duets in the United States to the International Paper
Company and other consumers. The fact that Lord
Northcliffe has now decided, apart from liis enormous
holdings in Newfoundland, to enter the manufacturing
l)usiness in this province, may of course be taken as

indicating tliat Quel)ec offers advantages in the in-

dustry which are not to l)e found elsewhere.

It may well be that the quality of our raw material

which is nuich sought by manufacturers of wood |)ulp

is found superior to that of other countries and there

is no doubt that in the large extent of our "white
coal'' for ))owcr piir))oscs and in the cimditions of the

laiior nuirket our jirovince cerlaiidy i>ossesses advan-
tages not to l)e found elsewhere.

The idant of the ftulf Pulp and Paper Conq)any. at

Clarke City, Seven Islands, turns out LV) tons of dry
pulp per da.v and gives employment to nearly oue
thousand hands.

As soon as the deal was put through, a new board
of directors was elected, consisting of Frank W. Clarke.
of Quebec, J. Alex Cameron, of Montreal, and Ken-
neth K. Mac Kenzie. of New York. Frank \V. Clarke
was eleided vice-president and general manager of the
i-ompany and will continue in active charge of the
opei-ations of the I'omiiany, as heretofore.

BACKUS BUYS KENORA POWER PLANT.
Anollu-r >lc|i liiiN Ik'cii taken, accnrdiiig to a des-

patch froni Kenora, toward the establishment of a pulp
paper mill by the I'.ackus interests in Kenora. Out It

is stated that the town, by a vote of .')22 to 28, jiassed

a by-law last Saturday, authorizing the sale of the
municipal power |)lant to the Hackus iicople and fix
ing their present assessment at •$3()(),00() for ten years
and granting exemption from all. but school taxes for
a like period lui all additional laiuls. up to 125 acres,
which Ihey uuiy ac(|uire for their mills. The com-
pany agrees to sell power to the town at .^20 per H.P.
year. The agreement approved by the citizens is con-
ditional upon the company seeiu-ing the English l{iver

indp wood limits. There is considerable effort being'
made elsewhere in the province to have these limits
put up for public tender in the regular way, though
the .sentiment in Kenora seems to favor direct .sale to
the Backus company.
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Seeing Paper Machines made in Canada
Several years ago tlie aniiouiK-ement was made by tlu'

Dominion Bi'idge ('om])any Limited tliat they intended

building jjaper ma(diines. Some people doubted tlieir

ability to do so sueeessfuUy. There is no doubt abmii

it now. A machine has actually been built and is in

successful operation. Four maeliines are now in |)ro-

cess of construction. The editor's first visit to tlic

extensixe woi-ks at Lacliine was while the Howar<l

Smith machine was still in tlie designing room.

A second vis.it was made a few daj's ago and great

changes were noted. The pulp and paper macliinery

department lias been installed in the plant originally

l)uilt foi- tiie construction of the Quebec bridge. Ac-

cording to the terms of iiu-orporation the St. Law-
rence Briilge Company died when that notable struc-

ture was finislied. and as the i)lant could not again

l)(' used foi- a hridiic I'oiitract. it was acquired by the^

I'ecently organized Dominion Engineering Works,
Limited, and ]nit to use as stated. Many new machine
tools and other eiiuipment have been acquired anil the

plant lias every facility, both in machinery and per-

sonnel, for turning (uit machines of the higliest (U'der

of mechanical design, elegance and exactness. These
terms are used advisedly, because if there is a paper
machine anywhere, whose lines and finisli surjjass the

new Laurentide wonders, we'll buy a ticket to that

pl^ee right off.

Oui' editorial friend and neighbor, ^1j-. F. W. Gray
of Iron and Steel of Canada visited the plant lutt long

ago and wrote such a good desci-iption <<( it. that we

The wet end of the new ni.^chiue ti nc J

Mills at BeauharuoiB.
ard Smith Paper

shall quote it rather fully in the following pai-agrai)lis.

adding a few remarks from our own observation.

This will give our readers an idea of what the place

is like but anyone who has the op])ortunit\ should go

to Lacliine and meet Mr. Geo. E. RcU and Mr. (4eo. D.

Kilbury, who will be >rlad to show visitors what a Can-
adian i)lant can do.

"The Dominion Engineering Wiu'ks has been formed
to manufacture paper-making machinery and hydrau-
lic machinery on a scale commensurate with the re-

luirements of Canada

.

The relatively important pulp-wood resources «(

Canada arc a matter of contemporary jiotoriety. What
is perhaps not so well known is the growth of the
paper-making industry in Canada, as distinct from
the exi)ortation of pulp-wood and wood-pulp. The
manufacture of the numerous and varied products of

wood-pulp in the Dominion, of which paper is chief,

is of rapidly growing importance, and is a natural

result of the desire i)f Canadians to elaborate the raw
materials of the country into finished products at
home in i)reference to exporting the basis of profitaI)le

industries and emi)loyment. The demand for paper-
making macliinery is for these reasons likely to be
heavy and well maintained in Canada.
The Dominion Engineering Works is clo.sely con-

nected with the l)omini(Hi Bridge Comi)an.y, a com-
pany with a management that has, as we stated in a
I)revious issue, "combined engineering ability and
foresight as to the needs of Canada with a keen ap-
I)raisemeiit foi- the commercial opportunities," An ac-
count of the formation and directorate of the new
Company has been puldi.shed, and need not be re-

peated.

The Dominion Engineering Works is therefore or-
ganized to supply an insistent demand that will grow
with the c(uintry, ami it has the furllier advantage of
a thor(Mighly comjietent technical management and a
trained staff of workers of unusual ability and ex-
perience .

The Company has taken over the erecting and ma-
ehine shops of the St. Lawrence Bi-idge Company at
Roekfield—about a mile from the Dominion Bridge
Works at Lachine—especially constriieted in 1912 for
the fabrication and assemblage of the members of the
Quebec Briilge. These shops are of substantial fire-
proof construction, well laid out as to lighting and
the transference of heavy parts, having rail connec-
tion with both the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian
Xalir.nal systems and situated within a short transfer
distani-e of the Lachine Canal. Tiie works are con-
nected with the power ducts (d" the Mrnitreal Light
"••Mt ai-rl Powcf Co., and possess in addition a stand-
l)y steam plant

Shops.
The main building is titid It. long and 220 ft. Mide.

There are two erecting bavs with spans 85 ft, and 75
ft. eai-li by 220 ft. long. The side bays are fiO ft. wide
and 440 ft. long, and contain the boiler house, power
house, tool room, blacksmiths' ,shoi). flask making
deiiartment, timekeeping offices, etc.
The crane equipment is particularly complete. It

consists of two .35-ton eranes. running longitudinally,
and four 40-ton cranes, with erosswi.se travel. The
longitudinal <Maneways have a capacity of 75 tons, and
a 75 ton crane has been ordererl to replace one of those
now in position. There are also seven 10-ton assemb-
ling hoists.

The ere.-ting bays are equipped with six e-ton .I'ib

eranes with longitudinal travel. One of the erecting
floors will be reserved for the assemblage of paper-
making machinery, and the other floor will be used
for the hydraulic maeliinciy

.

Foundry.
The foundry as at present used, is a building 145

ft. by 181 ft. but will shortly be enlarged to 145 ft. by
330 ft. The cupolas comprise one of 84 inch dia., not
.vet installed but shortly to replace the 37 inch cupola
now in place, and one of 54 inches. There are two
ca.sting pits, but the foundry extension will be equipped
with a casting pit 120 ft. long by 30 ft. wide and >!

ft. deep, intended for pouring the large castings to be
u^ed for the water turbines. The equipment of the
foundry further includes a modern sand-blast room,
large and small core-<jvens. .iolt-ranimer, etc. A cind-
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ei-iniy is I'sed for reclaiming metal aiul coke from tlie

cinders. The foundry is equipped with a 70-ton and

a 15-ton crane.

The steam-plant consists of six Rohl) boilers aggre-

gating 1.000 h.p., a 2,000 c. ft. air-compressor. 400 kw.

d.c. generator direct-connected with a Bellis-Morcom

engine, and a 500 kw. motor-generator set. The liriek

stack is 150 ft. high.

The pattern shop is a separate brick and steel build-

ing 176 ft.' by 60 ft.

The machinery is not yet all in place, but it is in-

tended to provide some very large tools so that it will

be of sufficient capacity to handle the largest sized

machinery parts that are expected to be used in Can-

da. Similarly the foundry is being equipped to make
castings of the largest dimensions that can be trans-

ported in the country.

The machinery, already installed and to be provided,

includes drills, slotters, boring mills, lathes, planers,

key-seater, bolt-threaders, grinders and gear-cut-

ting tools, wheel presses, etc. A Farrell grinder, 32

inch, by 240 inch, is in use for truing uj) the calender

rolls of paper-making machinery, an ojioratioii requir-

ing great precision.

must be fitted with exactness and ver.v small clear-

ances, and. while the separate ))arts are not of intricate

design, the.v must be made and fitted with jirecision.

Paper-making machinery already made and delivered

b.v the predecessors of the Dominion Engineering
Works (The Dominion Engineering and ^lachinery

Co.) includes one 84 inch fourdrinier writing-paper

machine for the Howard Smith Co., Beauharnois, Que.

In addition to the Laurentide order there is also

being built a 148 inch Harper tissue-paper machine
for the Interlake Tissue Mills and a lioard machine
for the Strathcona Pajier Co.

Hydraulic Machinery.
The Company has obtained the exclusive Canadian

rights for the manufacture of hydraulic machinery
from the designs of the I. P. Morris Co. of Philadel-

phia whose ]>atented designs and patterns will lie avail-

able for use. The LP. Morris Co. is the turbine-division

of Wm. Cramp and Sons. Ship and Engine Building
Co. of Philadelphia. :Mr. H. B. Taylor, vice-Prcsident

of ilessrs. Cramps is a director of the Dominion En-
gineering Works, Limited.
At the present time the Company is building two

20,000 h.p. water-wheel units for the Laurentide Co.,

Boring a 73 inch dryer roU.

)fThe general equipment of the shops will b

specialized and thoronghl.v adequate character.

The machine-tools are grouped around shafting sup-

ports erected from the floor, an arrangement that

leaves the roof free from the movement of the cranes

andAriists. and relieves the roof trusses of weight. The
mac4ine-tools are grouped according to type to facili-

fate'the work and supervision.

There is ample floor space both for assembling and
erecting, and for an.v additional machinery that ma.v

be provided

.

At the jiresent time the works are building two 166

inch high-speed newsprint nuwhines for the Laurentide
<'c»i)|iany. These machines are of the latest type. The
flrvers. which weigh 16 tons in finished condition, ami
are 72 inches in diameter, rev(dvc at a circumferencial
speed of 1,000 ft. per minute, and reqtiire ver.v exact

balancing. Generally speaking, paper-making machin
ery is of Miinple de>iign. It crinsistw essentially of passing

« film of woiiil-pnlp o\cr a sci-ies of dr.vers heated with
sleHni, and Ibrongli n number of rolls covered with rub
ber, felt, or made of polinhed metal, as require<l. This
train of drums and r(dls revolves ver\- swifth-. and

Rongh dryer roU ca«tin(a.

being a" duplicate of the units now in operation at this

Company's plant and two 10,800 Il.P. units for the

(Cedars plant of the Montreal Light. Heat and Power
Compan.v.

The work alread.v done by the Dominion Engineering
Works, and that in inunediate prospect, together with
the large exjiansion which nnist necessarily follow an
cnteriirisc that opens u|) so specialize<l, and at the

same time so undeveloped a field as this compan.v has
(thosen for its activities, forecasts a imteworth.v exten-
sion of the metal-workini.' trades in Canada."

Some of the Sights.

;\ paper Mian looks jit things somcwiuit differenll.v

from an iron and steel man. so Mr. (iray's remarks
have the added advantage of giving another point
of view. The e<litor saw a great man.v interesting

things, so many, in fact, that only a few will be re-

fern><l to.

The designing and drawing department is at the

main office in Lachine iind we spent considerable time
there, discussing that part of the work, for which
excellent quarters are provided.

The machine tool and erecting shop is bigger than
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any paper machine room we can recall. The frames

for the press parts of the Laurentide machines were

in position so the rolls could be slipped in and tested

and the great dryer frames stood like giant skeletons.

All parts are fitted and bolted up in the shop, an im-

portant point, especially where a part must occasionally

be made to the design of some one with a patented de-

vice. An interesting feature was the massive ball and
socket joint wliich improves the alignment of the

heaviest rolls. The frequent introduction of ball bear-

ings was also observed

.

Rolls of all kinds were seen in all stages of iirepara-

tion, from building the brick core for the Inigc dryer
castings to tlie final polishing of tube rolls. Mr. Kil-

bury explained tlie various methods of fastening the

journals into the ends of tlie different rolls. Tins is

rather a delicate operation because, as Mr. Gray has

pointed out, even the most massive i)arts must work
in perfect running balance ; the slightest snap to the

paper will sometimes cause it to break. We were told

how many of the l)ig 16 ton (finished) dryer rolls

were cast consecutively without a failure and of the

surprisingly large average of perfect castings of these

difficult jiieces. About a ton of extra metal is poured
so as to give opi)ortuiiity for impurities to ri.se. This

makes a large rim to be cut off. The inside of the cyl-

inder is carefully bored and the outside is turned and
ground to an accurate measurement.

Preparations are being made for an exhaustive inves-

tigation as to what happens to the water inside the

dryer at a variety of speeds. The results are to be

publislied.

There was a big difference between the 6 ft. dia-

meter drvers for tlie Tjaurentide 166" news machine

and the 48 inch dryers for a board nuK-hine, but each

part is just as carefully nuide.

The Dominion Engineering Works has quite a vari-

ety of machines to their credit, which is a compliment
to Canadian versatility; the Howard Smith Pa|)er Mills

machine is alreadv making liigh grade stationery at

Beauharnois, the Interlake tissue machine is a Harper
Fourdrinier which will soon be turning out tissijes,

tlie Strathcona Paper Co. will make various kinds of

boards on tlipir four cvlinder machine, while the twin
machines under constructi(ui for the Laurentide Co.

will be high speed news macliines of the fnost modern
and improved design and construction. Tliese machines
are being elegantly finished. Some people will sa.v

it is a waste of money to fill and rub down the frames
of a naner machine, but such jieoDle never Jieard of

psvcliologv. It niav cost one ner cent, (that is our
S'uess'l to put the best po.ssible finish on tlic machine,
but if that finish, and the knowledge that the comjiauy
feels that wav about its machine, will inspire the crew
to take pride in it and care for it, we say it is not
wasted. The men's opinion will be no higlier tlian

the company's.

There is much more to be told but this is enough
for the present, except that, although all departments
are busy at the present time, the acquisition of new
mai-hinerv and the gi-owing experience of the force

will make it possible for customers to get excellent

service and prompt deliveries.

The editor, as occasion offers, plans to visit other
plants and acipiaint the readers of the Pulp and Paper
Magazine with facilities in Canadian shops for making
j)ulp and jiaper mill ei|ui|)mciit.

Recommended Specifications for Paper Makers Quicklime
and Hydrated Lime

This is the first of a series of sjiecifications for the (bi Dijiuition of (Quicklime and Ui/dnitcd Liiiii.—

lime used in various chemical industries. To assist in Quicklime is the product resulting from the calcina-

the development of the.se specifications, the Bunau of tioa of limestone. It will slake when water is added
Standards has called together an Interdepartmental to it, and this slaking is accompanied by an evolution

Conference on Ciiemical Lime, <-omposed of represen- of heat and an increase in volume. It consists essen-

tatives of the Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines tially of calcium oxide. Hydrated lime is a dry pow-
of -the Interior Department ; the Bureau of Soils, der which is made by treating ipiicklime with enough
Bureau of Chemistry, and Forest Ser\'ice of the De- water to satisfy its chemical affinity. It consists es-

partmcnt of Agriculture; and the Nitrates Division of sentially of calcium hydroxide

the War Department. The present specification, ba.sed 2.—REQUIREMENTS,
on a draft originally prepared by F. A. Curtis, chief (a) Quality.— It is obvious that a clean lime, free
of the paper section, Bureau of Standards, ha,s been from dirt and gritty substances, is desired.
unanimou.sly approved by the above conference, and (b) Composition.—Quicklime and hydrated lime, to
has also received the formal approval of the National meet the requirements of these sfx-cifications, shall
Lime Association and the Technical Association of the not exceed the maximum percentages or fall below
Pulp and Paper IndiLstry. the minimum percentages given in the following table:

1—GENERAL. Quicklime. Hydrated lime.
(a) Use of Lime in Cookin-g Rags.—Rags are cook- Ingredients. Max. Min. Max. Min.

ed in a digester under steam pressure, with lime, soda P.c P.c. P.c. P.c.

ash, or caustic soda, or a mixture of soda ash and Calcium oxide 95 . . 72
lime. They are then washed to eliminate as much Magnesium oxide 2 .. 1.6
noncellulose material as po.ssible. Oxides of silicon, iron and

Either quicklime or hydrated lime may be used for aluminum, and other in-

cooking rags. The decision as to which to use is soluble matter 2 . . 1.6
generally based on availability, cost, and present prae- Carbon dioxide 2 . . 1.6
*'''^'

''f) Pofkinij.—Quicklime is shipped either in bulk

»,,. ,
,. , T> . , , .. « '" 'ai'load lots or barre's JDldinsr IK) jwunds net or

Circular ot the Bureau ot Standards No. 96 issued 2h0 pounds net each. Hvdrated lime is .shipped in
June l.->. 1920, by Department of Commerce, Bureau paper bags holding 50 pounds net each
of Standards, S. W. Stratton, Director. (d) .VorX-ifu/.—Each package, or each carload of
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bulk material, shall be legibly marked with the names

of the eonsignor and consignee, and with some means

of identifying the particular contract on which the

shipment is made.

This information is in addition to tliat required by

the Federal lime-barrel law.

3.—SAMPLING AND TESTING

(a) S'a»ip/i)i.7.—The purchaser will bear all expense

of sampling and te.stiiig. When «|uicklime is shipped

in bulk, the sam))lc shall be so taken that it will re-

l)resent an average of all parts of the shipment from

top to bottom, and shall not contain a disjjroportion-

ate share of the top and bottom layers, which are most

subject to changes. The sample shall comprise at

least 10 shovelfuls taken from different parts of the

shipment. The total .-ample taken shall weigh at

least 100 ])nunds, and shall be crushed to pa.ss a 1-

inch ring, mixed thoroughly, and "quartered" to pro-

vide a 1-i-pound sample for the laboratory.

Wlien quicklime is shipped in barrels, at least 3 per

cent of the number of barrels shall be sampled. They

shall be taken from various parts of the .shipment,

dumped, mixed, and sampled as specified in the above

paragraph.

In the case of hydrated lime, the sample shall be

a fair average of the shipment. Three per cent of the

packages .-rhall be sampled. The .sample shall be taken

from the .surface to the centre of the package. The

material so obtained shall be thoroughly mixed and

quartered to jn-ovide a 2-pound samjile for tlie labora-

tory.

When sami)ling quicklime or hydrated lime, it is

essential that the operation be conducted as expedi-

tiously as ])o-sil)le. in order to avoid undue exposure

of the material to the air. The sample to be sent

to the laboratory shall immediately be placed in an

air-tight container in which the nnu.sed portion siuill

be stored until the shipment has l)een finally accept

ed or rejected by the purchaser.

The sample may be taken either at the point of

shipment or at the point of destination, as agreed up-

on by the contracting parties. The maximum limit

for carbon dioxide as given in these specifications

holds only when the sami)le is taken at j)oint of ship-

ment. If it is desired to take the sami)le at jwint of

destination, due allowance must be made in order tiiat

the lime manufacturer shall irt he ])enalizcd for the

carbon dioxide absorbed in transit.

(b) Trsliiif).—The following directions ai'c a brief

sumyry of the analytical methods which are reeom-

menjed. For more complete infornuition on this sub-

ject teference shoidd !»' made to The Analysis of Sili-

cate and Carbonate Hocks, by W. F. Hillebrand. I'nit

ed States (Jeological Survey, linlletin No. 700

Blast 0..") g of the sample for 1"> minutes in » plat

inuin crucible. Cool, and transfer to an i-vaporating

dish. Mix to a slurry with distilled walci-. Add •"> to

10 te. concentrated IK'I. Ilciit gently until solulinii

is ooraplefc, breaking up lumps if uei-essaiv . Kvap-

orate to dryne-s on water bath. Add ") to 10 cc. con-

centrated Ilf'l, and dilute with an ecpial volume of

distilled water. Digest on water bath for 10 minutes.

Filter, and wash with hot water. Evaporate the fil-

trate to dryness. Dissolve in acid and water as before.

Filter, and waoh with hot water. Ignite the two pre

eipitates together, and weigh as silica and in.<oluble

matter.

Dilute the above filtrate to 2r,0 ec. Aild MCI if

necessary to insure a total volume of 10 to 15 cc.

Make alkaline with NH^OH. Boil until odor of NH3
is barely noticeable. Filter, and wash slightly with

hot water. Di.ssolve the precipitate with hot dilute

IK'I. and repeat the precipitation as before. Filter,

and wash thoroughly with hot water. Ignite, and
weigh as oxides of iron and aluminum.

To the filtrates from the above add a few drops of

NH4OH and bring to a boil. Add 2') cc. of a satur-

ated solution of (NHJ.X"..,04. Continue boiling until

the precipitate becomes granular. Let stand until

precipitate settles clear. Filter, and wash with boil-

ing water. Ignite the precipitate, dissolve in dilute

HCl. and dilute to 100 cc. Add excess of NH.OII.
and boil. Filter out any insoluble matter, ignite and
weigh, and add its weight to the oxides of iron and
alumina founds previously. To this filtrate, add
(NHJ.CoO^, proceeding as before- Filter, and wash
with boiling water. Ignite and blast to constant

weight as calcium oxide.

Acidify the filtrates from the above with HCl.
Evaporate to 150 cc Add 10 cc of a saturated .solu-

tion of NaNH.HPO. and boil. Cool. Add NH.OH
drop by drop, with constant stirring, until the preci-

pitate starts to form. Then add moderate excess of

NH^OH. Stir ff)r several minutes. Let stand over-

night. Filter, and dissolve the i)recii)itate excess of

dilute IICI. Dilute to 100 cc, add 1 cc. of saturated

solution of NaNHjIlPO,, and precipitati' as before.

Filter, and wa<li with an alkaline solution made by
diluting Nil ,011 until it contains about 2'V2 per cent

NIL, and then adding a few drops of UNO..,. Ignite,

and weigh as ^Ig.P^O;. Multiply this weight by
40/111 to find the wei'ght of MgO.'

Place 5 g of the sample in a small Erlenmeyei- flask

and cover with hot distilled water. Connect this flask

into a carbon-dioxide train, set up as follows: Next

to the flask is a reflux condenser, to which is con-

nected a ealeium-ehloride di-yiug tube, followeil by a

tube containing anhydrous CuSO,, then another tube

of CaCL, then by two tidies filled with soda lime, and
finally by another tube of CaCt.. The entire train

nuist 1h' so arranged that a stream of C0„ free air

can be kept passing through it.. Start this stream of

air. Weigh the tubes containing soda lime ami re-

place them in the train. Add to the sample in. the

flask about 25 cc. of 1 :1 HCl, being eaieful that no
gas is lost and that the effervescence is not too violent

during the operation. When the effervescence dim-
inishes, heat the flask, bringing the liipiid gradually
to boiling. Hf)il for 1 minute. Renu)ve the flame ami
allow the flask to cool while the stream of air is still

flowing for 30 minutes. Diseiuiueet and weigh the

sf)da-lime tubes. Theii- increase in weight is recoided
as eai'bon dioxide,

(c) liftisliiKj.— Nntiee oC tile rejection of a shi|)-

iiH-nt based on these specifications must be in the

hands of the consignor within 10 days after the re-

ceipt of the shipment iit the point of di'stiiudion. If

the consignor ilesires a letcst, he shall notify the con-

signee within ."> days of receipt of the notice of re

jeetion. The original testing laboratory shall keep the

sample sealed air-tight from the time they have taken
out enough material lor the original test until the ex-

piration of the 15 diiys noted. The original testing

laboratory shall agree to transmit the sample to any
other laboratory for a letest at the direction of both
of the contracting parties This rete.sf shall be uf the

expense of the consignor
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Technical Section

vAiiOOATION;.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A-1. Reaction products of alkali-sawdust fusion;

acetic, formic, and oxalic acids and methyl alcohol.

S. A. Mahood and 1). E. I'alile. Forest Products Labora-

tory Madison, Wis. J. Iiul. and Eng. Chem. 11, fi^AJh

(1919). 17-20 per cent, of acetic acid can be obtained

from hardwood sawdust by fusion with NaOII. A
simultaneous production of oxalic acid amounting to

approximately 50 per cent, of tlie dry weight of the

wood is obtained. If tlie reaction is carried out in a

closed vessel, a simultaneous i)roduction of methyl al-

cohol results amounting to 2.4 per cent. ; but as the

temperature is increased l)eyond 200" C. the yield of

oxalic acid is considerably reduced. At lower tempera-

tures both formic and acetic acids are produced a-

mounting to approximately 15 per cent .each. It ap-

pears that the yields of oxalic acid obtained from pine

with XaOH will more nearly approach those ol)taine{l

with KOII if the temperature is kept at approximately

200°C, the heating prolcnged, and the rati" nf alkali

to sawdust maintained at 3 to 1. It has Iteen found

possible to recover as much as 91 i>er cent, of tlie alkali

used.—A.P.-C.

A-1. Modification of the phenylhydrazine method
for determining pentosans. Paul .^lellalli ami (

'.
'!'.

Dowell, Oklahoma Expt. Sta. J. Ind. and Eiig. ('liein..

11, 1024-5, (1919). The distillation is carrie.l out witli

H3SO, instead of IIC\. No XaCi is added to the dis-

tillate, and NaoSO, may be added, or not. After tlu»

addition of the phenylhydrazine to an ali<|Uot part

of the distillate, tiie solution is stirred for the re-

quired time l)y bulibling CO^. into it. An aliquot (50ec)

of the filtrate from the hydrazone is put, by means
of a dropping funnel, into a 250cc Fresenius nitrogen

bulb, which has been previously filled with a 10 per

cent- solution of ammoniaeal cojiper sulphate and heat-

ed to expel the air. A lOOcc burette; is connected to the

tube of the Fresenius bulb and a glass tulie provided

with a stopcock connects tlie neck of the bulb with a

Schiff's nitrometer containing H.SO,. The aliquot of

the filtrate is brought into tlie bulb by closing the

cock leading to the nitrometer and lowering the bur-

ette. The bulb is heated so as to keep the reaction

mixture near the boiling point until the reaction is

complete. The method gave the same results as the

])hloroglucinol method on 3 sanii>les of grain sorglium
cut at different stages cf growth.—A.P.-C.

A-1. The proximate analysis of wood. AV. H. Dore.

J. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. 11, 556-63, (1919). Methods
for the siunmative analysis of woods are described
and analyses of 5 California woods by these methods
are given. Sawdust is found to be the most satisfac-

tory mechanical condition of wood for analytical jnir-

poses. Cellulf)se in wood is determined by a modifica-

tion of Cross and Bevan"s method involving chlorina-
tion in vacuo. The cellulose residues are tested for

the presence of lignin and corrections applied when
necessary. Lignin is determined by Koenigs method
with 72 per cent. H,SO,. The probable relation of
lignin so obtained to true lignin is discussed. In the
analysis of coniferous woods by these methods 96-

7 per cent, of the wood constituents are accounted for.

In the case of the hardwoods examined, the lignin

determinations fail and only 83-91 i)er cent, of the wood
constituents are obtained. Cutin is not a constituent

of importance in Avood tissue. —A.P.-C.

A-3. New process for obtaining paper pulp (from
gorse). Fr. patent No. 4!).').3tJ7. .1. C. Daiizciic. A. F.

F. Robert, and C. Falire. 'rouluuse, France. Papeterie,

41, 49G, (N.iv. 10. P)i;ti.~A.I'.-C.

A-3. Blady grass, new source of pulp. Paper, 25,

596, (1919). A mill has recently been established in

the Cairns district, Queensland, wiiicli manufactures
at)(nit 10 t. of pulp a week from blady grass (Impera-
taarundinacea ), for the manufacture of coarse papers.

The raw material is abundant and the demand large,

so that the pr(psi)ects are encouraging.—A.P.-C.

A-3. Notes on some new fibres. Albert Janvier,

Direeleur Techniiiue des Papeteries de I'lndo-Chine.
Papeterie. 41, 4S2-6, (Nov. 10, 1919). Notes on the
various kinds of bamboo, and on tlie methods actually
used for obtaining pulp from them.—A.P.C.

A-12. Proximate analysis of commercial casein. F.

L. Hrownc. Fnicsi Pn-iliiris L;il,., .Madison. Wis. .1.

In.l. and Eng. Clieni., IL 1019-24, (19191. A system
for the prciximate analysis of casein, consisting of

determinations of color, odor, moisture, fat, asli, N.
and acidity, is <iescribed. The results of the analysis
of some 200 samples of casein of different types and
methods of manufarturc are reported and disciLSsed.

—A.P.-C.
A-12. An improvement in casein making. J. L. Sam-

mis. J. Ind. and Eng. Clieni.. 11, 7(i4-7. (1919K A
study of the u|iiiinuni (Miiidiliuns for obtaining a casein
having low ash and acidity. The method recommended
is as follows:—Heat skim milk to about 95°F., stir

vigorously while adding dil. acid slowly until a clear
whey is obtained, avoiding excess of acid. The curd
obtained at this temperature is just coarse and coher-
ent enough to settle rapi<lly and permit draining the
whey, but sufficiently loose and open to jiermit ready
washing witli water.—.\.P.-C.

A-14. A paper tearing resistance tester. U. N. Case.
.1. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. 11, 49-51, (1919). A very
sim|)le apparatus is described for measuring the re-

.-istanee of paper to tearing. Its advantages are:

—

(1) The comparative length of the fibre and its peel-
ing qualities are .shown in the result. (2) .Sizing does
not increase the tearing resistance to such an ex-
tent as it does the other tests. (^) The apparatus
is sim]>Ie and depends on no springs and gauges.
It is applicable to both light and heavy papers. (4)
The amount of grain in the paper is sho\vn. (5) The
load is applied with an unchanging rate of increa.se. Its
disadvantages are:— (1) The testing is tedious. (2)
There is an aiqjarent disadvantage due to the sensitive-
ness of the test in that the individual tests on the
same sample vary so greatly that even the average
of these tests appears unreliable until it is observed
that the tearing resistance numbers of different grades
of paper .show much greater distinction between the
grades than the corresponding Mullen. Ashcroft, or
Schopper tests.—A.P.-C.
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B. I
T- 1 VI whole trade betwcni the British and Scandinavians.

ritlSn 1 TtlQC i>C>\S Naturally the Scandinavian pulp and paper men are

^ T , ,. 1 .> keen on the nropos;il and Sweden has alreadv given
(From our London ( orre.spondent ) ^

^^^pp^^^ ^^ ^,^^ ^^,^^^^^^. ^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^ ,^j^ ^,^j^^^ j-^^.
^^^^^^

Jul.v 31, 1920. and paper consunuTs in England. The present .sea

The International Number of the "'Pulp and Paper route i.s slow and at times uncertain. There is also

Magazine" has just reached London. It is a great heavy freightage and Scandinavians are out for the

triumph in the progress of journalism and pulp and cheapest sea route,

papermen have read it with extreme pleasure. I think Imperial Paper Mills,

one paper man summed up the whole view of the Inte. Subscriptions have liecn invited, at 9S per cent, for

national Number when he said: " From the greatest an issue of £800,000 T'/b per cent, guaranteed 15 year

pulp manufacturer down to an eight-year old child in mortgage debenture stock by the Imperial Paper ^lills

a home can sit down and read it and enjoy it. " There Ltd.. Gravesend. Tlic capital was very soon realised

is no doubt this International Number can show what and the demands for shares very great. The company
Canadian enterprise means—editorially, typographi- was formed in 1909 by the Amalgamated Press, Lon-

cally. and in the difficult task of illustration produc- don, for the purpose of erecting and equipping an up-

tion, not to speak of the 3-color work. to-date paper mills capable of supplying the needs of

Edward Lloyd, Ltd. the Amalgamated Press and other large consumers of

At the 30th ordinary ^'cneral meeting of Edward paper. The Press alone had, or has. something like 70

Lloyd. Ltd.. Mr. Frank Lloyd was again welcomed a.>* odd magazines and periodicals. The company also

chairman and governing director. In a concise speech supplies paper to -'The Times" (London) "Daily

he said the profits for the year past showed an in- Mail", "Mirror". "Sunday Pictorial", and other iiro-

erease of £45,091 18s. 7d.. as compared with 1918, after niinent papers. The directors are Sir Geo. Sutton,

making provision for taxes and expenses, and the di- Bart, (chairman of the Amalgamated Press Ltd.) ilr.

rectors recommended a dividend of 13% per cent, on A. E. Linford. Mr. Stanley Cousins, Mr. C. L. Stevens,

the ordinary shares, carrying forward £130,976 16s.. (of A. E. Reed & Co.). and Mr. E. A. Swisham (of the

as against £52,690 4s. lid. brought in. That would Anglo-Newfoundland Development Co.) The mills at

bring the average distribution since the outbreak of Gravesend are of the most modern type and the paper-

war up to 9 1/3 per cent, on the nominal capital of making machines range from 94 inch, to 166 inch.

£600.000. If. however, the real i-apital employed in wide on the wire. The oldest machine was erected 9

the business be taken into account, the average return .vears ago and the newest machine was put down quite

over the last six years only worked out at about TYj. recently. The Imperial Paper Mills are on the river

per cent. Larger dividends could have been paid, but Thames, with a frontage of 1,200 feet, and they have

it had been the policy of the company to strengthen their own wharves and piers. There are also railway

the business and provide the necessary funds for sidings which facilitate the mill paper being easily

further expansion by the setting aside of ample re- ru.shed into London. The great point in the mills favor

serves and by a very conservative policy in the distri- is the close proximity to London. It is simply a ca.se

bution of dividends' of make the paper and in less than an hour it is in the

Pulp and Paper Expansion. hands of the consumer. Operations are now in pro-

As regards the working of the past year, Mr. Frank Sre«« *» ^''•'"f^ t'"^ capacity from 1,500 tons a week to

Lloyd mentioned that the production of pulp in Nor- 1'^"" tons a week.

way and paper at Sittingbourne both showed a re-
raper Clothes.

markable expansion. Owing to the adoption of the ^lost of us by this time have .seen some of the paper

3-shift .system in August last year, a sensible slowing clothes used l)y th.> (ierman Army for diverse pur-

down in the growth of production was experienced, poses. The lean years have not come to an end with

with a gradual improvement during the remaining the end of the war. and the "Ersatz" materials are

months of the year. The current year would show a mo'e needed than ever. But the latest development

still greater improvement, the pre-war standard of '""st be confessed surprising. Germany is putting on

production having now been pa.ssed with the prospect sa'e in London, if anyone can be found to buy. suits

of further improvement in the future. The change "f men's clothes "of the very best class of paper fex-

ove| to the 3-shift sy.stem was a serious handicap to ture" an<l the prices range from V^; dollar to 5 dollars,

production for the time being, but thanks to the de- '^^^'y "PPeai' to be a sort of flexible strcuig kraft. One
termination of the men, all difficulties had been over- can fancy a Canadiiin paper mill in another 50 years

come, a result he ventured to predict at the last annual ''"ic announcing that it produces paper texture of the

meeting. In conclusion, Mr. Lloyd paid a high com- ^'"'T ''•"'1* c'ass, and pa|)cr fabrics, suitable for "ready-

pliment to their .staff and the retiring directors, Mr. for-service" garments. Realise how the fair-sex will

flarry Lloyd and Mr K Raynham were re-elected. '»•'<•«' " 'y'"^ i'^'" "" ""' sabsman of the mill.

Swedish Pulp Transport. The Pulp Market.
Everything points to the fact that there is some- The nuirket for <'lii'iiiical ami ground-wood pul|)s is

thing good in store for the transport of pidp from dull. There is a holid:i.\ feeling existing. Mills, how-
.Sweden to England. There is a war-time relic known ever, have fair stocks. Quotations are about as fol-

as the North Sea steam ferry and Mr. Montagu Villiers, lows :

—

who has recently been on a visit to London, has been Bleached Sulphite £85 £90
discussing the proposal to use the ferry between Swe- Easy Bleaching 571^ 62
den and England. Swedish representatives are short- Newsprint Sidphite 53V^ 55
ly coinJTig to England to discuss the project with Bri rnbleached Soda (No. 1) ,')0 52V{!
fish traders and manufacturers, and there is a grow- Soda Kraft (No. 1) .JO 42
ing belief that a North Sea steam ferry would so Ground-wood (moist) 1714 18
quicken the transport of goods as to revolutionise the Ground-wood (dry) :J4 'i-iV^
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Mr. A. L. Dawo, Secretary of tlie Cauadiau Pu^)
aud Paper Association, iroiitrcal, was in Toronto this

week.

Press Day at the ("anadiau National Exhibition will

be on Friday, September 3rd and .September 9tb will

be given over to the Imperial Press delegates.

Mr. Ben Logie, who for many years has been con-

nected with the E. B. Eddy Co., has been appointed
manager of the company's Toronto branch.

Mr. Arthnr Jewitt. of the office staff of the Pro-

vincial Paper ]Mills, Limited, in Toronto, has returneil

from an enjoyable holiday trip to the French River.

Mr. M. W. ;M. McElheran, a former well-known
AYestern Ontario jirinter. now with the Stovel people

in Winnipeg, was a caller on the trade in Tonmto this

week.

Mr. E. G. R. Clarke has removed from Toronto to

Peterborough, where he will in future reside, and
where he has been appointed salesman for the Can-
adian Nashua Paper Co.. Ltd.. of that city.

One hundred and twenty-six cords of pulpwood are

being oit and loaded even' twenty-four hours at the

Hydro plant on the old Rathbun property in North
Hastings. Night and day shifts are being employed.

No. 1 paper machine of the Provincial Paper Com-
pany's mill at Georgetown is elosed down this week
owing to the blowing out of a cylinder head. The
machine will be interrupted in its operation for pos-

sibly ten days.

^Ir. T^. yt. Waite. President and General ilanager

of the Kamistiquia Pulp and Paper Company of Port

Arthur, inspected the work at the new mill this week

and expressed himself as being well pleased with the

progress that has been made. His intention is to push

the work at as high a speed as pos.sible in order that

operations may be started within a few months.

The current issue of the Ontario Gazette contains

the notice of incorporation of the Kaniinistiquia Lum-
ber Co.. Ltd.. with head office at Fort "William. The
company is empowered to engage in the lumber and

pulp business and is capitalized at $200,000. The pro-

visional directors are D. E. ^FcKay. E. B. Sutherland.

N. IL Paterson. H. P. Burnyeat and H. TV. Robinson.

Canadian Opinion Publishing Company. Limited,

with head office at Toronto, is a recent incorporation

under the Ontario Companies Act. The company is

authorized to engage in a general publishing business

and is capitalized at $40,000. The provisional direc-

tors are Charles Cox. C. H. Morri.< and C. H. Haw-
thorn.

The Toronjo Carton Club held its regular luncheon

at the Country Club at Guelph on Tuesday last, and

it proved to be the most largely attended of any of

the out-of-town luncheons yet held. Twenty-eight mem-
bers of the club sat down at the table, representatives

being present from Toronto. Hamilton. Gait, Brant-

ford, Kitchener and Guelph. The gathering proved a

thoroughly en.joyable one.

With fine pitching by Johnson and good supi)ort
and hard hitting from the team, Laurentide won the
fiiNt game of the new series with Three Rivers. A
series of five games between the two clubs is being
played to decide the championshi)) of the St. Maurice
Valley, the St. ^faurice team from Cap Madeleine is

out of the old league.

]\rr. Fred Abraham, of Montreal, died la.st Friday.
He was for many years .«ecretarv-treasurfr of tlie

Herald Co., arid lately was jiresident of the Atlas
Bond and Security Corporation, which is interested
in the development of the pulp and paper industry.
He was also active in civic affairs, philanthropic work,
protection of birds and other good movements,

Tn connection with the visit of the delegates to the
rmperial Press Conference, an interesting feature in

Toronto was an address sriven before the Empire
<^'idi at the Kins' Edward Hotel by Mr. Robert Don-
ald, of London. Encr.. Chairman of the Empire Press
T'nion. on "After-war Peace Complications from the
Viewpoint <'f Empire."
The vi-itin-r members of the Imperial Press Con-

ference spent the first three days of this week in To-
ronto, where thev were the suests of the City Coun-
cil and various civic and social orcranizations by whom
thev were lavishly entertained. On Tuesday they were
entertained at Hart House at luncheon by the Gov-
ernors of the Fniver^itv of Toronto, after which a
siiecial convo<'ation was held at which the following
ro,.,Mved honorary- dcL'recs at the hands of Sir Robert
Falconor: 'SW. Robert Donald. Mr. Geoffrey E. Fair-
fax. Chairman of the Australian Section of the Em-
nire Press T'nion and part pronrietor of the Sydney
Mominfr Herald: Sir Robert Bruce, editor of the
'"'-'as^'ow Herald and R'Tht Hon. Sir Gilbert Parker,
^art. Other features of the visit were luncheons bv
the civic bodv. the Harbor Commissioners and the
Roval CanafWan Yac'it Club. The delegates are now
to'iriu" southern and western Ontario.
The Strathcona Paper Company, manufacturers of

buildinsr papers and lieht boards. Strathcona, Ont.. re-
port that thev are busv in the sheathing line and that
hey cannot keep up with their orders. The company
have .iust installed another machine, which was start-
ed up this week. It is a one-cylinder machine with a
"2-inch trim, and ha= 21 driers 42 inches in diameter.
The company a'so has on order with the Dominion
'="n«rineerine Co. of Montreal a four-cylinder board
machine of 84-inch trim. The present wet Fourdrin-
ier is being discarded and they are adding the equip-
ment of their board machine to their present machine.
s" that they wHll have a complete board machine con-
sisting of four cylinder over-head felt, three baby
presses, three common presse.-. 36 driers 84 x 48 inches
and other necessarv wpiipment. It is not expected
that the new plant will be in operation before next
spring. The company have also added new motors
in the beater room and two new boilers have bc^n in-
stalled.
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The Koyal Securities Corporation has issued a maii

in colors, showing the location of the limits of thi-

Riordon Company and their water powers and pulji

and saw mills. From the map it appears that this

company controls 10,5!)0 square miles of timber, or

about a third of the area of the Ottawa River basin.

The latest color card of the Sandoz Chemical Works.

Hasie. Switzerland, for dye stuffs for paper manu-
facture has been received by ^IcArthur, Irwin, Ltd.,

Montreal. Copies will be sent to any who may bo in-

terested.

Lieut.-Col. Thomas Gibson, Vice-President of tiie

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills Co., Ltd.. the

Secretary Mr. J. J. (;il)s()u and Mr. H. T. IL Watson,

President of the Canadian ^Machinery Corporation of

Gait, one of the directoi-s of the company, are with

the directors and officials this week on a regular tour

of inspection of the Spanish River mills at Sault Ste.

Jlarie. Espanola and Sturgeon Falls.

The first Board of Directors of the Kaministiciuia

Pidp and Paper Company, recently organized, consists

of the following: L^ M. Waite, President and Manag-
ing Director, A. E. Osier, John Ball, C. D. Howe, F.

R. Graham, Hon. T. W. McGarry, K.C., and J. A.

Regan, Secretar>--Treasurer. The mills of the com-

pany are to be at Port Arthur, and the fir.st unit is

expected to be in operation in about four months.

Mr. A. P. Costigane. Secretary of the Caiiadiaii

Pulp and Paper ]\Iakei-s' Safety Association, has re-

turned to Toronto after visiting the mills in Northern
Ontario and other parts of the province. The visii*

was made with a view to stimulating and further de-

veloping the .safety organizations already in existence

among the pidp and paper mills of Ontario. ^Meetings

and conferences with the safety committees and other

organizations were held and the situation as to acci-

dent and near-accident in-evention thoroughly dis-

cu.s-sed. Jlr. Castigane states that the general sitiiii-

tion improves dail.v, and that the existing maehinerx-

for protecting the employees is becoming increasingly

efficient.

The Ninth Annual Congress of the National Safely

Council will be held in Milwaukee, Se|>tember 127 to

Octob.T 1 inclusive, at which the Canadian T'ul|) and
Pai)er Makers' Safety Association will be represented

by the Secretary, Mr. A. P. Costigane. Fmm advices

reeeivfd by the T'anadian secretary, the gathering i)ro-

misps to be the best attended and most enthusiastic yet

held. All Canadian pulj) and paper mills interested

in accident prevention are being urged to send repre-

sentatives in order to help along the good work. Man\-
irwresting papers and discussions will feature the
g^hering.

KAPUSKASING MILL ASSURED
The .Spruce Falls Company, a new Canadian con-

cern, backed by large American interests, have com
ftptod arranireiiieiits with the Drnry Government foi

faking over 24.727 acres of pnijiwood limits in 0'l4rieii

Township, a 1.740 sftnare-rnile limit granted to Mund\
and Stewart in 1!MH, 400 acres of the Kapiiskasing
colony farm, and the farm buildings and water-powei
rijrhts on the Kapuskasing IJiver,

It is expected that a very large industry will shortly

develop in the Kapuskasing settlement.

"We expect within a nH)nfh or mo to lay out a (Jo

vernroenf ttiwnsite," said Premier Dniry. "We are

not going to let them do what was done at Irotpiois

Falls, where the eoinpany laid out the towusite Biul

controlled the town.
An important clause in the agreement binds the

company to reserve for the use of Canadian publishers

up to lo per cent, of its total output of newsprint, to

be sold at the current market rates. "I might say that

this clause will be inserted in all future agreements

where pulpwood limits are sold,'' stated Premier
Drury. A reservation of 10 per cent, of all water

power developed by the company is also made for the

use of the town which may spring up on the Govern-
ment townsite.

The right of the (iovernnient to raise the pulp dues
(Ui the old Mundy and Stewart limits has been rec-

ognized by the new company.
Under the original grant the flat rate was 75 cents

a cord. The new company will pay $1.15 for spruce,

and for other pulpwood i'5 cents a cord. Saw-log
tindier used for luiidier will be paid for at timber

rates.

In O'Brien Township $1.60 a cord for spruce and
$1.30 a cord for other pulpwood are to be paid. The
company must destroy the brush to the satisfaction of

the Department of Lands and Forests.

For 400 acres of the Government settlement farm
south of the Transcontinental track and east of the

river, upon which the company will erect its plant, the

price agreetl upon was $100 an acre. The company is

to take over all buildings on this area at a valuation

.set by the Government. If this valuation is not sa-

tisfactory a boai'd of arbitration is to l)e agreed upon.
This excludes the settlement schoolhouse, which is to

be moved at the expense of the company to a point

designated by the Government.
Six hundred men are read.v to comnu-iice operations

in the work of erecting the power house and mill build-

ings. The comi)any undertakes to erect a saw mill

with a capacity of 70.000 square feet daily, ruiming in

two shifts, by January next; a pulp mill with a cap-

acity of ."tO tons a day by January, 1922. and a paper
mill with a caiiacity of 75 tons of newsprint daily by
January 1, 1!>2S. When in full operation, the plant

will employ about 2.500 haiuls.

Mr. F. J. Sen.senbreniu>r, the president of the ne«
comjiany, is vice-president of the Kimberley. Clark
('()., of Xeenah. Wisconsin, a company owning several

other paper and pulp mills in the United States. With
him are associates S. A. Mundy, of Mradford. I'enii..

anil Iv Stewart, of Toronto, (the two original lessees).

(Jeorge F. Hardy of .\ew York is the engineer in

charge and the contract f(n- eonstruelion has been le<

to Fraser. Mrace Co.. of Montreal.

THE PRICE OF NEWSPAPERS.
Sixty-one of the lit daily newsi>apers in Caiuida now

have a copy rale of :t cents.

The New York Evening World and the Cleveland
I'laindealer have increased their price to ',\ cents a

co|iy.

All the evening newspapers of New York in the Kiiu'

(isli language now charge H cents a cojiy.

The per copy rate of the Toronto Weekly Star is

10 cents instead of 5 cents as heretofore.

Timber from in.sectM or fire killed trees is .iusf'a.s

good for any structural purpose as that from live trees

of similar quality, pruviding the wood has not been
subseqtiently injured by decay or insects Market
dead frees before they suffer injury.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Tdrmitn. August 14.—While a lumihcr nf Cauadian

industries are beginning to feel the effet-t of quieter

times and while automobile-t)uying is slackening and
nianufaeturers of various lines of goods are laying off

hands by the liundreds, the prosperity of the pulp

and paper trade continues with no sign of abatement.

Several of Toronto's big factories and others through-

out the proviiu'e luive been decreasing their i)roduc-

tion of late by reducing their working staffs by hun-

dreds, but whether this action is the result of business

necessity or a settled policy on the part of manufac-
turers to bring down the present high cost of produc-

tion and increase output later on when it is lioped labor

may be had more cheaply, is a point that is being freely

discussed. The pulp and pajjcr trade, however, it not

similarly affected and efforts are being directed to-

wards getting all the help po.ssible. Business demands
it and promises to demand it for many niontlis to

come. Aside from a slightly quiet jieriod in the print-

ing trade and a consequent lessening of enquiries for

stock among the .iol)bers tliere has been no slackening

in tlie paper trade. The mills are just as busy as ever

and a visit to the iiaju'r warehouses in Toronto re-

veals low stocks and (|uick turn-over of goods as they

arrive from the mills.

Jobbers in a Quandry.

.Tobl)ers and manufacturing stationers, while mani-
festing great faith in the continued (irospei-ity of the

trade, are being called upon to do some close figuring

as to buying jiolicy and admit that there is some un-

certainty as to the wisdom of buying heavily at the

present time. For instance one big manufacturing
stationer who used to pay about S cents a yard for

binder's cloth for the Itook bindery and is now i)ay-

ing 4.") cents a yard, some few months ago jilaced an
order in Englaml aggregating .-fiT.OOO. This order car-

ried with it the privilege of cancellation just about
now. and the manufacturer this week was called upon
to decide whether or not to cancel it and run chaiues
of getting easier pi-ices later on. or to take it wliile

he had tlie oj>)iort(nuty and ensure his sn|>ply. His
decision was to take the goods at the i>rice. rather
than be cauglit phort. as has been the case in some
similar instances in the past.

Freer Shipments.

Shipments of various lim>s of pa]>er from the mills

are reported as slightly freer, although jobbers report
that in no one line .can adequate supplies be secured.
One Toronto house received a car load of box board
this week, but it didn't come direct from the mill.

The jobbers and manufacturing stationers are continu-
ally on the look-out for supjilies and in the i)articnlar

instance under notice the car load of box paper was
bought from a man who was not going to use it right

away and was willing to let it go at a price considerably
in advance of the one which he paid for the good.s and
which netted him a nice profit on the transaction.
The house had to have the goods at once and as they
%ou1d not be had from the mill, the deal was made in

I lie oi)en market with results salisfact(n-y to both par-

ties.

Now is the Buying Time.

In a few quarters among the jobi)crs there has been

a disposition to ease off a bit in their buying but the

consensus of oi)inion in the trade is that the market
and the outlook for the future does not justify timid-

ity in stocking. This view is based on the argumenl
that so huig as the present shortage of paper exists

—and there is no indication of a diminution in the de-

mand—there can be no reduction in the price lists,

particularly in view of the high costs of raw material

aiul paper ingredients generally. It is pointed out

that the advance in the United States freight rates

is likely to add still further to the cost of laying down
paitci' to the bu>cr anil it is freely predicted that jirices

will go higher still ln'forc the dowinvanl trcinl sets in.

August Prices Unchanged.

Pajter dealers have been advised that there is little

likelihood tliat the i)rices set at the beginning of this

u'onth will be interfered with l)efore September Isl

at least, although practically cvervthing is being sold

at prices prevailing at ilate of shipment. Book ))a)icrs

' ontinue to be exceedingly scari c and no house is able

to get adequate supplies and in this and other lines

of ])aper. the goods that are wanted this fall will have
to be ordered now.

Box Board Increases.

Ten per cent im-rciiscs on July and .\ngust prices

goes into effect September 1st on all lines of board, the

new prices being as follows: Manila lined chip board
•tloO: manila lined news, double. $1S3: No. '] pulp. chi|).

straw and straw chip $18.'^: No. 3 pul]) bo;;rd, lined

two sides. *ir,0: News board $14fi: grey Adding $192:
pulp folding $172: filled wood board $1.")4: white vat-

lined chip board. $14().

General Market Note?.

Flat news is selling in the open market at 17 cents

but .some has been sold foi- a few cents lower. Roll

news is quoted in spot lots at 14 cents and both are
very hard to get

.

The cheaper grades of bond papers arc a scarce ar-

ticle on the market and for the most part str)eks of

botli bonds and ledgers in the hands of the jobl.eis

are very low.
Shipments of import stuff have not improver] any

during the week and wholesalers in Toronto could use
considerably more high gi-ade cover stock, bristr)ls

and printer's blanks than they are able to get across

the line.

Conditions in the wrapping ]iaper ami pai)er bag
trade remain unchanged. Jobbers report an increasing
demand U>r their goods and continued difficulty in se-

ruring stock

.

No. 1 coated book, under the recent two cents a

pound increase, is selling at 19 cents and No. 2 at 18
cents a pound, f.o.b. mill and makers are experiencing
great difficult.v in getting enough paper to run through
the coating machines. .Ml grades of tinted stock is

up in proportion.
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Roofing Stock. fixing prices on paper in the future is that of railroad

Ronfintr rae stock is quoted at $50 per ton for No. freight rates. The advance in freight tariffs that has

" nd *46 a ton for No 3 and 4. No. 1 stock is prac- been granted by the lutersite Commerce Commission

Tirfallv off the market' Roofing paper is .|"<'fpfl "

.

«n(^ due to become effective about the last of this

^^I'c. US uer ton f o h. Toronto. month-the definite date not having been annoimced
;trto lu qvx p ^ ^^^ Paper Stocks. as yet—will materially increase the production cost

ThP market for mixed papers, newspapers and print of paper, together with other manufactured commodi-

,„«n las is strong with a good demand from eonsum- ties, and will consequently make it necessary for pa-

rmiils Books and magazines are slightly weaker p?r manufacturers to revise prices on their product ac-

the mills hive a good stock on hand. White shav- cordingly. As an example of this increased cost may
^"^

1 both hinl and soft are in demand and there are be taken the opinion of President Philip T. Dodge of

mimerous orders that cannot be filled. White blanks the International Paper Company, who says that the
"'"".

, „ :„ r^v;,.o ,„iHpr an nreent demand heavier cost of 'lau iiif: raw material and fuel to muls
.out.nue to acKance - P''-

^f^^f^ '^^^'^ ,1,,,,,,, ,,11 add at least $3 p^r ton to the cost of manufactur-

I.TrP have been no further reductions in prices. ing new.sprint paper. That the increase on other grades
uieit: iia ^

Of v Prnr>P« "^ paper ^^•\U l)e relativelv as great is evident, and
Rag and Paper mock rnce^.^^

Toronto '''at manufacturer.s will of "necessity be obliged to tack

j.'^QQQ jtoQ 00 ^'"'^ additional cost onto the prices of paper is also

No. 1 shirt cuttings ••••
«in'nn__*ilfi -,n

evident. Here. then, is almost definite proof that pa-
No. 1 unbleached .•<.tton cuttings .. '

•|JJ[JJ_|J35q per prices will undergo revision upward within the
No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings

ii.,'nn d!iQf;n near future if prevailing market conditions continue to

No. 1 blue overall cuttings $13.00-$13.50
^^,^^^.^

Bleached shoe clip
*iK^n—*17\n' The newsprint situation discloses no new feature of

White cotton hosiery cuttings
*iorn__4i inn ^"^' moment, neither is there anv change reported in

Light colored hosiery cuttings L , rn_4nno Pi"'*'^^- ^P"^ offerings are absorbed rather freelv al-

New light flanellette cuttings
^lo-n—*13 00 tl'"»gli demand for .luick deliveries does not equal that

No. 2 white shirt cuttings
• • • • • - • .r :;: .„ l^\'nn oi several months ago. That newspaper publishers are

City thirds and blues (repacked). No. lo J^.JjJ^p^uu ^^^^^^-^^ 1^^^ p.,l^^,. .,f p,.ese„t than eartier in the
F'locks and satinettes

49 0(1 "SS 2'' year is conceded, moreover this is the usual status of
Tailor rags

*o or: (to'^O eonsumption at this season. Most publishers, and par-
(iiinny l)agging

'I7 nn *8 00 ticularly the important ones, can therefore keep mucli
Manila rope

X" rn *"- 7- "^^^ of the open market for a time and thcv are doing
Xn. 1 white envelope cuttings

!tfi"-n_*fi-- s° ^^^ »1°"<^ because tliev have current requirements
No. 1 soft white shavings

*5 95—*5 50
•'"^^'"^d but presumably because they hope that by

White blanks »q^r I4 ijr doing so thev inav succeed in lowering prices. Standard
Heavy ledger stock

*3 50—*3 fiO
"^^^^'^ "' ™''^ ^°^ '^P"* delivery is selling at 11 to 12

No. 1 magazine
jjo -'" *9 PO eents per pound, and slieets readily command 13 cents

No. 1 book stock
*c nn *•"<>•" '^ pound and higher. Demand is largely concentrated

No. 1 manila cuttings
fooc^lto'-n "" ^^^^^^ "^"''^ ""*^ transient Inivers seem to be having

No. 1 print manila
ioor 490c difficulty in ac(iuiring all the supplv of this kind of

Folded news * ""l^r^ paper tliey want.
Over issue, news

'*i;" o(^*r =0 The book paper situation continues to be the strong-
Kraft

^.)Tn 49 1- est branch of the market. There is a serious scarcitv
Nr.. 1 rlean and mixed papers sfi^.H)—:^-.I.)

^j p^p^j. ^j ^,,j^ ^^^^.^ j^^ seemingly every direction, and
('(msumers. unlike titose using other grades of ])ai)cr.

NEW YORK MARKETS. are doing all in tlicir power to iineartli available suj)-

New York. August 14.—The fact that it is the middle plies, which means that a very active inquiry prevails,

of the summer is quite apparent in the paiier trade. Prices are strong and l>uyers are not letting the stiff

There is a comparatively large volume of business be- figures quoted stand in their way of getting paper

ing done but the market does not commence to be as when they locate unsold stocks. Machine finislu'd

acti^ as it was not long ago. and buyers in numer- book is freely i)ringiiig 17 t<i 18 cents a pound for si)i>t

ons fnarters show conclusively that they are absorb- delivery, while .super-calender book is selling at 19

in? at the moment only such amounts of 'ijap"- .is fo 20 cents and coated book from 21 cents upward.

thev directlv need. Prices rule firm to stronir. and the Fine papers are in steady call and are moving in

tendencv in every case where there is a definite t'-ond consistent fashion on contracts. Mills, with the ex-

is distinctly upward. Manufact\irers and jobbe's ».-,. ception of those shut down temporarily for repairs,

not pushing sales. Tn the first place they realize that are operating at close to maximum capacity and are

thiH is the time of the year when the average user shipping out their production about as rapidly as it

of pap'-r hobh aloof from bnyinir; in the second place becomes available. Locally the supply situation has

few mills or drolers who have unsold accumulations of improved somewhat owing to the freer movement of

paper to amount to a^vthing Such stocks as are in freight and the resultant receipt of larger amounts

.sellers' hands are firmlv held and no one is resortin*? of paper from mills. -lobbcrs. however, have lifth

to pricp-cnttintr to effect busiupss. Exactlv the oppo- stock on hand and are finding it a hard matter to fill

site cnndition exists. With nearly every facto- point, their shelves for the reason that they have about all

ing to highpr prices, owners of unsold lots of paper the supply under contract from mills sold to customers,

either are insistent on receiving full asked nri-ps nr Tissues and wrapping arc (piotably .steady and arc

else they are holding supplies in tlic "aim belief that moving in a y«dume quite satisfactory to mills and

they certainly wdl secure the values "unted later on. dealers at this juncture of the year. The board market

A factor that is likely to prove an important one in is firm and demaml is gra.luiilly increasing as boxniak
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ers cover autumn lequireiiuMits. (Quotations on board

are unaltered at around $125 on news anil $115 per

ton on chip liut there is an upward tendency clearly

apparent

.

,

GROrXD WOOD—There isn't as heavy a demand
for uieclianical wood pulp at present as prevailed a

short time ago; still the market is attended hy much
activity for this period of the year and buyers freely

atlmit it is just as difficult as ever to locate sizable

tonnages of pulp. Producers have but scant lots to di-

vert to the transient trade. Most of them have tlieir

output foresold for some montlis and tliose fortunate

(Miiiugh to liave a surplus on liand are citlier saving

the i)ulp for their own use of else to insure keeping

regular customers supplied. Spruce ground wood for

prompt delivery is settling at $140 to $150 a ton, and
there is little question tliat a good deal more business

could be easily consummated at tliese jn'ices were
the pulp to be had.

CHEMICAL PULP—Buyers of chemical .pulp are

gcnerall.v pursuing a -waiting polic.v at the moment
and are keeping out of view as far as possible wliile

limiting their purchases to pulp aetuall.v needed for

immediate consumption. Of course some paper mauu-
factui'ers arc placing contracts, and there is, on the

whole, a comparatively good spot inquiry, but gener-

all.v speaking, demand does not commence to approxi-

mate that recently prevailing. Pulpmakers are not

exerting pressure on buyers and are waiting for the

latter to come to them, and such supplies as are ob-

tainable in the open market are realizing jiriees close

to tlie upper edge of present quoted values. Newsprint
sulpliite is quoted at 8 to 8'.50 cents a pound at pulp
mills, domestic easy bleaching at 9.50 to 10 cents, do-

mestic No. 1 kraft at around 7.50 cents and bleached
sulphite of domestic origin at from 12 cents iipward.

RAGS—Trading in papermaking rags is very char-

acteristic of mid-summer. .\et in tlie aggregate there is

a good movement into consuming clianncls and prices

are marked by firmness in most cases. Some grades,
notably roofin_g stock and otlier low-priced qualities,

iire being bought by mills at relatively low prices,

liut even in this end of tlie market there is a tendenc.v

toward advancement plainl.v visible. Dealers lay much
-tress on the deartli of large accumulations the coun-
tr.v over and also on the decreased shi|)ments fi-om

Kurope to this market, and maintain that this will

nndoubtedl.v result in higher jirices wlicn i)apcrm;ikci-s

resume buying on a broad scale in the fall.

New cuttings are ipioted at strong figures. No. 1

wl^e shirt cuttings lieing held at 2^ to 24 cents.

new unbleached muslins at 17.50 cents, new wash-
ables at 10.50 to 11 cents, white lawns at 19.50 to 20
cents and fancy sliirt cuttings at 13.50 to 14 cents.

Old No. 1 repacked whites are worth around 13 cents,

repacked thirds and Iducs about 4.50 cents and No. 1

roofing rags in the vicinit.v of 2.25 ceixts.

Arrivals of foreign rags at New York this week
included 1,977 bales from Havre, 281 bales from ITam-
l)urg and 33 bales from Liverpool.

PAPER STOCK—Most grades of old paper are

sought in consistent Tasliion by paper manufacturers
and prices are quotably maintained. One of the strong
market factors at present is that collections are light.

l)a(^kers claiming to be getting no more than half of

the tonnages usuall.v available and laying the lilame

foi- this condition on the econom.v practiced by printers,

department stores, and other extensive users of paper.
Old folded newsi)apers are an active grade and board
mills have difficulty in buying at less than 2.30 cents

a i)ound at ship]iiiig points, while this ))rice has l>een

exceeded in some instances. ^lixed jiaiier of No. 1

qualit.v is selling at 2 cents f.o.b. New York, heav.v
No. 1 book stock at 3.25 cents, old No. 1 kraft at 5.50

cents and No. 1 manila paper at 3 cents. White shav-
ings are scarce and firmly held at around 8.50 cents

New York for No. 1 hard white and 7.50 cents for

No. 1 soft white shavings.

Receipts of miscellaneous paper stock from foreign

sources at this part this week included 611 bales from
Rotterdam and 24 lialcs from Liverjxiol.

OLD ROPE AND RAGGING—Old roi)e is off in

price, with sales of No^ 1 manila to mills reported down
to 6.25 cents a pound f.o.b. New York. Most current
business is against back orders and manufacturers
are doing little new buying. Old bagging is in slight

demand and buyers are obtaining wanted supplies at

much their own pi'ices. No. 1 scrap is quoted at as
low as 2.25 cents ])ci- jiound at shipping points.

Arrivals of foreign rope at New York this week con-
sisted of 92 coils from Rotterdam.

PAPER MILL FOR OGDENSBURG.
A new paper numufacluring plant will be located at

Ogdensburg, N.Y., in connection with the ground pulp
mill of the Ogdensburg Paper Mills, Inc. The paper
plant will be placed in operation as soon as the ground
wood pulp mill is it) full swing is the rejioi-t.

Just where the paper making plant will be located
has not been decided. The Ogdensburg Paper Mills,

Inc., own land to the south of their pnip mill, but
this may not prove suitable.

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray mu
831.1

NEW YORK

Write U8 when

you have any

surplug of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-

bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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EXFOBTS GAINED 60 PER CENT FOB APBIL.

I'ulp aud paper exports from Canada for April,

the first mouth of Cauadas fisi-al year, reached a to-

tal value of $f^, 172.356, as eompared with $4,968,939

for April. 1919. an increa.se of $3,203,417. They were

made up as follows:

Month of April. 1919. 1920. Gain.

Chemical pulp 1,120.990 2,936,633 1.815,643

Mechanical pulp 217,711 506,369 288.658

Paper and mfrs. of $3,630,238 $4,729,354 $1,099,116

The greatest gaiu was in unbleached sulphite, of wliicli

397.359 cwt. valued at $1,587,236 were exported in

April this year as compared with 87,786 cwt. valucil

at $352,485 last year. Of hleached sulphite, 131.161

cwt. valued at $728,669 were exported this year, as

compared with 80,259" cwt. valued at $363,732 last

vear. Exports of sulphate (kraft) pulp for the month

amounte.l to 163..533 cwt. valued at $620,728 this year,

compared with 131.375, valued at $404,773 last year.

Exports of mechanically ground pulp for the montli

were 198.664 cwt. valued at $506,369 this year, and

161.449. valued at $217,711 last .vear.

Newsprint formed the princii)al item of the paper

exports for the month. There was. however, a falling

off in quantity, although an increase in value, there

being 899,342 cwt.. valued at $3,827,541. exported this

year, compared with 920,592 cwts., valued at $3,160,-

318 last year.

Exports of pulpwood for the month amounted to

40,433 cords, valued at $420,741. a decrease from 68.-

680 cords, valued at $629,189. a year ago.

The distribution of the month's cxi)orts was as

follows

:

United
Kingdom

Total paper $344,517

Total pulp 514.568

United Other
States. Countries.

$3 730.682 $ 654.155

2.506.825 421.509

Pulpwoml. .$859,085 $6.65«.248 $1,075.66-1

A Chinese trust controls the dye us»'d on firecrack-

ers, made from cibucao. a Philipine wood. The same
dye is used for sealing wax and Chinese ink.

THE CHILDREN OF TBEES.
The birches that dance on the top of the hill

Are so slender and young that they cannot keep still.

They bend and tiny nod at each whiff of a breeze.

For you see they arc still ju.st the children of trees;

But the birches hclow in the valle.v are older.

They are calmer and straighter and taller and colder.

Perhaps when wc'i'c grown up as solemn and grave
We. too, will have ihildren that do not behave.—Jnhii Chipman Fnrrnr.

The Pulp and Paper

Trading Company
21 East 40th .Street, NEW YORK

Dealers in domestic pulp—chemical and mechanical
— and paper.
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Pulp Mill Machinery
MFFUSERS DISC EVAPOR.XTORS
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' BOILERS
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SWENSON EVAPORATOR CO E
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EDUCATING FAl'Eli MAKERS.
There will never be a time when experience and

practical knowledge of paper making will be entirely

replaced by any knid of education outside of the mill

l)ut tiie movement is rapid toward appreciation oi'

the need for supplementing this practical knowledge

and skill Avith a knowledge of the principles, materi-

als and processes which underlie the manufacture of

pulp and paper. Much of this knowledge is obtained

by continued contact with materials and their manu-

facture into finished products but some of the under-

lying principles cannot be stumbled upon in any such

uncertain fashion. Paper, of course, can be made, as

it has been made, according to rule of thumb methods

by men who have given little or no thought to what

they were doing except to repeat mechanically wiuit

they had seen someone else do. But this lack of

thought cannot possibly bring any improvement or

)>rogress in the industry. The men who have held imsi-

tions of responsibility have been elevated largely be-

cause of their superior skill or their ability to get

the maximum work from the employees over wiioni

they have been made foreman or superintendent.

These men have made good paper and no one will dis-

parage their ability nor the results they have ob-

tained. The time is now upon us, however, when these

men who are for the most part well along in years,

must be succeeded and because of the development

along scientific lines in all kinds of manufacture it

will be necessarj' to have men in charge, who have

not only a practical knowledge of the industry, but

who have, in addition, a training in the fundamental

principles on which the industry is based. The pos-

session of such knowledge in 'no way detracts from

a man's practical aliility as a paper maker but gives

him the additional advantage of a view point which

is elevated in proportion to the broadness of his edu-

cational opportunities and in consequence of which

Iiis horizon is the more extensive.

Seven years ago the University of ifaine enrolled

students in the first classes offered on this continent

in a definitely planned pulj) and paper course. Since

that time more than 100 students have gone forth

from that University, having studied both in the class

room and the laboratory the characteristics of materi-

als used in pulp and paper manufacture and the prin-

ciples underlying the processes by which they are eon-

verted into the finished product. The University of

Maine is admirably situated in a pulp and paper region

but tlicre is room for more than one iustitutiou of

this character and eonse<iuently the New York State

College of Forestry, some years ago, began to make
plans for a somewhat similar curriculum.

Just before leaving the College of Forestry to under-
take the work of Secretary of the American Paper and
Pulp Association, Dean Baker secured the services

of Mr. C. Earl Libby as Professor in charge of the
new work. Professor Lil)i)y graduated from the Uni-
versity of Maine in the pulp and paper course and
since then has had considerable experience in the

manufacture and testing of i)aper materials and pro-

ducts. The course wiiicli he lias laid out in consult-

ation with pulp and i)aper men is set forth in the last

i.ssue of the Pulp and Paper Magazine. It will be

seen that New York Stale appreciates the forest as

the foundation of its paper industry and forestry

studies are made the backbone of the curriculum. It is

])robabIc that changes will i)c iiiiidc in the curriculum

as more extensive work and more coiiijjletc equip-

ment is possilile and at the present time an excellent

basis has been provided for those who wish to enter

the work of the |nilp aii<l paper mills, particularly in

New York State

.

It is gratifying to the college, as well as to those

who have assisted in planning the work, that a very

large number of jirospective students have inquired

with regard to the pulp and paper course. Professor

Libby will have his hands full. From the editor's re-

collections of the work at Maine he will have an experi-

ence that will bring great satisfaction and an oppor-

tunity of serving botli the industry and the individual

student which caniioi easily be matched in any other

line of work.

3/7?. GREAVES PAYS IS A VISIT.

The editor was delighted last Saturday afternoon

to have a visit from Mr. J. L. Greaves, Editor of the

"Paper Maker" and "British Paper Trade Journal."

Mr. Greaves came over to take part in the deliberations

of the Imperial Press Conference and accompanied the

party part way on their trip across Canada. The time

available at Ste. Annes was all too short to discuss the

many subjects of mutual interest. It looks as if we

shall have to continue the conversation by accepting

a very cordial invitation to visit England and see the

paper industry and meet the paper makers on the other

side. This is a trip that we have long anticipated and

hope soon to eu.ioy.
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THE PHESIDESTIAL CANDIDATES AND THE
PAPER QUESTION.

(By thf Associate Editor.)

The fact that the next President of the United

States, in all human probability, will be a newspaper

publisher has an interest for paper manufacturers,

since it is by no means certain that the newspaper

publishers of the United States, any more than those

of Canada, have abandoned permanently the efforts

they have put forth during the past five years to

control the price and supply of newsprint paper by

legislation. Both Senator Harding, the Republican

nominee, and Governor Cos, the Democratic nominee,

are owners of minor daily newspapers. They have

both been affected by the abnormal conditions of the

paper market during the past year and both are fam-

iliar. l)y actual experience, with the difficulties that

beset the newspaper publisher as a result of these

conditions.

Both Governor Cox and Senator Harding have

expressed their views, as newspaper publisher-presi-

dential candidates, for the benefit of their fellow

publishers. These views were printed as authorized

statements in Thf Editor and Publisher of New York,

and indicate what sort of treatment newsprint manu-

facturers may expect from the White House after

March 4th next if any of their problems should conic

before the next president for executive action.

James M. Cox, the Democratic candidate, says that

he looks for continued prosperity for the publishers,

"for the reason that the world continues to advance,

and in proportion as this advance be made there will

be c^irtain increase in the eagerness of the people to

keep abreast of the times. The popular ajrency is

the newspaper." On the paper ((uestion. Governor

Cox says: •

"I think the white print situation has been

created in considerable measure at least bv

the very elements that have upset the normal

conditions nf life generally—the excess de-

mand for labor beyond the supply, inade-

f|uate transportation facilities, etc. The (piick-

fT peace be legally realized, the .sooner nor-

nnal times will come."

Mit\ here is what Senator Harding, the Republican

. andidate and owner of the Marion. r»iiio 'StiM " has to

ay about it

:

"The newsprint prosjjcct is improvinir.

For ilhistration, I bought a carloail of ])aper

in the open market the other day at f> cents,

.'^ix weeks ago I i>aid 11 tents. My contract,

like most other^i. was reduced the first of the

year, and I havf been forced into the open

market for four rarloads. I have paid T}'/,.

.V*!. 11 and now 6. I notice that o\ir rail

roads are restorinjr to Canada several thon>i

aiids of her box ears, and this is easing ]>aper

shipments to us; it must also ease the supjily

of materinU to the mills.

"But we mu«t keep a sharji lookout for

the newsprint laturc. We will never again

see paper at 2 cents, but we will see it at a

price that is fair and in supply that is suffi-

cient for all reasonable needs. I have seen

it stated that SO newspapers con.sume 60 per

cent of our total print. On the face of it

this is not a fair division. Publishers them-

selves should get together in commitments

that will give all a just share. I .shall be op-

posed, even when I myself am president, to

any form of government control that might

in any degree curtail the independence of the

press. But the Government can help pub-

lishers to get a square deal, and it is my ex-

pectation that it will.

"There is the important element of re-

forestation to insure pulp supply, which is de-

cidedly within the rightful province of the

Government. This has been too long neglect-

ed. Twenty years are required to grow
spruce trees, and the end of the available

supply is not much further than that in the

future. There mu<t be a practical program
of reforestation framed on a large .scale aiul

then it must be carried out.

"All this, of course, is close to my own
heart. We are striving desperately to hold

down the circulation of the Star to 10,000.

having already reduced the size 30 per cent,

while refusing many thousands of dollars'

worth of advertising."

From all of which it would appear that whatever

eventuates, the newspaper publishing interest in the

United States is certain to have during the next four

years "a friend at court."

Senator Harding's solicitude for a reforestation

program is something that will commend itself to every

publi.sher and every papcrmaker. although his esti-

mate of the time it takes to produce a pulp-yielding

spruce tree does not accord with our experience in

Canada. Perhaps spruce attains a much more rajtid

development in Ohio.

CO i:\vi: US.

The excellent tables on another page, compiled by

Mr. E. H. Naylor show the capacity iniTcase of new
machines for United States paper mills. Canatlian

mills will find something to guide in choosing the best

future outlet rlircctions for some lines.

American papers, especially The Sun rttul New York

Herald are giving special attention to Canadiati news,

and this feature is said to be very popular

We haven't heard nuich lately regarding Mr.

Brown's case against the (^anada Paper Co., which

was "arrested for frjigrancy," as if were.

The value of the product of the pnjicr industry in

the United Sliiles is over ^100,000,000 vearlv.
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Canada's Pulpwood Restrictions

When you were good enough, through Mr. Ayres,

your P^orester, to extend an invitation to the Cana-

dian Pulp and Paper Association to seiul a represen-

tative to attend this conference, your letter of invi-

tation intimated that you were particularly (lesii-o\is

of having presented at this meeting a "full aiid

frank statement of the Canadian point of view as re-

gards the export tariffs placed upon timber entering

the United States from the Crown lands in three of

the Canadian provinces." You were also kitid enough

to suggest that such a candid statement as yru invite

would be of assistance in bringing about a mutual un-

derstanding between the two countries and, iierhaps,

in helping to clear the atmosphere of some of the mis-

conceptions that appear to be abroad.

To me, as an official of the Canadian I'ulp and
Paper Association, has been assigned the pleasant and

agreeable duty of coming to your meeting and re-

sjioiiding to your invitation. In what I projiose to

say 1 can assure you that I have no other motive than

to contribute, as far as may be, to bringing about

that mutual understanding and to increasing, if pos-

sible, the goodwill that now, perhaps more than ever,

should dominate our international relations.

At the outset I am tempted to paraphra.se Sydney
Smith's historic essay on the subject of "Snakes in

Ii-cland," which, as you will recall, began and ended

with the interesting but sonunvhat conclusivi' sentence,

"There are no snakes in Ireland." With e<iual brevity

and truth 1 might say, "There are no export tariffs

upon timber entering the United States frrm Crown

lands of Canada." Hut that would not be ipiite all

of the story.

When the Canadian provinces were confederated

into the Dominion of Canada, in 1867, one of the arti-

cles of Confederation conferred upon the resi>ectivc

provinces sovereignty and control over their own nat-

ural resources. In-so-far as the original in-ovinces are

coiu-erned that condition still prevails. The same

authority confers upon the Dominion Parliament the

sole power to legislate on matters affecting tariffs,

both as to exports and imports. Conse<iuently, while

the provinces control their public domain, including

the forests and the products therefrom, they have no

power to pass tariff legislation and have lun-er at-

temiited to exercise any. The Dominion Parlianuuit,

on the other hand, while it is without power to con-

trol the administration of the natural resources of the

respective provinces, has the power to pass tariff leg-

islation, but has never sought to exerci.se it in the

direction of reducing the exports of timber to the

United States.

Regulations have been adopted, it is true, by the

Provinces of Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick,

which require that ])ul]iwood cut from the Crown
lands in those provinces must be maiuifactured into

pulp or paper in Canada. These regulations certainly

do operate to restrict^ in a measure, the exportation

of unmanufactured pulpwood from (^anada to the

United States. It is doubtful, as 1 shall endeavor to

•An address deUvered by Edward Beck, representing the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, before the Annual
Forestry Conference of the Society for the Protection of

New Hampshire Forests. New London. K.H.. August 25. 1920

show you later, wliether their ultimate effect has been

to deprive American pulp and paper consumers of

their full share of Canada's forest products.

The regulations arc not, contrary- to some expressed

beliefs, confiscatory or dLscriminatory in their char-

acter. They apply with eipial force to all licensees

without regaril to nationality or other qualification.

While admittedly based upon a policy of self-interest

and self-protection, they are believed to be justifiable

on both moral and legal grounds. They violate no
contract, written or implied, and they deprive no one

of any duly acrpiired right, vested or otherwise.

Provincial licenses to cut timber are issued for the

period of one year, and while in practice they are

automatically renewable when their conditions have
been comi)lic{l with, the courts iiave held tliat they
confer no rights in perpetuity. Furthermore, they

have always contained a provision making them sub-

ject to any future regulations the issuing government
may, in its own interests, choose to impose. The re-

(|uirement as to "home manufacture" is mereb' one

of the applications made of this provision.

The chief argument of those who are cluillcnginir

these regulations is that they unlawfull\' abrogate veil-

ed rights. We, in Canada, dispute this assertK,_,

First, on the ground tiial, as stated, the licenses give

the les.sees no permanent rights in the ])roperty ; sec-

ond, that the rights were acquired subject to certain

])rovisions which the provincial governments have since

seen fit to avail themselves of, and, third, because

we maintain that the complaining lessees have suf-

fered no real loss by reason of tiie regulations, but,

on the contrary, have jirofitcd greatly by the incre-

ment of value in their holdings. They could to-day
sell their leases for many times what they cost. They
can also sell their puljjwood, if indisposed to manu-
facture it themselves, at a price representing an enor-

mous profit on their original investment.

It has been stated a.s a cau.se of special grievance
in some of the arguments advanced that, "American
manufacturers had expended hundreds of thousands
of dollars improving the rivers, building dams anrl

piers, constructing taking-out and wood-prci)aring
plants," and, that, "all this investment was. in four
days' time, made dormant and unproductive." I)y the

imposition of the "heme manufacture" regulation by
the Quebec (iovernment. The facts are, however, that

at the time the restrictions were first imposed, the
American manufacturers who were then affected went
before the Quebec (Jovernment and complained that it

would be unfair to make the restrictions 0|)erative at

once as they had large ipiantities of logs in the pro-
cess of making which could not be turncfl into lum-
ber. The Government, recognizing an element of

ju.stice in the complaint, asked the companies to make
a statement as to the quantity of logs on hand at their

mills as well as the amount hung up in the drives and
in the upper countries, and, on the basis of the cs-ti-

mates submitted, allowed uninterrupted exjjortations

to proceed. The impres-sicn prevails in Canada that

.some of the companies' estimates were extremely lib-

eral and included not only the wood already made,
but all they could hope to make for several years to

come. (River improvements, logging accessories, etc.
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are just as useful in getting out wood for domestic

conversion as for export in the raw state.—Ed.)

I have also seen it stated that the sole opposition to

removing these restrietions at this time comes from the

paper-manufacturers of Canada who are said to de-

sire to monopolize the new.sprint market, to keep up

prices and to "destroy the American newsprint in-

dustry." This, again, is very far from being the

truth" Canadian pulp and paper men, naturally, are

interested in preserving their raw material as far as

possible, but they are not responsible for the policy

of which complaint is made. ^lost certainly they are

not trying to monopolize the market nor to injure

their fellow paper manufacturers on thi.s side of the

border. Doubt, indeed, has been expressed as to wheth-

er the Canadian paper mills would not he better serv-

ed, from a competitive standpoint, by permitting the

exportation of sufficient Canadian pulpwood to keep

the paper mills in the Eastern States in operation,

rather than to accept the alternative of seeing the

owners of the.se mills come into Canada and erect new,

moflern and efficient mills, as tiicy are now doing, to

compete with the Canadian manufacturers on even

terms. It is generally conceded that the American

mills in question are operating at a disadvantage as

to production costs compared witli Canada's more mod-

ern establishments. It is conceivable that it might be

to the Canadians' advantage to have them so con-

tinue.

The regulation.s complained of were adopted in re-

sponse to the outspoken deniaiids of imblic opinion in

Canada and for the pur])osc. as already stated, of con-

serving Canada's raw materials ajid of building up
home industry. They are kept in force for these pre-

cise purjioses. That tliere is little likelihood of their

being nio<lified or repealed is plainly evidenced by

recent statements on the sui)ject given out by the re-

sponsible heads of the different provincial govern-

ments concerned, as well as by the editorial expres-

sions in the Canadian press which regards their main
tenanee as of vital concern to the country's welfare.

Another alleged grievance that I see lodged against

the Canadian paper manufacturers i.s that they re-

quire payment for their products when .sold in the

United States to be made in United States funds, so

that, to use the words of our detractors, "you are

priving the Canadian marnifacturer a price of from 12

to 1*^ per cent higher than -your own mauufacturei-s
receive." This extraonlinary and ol)viously niislead-

A; a.s.sertion is based upon the exi.stenee of a dis-

•epancy in exchange between the two countries which
miring the past year has ranged from 12 to 18 per
cent in favor of Amerii-an funds. Payments to both
Canadian and American nianiifaclni-crs for paper sold

in this country are mailc in irjenlical funds. If the
American manufacturer thinks if any advantage to
{'ncrease the numerical measure of the dollars he re-

vives he can do so by tran.sposing them into Canadian
fund*. The rule, of course, works both ways. Tlie

Canadian paper manufacturer, however, does not com-
plain when he is ref|nir<'d to pay for his coal, his sul

phur. his kaolin and his dyes which he buys in the
States, nor his carriage iharges to American railroad.s

and express companies, in American funds, obviously
to his financial disadvantage.

In the (Tpn^nil trade iKtween the two r-onntrirs Can-
ada falls short by approximately three hundred mil-
lion dollars a year of selling to the I'nited States as

nuich as she buys from this country. In our last fis-

cal year, to be exact. Canada bought from the United

States merchandise to the value of $746,937,509 and

sold her merchandise to the value of .$454,923,170.

thereby creating an adverse balance against Canada of

$292,014,339, which Canadians paid in their depreci-

ated funds on the basis of from $1.12 to $1.18 for

every dollar's worth of goods bought.

Despite this enormous diserejiancy in trade between

the two countries and the overwhelming advantage en-

joyed by the Ignited States, some critics appear to

think that we ought to m'11 our paper—which is one of

the few commodities wc have to barter—^to American
consumers on the basis of payment in Canadian funds!

Not content with coveting our forest resources they

would deprive us of whatever small advantage we
may have in the commodities which wf> have to sell.

Their contention reminds one, involuntarily, of the

fabled patriarch who. while possessing flo<'ks and herds

in abundance, still envied his neighbor his lone ewe
lamb, and who incurred the wrath of Ood by the

desperate means he took to gain possession of it.

Perhaps your wise president had the simile in mind
when he withheld his iipi>roval from the so-called Un-
derwood Resolution.

However, I did not come here to di.scuss in detail, or

to attempt to refute all the arguments that have been

advanced by those who are striving to make our pro-

vincial timber laws a political issue between the two
i-ountries. nor do I propose to do so. In ray opinion,

the iss\ic between certain American lessees of Crown
timber limits in Quebec and the authorities of that

province, which is at the bottom of all this agitation,

is one for judicial determination, if at all, rather than
for i)olitical action. The fact that the limit-holders,

after allowing twelve years Jo elapse while evading a

legal test, are now busily engaged in a campaign to

make the issue political, merely, again in my opinion,

emphasizes the weakness of their position. At any
rate, it is generally felt in Canada, that neither the
Dominicn as a whole, nor any of the provinces, has
any reason to avoid the strictest enquiry into the jus-

tice and ((luity of their tind)cr laws by any impartial
and nnbia.sed tributud. Certainly wc should feel it to

be a cause for great regret if these laws were made
the excuse for embroiling us in an international
wrangle with our good neigldiors to the South. It is

true that uj) there we have heard echoes of talk in

\Va.shington conccrninir "retaliation." ".strong arm
methods" and tlie application of the "big stick" to
the back of the Dominion, but we haven't taken it

very seriously. We nfuse to believe it represents
the true sj)irit of the .\nierican people.
What I have said about declining to undertake in

detail a justification of the provincial timber regrila-
tions, so far as they affect American licensees, for the
reasons 1 have ,set fortli. will not. I take it. preclude
me from giving you a brief statement a.s to just what
the regulations consist of. hmiI telling you how, when
and why they were brought into li.Mng.

It was the Province of Ontario which led the wav
in adopting restrictive legislation for the proleefio'n
of its forests and as a means of encouraging home in-
dustry. The great bulk of the timber berths of On
tario front on Lake Huron With the depletion of the
pine lands of Michigan and Minnesota and other lake
States It lieeame the pni.'ti.-e of American saw mill
owners to draw their supplies of pine timber from
Ontario, the logs beinp floi.te.l across the lake in their
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rough state. In tiiiio.it bi'i-uuiL' appareul to the iieo-

l)k' of that proviiR-e that it' they were going to avoid

the eoiuplete tk'struetioii of their pine forests, ami if

they were going to obtain a more adeipiate return for

the use of their natural resourees than was represent-

ed by the practically nominal ground rents ami stump-

age dues paid by those wlio were then exploiting tlicui,

they would have to adopt some measure of self-pro-

tection. C'onse(iucutly. an Order-in-t'ouiicil was pass-

ed January 13tli, 1900, which was later amended by a

law (63 Vie. Chap. 11), requiring timber cut from tla

Crown lauds in that province to be manufactured in

Canada. The almost immediate result wa.s that a sub

stantial lumber industry was built up in Ontario am!
that the pr^^vincial treasury, enriched by greatly in-

creased returns from the disj)osal of the forest pro-

ducts, wa.s able to pi'ovide a better system of fire pro-

tection, to enforce stricter cutting regulations and
generally to preveiil needless forest waste.

It was not until 1!I02 that this regulation, wliicii

had been found of so much benefit to the province

when api)lied to i)iiic timber, was also apjilied to pnlp-

wood.
In the Province of (Quebec, wiiich is the mmi of the

dispute we arc discussing, licenses to timber Crown
lands are disposed of at public auction. In the term^

of the law (R.S. Quebec, Act, 1597) the license thus

acquired entitles the holder, "to cut timber on uii-

graiited lands of the Crown at such rates, and sub-

ject to such restrictions as ma.v. from time to time, be

established by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and
of which notice shall be given in the Official (Ja/.ette.

"

Article 1598 provides that ""N'o license shall be

granted for longer than twelve inonths from tin- date

thereof
"

Article 1600 stipulates tliat "such license shall vest

ill the holder thereof all rights of property in all

trees, timber, and lumber cut within the limit ef the

license during the term thereof, whether cut by auth-

ority of the owner of the license, or by any otlier per-

son with or without his consent."

The Regulations now in force by virtue of the fii"si

cited article of the law are embodied in an Order-in-

Couneil under date of April 26th. 1910. revoking all

previous regulations "incompatible with tiie present'"

and amended in its turn by an Order-iii-Couiicil of

June 13, 1918.

Other clauses having a bearing upon this discussion

are:
A

"1.—All licenses to cut timber are subject to a yearly ground
rent of five ilollars per square mile or frai'tion of a squari-

mile, dating from the 1st September. 1910. They are granted
for twelve months from the first of Ma.v to the thirtieth of

April and after their issue, no claim shall be admitted for the
repayment of any overcharge for ground rent or fire ta.\

due to the incorrect measurement of the area of the limit."
"2.—Licenses expire on the thirtieth of .\pril following the

date of their issue, but the licensee having roniplii'il with
existing regulations is entitled, up to the first of September
following, to a renewal of his license. He shall forf'^it such
right through any infringement of the law and of tlip regula-
tions. The Minister of L.ands and Forests may. however, per-
mit the renewal of the license on payment of the ground rent

and of any other penalty he m.ay be pleased to impose."

Besides increasing the stumpagc dues, the amend-
ment adopted in 1918 also raises the ground rent to

$6.50 for the yeai--- 1919-20 to 1923-24. and to $8.00

for the years 1924-25 to 1928-29 indusivel.v, and pro-

vides that such ground rent may at any time be aug-

mented in the case of licen.sees who do not exploit

their limits, tlic ('rowii lo determine the quantity of

wood to be cut for constituting sufficient exploitation.

It is unnecessary to quote the whole of the Clauses

4, 5. and G of tlie Order-in-Council, but they stipulate

that "transfers of limits or of divided or undivided

poi-tions tlicreof are effected in writing, subject to the

^linister's acceptance ami to the pa.vment of a trans-

fer l)onu> of foui- dollars for every ,s(inare mile or

fraction of a Mpiarc mile.

Kegarding the right of renewal, while some license

holders are wont to contend that their licenses are

tantamount to a permanent grant so long as they com-

ply with the terms of the licenses, Canadian courts,

in analogous cases, have held to the contrary, inain-

laining that the.v are merel.x annual lea.ses and nothing

more. The courts have also held, in similar cases that

the State, in its capacity as proprietor of the land,

"ma.v ik;. what any subject proprietor ma.v do, when
proposing to dispose of his propert.v, viz. : attach to

the contract a condition not iinpos-sible of performance
or unlawful pirse, cr prohibited by any existing law.

"

At the present time, some prospe<-tive investors in

Quebec's pulpwcod limits are asking the Ciovei'nment

to change tlie law and to issue leases for a given term
of vi'ars, instead of on the .\far-to-.vear plan as at

present, holding that capital would be easier to obtain
and better satisfied with such an arrangement.

Ill conformity with its expre.ssl.v reserved rights to

make such regulations as to the use of timber cut

uiuler license, the Quebec (Jovernment adopted a regu-

lation (.11 April 26, 1910, which reads:

"All timbt-r cut on Cruwn lands after the 1st of May, 1910. must
li«- manufactured in Canada—that is to say. converted into
pulp or paper, deals or boards, or into any other articles of
trade or merchandise of which such timber is only the raw
material. The following shall not be considered as manu-
factured within the meaning of the present regulation: Timber
simply cut into lengths, piled, barked, or otherwise worked
preliminary to the manufacture of pulp or paper, deals or
boards, or any other articles of commerce." New Brunswick
pa.K.sed similar legislation on April 26. 1911.

There are no statutes prohibiting or regulating the
export of i)ul|nvood from N'ova Scotia or British Co-
lumbia-

This, in brief, is a summar.v of the legislation affect-

ing the export of timber from the various provinces.

It is. of course, clearl.v to be understood that the
existing regulations do not affect the exportation of
pulpwood cut from lands in private ownership. These
exports, for man.v years past, have averaged around
one million cords aniiuall.v. The.v |)rovide ap|)roxi-

niatel.v one-fifth of the annual pulpwood consumption
in the I'nited States. .Vor do they affect the export
from Canada of manufactured pulp or of newsprint.

During the Canadian fiscal year 1918—the latest

for which official returns are available—the quantity
of pulpwood cut in Canada amounted to 3,560,280
cords, of which 2,210.744 cords were used in domestic
manufacture and 1,349,5.36 cords were exported to the
United States. During the same period 234.000 tons
of chemical |)ulp. representing 468.000 cords of wood;
215.084 tons of mechanical pulp, representing 215,084
cords of wood, and 560,000 tons of paper, representing
825,000 cords of wood, were exported from Canada to
the United States. Thus the United States, during
this period, imported from Canada in the form either
of wood, pulp or paper the equivalent of 2,857.620
cords out of a total cut of 3,560.280. or approximately
80'7c. This does not bear out the charge that Canada
is discriminating against the United States in with-
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holdiii" her pulpwood supplies from this country. On

the eontrarv. it shows that the United States is bene-

fiting practically to the same extent as though the

forests were her own. Returns for the later years.

when available, will only serve to emphasize this

point.

The real question at issue is not whether this mate-

rial shall be available for the use of American pub-

lishers, but whether it shall go forth in the form ot

raw pulpwood to the United States, or shall be put

through at least one stage of manufacture in Canada.

A word may be permitted as to the fundamental

purpose behind these restrictive regulations. It is

nothing more nor less than the same purpose, which is,

I take it, the motive spirit behind your organization

and behind this conference, namely, the conservation

of our forests and the inauguration of measures look-

ing to a permanent supply of timber therefrom.

There was a time, not so very long ago, ^yhen the

belief was quite general that the Dominion of Canada

and particularly the Province of Quebec possessed il-

limitable forest resources. In fact, much of the argu-

ment iu favor of lifting the export restrictions to-

day rests on this erroneous proposition. It was a

commonly accepted theory that no matter how prodi-

gally those resources were used there would still be a

•vast supply sufficient to meet every requirement for

practically all time to come.

If this sounds like an exaggeration to you, I should

like to (juote from a report made by one, Paul Blouin,

Superintendent of Forests of Quebec, to the Minister

of Mines and Fisheries of that province, March 31st,

1!»03—just seventeen years ago. It was used as the

basis of a speech by the Hon. S- X. Parent, at that time

Premier of Quebec, before the Legislative Assembly

of the province on April 2.")th, ]S)03, in reply to a de-

mand made by some of the members that the Pro-

vince should impose a stumpage fee of .+1.00 a cord

on all timber cut on the Provincial Crown lands and

rebate $1..^0 of the amount for each cord of wood man-

ufactured in the province. (It may be said in pass-

ing, that this method had previously been tried out

and had been found unworkable.) ,

This, then, was the report of the Forester in ques-

tion :

—

"There are at present 62,852 .square miles of land under

license to cut timber.

"If the quantity of pulpwood contained in that territory is

estimated at 3.000 cords per square mile, then we obtain a

total of 200.000,000 cords. This number contains only the

pulpwood which It Is lawful to cut according to the regula-

lionuthat is to .say. trees measuring 7 Inches or more at
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lionutnat is to .say. in
the Jlimp.
•T§ exhaust these 200.0

at Wnlrh it wan cut In 19(

(.000.000 cords of pulpwood at the rate

1901—1902, that ia at about 50,000 cords

per year, it would require about 4.000 years, and this is with-

out tal<ing into account the trees of under 7 Inches in diameter.

"If we tal<e into account the constant growth of trees. It

would take a far greater number of years to exhaust our sup-

ply at the present rate of rutting.

'U we wish to take into account all pulpwood, including

treii which are not of the required size at present, we see

Ih.il we could easily arrive at a total of a billion cords, which
would last over 20.000 years.

"And there still ren^aln lOO.OOn sipiare miles of forest which
are not under license."

Commenting on tliis. Premier I'arenf said :

—

"To use up these 200.000,000 cords, not including the small

trees which are growing and which would provide for the re-

newal of the f irest In the course of 25 years, it would re-

quire the space of about 4.000 years, nt the rate at which
pulpwood was exported to the United States In 1901— 1902,

that is. 50,748 curds. In the year 1900—1901. there were only

30.360 cords exported from our Crown lands.

"Now that the resources of our forests are known, it may be

well to ascertain how many cords of pulpwood were ex-

ported from Crown lands last year. There were 50,748 cords

exported And this, is what is called the giving away of

the products of our forests to the Americans! The 250.000

cords which form the balance of the exportation to the United

States (for there were about 300,000 cords exported) came
either from the seigneuries of from lots held under letters

patent, which cannot be affected by the rules regulating

Crown lands. The right of which I spoke could only affect

about 50.000 cords, and ytt we are accused of causing the

destruction of our forests!"

You will observe that tliis more or less official es-

timate of the life of Quebec's Crown land pulpwood
resources—that they were sufficient to meet all requi-

rements for 4,000 years, or, if the maturing of the

growing stock was taken into account, over 20,000

years—practically forever—was made only seventeen

years ago. In view of these exaggerated and since

totally discredited ideas as to the extent of Quebec's
pulpwood resources, held by those in authority in

those days, is it to be wondered at that in the early

days they were only too anxious to exchange the peo-

ple's forest heritage for whatever mess of pottage was
offered.

Paul lilouin's estimate was based upon an annual cut

of ."iO.OOO cords. To-day the annual consumption of

jnilpwood in Quebec, exclusive of that cut for export-

ation, exceeds 1,100,000 (;ords while the "expectancy,"
to use an insurance term, has dwindled, according to

the best authorities, to at the most -^0 years' supply, at

the iiresent rate of use, and the ratio at which the
wood is being consumed is increasing every year.

In contrast to the optimistic utterance of Premier
Parent in outlining Quebec's timber policy of less than
two decades ago I should like to call attention to that
of the present Premier, the Hon. L. A. Taschereau, an-

nounced .just a few days ago, and based upon a know-
ledge (if to-dav's conditions.

He said :

"The time has come, it appears to us. to regularize the
cutting on limits by fixing a maximum of the annual cut.

to prevent the destruction of our forests, and a minimum
to stop speculation and to assure us a reasonable, revenue
from the cutting rights. Reforestation should be Immediately
undertaken and encouraged with energy."

Arguments put forth in Wa.shington as to the ex-

tent, duration and annual increase of Quebec's pulp-
wood resources, and which seek to convey the idea that
24.300.000 cords of wooil could be harvested annually
without impairing the eipital stock arc entirely falla

clous and have been autlioiitatively exi>lodcd in docu-
ments, copies of wiiich are placed at your disposal.

The facts are that the Canadian Provinces are under
just as groat a necessity for conserving their timber
resources as are any of the States which you gentle
men here represent.

From an economic point of view you will agree that
the clitling of raw |>ulp wood for export involves no
permanent industrial development. The home inanii

facture of pulp and ))apcr. on the other hand, means
the bniidiiig of factories, the employment of skilled
labor, the development of new towns, the growth of
cities. scr)pe for increased immigration, better home
markct.s for agricultural and manufactured (Troducts.

the increased investment of domestic and foreign cap-
ital, and the increasi' of national prospcM'ity in general.
Under the regulations eomjilained of (^inada has built

up an iiuluslry now .'npitalized at ifsSOO.OOO.OOO. with
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an annual produetion of nearly $120,000,000 and an

export business of well over $100,000,000. There are

upwards of one hundred establishments engaged in

the industry. Consequently the question of the eon-

servatiou of Canada's pulpwood resources to maintain

the industrial plants already established and to induce

the establishment of others in the future is a perti-

neut one The necessity of providing permanent sup-

plies for the industry recpiiring so great an investment

of capital is also an important factor and necessitates

conservative forest management. ]\Ian.v millions of

dollars of United States capital are already invested

in the pulp and paper industry of Canada. This Avill

be jeopardized, together with much native capital, tin-

less the continuity of supplies of raw material can

adequately be maintained, which would be impossible

were unrestricted exploitation to be permitted.

Canada's great need to-day, like that of the New
England States, is the inauguration of a reforestation

policy which will insure a permanent supply of timber

for her wood-consuming industries. 'Without it the

Canadian pulp and pai)er industry will be confronted

within a comparatively few years with a similar fate

to that wliicli is now said to i)e threatening the Ameri-

can industry.

In conclusion, let me repeat that there is no need

for any bitter controversy over this question. There

is a most cordial and friendly community of interest

between the United States and Canada, not only in

the newsprint matter, hut also in regard to many
other matters, winch should be sufficient to prevent

any such dispute continuing further, .so long as neither

party commits any act of in.justiee. The Crown Land
Kegulations of tlie Canadian Provinces are not an act

of injustice; they are merely a natural exercise of the

landlord's right to secure the fullest development of

his own property. It is not the fault of Canada that

certain United States pulp and newsprint mills, ow-

ing to miscalculation or mistreatnuMit of the United

States' wood supplies, now find themselves in a posi-

tion where they cannot obtain pulpwcod. except at a

greater cost than if they could bring it from Canada.

The Canadian Provinces have never bound themselves

to supply pulpwood from their Crown lands to such

mills. The Canadian Provinces are uiuler no obliga-

tion to make up for the lack of domestic supplies, or

to conform with their mistaken expectation that they

would always be permitted to remove pulpwood from

Canadian Crown Lands without performing any manu-

facture upon it within Canadian borders.

Canada, as you know, came out of the war with a

luiblic debt of more than two billion dollars, as com-

pared with some three hundred millions in 1913. "With

a population of something over eight millions, the bur-

den is no light one to carry. Her sole source of pub-

lie revenues is the taxation of her people and the wise

utilization of her raw materials, one depending upon
the other. In the words of Sir John "Willison, Pre-

sident of the Canadian Reconstruction Associaticn :

—

"We must either manufacture the raw materials of Canada
within the country, thus employing labor, rearing new com-
munities, providing local markets for merchants and producers,

strengthening the national structure, making the back of Can-
ada strong to bear its accumulating burdens, or the sons

of Canada will follow these raw materials out of the country,
establish themselves in foreign industrial centres, and. more
and more, from year to year, the national burden will be-

come heavier and the issue of the great political experiment
in which we are engaged become more difficult and uncertain.

Every sound economic and natural reason, therefore, demands

that the raw mitterials of Canada shall be manufactured in

Canada and the Canadian people protected In the possession
and control of their natural inheritance."

Citizens of the United States, we feel satisfied, who
will study the subject as you are doing, will come to

appreciate this situation, and will realize that what-

ever the politicians may say or do for political effect

or political profit, and whatever self-interest may
prompt others to allege, there is no i-eal ba.sis for the

charge that Canada is doing any more than wisely

utilizing her natural resources, so far as she is able,

for the upbuilding of her own country and for the

well being of her citizens, and that in tlic doing of it

she is violating no principle of eipiity or justice, is

imposing no hardship upon anyone, and is breaking

no covenant entered into in good faith with citizens of

a neighboring and friendly country.

MUCH TIMBER IN THE TROPICS.
Tropii'al lumbering p(issil)ilities in lower Mexico and

South and Central America are enormous, both in hard-

woods and yellow pine, and in most cases, contrary to

the opinion of those unfamiliar with the situation,

the timber is easily accessible if operatetl under modern
methods, according to II. C. Kliige, who has just re-

turned from British Ilomluras, where he investigated

a half million acre tract of yellow pine timber owned
by an American corporation, for James I). Lacey and
Co., of New York. The Lacey company <'on(lucts in-

vestigations of this character in all parts of the world.

Mr. Kluge, who has devoted about sixteen years to

tropical timber cruising, spent about three months on
the particular tract mentioned, his investigations be-

ing made from the standpoint of operating possibili-

ties. On the tract he picked out aiiproximately 500,-

000,000 feet of merchantable yellow pine timber which
was admirably located for logging and transportation.

Describing the character of timber found, ilr. Kluge
said it compared favorably with the Cuban pine of

Southern Florida.

With the exception of mahogany and cedar, Jlr.

Kluge said, the vast forests of tropical hardwoods have
scarcely been scratched and there are billions of feet

of excellent merchantable hardwood timber, most of

which can be profitably operated under modern meth-

ods of transportation. The hardwood forests extend

through lower ^lexico, (luatamala. Dritish Honduras,
Spanish Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and the Pan-
ama Republic. In some localities, he said, there are

found large tracts of yellow pine timber such as the

ti-act he inspected for James D. Lace.v and Co., in

British Honduras, but as a general rule, hardwoods pre-

dominate throughout tlie troi)ical region.

As to conditions in the Tro|)ics, Mr. Kluge said there

are numerous small rivers winding through the forests

but in a very few cases are they suitable for logging

l>uriK)ses. An operation to be made successful, he

)iointed out, should tie carried on under modern rail-

road methods, and in many regions the lay of the land
is admirably suited to this character of operation and
development.

FIRE DESTROYS PAPER STOCK IN PITTSBURGH
Fire early Sunday morning destroyed the warehouse

of the Pennsylvania Paper Stock Company on First

avenue, Pittsburg. The blaze was a spectacular one.

and the loss is estimated at $.')0,000.
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CHINA CLAY UNDER THE MICROSCOPE*

Its Tenacity as a Paper Making Ingrredient.

When a well-defined crystal, not too thin, is ex-

amined under a microscope, in oil formed by a mixture

of oil cassia and oil cloves, of about the mean refrac-

tive index of the mineral (1,563 D. light at 60 Fahr.),

it is almost invisible in monochromatic yellow light,

but may be located between crossed Nicols. In or-

dinary lamp light or daylight it is more readily ob-

served. By racking back the microscope from the

focus the image fades away in a reddish-brown light,

and racking forward in a sky-blue light.

The refractive index of the mineral is about as fol-

lows in lights of different refrangibility :

—

Red 1-562

Yellow 1.563

Green 1.571

Blue 1-582

These figures were obtained by mixing oils of cas-

sia and cloves till the mineral showed the Beeke ef-

fect, when immersed therein, alternately higher and

lower after rotation through 90, the polariser being

in the axis of the instrument. The refractive index

of the oil in the particular light was then determined

on the refractometer. using combined glasses, or the

gelatine films emjiloyed for near approaches to mono-

chromatic light in color photography. The same glas.ses

or films were used over the eye-piece of the micros-

cope in making the observations. The results are

given as near approximations to tlie truth. They were

obtained iu sunligiit concentrated by an achromatic

condenser X.A. 0.2 from a plain black glass reflector.

The observations were quickly made before the sun-

ligiit could raise the temperature of the oil. The red

light proved most difficult. There may be an error of

one of two units in the third decimals, especially at

file ends of the spectrum.

Changes After Grinding.

It may be here noted that kaolinite (contained in

china clay) undergoes a curious change by grinding.

The refractive index falls from about 1.563 to about

1.52 for D. light as it is higl.er than 1.515 and lower

than 1.522. This change was observed in trying to

make an artificial clay by grinding well-crysfallisefl

kaolinite in an agate mortar for the purpose of study-

ing plasticity. It was found that the fine powder
no longer gave a good ultramarine in oil of 1.563 antl

only a pale color in oil of 1.52, but oil of

the color well in a mixture of ethyl cinnamate and
oMre oil about that refractive index, or solution of

ni|rcury-|)otas.sium-iodide, must be employed. Not
oBly does the mineral fall in refractive index, but

it seems to become i.sfitropic even when examined in

sunlight between crossed Nicols, though a doubtful
reaction is got from the scales when seen edge on.

Ultramarine.
(That the lower refractive index is not due to the
iniitenoHM of the i)arficleH is certain, because, when
rliina clay is suspended in wafer until the coarser
part has settled, it is found that the clay remaining
in siispensifui is fine enough to pass through filter

pajier has exactly the same refractive index and gives
IIS guild an iiilramarine as the coarser part when dark
ground illiitnination is employed.

•Extract from an article by Mr. AlbiTi H. Dick on
"Home of the t>ptieal F'ropertics of China I'lay" in

the Government Handbook of Practical Geology.

As Paper Fibre Adherent.

When china clay is viewed hy dark grouiul illumin-

ation and iiKKintcd in a suitable liquid, the blue color

may be no longer ilisicrnible, on account of the white

light reflected fmni foreign matter. In a sample of

paper known to contain 30 per cent, of chiua clay,

the mineral could be detected wheu the paper was im-

mersed in oil of 1.563. So obstinately does the clay

adhere to the fibre that it cannot be washed out after

teasing in water, .\ftcr boiling iu water containing

some caustic jjotash. a rough separation of the greater

part of the fil)re can lie effected by teasing. The re-

sidual cla.v then shows the t.vpieal color in suitable oil

on dark ground illumination. It is further probable

tliat the alkali removes some of the size used -in the

preparation of the ])aper, and cleans the surfaces of the

particles of the clay.—China Clay Trade Review.

U. S. TRANSPORTATION CONDITIONS.

Discussion of tlic effect of the forty jier cent, in-

crease in freight rates granted to the railroads of the

nation b.v the Interstate Commerce Commission was
the most imiiortaiit feature of the general paper mar-
ket here. The concensus of opinion was that the

freight rate increase will add to the costs of produc-
tion and distribution, with the producer, .jobber, dealer

and consumer sharing the additional expenses.

That the cost of producing newsprint paper will be

increased b.v $.S i)er ton. is the opinion of Philip T.

Dodge. President of tlie International Paper Company.
"It reijuires about four tons of raw material to

manufacture one ton of paper." said Mr. Dodge, "and
the increased cost of slii])iiing supplies nitt onl.v to

the freighting of the finished product l)ut to the ship-

pin» of raw materials to the mills."

There were strong, steady and weak spots in the gen-
eral paper market. The best demand and strouge.st

tone were evident in the markets for book paper,
kraft. bonds, ledger, newsprint and ])nlp and slighflv
higher prices have lieen established. Tlie rasr. bagging
and rope markets continued very weak with further
juice declines being noted on all grades.

Dealers here have expressed the belief that there
will be a big buying movement in an endeavor by
man.v consumers to secure as much pai)er as po.ssihle

liefore the increased freight rates go into effect.

The railroads, with the exception of the Pennsvlvania
Lines, continue to show steady improvement, although
there is still some <oiifreslion at the terminal and
switching points. With imrea.sed revenue, however, it

is believed that the railroads will be in n better posi-

tion to settle labor difficulties, obtain new ei|uipmenf
and make nece.ssary repairs and iin|>roveinents. all of
whidi will make for better transportation facilities.

And with the coming of more nearly normal shipping
conditions business generally will improve,

MADE FIRST PULP AT BATHURST IN 1915

The |{allimsl LiiiiilMr ( onipaiiy Limited, was or-

ganized ill lltOT. The .apital stock is five million dol-

lars of which three milliiuis have been issued. It was
primarily purely a lumber company, but in 1015 it

began the manufacture of pulp and now turns out
over one hundred tons of sulphate and sidphite pulp
per day. A paper mil! which will carrv the manu-
factiirintr process a step further is now in eontempla-
tiiiM and may become n nalitv in the near future —
(The Busy KastL
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The Import of Paper into the West Indies and
British Guiana

Trade ("iiniuii.s.siuiier E. 11. S. Flood.

Barhadoes. June 8, 1920.—From time to time in-

quiries have been made by Canadian firms t'oi' inform-

ation in regard to the paper trade in the West In-

dies and British Guiana. I have tlierefore i)repared

a memorandum dealing with this matter, and have

given statistics showing the imports for the pre-war

.year 1913 and the ensuing years to 1918 from the

various colonies, with the exception of Grenada and the

Leeward Islands, where the figures for 1918 are not

yet available. The statistics show the value of the

import of paper of all kinds, but in this connection it

is somewliat unfortunate that the quantities are not

available, as all paper imported into these colonies

is either free under the preference or subject to an
advalorem duty, and the quantities are luit given in tiie

blue-books.

In 191.'^ the value of the total import of pa|)er— in-

cluding printing, writing, etc.—was i;99.:?2t). nearly

half of which was credited to tlie United Kingdom.
The value credited to Canada and the United States

was £2,908 and £24,.121 respectively, and tiu> amount
to other countries being about the same as that from
the United States. It will be seen that the total im-

port of paper from "other countries" in 1913 was
£24,f)33, which was nearly one-ijuarter in value of

the total supply. The bulk of this paper came from
Europe, the value from Holland being ab(mt £12.000,

ami from (^crnumy £6,000, ami Fi'ance ne.xt in order.

During the period of the war Ilnlland continued to

supply a certain amount of paper, hut Germany drop-

ped out entirely, exce()t a small amount in 1914.

In the last vear for which there ai'e available statis-

tics, that is 1918, the value of the import had about

doubled, being £198,360. The value credited (o the

United Kingdom was about the same as in 1913, but

as paper up to that time had increased to over double

the value, this would indicate that less paper had been

imported into the West Indies for that year, and that

the iiuantity from the United Kingdom had dropped
about one-half. The increased imports were from the

United States, valuing £120,793. There was an in-

crease also from Canada, the value of the total im])(U't

i)'Mng £10,0r)0, which would indicate tluit Canada had
also sent more iiaper irrespective of the price to the

West Indies. In tliis year the total import under
"other countries" was £16,844, out of the total import

of £198,360, the countries of origin being for the most

part France and Holland.

In will be seen that in Trinidad, the Wiiuhvard and
the Leeward Islands, all jiaper is included under one

head, without being divided into iirinting, writing, etc.,

and that the same classification is adoiited in Bar-

hadoes, with the exception that in this island "manu-
faeturesOf paper" are classified separately, which is,

however, only a small item. In the colonies of Jamaica
and British Guiana, however, the imports are divided
into "printing." "writing," and "other sorts of pa-

per," whicli gives exporters information of a more
definite character in regard to the trade.

In 1913 iirinting paper was sold here at 2VL> to 3

cents per pound, and during the first two years of the

war tliere was only a comparatively slight advance in

the price of about 4 cents. This cmitinued to the mid-
dle of 1917. A steady advance took place in 1918 aiul

1913.

United
Kingdom

£
Jamaica 18,358

Barbadoes 2,609

Trinidad 9,925

British Guiana 12,611

Leeward Islands 1,792

Grenada 929
St. Vincent 843
St. Lucia 397

47,464

United
Kingdom

£

Jamaica 10,387

Barbadoes 5,743

Trinidad 12,596

British Guiana 18,045

Leeward Islands 819

Grenada 929

St. Vincent 727

St. Lucia 1,170

United Other
States Canada Countries Total

£ £ £ £
16,047 530 7,008 41,943

1,413 355 3,726

633 8,736

2,989 1,161 5,560 19,635

1,849 547 5,878 20,885

1,509 249 1,121 4,671

281 50 250 1,510

107 173 1,123

126 16 284 823

24,321 2,908 24,533 99,326

1918.

United Other
States Canada Countries Total

£ £ £ £
29,266 1,339 2,567 43,559
11,409 1,976 l-,407

989 21,254
44,111 4.130 1.5.52 62,389
27..531 1,162 7,728 54,466
.-),384 917 2,112 9,232
281 209 38 3,134
239 101 159 1,226

1,152 216 292 2,380
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continued to rise, and to-day the price of newsprint

is at the ahnormal figure of 18 cents per pound, owing

to "the difficulties of transportation and the general

shortage of this commodity.

St. Vincent.

1917.

Jamaica.

1918.

United Kingdom . . .

United States . . .

Canada

Enu-
merated

£

5.861

12,623

534

2.032

Writing
Paper
£

2.776

4.343

805

34

Printing

Paper
£
1.750

12,300

Other countries . . .501

United Kingdom
Canada
United States .

.

Holland
France
Other conntries

United Kingdom
United States . .

Canada
France
Other countries .

United Kingdom
United States . .

Canada
France

Tipited Kingdom
iMited States . .

dnada
Other countries .

21, .551

Trinidad.

1918.

7,958

Barbados.
1918.

14,050

£12,596

4.130

44.111

867
355

330

£62,389

Paper Pajier

Manufactures
£ 5,743 £265

11,409 413
1.976

249
1.407 62

£20.5.35

Grenada.
1918.

St. Lucia.

1918.

United Kingdom
United States . .

Canada . . .

.

Holland ....
France
Other count rien .

British Guiana.

1918.

Printing Paper
£

3.797

22.5H0

£26.377

Paper and
manufacturers Printing

of paper Paper

United Kingdom
United States .

.

Canada
Other countries .

568

239
101

104

£1,012

Leeward Islands.

1917.

United Kingdom
United States .

.

Canada
Other countries .

£989

£1.186

1.701

209

38

£3,1 3

1

£1,170

1.1.52

216

292

£2.830

(tlher

*
H2.H16

inf)..572

5..-)8l

13.724

15.408

7.962

<i235,063

£30

£30

£ 819

5,384

917
2,-912

£9,232

SAFETY MEN TO MEET IN MILWAUKEE.
The annual convention of the National Safety Coun-

cil will be held in Milwaukee during the week of

September 27th. Following is the interesting pro-

gram of the Paper and Pulp Section, of which Mr.

G. W. Dickson, of the Riordon Co. is vice-chairman.

Wednesday Morning.
Septeniher 29. 9.30 o'clock.

1. The Safety Game as it is Played in One Plant,

a. The Man on the Job.

Mike Corcoran. Kimberly-Clark Co.
li. The Foreman.
Henry Bongers. Kimberly-Clark Co.

c. The General Su)ierintendent.

Earnest Mnlilcr. Kimberly-Clark Co.

d. The Eniiiloynicnt Secretary,

Miss Mary Barker, Kimberly-Clark Co.
e. The Safety Director.

jr. G. Hoyman. Kimberly-Clarke Co.

Thui:gday Morning.
ScptiMiilicr 31), 9.3(1 o'clock,

apcr .Mill Records.

R. II. (inerrant, Safety Engineer. National Safety
( 'nuncil.

What is Being Done in the Pulp and Paper In-

dustry to Mring Education Within the Reach
of Every Employee.

.1. N. Stephenson, Editor. Canadian Pulp and
Paper Magazine. Quebei-. Canada,
The Economic .\spects of Safety Work and Kind-
red Efforts.

H. T. Carruth. (ieneral Manager, Mead Paper and
Pulp Co., Chillicothe. Ohio.

1. 1'

3.

SPAIN TO CANCEL DUTY ON PAPER.
Import duties on news print paper and paper for

books will be abolished by a royal decree which the
Minister of Finance of Spain has decided to issue. The
Minister expressed the opinion that the measure woidd
have little influence on the price of paper, but said
he consented to the experiment in onler to meet the
demands of jiublishers and authors.

To hear patiently and an.swer preci.sely are the
great perfections of conversation.—Disraeli.
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Sweeping the Air and Water Out of Dryers on
Paper Machines

By F. C. Farnsworth.

It is needless to say that air and water in dryers

liave been the cause of a loss of millions of dollars

annually in paper mills, because the accumulation of

air and water in dr.vers causes breakage of paper,

cockling of paper and numerous other troubles whicli

tend to prevent the maximum production of paper
from a drying standpoint.

The accumulation of air and water in drj'ers has

led to the installing of complicated and expensive steam
control devices and hundreds of various types of steam
traps and expensive experimental piping layouts for

paper machines that are uiuiecessary with the Farns-
w(n-th method of heating pai)er machine dryers.

The Farnsworth metlind is simple engineering sense

(•(inibined with simplicity in ap|iaratus and ])ii)ing and
has been tried and fonnd true in many of tlic large

paper mills in the United States, Canada and Europe.
With the Farnsworth Differential System relieving

the return line lieader, water and air in the dryer are

forced through the syphon or buckets out into the re-

turn line lu'adcr. because the steam in tliis return line

lieader is utilized to heat a few dryers (if the wet end
section. Naturally we produce the desired reduction in

pressure between the steam and return header neces-

sary to force the water out of the dryer, or in other

words, we might say that the dryer becomes a part of

the steam line necessary to supply 25 per cent, of the

dryers on the wet eiul of the paper machine .

The steam nnist pass from the main steam header
through the dryers nut through tlu^ syphon pipes or

luickcts into tiic main return liin' lieader through a

steam separator which separates the steam from the
water; the steam is then passed over into the dryers
of the wet and at a reduced pressure and temperature.

A high velocity of steam pouring out of the syphon
pipe into the main return line header carries with it

all water and all air that would otherwise accumulate
in the dryer, thus providing a high circulation of dry
steam in the dryers. It is, iiowever, understood that
the steam must be condensed in the dryer to throw off

the latent heat, but after it has been condensed it

cannot possibly lie in tlie dryers wifli tlie Karnswortli
system, as shown in Figure 1.

When the dryers are filled with steam naturally
water accumulates in the bottom and must be lifted to

the centre of the dryer so that it will flow into tlie

return line header. It is well understood that more
steam is used on the wet end of a paper machine than
on the dry end. Hence the syphon pipe of the dryers
on the wet end is required to handle more water than
those on the dry end. with the common result tjiat

steam passes tJirough the syphon pipes of the drj-ers
on the dry end of the paper machine aud out into tlie

main return lino header, building up a pressure of
steam in the return line header which is pi-actieally
equal to tlie steam pressure on the steam header.

With this condition there is no differential pressure
between the stear; lieader and tlie return lieader. It
is, therefore, not possible for the water in the bottom
of the dryer to rise through the syphon pipe which
ranges anywhere from 1.') to .'W inches in lieight ; for

NO AIR

NO WATER

HIGHLY

CIRCULATED
STEAM

HIGH TEMPERATURE DRYERS
TEMPERATURE OF DRYERS CONSISTENT

AND EVEN AT ALL TIMES

HIGH VELOCITY OF STEAM AND WATER
OUT OF THIS PIPE

STEAM PRESSURE IN THIS

HEADER IS USED TO HEAT
ABOUT 25 PER CENT OF

THE DRYERS OF THE PAPER
MACHINE, HENCE THE
PRESSURE IS REDUCED

2 TO 3 POUNDS

THIS STEAM PIPE

SUPPLIES THE DRYER.

ALSO ALL THE STEAM
THAT WILL BLOW OUT
OF THIS PIPE,WITH
THE WATER AND AIR

STEAM HEADER

RETURN HEADER
PRESSURE REDUCED

Fig. 1.
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tliis reason, a differeiu-e of at least V2 a pound pressure

is uecessarj' to overcome a static head of the syphon

l>ipe between the bottom of the dryer and the center

of the trunnion.

Hence the water cannot be lifted out of the dryers

without sufficient differential or reduction in pressure

on the main return line header to cause the i)ressure in

the dryers to force the v.ater out of the syphon i)ii)c

against the static head. In other words, water can-

not be syphoneil out of the dryer when the same pres-

sure is maintained on the return header, until the

dryer first fills with water to the center and starts the

syphon. Then only are the dryers entirely emptied,

which causes the uneven drying conditions; these un-

even conditions are verified by the uneven slugs of

TH.S WATCA SEAL HOLDS ^

AIR ir,TO DRYERS

NO VACUUM PUMP
NeceaSAST TO PULL THIS

S

1

STEAM IN THIS MEAOCR
TROM DP*CRS ON DRV END
or PAPER MACHINE HAS

TCN0CNC» TO MOLO TME
' WATER AND AIR INTO

DRYERS ON WET END

Fig. 2.

water coming from tlie paper niiiiliinc which is drained

by one or more traps connected to the one common re-

turn line header.

The cut. Figure 2, shows the old or the most common
way of piping up dryers with a trap draining the main

return line header. The water in this trap necessary

to raise the float or Inicket forms a seal and pi-events

getting out of the dryers of the paper machine any air

excepting that which might leak out through defective

packing or poorly [lacked stuffing iioxes of the dryers.

With the piping and stuffing boxes tight as tliey

should be, the seal of water in this trap draining the

the header with the type of job .shown in Figure 2,

there surely will be sluggish conditions in the dryers

for three reasons

:

1. The steam stands dead because the oidy steam

admitted into the dryers is that whicli is neces-

sary to replace tinif what has been condensed.

2. No air can escape througli the water seal in

the trap, (must go out through air vent in

dryer head.—Ed.)

3. The water leaves tlie dryers in slugs as ex-

I>lained heretofore.

If the (Iryers are equipped with buckets instead of

syplions and a trap of any type is used to drain the

main return line i.e. header as shown in Figure 2,

the air will remain in the dryers. This is due to the

seal of water in the trap and also to the fact that

water is not relieved freely from the dryers since,

with the same pressure on the return line bender as on
the steam header, the wafer flows out of the dryer
rlue to the static liead only. There is no pressure dif-

ference to increase this velocity for the snnu* reason

as explained heretofore, tliat the pressure on the re-

turn line header has been built up through the dryers

on the dry end of the paper machine.

A dryer equipped with a small trap is shown in

Figure 3. Note the seal of water in the trap necessary

to lift the float or bucket. With this construction

there is sure to be the same pressure on the syphon
])ipe up to the trap as is on the steam header. With
the same pressure on each of these pii)es it is quite

impossible to get a free flow of water up through the

syphon pipe, for the reason that water must accumul-
ate in the bottom of the dryer until the end of the

syphon pipe is sealed. Only when the pressure has

reduced enough between the end of the syphon pipe

and the trap to cause the proper differential, and
with sufficient jircssure on the dryer, can water be

forced out of the dryer witli this system.

It is absolutely impossible to get any air out of the

dryers owing to the seal of water in the small trap.

Furthermore, there is the disadvantage of maintenance
of a number of small traps and the possibility of

leakage of steam tlirough these small traps.

Many jiajier mills are using a vacuum pump to

drain tlie water from tliese small traps, while in the

majority of cases the water would flow from the trap
by gravity. Some paper mills have the opinion that

the vacuum pump attached to the small traps ef-

fects a vacuum in the dryers. This could not be done
because first of all, a vacuum pump will not pull

a vacuum when any vai)or is coming through, and
secondly, the seal of water in the small trap to raise

the float control to ojien the valve absolutely pre-

vents any vacuum within the dryer; in other words,
there is a tightly closed valve between the paper ma-
chine dryer and the vacuum pump, only opened as suf-

Pig. 3.

fii'icnt wafer rises in flic small trap to opi-rate the float

that opens fhe valve.

Furthermore, in most cases where a viicimm is used

a cold water spray is used in the suclioii line to cool

down the high temperature condciiNalc discharged

from the snudi traps. This condensing spray is what
creates a vacuum in the majority of ciscs rather than

the vacuum pump, and the enormous amount of cold

water usc<l cools down the condensate and causes a

big waste of heat, thus a lo.ss in fuel.

With the above mentioned system a higher back
])ressure on the engines, and some additional live steam
is usually necessary to get the rcipiired temperature

and yet <Ioes not jiroduce the desired results.
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A PAPER CHASE, NOT A JOY-RIDE.
Ues'-ribing the Imperial Press C'oufereiu'e as mure

of a paper-ehase than a joy-ride, H. F. Gadsby, who
writes satirical articles from Ottawa for the Toronto

Saturday Nigkt, thus relates some of his encounters

with tlie delegates

:

The latest and greatest bond of Empire, if I am
to believe the Imperial Press Conference, also the

strongest, would be of newsprint paper.

It was my good luck to fall in with an Irisli journalist

from London, and being Irish he had that in his l)ones

which made him a frank critic of his fellows. The
Irish newspaper man, I may say, is the saving leaver,

of the British press—if he can't get the truth out any
other way he blurts it. When I met him on the

Chateau terrace he was gazing hungrily at the Lauren-
tian hills, bearded to the chin with goodly trees.

"Pulpwood?" he asked, jerking his tlium toward
the blue horizon.

"Xo, "
I said. Wooden legs. We can nuike more

money out of "em that way."
I remembered the last Imperial Press Conference

some seven years ago, and the new lake that was
formed in North Ontario when the visitors allowed
their mouths to water at the sight of our spruce forests,

so I hastened to steer iny Irish friend away fi'om the

suliject. But, alas, he would not be steered—his nose

turned ever in the direction of newsprint.

"We have no mission," he explained, "'except

friendliness. We would develop your resources and
our bank accounts. Our pilgrimage combines ])leasure

and pulpwood. If pleasure stands in our wa.v we will

let it go and take the pulpwood instead. I heard some-
body the other day call this little excursion a joy

ride. A joy ride it may be. but it is also a paper
chase."

"Too late!" I sighed. "It's the tail of tiie hunt.
You should have got lu-re sooner. Three-quarters
of the money in the Canadian pulp business is Ameri-
can. That's why we have got to go short ourselves."

"This," said my Irish friend, ""must be remedied.
You speak a great deal of the ties of Empire. You
must translate your words into deeds and give us
more newsprint. The solidarity of tlie Empire is in

your hands—pulpwood. You have the greatest avail-

ai)le supply in the world. The Lion and the Lion's
Whelps cry for it—we must he fed."

My Irish friend was getting his metaphors mixed

—

.vol! do not feed lions on pulpwood—but I could see

his drift. Just a little while before a hard-bitten Aus-
tralian had complained to me that four hundred and
fifty dollars a ton for British Columbia newsprint
laid down at ilelbourne was a bit thick. (The .$450-a-

ton paper came from Sweden not from British Colum-
bia.)

""You have," continued my Irish friend, "'the desire

of our hearts, plenty of pulpwood and ea.sy to get at.

As citizens of the Empire you must admit that we
.should share this precious heritage in common, giv-

ing the outsiders only what is left. If you love the

Empire you must supply the pulpwood out of which
the edifice of inter-imperial good will is to be built.

There is nothing," he added, "that will compare with
your spruce as the raw material of newsprint paper.
The colah boolah tree of Australia is not fibrous enough
for the purpose, while the wamba-wamba tree of South
Africa, which is little better, does not cohere suffici-

ently. You have the cream of the market and you're
damned selfish about it."

"If you were real patriots now"'—tais witii a twinkle

in his e.ve
—

"if you really want to bring the Empire
together, you would do something about it—produce
a pulp tree, for example, that would grow about ten

times as fast as the present sort does. It's the one
thing that will save the Empire—Canadian pulpwood
of commercial value at, say, two years' growth.
"We can do better than that," I challenged, ""We

can produce a i)rint paper tree. All you'll liave to do
is to back your spindle into the bush and unwind the
stuff like birch l)ark. To go a little further, we might
have two kinds of paper trees—Liberal and Conserva-
tive—the sentiments being ingrained, as it were. Tliis

would save setting up in the office and would do
away with a great deal of expense if we could get tlie

Typographical Union to asrree to it The nwper tree,

tapped at the proper season, would also supplj- print-

ers" ink, aiul thus solve another problem."
"You're spoofing me," said my Irish friend, and

sure enough I was. Not having an English sense of
hum4;,r he saw it at once.

"As a l)inder of Empire," I explained, "I yield to
none, but I suppose you have a job printing end to

your newspaper?"
"What has that to do with it?""

"Well, as a job printer, you ought to know that if

you bind too tight the binding rips. I'm in favor of
the loose leaf system—.when you can slip em in and
out."

"The disadvantage of that," commented my Irish
friend, "is tliat once they .slip out you can't .slip 'em
in again. They go l)lowing around."
"True!" I agreeil sadly. "Look at the Unite<l

States of .America. Thev're i)lowing vet"

FORESTS BETTER THAN FIFTY YEARS AGO.
If oiu- were looking for evidence of what reforesta-

tion can accoiriplish in perpetuating the timber suji-

plies against the drain of continued exploitation, he
would probably be satisfied in going to Sweden,
where, notwithstanding unabated encroachment on tlie

timber, for commercial purposes, in their own manu-
factures and for export, the forests are in better con-
dition today than they were fifty years ago.

In Sweden they have the greatest match factories in

the world, and they are conspicuous in the manufac-
ture of pulp and paper They are also exporters of
lumber to a very considerable extent. The forests be-
ing one of their greatest assets, they have given excep-
tional attention to their preservation and have develop-
ed a very intelligent and effective system of reforesta-
tion. Dr. W. E. Enright, of Westmount, Que., who
has just returned from Scandinavia, observed that in

one small province of Sweden alone twelve or thirteen
times as many trees had been planted as in the whole
of Canada. Anyone cutting timber in Sweden must
replant the area cut over, this practice being required
by law. The result i.s, that although Sweden cuts and
exports a great amount of timber, the forests are not
only preserved but are in better condition today than
they have ever been since modern encroachments have
been made upon them.

BE'TERIDGE IN OLD VIRGINIA.
James Beveridge. one of the best known authorities

on pulp and paper manufacture, who has specialized
in alkaline processes, is now general manager of the
Hummel-Ross Fibre Corporation, Hopewell, Va. This
concern manufactures kraft pulp and paper.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE

A-3. The proximate compositions of Korean hemp

and ramie. Vo-liisuke ly.Hla. Univ. of Tal.. I'.erkeley.

Cal.. J. Iiul. & Eiig. Cheni., 12, .373-H, (,1920). The pro-

ximate conipound.s of Korean hemp and ramie were

determined by modifiiations of the analytical me-

thods proposed by Dore. (See J. Ind. & Eng. Chem.

11, .>i6. 1920) and were found to be

:

Sample Hemp Ramie

Loss on drying 8.83% 10.50%

Benzene extract 1-92 0.86

Alcohol extract 1-20 0.75

Water-soluble 4.50 3.79

Soluble in r; XaOH 18.53 17.27

Cellulose 62.42 65.88

Lignin 3.32 0.66

Total 100.71 99.71

The analytical results are discussed from the tex-

tile chem. standpoint for the benefit of future inves-

tigations. A. P.-C.

A-3.—Possibilities of African grasses in paper ma-

nufacture. Clarence -T. West. Arthur D. Little, Inc.

Paper. 10, 28, (June 23, 1920). A condensed anal.vsis

of manu grasses growing in Africa, summarizing their

liossfhilities in the manufacture of paper, based on

Industries Bulletin Series, No 7, by C. F. Juritz, Agri-

lulniral H.M-arch Cli.-niist of the Union of S. Africa.

A. P.-C.

A-3.—New papermaking fibers. l'ai)ii'r. 23, 15-7,

-Ian. 1920 1. Notes on the early attempts to make
pulp from pine-needles and on the advantages nf this

raw material, and on vine-shoots, Algerian mallow, and

Krench colonial plants and frees as sources of pulp.

—

A. P.-C.

A-3.—Ramie and textile nettles, ("h. Groud. Papier,

23, 73-6. (April l!<20i. Disc\ission of the possibility

and advisability of utilizing native species and of in-

troducing foreign species into France—A. P.-C.

A-6; D-0.—Decay of woolpulp^. A chemical inves-

ti<ration of souiul and infecteil ground wood pidp. S.

A. Mahood and T). E. Cable. Paper, 25, 1149-50.

(1920). Comparative analyses of soutuI and infected

grAnd wood are given. The methods used were
thfte of Sehorger M. Ind. & Enfr. Chem.. 9, .').56, 1917).

ejfllfpt in the case of litrnin which was determined by
the method of Ost and Wilkeninp ("Hesearches on Cel-

lulose" Cro.ss & Hevan. Vol. Ill, (1905-10) p. 39K On
an e»|iial-wt. ba.iis the difference is small, the greatest

being in eelIulo.se and lignin contents; but the results

(lo not show the loss of wood due to decay- Chemical
rSc-oinposition of the pulp had apparently not pro-

^e-.sed as far as the physical i-ondition of the pulp
mk'ht indieate.— A. P.-C.

A-14; K-0.—Causes and action of dendritic growths
in paper. .Ian)r> Strarhan, K.K.MS. Tapfr. 26, MM).

M94, I 1920). The flendrite starts with n nucleus of

bronze or bra.ss embedded in a felted sheet of eellulose

fibers containing; other substances eomprisinp paper.

The nucleus is dissolved by lUSO, formed from Alj
'SO,),, etc., with formation of CuSO,. This creeps

alonff the moist cellnloae fibers by capillary force.

;p<;iATiOM-^
—

The CuSO^ is reduced to CuS by H and oxidizable

matter. The CuS is reoxidized to CuSO, by atmosphe-
ric 0. and thus by alternate oxidation and reduction

insoluble. Cu eompounds ma.v be deposited along

the fibers in the form of a dendritic growth contain-

ing CuS pseudomorphous with CuSO,. The final ac-

tion in very old dendrites is oxidation resulting in the

formation, with complete solution of the metallic

nucleus, of a basic CuSOj- The dendrite may be test-

ed for the presence of CuS by apph'ing a drop of a

solution of the double cyanide of K and C'd, contain-

ing a slight excess of KCN, the CuS going into solutions

ami CdS precipitating out.—-A. P.-C.

A-14. The Webb paper tester. A New instrument
for testing corrugated fibre board. .1. 1). .Malcolmson,

]\Iellon Institute of Industrial Research. J. Ind. and
Eng. Chem., 11, 133-8, (1919). A comparison of the

Mullen and Webb testers, tried out on several hun-
dred samples of eorrugated board, representing prac-

tically all the varieties known to the trade. The tests

showed that the Webb tester is correetly ilesigned

and constructed from a mechanical point of view,

and that is gives a more accurate measurement of the

value of paper products (especially corrugated fibre

board) than is possible by the use of the Mullen tester.

In addition to the puncture test, the Webb machine
may be used for tensile tests, elongation tests and com-
pression tests. The tensile test, especiall.v when
"across the grain," is an important index of the value
of a fibre box as a shipping container. This "across
the grain" value may also be found more (piickly by a
puncture test, using a "wedge" plunger. The pocket-
size model makes it possible to test corrugatetl boxes
under conditions which are impossible at present. Be-
sides corrugated products, the Webb macliine can be
used for testing many other flat subsfaui'cs, such as
paper, cardboard, "solid fibre" board, jiummed tape,
fabrics, etc.—A.P.-C.

B-4. A new textile fibre. Z angew. ciieiii., .lime 14,

191S; .1. Ind. and En. Chem.. 11, 244. <1919). A.
iiiannfactuiiiig companx- in Chemnitz has snceeeded in

producing a useful substitute for cotton and jute from
l)ine tree needles. These needles are treated chemi-
cally and then i>rei)ared by machinery. The finished
material can be spun on any cotton spinnning machine.
The spun yarn breaks le.ss easily than ])aper yarn
and is also more elastic. This company also manu-
factures a very serviceable watertight and jtliable sub-
stitute for shoe leather. -.'X.P.-C.

B-9.—The Alaskan forests. W. H. Greeley, chief of
For.st Service, Paper. 26, S31-2. (1920i A descrip-
tion of the lar^'c timlicr resources of .Maska and of the
advaiitaL'cs of establi'-liiiivr r>ulp and paper mills there
.\ I' C

D-3, 4.—Cutting grinding power costs with pulp load
regulator. Paper, 26, 11-2. (June 16. 19201, Rrief des-
cription of the General Electric Repnlaior for mnin-
taininjr a constant load on motor driven prinders- It
consists of a tor<pie motor, series transformer, and
piston type balanced throttle valve, and is installed in

the main water line to the grinder.—A. PC.
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D-4. Groundwod Pulp. Factors influeneinii: the qua-

lity and yield. Bois et Resineux; Papier, 23, 1-4. (Jau.

1920). Summary of results obtained at the F.P.L.,

Madison, Wis., in the course of various studies on

groundwood. The various factors are : 1) sharpness

of the stone; 2) pressure on the wood in the pockets;

3) velocity of the stone; 4) temperature during grind-

ing; 5) condition of the wood; 6) variety of the wood.

1) The sharper the stone the greater the output and

the coarser the fiber. 2) The greater the pressure the

greater the power required to drive the grinder, the

greater the output, the greater the yield per cord, and

the less the power consumed per ton of pulj). Above
80 lb. per sq. in- the increase in yield ami output is

more than offset by the falling off in quality. 3) The

output increases with increase in velocity. 4) High

temperature gives a browner pulp. The relative ad-

vantages of cold and hot grinding have not been .sa-

tisfactorily established. .3) Fast growing woods are

more easily ground but give a coarser and weaker

fiber than slower growing woods. Dry wood requires

more power and gives higher colored pulp than green

wood. If the wood is .steamed previous to grinding,

the lower the steam pressure, the higher the yield and

the whiter the stock. 6) The advantages of the dif-

ferent varieties of spruce and pine are discussed.

—

A. P.-C.

E-4.—What liquefied sulfur dioxide is. Guy C.

Howard. Makin" Paper; Paper. 25, 1164, (1920). A
brief description of the method of preparing liquefied

SO, from smelter gases—A. P.-C.

F-4.—Electrolytic recovery of soda and by-products

in the manufacture of pulp. Fr. Patent No. •"i()(),4.")4,

Societc (lite C'ellulosr et Papiers, France. Dec. 17,

1919. Papier. 23, 101-2. (May 1920). The XaOH is re-

covered by concentrating the liquor and passing an

electro current through the solution. Na is amalga-

mated with the mercury cathode, while various orga-

nic compounds separate at the anode which is so con-

structed that these compounds may be removed and
recovered without interrupting electrolysis. The elec-

trodes are separated by a porous diaphragm. In the

ease of continuous cooking with a stabilized liipior,

electrolysis is conducted concurrently with the cook-

ing, and the cathode is of Fe or other suitable metal,

so that the XaOH is not removed from the liquor. The
organic compounds which separate at the anode are

periodically removed. The loss of NaOH is only about

one-third to one-half that by the usual process of re-

covery.—A. V.-V.

G-11.—The theory of decantation applied to save-

alls. J. Rigaud-Morin. Ecole Francaise de Papeterie

de Grenobale. Papeterie. 42, 482-91. (June 10 1920 1. A
brief mathematical discussion of the theory of decan-

tation showing that the movement of a particle of

pulp in the save-all is the same as that of a projectile

travelling in a medium the resistance of which is pro-

portional to the speed of the projectile.—A. P.-C.

HI.—The rapid determination of hypochlorites.

L'Industrie ("himique: Papier. 23, ]04-.">. i Ma\ l!t20
.

The chemical constitution of hypochlorites i> briefly

discussed to show that tiie general fornnila is XOCl-)-
XCl. or X.,OCL. The Mueller apparatus for the de-

termination of the available CI evolved on treatment

with II,Oj is described, together with the mode of

operation.—A. P.-C.

K-4.—A new rag cleanser. DR.P. Xo. 314,569, class

5.5a, Oct. 20. 1918. -los. Morsche, Booholt, Westphalia.

Paper, 25 1164, (1920). The apparatus consists of a

conical centrifugal drum revolving within a casing

and employing a current of air for the removal of the

impurities.—A. P-C.

K-0.

—

The manufacture of paper in Japan. Paper,

26, 836. 840. S46, (1920). A dcscriinion of the variour^

kinds of papers manufactured in Japan together with

notes on the method of manufacturing some of them.

A. P.-C.

K-7.—Notes on the defibering of rags. .\. Xoel. Pa-

peterie, 42, 501, (June 10. 19201. The work must be

done according to the nature of the rags and in such

a manner that the fibers will be separated and gra-

dually shortened, but not cut up. so that they may be

properly beaten afterwards. It may be determined, if

the cylinder is properly placed by putting a piece of

sheet Zn over the bediilate and letting down the cy-

linder, thus showing if it bears on the whole surface

of the bedplate.—A. P.-C.

K-7—Notes on the beating of pulp. J. (1. X'arlot,

Paperniaking engineer. Hull. Synd. Fab. Pai)ier et

Carton, Xo. 3, 40-4, (Feb. 1, 1920). The quality of the

beaten \ni\\) depends entirely on the pressure of the

cylinder per unit area of the working surface of the

bedplate, irrespective of the number of knives of the

latter which come in contact with those of the cylin-

der. Hence to obtain a given quality in a given time

it is best to use a bedplate with as small a working
surface as possible to reduce the power consumption ;

i.e., to increase the output per II. P. hr. For a 1200 kg.

cylinder (about 60 kg. beater) the minimum working
surface aUowable is about 200 sq. cm.—A. P.-C-

K-7.—Three-compartment beater. Papier fab.; Pa-

peterie. 42, 500. (.iuiic 10, 1920). The length of a beater

of given width is limited owing to the inertia of the

stock which slows down the speed of circulation. This
can be overcome by building the beater in 3 compart-
ments, with a |)ropeller at each end. so that the stock

is forced in one direction in the middle compartment
and liai-k in the 2 outside ones.— A. P.-C.

K-12.—Kraft paper: its speed of manufacture. Pa-

pier. 23, 90-1. (.\pril 19201. Description of the treat

ment to which kraft pulj) must be subjected and of a

machine which can make kraft paper at the rate of

835-900 ft. per mim., according to J. Corcoran. Dom-
Engin'r'g Co. The pulp is passed through a shredder to

break it up into pieces '6-7 cm. sq.. and then through a

Lannoye pulper. It is sent to a mi.xing tank with a

propeller-shaped agitator at each end. and then to a

beater to mix in the color. Suction rolls must be used
instead of ordinary rolls, and the slieet must be car-

ried automatically to the driers and calenders. A. P.-C.

K-12.—Making and using felts. E. \. Huvck, of F.

C. Huyc'k & Sons, Paper, 11-5, .34. (June 23, 1920)- A
description of the difficulties the felt manufactures
must meet in keeping up with developments in ma-
chine design and high speeds, with suggestions for the

care of felts and jackets.

—

A. P.-C.

K-12.—Regulation of reducing valves to obtain uni-

form drying : the Area regulator. Paper. 26, 875 6,

il920i. A description of the An-a regulator for auto-

matic control of the pressure of the steam supplier to

tlin driers. Curves are given to show the performance
of the rcirulator.— A. P.-C.

K-12.—Practical training of the papermaker. How
to become a machine tender. E. Arnould. Papier, 23,

7-8. (Jan. 1920) A brief description of what the ma-
chine tender should know about the manufacture of
paper.—A. P.-C.
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INSTALLATION OF NEW PAPER-MAKING the eountrv does not keep up to its current level,

MACHINES IN THE UNITED STATES. there will "be an over-produetion. We are inclined to

,, r- . II N- 1 . r xi. ITT ••• believe that the former coiu'lusion mav come nearer
Mr. Lninie; U. Navlor. secretary of the Writing , » i ..u . " .u

,, ,, . • » „• 1 1 J xu our future experience, iiamelv, that in the paper in-
1 apt r .\Ia:uiiacturcrs Association, has compiled the , . i ti • » n 4.- r .i i.-
„ ,, . 1x1 1 c X- in 11 (lustry in general the installation ot these machines
following data based on infomiation received from all j. i «. i • • ^i •

,, , 1 • u X • • "i^v not mean anv over-prmiuction, as busine.ss in this
the principal pai>cr machine manufacturing companies , ,

"

• ii • »i i * f j
/,. X 1 X- i XI • X II X- J country has grown rapidlv in the la.st five vears and

in this country relative to the installation and pro-
i j r » " x xi •

, ^. , • , . • xi. • J X • 1 ''s demand for paper to meet the increasing various
duction of new machines m the paper industry m the i u n x
T' -x J Ox X "'^t'' should remain normally strong.
L nited States. .,,-„, ,•

iiven if the installation of these new machines
Quoting from his conclusions: ""If the present mar- should result in over-jiroduction, it would be only in

ket demand is indicative of a new normal rate of in- specific cases and would result, at all events, in the

crease in the consumption of paper, then in general relief of the present newsprint shortage, either direct-

there should not be an over-production due to these ly, or by the utilization of these machines for the pro-

new machines. If, however, the paper consumption in duction of other grades.

Insialldtion of Sew Paper Making Machines in the United States 1920-1921.

— 1920 — — 1921 — — Total —
Number of Capacity Xo. of Capacit.v No. of Capacity

Grade : Machines, in 24 hours. Machines, in 24 hours. Machines, in 24 hours.

News 9 516 7 420 16 936

Book 1.3 oir, 7 268 20 783

Board 16 1.317 10 890 26 2,207

Wrapping 4 115 1 30 5 145
Writing 1 18 '

3 63 4 - 81

Tissue 11 210 5 70 16 280
Hanging 1 30 1 30
Roofing Felt 3 95 2 140 5 235

Blotting 1 40 1 40
Coating 1 25 1 25
Glassine 1 15 1 15 2 30
Greaseproof 1 25 1 25

Specialtie-s 2 20 2 20

Total 63 2,901 37 1.936 100 4.837

Total width in inches 8.1.50 4,977 13.127

Average width in inches 129 1.35 131

TABLE No. 2.

Actual Production.

Capacity Increase

Ba.sed on

x\nnual 1919 .\ctual

t Capacity of Production.

Grade: 1899. 1904. 1909. 1914. 1919. New Machines. 'r

News 569.212 912.822 1,175,554 1,313,284 1.374.517 280.800 20.4

Book .304,459 4.54.3.37 677.327 921.183 914,823 234.900 25.7

Board 394,746 .559,711 883.088 1.291,805 1,950,0.37 662,100 3.3.9

Wrapping 5.3.5.2.52 644.291 763.067 911.029 869.631 43,500 5.0

Writing 112,707 146.832 198.213 247.728 343.762 24,300 7.1

T ~. ic 28,406 43.925 77,745 11.5.401 1.55.400 84.000 54.1

H iiL'ing .54.330 62.606 92.158 96..527 92,136 9.000 9.8

I .f risr Felt 96,915 145.024 22.5,824 243,908 281.962 70..500 2.5.0

other 72,201 1.37,148 123,732 129,182 208.093 42.000 20.2

Total 2,168,228 3,106,696 4,216,708 .5.270.047 fi.190.3fil 1.451.100 2.3.4

A NEW DAYLIGHT LAMP
M new methml nf illuminatinn. known jis the Sher-

indfiam Tiight. under which cfdnrs ma.v be examined
and matched, is nearl.v similar t<> da.vlight, according
to the London correspondent of the .Toiirnal of Indus-

trial and Kngineering Chemistry. It was demonstrat-

ed reeently before the London Section of the Society

of Chemical Industry, which was much impressed by
jtH possibilities.

. The basis of the light is an incanrlescdit lamp, which
has on its lower half a metal hemisphere which re-

flects the bulk of the ra.vs upward against a large re-

flector on which there are concentric rings colore(^ yel-

low, green and blue in proper proportions.

Hy a .judicious selection of the colors in the reflec-

tor a light is obtained of which the spectrum is usu-

ally very similar to that of daylight, although the

]>roportion of vifdet ra.vs is somewhat less than is

f<uind in the rays from the sun. The reflei-tion ab-

sorbs something like half of the light, but tlie sys-

tem is considered as having great possibilities in

certain directions.
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Aeeordiug to iuforniatioii received at the liead of-

fice of the Spanisli River Pulp and Paper Mdls, Limi-

ted, in Toronto, the new nuu-liine heiu"- installed at the

Sturgeon Falls mill will l)e ready to start oi)eration

about January 1st. Some delay has heen ex|)erieneed

in securing electrical e(|uipment, hut good jjrogress is

being made now. This machine will increase the

output of the mill by about 50 tons of newsprint each

day. It is exi)ected that the annual statement of the

((inipany will be ready in a couple of weeks. The an-

nual meeting will be held in Septeml)er.

Mr. J. E. Greaves, editor of the Paper Maker. Lon-

don, and Mrs. Greaves spent the week end in Montreal
on their way homeward. They stopped at Three Rivers

and will sail from Quebec.

Shortage of white paper is now i)eing fell in On-
tario Government circles and the provincial King's
Printer is dee]ily embarrassed. Blue books and re-

|)or(s giilore. which are printed by the tliousands and
require imndi'eds of tons of paper, are being lield up.

So serious is the shortage that contracts are l)eing ig-

nored and orders have gone out that wldte ])aper nuist

be secured from any possible source. Priority was
given to the Statutes of Ontario for 1920. of whicii

7,500 copies are printed. Each copy contains 826 j)ages

and comprises 167 statutes placed on the book during
tiie last session of the Ontario Legislature, it weighs
approximately four jiounils. so that about 150 tons of

white |)ai)ei- were necessary for these volumes alone.
' The Daily Warder aiul the Weekly i'ost of Lindsay.
Ontai-io. will cease luiblication on September 1st and
Lindsay will be served with one daily and one weekly
in future, instead of two of each. The survivors are

the evening Post, whicii is a dail.v and tlie

Weekly Watchman-Warder. Tt 'iuis lieen an-

nounced iTiat there iias been no anudgamation.
but an agreement between tiie publishers to

drop tlie weekly edition of tlie Post and
tlie Daily Wardei-. The reasons given for tiie droi)])ing

of the two i)a])ers are the big increase in tlie cost of

newspajier production and the siiortage and cost of

newsprint.

Among the Empire press delegates wiio detaciied

tliemselves from the party in order to investigate iiaper

conditions in Canada wa>- Tiiompson W. I>eys of Auck-
land, Xew Zealand, who canvassed the Toronto pai)er
dealers with a view to ascertaining tiie possibilities of

Canadian paper shipments to his country.
Tiie waste paper and rag stock business carried on

iiy E. Pullan on Maud Street, Toronto, has i)een turned
into a limited liat)ilitv eompanv with a capital stock
of $500,000.

Tlie Canadian Baptist Bookroom. 233 Churcli Street,

Toronto, lias been taken over bv the American Ba])-

tist Publication Society and the Society will in future
conduct a book store and Sunday sehool sujipl.v i)usi-

ness on the premises. The editor of tiie Canadian
Baptist and his staff will retain their rooms on the
ground floor as formally. Tlie chureii officials are

left free to jmsli the Canadian Baptist and tlio job

printing department.
Announcement is iiiaile in Winnipeg of the iiicor-

])oration of tlie Tribune Newspaper Com])any, with an

authorized cai)ital of !t;LO00,0OO. Tlie chief" object of

the new concern is to take over the business of the

Tribune Publishing Co., Ltd., with a capital of ball' a

million dollars. The Tribune was recently bought

by tiie Soiithams, of Hamilton, owners of the Ham-
ilton Spei-tator, tile Ottawa Citizen, the Calgary Herald
and the Eilniontoii .louriial .

The Petcrboro Weekly Clironi(de, a new weekly
liaiier, is to be launched in tiiat city soon. The new
company is being l)a<'.ked i)rincipaliy by laboi- sub-

.-.criptious and T. Tooms. M.P.P, is managing ilii-eetor.

The first edition will lie published about August 2Slli.

The name nf tiie Tjazier Paper Mills. Limited, has
lieen changed by letters patent to that of the Hellc-

viile Paper Mills, Limited.

The Yaniioutii Herald has just completed 87 years
of pnblicati(Ui, the jiaper iiaving been established by
tiie late A. I^awsiui on August 9tli, 1833. Tt is tiie

only paper in tiie Maritime Provinces tliat has iieen

in existence that long, with one exception, and as far

as can lie ascertained is tiie only ])aper in tiie world
tliat lias lieen continued liy fatiier and son for so long
a jieriod.

Tlie Riddeli-Latehford timber enquiry will lie re-

sumed at Osgoode Hall next week wiien, it is under-
stood, represe-ita'ives of tiie Sjianisii River Liiiiibcr

Co., will lie iieard. Hon. Howard Ferguson is at pre-

sent iiusy iireparing iiis reply to tiic ciiarges tliat liave

been made j'gains* tiic conduct of his department
under the old regime.

I'reiniei- D'liry's jiians, wiien carried out. promise
to make of KaDoskasing a second Tro(|uois Falls. In
the latter place the Abitibi Company owns the townsite
and has lirongiit into being a fine little modern town.
It is tlie intention of the Ontario Government to make
Kapuskasing a similar town. Tiie Premier declined,
in making the agreement with tiie Spruce Falls Pul|)
Company, to turn over contnd of the townsite. Gov-
ernment engineers will now lay out tiie townsite on
modern lines and an ample supply of electrical power
has alread.v been provided for.

Mr. Henry C. Wilson, of Waterville, Kan.sas, who
learned tiie jirinting trade on the Old Brooklyn Times
in Ontario County, and wiio worked on tlie case in

tlie Toronto Globe and the Colonist in Leader Lane
some fifty years ago, was an interesting visitor to
Toronto this week. He went to Kansas forty years ago
and founded the Waterville Telegraph, of M-liicii lie is

still the proprietor.

Andrew D. Clarke, who for several months i)ast

has been editor of the Retail Merciiants' Giotie, lias

been promoted to be city editor of the Toronto Daily
Gloije. He is a well known newspaper man. having
worked on all the Toronto morning i)ai)ers and fb-^

London Advertiser, where lie was news editor for
about five years.
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Mr. J. E. M. McAllister, of McAllister and Company,

wholesale paper dealers, Winnipeg, was in Toronto this

week calling: on the paper trade.

The hijrh prices for newsprint is sending snbscrip-

tiou prices up. The Woodstock Sentinel Review has

raised its rate from $4 to $7 a year; the Guelph Mer-

cury and the Peterboro Examiner have each gone to

$6 "a year; all Alberta newspapers are now charging

$8 a "year by mail or $V.i delivered by carrier l)oy

and the Victoria Times is now .>t;12 a year delivered.

The Department of Lands and Forests at Toronto

have amalgamated the Woods and Forests Branch

and the Forestry Branch, which latter branch took

care of the fire ranging and matters pertaining to

reforestation. The new organization has been placed

under Mr. E. J. Zavitz, who is known as Provincial

Forester. Mr. Zavitz is looking into questions relating

to measurements, etc.. with a view to introducing

such imi)roved methods as may be expedient in the

public interest. Changes in the administration of the

timber resources of the province are promi.sed follow-

ing the completion of the Royal Commission's enquiry.

Mr. C. F. Mansell, of the Toronto office of the How-
ard Smith Paper Company, has been re-appointed

Grand Treasurer of the Sovereign Grand Priory of

Canada. Knights Templar, which met recently in Cal-

gary. Mr. Mansell has held office in the organization

for many years and his appointment to the high office

is looked up()n as a tribute to his faithfulness and
energy in the interests of the craft.

The Union Supply Co., Bridgewater, N.S., has bought

a 7' X 40' barking drum, with conveyors and Quiller

screens from the Western pjiigine Works Co. Our in-

formant does not state whether this equipment is in-

tended for the Nova Scotia Wood Polp and Paper Co.,

Ltd.. whose head office is at Bridgewater.

OFFICERS OF THE KAMINISTIQUIA PULP &
PAPER CO.

Following are the officers and directors of the Ka-

ministiquia Pulp and Paper Co., which has commenced
the construi'tion of a pul]) mill at Poi-t Arthur.

U. M. Waitc. President and Managing Director;

Vice-President Reliance Mill & Trading Corporation,

New Yoi-k, N.Y. ; General Manager Wol.fe River Pulp

& Paper Co., Limited.

A. E. Osier, A. E. Osier & Co., Investment Bankers,

Toronto.
John Ball, President Reliance Mill & Trading Cor-

poration, New York. X.Y., formerly Manager, Price

Bros. & Co., Limited.

V. D. Howe, C. D. Howe & Co., Consulting Engineers,

Port Arthur, Ont.

F K. Graham, Graham, San.son & Co., Investment

Bankers, Toronto; Director. Western Canada Pulp &
Paper Co., Limited.

Hon. T. W. McGarry, K.C., McGarry & Bird, To-

ronto, Director Acadia Sugar Refining Co., Limited,

Halifax.

J. E. Regan, Toronto, Secretary-Treasurer.

SAW GRASS PULP MILLS FOR FLORIDA.

Many attempts have been made in the past to manu-
facture'paper on a commercial scale from various raw
materials besides wood l)ulp and cotton tags, sa.vs the

"Daily Mill Stock Reporter'". The increasing consump-
tion of paper and the decreasing supply of pulp wood
is focu.sing the attention of experimenters to redouble
their efforts toward finding suitable new raw mate-
rial or materials and developing processes for making
l)apcr from them. The latest announcement along
this line is that of the organization of two companies,
one ft Florida to manufacture paper from the native
.saw Jrass and one in Texas to make paper from cotton
lintefs.

The Leesburg, Fla., Commercial states that E. H.

Lacey, after four years of experimenting, has succeed-

ed in making a better grade of news print paper from
the native P'lorida saw gra.s.s than is made of spruce
wooi pulp. So firmly convinced of snc<'ess are the

men who have been working on the project that a com-
pany is being organizc<l under the name of the Grass
Pulp & PajMT Corporation, and the promoters are plan-

ning to establish the initial saw grass |)ulp mill in Flo-

rida within four months and to build altogether ten
mill.M in various parts of the States. There are hun-
dreds of thouHHiuls of acres of saw grass in Florida
and it is understood that the company has enough raw
material under its control to run many mills the size

of the ten contemplated.

CANADIAN INDUSTRY IN STRONG POSITION.

It ma.v he accepted without reserve that what has

been accomplished in enlarging the export trade of

Canada in this direction in recertt years will be dwarf-

ed by the accomplishment within the next five or ten

yeai"s. Certainly no industry is better fortified by
technical trade conditions than the Canadian pulji and
pai)er industry, with its low costs of production and
a market of unlimited jiossibilities such as lies at its

door in the Ignited States.

In the first revival of the industr.v. during the war
period, trade authorities even in Canada looked ask-

ance at the ))ossil)ilities of later competition from pro-

ducing countries like Norwa.v and Sweden. To-day the

Canadian mills are selling newsprint on long-term con-

tracts at $100 a ton and making good -jirofits. while

the export price of the Scandinavian jiroduct, jiartly

as a -result of Europe's great shortage in supplies, but
largel.v as a res;ilt of higher costs, has risen to over
.+:U() a ton.—(treenshield's Bulletin.

DAMMING NIPISIGUIT FOR BATHURST
Grand Falls on the Xipisiguit River, are now being

harnessed aiul Bathurst is destined to become "the
town of cheap power". s;iys the " B\isy East." The
work is being done for the Bathurst Lumber Company
by Morrow and Bealty, Limited, contractors of Pe-
terboro. Ontario. The present development consists
of two units, t\irbine generators, of 4.'i00 horse power
each, while space is left for a third unit of 4.')00 II. P.

to be developed should necessity arise in the future.

The dam is approximately one hundred feet high.
Work was started late last fall and will probably be
completed before the end of the present year.

Necessary machinery and materials are carried to
Grand Falls over the Northern N'ew Brunswick and
.Seidioard Railway. The rails on this road were taken
up during the war. but the Bathurst Lumber Company
leased the roadbed and ecpiipped it with sleepers and
rails so as to expedite the power develoj)ment scheme.
At the present time The Bathurst Lumber Co., require
in manufacturing about 2.">00 II. P. hut when the con-
templated paper mill is constructed a much large
quantity of electric current will be required.
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The -Mead Pulp and Paper Company of Dayton and

Chillicothe, Oliio, which not so long: ajro increased its

capital from $1,000,000 to $1,500,000, has added $4,-

800,000 more to its capitalization. The amount of the

latest increase was the largest granted by the Secre-

tary of State of Ohio to a Dayton cor])oration dur-

ing the present year. This expansion of capital was

decided upon when the firm saw that its hu.siness and

plant would have to be eidarged to meet the tremen-

dous demand for better grades of paper. Details of

mill construction are now l)eing worked out for an

additional magazine, lithograph, offset and book jiaper

product jilant at Chillicothe. A new 154-iiudi Four
driuier wiFl be installed in this plant by the Puscy

& Jones ('omi)any, of Wilmington, Del. The (leorge

H. Mead Paper Company of Dayton has been author-

ized to do business in Canada and has devoted a sul>-

stantial sum to the development of trade in the Do-

minion. It is understood the head(|uarters of the

firm will be in Toronto.

Officers representing seven allied wall ])aper com-

panies in the N'ew York and New Jersc.v district met

at Glens Falls, N.Y., recently for their annual gather-

ing. AVith the exception of Philip .1. Riley, who was
elected vice-president of the Plattsburg Wail Paper

Company, Inc., and the Underwood Paper ilills to

succeed the late Thomas R. Adriance, the entire body

of officers on the hoard was returned for another

year. George Tait of Glens F'alls was re-elected i>re-

sident of the board of officers of the allied companies.

T. S. Mai-shall of Haekensack, N.J., and S. Carter

Hall of Glens Falls were again chosen vice-presidents.

An executive committee to meet monthly in New York
was organized. This action was taken in view of the

steadily growing business of each of the companies

represented.

The Centennial Jlills at Valatie. N.Y., successfully

run for many years by Robert P. Richmond as a

.straw paper mill, has been .sold by the latter to the

Gibraltar Corrugated Paper Com])an.v of Brooklyn,

N.Y., who will make immediate alterations and im

provements for the purpo.se of producing nine point

straw paper for corrugating. The deal was effected

through the Gibhs-BrQwer Compan.v, j)aper and pulp
mill brokers of New York, who within the past eight

months has sold no fewer than four other paper
plants located within the radius of .several dozen miles

near the Centennial Mill.

Forest fires have assumed serious proportions in

northern California, the Pacific Northwest and parts

of Montana. In Washington more than 500 men are

fighting a fire which broke out earl.v last week near

Enumclaw, and another fire is menacing the main line

of the Chicago, ]\Iilwaukee and St. Paul Railroad.

Four large uncontrolled fires are burning on the Flat-

head National Forest in Montana.

Governor A. E. Smith of New York, has appointed
Harry P. Gould, president and. treasurer of the Gould
Paper Company, Lyons Falls. N.Y., tni.stee of the

College of Forcstrv, Svracusc Universitv. Mr. Gould

succeeds the late Francis Hendricks. He is consider-

ed an expert in reforestation work. Besides ojierat-

ing the mill at Lyons Falls, Jlr. Gould is also at the

head of the Donnaeona Paper Co., located at Doniia-

cona, Canada.

Bids for the .sale of 100,000,000 feet of pulp timber

in Alaska have been opened, the successful biddci- be-

ing the Alaska Pulp and Paper Co. of San Francisco,

which submitted a bid of $1 per 1,000 board feet for

the better cla.sses of the timber and 50 cents for the

remainder. The timber is located in Southwestern
Alaska, within the Tongass National Forest. In a re-

cent i-eport of the United States Forest Service it was
estimated that there are about 70 billion board feet in

sjiruce and western hemlock well suited for paper
making in this region. Located in a ennijiaratively

narrow belt along some 1,200 miles of coast line,

this .source of suppl.v has the advantage of deep watei'

transportation to numerous mill sites for man.v of

which water powei' is said to be available. The For-

est Service estimates that the cut from this I <-ality

alone would insure a perjx'tual sui)i)l.v large enough tn

meet one-half of the present newsprint re(|uii'emen1s

of the United States.

Directors of the United Paperboard ('oinjiany have
decided to recommend to stockholders a pro|)osal to

retire $1,000,000 preferred stock, leaving $1,500,000
outstaniiing. This stock has already been purchased
under sinking fund reiiuircments. The company for

the year ended May 2S, showed net earnings, bel'ori!

dei>reei<ition, of $l.."i50.05(), while surplus, after fixed

charge and depreciation, amounted to $^40,010. After
payment of dividends final surplus for the year am-
ountc(f to $5(51.740. Net earnings' after charges of
$S40,010 for the fiscal year were ecpial to $6.25 a

share on the commcn stock after allowing for j)re-

ferred dividends.

On the basis of a net profit of $400,000 on the sale

of 5.000 tons of bleached .suljjhite pulj). Chauncey B.

Smith, has entered suit in the Su|)reme Court. Brook-
lyn, again.st Knapp and Baxter, dealers in paper and
its products, to recover $14,000, or -iV^ per cent which
he alleges the firm failed to |)ay him according to
agreement. Mr. Smith claims that the comjjany owes
him the above amount a.s commission on the i)urcha.se
during August of la.st .vear of 2,400 tons of bleached
sulphite pulp from the Cham)>ion Fibre Comjiany of
Hamilton, Ohio, and 2,600 tons of >imilar material
from the Riordon Sales Comi)any of Montreal, Can-
ada. From these 5,000 tons Knapp and Baxter clear-
ed $400,000 after paying all expen.ses, Mr. Smith's
complaint avers. Mr. Smith was manager for the
company at the time this tran.saction was made.

In a signed statement issued last week from the
offices of the International Paper Company, New
York, Philip T. Dodge, president of the corporation,
denied reports to the effect that the International
Pajx-r Company was in any way associated with paper
mill schemes and pro.iects that are being widely cx-
l)loited by Jason Rogers of the New York Globr.

'
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Torouto. Au^'ust -Jl.—LVsinlr the invili.-t ion that

prices of paper would remain stationary iliuiujr Aug-

ust, the week saw an increase in one line—that of

kra'ft—and the previous week marked a new price

list for box board, whieh furnishes another illustra-

tion of the unwisdom of tryiiifr to size ui) the future

accuratelv with respect to the trade. At the begin-

ning of th.' month word went out from the mills that

jobbers could pretty well rest assured that the prices

then prevailing would govern during August. Mount-

ing costs of manufacture, however, combined with ever-

soaring prices for raw stock, have upset calculations iit

the mills and some lines have had to undergo further

increases. Whatever new prices are fixed, however,

they are onlv basie. and as sales are only made with

the" proviso that pavment .shall be made at prices pre-

vailing at date of shipment, and the mills are sold up

for weeks to come, jobbers and consumers have no

"•uarantee as t« what they will have to pay for their

paper products. High price-levels for all classes of

paper still prevail, and there is no indication ot^ a

downward trend in any line, although a leading To-

ronto pulpwood contractor advanced the opinion to

the Pulp and Paper Magazine this week that the pre-

sent slump in lumber and over-production of ground-

wood in Quebec and New Brunswick would eventually

send both raw material and the finished inodu.t

down. Among the paper manufacturers and jobbers.

however, this view is not shared and no talk is heard

in these circles of any coming slump. The mills arc

all tremendously busy and despite a 'luict holiday

period in the i)'riiiting trade a very small proportion

of the arrearages of orders has been overtaken. A

great shortage of both chemical and mechanical pulp

.still exists and the paper manufacturers are up

against high costs of all iiaper-making ingredients.

No jobber can keep a normal stock of any line of

paper in his warehouse and incoming shipments are

.sold before they leave the mill.

Pulpwood

That there is a very large production of pulpwooti

Aounting almost to over-production, is the impres-

Jon gained by Mr. K. K. Heyland. of the Ileyland-

Thompson Lumber Co.. Toronto, who has just return-

ed from a trip to Quebec and New Brunswick, where

he has been looking over the ground and studying the

market. Mr. Heyland made the further statement

that on aceount of the slump in tlic lumber market,

•lie big pro<luctii>ii and the lai-t that men who have

previou-ly engaged in cutting loirs arc now i-utting

w(m;<1, the impression prevails |lii<>ngli< lit the two pro

vinccM that the pulpw(Mxl niark« i is due to break this

winter. Li his opinion iiriee> will take a drop tli«ii,

following whieh a new era of lower prices for pulp

and paper will set in. Li the meantime, any prices

that one hears of today for groundw<'od cannot be

taken a.t a criterion of what the priees will be in the

winter, while the car situation, esiieeially in the east.

is reported to be very Morious. "I am tatisfied that

there is going to be a big curtailineni in general

manufacture in Canada," said Mr. Heyland. who add-

ed that personally he would not feel inclined to put

a nickle into rough wood he had not already sold, in

view of the present condition of things. F"or instance,

in Quebec, he pointed out, 15,000 cords was the limit

on any transaction the banks would finance. While
considerable over-production is promised, it is stated

that there is very little pulpwood for immediate de-

livery, most of the wood having been already shipped

out. In Qnebee. the mills are paying from .$18 to $20

per cord for next years delivery, while rough, uiipeel-

ed wood is (pioted at $11 to $12 for next sea.son's de-

livery. The j)ri<'e for unpeeled in Ontario rules at

$11 to $14. The production of poplar is away beyond
the demand and is ipioted at $12.50 to $i;i at coun-

try points, while peeled spnice is quoted at $17..50 to

$18, although some has been bought as low as ,$16.

Pulp.

The pulp situation remains unchanged with the mar-

ket practically bare of anj-thing except contract lots.'

Groundwood particularly is a searce article and mills

are having the greatest difficulty in getting supplies.

Prevailing quotations are from $150 to $160 per ton.

Neither in groundwood or chemical pulp has there

been any loosening up in the market. Mills appear
to be hanging on to what they have, and .several of

the grinders have been shut down recently, whieh
will have a tendency to boost prices still further, ac-

cording to some authorities. Bleached suljihite is .sell-

ing at $100 to $200 and unbleached from $175 to

$]!t5.

Kraft paper up.

The week saw another of .several advances in the

price of kraft during the past few months. Beginning
this week the commodity which has been .selling, at Pic

will carry an additional half a cent a i)ound. while

kraft pulp is still quoted at $140 to $150. Kraft mills

are still several months behind with their orders, and
the demand is away beyond the ability of the manu-
facturers to meet. '

Newsprint.

The general trend of the newsprint market is up-

ward and in the opinion of most mills and dealers the

next (piartcr will see a rise proportionate to the in-

crease made effective at the beginning of the pre-

sent quarter, although it is stated that the price will

be governed by the pulp situation. "If the pulp
manufacturers bring tlieir prices down you can lo<ik

for lower priced new>print." was the way one mill

re|>rcsentativc put if and he added that the rate would
be correspondingly upward if pulp prices go up.

There have been no ehanges in prices for spot lots of

cither roll or flat shei'ls during the week.

Book Papers

The week saw no change in the book j>Hper situa-

tion. None of the warehouses have ade(|uate supplies

despite the fact that there has been a slight falling

off of sales. A feature in book paper manufacturing
conditions is the ehangcd situation in respect to labor

problems. There has been a great need for more help
at the mills for months past, hnt at the prpsent time
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TRADE-MARK-
Re6l5TERED

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland
comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites. Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD cD" PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4246-47 INQUIRIES SOLICITED

" 2170
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mills are receiving applications from men tor work,

and at lower than previously prevailing wages. As a

result the mills are in a more independent position in

this regard, and are able to make their ch:ice of men.

a thing the.v have been unahle to do for man.v months

past. Aeconiing to one mill owner the changed sitn-

iition is making for more efficicnc.v and greater out-

put.

Tissues and Toilets

The demand for ti-.sucs and toilets keeps up and

no orders are being booked for ipiick delivery. In

fact, the mills are several mouths behind with orders

and are not anxious for new business. What is ac-

cepted, of course, is subject to price at date of ship-

ment which may be two or three months from now.

• Jreat difficulty is being experienced in getting wood

pulp, and there are rumors of one of the Ontario mills

putting in a pulp-grinding j)lant of its cwn, although

nothing definite has been announced concerning the

project as yet. The recently announced jiriee lists for

tissues and toilets still prevail.

Wrapping Papers

In the wrapping i>;iper liraiieli dt' the trade the de-

mand has not diminished any. More business for the

dealers is available if they could get hold of the stock.

The mills are away behind with their orders, however,

and nothing like the tonnage re(|uired is coming

through. The week saw no change in tlie price list.

NEW YORK MARKETS
New York, August 21.— (Special ("orrespoiulencc).

Incpiiry for most kinds of paper is a little livelier, .vet

consumers as a geiu-ral thing have not increased

their buying to any material degree. Everybody seems

firmly convinced that a higher market lies ahead.

Jbbers are devoting their best efforts to warning
users of paper that they will nndonbtedly have to pay
higher figures in the fall, and are ]iersuading them to

place orders ahead. Then, when dealers are given

orders, they experience much difficulty in finding

mills that will book the business. Paper manufactur-
ers in common have all the orders on file that they

fe<-I justified in accepting under present market un-

eertainties. and most of them are desirous of retain-

ing such little surjdus of output over the balance of

the .vear as they have left s.) that they can be a.'^stired

of mpptina the obligations alread.v shouldei-ed.

There is a firm tone to prices in ever.v corner of

the trade. No one is cutting prices to effect sales; no
oiia| in fact, finds it neces.sary to. and the tendency
of •allies is distinctly upward. At the moment the

price position appears to be that of a calm before

the storm. Prices are holding exceedingly strong, but

are not advancing to any important extent excepting

in eases where (piick deliveries of goods are concerned.

Then ,sellers can obtain almost an.v figure the.v see

fit to ask. provided the.v are within reasonable bounds.

Spot lots of newsprint in standaivl rolls are selling

at 11 to 12 cents i)er pound, while sheet news is worth
in the neighborhood of \'-i cents, with sonu' sales rc-

ported at slightl.v higher levels. In a statement i.ssued

this week. President P. T. Dodge of the International

Paper Company points out that the transportation sys-

tem at present is sei'ionsly retarding the shipment of

newsprint to publisiiers. and unless the matter is

ipiiekly renu-dicd. he jiredicts that there will be many
newspapciN clcsing their door.s. ^Ir. Dodge suggests

as a remedy for this situation the altering of the In-

terstate Commerce ('ommis.sion's priority rules relat-

ing to coal and wood cars to such an extent as to per-

mit a more liberal transportation of newsprint. lie

states that there are more than 400 newspapers in the

Cnited States de|)eiul(>nt upon the International Pajier

C m]iaii.v for their sui)ply of |)a|)er and that they are

now living on a "hand to mouth basis." He adds
that there is no accumulation of |)aper. aiul tliat there

is no immediate shortage of pulp wood for his coni-

piiny's mills, which have stocks of wood for several

montlis ahead piled tip along the railways with men
waiting to load it. but with rolling stock needed to get

it to the mills. Coal ears, he says, must be allocated

to bring fuel^to run the mills.

Fine jiajiers are moving toward consumers ni com-
jiaratively large volume. Demand hasn't the snap
that was such a salient characteristic not lonsr ago.

but buyers are ab.sorbing good amounts and mills are

kept bu.sy effecting shipments on back orders. Prices

are firm, and a bond paper at 30 cents per pound is

considered cheap today. Quotations on bonds range
from about 22 cents all the way to 60 cents and even
higher, while high-grade rag bonds are selling in some
instances u\) to 70 and 7;1 cents per pound.
Bonk papers continue to represent the strongest

single branch of the market. There is a decided scarc-

ity of stock and manufacturers have virtually nothing

to offer in the way of sizable tonnage for months to

come. Prices rule firm at aroimd 17 cents for ma-
<'hine finished book. 10 cents for suiierealendered ami
from 21 cents upward for ci'ated book papei-s. Wrap-
pings and other coarse pajiers arc cpiotably firm and
are in consistentl.v good demand. Mu.vers are depeiid-

injr largely on deliveries against old orders to fill most
of their wants at the uuuuent. but still are seeking

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones s.-Jia murray nm.
8.113

NEW YORK

Have an exten.sive

and steady market KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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WE ARE AT PRESENT MANUFACTURING THE FOLLOWING
of interest to the Pulp and Paper Industry.

BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.
Acridine Yellow R.
New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine V. cone.
Basic Green B. cone.
Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

Bismarck Brown R. cone.
Safranine B.S.
Safranine R.F.F.
Methylene \ iolet 2R. cone.
Methylene \ iolet 2B. cone.
Malachite Green Crystals.
Methylene Blue B.B. cone.
Methylene Blue 1814.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOL RS

Paraniine Fast Pink B.

Paraniine Sky Blue F.F.

Paraniine Blue 2B.
Paraniine Black B.H.
Paraniine Yellow R.
Paraniine Brown G. cone.
Paraniine Brown M.

Paraniine Fast Bordeaux H.

Paraniine (ireen (i.

Paraniine N iolet N.
Paraphenine ^ellow C,.

Diazaniine Fast ^'ell()w 11.

Rosophenine lOB.
Benzopurpurine 4B.

Paper Black 3181

ACID COLOURS

Orange II.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB
Acid Prune ^'.

Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau (j. cone.
Ponceau 4R cone.
Croceine Scarlet 5R.
Carnioisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED ^
HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND
Canadian Office and Warehouse

179 COMMON ST., - MONTREAL
Orders snpplied direct Canadian Stocks -1 be added from time to time.

r^rm^^
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fresh supplies on an active scale considering; the sea-

son.

Boards are firm in price at about $115 for plain

chip and $125 for uewsboard and are improving: in

demand daily. The paper box trade is taking on a

distinetl.v livelier atmosphere, and box manufacturers

are redoubling: their efforts to secure board.

GROUND WOOD.—The intense demand for ground

wood that prevailed up to a short while ago is lack-

ing to a degree at present, but the fact remains that

there is no mechanical wood \n\\p going abegging, nor

are there signs that supplies are anywhere near ample

to cover consumers" requirements over the rest of

the year. Spot lots of ground wood are fetching high

prices. Prime spruce pulp is readily selling at $140

per ton at producing mills, and this price is being

bettered in some cases. Transient buyers, generally,

are in want of supplies. txrinder.s are occasioned

much difficulty in getting timber transported from

the woods to their plants, and this is liindering the

protluction of pulp.

CHEMICAL PULP.—Chemical wood pulp, sul-

phite grades in particular, displays a very firm price

undertone, and there is a comparatively large amount

of business current, notwithstanding deniand at the

moment is not .so keen as earlier in the year. This is

but a logical condition when it is understood that most

paper manufacturers arc siiort of judji over the bal-

ance of this year, but tiiat owing to the .season they

are not immediately in need of very large supplies in

addition to what they are receiving on contract. When-
ever producers have sulphite to sell tiiey do not have

to expend much time or effort locating buyers, wheth-

er the pulp is for prompt or future delivery. Neither

do they experience trouble in obtaining the prices

wanted. Consumers are looking ahead to at least

some extent, and are rj^adily placing orders when dis-

covering available supplies. Quotati iis arc unchanged

at about la.st reported levels.

RA(!S.—Business of niotleratc volume is passing in

papermaking rags. .Mills are buying in tntc summci
fashion, that is, almost entirely against direct require-

ments, but with most paper mills operating at close

to maximum today there is (|uite a wholesome need for

rag stock. Dealers are bullishly inclined regarding

values, and are generally tinwilling to acce|)t order-

ii.vering large tonnages for future delivery excepting

at jprii-es sidtstantially above prevailing nuirkef levels.

This applies especially to roofing rags, which are at

present quoted at a relativel.v low basis compared to

other grades, aiul which dealers believe are due for a

rise. No. 1 roofing is selling at 2.25 cents or a bit

higher at shipping jioints. Old No. I whites of re-

packed (|iiality are worth 13 to 14 cents per poiuid. re-

packed tiiii'ds and blue arr.und 4.50 cents. No. 1 new
white shirt cuttings 2."> to 24 cents, fancy shirt cut-

tings 14 cents and No. 1 washables 11 cents.

Arrivals of foreign papermaking rags at New York
this week included 3.1 ill bales from Rotterdam. 1.502

bales from Bordeaux. 5 bales from Hull. 84 bales

from (Masgow and 23 bales from JIanehester.

PAPEK STOCK.—There is a steady demand for old

pajiers and prices are tending upwards. Packers

claim to be getting but a .small percentage of the

sto<-k ordinarily i-ollccted and are using this line of

argument in behalf of higher prices. Low grades are

moving freel\ toward board mills at prices ranging

arotnul 2.40 cents New York for folded newspapers

and 2.05 to 2.10 cents for No. 1 mixed papers. Old

kraft paper is actively .sought and is fetching prices

close to the present market value of kraft wood pulp,

consumers paying around 6 cents a pound at shipping

points for No. 1 packing. Shavings are ipiotably firm

and in steady call, with sales of No. 1 hard whites re-

l)ortcd at better than 8.50 cents and of soft white

shavings of No. 1 grade at 8 cents. Books and maga-
zines are (piot^bly steady at 3.25 to 3.50 cents at ship-

ping ])oints. Compared with other" kinds of paper-

making material, waste papers are in by far a more
active market position at present than all others.

Receipts of foreign paper sto<^k at New York this

week included llfi bales from Manchester. 30 bales

from Dublin and 40 bales from (ilasgow.

OLD ROPE AND BA(iC,ING.—There is little life

to the bagging demand, important consumers lieing

almost entirely out of the market, and those buyers

who are looking for supplies are securing stock at

nnich their own jiriccs. No. 1 scrap is offered at 2.50

i-cnts a ]iound and can be bought for less. Roofing
bagging is available at 1.50 cents at shipping points,

and is little wanted. Old rope is moving in fair am-
ounts at a quotable basis of 6.25 to 6.50 cents for No.

1 nianilla rope.

Foreign arrivals at New York during the current

week ini'lnde the following: Bagging. 116 bales from
Liver))o<il and 3S1 bales from .Manchester: rope. 722

coils from Hull. 143 bales from Manchester, and 84

bales from Rotterdam.

I P. A. P. A.
SCREEN

Pulp and Paper Mill .\ccessorie8, Limited

MONTREAL, Canada
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THE MARKET FOR CHEMICALS AND FEEDS.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine begins in this issue

a regular report ou conditions in the market for chem-

icals and feeds. The former applies to materials for

both pulp and paper mills and the latter to supplies

which at this season are being collected for logging

camps and company stables.

Chemical Market
HEAVY CHEMICALS.—Sulphuric acid. This mar-

ket is fairly supplied, but there are indications of

slight upward tendency.

ALUM.—Owing to failure in the supply of bau.xitc

as a result of transportation and labor conditions, man-
ufacturers in the United States have not been able

to get raw material and only contracted obligations

are being attended to, and these only in proportion to

the supply in sight.

SODA ASH.—Tlie Canadian market has been prac-

tically, sold up. The small margin has now been taken

up by some mills substituting nitro cake for salt cake

and using soda ash to neutralize.

BLEACHING POWDER.—Lack of movement of

raw salt due to labor and transportation conditions is

a strong feature in control of this situation- Linn- and
steel for drums, are also held wp for the same reason.

SALT CAKE.—The same ol)servatious witli refer-

ence to tiie movement of raw nuiterial affects salt cake

and all contracts are being handled in proportion to

the supply available.

NITRE CAKE:—There is little of this material

availal)li' from Canadian sources, the i)roduct, wliicli is

a by-product, l)ciug well cared for by existing con-

tracts.

Quotations on all of these products are more or less

of a spot nature, and therefore, are not given as ihc\

are s\ibject to cimsidcrabb' finctnatioii due to I be

conditions outlined.

Feed Market.

Conditions in this niarkei. are de|i;'ndent nmre cr

less upon the possibilitv of a war scai-e. If the case nf

war should arise the conditions with reference to

feeds of all kinds would be very much worse than that

in 1914 as there is at the present time a very i)ro-

nonnced shortage. Apart from this possibility we
would make the following observations:

ALFALFA.—Material lowering of present jn-ices

may be expected.

HAY.—The present situation is affected more or

less by the supply of cars and the market is now at

about its low level.

BRAN.—Bran is largely influenced by the wheat
situation and it is advocated that jnirchasers only
supply immediate needs.

OATS AND CORN.—These two are governed by
very much the same conditions, and lower prices are
probable, except in the case of war as mentioned
above. Generally supplies to cover immediate needs
only are advisable with the exception possibly of hay
that will not likelv run anv lower.

HOW TO LIVE
"Worry less and work more.

Hide less and walk more.
Frown less and laugh more.
Drink less and breatlu' inon
Eat less and chew more.
Preach less and practice iiior

And THINK SAFETY.

SOLID DRAWN COPPER
TUBES

14" to 12" DIA.

Heavy Copper Tubes

For Pulp Trade,
A Specialty.

Solid Drawn Brass Tubes
1 4" to 7" DIA.

Plates, Sheets, Rods, etc.

IN BRASS AND COPPER FOR
ALL PURPOSES.

Allen Everett & Sons Ltd.,

KINGSTON METAL WORKS,
SMETIIWICK. - HIRMINGIIAM. England

Canadian Representatives :

IMPERIAL TRADINC CO..
Room <I2 Herald Hulldlng. MonrreaL

The sertlceH of our Kiperl Staff are at your dUpoiial.

Interlake Tissue Mills

Company, Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL LINE
OF WHITE AND COLORED M. G. TIS

SUES, BROWN AND COLORED LIGHT
WEIGHT M. G. KRAFT, WHITE AND
COLORED DRUG WRAP, ALL GRADES
OF FRUIT WRAPS, DRY PROOF PAPER
A FULL LINE OF TOILET PAPER,
PAPER TOWELS, PAPER NAPKINS,
DECORATIVE CREPE ROLLS, LUNOH
AND OUTING SETS.

Head Office: 54 & 56 University Ave,

Toronto. Mills at Merriton
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The Foundation of Industrial Lighting
A host of industrial plants are using

Sta-White— the pure white oil paint

for interiors— as the first step in

securing maximum lighting.

Sta-White when applied on walls and
ceilings, increases the light by reflec-

tjon. Its gloes finish diffuses light

^enly— eliminates dark comers and
brightens up workrooms

In selecting the particular mill while-

paint yon will use m your plant re-

{nember that on high quality depends
he ultiniate cost.

The use of Sta-White is assurance of

Id) Wmiasff

maximum service— ehmination of

frequent repaint ings. with lowest

ultimate cost. Its high quality is re-

flected in a reputation for leadership

in the field of mill white paints.

Use Sta-White for maximum lighting

and paint economy. It is one of the

Degraco Line of Dependable Paints.

DOMINION PAINT WORKS, LIMITED
Moltrr. t,f

Degraco Paints, Varnithes, Enamtl*

W.\I.KKR\ II I K - - (;.\N.\D.\

// will (lay you to read nut
h(X>k, "LiRlilinii Industrial
Interiors," It discusses Iht

lithtinf, problem from a
practical point of ritw,

.4 copy on request.

M^(0
Paints - Va rriisKes - ErLamels
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EACH individual department of The Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited has given

industrial Canada a new conception ofachievement in mechanics.
Each department has established a 100' c quality and service

standard. This is what enables Fairbanks valves to stand pre-

eminent wherever valves are used.

When an engineer specifies Fairbanks valves, he knows that he
has selected not only quality of material but workmanship that

guarantees perfect operation.

He is satisfied with the reputation and service of the institution

that stands behind them. He acknowledges an achievement in

mechanics.
Wherever pipe lines are laid—in Canada's great industrial plants

—in her immense water systems—in mines and mills—Fairbanks
valves are giving a service that is marked by the 100% seal of
quality, the standard of The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.
Limited.
Our nearest branch will give you the benefit of this service. Our

experts will help you in selecting valves and everything mechani-
cal that you require. Make our catalogue your buying guide.

The Canadian FairbanKs-Morse Co.

Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods
Halifnx St. John Qurbrc Monlrcnl OtUwa Toronto Hamilton
St. Catharinca Windior Winniprs Rr«ina

Saaliatoon Calgary Vancouver Victoria

5
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IN A FOOL-a PARADl;SE.

The lirst crops of wheat that were raised ou the

American prairies aroused the wonder and admira-

tion of the settlers. Year after year the grain was

planted in the same soil and crops were taken off

without thought of the impoverishment of the land.

But crops gradually and consistently dwindled until

tlie return per acre has dropped to a point far below

the quantity produced by the soil of other countries

which is fed with proper fertilizer. American farmers

iiave come to appreciate the folly of expecting a return

without making an investment, and the use of fer-

tilizer and rotation of crops are now important features

of prairie farming.

Tlie same proiligal manner of using the forest may
be traced to the same misconceived notion that there

was no limit to the resources of the country. The

folly of considering the forest as an inexhaustible mine

is now being painfully brought home to those wlio

have not properly appreciated this natural heritage

in the past. There are still those abroad who talk

of millions of acres and billions of cords having

only in mind what is really a very hazy and probably

inaccurate estimate of total forest. The question of

accessability is seldom mentioned but total timber

stands are referred to in t:rms of present require-

ments and the total capital stock is divided up on a

basis of present annual consumption. Proper provision

for the replacement of the timber is seldom referred

to and when it is referred to it is frequently mentioned

in terms that are no way near as adequate as recent

careful investigations would suggest.

An authority recently intimated the necessity of

going into the sub-arctic zone for the stunted, ancient

growth which is scattered like the scraggley beard of

an old man over the face of the desolate country north

of tlie height of land. No doubt there will come a

time when it will be necessary to construct trans-

portation facilities at enormous expense and maintain

logging and wood preparation plants under extremely

serious difficulties for getting out that raw material

for shipment to present pulp and paper mills. The

establishment of comi)lete manufacturing plants in such

places may be lightly proposed but to build up and

maintain a community so far from the centres of

consumption and sources of many raw materials seems

to us a serious mistake even in contemplation.

Why cut bean poles and tooth picks from the frozen

bogs of the Arctic regions and get possibly a couple

of cords per acre of wood winch is so small that mucii

extra work and wasie is entailed in its ((puversion,

when, witli a little courage and foresight it is possible

to provide better and cheaper timber for the future

bj' applying proper forestry inetliods for areas con-

venient to our present excellent mill centres?

The natural an.swer to this question, that is, win-

such things are seriously thought of, is that many of

the present manufacturers and users of paper are con-

sidering only the present. There is no doubt but that

there are,large areas of forest lands easily accessilile

to present mills and to mills which might be established

convenient to centres of coiisiiniptioii ami also in the

region of cheap wood and water power. Many people

are looking only for the conversion of what is most

easily available into the greatest number of dollars in

the <iuickest jiossible time. Of course, a profit is

taken off at each step from the forest to the finished

product, whether the jiroduct be a paper bag, a news-

paper, magazine or a shipping case. One of the prin-

cipal factors limiting the quantity of these products

that can be made is the ilifficulty of getting sufficient

raw material and equipment to convert tiic tree into

the product greatest in demand. Tlie newspaper pub-

lisher could make millions of dollars if he could get

all the paper lie wanted to ]iriiit the advcrti.semcnts in

are thrust upon him. The i>ai)er mills could also add

greatly to their profits if they hati more digesters,

grinders and paper machines and could cut and trans-

port logs fast enough to feed these hungry machines.

To satisfy this present inordinate demand and a de-

mand which shows promise of being maintained for

some time will re(|uire a constantly increasing drain

ou our forests. This can be met at present without

any very great increase in costs by continuing to strip

the best available areas in the quickest, cheapest and

most destructive manner. The question is, are we going

to endanger the future economic stability of our coun-

try by exploiting the ])resent world's demand upon

our forests which are the backbone of our economic

structure without due thought of what is to come?

Will the newspapers continue to demand such a quan-

tity of paper at such a price as will require the manu-
facturer to cut the vine off at the root?

No patriotic, citizen will, for a moment, countenance

such an attitude if due thought is given to the matter,

yet many are living in a Fool's Paradise, the little spot
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which is so sheltered from tlie outside that only the

warm rays of the sun directly overhead are thought

of while clouds that may hover ominously on the hori-

zon are shut out from view and consequently receive

no attention.

Canadian business based on the forest
;
pulp, paper,

lumber and other wood using industries, are enjoying

the warmth of a world demand for more product than

can possibly be produced with present equipment and

the cry is for greater production at a minimum price

and a maximum profit. To meet these conditions it

means an absolutely certain increase in cost of wood

water power, and tlie Uesiruction of oui- forest not only

means an aOsoiuie certain increase in cost of wood

but also endangers, according to present methods of

lumbering, the existence of remaining wood lands and

even the very life of the river which is the other great

factor in Canada s domination in the wood pulp and

paper industry. We can go on and produce paper in

quantities sufficient to meet present demands and at

a reasonably low price but we shall surely be absorb-

ing our great bank account and when that is gone,

as it most certainly will go, the nation will be well

on the way to industrial bankruptcy. We cannot of-

ford, and we should not dare, to progress blindly any

further along the road of the easiest immediate i)rofit

regardless of the future.

The burden is not altogether one for the paper manu-

facturer to assume nor is the responsibility entirely

his. The public, and particularly the publisher, must

assume their share of tiie responsibility. The paper

maker must always be governed largely by the demand

made upon him and his establishment. The (iovern-

ment of each province holds the balance of power and

can determine what shall be done but the Govern-

ment reflects only the wishes of the majority and

cannot act very much in advance of the i)ublic. senti-

ment upon which it depends for support. Public senti-

ment is largely a matter of education and .education

of the public should be the principal concern of the

newspaper. The publisher then can take his choice

—

either nlenty of paper at a comparatively cheap price

for a Hnifed time or urge and demand proper adminis-

tratioa of the forests now that he may be assured of

a sufficient supply for all time to come. Our Govern-

ments need have no fear wliatever of placing the Can-

adian induNtry in a disadvantageous position in coin-

pari<ton with other pulp and paper produ<'ing countries

became of in.stituting measures of forest utilization

and production that will necessitate a temporarily in-

creased cost of forest prr)dui'ls. Even a temporary

limiting of production, because of instituting proper

methods, may confidently be made in the knowledge

that the future will bring an even greater reward. It

will be much better to know that we have just so much
to nue and then use it aceordingly than to continue

with the assumption that we have unlimited su))plies

and can waste as we will. The idea of continuing to

draw ehe(|ues on an unknown and constantly diminish-

ing bank account is ridiculous and that is what our pre-

sent forest policy amounts to. Our governments are

gaining in courage and in vision and we may soon ex-

pect that there will be inaugurated in Canada a forest

policy whiph will not only insure the life and pros-

perity of our pulp and paper mills and the communities

depending upon them but also will ensure the pub-

lishers of this continent and the Empire sufficient news-

print paper for their legitimate needs for all time.

One of the serious difficulties in the matter is that

the publishers have seen the forest as a sort of mirage

(we inadvertently used an apt expression; the forest is

receding), the reflection of rosy descriptions, made

largely for political or promotion purposes. Editors

and publishers should sit down with foresters and

Ministers of Lands and agree to agitate, demand and

support, a forest policy that will put the wood using

industries of all the provinces on the same basis. We
have preserved the forest to Canadian industry. Shall

we now sit idly by and see it dissipated? We are in a

forest paradise if we use it right. It is a Fool's Para-

dise if- we have not the sense to eat the fruit of the

tree of knowledge which is before us, yes, even peeled.

slii-ed and i)iit on our plate.

COBWEBS.

"Eagle A Unity changed its name to "Eagle A"
Outing for one i.ssue in commemoration of the big pic-

nic of the American Writing Paper Co. It must have

been quite a party. We must thank the artist for

several lauglis jit our friends in Ilolvokc.

The Department of the Interior at Ottawa is in a posi-

tion to supply some excellent maps, showing the loca-

tion of Canada's natiirjil resources, lands avaihdde for

settlement, etc.

Wc notice tlie Howard Smith Paper .Mills ""Story

of a Sulphite Bond'" rcpnidiiced in Martin's Papyrus.

If 's a good story

.

We uiideistaiid that the Cushnoc Paper Co. at

Augusta, Mc. is going to put in concrete foundation.

A new mill on such a basis will lack some of the

fasciiuitiiig features of the old structure.

We are glad to welcome our friend W. ({. Mac
Xaiighfon to the Dominion. He will find it a fine

country fo live in and full of good people. Kapuskasing
is hardly a metropolis as yet, but Mr. Mhc N'aughton

will be able to see and help it grow.

A train bandit has been located near Pincher Stnticni.

out West somewhere. Wasn't he a proper, particular

fellow, to pick out such an appropriate placet
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Sectionalized Paper Machine Drive
Hy W. W. CKONKIllTE. (leiieral Electric Co.

The electrical operation of paper machines during

the past has been practically confined to the use of a

single unit either belted or direct connected to the

variable speed line shaft, the speed range being ob-

tained liy a combination of voltage and field control

on the motor, whicli was driven from a generatoi-,

usually belted to the constant speed shaft or direct to

the steam engine driving the constant si)eed shaft.

Where steam engines were not used this generator

formed a pari of a synchronous motor set, which was
operated from the mill circuit.

With this type of equipment a line shaft is necessary,

the various sections of the paper machine lieing driven

from it through pairs of cones, whicli jiermit of the

necessary draw between tlie sections.

Sectionalizetl drive has not been used, possibly he-

cause the trade has not demanded it and the speeds

at which the jiaper machines have I'un has not made
it necessary.

The demand for liigh speed paper macliincs and tlic

tlifficulty of using a mechanical drive have focused
attention on the sectionalized drive and made it i)rac-

A Drlviner Vnlt, showing- Intake Shaft, D. C. Motor, Synchronons
Motor, and Cone FaUeys for changing draw.

tieally necessary to meet the demands ..f tbc trade.
Other features whicli feature the sectionalized drive
are the elimination of the line shafts and belting and
the saving of space. It is particularly adaptable to

mills where the paper machine is on the ground floor

and although such a drive will eliminate the necessity
for a basement in the mill, this is not considered an
advantage by all papei- manufacturers.

There are several types of sectionalized drive on
the market, all of which, with the exception of the
General Elctric drive, have some form of speed gov-
ernor which cannot act until a change in speed has
actually taken place, in other words, something must
happen before it can be corrected and there is a pos-
sibility of breaking the sheet before the governor func-
tions.

The General Electric Sectionalized Drive is entirely
different, since it prevents a change in speed from
taking place and consequently it does not have to
correct it.

This drive consists of one unit for each section of

the paper machine. Each unit consists of a direct cur-
rent motor and a synchronous motor of about 20 per
cent, of the capacity of the direct current motor, the
synchronous motor being driven from the direct cur-
rent motor through a gear reduction and a set of
small cones.

Tlie motors and cones arc mounted mi a common
liasc and direct connected to the section of the paper
inacliinc .

All of the motor units are driven for a single gen-
erator, on which the voltage is varied by means of
field control to obtain a variation in speed on the
pajier machine. For ranges in .speed not exceeding a
6 to 1 ratio field control on the motors is not necess-
ary, i)ut l)eyond this laiigc a combination of voltage
and field control is necessary to insure good speed re-

gulation.

All direct current units arc operated in multiple
from the generator bus.

.Ml .synchronous motors arc connected to a dead l)us.

All direct current motor fields and synchronous
.motor fields, also the generator field, are connected
to the e.xciter bus wlii<'li is of sufficient i-ajiacity to
excite all machines.
Each direct current motor has a ilruni controller

and rheostat in its circuit for individual starting, the
last point of thi's controller being in the auxiliary
circuit of the contactor which connects the .synchronous
motor to the dead bus. The actual closing of this con-
tactor is by means of a i»usli button but it can only
be done when the controller is on the last point.
The control of this equipment is very simi)le anfl

similar to the standard paper machine drive of the
Iiast.

The auxiliary control panel which controls the speed
of the entire paper machine as a unit consists of a
small panel on which is mounted :

1—speed indicator.
19" rheostat hand wheel.
l—push button station for start and stop duty.

In addition to the above control there will be a
small indicating panel for each section.

When starting the paper machine as a unit the drum
controllers in the D. C. motor circuits should all be
on the last point with the .synchronous motors con-
nected to the dead bus. The start button on the aux-
iliary control panel will close the line contactor on the
motor generator panel and apply a low voltage to all
of the D. C. motors and turn them over at a slow speed.
The synchronous motors being geared and belted to the
D. C. motors will al.so turn over with them and since
they are all connected to the same bus they will start
up in synchronism.

To bring the machine up to speed the generator
field is strengthened by turning the hand wheel on the
auxiliary control panel.

To make paper successfully the relative speed of
the various sections must not change, i.e., the motors
must be synchronized and free from anv individual
change in speed. This is the function of the .synchron-
ous motors and within their capacity they will ab-
solutely hold the D. C. motors in step. The speeds
of the different sections of the paper machine are
not all the same as there is a slight increase from
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the wet end to tlie dry end. and this percentage dif-

fereni-e may vary sliglitly for different grades of

paper and under different ojierating conditions. This

variation is called ""draw" ami is taken care of by

shifting the belt on the cones, a procedure wiiich can

only cliange the 1). V. motor speed since the synchron-

ous motor speed is fixed.

I'nder actual operation any ihangc in the load on a

particular section, caused by changing the -weights or

otherwise altering conditions, will be absorbed bj'

the synchronous machine. If the load increases it will

act as a motor to aid the D. C. motor on that particular

section and draw its power from the remaining syn-

chronous machines which will immediately act as

generators and distribute the load over the entire

machine drive. If tlie load decreases it will act as a

generator and supply power to the remaining syn-

chronous machines which then ai*t as motors. Any
change in load on any section is therefore distributed

over the whole motor ei|uipmcnt. and may change the

speed of the paper machine as a whole but cannot

cause any change in the relative speeds of the vari-

ous sections.

So long as any synchronous machine ojierates within

its capacity, either as a motor or as a generator, it will

not be necessary to make any adjustments, but if the

indicating wattmeter in the synchronous machine cir-

cuit shows too much power it may be easily brought
back to zero by turning the rheostat in the D. C.

motor field.

The equipment described above is what is termed
hand control but this term applies to the sectional

panels and not to the main control panel since all

adjustments of power and transfer of energy between
the direct current motors and their corresponding
synchronous motors is accomplished by hand. Tt is

not considered essential lo make tliis adjustment auto-

matic as the indicating wattmeter in the .synchronous
motor plainly shows whether the synchronous motor
is acting as a motor or a generator and how much
power if is delivering and so long as it is operating
within the prescribed limits no adjustments are neces-

sary.

However, the automatic feature is readily obtainable
by the addition of a motor operated field iheostat for
the direct current motor which is actuated by a con-
tact-making wattmeter in the synchronous motor line.

This consists of an enclosing case containing the motor
operaffed rheostat, a contact-making wattmeter and the
relay for f)perating the rlieostat motor.

The so called automatic control has all of the features
of the hand control if it is desirable so to operate.

This method of drive by actual test will maintain
much closer relations between sections than is p'>«sible

with the Marshall Train or any other known drive.
This drive has been tested and with a "lO per cent.
change in load on any section of the paper machine,
the speed change on that particular section has been
less than can be measured with any ordinary method
of testing. The sectionalized drive was created to
meet the demand for high speed on the large paper
machines and it is not expected that the single motor
type of drive will be entirely ^iiplnnted where oper-
ating <onditions of the paper niiohines make it "goorj
cneineering" to u.sc the older type of electric drive.

PAPER DIRECTORIES IN DEMAND.
Marchant. Sinf^er & Co.. 47 St. Mary A.\c, London,

E.C. 3. advise that the 1920 edition of their Directory

of Paper Jlakcrs of the United Kingdom is already

entirely sold out. They have, however, a few copies

left of the 1919 edition, which they will mail, post

free, at 75 cents each.

A more extensive volume is the Paper ^lakers' Di-

rectory of all Nations, 1920 edition, published by
Dean & Son, Ltd.. 160A. Fleet Street, London, E.C. 4.

The price is .t"), post paid. A performance that has 28

encores can be considered a success, which is surely

the ca.se with this directory.

The information is very comprehensive and very

conveniently arranged for the frequent reference that

would be made to the book by many paper makers,

dealers and consumers. To quote from the Editor's

Preface :

"The universally increased demand for Paper Pro-

ducts of all kinds, and the consequent world-wide
shortage, have had the natural result of again raising

to a high level, prices which, during last year, had
appreciably fallen : and in view of the high price of

raw materials and coal, increase of wages, and en-

hanced cost of i)roduetion generally, added to the

shoi'ter numlier of hours worked, it is difficult to see

how any immediate amelioration in market rates can
be looked for.

Although the last edition of this Directory was issued

only a few days after the signing of the Treat.v of

Peace with (icrmaii.v, the Mill entries were neverthe-

less all re-grouped tlicrein under their new geographical

positions provided for by the Treaty: and it is be-

lieved that even now to-da.v, this is the sole attempt
made up to the present time to show them in their

proper territorial arrangement as affecting Austria,
Belgium. Czecho-Slovakia. Esthonia, Fiume, France,
(iermany, Hungary. Litluuinia. Latvia, Poland. Rus-

sia. I'krainc. Yugo-Slavia, etc.

In the list of "Princiiial Wholesale Stationers and
Paper Jlerchants. etc.," of the United Kingdom, an
innovation has this year been made by the adilition of

(N) after the names of those firms in both Town and
Country, that at the time of going to press arc Mem-
bers of the recently constituted National Association
of Wholesale Stationers' and Paper Mcrcliants.

The names of Advertisers given in the work, have
liccn specially brought together to form a Buyers'
Guide under the heading of "Classified Index to Com-
nu'rcial Prospectuses " on pages xiii to xxxviii (which
includes many firms on this side.—Kd.)

Set out entirely alphabetically and arranged in three
main sections, this book records, full details regarding
the Paper, Pulp, and Hoard Mills of the World— the
first part dealing with those in the United Kingdom,
the .second with those in the Colonies and .Vbroad, and
the third giving a comprehensive list of Mill Produc-
tions in one list of some 400 Trade designations, clas-

sified according to Class of Goods manufactured.
Country of origin, and Name of Firm.

Ihere is a big difference between Ideal and I deal

Many requests are being received at the New York
Slate College of Forestry for identifii'ation and i-on-

trol of injurious forest insects, which work havoc with
trees. Mtich more definite information can be given
and in many cases time saved if all such letters would
not only give as complete a description of the nature
of the injury as possilde. but be accompanied by speci-
ments of the insects and where possible, of their work.
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Improved Process for the Manufacture of Esparto Pulp
(Translated for the Pulp and Paper Magrazine from

La Revue Fniverselle de la Papeterie et de Tlm-
prinierie, 3, Jan. 15, 1920, p. 9, by A. P.-C.)

The following is a discussion of French patent No.

118,376 covering an improvement on the so-called Eng-
lish process of preparing esparto pulp, furnished by
the patentee. It is presented to readers of the Pulp
and Paper Magazine for its value in connection with

the use of flax and cereal straws.

The patent covers the cutting and defibering of the

raw grass, either by grinding or by some other ap-

propriate method of trituration, before cooking it with
alkali. This profoundly modifies the subsecpient

handling of the pulp and the results obtained by the

older process. The improvement and advantages of

the new process are so great that the problem of

obtaining bleached esparto pulp at the same price as

bleached chemical woodpulp is solved at last.

To furnish means for comparing the results obtain-

ed by the two processes, says the author, I shall first

briefly review the results obtained by the so-called

English process :

With a good grade of esparto grass containing 54

to 56 p.c. of cellulose, a yield of 36 to 38 p.c. of pulp

could be obtained. I have run numerous yield tests

on several tons of the usual grade of esparto, and have
never been able to obtain any higher results. Some
claim they can obtain yields of 40 to 42 p.c. of bone-

dry jiidp, and I am (|uite willing to accejit these figures,

tho\igh they must be regarded as extreme maximum
values which would very seldom be attained.

1.) Yield of bleached bone-dry pulp—40 to 42 p.c.

2.) The pulp can hardly be considered as anything
but an excellent filler. It is indeed very soft and very
free, but its strength is practieallv all gone owing to

the very drastic treatment to which it has been sub-

jected.

3.) With tliese resei-vations, it uuist be admitted that

it pos.sesses valuable propertie.s—suppleness, opacit.v,

fineness, inertia and bulk. It felts admirjrbly, as do
all fine, smooth fibers, and is valuable in the manu-
facture of moderately high-priced fine papers and for

certain specialties known as esparto papers.
4.'! The cost of production was 38 to 40 francs per

100 kilos in prewar days: ami it was very difficult to

buy even small quantities at 45 francs.

o.) Its worst defect lies in its tendency to form into

lumps on the machine. This tendency is increa.sed by
a more severe cooking or by improper adjustment of

the parts of the machine.

6.) When mixed with other stock, esparto pulp will

not stand a ver.v stiff brush, and to avoid fuzzing at

the dry presses a furnish containing 30 to 40 p.c. of

esparto must be subjected to a prolonged beating.

7.> 0^ring to its very high cost, esparto pulp is

used only for very fine papers by French manufactu-
rers.

8.1 The manufacture of the bleached pulp must be
carried out to perfection. This pulp is in a class bv
itself, and any fault in its preparation renders it

worthless.

9.) The grass consists of two distinct parts, that near
the roots which is hard, tough, and highly lignified.

and the upper portion which is much softer and less

lignified. On account of the harder portions, a large

amount of caustic soda must be u.scd, about 12 to 15

l).c. of the weight of the raw grass.

10.) When the cooking is finished the spent liipior

is black as ink. aiul the stock has a persistent yellow-
ish tinge, so that even with 12 to 14 p.c. of bleaching
powder the stock acquires only a dull white colour,
which is very characteristic.

11.) So drastic is the cooking required to reduce
the harder portions of the stalks that part of the more
tender portions is "burnt" and is carried off either
(luring the 3 or 4 hours" washing which follows the
cooking, or during the beating.

12.) The cost of producing this [lulp is about 7 to 8
francs higher than for chemical woodpulj), so that it

could be used only for medium and high-iiriced
papers.

This summarizes in a few words the qualities and
faults of esparto pulp as it has been produced till now
and explains why its manufacture is not as extended
as it might and should be.

Let us now consider the rcsidts obtained by the
new process.

But first, let me say that the process has been tried
on a commercial scale, and that I shall be only too
willing to submit samples to interested parties.

1.) The esparto is first cut small, and then ground
under water, or crushed, until all ])arts, both hard
and soft, have been disintegrated.

2.) The resultant mass is given a thorough washing
to get rid of the sludge (and part of the chlorophyll),
which I should estimate at about 20 p.c. of the incrust-
ing matter of the grass.

3.) The pidp is drained, and is then ready to b-j

charged into the digesters. Owing to the preliminary
grinding to which it has been subjected, tlie material
offers a greatly increased surface to the action of the
cooking liquor. As a result the latter works much
more easily and evenly, and the incrusting matter
can be removed with 5 p.c. of caustic soda (based on
the weight of the raw grass).

4.) The cooking is conducted in the usual manner,
and after dumping the stock from the digester it is

given one washing to recover the excess of soda. It

is then .sent to the bleachers where it is first thoroughly
washed, and then bleached with about 6 p.c. of bleach-
ing powder. The pulp thus obtained is beautifully
white.

5.) It should be noted that this treatment is in ac-
cordance with the known and approved principle for
treating wood, waste cordage, hard rags. etc. The
various parts of the esparto have been evenly acted
upon by the cooking and bleaching liquors, and there
is no reason for thinking that any portion of the
cellulose has been affected differently from any other
portion.

6.) The yield of bone-dry pulp easily comes up to
50 p.c. of the weight of the raw, grass.

7.) The stock consists of practically pure cellulose

and is ver\- white. It has longer fibers and possesses
all the good points of the pulp made by the older pro-
cess, and moreover it has no tendency to form lumps
on the machine. This is easily explained by the fact
that the treatment is much milder and acts on long
thin fibers which are very easily freed of any incrust-
ing matter,
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Taking as a basis for ealculation the pre-war price

of esparto pulp: viz.. 40 francs per 100 kilos, we shall

find a very appreciable decrease in the cost of pro-

ducing it by the new process. Considering the former

cost of production, we note that the cost of the raw

material for 100 kilos of dry pulp (240 kilos of es-

parto at about 10 francs per 100") was about 60 to 65

p.c. of the total cost. Herein lay the stumbling-block

of the English process and the criterion of its applica-

tion. The higher yield obtained by the new method

of treatment lowers this factor, since only 200 kilos of

esparto arc required, and moreover there are other

advantages which I shall now indicate.

240 kilos of raw esparto at 10 francs 24.00

200 kilos of raw esparto at 10 francs 20.00

Saving Fr -4.00

Decrease in cost of cooking liquor 2.00

Decrea.se in cost of bleaching liquor 1.10

• Elimination of cost of soda recovery 1.2o

Total Fr. per 100 kilos 8.35

• This is not strictly in accord with item 4, above

unless the alkaline wash water is used for a new bath

of liquor, or for cooking a low grade stock as men-

tioned.—Ed.
Further experiments have proved the feasibility of

preparing a second grade pulp by the same method, a

semi-chemical pulp which can find extensive use in

the manufacture of all the ordinary sorts of paper.

The crushed grass is treated with spent liquor which

has been used for one CQok. yielding 65 p.c. of a pulp

which bleaches fairly satisfactorily with 3 p.c. or

bleaching powder. When the liquor has thus been

used a second time, after being slightly strengthened

if need be. the recovery of the soda becomes useless

and .superfluous.

Of course this process requires a larger amount of

power, owing to the preliminary mechanical treatment

of the material, and this might be a serious drawbacJ<

if it had to be generated from steam. But when
cheap hydro-electric power is available this becomes a'

negligible item. In certain cases it might even be

po.ssiblc to crush the esparto in one mill and then
transport it to another mill to be converted info the

finished pulp or pidps.

E. ARNOl'LD,
Ex-Paper ^lill Manager.

^
TECHNICAL QUESTIONS.

I From La Pa|ictcrie.')

Question : For making rose, geranium, or coral-

colored papers I use rhodamine. My customers com-
plain the paper bleeds. T have unsuccessfully tried

the nsp rif spvcral mordants. Could somebody help me
out?

Awwer : For the manufacture of such papers, use
only liirht colored uiiblcai-hed or semi-bleached pidps.

.M)fnit lialf an hour before adding the color, put about
two pounds of alum per 100 pounds of pulp in the
beater. DiR.solve the colors completely and add them
separately about 2 hours before sending the stock to

the machine chests

added in the macliine chests ; and as these are not large
'

relatively little water can be used. We make only

white and verv light-colored papers, and the color is

nearly always streaky, especially when using violet or

Victoria blue. How can this be avoided?

Answer: Since you cannot use much water to dis-

solve the color, by adding a little tale or kaolin to

your sohition streaking will be prevented.—A.P.-C.

Question : How can paper be made to have the same
strength in machine—and cross-direction ?

Answer : We think that the device shown in the

sketch would tend to equalize the strength of the pa-
per in the machine—and cross-direction ; but as "we

have not tried it out we cannot sa.v what results would
I)e obtained.

The stock could be led in at A or a in sucli a manner
that it does not overflow and that its speed be re-

duced to a minimum. The agitator should have a low
speed, say about 15-20 R. P. M., its function being to

entangle the fibers so that they do not arrive on the

wire mostl.v parallel to the machine direction. Tt

should be noted that the blades of the agitator should

never emerge from the stock, that the latter should
flow out evenly, and that the. slices should be set as

close as possible to the tank containing the agitator.

Question :.. In the mill where I work there is no
color mixer, the color being added in th' machine
chests, which contain two beaterfuls. At times insuf-

ficient rolor ha.s been put in. so that more must be

BE ON THE JOB.

Did you ever stop to think how imi>(>rtant it is that

.vdu be on the .iob ever.vda.v? We are constantly get

ting reports of men who are absent for a da.v for no
known reason. They are just tired, or do not feel

like working, or they want to go away, or have some
equall.v weak excuse for staying out. Being absent

jneans that somebod.v else has to do your work, either

a man from another departnient, or else someone in

your depart mcTit doubles up. In either case, it means
extra work and harder work for someone wlio does
not know your jo!) and it holds up production. We
all have thrown a rock into a pool and seen the waves
grow wider and wider initil they touch the shore.
Well, your being ab.sent is like that. If affects not
only the peo]ile in your department, but everybod.v
all along the line.

Be on the job every day. You are needed there.
It means easier work for all and better production,
and for you it means a liigger envelope at the end
of the week. All llie extra dollars you can earn and
stow awny in the bank in fhe.se da.vs are going to be
worth twice as much a.s they are now when prices
drop.
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Timber Restrictions Justified

"The Paper Shoitage, " in its relation to forestry,

was the prineipal theme of the Ninth Annual Forestry

Coiifereuce, held under the auspices of the Society for

the Protection of New Hampshire Forests at New Lon-

don. N.II., last week. Ifs discussion led to some ex-

ceedingly frank statements in regard to Canada's tim-

ber regulations and brought out, most significantly,

the fact that tlie Federal and State governments in

the United States are now making belated efforts to

stop unnecessary drains upon their forest resources and
to adopt measures that will ensure a sustained yield

from these resources for the various industries depend-
ing upon them for a supply of raw material, par-

ticularly the pulp and paper industry. The operations

of the New York Conservation Commission, whicli }iow

has under tis control one and one-half million acres

in the Adirondack mountains and about six hundred
thousand acres in the Catskills. from which no trees

are allowed to be cut for any jnu-pose, and of the Weeks
has under its control one and one-half million acres
ing, through its Forest Service, large tracts of forest

lands to lie lield exchisively for the public, were fully
explained.

The ['. S. (iovernment, it was stated, has set aside

from the pulilic domain 15.") million acres of national
forest in the West, a tei'ritory equal to all of the six

New England states c()mi)ined with the Middle Atlantic

states as far as Maryland. It has pureliased 4:50,000

acres or 700 square miles (4() per cent, of the oi-iginal

plan) in the White . .Mountains,- and 1.200,000 acres

in the Southern Aj)piilacliians CJK per cent, of the or-

iginal ])lan) and is still adding to its holdings, while

a new law, to be introduced in the next Congre.ss, and
fathered by Col. William D. (Ji-eeley, Chief forester of

the United States, jiroposes an annual Federal appro-

priation of .+1,000.000 for forest protection, care and
management and dist ributiiin of forest planting mater-
ial, with State ajjiiropriations to be made dollar for

dollar, all e.xpenditui'cs being contingent upon the
adoption of Federal standards; an annual appropria-
tion of +.")0().0()() for a coniiilete and accurate forest sur-

vey of the country and ai)i)ropriations of not less than
.•ii^.OOO.OOO yearly for the ])urchase of lands under the

Weeks Act, which would be extended in its operations
beyoiul the White and southern Appalachian Jloun-
tains. as well as iiu-rease in National forest tracts

tlii-ougli exchange or purchase to not less than 200,-

000,000 acres. Other appropriations proposed are $1,-

000,000 a year for forest planting in National parks.
•taOO.OOO a year for forest research and an extension
of the Federal farm loan act to permit loans for
periods of iJO j'ears for the purchase of cut-over or

immature forest lands.

To the Canadians present at the Conference the
ju-oiiosals suggested provided ample .justification for

whatever steps the Caiuidian provinces have found it

necessary to take for the preservation of their forest

resources and an incentive for further efforts in that
direction. The American Government, in the last

analysis, can hardl.v object to Canada's doing what is

now being undertaken in the States, since the authori-
ties there awoke to a realization of the harm worked
liy permitting the unrestricted destruction of their
forests and no settled i)oliey for their regeneration.
Among those present and taking part in the discus-

sion vver<' Charles Lathroj) Pack, president of the

American Forestry Association, E. A. Sherman, associ-

ate forester of the U. S. Forest Service ; Prof. Jas. W.
Toumy, director of tlie Yale Forest School, George W.
Sisson, Jr., pi'esideut of the American Paper and Pulp
Association ; R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Newsprint
Service Bureau and a number of other representative
iVnuM-ican authorities, ('anada was represented hy Ell-

wood Wilson of the Laurentide Companj', Clyde Lea-
vitt of the Commission of Conservation and Edward
Heck of the Canadian Pulp and Pai>er Association,

whose address was pi'inted in the last issue of tlie

Pulp and I'aper Magazine.
The discussion was opened with the reading of a

paper |)rei)ared by Henry S. Graves, formei'ly chief
of the I'. S. Forest Service, in which was reviewed
the so-<-alled "i)uli)wood controversy" between the
United States and Canada.
"The extensive public discussion of the sub.iect, the

widely-differing claims put forward from interested

pai-ties and public officials of the two countries, and
the controversial character of the i)ublic utterances
being circulated, indicate the probability that the mat-
ter will be pursued further and, if not handled in a

consti-uctive manner, may easily cause an unfortunate
misunderstanding with a friendly neighbor," was a

prediction made by Mr. (iraves. who (M)nnselled hand-
ling the situation from the standpoint of the broader
l>ermanent interests of the two nations.

"The Underwood resolution passed both Houses of
Congre^i Imt failed to become a law because of the
failure to receive the President's signature. Neverthe-
less, tlu» fact of its ])assage by Congress and the clear
intention of Coirgress as ex|)ressed in the heai-ings be-

fore the House Committee on Foreign Affairs have
caused widespread resentment in Canada." he said.

"The Amei-ican f'ongi-ess has approached this nmtter
in a spii'it of coercion, with the expressed intention
of using the economic position of the United States
to force Canada to take an action wliich is believed
by the (lovernment of that country to be permanently
injurious to her. Canada has undertaken to build up
a manufacturing industiy to use the raw materials
from her forests. She maintains that the raw resource
is far less than is usually supposed and not more than
enough to .supply the plants which have been or will

in the future be installed. She is unwilling to .sacrifice

this home industi-ial develo[)ment by seiuling out of

the country the raw material essential to give it per-
manence. Tlie Amerii-aii Congress did not act on
the basis (tf official Canadian data regarding her re-

sources, but on figures presented by the American man-
ufacturers that have been shown by Canadian officials
to be erroneous.

"On the other hand." he said, "it is doubted whether
Canada has ever considei'ed. or been given an op-
liortunity to consider, the economic ])roblem in this

country in its broadest aspects with a view to working
out plans with the United States whereby each <-oun-

try woidd assist the otlier and both be greatly bene-
fitted."

Mr. Graves' solution was for "a conference by re-

presentatives of the two countries to consider the
whole economic problem of both countries with a view
of working out a plan of mutual assi.stance. " He pro-
posed that such a conference should consider:

(A) The extent of the pulp wood resources both
in Eastern ('anatbi and the northeastern TTnited States,
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iuL'ludiiig what is now staiuliiig and what is being pro-

duced by growth.

(^Bi The needs of l)olh countries for pulpwood in

connection Avith the established manufacturing indus-

tries and those whicli may be establislied in the future.

(I'l The possible total amount of material which

iiiiglit be exported from Canada without injury to her

interests.

(D) The possible amount which could be furnished

(luring a temporary period, of perhaps ten years, pend-

ing the building up of an American paper industry

in the far West.

(E) Possible modification of the present restric-

tions in Canada which would i)ermit the export of pulp

wood from the Crown lands in quantities equivalent

at least to the material I'lit from private lands owned

l>y Americans in Canada and manufactured in that

country.

(K) Possible modification of the laws of New York
nhich would permit the use of certain quantities of

pulp wood from the State lands where cutting is now
prohibited.

iG) Joint effort and co-operation by the two coun-

tries in measures of forest perpetuation where rhere

:ire common interests between the two countries.

Mr. Ellwood Wilson, after sketching briefly the

peration of the timber land of the respective pro-

vinces, spoke very plainly about the rights of the peo-

ple of Canada and the attacks made upon them by

those responsible for the agitation leading up to tlic

passage of the T'nderwood resolution.

"It is certainly entirely within the rights of tiie

(iovernment to say what siiall be done with the timber

cut on its own lands," lie said, "and it is not in any way
overreaching its ])owers when it re(|uires such tinihcr

to be manufactured in Canada.

"Several American firms, who purchased timber

licenses did so witli an eye to tlic future, looking for-

ward to the time when they would either have ex-

iiausfed their own supjilics or when it would lie more

convenient or profitable for them to manufacture iicar-

• IT their source of supply in Canada. Some of these

I ompanies, without any protest whatever, came into

Canada and decided to i)uild mills so as to be near
their supply of raw material and to secure cheap water
power and they have been manufacturing very sticcess-

fully and sharing in the prosperity of the pulp and
jiaper industry.

"Most f)f the agitation for bringing out Crown lan<|s

to the Cnited Stales has come from one company
has lieen manufacturing Inmlier for a nunibcitof ^ars from their Canadian timber licenses and who.

Iicforc they started the agitation, made plans and com
inenccd to liiiilil a mill in Canada. The small group
iif American mills which have agitated for the free

export of Crown lands wood have entirely misrepresent
e(| Ihe situation aiul have made statements which the.v

mat have known were not matters of fuel. They have
di'Rlierafely tried tti stir up trniiMe liefween the two
i-Kiiinrie.s nnri they will find that, as always, siidi

methods wil re-act unfavorably to their users.

"A situation analogous to that in the Kasteni I'rci

vinees of Caiiaria e.xist.H in the Stale nf N'e« Ynrk
where the Stiilr has bought more limn ;i miHinii iicrcs

of limberlaiid. much rif it corryiiig valuable pul|iwiiod

timber, and has sliut it up altogether utriiinst e\|>loila

tion of any sort or kind. Tracts of himl Imve lioen e<u)

demned by the State and their owners compelled to sell

them and, only recently, the very company carrying on

the .strongest agitation for free access to Quebec pulp

wood has sold a tract of pulpwood to the State of

New York and now no timber can be cut from it.

Ft would seem nnich more reasonable for this company
and others in New York State to carry on an agitation

compelling the State of New York to allow them to

cut timber in the forests reserves before they begin

to agitate for the removal of the manufacturing clause

from the Quebec law.

"If New York has the right to take up timberlands

and forbid any cutting whatever on them, the Province

of Quebec certainly has the right to say what timber

shall be cut and how it shall be manufactured on its

own land.

"Until the T^nited States takes some steps to adopt

forestry methods in the utilization of its timber and
to frame some national and State policies for the pro-

per conservation and exploitation of its resources it

seems hardly right, that having wasted its own birth-

right, it should now attempt to utilize Canadian for-

ests in the same way."
Mr. Wilson concluded with a statement of what Que-

bec is doing in the way of encouraging timber conser-

vation and reforestation in the i)rovince.

]\Ir. George W. Sisson, Jr., lu-esident of the Ameri-
can Paper and Pulp Asociation, spoke on behalf of the

American manufacturers. He made no effort to refute

the statement of the facts in regard to Canada's posi-

tion in the jiulpwood controversy, but was inclined to

lay the interruption of exports of raw pulpwood from
Canadian Crown lands to the influence of certain un-
named "financial interests". He commended Mr.
Graves' suggestion for a joint international commission
to consider the question and quoted from his address
delivered at the annual bamiuet of the Canadian Pulp
and Paper Association in Alontrt'al twn years ago, in

which he said :

"Co-operation on a large aiuI magnanimous scale

aiul in the most sympathetic spirit must be the rule,

if the industry is to prosper in both cuuntries. You
need our markets; indeed, must have them, and we
have gladly opened them to you. Common fairness

indicates that you sliould not deny to us access to your
raw materials that may be needed, and a restrictive

pf)licy which goes beyond more than fairly protecting
>-our national requirements would not be in accord
with the co-(q)erati\e spirit that must hereafter rule

international relations."

Laler. in the discussion, .Mr. Si.sson gave the impres-
sion that there is ground for believing that the ex-
|)ort restrictions now applying to wood cut from Crown
lands in Quebec are likely to be extended to wood cut
on freehr>bl lands also and that it is this fear that has
inspired Ihe agitation in the States for pressure lo

secure a Vifting of the restrictions now in existence.

On this point he was reassured hy .Mr. Wilson jiod

Mr. Tieavill. who reileralcil thai private lands were in

no M-ise affected by Ihe exist in? regulations nor likely

to be by any future ones.

A resrdulion was introduced favoiinir the a))poinl
inent of an international conimission lo investigate the
piiliiwood (|ueslion but was subsequently withdrawn.

M.r. Clyde Iiea>ilt (jnve an intereslinir talk upon
the Inqicrial l''orestr\ Conference held in London last

month, which he fitti'Miled as ji icprcveni.-itivc of the
Canadian (iovernment
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EXAMINATION OF CHINA CLAY

]'>} Paper Expert

Following the seheuie of examinatiou set out in the

previous chapter we have first to eonsider the ques-

tion of moisture.

This is not quite so simple a matters as it ap|)ears,

for no standard of moisture has yet been fixed. Or-

dinary china clay as delivered to the paper mill in

bulk or in sacks contains a varying percentage of

water, some proportion of which is natural moisture

derived from the water originally used in washing the

clay, and the remainder due to water chemically combi-

ned with the silicate of alumina. The first name is

clearly excess moisture if we accept^ an air-dried clay

to form a standard for contract of purchase. The
second, or chemically combined water, bears a constant

ratio in the air-dried clay of which it forms a part

.

The percentage of natural moisture left in the clay

when removed from the drying kilns depends entirely

on the extent to which the clay has been dried, and
the papermaker may well consider that he is entitled

to determine the amount coming under this descrip-

tion and to regard any large excess as .something alt-

normal, to be idtimatel.v allowed for in .settling the

account for payment.

The condition which thus obtains is made mor/

evident by a stated case. For example, the jiapcr-

maker draws a representative sample from a numiicr

of bags, and finds that on exposing 5 lbs. previously

well pulverised, in a thin layer, it gradually loses

weight, and finally comes to a more or less constant

weight at 4% lbs., representing a loss in weight by

simple exposure to air of 5 per cent. In terms of a

bulk consignment this would mean that 100 tons of

moist clay delivered contains 5 tons of moisture which

would evaporate if the ^lay were fr.-ely exposed.

Certainly 100 tons of such clay if all was retaincil in

the paper would only give an adiled weight of 9.") tiui^

or probably less to the paper produced. The question

then ari.ses. Is the weight of clay to be paid for 0.")

tons or 100 tons? A small percentage of 5 per cent.

might not be considered as open to dispute, but if n >

standard is set up. such proportions as S, 10. or 12

per cent, might clearly be present, and under sui-h

circumstances where is the line to be drawn ".

Since the weight of even an air-dried clay fluctuates

in accordance with the humidity of the air, it is

simpler to accept as a hypothetical basis the weight of

clay at 100 deg. C. This does not mean that the clay is

to be completely dried in bulk at 100 deg. C. (212 deg.

Fahr.) before delivery, but that the clay delivered is

calculated to its condition at 212 deg. Fahr.

Sampling the Bulk

The careful and .systematic sampling of the bulk

in order to secure a representative sample then be-

comes a matter of importance, particularly with de-

liveries containing large masses of damp clay. When
the material is delivered in sacks, at least -i per cent,

of the total niimber taken from the various sections of

the stock, or from different trucks should be opened

and o or 6 lbs. of clay withdrawn, lumps and powder

in right proportion as dictated by .iudgment. If the

naterial is in crude form despatched per barge o;

truck, reasonable care must in like manner be exer-

cised. The quantity drawn out in this way is rapidly

down to a sample weighing ultimately 2 lbs. This is

i-rushed to uniform condition, properly quartered.

quickly transferred to an air-tight vessel and retained

for examination.

Exajuination of Sample
In the absence of any convenience for drying and

accurate weighing of small sample, the best plan is

to weigh the whole sample as exactly as possible, and
expose the clay broken down and spread out in a thin

layer to air until it reaches an approximately constant

weight.

TJie correct method of determining the moisture is

to dry 100 grams, or an exact 4 ounces, taken from

the well-mixed bulk sample. This is weighed in a

porcelain dish or basin, and the sample dried in an

oven at 212 deg. Fahr. to constant weight. The loss is

moisture driven off at 212 deg. Fahr.

Water Chemically Combined

Clay dried at the temperature naincil still retaiiis

a definite percentage of water which can only be dri-

ven off at a high temperature by strong heating in a

platinum or silica vessel. This amount is a contast

between 9.8 and 10.2 jter cent, giving an average of

ti'ii per cent.

This has an important bearing in calculations made
with reference to the percentage of clay adiled to the

pulp in the beating engine. The percentage of loading

or ash in paper is ascertained by igniting a weighed

((uanlity of the paper, the inorganic residue remaining

being usually taken as mineral matter added.

In the case of clay two corrections have to be made
before the correct estimate of clay retained can be

worked out. If the clay as bought contains 10 per

cent, of natural moisture, or excess nn)isture, which-

ever term is applied it al.so contains 10 per cent, of

water of chemical combination. Hence every 80 parts

of mineral residue in a paper loaded with (diina clay

corresponds to 100 parts clay as bought. If, for

example, the paper shows a residue of S per cent, of

the corrections so applied would giv' 10 per cent, of

actual retention.

The necessity for some standard percentage of •na-

tural" moisture, using this phrase to signify the loss

>ustain?d by drying a sample of clay at 212 deg. Fahr.

(100 deg. C.i thus becomes an important question, not

only a.s'"a matter of initial cost, but requiring to be

alloweil for in calculating the amount of clay retained.

China Clay Trade Review.

IN HAWAn
Mr. C. W. Masoii. who was formerly making paper

in British Columbia. \vrite> from Olaa. Hawaii thai

the mill, of which he is superintendent, continues to

produce paper from bogasse. It is the intention, after

the first of the year, to make wrapping, as well as

mulching paper. Mr. Mason talks of sitting on the

brink of the volcano and watching the lava bod. and

of exploring lava caves, some of which run 20 or 30

miles into the mountains.

Ottawa. Ont.—The new trade agrecmcin concluded

recently between Canada and the British West Imlies

has now been made public. It provides for an increase

in the mutual preference from twenty to fifty per

cent.: it extends the free list, and makes arrangements

for increa.se steamship service—a weekly service bet-

ween Canada and the eastern group of the British West

Indies, and a fortnight service with the Wesfrn

group.
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INTERNATIONAL ANTICIPATES TROUBLES
The Wall Street .loiiriial says: Internatiniial Paper

Company has notified its eustomers tiiat it will make
eoiitraets for 1!>21 only on the basis of 80 per cent, of

the allotment for the eurrent year. An offer is made
to supply print paper for 1921 on this basis under the

same eontraets now in effect; that is, paper will be

supplied up to an agreed tonnage, with prices to be

adjusted each quarter by agreement governed by cost

of production.

In notifying customers that print paper allotments

will have to be curtailed next year, officials say they

believe fuel, cars and pulpwood will be difficult to

obtain, and that they are not confident that normal

output can be maintained. A small percentage of the

1921 tonnage will be reserved to be sold to small pub-

lishers' agencies formed for collective biiying.

International Paper has been able to keep production

at nia.ximum figures so far this year, and it is now
funning between 1.800 to 1,900 tons daily, of which

two-thirds is newsprint. Officials are not at all con-

fident that this output can be maintained in view of

shortage of cars ami the consequent lack of supplies.

Referring to the difficulties encountered last winter

iji obtaining transportation facilities, the company in

notifying publishers of reduction in allotment, says in

part: "Indications are that next winter most of these

troubles will continue, and we expect that coal cars,

and pulpwood especially, will be scarcer than ever be-

fore. "We are extremely apprehensive, therefore, that

we will not be able to turn out full production in 1921.

as we have this year. We anticipate a continued over-

demand for paper next year in spite of new tonnage
coming on the market, and in spite of the higher pri-

ces for all grades of paper likely to prevail on account
of the rapidly mounting cost of pulpwood and othei

cli'ments of cost.

"Present prices for paper do not nearly reflect cur-

rent prices in the general market for raw material,

viz., i^85 a cord for pulpwood. $140 a ton for ground
woodpulp, and $170 a ton for sulphite pulp. This ad-

vance in costs is world-wide, and if it continties must
inevitably cause a higher level in prices for paper."

ton Falls Paper Company, of Watertown, New York,
and former President of the American Pulp and Paper
Association ; Thomas Fynes, of the Continental Bag
Company, of New York, and several pulp and paper
eompanies, both in Canada and the United States, and
George R. Smith, M.P.P., manager of the Bell Asbesto.s

Mines.

MANOUAN PULP & PAPER ORGANIZATION
A new pulp and paper industi-y «ill shortly lie de-

veloped along the St, Maurice territory to be known
as Manoiian Pulp & Paper. Ltd.. according to the

"Financial Post." The limits are contiguous to those

of the Fiaurentidc Company, the Brown Corporation.

IhtfBelgo-Canadian and other industries, and it is pro-

povd to construct a groundwood pidp mill, as well as

fojHevel«)p tlie pine, and to sell the surplus power. The
liinils have been owned by the .Mcljaurin interests for

a number of >ears and so far have not been develo|)e(l.

The mill site will contain 1.980 acres, atui tlte ultimate

wttcr power will be some 28,000 h.p.

In connection with this work an issue of securities

^1 be made. There will l,c a bond issue of $2,.">00,00(i

Hilthori/ed with $2.0(M).00() \„ be issued in the form ot

7 per cent, first mortgage sinking fund gold bonds.

dated Sept. 1. 1920, ami maturing in 2r» years. In ad

litinti will be 7l'j per cent convertible l.'j-year dcbcii-

tU'-PH of similar dates of whicdi .$900,000 will be issued

Of common ttock iW.000.000 will be i sued.

The interests behind the new corporation are said to

include a number of prominent Amerii-an and Cana
dian interests who are alrej|f|\ large'' identified with
the pulp iiidintry I'rumineni ;iiiifiii:: iliem are Frank

L M'lr.re President and Managipg Director of New

TANK CARS FOR LIQUID SULPHUR DIOXIDE.
Prcpari'd by the Advertising Department of the Stan-

dard Tank Car Company of Sharon, Pennsylvania.

When the Tank Car was invented 50 years ago. it

marked an epoch in the petroleum industry. The suc-

cess these modern carriers achieved in quick, safe and
economical shipments of iiefroleum and petroleum pro-

ducts soon caused them to be adapted to the transpor-

tation of other liquids, and with equal success. Today
the cycle is completed with the building of Tank Cars
for explosive chemicals. Tank Cars finally have sol-

ved the problem of bulk shijjments of each of the

whole wide range of commercial liquids.

The latest developments in the Tank Cars are exem-
plified in the tyiie used in the handling of sulphur

flioxide.

This commodity has many useful applications in the

arts and manufactures. The Canadian paper maker
is particularly interested in it for its value in prepa-

ring wood pulp and paper. Also it is employed as a

bleaching agent, applied as a primary bleaching agent

where chlorine is unsatisfactory and as a secondary

one to remove the last traces of chlorine after the pulp

has been bleached. Enormous quantities of sulphur

dioxide are used by vitriol manufacturers, and it plays

a part in tanning leather and in treatments of fur,

wool, hair and other materials that are feltable.

Sulphur, as is well known, is a plentiful mineral, and

wherever there is sulphur it is easy to produce sulphur

dioxide. The principal of the preparation of .sulphur

dioxide is one of burning sulphur in air. The sul-

phur is united with two parts of oxygen, forming So2,

the gas, sulphur dioxide. It is prepared fommer-
eially as a by-prnd\icts of snndting plants.

At ordinary temperatures sulphur dioxid;' is an in-

cDuibustile gas with the odor of burning suliihur. It

is condensible to a liquid at a temperature obtained

by mixing ice and salt or through pressure. It is ob-

vious that for practical shipments it must be in liquid

state, and the containers must insure a constant low

temperature ami ample resislencc to pressure. Because

of the propensity of the licpiid t< overt back into

a gas. railroads class sulphur dii>xide as an explosive.

Gasoliin- and many explosive chemicals were shipped

in Tank Cars before it was considered practicable to

build tanks for sulphur dioxide Hut the quantities of

sulphur dioxide required demanded large bulk ship-

ments, and so Tank Cars have been designed to meet

the reqiiireinents.

The tanks for sulphur dioxid- transportation must
lie tested to resist a |iressurc of :f()0 pounds to the squa-

n- inch. They must be ccpiippcd with safety devices

set at 200 pounds. To preserv;' a low temperature,

ihe tanks are heavily insulated with mineral wool,

and the wool in turn is covered with a watertight

steel jacket.

These specif icat ions conform lo the regulatiims of

the American Railway Associalinn ami of Ihe Bureau
i)f Explosives Wlial is Miiire. iliey make the shipments

of Sulphur Dioxide alnmsi as simple as that of n harm-
less liquid
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F. T. C. ON U. S. NEWSPRINT FOR JuLY.

The avei-age or normal prodiietion of total print and

standard news based upon the total combined produc-

tion for the years 1917, and 191S, and 1919 amounted to

112,736 tons" of total print and 101,400 tons for Jidy,

1920, of standard news for the period corresponding

to July. The actual production amounted to 129,853

tons of total print and 118,810 tons of standard news,

an increase in the case of the total print of more than

15 per cent, over the average for the three-year period

and an increase in the case of standard news of more

tlian 17 per cent, over the average.

The increase in the jiroduction of newsprint in July

1920 over July 1919 amounted to sliglitly less than 14

l)er cent, for total print and 17 per cent, fm- standard

news, being 129,853 and 113,929 tons, respectively.

^lill stocks of both total print and standard news

deci-eased during July, 1920.

In addition to the stocks given above, 579 tons were

rejiorted on hand at terminal and delivery points on

July 31, 1920.

Newsprint.

Reports from 89 mills oi)crating 193 machines run-

ning full or partial time on newsprint )iaper showed
the following loss of time during the month of July,

1920: repairs, 869 hours; other reasons, 402 houj-s, of

Avliich 310 was for lack of coal.

The total time the machines were idle was 156 hours

less than that shown in June. No lost time due to lack

of orders or labor was reported by newsprint mills.

Imports and Exports.

The imports and exjiorts of ])riiiting paper not duti-

able (praetieally all newsprint) an<l of wood pulp for

the month of June 1920 compared with the month of

June Avere as follows -.

June June
1920 1919

Net tons Net tons

Imports of Newsitrint (total) . . . .58.739 52.619

From Canada 58,182 .52.619

From Norway 557

Exports of Newsprint (total) . . . 5,204 9.552

To Argentina 3.493 2,549

To China 267 238

To Cul)a 701 748
To Au.stralia 175 224
To other countries 568 5,993

Im))orts of Ground Wood Pidp
(total) 19.195 1.5,.572

Imi)orts of Chemical Wood Pulji

(total) 50.125 24.3.50

rnbleached Sulphite 24.792 10.512

Bleached Sulphite 12.292 2.943

Fiddeached Sulphate 12.950 10.224

Bleached Sulphate 91 671

Exports of Domestic Wood Pulp . . 2.518 4,469

The imports of newsprint for June 1920 were 6,120

tons more than for June 1919. The exports for June
1920 were 4,348 tons less than for June 1919.

The tonnage to "Other Countries"' under the "ex-
ports of newsprint'" for June 1920 includes 104 tons
to Philijipine Islands, 56 tons to Canada, 52 tons to

New Zealand, 49 tons to Dutch East Indies and .38 tons
to United Kingdom.
The imports of mechanically ground wood i)ulp for

June 1920 were 3623 tons more than for June 1919.
The exports of domestic wood pidp were 1951 tons less

than for June 1919.
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Tlie imports of chemical wood pulp (total) for June

1920 were 25,775 tons, greater than for June 1919.

Jobbers' and Publishers' Stocks.

Stocks of rolls in the hands of jobbers at the end

of July wei-e 481 toils more than the stocks in the

hands 'of the same jobbers at the beginning of the

month. Stocks of sheets were 439 tons greater at the

?nd of July than at the beginning of the month.

The net increase in the total stocks of newsprint in

the hands of jobbers at the end of July amounted to

920 tons.

Commitments to sell roll news were 1.876 tons greater

than commitments to buy. Commitments to sell sheet

news were 1093 tons less than commitments to buy.

Total commitments to sell both rolls and sheets were

783 tons greater than commitments to buy.

Publishers" stocks increased 20.827 tons during the

month. The average daily tonnage used during July

was 403 tons less than the average used in June.

Publishers' stocks and transit tonnage on Jiily 31

represented slightly more than 46 days supply at (be

existing rate of consumption.

Sixty-six publishing concerns held about 49 per cent,

of the tonnage on hand at the end of the month.

The domestic consumption of standard news by

metropolitan dailies using between one-half and three-

fourths of a million tons annually decreased more than

3 per cent, for July 19'20, compared with July 1919,

and increa.sed more than 18 i>er cent, for July, 1920,

over July 1918.

Average Prices Paid by Publishers.

The weigiited average price of lontract deliveries

from domestic mills to publishers during July 1920,

f.o.b. mill in <-arload lots for standard news in rolls,

was .$5,211 per 100 pounds. This weighted average is

liased upon July deliveries of approximately 48,000

tons on contracts involving a total tonnage of ap-

proximately 445,000 tons of undelivered i)aper manu-

facturefl in the T'nited States.

The weighted average contract price based on de-

liveries from Canadian Mills of about 23,000 tons of

standard roll news in carload lots, f.o.b. mill in July

1920, was .$4,938 per 100 pounds. This weighted aver-

age is based upon the July deliveries on contracts in-

volving about 175.000 tons of luidelivered Canadian

l)aper. The greater inimber of these are short-term

contracts covering the year 1920.

The weighted average market price for July of

standard roll news in carload lots f.o.b. mill based upon

domestic purchases totalling e than 5,000 tons was

$10,498 per 100 pounds. This weighted average may
be less than market (juotations fui account of contract

relations, quantity discounts, mill stock ownership and

other causes unknown to the Commission

.

Plans of the Pennsylvania State Forestr\ Department

for extensive reforestation in the wood and on the waste

lands of Pennsylvania this year will call for the largest

amount of seeds ever used and efforts are being made
to secure as much as possible from indigenous trees.

In several counties tests will be made this fall of plan-

ting of North Carolina poplars to furnish a new supply

of pulpwood for the State's industries, Trees have

been selected and will be planted on state lands of

different types, the growth and general conditions

being checked.
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BritisK Trade News browns aiul wrapping paper will be turiie.l out instead
of the bank note prodiicts as of yore.

(P^rom Our London Correspondent.) Usk Paper Mills.

London. 13th August 1920. Messrs. Towgood and Beekwith Ltd.. have di.<posed

fropper & Co.. in their annual report for the year "f tbe T'sk Paper Mills. Crickhowell. t„ the Usk Paper

ended June 30. 1920. state tliat the net profits after Mills, Ltd., but they will retain a holdin-r in the busi-

deducting depreciation and otlier expen.ses. amount to "pss. For sometime past consitlerable improvements

£71.891. to which has to be added £2.38.") broufrht for- bave been undertaken in this mill and when finished

ward. The directors propo.sed final dividend on the the company will have a neat and compact up-to-date

ordinary shares of "I'o per cent, making: 10 per cent concern.

for the year and in addition a bonus of 10 per cent. Pulp Imports.

to write £1.000 off loosehold premises, to transfer .

Tbe imports of pulps for July slinw a considerable

£o.000 to the reserve account and £500 to the reserve increase, as will be .seen from the following figures

for doubtful debts. The directors also propose to eompared with the same month in 1919:

transfer £40,000 to the special reserve account leavin? 1919 1920
to be carried forward £2.997. The company are also Tons Tons
about to provide further working cajiital and the au- Bleached chemical dry 92o 1.660

thorised capital has consequeutl.v been increased to T'nbleaehed chemical dry 44.191 48.1.5o

£.')00.000 divided into 250.000 71/2 per cent cumulative Wet chemical 537 3.154

preference shares of £1 each and 250.000 ordinary Groundwood. moist 63.397 59.347

shares of £1 each. It is reported that 50,000 preferen- Groundwood. dry 1.785 3.488

ce shares credited as full.v paid were issued to the •

holders of the 100.000 ordinary shares as a bonus, in TotalN 110.835 115.804

the proportion of one preference share for every two Pulp Shipments From Canada,
ordinary .shares, and the issued capital, therefore, now some good shipments of Grouii,hv..od arc now ar-
consi.sts of £100.000 ni ordniary shares of £1 each. ri,-i„„ i^ ^Y,^ British market from Canada. The fi-

Colthrop Board Mill. gures for July, compared with the same month last

Messrs Cropper & Cn, report that the Colthrop .vear. are as follows :

—

Board and Paper Mills, in which the.v are largel.v in- 1919 1920
terested. has had a successful year's trading and ha- Tons Tons
paid a dividend of 20 per cent. The development of Sweden 23.112 20.695
the business has necessitated a considerable increase ot \orway 33.515 21.794
.capital and a further small participation in the new Canada 6.770 15.725

issue of shares has been taken up. Containers, Ltd.. Other Places 1.133

may be expected to .shortly be in a position to com- Canada's imports here exceed June by 6.000 odd
mence busine.ss. The factory has been built and th- tons while Norway's shipments when comjiared with
erection of the machinery is practically completed. June show a reduction of 2,189 tons. Swe.lens ship-

Dutch on Strike. ments increased on June to the extent o*" 3.000 tons.

News lias reached Eiijrland that a series strike in Tbe figures now for the seven months ending July are

the Dutch board mills has taken place and the chances a-; follows :

—

of a settlement are very remote, some sa.ving that it 1919 1920

will be the middle of September before terms satis- Tons Tons
factory to both sides can be arrived at. In Scandina- Sweden .50.795 49.462

vian mills of late there has been a very unsettled feel- Norway 183.997 197.463

ing amongst the workers, but the present trouble in Canada • 12.440 26.185

Holland will hit America more than England. Just as Other Places 4.099 4.100

the strike occurred America was taking advantage of These figures show the satisfactory increase of

a slack time in the Dutch mills and was .iust completinir business with Canada on the .seven months. The
some extensive biisiness transactions when the labour labour troubles and other set-backs in Sweden can he

upheaval broke out. Some of th' straw stack in the read in the returns from this country.

TiiillH fi.'ive been burnt and there has been fightinjr. Chemical Pulps.
A New Catalo^e. ti 1 • 1 1 1 1 , • 1 r°

I nougn considerable shipments are received from
•ilcsNfs. Ashworth and Parker, the well-known Ens Canada of unbleached chemical pulp no actual fiffurc

lish engineering firm of Bury, Lanes . have just issued ,.an be obtained about the Dominion, but under the
two interestint' catalogues for the use of their custo heading of 'Other Places" more than one half of tlie

mers in the papermaking industry. Considerable skill shipments are from a Canadian source
and injrenuitv have been e^erei.sed in getting out this _, p„i_ n)fn_i,-»
eatA-gue and I woulrl suircest that be plaee.l at *°* '^"^P ™arKe*-

the disposal of Canadians Buyers of pulps are mostly concerned in getting their

/Mj luriii o^ at _»_j supplies in for the Fall and "Winter. Prices are firm
Old Will Ke-Started. ,.., 1 ,1 i,„i:j .. <» . ,• t »and the nolida.v season is on. (Quotations are about

Killeen. Co. Dublin, in Irelaiul. possesses an old as follows :

—

paper mill which in the days of our Great Grand Bleached Sulphite £80 £85
Fathers there used to be niaile bank note paper for tlie Easy Bleaching 57V-j 62
Hank of Ireland. This bank is the concern where Go- Sulphate iinbleneheii . . .

50' i. .".3

vemment money in Ireland in stored. I am informed Soila Kraft .... 4i) 42^2
that the old disused mill at Killeen is to be re-started Groiindwond. moist — 17i^>

by the Killeen Pa|»er Mill Co.. a local body, and Groundwood. dry — 34
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UMTED STATES 7J0TES
111 a model htiusing selieme coiitemiilatiiig the biiikl-

iug of at least 100 homes the Fitzdale Paper Company
is solvingr the housing problem of the papermakers em-
ployed at its plant at Fitzdale. Vt. These homes are
being erected at the rate of 30 at a time, and the pro-
ject sizes up as one of the leading building enterprises
now going on in Northern New England.

Fred Webster, who was formerly associated with the
advertising department of the American "Writing Paper
Company, has started a paper firm at Holyoke, Mass.
A charter has been granted to Mr. Webster. Harlan P.
Small and (lordon Ireland as incorporators under the
firm name of the Fred Webster Paper Company. The
capitalization is •l!20,000.

The George Banta Paper Company, manufacturers
of printed and plain Kraft gummed tape, adding
machine rolls and special roll printed products at

Menasha, Wis., have changed their corporate name
to the Central Paper Products Company. No change
in officers and ownership, however, has taken place.

The factory is now being operated at a new location

in ^lenaslia.

In the annual rejiort of the Ignited Pa]ierb(iard Com-
pany, the financial statistics of whicli were published
in the last issue of the Pulp and Paper Magazine, Sid-

ney Mitchell, president, states that the mill of the

company at Urbana, Ohio, recently damaged by fire,

is being rebuilt with additional equipment of modern
construction: that the mill at Yorktowu, Ind., which
has been idle for some time, is again operating profi-

tably, and that the Thompson mill, which was closed

for repairs during several months after a walkout of

the employees is now also in operation and helping

to meet the increased demand for the company's pro-

duct. Improvements to the extent of $106,852.00

were completed during tlie year, says Mr. Mitcliell's

report.

The Red Cross Magazine, official publication of the

American Red Cross, has been forced to suspend be-

cause of famine prices of wiiite pajier. Anuouni-ement
to this effect was made in the final issue of the maga-
zine, the Oct.iber number. Through its bulletins, the

Junior Red Cross News pamphlets, and "with the co-

operation of the press," the notice states, the national

headquarters of the organization hopes to keep its in-

formation service in full swing without the magazine.

The International Paper Company anuouiu-ed last

Thursday it would make contracts for 1921 for print

paper only on the basis of 80 per cent, of the allotment

for the current year. In announcing the 20 per cent,

reduction in supply it was said fuel, cars, and pulp

wood will be scarce during the coming year, and it

was believed the normal output could not be main-

tained-

At the meeting held last week in New London. N.H.

attended by leading forestry experts and paper manu-

facturers from the United States and Canada. Col.

Henry S. Graves, former chief of the I'nited States

Forest Service and George W. Sisson, Jr., president

of the American Paper and Pulp Association, urged

that the controversy over pulpwood from the crown

luid of Eastern Canada be submitted for settlement

to a conference of representatives of the two countries.
No action was taken, however, upon the suggestion.
The Canadian Policy in the matter was defended by
Elhvood Wilson, chief forester of the Laurentide Com-
pany of Grand Mere, Quebec. Edward Reck, secretary
of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, who
considered the question of removing the Canadian res-
trictions one for .iudicial determination. An annual
appropriation of $1,000,000 by the Federal government
for forest protection and distribution of forest plan-
ting material, with similar State appropriations, was
proposed to the convention by R. S. Kellogg, secretary
of the News Print Service Bureau. Mr. Kellogg also
proposed an annual appropriation of .^oOO.OOO for a
forest survey, and 3,000,000 yearly for the purchase
of lands beyond the White and Southern Appalachian
Mountains. Another suggested appropriation was
$1,000,000 a year for forest planting in national parks.
A charter has been granted at Richmond. Va. to

the Hummel-Ross Filn-e Corporation,
i capitalization

$3,000,000, whicli is to engage in the manufacture of
wood pulp, sfrawboard paper ami fibrous products
at Hopewell, Va. It is said that Jlihvaukce capital
is largely interested in the project. Mr. Jam^s Beve-
ridge is general manager.

Two New York concerns are reported as having
opened negotiation for the purchase of the plant of

the National Pulp Company at We.stfield. ]\Ia.ss. Tiie

property is now held by the New England Construc-
tion Company. Tiie jilant was formerly operated by
the Sprimiale Paper Company at Westficld, .Mass. The
plant was formerly ojx-ratcd by the Springdale Paper
Company. It was acquired but recently by the cons-

truction company.

Walter C. Carlson,, president of the Milwaukee Pa-
per Box Company, announces that the new factory

being built for his concern will be in <^i])eration eai'ly

next month. The new plant, described as one of the

most modern of its kind in the world, is attracting

much attention. A'arious innovations in box making
will be introduced. The material is to be transported

to the top story of the factory and will go through
the various processes of box making on its return

trip to the shipping room in thie lower floor.

Envelopes sold by the United States Government
at its post offices and which every station and sub-

station used to have in unlimited quantities and in

great varieties of sizes, shapes and colors, have been

in such great demand by business houses in the larger

cities that there is now a shortage in the supply. One
of the reasons for this shortage is that l)usiness houses

have come to realize in increasing numbers that the

Post Office Department provides envelopes with return

address printed on them for less than the stock alone

would cost if bought from the avera'ie printer. Quan-
tity orders foi- stamped envelopes used to be filled in

ten days to two weeks. Now the prospective purcha-

ser is told that he must wait six to eight weeks. The

universal shortage of paper is another cause contribu-

tory to the famine as is also the difficulty in obtaining

labor experienced by the contractor in Dayton, Ohio,

who makes th? envelop(»N for the government.
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Technical Section

A-3. Color reactions of vegetable fibres. Paper Mak

-rs Monthly Jouiual, through La Papeterie, 41, 369-70.

(Sept. 25. 1919). A desiMiptioii of some color re-

actions of i-otton. jute, hemp, flax, nettle, l.room. reed,

hops, lupine, cotton grass, as viewed through the ultra^

microscope.-—A.P. -I".

A-4, 5. French public pulp-testing bureau. La

Papeterie. 41, 370-3, (Sept. iT), liiUti. The Frendi

srovernment has just created a national pulp-testing

liureau. which will he located at Grenoble. The texts

of the decree establishing it and of the regulations

governing it are reproduced at length.—A.P.-C

GO; K-12. Kegulating stock consistency; the Area

regulator. Phi^t. 26, ^33-ti. ( 11)20 >. The haiid wheel

of the stock regulating valve is replaced by a sprocket

operated by a chain. At one end of the chain a wt. is

suspended, and the other is fastened to a piston in a

cylinder operated by water under press. In front of

the nozzle through which the water discharges from

the cylinder is a disc or cup. fastened to a lever arm

receiving multiplied motion from a perforated sheet

copper drum, which is placed on the wire directly

over a table-roll and as close to the breast roll as the

concentration allows. By this location the lagging of

the regulator is prevented as far as possible. A chan-

ge in the concentration of the stock alters the thick-

ness of the sheet, thus raising or lowering the drum,

which operates the cup and affects the discharge of

water from the cylinder. This in turn operates the

piston which thus opens or closes the stock regulating

valve. Curves are given to show the results of tests

made at one of the largest sulfite mills in Sweden.

—

A. PC.
K-7. Improvements to beaters and refiners. Woilds

Paper Trade Kcv.. through La Papeterie. 41, 363-4.

(Sept. 2.'>. I!n9.. Description of T. X. Nash's patent

(Enp. patent 6876. 1914 1, f(dlowed by a brief dis-

cussion of the claims of the inventor.—A.P.-C.

K-12. The manufacture of crushed straw paper at

highspeed. Por]>hyre. La Pa|)eterie. 41, 356-9. iSept.

2.'>. 1919). A description of the first stages in tlie

preparation of the stock, tlie elimination of the knots

and the grinding and refining, followed by a discussion

ofjthe relative merits of tlie cylinder mold and tlie flat

\vffe for making tlie pa|)er. the advantages of the lat-

t« being greater witli a projterly prepared stock, es-

[(ecijill\ for heavy paper. (Cont'd.' — ,\.P.-C.

K 12. How paper is formed on the fourdrinier In-

fluence of certain conditions in the formation of the

iheet. I'apierfal>rikant. .Inly 19. 1919, p. 750. Paper,

.T79-8I. (1919). The formation of the sheet is affected
\- the following factors:—.(It Degree of upward or

rtdwnwnrd inclination of the wire. (2) Height of

riamniing liehind the slices. (3) Speo<l at Mliich the

stuff [insses between the slices. (41 Difference in

speed between tlie travel of the wire and the rate at

which the stuff fbiws on. (5'l Position of the wire
aPFfin. (fii Temperafure of the stuff. (7) Degree
fif greasinesR of the stuff. (Hi .Shake. (9) Length
of the pnlp fibres. (10) Speed of flie machine ns a

whole. The method of formatio?i of fhc sheet on a

cylinder wire is also described. A.V.-C.

K-12, 14.—Air conditioning for paper mills. . -1. 0.

Koss, B. F. Sturtevant Co. Paper. 13-9, (.June 16,

1920). The moisture content of a .sheet of paper de-

pends on the temperature and relative humidity of the

surrounding atniosjihere. I'nder given operating con-

ditions the ])aiier coining from a machine has a prac-

tically constant moisture content: but the tempera-

ture and humidity of tiie finishing room vary within

wide limits. This will affect merely the outside of

rolls or packages of paper, thus causing uneven mois-

ture content tlirougliout the paper. This is particu-

larly objectional)le for paper that is to be coated. This

may be overcome by conditioning the air to a given

temperature and humidity. The Sturtevant system of

air conditioning is described at some length, together

with the principle on which it is based.— A. P.-C.

K-24.—Cutting costs in handling, packing and ship-

ping paper- X. P. Winchell jr. Paper. 26, 629-33. 6f<0-

3. 730-2. 742. (1920). A description of proper methods
of liandling paper in the mill previous to shipment so

as to eliminate time-loss or labor-loss, showing the ad-

vantages of using various types of trucks (elevating

trucks, combination truck and tiering machine, motor-

driven trucks) cranes, hoists, carriers, conveyors, and
showing the proper methods of packing, both for ex-

port and domestic trade, so as to obtain economy,
safety and com|)aetness. The importance of the selec-

tion of the right route and the best method of shipping
is discussed.—A. P.-C.

K-0. Papermaking from megasse. J. Ind. Eng. Chem.,

12, S3, !l920i. 'i'he leincdy for expensive l>ags is a

simiiie one as there are thousands of tons of sugar-cane

waste (megasse) burned or tiirown awa.v every year

in Queenslaiul and Xew .South Wales. This is one
of the very best materials for making ]>apcr. i orn sacks,

and wool packs whicli latter may i>e made from paper
at 30-40*^' less tlian the cost of jute bags. This is a

new indu.stry with a great future before if and a com-
pany could readily l)e formed, macliinery installed,

and in less than 12 months Australia could lie sui>-

plied with corn sacks, wool packs, liinder twines and
other articles at a minimum price, and made liy .\us-

tralian workmen. .A.P.-C.

L-4.—Making seamless bags, and envelopes.. Kr.

patent No. 50'_'. Is.'i. Torakiclii I'liicila. -lapaii. Feb.
16. 11120. Papier. 23, 103-4, -May l!t20i.— .\ PC

L-4.—Improved drum tester for shipping boxes.
I'apcr. 22, (.lime 23. I!l20i. Description .ind illusfra-

tjoii of a dniiii tester which, it is claimed, sinnilates the

handling which a loaded box may encounter in rail-

road traffic. A. PC
L-4.—Machine for making paper bags. Hng patent.

Christopher Ilandersen. Edinburgh. Scotland. "World's
Paper Trade Hcv. Papeterie 42, 447. (Mav a.*!, 1920).—
A. PC.

L-7. Jute substitute. Z. augew. (hem . .\ug. 2. 1918:
3. Ind. ami Kiig. Cliein.. 11, 244. (1919). Paper yarn
of from 1-5 mm. diam.- is' in use in Oermany as a sub-

stitute for jnte, while paper yarn from |)archment

paper is woven into belts for driving light machinery.
The yarn, when treated with a I per cent, solution of

tannin, is rendered soft anil flexilile to the touch and
its '.strength is increased by 49 per cent. The addition
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of gelatin gives a hard firm touch to tlie yarn and an

increased strength of 25 per cent. When -wet its

strength is reduced only 15 i)er cent. Neutralized

aluminum acetate added to tiie tannin gives the yarn

a strong, elastic touch and increases its strengtii 44

per cent. The average -water content of the yarn is

about 28 per cent.—A.P.-C.
M-4.—The maJdng of belt joints and lapse X. P.

Winchell Jr., Paper. 25, n53-(i. il!l20'). A detailed

description of the proper way of making the various

kinds of joints and laps in different kinds of belt

(leather, rubber, fabric"!.—A. P.-C.

N-4. The conservation of coal. Importance of insula-

tion. Papier, 22, •ioT. Dec 1*ll*ti. A brief discussion

of insulation as a]ii)lic(l to Imilcrs ami ]iiping.—A.P.-C

N-5.

—

The advantages of pidverized coal. .lactpies

^laisonneuve. Pa])icr, 23, 77-11, (April 1!I20). .V brief

discussion of the advantages of pulverized coal, to-

gether with a short description of the apparatus for

pulverizing and bui-iiiiig it.—A. V.-C.

N-7.—Hydraulic power in France. Pai)ier. 23, 10-2,

(Tan. I!t20). A discussion of the new French law re-

lative to the utilization of water-i)ower for industrial

purposes.—A. P.-(\

N-0. Cheaper power available in paper mDls. .lolm

F. Ferguson, Paper, 25, ft7(). (19201. Paper mills

could obtain a large proportion of the power the.v re-

quire at a verv low cost liv utilizing their bv-products.

—A.P.-C.
N-0.—Liquid fuel. .1. Micol de Portemont. Papier.

23, 4-7. (Jan. 1920 i. A discussion of the advantaires
of fuel-oil.—A. PC.

0-2.—Process and apparatus for removing oil from
water.. Papeterie, 42, 499-500, (June 10. 1920). The
oil is demulsified from the water by means of metallis

h.vdrate which is precipitated in the oil-bearing water
and carries down the oil with it, the water being then
filtered— A. P.-C.

0-2. FiltraJtion in the paper mill. Leonee Fabre.
Pajieterie. 41, t>27-31, i Dee. 25, 1919 i, A short descrip-

tion of the Zenith filter ami of various tvpes of '"save-

alls".—A.P.-C.
P-2. Interesting men in the safety movement. W.

E. Worth. Paper. 25, .')7.".-9. (1919t. "Safety first"

is a humanitarian movement, but it is also very sound
business, as accidents cost a lot of mone.v. to get re-

sults it is indisuensable to arouse the interest and get

the good will of the men. This nia.v be done b>- means
of mixed committees of foremen and workmen, po.sting

accidents on bulletin board, educating tiie foremen,
putting new men on approbation, making bulletins in-

teresting, using illuminated signs where jiossible.

—A.P.-C.
R-1. The paper industry in Czecho-Slovakia. Jean

Dvoracek, Prague. Paiuer, 23, 91-2, ( Ajiril 1920i. A
stud.v of the paper reniiirements of Tcheco-Slovakia
before and after the war. and of the ability of the
home industry to supply the needs.—A. P.-C.

R-1.—The paper industry in France. A Crolard.
Papier. 23, :^9.(V^. (March 1920i. si-7. (April 1920).
117-9. (May 1920). Extracts from the report of \lbert
Crolard, Deputv, presented to tlie Congres Niitinnal

du Livre'" in 1917. giving a detailed analysis of the
position of the French industry as regards its raw ma-
terials and equipment, its ability to produce various
kinds of papers, and its dependence on foreign coun-
tries: together with a brief description of the manu-
facture of cardboard, faney paper, and Japanese
paper.—A. P.-C,

R-1.—Developing and organizing a modern pulp
products mill.. Paper, 17-9, 34 (June 23, 1920). A
description of the growth of the Eddv mills, Hull,
Quebec— A. P.-C.

R-2. Contribution to the his'tory of paper-making in

France. II. F. La Papeterie, 41, 350-3. (Sept. 25, 1919).

.\ii outline of the evolution of the paper guild and the
union" of papermakers during the 17tli ami IStli

Centuries, and of the royal edicts which were promul-
gated coiu'.erniiig the industry.—^A.P.-C.

R-2. Contribution to the history of paper-making
in France. 111. 11. F. Papciterie. 41. 492-5, (Nov, 10,

l!»19i. .\otcs on the paper trade in France up to the
beginning of the nineteenth century. (Cl'd.) —A.P.-C.

R-3.

—

Applying scientific management to industrial
administration. J. Wm. Seluilzc Paper, l.")-(i, 30,
-June 2, i:t20i, 15-t;. 34, (June 9, 11)21)), 24, 2S, 3o!
(June 1(), 1920), How to apply planning to adminis-
tration to properly coordinate the motives of an orga-
nization as established by the administration with the
workers, materials, equii»ment, working space, and
management to secure maximiiin results. .\. P.-C.

R-5. The pulp and paper industry in Czecho-Slo-
vakia. J. .Mi.-ol de Portemont. Papier. 22, 345-ti. (De<-.

1919). A discussion of the present status of the in-

dustry and of the advantages to be derived by the
French industry by dealing as nnndi as possible with
the new republic—A.P.-C.

R-5. Japan's position in the paper industry. J. P.
Suzuki. Industrial Japan: World's Paper Trade Rev.,
Dec 12, 1919: Paper, 25. 92:5. (1920). A brief review
of the develo])ment of the i)a])er indu.stry in Japan
and of its present status. -.\.P.-C.

R-5.—The French paper industry. Lucien Chassai-
giu'. L'E.xportaleiir Frani;ais: Papier. 23, 105-6, (May
1920). A discussion of the dependence of the French
paper industry on foreign countries, and of the means
to be taken to supply its needs from the Fr colonies.
A. P.-C.

R-5.—Rapid growth of woodpulp and newsprint pro-
duction in Sweden. \V;ilt.M- II Sholes, C. S. Consul.
Pai)er. ItJ, 2G, 30, 32, (June 23, 1920; . An analysis of
the present situation of the Swedish pulp and paper
market.—A. P.-C.

R-7. Industrial organization and salary, scales.
Papyrophilc La Pai>eterie. 41, 340-!). (Sc|.l. 25, 1919).
Any .system, no matter how perfect it may seem, is

bound to fail if applied im-onsiderately. without due
regard for the particular circumstances of each ca.se

to which it is applied. In the paper industry, if the
premiums system is to be applied, if must be done in

such a way that quantity will not be |)rodueed at the
expense of quality; but both should concurrently Ic
maintained as high as po.ssible. The sy.stem should be
studied with this end in view, and should be explained
to the workmen to show them it is to their advantage
to turn out quality as well as quantity. Examples
are given of the way in which such a .system could be
applied in a paper mill.—A.P.-C.

R-12.—The distribution of general expenses to ar-
rive at costs. L. Dnpuy. Mon Bureau: Papier, 23,
107.S. (.May l!t20, A discussion of the importance of
a proper distribution of general e.\penses. especially
during periods of industrial crisis.—A. P.-C.

R-13.—Convention of the American Pulp and Paper
Mill superintendents. Paper. 26, >73-4. 900, (1920V A
brief account of the convention held jn Buffalo June
4th and 5th, 1920.—A. P,-C.
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AMDf^Bl
L. B. Holliday & Co., liave moved their dyestuff bu-

siness in ^[ontreal to N". 27 St. Sacrement St., where

thev have established a laboratory iu charfre of a eoui-

petent staff and are read>- to uiulertake problems of

color matching and research.

A visitor to Toronto during the past week is Mr.

Theo. Feilden, editor of the Empire ^lail <>f London

and director general of the Imperial Trade Propaganda

Organization. This journalist is collecting data^ on

finanrial. commercial and industrial phases of Can-

adian life which will be used as a basis of efforts

to extend trade between the United Kingdom and the

Dominion.
Notices of the annual meeting of the Si^amsh River

Pulp and Paper Mills. Limited, to be held at the head

office in Toronto on Sept. 30th next, have been sent

out. The annual statement will be mailed to the

shareholders in a few days time and it is expected

to show that in the fiscal year ended June 30tli an

increase of close to 47,000 tons f>f newsprint, gi-ound

wood, sulphite, board and wrapping paper combined,

over the outi)ut of the previous year. Newsprint will

show an increase of 21.000 tons owing to the installa-

tion of an additional machine at Espanola. Secretary

J. G. Gibson states that the company has been held up

somewhat on part of the equipment for the Sturgeon

Falls machine and that it will be the first of the year

before the machine is in operation.

A visitor to Toronto this week was ;Mr. Hobert

Sweeney of Vancouver, one of the directors of Western

Canada Pulp and Paper Comj)any. Mr. Sweeney

states that good progress is being made with the instal-

lation of the new digestor and it is expected that it

will ready to operate in about a week's tini'. The

new digestor will double the output of the plant to

40 tons per day of sulphate puli> and kraft pul|'. In

addition lumliering operations are being carried on.

The market for Briti.sh Columbia lumber, Mr. Sweeney

stated, was showing some improvement.

According to information made available this week

the net profits of the Provincial Pa))er Mills, Limited,

for the year vnded June 30th were $643.S07 as i-om

pare(|fwitli if33.i.l28 for the same period of the previ-

ous Viiar. The profits inentioned did not allow for de-

prci-^tion or war tax. The stock of Provincial Paper

is elMply held and the rapid advances in the market

lo.fi'lv indicate that there is a very small floating

siippl.v

.

Mr. Alex Muiitin. head of the Btintin Reid Co.. Ltd..

ToKrtito. has returned from a couple of months outinir

s|ii-ii| iit Murray Bay
The Waterous Engine Works, (ompanx. Limited, of

Brantfi.rd. report that they have liooked the following

orders: ten ^4" wet inacliines for the Manai;enient En-

gineering and Development ('onii)any of Dayton, (Miio.

for Fort William: .^ix Quiller sereeuH for Price Bros.,

Ltd.: tfii plate flat screens for Miittiganii Pulp and
Paper Co.; sixteen lO-plale flat siiee?iM for the Tor-

nto Pa[ier Co.. Ltd.. at Cornwall Tloy are also busy

on several orders for Voith magazine pulp grinders.

Mr. V. T. Ilaney, Toronto representative of the Rol-

land Paper Companj-. Limited.- spent a few days in

Montreal with the firm this week.
Mr. N. L. Martin, secretary of the Canadian Pai>er

Trade Association is busy arranging for the annual

lueeting of the oigaiiization to take place in Toronto

at the end of this month.
Mr. Irwin Proctor. President of the Canadian Aero

Film Company. Limited, has .iust returned to Toronto

after an aeroplane flight over the northern portion of

the province, which was taken at the request of the

(lovenment in order to get jdiotographs of the country
from an agricultural and forestry viewpoint. The
l»hotos will be exhibited at the National Exhibition.

The aeroplane travelled iioi-th to Hudson's Bay, glass-

ing through Algonquin Park, and carried six men.
Mr. Proctor stated that from his observation on the

trip he concluded that Ontario has the fine.^t reserve

of spruce pulpwood in the Dominion.
The timber ju-oblem which has been in progress at

the Ontario Parliament Buildings in Toronto for some
days past came to an luiexpected termination this week
the Crox\Ti counsel. Mr. R. T. Harding, having suffered

a fractured arm when he fell from an apple tree at

liis home at Clarkson's. Adjournment was made until

September 7th.

The Newmarket Express recently celebrated its sil-

ver jubilee. The jiaiier has of late years made good
progress under the able and energetic direction of the

present editor, Mr. -T. F. Harvey.
Simcoe and York Couiiify publishers have adop

ted the two dollars a year subscription rate owing
to the increase in the cost of newsprint and other

mounting expenses.

Mr. E. S. Hoyt. who has been some years with thi'

International Paper Company, arrived at Iroquois

Falls. Out., last week, where he will have the manage-
ment of the townsite. hotel and camps for the Abitibi

Company. Limited. He was accompanied from Mon
treal by Mr. L. R. Wilson of the Montreal office.

Word has been received iu Toronto that the Domi
nion Pulp Co. Limited, of Chatham N. B. a coni'er.'

incorporated under the laws of the United Kingdom,
has gone into liquidation. The company did business

in Chatham, manufacturing unbleaehed sulphite. No
information is available in Toronto as to what dispo-

sition is to be made of the company's plant.

(It was the plant of the Dominion Pulp Co.. at Uha

thani that was recently re|>orted bought by Eraser

Co. Limited.—Ed.).

Mr. William Gorman, Montreal representative of the

Provini'ial I'aper Mills. Limited, was a visitor at the

head office in Toronto this week.

Supplimentary letters patent have been issued in-

creasing the capital stock of the Fort Francis Pulp

and Paper Cn. Fort Francis. Ont.. from fifty thousand

five hundred shares of one hundred Hollirs ..i.li
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The tremendous expansion of the pulp and paper mill

industries in Ontario and Quebec has brought to one

eoneern at Gait, Out., industry orders -for freight

elevators. Three of the largest companies iiave pla-

ced orders with the Roelofson Elevator Company of

that town and the factory is busy on thes' orders as

well as others from the north country, with the pros-

pect of further business from the same quarter.

Mr. A. P. Costigane, Secretary of the Ontario Pnl])

and Paper Makers' Safety Association. Mr. J. \.

Stephenson of the Pulp and Paper ^lagazine and Mr.

George Carruthers of the Interlake Tissue Mills, Limi-

ted, attending the meeting of the .joint committee on

Education from the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa-

tion and the committee of the American Technical

Association at Saratoga Springs this week. Mr. Car-

ruthers is chairman of the joint committee.

Many Canadian bo.vs have gathered at Canoe Lake.

Algonquin Park, where a school of woodcraft is beinir

conducted under the auspices of the National Hoys"

Work Board. Instruction is being given the boys by

jirominent workers from Toronto and other centres.

The Provincial Paper Mills, Limited, hekl its quar-

terly meeting of shareholders last week when it was
announced that hereafter the shareholders would re-

ceive their regular dividends in New York funds,

which means a bonus of about thirteen per cent ac-

cording t" the present exchange rate. Tlie compan.v

declared a bonus of one per cent on the common stoek

in addition to the regular quarterly dividend of oil'

and a hal.*' per cent.

A visitor to Toronto a few days ago was Mr. II. R.

MacjMillan. of the MacMillan Export Company. Van-

ei>uver. who reports that the coast province is making

great strides in the pulp and paper line and that many
new companies are in process of formation out tliere.

It was stated that several valuable timber lands have

changed hands recently at good figures, the capital

coming chiefly from the I'nited States. The \i.sual

difficulty in tlie way of securing equipment exists in the

west, says Mv. MacMillan, which is proving a draw-

back to the developnu'ut of the indu.stry.

A small pulp mill is to be erected at Nelson, B.C. at

the cost of $r)00,00(\ An engineer and mill manager have

been engaged and pulp wood for the plant will lie

secured from local ranches, according to a CK1\.

news report.

It is stated that present time immigration averages

about 18,000 per month and of this number approxima

tely 12,000 come from the British Isles ami 6,000 from

the United States. Last month out of 12,500 from

the British Isles. 8,000 were English, 3,000 Scotch, less

than, 1.000 Iri.sh. and loO Welsh.

Fort William. Out.—The plant of the Nipigon Fibre

and Paper Co. which is in course of erection will have

an average output of 40 tons per day. which it is ex-

pected will be increased to 160 tons within the next

couple of years.

Fusilier, Sask.—A twenty ton plant for the produc-

tion of the sorium sulphite deposits here is now under

construction by the Wm. Livingston Corporation, the

sum of .i;20.0()6 lieinL' spent on tb > operation.

LAURENTIDE CO. ASSOCIATED MATCH PLANT.
An important industry in the form of a $.'),000.000

match factory will be developed shortly in this coun-

try, according to an announcement made by Sir Alex-

ander A. Maguire who represents the English firm of

Maguire. Paterson & Palmer. Limited. The plant in

Canada will follow the plans of the new plant recently

located at Garston. Liverpool, which will operate next

month. This plant is erected (ui a 4.') acre site and

employs two to three thousand hands and has a cap-

acity of 100,000 gross iier week. It is proposed to

make a practical duplication of this factory in Quebec

and a site has already been chosen. Mr. Maguire was

attracted to the Province of Quebec from its raw ma-

terial and the excellent power facilities that are offer-

ed in several vicinities.

It is announceil that the industry in (Canada will be

in charge of a directorate of 12, 6 of whom will be

Canadian and that of the latter Sir Lomer Gouin and

(ieorge Chahoon, President of the Laurentidc Compa-

n.v. are the first to be chosen. The president of the

company will be Sir Alexander Maguire, who with his

father before him has been associated with that trade

for some 7.') years, M. C. Small, of the Laurentidc Com-

pany, will take charge of all the timber operations for

the new match company. Sir Alexander states that an

endeavor will be made to build up a large export busi-

ness, as matches of all kinds will be made to suit an.v

market in the world.

Pulp and paper circles look upon the new industry

as important from the subsiduary standpoint, and as

likely to be of special advantage to the Laurentidc

Company. The raw material for the matches will be

the pine which is not used in ordinary pulp whicli thi-

Laurentidc Company does not produce. It is pointed

out also that the latter mill produces box board, which

would be used in large quantities by the mati-h mill,

and indeed this might easily take the whole production

of the Laurentidc box-board plant.

SCOTCH FORESTER IN CANADA.
Mr. P. Leslie, of the Forestry Dept.. University of

Aberdeen is making a tour of Canada to get in touch

with forestrv conditions, and especially with tree plant-

ing operations. He reports one Scotch Nursery with

40^000,000 seedling.

THE SPITTING HABIT.
When one want- to iichicvc Noiuctliing be mu.st kceji

constantly at it, not overlooking the fact that constant

reminders are a necessity.

In going around our plant with a party of mem-

bers from the Chemical Industries our attention was

drawn to the habit of .spitting on the floors in our

plant.

We are glad of the opi)ortunify to bring before you

some of the consequences of this bad habit.

You are all aware that tuberculosis, the white

plague, kills in our country an enormous amount of

penple.

Not every one of these victims is ju-edisposcd

tlirough heredity.

There are among every one hundred men. two men
that suffer from tuberculosis.

Some of those men will expectorate on the floors of

the mills and there the microbes will be .set free to

roam about the factory and .settle in the lungs of

some man wliose physical condition is not normal.

What will the consequences be? In the ca.se of a

weak constitution the microbes thus circulated in the

air will pla.v havoc with the lungs of the unfortunate

man and if not caught in time he is doomed for an

early death and becomes another disease carrier.

Posters on our bulletin board have shown you the

danger and the consequences of spitting on floors; and
we thought that a little reminder just now was in or-

der to refresh the memories of all.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, Aug. 2i"^.—Two fat-tors which are not cal-

culated to improve the pulp and paper situation any

<leveloped this week. One of these was the difficulty

lieing encountered by the mills in the Ottawa Valley

throu^'li lack of water supply and the other is the

promised freitrht increases. Kreifrht increases in the

Tnited States went into effect this week and it is

thoufiht likely that the Canadian roads will <,'et away
with their demands and that the pulp and paper ma-

nufacturers also the jobbers and consumers will be

up ajrainst conditions shortly that will make for .still

hifrhcr prices in all pajier coitimodities. The manajrer

of one of the 1)1? Toronto paper distriliutiu'r houses

told the Pulp and Paper .Majrazine that he was already

basinfr all his quotations on the freifrht increase and

that this factor sooner or later was bound to reflect

itself in price advances all along the line. Already

the mills are groaning under the high prices for raw

material and are glad to get pulp at almost any price

and this condition has existed for months past. One

Toronto mill representatives went forth this week

with instructions from the office to dig up some

groundwood pul]) somewhei-e and after an absence of

several days, in which he visited every available source

of supply, he returned without having negotiated a

ton—and this despite the fact that he was authorized

to pay !H<>0 a toTi for it, rather than lose it . The fact

i.s that the product is not in the open nuirkct. I*>y the

time the mills look after their commitments there is

nothing left for the chaji who hasn't bouiul the mill

for a .supply by contract. The market price for ground-

wood pulp i.s from $140 to .$].')0 and rumors that an

odd lot or two was picked up at $l(iO could not he

verified, although there was -l^lfiO waiting any cb-alcr

who could have supplied the Toronto firm in tpies-

tion in its emergency. Pretty much the same comli-

tions exist in idiemieal pulp lines, very few sales of

-ulphitc having bcfii made during the week.

News print is short

The clamor for newsprint continues and everyone is

short of the commodity. While the publishers are being

pretty well looked after as a whole, the jobbers are

unable tf) get newsprint for stocking pur|)oses ami the

few jpams of flat news that reach the w arehouses are

tpiicBy picked up, fref|uently at 14c a pound. With
soin^of the mills paying as high as $20.00 a ton for

efial (luring the present I'oal crisis and others facing

lessened producfifui owing to low water, then- does

not ai>pear to be any relief from the stringency ol

nppiies either in newsi)rint or any other paper line

itnl the public is steeling itself against the comin'.'

.. k of further increases in |>rice.

Bonds going up.

.MlliouKh the effect of inr'rcascd freight rates. Iiig

eoal bills at the mills and thrcatem-d power shortage

has not been visible on the invoices ns yet. there is n

hint that the cheaper grad<:s of liomls are about to take

H jump and jf)bbers are^reparing themselves for this

eventually wliich they say iiuiy eonu' any day now.

Book Papers.

None of the mills at the iirescnt time \y'\\\ lake

(irdd-N Un- liook papers for delivery before Januarj'

next and in the meantime orders that were due for

shipment in August have been put off until Septem-
ber, the reasons given relating chiefly to the great

shortage of raw stock, which has hampered the mills

in their protluction. Toronto houses have handlctf a

considerable tonnag<', but most of it was for .shipmenr

to printing houses for big jobs of a special character,

orders for wliich were placed many months ago. Xo
stock of book papers is available for what might be

termed the transient trade. Supplies of coated board
are very meagre and there is i)ractically none on the

market.
Printing Trade Dullness.

Already there arc signs that the didlness in the

printing trade, consequent upon the vacation |)eriod,

is drawing to a close as evidenced by the resumption
of eii<|uiries foi- stock. Notwithstanding this, how-
ever, a quiet period seems to have set in in the litho-

graphing trade, one man in the business making the

statement that not for five years past had there been
such a slackening off in that line of business. It is

stated that there is a disposition to cut down on cata-

logue work owing to the high prices for paper and
that some firms iiave already adopted a policy of

curtailment in their output of advertising matter.

Blotting papers are scarce.

Jobbing houses report that it is next to impossit)le

to get shii)ments of coated blotting ]iapers, although
there is a great demand for it. As yet none of the

Canadian mills have undertaken the manufacture of

this line, the machines having been kejit at capacity
on the standard lines. It is stated, however, that the

Howard Smith people will be the first to enter the

blotting ])aper field, although this does not appear to

be ver\- imminent.
Conditions Abroad

While it is reeogiiizc<l thai tlic condition of the

Canadian pnlj) and jtaper market is bad in respect to

sui)ply and ibunand some consolation may be had from
the fact the paper trade across the line is in worse
straits than in this country, while in Knglaml pretty

much the saiiu' situation exists. A circular received

from a British house by a Toronto representative,

states that the position of the paper market in Eng-
land is a very strange ami difficidt one. On the one
hand the Pritisli trade is faced with the fact that i^

the honu' trad^' buyers are relin-tant to jtlacc orders,

trade generall\ being rather (piiet, ^\llile on the other
hand mill prices of papers are still firm and likely to

advam-e further. -The Mrilish firm referred to recent-

ly had reports from two reliable mill agents just back
fr(nn Scamliriavia and both agree that mills are still

getting plenl.v of orders from all over the world and
that prices for pulp are so high that paper prices must
keep up. The circular go.'s on to say: "As an instance

of what mills are asking we may say that the present
liest nniking price ff>r 277 tissue is £1()0 ])cr ton, which
is e<|uivalcnt to S !ld per ream. Tissue costing H Od
obviously cauimt be sold under say 10 6d, so that

further advances must inevitably be made shortly.

'There is iw) doubt, however, that in the present
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•TRADE-nARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union^Helsingfors^ Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Bro\vn and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 424(>-47

" 2170
I.N'QUIRIES SOLICITED.
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state of trade buyers are nervous, and, however, con-

vinced they ma.v be that prices will go higher, they

will not buy unless actually in need of goods. Agents
should therefore not be discouraged by the present

temporary lull in business, but work, patiently and
wait for the revival when stocks are reduced. Each
fresh consignment arriving costs more, so that our

jiriccs must go on advancing. By September i)ricc=;

must be from 10 to 20 per cent liiglier. and by Novem-
ber 20 to 40 per rmt liiglicr.

Ra.g and Paper Stocks.

The outstanding feature of- the new cotton cuttings

market was the fact that there were slim offerings

available at current prices due to the curtailed pro-

duction at white wear manufacturers. Paper mills

continued to inquire for stock, though for rather small

quantities.

Roofing rags, bagging and thirds and blues conti-

nued weak, with little demand from consumers.
Hard and soft shavings showed a slight advance

under continued inquiries from mills. Newspapers are

in good demand and the price, while not advanced,
will no doubt increase shortly, following high prices

now prevailing in New York for this grade. Mixed
papers continue firm with numerous inquiries from
mills not usually users of this grade. The scarcity oF

ground wood pulp has forced some mills to turn to

mi.xed papers to replace pulp. There is no doubt that
the next few weeks will see a sharp advance in this

grade, in fact unless there is a marked iiicrease in the

production of botli chemical pulp and ground wood,
all grades of waste paper will reach new high pric(

levels.

Per Cwt. F.O.B. Toronto
No. 1 shirt cuttings $21.00—$22 00
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings .. . .^Ifi.SO—$17.00
No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings $12.^O—$13.00
No. 1 blue overall cuttings $11. .")0—$12. HO
Bleached shoe clip .$l.").r)0—$lfi.00

White cotton hosiery cuttings .$16.o0—.$17 00
Light colored hosiery cuttings $13.00—$14.00
New light flanellette cuttings .$12.r)0—$13.00
No. 2 white shirt cuttings $13.00—$13 .lO

City thirds and bhies (repacked). No. 1."). .$3.75 -$4.00
P'locks and satinettes $2.00—$2.2.")

Tailor rags $2.00—$2.10
Ounny bagging $2.00—.$2.2")

Manila rope .$f).00—$6.r)0

.\o. 1 white envelope cuttings $7.7")—$8.00

f).

1 soft white shavings $fi 7.i—.$7.00
hite blanks $5.50—$6.00

Heavy ledger stock $3.75—$4.25

No. 1 magazine . $3.50—$3.60
No. 1 book stock $2.75—$2.90
No. 1 manila cuttings $5.00—$5.25

No. 1 print manila $2.25—.$2.50
Folded news .$2.25—$2.35

Over issue, news $2.50

Kraft $5.25—$5..50
No. 1 clean and mixed papers $2.10—$2.20

NEW YORK MARKETS
New York, August 28.—The jiaper market continues

to show the effects of the gradual termination of the

vacation season. Demand from various quarters is

beginning to broaden to a noticeable extent and the

situation is rapidly taking on characteristics for the

early autumn. Consumers of paper are inquiring around
the market getting a line on supply conditions and
learning at wiiat ])rices jiajtcr can be obtained. That
the forthcoming fall season will prove to be one of the

busiest ever experienced by the paper trade in the

States seems assured. On every hand there are in-

dications of banner business a little later on. The
consumjition of paper of various kinds is abnormally
heavy and promises to increase as business generally

becomes stimulated following the dull summer period.

Manufacturei-s and jobbers are getting themselves and
their stocks in trim for what they confidently expect
will exceed in measure of trade activity every busy
jieriod they have passed through in the past. There is

a very firm tone to prices in all corners of the market.
Paper values toda.v are based largely on matters of

delivery ; premiums are being readily granted for spot
shipments, and the trade looks for this condition to

become accentuated as th;^ demand expands.
Ijonking about the principal consuming trades, one

finds conditions obtaining that seem to make sure an
exceedingly active fall is ahea<l for the pajiei: industry.

Printing shops in New York are nearly all operating
on a double .shift basis; there is scarcely a one that is

not Avorking a night force, in an effort to take care
of all the business coming their way. One reason for

this activity is that many commodity lines are com.
parativel.\- slow at jiresent, with the result manufac-
turers and retailers are conducting numerous and more
extensive canvassing campaigns, thus affording a great
amount of work for |iriiiteis. This obviously makes for

a large constimption of paper, i)articularly of bond and
ledger variety. Paper box establishments in this vic-

inity are busily engaged. Box consumers are placing

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 mi rray imi.
R.113

NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Cinadian WOOD PULP AT TOP PRICES.

Write us and b«
Convinced.
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GIVE THIS

"WORLD" VALVE
AN "ACID'* TEST

It is especially made to resist the eft'eet of acids used
in a pulp mill. It will emerj;e triumphant from the

severest test you can give it.

T. McAvity & Sons make a gn-ater i-ange of valves,

fitting and castings, of acid-resisting bronze than
any manufactm-er in the Dominion.

Designed to give a inaxinnnn of wear, the thickness
of the backs of the elbows, throats of valves, and
any point where the acid wears e.xcessivcdy, are re-

inforced.

Supei-intendents of the largest pulp mills in Pan-
ada endorse their use. No other metal will stand
the acid test as will "World" l)ronze.

T. McAVITY & SONS,
LIMITED

ST. JOHN, - - N.B.

MONTREAL. WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER,

TORONTO
HARVARD TURNBULL & COMPANY, 207 Excelsior Life Building
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orders against fall requirements and tlie box plants

are rushed to turn out enougli containers to meet the

demand. Everything points to a further expansion

in demand for boxes as the season wears on. Depart-

ment .stores are doing a large business, and nf course

are using great quantities of paper. Activity in the

publishing field is just as lirisk as it iuis i)een at any

time during the remarkable priiod of tlie ])a.st few

montlis. Advertising in the daily newspapers has

dropped off somewhat, as it invariably does in the

summer, but magazine and book jnililishers are receiv-

ing more advertising than they have pai)er to print

on. Moreover, there is no visible sign of the adver-

ti.siug boom letting u|). Rather, if there is enough i)a]>er

to cover the re(|uiremcnts of publishers, there is no tel-

ling to what extents the consumption of book ami

printing papers will likely reach before the end of

the current year.

Prices on all grades of paper hold firm to strong.

There are still more buyers in the market than sellers

The latter seldom have to look for business; it comes

to them in greater volume than they are able to com-

ply with. With i)ai)er supjilies, if anything, growing

lighter, it ajqiears that the market will become even

tighter as regards available tonnages of paper than

existed last spring. If such develops, higher prices arc

inevitable, for consumers today do not let matters of

price bar their way to filling their wants; the one

idea under prevailing circumstances is to get paper,

cost what it may.
There is no important change in (juotations. The ten-

dency is distinctly upward and revisions in pri(tes arc

seldom, if ever, other than higher. .lolibers are mak-
ing pressing demands on mills for supplies, both for

immediate delivery to customers and in an effort to

secure stocks for the expected increased demand from

consumers later on.

GROI'XD WOOD—Ground wood is being readily ab-

sorbed about as qiiickly as it becomes available. Few
sizeable tonnages are offered, however, and the lack

of unsold pulp naturall.v places a damper on trading.

There is a large potential demand remaining unfilled.

Pulp manufacturers cannot begin to satisfy the wants
of all their customers simpl.v because demand is run-

ning so far beyond normal that mills are unable to

produce enough pulp to go around. From all reports

the pulp situation, as regards supplies, sliould inq)rove

at least somewhat during tlie next few months. The
high prices ot)tainable fur ])ulpwood are said to be

rving as a lure for increased production in cutting
(ions, and if grinders can get more timber trans-

)rted to their plants the probabilities are greater
Diount.s of pulp will be made. At present, however.
the market is practieall.v bare of unsold accnnuda-
tifins of any size and buyers have extreme difficulty

in locating tonnages for sale. Prices range between
$140 and .tl'jfl per ton for spruce pulp of [)rime quality,

and lots for spot delivery are frequently bringing
fiigher figures than these.

fllKMirAL Pl'LP.— Althoiiirh the chemical wood
pulp market displays no change of importance, prices
holding firm at about previnus levels and demand run
ning along the same even keel as before, there is a

noticeable pick up in inquiry, which indii-ates that
consumers are beginning to pay more attention to
future requirements. Pulp reaching the market soon
i« absorbed and there are no visible means of felling
whether .supplier have inerea.sed Trade factors assert

that pulp is equall.v as hard to buy in sizeable amounts
today as at any time this year. Probabl.v some raanu-_

facturers have succceeded in laying in stocks during
the summer lull but the.v are holding supplies with
pointed firnuiess." reflecting the general belief that a

more jironouuced scarcity and higher prices are in

view for the fall, (."urrent offerings of spot quantities

of any grade seldom involve more than a carload or

two at a time and the prices named are invariably at

the upper edge of quoted values. It is stated on high
authority that some consumers are placing contracts

for domestic bleached sulphites for fall delivery at a

price to 12 cents per pound. Spot lots arc freely

selling at this level and higher. Newsprint sulphite

is moving stcadil.v at quotations of around 8.2o cents

on spot parcels and bej'ond 7 cents on contracts.

RAGS—A fair measure of activity marks trading

in papermakers' rags. Mills are still buying cautiously

in an effort not to stir up the market and run prices

u)) against tliemselves, and no broad fluctuations have
developed although there is a strong advancing ten-

dencj- ap])arent. New cuttings are in light supply

and are liringing unprecedented prices. New white

shirt cuttings of No. 1 quality have sold at 25 cents

per pound in some cases, and dealers are talking of a

HO cent market, it being their contention that with cloth

ing manufacturers producing fewer of these rags and
with papei' mills consuming relatively more because
of the bleaching situation, values will certainl.v undergo
further enhancement. There is a better demand for

i-oofing rags, which are selling at between 2.2;> and 2.50

cents a pound at shijiping points for No. 1 ]iacking.

most bu.vers pa.ving a lower figure. A strong factor

in this branch of the market is that the decline in

prices here during the past several months has cut

short the importation of roofing rags from Europe,
with a resultant lessening of sujipl.v for mills to draw
on. Old whites are quotably firm and are rartving in

fair amounts toward mills.

PAPER STOCK—Wa.ste papers are meeting with a

rcad.v sale and there is a firm tone to quotations.
Box board aiul other consuming mills are purchasing
in a cautious manner, taking onl.v such tonnages as

are required to keep them immediately supplied, .vet

the nuivement is large enough to prevent any large

accunnihition. thus bearing out the contentions of deal-

ei's that they are not getting as much old paper from
[iroducing sources as (U-dinaril.v. Fine grades of pa|ier

stocks are decidedly hard to locate in sizeable amounts.
Hard white shavings are selling at 8.50 to 9 cents per
pound aiul soft white shavings at as mtich as 8 cents.

Folded newspapers continue to be actively .sought and
are being absorbed by bi>ard iilants. as well as news-
print mills fur de-inking ]iur|)oses, at a price basis

of arrinnd 2.40 cents f.o.b. New York No. 1 mixed
paper is selling at 2.10 cents and in some instances
at lieyoiul this level. Old magazines are coming in for

more notice and mills are bu.ving at 3.50 cents or a

shade lower at shi|qiing points.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGING.- There is a moderate
demand from jiaper mills for old rope and prices rule
stati<uwiry at the recent decline. Manila rope of No.
1 quality commands fi.25 cents jier pound, with good-
sized lots available and with some consumers bu.ving

at a trifle less. Old bagging is going abegging and is

offered freely at 2.50 cents per pound for No. 1

scrap.
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POLAND S PAPER INDUSTRY
Paper her biggest asset — can supply products for

Which world clamors — has many factories.

While the world is (•lanioriiio- for ii.^ws print and

is eyeing with some concern th^' ever-dwindling supply,

compared with the ever-increasing demand
a voice of hope comes from a country which perhaps,

needs hope itself more than any other— war stricken

Poland, begins an article in the Fourth-Estate.

There is no dramatic flourish in the brief resume
of the Polisii pap.^r resources contained in the Polish

Economic Bulletin. The drama in tiie situation is one

of trade and commerce made possible when a sorely

tried nation finds itself in possession of something

all the world will buy.

Here are the facts as published in the Bulletin:

The paper industry is well developed in the Provinces
of the Kingdom of Poland in Galicia, and has very

great possdiilities of development. There are many
very important paper factories in Upper Silesia, the

early output of which amounts to almost 70,000.000.

The Polish paper industry proper consists of great

enterprises, with a working capital of 100,000,000

marks. In 1913 there were in Poland nineteen paper
factories and 20,000 work-people employed. The pro-

duce consists of almost all varieties of paper.

Galicia is in a much better situation than the King-
dom of Poland itself, as she has more woods and quick
rivers.

But bt'hind these industrial facts is the circumstan-

ce that Poland's paper industry is generally speaking,

dependent upon rags, wood pulp aiul cellulose.

In former days a large quantity of cotton rags was
imported from Germany, and flax and hemp rags from
Russia because the domestic supply was inadequate. It

is believed that these sources may agaiu be drawn
upon at an early dat,\ though, of course, that develop-

ment is a matter of i)eac(' anil war and the political

adjustment of eastern-central Europe.

Wood Pulp Outlook Favorable.

.The outlook in wood pulp is inui-h more favorahlr,

for the average annual out|)ut of this article is 28S,0()(l

hundred weight, valued at approximately $130,000.

At the same tim.^ a certain amount of wood pulj) is

imjx)rted into the Kingdom from Lnthuania and other

foreign countries, but at present, it is estimated, near-

ly half the amount so imported, can be supplied by

Province of Galieia.

To an industrial situation already fraught with great

natural possibilities, has been added, by action of tlie

Peace Conference, the additional advantages conferred

through the free port of Danzig. The influence of that

port upon the cost of importing wood pulp from the

northern countries as well as from the Baltic is expec-

ted to bring about a great reduction in the cost of

production.

- Wlockawek boasts the only cellulose factory in the

Kingdom of Poland, but this one has a yearly output of

approximately 225,000 hundred weight. There an-

two in Upper Silesia in the District of Opole. In Ga-

rcia there are three big factories located at Czerlany.

Sassow and Zywiec. Nearly half the production of

the.se factories was exported to Austria, ea.stern and

western Europe, Balkan states, Turkey, and ?ven to

South America.

In the Kingdom of Poland eleven factories are work-

ing at present, and their output amounts to 20 per

cent of the amount of paper manufactured before the

war in this part of Poland. In order to help the other ,

industries build up <ui the paper supply, the Polish Par-
liament was lately obliged to suspend for three months
the tariffs of paper (raw material) imported to Poland. •

The situation is improving gradually, and the Polish
*

|)aper industry has now monthly output of ninety-five
wagons (evidently "carload," capacity not known, but
small.—Ed.) of printing paper, of which twenty-five
wagons might be exported. Very sooh the output of
this kind of paper may be increased to 110 wagons,
and after Silesia is united to Poland the |)rinting paper
will constitute a large article of the ex|>ort trade. West
Prussia and Tosnania may develop their own industry
if only the conditions of transport are improved by the
new Polish Government, a measure already umler con-

templation.

YOUR VALUE.
From your neck down is a distance of about five feet.

That i)art of you is bone and muscle.

From the neck up, the limit of your worth is the sky.
For you are paid not for your work, but for what you
til ink while you work.
A lively dance, a swell meal, a tummy full of utter

.satisfaction, and fine clothes are all pleasures—of a
certain sort

.

But the man who gets his thrills from tlie neck up

—

he's living.

Tlie man who works from the neck up—he's work
ing and can draw real money for it!

Work with your brains, brother! You've got 'em.
Trot 'em out and train 'em to work for you like
your hands and feet! Then vour limit is tiie skvl

The Pulp and Paper

Trading Company
21 East 40th Street, NEW YORK

Dealers in domestic pulp—chemical and mechanical
— and paper.

.\GENTS FOR

J. & J. Rogers Company
.\usable Forks, New York

Canadian Kraft, Limited
Three Rivers, Que.

DEALERS IN

Wayagamack Kraft Pulp

Proctor and Gamble Distributing Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Bleached Cotton Hull Fibre Pulp
Mills at Augusta, Ga.

EASTER.V AGE.NTS FOR

Port Huron Mitscherlich Sulphite
Made by the PORT HURON" SULPHITE and P.\PER CO.

Port Huron, .Mich.
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THE ELECTRIC DRIVE IS HERE!
Both for New and Old Machines.

It will be permanent. Ask Us.

THE PUSEY and JONES COMPANY
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

Water Tanks

Acid Tanks

Blow Pit Tanks

Vomit Pipes

Wooden Water Pipe

Manufactured from best

quality B. C. Fir in the

finest factory in Canada

Canadian Pipe Co., Limited

550 Pacific St.. - VANCOUVER, B.C.

Pulp Mill Machinery
DIFFUSERS DISC EVAPORATORS
PULP DKIESTERS MELT TANKS
CALSTICIZEKS INCINERA lORS

ETC.

BOILERS
SCOTCH MARINE RETURN TlRl I \R

VERTICAL

"CAPITAL" Wires are Good Wire*

W« aoUeit trUI ordar

The Capital Wire Cloth

& Mfg. Co., Limited

Manufacturers of

Fourdrinier Wires
—and—

Paper Mill

Wire Cloth

(8
of everjr description

DANDY ROLLS and

CYLINDER ROLLS
repaired and recovered

OTTAWA, Canada

Wctfcrn AgenlM for

SWENSON EVAPORATOR CO.

OF CHICAGO. ILL.
VANCOUVER.B.C.
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*^2rn; The iOO% Quality MarK
is Your Protection

FROM the Atlantic to the Pacific and into the frozen

North, you will find aburdant evidence ol the confi-

dence in which The Canadian Fairbanks Morse
Co., Limited, and its products are held,

The fisherman with his little boat, equipped with a

Type "M" Engine, the coaslwife beet with its "C-0"
rower, the farmer who has solved his labor problem with

Fairbanks-Morse power farm equipirent.in everj' great

industry- irines, m.ills. factories and railways, Fairlan'.cs-

Morse products are used.

The presence of Fairhanks Morse mechanical equipment every-
where la the real tangible evidence of confidence thet is placed
where quality counts and in service that brings seller and buyer to-

gether in a closer relationship which builds for the benefit of all.

This is the reason that The Crnadian Fairbanks Morse Co..
Limited, has adopted the 100<

,
quality seal as its standard.

When you place an order with any salesman you are buv'.ng
both service of product, and service of organitation.

Our experts are alwa>*s ready to help work out your problems
and arc always as close to you as our nearest branch hou^c.
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EDITORIAL
OUR CREED.

In spite of the contrary assertions of our worthy

advertising manager, we have proof that other parts

of the Pulp and Papei' Magazine are cceasionally read.

A few weeks ago we ((uoted the creed of tlie Can-

adian Fisheries Association and suggested tliat the

paper and pulp industry had just as good reason to

make a declaration of faitii. Dr. ('. 1). Howe, acting

head of the College of Forestry at the University of

Toronto, read our editorial and suhniits the follow-

ing creed. It is interesting that he makes a reference

to agricultiire which is very similar to an expression

on this page la.st week. We commend Or. Howe's

heliefs to the earnest consideration of our readers:

—

We hclieve in a wholly .softwoo<l forest.

We helieve in fir, pine and spruce, and tliat tin-

greatest of these is spruce.

We helieve cur country has the largest and most

prolific pulpwood producing forests in the world.

We helieve the forest is not dead, inert material

like a mine, hut is a living growing thing that can

be continuously utilized and at the same time continu-

ously restored to productiveness.

We helieve the lack of con.seious effort in forest

culture and forest protection will in the end he ipiitc

as disastrous to our country as the lack of similar

effort in field culture.

On the other liand, with the application of iut>'lli-

gent methods of conservation and recuperati. ii. wi-

believe our forests could supply the wood-pul)) and

paper reijuirements of the world.

Wc helieve in the development of home industries

and therefore that it is unwise, illogical and unc<-onoiu-

ical to allow the exportation of raw materials in

large (piantities from our country.

We believe in the power of f-alling water, and wc

helieve its power should be greatly extended througli-

out our land that we may be less dependent upon the

indirect source of i)ower imported from without our

herders.

We believe that the power of falling water and the

power of forest growth ai-e the Twin Genii of our

nidn.stry, and that the one waxes or wanes with the

other.

We believe in up-building in all our endeavoi-s. not

ni tearing down, and hence that it profiteth neither

men nor nations to tear down what they cannot re-

place with better.

We believe in Cai.ada.

Wc liclic\c ill ourselves.

Wc believe in the (luality of our products.

We believe the blessings of our fellow citizens, the

blessings of our children and of our children's chil-

dren for all time will rest upon those who accept this

Creed—and act upon it.

VRO \VOL\G COX VEWIONS.
There may lie places just as good, but it would not

be possible to fiiul a better place for a convention
than Saratoga Springs and the Upper Hud.son Valley,

where the Technical Association of the Pulp and
Paper Industry met last week. The editor had the

misfortune to i,e obliged to leave before it Wius all

over, hut li.iil a very happy and enjoyable day and a

half. On Wednesday we had a business meeting in

I he moiniiig and listened to some very interesting i)a-

pers ill the afternoon. The entertainment and pro-

gram committees nnist have tried to .see which could
do most for their guests, for the program ran dh till

after fiw o'clock, while the sight-seeing tour started

at four. Tlie relative attractions .seemed about cipial.

from the large number who stayed at the Casino to

hear the papci-s, some of which apjiear in this issue.

Others will follow.

'" •' vening, the paper and iiiaeliinery makers
of the Hudson Valley were the hosts at a dclighlful

l>ani|uet in the great dining hall of the (irand Union
Hotel. The entertainment committee did such a

thorough job of i)roviding amusement that the .sijcak-

cis hardly had a chance at all. They didn't seem to

mind, and so did the gathering. It was the largest

affair the Association has held, 350 being present.

Certainly there has never been more thorough enjoy-
ment of such an occasion.

Thursday morning a cavalcade of autos started for

Corinth. (Jlens Falls, Hudson Falls, etc., for visits

to the pulp and paper mills and the machinery jjlants

of that wonderful district. A complimentary luncheon
was served at Ulcus Falls and the guests were taken
for a delightful sail on Lake George in the evening.

Scmeliody managed to slip the weather man a cigar or

something, for he certainly smiled the while we had
-o nnieh to do. On Friday the party went to Schenec-

tady by auto, inspected the great plant of the Gen-
eral Electric Co., ate lunch in the company's restaur

ant. and some departed for home, while others visited

the felt mills of V. C. Hiiyck & Sons at Albany.

There were .some who thought the protrram i.mi
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crowded. Experience has been that the first morniui:

is none- too long for business, if such a session is held

and reports of committees brought up for discussion.

In this ca.'^p there was time for one paper before

lunch. The afternoon certainly was crowded. Per-

haps there would have been no discussion of papers

if there had been more time. The delegates did not

show much inclination to talk or argue, so the

papers were rather in the nature of entertaining lec-

tures. The subjects were well chosen, so that there

was something of interest to everybody. Perhai)s tliat

is, after all. the best kind of a program for a meet-

ing in a manufaeturing centre where there is so much

of interest to be seen.

The next event to prepare for is the meeting of the

Technical Section and the Canadian Pulp & Paper

Association in January.

The ex-Kaiser has given up sawing wood. Anybody

want the job?

coB^yEBS.

Canada shipped a greater value of newsprint to

the United States in June than the total paper ex-

ports of that country for the same period.

Exports of paper from U.S.A. for June, 1920. were

.$.560,000 (10 per cent) less than for June. 1919. Im-

ports increased 40 per cent.

It looks as if Mr. Backus, et al. are planning to

have "a friend at court" by arranging an agreement

with the town of Kenora. Other concerns are willing

to play the game of oompetitive bidding for puipwood

limits.

The site of the power development for the Spruce

Falls Pulp and Paper Co. is referred to as Sturgeon

Falls. With already such a well-known spot as Stur-

geon Falls, the location of a plant of the Spanisli River

Pulp and Paper Mills, the duplication of name should

be stopped right off.

Tlie Aliitil)i Company has again shown its leader-

ship by offering to "stake" old and reliable em-

ployees to .li^.OOO worth of material with which to

build their own homes. This all makes for stability

and content.

The United States imported 117,478,020 pounds of

newsprint in June, 1920, at au average price of about

4.:! cents per pound. During the same period 10,407,-

116 pounds were exported at an average price of 6.3

cents. We should like to know how much of that was

Canadian paper.

Canada is slowly biit surely becoming self-contained

with regard to papers and |)aper products required in

the Dominion. An Ontario firm recently annomn-ed

its iiit^tion of making blotting paper, and now we

hear ol a factory in Victoria, B. C. for tlie numu-

facture of abrasive papers. The organizers of this

concern seem to have exaggerated somewhat the dom-

estic market for abrasive papers. Instead of imports

of over a million dollars as mentioned in the tale told

in Vaneouver, the Department of Trade and Coninieree

for the year ending March 1917 reports imports of

abra.sivp paper valued at $27S,H.')1. which is dutiable.

Of this Hinounf, !l!272.616 worth came from the United

States. The total imports of abrasives for that year

was 9H2.H."i9. As that was a nninitioii nuiking year

it is not likely that tliese figures have altered very

nnii'li .

The Digester is now set up and printed at Grand

Mere. The new Laurentide printing plant includes

an Intertype type-setting machine. Congratulations

are in order on the excellent appearance of this in-

teresting paper. We are glad to hear it is to be

issued weeklv.

The manager of the Xashwaak Pulp & Paper Co.

wants the city of St. Johns, X.B., to extend its water

system so. they can have a greater supply without de-

priving the people. It seems a bit short-sighted of

one of the city fathers to say there was plenty of

water for residents near-by, when the mill was not

running. He seems to forget that if the mills were

not running the residents would be running—some-

where else.

Nova Scotia has a wonderful record ; in fact, it is

unique in the world's history. The Liberal Party

have been in power for 38 years without a break and

have just been returned for another five years and

with only a four year break they have held office

since Confederation, 53 years, and the Prime Minister

lias held office for 24 years and has aKo just been re-

turned for another five years.

In tliese times of world unrest this is something that

c'jimiot be empliasi/.ed too strongly.

Our congratulations to Nova Scotia and her leader.

When a wholesaler in Boston pays a Maine farmer

a check for $100 on a Boston bank for i>otatoes, and
pays the same to a Quebec farnu^r for the sa^^e quan-

tity he i>ays the same money to each for the goods.

But, if a Bo.ston newspaper ))ublisher jiays 100 United

States dollars for n tiui of newsprint to a Maine manu-
facturer ami a t^uebec paper-maker asks 100 United

."States dollars for the same goods, the publisher is

overcharged by the Canadian mill to the extent of the

rate of exchaiiL'c. .\t least that is the .sense of a state

ment credited to a newsprint man across the line

It looks like "eidtisf" economics tn ns
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The Mucilage of Parchment Pulps
By Kloreiu-e B. .Seibert, A.B. ami .lessie E. Minor, Ph.D.,

Hanimersley Mfg. Co., Garfield, N.J.

In an article in the Zeitschrifte fur Angewaiuite

Chemie by C. 6. Sclnvalbe and Ernst Becker, tlie im-

portance of tlie presence of mucilage in pulps which
are used for parchment paper and a method for its de-

velopment is discussed at length. The conclusions

reached in that article seemed to support some of our

earlier work and, at the same time to suggest a fur-

ther application. Therefore, wo siii)niit the following

lengthy abstract of his work, a discussion of its rela-

tion to our work, and a few new experiments which

grew out of his work.

According to Schwali)e and Becker, it is tlie i)resence

of a hydrocellnlose already existent in the Mitscher-

lich pulps, as indicated by their high copper numbers,

which cause them to develop mucilage during beating

much more quickly than a pure cellulose pulp and
which is probably the reason why they are known as

good iiarchment jndps. If the pnip originally con-

tains very little of tliis liydrocellnlose, the formation

of considcralile nnn-ilagc c.an be brought about by
long beating, since the beating itself tends to pro-

duce more hydrocellnlose and from this more mucilage
is formed. But the rate of the production of mucilage

is related to the initial amount of hydrocellnlose pre-

sent, which is shown by the fact that with i)ulps with

a low co()per number, the production of mucilage is

much accelerated i)y a previous treatment with acid

or with an acid jiroducing sulistance like sodium
chloride under pressure. If a good nnn-ilage forming
pulp is washed with hot water, the h\'dration is ac-

celerated, but if the pulp is digested in hot water pre-

vious to beating, hydrolysis also is accelerated to such

an extent that the co]iper number and the nnn-ilage

forming p<iwer of the pulp is decreased.

Sclnvalbe and Becker define the co|)|)er number, or

the amount of cojiper in a F'ehling solution which is re-

duced by hot pulii. as the measure of the amount of

reducing substance present, and the cellidose number,
or the co|)per adsorbed by cold pulj). as the measure
of the adsorbing power of the cold cellulose and. there-

fore, the measure of the power to swell or hydrate.

A pulp with a high copper number would contain a

large percent of liydrocellnlose and would, therefore,

easily form mucilage, but a high celhdose number in-

dicates a tendency to rapid hydration which might
lead one to stop beating before developing hydrocel-
lnlose and mucilage.

The relation between high copper number and good
Iiarchment izing qualities is illustrated by numbers 2,

3, 4, 5, and 6 of Table I, which is comjiiled fmm figures

given by Schwalbe

:

TABLE I.

Cor- Time
'

rected Cellu- required

Cop- lose to beat

per Num. to a

No. her standard
slowness

1. Soda pulp 1.89 0.39

la. Soda pulp, acid softened 14.02 0.37 20 min.

Easily bleached sulphite

pulp 1.42 0.14 3 3-4hrs.

Same pulp, acid softened 7.74 0.41 20 min.

Mucilage of same pulp, af-

ter reaching standard
slowness 2.23

A Mitscherlicb i>nlp . . . 1.84 0.36 2 1-3 hrs.

Same inilp, in hot water
24 hours 1.03 0.14 3 3-4 hrs.

Mucilage of same pnlj), af-

ter reaching standard
slowness 2.30

Parchment itulp 1.2fi 0.33 4 1-4 hrs.

Parchment pulp 2.2S 0.29

Parchment pulp 2.00 0.4(i 2 hrs.

Nitrating cotton 0.28 0.30 12 lirs.

Number 2 was an easily bleached sulphite ]iulp not

intended for parchment paper, number 4 was supposed
to be a good parchment pajier, but trial in a test

beater |)rove(l that it develojied mucilage much more
slowly than numbers 3, .'i. and 6, which had the high
copper numbers.

The fact that witli long lioitiiig mucilage will de-
vcloj) in a pulp with ;i low copper iiiiiiiber to the same
extent as in one with a high copper niiinber is shown
Iiy comparison of numlicrs 2 and 3. ,Altli(uigli Xo. 3 had a
iiipjier number nearly thirty percent higher than num-
ber 2, the.se same pulps, after beating to the same
slowne.ss. had approximately the same copper num-
bers, as shown by numbers 2b and 3b. This increase
of copper number during beating was also illu.strated

by the experiments rei-orded in Table II which were
carried out in our laboratory. In this work the amount
of reduction was noted in a series of puljis taken during
the process of lieating at intervals of one hour.

T.\BLE II.

Pulp No. I. Pulp No. n.
No bleach addcil Bleaihed and washed

Xo i.f Hours Copper No. f)f Hours Copper
in Heater Number in Beater Number
f>i-iginal Original 1.95

1 2.890 1 3.58
2- 3.140 (washing began)
3 3.148 2 2.42

( color added ) 3 2.36
4 2.060 334 2.09
•"> 2.790 4 1.95
6 3.280 (color, alum, size added)

414 2.34

The repular increase in the copper number during
beating, with the exception of when ciilor was added,
indicates clearly that heating produces a copper reduc-
ing substance. However, continued beating reduces
the average length of the fibres and, consequent l.v,

tends to weaken the paper made from them. There-
fore, Schwalbe and Becker attempted to increase the
hydrocellnlose by subjecting the pulp to an acid treat-
ment previous to beating. Because of the presence of
that additional h.vdrocellulose, less beating would be
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required and less injury would be done to tbe fibres.

hy referenic to Table I it will be seen tbat tlie

copper number, indicating the mucilage forming power,

of the soda and easily bleadied suljihite pulps were

increased by treating them with liydrociilorie acid

previous to beating. The soda pulp is attacked more

readily l>y the acid treatment than is tlic snlpliite pulp,

and tiiis accords with practical experience that treat-

ment with alkalies makes cellulose especially sensitive

to acids and vice versa. Furthermore, soda pulp, iu

which tlie hydrocellulose has been jiartially destroyed

l.y the alkali cook, is difficultly beaten to mueilage,

wliereas, after a new formation of iiydrocellulose

through an acid treatment, the mucilage is formed

witli very little trouble.

.\lso. the time required to make mucilage from a

suliihite pulp of low cojiper number after softening

with acid, was reduced from three and three i|uarters

houi-s to twenty minutes, as shown in numbers 2 and
2a. Tlie time required to produce mucilage Irom a

parchment pulp which gave a higli original copper

number was two hours and ten minutes, considerably

le.ss than the three and three quarters hours required

liy the former sulphite pulj) of low c(ii)per mimber,

numbers 2 and 3.

Numbers 3 and 3a show the effect of keeping tlie

pulp in hot water for twenty four liours. Tn this case

the copjicr number decreased from 1.84 to 1.03. or 44

per cent, of the original numlier. and the time of l)eat-

ing to mucilage was increased from 2 1-6 houi's to 3

3-4 hours. The authors consider this as merely a case

of dissolving out a large jiercent of the hydroi^ellulose

already existent in the jiulps because in the water e.x-

tract from the pulp, they find nearly five percent
of reducible sugars. The formation of these soluble

products was also illustrated in our work. In Tal)le

IT we sliow a regular decrease of co|)i)er numl)er dur-
ing the washing of the i)uli) with cold water. In the

work of Scliwall)e and Becker and in our work, the

actual lo.ss of weight of the i)ul]) l»y water treatment
was determined. Apparently, in either hot or cold
water, the making of the soluble ])rodu<^s from ttie

insoluble ones occurs much more rapidly than tlic

initial formation of the insolul)le reducible products,
giving the decrease in the i'o|)per number during
washing.

That these degradation products are sugars and imt
acids, was very nicely shown by an experiment in our
laboratory. A |)art of a sample f>f good i>arcliment |)ulp.

whiili hail been merely disintegrated in a beater, was
trifnrijed in a mortar for one and one half hours,
then $n' tritiirated and the non-triturated portions
were plai-ed in filter pai)ers which had been washed
neutral to methyl red and washed with neutral water.
The triturated pulp was decidedly more alkaline to
inellivl red than the original sample and. when washed
with hot. neutral water, if increased in alkalinity. On
washiur later with cold, neutral water, both of
the imlps became acid to the indicalvr. but on again
washinir with hot water, more alkalinity was developed.
This aliernatintr of acidity and alkalinily with cold and
hot water could he eonfinuetl for some time. Appar
ently. hot water developed hydration emnigji more
rapidly than it could be washed out through a filter
paper to have its alkalinity apparent t.. this seusitive
indicator, whereas the more slowly fm nicd hydrate of
the cold water is washed out as qui.kly ps forijicd

Also, since, after triturating for one and one half hours,

the pulp tested more alkaline than before, and this

in the presence of an indicator which can easily de-

tect the> excess alkalinity of hydration in hot water,

it would seem that acids are not developed liy i)eating,

except in the |ircsence of an oxidizing agent like

bleach

.

Hcliwalbe and Becker seem to put much emi>hasis

upon the necessity of having, for a good parchment

])nli). besides a high coi)per number, a low cellulose

number, since it seems to indicate a small degree of

swelling. While in the snuiU test l)cater the rapid

hydration made their stock so slow that the beater

would stop before sufficient mucilage had been form-

ed, in a large beater there would probably be power
sufficient to drive the pulp as long as desired, though
slowly

.

Schwalbc and Becker state that the cojiper number
may be due to the cellulose itself, or to the incrusta-

tion, but that the cellulose number indicates the swelling

])ower of the incrustation only. Our work would seem to

confirm this theor.v. Of two Mitscherlich jiulps which
we tested, one pulp contained 5.36 percent of lignone,

as determined by the malachite green and Congo red

measurement method, while the other was shown by
the same method of testing to contain only 2.10 percent
of lignone. The cellulose numbers of these same pulps
were 0.812 and 0..")12 respectively. The copper num-
bei-s of these ])nlps. Table III, numbers 1 and 2, do
not vary to any ai)preciable extent, and this parallels

experience with the two ])ulps that they are altout

equally good parchnuMit puljis. so far as mucilage form-
ation is concerned.
The suggestion as to the value of the acid treatment

before beating led us to try out some experiments
on i)ulps made from old papers which had been sub-
jected to a mechanical pro<-ess for the removal of the
wax coating which had been put on them, and our
results, recorded in Talile III, seem to confirm
Schwalbe's theorv.

TABLE III.

Copper C

No.
. . 4.26

. . 4.40

. 2.96

3.02

Mitscherlich sulphite pulp....
Mitsciierlich sulphite i)ulp. . . .

Paper fi-om sulphite pulp ....
I'nblcaclied |iarcliment jiaper. .

Pulp I'ccovered from old pajier

Paper from i-ecovered i>ulp . . .

ParchnuMit from recovered pulp
Recovered inil]), treated with I'/'r

IICI for r> mimites, washed ....
Same as No. 8 but triturated in

a mortar for twenty min>ites . . .

10. Same as No. S, treated with 2'^''

HCl for twenty minutes, wa.shed
11. Same as No. 10 but triturated in

a mortar twentv minutes ... 0.973

2..-)4

2.18

2..-.4

2.96

2.58

ellulose

No.

0.812

0..126

0.606

0.468

0.398

0.000

0.000

Ash
0.40

o.r.2

0.30

0.52

1.20

1.04

1.34

1.2It2 0.48

0.97.'. 0..34

1.262 1.38

2.9.'i2 1 .22

It will be noted that the c(q>per nundiers which we
give are slightly higher than those of .Schwalbe and
Becker. Our method of maniptdation was slighfl\
different, but our numbers were all carefully checked,
aiul we believe that they are in the proper ratio to
each other, even if they are slightly higher than those
of Schwalbc.
The fa-t that the ci-llulose numbers of the paper and

parchment made from this recovered pulp Mere zero
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indicates that the pulp was "dead" and that, by

merely beating, it wduld be as difficult to produce

mucilage from it as from cotton. Its relatively l<iw

copper number, and the inferior qualities of the paper

and parchment made from it seem to couSirm this view.

It was possible, however, to introduce some hydrocel-

lulose b}" treating with one ])erceut hydrochloric acid,

followed by triturating tlie pulp iu a. mortar to sim-

ulate l>eating in a koUergang, and thii;^ increased tlie

copi)er number, (number S) as predicted. A two per-

rent acid treatment caused such a rapid hydrolysis

that on l)eating. a iimsiderable aniDimt of soluble dex-

trine was formed anil washed nut, and the copper num-
ber shows a large decrease, from 2.58 to 0.97. These

dextrines were also detected ipialitatively in the aciil

liqvior drained from tlic pulp when it was tested with

Fehling solution.

The large increase in the cellulose numbers of the

pulps treated with acids, numbers 8. 9. 10. and 11.

was .somewhat parallel with the increased slowness

of the stock due to hydration. This same increased

reactivity was shown by the fact that with each nf

these four samples, the ash consisted largely of co]»pcr

adsorbed from the screen on wliich the pulps were
washed. This adsor]>tiou, however, was offet by the

dissolving action of the acids tui the adsorbed sails

already in the i>ulp, hence the low ash of numbers
8 and !•. Further adsorption of the copper by the pnlp

treated with the stronger acid in numbers 10 and 11

again brought up the. amovint of ash.

In order to determine the effect of the acid treat-

ment of this "dead'" pulp upon the strength of the

papers made from it. j'ulp samites were tested in pairs

and each i>air was treated under parallel ctuiditions.

except that one was digested with distilled water, the

other with hydrochloric acitl. .\t intervals, samples
were taken out and made into hand sheets aiul the

streiigtiis were determined by averaging the Mullen
pop tests taken all over the sheet. This was repealed
on different lots of pulp, some being treated with
cold water and acid, and .some with hot water and hot

aciil and the hand sheets were compared for strength
on the basis of the average strength ]>er gram of air

dry i)ulp.

I'nfortiniately. tlie tests made on the samples of the

different ptilps did not alwa.vs bring out the same
jwint to the same degree, but in general, we fonnd
that the acid treatment decidedly increased the

strength of the jiaper, but that there are a numlier
of conditions which, if not controlled, will cause, in-

stead of an iinrease, a decrease in strength. If the
pulps were digested in cold acid, the tendency was
for the pulp to increase in strength with the ai-id treat-

ment more rapidly than with the water treatment,
but when digested hot, the tendency was for the acid
treated pulp to reach its maxinnim more quickly and
to degenerate more <piiekly than the water treated
one. The pulps treated with hot water degenerated
more rapidly than those with cold water, which is in

keeping with the practical fai-t which we demonstrated
with metliyl red indicator, that hot water hastens
hydration and, therefore, hydrolysis, thus weakening
the sheet

.

The point raised by Schwalbe was not that the acid
was a factor in the direct making of mucilage, but

that acid treatment created a condition of i>nlp by
which nnicilage woidd be easily made in a beater.

In the hand siieet experiments mentioned above, we
found that puljis which had not reached their maxi-
mum strengtli were benefitted by triturating, bvit that

pulps which had passed their nuiximum and were de-
composing, went to pieces very rapidly when triturated.

This deeomposition has already been mentioned in

connection with tFle copper numbers of numbers 8, !),

10 aiul 11 of Table III.

A part of the irregularities experienced with these

tests can be explained by the fact that the pul^is usetl

were from laps made from old j)apers in very dif-

ferent state of preservation and that during the pro-

cess of <lisintegration they were stdi.ject'ed to a very
drastic caustic treatment inider coiulitions which were
not very luiiform. Also, the fibres of this pulp were
very short ami the amount of hyilrolysis which the.v

couhl entlure withont I'omplete disintegration was very
limited. Schwallie also makes note of his difficulty
in getting coiu-iu'dant results with different ))nlps

and he attributes it to his inability to determine vari-

ations in the pulps as to their original content of
hydrocellulose, oxycellulose and mucilage.

Scliwalbe's theory of the reactions of cellulose tlecom-
position is slightly different from that which we
have suggested previously, but it is in no way con-
tradictory . On the basis of some work of Ilauser an!
Hcr/.feld. who were aiile by long washing in a Soxlet
to .separate hydrocellulose into soluble dextrines ami
pure cellulose, Scliwalbe concludes that in the forma-
tion of hydrocellulose, there is first formed a small
amount of soluble dextrine, but this is immediately
adsorbed by the insoluble cellulose, making it seem
like an insohilile, redin-ible substance. This is the sub-
stance which he calls hydrocellidose and which he con-
siders essential to the formation of mucilage in a pidp
from whii-h the reactive lignone material has been re-

moved. This is supported by some work which has
been more recently reported, in which he was able,
by boiling some hydrocellulose with liim', to obtain
a residue of pure i-ellidose, while the filtrate contained
isosacchiiric acid.

If. as we have proposed, beating causes an increased
hydration or adsorption of liydroxyl ions by the surface
of the cellulose molecule, and the close proximity of
these ions is able gradually to bring about a hydroylsis
in such a way as to open up the oxidizable CO group
and allow a reduction of a FVhling solution, then it is

quite conceivable that this altered groui), when ad-
sorbed by an unaltered molecule, will, by its mere
proximity, easily catalyze a further hydrolysis. This
would explain why the latter steps of the reaction
occur more rapitlly than the former ones.

The fact that the same mucilage which is formed by
long beating can be made more rapidly after an acid
treatment would confirm the hydrolysis theory of the
making of mucilage. But this making of mucilage is

•liiit an intermediate step in the hydrolytie decomposi-
tion of cellulose. Therefore, as hydrolysis proeeeris, we
get a steady increase in the mmilage production until
the ratio of the amount of cellulose to that fif mucilage
is such that the dei-omposition of the mucilage occurs
more rapidly than its formation, and then we get tJie
loss of mucilage and the decrease in paper strenjrtli
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Sim-e the first reactions of hydrolysis are more dif- destruction of tiiiiber would meau inroads upon the

ficultly accomplished than the' latter ones, in cotton paper industry. If thi.s had been foreseen by the co-

or in old pulp like that witli wbieli we exi)erimented, lonists they wmild not have been so hostile to the royal

mere beating, no matter how long continued, is not decree,

likely to be able to make mm-ilage enough more rapidly The resultant of the denuding of the forests of this

than it is destroyed to ever obtain an accumulation

sufficient to give'a parchment effect. Such pulp is

commonly referred to as "dead" pulp. The acid soft-

ening seems so to readjust the molecular affinities as

to accelerate greatly the initial hydrolysis and. there-

fore, make possible a greater accumulation of nnicil-

age at one time. If acid treatment, or subsequent

beating is continued past this time of maximum ac-

cumulation, we get a decrease in the copper number

and a decrease in paper strength. Schwalbe's point,

that some hydrocellnlose is always essential to the mak-

ing of muciiage. merely means that in some way, either

by the unstable lignone residue or by some reducible

hydrocellnlose made by acid treatment, the initial re-

action of mucilage making must be accelerated suffici-

ently to offset the mucilage decomposition and allow

an accumulation of mucilage which will give the parch-

ment effect.

SI^MMARY.
In the foregoing we have atteniptcd to develop the

following propositions

:

A good parchment pulp must have a high co]>per

number.
The mucilage formed from long beating has a higher

i-opper number than the original pulp.

The hydrocellnlose present in the parchment pulps

causes sui'h puliis to devcloj) inuc-ilagc iiiucb more quick-

ly than does a juire cellulose pulp.

The amount of mucilage developed by beating de-

pends upon the hydrocellnlose present in the pulp and

the time of heating.

The amount of hydrocellnlose present in a pulp can

be increased by treatment with acid or an acid produc-

ing substance ju-evious \f< beating.

The cold acid treatment previous to licatiug, if not

excessive, increases the strength of the paper made
from it. but hot or excessive acid treatment destroys

mucilage and decreases paper strength.

To obtain a ])aper rich in mucilage, it is necessary

that the vclocit.v of the earlier decomposition reactions

in which mucilage is formed he so accelerated that

mucilage will be formed enough more rapidl.v than it

is decomposed to permit of a mucilage accumulation

in the pnlp.

country is clearly and definitely set forth in a volume
on the subject. "The Ignited States Forest Policy", by
John Ise. associate professor of economics in the Uni-

versity of Kansas. It takes up and discusses all the

legislation that has been enacted by (.'ongress.

While it is not expecterl that the volume will ajipeal

to the general readers, it should be examined and stu-

died by every newspaper publisher. Should the layman
read it he would be surprised to learn how much time

and attention have been devoted to the subject by
statesmen and by several administrations. Investiga-

tions have been made l)y special commissions and
committees, and Presidents Hayes. McKinley, Cleve-

laiul and Roosevelt gave the subject special consider-

ation.

Agitation began with the states that were most inter-

ested. Strange to say. this agitation did not begin

so very long ago. However, before the question was
taken up by the states several Government officials

saw the need of forest protectionas early as 1849. The
first reserve bill was not introduced until 1876. And
then "by request". President Cleveland was the first

President to take an activi? interest in the public

laiuls—The Fourth Estate.

« THE U. S. A. FOREST POLICY
» A Book

Beyonil cavil, the (piestion on which the (iress of

the worbl is nearly if not quit' unanimous, is the pro-

duction of print paper. With publishers in this coun

try it \h panimount to presidential politics.

The public i.o jiisf beginniuir to i'cali/,c the importance

of tliK question. Tbe nverasre citizen who thinks

as he reads knr)ws that the salvation of the paper in-

diifrj- is in timber. This has l)cen known to newspa-
per publishers ever since newspaper began. The in-

discriminate destruction of timber has had much to do

with the shorlasf" of news print.

The charter irraTited t" tlie province of Massachu-
setts Ray in 1691 reserved to the crown nil trees two

feet in diameter, and forbade anyone to cut such trees

without roval license. It was not known then that the

NOVA SCOTIA HAD FIRST NEWSPAPER IN
CANADA.

The first Canadian newspa|ier was published in the

City of Halifax ; the second in the city of Quebec. On
the 4tli of June, 1764 the Quebec Gazette made its ini-

tial appearance, the probability being that the British

<'oniinander. General Murray, was the main support of

the endeavor. But two Philadelphia printers were
the first proprietors having bought their presses, types

and inks and paper in England. Half of the paper
was in French and the rest in English, the two lan-

guages being in parallel columns. To start the venture
300 subscribers at '^'^ each per year were essential and
so the first cditiiui did not make its appearance until

this was assured.

Montreal was the next city to have a paper. This

grew out of the American occupation in 1776 when
the three commissioners of Congress came to the city,

to influence, if possible, Canadians to be neutral or

ai\ti-British in the war for independence. Benjamin
Franklin brought ty))e and materials for a papei'

from the States by a dangerous journey through Lake
George, up the Richelieu river and landed at (Miaiubly.

The press was set up and the paper issued from the

Chateau ile Ramezay where the officers were living

that winter. The American Congress had voted $100.-

000 to win over the Canadians and the paper was a

part of the plan. Joseph Fleury de Mcsplct was en-

gaged to edit the paper the leading articles of which
were from the jien of Franklin. But the eam|iaign

was a failure and wln-n the Americans were forced to

(piit the place they left the printing plant behind with
Mcsfilef lie revived the interru))ted journal in June
printing a four page paper with eight columns all in

French. lie clashed with various civil and clnirch

authorities frequently so that his career in the I'ity

was a very exciting one and at one time he was order-

ed to quit the province- an order which was revoked
later. -Exchange.
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A New Felt-Cleaning Device
By C. A. WOODCOCK

.
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"A new felt cleaning device as a means of increas-

ing production" appears to be the test assigned to me.

I shall liave to ask for tlie same privilege tliat was
granted to cue of the jrentlemen who is to speak at the

banquet this evening. The Committee on Arrangements,

in extending the invitatiim to him, suggested he take

a certain subject as the theme for his remarks, but,

owing to the shoi-tness of time that he would have to

prepare his renmrks, concluded the invitation liy telling

him that he could talk on, or about, or around, any

subject which appealed to him. So, instead of talkuig

only about a new felt cleaning device as a means of

increasing paper i)roduction, my remarks will bt»

around the subject.

The efficiency of a paper machine as a whole dei)ends

upon the power functioning of its various i)arts. Kor

those mills that have arrived at a point in pai)er ma-
chine nuiintenance where it is possible to run, favor-

ably, the various ))arts of the machine for several

consecutive days or a week without the necessity of

stopping for repairs, it is obviously essential that, if

they are to reach the liighest efficiency, the.v altandon

the old methods of operation, whii-h i-all for fre<|uent

slopping of the machines to wash the press felts iind

screens

.

There are screens that have been installed in the

last few years, in large numbers, in various mills, of

a type that is more oi- less self-deansing—that will run

the fidl week through, or longer, without its being

necessary to clean them. The Bird screen is well known
to be .such a type. The other chief cause of lost time

on a paper machine is the necessity of stopping pro-

duction to wash press felts. Iliere has been a great

deal of effort expended to avoid this. But a felt-

cleaning device of a type that will actually cleanse

the felts of jiaper machines of all types, and without
interfering with the continuous production of the reir-

idar qualit\- of paper, is no longer a dream but a

reality. Thus the felts may be cleaned as frequent l.v

as desired, without interfering with the conlinuity of

the paper manufactui'ing ojieration. By keeping the

felts in prime condition, water may run through them
more freely, permitting the i)aper to reach the dryers

in a more uniformly di'ied condition, which will allow
the regular drying operation to be done with some
considerable reduction in the amount of steam neces-

sary to dry.

When the newly formed web of paper approaches the

couch rolls from the Fourdrinier part of the niin-hine.

its water content is about 87 to 90 per cent. Tlie chief

function of the machine from this point on is. therefore,

to remove this water, and this, as we all know, is done
first by subjecting the web to pressure in the presses
and then to heat in the dryers. In removing the water
bj' pressure, the web is sui)|iorted uiiou successive wool-
en felts of different degrees of jiorosity, depending
upon the speed of the machine and the (piality of paper
to be made . These felts i>ass over suction boxes and
between press rolls and all of the water sucked and

*Read before the Technical Association of the Pulp
and Paper Industry at the Fall Meeting in Saratoga
Springs, X.Y.. Sept. 1. 1920.

squeezed from the web during this treatment must
|)ass through them. For this reason it is of vital im-

portance that the felts be kei)t comparatively dry and
porous, and continually or frequently freed from small

particles of filler and fibre which are held within

them as the water filters through. The general practice,

as we know, for cleaning the felts of Fourdrinier
]>aper machines is to stop the press part of the ma-
chine, slacken the woolen press felts, release the pres-

sure between the press rolls, and ai)ply water to tlie

felts to wash off the accunudatious of dirt thereon.

This method requires that the machine be put out of

the regular manufacturing operation each time the

felts arc to be cleaned. In the i-ase of most kinds of

paper it is necessary to clean the felts from one to

scvci-al times a day, involving a dreiu-hing of the opera-
lives, damage to the felts, a considerable loss of pro-

duction during the actual period of washing, and about
an equal amount for time lost in straightening out the

felts and getting them back to |u-o|)er tension and aliL'n

merit, with weights ad levers of the presses again in

adjustment. Our observation has been that in well

regidated mills the time lost each twenty-four hour
day, incidental to cleansing felts in the old way, is

about two hours. That includes the time consumed
in disengaging the levers and weights, roping up ami
turning the felts, washing, getting the felfs straighten-

ed out again, the weights and levers in pro]ier adjust-

ment, and the felts in proper alignment, the paper baik
on the i-cel, ami ever\tliing so adjusted that saleable

paper is l>eing made. There is also time lost from
breaks ilne to the felts being run more <ir less dirty
before the usual washing-up time comes around.

In applying our felt-cleaning device, clear water or
a solution of a suitable cleansing substance is supplied
on cither side of the felt, preferably—for the average
mill—the dirty side or that side which comes in con-
tact with the web, to loosen the foreign material <Ie-

posited thereon. Thereafter a suction effect is ap-
plied to the dirty side of the felt to open the meshes
and remove the water and material which have been
freed thereby. W^ater is supplied either directly to

the felt by .suitable jets, or a better distribution of
water may be obtained by applying it to one of the
rolls over whii-h the felt pas.ses as it travels tlirousrh

the nuichine. In any case the water or cleansing fluid
should be applied to the felt a sufficient distance in

advance of the point at which the suction is applied
to loosen gradually the foreign material so that it may
be removed by the suction effect : but this should not
be applied so far in advance that it may drain from
the felt before the latter is exposed to the suction
effect

.

The suction is applied by means of a suitable suc-
tion box movably mounted so that it may be thrown
into engagement with the felts durin<^ the cleansing
period or taken out of operative relation to the fdt
during the normal operatioii of the machine, fo reduee_
unnecessary wear on the felt and to Drevent the collec
tion of dirt in the vacuum box. The suction box we
use has several novel features. It is so constructed
that, over the ordinary t.\-pe.s, it greatly facilitates the
removal of material caught within the meshes of the
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folt Also auv material scraped off the surface of the

felt by the edges of the slots of the box will be drawn

through the slots and not aiH-umulate and ultimately

obstruct them.
The iiipe is supplied witli warm water, or other

cleansing fluids (which may contain a solution of suit-

able chemicals for aiding the washing operation). How-

ever, on regular news and some hardsized papers, Ave

find' it uunecessarv to use any other cleansing fluid

than warm water. The point at which the water should

be snpiilied depends upon several factors, such as the

speed of the machine and the amount of residue de-

posited upon the felts as determined by the cliara<-ter

of paper being ju-oduced on tlie macliine.

As to the results we have obtained from tiiis felt-

.leansiiig device that we developed in our mill al)oiit

I wo vears ago. and which was successfully installed

aliout one year ago on our three Fourdrinier i)aper

machines, which at present are running on newsprint,

at speeds from about 650 to (;7.'>. |)crmit me to .luote

from our minithly reports:

Our last monthly report compiled was for -luly, lO^O.

showing our machine production and efficiency, shows

that we have increased our production over one year

ago 121/. per cent., and increased our speed 7 1-2, and

efficiency 5 1-3 per cent, over the same period. The

average speed for our mill in -hily, 1919, was 600 feet;

efficiency, 86.9 per cent. ;
pounds produced per inch

trim. 696.2 . In .luly this year the speed was 646: ef-

ficiency, 91V-:: i)ro(iuction per inch trim, 771 pounds.

This report is made up on the basis of wrappers being

.•xcluded from production.

Our increase in production for July, 1920. over July,

1919, amounted to 7.') pounds i>cr inch trim on a 24-hr.

basis. This resulted in an increase in production of

paiier for the year, of 3,708 tons, on an average total

trim of 319 inches. The saving from increase in cf

ficiency. which amounted to f) 1-3 per cent., meant an

increase in i)roduction of 36 pounds per indi trim on a

24-hr. basis. This for the year, based on 319 inches

average trim, accounted for 1,62.') tons of the increase.

To commercialize this increase in production, due to

the increase in efficiency, of 1,625 ton.s, say al a

profit of $19 per ton (which is the approxinmale fig-

ure that the Federal .iiidges in the newsprint case stated

was a fair profit for the mills to make) meant an in-

creased gain for the year on that basis of over $30,000.

Then add to that an item for coal saving for 5 14

of the production wliicli went into saleable (taper in-

stead of being waste. It would ie(|uire steam or ex-

triijpoal to dissolve the broken paper, which would

mem an additioiud saving of .$8,000 on the basis of

eo^costing $7 per ton, and taking about 1.200 lbs.

of coal to di.s.s<dve a ton of broken paper.

It is (jiiite possible that some of your mills may ha\c

taken a little larger i>rofit than the $19 (ler ton. I

thonght it safer for illustration for me to use that

fimire, in these days when the ((uestion is such a live

«)U*, of what is a fair profit, as $19 )»er ton had been

fixed on b.v the Federal jnrlges as being a fair one

per ton as a margin of profit. A|>ply this same liasis

of calculation for a nuichine having an average trim

of 100 inches, which we might assume is the average

size, this increase in efficiency and saving of coal

woidd amount to about $12,000 j.er annum.
I have taken the liberty of treating this matter from

a commercial point of view, for. as I see it. irrespective

of our pet flieories, it will surely sooner or later have

to be subjected to the commercial test, or the i|neHiinn
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asked- what it will save or permit of gain in the terms

of dollars and cents.

Note: ilr. r .A. Woodcock is one of the inventors of

and Woodcock and Walker Felt Cleaning Process.

LOCATION OF NEW MANOUAN MILL.

Further information is available regarding the an-

nouncement made last week of the organization of tlie

Manouan Pulp and Pajier, Limited. The new company
will operate the power known as Allard Falls, on the
St. JMaurice River, above La Tuque, and will control

two tracts of timber on the Manouan River, contain-
ing approximately 100,000 acres.

The properties secured are fortunately located in a

district which has already provided some of the most
successful pulp and jjajtcr undertakings in the country.
Surve.vs that have been made of the limits secured by
the company, indicate that the supply should endure
for a period of over 60 years for the proposed 100-

ton mill. They adjoin the properties owned by the
Laurentide Company, the Belgo-Canadian Company,
and the Brown Corporation. The limits acquired have
not been cutovcr.

Charles E. Eaton, of Watertovvn. X.Y., a pulp and
paper engineer of over 30 years experience, who has
ccuistructed some of the largest mills on the continent,

has completed an exhaustive survey of the conditions

and costs in connection with the proposed mill and
(Iterations of ]\Iaiiouau Pulp & Paper, Limited. In

liis report. Mr. Eaton states that the wood can he
delivered in the mill at $1.50 per cord less than at any
of the competing mills on the St. Maurice River. This
is due to the unusually short drive required, it being
estimated that it will take less than two months.

NO MIRACLES IN INVESTING
.Money iiiiiislly cinplnx cil earns ;i fair return.

This is a sound and unchangeable priiiciitle of finance

and business. The investor who expects more is

not investing, he is speculating—and many are asking
fill' miracles.

There af luindreds of propositions in which the

investor can make six to eight per cent. Avith a mini-

nuini risk. liiit with a great many there is no attrae-

ti<ui In this. Insicjid of putting their money where
it will bring a fair rriuiii they seek to make a for-

tuin> over nijrlit gold mines, oil wells, impracticable

inventions, magic fuels, etc., etc., attract the small sa-

vings of the wag'-carnei- « lien the man of means is

biiving IxHids.

The man who can afford to "take a flier" in the

speculativ market is usually the last one to do so.

The person who cannot afford to take chances is al-

ways willing to take a .jump in the dark, taking the

iidvi f the Ponzis and the Sheldons and ignoring

I be counsel of expcricnc;'(l bankers and brokers.

Despite the alluring talk of the socialists we belie-

ve that the poor that is those who are comparatively

SI. will always be with us and that fho.se who are

provided with nnu-e of the world's goods will alwa.vs

be envied. Mut if people would save and invest their

money pmperly if would go a long way towards brine-

inur about a practical T''topia.—Financial Post

Mr. Iliekmaii. an organizer of the Int. rnational

lliotherhood of Pape'rMakers has been in St. Cnthe-

rines recently, gathering the workers al the Kinleith

Paper Mills info the fold. TTis efforts appear to bave

been quite snfisfactory.
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Wrapping Philadelphia
(From Paper Trade .Toiirnal)

Philadelphia daily eoiisuiiies almost !)0 tons of wrap-
I)iiig: paper eaeh of the :](){) working days of the year.
The annual coiisuinption totals 26,851 tons, and' the
wrappiuK |)aper hill for a vear aggregates over
3!8,378,000.

Those are tiie high lights of a report jnsl prepared
bj- the D. L. Ward Company, Avliieh at its own expense
and animated by the purpose of showing to the mills

that Philadelphia was not securing a fair i)roportioii

of the country's production of wrapping, conducted liie

most exhaustive sui-vey ever made of I'hiladelphia |ia-

per consuming conditions.

This survey, conducted over many months and at a

large expenditure of money, was made from the ground
up. Only actual and abssolute figures were taken.
There was no guess work at all. To make it the Ward
Company engaged the services of a dozen men who
knew nothing of paper conditions that they might not

be influenced by itre.judgnient. These men went in

person to over 17,000 actual and legitimate consumers
of wrapping papers, and secured from their lK)oks de-

finite an dcxact figures. It is probably the fii-st time

in the city's industrial history that an investigation of

like tlioioughness and compreliciisiveness was made.
Survey Report of Wrapping Paper

The conditions surrounding the distribution of wrap-
ping jiaper in Philadelphia and vicinity have been ap-

palling. Never before as a similar shortage of

paper existed.

Certain mills heretofore devoting tlu'ir entire ))rti-

duction to wrappings have been temjitetl by unprece-

dented ])rices to put a considerable portion of their out-

put into news print. This further cramped an alread.v

distressed market, and the i-csultant condition forced

consumers to go outside of the city, and bid for retinire-

ments which should certainly have been provided for

in the local market. An inflated demand was created,

which tended only to increase tlie consumer's difficul-

ties, and advance the prices of tiie commodities he was
seeking.

Then again, the allotment, of the tonnage on the

past performance—a system instituted by a number
of mills at the eleventh hour—operated unjustly, giving

as it did, the paper speculator, at all times an evil bu-

siness influence, much greater tonnage than was de-

served. This naturally eau.sed a shortage among the

paper distributors who were buying for their legitimate

requirements.

It has been our feeling that a great deal of the diffi-

culty could be more or le.ss directly traceable to a lack

of familiarity on the part of the paper manufacturers,

as to the extent of absorbing power of the Philadelphia

mai-ket, In an endeavor to correct this, we gave care-

ful consideration to a means for determining the paper

consumption in this territory. Even to approximate

the local demands was impossible. We decided that

a satisfactory results could only be obtained by an ac-

tual survey made in the field, and realizing fully the

expense and labor involved, the plans were carefully

prepared and put into o]»eration the early part of the

year.

We selected for the work, twelve men who knew

nothing of paper or paper conditions. Consequently

they were unable to report anything other than the

facts given by the consumer upou whom they called.

and in this way we eliminated the surveyor'.s personal
opinion from the reports and confined said reports to
the actual conditions existing with the consumer.

20,632 consumers, large and small, were listed and
routed on cards designed to take care of the desired
inforniation, and so arranged that the investigator
could readily note the facts as given. As an indication
of the consumers' interest in the survey, it is worth
mention that, in almost every case, the desired infor-

mation was gladly supplied and purchase records and
back invoices were referred to in practically all offices

of large buyers, who were much more inclined to seek

the actual facts in their files than give apjiroximate
figures, offhand.

We consider ourselves amply .justified by the results

obtained. The market for wrapping paper is even
larger than we Inul anticipated, in spite of the fact that

we are working at it daily. This report is submitted
to yon with the hope that we may convey, to some ex-

tent at least, an idea of the size and iinpoi-tancc of

this territiry.

In speaking of the Philadelphia market, it is usual

to include all of that terri1or\' shown on the nuip ac-

companying this report, as this section is served almost

entirely by Philadelphia houses. The figures shown
herewith, however, cover only the Citj' itself. The
field work outside of Philailelphia is progr.ssing ra-

pidly, but has not been completed, and the finding

have consequently Iveen, tomitter. Furthermone, re-

ports from "converters" totaling thousands of tons

have been withheld, and the figures given in this re-

pot reiu'esenl only the legitimate consumption of

wrapiiing paper for wrapping purpo.se.

The following summary .sets forth the quantities of

the principals wrappings consumed in the city. All

figures have been reduced to tons with the exception

of tissues, which is shown in reams. Reducing this

latter item to tons (figuring 9 pounds to the ream),

the report shows a total tonnage consumption of 2,686

tons. News, 1,463; Manila, 4,213 iFibre, 4,68.-); Kraft,

10.914 ;Screenings, 2,890; Tissues, 2,686; (estimated at

9 lbs. per ream for 596,940 reams.)

Blessed is the man who, having nothing to say, ab-

stains from giving us wordy evidence of the fact.

—

George Eliot.

It takes a good many shovelfuls of earth to bury

the truth.—Swiss Proverb.

A controlling intcre t in the American Straw Board

Company has been acquired by the Mid-West Box Com-

pany. The latter concern, which has mills at Anderson

and Kokomo. Ind. ; Cleveland, Ohio; Fairmont, W. Va.,

and Chicago, obtained control of the board company

through its purchase of the holders of the estate of

Ohio G. Barber, Akron. O. Conservative estimates of

interested parties place the value of the various pro-

perties of the American Straw Board Company at $5.-

000.000. It has ranked as one of the largest manu
facturers of straw board ffir corrugating jmrpo.ses in

the United States. The move of the Mid-West Box
Company management in gaining control is said to have

been prompted by the need of protecting their raw

material supply, to insure expansion and to effect an

equitable distribution of the country's supply of straw-

board for corrugating purposes
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JOHN MacFARLANE WAS 79 YEARS OLD.

The death occurred early Monday nioriiiiifr at the

residence of his son. :Mr. D. H. MacFarlane. 611 Syd-

enham Avenue. Westmount. of Mr. Jnhn MaeFarlaui',

for many years identified with the paper manufae-

tnrins industry in Canada, and who was at the time

of his retirement from active busine.s-s. in 1912. presi-

ilcnt of the Canada Paper Company. Limited.

Mr. :MacFarlane was horn 79 years ago at Fort

Erie. Ont.. and came to Montreal when yovinfr. After

nis education at the ^Montreal High School he worked

as a clerk in two or three paper firms, and finally

ioined the paper manufacturing firm' of Angus and

Lo^an of which the Canada Paper Company. Limited,

is a development. In 1880. :Mr. MacFarlane opened

a branch for the Canada Paper Company in Toronto,

remaining in that city a.s manager for eighteen

months. He became a partner in the firm and was

finallv president.

Mr. :MacFarlane. who settled in Westmount when

tliat suburban city wa.s considered in the country, was

a mayor of that municipality, a school commissioner

of Wcstmount. was a member of the board of the

Mount Royal Cemetery, a director of the Montreal

Water and Power Co.. and a member of the Montreal

Boanl of Trade.

He is survived by three sons. Dr. Douglas MacFar-

lane. at present at Macdonald College: Mr. Arthur

MacFarlane. of New York; ahd Mr. David H. Mac-

Farlane. architect of ^Montreal. Another son. Capt.

.7. R. N. MacFarlane. of the Canadian Forcstr*- Bat-

talion, died in London from influenza, after three

years" active service. Two sisters also survive—^Irs.

C. G. Godwin, of Ste. Anne de Rellevue, aud Mrs. F.

B. Francis, of New York. Mrs. John MacFarlane

died in 1914.

CHARACTERISTIC OF THE COLONEL.

"When Corp. Dan O'Conncll. the veteran of may wars.

who. after being rejected three times from the C.E.F..

on account of over-age. enlisted with tlie Merchant

Marine and was blown up three times in transiwrt and

mine sweeper service, said that everywhere he aiiplied

for work, they told him he was too old to work, tho'

he hadn't considered himself too old to fight — he

reckoned without his hosts of the Rault. He found

that, af least one Rault employer wasn't benighted with

a short memory as regards services rendered the

iT'iuitry. when the Attilic hordes were battering down
ih^ramparts of civilization.

orp O'Connell. in the course of his search for the

wlftrewithal to live, by the sweat of his brow, called

upon Col. C. L. H. Jones, the Manager of Operations

of the Spanish River Puln and Paper Compatiy. him-

self a returned man. Col. Jones received the battered

and i%iini<'d visitor as a former brother in arms and
it^as but a matter of a few minutes before O'Connell

placed in a good safe berth, vhere be will be

to perffirm the duties, despite the infirmity re-

stiltinK frfpm the loss of an eye. the p;i''tial loss of the

iiRc of an arm, the fracture of n shoulder and leg —
all mementopR of German mines ajid torpedoes. Corp.

O'Connell henceforth will look after the storing of tlie

records of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Co.. in

the latter'** vaults, at beadrjunrters —Siulf Ste Marie
Star.

aWe

NEWS FROM NORWAY.

A recent report of the Trade Commissioner to Nor-

way says

:

the wood exported totalled in the month of April

120.000 m= as compared with 78.000 m' (cubic meter

=420 feet board measure) in 1919, 46,000. in 1918,

and 120.000 nr' in 191.3. The increase since the two

previous years is very important and is due to the

increase in the erport of sawn and planed wood. Dur-

ing the four months January to April there has been

exported 318.000 m' as compared with 232.000 and

203.000 during the same period in 1919 and 1918 re-

s|)ectivelv.

1920 1919 1918

1.000 m.'

Raw wood 24 29 31

Planed or sawn wood 96 49 88
Wood pulp has also been exjjorted in greater quan-

tities than in April last year, but less than in 1913.

Chemical wood pulp, however, has been shipped in

larger quantities than was the case in the years men-
tioned above. Tlie jiajier cx]iort shows an excessive

increase. The quantities are more than thrice those

from last year and are fully as high as the normal

figures. Wood Cardboard shows a remarkably strong

iiu-rease :

—

1920 1919 1913

Metric tons

Printing paper .... 9.r,80 3.381 9.061

Packins: i)aper .... 7.241 2.27."> 6.8.^7

Wooden cardboard 1.439 448 401

Wood pulp, dry .... ."')21 1.B.58 1.643

Wood pulp, wet . . . 32.49.'i 29.643 48,091

Chemical pulp, dry . . 18.612 4.937 17.460

Chemical inilp. wet . . 50

Wood Trade.

Tlie njai'ket is quiet under llie influence of a very
limited demand on the pai-t of England. Prices, how-
ever, remain on the former level.

Forest Fires in Norway.
On June 19 one of the lieaviest forest fires on record

in Xorway brol<e out in tlie forests of Rendalen. some
180 miles north-east of Christiania. The origin of the

fire was due to some I'areless fellows who were pre-

paring their coffee. It spread rapidly, swept by a

heavy southern storm aud very soon an extensive
area was ai>la/.e.

From all parts people rushed to assistance, civilians

and military, until between l.oOO and 2.000 men were
engaged in resisting tiie terrible enemy. For more than
fifteen hours all efforts secnu'd in vain, but at last

the |)ractieal skill and tireless energy of the men
prevailed and the fire was at last overpowered. Hap-
pily very heavy rains set in. which lompletely ex-

tinguished the smoiddering embers.

The devastered area is estimated at upwards of 6.000
acres, and the damage although not yet officially stated,
is hardly below £6(1.(100.

Some other forest districts have also been visited

by fires lately, but fortunately on a much more limited
.«eale. But on the whole these fires nattirally mean
a great diawliack to the wood trade and the allied

industries.

Pulp and Paper

The nuirkels for pulp and paiier remain practically
uiuiltered sinee our last report, owing to general slaek-
M"'s> pre\ailinp at this time of the .vear.
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A New Test for Lime and Cement Bag Paper

By PAUL HOUSTON, Bureau of Standards,

WashiiiKtou, D.C.

Ill December 1915, the Lime Manufacturers Associ-

ation, the Gypsum Manufacturers Association and the

Cement Manufacturers Association re(iuested the Paper
Section of tlie Bureau of Standards to carry on an in-

vestigation of Lime and Cement Paper Bags for tlie

purpose of developing specifications. Correspondence

with tlie ai)ove associations showed that their organiz-

ations had no specifications for these paper sacks. Tlic

only information obtained Avas that the Lime Manu-
facturers Association desired a ilO lb. I)ag while tlu»

Cement ^Manufacturers Association desired a 94 lb. l)ag.

The Paper Section also corresponded witli a number
of the cement and lime bag manufacturers and dis-

covered that for a numlier of years they had been

making bags out of pai)er as a substitute for burlap

and cotton with varied success. Some of the consum-
ers liad given favorable reports on tlic use of their

paper bags while others had claimed the sacks failed

in service. As a result of all this correspondence, tlie

Paper Section decided to comjily with tiie re(iuest of

the above organizations and carry on a thorough in-

vestigation of the sul)ject.

Because of other work tiiat was. made necessary
by the "War, this investigation had to be discontinued
until April 1919, when the work was taken up again.
Througli the courtesy of tlie bag nuinufacturers, new
samples of bags were ol)tained and were first given the
ordinary jihysical aiul chemical tests for ])re]iniinary

work. Having completed all iircliminai-y work, it was
felt that a laboratory- test shoidd l)e developed tbat

would give numeri(-aily the stress and strain tiiat the

pai^er of a l)ag underwent in service. Consci|uentl\-

a new test was developed. This test was called tiu»

Stress-Strain or Resiliency Test.

For this test, a large two hundred kilogram Sclio])-

per tensile strength machine was adapted with the
following additioiud attachment. A brass cylinder was
oonstrucfed and fastened to the upright standard of the

Schopper in such a way that it would revolve. The
revolution of this cylintler was so controlled by a small

-wire over a i)ulley from the weighted pendulum that

as the iieiululum moved from its vertical iiosition due
to the increasing loads, the cylinder revolved accord-
ingly. This cylinder held a pai>er chart, and a glass

record ing pen was used to record both load and
stretch. The pen was controlled by a small wire ex-

tending from the lower jawed arm over a pulley in

such a way that as the lower .jaw descended and the

pai^er stretched under the load, the pen ascended and
described a curve which registered stretch. It can thus
be seen that the revolution of the cylinder caused the
regi.stering of load on the chart, while the ascension
of the pen caused the registering of stretch. The re-

sult was a curve on the chart giving both the increas-

ing load and increasing strength until the i)aper broke.
In order to read this curve it was neces.sary to draw

up the chart so that load and stretch could be read

•Paper read at the fall meeting of the Technical
Association of the Pulp and Paper Industrv, Saratoga
Springs, N.Y., Sept. 1, 1920.

at a glance. The method used was as follows. An
oi'dinary blank piece of writing paper was used for this

I)urpose and placed in position on the cylinder. A
l)oiut on the paper was chosen as the zero point for

load and stretch. Then, the zero line for stretch was
found by using a piece of steel between the .jaws and
l>y applying the various loads. Steel was used for tliis

purpose because the chart was to l)e drawn up for a

70 kilogram load as a maximum and steel would not
strctcli at this load. \W this iiietiiod the zero line

for stretch was drawn with the recording pen from the

zero point and each kilogram load as indicated b.v the

Schopper scale was pointed off as the load increased.
\t each kilogram point, a line was drawn parallel to

the base or zero line for loatl. This base line was
found by o]>erating the nuiciiine with nothing between
the jaws and was drawn with the recording pen from
the zero point. Each centimeter that the lower jaw
descended from its starting |)osition or zero ])oint re-

presented the stretch and was pointed off acc^ordingly.

At the different centinu'ter points, lines were drawn
l)arallel to the zero line for stretch. In this way, tiie

chart was plotted to give accurately the stretch at

different loads for an.v paper breaking under a 70
kilogram load.

The method used for obtaining the resiliency of

paper on this Schopper nuichine with its recording de-

vice was the following. In order to obtain curves
or loops fas tliey should be called in this case) to

show this resiliency, or the endurance of papei- under
different stresses and strain a load was taken in each
case 10 percent below the breaking point. This, of
course, necessitated finding the tensile strength or
breaking point for each grade of bag paper in botii

machine and cross direction. In order to do tiiis, an
average r>f ten tensile strength tests was obtained.
After obtaining, in each case, the desired load of 10
percent below breaking point, each test sample was
given this load and then the load was released and the
operation repeated until the test sample broke. The
result was a series of loops for each test samj)le, giv-
ing first the stretch at applied load, second the stretch
when load was released, third the increase in stretch
for every time load was applied over the previous
time, and fourth the number of times the paper <-ould

stand the strain of this load before it broke. Three
test samples from each grade of paper, cut in both
nutchiiie and cro.ss direction, were used, in order to

obtain an average, and data was collected accordingly.

From this data it was not hard to choose the five

bag papers which showed the best strength, tensile

strength and endurance. In order to eliminate still

further and pick the very best bag paper from these
chosen five it was necessary to make other resiliency-

tests since two of these papers proved superior because
their chosen loads of 10 percent below breaking point
happened to be slightly lower than tlie chosen loads
of the other bag papers. Consequently, a certain load
was chosen that was just low enough under the break-
ing point to he used for all these five bag papers and
the resiliency test was lepeated. From the results
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of these new tests, it was then easy to choose the very

hest bag paper of all.

Tlie ooiu'lusion reached by tlie Paper Section from

this investigation of cement and lime bag paper were

that this resiliency test was the best known test for

showing what the paper would do in actual service.

To prove this point, the results of this resiliency test

on a series of bag papers were compared with the re-

sults of a service or drop test on bags made up of the

same jiaper. For a service test the bags were first

filled with 94 jiounds of sand and tlien dropped a dis-

tance of three feet throu<rh a trap door in a

platform on to a solid wooden stand. Tliose bags whose

paper proved the best according to the resiliency test

could be dropped the greatest number of times before

the paper broke. Although no great amount of work
was accomplished on the drop test, the results were

conclusive enough to show that the two tests checked

and that the resiliency test actually gave numerically

the stress and strain that a bag pai)er underwent in

.service. The Paper Section is convinced of the merits

of this test aiul will l)e glad to demonstrate its opera-

tion to anv wJio can visit the laboratory.

Pulp and Paper Exports More than Doubled

The Pulp and Paper JIagaziue has made arrange-

ments under which it will be able to present to its

readers Canadian cu.stoms returns showing the ex-

ports of pulp and paper in more or less detail some two

or three months earlier than has hitherto been the

case. This will add very greatly to their interest and

value, especially at the i)rcsent time when pulp and

pai^er exports are increasing so rapidl.v and are i)lay-

ing so important a ])art in our national econom.v.

In the following taljle are set forth the figures for

tlie month of July, 1920. compared with those for

Jrdy 1919, as well as the figures for the first four

months of the current fiscal year, compared witli those

for the corresponding period in 1918 and 1919. The
July exports reached a total value of $16,014,747 in

1920 compared with $7,730,162 in 1919, a gain of $8,-

284,585, or of more than 100 per cent.

The total for tlie four months" period amounted to

$52,494,052, as compared with $27,067,236 the previous

.vear and $26,707,802 in 1918. The gain over last year

amounted to $25,426.M16. The figures are significant

because they show that in the first four months of this

year Canada exported pulp and paper of a greater

value than in any full year prior to three years ago.

In 1916-17 they fell short by $5,972,160 to equalling

tlip figures for the first four months of this year.

Unbleached .sulphite and newsprint pa])er lead in the

extent of the increase. The enormously higher prices

now being obtained, however, sliould be taken into con-

sideration in estimating the growth of the industry,

as of course the volume growth does not begin to

show the same relative increase as the value. Following

are the details

:

EXPORTS OF PAPER, WOOD PULP, and PULP WOOD.

Montlis of July, 1919 and 1920; and Four Months Ending July, 1918, 1919. and 1920.

Paper

:

Printing Paper:
Hook j)aper Cwt.

$
Newsprint |)aper Cwt.

$
Printing jiaper Cwt.

Months of Julv Four Months ending July

Other paper $

Total Paper $

Wood Pulp:
SAhate (Kraft) Cwt.t
Siaphife, Ideached Cwt.

$
Sulphite, unbleached Cwt.

$
• 'heniirallv prepared Cwt.

Mtchanicallv gripunil Cwt.

$

Total Wor.d Pulp Cwf.

$

Pnip Wood , . ... fnrd

1919

9,462

99,842

1,146,462

4,064,303

1920

9,798

110,.596

1.219.439

5,727,193

1^039/225

1918

4,375,373

12,701,948

1,785,162

1919

15,930

169,987

4,269,216

15.035,927

1920

24,751

259,886

4,906.188

21.916,549

475,080 2,326,495 4,247,019

4,639,225 6,877,014 14,487,110 17,532,409 26,423,454

'^18 143 251,146

1.383,104

177,623

1.402.9.57

626,574

3,822,679

838,118

2,528,993

1,893.461

9,137.733

681,157

2,193.049

334.005

1.597.744

1,056,182

4,112,833

877 543
700 1 1

4

4 ''05 100
96 772 63'' 508

451 6"^'' 4 '»f)" 197
]')() '^58 ''

1 85 494
1 502 597 11,621,457

3,131,394

10,518.919

1,300,065

1.701,773
346,174

436.604

1,346,396

1,631,201

2.208.530

5.951.839

1,051,.347

3,090,937

4.431.459

12.220.692

645,723

6,232.254

3.417,740

9,534.827

5,904,075

26,070.593

122.069

1 .234.527

144,741

1,545,906

32H.386

3.260.241

368.851

4,061.376
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Country of Destination.

Paper and Manufacturers of:

To United Kingdom $ 195,449

United States $ 3,849.826

Other Countries $ 593,950

Wood Pulp:

To United Kingdom $ 327,706

United States * 2,491,282

Other Countries $ 271,949

Pulp Wood:
To United Kingdom $

United States $ 1/234,527

Other Countries $

Total Paper, Pulp Wood and Pulp :

To United Kingdom $ 523,155

United States $ 7,575,635

Other Countries + 865,899

Totals $ 8,964,689

425,949

),535,386

915,679

1.426,291

7.101,893

609,549

1,545,906

1.8.52.240

14.1 S3. 185

1,525,228

364,878

12,323,501

1,798,731

7,089

11,145,6.54

1,067,949

6,232,254

:i7 1,967

29,701.409

2,866,680

988,550

14,053,282

2,490,577

992,486

7,136.018

1,406.323

3,260,241

1,981,036

24.449,541

3,896,900

1,548,102

20,998,774

3,876,578

3,436,193

20,839,881

1,794,519

4,061.376

4,984,295

45.900,031

5,671,097

17,560,653 32,940,056 30,327,477 56,555,423

PULP AND PAPER AT THE NATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

Altliougli numerically the imlp and paper firms ex-

hibiting at the National Exhibition, Toronto, were
weak, those interested in the industry, and many
others as well, learned something of tiie potentialities

of the trade through the displays made by several

firms. For instance the Interlake Tissue Mills. Limi-

ted, had an exeelleiit display in the manufacturer's

buiUling with Mr. John T. Murholder of tiie liead of-

fice, Toronto, and Mr. W. Tunes of the mill at Tho-

rold in charge. The both was very artistically de-

corated, much of it bearing evidence of the decorative

uses to which part of the firm's product can be put.

The color scheme of nile green and ])ink was carried

out effectively by an artistic treatment of ilecorative

crepe tissue with a lattice border and floral decora-

tions hanging from the ceiling. In a nicely arranged

alcove at the rear and in the showcase at the front of

the both were displayed the firm's products in the

way of toilet papers, tissue towels, drug wrap, nap-

kins, decorative crepe tissues sulphite crepe paper
napkins, etc. Samples of the goods were distril)uted

liberally and throughout the two weeks of the Exhi-

bition the Interlake tissue Mills products were very

much in the public eye.

The Dennisou ilanufacturing Company had an in-

teresting exhibit demonstrating the many lines manu-
factured and carried in what might be termed the

firm's art department. The Dennisons are big manu-
facturers of paper tags and handle many other spe-

cialty lines. Their Toronto office is at 160 Richmond
Street, west, but in October the firm will move to 'i

"Wellington Street. East, Toronto. Demonstration of

what can be made in art work from the firm's lines of

tissues and other uovelties was given at the booth and
proved interesting to the many visitors.

Although the greater part of the space taken over

by the British Columbia Government through the

eastern commissioner, Mr. Lome L. Brown, was given

over to an exposition of the lumber resources of the

province, one department was devoted to pulp and
newsprint. Samples of newsprint manufactured in the

western province were on display while tliere cotdd
also be seen every ingredient and every stage reached
by the finished paper in its progress from the tree to

the paper-finishing machine. Legends were displayed

settiug fortli the great growth of the pulp and paper
industry in tlie province, 1918 producing a value in

pulp and paper of $4,062,724 which had jumped to $12,-

554.257 in 1919.

The Abitibi Power and Paper Co. Ltd., have an at-

tractive aiul instructive exhii)it. the main features

being some excellent samples of the company's product
in the way of pulp and paper and the statistics so set

forth that he who runs may read. One does not have
to go right up to the exhibit to read that in the woods
and forestry department no less than 27 camps are

operated and well over a million and a half dollars a

year paid in wages. The men employed number 1200

and the cords of pulp wood cut annually is placed at

163.000. The capacity of the newsprint mill at Iro-

quois Falls is 75,000 tons: groundwood pulp 35,000

tons and sulphite pulp 25,000 tons. The company is in-

creasing its production from 25 to 500 tons of paper a

day. Ci roundwood pulp from 320 to 550 tons and sul-

phite pulp from 137 to 175 tons a day.

"W. J. Oage & Co., Limited, wholesale, and manufac-
turing stationers, Toronto, have an excellent display

in the manufacturers building. A booth has been at-

tractively arranged in which Holland Linen is exten-

sively featured while other lines put out by the com-
pany are afso effectively displayed.

LIVERPOOL LACKS NEWS.
Liverpool. August 30.—Xn miuiiinu' papers appeared

in Liverpool today for the fist time in 112 years, and
no evening papers for the first time in 50 years, as a

consequence of a sudden strike of newspaper com-
positors here and in Manchester for more pay.

For the first time in more than three-quarters of

a century the Manchester-Guardian failed to appear.

It is far better to give work which is above the man
than to educate the men to be above their work.

—

Ruskin.
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British Trade News
(From Our London Correspondent).

London. 21st August. 1920.

In tlie British paper industry tliere is at the pre-

sent time a h\^ fallin<r-off in orders and partieularly

with mills enframed in the manufacture of wrapping

papers. This state of affairs is enahling mill owners

to elear their books and people who did not expect

consignments to he delivered at least two or three

months hence are now surprised with sudden deliver-

ies Further, mills which refused prompt delivery

orders in the early part of the year are now open

to accept them and deliver the paper inside a month

or six weeks, except in the case of white fine printing

l)apers which, of course, are not easily ohtainable ow-

ing to the constant demand for them in the large

printing hou.ses. Prices, however, are nnchanged ow-

ing to the cost of raw materials. Mill owners are

now able to get their bouses into "ship-shape" and

manv of them are glad of tlie respite. It is rumored

that' the present dullness of the paper industry may

reflect in the prices of raw materials. This, however,

is imi)ossil)le as all raw materials are imported and

besides there is an official announcement that in Sep-

tember all freight ear rates will be advanced which will

have a tendency to increase not only the prices of

raw materials lint paper quotations may be affected

by the sudden change.
Pulp Situation.

Stocks of pulp are very fair in the country and the

imjiort returns are satisfactory. There is, however,

a dullness prevading the market at present and very

little iiusiness is pa.ssing. Of course at this period of

the year a dull market is expected and in another

month we will see anMuiusual liveliness when con-

tracts and winter orders are pouring forth. Siiip-

ments of unbleached chemicals and grouiidwood i)ulps

still cdntinue to arrive from Canada. Buyers arc at

present slow in fixing up future business: they want

to see how prices will go. but the state of things in

Scandinavia and in Canada will not relieve them in

any way. In fact it is dificult to see how Scandinavia

can reduce a <juotation when one considers the i)rice

pulp mills pay for coal and the recent demands of

labor, owing to the increased cost of living, and sev-

eral other incidentals which all heli) to keep i)rices on

a high level. No relief may conserpiently be expected

from the continental makers of pulps. Canada is also

faced with increased costs in manufacture. The V.

S.M. is out of the pulp market here and suiii)lies

frnto Germany. Finland and Denmark are not on a

lai^e scale. So far as one can i)redicf i)ulps will not

eaw off ill prices this winter; if anything they may
reach higher levels. Tlicrc is ;i feeling that way.

Technical.

The British Papermakers" Association has made fur-

flier progress in putting the Technical Section into a

littRiiiPs.s-like body. An Executive Committee has been

n<^ually established and I hope we will have some good

and interesting reports which will eclipse the work
of the Canadian and American Associations. One would
imagine that a body like the British Papermakers" As-

sociation. HO long established, would have had a Tech-

nicnl Section years ago. But the war and the twen-

tieth century has changed things in London. Mr. Ar-

thur Baker of the Empire Paper Mills. Ltd.. i.s the

gentleman who saw the need fur sneb a body mid the

papermakers of Great Britain may take their hats off

to him. He is the chairman of the Section now and

in future will be supported by the following com-

mittee:—Mr. F. Heckford (John Dickinson and Co.,

Ltd.): Mr. J. Jenni.son (Empire Paper Mills Co.);

Mr. J. H. Mowat (Peter Dixon and Son Ltd.): Dr.

.1. D. A. Macdonald (Tullis Russell and Co.) ;
Major

J. Edington Aitkeu (luveresk Paper Co., Ltd.) who
is vice-chairman; and Mr. J. Straclian (Donside Pai)er

Co., Ltd.). Co-operating members are: ilr. R. W.
Sindall (Siiidal! and Bac(Hi) ; Mr. H. W. Hart (Wall-

Paper Manufacturers. Ltd.) and the Secretary and
Treasurer is Mr. A. W. Foster. B.A. (secretary to the

Papermakers' Association). Now. this is a splendid

committee—all practical men. When the.v come to give

an account of their stewardsliijis and the results of

this research work, I hope we will have something

to enlighten the industry as a whole. The men are on

the committee who can make a good and interesting

report

.

Canadian Paper and Boards.

During -lul.v tlie folldwiiig were tlie imports of jjaper

and boards from Canada:

—

Printing Paper. 27 cwt.. Writing Pajier. 93 cwt.. Other

Manufactures. 123 cwt.. Leatherboards. 200 cwt.. Mill-

boards. 19.344 cwt.

Scandinavia and Finland are Canada's greatest com-
]ietitors in millboards and the same may be said in

regard to leatherboards. No strawhoard su(iplies were
received from the Dominion in July. Supplies f(n- the

British market mostl.v came from the Netherlands,

while the I^. S. A. sent small consignments. The
total supplies of millboards from all sources in pulp
reached 69.914 tons and that of leatherboards 2.261

tons. The market in England is good for all kinds of

boards.

Cardboard.
Tiiere is a slump in the cardboard box trade at pre-

sent. Manufacturers put the trouble down to the ex-

cess profits duty. Quite recentl.v in some of the big

centres attention has been paid to the producticui of

the composite canister, for containing .jams and other
foods, which has a base and lid of tin and the walls or
body consist of papier mache made fi-om Canadian jmlp.

During the war this class of canister was much in evi-

dence and has remained so ever since. There is, how-
ever, a decided dullness toda.v in the industry as manu-
facturers of jams and other foods are not calling for

these fanisters owing to a want of activit.v in the
country's merchandise. Some of the machines used in

the manufacture of these canisters are of the American
ty|)e and tlic pulp is all Canadian. Birmingham is one
of the liig centres of manufacture.

ENLARGE PAPER MILL.

A building (il) l>y 300 feci is being erected by the

Ontario i'aper Comi>any. Limited, at Thorold. A new
liaper-making machine is being added to the plant *s

e(piipment, and it is announced that the capacit.v of

the mill will be thus raised from 230 to .300 tons of

newsprint a da.v. The building of the plant addition
is already well advanced.

Fighting the high price of print paper b,v controlling

forest insects is one of the tasks before the New York
Stale College of Forest?\v at Syracuse, which is hav-

ing specialists study bugs which damage trees with a

view to controlling their ilamage to growing timber.
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UMTED STATES ^OTES
A rumen- that tlie Iiiteniatiniial Papei- Conipaiiy is to

become a party to an impeuding luige merger of pulp

and paper interests in Canada, lias been nailed with

a sharp denial from Philip T. Dodge, head of the

company. Mr. Dodge authorized a statement last

week from New York in which he declared most em-
phatically that the International is not proposing to

part with its mills, control or sale of its products. "In
addition to its various newsprint mills in the United
States." said Mr. Dodge, "the company is now pusli-

ing to completion at Three Rivers. Canada, a mill

witli a cai)acity of 240 tons a day. It is expected that

tliis mill will be in operation in the Summer or Fall

of 1921. The Interiuitioiuil Paper ('iim|)any is not

engaged in i)rofiteering or in stock promotion.s. The
400 publications to which it furnishes paper have been

offered conlinuatiini of tlieir existing contracts through
1921. limited only by the jjossilile volume of our news-
print i)ro(luction."

Chairman W. B. Colver of the Federal Trade Com-
mission, notifieil President Wilson last week that he

did not wish his name considered fur reap|>ointment

to the commission at the expiration of his term on Sei)t.

25. Mr. Colver stated in his lettei- to the President that

he desired to retire from the Conimissinn so that he

can engage in private busine.ss.

Among the gatherings of paper trade organizations

scheduled for the i)i'esent month is the convention of

the Cost Association of the Pa)>er Industry which takes

place at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York. Sept.

27 aiul 28. and the meeting of the Northern New York
division of the Paper .Mill .Sui)eriritendent 's Associatinn
of America. Mhicli is set for September 2.') at the Hotel
Rockwell, Watertown, N. Y. The American Pulp aud
Paper Associations' Fall business conference will l>e

held at the Congre.ss Hotel, Chicago. November 11.

In a statement given out last Frida.v from its New
York office, the International Paper Conipan.v an-
nounced that the jnice of newsprint in rolls for the
last (luarter of 1920 will be .+6.."')0 for 100 pounds, or
^I'AO a ton. The price for the current quartei- is $\\7t

a ton. Contract prices for newsprint furnished by the
companx- are ad.justed each rjuarter. the i>rice to be
changed being based on costs of i)roduction. The price
for the first ipiarter this year was 4!90. aud for the
second quarter $100.

A $500 fine and. costs for the killing of a single fish

was imposed reeentl.v by the Ohio State Supreme Court
upon the Hager Board and Paper Company of Cedar-
ville. Ohio. The death of this fish was cited in an af-

fi<lavit charging the paper mill people with having per-
mitted their refuse to run into streams, the (;onsei|uent

pollution causing destruction to the finny tribes. The
charges against the paper and board company were
filed by the State Game Warden, and the fine was
paid by George Little and Albert Hager. officials.

Deputy Game Warden Karl Keller in his deposition
said that the state had gone to an expense of thou-
sands of dollars to stock the streams. To replace the
fish destroyed tli rough the pollution, he asserted, would
cost $100,000 and would require six years. Deputy

Keller pointed out that under the law a fine of $500
is the largest can can be imposed, though a sejiarate

fine for each fish killed could be placed against the

compan.v. In view of the decision of the court in this

action, it is probable that much new equii)nieiit will

have to be installed in those paper mills along the

Miami River which liave hitherto permitted their re-

fuse to run into the stream. Trouble from pollution

has been caused in the past, but the destruction has
been .so widespread of late that the action taken was
ileeided upon by the State Game department. The
Hager Board and Pai)er Com|)an.v, besides carrying the
fine, promised the deput.v that it would install a sys-

lem of purifying the water.

By an arrangement just completed. American con-
sumers of d.vestuffs nia.v imrchase supplies from the
stocks of the German pioducf which have been set

apart under the Versailles ))eace treaty as a i)art of
the reparation to be nuide to allied Powers by Ger-
many. The Textile Alliance, Inc., a non-jirofit taking
"irganization created by the consumers, will be the
I linni through which the dyes will be <listributed

.

The announcement telling of lliis arrangement was
given out last Saturday by the War Trade Board Se.--

liou of the State Department. Purchases will be per-
mitted only of those dyes which are not being pro-
duced in the United States.

Chief executive officers and large stockholders of
the General Chemical Company, the Solva.v Process
Company, the Semet-Solvay Company, tlie Barrett
Company and the National Aniline and Chemical
Company, Inc.. have approved a general plan for sub-
mission to the respective boards, for the con.solidation
of the five conij)anies, through an exchange of stock
based on their capitalizations, the consolidated com-
panies will be capitalized at $200,000,000, it is stated.

Replanting of the devastated areas of the Adiron-
dacks with spruce and other soft woods would ul-

tiniatel.v solve the j)ulpwood and newsprint shortage,
declared George S. Witham, of Hudson Falls. N. Y.,
in an address before the Technical As.sociation of the
Pulp and Paper Industry last Thursday at Saratoga
Springs. Citing statistics to show tliat the quantity
of spruce now .standing in New Y<>rk State may be
exhausted in a very few years. Mr. Witham advo-
cated the replanting of devasted areas unfitted for
agricultural purposes, and the j)ractiee of .scientific
forestry on them nnder proper supervision by the
state so that there would be provided "a permanent
scientifically maintained forest, yielding successive
crops of pulpwood and timber for other purpo.ses.

"

Frederick A. Thompson, who died at his home in
Wesffield. Mass., last week at the advanced age of
92. had been actively engaged in the pajicrmaking
industry for ,1 year.s. He began work when l.i under
Zenus Crane and the latter 's sons at Dalton. Mass.,
and when he retired in 1912 from the Cross Mills he
had been foreman for 42 years, a record up to that
time for tentire ..f service in the industry. Jfr. Thomp-
son's health had been good up to the time of the
illness to which he succumbed.
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Technical Section

-.AiiQClATION

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-3. Seaweed pulp for paper. Paper. 26, 264.

(1920K A conii>;iiiy li;is heen formed in Japan for tlie

mannfai-ture of pulp and paper from the seaweed

lorally known as '•ajimo". The supply is inexhaus-

tible as it reproduces itself in less' than 6 uios.. and

the eost of production is estimated as being 4.8 sen

as eompared Avith 6..") sen for wood and 10.4 sen for

sulfite.—A.P.r.

A-3. The esparto industry. Ch. Groud. Papier

23, 27-:{0. (Feh. 1920 1. A discussion of the esparto

industry from an economic jtoint of view more par-

ticularly as regards the distribution and working of

the esjjarto produting regions and the utilization of

the noii-icUulose matters as fertilizers and feed.—A.

P.C
A-6. New forms of combustion apparatus for use

in gas analysis. E. R. Weaver and P. G. Lcdig, U. S.

Uincaii of Standards. J. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. 12,

3H8-7(). I 1920). A description of an improved form

of the Dennis and Hopkins combustion pipet. and of

a combustion capillary of small size somewhat similar

to those of Hempel and Levy, containing an electric-

ally heated Pt wire. They are relatively easy to make

and shonld be quite inexpensive if made commercially.

—A.P.-C.

A-12. Determination of the tensile strength of glue.

George IIoi.,.. .J. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. 12, 3.56-8,

(1920'). \ method is described of preparing test

strips of glue, which are then tested in an electrically

driven Schopper tester with a capacity of 500 kg. The
alignment of the jaws should be as nearly perfect

as possible, as the slightest deviation will give |)oor

results due to torsion and shear being set up. Results

of ai'lual tests run on commercial samples are given

to show that the method gives a feasible way of de-

termining the e.xact strength and stretch of a glue,

its elastic limit, and other physical properties, thus

permitting rtianufacturers to determine exactly the

character of their glues, and to vary their processes

and raw materials a>id determine the effect on th-'

finished prodin-t. It will also permit the establishment

of scientifically selected stiindards in absolute units.

Further work is being done to determine the relation

'.letlrecn physieal anfi eheniiejil j>r(ipcrties. and tensile

str|ncrth and stret.h -.\.P.(\

A^12. Testing the strength of glue jellies. Wilson

TI. Low. rndahy Paeking Co.. Omaha, Neb. J. Ind.

and Eng. riicm.. 12. 3.5.5-6. (1920"). The Smith glue

l«»)rtpr is by far the best and most sensitive tester on

the market. The results obt.iined by it are improved
by Hie nsp of merenry covered with eolored water (in-

stand of colored water alone) in the scale tulx". Thei'c

is no advantage in using air insteatl of water in the

thistle tube. The scale is made movable in a vertical

direction so as to adjust the /.em mark opjiosile the

water level. The method of using the iuMtrnment is

fully deseribed. (A ilescription of the Smith glue

tester will be found in .T Ind. and J^ng. Chem.. 5,

23.5. I'll.'t AI>straetor's n..te).— A.P. ('.

A-12. Fibre containing adhesive. A et>lloidal method
for inereasing the volume of adhesive «a'.erglas». .1.

D MaJeidmsoii. Mellon hnttitute of Industrial R«'seBrch.

^ vAatOCIATION/

Pittsburgh. Pa. J. Ind. and Eng. (hem.. 12, 174-6.

(1920): Paper. 26, 16-S. ipVJO). Sec Pulp and Paper,

18, 43.S. (1920 1.—A. P.-(.

AG. Automatic methods of gas analysis depending
upon thermal conductivity. K. R. Weaver. P. E. Pal-

mer. II. \V. Franlz. P. (J. Lcdig. and S. F. Pickering,

r. S. Bureau of .Staiulards. Washingtiui. D.C. J. Ind.

and Eng. I'hein.. 12, 359-66. (1920K A uew form of

ajiparatus for the continuous analysis of gas mixtures,

based on the rate of conductance of a gas surrounding
an electrically heated wire, is dcseril>ed. Unlike previ-

ous defle<-tiou methods of limited ajiplication. a bal-

ance-liridge method ajjplicable to the rapid and ac-

curate detn. of constituents in a wide variet.v of gas

mixtures of industrial importance liave been developed.

The adaptal)ility of the apparatus for either manual
or automatic recording operation is pointed out. Re-

presentative analyses showing the results obtained

with a]ipai'atus eonstructed for the determination of

H. N. CO.. Nil., and Tie in various gas mixtures are

given. The construction of the special forms of ap-

l>aratus required for this method is described. Plans
for future woi'k ;ire mitlined.— .X.P.-P.

B-9. French agricultural (timber and wheat) re-

sources. J. Micol de Portemont. Papier. 23, 25-7,

(Feb. 1920). From a comjiarative study of French
and German in-oductions of timber and. cereals be-

fore the war. the aiitlior conidudes that by a judicious

development of its resources France can greatl.v in-

crease its production both of timber and of eereals

without mutual detriment and can become entirel.v

self-supporting for these commodities.—A.P.-C.

G-11. Separator for paper nulp. V. S. patent No.

1,.3.33.287. :Mareh 9. 1920. John White, Edinburgh.
Scotland. Paper. 26, 233. (1920). The separator con-

sists of a vat or chest divided into compartments by
upstanding and depending partitions so arranged that

the path of the pulii is alternately downwards and up-
wards, whereby lighter Tnnlcsnrable particles are re-

tained by the uiiper edge of an upstanding partition

at the upper level of the vat and heavier midersirable
matters arc lu'ought to the bottom and i>ass into a

chamber below the vat. -.V.P.r.

K-8. Ostwald's rolor theory in paper tinting. Papier
Zig.. 15, (1920). Paper. 26, 231-2. (1920>. .\ review
of the theory in its application to papermaking by a

German papermaker. The Ostwald theory as it is

now is of no practical value to the paper colorist,

both because the color mainifacfures have not yet put
their mauiifneturing )n-oeess on the same basis, and be-

cause slight variations in numerous factors besides

added color (shade of raw materials, degree of heat-

ing, consistency, sizing. loading materials, calendering,

etc..) exert a marked influence on the color of the

finished product. A.P. -P.

K-4: 7. Manufacture of paper from abaca bark.
^Manila heniiiV 1" S. iiateut No. 1.3:13 255. Mnrch 9.

1920 Akira Imaoka. Tokvo. Japan. Paper. 26, 2.33.

(1920). The iiutcr bark of abaca is boiled in a weak
^2-.S per cent.) Na'>H sobition. thereby gelatinizing a

peculiar kind of pectine contained in the non-fibrous

portitm of the liark By beatiufi' by anv suitabl'* '..nuwn
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method, a stiff, tough paper is obtained without using

any sizing material.—A.P.-C
k-9. Oyster shell composition for paper. U. S.

patent No. 1,334,513, March 23. 1920. Frank J. Baum-
gardner, Cleveland, Ohio. Paper, 26, 234, (1920).

This patent covers the use of finely-ground (250-300

mesh) oyster shells as a filler to be used in the

proportion of about 1 of filler to 5 of stock.—A.P.-C.

K-10. The function of alum in rosin sizing. E.

Aruoukl. Papier, 23, :i."), (Feb. 1920,1. Tnder proper

conditions sizes will give satisfactory results whether

they contain considerable free rosin or none at all.

This is explained as follows: The sizing effects are

due to free rosin. In the case of a neutral milk, the

alum first reacts to form Na^SOi and Al resinate,

which in its turn is partially or totally transformed
into free rosin bv the action of the excess of ;ihim.

—A.P.-C.
K-11. The efficiency of paper-machine driers. \-'..

Salesses. Papier, 23. 30-3. (Feb. 1920). The "effi.i

ency co-efficient" is defined as the weight of paper

(in kg.) dried per hour per unit (sq.m.) of "evapora-
ting surface," which is the product of tlie sum of the

circumference of all the driers by the width of the

sheet. Theoretically, this co-efficient should lie consis-

tant for each machine, but it varies somewhat owing
to variations in the operating conditions, ilethods i)f

calculating it and also the weight of paper dried per

hour per unit of actual heating surface are givt-ii.

The values given for the above values in L'Industria

della Carta for -huie 1919 are not satisfai-tory because

they do not take into account the fact that the sheet

is not in contact with the whole surface of the driers,

and also that the felt driers are not a part of tiie

actual heating surface.—A.P.-C.
K-20. New method of parchmentizing paper. U. 8.

patent No. 1 ,333. Ui."). Mardi 9, 19J((. K. 11. Clayton,
.]. Hucber, and H. E. Williams, Mam-hester, England.
Pai)er, 26, 235, (1920). The paper is passed through
a liot solution (130 deg. C) of a thioeyanate, a mixture
of thiocyanates, or a mixture of a thioeyanate and a

salt wiiieh does not adversely affect the action of the
thioeyanate and which itself may or may not have
a parchmentizing action on the paper. The solutions

may or may not be acidified with acetic acid ( per
cent, by vol.1 . The paper should be in contact with
the solution about 15-30 seconds and is then washed
;ind dried in tlie u.sual manner. (See Pulp and Paper,
17, 851, 119191.

L-5. Nitrocellulose from wood pulp. R. G. Wood-
bridge .Ir.. E.\pcrimental Station. E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Co., Wilmington. Del. J. Ind. and Eng.
Cliem.. 12, 380-4. (1920). An account of the experi-
ments carried out by the du Pont Co. on the nitration
of sulfite and soda wood celluloses for smokeless pow-
der manufacture. The pulp, as prepared for paper
manufacture, is insufficiently pure, severely over-
iileached. and in an entirely unsuitable physical con-
dition. By suitable purification, sulfite cellulose was
obtained which was satisfactorily nitrated on a large
scale when mixed with an equal quantity of cotton
linters. and the product was practically equal to that
from straight cotton. It is not likely wood cellulose
will be nitrated for -smokeless powder for many years
to come owing to the plentiful supply of cotton fibre;
but nitrocellulose from wood may find an application
in those industries where a nitrocellulose with low
viscositv is desii-ed.—A.P.-C.

R-1. The chemical pulp industry in Finland. Papier,

23, 39-40, (Feb. 1920). A description of the Varkaus
Cellulose Factory, Varkaus, Finland. (This was trans-

ated from the "Finnish Paper and Wood Industry,"

(k't. 31. 1919, and reproduced in Pulp and Paper, 18,

193-4, (1920).—A.P.-C.
R-5. Extracts from the report to the French Gov-

ernment of the "Office National des Papiers autres

que ceux de la Presse." Papier, 22, 25.5-6 . (Aug.

1919) ; 279-81, (Sept. 1919) ; 308-10. (Oct. 1919) : 336-8,

(Nov. 1919) : 23, 40-4, (Feb. 1920). A detailed review

of the present situation of the Vr. pulp and paper and
allied industries and of the protective measures which
should be adopted to enable it successfully to tide

liver the transition jieriod during whicli it will be

laboring under great difficidties.- -,\.P.-( '.

R-5. The French paper trade during 1917, 1918,

1919. Rev. Iniv. Papeterie, 3, No. 1.5, 5-8. (March
15, 19201. A detailed statement of the pai>er trade

of France during the years nf 1917. 191S, 1919.— A.P.-C.
R-0,—Technical men in the Paper Industry, II. P.

Carruth. Pulp & Paper, 18, 126-7, (1920). Paper, 25,

1151-2. (1920), The great need of the day is for the

application of religion in the factory, office, store,

bank, etc. As the technical man is looked up to more
and more as a leader it is his dutv to set the example.
A. PC.

R-0.—How to equip and operate an experimental
pulp and paper laboratory- Otto Kress. Sidney 1).

Wells, and \';iiicc P. Kdwariles, V. S. Forests Products
lab.. Maili.son, Wis. Pulp & Paper, 18, 588-91, 619-22.

647-9, 671-2, 699-701, (1920); Pajier, 11-4, (June 2,

1920). 24-7, (June 9, 1920). 19-23, (.June 16. 1920), 23-

5. 32, (June 23, 1920). A description of the equip-
ment of the exj)eriniental pulp and paper laboratory
at the r. .S. Forest Products Lab. at Madison Wis., to-

gether with explanations of the reasons which led to

the adoption of the given types of ai>|iarafMs.— .\. P.-C.

R-0.—English paper technology examination. Pa-
per. 26, 12. 3t;, i.lunc 16, l'.f_'()). (Questions set in a re-

I'ent final examination in paper manufacture under
the auspices of the Citv and Guilds of London Institute,

A P.-C.

R-0. Protection of the Belgian paper industry. B.

Franklin. La Pa|>eterie. 41, 355, (Sept. Ii5. 1919j. Con-
ditions in Belgium are such that the import licence

system should be maintained with regard to German
products. This is due to the low rate of excliange of
the mark, which has fallen to 35 centimes; to the non-
delivery of the coal which the Germans are to send
according to terms of the ])eace treaty; to the "dump-
ing" policy of the Germans, which was one of their
favorite commercial weapons before the war, and which
is particularly favored by the actual low exchange
value of the mark.—A.P.-C.

WORK HAS BEGUN ON MILLS AT NIPIGON.

The Thunder Hay Harbor aiul Improvement Com-
pany has been awarded the contract for erecting the
pulp and paper mill at Nipigon for the Xipigon Fiber
Paper Mills, Limited, in which the principals are Col
J. A. Little and W. II. Russell, of Port Arthur. Work
has already been started on the mill, which will be of

fifty ton capacity for its initial unit, and will be in

operation by the end of Decembei-. The mill is to be

situated one mile west of Nipigon, and the Canadian
N'ational Railways is already putting in a spur track.
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A visitor to the Toronto offii-e of pulp and paper Ma-
gazine of (.'a-nada this week, was ilr. H. .M. iNlosdell.

inanajrinp editor of the St. Jolin's Daily Star. Xew-
fonndland'^s home paper. Mr. Mosdell, who has made
a name for liimself in Canada's eastern ontpost at one
time had the prefix "Dr" to his name. That was after

he got throufrh the medical department of the Uni-

versity of Toronto. It was while attending collefre

that he developed a taste for newspaper work and an

outlet for his talent was found in the editorial pages
of the Toronto Sunday World. lie was on the staff

of the World for some time and it was while doing

newspaper work in Toronto that he was called to the

Star, in Xewfoundland by Premier Squires. As ma-
naging editor of tliat very excellent paper, Mr. Mos-
dell has figured largely in building up a first class

newspaper property which bears the inprint of his

strong personality and ability. He is on his way liack

from the west after having accom])anied the Imiterial

Press Conference as a delegate from Xewfoundland.

Mr. J. Hewitt, of Paper Sales, Limited. Yonge St..

Toronto, is spending his holidays at Murleigh Falls.

Mr. V. T. Haney, Toronto rei)resentative of the Hol-

land Paper Company, Ltd., has returned from several

days spent at the company's mills near Montreal.

Lieut-Col. Thomas Gihson, vice-president of the Spa-

nish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Limited, Toronto, is

spending a couple of weeks vacation in Muskoka.

To carry on the business of litliographers. printers,

etc. the Engravers and Die Sinkers. Limited, has Ix'cn

granted a charter by the Ontario Government. Tin-

capital stock is .$40,000 ami the provisioiuil directors

are Frances Forsyth. V. I. Forsyth, F. R. Marcellus and
M. L. Kirk, all of Toronto.

Paramount Paper Boxes. (Toronto and Hamilton'*.

liimited, has been organized and has been granted a

charter by the Ontario Provincial Secretary's depart-

ment for the i)urp(ise of carrying on a manufa<-turing

paper and paper box business, etc., and to operate a

printing plant. The head office is Hamilton and the

company is capitalized at .'|<40.000. The provisional

dir^tors are: 'W. I{. Thompson, C. H. Ellison. F. .1.

I'rBe. D. II. Drake and .). E. Precious, all of Ilaniil-

tnnf Another organization to be granted a charter.

IS Reid Bros, who are authorized to engage in a ge-

neral printing and lithographing business, with allifd

industries, with head office at i,ondon. The autho-

rized capital is !i»2r)(),(K)0 and the incorporators iire .

(i. M. Heid, and O. E. Heid, manufacturers; S. M. Jep-

so*, accountant; W. .Smithson, traveller, and William

Kippen, salesman, all of London, Out., where the head

offii-e of the company will be located.

Mr. John F. Ellis, of the Barber &. Ellis (^ompany.

"hnlesale stationers, Toronto, has retunn-d from a

holiday- trip to .Muskoka and l^ake Sinu-oe.

A lU'w nuinufacturing stationery firm is about to

start operatifuis in Toronto under the firm name of

Sinelair. Allen & Co.. Ltd.. who have secured one of

the floors in the new Daylight Saving Puilding, IMifi to

US Adelaide Street, west. The priiu-ipals of the com-
pany are Xorman A. Sinclair, a former member of the
executive staff of Warwick Bros, and Wutter, Toronto
and more latterly sales manager of Charles K. Weyand
& Co., Xew York. Thomas Allen, the well-known ])u-

blisher at 21;') Victoria Street, has moved his jilant and
stock to the new building on Adelaide Street and the
two companies will combine their selling forces,

although they are separate organizations. The Sin-

clair, Allen Company state that their efforts will be
directed to making in Canada the better grades of

papetcries. note ])apers. writing tablets, envelopes, etc.

Mr. .J. E. .Midtlleton, for some years on the staff of

the "Tonuito World" ami the old "Toronto Xews",
has been apj>ointed director of Public Health Educa-
tion under Dr. J. W. S. McCidlough. Provincial Me-
dical Officer of Health.

Xewspapermen from various parts of Canada, but
chiefly Ontario, were guests of the Canadian National
Exhibition in Toronto on Friday last when they were
tendered a luncheon by the directors and given the

freedom of the grounds. Following the luncheon there

were a few informal speeches in which the coopera-
tion of the pressuu'ii in making the fair the great suc-

cess it has become was acknowledged by the directors

of the Jlxhibition.

The annual report of the Spanish River Pulp and
Paiier Mills. Limited, i.ssued in Toronto this week, fur-

nishes a good illustration of tin- thriving condition ot

the industry in Caiuula. The report is for the year
ending June ;i0th last and it is recalled that the com-
pany, which was on the verge of a receivership six

\t'ars ago, when it was reorganized ou behalf of the

shareholders, has maile a remarkable recovery by rea-

son of favorable conditions in the trade and good ma-
nagement. During the past two years es|>ecially has the

improvement been marked until now the arrears of

dividends on preferreil stock, amounting to 42 per cent,

have been met in one year by an issue of new stock

The report shows an increase of net earnings over the

previous year of more than 41. !• per cent. This show-

ing, together with working capital of over $(5,600,000

ai.d reserves of over .t:{."><)0.()0(1 is an encouraging fea-

ture of the statement. Ac-eording to the statement of

President George II. .Meade, the production at all the

plants of the com[)any continued satisfactorily through-

<uit the year and with normal water sui)i)ly and the

completion of the two new paper-uniking units at

Espanola the net earnings for the year showed a sub-

stantial increase. It is expected that the total output

this year will be considerably greater as the Espanola
extensions were (uily recently completed and all plants

have now been advaix'ed to a high state of efficienc.v.

.Mr. .1. A. Bothwell. wivo is making an extended trip

to England and Sejindinavia with Mr. Geo. F. Steele

in the interest of the Canadian Export Paper Co. has

started on the homeward way. A card just received

from Mr. Bothwell s^iys that Fiidand is now in the

rear.
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The Ahitibi Power and Paper Co. is prepariajr to

install equipment for burning bark and other refuse

at the boiler house. The plant will consist of two

batteries of boilers of 500 h.p. each. The bark will

fii-st be pressed and then gradually dried on special

grates. Pressed bark, 40 per cent dry, from one cord

of wood is equivalent to 50 lbs. of coal.

A report from Frederictou, X.B., say.s that the

Fra.ser Companies. Ltd., are about ready to start

work untler the charter obtained last spring. The new
project, which includes a huge power plant at Tobiquc
Narrows, involves a development scheme of .some $10,-

000,000.

The Laurentide ba.seball team on Labor Day defeat-

ed Ausable Works, N.Y., at Grand Mere, 7 to 2.

The Gold Bricks of Timmins recently beat Irocpiois

Falls, 3 to and the team standing is now a tie.

Quebec Pulpwod Auction
It is understood tiiat the Quebec Government is

planning to put up at auction before the end of the

present year some extensive pulpwood limits in the

St. Jlaurice district.

Paper Bags to be Made in Winnipeg
A compan.x- i> lieinir oi-iranized in AVinnipeg In niii

nufacture paper bags. It will be known as tiie Western
Canada Pap?r Bag Co. A. Seabrook is the pronuiter.

and equipment to cost some ^50.000 _is being purcha-

sed for the plant.

Finnish Paper Industry Reviving

A rai)id rejuvenation of the paper industry in Fin-

land is reported by the American Red Cross. Giving

figures upon the industry, the bulletin says:

"Although export trade was impo.ssible for eight

months during 1919, owing to shipping restriction

effective in Europe. 46.000 metric tons of paper were

exported from Finland. Virtually all of this was sup-

plied to fifty of the largest periodicals in Englanil.

a new market exploited by the Finns after the break-

ing up of the Riissian market.
""

Western Canada P «& P Bonds
Messrs (iraham. Sanson and Company are arranging

for a flotation of 7 per cent mortgage serial trold

bonds of Western Canada Pulp and^ Paper Co. Ltd..

maturing between February 1. 1923, and February

1, 1940. Besides the $1,000,000 bond is.MU^ in qtu>stion

the company's capital consists of 25,000 shares of com-

mon stock "of no par value and .$1,200,000 6 pT cent,

mortgage debenture stock due February 1. 19.50.

MACHINERY FOR CAPE BRETON PULP CO.

six carloatls of machinery are being unloaded for

the Cape Breton Pulp and Paper Company. St. Ann's,

and will be conveyed thither in .scows and other craft.

Among the shipment are a small railway loi-omotive

and tnu'ks, engine and air compressor besides the

first instalment of 100.000 feet of heavy timber to be

used in building two large booms at St. Ann's. The

work of constructing those booms wil occupy .some

few months and preparatory to work on the booms

various wooden buildings have been erected ineludinir

one 24x92 for workmen besidi^ office buildinsr and

quarters for foremen. In the construction of the

booms cribs 3''v"lfi "ill be placed M hundred fo"t in-

tervals and the nuiin boom will be about 1300 feet

lonf'. A second boom will he built fartl">r un the

river. Both will be of sufficient stren?Hb to r<>sist

the heaviest pres.sure that may be put upon them.

TRADE OPPORTUNITIES.
The Department nf Trade and Commerce at Ottawa

has announced the following opportunities for trade
in pulp and paper

:

1532. Paper.—A commission agent in Roumania is

anxious to receive ([uotatious and samples from Can-
adian firms in a position to export writing, blotting
and silk papers. Following is a table of sizes and
weights of jiapers used in Roumania :

—

Size Weight per 1,000 sheets
34 x42 centinuMres from 6—12 kilograms
42 X 68

••
•• 12—25

38 X 48 •• 8—10b
40 X 50 ..." 12—30
50 X SO • .... •• 24—10

42 X .52 .... •• 10—16
44 X 56 .... •• 16—24
27 X 43 .... •• .5—12
.54 X 84 .... •• 25—10
50 X 65 . . . . " 24—40
58 X 80 .... 18—30
80x116 . 40—60
65 X 96 .... 25—80
The eentimelrc approximates .3937 inches.
Tlie kilogram ai>]iroxiuiates 2.204 lb.

1533. Woodpulp.—A Manchester firm is in a posi-
tion to ini|inii woodpulp, or would represent manu-
facturers of same.

1.534. Paper. A firm in Calcutta, India, wish to get
into touch with Canadian manufacturers of different
classes of paper with a view to representing them in
India, Burma aiul Ceylon.

1535. Kraft papers..^Glasgow firm would be glad
to get in tou.h with Canadian manufacturers of Kraft
|)apers.

1536. Woodenware.—Importer in Scotland is pre-
pared to oj.eu M.gotiations with Canadian firms who
manufacture washboards, and clothespegs; also handle
rakes, hoes, and digging forks.

TO MAKE ABRASIVE PAPERS IN B.C.
Tile (ioveriiment of Briti.>h Columbia has (jranted

a loan of $22,000 at 6 per cent to a.ssist the estab-
lishment of a plant by the Canadian Abrasive Com-
pany, Ltd., for the manufacture of sand paper, cmerv
paper etc. This material has been imported from the
United States at a rate, according to the Vancouver
"Sun," of over a million dollars a vear (see editorial
page).

With all the ingredients available in British Colum-
bia, Mr. -T. L. Near about a year ago started experi-
menting with the idea of evolving a process whereby
the product might be produced in Canada. He inter-
viewed Major Martyn with the result that the latter
got into touch with capitalists, among whom were Mr.
Moore, of the Canadian Explosives. Ltd.. Capt. D. S.
Bullen. Col. Lome Ross and others and a companv
was organized with a capital of $100,000. The new
plant and equipment will cost approximate! v .$50,000:
and it is towards the acquisition of this plant thaf
the government loan will be devoted. A site for the
plant has been secured on Mason Street, in Victoria,
and work on the construction of an experimental plant
is underway. EmplojTuent will be given to about
twenty men at the start. Paper manufactured at the
Ocean Falls mill will he u.sed and there is an unlimit-
ed supply of the required hard rock for the manufac-
ture of the abrasive paper.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Tonmt". Sept. 4. --While llie .same jreiieral eoiiditimis

e.xist in the pulp and paper trade it has been unite

apjtarent that there has been an easement in orders

to the jobbers and a little freer shipment of sjoods

from the millF to the jobber. The latter class are

bearinjr testimony to the fairness with whieh the mills

have been treating the distributors duriufr the present

era of prosperity and ups and downs of inanufaeturin^.

As a result of a poliey of frankness on the part of the

mills the jobbers have been made exactly aware of the

handicaps under whieh the mills have been operating

in respect to the shortafre of raw materials, hijrh cost

of fuel and labor and the difficulties crenerally that

have combined to make manufacturin-r difficult, with

the result that both distributors and consumers for

the most part are convinced that they have been treat-

ed as fairly as possible by the mill men. In practically

everv instance where shipments have been delayed or

orders reftised the nulls have been at pains to let the

reason be known and if prices advanced the causes

were .set forth. All this has resulted in grood relations

and an excellent understandin>; as to pulp and paper

conditions between the manufacturer and the distri-

butor.
Skilled Workers Needed.

A feature in the paper trade at the present time is

the need for skilled men in the wholesale end of the

business. It was pointed out by one of the paper hou-

.ses in Toronto this week that the trade was suffering

throuph a dearth of expert men — men who could

hamlle and sell paper. It seems to be a fact that a!

insufficient number of men have been broujrht into

the business and trained and it is contended that there

Ls almost a> much room for technical education in the

sellinjr end of the fiamc as there is in the mill enil.

However that may be, a leadinj; jobber told the Ptilp

and Paper Magazine in Toronto this week that there

was lots of room for expert men in the business in

Canada and that he would like t,.. see some sort ot

steps taken to train younjr men in the handlint; ot

paper, as it is proposed to train them in the manufac-

m-'wn of it.

T Coated Paper Sold Up.

Coated paper mills are havinir an exceedingly bus\

and prosperous .season and most of them are sold up to

December and later. The Kilchie & Ramsay mills at

New Toronto report that they have orders cnou?h foi

coated paper to keep them (Toinp until December and

Ihe Georgetown Coated Paper Mills, l.,imited, arc si-

iliilHrly fifuated. The latter company has just com

pleteil 'ome extensive improvements, the old plant

having been duplicated by a buiblinjf fiO x :<0n feet.

part of which is tour storeys with basement The ad

dition has been built onto the old buildintr and will be

used as a storage, finishing' and machine room The

enlar):ement will affoni accmiimodation for eijrhi

coaliuK machines in pi oc of the four now in opera

tion. Two machines are now at the ))lait ready to be

s-t up and il is exp«'c1ed that before a irreat while the

full compliment of eight will he ninnin.-r Other mi

nor im|)rovements have been added and includetl in

the machinery equipment is a Holland drive system.

The company quotes Xo. 1 coated book at 21ioc and
.\<i. 2 at 2()V2C. Anotlier mill (piotes No. 1 machine
finished book at l!"';;c. but will not promis" deliverv

before February, there l)ein<r enoufrh orders already jn

to keep the mill runnin<r until that time.

Pulp.

The pulp market, iioth chemical and meeliailieal. con-

tinues to run wild and very little can be had at any
price. Altlioufrh the prevailinj; price for srroundwood
pulp is in the neijrhborhod of ^I'lO. it is known that a

Toronto mill this week offered to pay the demand price

of .+170 for a shipment of jjrroundwood jiulp and it is

expected that the sale will be nnide at thai fiirure. Thr
same firm paid $200 for unbleached sulphite at Pon
Arthur and will have to pay the freijrht down, lileaeh-

ed sulphite is corrcspontlin{rl.\' scarce and liijrh in price

aiul the testimony of all the paper mills is that it is

almost impossible to get pulp from any source what-

ever.

Sulphite Bonds Are Up.
The week saw an advance of 2e a pound on all sul-

phite bonds. Suljihitcs are now quoted at lit'oc: light

tinted at 2OV2C and dark tint at 21 Ue. This line ot

paper was the only one to jump forwartl durinfr the

month and it is generally understood that the price.^

now i)revailin^>- for most lines will hold ^rood for Sep-

tember.
Wrapping Papers.

The demand for wrapping papers keeps up and the

jobbers say that suiijilies are just as scarce as ever.

Instead of being able to stock up the warehouses are

getting very low and are unable to meet the demands
that are being made on them by clamoriiiLT eustonn-rs.

U. S. PAPER PRODUCTION UP 22 PER CENT.
It is interesting to comi)are the production of the

j)rincipal, grades of jiaper b_\- mill- in the I'nited Sta

tes in .Iidy ll'lil and -Inly 1!I20. .is shown in the follow

ing tabic prci>ared from a report of the Federal Trade
Commission.

•Inly 10l:t .Inly 1!)2(»

Newsprint (Standard and
Special (Jrades of News li:i.li2!t 12!»,S.>:t

Standard News lOl.S.'.O llH.Sld

Mook (.M.F.. S.S.C. and
Coated 7.').(il:l !l.i..i2f')

Papcrboard (Total) (Straw
Fibre, heather. Chip, Etc 1 l«it,.->!IX 21S.771

Box Hoard Hil.4.">:i

Wrapping (Kraft, Manila

Fibre, etc I H:{.7t)".t 7:{,4S7

Mag I all kinds 1 ir.."i:i4 llt.O.V)

Fine (Writing. Honds Led
gers. etiM :iti.(t:!(i :{4.()7S

Tissue (Toilet. Crepe. Fruit

Wrappers, etc 14.i;s."i IH.S.'jO

Hanging. (No. 2 Blank.

Oatmeal, Tile, etc fi,(i4:t !t,0:J7

Felts and lluilding ( Hoof-

ing. Sheathing, etc 2!1.402 :VAM'i
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TRADE-nARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-

facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites. Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union^Helsingfors^ Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4246-47

" 2170
INQUIRIES SOLICITED
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Other prades (Specialties Produftiou On hand
not otherwise classified.. 1!),260 28,808 for month end of month

Total of all {Trades .')38,864 6o8,ol.S Ornundwood pulp VI.iMO 137.440

Xote.—The average production based upon the an- i^ulphite. News Urade. . .. 70,563 14.162

nnal reports for 1'I17. 1018 and 1910 was slightl.v he- Sulphite, Bleached 49.63< 3,S08

low the fifrnres for -hilv 1010. Sulphite, Ea.s.v I'-leachm?. . 6.370 675

Stocks of all -Trades except newsprint, bag and tis- Sulphite, Mitscherlich .... /,106 1,142

sue increased dnrin? the month. Stocks of all prrades ^"Iphaje Pulj) 18,.>14 2.248

reported bv manufacturers at the end of July amount- ^"''f' '^"'P 36,00;) 3./38

ed to 172.568 tons, including the stocks at terminal and Other than Wood Pul^.... 719 108

delivery points. In addition to these stocks, jobbers
^ _

—
; ;

and publishers reported newsprint stocks and tonnage 'Po\s\ for all tirades . . . . 312,334 163.322

in transit aggregating 209.092 tons. Total stocks of all grades of pulp in the mills on July

T. X- r o^ , X A T» J 4.- '^1 amounted to 163,332 tons. Mill stocks of easv
Ratio of Stocks to Avera-ee Production. ., ,

• , , , , ,, ., , , .^ bleaching sulphite and other than wood pulp increased

Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic mills during the month. All other grades decreased,

on July 31, with their average daily production based Ratio of Stocks to Average Production,

upon the combined production for years 1017, 1018. ('oin|iarinfr tiie stocks on hand at the domestic pulp
1019 the figures show that : _ ,„j]ls at the end of the month with their average daily
Newsprint paper mill stocks e(|ual about ;i days' production ba.seti on the reports covering the years

average output. 1917, 1018 and 1010. the figures show that :

Book paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 8 Ground wood mill stocks equal slightly more than
days' average output. 30 davs" average output.

Paperboard mill stocks equal slightly more than 6
^.^^^.^ „^.,^^^^ ^,,,p,^ij^ ^^^^^ ^,,,^.^^ ^^I,,^, ^,i„,^,,^. ,^.^^

days average output
, v . ., , .i

than 6 davs' average output.
W rapping paper null stocks cpial .slightly less than

,5,^^,,,,,, ,„, hit,, mill stocks equal slightly more
10 days average output.

,h.,„ ^ days' average output.
Mag paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 4 ^,^^^. teaching sulphite mill stocks equal slighth

days average output. ,,.,.,
,,

* less than 3 .lavs' average output.
Pine paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 2..

jiitscherlich sulidiite mill stocks equal slightlv less
days average output

than 5 davs' average output.
_
Hanging paper niill stocks equal .slightly more than

Sulphate mill stocks equal slightlv less than 5 davs
..da.ys average output.

average output.
I-elts and building paper mill .stocks equal slightly

^^^j^ ,; ,,,;„ ^,^,.(^^ ^. .,, ^.j ,,„^. ,^,^^^ „^^,,,
.,

more than 13 da.vs average output.
,

,. , ^,
. da.vs' average output.

Miscellaneous paper mill stocks equal slightly less
^jj„ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ..'^j,^^^ j,^^,^ ^^.,,,,,, ,

..
^,^,, ^^,,,,,,^

than 20 days average output.
.^ ,j^,^.^. ^^ ^

Total paper mill stocks o all grades equal slightl.x
^^^^^^ _^^j„ ^^^^^.^^ ^^ ^„ ^^j^^ ^,i j,,,^. ,,^^,.^

less than da.vs average output
than 15 davs' average output.

Tissue paper mill stocks equal .slightly less than 12
^,^,^. ^^-^^^ ^ ^,,.^^, ^^ -^^^^j^ ^j,,^^ ^^.^^ 1^^^ j,, ,„1^

.lays average output
,

, ,. ,u ,
19'20 as in Julv 1919. Of the 108,350 total machine

The time ost 111 Ju v 1920 was onlv half the loss in
, , ..

•'
, j itoic 1, . i . .,

T . ,A,,. If , r '. • 1 ; 1 1 I- * hours lost, grnulers were down 4/,01b hours due to
Jn V 1910. Much ot this was due to lack ot water

. ,

'^ ,.,.
, ... water and power conditions,

power, cf)al ami material.

Pulp Production in the U. S. Elect ii<- wires which touch trees can easily kill

The following is a tabulation of the production aii'l the most beautiful shade tree. This may be partly due

stocks of finished pulp, in tons of 2.000 pounds on an to the work i>{ the electric current, or to the wearing

air-dry basis, for July, 1!I20, prepared from the througli the growiufi surface of the tree by the wire.

monthly review of the Federal Trade Commission: whicli deprives the tree of its sustenance.

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42nd STREET
H.I 11

in HMIONF.S 8.112 Ml RKAV Mil I

We arc always in the mar-
ket and ready to pay ftood

prices for SULPHITES

NEW YORK

llleached and unbleached
of Canadian manufacture
Write and let us sliow

you what we can do.
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IliolIiilaB Sclalimitet

WE ARE AT PRESENT MANUFACTURING THE FOLLOWING
of interest to the Pulp and Paper Industry.

BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.
Acridine Yellow R.
New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine Y. cone.
Basic Green B. cone.
Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

Bismarck Brown R. cone.
Safranine B.S.
Safranine R.F.F.
Methylene Violet 2R. cone.
Methylene \ iolet 2B. cone.
Malachite Green (Crystals.

Methylene Blue B.B. cone.
Methylene Blue 1814.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOURS

Paramine Fast Pink B.

Paraniine Sky Blue F.F.
Paramine Blue 2B.
Paramine Black B.H.
Paramine Yellow R.
Paramine Brown G. cone.
Paramine Brown M.

Paper Black 3181

ACID COLOURS

Paramine Fast Bordeaux B.
Paramine (ireen (i.

Paramine \ iolet N.
Paraphenine bellow (;.

Diazamine Fast bellow
Rosophenine lOB.
Benzopurpurine 4B.

H.

^••^

Orange 11.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB.

Acid Prune \'.

Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau G. cone.
Ponceau 4R cone,
(^roeeine Scarlet 5R.
(^armoisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

ProdiKt S.mipics. I .nurii>, .iiul :ili particulars rr.ini

J»ffS»

L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED 3.
HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND f?^
(Canadian Office and Warehouse

27 ST. SACRAMENT ST. - MONTREAL
Orders Buppllea direci .i^m Canadian Stocks. New Productes wlU be added from tune to time
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FACTS ABOUT ALASKA.
Maln^^a(f^ll•^l•^ of i>ulp ami paper in British ("olum-

liia and Ala.ska have little to fear from each other aiul

mueh to gain in the common development of the Pa-

cific coast region.

The Act of ("onfrress of PVbruary 1, 1905. allows the

exportinj: of pnlpwond and wood pulp from the X,a-

•

tional Forests of Alaska, and the Act of June 4, 1897,

authorizes the sale of timber on all the National

Forests. Perhaps B. ('. mills will some day imi)ort

Alaskan pulp wood.
The Alaskan National P'orcsts not only contain ap-

proximatel.v 100.000,000 cords of pulpwood timber, but

al^o the second chief essential of a paper-manufac-

turing industry-enormous water power possibilities.

It should be understood that timber is sold from th4

national F'nrests of Alaska only for immediatt^ and

continuous operation, and that the genei-al policy or

form of contract does not permit the acquirement of

timber on a speculative basis. Canadian regulations

are now designed to prevent this also.

Fifteen water power projects in Alaska were deve-
lo|)ing a total of 87.:$.'')0 hoi-se-power in 1!I17. for the

region of south-eastern Alaska. These iilanis furnish

power for mining and various other industries. The
largest plant in south-eastern Alaska develops 5,700

horse-jiower.

The Forest Service is allowed by law to sell stump-
age only from the National Forests. The jinrchaser of

timber has no cut-over problem, since the (lovernnient
retains title to the land. Any legitimate use of the
land incident to the development of the pro.iect i.s

allowe<l at a nominal consideration, or for some nses.

I'r f rliai-'jr

I conomv. Highest (Jrade of Pulp and Paper obtainable with

P. A. P. A.
Efficiency.

SCREEN
Write for information.

Pulp and Paper Mill AccessoriCvS Limited
MONTREAL, Canada.

Fraser Brace & Co. Ltd.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

Contractors for pulp and paper plants, hydroelectric plants, tunnels, industrial

plants, docks, wharves, foundations, bridges and all difficult constructions or

large developments.

83 Craig St. West, MONTREAL, P.Q.

FRASER BRACE SHIPYARDS
Shipbuilding &. Ship Repairing, Machine & Forge Shop Work

We have given special attention to the subject of self-

propcllcd and non-propelled pulpwood barges.

1300 St. Patrick St., MONTREAL, P.Q.
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The 100% Quality MarK
is Your Protection

FROM the Atlantic to the Pacific and into the frozen
North.youwill find abundant evidence of the confi-
dence in which The Canadian FairhanksMorse

Co., Limited, and its products are held,

The fisherman with his little boat, equipped with a
Type "M" Engine, the coastwise beat with its "C-O"
power, the farmer who has solved his labor problem with
Fairbanks-Morse power farm equipment, in everj' great
industry- mines, mills, factories and railways, Fairbanks-
Morse products are used.
The presence of Fairfcenks-Morse mechanical equipment every-

where 19 the real tangible evidence of confidence thnt is placed
where quality counts apd in service that brings seller and buyer to-
gether in a closer relationship which builds for the benefit of all.

This is the reason that The Cpnadian Fairbanks Morse Co.
Limited, has adopted the 100'

,
quality seal as its standard.

K^^v?^"*
you place an order with any salesman you arc buving

both service of product, and service of organization.
Our experts are always ready to help work out your problems

and are always as close to you as our nearest branch house.

S>^«Cnnatllaar«lrbaiika>Mors«Co., Limited
Conadii's Deparlmtnliit How, J„i .l/rjiuni, j/ l..«>,js

Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa Toronto Hamilton
St. Catharines Windsor Wmnlpcg Saskatoon Regina Calgarj

Vancouver Victoria 3

«^^/

H1 -
-f^

ip

T
>^^

3:> , fci

L c«MT«4eT0>r t<jv*«»«-

J
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EDITORIAL

BRITISH CASH WEIA'OMI-: TO CASADA.
Cue of the most importaut results from the Imperial

Press Coiifereuee, as far as Caiiailiau industry is eou-

eerned is the enormous amount of advertising whioii

the possibilities of developing our natural resourres will

get. in si)eaking of this phase nf ilic coiiffreuee we

would iu uo way minimize tlie great viihie to all i)arts

of tiie Empire whi<-li will result Ironi tin- intiinato

contaet aud fellowship whieh the delegates enjoyed

during tiieir tour of the Dominion. A newspaper man
represents as well as, and in some eases better than,

a politieiau, the sentiment of his coustitueney and at

the same time is more of a leader. This leadershii).

which rests largel.v on the opportunity and ability

to spread iid'ormation, will be sui'e *,o have a eonsider-

able effect on the future of Cauadiau industries insofar

as there is a chance for investment of British capital

in Canadian opportunities.

The delegates have repeatedly expressed their won-

der at the vast resources of the Dominion, especially

as regards area and riciiness of soil, mineral deposits

fisheries, timber, and water-powers. These constitute

the fundamental wealth of any country and require

only labor, capital and brains (management) to con-

vert them into terms of international exchange. Being

newspaper men the delegates naturally were deepl.v

interested in the forests and water-powers upon which

their ability to carrj' on their business is becoming

increasingly dependent . They were interested also

in the many modern pulp and paper mills and wondered

greatly at the size and efficiency of these plants.

From the remarks it is evident that they were greatly

impressed and no doubt their opinions and remarks,

while not exaggerating the situation, might be taken

as persuasive arguments in favor of the investment

of British capital in the Canadian Pulp and Paper

Industry. That is one of the results which we hope

will follow the return of the press delegates to the

home country. The situation is one. however, that

may be manipulated to the immediate and considerable

financial advantage of the holders of stock in some
of our Canadian mills.

In fact there have been persistent rumors of a huge
merger of concerns iu Eastern Canada. It is one thing

to combine closely associated plants, the outlet of

whose produce is concentrated in a certain line, or

where such combination will result in great increase

in efficiency and decrease in cost of production. It is

another thing to engineer a consolidation of interests

m order to provide an excuse for the issue of stock

unsupported by actual investment or other increase in

tangible assets, especially if the individual units whose
combination is contemplated are already operating ef-

ficiently and whose raw material, overhead expenises,

and lines of jiroduction are already well balanced.

Another pliasc of the matter regards timber supply.

In travelling over the Dominion the delegates from
overseas saw considerable <iuantities of timber but

(lid not begin to .see tlie great stretches of virgin forest

that lie behind the areas convenieiit to transi)ortation

which have been so largely cut out and burned over

in the days of the recklessness of Canadian lumber-

men and pulii and paper manufacturers. Members
of the Conference who may have been privileged to

see a real forest would probably have been willing on

the spot to take considerable stock in a company
based on such a firm basis. It is possible, however,

that the timber looked at was not typical of the stand

on the whole of the area available. Furthermore a

pretty water fall does not always indicate abundaine
of power, which is a prime requisite in these days when
groundwood is su(;h a predominating factor in the in-

dustry, especially in the production of newsprint

paper. There are areas with plenty of timber to

warrant the erection of a considerable pulp and paper

mill and with plenty of available water power to in-

sure continuous operation. There arc other areas where
these es.sential factors are not present in sufficient

quantity. It simply rests with the potential investor

to look into the proposition he contemplates putting

his money into. The Canadian pulp and paper indus-

try we believe to be as sound an economic proposition

as there is to be found. The investment of British

capital will not only bring a good financial return but

will have the advantage to those consumers who de-

sire a larger proportion of Canada's pulp and paper

production that their financial interest will be an at-

traction and a reason for ship|)ing more pulp and paper
to Britain.

In short, we want to see more British capital in the

Canadian pulp and paper industry, but we don't want
to see it invested in junk, burned forest or water from
any city supply.

Cotton enters into the names of four kinds of paper

pulps—cotton rags, cottonJiull fibre, cotton stalks, and
i-otton wood, the last having no connection with cotton.
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>KI>I <TI\I-: I.ITEIiATl h'E.

Sediu-tive and seditious are not synonymous, but

are often nearly so. At tbe meetin-i of ("anailian

llubs at .Montreal last week a resolution was iutro-

ilneed. the objeet of whieh was the exelusion of Hearst

pulilieations from Canada. The root of the matter

lies in the anti-Briti.sh statements, sometimes veiled,

that appeiH- in the Hearst papers. In the Tnited

States, and elsewhere, durinjr the war. W. K. Hearst

was known as a pro-liernian. N- w lie is aeeiised ol

dissemiuatinjr propajjfanila intended to stir up tronlile

between Britain and her friends and relatives on tins

side of the Atlantie. Some rather rank stuff ii.is

ai>piared in print, and it is no wonder that ^'ood

people have taken offenee.

A lively di.seussion of the matter took plaee at tlie

meeting, when, after it was pointed ..ut that other than

Hearst papers were not free from fault, the orijrinal

resolution was amended, and the meetin<: finally" en-

dorsed the followiu'r:

•Tiiat the attention of th<' Dominion Govern-

ment and the Canadiiui Clubs be broufrht to the

vir\denf anti-British i>ropatranda voieed by cer-

tain Hearst publieations eireulatinfr in Canada.

and that it be a matter cf reeommendation to the

Canadian Clubs that they take apt measures to

eounteraet sneh propapranda."

It was sUfTjrested sonu' time ajro. tlirou^di the

columns of an Ameriean ])aper jouriuil. that i)atriotie

paper mills eoidd effeetively eombat s)ieh i)ropa{.'aiida

by refusiufr to sell paper to sueh a publisher. Such

an attitude would be a laudable one to take. I)nt we

do not believe it woidd work. Money will buy m pajier

mill. If the papers are seditions, the (lovernment has

a remedy: if they are libellous, the plaintiff has tlie

courts. We have no sympath.v with Hearst's attitude.

but we feel that the best jireventative of eontafrion

from his microbes is tlioron<:h inoecnlation with jiat-

riotism and intellifrence throu<rh the press, the public

school and the judpil. Tradi- unicns. clubs and asso-

ciafion.s shoidd also fake up the ])roblem and the task

of fosterinj; fi'iiudly relations with all |)eoples. es-

jieeially those of our own race and lan<.'ua<ally

CONTEMPT FOR THEKS

A lii'aiitifid siinuriiT is nearly past, and autumn

will soon be hen-. .Many Canadians, as well tis the

strangers within our jrates. have en.joyed the beauties

and die sport and the healing balm to be founl in Caini-

d ia IM forests. The hunting season will soon be on,

wlwn the camp fire will add to the comfort of the

temporary liome in llie woods. Will ihi-se hunters

and eamperx consider the frees tis friends to be loved

and protected, or juMf wood 7 In man.v eases tlir<

attitude will be largely n reflection of the home siir-

rouiidinir<« of the individual, \tofs liis city or town
take pride in its trees? Are they proteefed from

eaterpillar.s, fungi and insects? Are trees jilauted to

beautify the streets and parks? Then the chances are

that the individual will be careful of his camp fire,

his matches and pij)e ashes. To fester a love of trees

by more attention in the school room and pre.ss and

pride in these sturdy beautifiers of the highway is to

plant in the mind of the citizen a desire to protect

the forest. On the other hand, if the community does

iu)t show a pro|)er respect for its trees, the citizens are

ipiite likely to have contempt for the forest.

COBWEBS.
Ill a British CdUuubia town recentl.v there was ;i

meeting to consider steps to be taken in the establish-

ment of a imlp mill at that i)lace. It seems that there

is sufficient power and pulpwood. In order to make

sure that the citizens were deejily interested in the

matter and that the proposition would be supported

locall.v a subscription paper was passed asking for suij-

scriptions of .iiS.OO a])iece from those who were interest-

ed. We understand that some forty persons ex-

])re.ssed themselves as being willing to put up the neces-

sar.v ^'j.OO and that conse(|ueutl.v the success of the

enterprise could lie cmisidered as assured. Somebody
may get away with that idea but we suspect it would

lie well for snnie ot' those people to go a little further

into the cost of establishing and operating a mill

before they risk so large a sum. Then when the.v find

how good a lu-oposition a mill is, if all the factors are

favorable, they will be glad to invest the nuu-h larger

sum tluil will be re(|iiired.

It is repoi-ted from Toronto that Premier Drury

was a])])roaehed b.v the Backus interests on behalf of

tlieii- a|)plication for a lease of some "i'lOO square miles

i>f forest. The statement was made that the Lake of

flic Woods Limits, consisting of 1860 square miles were
said til contain sufficient pul])wood fur a hundred ton

Miill for thirty years, that the limit was ae(|uired on
this b;isis but was found later to have been so disas-

trously burned over that nothing like this quantity of

I'uipw 1 could be taken out. It seems to us that this

situation in<licates three points to be given attention.

In the first iilace there should be a rea.sonably accur-

ate survey id' fcuest lands, secondly there should be

more adecpuite fire itrotection, and thirdly the pur
chaser <n- lessee of tiudier limits should assure himself

liy an independent .-urvey at least approximately of

the tindier he thinks he is getting.

THE ASSOCIATION S HAND BOOK.
Since mention was made a few weeks ago that the

<'anadian I'uln and Paper Association has eom|deted
a comprehensive handbook of the pulp and paper in-

dustry ill Caiuida. we have received numerous inrpiiries

regarding it. Keailers of the Pulp and PapeK .Magazine
who desire copies should write to the Secretary of the
Caiuidian Pulp and Paper Association. 701 Drumtuond
Buihling. Moiitreid.
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On the Substitution of Aluminum Sulphate in

Paper-Making
By ^lAX ('LINE. lUireau of Tests, International Pa|)er Company. Glens alls. N. Y.

When our worthy seeretary paid us a visit a few
weeks ago he found us fairly eontented. Except for

a shortage of ears, wood, wood jinlp, coal and pro-

nounced delay in getting other supplies the mills had
no worry. It was true that a friendly rivalry 'oetAveen

the Woodlands and Purchasing l)e|)artments existed

a.s to which would first have to shut down tlie mills.

The .sympathy of the chemical section leaned towards
the Purchasing Department for if the mills are shut

down for lack of wood you can call it an act of Pro-

vidence, an affliction of the railroad collapse, or an
imposition of the Quebec Government. t>ut if the mills

are threatened with a shut down for lack of a mate-
rial obtained through the Purchasing Department
some one or other is apt to want to know wby the

chemists were not prejiared, or are not prepared, to

offer a substitute that is "just as good".
The secretary brought with him the tlepressing

news that there was a marked shortage in aluminum
sulphate and that a number of mill owners were airrni-

ed at the situation. We could hardly believe the news.

There was no shortage in sulphuric acid and alum is

its direct offspring. It is true that the supply o»

Bauxite is closely lield liut alum is made as well from
Clay and Cryolite so that its sources are varied anrl

plentiful.

Whatever is the cause for the suilden shortage in tliP

supply of aluminum sulphate, it, nevertheless, stares

us in the face. To think that this lowly but very use-

ful paper-making material should sndilenly go back
on us! Its use in i)aper-making has become hoary
with tradition, predating wood puli^ and the paper
machine. It seems to be the last straw, and like Caesar
we exclaim, "Et tu. Brute!" What is to become of the

large school of paper makers who cure their ills by
liberal consumption of alum? Who, for example,
double their furnish of alum when pitch begins to

form on the wire? How many of you have heard some
such order in the beater room as this: "Iley. (ieorge.

put another paid of alum in No. 1—the stock is foaming
over the slice and is headed for Milwaukee?" Or,
when the pulp isnt cpiite right and the paper does
not come up to test, will increase the alum furnish sn

that the customer in listening to the rattle might for-

get to question the strength or the tear?

I have very little to offer on the substitution of

alum. I told the secretary so when he urged me to get
into trouble. But he vowed he did not have enough
stuff to fill up his program and since the members
had not heard me say anything for some years it was
up to me to make an attemin. Once an editor, always
a man thirsting for copy and stuff, ready to bludgeon
someone to get it

!

Some eight years ago we found that the mills were
using too much alum in news and since they had some
excuse for alum furnish in that the paper was dyed
with acid colors, we got them to use Sulphuric Acid to
set the color. We found that 2 to 3 lbs. of Sulphuric
Acid per ton of p.iper was all that was neces.sarv for

•Read at the fall meeting of the Technical Associa-
tion of the Pulp and Paper Ijidustrv. Saratoga Springs
N. Y., Sept. 1, 1920.

that purpose. When the proportion of Balsam in the
mechanical wood pulp became excessive a little alum
was found advisable to prevent the sheet sticking to
the press. When we started to use basic colors for
dyeing newsprint we stopped furnishing the acid and
managed to get along for some time without alum or
acid.

At that time we tried Sulphuric Acid for setting
rosin in a sized paper in one of our mills. We began
with the amount theoretically necessary to break up
the Sodium Hesinate and increased it by various steps
until we had enough Sulphuric Acid to make its cost
eciual to the cost of the alum which would have been
needed to give the required sizing. The paper was
poorly sized in each attem))t. Some time later we
tried the u.se of Ferrous Sulphate or Copperas in a
laboratory experiment. We found that it would set
rosin size, but that it would take 3 times the amount
required for alum. Since that would make the sizing
cost greater, with injury to the color and strength of
the paper we made no further attempt in its use. We
did not try nitre cake nor can we see why that mate-
rial would be anything more suitable than sulphuric
acid, or a combination of sulphuric acid and sodium
sul]ihate.

The members have no doubt seen and read the nu-
merous articles which have appeared from time to
time in the various paper trade journals on substitutes
for rosin size such as silicate of soda with starch or
starch derivatives.

These substitutes call for the addition of more or
less alum and it iv possible that alum substitutes may
work more advantageously Uir such sizing than for
rosin sizing. I shall not discuss these sizing materials
as there are members present who have had practical
experience with them and are in a better position to
discuss their values. I would say, however, that we
recently arialysed a sample of cellulose nitrate which
was submitted to us as a sizing material for paper.
This product as well as other cellulo.se derivatives may
be found advantageou.s for tub sizing expensive paper
specialties. Alum is not needed in their use.

I do not like the words substitute or .substitution.
If a material or a proce.ss is replaced as a result of
discovery that some other material or some other pro-
cess will make a better article or make the same arti-
cle at a lower cost, it is called an im|)rovemcnt. With
substitute arises a fear that a regular has broken a
leg and the game is going to smash or that a stringency
in the market has ari.sen and that .some poor devil
in the paper mill is going to have the dickens of a
time I

There is a certain nation in Europe that, a few
years ago bit off something more than it could devour.
That nation had long been familiar with substitute
ancfthe act of substitution so that when it began it>

stunt it had already a substitute for government,
humanity, honor and treaty. As a result of that act
it began to be very expert in substitution so that ir

had a substitute for food. clotliiiiL'. health. industr\ :

and from all accounts it found all these snbstiliitcs
very little to its ta.ste. The person, who first in that
race gave substitute a name, must have been a verv
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keen observer for he called it "Ersatz". When you

analyze that word you learn that "er" Ls out or forth

and from all accounts it found these sul)stitutcs

that the whole word is out of sediment or forth from

yeast, or in other words, froth, foam, bubbles, gas.

Something that is evanescent, chimerical and disap-

pointing.

If the shortage in alum is due to lack of railroad fa-

cilities and will continue for that cause, it is idle to

speculate on the use of substitutes for the .same trouble

would prevent our getting freely such substitutes. Fur-

thermore, the mills would be under greater difficulties

with wood pulp and fuel which require much greater

tonnage for their transportation. With a shortage of

freight cars, or poor railroad transportation, the dan-

ger of the mills shutting down for lack of wood, pulp

and fuel i-ather than lack of alum is greater even than

the relative consumption of those materials by the

mills.

One remedy is to conserve our supply of alum and
lie .thrifty in its use. Unsized papers do not require

abim. As you know the theoretical amouut of alum
necessary to set rosin size is 1-3 of a pound per pound
of size and that anywhere from three to siv and more
times that amount is used. As already mentioned
there are a large number of paper maker.s who believe

that if a certain amount of alum is of value that a

greater amount will give increased .service. Many of

them are familiar with the use of a close relation of

alum—magnesium sulphate—and have learned by per-

sonal experience that a small amount taken occa-

sionally is quite beneficial and that larger amounts
taken continuously are very mischievous. The same
fact applies to aluminum stilphate when used in pro-

per and required amounts it is of value but is dama-
ging when used excessively.

If the alum shortage is due to lack of interest on

the part of chemical manufacturers to produce enough
to supply the demand <^if our industry, our remedy is

to make our own alum from sulphtiric acid and clay.

The various teps in the process are simple and do not
rpfjuire equipment other than what the chemical wood
pulp manufacturer is familiar with. For direct use in

the same mill, separation of the alum solution from
the clay residue with subsequent evaporation of the

alum solution would not be necessary but could be
used direct with the clay residue acting as a filler.

In conclusion I would say that some three thou-

sand years ago a man had a substitute lunch with some
substitute 2.7.5. When he woke up he saw things with

indieed eye and .said "Vanity of vanities, all is

With him we might say--Vanity is speech
on Hum substitutes at a time of transportation failure.

What availeth the paper maker to furnish the beater
from sunup to sunset with nitre cake when his wood is

'\f(\ up in Canada T Of what profit is there to him who
-iL'tis to furnish sulphuric acid with his size when
- ilp lieth along the yards of the B. & M.T Nor is

fherf production to him that useth copperas in his

chests when his dryers are waxing cold.

fiMtv

n&lu

Mr. L. B. Springsteen, who for a number of years
has hpon Superintendent of Printing of the .Strath-

morr Paper T'ompany. will now have charge of the

printing prwlucfion of "Eagle A" advertising de-

j)artmenf for the American Writing Paper Co.

The fellow who i.<in"t firrd with enthusiasm is apt
to be fired.—BC. Forbes,

"HOUSE ORGANISTS TO HAVE IDEA-

EXCHANGE.

If you write letters, if you use circulars, if you

jiublish a house organ, if you advertise anything, any-

where, at any time, through the medium of direct-

by-mail publicity : then you are bound to get real

dollars and cents results by attending the Direct Ad-

vertising and House Organ Convention at Detroit

(Beard of Commerce^ October 27th, 28th and 29th.

JIany paper mills have mill papers or bulletins, and
many who don't sell jiajier to companies who do.

It was after the 1919 Direct Mail Convention held

at Cleveland that the advertising manager of a great

mid-western manufacturing company said. "Frankly
and honestly, T believe it was the best convention 1

have ever been privileged to attend. Personally. I

received more rrat benefit fron the discu.ssions brought

out. at the Cleveland meeting, than I have ever re-

ceived at a similar event."

The committee in charge of the convention are em-

phasizing the fact that it is to be a wide-open meet-

ing in every respect, and imt strictly a "members
only" gathering. A long list of well-known advertis-

ing nK>n are to sjjcak on subjects in which they are

s])ecialists.

There aro a nund)er of special features of unusual

interest on the ])rogram of the Detroit meeting. An
event, which has worked out well in the past, is to be

a Swap-fest. The entire afternoon of Thursday will

be given over to this unique feature and two prizes

will be awarded by President Candec, one to the user

and the other to the prndnrrr. who. in the judgment
of the three judges to be ai)|)ointed. ofefrs the best

and most useful idea as to improving direct adver-

tising, house organs, or business letters, taken from
the speaker's own past experience.

The judges will give preference to the man who
gives his idea in the fewest possible number of words.
The motto of this partictdar meeting will be the old

familiar phrase: "You have a dollar. I have a dollar.

We swaji. Both have a dollar. But you have an

idea. I have an idea. We swap. Now both have Uro
ideas." Previous Swap-fe.sts have brought out more
worth-while ideas in ten minutes than the average man
hears in as many weeks.

There will be a special meeting of house organ
editors at which Chairman Ramsay, editor of "Effee-
tiv(> House Organs." will preside and at which help-

ful sutrgestions will be advanced.

It is possible to announce at this time that TTarry
C. S|iillman. Educational Director of the Remington
Typewriter Company, will be the speaker of the even

ing." Mr. Spillman's lectures iti the past have been
jeet is to be "Personality as a Basic Factor in Sell-

ing." Mr. Spillman's leetures in the past have been
unusually interesting and absorbing, and he is known
personally to many of America's advertising men.

THE FATAL PUN.
The eleetrieian had inii\ei| Ikiiiii' at 1 a.m.. and was

preparing to undress when his wife glared at him and
said :

"Watts the matter? Wire you insulate!"
But the shni'k was ton great. The eleetrieian drop-

ped dead."--Cincinnati Enquirer.

Saving is Having.—B. C. Forbes.
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An Automatic Continuous Mixing System for

Paper Stock*
By EDWARD J. TKIAIBEY.

Ill the manufacture of uevvsprint paper, beating, or

drawing out the fibers is unnecessary. While beaters

are still used in many mills making newsprint they
are used merely for mixing the ingredients or for

breaking up the sheets of pulp where either the ground-
wood or the sulphite, or both are used in lap form.

In the larger and more modern mills both ground-
wood and sulphite are furnished iu the form of soft

stock, and present practice is to use mixing tanks in

place of beaters. The process of supplying two or

more paper machines making the same grade of paper.

from a common source of relatively large capacity,

which is in turn sui)i)lied from mixing tanks, is the

invention of Mr. Warren Curtis, .ir.. and while it seems
to be not generally Icnown, this |)i'(pc('ss is fully cover-

ed hy patents. It is applied in several ways: in most
eases an agitator is used for mixing tiie stock and otlier

ingredients, though in some installations the stock is

mixed by means of a pump wiiieh draws the stock

from the bottom of the tank and delivers it tangeutially

into the top of the tank, thereby agitating and mixing
the mass. It is pumped around until it is sufficiently

mixed, when the valves are changed and the mixture
is sent over to the .Jordan chests by the same pump.
As eomjjared with a beater system, the mixing tank

system had marked advantages, as its use resulted in

savings in first cost, floor space, power and labor,

though an equipment of mixing tanks for a 200-toii_s

inill would require a flor space of about oOO square
feet on two flors. 100 H. P. or more for the pumps and
agitators, and one to two men per tour.

During tlie past year, there has been in operation in

one of the largest newsprint mills in the world, an au-

tomatic continuous mixing .s.vstem which is continuous

as against intermittent in action, is automatic in its

operation and control, and Avhich with regard to fur-

ther savings in floor space, power, labor and upkeep is

as great an advance over the intermittent mixing tank
system now in use as they were over the older beater

systems. In addition, it has advantages as regards
uniformity of furnish and accuracy of control of pro-

portions which cannot be duplicated with any of the

other systems now in use, not excepting the expensive
method of taking off all pulp in laps and weighing the

amounts of groundwood and sulphite furnished to each

beater.

Groundwood and sulphite are furnished conti-

nuously, either by gravit.v or by pumping, to their

respective compartments of a double vat; each com-
partment is provided with an overflow dam and a

float valve of special design, for maintaining a constant
level in the compartment regardless of the rate of flow
of stock. Mounted in one end of this double vat is an
outlet spout communicating with both the ground-
wood and the sulphite compartments, and so arranged
with a separating partition and an adjustable top that

the cross sectional areas for the outflow of ground-
wood and of sulphite will give the desired propor-
tions of each, and at the same time the total flow can

•Read at this fall meeting of the Technii-al Associa-

tion of the Pulp and Paper Industry, at Saratoga
Spring. N. Y., Sept, 1. 1920.

be varied to meet the changing requirements of the
paper machines. This .separating partition can be lock-
ed iu any position without interfering with the move-
ments of the adjustable top, and thus maintain a con-
stant percentage of sulphite; it can readily be adjust-
ed to give any other percentage if desired, and the ad-
justable top is automatically raised and lowered to
deliver sufficient total stock to maintain a constant
level in the machine chests.

In addition to being adjustable for i)otli total vol-

ume of flow and relative proportions of groundwood
and sulphite, tiiis outlet spout has valuable regulating
Teatures wliich automatically comiiensate for minor
variations in the consistency of each. When soft stock
flows through a pipe or spout under the influence of a

given head it will attain a certain velocity which is

much less than thafof water under similar conditions,
as it meets with considerable frictioual resistance; if

the consistenc.y increases, the frictioual resistance will

also increase and since the "head" remains constant
•tiiis necessarily results in a decrease in velocity. It

can readily be seen that by proper design the decrease
in velocity can be made to counterbalance the increase
in consistency so that within a given consistency
range there will be a constant rate of discharge of dry
stock per unit of time. It is expected that the stock
coming to the vats of the continuous mixing system
will be controlled by consistency regulators but this

automatic compensating feature is of value as a second
control to smooth off temporary variations and to act
in cases of emergency.
The other ingredients, clay, color and alum are sup-

plied in solution or in liquid form to receiving vats in

which a definite head is maintained by means of over-
flow dams. In the bottom of each vat is an orifice in

a brass plate. This (u-ifice lieing of a fixed area and
under a constant head discharges a constant quantity
into a second vat beneath, which is provided with a

double overflow weir having a separator between the
two weirs, an arrangement similar to that used in some
stuff boxes. The discharge from one weir goes into

the mixture of groundwood and sulphite, and that
from the other weir joins the overflow from the upper
vat and is returned to its supply tank. The separator
between the two weirs is mechanically connected to

the mechanism for raising and low^ering the adjustable
top of the stock spouts for groundwood and sulphite in

such a way that when the pulp discharge ports art-

closed the weir discharging into the pulp mixture is

also closed and the liquid all goes out at the over-
flow. As the stock ports open the separator is auto-
matically shifted to keep the length of the weir always
proportional to the area of the stock ports. In thi.s

w ay clay, color and alum are always added in the right
proportions. Suitable means are provided for readily
increasing or decreasing the percentage of any one of

these ingredients as desired without changing the

others.

A double ratchet wheel of improved design operates
the gears which are employed for raising and lowering
the adjustable top of the stock spouts, with suitable

means for limiting the travel. The pawl operating
this ratchet wheel is engaged bv means of a solenoid
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ener-rizeil throiitrh i-oiit<K-t> i-oiiiici-ted to a float in the

t-hesr supplvin-]r the machines. It' sufficient stock is

not licinv fnrnishcd l>y the niixin-jr system the chest

level in the machine eliest will drop, contact will he

l.roken and the pawl will en<ra<re with the ratchet to

raise the adjustable tcp and thus increa.se the areas of

the outlet ports for srroundwood and sulphite, inerea.smg

the flow. If the level in the machine chest is too high

the reverse action takes place. In this way we have

an automatic stock-tender. Inereasintr or decreasm?

the flow of {rroundwood and sulphite and at the same

time increasin<r <>r decreasin<r the amount of clay,

color and alum as one master controller operates all

the control jrates. All the injrredients are thorouprhly

and intimately mixed by the interference of stream

lines as they flow together continuously.

This gives a system which operates without a regu-

lar attendant, exact proportions of clay, color and alum

are added regardless of the total flow of stock, and

exact proportions of groundwood and sulphite are

maintained regardless of either the rate of flow or of

minor variations in consistency,—the first considera-

tion is something of which one cannot he certain when

depending on a helper to draw groundwood and sul-

phite to a -mark' on the side of the mixing tank, and

the second cannot he .secured with any of the present

mixing system.

To illustrate the reduction in floor space reipured

with this continuous mixing system as compared with

cither heaters or mixing tanks, the overall dimensions

of an e<inipment for a capacity of :iOO tons of i)aper

per day will he nine feet hy six feet hy five fcft high,

with a mixing compartment extending thirty inches

heneath the floor. As to power, the only reiiuirement

is a one HP. motor to operate the controls: and as to

labor, no regular attendant is required: there is a con-

siderable saving in maintenance cost, and smaller

j)umps can be used for supplying groundwood and sul-

phite. Since the stock flow is continuous the amount

to be handled per unit of time is not nearly as great

as with an intermittent system where the beaters or

mixing tanks must be filled (piickly.

With this continuous mixing system the uncertain

manual control of stock proportions is replaced by an

accurate mechanical means, thus insuring a more uni-

form furnish, better <|uality at less cost, and better

Mperating conditions on the pa|)er machines.

This continuous mixing system is not limited to

newsprint mills alone, but can be adapted to board

milU usiiii.' old papers where the stock is first pulped

.iM.l tfieii washed and thickened and the beaters are

u-ed only to provide a means of adding filler.

I. idiim and si/e. In any mill where the furnish is

-ii'ircly in tlie form of s(>ft stock, or where it can be

i,-,|iicim| to soft slock by means of a piilpcr or slired-

il-r. and it is necessary to add definite amounts of che-

iiii -lils or liquids this |)rovidcs a very compact, ai'curate

,iimI economical means of so doing. In many mills the

ini»re can be supplied by gravity ilireetly from the

coiiWiiuouH mixer lo the .lordaiis and thent-e to the

machine chests, eliminating the use of the Jordan

pumps nn<l chests with a further saving in power and

upkeep: at the >ame time, by uniting the former lor-

Han and machine chests the full storage capacity is

retained.

DRYDEN TO MAKE GROUNDWOOD AND BOARD.

Tlie Diydeii Pulp and Paper Comi»any, of Dryden.

Out., a large inoducer of kraft pulp and paper, has

been purchased by Montreal intei'ests from the Eng-

lish owners. A new company has been formed ta take

over the old property and complete the mills, to givi-

them the output for which they were intended.

The amount of securities involve'cl in the new com-

I)any is approximately .$.3,000,000. The English interests

will retain their holdings of the .tl.500.000. six per cent.

bonds now outstanding.

The- Dryden Company holds 1,157 sipiare miles of

timber limits adjacent to Lake Wabigoon and Eagle

Lake, in the Kenora district of Ontario, between Win-

nii)eg and Port Arthur containing a large stand of

accessible i)ulpwood.

Tiie company's history dates back to before the

war. when it was originally formed as a lumber

and power e(uieern. It went into liquidation in 1913,

at the time when the lumber business went into de-

pression. Additional eaiiital was secured and the

eompany's sul|)hate mill which was under construc-

tion previous to liquidation wa.s completed. Under
the reorganization of the comjiany's eaiiitalization was
scaled down to low figure. The pulji and paper i»lant

was gradually developed out of earnings, and ad-

ditional |)owers have been jiartially developed, and the

mills, which are laid out for a much larger capacity,

have been brought up to the present productum of

45 tons of siil|)liate pulp, 18 tons of building paper
and 15 tons of kraft paper per day.

The company's timber limits are adjacent to two
lakes of apiiroximately 100 square miles each, which en-

ables it to secure its |)ulpwood, it is said, at a very
low cost jier cord delivered at the mill.

The Dryden output of sulphate jndp goes largely
to the paper mills in the Fox River Valley region on
Wisconsin and in Minnesota, which in past years have
been running very short of pulj) supply. The building

paper goes into the chief Western Canadian market,
which* is the chief market in this country for that
product. Kraft i>aper is sold in Western Canada and
throughout the world under the Dryden trade mark.
The new company will add 40 tons of ground wood and
50 tons of board to the present output.

.Among tlie direetores of the reorganized Dryden
enterprise will be incluiled. it is understood: W. A.
Mlaek. vice-president and managing director of Ogil-

vie Flour Mills and a member of the Abitibi Pulp and
Paper Hoard: J. H, Heveiidsre. who has for some time
been assoeiated in the chief executive eajiaeity of the
eonipaii\ : -1. N. ( Jreensliields, K.C. ; J. II. A. Acer,
director of the Laurenti(l*< Power (^ompany; Senator
Lome C. Webster and Dan McLachlin, President Me-
Laeblin Hros., Limiteil. of Arnprior. Ontario.

THE FORT WILLIAM PAPER CO
With a capitalization of fifteen million dollars and

head(|uarters at Toronto, the above company was in-

corporated by the Department of State at Ottawa, re-

cently. The provisional directors are all Toronto
people. The company proposes to engage in every
kind of mannfaefure of paper and pulp.

What we need if* a law that will in.ikP an unjust

Mtrike imponsible and a just strike MiineceHsary. -

Oreenville (S.C. ) Pie<lmont

.

Find the weakest )iarf of your body before xour
bod\ begins to wobble. If you know the weakness
a few years before the breaking point you may lie

able to prevent n serious outcome.
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What TAPPI Did at Saratoga

It was iiiciitioiii'il in our last issue that businc-.s in

conneutioii witii the Text Book prevented the etlitur

from enjoying all the events of the fall meetinjr of

the Techiiieal Association of the Pulp and Pai)er In-

dustry at Saratoga Springs and vicinity, Sept. 1

—

''>.

For the fcllowing account we are indebted to the re-

presentative of the Paper Trade •Journal, who saw
"the whole show"

:

This eouvention of the Technical As.sociatioii wa:
one of the most largely attended meetings in the Iiis-

tory of the organization and in the minds of mcst

members unciuestionably the most en.ioyable. About
;?50 mcmbei-s and guests were present. The various

committees performed their duties in an unusually

efficient maimer leaving not a moment when those

present were not reciucsted to indulge in some intei'-

esting or pleasurable i)ursuit.

President Hatch Opens ConventiiDn.

President Kaynuind .S. Hatch i-aHed the convention

to order in the Casino on Tliur.sday morning. Presi-

dent Hatch introduced Kdward B. Ashton, president

of the Saratoga Chamln'r of C'onnnerce who in his

address of welcome said

:

"JMr. President and inembei-s of the Technical As-

sociation of the Pulp and Paper Industry: The Cham-
ber of Commerce aiul the citizens of Saratoga Springs
arc delighted to have you here for your 1920 meeting,

and we exteiul to you every facility at our command
to make your gathering a complete success.

"Surrounded, as we are, by the great mills of the

International Paper Ciinpany, Finch. Pruyn & Co..

The Uniou Bag and Paper Corporation, the West Vii-

ginia Pulp and Paper Company, and nnmerous small-

er mills, such as the Irotpiois Pulp and Paper Com-'
pany with which I am a.ssociated. this is a fitting

place for your a.ssociation to convene. This, too^ is

the Adirondack spruce region and at Palmer Falls,

near heiv, grouiul wood pulp wa> originated. May
you have a profitable and en.ioyable stay here and
come and meet liei'i' with us again."

George S. Witham, Sr., Responds.

Ceorge S. Witham, Sr., manager of mills of the

Tnion Bag and Paper Corporation, responded in part

as follows:

"In responding on behalf of the Technical Associa-

tion of the Pulp and Paper Industry to the gracious

address of wi'leome tendered us by the City of Sara-
toga Springs, the s|ieaker"s ta.sk is lightened very
considerably hv a deep feeling of the appropriateness

of this particular section of our country for a meet-
ing of this particular association.

"The Technical association has met in years past
in many different sections of the country, and all of

these meetings have been occasions replete with plea-

sure and profit to all of those so fortunate as to be
able to attend; however, both as a jiaper-maker and
as a resident of the upper Hudson valley. I have no
hesitation in stating that no .section of the United
States could be selected for this meeting which would
be more intimately connected with the development and
progre.'js of the paper industry than that in which
the various sessions of the present meeting will take

place.

"Not far from here, in the foothills of the Adiron-

dacUs, was made the fii-st grpmid wood pulp ever pro-

duced in America, a development so significant in the

history of the paper industry that it is needless for

me to conuuent on its importance. For many de-

cades the Adiroiulacks furnished one of the principal

sources of supply of wood for paper making in the

United States; and, although necessarily diminished,

that supi)ly is not_ yet by any means exhausted, and
should, with proper metiiods of reforestation, remain

a permanent as.set to the luition. The Adirondack re-

gion cannot well be.jiut to i)rofitable use for agricul-

tural or other purposes, and it is to be hoped that

such measures will be taken by .Xational and State

governments that will remain fhrdughout the cen-

turies a pcrnuinent, scientifically maintained fori'st,

yielding successive crojis of I'ldp wood, as well as tim-

ber for othi-r purposes, and at the same time afford-

ing a forest region for sporting aiul recreative pur-

|)osis, of which the densely populated cities of the

northeastern United States are permanently in need.

"That such an idwi is no idle dream is abundantly

proved by the fai-t that in Europe large amounts of

pulpwood are being cut annually from forests which
have been in use for a period of tinu^ which makes
the entire history of the State of Xew York seem but

a brief chapter.

"There has been a great deal of discu.ssiou during
the last few numths concerning Ihc tendency of the

Canadian (iovcrnment to refuse the use of their re-

serves of jiulpwood to American jiaper manufacturers,

and to 'j-radnally withdraw all ]>ossibility of our per-

manently depending on that source of raw material.

The ad.justment and settlenu'iit of this problem is a

matter that we may well leave to the politicians of the

two nations involved. There is no reason to doubt

that a reasonable and nnitually satisfactory settle-

ment can be arrived at. for during a i)crio<l of over

a hurulred year.s— tin- United States and Canada have
successfully arbitrate<l numerous more serious disputes

—disputes concerning fisheries, boundaries, tariffs

aiul many other matters, with the result that the

bouiulary line between the two countries stands today

—a most hopeful fact -the longest international bomi-

dary in the world, unmarked by a single fortification

in actual use, and. in times of peace, unguarded by a

single soldier.

"However, harking back to the forests of the Adir-

oiulacks. the les.son for us in the jiresent situation is

that if the matter of forest conservation had been
taken in hand years aL'O, we would not have been ever

in the liumiliating jjosition of having to negotiate with

any other nation for pulpwood es-sential to our paper
industry. With the tremendous resources of forest

wealth originally in the possession of the United States
we have nothing to blame but our own short-sighted-

nes.s as a nation for our present predicament. How-
ever, it is no use to cry over spilt milk. We have
made our mistakes and— I hope—have learned the

resultant les.son. The thing to do is to think serious-

ly abo\it this matter of conservation and tt provide
for the future.

"All of the development of the paper industry, is

the fruit of the work of technical men, such as the
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members of this association, on whose belialf I am

now .speaking. I have attemi)te(l to explain to those

of our friends not familiar with the association and

its work, just what and why it is. In thanking Mr.

Aslitou and Citizens of Saratoga Springs for their

eordial and graciously expressed welcome, delivered by

the president of the Chamber of Commerce. I feel

that I will not be saying too much, if I .state that the

Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry

has. by it.s past work and its future prospects, fitted

itself to be spoken of as a body which the City of

Saratoga Springs honors itself in honoring."

Report of the Secretary-Treasurer

The following is the report in part of the .secretary-

treasurer and executive committee jircsented by

Thomas J. Keenan. .secretary-treasurer:

Mr. Chairman, before proceeding with the report of

the Executive Committee, I would like the privilege

of expressing my great appreciation of the address

made by George S. Withani. George S. Witham is

unicpie in the industry. He is a man who has ri.sen

up through the ranks. He has been through every

dej)artment of the paper mill, and knows whereof he

speaks much better than I or my as.sociates perhaps

who are younger than I am. He ha.s just published

a book which is one of the most valuable contributions

to the literature of paper making which has appeared

within several decades—this textbook of the pulp and

I^aper industry. The remarkable thing about his

book is that it deals with the mechanics of the subject

in .such an informing manner. He speaks as one in

authority, who has handled the machines he describes;

and I am sure that eyery superintendent, every man

who has to do with the manufacture of pulp and pa-

per, will welcome this book by I\Ir. Witham, and I am
sure that it is a high privilege for the Technical As-

.sociation of the Pulp atid Paper Iiulustry to have Mr.

Witham welcome us in reply to the speech of the pre-

sident of the Chamber of ('(immerce, in such an in-

forming manner.

I thank the gentlemen for allowing me to relieve my
sy-teni of those .sentinuMits! But if you will read Mr.

Witham "s book, you will' apprcL'iatc my point of '"i^w.

Report of the Executive Committee

For fiie Executive Conunittce. Chairman Raymond
S. Ilatfh reported a .steady increa.se of membershi])

sincr the annual meeting held in New Ynrk four

months ago, the total nicmbershij) now exceeding 600.

Tw^ members had been last by death, George C. Sher-

ma> and Henry Earl Surface. It was recommended

tliu a special committee be ai)})ointed to draw up

suitable memorial resolutions.

It was stated in the report that after long and

careful deliberation the Executive Committee had de-

cided to abandon the idea of publishing a trade jour-

nal through the TAPPI Publishing Corporation. In

plgt-c of this the a.s.soeiation is to undertake the pub-

lication at lea-st semi-annually of a volume of Pro-

ceedings, Transactions, Abstracts of Literature an<l

original articles. The Committee said that a begin-

ning has been made by the jniblication of a revised

edition of the Paper Testing Committee's report. The
work bears the title "Paper Tfsting Methods," and

constitutes a prnctieal treatise on approved modern
methodi for testing papers by microscopical, chemical

antl physical, means. The work is illustrated from

photographs and one of the chapters deals with the

fibres used or proixxscd for use in papermaking. Mem-
bers of the association will be sujiplied with the vol-

ume free of charge and copies will be on sale at $1

each.

The committee recomnu'uded an increase in the

annual dues of members aud associate members to $25,

the subscription for juniors being allowed to remain
at $5 as at present. As this necessitated an amend-

ment to the Constitution and By-Laws unanimous
consent was asked and granted for a suspension of the

rules. The amendment was adopted by unanimous
vote.

In conclusion the Executive Committee expressed

hearty appreciation and thanks in behalf of the as.so-

ciation to the paper manufacturers of the Hudson
River and associated industries for the splendid enter-

tainment and educational features which had been

provided for the fall meeting.

The Executive Committee applauded "the admir-

able spirit of co-operation displayed by the various

paper trade journals in advertising the meeting." and
assured these journals of its appreciation and tlianks

for services of the kind mentioned.

Resolution Adopted

At a later sitting nf the association a resolution was
adopted expressive of tlie great lo.ss sustained by the

a.ssociation in the death of Henry Earl Surface, who
had served long and ably as Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Bibliography. The late ]\Ir. Surface was
graduated as Bachelor of Science and Chemical En-
gineer from the Ohio State University. During the

years 1007 to 1914 he coiulueted numerous pulp and
paper investigations for the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. From 1914 to 1915 he was con-

.sulting engineer for the Government of Tasmania.
He was also for a time lecturer in Poorest Products
at the University of Wisconsin. The Conunittce on
Resolutions submitted tlie following minutes through
George 11. Harvey.

Henry E. Surface.

It has pleased the Divine Ruler to remove from
us Henry E. Surface, with whom it has been a

pleasure for membei-s of the Teclinieal Association

to work for many ycai-s. aiul we desire to record our
great hiss.

Henry E. Surface's wiile kiuiwledge of the juilp

and paper industry, his untiring ciiergy and capacity
for painstaking investigation, his absolute sincerity

and <levotion to his task, his integrity of purpose and
sterling chara<'ter will always endure to his memory
and be a source of inspiration to his associates. We.
the members of the Technical As.sociation of the Pulp
and Paper Industry, expres,s our .sorrow for the lass

of his advice, assistance aiul friendship and convey to

his family our deep sympathy in thi-ir affliction.

Report of Bibliography Committee.

In the abseiu'c of Clarence .1. West, chairman, the
following report was read by Secretary Keenan

:

"The work of the Committee on Bibliograpny has
suffered a great loss since the last meeting in the
accidental death of Henry E. Stirfaee. whose work is

well known to all the tnembers of the Technical Asso-

ciation.

"The work of the e(UMmittee has l)een held up dur-
ing the interval since the last meeting of the Tech-
nical Association because of the plans which were
being nmde for the new technical journal. It was Mr.
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Surface's idea that tlie bibliographic coutributious

should be held until the new journal was under way.

Because of this, there are in the hands of the com-

mittee at the present time ten bibliographic contribu-

tions: Dumercy, Bibliography of Paper ilaking, trans-

lated b}' Dard Hunter; A Reading List on the Sizing

of Paper, with Particular Reference to the Chemistry

of the Process; A List of the Research Writings of the

Staff of the Royal Institute for Testing Materials; A
Bibliography on the History of Paper Making in the

United States, prepared by Miss Maud V. Dickenson

;

A List of the Research Writings of the Bureau of

Standards; A Reading List on Filter Paper; a rather

complete bibliograpiiy of Paper ilaking ilaterials

other than Wood; and three bibliographic manuscripts

compiled by the Library of Congress on Special As-

pects of Paper.

"The work of the committee will be continued along

the lines which were laid down by ilr. Surface. His

long continued activity in this committee, and his very

great interest in the work lead us to believe that we
can do no better for the present than to continue

along these lines.

'"The committee is open to suggestions from all

members of the Technical Association, and asks the

wholehearted support of everj- member in this work,

whicli we lielit'vc to lie of vital imiiortancc.

"

Report of Committee on Heat, Light and Power.

The following report I'rom the Committee on Heat.

Light and Power was read by Howard S. Taylor,

chairman.

Tile report of the Heat, Light and Power Committee
at this meeting can totich only on the future, due
to the fact that since the request of our president

that I assume the chairmanship, a new committee has

not been thoroughly organized. We hope, however, at

the next meeting of this association, to be in a posi-

tion to present for your attention a pai)er on the

many subjects of general interest, and it may be that

within the near future you will be recjuested to indi-

cate your preference as to subject, as by such pro-

cedure on your part a subject can be chasen that

will be of uiterest to perhaps the greatest number, and
I therefore ask that should you members receive such

a reiiuest in letter form that you assist your com-
mittee in as far as jiossible with an early answer.

Witli the broad scoi)e as indicated by its title, tiie

Heat, Light and Power Committee has possibilities for

action that if utilized should bring up for discu.ssion

on subjects that are constantly in the minds of both

the Technical and Operating Departments, especially

at this time of ever increasing demand for jiroduc-

tion and corresponding demand for increased speed
tiiroughcut the mills such as electrification of mach-
inery; heating and ventilating of buildings, especially

machine rooms ; steam turbines against reciprocating

engines, etc. These are all subjects that have a bear-

ing on increased production and efficiency, and there-

fore must be of special interest to the industry- at

large.

It is expected that very shortly the names of those

who are to make up tbLs committee will be announced,
and I sincerely hope that our efforts will be entitled

to the hearty co-operation of the association as a

whole, as only by such co-operation can any real bene-

fit be derived from discussions of papei-s that we may
present for your attention.

(Eeport of Committees ifill he continued.)

Wednesday Afternoon Session.

During the afternoon special papei-s were read and
the convention group picture was taken.

At 4 o'clock the ladies started on a sight-seeing trip

which covered the Springs, Reforestation Nursery,
Yaddo, etc.

An Enjoyable Bajiquet

The TAPPl banquet, held on Wednesday evening in

the large main dining room of the Grand Union
Hotel was an unusually enjoyable affair, iluch of

the credit for this is due to Frank T. E. Sissou, man-
ager of the Racquette River Paper Company of Pots-

dam, X.Y., who was in charge of the banquet enter-

tainment and who saw that things were kept lively

from beginning to end. During the courses of the

savory dinnei- high cla.ss cabaret artists aiul chorus

singing added greatly to the enjoynu'nt of the occa-

sion and just previous to the after dinner speaking
George Carruthers, president of the Interlake Tissue

ilills Limited, of Toronto, Out., told one of his best

Scotch dialect stories and J. N. Stephenson, editor of

the Pulp and Paper Magazine of Canada, also related

one of the good .stories with which he is always so

abundantly supplied.

C. R. McMillen Toastma^ter
The banquet was one of the numerous haspitalities

extended by the Ihulson Valley Paper Manufacturers.

At the conclusion of the dinner C. It. McMillen, vice-

president of the Union Bag anil Paper Corporation, as

toastmaster took charge of the proceeilinps. Mr. Mc-
Millen stated that he was; not in practice, but he did

a good job nevertheless. He stated that we were pass-

ing from an old to a new era and asserted that paper
was assuming increasing inii)ortance in the new order

of things. He paid a high eom|)liment to the positions

that were being occupied by nu-mbers of the Techni-

cal Association of the Paper Industry in the transi-

tion jieriod.

L. H. Shipman Speaks

The toastmaster first introdui-ed L. H. Shipman, of

the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills Limited and
chairman of the Technical Section of tiic Canadian
i'ulp and Paper Association. Mr. Shipman said he

brought a word of good cheer from the Canadian Sec-

tion and extended a hearty invitation to have the

American members attend the next meeting of the

Canadian .Section.

Address by Geo. W. Sisson, Jr.

The next speaker was George W. Sisson, Jr., pre-

sident of the American Pulp and Paper Association,

who spoke well on the obligation of the United States

to function internationally in an economic rather than

a political capacity.

Mr. Allen Curtis, manager of production of the In-

ternational Paper Co., and Dr. Hugh P. Baker, sec-

retary of the American Paper and Pulp Association

also made brief and interesting remarks.

Mill Visitations

Thursday and Friday werr devoted to mill visita-

tions and Thursda.v evening was devoted to a delight-

ful sail on Lake George.

At 9 o'clock Thursda.v morning two automobile par-

ties were formed, one proceeding to the Hudson River

Mill of the International Paper Company at Corinth

and the other to the mill of Finch, Pruyn and Com-
pany at Glens Falls. At both of these mills the mem-
bers were extended everv courtesv and were shown
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liow t-'''0""*l wixkI. siilj>liitt'. lu'wsprint, liaugiiiofs, itc,

an- inaiif under tlioroiijrhly motleni foiiditions.

At noon l>oth j)artii's mot at IJlons Falls and were

taken to luneheon at tlie Parish House, which occa-

sion proved one of the most pleasurable ones of the

convention. The luuebeon was most appetizing and
the atmospiiere in which it was served made it doubly

enjoyable.

At the ooni-lusiou of the luneheoji the members pro-

ceeded by automobile to inspect the plants of the

Sandy Hill Iron and Brass Works, the bag factory

and the Fennimore Sulphite and Paper ^lill of the

Fnion Bag and Paper Corporation.

At the latter plant special interest wa.s manifested

in observing tlie "Witham Sr. System" of Tempera-
ture Control and the "Witham Jr. Heat Reclaiming

System"' installed on two i>ai)er drying machines

—

also P. & W. Controllers ajiplied to each of these

dryers for autcmatically diseharging the entrapped
air as well as the condensation from drip-headers, one

of these controllers having replaced 8 traps.

The "'Witham Sr. System'" was designed and in-

vented by G. S. Witham. Sr.. General Manager, Union
Bag and Paper Corporation—the "Witham Jr. Sys-

tem" by G.. S. Witham. Jr.. General Superintendent
T'nion Bag and Paper Corjjoration—and the P. & W.
Controller by F. W. Pattno. Superintendent, Robeson
Process Company. An Sable Forks. X.Y.. and G. S.

Witham. Jr.

Sail on Lake George.

After the visit to the plants of the Cnion Bag and
Pajier Corporation the i)arty proceeded to Lake
George. An evening excursion was taken on the

lake. Luneheon was .<ervcd on the steamer and music
was furnislied throughout the long enjoyable s.iil by
'lie band of the T'nion Bag and Paper Corporation.

At !> o'clock on Tliursda.v morning chartered trolley

i-ars were take!i for Schenectady where, in charge of

W. W. Cronkhite. the maminoth plant of the General
Eleitric Company was visited. After about two hours
spent here the party a.ssembled at the dining room
of the works where luncheon wa.s had nnd a brief

address by the maiuiger of the works was listened to.

The afternoon was spent in visiting the paper machine
f.lt mills at Albany of F C. Huyck & Sons aiul the
Albany Felt Company.

Cominittee of Arrangements.

The members of the cominittrc nf arrangements to

whom the thanks of the a.ssociation ai-c so greatly due
an-OLs follows:

(Mnrles F. Hhmles. chairman International Paper
''oAiany. Glens Falls. N.Y.

(ftorao S. Witham. Jr.. in charge of transportation
and printing. I'nion Bag and I'apcr Corporation. Ilnd
son Falls. N.Y.

C. A. Woodcock, treasurer of the Committee. Finch,
l'Pll\n & Conipariy. Glens Falls. N.Y.
Archie J. Kennedy, in charge of ban(|uet. Sandv

liai Iron and P.rass Works. Ilmlson Falls. N.Y.
W. W. Cronkhilc, Hcccption and in Charge of Gen-

eral Electric Company visitation, Tlencral Elcctrii-

Company. Schenectady. N.Y.
Frank T. E. Sitw n. in charge of ban<piet entertain-

ment. Rac(|uetfe River Paper Companv. Potsdam.
NY.

Sanfonl M. Hall, in charge of hotel reservations and
.seeing Saratoga. American Pulp Stone Company.
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.

LOCATING DESIRABLE TIMBER LIMITS IN
CANADA.

Concomitant with the increased cost of paper and
indeetl, tlie ininiinence of a newsprint famine, the e.ves

of the civilized world are being directed towards Ca-
nada's vast forests which contain such untold wealth
in the shape of standing timber. Bu.vers from foreign
countries whose object it is to purchase the precious
timber limits continue to invade Canada, but theirs is

no easy task, for while at first sight, our endless miles

of virgin forests should present man.v op])ortunities

for an attractive purchase to any one with sufficient

capital, .vet the choice limits have long since been in-

vestigated and ear-marked by those enterprising men
who had the foresight to anticipate the present situa-

tion. Prospective buyers should therefore endeavour
to get in toiu'h with men who possess valuable informa-
tion relative to Canadian timber limits before the.v

rush in, relying simply on a well worded report, and
purchase a limit whose value turns out to be negligible.

The Canadian Woodlands and Pulpwood Agency,
with offices in Montreal, is well eipiipped to render
valuable assistance to a prospective buyer of timber
limits. Upon investigation, the writer found that this

concern possessed a complete system of ingeniously ar-

ranged, multi-colored maps with the tindter areas
marked in different colors. Each area bears a number
as does also each map, so that it will correspond with
tlie number on the list compiled by the c«mpan.v. This
list contains the names of practically everv owner of a
timber limit in the Dominion. By taking advantage of

the conipan.v's system of nuips, the bn.vcr can. at a
moment's notice, be shown any particular section of

the country with the boundaries of the limit and the
owners thereof. He has before him the drivablc rivers

and the ports and railwa.v sidings to which his cut
timber can be transported. The company's crui.sers

liavc. of course, made complete reports of the various
limits and these, together with tojiographical maps and
all other necessary details, are kept on file.

As mentioned above, American and foreign bu.vers

with the object of buying up all available tind)er li-

mits, continue to invade Canada in such numbers that
it puts one in mind of a miniature gold rush. British

capitalists should not be caught napping. The ajiathy
of British investors in this respect, as compared to

those from other countries, leads one to believe that
they arc not sufficiently well infornu-d of the extent
aiul accessibilit.v of the Dominion's tindicr areas. Now
is the time, before it is to late, for our cousins across
the seas to realize that in Canada's nuijcstic forests,

lies one of the most valuable a.ssels that the British

Empire can boast of.

F. D. G.

The Cost Association of the Paper Industry will

meet in Convention at the Waldorf- .Vsloria Motel. New
York. Sept. L'7 and L'S, Everybody webonie.
The pulp mifis of the Bat hurst Lumber Co.. were

obliged to shut down for a few davs recentlv because
of lack of coi.l

Shade trees may be destroyed by loak.v gas mains,
which poison the roots, making it imjiossible for the
free to secure nourishment from the ground. Gas
killed trees are often thi>nglit to have been killed
by insects, and weakened trees are often completely
killed by borers or by fungi
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The Kipawa Plant of the Riordon Company
l!v .1. N. STEPIIEXSOX.

Without casting any reflection on sevei'al excellent

pulp luilltj which he has had the privilege of visiting,

the writer feels safe in saying that the Kipawa ])lanl

of the Kioi'don Company, Ltd., is the best he has seen.

This huge plant is the crowning feature in the steady

growth of the business begun in 1857 by Jolin Kiordon

antl the result of his courageous and far-sighted policy

which has been ably follo^ved and supported by

Charles Riordon, the present head, and the directors

of the Riordon Company.

This modern sulphite pulp mill of the Riordon Co.

makes onl.y the highest grade of bleaciied sulphite pulp

and consequently has several features of ecpiijjment and
operation apparently not eonsidei'cd essential in otlier

plants. The whole i)lant is a distinct credit tn the

engineering department of the Riordon Company,
Limited. Tiie success of the undertaking sup-

ports the contention of a past chairman of the Tech-

nical Section, that when it conies to designing n mill

and installing e(iui|)nuMit. the financiers .should not

interfere with the engineei's.

This mill of the Riordon Co. is surprisingly easy of

access. One leaves Montreal at 8.45 p.m. arrives at

i\Tattawa for breakfast and takes the branch train for

Temiskaming, which is reached at n.30 standard time.

Here, at the foot of tlie Lake Temiskaming, where
Gordon Creek tumbles the waters of Kipawa Lake in

to the Ottawa River, is the location which C. B.

Thorne, technical director of the Riordon Co. selected

in 1913 as the ideal spot for a mill. On this spot

there stands today a modern plant making 1-tO ton.^

of superior pulp, where only forest trees stood two
years ago.

Li telling this tale it will be easier to use the first

personal pronoun.

Plenty of Power.

Members of the Technical Section are everywhere,

and there are several at Kipawa. One of them met nie

at the station and we drove to the power dam acros-

the channel of (iordon Creek. Fr^m here a 4 ft. stave pipe

takes water, which is first screened, to the mill and
town for manufacturing and domestic uses. No fire

pumps are needed, as the pressure is more than suf-

ficient to throw a stream over any of the highest mill

buildings. An 8 ft. stave pipe a mile long carries water
to the fore-ba.y at the lake shore. Provision is made
at the dam for a second i)ipe the same size, and plans

are made for a tunnel through the rock if this .•should

be preferable. The present provision is for 15,000 h. p.,

which can be increased to 30,000 from the present

dam, or to more than 40,000 by water storage works.

The company control the waters of Kipawa Lake, and
have a dam at the old outlet through the Kipawa
River, which can be closed when required.

The little settlement a mile up Goi-don Creek is

called Lnmsden's Mills, after the maTi who conducted

an extensive .saw mill and lumber business here. The
place was taken over by the Riordon Com|)any. The
sawniiill is inactive at present.

From the re-enforced concrete forebay (and gate-

house) one steel pipe has been constructed, and there

is provision for four more, tu th<' power house, 205

feet below. One vertical turbine and generator unit

of 3,()00 h.p. capacity is now operating, and a .second

is jiartly installed. There arc two exciter-generator

units, one electrically driven and the other water-

ilriven, for starting. Current is sent out at (i.tiOO volts

to sub-stations. Jlain switches, cut-outs and circuit-

breakers are in a separate room, enclo.^ed in individual

cells. Tlie switchboard and master control board are.

located on a galler,v over the generator floor, and on

the gallery the attendant has comfortable (piarters in

a bright room furnished with desk, bed and chairs,

and an adjoining bathroom. The turbines arc readily

accessible, as none of tlie equipment is uinlcrground.

The water discharges directly into Lake Temiskaming,
where the depth is about 30 feet. At this narrow part

of the lake only on the very coldest days is the ice

strong enough to olistrucf a canoe.

At the company's wharf near the power house are

a number of t'ini' iiinlor IidmIs. in wnicli iiii'nibi'r>; of

C. B. TllOIiSE.

Vive-President and Technical Dirrrlur uf lh< Riordon

Co. and Engineer in charge of Design, Construc-

tion and Operation of the Kipawa plant

of the Riordon Compami.

the staff find enjoyment. In one of these we went to

the sorting gap a mile up the lake, wliere a station

of the I'pper Ottawa Improvement Co., whose m-tion

to a degree resembles the work of St. Maurice Co-
operative Di'iving Association, sejjarates tlie mill logs

from those belonging to the Booth, and several

other mills down the Ottawa. The Kipawa logs are

floated into a large pocket formed by the natural

contour of the lake and held bv a fine boom of 2 ft.
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square B.C. fir timbers, each 40 ft. lonp. which are

cleated in pairs and double-chained. This makes a

strong boom, which is safe to walk on and which will

last indefinitely. When the lo^rs are wanted at the

mill a number of them are collected inside a chain of

lops called a sack and towed b.v the company's steam-

er down the lake to the foot of the jack-ladder. Hern

the manufacturin-; operations projier bejrin.

The Wood Preparing Department.

As the logs pass up the jack-ladder in 16 ft. lengths

they are checked for number, diameter, and size, and

according to kind of wood by the company's checker

and by a Tcpresentative of the Upper Ottawa Improve-

ment Company. This gives a check on logging op-

erations and constitutes the basis for charging wood to

the plant. The Iol's arc harked in full Ifi-ft. log

Trndinfi Floor of Boiler House. Travelling Weighing
Hopper Charging No. 3 Stoher.

lengths in tlie patented apparatus designed by Mr.

Thome. In being tumbled over one another by means

of the powerful cams the bark is efficiently rubbed

off from the water-soaked logs without wasting any

of the wood or damaging the fibre on the surface.

From the barkers the logs droj) upon flat cars and

are hauled i)y the yard engines to the piling ground.

where a crane and grapple stacks the full lengths in

piles on either aide of four lines of track, somcting liki'

a anarfer mile in length. This yard can be extended

wfln necessary. The wood for the mill may lie taken

fAn storage by the cranes, placed on flat cars with

stf-dumping bottoms and hauled tn the hot pond, or

tlw wood may be taken directly from the barkers if

desired. Besides the Company's wood, which comes
down the lakes, there may be a considerable amount of

wood bought from farmers which comes by car in 4-ft.

Ifrurths. This is stored in a convenient yard, or may
be sent directly in to the woixl jtreparing department
for 4 ft. wood, and is barked in machines of same
construction as those used for 16 ft. logs. The logs

when brought to the mill are floated in through the

hot pond to a jack-ladder, which carries them to a

saw-deck, where a Rlasher saw cuts them into two
pieces, and these are carried on chains to a sorting

table, where any stick that is not perfectly clean is

pulled to one side and thoroughly cleaned by hand.
Then the clean S ft. sticks or the 4 ft sticks from
the fanners' wood pile are sent to the chippers, where

the funnel, 16 ft. long, insures a constant heavy pres-

sure of wood against the chipper knives with the re-

sult that a very uniform size of chips is maintained.

From the two chippers the chips are elevated to a

breaker from which they pass to the three rotary

screens. The over-size and slivers are sent to a re-

chipper and returned to the screens. The sawdust and
other waste drops to a cable scraper conveyor and is

carried to the boiler plant. The chip.s meanwhile pass

to a belt conveyor which carries them to the chip loft

over the digesters.

Before going farther it would be well to mention
the verj' convenient location of the mill as regards

railway facilities. The mill site is the space in the Y
formed by the main line of the C.P.R. to Lumsden's
mills and beyond, and the branch to the townsite and
the wharf and landing for steamers plying between
Tcmiskamiiig and Haileybury. It will be recalled that

in tjie early days of the Cobalt mining development
this point was the end of the steel, and supplies were
carried by water sixty miles up Lake Temiskaming.
The main line pa.sses up a considerable grade at this

point, so that rail wood, sulphur, limestone, coal and
other supplies of like nature can be brought in direct-

ly on trestles and dumjied for convenient transporta-

tion to the ]ioint of con.suniption. This greatly facili-

tates both the liandling of freight and the storage of

-iijiplies, and was a factor in the .selection of the site.

The boiler plant at present consists of 5 B. &. W.
water tube boilers of 600 boiler h.p. capacity each.

They arc e(|uipped with recording instruments for

ti niperature, ))re.ssurc and carlion dio.xide, as well as

iiii'ters for determining flu- {listiil)ution of steam con-

sumption and with a weigliing hojiper for the coal

uliich is stored in an (iverhead bunker. Economizers
are being installed and three more boilers are being
added this summer. This will complete half of the

Chip Conviiiiir Hill, Tripprr iiiul lliim.

boiler house and the other half will be constructed so

that the boilers face each other with a common operat

ing floor and a common bunker from which the coal

will be readily weighed and fed to the mechanical stok-

ers. Under the operating floor is an ash tunnel,

which is entirely enclo-sed so that the a.shes can be
readily dumped into ash-cars without scattering dust
over the machinery and from which they will be read-

ily carried out on light tracks to the ash dump. (At
present the ashes arc being \ised for filling in a por-
tion of the new site.^ The whole boiler house is above
ground, as are all the other buildings, because of the
careful selection of the site, .so that all operations are
well lighted.
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The Acid Plant.

Like every other department of the mill, the acid

plant is arranged for convenient expansion by using

a temporary wood wall on one side, while the present

units form a complete working installation. Sulphur
is brought in directly from the storage under the

trestle and, after weighing, is carried by a short ele-

vator to a container over the burners, which will hold
24 hours' supply. From this the attendant, as occa-

sion demands, fills the melting chamber at the end
of the burner. Rotary burners are used attached to

large combustion chambers. The same elevating and
storage arrangements will serve when two additional

burners are placed on the outside of the two now in

operation. The gas is cooled in another piece of

apparatus designed by C. B. Thorne and practically

perfect results have been obtained.

I'art of Clnn-.r-: I w, lh,i,sf,r 11,,,,.,. .\<>tr liut-

tom of- Cuiicrcle Chip Bins and 'Stcrl

Filling Funnel.

The cooled gas can be conducted into citlicr of iIm

two limestone towers wliidi arc built of re-cnfor

concrete. The connecting pipes are of smooth ti •

emlietklcd in concrete. The usual system of mal<iir_'

acid is carried on, the gas passing first into the stroni;

acid tower and from there passing later tlirough tli''

weak acid tower into which water is showered. Mean
while the weak acid from the bottom of this is showi r

ed over the limestone in the strong acid tower, an'i

the strong acid from the bottom of the second tow' r

then goes to the recovery towers. It is here again th;i'

Mr. Thome's engineering knowledge and ingenu

are seen at work. The construction and operation

the recovery systems in which last traces of sulphur

dioxide from the relief of the digesters produces an

acid of high and uniform strength is a very important

factor in the production of high grade sulphite pulp.

The recovered gases are. of course, cooled before pass-

ing into the recovery towers and a special type of

cooler designed by ^Ir. Thorne is used in this con-

nection also. From the acid towers the acid is first

passed through a settling basin so as to catch sludge

from the limestone and thus keep the acid cleaner.

The acid is stored in three tanks, through which it

passes in series so that a uniform acid at a tempera-

ture practically constant at 30 degrees centigrade is

always ready for use in the digesters.

A clever idea is the use of tile in concrete for ven-

tilating and heating ducts. There will be no corroded

pipe to replace every little while. Each department
has its individual indirect hot-air heating system.

A Model Digester Plant.

At the present time there are four digesters in op-
eration and work is under way for an extension to
accommodate five more which will be complete this
year or early in 1921. A considerable part of the
niaterial is already on the ground. The digesters are
17 X 56 ft. and have a capacity of 34 cords of chips,
from which 19 tons of pulp is nuuie per charge. The
cooking varies according to the i)articular purpose for
which the pulp is intended, but the quality is con-
stantly maintained at the highest possible point. One
of the remarkable features of this plant is that an
average of only from 210 to 215 pounds of sulphur
])er ton of hh-aclied pulp, ecpiai to 195 lb. unbleached,
is being constantly maintained. Tiic limestoiu- consump-
tion runs about 280 pounds per ton and the quality
of wood and control of cooking is such that an ex-
cellent white pulp is obtained with a bleach consump-
tion of from 12 to 14 per cent on the basis of 35 per
cent available chlorine. The whole plant is of re-

cn forced concrete aiul brick, so that it is absolutely
firc|)roof, and where steel l)eams are necessary they
arc encased in concrete both for protection against
possible local conflagrations, such as might occur in

the chip bins and also to i)rotecf them from corosion
by possible traces of acid in tlic atmosplu>re. The
cooking period is controlle<l. not alone by samples of
cooking li(|uor, but finally by a careful examination of
a sample of pul|i taken direct from digester. In this
way it is possible to cook down the chips until they
are tlioroughly dilignified and there are no shives.

The effect of this procedure is evident in the color,

strength and unit'ormity of the stock and i)articularly

Dil/ JJiid, I'ulp Diijiiiij Miukine.

in the low proportion of .screenings, which amounts to
only about IV2 per cent. In connection with the clean-

liness of the pulp, it is interesting to note that .smok-
ing is only prohibited where there is a passibility of
the ashes contaminating the stock, .such as might re-

sult in the bleachers or machine room.
The acid is admitted to the digesters .shortly after

the chips have begun to flow in and being introduced
at the bottom the incoming liquid naturally forces the
air practically all out of the digester and this makes
the cooking process take place more readily and effi-
cientlv

.
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This reduction aids iu .supplying tin- 100 degrees

approximately of superheat at which the steam enters

the digesters and this (piality of steam results in a

decrea.se steam consumption per ton.

The bottom digester casting contains a .steam inlet

for assisting at the beginning of the blow and the

digester content is blown into one of the four blow

pits, each of which has a capacity of two charges.

Because of the care in cooking no battle plate is re-

quired. The elimination of this plate also docs away
with the breaking u]) of knots, and eon.<c(|uently the

stock is free from tlicsc objectionable dark .*pccks.

These huge concrete chambers are furnished with

showers and hose streams for washing the stock, after

the waste licpior has drained off tlirough the perfor-

ated bottom. The thoughtfulncss of tiie engineers is

.shown in the provision that lias been made for re-

coverj- of the strong waste liquor in case it be found
advisable at a later time to make use of this presently

material.

Screen Room.

The thoroughly washed stock is pa.sscd first through
a centrifugal knotter and is then thickened as a sup-
plementary washing. It is then diluted to the proper
consisteney and pa.s.sed through the coarse flat screens
which arc fittc<l with plates with cuts .020 inches
wide Frr)m the flat screens the sto<"k pa.s.scs over
jiatciifed felt bottom rifflcrs where the thickness, depth
of sto<-k and rale of flow is very carefully regu'ated.
Here any coarse fibres, pieces of knots and mineral
matter ..ctlle and the stock is then passed to the fine
screens whieh have plates iiit eight or nine thousandths
of an ineh.

Bleachery.

Before bleaching, the. stock is again thiekcned so as
to make the bleaching operation more rapid, efficient

idvkal

k-aJed

I'anoraiiui of the A* » Sulphite Mill of the Rionlo

the South-west, looling acros.t th

and economical. 8even Bellmer bleachers with a
capacit.v of eight tons each per charge are used in the
bleach plant. They are built right into the mill and
the operation is observed through a narrow opening,
around whieh is a concrete fence. It is practically im-
possible for dirt to get into the stock once the knots
and similar impurities are removed by the rifflers and
screens.

At the present time bleaching powder is being used.
This is mixed in a conical ve.s.sel supplied with piney
agitator and stored in .sufficient quantity to make it

easy to maintain constant strength, and to obtain clear
bleaching liquor. All bleach and chlorine piping and
containers arc painted in green and appropriate di.s-

tinguishing colors are used for other pipe lines such
as stock, water, high and low pressure steam, etc.

The original plan of the engineers called for an
electrolytic bleach plant but the installati^^n of this
department had not been contemplated .iust yer. The
.scarcity, high price and poor <1uality of dvailable
bleaching powder at the present time has made it

necessary for the company immediately to erect a tem-
porary bleach plant, where 180 cells will be in opera-
tion in a few weeks to take care of the present emer-
gency. The capacity will 1h< the equivalent of Ifi tons
of bleaching powder in 24 hours.

A bleaching plant in re-enforced eoiierete i» under
construction and will be rc.-idy next .vcar with a cap-

acity that will take care of the full production of .^00

tons of puli> per day. the ultimate cajiacity for which
the mill has been designed. In the bleach plant, as
in other departments, the advantage of having a loca-

tion that permits materials to be moved by gravity
from the railway to the point of con.sumption is

evident.
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ipuny's Kipuwa plant, at Trmiskumiiiij. Que. from

nca Rivfr fruin (he Oiiturio si(h

.

The Machine Room.

Passins from the liellmcrs tlic stock is thorouphly

washed from all traces of chlorine, and is apain screen-

ed. The screening system and the care taken in re-

gard to the cleanliness of the stock is certainly a re-

velation and were it not for the quality that makes

the advantafre of such care obvious, one would (|ues-

tion whether it was worth while to take so much

trouble. One is improsed throufrhout the plant, how-

ever, that the iiltimate aim of Mr. Thorne has been

the ideal plant for makin^' perfect pulp, and it is cer-

tainly the keepinji of this ideal constantly in mind that

is resulting in a close approach to the end desired.

From the re-screens the pulp is thickened to a con-

sistency which makes it the more readily stored in the

chests and more conveniently delivered to the mach-

ines. The machine chests are furnished with another

of :Mr. Thome's novelties in the form of an impeller

similar to that used in the Bellmer bleacher, so that

the stock is kept thoroughly agitated while in storage.

The drying machine differs from that ordinarily

seen in a "pulp mill on this side of the water in that

it is of the Fourdrinier type rather than the cylinder.

There are one or two others in Canada used for this

purpose and there is one Fourdrinier wet-end^ that

is being used as a de-watering machine. The Kipawa

machine, however, dries a sheet 148 inches wide at

the rate of 00 tons per 24 hours. A vapor absorption

device is being added which, by a more efficient re-

removal of the evaporated moisture, will result in an

increase of 10 per cent in efficiency, and the capacity

wi 1 then be 100 tons of dry pulp per day. The aver-

age test is 90 per cent air dry. The manner of thread-

ing the sheet over the driers gives not only the maxi-

mum contact of the sheet with the dryer surface.

leaving an cx|)0scd arc of .something like IS inches of

a 5 ft. dryer, but also e.xposes a maximum amount of

surface of the heated pulp, from which the moisture

readily evaporates.

The pulp is cut into .strips and chopped off any

length that the customer desires, so that the bales may

be made 127 x 36 inches, 36 x :{!) or whatever may be

desired. Samples for moisture, cleanliness, color and

strength are taken at frequent intervals, and the

bales are .stamped with the number of the bale, the

moisture test and the wet weight, .so that when re-

ceived by the paper mill the amount of dry pulp is

immediately known. Two baling pres.ses are used in

making compressed bales for shipment.

At the present time the sheets are taken from the

machine by hand, but an automatic laybuy will .soon

be .installed that will do away with the services of

two men per shift. This mention of men recalls the

rather remarkable fact that the whole plant in turn-

ing out 140 tons per day with the employment of only

188 men. This is no doubt a record, at least in Can-

adian experience, and it is a record that the manage-

ment has hopes of improving.

A second machine is now on order, and will soon

be in operation on the other side of the room now

occupied by No. 1. All provision has been made for

its installation. At present the pulp that is not taken

care of by the drv'ing machine is run over the two wet

machines in the adjoining department. Another wet

jnachine is al.so on order.

The car tracks enter the building adjoining the wet

machine room which is the shipping room department.

Two tracks pa.ssing through this department make it

possible to load six cars at one time.
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Pulp bales are hauled with electric trucks from

press to cars.

All rotten wood is discarded completely. All chips

are tested for moisture content as well as for the uni-

formity of size.

Testing the Pulp.

A special laboratory is maintained for the purpose

of testing: the pulp for color, cleanliness, strength, etc.,

in accordance with the latest method.
Started Without a Hitch.

The starting of a big mill is a matter' of consider-

able anxiety and it is a great source of satisfaction to

Mr. Thorne. Mr. Ketchen and the other able members

of his staff down to the last workman, and it is a

matter for sincere congratulation that the work of

each department, from the shovelling of the first sul-

cellent manufacturing facilities furnished by the loca-

tion of the railway, waterways and power, and the

contour of the comparatively flat space at the foot of

Lake Temiskaming. Competent landscape architects

and the expert town planner, Thomas Adams, have

laid out an ideal town site on the beautiful slope over-

looking the waters of the lake and river, across which

extends an eye-resting view of hills covered with the

dark green of spruce and the lighter green of birch

and poplar, broken here and there with a piece of

pasture land or a brown field just ploughed for a

crop. On this beautiful spot there have already been

erected some 56 houses for the permanent occupation

of the workmen of the mill. There is an attractive

and convenient hospital building as well as a com-

modious community centre in which there is a mov-
ing picture theatre, other recreation facilities and the

Buler

Vine of Company's Sulphife Mill from Xorth-East.

ph^ir into the burner down to starting of the drying

machine, went off without a single hitch. Each piece

of apparatus and each process performed its function

from the beginning with entire satisfaction, and there

have been no inti'rniption.s to tlie continuous produc-

tion of first quality pulp. It may be tiiat the manage-
ment will find places here and there where the work

can be made to run a little more smoothly or efficient-

ly, or where the intro<luction of some machine will

.save manual labor, but there cannot be very many mis-

takes in a mill in which the acid maker has almost

Dotiiing to do but to see that his hoppers contain sul-

phur and his pumps are properly oiled or where a

digjb.ster foreman i.^ supplied with acid of constant tem-

perature and strength and chips of uniform size and
ijUBlity and whose continuous records from his reeord-

in(? instruments show him at all points the exact per-

f'.mianee of his equipment. A disintegrator is fur-

iiisliil for macerating the "broke" from the drying

ina<liine so that it can be returned to the system, hut

if a man werr- operating this machine on piece work
he would errtftinly starve to death.

The Town Site.

Carving a town out of a virgin forest is not a mat-
ter to be undertaken lightly or to be aeeomplished
hurriedly. The original in.ipection of the loeation took

into consideration the beauty of the .spot for a health-

ful, attractive community as well ns beeause of the ex-

offices of the town. A filter i)lant with chlorinating

apparatus and the necessary pumjis driven lioth by

electric and gasoline motors is already in operation.

There is even a fully etpiippcd jail with proper accom-

modations for both sexes should anyone be so unhappy
as to break the hitherto pcacefiil record of the com-
munity.

By fall it is expected that some 1200 houses will be

ready for occupancy. These, with the cafeteria, will

accommodate the staff of workmen at present em-
ployed in the mill. The cafeteria has sleeping accom-
modation for 100, each man having his own comfort-
able room furnished with a bed. table, ehair and hot
and cold water. Besides this there are extensive lava-

tory facilities cepiipped with shower-baths and tubs.

It may not seem p<issible. but the coniiiaiiy is furnish-

ing room and board at the rate of $1.00 per day. The
dining room will accommodate 200.

The houses are all built on the semi-detached plan.
Most of them have six rooms, and they are built on a
sufficiently great variety of plant to do away entirely
with a chance for monotony of aspect. They are frame
hou.ses with Bishoprie board inside to carry the plaster
and outside are shi-athed with lumber and tar paper
and encased either iti brick or stucco. They make a
very attractive and comfortable home, Each is fin-

ished in stained fir on the first floor and while paint-
ed pine above with hardwood floors throughout and
equipped with hot water heat. There are ceiling and
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wall lighting fixtures with base outlets and even pro-

visions for lighting the commodious wardrobes. A
number of the occupants have installed electric ranges

as the company furnishes the power at an exceedingly

nominal rate.

One can scarcely desire a better built or more con-

venient house and one would go a long way before

finding such at the present time. The rent seems

hardily sufficient to pay any interest, let alone a re-

turn on the investment.

A separate housing company has been incorporated

to conduct the affairs of the town-site.

Members of the staff, not otherwise provided for. are

taken care of in the staff house, which is the old

Sanitary conditions for the men in the mill have been
taken care of. The rooms are bright and pleasant to

work in. A model town is being built for the purpose
of giving the emploj'ees comfortable, practical and
good-looking houses. The nature of the countr>' has
been maintained to give the town its charm. Tho
construction of the Mill, Power Plant and Town has
been carried out as a strictly engineering proposition,
and one which is extremely successful.

Altogether the editor's visit to this new town was
a most enjoyable event, and his thanks are extended
to the company for the cordial entertainment and the

frank discussion of the many interesting points about
the mill and the town.

Fiisl I' nit of I'dWfr I'laiit (it Tt iniskainiiKj, slh.uiiKj (.uih lii,ti.s< iimi t'onbinj.

Lumsden home, where very comfortalile i|uarters are

available a fact that the editor can testify to as well

as to the excellence of the cooking and service. Ad-
joining the staff house is the recreation hall which
contains what is said to be the best dance floor in the

north country. Tennis-courts and other means of re-

creation as well as motor-boating are available for

those who indulge.

This plant must be considered as being ideal in

everi' respect. Everything is taken into consideration.

Improvements and novelties in regard to manufactur-

ing process and labor saving, have been introduced.

With a man of Mr. Thome's standing, as head of

the organization, surrounded l)y able engineers, the

development has i)een carried to success and the pro-

position will surely .succeed.

Our bankers and business men might well take ex-

ample from this and earrj- out all future development
as an engineering proposition, the manner in which
the Riordon Pulp & Paper Company have done it.

This'would not only be a benefit to the shareholders,

but also to the benefit of the Dominion.
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PAPER SECURITIES AS PERMANENT
INVESTMENTS.

In their August circular Pcaboily, llou-zlitelin-.' &

Co.. Chicago, deal .special with pulp and i^aper mill

securities. This firm has been prominent in under-

writin-r operations of several leading Canadian com-

panies. The article says :

The choice of a permanent investment involves two

main considerations : the adequacy of the security,

under all conditions likely to arise from any years, for

the protection of the invested principal: and the ade-

<iuaey of the available income, under like conditions,

for the protection of the interest or dividends which

the invested principal is expected to produce. There

are, of course, other considerations carrying more or

less weight, according to the individual reiiuirements

of the investor, but the two above referred to go to the

very essence of every bond, note, or preferred stock

i.si.iie and must in every ease be kept in mind if a

wise purchase is to be made.

Contrary to the apparent opinion of some, there is a

good deal more to the question of what is an adequate

security or a good prospect of earnings than may be

learned by studying a balance sheet or reading the of-

ficial letter of a company's president, however im-

portant these may be. A balance sheet is chiefly an

index of the result of past operations, and the official

letter is usually a combined history and prophecy which

depends for its value largely on the breadth, foresight

and con.servatism of the man who wrote it. lioth are

valuable and both have a place in the examination of an

investment, but neither balance sheet, offical letter,

appraisal, or ex|)ert"s report is as fundantental a crite-

rion of the stability of an investment as a very simple

factor in regard to which nearly every individual i>

qualified to judge for himself.

This factor, which in the case of a long term invest-

ment should take precedence over all others, is the ne-

cessary and permanent character of the industry in

which the borrower is engaged, for unless the indus

try is essential to human welfare, in a broad sense, it

will be impossible to predicate continued ))rosperity,

over a long term of years, for any cnmpan.v engaged

in it.

Without attempting a definition of what con.stitutes

an essential industry, we may a.ssume that the produc-

tion of pulpwood fibre, and newsprint paper comes

within tliaf term. In a Cnited States Government pu-

hlicition. dealing with the important part which Ptilp

and^'aper prodiu-ts take in the maintenance of our

nafi>nal life, this significant paragraph ai)peared:

'|'efi[ile read newspapers, books, magazines and pla-

cards which are printed on about three-sevenths of all

paper manufactured; they box up articles in about

onn-fourth of it: wrap purchases in about one-seventh;

write and typewrite on one-eighth; put a trifle more

thflb one-twentieth of it into buildings and upon walls:

and use the remaining one-liundredth in sanitary and

miscellaneous ways." That the demand for these pro-

duet.s of every day use ha' been r>n the increase for

many ye ir-* is shown by the fact that in lH^l() the pro-

duction of the Cnited Stales, per capita, was 1H poumls.

while in lOKi if had risen to IIH pounds. Subserpienf

to lf*1fi the produf'tion in this country fell off some-

what, the increasing demand being met only in part

by the production of Canarlian mills. This demand
has been increasing for many years—directly, with the

growth of population, ami indirectly with the spread

of education which results in more reading and a

higher standard of comfort and convenience.

So much for the luH-cssity and conseiiuent importance

of the paper industry. The determination of the

strength of the bonds or notes of a jiarticular company
engaged in that industry is not difficult if we keep in

view the elements essential to its complete success.

These are

:

1. A supply of |)ulp\\(iod, so located as to be easil.v

delivered to the mill al reasonable cost, and sufficient

to insure operation of the mill for a term of years

well e.xceeding the life of the securities under consi-

deration.

2. Sufficient water power for the cheap and conti-

nuous operation of the plant.

3. A modern and conveniently planned mill, capi-

talized at reasonable figures and with sufficient work-

ing capital.

4. A location permitting cheap delivery of raw ma-

terial used in manufacture, and favorable freight rates

on the finished product.

o. Experienced management.

Given the foregoing conditions with a liberal equity

behind the bonds or notes, it is safe to predict that

the latter will be duly paid off and that there will

always be an ample margin of earnings to meet in-

terest charges. A company so equipped and .so finan-

ced can find a steady and profitable market for its

product, because it will alwa.vs have the advantage over

others less favorably situated, nor is it in danger of

disastrous competition from new mills, for the avail-

able sites for plants of this kind are not numerous nor

can the development of those sites which do exist

more than keep up with the growing demand for wood
fibre products. Time, as well as mone.v. skill, and per-

sistence are rc(iuired for the completion of such an
undertaking.

Our experience with securities of this kind has been
as satisfactory as it could possibly have been. In the

ten issues we have originated and marketed there has

been no loss of principal or interest, and more than 2.)

per cent of the .securities have been paid off seriall.v

or prepaid at a i>remium. This record is largely due
to the fact that in jircparing to finance a property of

this kind we take nothing for granted and leave noth-

ing to chance. The supply of timber, the character and
amount of the water power, the design of the mill, the

nature of the transportation facilities, the experience

of the owners, aiul the market for the product, all

these and other less important details, must meet with

our a)>proval before we invest our own fuiuls or ask

our clients to invest theirs.

Apart from the investment value of securities of this

kind, there is sometimes available an opportunit.v for

a substantial profit, which is attractive to most inves-

tors however conservative they may be. The notes of

one pulp and paper company, with which we are fa-

miliar, were recently offered with the attached pri-

vilege of converting them on favorable terms into the

common vtoi-k of the company, which has since sold

well above par.

A feeling of eonfiilenee goes with the purc'in.-- • of a

bond or note issued by a souinl eompan.v pnducing »

commodity which will always be in detnand. We re-

commend to investors that they include in their per-

manent holdings well selected pulp and paper mil! se-

curities.
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LAKE ST. JOHN PULP AND PAPER COMPANY

ORGANIZED.
The Lake 8t. John Pulp and Paper L\>. Limited, was

recently incorporated under the laws of the Dominion,

with a capitalization of $4,000,000, consisting of 20,-

000 shares of 8 per cent, cumulative, non-participating

prefei-red stock and 20,000 shares of common stock

;

par value of shares is $100. This company takes over

the holdings of the iletahetchouan Pulj) Company.

The mill is to he located at the mouth of the ileta-

hetchouaii River and on the main line of the Can-

adian Northern Railway, bordering on Lake St. John.

The Company has its own water-powers on the Meta-
betchouan River, where some 22,000 H.P. can be easily

developed, and also has conti-acted for additional power
with the Jlilitary Electric Company at St. Jerome.

Que., which will bo furnished at once, if required, while

the Company is devel()i)ing their own water power.

There is abunilance of si)ruce and otiier woods within

easy distance of the mill, contracts for two years

supply having already i)een placed.

The capacity of the mill will be "jQ tons groundwood
pulp per day to start with. It is ex|iected the mill will

be in full operation during this coming winter. Ad-
ditional grinders can then be added, together with

changes and other machinery, and b,\- the fall of 1921

the cai)acity of the i)hint will probalily i>e doubled.

The Company will control by lease in its own name,
right or through its subsidiaries, areas of timber and
pulpwDod lands as follows:

—

174''j s(|uarc miles or 111,840 acres on the Matabet-
chouan River and other small streams near Lake St.

John, Que. The ci-nise on this property was made by
Mr. C. D. Ouellette. nf Quebec City. Oovernment Bush
Ranger: also Ovide I'otvin. Alfred Felion and ^laime
Brassard, of Ste. Andre. Que. These men report after

one month's cruise, 1.100.000 cords of i)ulpwood of

the very finest (|uality (only trees over 4 inches on
the stump to be cut). Me.ssrs. Burke and Dixon, of

Bangor, Maine, a<'com|)a!iied by "Sir. Jas. J. Steele, of

Montreal, visited the ))roi)erty late in June and early

in Jidy last. ilessrs. Burke and Dixon stayed 21

days on the limits, and they rei>ort 8.")0,000 cords of

spruce (ndpwood on 140 scpiare miles, the balance of

34-*
I
square miles they did not go over, but from traj)-

pers they met, they were told that it was densely
timbered with the best quality of very large spruce.
These cruisers confirm the first cruiser's reports, and
concluded by saying that a very conservative estimate
over all would be 10 cords to the acre, or 1.118.400
cords. They rei)ort having measured as much as 40
cords on some acres.

The Company also holds an option on 10 square miles

of timber or 6,400 acres near St. Andre. Que., border-
ing on a small river running into the Metabetchouan
River, on which there are some 80.000 cords of i)nlp-

wood. This is only a short distance from the mill

site near St. Jerome Village.

Also, large quantities of spruce pulpwood can be had
from the farmers and settlers around Lake St. John
at reasonable prices, and contracts are now being en-
tered into with these farmers, to suj>pl.v wood for a

number of years to come. They are anxious to do
this, so as to get a mill built on Lake St. John at

the mouth of the iletabetchouau River. This will en-
able the Comjiany to leave its own limit untouched,
if so desired, for years to come.

Qualified men who have studied the situatic.n state

that the wood can be delivered in the mill at $2 per
cord less than at any other mills in the Province.
This is due to the unusually short "drive" required,

less than two weeks being required to deliver the
wood in the mill. The loss to some mills through "sink-
age" alone is a very serious factor in their log costs

at the mill.

Water Powers and Property.

The Compan.v will nwn or control in its own right
three water falls on the Metabetciiouan River, which
can be ileveloped at a nominal cost, to iiroduce up to

22,000 H.P. when develojjed. The Company is about
to enter into an agreement with a Company at Lake
St. John, who own an 80-ft. water fall, partly de-

veloi)ed. on the Metabetchouan River, about 3i/o miles
from Lake St. John. They are further to develop this

l)ower, which will give up to 4.000 H.P. at cost to

run mill until the Conq)any"s own ])ower is fully de-
veloped. It will require 6.") H.P. i)er ton of pulp, which
is (|uite ample for all requirements of a r)0-ton daily
capacity mill.

In the opinion of experts, the value of the wood on
the Metabetchouan Timber Limit, formerly owned by
the Metabetchouan Pulp Company, is .$2.r)0 per cord
on the stump, on the basis of 1,118,400 cords, would be
worth $2. 79.").000. The water i>owers which are owned
outright by the Company, say 22,000 II. P. at .$6 |)er

H.P. undcvebqied (this is a nuicb less value than some
experts place on such i)owersi. are worth $1:52.000.
The mill site on the Railway and River at Lake St.
John, consisting of five acres of land at $1..")00 per
acre is valued at .$7,500. Exemption from taxes for
10 years (figured on the valuation of plant, etc.. aiul
at present rate levied on such property), amounts
to over .$2.">,0<)0 making a total value of .$2,9.')9..'>()0.

There are other valuable com-essions the Company
holds, such as contracts for power, wood, lumber, etc.,

the value of whi<-h it is diriiciiit at present to estimate.

Fire Protection.

About seven years ago the limit-borders in the St.
Maurice and Lake St. John District formed what is

known as the St. Maurice Protective Association, Limit-
ed. This As.sociation enq)Ioys competent rangers,
who have districts which they ])atrol almost daily dur-
ing the Summer month.s. This is done by canoe, speed-
ers, and on foot. Towers have been built, and fire-
fighting appliances have been systematically distribut-
ed through the district, and also telephones have been
installed in some districts.

Since the Association has been organized fire has
been practically unknown. The Government has given
it wide powers to regulate any and all farmers as to
the sea.son fire is to be started for clearing off their
lands. The cost to all limit-holders during the .sea-
.sons of 1917 and 1918 was only 1-.3 of a cent, per acre,
which is much lower than- any other organization of
its kind in Canada, and about 200 i)er cent, less than
ranging could be done by each limit-holder.

It can readily be appreciated the value an a.ssocia-
tion such as this gives to standing timber, as owners
can feel absolutely safe from fire loss through the
earelessness of others.

Management and Affairs.

Mr. Jas. J. Steele, who is one of the best known mill
construction men in Canada and United States, is

hea\nly interested in this Company, and is Vice Presi-
dent and Managing Director. He will be in charge
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of all construction work at Lake St. John. Mr. Steele

has had a life-long experience in erecting and con-

structing mills of all kinds as well as paper nulls,

and the Company is most fortunate in securing his ser-

^^ees The other officers are: President, F. W. Mc-

Kinnon M.D.. Ottawa: Secretary, J. D. Kennedy, Mon-

treal: Treasurer. V. W. Fee, Ottawa; Solicitor. J. Ogle

Cars.s, D.C.L., Ottawa.

Timber Supply.

It is estimated tliat tlic timl)er available from the

limits now owned by the Company and surrounding ter-

ritocy will ensure a supply for our mill wlien increased

to 200-ton daily capacity, for a period of over 100

years; in other words, it might be said that sufficient

"supplv can be depended upon for all time. These

limits" were acquired in 1900 and 1901, some 20 years

ago. with water power rights. They are more favor-

ably situated than most other limits in the Province

of Quebec.

They are located in the very centre of the best

farming district in the Province. The country sur-

rounding is thickly populated. The limit is considered

to have the best" pulpwood in the Province. The

Canadian Northern Railway runs along its western

side. The limits are practically untouched, except a

small corner which was burnt over some 20 years ago,

since which time an entire new growtJi has developed

in this area. Because of the closeness of lakes, water,

piiwers, rivers and the best railway facilities for ship-

|)ing, etc., it has been lately remarked by one of the

largest lumber dealers that if he owned it he would

not accept .$5 per cord on tlie stump for it.

Referring to the wood that can be bought in the

district. Mr. Samson, Mayor of Quebec City ; Dr. Moon-

ey, of Quebec, who owns the Little Peribonka Mill and

limits, and other prominent men, both in Quebec and

Lake St. John, advised building a mill at once, as a

mill would be a great money-maker, even if the Com-

pany had no limits, liecanse the farmers and residents

can" furnish pulpwood enough to .supply a 200-toii

daily capacity mill for .")0 years to come.

Farmers and settlers take out yearly in the Lake St.

John District from 100.000 to 1.50,000 cr)rds of i)ulp-

wood: 100-ton daily capacity mill requires only from

32,000 to :J.j,000 cords of i)ulpw<.()d per annum. From
personal knowledge of the District, both Mr. Steele

and Mr. Kennedy know tliat a .sui)ply of 7.').000 cords of

wood per year can lie safely counted upon for the

next 50 to 75 years, from farmers, settlers and small

linrfjl-holderH, and at a co.st below any other inilp millUnM
in fl:lie Province, and without using any of the Com-

paaj s timber lands.

It has been asked what tiie cost of a 50-ton daily

capacity plant would be when completed. This is very

hard to estimate, owing to labor and market conditions,

but from engineers' reports on water jiower develo|i.

ni^t cost, contractors' estimates on erection of build-

ii^, installation of machinery, (lurchase of machinery,

and all necessary equipment, as well as other unfore-

seen expenses, it is safe to say that $4.')0,000 will be

required for the erection of mills, etc, and .'|«200,00()

for the {levelnpment of the water powers, making a

total outlav of $650,000 for a 50-ton daily cajtacily

mill.

Further infornintion regarding stock issues, etc.,

may be obtained from the l^ake St Jolin Pulp Syn

(licate. 157 St. James St., Montreal.

BRITISH TRADE NEWS.

(Bv OUR LONDON CORRESPONDENT)
London, Sept. 1, 1920.

Paper An International Problem

This week the annual general meeting of Messrs.

Benn Brothers Ltd., the large printers, was held under
the presidency of Sir John Benn, Bart. In the course

of an address to the shareholders, the President said

the question of paper had caused the directors no
little anxiety. It had been, indeed, by far the greatest

of the difficulties with which they have had to deal.

Paper was an international problem, and there could

be little hope of easement until the world generally

settled down to work. They had, he thought, seen the

end of profiteering by outside speculators, but they

were still faced with the unfortunate determination of

many of the large mill jiroprietors to take full advan-
tage of the present shortage. The directors were
basing their calculations for the current year upon
their belief that the present position could not last

and that there would surely be some measure of relief

from the intolerable position of the moment. Speaking
on the importance of trade paper. Sir John said in

their jiages the scientist and the inventor, or the man
with an idea, gets an early reward for his talents. Such
mundane things as business and workshop manage-
ment efficiency are discussed and still our industrial

life asks for more. This was the best evidence of

their claims for the trade Press to be classed as a na-

tional asset.

SERIOUS COAL CRISIS.
The miners threaten to come out on strike on the

20th September if 14s. 2d. is not taken off the coal

per ton and they allowed an extra 2s. per shift. The
Oovernment suggest that payment should be made
on the output. ^Miners also want the coal mines na-
tionalized and they have voted in favor of it. Now
should tliis strike come about, 1 see work in the mills

dislocated; indeed, they may have to shut down. There
is also ;i danger of tlie railroad men joining the miners.
Should they do so the transport workers may come out
also and then we will be faced with one of the great-
est crises in labor upheaval that England has ever ex-

perienced. Many labor leaders are trying to prevent a

strike and it is to be hoj^ed for the sake of the pulp
and paper industries in tlie United Kingdom the Go-
vernment will find some way of satisfying the miners
and so save untold suffering though unemployment in

the mills.

Industrial Chemists.
According to the annual report of the National As-

sociation of Industrial Chemists the number of un-
employed chemists is increasing very rapidly. The fu-

ture outlook for them at present is distinctly discourag-
ing and it is suggested they shonlil unite to preserve
their own interests.

Great Fires in Russia.
It is quite evident the raw material for pulp in the

Russian industry, when it is revived,— if ever it will

be— is .suffering considerably at present through the
ravages of fire. By way of Sweden comes the news
that terrible fires are raging in Russia in the forests
and towns and villages have been wiped out. Tens of
thousands of acres of forest in the Moscow district
alone have been destroyed and it is feared some pidp
mills have gone up in the flames. In pre-war days
Riissiii practically supplied Germany with pulpwood
so tliat tlie two I'oiintries will feel the lo.ss occasioned
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bj' tlie destruetioli of vast forests, so badly needed in

these post-war daj's.

State of the Paper Industry.

There is still a good demand for newsprint and for

other papers inquiries are numerous and a good volu-

me of business is passing for this time of the year.

Kraft is easier in price at £80 a ton. The Burnley
Town Council have passed plans for extensions to the

Burnley Paper Works, Calder Vale, and the Ileywood
Town Council have also accepted plans for an exten-

sion to the Heap Bridge Paper Mill, owned by Messrs.

Yates, Duxbury & Sons Ltd. Most of the British Mills

are extending or increasing their capital and these are

signs of progress and increasing trade.

Notelets.

German paper clothing can now be bought in Lon-
don for less than the cost price of a song book.

Papermakers are well supplied with pulp for the

present. Large shipments continue to arrive from
Canada. The greater i)art consists of groundwood

—

but it will soon find a market in England.
Quotations for all pulps are unchanged. The market

is dull.

The West Indies is now talked about as a centre for

papermaking from bamboo. Those who have visited

the West Indies, like myself, know that papermaking
would be on a very small scale. Labor will be cheap
enough but one would like to see more baml)oo.

The technical schools in papermaking are now get-

ting their winter ])r(igrams ready. Classes are usually

arrangeil for boys and men.

Chemicals are dearer in England owing to the rail-

roads increasing rates.

The envelope was introduced in 1820 in Birming-
ham, but it did not come into general use until after

1840, the year stamps were introduced. Today the

trade in envelopes and the paper for them is enormous,
enoi-nious.

A good many U. S. A. papermen are on a visit to

England looking round—but not for jnilp.

PULP AND PAPER WILL BE THERE.
When the Sixth National Ex])ositi(in of Chemiea

Industries o])ens its doors in Grand Central Palace.

New York City, Monday, Sept. 20, it will l)e the big-

gest display of its kind that has ever been seen. The
total number of exhibitors to date exceeds 450, as

against a high record for previous shows of 358. made
in Chicago last year.

To house this large dis])lay four floors of the Palace
are necessary, and the Chemical Show is the only ex-

position, outside of the annual automobile show, that

rei(uires such enormous floor space. There will be a

remarkably wide range to the exhibits this year, and
it has been decided to divide the exposition into .sec-

tions. The Fuel Economy Division and the Material
Handling Division, both new this year have attracted

many prominent concerns.

Five symposiums are on the week's program, and at

all of these men of prominence in the chemical world
will speak. The symposiums are divided into the fol-

loTi'lng classifications : Fuel Economy, Materials Hand-
ling, Industrial ^Management, Chemical Engineering
and Ceramics. Motion pictures will be a feature every
evening, and these should prove of great interest to

the public.

One of the features of the week will be the meeting
of Chemical Warfare Post, American Legion. At the

request of this post the management set aside the even-
ing of Wednesday, Sept. 22, for them to transact busi-
ness. The post is composed of men who served in the
war, and will be open to all C.W.S. men.

Dr. Charles H. Herty, chairman of the advisory
board of the exposition, will open the display at 8 p.m.
on the evening of Monday, Sept. 20. He will be fol-

lowed by Charles L. Reese, who will talk on "Co-oper-
ation in the Industries," and Erastus Hopkins, who
will talk on "Problems of the "American Exporter".
Sir George E. Foster, Canadian Minister of Trade and
P^inance, will be the guest of the evening.
The motion picture program for the opening night

consists of two subjects, "The United States Ammon-
ium Nitrate Plant No. 2 at Muscle Slioals," by courtesy
of Dwight P. Robinson and Co., and "Modern Pack-
aging Methods," by courtesy of the Pneumatic Scale
Cori)oration.

HOW STRONG IS A BOX.
In a test for striMigtli i,( shippincr boxes, the object

of which is a simulation of the rough knocks, bumi)s,
and jars of handling which a loaded box- may encounter
in railroad traffic, there has been designed a machine
by which the railroad usage which a box may meet in
a 2.000 mile haul can be duplicated in four or five mi-
nutes.

The first machine of this kind.—known as the drum
box testing machine, was designed by the U. S. Go-
vcrnnicMt Fr)rcst Products Laboratory at Madison.
Wis The Mellon Institute installation is an improve-
ment over the original tester in that the inconvenience
of overhead pulleys and shafting has been done away
with by the substitution of a reduction gear for cut-
ting down the motor speed to the drum speed of 2
R.PM

A valuable field of investigation, and - 'ihIn
of the construction and materials of packag.s i.^, open-
ned up by the new machine, such as best methods of
interior and exterior packing for fragile or irre-^ular
shaped objects: the determination of proper specifi-
cations for containers carrying various commodities,
etc.

An offer of free service in the designing of scienti-
fic packing methods for various commodities capable of
being shipped in fibre containers, which includes the
use of this equipment, is being advertised by the Con-
tainer Club of Chicago, an as.soeiation composed of
corrugated' and solid fibre box manufacturers of the
I'nited States.

,
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Mv. S. L. .M.niiH. Sf.iolarv of llii- Caiiadiaii Pa|)iT

Trade Assoi-iation has sent out a call to tiie annual

meeting of the Associatiim to lie lield at the King Ed-

ward Hotel. Toronto, Get. 6th and 7th. The members

of the Book aiul Writing Paper Section of the Can-

adian Pulp and Paper Association have lieen asked

to be present and an invitation has been extended

to Mr. W. C. Ridgway. (Jeneral Secretary of the

National Paper Association of the United States to at-

tend the gatliering. An acceptance has i)een received

and ilr. Ridgway will give an address. Important

matters to be considered with the manufacturers are

the protection of the jiaper dealer and direct selling

by the mills. The secretary has asked for written

views on these subjects and these will be tabulated and

a consolidated report on them read at the meeting.

The I'nited Farmers do not yet see their way clear

to commence the publication of a daily newspaper.

They will lead up to it gradually. At the annual meet-

ing of the I'nited Farmers Publishing Company in

Toronto this week, the president, Col. J. Z. Fraser,

announced that though the rising cost of everytiiing

connected witli a newspaper, made a daily practically

imp<)ssii)le, before the end of tiie year, The Farmers'

Sun, the V. F. O. official organ, would liltely be pub-

lished three times, instead of twice a week.

The Jost Pulpwood Company of Campbellton, Limi-

ted, has been granted incorporation with power to deal

in general puljiwood and lumbering business antl with

a cai)ital stock of $To,000 and head office at Camp-
bellton, N.B. The incorporators are P. M. Jost, A. E.

Weaver, Dougall Cushing, G. S. McFadden frnd I). L.

Labbe. all of Quebec province.

The members of the Imperial Press Conference reach-

ed Toronto this week on their return journey after

visiting the Canadian West and on Tuesday were tlie

gue.sts of the directors of the Canadian National E.\-

hiliition at a noon day luncheon at which Viscount

Burnham was the chief speaker. Before leaving on

their special trains for the east the delegates were

o^ertained at a banquet at Government House.

Mr. George Erskine of the Toronto office of the

rge H. Mead Co. was in Montreal this week at-

tending n meeting <tf the board section of the Can-

adian I'ulp and Paper A.ssoeiation

.

The many friends of Mr. L. E. H. Harvey, of the

Toronto office of the (Jeorge H. Mead Company, will

}fe pleased to learn that he is progressing favorably

after having undergone an operation in a hospital in

Montreal.

Among the improvements being made at the i)lant

fif the Abifibi Power and Paper Company at Iroipiois

Falls. Ont.. i« the rebuilding of their barking drum
plant. Ff)r the past tliree years they have been oper-

ating four American liarking drums, and recently

placed their order for four ad<litionnl drnm<! with the

Canadian Barking Drum Co.. wliich will increase their

barking capacity fifty per cent

I IICII

J'

Good jirogress is being made with the rcliuilding

of the mill of the Don Valley Paper Co., Ltd., Toronto.

The walls have been completed and in a short time

the paper machine will be housed in what is practically

a new mill. It was not found necessary to move the

machine, the walls having i)een Imilt to replace the

old ones.

Mr. K. T. Taylor of the Keystone Press, ^lontreal.

was in Toronto this week visiting his friend Mr. Char-

les Allen of the Allen Paper Co. Ltd.

Mr. R. B. Foulis, superintendent of the Georgetown
Coating Paper Company, and his wife and family,

who have l)een visiting frieiuls in their old home in

Scotland, arrived home this week after a very en-

joyat)le tri]) abroad.

Mr. W. E. Duncan, inesident. and Mr. J. R. Evans,

Austi-alian representative of the E.xport Association of

Canada, Limited, were visitors at the head office of

the Provincial Paper Mills, Limited, in Toronto thi.s

week. ^Ir. Arthur M. Holmes, a i)aper buyer from
Wellington, Australia, also called at the Interlake

Tissue Mills office.

E. I'ullan and Co., Tiimited, wipers and waste papers,

Toi-onto, has an excellent exhibit at the National Ex-
hibition in Toronto, samples of mop cloth, ixdishing

cheese cloth, sweat cloth, cotton waste, lace curtains.

]io]ish linen, etc., being attractively arranged. The
display created a good deal of interest and was view-

ed by many interested in the reidaiming of waste
materials.

Considerable jirogress has already been made by the

Foi't William Paper ('om)>any. T.,imited, reccntlx- organ-
ized, with a caiiifalization of $ir).000.(inO and whose
new mill at Fort William is now under eonstru<'tion.

The )init now being built is a groundwood mill, with
a capacity of 120 t(Uis of groumlwood per day. Al-

tliough not <'onnected with the Sjtanish River Pulp
and Paj^er Mills Comiiany. the new board coniiirises

several men who are also officers of the Spanish River
Co. The officers of the Fort William comjiany are
as follows :

President, .lohn G. Siitlierland. Dayton, Ghio; Vice-
President, Lieut. -Col. Thomas Gibson. Toronto; Sec-
retary and Assistant Treasurer, •]. G. Gibson, Toronto;
(ieneral Manager and Treasurer. W. L. Bird of Fort
William. These four gentlemen and I'. M. Ilurlburt
of Dayton. Ohio, form the Board of Directors.

Dr. Ralph H. McKee, who delivered the interesting
address on fuel and alcohol from sulphite waste licpior

at the Slimmer meeting of the Technical Section, i)assed
through ^lonlreal. Moiida\ . mi his return from a busi-
ness trip to England.

The Mattagami Pulp and Paper Mills are making
extensive improvements and additions at Smooth Rock
Falls. Ont. Several outbuildings are being erected
as well as a new dining hall and a machine shop. Houses
to accommodate sixteen families have been completed,
while the foundations have been laid foi- eight more
cottages. The company is very busy at the jiresent
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time and finds a ready market t'(U- all the sulphite

pulp which it can produce.

The question of granting- the Englisli River timber

limit coneesi-uon to E. W. Backus again came before

members of the Ontario Cabinet in Toronto this week

when Peter Heenan, M.P.P. and others, including tlie

Mayor of Kenora, made a further statement in sup-

port of tlie application. Premier Drury, Hon. W. E.

Rauey, Hon. Peter Smitli and Hon. F. ('. Biggs were

present and heard the case presented but gave no de-

cision. The feeling around the Parliament Buildings,

it is stated, is that what is asked will not be granted.

Reference has been nuide to the water supi)ly ex-

tension at St. Johns, N.B. and the Nasliwaak Pulp

and Paper Co. It is understood that when the ad-

ditional water is availal)le. the conijiany will increase

consideral)ly the output of their jn-oduct.

William J. Bishop, I^td., have the contract for build-

ing the booms and crib dams for tlie Cape Breton

Pulp Co., to whicii reference was made in our last

issue.

J. T. Tractors, Cleveland, Ohio, have .sent out a

booklet with a couple of good pictures showing tractors

on a logging operation.

Mr. J. A. liotinvell. General Manager of the Brom]>-

ton Pulp and Paper Co. and Vice President of tlie

Canadian E.xport Paper Co., sailed from Antwerp,
September 8th, on the Lapland.
On an average of thirty-five carloads of pulpwood

from Northern Ontario is being shipped into ThoroUl

every day, acc<n-ding to railway officials. There is also

a quantity of i)idpw()od Iteing sent into Merriton. To
offset this on an average of twelve cars of i)aper is

being sent each day fr()m the mills of these towns
for distribution. Of this shijiment eight cars alone are

sent each day to Chicago, and the remaining fmn- are

sent to distributing agents in Ontario.

A despatch from North Bay, Ont., says that the

Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co., Smooth Rock Falls,

are ini'reasing their present capacity by one hundred
per cent., which means that the new jtroductinn will

be 250 tons of w(>od|)ulp daily.

MICRO-ORGANISMS ON OLD PAPERS.

(From La Revue Universelle de la Papeteric)

At one of the meetings of the Aeademie d?s Sciences

the question of the presence of microorganisms on pa-

pers was brought forward.

TJie raw materials which enter into the manufac-

ture of paper are subjected to so many causes of in-

fection that there is no wonder that they carry nu-

merous microorganisms. Contrary to the general o-

pinion. these organisms are not destroyed by the va-

rious treatments to which the pulp is subjected, and

they even re.<ist a temperature of 120 deg. C. in the

autoclave. Dr. Galippe has proved this. It is in this

manner that laboratory filter paper is contaminated.

For other kinds of paper, the harm, if it exists, is with-

out importance.

Neither time nor heat have any effect on th.'sc infi-

nitely small organisms, which can move about and

reproduce themselves indefinitely after having been

restored to life in the culture medium.

Dr. Galippe conducted his experiments on papers of

the ISth and l.'ith centuries, and even on Chinese ma-

iniscrii)1s older than the invention of printing and on

Egyptian papyrus of about 3,000 B. C. In every case

microoorganisms were found.—A.P.-C.

REGARDING SHIPMENTS TO WEST INDIES.

The following letter is printed, not because of the

compliment to our International Number, tlunigh that

is appreciated, but because the man on the spot has

something important to say regarding shipments of

paper to the West Indies.

The Editor,

Pulp & Paper Magazine of Canada.

Dear Sir,

1 have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the 9th July, and by recent opixirtunity the copy of

the Industrial Number of the Pulp & Paper Magazine,

for which I have to thank you. I have perused this

Magazine carefidly, and have done so with great in-

terest. The information given in regard to invoicing

and shipping being very complete.

1 would take the liberty of remarking that under
the head "Invoicing", shipments of paper to the West
Indies should always be accompanied with a certifi-

cate of origin. Several complaints have been received

at this office from local firms in reference to omis-

sions in regard to this matter. When the certificates

are not forwarded importers are deprived of the be-

nefit of the preference rate of duty, and then have to

obtain a rebate when the certificates are forwarded.

In reference to "Shipping", I would state that it is

very necessary that shipments should be made through

Canadian and not through New York points, as it is

within the writer's knowledge that shipments of paper
to New Yoi-k have necessitated packing it in cases,

which adils considerable to the cost, and in addition,

West Indian merchants object very strongly to pay-

ing for Canadian goods in New York currency, and
several protests have recently been made by firms in

regard to this practice.

Printing paper to the West Indies is generally ship-

|)ed flat in buiuUes at about five reams.

I am very glad to have the list of pulp and paper
mills in Canada given in tlie Magazine, as I am re-

ceiving several West Indian inquiries from agents in

regard to Canadian paper mills and houses.

Yours faithfullv,

LEWIS M. B. MEYERS,
Actg. Canadian Trade Commissioner.

Barbadoes, B. W. I.

August 23. Ift20.

HAMMERMILL BUYS QUEBEC TIMBER.

(Quebec, Sept. 13.—Tlie Matane Lumber and Develop-

ment Railway, ownied by O'Brien and Doheny, has

sold all its a.ssets, real and personal, to an American
company, the Hammermill Pa|)cr Company, of Erie,

Pa. The deal, which involves the price of several mil-

lion dollars, was completed last week in Montreal.

The timber lands ac(|uired with the mill site, river

improvements, etc., lie on the Rivers JIatane and Cap
Chat, on the south shore of the St. Lawrence, com-

prising an area of 133,000 acres.

L. G. Belley, K.C., of this city, who directed the

purchase for the Hammermill Paper Company, states

that his clients are to take immediate possession of

their holdings, and will start their fall and winter

operations this week.

The Hammermill Paper (.'ompany is a l)ig industrial

concern, manufacturing high-grade paper, its plant

being situated with docking facilities on Lake Erie.

Its head office in Canada will be in the citj' of Quebec.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, Sfjit. HI.— Tlie cDii.sensn.s of opiniou among

paper men {rt'iierally is that the mills will have to

protect thcm.selves against the increased freiglit rate

of forty per cent and that this and other circum-

stances" wiU cause a .stiffening of prices a little later

on. There is, of course, the other view that the price

is going to be regulated in the old way according to

the law of supply and demand and that with the

closing down of factories and the laying off of hands

which is being done at the i)rcsent time, the demand

for paper products is going to fall off which in turn

will mean lower prices. It is not held, however, that

any slump in prices is coming. The fact appears to be

that there is a decided slackening off in orders at the

present time. But the quiet time among the printers

and less enquiries for paper among the .iobbers, have

had no effect on prices and the fact remains that

stock is just as hard to get and the warliouses are

ju.st about as low in stock as fhcy ever have been

during the recent rush years of the paper trade.

Box Makers are Quiet.

In one department of the ]>aper industry at least a

distinct lull in business is diseernable. The closing of

a number of the boot and shoe factories and other insti-

tutions using paper boxes has had a marked effect on

the paper box trade and this is said to be showing some

signs of reacting on the manufacturing end of the box

board industry. Despite the fact that most of the mills

report business good, the users of board in Toronto

and district say that they are experiencing nothing IJke

the difficulty in getting supplies of board now, wliiie

a few weeks ago it was almost impo^siMe to get .luffi-

cient to keep the box manufacturers working. While

this is so there does not appear to be j'ny indication ot

any slackening of business as fai- as the box board man-

ufacturers go. Mills are .iust as btisy as ever ard ihcy

have all the orders they can handle, although it is prc-

ilicted tiy some that .sooner or later the industry i>

jroing to i)e affected by the slackening of dem-iiid for

I)aper boxes.

Bristols Going Up.

- While prices in Canada liiive been holding firm, local

Robbers have been advised of increases on American
pines not made in Canada. Index Bristols, for instance,

is a line extensively imported into this countr.v and
the records among the .jolil>ers in Toronto show that

from Jidy 'i.'ith to August 30 there was an increase of

le a pound. When the increased freight rates ar?

I'onsiderpd and allowance made for the difference in

I exchange, it is reckoned that the Canadian jobber hm
to pay at least a cent and half a pound inure for his

index iJri.stols. In the same period Bristol board for

shipment in September went up a i-ent a pound which

indientp.s that tliere is no weakening of prices in these

lines across the border

After Canadian Business.

It has fleveloped dt-r err the past week that both

English ami American houses have been after Can-

adian business and some jobbing ho\isos are said 'o

have made purchases of Knirlish book pii|);TS, although

iTuinediatc shipmeiit of course was not pr'omised. The

English i)ai)cr bought is about the sanu' lU'lce as the

Canadian No. 1 but the purchaser has the benefit ot

the exchange and is able to make a fair profit on the

imported article. In this connection it is worthy of

iH)te that a Scotch paper seller who has just reached
Edinburg after a visit to Canada states in a letter to

a Toronto jobber that on his return he found paper

prices to have advanced from two to three cents a

pound during his absence and that it was being pre-

dicted that the autumn would see a further advance.

In tiie meantime supplies were not any more plentiful

than tjie.v were a year ago in that country. It is

known also that the week saw American salesmen, in

Ontario endeavoring to ]ilace oi-ders for sulphite bonds
from the mills in Maine. The.v quoted a |)rice of 18e,

but that didn't include duty aiul exchange cousidera-'

tions which would make the jn-ice higher than the

goods can be obtained for in Canada where the price

is 22y2c. per pound. While no busiiu-ss was done with

the Canadian dealers as far as can be learned the fact

of the Anu-rican mills seeking a market in Canada is

taken as an indication that the American manufactu-
rers have an. e.ve to the future when the demand for

their prodiu't on theii" own side of the line will tiot Ix-

so great as it is at iiresent.

Pulp Still High.

The manufacture of pajier is still being carried on

under the greatest difficidt.v as far as the scarcity and
high price of I'aw material are concerned. One To
ronto mill this week paid as high as $170 for grouiul

wood pulp and the buyer did not secure it without
considerable combing. Other lines of pulp and ingre

dients arc proportionatel.v high and much of it is

almost unobtainable. |)articularly groundwood pulp.

Rag and Paper Stock.

The waste paper nuirkct as a whole has beeti

quieter the past two weeks, with practicall.v no ehan
ges in prices excei>t on hard and soft while shavings
which showed a slight advance under renewed inqui-

ries from consuming sources. Dealers as a peiu-ral

rule look o])timistically to the future and higher prices

arc still talked of in the trade. One dealer reports
having received $H.00 jier ewt for No. 1 kraft but this

is considered an extra (pialit.v packing. Mixed papers-

arc moving in usual ipiantities and sonu- of the mills

report good stocks on hand. There arc enough orders
in the market however, to keep the jirice firm. Most
paper stock dealers are watching the pulp sitimtion

closely as the.v feel that this will be the determining
fai'tnr in the miyed and newspaper market this fall.

Per Cwt. FOB. Toronto
No. 1 shirt cuttings .$21.00- .+22.00

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings .. . .$16..)0- .$17.00

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings $12..">0—$1:^.00

No. 1 blue overall cuttings $11.50—.$12. fiO

Bleached shoe clip $15.50- $16.00
White cotton hosiery cuttings $16. .'(0—$17.00
Light colored hosiery cuttings $1800—$14.00
New light flanellette i-iittings $12.50—.$13.00
No 2 white shirt cuttings $i:{.00—$13.50
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City thirds and blues (repacked), No. 15 $3.75—$-1.00 print manufacturers are falling in line and are iu-

Floeks and satinettes $2.00—$2.25 creasing their contract prices iu accordance with the
Tailor rags $2.00—$2.10 new basis fixed by the International.
Gunnv bagging $2.00—$2.25 r,,, . e j i e ^ t ^ e
Tvr I J.O r>n If -n 1 licrc IS a tair demand tor spot lots oi new.sprint.
Manila rope $6.00—$b.oO , ., ^ u n c i u • cc j • r- j-
XT 1 V ; 1 <.^- J.C nn j-c -n <""' t'"* gi'eat bulk or supply being ottered is finding
No. 1 white envelope cuttings $6.00—$6..>0

i i _ o ,, , ,. » „ • „• ^ i^
XT 1 c. I .. 1 • 1- r\n JT -n rcailv buyers, hmall lots of roll news is selling at 14
No. 1 sott white shavings $(.00

—

$/..jO •
• , . i • , • i,, ,

TIT,-. Ill i. i,c i\f\
cents a i)0und and higher in some cases although aWnite blanks ifO.(0—ipb.UU ... ,. . „ ,,.

Heavy ledger stock $3.75-$4.25 '""'"t

'7'-'^senta ive market price for prompt ship-

Xo. l" magazine $3.50-$3.60 1"7'^^ ^\ P^'^'^f"* ^^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^ ^°^ ^^''f\ ^"''•

No 1 book stock P 75—$'> 90
^^^^^^^ obviously are keeping as much out of the mar-

No: 1 mauila cuttings'
.'.

'
.'." .'.^

.'

.'

! ;$5.00-$5:25
J*^^ f *'^"i"

Pres.sing wants will permit, being enabled

No. 1 print mauila .$2.25-$2.50 " /^° ^«/\f
"''^^^^

f-^*^*
^^^^^ nion»P»t than

Folded news .$2.25-$2.35
'"^''^'••^° *°\*'^'' '"''«««" ^^""^ ""^^- '^ *!'^'

l'"'*- «V'^
Over issue news $2 50

^'''"'' '^^^ ^^" "^ consumjition of newsprint is at about

g-j.^fj
' ' $") "^j—$5 50

'*** lowest. A brief conversation with any publisher

No. 1 clean a.i.l', nixed papers .; '.'.'.'.
^ ;$2:i0-$2:20

""'" •^*'"'"^
^l'^\.

"*''»'''>' ^very newspaper in tlie

lountry is sliort ol paper required to fill out require-

iiients over the balance of the year, and tliere are

NEW YORK MARKETS niany members of the trade wlio jtredict that publish-
i-is will flock into the market again in search cf siij)-

New York, .Sciitcmlar 11. - Altliouirli buyers of pa- l'li'>^ i" tl'"' "ear future,

per are keeping out of tlic si>ot market ius much as Hook papers rule (piotably strong and supplies are

possible, there is still a great deal of trade activity in far I'rom adequate to satisfy the wants of consumers,

various (piarters and the situation displays no ear- Mills arc runninsr at capacity and are .ship)iing out

marks of easiness. On the contrary, paper prices are their product on contract as (iiiickly as it liecomes

firm to strong and the tendency in the ma.jority of availabb\ Very little tonnage for the remainder cf

eases is distinctly upward. With the fall drawing Ibe year remains in manufacturers' hands and tliase

near and everycne looking for the usual stimulation I'.iviiig some output not contracted for arc not anxious

of demand that divelops at about this tinu' of the '" dispi>sc of .such supplies for the present. Prices on

year, unsold stocks of all kinds of i)aper are being b.mk i)apers ran>re around 17.50 cents a |)onnd for

held with renewed firmness .and consumers looking niacliine finished book, between 19 and 20 cents on

for fresli supplies are finding it iu'cc.s,sary to meet -ujiercalendered and from 21 cents upward on coated

full ([noted figures to cover their wants. lu)ok.

It must be said, however, that the sp' t market is Wrappings are inovin;.' in consistent fasliioii ami .it

showing greater quietness tlian in a long time. Buy- steady prices. Demand for kraft wrapjiin-.'s feali'res

crs evidently ai-e eking out contract supplies in such the market and most manufacturers are sold up on

a manner as to enable them to refrain from absorb- this frrade. Tissues are firm in price and are svught

in-r further amounts of ])aiier exce|iting in a limited in st(;ady volume, although most of the movement into

way. and the movement of supplie* to the transient consuming channels is on contracts. There is a rcla-

trade is prol)ably lighter than it has been at any tively active call for gla-sine papers and cover s*o<'k,

period thus far this year. Some representative mem- anil mills are finding it next to impossible to acctiMiii-

bers of the trade express the belief that the present late stocks of these papers.

condition of the market can be likened to the "calm The board market is firm and aetive. Mox makers
before the storm." that is to say. that buyers are are operating their plants at a lively basis and are
keeping out of sight preparatory to desceudiusr on the consuming increasing quantities of board while pre-

market later on with a view of covering fall and win- ])arinir customers for the fall clothing season. Prices

ter requirements that have been left open up to the on board range aronnd $120 per ton for |)lain chi|>

present. At any rate, paper manufacturers and deal- and $130 for filled news and manufacturers say that
ers expect a busy autnmn. and ever\-thin<r wculd seem rising costs of production are likely to compel them
to point to their expectations being realized. Large to advance quotations further shortly.

business concerns are plaiuiiug huge advertising cam- (JRQI'XD WOOD.—A little easier tone has develop-
paigns. retail establishments are preparing for a ^,\ ;„ ground wood and sales have heen recorded at
banner fall and' winter business, paper box plants are „.i,.,f represents slight declines in prices. Spruce
bookin-r voluminous orders for their product, pub- ground wood of prime quality has been sold in s nie
lishers are seeking ways and means to secure addi- cases down to $130 a ton at grinding mills, and there
tional paper so as to enlarge their publications: in have been reports of offerings in out of the wav in-

short, various factors are in favor of a heavy con- stances at as low as $125. The reason for this change
sumption of paper during the next few months. in complexion of the market is said to be the an>:i._'ty

Possibly the most important market development of of certain producers to dispose of small tonnages o"f

the pa.st several days is the announcement by the In- pulp rather than to hold it at the high prices recently
ternational Paper Company of an increase of $15 a mling. Grinders as a general thing have but light
ton in its prices on newsprint for the la.st quarter of stocks on hand and most of them are not the least
this year. The price for the current quarter was nervous over the outlook, it being the common opinTon
$115 per ton and the increase as announced will make that mechanical wood pulp will be in strong demand
the price $130 a ton. or 6.50 cents per pound, for once the summer period of dullness is past. There is

newsprint in standard rolls in carload Uts f.o.b. mill, consequently no great amount of .selling pressure in
The I.P. states that the advance in prices is necessarj- evidence although some factors have - weakened the
because of the rising cost of production. Other news- market to an extent by unloading <ome supplies.
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CHEMICAL PL'LP.—Quotations on (.-hemical wood
pulps are maintained and there is a lack of impcrtant

feature in the market other than that arrivals of

pulp from Scandinavia h^ve increased to an extent.

Steamers from Norway and Sweden with pulp in

their cargoes have reached New York and other At-
lantic ports during the past few days with compara-
tive frequency, and judging from their manifests
receipts of sulphite from these sources have been prob-
ably larger than in any similar period since prior
to the war. Importers say. however, that practically
all of this supply is on contract, and that, aside from
putting some paper manufacturers in a position where
they can afford to refrain from buying domestic pulps
for a time, the effect on the market here is negligible.
Prices on dcme.-tic grades rule steady, and there are
no signs of supplies becoming freer.

Arrivals of foreign pulp at New York during the
week include f>.400 bales from Hallstavik, 1.466 bales
from Gothenburg. 10.5:22 bales from Christiania and
2.990 bales from Trieste.

RAGS.—The rag market is characterized by a steady
undertone and in respect to .some grades, white.s in
particular, there is a .strong advancing tendency ap-
parent. Evidently paper mills are still experiencing
difficulty in obtaining all the bleaching materials
needed and are therefore buying proportionately larir-

er quantities of white than colored rags, resulting iji

a keen demand for the former. New No. 1 white
shirt cuttings have sold at better than 25 cents a
pound at shipping points, and indications are that the
advance in this grade ha.s not yet spent its force. Old
No. 1 repacked whites are bringing 14 cents and more,
while new unbleached muslin cuttings are held at
19 cents, white lawns at 21 cents and No. 1 washables
at 12 cent.s. Roofing rags are quntably unchanged at
a basis of around 2.25 cents for No. 1 packing, and
there is little or no alteration in the situation for
thirds and blues, which are freely available to con-
.siimers at 4.50 cents at shipping points. Chief .strength
lies in the new rag end of the market and dealers lay
much stress on the difficulty they encounter in re-
plenishing stocks of such rags.

Receipts of foreign rags at New York this week in-

clude 95 bales from .\ntwerp. ."iH l)ales from Trieste.
88 bales from Rotterdam, and 204 from Hamburg.
PAPER STOCK.—Waste paper prices continue to

rise and business has been recorded during the past
several days at new record levels. Folded newspapers
lead in demand at present and this grade of old paper
il selling at as much as 2.75 cents a pound f.o.b. New
Tork. Mixed paper is firm at around 2.15 to 2.L'0

Cents, and there is a ready demand for kraft and shav-
ings. No. 1 hard white shavings readily command
from 9 cents upward, with some transactions reported
up to 9..50 cents, while soft white shavings of No. 1

quality are bringing M to 8.25 cents at shipping points.
The only quiet spot in the market is in flat .stock.
Bofik mills are buying rath<r sparsely and old books
and magazines are obtainal»l<' at relatively low prices.
No. 1 packing of heavy books being freely available
at 3.25 cents.

OLD ROPE AND HAGtJING—There is a slack de-

maud for old bagging and offerinjrs of No. 1 stock at

2.50 cents arc mostly iroinjf nnai'eptcd liy mills. Old
rope is moving in moderate amounts at a price basis
of around 6.25 cents for No 1 Manila rope.

Arrivals of foreign niaferial at NVw York this week

include 220 bales of bagging from Antwerp and 50

bales from Calcutta, and 116 bales of rope from
<Tothcnburg and 66 bales from Trieste.

THE MARKET FOR CHEMICALS AND FEEDS.
Alum.—Hauxite is still very scarce, becau.se of car

sliortage. The small amounts of alum available are

assigned to water works by priority.

Salt Cake.—I'tah is offering this material at a price

Ciiuivalcnt to :i;45.00 net ton Montreal delivery. Sas-

katchewan has sodium sulphate in crystal form, but

freight costs make shipment prohibitive unless some
means of drying at low cost be devised.

Soda Ash is slightly weaker in N. Y., but the Can-
adian market is well sold up. It is understood that

the output from Ainherstberg is to be increased and
this may lie available before the end of the year.

Bleaching Powder.—Is still very firm, the market
even getting tigiiter: 8 cents a pound has been asked
for spot at New York. Demand is very high and trans-

portation situation still very difficult.

Salt cake, soda ash, and caustic soda depend on the

outpit of nuiiiatic acid, and tills mmmodity is held

back by attitude of miners, and the large use of graj'

salt. The decrease in use of gray .salt for ice cream may
ease the situation slightly.

Hay.—Ontario, Quebec and Eastern States have good
crops which are not being moved very well owing to

lack of help and transportation. $30.00 to $31.00 on
carloads is the present qtiotation in Toronto, but indi-

cations are that the price will be a little lower when
crop is made available. It is understood that the farm-
er will stand the increase in freight as the market
should be rather easy.

The general feed situation is about the same as last

month except that the new freight rates increase flour

by about 25 cents per l)bl. All feeds are thus affected

to the extent of about .$2.40 per ton.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AT PARIS HAS
ACTIVE CANADIAN SECTION.

Among iJiitish Cliauibcrs of Coniincrcc establish-

ed abroad, that of Paris is conspicuous for its enter-

prise in serving the requirements of British Trade and
Industry, and, furthermore, possesses a very active

Canadian Section.

The Committee of this Section is composed of per-

sons thcms(>lves interested in trade with Canada, and
consequently is in a position to supply all the require-

ments of Canadian Members. The membership of the

Chamber is restricted to firms of British nationality,

it receives no subsidy from the Canadian or Britisli

Governments, and carries on its most necessary work
entirely through the subscriptions of its members. To
enable the Chamber to take up a firm )<osition and
thus sufficiently combat foreign competition, it very
naturally deserves to continue to add to its member-
ship.

Among other things it puts its members into touclt

with suitable agents in France, obtains information on
the Commercial stainling of French firms, supplies

exai't Customs classification of gorxls, notifies changes
in French Customs duties and proposed commercial le-

gislation, communicates enijuiries from French buyers
of British goods and, furthermore, publishes a very
useful Bulletin of information.

Applications for membership should be made to the

Secretary of the Canadian Section, British Chamber
of Commerce, Incorporatefl. 6. rue Ilalevy. Paris.
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TRADE-MARK*
RefrlSTEREO

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trad* Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
INQUIRIES SOLICITEDTelephone: Murray Hill 424&-47

.. 2170
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THE PULPWOOD INDUSTRY OF GASPE.

"Old buliscnbei' thus addresses ihe Moulreal

«tar :—
Every time one picks up his uewspaper the costs

of uewspriut is brought to his notice, his daily paper

costs more and more, aud a workiugmau cauuot luider-

staiid why this should be. There are large areas of

pulpwood' iu Gaspe, a United States company with

headquarters at New York, is doing an extensive busi-

ness cutting the wood and shipping it on steamers

to some part of the State of Maine where are large

paper mills and it is put in the funshed stale. This

firm ships over 200,000 cords of palpwood yearly.

This wood is easily attainable as most of it is floated

right to the mill wharf with very little expense.

This firm employs a very few men, and it pays the

K>we.st wages for labor, also this firm will pay only

$6 to !l!6.r>0 per i-ord of 1-42 feet, not under 5 inches top,

l>laced on tiie river bank, to local people for pulp-

wood from the people's own land, but the bad feature

of this iiulustiy iu (laspe is tliat the Government do

not make this compauy build a paper mill here, if they

want to use our raw material, where they could put

this wood into a finished product right here in Can-

ada, aud give employment to a large number of men.

There is lots of surplus labor iu this district and it

would keep the population from moving to large cities,

and would leave money in the country which otherwise

goes to the U. S. A. 1 do not believe in organized

labor as a rule, but it would most certainly improve

the workintrinaii's lot at Gaspe.

MANITOBA PULPWOOD LOCKED UP.

Laek of tnuisiwrtation facilities is the only hindrance

to the development of a good pulp industry in north-

eastern Manitoba, according to F. K. Ilcrehner, in-

spector of Dominion forest reserves, who returned last

P'riday from a six weeks' inspection trip through the

district l)etween Norway House and Brassey Hill.

al)ont_100 miles from Hudson Bay. I\lr. Herehner said

the supjilying of transportation facilities was a proli-

lem for the future.

To quote the Winnipeg Free Press:—^"The timber

along the Hayes river, as far north as Swamp l^ake,

is of a pood hard (piality. and in some jilaces I found

spruce 24 to 26 inches in diameter. Owing to the

rajiirls. river transportation on a large scale is out of

the (|uestifin however, and travel is done entirely by
canoe."' Mr. Herrbner said. "Most of the timber cut

is used for fuel, and the very small quantity of lum-

ber needed by the few settlers is whipsawn. The only

saw mill in the district is owned by the Roman Catholic

mission at Cross Lake.

"Very little timlier has been de.stroyed by fire this

summer, in spite of the unusually dry condition of the

bush. Although a number of small fires have sprung

up. they have been quickly checked, and the fire ran-

ger at Norway house has had his men on the alert,

following up campers and putting up caution signs

in many places. Twenty-two Indian patrols are em-

ployed in this district alone, covering the area be-

tween the Black River and the east shore of Lake
Winnipeg and Nelson river and the Ontario l)order.

Many of the fires in this part of the country were

caused by lightning." Mr. Herehner said.

will do nothing to lielp us

BEHIND IN COAL.

Writing in the Tnilod Slates Tajier Maker, "C.P.

M " says:

Wliatcver the cause, the fact remains that the

railroads are far behind in tiieir coal deliveries: so far

liehind, indeed, that there is little hope for them to

catch up this year. When winter comes on the rail-

roads will find themselves busy keeping the houses

warm and supplying iniblic utilities: and the industries

will simply have to run on short time, if at all. That
situation ma>' tremendously reduce tlie supply of paper:

it may also correspondingly reduce demand, though I

do not think the effect will l)e so noticeable in that

direction. Certainly it

catch up.

Is there profiteering in paper? Well. I would not

say it is as bad as that. Generall.v speaking. T believe

the mills are reasonable. The fabuhnis prices we hear

talked of apply to a very small percentage of the total

production. The great bulk of all the paper now beintr

made is sold at a fair price. Of course some farcv
prices are olit^ined by "speculators on the sidewalk":
and it is intimated that here and there we find a mill

sold for six months ahead that can nevertheless dig

uj) a few pounds for immediate delivery to the highest

bidder. And there is always some high bidder at hand.
But wc must not forget some of the mills have ex-

perienced many lean years. Now that the.v have the

opportunity it is not surprising that they are inclined
to pass their jilates for a second hel|>ing. After all.

paper makers are mostly human: some of them gen-
erouslv Innnan. Take them as a ela.ss, I like them.

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8.112 mi rray im i NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP AT TOP PRICES

Write na and be

Convinced.
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Speeding-up the
Nation's Production
To meet the nation's insistent call for greater production—production

to bridge the gap caused by the long period of hostilities during which
our every effort was concentrated on winning the war, the entire

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse organization is again bending every effort,
exerting its full strength to serve Canada and Canadians.

Here is a Canadian institution backed by a Dominion -wide distributing
organization, its branch houses extending across the country, giving a new
conception of service to manufacturer, farmer, fisherman -to every branch
of industrial activity. Here is an institution which is a dominating factor
in Canada, whose name has become the Synonym of quality and whose
service is recognized in every branch of business Where mechanical goods
are used.

Our 100% quality mark is the outward symbol of all that this organiza-
tion stands for. This seal not only marks the standard of quality of Fair-
banks-Morse goods, but it represents the ideals of the organization and of
the men whose service and advice are yours.

Everything mechanical for factory, mill, farm or motorist
and everything backed by 100% mark of quality.
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RED.

Perhaps the oue topic that has beeu must belore the

public through the press of the United States aud

Canada during the past week has been the explosion

that occurred in front of the United States sub-treasury

building and the offices of J. P. Morgan and Co., in

New York. A great many opinions have naturally

been formed and expressed on the subject aud the best

detectives on the continent are busy with the investiga-

tion. There is considerable inclination to consider that

the work of the Red element is at the bottom of this

outrage. The United States has already taken a

strong stand with regard to such alien enemies who

unfortunately are only too often encouraged by the

so-called free thinkers, advanced socialists, etc., amony;

influential citizens.

Whether or not the New York affair was a Bol-

shevik outbreak, there is no doubt but that there is a

great deal too much propaganda going about un-

answered and unchecked which is intended to arouse

suspicion, distrust and unrest among tlie people of Can-

ada and the United States. The difficulty is doubtless

in considerable part due to the failure to ac(iuaint

the new comer, and particularly the illiterate new

comer, in the duties and obligations of Canadian and

American citizenship. An illiteracy test of a very

elementary character is applied to the immigrant but

practically nothing is done to provide for or to en-

courage further educational effort. Thus, the immi-

grant is naturally influenced most by tlie first smooth

talker who comes along and arouses his enthusiasm.

It is probable that in most cases the workman who

comes over here from Europe or elsewhere would have

been well satisfied to make normal progress and to

advance into a position of comparative wealth and

comfort—great in somes cases by comparison with

former conditions—were he permitted to make pro-

gress according to his own ability and ambition and
not interfered with. There are however, too many
agitators who make their ea.sy liAang by stirring up
such people to false ideas of grievance and injustice

and it is now certainly time for something very de-

finite to be undertaken to counteract the work already
done and to inoculate those who have not been poison-

ed against such propaganda, which in spite of its name
it really most anti-social. On another page is a quota-

tion from a speech delivered almost a year ago that

bears vpr>- directly on the subject of the activities

of ilif radical element among labor. Until nation-

wide, united effort is made along the lines suggested

by Mr. Webb it is encumbent upon every good citizen

who has a voice or a pen to use it in the interest of

good citizenship.

That organized labor in Canada is thoroughly awake
to the danger of an active and unopposed Red ele-

ment and to the obligation that Trade Unionism along

with other such organizations is under to preserve

order and stability in the country is well shown by
the fine note that ran through the meetings last week
at WTindsor, Ontario.

If less effort was wastetl by both laboiing men and
employees in fighting each other and this energy blend-

ed into a well organized and enthusiastic campaign
tor good citizen.ship and the best possible conditions

of living and labor there would be practically no need
to fear such events as transpired in New York. There
will be no need and no support for them.

/.S IT A WILD CAT.'
In the Pulp and Paper Magazine last week notice

was given of the incorporation of a new pulp and
paper company together with a description of their

limits, list of officers, etc. It has been mentioned
that some rather extravagant statements were given

in the pro.speetus which the company issued and con-

sequently the proposition is looked upon by some of

the more conservative financial houses as a wildcat

scheme. For instance, there are not many areas in

Canada that would average ten cords to the acre and
it seems also that the company has figured this stand
as being available on the very considerable area of

water included in the limits. Furthermore it seems
that some of the cruisers have included in their es-

timate trees down to four inches on the stump. The
revised timber regulations of Quebec place a minimum
diameter for spruce pulpwood at 12 inches except for

certain swamp types where seven inch wood may be
cut. No mention is made of the existence of any
burned areas, extensive ^vindfalls or dead timber due
to the ravages of insects, fungus or frost, apparently
all standing trees over four inches in diameter having
been counted as pulpwood.

The most extravagant statement however, is the es-

timate of profits. The Financial Post of last week
jumps, with both feet as it were, on the statement
x>f the promoters that they can make groundwood for

$19.50 or les.s and sell it on a tM-o year contract for
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$150 per ton. The Post presents it this way as a

simple problem in arithmetic:

150 — 19.50 = 130.50.

130.50 X 15,000 = 1,957,500.

Just like that!

Which, being interpreted, is:

The Lake St. John Pulp and Paper Co.

have discovered a means of manufactur-

ing groundwood pulp these days for $19.50

a ton. And tliey can sell it for $150 a

ton! Or, 517 per cent, profit! And on

two years' contract at that, so see how-

sure it all is—those profits.

There are others besides the Financial Post who

would like to see those contracts or to meet a few

large consumers of groundwood who are as eager as

that to cover requirements for two years or even less.

The limits of the company and their water-powers are

doubtless located according to their map. The amount

of water power has been inspected, to some extent iit

least, by provincial authorities and according to the

statement of Mr. F. T. Kaeliu made in 1915, the river

mentioned in the prospectus has available eleven thou-

sand H.P. The statement regarding fire protection

appears correct and certainly the existence of the St.

Maurice Protective Association is one of the greatest

assets of the pulp and paper companies of Quebec,

but we don't find the predecessor of the new com-

pany among the members.

It is in connection with new propositions of this

kind that there is the greatest opportunity for mis-

representation and the greatest need for investors to

go carefully and weigh all of the factors. On the other

hand is the oi)portunity, if the proposition is sound,

to assi.st in building up the industry, and some one

must make a beginning. The success and soundness

is largely a matter of the experience and integrity of

the men behind the proposition. In this case the

editor is not acquainteil with anyone connected witli

the new company and therefore has no opinion what-

ever to express, but as readers have often noted on

thcH pages, we want to see everybody have a fair

chMcc to get a good start with an honest proposition.

a couuty-man". It sounds as if he spoke as one

asking tor a pound of butter because he had a slice

of bread. Kailroadnig has apparently changed from

the time when a man like John R. Booth, or a con-

cern, having material to dispose of, built their own

road and by enterprise and industry made it pay. Is

the little patch of wood, which might engage lumber-

men a couple of years, all there is for the railroad?

Would a road open an agricultural area for which

there is an urgent demand or should it be left to grow

forest? In this case a light logging track or even a

tractor road might be better. What would the gentle-

man say if we were speaking as provincial or federal

man ?

COBWEBS.
Advance proof of the 1921 Safety Calender of the

National Safety Council has come to light. It is a ilandy.

Another case of laugh and learn.

From the pictures in the last number of the "Brown

Bulletin," the Brown Corporation has selected a beau-

tiful spot for its forest nurseries at ('ui)suptic Lake.

While magazines are calling attention to the diffi-

culty they have in getting paper, an American periodi-

cal last week carried a full page advertisement in a

.Moiiti-eal ]iaper.

Of the 40,345 acres of timber lands in the St. Maur-

ice Pi'otective A.ssociation area in 1919, 34,170 acres

were cut over or old burns. Almost half the total

being cut-over land. What was wrong with the

cutting?

Gee whizz! Wc had to ])ay seven cents for a Mon-
treal Gazette on the train. The street price is five

cents. We admire the publisher's courage to ciiarge

what his paper is worth. It was worth seven cents,

so there is no kick c(coming.

I'LEASI-: I'ASS I'S A HAIIAVAY

"A railway is j\i.st what is needed to open

up the rcsiiurce-s of north Frontenac. There

I is an area from one to tliree miles covered

with maple, hembx-k and ba.sswood that has

never been cut, while the lakes are teeming

with fish, twenty-five jmund s^ilmon being

the ordinary catch. As a county num. he

states. ihcHe things will be presented to the

railway board When the applicHtiori is made

for a branch line to the feldspar mines."

So we read in the Kingston. Out. "Whig" regarding

the wants of north Frontenai- county as expressed by

Present paper prices in Britain do not iiulieate im-

mediate ini|)orts in quantity to Caiunia . We have

recently seen the following quotations per pound:
M.F. or S.C. Printing (book), 8d. ; Imitation Art, 9d.;

Vegetable Parchment, Is. 7V2d. ; Write Printing (extra

quality), lO'/od. These are very nice jiapers, but at 8d.

plus 2.5s. for export packing and abont £1 per ton

freight, the market will have to be a bit lighter be-

fore nnich bnsiness is done.

Fears that the pulp lands of Ontario have about

reached the vanishing point are dispelled by the news

that a few thousand acres more have been found and

turned over to United .States paper interests.

— linrrie, (hit. "Advance".
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Agitators as Advertisers

I attended a dinner of The Sphinx I'hih, given at the

Waldorf, in New York, two weeks ago last night. This

was the 163rd Sphinx Club Dinner in something like

twenty-three years ; and since the Sphinx tlub functions

very largely through dinners, it ma.v be considered

something of an expert on giving dinners and in the

selection of after dinner speakers.

The third speaker was Mr. Sherman Rogers, wlm ap-

pears to be something of a free lance on labor; and who
opened his remarks by a statement that he felt out of

place, the tuxedo which he stated he wore for the first

time that night apparently completing his discomfort.

R^igers had the large knuckles of a man who has

workeil hard with his hands. And his face, from time

to time as he talked, fairly writhed with the inteiisit.v

of his feelings and his efforts to exjjress them. But he

gave the key-note to his views on the labur situation by
expressing his opinion that when the railwa.v men, to

use his words, went to Washington two years ago and,

figurativel.v, presented a pistol to the head of the Gov-
ernment,—sa.ving, ''We demand this and that, m- we'll

strike," the.v should have been told to strike.

Rogers stated his convictions that a great deal of

preventable tr(uil)le originated right tliere. and has
been going on and growing ever since through I'adieals

having obtained at that time a false idea of what
they can really do.

Rogers began then to outine his own experiences as

a laltoring man, first—going into what happened to him
among the luml)er camps in the Pacific northwest just

previous to the Seattle strike, at which time he was
foreman of a gang of lumber .jacks. ''These men," he

said, "are mostly l.W.W.'s now, but as fine a l)unch of

men at heart as ever di-ew the breath of life. The.v were
thoroughl.v contented and hapi\v; better off with the

six dollars a da.v the.v were making than ever before

in their live^. Then suddenl.v,'' he said, "the whole
situation changed—in a night. A band of agitators

swept through the cotnitr.v and the next morning the

men were out of hand." He questioned his own par-

tic\ilar gang. "What is the matter with you." he asked.

"Aren't .vou satisfied, aren't .vou making big wages?"
"Yes," the.v sneered back, "we are. we are making
six dollars a da.v ; and the Lumber Com]ianies are mak-
ing Sixt.v Dollars a da.v out of each one of us." There
was no holding them. The.v went down to Seattle and
took part in the strike.

"This statement," R<igers said, "that the Lumber
Companies were making Sixt.v to One Hundred DoL
lars a da.v per man out of its workers was untrue. They
were actuall.v on the verge of bankruotcv. but the men
did not know this. The.v had been told to the contrar.v,

and the.v believed it." No effort was made, apparently,
to set them right.

In Chicago, before the stock .vard strike: in Penn-
.sylvania, before the steel strike ; in New York, along the
waterfront : wherever he lias been and had the oppor-
tunit.v to investigate, according to R<>gers. the same gen-
eral type of statements are made to the workers. "Yes,
you are making so much ; but .vour employers are mak-
ing ten times as much per day out of your efforts."

•Extract from an address before the Advertising
Club of Baltimore, October 29. 1919, by Frank D.
Webb, Advertising Manager of The Baltimore News.

These statements, he claims, have invariabl.v been un-
true, but he makes the point that a lie is as bad as the

truth if the men believe it. lie states, too, that literally

tons of literature in their own language is going into

the homes of these men pi-eaching the same false doc-
trine— witli never a word of the truth finding its way
to them. Tiie pul)lic is apathetic and indifferent. The
American Federation of Labor, witii the rank and file

sound at heart, seems scarcel.v more alert.

Two to five per cent, of rotten apples are ruining the
whole barrel. He quoted Foster and other labor agita-
tors time and again from their various puiilislieil ut-

terances, in which they urged the I.W.W. and the dir-

ect-ai'tion gnniiis. tn sink their own identity, tn disin-

tegrate, but to join the American Federation of Labor
and smash it from within.

The Literary Digest for October 25th, quotes Sher-
man Rogers from the New York World as follows:

"Approximately 300 strikes are now in effect in

the I'nited States aiul Canada. The most peculiar
phase of the situation is the fact that nine-tenth.s

of tlie i)resent strikes are outlaw walkouts, and as
a residt. the conservative leaders of The Ameri-
can Federation of Lal>or are greatly concerned over
their loss of authority.

Mr. Rogei-s summarizes the results of his in-

vestigation as follows:

One—The present unrest is not caused by eco-

nomic disturbances.
Two—Working men, generally speaking, are

saving more money than at any time in the period
of American histor.v. And in proportion to the cost
of living, are receiving the highest wages ever paid
in this country.

Three—nine-tenths of the present epidemic of
strikes is the result of a wide-spread campaign,
headed by a skilfully conducted, methodically or-
ganized body of revolutionary leaders, who.se sole
object is the disruption of the present social sy.s-

em. Their campaign of slanderous misrepresenta-
tion, intended to cau.se suspicion and cla.ss hatred,
is being vigorously waged throughout every city,
village and hamlet in the United States.
Four—Conditions will rapidy regain normality

as .soon as there is a concerted movement among
loval Americans to acquaint working men with the
truth in the same manner that-the radicals reach
them with gross misrepresentation."

Apparently, the American Federation of Labor is

largely like the public, and is being swept along by the
radical five, or four, or three per cent, or less, whiih
is rapidly gaining control; which, in fact, has already
apparently gained control to such an extent that the
leaders can no longer govern their men, and are yield-
ing to radicalism more and more in the effort to hold
what influence the.v still have.

All the while nothing is being done to meet the ad-
vertising drive of radical agitators, to save decent labor
as well as ourselves, from what they are driving us
towards.

A lot of us, apparently have felt that this thing is

a disease; that the country is sick; that there isn't any-
thing special that we can do about it; that we must
just wait until the country gets over it.

As I listened to this speaker at the Sphinx Club
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Dinner, however, I came more and more to lielieve that

this thing isn't a disease except to the extent that a

very small, noisy, poisonons minority of men, who gain

—and expect to gain more by it—are vigorously en-

gaged in spreading disease germs.
They are using advertising for this purpose, very

bad advertising, because it is generally untrue. But it

is getting results and we are letting them got away
with it. Instead of letting them make money out of it.

because they are so successful—let "s see that they don't

make money out of it because they are so unsuccessful.

Instead of its being an occupation paying better than

any possible honest work could pay, let us educate the

masses of American Labor through advertising until

this business of being an agitator becomes one of ex-

treme jieril at the hands of the wonld-be dupes; along-

side of which, almost any honest occupation, no mat-

ter how moderate its pay. will look good by cdui-

parison

.

Rogers mentioned a number of Cleveland firms, in

which locality there has been a good deal of labor

trouble, and which banded together for the purpose of

putting the facts before their emploj-ees. This group
included among others. I believe. The Hydraulic Press-

ed Steel Company. Instead of hand-incking theii- labor

and keeping those out who were ai)t to make trouble

—they invited them in. The more radical thc.\- were,

the more the companies wanted them. And free speech
and meetings were encouraged. The only stipulation

being that, whenever such meetings were held, the

plant manager, statistician or owner, or some such au-
thority, was on liand to speak at the same time agita-

tors spoke and to see that the men got facts. Not ;i

strike, according to Rogers, ha.s taken place in a single

one of the plants in this association since tlnit time.
And even in the steel strike, employees of the Hydrau-
lics Pressed Steel Company did not go out. Strikers
marched down past the plant with a brass band at
their head, but not a man left his bench.

In expressing his confidence that the great masses
of the men are honest at heart, Rogers says that he has
even had several talks with Rig Rill Haywood and be-
lieves that he has almost converted nim, simply by
proving facts Haywood heretofore doubted.

If this man is anywhere near right, let us go in the
game too. If the truth put squarely before them will

get the results he feels it will, and there arc other inci-

dent.s. from other sources, which would seem to prove
the same thing, for the love of Heaven let iis give them
tl^ truth.

fchernian Rfipers spoke of one strike which was called
in which he heard the grievances of the emplovees
and the answer of tlie employers, who are stating these
facfu to the strike leaders. "Whv don't you tell the
men those things?" he asked. "The leaders are paid
trt call strikes anil to win strikes -not to call them off
YittM are fellinir >onr facts where they can do no pn-;

Jhle good.

The Rev. H. I' Molvnenx. Paslm- of St. Rrendnn's
Catholic Church. Hrnddfu-k. Vn.. is (juoted by Iron Age
ns having said in the course of a sermon several weeks
ago, that the Steel Strike is not being brought about
by intelligent or English speaking workmen, but by
m*ii who have no interest in the commnnity and who
do not have the welfare of the men at heart }\o saiil

that in the previous tw., weeks lie had talked with at

leaht two hundred milhvorkers with regard to the
strike; nil intelligent Knglinh npenking workmen, some

from his own parish, some from outside. "I could not

find one instance," he said, "where the men wanted to

go out on strike. They all stated positively and clear-

ly on the other hand, that they were well treated

and satisfied with conditions."

"There is one thing I have noticed about these

strike leader.s," continued Father ^lolyneux. "and that

is that with very few exceptions they never had on a

workman's blouse in their lives, never went into a

mill in a pair of overalls. These men were never seen

witli- the lionest sweat of toil on their brows, the tan

lirawn is not on their hands. They are a lot of smooth
oily-tongued talkers with a kind of sympathetic whine
appealing to you. They are royal gentlemen of leisure,

they always wear fine clothes. A strike should be

the last resort for redress of a grievance and all other

means should he exhausted before men resort to a

strike.

The i>oiiit is, those strike agitators make money out

of it. Therefore, the folly of the men who argue. "Let's

fight this thing out right now and settle it once and for

all." This is the strike agitators' business and we
don't settle them once and for all. They will keep
at it as long as they make mf>ney out of it.

Let's advertise so well that the strike agitators, who
come into a community, will run up against working
men who know the truth in advance of their coming.
Let's do the work so thoroughly that in time we won't
be put in the position of having to answer lies, but
will have told the truth to labor so well that they will

detect the lies when they hear them first recited. And
crooked agitators when that state of affairs comes to

pass, will address falsehoods to enlighten working
men in i)cril of their lives. Let a few of them get

beaten to a .jelly by men angry at being lied to. Let
a few of them get the medicine which is now adminis-
tered by strikers to decent men. only asking to be let

alone and allowed to go on with their work, and strikes
won't be so popular and strike leading sn popular
and lucrative a calling.

John T. Krey. Executive Officer of the International
^lonlders' Union, ami Eilitor of its official journal, tells

an absorbingly interesting story in November Metro-
l)olitan on what can be done merely through employ-
ers and employees getting together.

Every movement of that sort is worth while, aiul the
pi-oper sort of foundation on which to build advertis-
ing. Firms slioidd know the address of every em-
po> ee. the language s])oken in each home, the person-
Jiel of every family group, etc.. so that just as the
radicals—the I.W.W. and the v.irious direct action
groups, appeal to them with radicalism, with false
doctrines, etc. -in their own tongue, we can appeal to
them with the truth in their own tongue.

If a strike is threatened, and we have gotten in pos-
session of all the facts not merely the surface bunk
which the agitators put out to inflinu-e public opinion

iiut the real Ihint: wilh which the agitators are filling
llie minds of the most ignorant, is the strike so likelv
lo be called do ycni think if in addition to full page
statements of all the fads in ncwspai>ers, appeals
liased on the fads are directed at the women in the
homes in their own language? Put the .justice of the
situation up to them. Will they stand for the mi.sery
and discomfort to them of an unjust strike, or one
that can be avoided? Hardly. The strike agitator
will u(> iir' aif'iinst the balnncc wheel, if we can vrel
the truth to the women, which will make his efforts
four times ns difficult.
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"But this plau is too much trouble—or too expen-

sive.

'

Is it a patching to the trouble, the mounting ex-

pense of everything that comes into our daily lives,

the largest single factor in which is steadily decreas-

ing production? Is anything too much to undertake

to avert the downright desperate danger into which

we are so steadily running and at such high speed .'

At that, the trouble and expense isn't greater than that

met and surmounted daily by the average well or-

ganized advertising department of any large concern.

This is simply a new advertising proposition, or

rather a slightly varied phase of the same old one.

We want to sell our own proposition to our own forces.

We have been so busy selling it to everybody else that

we haven't bothered with our own employees. Let's

tell the truth to both public and employees at the

same time

.

There is an opportunity tor everyone of us in this

drive as individuals and organizations. Any trouble

any of us see developing in our own various industries,

at any time when it is no bigger than a man's hand, we
should immediately investigate, at the earliest pos-

sible moment bringing advertising to bear on the situ-

ation. At the same time we should I'eport it to the

Club, so that the organization can work to prevent

growth by removing cause.

Strikes are the fashion everywhere; men strike for

a-nything. In some localities they strike first and an-

nounce what tliey're striking for afterwards. Let's

substitute real advertising for the advertising medium
of the strike. "In sixty to ninety days, if we do our part,

and spread this idea broadcast at the same time (as

no one should know better how than advertising men)
the whole face of things should change. A new idea

could be driven into the iieads of American people.

It should be ])ossible to kill the idea that strikes are

the only jxissible way of getting differences adjusted
in less time than that, and with the various communi-
ties all over the country thinking peace instead of in-

ternal war. as at present—with a spirit of "'get-to-

gether", instead of "fight-il-out,'' universally abroad
in the land, calling these big stand-and-deliver mon-
strosities would lie impossible because the great mass
of labor would have been won from false radii'als and
instead of following blindly towards ruin for tliem-

selves and everyone concerned, would be fighting to

achieve the wonderful possibilities which are now open
before this country as never before in the history of

the world—if we can once get together. And with ad-
vertising we can get together.

DRAGGING DOWN PULPWOOD PILES SAFELY.
A device recently perfected and which bids fair

to revolutionize the handling of the wood from stor-

age at the pulp and paper mills is a reclaimer l>eing

marketed by the Canadian Reclaimers. Limited, of

Toronto, which has just been organized with Mr. R.

W. MeKenzie. formerly of the research department
of the Abitibi mills as President and ^Managing Direc-

tor. The reclaimer picks off the pulpwood blocks from
the storage piles and when it is stated that the mach-
ine is capable of delivering 40 cords per hour into the

conveyor, its value as a labor saving device can be

readily seen. The main principle in the designing of

the reclaimer was to retain the angle of repose of the

pile, so that the blocks would come into the conveyor
as needed. Accomplishing this, the machine was de-

signed with a bottom carriage running on a portable
track on the ground. Connected to this carriage is a

boom lying at apprcximatelj- the angle of repose of

the pile with its upper end resting on the crest of the

pile on a small truck. This boom, by means of idlers,

carries chains which drag down the slope of the pile

and which pull the blocks into a portable conveyor at

the base of the pile. The chains have pointed attach-
ments set at such an angle that they will engage the

wood and start it in mction. The sage in the chains
makes it possible to dig a swath from 4 feet to 8 feet

in depth into the storage pile. After the chains have
dug to their capacity, the reclaimer is moved laterally

along the pile and the dragging continued until the

full lengtli of the pile has been covered. The boom is

then shortened and the machine is moved back along

the pile, dragging as it goes. By thus taking the

wood from the face of the pile rather than from the

bottom, it accomplishes the systematic handling of the

blocks. It also eliminates the dangers due to slides

which are a serious problem when the angle of repose

of the pile is broken.

The reclaimer promises to fill a long felt want in

pulp and paper mills and rossing mills where they

have no stackers, for when put in use as a stacker, it

is built up as it makes the pile. By the time the

wood is all stored in the fall, the machine is in place

to be used as a reclaimer. When used to stack wood
it again cuts the i-ost considerably over some of the

present methods of operating. It is claimed by the
promotors that there is no other machine in the mar-
ket that takes the wood frcm the pile and that there

is a big field for the machine both in Canada and the

United States where it is proposed to operate. As
yet the machines are being constructed under con-

tracts with other firms but later on the company plans

to manufacture its own product throughout. Others
associated with Mr. MeKenzie in the enterprise are

W. C. Soubliere, T. Linsey f'pcs.sley, E. A. Kemp, A.
E. Marks and W. J. Boyd, the latter three promin-
ent financial and business men in Toronto. The com-
pany has an authorized capital of $50,000.

It is gratifying to note that, in connection with their

agreement between the city of Fort William and th?

Fort William Pulp Co. there is a clause relating to

labor conditions which has been thoroughly discussed

in public and fully approved by the citizens, \i.thing

like a good uiiderstanding at the start.

"A careless man is shortsighted," says the Safety
League.
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PULPWOOD FROM LABRADOR.
To a person wlu) is tamiliiir witli the inirtliern ex-

tension of our Atlantie eoast which troes by the name

of Labrador, it is ahva.vs amazing to discover the mis-

conceptions concerninfr that repion. which exist, almost

without exception, in tlie minds even of ediicated and

otherwi.se well-informed persons. The words "lonel.v",

"remote", " desolate'" seem to picture the qualities

which the mention of Labrador niifailingly calls to

mind, while the association with iceberps and an occa-

sional seal imply an immediate .iuxtaposition to the

North Pole. It follows, therefore, that one is usually

met with an incredulous smile when he states the fact

that Labrador lies between ahnost exactly the same

parallels of latitude on this side of the Atlantic which

the British Lsles occupy on the other, and that for all

the ipruorance which exi.sts concerning it, the coast is

literally just around the corner from us—much nearer

the northeastern extremity of the T'nited States than

Alaska is the northwestern.

riiniatically Labrador is divided into two regions,

the coast and the interior. The former is a few miles

wide and is Arctic in character, the latter is a few hun-

dred miles wide and is what one would expect to find

in the fifties of north latitude: that is to say. it is well

watered, densel.v forested and (piite similar in char-

acter to the Xorth Woods, hot in summer and cold in

winter. This amazing disparity in climate between
two regions so close together is due entirel.v to the

fact that the polar current, setting southward out of

Davis Strait, prevents the seaboard from ever grow-

ing warm. There is floe ice along shore until late in

the spring and there are bergs, though not in suffi-

cient numbers to be a serious menace to navigation, all

summer long: and the temperature of the sea water
rarely gets far above 32 degrees. Thus, it is the Arc-

tic condition of the coast which is abnormal, if one
ma.v use that word of an established natural condition.

and it is the north temperate cli7nate and flora of the

jrreat interior which is "normal" and as it should be:

but the sea coast forbidding aspect has so long been
synonymous for Labrador that it is hard for an.v one
to belie.ve that there can be anything but barren
tundra behind.

I shall never forget my own surprise at m.v first

glimpse of the hinterland. We had been for days
skirtiiiL' the coast in one of Dr. Grenfell's hospital

launches and had seen nothing but ice and bare rock

—

not a hush or a blade of irrass At last we swung west
around a great headland and started threading our
way iin a narrow defile between immens- hills of a

blackish rock. After about a half hour's stcaniinir we
cai^ niion a little dump of dwarfed tamarack nestling
in hollow. Then suddenly the vessel turned a sharp
co^er and we came out abruptlv upon the waters of a

beautiful biff lake, surrounded by uently rolling hills

coTpred to the water's edge by a forest of spruce and
tamarack so dense that one could see scarcel,\- ten feet

back into it. The air liere was warm and the sky
overhcnd blue: we felt as though transported back by
sntttf magic to the shores of an Adirondack lake. Yet
thh was all deep water, easily navigable by the largest
ship. Perhaps half a dozen while men at most had
ever seen it before n».

This description will fit. with modifications as to
disfancp. the head of almost nn\- one of a nearly in-

numerable scries of inlets and fjords, for thr coast is

vpfv much indentH nnd looks on the ehnrt almost like

the fringe of a rug. Hamilton Inlet penetrates the

farthest—nearly L")0 miles straight back from a line

drawn across the outlying headlands—and its inner

half, Lake Nelville. is a veritable inland sea of about

the size and shape of Long Island Sound. When I

last visited this water its shores were strewn with

(|uantities of saw logs from a raft which had l)roken up
ill a storm. This was the aftermath of the efforts of a

half-baked Nova Scotia concern. It lacked the equip-

ment to collect the logs, and it did not long survive

their lo.ss.

More recentl.v, however, the knowledge that there

is behind that forbidding, desolate' coast an almost li-

mitless supply of rcadil.v accessible wood has begun to

attract interest for purposes other than lumbering.

Pulp wood is every year more greatly in demand and
more difficult to secure. Moreover, tiudier which is

not sufficientl.v tall or heavy for profitable lumbering
is commerciall.v valuable for pulp wood. Li man.v

cases this has resulted in denuding forests of their

.voung growth. Labrador is probably the one place on

earth where this would do no harm, unless it be to an
occasional spruce hen. The coiniti'.v is singuarly

devoid of game.
The timber consists chiefl.v, almost entirel.v in fact,

of spruce (Picea nigra) and tamarack (Larix ameri-

cana). In size it runs from a few inches to two feet in

diameter at the butt. The farther inland one pene-

trates the larger the timber gi-ows. but my personal

observation has been that two feet is about the limit,

except for occasional trees. Tt grows most abundantl.v

around the heads of inlets and along stream courses.

The higher hills are bare, as are likewise considerable
stretches of elevated plateau.

Roughly speaking, the northern limit of the timber
is in about 57 degrees north latitude. At least I have
seen none to the northward of this at a distaiu-e some
fifteen or twenty miles back from the eoast. tluiugh

at Davis Inlet in iii) deir. 5" it is abundant. This means
that there is a belt of tiniberland some 400 miles long
north and south, which is imtneditely accessible by
navigable waterwa.vs which is immeditelv accessible

by navigable waterways to an average depth of per-

haps 30 miles, without counting the great interior

basin of Hamilton Inlet. The timber is suitable for

liulji wood and is of little or no value for any other
purpose.

A pulp wood enterprise has alrewd.v been uiulertaken
upon the Alexis Hiver. on the southern portion of the
coast, not far from Dr. (ircnfell's hospital and mission
post at Rattle Harbor. Others will doubtless follow
an<l it mav be that the inundation of the "lonel.v lia-

brador" by forciirn workers is .just arounil the corner
of the future if iriven adccjuatc means and knowledge.

1. T. Rowland in "Scientific Amerienn."

The Knsrlish Klectric ("ompany Ltd., in addition to

their four other plants in England has purchased the
Siemans Works at Stafford and has taken over the
business of the Sicnians (\inHiany of f'anada Ltd. The
English Electric Co.. Ltd.. will handle a complete line

of electrical euuipment. Offices will still be at Trans-
portation Ruidijig. Montreal, and Mr. ('. W. Stokes re-

mains as manatrer.

Tt is stated that while lui his visit to Canada. Mr. 0.
' R. Hall Caine was made a trustee of t)ie .•\merican

Paper and Pulp Co.. p'^r] a director of the Saguenay
Pulp and Power Co. The Chieoutinii Pulp Co.. Ltd.,

the St. liBwrenee Pulp and Lumber Co.. and .seven -

other snb.sidiary concerns. 'J*
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Mould Growths on Wood Pulp

By FKEDEKICK KARNES, Shawiiiigan Falls.

995

With the growing; interest in tlie investigation of

causes for the deterioration of pulp, the literature is

being searched for information on the subject . In the

Pulp and Paper Magazine for January 1912, there ap-

peared the article by Mr. Barnes which is here repeat-

ed, as that issue is not available to many of those now
interested in this matter.

The following notes were obtained during the pe-

riod when the writer acted as chemist to a large Eng-
lish paper mill using large ([uantities of mechanical

and chemical pulps.

The mill in question kept large quantities of pulp

stored in the open in large stocks, exposed to the

weather for long periods of time . During the year
1907 some of tlie stocks of meclianical wood pulj) were

opened up and discovered to be seriously damaged by
rot; to such an extent bad the deterioration gone,

that many a tholisand dollars' worth of pulp was ut-

terly ruined and 20 to 2rt per cent, of the pulp was
rendered soluble in water.

During the years 1908-linO, many shipments of

both Scandinavian and Canadian pulps were found to

be more or less damaged by fungoid growth and I'ot,

The writer examined a large number of samples fi-oin

the contaminated bales microscopically with the view

of determining the main cause of the deterioration.

Numerous kinds of fungi and mould growths were

observed, some of which are illustrated here. The
chief effect of tliese growths was a more "v less bhiek-

ish discoloration in the pulp produced by a micros-
copic fungus, described as a si)ecies of Clados porium:

Fig. 1 shows the mycelial threads of this fungus,
sketched under a power of 700 diameters.

Fig. 2 shows the mycelium growing through one of

the discoid markings of bordered pits of coniferous
wood.

It is evident from this. Fig. 2, that the fungus is of
very minute nature and its destructive power very
great. Tliis type of fungus is evidently responsible in

most cases for the systematic decaj- of groiuulwood
pulp, the main work of breaking down the fibre sub-
stance being done by enzymes emanating from the
fungus.

The mycelium of this fungus was observed in most
eases where decay had .set in, tliough in the cases
where the degradation liad |)roceedeil to a nuiximum,
the mycelial threads (if any) had disapiicared along
with all trace of fil)rous structure.

Fig. 3 shows a type of green fungus growing on
tlie surface of the sheets of paper in the interior of a

bale of Norwegian hot-ground pulp. The mycelium of
the fungus was colorless, tlie green color being due to

(plant it ies of green fission fungi.

Fig. 4 siiows a type of white fungus growing on the
surface of the sheets in the interior of a bale of me-
clianical pulp. The white threads were covered with
spores. Large <|uantities of spherical and elongated
cells, motile and otherwise, were present, also motile
liacteria.

Fig. .') shows a sample of black fungus found in a
bale of Nova Seotiaii pulp. This fungus was sparsely
scattered through the pulp, but showed up very con-
s])icuously, due to the relatively large (liiiiensions of

the growtli.

Fig. G shows a type of organism preponderating in a

sample of rotten Norwegian pulp.

Fig. 7 shows the fission fungi responsible for the
decay of the outside edge of a bale of Quebec pulp.
The interior of the bale was infected with the dark
mycelia of Cladosporiuin. In this case, the fission

fungi probably found a good feeding ground on tlie

already infected pulp and rapidly rotted the external
parts.

The Chromogenic moulds noticed were chiefly of a

brick-red color; this particular mould only developed
on bales whicli had stood exposed to the air for con-

siderable periods. The growth was entirely a surface
action, obviously aerobic in character. This type of

mould had very little tendering effect on the pulp.
Yellow and violet moulds were also noticed.

In one ca.se, fungus had attacked some Swedish
moist sulphite pulp. The sample examined was from
a bale at the base of a stock, and was permeated with
the mycelia of fungus; the cellulose fibres were broken
up into short lengths as in rotten ground wood. The
larger types of branching fungi noted above, do not
appear to deteriorate the pulp to a great extent, as

they are of rapid growth and surface action.

To determine the rapidity at which fungoid growths
and other discolorations in pulp increased in area, an
experiment was conducted as follows: Five bales of

pulp, contaminated in various ways, were taken.
After thorough examination, all the conspicuous
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iiiarkiiijrs w-n- i-iirffiUly outliui-il dii Uk- moist, pulp

with violet ppii'-il: tlio bales were thou ivinnvcd an.l

hiiilt lip into ii .oinpiict slack, siiiTouiult'il oii all sides.

top ami Itottoiii, with iimist sound hales. The stack

was finally covered in with cotton felt and left un-

touched for six weeks, then re-opened and examined.

The discolorations pencilled off were: (1) Black

funpoid frrowth at edpes of .sheets: (2) White liraneh-

ing fun-rus: (8) Small, dark jrrey spots (Cladospormnil

.scattered about sheets: (4) Greyish niarkingrs due to

reaction of iron and tannin bodies: (-"i) Dark brown

stains.

On re-oi)enin{r the bales it was found that (U The

black funpus had sensibly increased in area; (2) the

white fungus had pushed into the bale far beyond its

original limits: (3» the grey ("ladosporium spots had

increased slightly in area; (4) the grey iron stains

had spread slight'ly; (5) the brown stain had increased

about 20 per cent, well into the bale. These tests prove

fairly conclusively that in the sliort space of six weeks

a sensible increase in fungoid growth and in other

contaminated areas had taken place, and serve to .show

the danger of keeping infected pulps in the stock for

any length of time.

The brown stain in the pulp seems to have originated

entirely from outside sources as it contained more

tannin bodies than the unstained pulp. A probable

explanation of this is that the bale had been placed on

a wooden platform or wharf in contact with a pool of

water rich in extractive matters from wood bark.

This sort of thing is to be avoided, as the more im-

purities an organic body contains, the greater ten-

dency there is for that body to decay.

Experiments were also carried out to ascertain

whether rotten wood pulp could affect sound pulp by

direct contact Pieces, of rotten pulp were made np

with gr)od pulp into bundles and wired up. then in-

cubated for several weeks. Xo trace of deterioration

of the s<iund pulp could be detected where the bundles

were opened up.

PULP AND PAPER COMPARED WITH OTHER
EXPORTS

A further analysis of the tal)u]ated report of Can-

ada's i)ulp and paper exports and touching on other

wood products is given as f(dlows in the Ottawa

('itizen.

In wood and wood luoducts alone Canada sends the

frld
a <|uaiitity which exceeds in value what she

rives from outside iior own borders by $219,254,875.

the twelve months ending July 31st. 1920, Canada

exported as measured by value received the following

quantities:—Newsi)rint, .+60,084.414; otiier paper, $12,-

060,0:'»0: mannfactuied wood, $122.706,2Sri ; wood pulp,

$;'i7.919,24H ; and other manufactured wood. $3,919,-

6;'il, a total of $2.'>f),(iH9.<i48. Imports in the same per-

iod were as follows :
— i'aper, $1 1.912. f)92 ; and wood.

$2.'>,.")22.0H1, a total of $37,4:14,77:1. In both cases for

every item this represents a great increase over the

same period in the previous year and a still greater

over 191S. ('ontra.'«ting the above figures with those

for the twelve months rniling .Inly 31sf. 1918. it is

seen that there has been a phenomenal increa.se in

exports to the value of $124.6fi0,770 or 95 per cent.

and of import."* to the value of $13,893,281 or 59 per

cent

.

In the paper exports newsprint bulks large as the

great moucygetter for Canada. An analysis for the

first four months of the present fiscal year, that is

.\pril. May. June and July shows that tlie foreign

demand for this chief product of Canada outside of

those originating on the farm is still on the increase.

One can fairly deduce, seeing that the export for 1920

for these four months brought into Canadian pockets

$21,916,549 as against $1.'>.035,927 for 4 months in 1919,

the same rale of increase would hold good for the

rest of the year. The increase in quantity for this

period was only from 4.289.210 to 4.90fi,188 cwt .
show-

ing that a greater increase ))iobably came from raising

the price than increasing the export sales. The total

of all papers sale for these four months in 1918, 1919

and 1920. respectively, was as follows:—$14,487,110,

$17,532,409 and $26,423,454. The total foreign wood
|)ulp sales comi>aied for the same periods were re-

spectively. 4.431.459 cwt. valued at $12,220,692 for

1918. 3.417.740 cwt. valued at $9.5:14.827 for 1919, and

5,904.075 cwt. valued at $26,070,593 for 1920 to July

31st. Tliis year at least paper manufacturers outside

Canada are getting their partly manufactured sup-

plies.

Pulpwood Exports.

In pulpwood also they are getting more than last

year though not so much as in 1918 as shown by the

following figures for the first fou: months of 1918.

1919 and 1920 :—645,723 cords valued at $6,232,254:

:128.386 coi-ds valued at $3,260,241 ; and 368.851 cords

valued at $4,061,376.

The United States as greatest bu.ver of paper is

|)ayiiig much more this \-ear than last

.

Here are the comparative figures for all (laper manu-
factures exjiorted to the Southern Republic for the

first four months of the fiscal years of 1918. 1919 and
1920 respectively: $r2.323..501 and $14,053,282 and $20.-

798,774. For the United Kingdom the increasing fig-

ures run: $364,878 and $988.:550 and $1,548,102. To
other countries they were $1,798,731 and $2,490,577

and $3,076,578. Wood pulp exports to the I'nited

States were for the same jieriods eon.seeutively $11,-

145.654 and $7.1:16.018 and $20,839,881: to the United

Kingdom, $7,089 and $992,486 and $3,436,193. Pulp-

wood exports were to the United States, $6,232.2:54

and .$3,260,241 and $4.061, :f7(i. To other countries we
sent nn |)iilpwood.

Newsprint Increase.

,\ fun her analysis of newsprint figures shows that

for the four months under consideration exports have
increased to the United States, the .•\rgontine. South
.Africa and New Zealand, while decreasing "to the

United Kingdom and Australia. These decrea.ses mat-
ter little in the aggregate as the United States take.s

91 per cent. i>f the whole exported iM'wsprinl. For
these four months the I'nited Stales look 4.426,763

cwl., valued at $19,721,910. as compared with $3,749,-

.'115 cwt.. valued at $1:1,218.611 for the same period in

1919. The totals of newsprint rei-eived liy the other

countries for the last four months were respect ivel.v

:

the United Kingdom. $197.8:15; Australia, $592.38:1; Ar-

gentine, $393..547: New Zealand. $313,278; ,nid South
Africa, $285,122. The total exports for these, four
months of i)n|ier (lulpwood and pulp were respectively:

United Kingdom, $4,984,295; United States. .$45,900,-

0:tl ; and other countries, $5,671,097. a grand total of

$.56,5.55.423, as conijiared with little more than thirty

million dnilars for the same perioil in 1918 and 1919.
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Belgian Paper Industry Re-

covering
(By Special Correspoudenee)

The remarkable recovery of the paper industry in

Belgium is set forth in the following- tables and com-
ments. It is particularly iqteresting: to note how
widely these products are sold in the woi-ld's markets.
The pulp and paper imports and exports of Belgium

for tlie six months ending June. 30. 1!)20, as compared
with tlie corresjioiuling months of the previous year
are given in the following tallies, in kilograms, (1000
kg.^2,204 lbs, approximately 1 hmg ton.)

Wood Pulp (Free)
Origin (imijorts) Imi)()rts ICxports
Destination (Exp.) 1919

Germany . . . .'iOl.o.Ti'

Canada . . .

Spain . . . .

United States.

Fi-ance .

Great Britain.

Hamburg
Norway . . .

Holland . . .

Sweden . . .

Other Countries

10,400

170

3.519

5.304.609

4.010.847

4.945.510

1920

126.328

347,621

518,610

50.728.955

614.173

J2.329.230

1.396,702

Total .... 14.576.107

Total for year 54.979.061

Wall Paper (Dutiable)
Germany. . 27.280

Argentine . .

Chile
Spain . . . .

I'nited States
Krance
Great Britain
Mexico
Holland . . .

Peru ....
Switzerlaid . .

Turkey
Other countries 49.313

56,324.919

19

249,631

3,l»:!

17.42

975

378,096

.534.519

79.951

647

376

Total .... 972
Tot.il for year 1.889

Board (Dutiable)
Germany ... . .

.

France ... 24

Great Britain. 362

Hamburg ...
Norway . . . 25

Holland . . .

Sweden . . .

Turkey . . .

Other Countrie:

647

1.441

106

438.978

71.601

385,987

31,760

95.463

917.434

247,292

Total ....
Total for year

News Paper
Germany
Great Britain.

Holland . . .

Other Countries

1,996.403

4.514.823

(Dutiable)
19.364

983.091

2.581.268

499,578

441,804

;.36o,ll,i

324,927

Total .... 4.083.301 2.721,442

Total for year 8.155.775

Non Denominated Papers (Dutiable)
Origin (Imports) Imports
Destination (Exp.) 1919 1920
Belgian Congo
Germany. . . 68.743 3.384.633

Argentine . .

Australia . .

Brazil. . . .

Canada 20 311

Chile
China
Cuba
Denmark. . . 2,688

ERypt

1920

0.386

50,537

6.721.427

10.306

19.430

21.227

7,139

691.830

13.92.1

9.000

3.918

74.446

11.240

119,165

682 l.u:!:',.S37

533.009

13.000 20.931

116.005

19.541

.3.850

13.000 198.209

52.075

15,134

99,801

150

109,667

Exports
1919

n 695

1920

33.672

113.528

34.686

26.042

3948
67.126

1.190

524

21.120

25.799

80.982

Spain ....
Straits . . .

L'nited States.
Prance . . .

Great liritain.

Greece . .

Hamburg
British India.

Dutch India..

Ireland . . .

Japan ....
Norway . . .

Holland .

Russia .

Sweden . . .

Switzerland
Tunis ....
Turkey . . .

South Africa.
L'rugay . . .

Other Countries

14.449

3G0.094

935.561

302.875

.215.112

273. OS

1.545

6.660

1,056,805

2.012,905

45.225

277,906

1.534

469.079

1.583.648

2.876

121.579

3,792.913

2.089,332

140,677

123,024

156

44.123

70,964

14,902

118,078

87,793

72,470

697.178

359

33,459

98,275

12.324

47.947

1,177

2,567

158,386

Total .... 3,179.292 9,974.453 413,202 7.989.666
Total for year 10.707,017 3.471.557

RECAPITL'l..\TION
Imports Exports

Articles Six first months of the years 1919 and 1920
1919 1920 1919 1920

Wood Pulp 14.576,107 56,324.329 7,388,084
Tot. of the whole year 54.979.061 1.437,313
Wall Paper .... 972,647 1,183.454 682 1.033,837
Board 1.996.403 2.630,329 13,000 198,209
News Paper .... 4,083.301 2.721.442 15.134 109,817
Non denominated Pa-

pers 3,179.292

Printed matte r.

—

Books, sheet, wire-
St, 414.351

Bound books. . . 112.166

.Newspapers, perio-
dicals, etc 1,403.531 1,010,479 10,102 124,139
non denominated. 217.092 817,698 12,731 115,237

9,974.453

457,115

168.147

15.134

413.202

9.093

24,232

7,989,666

190,909

348,718

Total 12,378,783 18.963.007 498.176 10.110,532
Tot. of the whole year 29.962.871 4,573,749

Kioni a lielgian point of view, tlie most interesting
figures in the above records are those of the paper ex-
j>orts. The enorniDUs increase, as com])areil not only
with the c()rrcs|)onding months of the ]n-evioiis year,
but especially with the first four months in which
IH'riod lhc\- attained a total of "),.');)(),GGl kg. shows evi-

dently that the restoration of the Belgian Paper In-

dustry has entered its final state of coivpletion. This
is shown nioicnvcr by the fact that the sudden deve-
lopment of the export trade correspond exactly with a
slackening in the home market.
The "wave of reduction" that was disastrous to

several of our industries has not been without an effect

the paper trade. Home consumers are still refraining
from buying and as there seems to be some stock, some
mills have already reduced their output.

Strikes, more of a political than of a material char-
acter, in some of the leading mills, have lead to a com-
plete capitulation of the employees and helped in this

manner indirectly, to streughten the position of the
Paper Industry in general, bth twards the trade and
the employees.

Prices have gone somewhat back, but have a ten-

dency of going upwards again. Quotations are at pre-

sent as follows per 100 kg. on mill :

Hoard, straw 140 16.") fr

News
Sulphite writing

Sulphite Bond
Xo. 1 Manilla
Butchers Imitation Parchment.
Grease proof
Brown Wrapping, strong . . .

Brown Wrapping, ordinary...

140 16.-)

360 370
420 470
540 600
410 450
41;') 450
.')00 6.50

mo 3.50

200 250
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The pulp market is holding firm. The only sulphite

and sulphate pulp mill in Belgian using in its own
paper mill its whole output. All other paper mills

depend entirely on foreign supplies, which these last

months were rather more than up to the demands.

Prices went abek, owing for a great deal to the more

favorable rate of exchange. An advance is in sight

and it is feared that for the next months supplies may
be behind as it is reported that Great Britain and

France, have purchased important quantities in

Sweden.
Prices f.o.b. Antwerp are at present, per 100 kg. :

Mechanical 155 200 fr.

Sulphite bleached 410 440 "

Sulphite unbleached 235 250 "

Sulphite easy bleaching 255 295 "

Sulphate easv bleaching 225 235

Kraft .. .." 198 215 "

After all, notwithstanding difficult periods, all

paper mills have been enjoying till now a golden time.

As I stated in my previous report all made big profits

At the last stockholders" meeting of the Anciens Eta-

bli.ssements Louis I)e Noeyer, held this month, the di-

vidend for the past fiscal year was fixed at 80fr.

whereas the usual amount was 40-45 fr. and for one

exceptonal year 52 fr.

Paper mill stocks have been driven uji to unusually

high rates and it will be worth putting them on record

in a following article.

INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATION.
The following is an extract from an address of IFr.

George W. Si.sson, Jr., delivered before the American
Paper and Pulp Association during the recent con-

vention.

"It is natural during a period of readjustment that

great industrial i)roblcms should ari.se, or that long

standing difficulties should be emphasized. A care-

ful study of industrial conditions in America and a

somewhat exhaustive inquiry into the efforts made
and the attitude taken by the more thoughtful, far-

seeing and enterprising manufacturers to meet the de-

mands of the hour, reverse any maladjustments of the

pa.st and prepare the developments of the future,

gives warrant for the hope that these disturbing prob-

lems will be solved by a process of orderly evolution,

having as its basis a genuine spirit of co-operation and
good will predicted on clear recognition of mutual re-

>pon.9ibility as between employer and employee and by
them jointly to the public. Capital and labor will

!• I li the sure ground of adjustment whenever, through
I'lity or suffering they arrive at a willingness to be

fair. Fairnes.s is absolutely neces.sary to the full

deielopment of industry. It i.s as essential as steam.
It B^ks nothing of generosity, nothing of mercy; it is

'iimply the child of justice, and before it no labor dif-

ficulties can long endure.

A situation eondueive to dissatisfaction lies in the

present high prices of commodities caused by under-
plJBducfion and the lowered purchasing i)0wcr of the
dMiar. We must prod our production. The outstand-
ing fact of the situation is that the workers of the

United Stat<s and thone who direct them can and nnist

produce an ample supply of the tilings that contrii)ute

to the cv>mfort, security and refinement of our life.

All of u.<i are producers except the few who evade the
common duty; and with every man working to reason-
able capacity by way of doinj; his share of the nation's
work, no general or prolonged shortage can exist."

THE USE OF SULPHUR AND SAND IN SEWER
PIPE JOINTS.

In constructing a main line thirty-six inch sewer

for the conveyance of acid waste, for a pulp mill in

Quebec, the question arose as to what material should

be used in pouring the joints. Cement was out of the

question on account of the deteriorating effect acid

would have upon it. A number of mills were corres-

ponded with upon the subject but no very satisfactory

method was recommended.
Ultimately the use of sulphur and sand was suggest-

ed by the Engineering Department. Lead wool was
considered but rejected upon the ground that the cost

was high. On the other hand, sand was available on

the ground from excavations and sulphur could be pur-

chased at the doekside in Three Rivers .

The method used was as follows :

—

"An ordinary iron boiling cauldron over an open
wood fire was used for heating the sulphur and sand.

The proportions used were one to one. The whole was
heated until the sulphur melted and a semi-liquid mass
formed. Three pipes were placed vertically in the

trench and by means of a galvanized conductor pipe

bent at one end to fit into the flange of the pipe, the

mixture was poured from a ladle on the top of the

trench directly into the joint. The joints of each sec-

tion of the three pipes in the trench were then poured
in the ordiimry manner with the use of a runner."
"The inside of the joints were pointed with wet

cla.v. The joints cast and became solidified in about
one hour after pouring. The length of time for soli-

dification of course depended upon the coldness of the

weather.

The joints so far have been all that could be desired,

having neither blow-holes nor cracks. The solidified

sulphur and sand is extremely hard and the only im-

pression made on it with a large knife was to scrape
fine particles awav. In appearance it it almost me-
tallic.—C. K.

ENORMOUS ECONOMIC LOSS DUE TO STRIKES.
,\ total iif G..")lti.7()4 WDiking days—the equivalent

of more tiuin 20.000 working years, or one year for

more than 20.000 men—were lost directly by strikes

in the first five months of 1920, according to the
New York World.
The known loss in wages and output is placed at

$104,443,370.

Losses entailed by idleness of the coastwise long-
shoremen, the hari)or boatmen of New York and the
switchmen on strike at the New York terminals have
been estimated at an adtlitional $r)3.1C0.000. iiringing

the gross known loss to n mininuim of $l.'i7.(iO:?,370.

In reality, however, the losses have greatly exceeded
this huge sum.

Losses due to the enforced idleness of 250.000 in the
steel district surroimding Pittsburgh as a result of
transportation troubles, and the penalties, estimated
at !{!30,000,000, imposed by the "outlaw" switchmen
ill Chicago, are not included in the conclusions stated
in tlie foregoing paragraphs.

.\s a result of its survey of industrial conditions
throughout the United States, just completed. The
World finds that the feeling of the public is one of
disapproval of nil strikes and that "the open .shop plan
appears to be growing steadily."

The workman is beginning to realize that all strike
losses are eventually coming out of his own pocket.
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Imperial Forestry Resolutions

ilr. Clyde Leavitt, chief forester for the commis-
sion of Conservation has kindly contributed the fol-

lowing summary of the very important resolutions

passed at the Imperial Forestry Conference in Eng-
land in July. They were thus reported in the London
Times:
The British Empire Forestry Conference, which has

held several sittings in London during the last fort-

night and concluded its official deliberations yesterday,
adopted the following resolutions, which the delegates
are to bring to the notice of their respective Govern-
ments :

—

Forestry Policy.

In view of the great importance to the Empire as a

whole, as well as to each of its component parts, of

producing a sustained yield of all classes of timber,
and of encouraging the most economical utilization of

timber and other forest products, and of maintaining
and improving climatic conditions in the interests of

agriculture and water suppl.v. each of the Governments
of the Empire should lay down a definite forest policy
to be administrated by a properly constituted and ade-
quate forest service. (Mover:—ilr. H. R. Mackay,
Australia seconder. ]Mr. E, Battiscombe, East African
Protectorate.)

Survey of Resources.
The foundation of a stable forest policy for the Em-

pire and for its component parts must be the collection,

co-ordination, and dissemination of facts as to the

existing state of the forests and the current and pros-

pective demands on them. To this end it is of first

importance that a s.vstematic survey be undertaken in

each part of the Empire which will not only serve as

the basis of forest policy in that part, but also pro-

vide a means for reviewing the forestry position of the

Empire as a whole. (Mr. A. J. Gibson. India; and Mr.
E. 11. Finlayson, Canada.)

Constitution and Status.

In order to attain cnntiiniity in tlie development of

forest resources, it is desirable that certain elements
of stability be secured in the constitution of the forest

policy. This ma.v be done by the following measures:

—

1.—The definition, where this has not been done al-

ready, of forest policy in a Forestry Act or Ordinance.
2.—The reservation, for the purpose of economic ma-

nagement and development, of forest land under con-
ditions which prevent the alienation of an.v which is

primarily suitable for forest except for reasons con-

sistent with the maintainance of the forest policy as a

whole.

3.—The assurance to the Forest Authority of funds
sufficient to carry out the accepted policy for a series

of years.
4.—The grant to members of the Forestry Service

of the status of Civil servants, with due provision for

pension.
5.—The appointment as the chief officers of the

Forestry Service of persons having a high standard of

training in forestry, their selection and promotion
being b.v merit alone.

6.—The establishment in each of the larger parts of

the Empire and for the Colonies not possessing res-

ponsible government, collectively, of an officer, or of-

ficers, having special duties of advising as to forest

policy and surveying its execution. (Mr. C. E. Lane
Poole, Australia, and Mr. C. S. Rogers, Trinidad.)

Organizations of Forest Industries.
It is extremely desirable that the Forest Authority

should be in close touch and consultation with orga-
nizations representing the interests concerned in the
extraction and utilization of timber and other forest
products. (Mr. M. A. (Irain-rer, British Columbia, and
Mr. W. D. Ellis, Colonial Office.)

Publicity.

It is the duty of the Forest Authority in every part
of the Empire to adopt and encourage methods of edu-
cation and publicity in order that the people may be
fully informed of the .aims and purposes of forest po-
licy and may thus be induced to cooperate towards
its successful fulfilment. (Mr. C. E. Legat, South
Africa, and Sir Hugh Shaw-Stewart, Consultative Com-
mittee, Scotland.'!

Distribution of Forest Plants.
The Conference have hatl brought to their attention

the advantages which have accrued in several parts of
the I^mpirc from the wide distribution of forest ])lants,

and desire to bring the method of encouraging tree-

planting by distribution of plants either from Govern-
ment or private nurseries gratuitously or at cost price,
to the earnest attention of their Government. (The
lion. E. Lucas. Australia, and Mr. .\. .T. Gihsiui, India.)

Terminology and Trade Nomenclature.
The following i|uestions should l)e referred to the

proposed Forestr.v Bureau immediately on its forma-
tion :— (I.) .Standardization of forest terminology,
(II.) correct identification of timbers, and standardi-
zation of their trade names (Professor R. S. Troup,
India, and Mr. P. H. Clnlterliuck, India.)

Research.
Schome of research work approved by the Con-

ference is recommended to their Governments for early
consideration and approval by them. This takes the
form of the report from a committee ap|iointed "to
prepare a draft scheme for the organization of that
research work which is essential to the progress of
forestry, including both the production and utiliza-

tion of forest produce, the committee to pay particular
regard to the importance of avoiding overhipping and
of cooperation with existing institutions." The re-

port deals with the organization and sub-division of
research, with the relation of the different parts of

research to one another and to education and practice,

and with the subjects of research both generally and
in relation to the needs of the different parts of the
Empire.— (Profe-ssor R. S. Troup. India, and Mr. II

M. Thompson, Nigeria. 1

Education
It should be a primar.v dut.v of forest authorities

throughout the Empire to establish .systematic schemes
of forestry education. It has been found, for climatic
and other rea.son.s. that it would not be possible for
each part of the Emire to establish a complete scheme
of forestr.v education of its own. and therefore it

is essential that those parts of the Empire which are
willing and able to establish complete s.vstems should,
as far as possible, frame such schemes with a view to

combining for meeting the needs of those parts which
can only themselves make a partial provision for their

requirements. Part of this subject has been dealt with
by a Committee, whose report, which refers mainly to

the higher training of forest officers, is approved by
the Conference. The main principles embodied in this

report are as follows:

—

1.—That one Institution for training forest officers

be established in the United Kingdom.
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2. That students be selected from gradutes having

taken honours in pure or natural science at any re-

cofrnized University.

8.—That it be an integral part of the work ot the

Institution to arrange suppliMuentary courses at suit-

able centres for students requiring special qualifica-

tions and also special courses for forest officers from

aiiv part of the Empire, whether at the Institution

itself or at centres of training in other parts of the

world The Governments should recognize these cour-

ses as part of the ordinary duties of the forest officers,

at anv time during their service, and the Governments

concerned should give special facilities to forest offi-

cers in their service to attend such courses.

4—That a Department of Research into the forma-

tion, tending, and protection of forests be associated

with the training Institution.

r, —That encourageiueut should be given to the

existing provision made by Universities and colleges

for forestrv instruction for those who do not desire

to take the full course suggested for the forestry ser-

vice It appears that this is especially applicable to the

United Kingdom. It is also desirable to make ade-

(luate provision for woodmen's schools for the train-

in<' of foresters as distinct from those which are in-

tended for forest officers. (.Mr. H. R. Mackay, Aus-

tralia, and Mr. C. E. Legat. South Africa.)

Forestry Bureau.

The conference approve the suggestions and recom-

mendations for the constitution of an Imperial Fo-

restry Hureau wliich are contained in the report of a

committee, and strongly urge upon their respective

Governments that they should contribute to the sup-

port of the bureau as therein suggested. They feel

that it will be largelv upon the work of such a bureau

that the proper development of the forest resources of

the Empire will depend, and they therefore cannot

over-emphasize its importance as a part of Empire

organization. (Mr. R. h. Robinson, United Kingdom:

and Mr. Ij. Palfreman. Sierra Leone.)

Future Conferences.

The conference is cmvii 1 that tlie holding of con-

ferences of representatives of the Empire on forestry

matters is of great .service. They desire to thank the

p'orestrv Commission of the United Kingdom for

causing the conference to be assemtiled and for making

the necessary arrangements. They recommend that

the next conference be held in the year 1923, and that,

if the Dominion Government approve, it be conveneri

in Canada. (Sir Claude Hill. India, and Mr. F. D.

A^nd. United Kingdom.)

SEMI ANNUAL REPORT OF LAURENTIDE.

Following the meeting of the board of directors (>f

the I.,aurentide Company, I..imited, held at the office

of C. K. llosmer, the vice-president, the financial re-

port of the company for the first six months of its

Aerations, was given out. At the board meeting, Mr.

Brimmer occupied the chair, in the absence of George

Chahoon, Jr., Sir Lomer Goiiin. the newly-elected dir-

ector, took his place at a board meeting for the first

time since hi.s election.

The financial .Hfatemcnt of the company, covering

the first six mohths of this years operations, is an ex

cellent one and indicates a large growth in earning

power The new company took over the plants and

oiwralionx <>f 'lie old company as nf .Fanuary 1 of this

vcnr.

As compared with the earnings of the old company,

the first six months are but little behind the full twelve

months period reported on a year ago. Total income

from operations from January 1 to June 30, amounted

to $2.,566.673, compared with $2,955,979 in the pre-

vious full year, and !|;2,593,835 in the 1918 year. After

the usual charges, net profits before deducting divi-

dends amounted to 1.499.539 for the six months, com-

pared with $1.S23.()57, in the 1919 year and $1,704,655

ill the 1918 year.

As the capital stock of the new company is just

three times the amount of that of the old company,

earnings percentages are interesting. The new com-

pany has a paid-up capital or $28,800,000. which stands

as a first charge against earnings, there being no bond

issues or preferred stock. On this basis, the company
earned in the six months 5.20 per cent on the out-

standing capital, or at the rate of nearly 11 per cent

for the full year. On the old basis of capitalization,

$9,600,000. earnings in the half year were at the rate

of 15.61 per cent compared with 18.99 per cent for the

full year 1919. and 17.75 per cent for the 1918 year.

In other words, in the half year just ended the new
company earned eciuivalent to nearly 32 per cent on

the capitalization of the old company.
After providing for dividends for the six months of

$864,000. surplus remaining was $635,539.

Profit and loss account follows

:

6 ms. 1920 Yr. 1919. Yr. 1918.

Op. income $2,566,673 .$2,955,979 $2,593,835

Inter., etc 304,447 236,926 227,296

War T. res 280.000 240,000 240.000

Pens. Fd 150.000 1.50.000

Deprec. & depletion 482.687 50.5.396 271,884

Net profit $1,499,539 $1,823,657 $1,704,655

Dividends 864,000 1.392.000 960,000

Surplus $ 635,539 $ 431,657 $ 744,655

The balance sheet of the company is probably the

most interesting portion of the statement, however,

inasmuch as it indicates a sharp growth in assets for

the new comjiany as against those indicated in the last

report of the old company. For instance, property

account is given, as at June 30 last, at $21.599.S46 net.

as compared with but .$8,335,635 in the report of the

old company a year ago.

The various items included in the balance sheet,

however, while comparable, are somewhat misleading

in table form, as they do not altogether check up, item

for item. espcciall\- on the liabilities side of the ac-

count. Total assets, which now amount to .$35,087,-

015. or about double the $17,612,520 reported last year,

indicate how great the growth in general valuation

has been.

The statement of wcu-king capital is probably more
revalenf than anything else of the financial strength

of the company at the present time, and the great jiro-

gress that much have been made during the past six

months, desiiitc the fai-t that the c(Miipany had not

then entered the period when the really high news-

print i)rices prevail.

Current assets amount to $13,431,229. as compared
with $7,264,463 reported by the old company a year

ago. while current liabilities now total $5,377,761 com-
pared with $1,H,S2.416, This indicates net working ca-

pital of $8.0.53.46H as i-ompared with $5,382,046. this

bi'int; an increase of no less |li;in $2,671,422 over tin-

IMIM sliowing.
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PULP SAMPLING TOOL.
"We have rei'ently been informed by j\lr. il. L. Urif-

fin of a sani|iliii<i' tool for euttinp' (Uses, whieh obviates

the eeiitral puneli and s\vinj>-ing arm whieb made dise

sampling difficult.

Upon reeeipt of the blue print, and further iii(|uiry

we find that this tool was devised by a Canadian about

twelve vears ago and is now manufactured in Canada

SoTTJplllJC loo/ toffhip

under lieen.se, as it is patented liiith in the I'liited

States and Canada.

We are indebted to the inventor for the cuts ac-

companying this article and the following description:

Cut of the tool in section shows the scalloped cutting

edge, chiselled inside. This is necessary to prevent

binding. The discs cut are 1 3-8 inch in diameter,

from tool as now on market. Nothing is gained by
larger size. The plunger used to push out the simple

is provided on one side with a stud that tends to turn

the sample into an inclined position for expidsion. The
sample is obtained by circular motion with the tool

vertical to the surface being cut. While if necessary,

the bales, rolls, or laps, can be cut in any position,

they are most readily cut when in a position for the

operator to press down vertically while grasping the

handles, and with both arms straight, or nearly so.

The print shows comparative sizes of samples by disc

and strip methods.
Ten laps were sampled. The strips were cut with a

broad chisel, across the lap. This took forty-five mi-

nutes. The discs wei-e cut through the center of the

lap, thus getting samples out of twelve places in the

unfolded sheet, a row of four holes across the .sheet at

three places in the machine direction.

The strip samples weighed over 7000 grams requiring

practically all the sjjace in an oven 2-1" x .36" and 24"

deep when spread out to dry. The disc samples took

eight minutes to cut, weighed a little over 600 grams
and were conveniently dried in the 6" x 12" wire tray

shown behind the sample. This tray is two inches deej)

and if thirty laps were sampled from a car, there

would be room to dry samples from four cars at a

time in the oven referred to above without congesting.

This tool has been useil for all kinds of pulp and
forms of package.
The method of sampling for each case can soon be

worked out, and will depend on the varying circum-

stances, whether receiving or shipping, long storage

or recent.

JIany parallel and check tests can be made in a .short

tiiiu'. In special cases every bale in a car can be

sampled while it is being unloaded.

Convenience and rapidity in use make it possible

to take samples from a much greater number of pack-

ages than other methods in same time, without pro-

ducing UMwield.v bulk of sample oi- congesting the

oven.

NEW BLEACH PLANT FOR LINCOLN MILLS
The Lincoln |)aper mills company have now their

mnv l)leaching plant in operation, ami are turning out

ten tons of bleached suli)hite per day. The pulp is

used in the manufacture of bleached glazed paper,

made in tlu' Lybster paper mills, where they are making
over sixty tons of this grade of paper per week on

the n2-ineh machine. The company have also instal-

led an electric drive on the screen of the paper ma-
chine in the Lincoln mills, and are operating the ma-
chine by steam and electricity until the electric drive

for the whole machine is completed.

k of strip and
rams, respect-

BRITISH TRADE NOTELETS.
There is a falling off in the orders for newsprint

at the present time in England.
Owing to a strike of printers Manchester and Liver-

pool were left without papers — daily and weekly.

The loss was a .serious one for some of the paper mills.

"Palestine Weekly"', published in Jerusalem, is

liooming papyrus grass, which grows luxuriantly in

that country, as a suitable raw material for paper. A
mill lias recently lieen built in East Africa to make
l)apyrus pulp.

Mr. fi. F. Steele. General ^lanager of the Canadian
Export Paper Co., is being interviewed by the re-

porters liere and he has put some erroneous ideas out

of the heads of Englishmen about pulp and paper
matters.

Night schools are now in progress in London for

lioys or students who want to study papermaking.
At the end of the course examinations are held and
prizes awarded.
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THE PRINT PAPER SITUATION.

P'nr .some tiiiif .lasoii Hii<:ers has been working on a

propo.sition to relieve the .small consumer-* of news-

print who are more or less dependent on the spot mar-

ket. These publishers have been hard hit by the flight

of priees in the last year. With a little waste sul-

phite liquor adhesive to hold the associated publish-

ers together. Mr. Rogers' proposition ought to suc-

ceed. It looks like the one way to get cheaper paper

for them. This is what Mr. Rogers says in a full page

advertisement in the "Editor and Publisher' last

week :

To Newspaper Publishers :

ilanufaeturers have given notice of a reduction in

supply to customers for 1921 exceeding 200.000 tons.

Foreign print paper is quoted at from 9 to 10 cents

alongside dock. New York, C. I. F.

Domestic and Canadian spot paper is quoted from
10 to 12% cents F. 0. B. mill.

There is every reason to believe that the manufac-

turers are going to try to make 8 cents a pound the

minimum price for 1921.

There is no shortage of stumpage.

There is and will be an artificial shortage of me-

chanical equipment to make paper.

Present prices are absolutely unjustified.

I am going forward with new mill construction

plans as providing the only way out.

I have now on hand and am assured ten year con-

tracts for upwards of 200 tons a day.

Publishers who realize the seriousness of the hour
will do well to send along their contracts and thus

secure independence a few months hence.

I am working entirely independent of associations

or corporations for the well being of the newspaper
industrv.

I will protect all signers from exposure to any pos-

sible reprisal by keeping identities absolutely confi-

dential.

JASON ROGERS.
Publisher. "New York Globe."'

New York. Sept. 1.5. 1920.

TRACTORS FOR GREAT NORTHERN.
Gaterpillar style tr;ic-tc.rs will lie used bv the Great

Norfliern Paper Company this winter in its northern

Maine woods operations. Orders have been placed for

39 of the.se machines, several of which are already on
the wa.v from Bangor to the north woods. The com-
pan.v experimented with tractors last winter in the

vpods operations and founil them to be useful and
A^nomical. deep snow l)eing no impediment to their

viigrt'ss. The 39 machines, it is claimed, will do the

Work of 800 horses, and make a tremendous saving

in the matter of supplies which are Jiecessary for

hf)rseH when used

.

WORSHIPPED IN PAPER MILL.
1 In the course of lii« witf.v review of the town of the

'Imperial Press Conference delcpates. ^Ir. \. Tjevi. of

Pretoria. S. A., said : "We worshipped in the power-
houses of paper mills, lofty enough to be cathedrals

We lofiked the pitrmies we are beside the powerful
piles of wood that had swum their hniidred of ?iiile<<

through enchanting river scenerv. We lunched off

gorgeous salmon, performed social rites at manv an
afternoon tea. laid down the law. and listened at

dozens of dainty dinners, to statistics of what .vou

have to offer."

PUTTING TIGHT BELT ON PULLEYS WITH
A ROPE.

One way of putting a tight belt on its pulleys is by

u.se of a rope. The method generally followed is to

put the belt on the drive pulley first and then on the

driven pulley as far as it will go. Then a loop of

rope is pas.sed over the rim of the pulley and around

the belt, the free ends being passed through the loop.

Thi.s really constitutes a slipknot around the belt and

pulley.

The power is then turned on and the rope holds

the belt to the pulley until it slips into place. As

the belt leaves the pulley the rope is pulled out of

the hand and as the increasing distance opens the slip-

knot the rope falls to the floor.

If the belt is heavy or the rope rough, it is advis-

able to wear a glove, and care should be exercised in

turning on the power. Do not wrap the rope on the

hand.

It is better, of course, not to have a belt so tight

that it has to be forced on the pulleys, but some-

times this is unavoidable, as all men who have had

anything to do with the use of belting know, and in

this event the above method will be found unusually

satisfactory and a great time saver also.—The Am-
phibian.

THREE TEAMS TIED IN ST. MAURICE LEAGUE.
Grand'Merc.—15y defeating Three Rivers in the

play-off of a tie baseball game at Exposition Park,

Three Rivers, Sunda.v afternoon, the St. Maurice
Paper Company team is now tied with Three Rivers

and the Laurentide Club in the St. Maurice Valley

League.
The game was Three Rivers' chance to clinch the

pennant, and each one of the three clubs has now won
nine and lost nine games. It is probable that the tri-

ple tie for the league leadership will be played off

during the week by arranging post-season contests.

The score was 3 to 2.

SUPPLIES FROM FINLAND.
The United States can look to Finland for relief in

the paper shortage, according to Hugo Riska. an im-

])orter of that country, who says that Finland export-

ed almost twice as much pajier and wood pulp last

year as she did any i)receding year in her history,

an dtliat the supply is far from diminishing. Mr. Riska'

is stopping at the Hotel Pennsylvania. New York City.

He expects to stay in America some time studying

business.

NEWSPAPERS COST LESS THAN NEWSPAPER.
Stanley Claguc, managing director of the Audit Bu-

reau of Circulation, which concluded a two-day ses-

sion in Toronto Sept. IS. dealing with matters affect-

ing the Canadian situation, made some comment on
newspaper problems in an interview. The Audit Bu-

reau is a co-operative association of advertisers, ad-

vertising agein-ies and piiblishers.

^Ir. Clague said the newspaper publishing business

WHS the worst example of merchandising in the whole
where the finished product was sold for less

real mof licenses, as it was the oidy business

than the cost of the raw material. "With but few
exceptions," Mr. Clague said, "the subscribers of the

daily newspapers of Canada pay less for them than
the publisher pays at the mill for his newsprint."
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NEW WAGE SCALE IN ENGLAND. Workers Displeased.

(From Our London Correspondent).
, ^ ',^^""

f"'''-\
^'^t

!". S^V-'p
'''«" i-e<'fPtwii of the

London Sept 10 l')-'0
^""ustrial Court s decision by the workers. I have

An award giving increased wages" in the pap'er- ^'f ^*""',^'M 'T'"-^' "^^"^,^"f
^'^^•^' ^'«, ""* well

making industrv of the United Kingdom has been {'•^^^^''^^ with the decision but they say they must
, 1 ti T 1 t •

1 r< i • T I Ti "^ content with what lias been granted tor the pre-
issued bv the Industrial ( ourt in Londoii. I lie ,„, rp, -,, » i »i » ^i .

1 1- ] t *i T-' I •!,•] »• *• i> sent, ilie millowncrs contend tliat tliev must so veryworkers applied to tlie Employers tederation ot Paper- .. ,, ,.,,,
• "'^"' b" ''^'j

1 e • \i '
• • » t caretuUy now as every little increase granted is onlymakers for an increase in the minimum rates ot wages , ,. *. ^, ^ i- i .-

".'^"/'' ""v
J • 4. • iu 1

• i-t- 1 • adding to the cost ot production and bearing in mindand improvements in the working conditions, basing ,i •

i- . i i . • .• ,, ,

., • 1 ., • 1 t « V •
1 *

"''"^ ract one has also to consider careiully the grow-
their claim on the increased cost ot living, and to some , f . •

i ,-, , ,
&
""

, , .1 iiii.il 1 i- c ii '"o expansion ot toreign business in England today
e.xtent upon the argument that the adoption of the l^ . , ,, ,

'"^aj

1 -fi i I J ] ii i •»• V roreign agents were busy all over the country and3-shitt system had increased the opportunities tor pro- k„ .;.,„.. ;.rfi„ u * i -ii . \
";,"">* "'"'

1 .• • . i, c i * .1
liusiness m the British mills was not as brisk as it wasduction at some expense to the comfort of the worker. ,,., .- „„ , , ,. . , i ^ . i, 'x.

rr, -,, ] ii i ii i 4.- ii 1
"'"^ ^""'^ l»**t year. It must l>e stated that trora anIhe inillowners argued tliat the amount ot the ad- ;.„„,,.»; .i „ • . t ii i i j . .

, . , r, ^ , . ^.j. 1 , i,
impartial point ot view the workers had not a strong

vances claimed could not be justified bv the increase ..i.,;,,, ,>,.,,io ,„,» p,.„,.,.i. a.. „„. it- ii o i,.,,,,, , . ,. •'
i c 1- • ,1 claim nuule out. iiiveryoodv seems to favor the 8-hourwhich had taken place in the cost of living, since the ,,1 •,-, .,,. ,..,,,. ,, n 1 i , ,

.

'

J i • T 1 I i 'PI
'''"" ""^ why the paj)er-mill worker wanted a rcduc-minimum rates were agreed to m Julv last vear. 1 hev ,• ,„ •

, ,„„ . ,, '
. <» • 11 ,, T ,

•
i 1 t ii i .1 • 3 i 1 1 i 1- ,i'

'""^ '" ""P "' ""^^ shifts IS inconceivable. Reducedpointed out that tlie industry was already feeling he i,,,,,,.^. ,„.>,„» . , 1,, , 1 , , 1 .1 .,
i^i'^iv-cu

tf . ft- ii- J ii i 111 """lis meant reduced output and then there would beeffects of foreign comjictition and that orders had „,,ow;.,o.v .,..„„,., ti.,> ... ..i. . 1 1-
.1 • 1 T •

1 J mi • 1-1 uneasiness among the workers, because one sectionrecently seriously diminished. The unions claimed ,,.,.iiKi i.„ ,i,.;.,„ jo 1. ... •
1 11 '^"-', "

ii i ii •,,
1 J-

1 fi , 1 ij I 1 1,.
\voul(l he doing 42 hours 111 a week while another

that the mill week for shift workers should be 12b ,,.,,,,1,1 |,„ ,, i.;„„ _i_i 1 'im,„ , .• . , 11.
1, ]• J ] • i o 1 fi c i.T 1 1 , .1 .

\\oiiui lie working 44 hours. I he cost ot female laborhours, divided into 3-shitts of 42 hours each am that ,, „,, j^.j^i,,^ ,„;„, ,^^,„^ j„ ,,^^^.^ ^^^^

Je working week for day workers should be 44 hours
,,., ^„„, , ;, -^^ ^^.j^j^^^ „,^,.^ .^

The Industrial (ourt now says that this agreement
about changing the shifts put forward does not es- Threatened Coal Strike.

tablish a claim. With regard to wages the Court On the 2r)tli Septcmhcr the coal niineis intend to
awarded increases in all cases, but not to the extent hand in their strike notices if tlie 14s 2d is not taken
claimed by the unions and the workers. The award off the ton of coal and their other demands acceded to.
included the following minimum hourly rates for men The position is daily becoming more serious and the
workers:

—

great fear is tlic paper mills will have to stop work
v.- 1' t \ 1

"^ their suplies of coal cannot last for any great per-

M.V. 1920 Claims" of^ (Wt '"'K
^^ '^'^ ^^ strike comes off 2,U0O,o6a industrial

J." jj s d s d
workers will be idle and it is a most serious problem

Cia.ss 1 i 101/. 2 4i<^ •'
"t the moment to solve a way of soothing the miners

Class 2—.shift . . . . 1 71/" 2 IV- 1 9
'""^ persuade them to drop their suicidal policy.

r>ay .... 1 534 20 IT', President of British Wood Pulp Association Going to
Class 3—shift .... 1 6 20 1 T'o Canada.

^^''>'
• •

; ^
t'''^

\-^"''-, ^ ^'-' '^^•- ^^- !•• Andrews, who will he a.-companied by
Increases are also given to boys and .youths, women .Mr.s. Andrews, is paying a visit to Toronto in the

and girls employed m the mills. For the information ,.„urse of a couple of weeks. He sails this week as
of Canadian millowncrs I quote the scales laid down a delegate to the Imperial Council of Commerce and
for youth and female labor:-

„.il, ..ppresent the London Chamber of Commerce. Pulp
Since Present Awarded '""I I'^F'^'" "<e" i» Canada will now have an oppor-

May, 1920 Claims by Court timi'.v of talking to flic President of the British Wood
s. d. s. d. s. d. ^'"IP Association. Mr. Andrews has a great respect

Boys Age 14 . . . 43/^ G 5 f*"" ^'«ni»(la and no doubt he will interest him.self in

and " 1.5 . . . 534 7 6 "'.^ <'anadian juilp progress. He is a splendid type
Youths " 16 . . . 714 9 71A "^ the British business man.

,'; 1'^
• •

83^ 11 9 Pulp Situation.

" 29 1 Qi/o 1 n 1 -1

' There are good stocks of chemical pulps at all the
<i .iQ ' ' ' 2 ji? I g

, g '"''l** *"'(' business for the time being is dull. Buyers
•

'" ' '

are al.so waiting to see if prices will ease down some-
what, but it is greatly to be feared they must pre-

Females ' 14 ... . 414 6 iY> pare for a disappointment. Indeed, there is every
15

• 5V4 ^ Wz ehance of pulp prices going up as railroad rates have
16

. 634 9 7 been increased this month. The market for ground-
1^ • • •

"1% 11 S\<2 wood is without any new feature. Prices are about
" 18 . . . . 91/0 12 10Vo as follows:—
'• 19 ... . 91/2 1 2 IQi/o

,.

" ''>n Qi', 1 •' ini~ „ *
-"

• • • ^ - ^ - ^" ''^ Bleached Sulphite 88—89
The rates for paper mills in .Scotland, the West of Easy Bleaching .58 60

England and Ireland are one penn.v (two cents) less Newsprint (strong) quality .... 5.5 56
than the rates quoted above for adult men workers per Unbleached soda 51 52
hour. For all time workers between Saturda.v and Soda Kraft 40 41
midnight Sundaj- double time rate of pay is to be Groundwood moist I71/,
paid. Groundwood (dry) 34—35
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Technical Section

iOCJATKDN:

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

\-2 Detection of ligneous impurities in cotton and

cotton waste. .1. S,,,'. Cliem. Ind.: Paper, 26, 627-8,

I'.fJO'. The usual mi'tlioil of tcstiiifr cotton and cot-

ton'waste for nitration purposes for the pre.sence of

wooflv impurities consists in boiling; 2 ff.
of cotton witli

100 ce. of 0.2' i solution of rosaiiilinc hydrochloridp.

and then heatinir the material witli repeated chany;cs

of water until the wash water is free from dye. The

dye solution is sufficiently strong to color the fibers

deeply, and the detection of the 1 igneous matter is

thereby rendered more difficult. Attempts were made

to devise a test using the specific reactivity of the

lignone groups but they were unsuccessful. A test

has been devised using a 0.01 •/( solution of JMalaclute

L'reen containing r)0 ce. of 40'y formaldehyde and 1

I', of XallSO, per 1. The cotton is dyed in a beaker

hnmersed in a boiling water bath, and then bleach so-

lution is added, which discharges the color of the hatli

and of the cotton, while the woody matter remains

green. The test was api)lied to purified cotton and to

cotton adulterated with cotton husk, leaf and stalk.

cotton teed, straw, hemp and jute fibers, etc.. and was

found quite reliable.— A. P.-C.

A-3 Papermakiiig qualities of bagasse. lUill. tie

lAi'ence (Jenerale des Colonies; Bull. Syud. Fab. Pa-

pier et Carton. #!>. i:{'>-<i. (May !•'>, Iil20). The fol-

lowing i-esults were obtained by J. Maheu and L. Ma-

trod at the Laboratoire General des Productions Co-

loniales: Bagasse contains 39';{ of cellulose and 'liV,

of iignin which is easily eliminated. A yield of 'HV ',

of paper pulp was obtained, from which hand-made

sheets were prepared. The paper was sliglitly colored

and grainy to the touch, had a satisfactory tensili'

strength and a somewhat lower tearing resistance. The

pulp contains an appreciable amount of cells with low

felting power. Before bagas.se can be used for paper-

making some other satisfactory fuel must be found for

the suirar factories.—A. V.-C

A-3 Rape-straw. Paper ^Maker; Bull. Synd. Fab.

Papier et Carton. #0. 1:57. (May !.'>. 1020). The com-

position of rape straw is: Cellulose -lOMV/i. pentosans

24.10':;, Iignin 40.06' ;. ash .").."):{';;. The pulp obtain-

ed by the soda process contains cellulose 55.60%, pen-

tr..s*s moO-^/f, Iignin lO.lO^'r, ash 3.77%. Tt is espe

;,ilh- suitable for the manufacture of cardboard.— A.

A-3 The dwarf-palm as a papermaking material.

Bull Synd. Fab. Papier et Cart.-n. rrO. i:ili 7. CMay l.'>.

]ft20). The parts suitable for tlic manufacture of pulp

are the leaves, roots, and waste products fr(nii spinning

iiiin.s. The treatment presents no special difficulties

aip[ is easier than that of esparto, rerpiiring less XaOH.

The low yield (2M'; ) is compensated by the low cost

of raw material, low eonsinni)tion of XaOlI, mid ease

of blenching. The pulp is fine and flexible and has a

high felting power. The paper is erpial, and at times

superior, to esparto paper. The roots give n better

quality pulp at a lower co-t itinn the wood. A. P.-C.

A-3 Treatment of seaweed. F,ng. patent No 12.1.

;r2.'>, Soeict''- Darra-c l''rcrcs et F; l>npont. France, f'lii-

niie et Industrie. 3, :!A' 'March 1020V The seaweed is

fermented by means of special bacteria and neutralized

with oxides or hydrates of the alkali, alkaline earth,

Fe group, or Zn grouji metals. The residue of cellu-

lose is separated: the licpior is acidified and distilled.

It yields formic, acetic and butyric acids. The residue

from the distillation may be treated for 1 and K.,0.

—

A. P.-C.

A-4 Micrography of sycamore (platanus orientalis)

pulp. L. \'idal. Ecole Francaise de Pa))eterie. Greno-

ble, France. Papeterie, 42, 434-9, (.May 25, 1920). A
detailed description, with diagrams, of the microscopic

characteristics of bleached soda sycamore pulp, which

revealed, among other things, that it has a higher

felting power and is stronger than similar poplar

pulp.—A. P.-C.

A-4,H-0. Notes on bleaching: determination of the

])iiritv of jiulp bv means of the "methyl number." A.

Chambovet. Pai.eterie. 42, 44U-3. t:May 2:). 1920). The
methyl no. is defined as being the quantity of methyl,

expressed in O.l'r, obtained from a substance when
the latter is treated with HI. The ease with which
pul]i can be bleached depends on the amount of Iignin

it contains. Ill acts on it according to the eiiuation

:

U3„IL,„0, (OCII,)4 + 4HI = 4CII,I + C,„IL„0;(OII)..

69S g. of Iignin yielding .')68 g. CILl. The detu, is

carried out as follows: 40 g. of the material is heated

with HI (sp. gr. 1.70) and S' l acetic acid in a flask

in an oil-bath, the delivery tube being surrounded by a

water jacket at 90"(', and then connected to a conden-

ser. The vapor is led into a flask containing alcoholic

AgXO' solution, the Agl being filtered off and weigh-

ed. The purpose of the hot water jacket is to separate

the CH'I from the CH-l formed by the action of HI
on Iignin. The following results were obtained : fii"

(abies pectmata) 24.5, birch (betula alba) 25.7, oak
((piercus pedunculata) 28.6, ash (fraxinus excelsior)

27.1, linden (tilia parafolia) 25.6, poplar (populus
all)a) 25.9, pine (pinus sylvestris) 22.5, filter paper
(cotton) 0, sulfite pulp. 3.4. It would be advisable to

iletermine the relation between the methyl number and
the conditions of eookiii<r and bleaching.-- .\. P.-C.

A-14 Measuring the gloss of photographic paper.
Paper, 26, 782-4. (19201. All light reflected from non-
Mietaliic surfaces is polarized at right angles. This
polarization is always only partial, but the nearer the

surface aiiiiroaches complete dullness the smaller the
|)ortion of the light which is polarized, while the more
glossy the surface is the more complete is the polariza-

tion. A determination of the % of polarized light in

the total light reflected from the surface of a paper
would therefore give a definite measure of the gloss

of its suraee. Slight differences of gloss cannot be
accurately nu^asured when the amount of polarized
light is small, but can be measured when it is high. The
determination can be nnide by means of a ^fartens po-

larization photometer, b\- replacing by a single central
opening the 2 openings through which light enters in

nn-asuring blackness or tliiekin'ss. Tin* angle of inci-

detiec should be 56 and da\'light should be used only
in conjunction with a depolarizer as it often contains
polarized light. Precautions for exact results are sriven

in Ostwald's "Physiealisebe Farbenlehre. "- A PC,
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A-14 The perishing of paper in Indian Libraries.

J. -J. Sudboi-ough and Miss M. M. Mehta. J. Snc. Chem.
Iiul., 39, 93R. (1920); Paper, 26, 589. (1920). Paper

read at the ludian Science Congress. A number of

books from various Indian libraries were examined,

and in many instances after periods varyinjr from a

few decades to some centuries the paper had become
quite brittle whereas copies of the same works which

had been kept in Europe were quite jrood. It was
found tliat paper from esparto <rrass was jiarticuhirly

liable to deteriorate, and the same probably applies to

wood pulp paper, but this has not been in use for a

sufficiently long period to make it possible to express

a definite opinion. Some flax papers had also become
verv weak, and apparentl.v cotton papers were the

best. The sizing material also exerts a considerable

influence, rosin having a very bad effect. Overbleach-

ing causes the paper to become weak. The deleterious

action is sometimes ai)i)arently due to bacteria and
sometimes is entirel.v chemical. The papers become
acid owing to the formation of organic acids. There is

a proposal to provide the more important libraries with
refrigerated chambers in which the valuable books
can be kept.—A. P.-C.

A-15 A new cellulose-destroying organism. Kevue
Si-ientifiquc; Papclcric. 42, 409. (May 10. i;i20). Hut-
chinson and Cla.xton have isolatctl an aerobic bacteria

(Spirochoeta cvtophaga) wliich attacks cellulose. It

does not grow in pcjitonc media, but can utilize the X
of nitrates. XII, .salts, amines anil amino-acids. ItN

growth is iidiibited by soluble carboh.vdrates. It

transforms cellidosc into a nuu-ilage of a pectic cliar-

acter. aiul produces a iiigmcnt analogous to carottine

and also a small amount of volatile acids.—A. P.-f.

A-15 Studies in the fermentation of cellulose. (•.

.1. Fowler and J. V. Joslii .1. Soc. ("hem. Ind.. 39, 'XiR.

(1920) : Paper. 26, .'.89. (1920). Paper read at the In-

dian Science t'ongress. Various cellulosic materials

were inoculated with mud from the bottom of a septic

tank, and the rate at which the.v were broken down
was observed. The gas given off contains about Ho'^i

("IP, and it can be collected and used for heating and
lighting. The principal product is acetic acid, and it

was suggested that this might be recovered. Raw
cotton and raw ligno-cellulose are attacked but slow-
l.v; chem. woodpulp and henii-celluloses much more ra-

pidl.v. Banana skins are readil.v fermented. The op-

timum temp, is 35°C. and the li(|uid should not be
allowed to become too acid. The presence of salts of
Pb. Cu and Zn imiiedcs rho fermentation.

—

A. P.-C".

A-15 The chemistry of cellulose, ("ellulophile. Pa-
peterie. 42, 39.'.-4(W. i May 10. 1920). A description of

the formation, transformation, and degradation of cel-

lulose in the light of our present knowledge of the
chemistry of cellulose.— A. P.-(".

A-16 Acid-resisting alloy. French patent Xo. 493.-

982. C. Kossi. Italy. May 17. 1919. Chimie et Industrie.

3, 332, (JIarch 1920). The alloy consists of a ferro-

silico'i containing 13-1.')'~; of Si if it is to be used for
I'l. IIXO„ II.SO,. or Hr.,H,,0„ or oxidising agents; and
20-21' ; Si for use with H('l. The alloy must be very
pure, and after fusion in the electric furnace the less

fusible impurities, particularly the carbides, are se-

jiarated by cooling, its homogeneit.v is increased by
the addition of a little Fe sulfide during fusion.—

A

p.-r.

A-16 Simple method for the analysis of bearing me-
tals and similar alloys. <i. Oesterlield and P. Iloneg-

ger. Helvetica Chim. Acta. 2, 398-416. (July 1st, 1919).

Chimie et Industrie, 3, 319, (March 1920), 1 g. of the

alloy is dissolved in 20 ec. of boiling cone. H.SO^, the

Sn going into solution as SnCSO^). and the Sb as

Sb,(S0j3. The solution is diluted to 100 cc. aud ">

ce. cone. HCl added. The Sb is titrated with 0. 1 X
KBrOj, using methyl orange as indicator: the end
point is marked b.y the decolorization of the indica-

tor. The PbSOi is filtered off on a tared Uoocli cru-

cible, ignited at about 600°C", and weighed. To the

filtrate add 80 cc. or cone. IU"i and 9 g. of Zn filings

in 3 portions. Heat to redissolve any precipitated Sn,

cool, add KI, aud titrate with KBrO.. using starch as in-

dicator. The stannous salt is oxidised before the I is

displaced, which occurs before the autimonious salt i.s

acted upon by the KlJrO.,. Cu is determined on
a separate portion of the sample by means
of KI and Xa.S.Oa. The action of the various com-
pounds present is studied, and a simplified form of

electrodes is described.

—

A. P.-(".

M-0 Fighting fire losses. Paper. 26, ti3."). (1920i.

Two-thirds of the fires suffered in 1919 were prevent-

able. As the cost of prevention is nothing comj.ared
to the losses sustained it is the highest form of econ-

om.v ami good business to instal every apj.aratus that

lessens fire danger. It is even more important that

the men lie thoroughi.v drilled in the use of the ap-
pliances, as otherwise tliev would be jiracticallv use-

less.—A. P.-(".

M-0 Measuring water used. W. F. Sdiaphorsi.
(Copyriglii l:i2()^ Pap.r, 26, (i7!l. (1920). Water meters
and steam flow meters are of great importance for

locating leaks in various parts of the .system. They
are practically the only way of keeping tab on the
coiulition of turbines without taking off the casing
and inspecting the blading.—A. P.-(".

M-9 The application of Marcus conveyors to che-
mical industries. W. \'cnaior. (hem. Ztg.. 43, 3.">1.

(.June 12. 1919), ("hiinie et Industrie. 3, 321. (March
1920). This conveyor was invented by Marcus of ("o-

logne. and can be used for transporting a large va-
riety of materials. It is composed of a trough sup-
ported on rolls which has a uniformly accelerated for-

waril motion and unifonidy retarded return motion,
which is obtained directly from the motor or else by
means of special gearing. At each stroke the male-
rial advances about 160-200 mm. (6-8"'). The trough
rests on guides or supports, spaced about 3-5 m. apart,
the friction being reduced by means of rollers. Some
of these conveyors can deliver up to 350 t. of coal j)er

hour.—A. P.-C.

R-6 How to increase production and lower costs by
the balance of work. Williiim I). H.-ininerly. PapiT. 26,
7,s4-7.

V 1920 I. A description of the great ailvantagcs
to be gained by using the balance of work system
which shows at all times the-balance between the work
on hand and the available capacitv of the mill or fac-
tory.—A. P.-C.

R-12 How to find costs by proper distribution of
overhead expense. F. 11. Elwcll. Prof, of Economy.
I'niv. of Wiscoi" ill. Pajier. 26, 77!i-.sl. 7!i2. (I!t2l)). A
discussion of the importance of a proper distribution
of overhead expenses in arriving at the true co.st, and
a description of one system of distributing which Mill
give proper results.—A. P.-C.

R-13 Convention of the Cost Association. Paper. 26,
777 --. I'.n. >192()>. .Viracc.Miiii »( tlic ( nnvcntion hchl
in Xew York, May 1920. .\. P.-C.
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ANEt^ll
The Don N'alley Paper Company's mill, at Toronto,

whieh was eloseii for a few days owing to the im-

provements that are being made, has resumed running

but will be hampered in production for another week

until the work is completed.

Mr. H. B. Donovan, yale> Manager of the Canada

Paper Company, Limited, has been laid up at his

home in Oakville for a couple of weeks. His many

friends in Ihe paper trade will hope for him a speedy

recoverj".

Mr. J. A. Bothwell, General Manager of the Bromp-

ton Pulp and Paper Company at East Angus, Qu...

has sailed for home on the S.8 Lapland, and is ex-

pected to land at New York, along with his wife and

daughter, on Saturday. Ur. Bothwell has been away

for ""several weeks, and while in Europe visited the

pulp and paper mills in Norway and Sweden.

Mr. Donald MaeLean, late Toronto manager for the

E. B. Eddy Co.. Ltd., was in Montreal this week on

business.

Mr. W. L. Bird, General :Manager of the recently

organized Fort William Paper Co., Limited, was in

Toronto this week on a visit to the head office in

the Bank of Hamilton Building. Speaking of the

progress being made on the new plant at Fort Wil-

liam. Mr. Bird said that not only his own enterpri.so

but thf pulp and paper indu.stry generally was being

hampered in its development in the north and west

by the shortage of labor. While it is known that

there are quite a number of men out of work in On-

tario, particularly in the automobile trade, so far it

has seemed impossible to secure a movement of unem-

ployed to the big pulp and paper centres and for this

rea.son building operations are being held )ip. It is

likely that an aggres.sivc campaign vill be launched

shortly with a view to transferring the unemployed

element to the districts where they are needed.

Mr. J. G. GiKson, secretary of the Spanish River

Pulp and Paper Mills Company, Limited, has re-

turned from a visit to the Espanola mill of the com-

pany.

The Border Cities Sun, a new morning newspaper,

h^ arisen at Windsor. The paper is issued by W. F.

Ivman who is also owner of the Border Cities Star.

"The announcement was made in Toronto this week

that John M. Tmrie who for some years has managed
the affairs of the Canadian Daily Newspaper A.ssocia-

tion had purchased for himself and several associates

the Hamilton Daily Times, the Hamilton Semi-Weekly
Times, the Times .inb printing plant nnd the business

ol the Canada Ready Print Co. The new owners
hiive already taken pos.se.s«ion and the business is be-

inr ''nrried on under Mr. Tmrie 's name pending the

incorporation of a company. The Hamilton Daily
Times \h one of the oldest newspapers in Canada, hav-

ing been established in ]>*'.\' as a weekly newspaper.
A dinner wa« tendered at the Arts and Letters Club

this week to Mr. Peter Donovan, who is leaving the

editorial staff of Saturday Night to take a position on

the London Daily Express, the gathering being pre-

sided over by Mr. Augustus Bridle of the Canadian

Courier. Mr. Donovan leaves shortly to take up his

new duties in the British metropolis.

'Sir. J. Vernon McKenzie has been appointed to suc-

ceed Mr. T. B. Costin as editor of MaeLean 's Maga-

zine in Toronto, Air. Costin having received the ap-

pointment of managing editor of the Ladies' Home
Journal. Mr. McKenzie has been for the past year

Canadian Trade Commissioner at Glasgow, Scotland,

lie served in the R.A.F. during the war and was

wounded in a cra.h .just before the armistice. He has

worked on the ^Montreal Star. Ottawa Journal and

several Toronto papers.

The organization of the Fort William Paper Co.,

Limited, has been completed, with the following serv-

ing as the board of directors: John G. Sutherland,

Dayton, Ohio: Lieut.-Col. T. Gibson, Toronto: W. L.

Bird, Fort William: W. N. Hurlburt, Dayton, Ohio,

and J. G. Gibson. Toronto. The President is Mr.

Suthei'land and the vice-president is Lieut. Col. Gib-

son, with W. L. Bird as general manager and trea-

surer. J. G. Gibson will act as secretary and assist-

ant manager. The head office of the company will

be in the Bank of Hamilton Building. Toronto. Con-

struction work on the new mill is now progressing.

The first unit will be a groundwood mill with a cap-

acity of 120 tons of ground wood per day.

The investigation being conducted by the Ontario
(lovernment into the methods of granting and selling

pulj)wood and timber limits in Ontario's vast timber
lands is revealing some very loose tran.sactions on the

part of the old administration, particularly the old

Crown Lands Department. At the probe in Toronto
this week Albert (irigg. ex-M.P.P. and De]iuty Min-
ister charged in his evidence that Hon. 0. Howard
Ferguson, ex-JIinister of Crown Lands, was respon-
sible for the granting without competition of pulp cut-

ting rights for :{0.000 cords in Heale Township and
ad.iacent extensions. The Port Arthur Pulp and Pa-
licr Company wei-e the favored ones. That Mr. Fer-
guson also acted contrary to the statutes in opening
certain areas for cutting pulpwood after sam<> had
beeji withdrawn from prospecting was also intimated
by the Commissioners. Further evidence was sub-
mitted relative to letters missing from the official

files. Part of the examination of l^Ir. (Jrigg was held
up owing to inability to lo<-ate a letter fnui Samuel
Marks to Mr. Ferguson bearing on abuses reported
to the department by him.

In furtherance of the ob.ject of securing large

pulp and paper mills for Kenora. Peter Heenan.
M.P.P., and George A. Toole. Mayor of that town,
waited on the Ontario (tovernmcnt this week and
urged the necessity of ratifying the agreement be-

tween the town of Kenora and E. W. Backus of Min-
n<'apolis and others, thereby protecting the intereats
of the town by adding the pulpwond anil timber re-

sources of the English River watershed, with those of
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the Lake of the Woods aud granting the White Dog

Rapids power to the company named in the agree-

ment. The deputation are averse to tlie English River

limit being put up for tender, but want the Govern-

ment to support the agreement ratified between E. W.
Baclius and the town of Kenora, which was voted upon

in August and assented to by tlie ratepayers.

Tlie current issue of tlie Canada Gazette contains

notice of tlie incorporation of tlic Lake St. John Pulp

and Paper Company, Limited, with head office at

Montreal, and with an authorized capital of $4,000,-

000, of which notice was given last week. The com-

pany is authorized to carry ou in all its branches a

general lumber, timber and pulpwood business. The
incorporators are J. 0. Carss, F. W. McKinnon. F. W.
Fee, J. L. MacKenzie and Charles Pattoii, all of

Ottawa.

Mr. Clarence P. Robinson, formerly connected with

the Mill yupplies Dept. of Parsons & Whittemore, Lie,

New York, has as.sociated himself witli Daniel M.
Hieks, Lie., 200 Fifth Avenue, and has a.ssumed tlie

management of the department embracing pulps, chem-

icals, casein, clay, colors, wires, felts, etc. JL-. Rob-

inson was for over 12 years connected with the Cherry
River Paper Co., at their sales offices in Philadelphia,

as well as at their mills in Richwood, W. ^'a.

The Jeffrev I\ramifacturing Co. has opened a new
office at 1108 Marine Trust Building, BulTalo, N.V.,

which will be in charge of Mr. II. W. Scott, a man
of long exiierience in .sales and engineering work.

Mr. O. A. Porritt, who lias for some time iiecn mill

manager and director of the Canada Box Board Com-
pany is resigning from Ids administrative eonnection

with the com])any, but continues as a member of the

Board of Directors.

The National Association of Purchasing Agents is to

hold it.s annual t-on vent ion at the Congress Hotel,

Chicago, October Il-IM. Aiunng the sub.iccts on the

program are: Buying Througii Specifications, Stabil-

izing the Dollar, ami Safeguarding the Purchase of

Chemicals. Delegates wil visit the packing houses

of Chicago and the (ireat Lakes Naval Training Sta-

tion.

Work is going ahead in good shape ou the new time
office building and also on the club house of the Brown
Corporation at La Tuque. P.Q.

The luilp wood is reported coming up from the river

in good shape, and with the help of the continuous
barking drum is going to the pile very clean.

HOLLOWAY TO MANAGE HAMMERMILL
WOODLANDS.

It was recentl.v announced that the Ilammermill
Paper Company of Erie, Pa., had purchased pulpwood
lands in (Quebec. This area consists of the railway
subsidy lands which the JIatane Lumber and Develop-
ment Company obtained from the Canada «& Gulf Ter-
minal Railway Company and consists of approximately
133,000 acres. The sale also included the mills, river,

works, etc. It is reported that the price was approx-
imately $2,000,000. Mr. E. S. Ilolloway who has
been with the railway company from the beginning,
except while recently overseas, has been retained by
the Ilammermill Paper Co., as manager of their pulp-
wood operations. It is understand that the Hammer-
mill Company will operate on a large scale this com-
ing winter.

BOOK REVIEW.
A MANUAL OF THE TIMBERS OF THE WORLD,

THEIR CHARACTERISTICS AND USES. By
Alexander L. Howard. London: ^Macmiihui & Co.

30s net.

The object of this work, as stated in the preface,

is "to meet a distinct want for a clearly-arranged

handbook which shall contain information concci'iiing

all the timbers encountered in commerce, including

those which have only of recent years appeared in the

European market. The aim has been to treat the

subject from its commercial, technical, and industrial

aspects.

The main jiortion of the book consists of a catalogue

of timbers, beginning with Abrij, a wood much resem-

bling mahogany, that comes from San Domingo, and
ending with Zizyphux Jujiiba, a wood not unlike the

black walnut, which grows in India. Between these

extremes are descriptive notes of some 4.'>0 timbers,

illustrated in many instances with excellent jiliolo-

graphs. The notes give careful descriptions of the

woods, their colours, and markings, and indicates the

various uses to which they are specially adapted. To
carry out this work as effectively as it is here done re-

tpiiiHs an immense amount of experience. Mr. How-
ard has been connected with the timber industry for

over forty years, and in most instances he speaks
from personal knowledge of the merits and character-

istic (|ualities of the materials described; in other

cases he (piotes from high authorities whose names he
gives.

It will be seen at oiK'c that a wmk of this kind will

prove of the utmost value to all whose business it is

to study the uses of different timbers. As the book
is arranged alphabetically reference is rendered very
ea.sy. If one might make a trifling suggestion it

would be that in future editions the names of the

trees should be printed at the top of the pages on
which the)- are described, as is usimlly done in the
ease of dictionaries.

In addition to the actual facts .set fortli in the cata-

logue, Mr. Howard diseu.sses incidentally many points

of great interest. He mentions, for instance, the ten-

dency to demand Austrian oak in British specifica-

tions, and we are glad to find in him a stalwart coain-

pion of the J)nglish tree. A useful section is devoted
to the artificial seasoning of timber, where he states

the interesting fact that lie had had experience of

some very large timber dryers in Finland used to ful-

fil certain conditions, one of which was "to turn out
the dry timber without dis(><)loration, .so that it could
be sold in England and elsewhere as "Guaranteed NOT

• Kiln-dried.'
"

We note with pleasure that particulars are given
of the properties of several Indian timbers, such as
Alexandrian Laurel {Caiophi/Uum Inophyllum), which
hitherto have been little known in this country. Any
one who visited the Empire Timber Exhibition, re-

cently held at Holland Park Skating Rink under the
auspices of the Department of Overseas Trade, must
have been greatly struck by the exhibits of these woods
which were prepared by Mr. Howai'd for the Govern-
ment of India. Attention was drawn to tlie.se in the
Journal of July 16th (p. 567), and we can only repeat
the hope there expressed that these timbers will be-
come more and more widely known among our fur-
niture makers.—From the Journal of the Royal So-
ciety of Arts.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto. .Septi'mluT 18.—.Si>oakin<r -enoiallv. paper

trade eoiulitions remain unehangred, with the mills all

extremely busv and deliveries unimproved. Aside from

a rearraiifred schedule of resale priees for kraft paper,

issued bv the Canadian Paper Trade Asscciation, there

have been no elianjzes in pulp and paper prices as

thev have existed durin? the past week or two. Tlie

mills report that they have orders eiioufrh ahead to

keep the machines running until well on to the end ot

the vear. and jobbers say that the volume of busi-

ness "thev can do is only limited to the shipmenls they

can "et* in from the mills. There is still a frreat

shortage cf raw material and paper makers are not

onlv compelled to pay lon^r prices for their pulp, but

in many instances are unable to get aiiytliiufr like tlie

amount required to meet their needs.

Box Board.

Although, as .stated last w.ek. tlie box board indus-

try is going through a somewhat quiet period owing

to" the 'cl^ising down of some of the factories using

cardboard and other boxes, su.-h as the .slioe manu-

facturers, it is stated that this is only temporary, and

the mills sav tlie effect is barely perceptible and they

are still considerably behind with their orders. Prices

for the various lines of board remain firm and un-

changed and the trade is looking for a bigger output

soon "as the result of the program of improvement .>

and expansion being carried out by the Canada Box

Hoard Company. The ground won.! i)lant of tlie com-

pany at Frankfort is expected to be in operation some

time in October and cliaiiges are well advanced at the

Frankfort. Montreal and Campbellford plants, which

are expected to be completed shortly, wlien the ton-

nage will be considerably increased.

Wrapping Papers.

There has been nn let-up in the big deniand and

supply shortage in wrapping iiapeis. A visit by a

Toronto jobber to the mills this week revealed the

fact that it is not easier tc pick up shipments of paper

at the mills now than it has been all summer. This

jobber has been in the haliit of going direct to the

mills in his effort to keeji up his stock and meet the

wants of his customers, but he admits that even this

rn
does not always meet with success and that it

with the utmost difficulty that he can pry a car-

d «r two out of the mills on the occasion of his

periodical trii)s. There have been no changes in thi'

price list during the pa-t wck.

Coated Papers.

Mills doing busines.s in tin' cDatiiig line ivjjort that

Ifcey are experiencing great difficulty in getting ade-

Aiate supplies of bo<ly .sto<-k which is only another in-

aication that paper is scarce. However, the mills are

not looking for business as they are booked up till

about the end of this year, although the paper short-

age means that they can only operate one shift, where-

as their mnnufnefuring demands would more than

justify continuous operation could they get the body

stock. No. 1 coated is selling at 20c from the mill

to the eon.snmer and No. 2 is (piotcd nt l!'e. The mills

say that tiny are well suitplied witli everything in the

way of ingredients, fuel, etc., and that the only thing

they need is more paper to run through the coating

machines.

Manilas
.Mills maiuifaeturiiig manila jjapcr report a big

demand for the proiluct. They are really getting more
business tliaii they can attend to and the tonnage is

being seriously affected by the difficulty in securing

adcfpiate supplies of pulp. The last tag manila made
at one of the mills was sold at 121-oc, but it is pre-

dicted that from 14c to 15c a pound will be the I'uling

figure for stock now being turned out. One mill was
ill receipt of an equiry from a dealer this week who
wanted two carloads of tag at a jirice to be fixed by

the mill anywhere in reason. What he was chiefly con-

cerned about was the matter of delivery. Nothing
could be guaranteed along this line and so the deal

was off. It w-as impassible for the mill to make any
promise as to tlie date of delivery by reason of the

fact that they had no guarantee that the raw material

for the making of the jiajicr would bo forthcoming.

Tissues and Toilets

While the prices of ti.ssius and toilets remain nn-

cliaiiged the mills say that the increased freight rates,

wiiich represent about two per cent in excess of the

l»resent .selling prices, may result in a further in-

crease in the prices of these two lines of paper, al-

though as yet the two jier cent has been absorbed

without revising the price lists. ManufactureiN re-

]iort a well-sustained volume of business but they are

unable to get juilp supplies in adequate qiuiutities,

jiarticularly bleai-lied suliihite.

Book Paper and Bonds
Althougli reports from the mills indicate that the

production of book papers is iiu-reasing somewhat,
.iobbers .say that deliveries are net coming through
any more freely. Some of the mills are at the pre-

sent moment booking orders for January and even
February delivery and orders booked months ago are
only now lieing filled. Representatives of American
mills in Toronto this week reported business as extra-
ordinarily brisk on the other side of the line, one sales-

man stating that he was selling enough paper in one
day to keep his mill going for a day and a half, which
means that more orders are being taken than pro-
duction can very well take care of. AnofJier repre-

sentative of a bond paper mill stated that his mill

could keep running for over two hundred days on
back orders without a single new order being booked.
These statements are fairly well borne out by the

difficidty being met with in getting in certain lines

of paper imported into this connlrv from across the
line.

Kraft Papers
The Canadian Pajier Trade Association has sent out

a circular advising the trade of a revision in the re-

.snle priees on kraft which apply to Ontario, with the
exception of Port Arthur and Fort William, and to
Quebec. The |uiees arc as follows: Car load lots of 20
tons delivf-rr-d in one lot and invoiced as one lot
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•TRADE-nARK-
RfOI5TEf?EO

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland
comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites. Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and uet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by gettmg next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4346-47 INQUIRIES SOLICITED

.. 2170
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$12.50: ton lost, $14.25; less than ton-lots, $15.00. Tlie

following prices apply to tlie Maritime Provinces;

far lots of 20 tons delivered in one lot and inv<jiccd as

one lot, $13.00; ton lots. $14.75; less than ton lot.s,

$15.50.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, Sept. is. -iSpiM-iMl Ciirrespondenee)—

The paper market continues to he attended by a strong

undertone and yet the freer movement of supplies

from mills to consuming centers acts to eliminate a

good deal of the keenness of demand for the reason

that larger amounts of most kinds of paper are he-

coming immediately available to users. Probably the

feature of the situation at the moment is the increased
inquiry from consuming cpiarters concerning future
shipments of paper. Printers, publishers, department
stores and other large buyers evidently are not wait-

ing until they are actually in want of fresh sup|)lies

before placing orders, presumably having fouiul that

this policy does not pay them under prevailing cir-

cumstances, and are looking to cover requirements as

far ahead as they can obtain promises of deliveries.

Papermakers in consequence are being given ample
orders to keep them engaged, aside from the tremen-
dous effort necessary to fill present commitments, and
as far as actually available supplies from mills go,

there is scarcely any more paper to be had now than
there was several months ago or before the customary
mid-summer slack period set in.

The book paper market is very firm. Prices sliow no
indication of easiness, on the contrary the tendency is

distinctly upward and mills in frequent cases refuse to

issue any quotations at all, being sold as far into the
future as they eare to be. Jobbers are securing 24
cents and higher for No. 1 coated book, while about
the lowest price named by mills to the distribnting
trade on this grade of paper is 21.50 cents. Machine
finished book is quoted in the vicinity of 18 cents a
pound and there is practically no mill which will sti-

pulate definite dates for delivery excepting in cases
where regular contract customers need small tonnages
to fill in supplies. Everything would seem to point
to a continuance of strong conditions in the l)ook paper
branch of the market for a long time to come. Maga-
zinies are issuing larger editions than ever before ami
there is no question that they are being offered adver-
tising warranting the printing of still larger issues if

they had the necessary paper to run on.

The newsprint market is steadily tightening up as
the fall draws near. Daily newspapers are consuming
increased amnunts of paper and many of them have

resumed announcing each day the number of columns

of advertising omitted. One of the leading New York

morning papers is leaving out an average of between

thirty and forty columns of advertisements in every

issue, and one morning thi^ week omitted no less than

sixty columns. This situation goes to show that the

mid-summer slackness in the newspaper field has been

removed, and it is but logical to expect as the season

progresses and pre-holiday advertising campaigns get

under way, publishers will be called on to use more

and more print paper. Spot lots of newsprint are sell-

ing at from 11 cents upward at mills for .standard rolls,

and there have been sales of small lots by jobbers re-

ported at higher than 14 cents. Sheet news to the

transient trade is bringing around 13.50 cents per

pound and on contract 7.50 cents at mills.

Fine papers are in a firm quotable position. Manu-
facturers ai'c repeatedly finding it necessary to ad-

vance prices on many lines of bond and ledger papers,

aiul quotations are so irregular and on such a broad

range that it is indeed difficult to arrive at anything

definite in the way of market values. About the

cheapest bond paper obtainable costs 20 cents a pound
and very little of this grade or of any line ranging up
to 30 cents is to be had. Buyers naturally are concen-

trating their purchases on the lower-priced lines, with

the result that mills are sold up far ahead on- .sueh

grades.

Coarse pajiers rule quotably steady although de-

tnand is not as pointed as it was recently. Jobbers are

getting larger supplies from mills as a result of better

transportation conditions and are therefore keeping

consutiH'rs better jirovided with stock. Boards are firm

in price and are moving in consistent fashion. No
change has developed in quotations, plain chip board
being priced .at around $115 a ton and filled news
board at $125 and higher.

GROUND WOOD.—From all indications, the soften-

ing of quotations on mechanical wood pulp during the

past several weeks has been d\ie primarily to the

offering of certain lots of Scainlinavian grotiiul wood
by importers at concessions from the jn-ices ruling.

Efforts to learn whether donu'stic producers have
lowered prices are unavailing and it appears that mills

ami dealers in the States, as well as in Canada, are

maintaining quotations excepting in infrequent cases

where they have desired to move specific tonnages of

pul|). Quotations down to as low as $125 per ton are

mentioned in some corners of the trade, yet huyers tell

of trying to locate pulp at this hasis and of failing to

do so. As far as can be ascertained, donn^stic manu-
facturers contiinie to nauu' in tin- vieinitv of $140 for

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42nd STREET TF.I.F,PHO^fES 8312 MURRAY HILL

We are always in the mar-
ket and ready to pay Jood
prices for SULPHITES

NEW YORK

Bleached and unbleached
of Canadian manufacture
Write and let us show
vou what we can do.
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WE ARE AT PRESENT MANUFACTURING THE FOLLOWING
of interest to the Pulp and Paper Industry.

BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.
Acridine Yellow R.
New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine V. cone.
Basic Green B. cone.
Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl N'iolet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

cone.Bismarck Brown R.
Safranine B.S.
Safranine R.F.F.
Mct^hylene \ iolet 2R. cone.
Methylene Molet 2B. cone.
Malachite (Jreen Crystals.
Methylene Blue B.B. cone.
Methylene Blue 1814.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOURS

Paramine Fast Pink B.
Paramine Skv Blue F.F
Paramine Blue 2B.
Paramine Black B.IL
Paramine Yellow R.
Paramine Brown G.
Paramine Brown M

Paramine Fast Bordeaux B.
Paramine (ireen (.i.

Paramine \'iolet N.
Paraphenine bellow G.
Diazamine Fast Yellow 11.

Rosophenine lOB.
Benzopurpurine 4B.

Paper Black 3181

ACID COLOURS

cone

Orange II.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB.

Acid Prune V.

Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau G. cone.
Ponceau 4R cone.
Croceine Scarlet 5R.
Carmoisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

Product Samples, Patterns, and all particulars from

L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED 3.
HUDDERSFIELD. ENGLAND
Canadian Office and Warehouse

27 ST. SACRAMENT ST. - MONTREAL
Orders gupplieu direci i»i/in Canadian Stocks. New Prodnctes will be added from time t
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prime spruce ground "wood for prompt delivery, and

oven higher prices are being secured. There are no

visible signs of available supplies being any heavier

and the trade generally looks for the market to tighten

up during the fall when consumption mounts and when

irrinders find themselves without their usual surplus

stocks to draw on.

CHEMICAL PULP.—There is little change of note

in the chemical pulp market. If anything, the tone

is a bit softer, this being due to the larger quantities

of sulphite and kraft pulp coming in from Scandinavia.

Thus far. however, the increased foreign supplies have

effected scant alterations in prices, and pulp men lay

emphasis on the fact that it is but a customary condi-

tion at this perio.d of the year for imports to increa.se

for the reason that manufacturers in Swenden endea-

vor to ship out as much pulp as possible before the

Haltic closes for the winter. Conservative trade fac-

tors nevertheless say that should importations keep up

at the present rate it is possible domestic pulp values

may be affected, and consumers apparently are adopt-

ing the same view and are mostly buying only as the

need for supplies presents itself.

Lnports of pulp at the port of New York this week

included 1.-^20 bales of chemical and 1,000 bales of

mechanical from Christiania, and 14,817 bales of me-

chanical from Canada.

KAGS.—The papermaking rag market evinces little

change and no particular feature. Demand is still

mainly for whites and both new and old white rags are

bringing prices far above a parity with those prevail-

ing on other grades. Literests other than paper-

makers are reported buying up sizable quantities of

new white shirt cuttings and paying close to 30 cents

a pound, whereas the average paper mill refuses to go

beyond 2.") eents and appears to be getting at least

some of these rags. Old No. 1 repacked whites are

selling at from 15 eents upward, with choice packing

commanding 18 cents, while repacked thirds and blues

are freely available to mills at 4.00 cents at shippinsr

points. Roofinjr rafrs are holding steady at a quotable

basis of around 2.2.') cents for No. 1 packing, and

although there is a fair demand, feltraakers are not

buyinsr in a way to cause prices to rise.

PAPER STOCK.—The strength of prices on waste

paper and the continued demand for this commodity
seems to bear out the maintenance of wood pulp va-

lues and the contention of pulp men that supplies are

limited. Mills are ab.sorbing fairly large tonnages of

old paper of practically all kinds and are pa.ving re-

cord-breaking figures—in some cases beyond what
they are obtaining relative grades of rag stock for.

Mixed paper, for example, is fetching higher prices

than roofing rags, a situation which veterans of the

trade say they never have seen before. Flat folded

news is the one big item in current trading and consu-

mers find it necessary- to pay around 2.75 cents a pound

at shipping points to get reliable packing of this grade.

Shavings are strong and are generally quoted at

cents or more for No. 1 hard whites and at about 8.25

to 8.50. cents for No. 1 soft white shavings. Old books

and magazines are bringing 3.25 cents at shipping

points, old kraft paper 6.50 cents and ledger stock

close to 5 cents per pound.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGING.—The old bagging
market is in a sluggish condition, consuming demand
being at a low ebb and buyers obtaining supplies at

virtually any figures they care to bid. No. 1 scrap

bagging is freely available at 2.50 eents a pound, No.

1 gunny at 2.75 cents and roofing bagging at 1.50

cents. Old manila rope is quotably steady at 6.25 to

6.50 cents at shipping points and is moving in fairly

consistent fashion.

MAY CUT B. C. PULPWOOD FEES IN HALF.
Following an inspection of the pulp and paper plants

on the Coast. Mr. Pattidlo. Minister of Lands for Bri-

tish Columbia spoke of the amended legislation apper-

taining to timber limits suitable for pulp-making. In

order to encourage the establishment of more plants,

permission may be granted for the cutting in half of

the license fees where the department considers the

limits better suited for pulp and paper making than

for lumbering. The minister stated that this change
was resulting in greatly increased interest among man-
ufacturers, with the immediate prospect of the esta-

blishment of one or more plants in the near future.

Prince George is in the limelight at present as the

prospective centre of pulp-making on a large scale.

The immense stands of spruce and balsam near that

city have been investigated this summer and negotia-

tions with the timber-holders carried on.

KILLED AT RIMOUSKI PULP MILL.

An unfortunati' ai'i-iileiit oi'dUTcd at Rimouski, P.Q .

Sept. 16, when Mr. Joseph Collin, aged fifty-five years,

while employed at the firm of Price Bros., was killed

when he was caught in a chain used for drawing logs

from the water and his body literally torn to pieces.

Economy. Highest (Jrade of Pulp and Paper obtainable with

P. A. P. A.
Efficiency.

S C R K E N
Write for information.

Pulp and Paper Mill Accessories Limited
MONTREAL, Canada.

'
—^
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EXPERIENCED SULPHATE SUPERINTENDENT
with proven ability -will soon be open for engage-
ment. Address Box 374 Pulp and Paper ^Magazini'.

(iardenvale, P. Q.

WANTED—Mechanical or Civil Engineer -with some
offiee experience, capable of taking charge of a

mill de])artnient which lays out work for execut-
ing department from plans supplied by Engineer-
ing Dejiartment. I\Iust have practical experience
in this line of work, preferably relating to paper
mill operation. Mill one of largest production of

newsprint in Canada. Send full details of expe-
rience, give references and state salary expected
in first letter. Apply Box 375 Pulp and Paper
Magazine of Canada, Gardenvale, P. Q.

See You in New York
Sept. 20th to 25th

We are prepared to deliver

promptly in any desired

quantity the following:

Auramine

Basic Green

Chrysoidine R
Chrysoidine Y

Methyl Violet

Orange

Basic News Blue

Caustic Soda

Stearate of Calcium

Stearate of Alumina.

Bismarck Brown
Pulp Colors

Vegetable Tallow

Casein

Soda Ash

Bleaching Powder

A. Klipstein & Company, Ltd.
12 St. Peter St., Montreal.

k
Sole Selling Agents* for

A. Klipstein & Co., New York City.

PERKINS
A SYNONYM FOR

Perfection in Rolls

Resistant but Resilient
The Patented Double Spline

a Special Perkins Feature

Insures Permanency
The .Superior Finishing Surface of

PERKINS ROLLS has been a recognized
fact these thirty years

Write to-da\ for further particulars

B. F. PERKINS & SON, Inc.

1 Crescent Street, HOLYOKE, Mass.

We are prepared to

underwrite the securi-

ties of conser\atively

organized Pulp & Pa-

per Companies.

Nesbitt, Thomson & Co.
L I M I T E D,

222 St. James St.. MONTREAL.

HAMILTON, TORONTO,
LONTX)N, Ont.
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Effective Power Transmission
in Paper Mills

f INK-BELT Silent Chain delivers 9^

L/ It is a compact, positive drive that
maximum efficiency dictates. It saves
coupled and driven from short centers,

All flat belt drives creep and slip, especially

under the damp atmospheric conditions prev-
alent in paper mills, unbalanced loads, fre-

quent shocks, etc.

A Link-Belt Silent Chain Drive transmits all

the power of the motor without slip, and operates

I
perfectly under all these conditions.

M^c of the power to the driven machine,
permits the location of the machine where
space by permitting motors to be closely

In short, Link-Belt Silent Chain has the advan-
tages of both flat belt and gear drives, without
their disadvantages. It is "Flexible as a Belt

—

Positive as a Gear—More Efficient than Either".

Let one of our power transmission engineers,
who has made a study of paper mill power trans-

mission problems consult with you.

Send for catalog. w

CANADIAN LINK-BELT COMPANY, LTD.
llnjiton and Peters Streets, - - TORONTO

LINK-BELT
SILENT CHAIN DRIVES
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Mastering the Waters
of the World

Mastering of the waters of the world has been
and is an important factor in the advancement
of civilization. The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co. Limited,claims its share in this advancement.
No matter where you live, or what your business,

you are constantly dependent on pumps for the water
you drink, for the protection of your home from fire,

or the production of the things you use, wear, and eat.

And quite likely it is a Fairbanks-Morse pump, for

Fairbanks-Morse pumps have long been recognized as

standards—dependable pumps, constantly giving maxi-
mum service under the most exacting conditions.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse engineers know the
pumping problems of Canada and, with all the re-

sources and reputation of this national institution

behind thtm, have developed pumps that meet every
requirement and meet it with a product that is worthy
of being branded "Fairbanks-Morse 100*^

,
quality "

Make this mark your guarantee of satisfaction and
our catalogue your buying guide.

TKe
Canadian FairbanKs-MorseCo.,

Limited

'ill \ (,^*

FAIRBANKS-

^*^-

Halifax.

St. John,

MontrcAl,

Ottawn.

Tor.mlr..

llumiUcm.

St Cathnnnr-.

Windsor, Winnipeg,

Saskatoon, Rrgina,

Calgary, VanccHivrr,

lllllilMrllll
i bY^'-^^-

j:

S%ik

%r
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TAi>ClIEKEAL-S UOOD BEaJXM.Xa.
The Premier of yuebee lias uiinuiiiu-e(.i a c-auipaigii

against three of the pKincipal factors in the problem

of public healtli — tuberculosis, infant mortality, and

blood poisoning. Tliis is a most laudable undertaking

and should have the support of everyone in the pro-

vince. It should even spread to other provinces and

become a strong movement of Dominion-wide extent.

Mr. Taschereau lias shown a clear appreciation ol

other public i)robl('nis. such as forest policy and iloubt-

less has in mind the various and, in some cases, insi-

dious, factors in the liealtii problem.

To emphasize, if we may, a couple of contributory

causes in connection with the objects of the Premier "s

campaign. First and foremost is the matter of litjuor.

Strong drink has absolutely no place in modern civili/.a-

tioii, except in rare cases for medical use, and even wini-

and beer may be a serious menace to both iiealtii

and morals. Intemperance is an important eontriliu-

tory factor in the damage done by tuberculosis and

is a prolific cause of infant mortality. The family

of intemperate parents is almost sure to l)e under-

nourished and neglected. The alcoholic is an ea.sy

mark for tubercle l)accilli. The plea of "gentlemen"

that they know how to use liquor gives them a special

privilege is utterly false. One civilian has no more

right to carry a dangerous weapon than another. The

man who thinks so is a social menace, and not en-

titled to the privileges of citizenship or even of civiliza-

tion, lie is a hypocrite. The same and wor.se applies

to the person who condones commercialized vice or

contributes to the social evil in any way. And that

is where our condemnation of beer and wine comes

in. They do contribute to this most damnable thing.

The Premier knows it ; everyone who reads, listens,

looks, and thinks, knows it. The purveyor of booze antl

iniquity cannot escape being despi.sed l)y his fellows,

even by those he serves. Vice, alcohol and indifferenc-e

are the Central Powers to be fought in this campaign.
God alone knows how many babies never live, how
many die in infancy, how many are blind, insane or

infirm, because of vice which thrives principally be-

cause of the greed of blood-suckers, the callousness or

cupidity of politicians, and the indifference of the pub-
lie. Most certainly the problem is one of education.
But education of the people to their '-psponsibility

pre-supposes earnestne.ss. courage, and dptermination
on the part of the government. Some nnbli- officials

unfortunately command no confidence whatever.

\Vc have usetl some strong language — almost our

whole vocabulary — and we mean every word of it.

We are ready to support such a campaign to the last

ounce of our energy and the last drop of ink, but we
want to know that Premier Taschereau means to make
war on this whole combination of enemies of public

liealtli and welfare.

XOT AFRAID OF THE COAL STRIKE.
The pull) anil paper mills of Sweden, while to some

extent using black diamonds, have largely discontinued

the use of this expensive luxury imported mostly from
the mines of Britain ami are using hard wood. Mr.
.1. A. Bothwell who is just back from that country
says that Swedish pulp mills and railways have but

little to fear from the threatened coal miners' strike

in England. He estimates that there must have been

nearly two million cords of hard wood stacked along
the railways that he travelled on.

One of the important possibilities which may prove
a fortunate outcome from the necessity for reverting

to wood fuel is the effect on the future forest. The
most valuable tree in Sweden, as in Canada, is the
spruce, which is the basis of the great pul)) and paper
and lumber industries. The forests of Canada are

seriously suffering because hard woods are im-reasing

at the expense of the soft woods which are at the

same time being dwarfed because of the dense shade
of maple, i)irch. etc. Foresters in Canada consider
the problem of removing the hard woods and utilizing

them to l)e one of the most difficult features of Can-
adian forestry. Apparently tiic Swedes have had the

solution of the proiilem forced upon them. From what
is said by Mr. Bothwell on another page it appears
that Swedish mills are able to bring these hard woods
economically to their plants. It would be interestir^

to know the method of transporting them, and whether
a preliminary drying is employed in order to increase
the floating quality of the wood. Whatever regret

there may be in having to u.se wood fuel the resulting

effect on the forest will one day be appreciated. It

practically means a reversion to clear stands of conifer-
ous wood. If such a result could be accomplished in

Canada it would be putting millions of dollars into the
pockets of future Canadians and would he one of the
greatest factors in .stabilizing the co.st of production
of wood pulp and lumber.

Despatches that have come •ver from time to time
during the war gave the impression that the Scan-
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dmaviaii mills were i-ousiiuiiug their stocks of pulp-

wood. Mr. Bothwells report, however, seems to in-

dicate that while they were overcoming the coal short-

age they were at the same time practicing a lunda-

meutal principle of scientific forestry. The speed of

railway trains is practically the same as in Canada

and with the cost of fuel on anythng like an equiva-

lent basis as compared with coal, the use of wood

has the additional advantage of practically eliminating

the ash handling problem, indeed the wood ashes are

actually a source of income. We don't want to see

Canada so completely shut off from coal supplies

as would make us absolutely dependent on wood fuel,

yet the difficulties which have thus been met success-

fully by Sweden might be studied with profit by

Canadian foresters and lumberiiien because of its im-

portant bearing on the conservation of our soft wood

forests.

DOES CTIAXdlM? A MACHINE INFRINGE A
PATENT?

Among the advertising pages of the Pulp and Paper

Magazine, beginning last week, there is a discussion

of a matter that is of more than limited interest to

the parties directly involved in the dispute. The

magazine regrets that it is sometimes necessary to air

such a matter on our pages, because of the spirit of

friendliness that is characteristic among those inter-

ested in the industry. When the copy was receiv>^'d we

were inclined not to publish such an advertisement.

However, on studying the whole matter it seemed

to bring up a point that is of consideraWe interest

to all pulp and paper mills. It is a question of how

far a concern is permitted to make changes in machin-

ery without infringing on anybody's patents. Both

the concerns involved are good friends of The Pulp

and Paper Magazine and we are good friends of theirs,

jind have hopes of seeing the dispute arranged in a.i

amicable manner.

A FINE CALENDAR.
One of the best agencies that has been devised for

promoting interest in the Safety-First Movement has

^jroved to be the "Safety Calendar". This idea was

lliogun some years ago in the United States and last

year it was felt that the Safety Movement in Canada

warrante<l the institulioM of a Canadian calendar. The

atfemi>t last year was largely an experiment hul

|)roved so entirely sMcccHsfnl that it is being repeated

I this year on a somewhat larger scale. We have been

favored with advatu'cd proofs of the enrtoons that

will appear on the monthly pages and they are cer-

tainly well execiited drawings of excellent ideas. Tiic

cartoon ha."* been found on.^ of the best ways of pre-

senting an idea and the combination in the 1921

calendar y»roini.ses very MUi-cesHfiil results.

The Safety Movement is not confined simply to the

mill but must be supported and encouraged by carry-

ing the Safety Idea into the home. This is very ef-

fectively done by distributing calendars so that each

employee may have one to take home. Even if he

can read little or no English the picture tells a story

which is understood by every member of the household.

This continual suggestion and warning with regard to

danger points is most helpful in developing a safety

thinking community. In spite of increases in cost

of production there is very little change in the cost of

these calendars and every pulp and paper mill in Can-

ada should lend its hearty support to the cause of

Safety First both as a patriotic and a jiersonal pro-

position by ordering at least as many calendars-as there

are homes represented in the plant. They may be had

at the office of th? Ontario Pulp and Paper JIakcrs

Safety Afssociation. 129 Spadina Avenue, Toronto, at

$.30 for two hundred or less and $.25 each for more

than two hundred. Orders should be sent in promptly

as the number of orders received early will be a great

assistance to the Association in gauging its work.

COBWEBS.
It appears that prices are declining in lines where

tlie combination of decreased buying together with

either a past record of excess profits or an accumula-

tion of stocks for speculative holding has made liquid-

ation of goods on hand advisable or necessary. In

lines where steady or special demand prevents accumu-

lation of goods, or Avhere increase in labor charges

offsets and decrease in cost of raw material, we fail to

see any likelihood of a drop. Some manufacturers

may be philanthropic enough to try it, but there are

not enough of tliem to make much of a crowd. Gradual

reductions, however, are to be expected and hoped for.

One of the most comjilete community buildings we
have heard of is that at liothschild, Wis., the home
of the Marathon Paper Mills. Co.. and described in

"The Marathon Runner".

Speaking of the Marathon Comi>any, they have

started a long service prize s.vstem, whereby
an employee gets an additional one percent, of his cur-

rent .vcar's salary or wages for each year of service

until the prize money rea<'hes ten jicr cent.

We have a "htnicli" that if demands for advertising

fell to a point where publishers could not afford to buy
all the newsprint offered at present prices, prices wnnld
come down a peg. but we do not expect paper mills

to cnt prices in order that cheaper paper to their

customers will merely menu higher profit to some
one el.se.

If .\ilani had not eaten the apple, who would have

Invented workT
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What the Pulp and Paper Industry is Doing
in Educational Work

Mr. President, and Friends of Safety:

I greatly appreciate the honor of bein^' invited

to speak to such a gathering as this on a subject

which has been of great personal interest to me for

many years, although I should be at home at work

on the test books which are to be used in educating

jnilp and paper makers rather than here talking about

it. The need of some opportunit.v for young men to

learn more about the business of paper making was

impressed upon me about sixteen years ago when the

frequent answer to my numerous questions asked of

our Scotch machine tender was "Well now. Sliver,

if I told vou all I know, you would know as much as

I do."
Since that time a great deal has been learned about

paper making, many improvements have been made in

machinery and processes and many new inventions

have made the work easier and more efficient. These

machines and processes have been described more or

less clearly in patent office records and occasionally a

process or machine is the subject of an address at some

meetintr or a c.Mitribution to a trade jieriodical. In-

formation on the e(|uipment of the industry is there-

fore fragmcntai'.v and scattered ami, although several

very good books have been written, a comprehensive

discussion and explanation of the fundamentals un-

derl.ving the construction of machines and operation of

processes is practicall.v non-existant in convenient

form in English. A movement instituted jointly by
the technical men of the industry in Canada and the

Tnitetl States and financed by the manufacturers i-;

now in progress which should go a lonir way toward

the remedy of this conditi<in.

University Training.

In February 101.1 the first course in Pulii and Pa-

per flaking on this continent was conceived by Dr. R.

H. !McKee and offered by the University of Maine.

This was given by Prof. A. G. Durgin, now with the

Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills, on the ^lanufa"-

ture of Pulp. In the fall of that year the speaker

ioiuMl the staff, courses were organized in Paper
Making and the University .shortly had built u|> a de-

partment giving instruction in ten pulp and paper
courses, four of which involved practical work in the

laboratories which were equipped with pulp and pap-^r

making and testing apparatus.

The University of ^Michigan some time later began

post-graduate work in pulp and paper. The Univer-

sity of Wisconsin is, of course, close by the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories, but we are not aware that undei-

graduate instruction has been given in pulp and paper
subjects. The same situation is true with regard to

MeGill University aud the Forest Protlucts Labora-
tories of Canada, at Montreal. Several colleges in-

clude a few lectures on these subjects in the course

in Indu.strial Chemistry. This fall the College of For-
estrj- of New York State is offering for the first

time, a consecutive course in Pulp and Paper Manu-

•Address by J. N. Stephenson at the annual con-
vention of the National Safety Council, Milwaukee.
Wis.. Sapt. 30, 1920.

faeture. This is based naturally on wood as raw ma-
terial. Both the University of Maine and the New
York State College of Forestry have attempted short

courses especially for the man in the mill. They
have not been entirely successful.

It will thus be seen, however, that the man who has
the time, means and ambition to prepare himself for

the technical or engineering departments of the pulp
and paper mill has fair opportunities for Uuivei-sity

training. The lack of schools devoted strictly to

pulp and paper making is partly corrected by such
means as prevail in Canada, where the Technical
Section of the Pulp & Paper Association is co-operat-

ing with the universities so that .students in Chemis-
tr%'. Engineering and Forestry are given opportunities
to engage in the summer months in practical work
with pulp and pajicr coniiianics.

•

Vocational Education.
The more difficult and the more interesting phase

of the situation, however, relates to providing educa-
tional ojiporfunities for the man in the mill or the
young man in the schools who has a leaning toward
this industry as a career. There are several distinct

lines along which instruction may be given, some of
which have alread.v been followed up to some extent.
At least there have been several night schools in op-
eration and there is included in the International Cor-
respondence Sehools courses a few pages devoted to
this enormous industry. Besides the night school
and comspondence iiustruction there is the oppor-
tunity for i)art time instruction as advocated by the
Federal Boanl for Vot-ational Education and there is

also the lecture series. It .seems that all of these me-
thods can and should be made use of according to
local conditions. The problem is largely a local one,
and cannot be satisfactorily .solved without the earnest
attention and a good deal of energy from the men
on the spot who have the knowledge of the industry.
As far as I am aware and certainly as far as Can-

ada is concerned, the first distinct attempt to pro-
vide for the instruction of employees of the indus-
try was the night school organized at Thorojd. On-
tario, by the co-nperation of the local .school authori-
ties and the pulp and paper companies in Thorold.
Merritton and St. Catharines. Cla.s.ses were organized
in Chemistry, Electricity and Mechanical Drawing.
There was a verj* good attendance and great interest
was shown by the students. Progress was encouraged
by the offering of prizes and the proficiency of the
student together with his application to study was
made the basis, in seme ea.ses at least, for promotion.
The following year was one when there was a great
deal of sickness and attendance necessarily was affect-
ed. The interest, however, was still good, the prin-
cipal difficulty being that those who had qualified in
the elementary work were not offered a chance to
continue with more advanced .studies.

A similar school was organized at Ilawkesbury. Ont..
by the Technical Department of the Riordoii Com-
pany. Here, again, the elementary subjects were
taught and attendance and progress were reported
as very satisfactory. At Sault Ste. Marie. Ontario,
classes were carried on by the Y.M.C.A. with the
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co-operatiou of the Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills

and the Algoma Steel Corporation. Here, too, the

prineipal .subjeets wero Arithmetic and Elementary

Seienee. At the Spanish River Mills at Espanola

clas.ses were held for teaching Enjilish to the foreign

population. This. I understand was directly in con-

nection with the company's prominent activity in

the cause of Safety First, it being realized that an es-

-sential factor in the succe.ss of the movement is the

ability of the employee to understand the common
lantruapre of the mill.

At Irofjuois Falls. Ontario, which is the location of

the Abitibi Power & Paper Co., and at Grand Mere,

Que., where, the Laurentide Co., is situated, courses

have been given consisting of a .series of what might

be called popular lectures on the principal depart-

ments of the pulp and paper mill. This is being ex-

tended thi.s year by the Abitibi Company through the

preparation of a special series of papers dealing with

the fundamental processes. The papers have been ap-

pearing from week to week in the Broke Hustler, the

paper on mill news and town topics published by the

company. It should be mentioned also that the Span-

ish River News, the weekly paper published by the

Spanish River Pulp & Paper ]\Iills has also contained

a series on the storA' of newsprint manufacture. It

will be noticed that all of these places are centres of

newsprint production although the vicinity of Thor-

old. that is. the Niagara Peninsula, produces perhaps
as great a variety of papers as could be found any-
where in the same area.

A number of mills in the Ignited States have under-
taken somewhat similar work. The American Writing
Paper Company went so far as to set aside one divi-

sion of their organization for instruction purposes.

This phase of the work of that company ha.s not yet,

however, been entirely organized. The Kimberley-
Clark Company, has also, through its Technical De-
partment, given instruction in certain pha.ses of the

work to groups of employees. The Champion Fibre
Company at Canton, N.C., are organizing their edu-
cational work for the coming winter and are planning
a series of courses to be given by heads of depart-
ments in order to acquaint the men in each depart-
ment, as far as his preliminary education will per-

mit, in the fundamental principles \indcrlying the
processes and in the dcscri]ition of the various ma-
chines and their functions. There is much to be

said in favor of carrying out the work as planned by
thi.s company. In the first place the men are listen-

ing to men they know and to men who are able to
ttik in their own language. Each mill will often have

sort of pet name for a very common piece of appar-
ftus or machine part and each mill of course has its

own problems. Furthermore the student is able at

almost any time to a.sk further rpiestions of his in-

stnictor.

Thi.s type of instruction is likely to meet with .some
pitches because of the inexperience of the leaders

fin planning class-rnom work and in presenting their
knowledge and their ideas to the .student. This, how-
ever, is not by any means an insurniountablp diffi-

culty atid with a little persistence, courage and pa-
tience and plenty of enthusiasm on the part of those
who conduct these classes, then' is bound to be a
great deal of progress made iioth by the teacher jind

by the clnss. If is well known to edm-afors that ii

person learns more about his subject through teach

ing it than through studying it. I know that from

experience.

You will have noted, perhaps, that with rather few

exceptions the emphasis in the educational work has

been on preliminary instruction, that is, the teaching

of mathematics and elementary science. There are

two reasons for this. In the first place many of

the more ambitious men in the mill are the ones who
have not had many educational opportunities and who
find themselves handicapped in comparison with their

fellows who have been through high school or even only

through the eighth grade. The grown men who are

now in the industry- were not required to attend school

to the age which is now fortunately becoming a re-

spectable minimum for going out to work in the

world. In the second place there cannot be satis-

factory progress made in the study of the machinery

and processes used in pulp and paper manufacture

unless the student understands quite thoroughly the

fundamental principles of mathematics and of science

so that he may get a clear conception of the discussion

of a process or the description of a machine.

Text Books in Preparation.

The Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp &
Paper Association and the Technical Association of

the Pulp & Paper Industry, formerly the Technical

Section of the American Paper & Pulp Association,

have since their organization, which was almost simul-

taneous, each had a committee on education. Until

quite recently these committees have worked inde-

pendently, though acquainted with each other's ac-

tivities. After the school at Thorold was under way
the Canadian Committee realized the serious handicap
to successful vocational education in the Pulp and
Paper Industry presented by the lack of a suitable

text book on the subject. The matter was thoroughly
discussed and when the field had been canva.ssed it

was agreed that the problem was too big an under-
taking for the Canadian committee and that inasmuch
as the problems were largely common to both Cana-
dian and American mills it was decided to have, if

passible, joint action taken. A meeting wa.s subse-

<|uently held at which all but one m.ember of the two
committees were present and a joint committee to

proceed with the preparation of a suitable text book
was formed. This committee has been in existence

now for just two years. The program which is be-

ing followed is to prepare an elementary but com-
prehensive work which will enable the person interest-

ed in the industry to begin at the beginning, mean
ing in many cases, with arithmetic and on that foun-
dation in mathematics and elementary science which
is provided, to progress through the study of the var-
ious processes involved in pulp and paper manu-
facttire.

The material for Vol 1. which includes this elemen-
tary instruction is prepared and a large part of it

is in type though not yet printed. This volume will

include Elementary Arithmetic, Applied Arithmetic,
Elenicnfary Physics, How to Read Drawings. Mechanics
and Hydraulics. Elementary Electricity, and Elemen-
tary Chemistry. The material is so prepared that it

will be appropriate for either class room or corres-
pondence instruction or for reference purpose. The
provision for correspondence instruction is important
because of the comparative isolation of sunic mills and
liecause some older men might be enibarrassed in a
class room. This feature, of course, apjilies to the
whole work.
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Volume 2 includes a very brief chapter on Logging:;

the Principal Properties of Pulpwoods; the Prepara-
tion of Wood: Mechanical Pulp: Sulphite Pulp: Soda
Pulp; Sulphate Pulp: Treatment of Pulp: Bleaching
Pulp; Analysis and Testing of Pulp and Raw Ma-
terials.

Volume 3 takes up the Manufacture of Paper and
begins with a very brief discussion of the materials

used and the history of paper making and a concise

outline of the process. The following .sections are then

included: Preparation of Rag and Other Fibres; Treat-

ment of Waste Papers: Beating and Mixing: Loading:
Sizing: Coloring: Handmade Papers; and the Paper
Machine.

In Volume 4 the ^^anufa(•ture of Paper is continued

and includes : Tub-sized Papers, Finishing Operations.

Special Papers and Boards, Paper Testing, General

Mill E(|uipment and an Appendix including varioiis

tables and other miscellaneous but useful material re-

lating to jiaper.

It is anticipated that this work, when completed,

will form the ba.sis for many study groups and for

much individual study as well as being a valuable

work of reference. In order to facilitate the arrange-

ment of what might be called a curriculum for tlie

various classes of mills it is intended to publish the

work both a.s bound volumes and in pamphlet form.

The pamphlets are susceptible of arrangement by
grouping so that, for instance, a man working in a

sidphite mill, who would naturally not be directly

interested in either srroundwood or soda pulp, can
study the pamiihlets relating to Properties of Wood,
Preparation of Wood. Manufacture of Sulphite Pulp,
Treatment of Piiln and Bleacliinu'.

Accommodation for Three Shifts a Problem.
One of the difficulties in connection with organiz-

ing night cla.sses or outside classes of any kind for

jianer makers, is that the maioritv of the men in the

mill work on three slnfts so that it is not possible to

have a time for the cla--s which meets the convenience
of all the men in the mill. Nor will holding a class

every other week unite meet the situation. Such a

scheme would be bad nractice anvwav. It seems that

the only way out is either to have one-third of the

men in turn mi.ss each class or to repeat the same
lesson each time that the class meets. The latter is

the scheme that it is exi->o'ted will lie followed by the
classes at the Chamnion Fibre Company's plant.

This phn.se of the iiroblem w one th^t has appar-
entlv not been given th" attention jt doserves. prob-
ablv due to the fact that most of the instruction has
been in the form of nonnlar lectures rather than in

organized elas.ses. The division of hours is nsuallv
such t'lat a ^hift begins at ^hvp^^ or fo"'- in the after-

noon, denendine ui>rn whether the work-day begins
at 7 or S for the m<^n working on continuous opera-
tions. The man in charge of the education work for

the Champion Fibr.^ Company anticipates havin"
''las.ses occnpv the afternoon hours so that there will

be a two-hour session available to men on the even-
ing shift .iust before going to work and two h'-nrs

for f^e men who are .iust leaving the dav shift. This
would give an opportunitv for the men who had
worked on the night shift to attend either class. The
difficulty here would be that the men who are on dav
w<>rk from, sav, 8 to 5. 7 to r,. etc.. depending upon
the length of day for the dav laborer, would not have
an opportunity to attend either of these classes. Some

s\tch me« might be only temporarily engaged in such
work and might reasonably be expected in many cases,
even if regularly so engaged, to he interested" in the
niaiHit'acturuig processes of the mill and they cer-
tainl,v .should be provided for. This can be done Uy
j)ostponiug the second afternoon class until evening,
when it would be available to all day workers and to
two shifts of eight hour men, as well as to the towus-
jieople.

Von have probably been thinking while listening
to my few remarks that I have not hit very often on
the subject of what the industry /.s daimj to provide
educational opportunities for men interested in pulp
and paper manufacture. But you Safety Men often
have to organize the educational work.

" The subject
has necessarily involved some mention of what is to
be done and a few of the problems that arise in at-
tempting to do it.

It may also have seemed a bit strange that such a
topic should be introduced in a program of the Na-
tional Safety Council. On this point I would say
tliat a number of persons in the industry who are
particularly interested in Safety Work, "arc firmly
convinced that a considerable percentage of acci-
dents is due to a lack of knowledge of the machine.-
and of the processes used in pulp and paper manu-
facture. Further than this there will be no disput-
ing the statement that most accidents are due to
t bought le.s.sness. If attendance at classes could be
expected to have but one result, that result should
certainly be the gaining of an ability and, let us hope,
an inclination, to think. The thinking man is the
.safe man. at lea.st when bis thoughts are on his
work. If his thoughts are somewhere else he may
really be worse than thoughtless. So it will be seen
that the development of the educational work of the
indu.stry presents an excellent opportunity for the
Safety Man to co-ojierate and by incorporating as
occasion offers, hints and warnings regarding .safe

practices and danger points, the educational program
will be of distinct value as a factor in i)romotin<' the
cause of SAFETY FIRST.

Blocking up the Bearings of the Upper Reel Greatly
Lessen the Danger of Being Caught in

Between the Reels.
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THE BLEACHING OF PAPER PULP BY OZONE.

By J. SIMONNEAU

fTraii-slated for the Pulp & Paper :Mapaziiie from La

Papeterie. 42, 23. Jan. 10. 1920. by A. P.-C.)

Paper pulp is usually bleached -with blcaohin<r pow-

der or with chlorine gas. It takes 1.000 kilos of bleacli

at 100-lO.j de?. (31. 78-33.36 per cent of available chlo-

rine'* to bleach 6000 kilos of pulp. As.suminfr that the

bleach costs 56 to 58 francs (about $11.20 to .'l!ll.60>

per 100 kilos, the cost of bleaching would be 560 to

580 francs (about $112 to $116). With chlorine gas

prepared according to the most modern methods, the

cost of bleaching 6000 kilos (about 6 long tons) of

pulp would be 510 to 530 francs (about $102 to $106).

A considerable decrease in the cost has recently been

effected bv the introduction of the Hermite process of

electro-chemical bleaching. The cost of bleaching the

same amount of pulp by this process is 285 francs

(about $57), a saving of 50 per cent. The use, however,

of chlorine, hypochlorites, and oxygenated chlorine

compounds exerts a deleterious effect on the strength

of the paper, and must be neutralized by means of an

anti-chlor. generally sodium thiosulphate.

Starting on the assumption that the bleaching was

due to an energetic oxidation. A. Villon has thought

of using ozone, or electrified oxygen, which is the most

powerful oxidizing agent and the most perfect deco-

lorizing agent. Until 1889 this could not be applied

commercially, owing to the high cost of, and the dif-

ficulty of obtaining ozone. This is no longer the case,

and it can now be obtained in large quantities at a

fairly reasonable cost. Broyer and Petit "s machine,

amongst others, has an output of 8 to 10 cubic meters

of ozone per hour. E. ]SI. Villon has designed a large

ozonizer capable of producing 200 cubic meters of

ozone per hour. He gives the following deseription

of it in the Revue de Chimie Industrielle et Agricolc

.

A hardwood box is lined with glass tiles which arc

mortised into one another, the joints being filled with

a mixture of gum lac and paraffin. In this box, which

is hermetically sealed, are placed a number of cells.

arranged quincuneially. Each cell is made of two

glass plates as high as the box and about 3 to 4 cm.

less in width : they arc filled with small lead shot or

small pieces of gas coke. The spaces between the cells

allows of the circulation of the oxygen. The cells are

connected alternately to the positive and negative

poles of an induction coil, the connection being made
through the whole length of the eells. Under these

conditions there is a regular rain of sparks in the

Bces between the cells, and the oxygen passing

.rough them is electrified and transformed into ozo-

b. Gla.ss baffle plates are placed so as to subdivide

ae current of gas and render the action of the sparks

as efficient as poHsil)le.

The oxygen is pumped from a tank ami sent to a

cooler where its temperature is lowered -to about 5

Jeg. r. ^23 deg. F.) and from there to the ozonizer,

(rom which it issues heavily charged with ozone. The

reatmenf of the pulp is enrried out in wooden tanks

similar to those used for bleaching with chlorine gas.

The ozone i.s led in at the bottom and passes through

the pulp which it quickly decolorizes. On leaving the

chamber the gas is passed through a sulphuric acid

tower to dry if and is then returned to the storage

tank and sent through the cyele over again.

Ozone bleaching is quicker than eblnrinc bleachine

and does not present the same drawback—it does not

attack the cellulose. It may be allowed to act for a

greater or less lengtli of time, according to the de-

gree of bleaching required, without any danger of

damaging the stock.

Assuming that ozone costs 200 francs per cubic

meter, which is high even for the high prices actually

prevailing, the bleaching of 6 tons (metric) of pulp

would barely cost 171 francs: i.e., 40 per cent less than

electro-chemical bleaching and 70 per cent, less than

chloride of lime bleaching.

SULPHITE ALCOHOL SUCCESSFUL MOTOR FUEL.

Sulphite alcohol as motor fuel is officially recognized,

a success. The finding is based upon the result of

queries sent broad(tast to the industry. In order to get

reliable information the Swedish ministry for commerce
asked Prof. ('. E. Ti. llubendick to undertake this en-

quiry. He received 668 answers to his questions.

An old horse will balk when driven to a new stable.

Old engineers and mechanics have fault to find with a

new fuel. It would be a miracle should they bestow

unstinted iiraise upon a new discovery or invention.

So this kicking and growling about details in the

hundreds of answers has to be discounted as a frailty

of human nature.

Ten per cent, of the answei-s repoi-ted alcohol motors
running satisfactorily in every respect. On the other

hand, 4 per cent, reported the alcohol had done damage
to machinery parts.

Some of the answers indicated tliat industrials coiild

not get the inirity of alcohol desired. Also the proper
kind of lubricating oil was missing. These deficiencies

caused corrosion and clogging. The answers, however,
showed also that in many cases the conversion from
benzine to alcohol had not been performed completelv
nor correctly. So many of the difficulties experienced
are not to be blamed on alcohol as fuel as such, but
upon imperfect and slipshod adjustment. No doubt,
all these .shortcomings will be remedied in the course
of time.

Some of the shortcomings noticed were the resistance

of alcohol unless warmed sufficiently in advance, which
increases the consumption of fuel and lubricating oil;

fluid fuel collecting on the walls of cylinders, washing
off the lubricating oil and thus leading to increased
wear and tear: improper mixing causing incomplete
combustion and thereby lowering of motor power.

Prof. Hubendick found many answers to indicate

that the alleged increased wear and tear charged to

alcohol was in reality chargeable to inferior lubricating

oil. For some of the rejiorts blamed alcohol for cor-

nvding parts of the machine, which could not possibly
I'ome in contact with the fuel when properly handled.
However, there is no doubt that salts of iron used in

the production of alcohol have something to do with
Ihe increased wear.

Alcohnl's obstinacy, when it is to lie stai'ted. is its

most serious deficiency. Rut. as a whole, the answers
to {|ucries prove Hint sulpliite alcohol is available as a

uractieal fuel and that the use .of alcohol does not
imperil the life of the machine as long as proper pre-

cautions have been taken.

Prof, Hubendick sums up his finditigs by declaring:
There is no reason why ali'ohol should not be !ised

as fuel

.
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Theory of the Preparation and Recovery of Soda

and Sulphate Liquors
(Translated for the Pulp and Paper Magazine from

La Papeterie, Feh. II) and 25 and March 10, 1920, by

A.P.-C).

Among the interesting problems whieh arise in the

paper industry there are some deserving special at-

tention. In the forefront of these the manufacture of

soda pulp presents one of which is of the utmost im-

portance; and, though it lias been solved, the present

solution cannot l)e regarded as the last word in the

matter. Especially during the present industrial cris-

is, when the smaller mills are bound to disappear, and
in the presence of the example set b\' a nation like

Germany where the utilization of waste products is

properly uuderstoini, the prei)aration and utilization

of soda liquor is intimately bound up with tiie re-

covery of the soda compounds from the spent liquor.

Prei)aration—recovery: this is the heading we liave

ciiosen to summarize the problem. In a large and
well organized mill the liquor is prepared once and for

all when operations are started. Afterwards the oper-

ations follow in a continuous cycle whereby the re-

covered products are kept in the system. Hence it is

merely for the sake of clearness that we have divided

this study into two parts. Jlost of the soda molecules

which enter the cycle go through it a great many times.

Those which are lost are replaced in tlie due course

of operations by fresh quantities of soda. In the

first part on preparation we shall deal with the vari-

ous soda conq)ounds used and the manner of caustify-

ing them. The second i)art on recovery will deal

with the evajxiration and incineration of the black

litiuor. A study of the sulphate process is a logical

corollary to the present study.

Preparation.

a.) SODIUM COMPOrXDS: fommercial i)roducts

of this class are very numerous, but experience has

shown that certain of them are best adapted to the man-
ufacture of pulp. Caustic soda, XaOH, is used only
when recovery is not practised. Cream colored caus-

tic owes its color to the impurities (notably sul|)iiiiles

)

which it contains. It is sold in fused cylindrical mas-
ses weighing about 200 kg. (420 lbs.) and contains

60 per cent, actual XaOIl. White caustic is also sold

in fused masses. Though it is white and dearer, it is

not as pure ; it contains XatU and XaXO., wliich is

added to oxidize the sulphides. The XaOH content

is (iO to 70 per cent. It is but little used for paper-
making. Crude Solvay caustic soda is too impure for

use in this industry ; it is more suitable for soaj)

making.

Caustic soda, however, is used only in small mills

which cannot afford the outlay required for a recov-
ery plant. All otlier mills prepare their own caustic

by causticizing the cheaper carbonate. It is caustified

together with the salts recovered from the black liquor.

The principle causticization, Avhich will be gone into
more fully later on, can be summed up by the equa-
tion :

Xa2C03+CaO+H20=2XaOH-|-CaCO,
Commercial sodium carbonate is obtained by one

of three processes, Leblanc, Haddoek and Leith, and
Solvay.

"Solvay" soda is the one which is the most largely

used in the pxdj) and i)ai)er industry. It occurs as a

white amorphous powdei', which is almost pure and
relativel}' cheap. The following is a typical analysis

of this product :

—

Na^COj 99.2

NaCl 0.5

Na,SO, 0.137

CaCOs 0.028

MgCO, 0.061

Al 0.002

Fe.Oj 0.003

Undetermined 0.049

100.000

The so-called "crystalline" soda, Na^COjlOH.O, con-

tains so much water (60 per cent.) that transportation
charges prevent its use. It is used for sizing, for

which purpose it seems better suited than the other
forms of carbonate.

Besides caustic soda and sodium carbonate, sodium
sulphate is sometimes used for cooking. As a rule it is

found in nature as the hydrate XaoSO^lOIL.O, but there
are deposits of anhydrous Na.S04 in Spain. It is pre-
pared commercially in furnaces by means of the re-

action.

H,SO^+2NaCl=2IICl-|-Na,SO,
Sodium sulphate as such is used only in the Dahl

(Sulphate) cooking process. It is mainly employed for

the manufacture of Leblanc soda.

b.) ANALYSIS OF SODA COMPOUNDS: What-
ever be the product used, it is of the utmost import-
ance to know its strength, both to obtain a liquor

of the itroper strength and to calculate the cost and
consequently the selling price. The strength is usually
measured in some conventional manner, whicii varies
in different countries: in France the "degrees Des-
croizilles" are u.sed, which indicate the amount of sul-

phuric acid neutralized by 100 parts of the product

;

in England, the "degrees Gay-Lussac" indicate the
ontent of available sodium oxide; while in Germany
the percentage of actual sodium carbonate is used.
It is usually delivered in bags or barrels. To obtain
a representative sample, a small quantity is taken near
the centre from as large a number of packages as
possible, and placed in glass jars in .such a manner
as not to gain or lose moisture. Before analysis the
samples must be pulverized and thoroughly mixed.
A definite amount is weighed and dis.solved in water,
and the residue is washed until the wash water no
longer turns turmeric paper brown. This solution
is titrated with standard sulphuric acid, u.sing methyl
orange as indicator for the carbonate and phenol-
phthalein for the caustic. The latter indicator can-
not be used for carbonates, as it is affected by CO,.
The carbonates can first be removed by precipitating
with barium chloride and filtering off the barium car-
bonate, and the NaOH is then titrated in the filtrate.
When required, NaCl is determined by titration with
standard silver nitrate. A solution containing 29.31
g. AgXOj per liter is equivalent to 0.01 g. XaCl per
c.e. The titration cannot be made in the presence
of an appreciable amount of .sulphides.
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.;.) CAUSTICIZINQ : This is the most important

part of the -whole process. It consists in obtaining

XaOH hy treating NaXO, with lime. In small mills.

cream colored caustic is bought and used directly.

In large mills the soda is recovered from the black

liquor in the form of Xa.CO,. and a certain amount

of fresh NaXO, is added to make up for loss in re-

covery, and the mixture is causticized

:

Na,CO,+CaO+H,0=2NaOH+CaCO.,
106 56

Theoretically 56 kg. of CaO are retiuired to causticize

106 kg. of XaXO, : but in practice an excess is used,

up to 70 of Cab for 100 of NaX'Os, owing to impurities

in the lime. The latter should be freshly burnt and

as pure as possible. The operation is carried out in

the causticizers described below. The carbonate solu-

tion must not be too concentrated, and should not

he above 20 deg. Be, corresponding to about 200 kg.

of NaXOa per cu. m. of water. When the concentra-

tion is too high, the reaction is reversible:

2NaOH+CaC03=NaX03+Ca(OH),.
Lunge has shown that the more dilute the solution,

the more easily is the carbonate causticized. Thus:

With a 5 deg." Be solution, 99% of NaOH is obtained,

with a 10 deg. Be solution, 97.2% of NaOH is obtained,

with a 20 deg. Be solution, 90.7% of NaOH is obtained]

It would thus appear advantageous to decrease the

concentration of the solution. But then it may be-

come too -weak for a proper cooking liquor, and the

fuel required to concentrate it must then be considered.

It is advisable to depart as little as possible from

r>oncentration corresponding to 20 deg. Be. The a-

mount of lime to be used is calculated from the a-

mount of carbonate recovered and the amount added
to the recovered salts.

d.) CAUSTICIZERS. There are several types of

causticizers. Generally, they are large receptacles in

which the mixture is heated with free access of air:

causticizing under pressure does not seem to be ad-

vantageous. For small scale operations which are

carried out at rather long intervals, a plain tank is

used. The carbonate is dissolved in it and the solu-

tion is brought to a boil either by direct fire or by
means of steam, and is kept boiling for some time af-

ter the addition of the lime. (It should be remem-
bered that the action of lime generates considerable

heat.—Ed.). It is advisable to stir vigorously so as

to ensure an intimate contact of the lime with the

solution, either with a mechanical stirrer, as is usuall.v

the case, or by blowing in air or steam. When tlie mix-

ture is heated by blowing in live steam, it is neccssarv
to take into account the amount of water added by
thA condensation of tlie steam. The operation lasts

ablut an hour.

Whc causticizcr with vertical mechanical agitator is

l>at little u.sed. It consists of a rather low cylindrical

tank in which the agitator turns. The lime is placed

in a wire ba.sket in the upper part of the tank. It

19 heated by steam, either directly or indirectly.

Jrhf H. De Montessns causticizer. which is also but
iftle used, consists of a horizontal tank mounted on
Wuring.i. The trunnions are hollow, one serving as

inlet and the other as outlet for the steam. The usual
dimension.s are: length 2m., diameter 1.50 m., total vol-

ume 3.5 cu.m., useful volume 2.5 ou.m. It rotates

at the rate of 4 to 5 RP.M. Inside, six blades are
riveted to the shell, parallel to the axis: they act as

stirrers by continually bringing the lime above the

solution. The tank is charged through a manhole

and emptied through a suitable cock. A suitable quan-

tity of water is placed in the tank, the carbonate is

added, the mixture is heated till the carbonate is all

dissolved, and tlie solution brought to a boil. The

lime is then added, the manhole closed, and the caus-

ticizer rotated for an hour.

Tlie Solvay causticizer, on the other hand, is very

widely used.' It consists of a fixed sheet iron tank

with "a semic.vlindrieal bottom : it is 2.5 m. long. 1.5 m.

wide, and 1.8 m. deep and can contain 5 cu.m. of liquor.

It has an agitator parallel to the long axis. In the bot-

tom there is a steam coil and in the upper part of the

tank is placed a suitable perforated receptacle for

the lime. To causticize, 3 cu.m. of water are placed

in the tank and heated to 80 deg. C ; the carbonate is

dissolved in the water, 65 per cent, of CaO is added,

and the agitator is turned at the rate of 25 R.P.M. for

one hour.
Wliichever apparatus is used, the operation should

be controlled by chemical tests. The finished liquor

.should have a density of 10 deg. Be.

e.) FILTERING THE LIQUOR. The clear liquor

is sometimes decanted from the sludge. But this can-

not be done when using waste liquor, and in this case

it must be filtered. Tlic Solvay filter, which is the most
widely used, consists of a square sheet metal tank

3.50 m. long, 1.50 m. wide and 2 m. high. One meter

from the bottom there is a filtering plate supported
by double T-irons rivited to the walls. The filtering

medium consists of a laj-er of bricks laid flat, without

any cement, a layer of cinders which are finer at

the top than at the bottom, and another layer of bricks

without cement. Such a filter can make 3 or 4 fil-

trations per 24 hours, j-ielding 12 to 15 cu.m. of clear

liquor each time. After filtering, the sludge is washed
with hot water, the first wash water being added to

the liquor and the others being used to prepare the

carbonate solution. The residue after washing is

shovelled out. (This procedure differs from Ameri-
can practice.—Ed.)

.

f.) COOKING. It may be useful here to review
briefl.v the action of the caustic soda, as its omission

would leave a gap in the cycle of operations we have
set out to stud.v. Cooking of the wood is carried out

under a pressure of 3 to 4 kilos (about 43-57 lbs. per

sq. in.) by means of the liquor prepared as above de-

scribed. The concentration of NaOH is relatively low,

chemically speaking. If it was too high, it would
result in the formation of alkali-cellulose. Tender pro-

per conditions of pressure and concentration the soda
di.ssolves, or transforms into soluble compounds, the

Tiemann-Harmann Formula.

t:B-Cfl OH
u e

C > OB
^ N

CH 0-O.OH

1 II '

OH CH

lignin pectin, gums, waxes and rt>sins wliieh furm the
incrusfing matter. The inorganic compounds such as
silica are for the most part rendered soluble. The sil-

ica acts as silicic acid and is transformed into sodium
silicate. Steam also acts as a solvent at high tem-
peratures: if liberates a<'ids which are neutralized by
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the soda. The cellulose, which is insoluble, is thus

isolated in an almost pure state. Such are the prin-

cipal reactions occurring in the digester.' But all the

soda is not used up, and the spent liquors contain large

amounts of it (free and in combination) which must
be recovered.

Recovery.

The waste soda liquor is saved when it comes out

of the digester, and the first wash waters are added
to it. The reeovei-y of the soda is important for two
reasons : it is difficult to dispose otherwise of the

black liquor, and the cost of the recovered soda is

much lower than that of new soda. The pollution of

streams by mill waste is prohibited by law, so that

purification of the waste liquor is imperative. Recov-

ery is the ideal form of purification, since it enables

by-products to be utilized. Moreover, before the war,

NaOH cost 13 fr. per 100 kg., while the cost of re-

covering the same amount was less than 4 fr. And as

75 per cent, of the soda used can be recovered it is

easily seen how great a saving can thus be effected.

The black liquor must be evaporated, incinerated

and eausticized. The amount of water to be evapor-

ated is considerable : 600 1. ai'e reckoned per 100 kg. of

soda. The evaporation is therefore the most expensive

operation, and tlie apparatus employed must utilize

the heat as efficiently as possible. Theoretically, 1

kg. of coal on burning should evaporate 11 kg. of water.

In certain furnaces an evaporation of 13 kg. has been
noted, this being due to the burning of organic com-
pounds from the liquor. Certain well designed sys-

tems utilize practically all the heat.

a.) EVAPORATION ON THE FURNACE. The
Porion furnace is the standard type of furnace for

the evaporation of black liquor. It consists of a mas-
onry chamber 15 m. long, and 2.2 m. wide, with a

slightly arched roof. At the back there is a chimney
equal in diameter to the width of the chamber and
about 15 m. liigli. The floor is slightly inclined to-

wards the hearth. Tanks are placed over the vault

to receive the liquor, which flows continuously in a

properly regulated stream on to tlie back part of the

floor. Owing to the slight inclination of the latter,

the liquor travels slowly towards the front part of

the furnace in an opposite direction to that of the

hot gases. At suitable intervals are placed horizon-

tal agitators with their axes at right angles to the

length of the furnace. These turn at the rate of 250
to 300 R.P.M., throwing up the liquor as a fine spray,

and thus ensuing its intimate contact with the hot
gases. The liquor thus becomes more and more con-

centrated at it approaches the hearth -. it is led in be-

tween the fires where the concentration proceeds very
rapidly, and a crust forms on the surface which must
be broken from time to time. "When the concentration
has proceeded far enough, the salts are raked out to be
incinerated. A properly conducted Porion furnace
should yield 750 kg. of recovered salts per 1000 kg.
of coal. Its operation is continuous and it needs to

be shut down only for repairs.

In the Roeckner furnace the evaporating surface of
the liquor is increased by lengthening the chamber lead-
ing from the incinerator to the stack and by leading
the hot gases both over and under the liquor which
is spread in thin layers on trays. Over the incin-
erator are a series of sliallow pans and trays into which
the liquor flows from the main evaporating pan. The
liquor becomes more and more concentrated as it travels

towards the incinerator, and finally is incinerated, the

gases of combustion being united with those from the
fuel and helping to evaporate fresh portions of liquor.

The uppermost evaporing pan in which the liquor

arrives has a thermosiphon, which sets up proper cir-

culation of the liquid. Besides the defects inherent to

this class of furnaces, it possesses the further disad-
vantage that the pans wear out qiiite rapidl.v.

The Richard Schneider oven consists of a toM'er with
numerous movable plates inclined at 30 deg. to the
horizontal.

All the recovery furnaces aim at subjecting the black
liquor to the action of the hot gases produced by the
combustion of the carbonaceous matter in the salts

which have been recovered making the gases and li-

quor travel in opposite directions, giving as large an
evaporating surface as possible, and utilizing the heat
from the water which has been evaporated to heat
fresh portions of liquor. Tlie problem has been fairly

well solved in the furnaces above described, but they
all have a common fault : as the combustion gases
come in direct contact with tlie liquor, the sulphur
from the fuel employed combines with the soda to
form sulphide, sulphite and sulphate of sodium. Mul-
tiple effect evaporators do not possess this defect.

b.) MULTIPLE EFFECT EVAPORATORS. H.
de Montessus has defined as follows the principle gov-
erning the action of these evaporators: "A liquid which
is converted into vapor in an open vessel must over-
come the atmospheric pressure to which it is subjected

;

the quantity of heat required for vaporization and
the boiling temperature decreases as the pressure over
the liquid decrea.ses. Moreover, the vapor formed car-
ries off the latent heat of vaporization and gives it

out again when it condenses by contact with a cooler
liquid, which liquid may even boil if the pressure
over it is sufficiently low." In multiple effect evapor-
ators the vapor from one effect carries the latent heat
into the next effect which is under a lower pressure.
The black liquor travels through the effects. Accord-
ing to the number of effects, they are said to be double,
triple, or quadruple effect evaporators.
The Scott quadruple effect evaporator is the stand-

ard apparatus of this kind. It consists of 4 similar
vertical cylinders. The liquor is brought into the
first and is pa.ssed through each of the others in turn
by means of suitable piping and pumps becoming more
and more concentrated. The last effect, the one con-
taining the most concentrated liquor, is heated by live
steam in a set of pipes or tubes inside the effect. The
vapor formed is led into a similar .set of tubes in the
preceding effect, and so on through the .system. As
the evaporation becomes more and more difficult be-
cause the vapor carries less heat and there is a greater
volume of water to evaporate, the pressure in the suc-
cessive effects is decreased by suitable means, being
highest over the most concentrated liquor and' lowest
over the most dilute liquor. The liquor thus passes
through a series of closed boilers and travels in op-
posite direction to the heat; the most concentrated
is acted on by the hottest vapor, and the evaporation
is facilitated by decreasing the pressure in the suc-
cessive effects. A properly designed and operated
quadruple effect evaporator of this type can evaporate
100 cu.m. of liquor per 24 hours with an evaporation
of 20 lbs. of water per lb. of coal.

The Kestner triple effect evaporator is of the same
iynpe and is based on the same principle.
The Yaryan evaporator, which is used for extra-
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rapid cnncentratinn, is also a vacuum evaporator. It

is very largely used in sugar refineries. It also utilizes

the latent heat of vaporization of a liquid under a

given ])ressure to evaporate a further i|uantity of the

same liquid under a lower pressure. The liquor to

be evaporated is passed through a series of tubes sur-

rounded by the heating vapor: after each effect the

liquid is thrown with considerable force against a plate

so as to separate the vapor formed from the remain-

ing liquor.

Sometimes other evaporating systems are used.

Among these, in one Belgian paper mill the liquor is

•sent to tubular boilers and is there concentrated to tlie

desired degree, at the same time furni.shing steam. At

the Ranheim mill, in Norway, a iirelirainary concen-

tration is effected in two boilers: the steam thus

generated heats up a third boiler where the the liquor

is still further concentrated and from which it goes

to the incinerator. The boiler also supplies the steam

required for the driers.

c.) INCINERATION. "Whatever type of evapora-

tor is used, when the liquor has been sufficiently con-

centrated it must be incinerated. This modifies to a

certain extent the composition of the recovered salts,

and burns off many of the impurities. The incinera-

tion may be effected directly under the evaporators, or

in a muffle furnace or a rotary furnace. The com-

position of the recovered salts will vary according to

the material cooked, the conditions of cooking, and the

method of recovery. When cooking straw 90 per cent,

by weight of the soda used is recovered, the composi-

tion of the recovered salts being 72 per cent. NajCOj,

and apprecial)le quantities of sodium silicate, as wheat

straw contains 4.4 per cent. SIO, which can fix 4.55

per cent. Na,0. In the case of wood the salts contain

about 80 per cent. NaoCO,, 1 per cent. NaOH, 4 per

cent. Na.,S. 2 per cent. NaCl. 2 per cent. NaSO^. If

there is too much Na^S, as it is not causticized, the

liquor made from these .salts will discolor the pulp.

Should such a condition be revealed by analysis, it is

advisable to blow air through the liquor to oxidize the

Na,S:

Na,S+20„=Na,SO,.

d.) CArTIflZINCf. The cauticizing of alkali has

been treated in the first part of this article. As we
have just seen, the recovered salts consist mostly of

carbonate. Sufficient fresh carbonate must be added
to make up for any loss in the recovery process: this

loss is usually al)out 25 per cent., so that we have the

following to causticize:

' Recovered carl)onate 75 p.c.

; Added carbonate 25 p.c.

Total carbonate to be causticized 100 p.c.

Lime required to causticize . ^ . . fiO p.c.

The causticized liquor should be used as soon as

poasible as it tends to absorb f'o^. from the air ac-

cording to tlie equation:

2NnOH-fCO .=Na,CO,-fH,0

.

Tlic reaction of causticizing, as sho^vn above, is:

Na,CO,4-Ca fOH) ,=2NaOIT+CaCO,

.

This liquor i.s then reaily to be utilized for cooking,

so that if is seen tliat there is a continuous and ever-

recurring cycle of operations:

T'ooking. Evaporating, Tncinerafing. Addition of fresh

soda, Can.stirizing. Filtering, as shoMn in the diagram.
This cycle \n gone through indefinitely by each soda

molecule, until it is jo.st citlier during washing, iiiciii-

Section through Sampling Tool for Pulp.—The handles

may he unscrewed and the whole packed in a
small bundle.

eration, or filtering. The molecules thus lost are re-

placed by the addition of the fresh soda.

Sulphate Process.

About 1883 Dahl, of Danzig, conceived the idea of

adding sodium sulpliate to the recovered liquor. Dur-
ing the incineration of the salts part of the sulphate is

supposed to be reduced to suliiliide by the organic mat-
ter present, and this sulpliidc was to be transformed
to carbonate by the action of the CO, in the air. As a
matter of fact, caustieizing seems to act on the sulphide
as well as on the carbonate. Though it was used to a
considerable extent in Germany when it first appeared,
it gave but indifferent results. The process consisted

in adding sodium stdphate together with 25 per cent,

of its weight of quicklime to the recovered and caus-

ticized solution, in the digester. It has since been im-
proved and is now widely used. As conducted at pre-

sent it is merely a modified soda process in whicli the
cheaper sulphate is used instead of the carbonate. The
various processes of recovery are the same as those
dscribed for .soda licpiors, as shown in Fig. 2. The
composition of the recovered salts is fairly constant,
being as follows:

Per cent.
Na„SO, 16
NajCOs 50
NaOH 20
Na,S 10
Undetermined 4

Sodium sulphate is added, equivalent to the amount
of soda lost, and sufficienl lime to causticize the whole
of the salts. It is necessary, however, to add the sul-

phate before incineration, as ntherwise it will not be
causticized by the lime. But if it is incinerated with
the rest of the .salts, the following reduction takes place

:

N8,SO,-|-2C=^Na,,S-f2CO„
and the sulphide thus formed can be causticized

:

Na,S4-Ca(OII),rTr:2NaOII-fCaS.

Ilennefeld claims, however, that (he addition of the
sodium sulphate to the liquor .just before caustieizing
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/j^,J4

*CaO

leaving a clear solution of sodium sulphate. On the

other hand, by treating it with milk of lime the soda

remains in solution, but there is formed a voluminous,

gelatinous, floceulent precipitate which cannot be fil-

tered. By incineration of the bisulphate recovered from
spent liquor from the Dahl process, sodium sulphate

is obtained which can be used for sizing

:

2NaHSO,=Na,SO^+SO,+0+H,O

.

If the bisulphate is incinerated with kaolin or clay it

yields sodium sulphate aud alum.
No matter how many methods are proposed or even

found practical, recovery is imperative. The problem
has been partially solved, but further improvements,
or even new methods, offer a very wide field for re-

search. Not only can the active ingredients be made
the object of complete recovery, but the recovery of

resins aud other constituents of the various plants
treated offers interesting problems, which will soon be-

come as important as the one which gave rise to them.
New energies are required to bring to a happy con-

clusion a study which is now well on its wav.

Showing Samples cut from 10 wet laps.—The strips

were cut in iS viinutes, iveighed 7325 grams and
required 24 hours to dry. The discs icere cut in

8 minutes, weighed 632 grams and took 6 hour.t to

dry. Behind the discs is the baslet in u-hieh they

were dried.

results in a better quality of i)ulp. Whichever method
is followed, there always remains some sulphate as such

in the finished liquor, as it is not all reduced when
added before incineration, and it goes through all the

succeeding operations. There is thus established a

cycle differing from the preceding one in the sul)stitu-

tion of Na,SO« for NaXO,,. but in which causti.- soda

is still the active ingredient, as shown diagrammatic-

ally. The diagram shows the usual process, where the

sodium sulphate is added before incineration; but it

would be but slightly different in the Hennefeld pro-

cess, where the causticizing would take place in the

digester during the cook.

Conclusion.

Such is the practical solution which has been ap-

plied to this highly important problem. Its develop-

ment has thrown into the background certain ideas

which it may not be amiss to recall, both to give credit

to their authors and in view of the further progress

to which they may lead. Electrolytic recovery has been
suggested, to soda going to the negative pole and the

other substances in the solution to the positive pole.

Another method of recovering the salts in the spent
liquor consists in utilizing them for other purposes than
soda recovery. Attempts have been made to use the
liquor for sizing : the impurities must be removed by
filtering through charcoal or CaO-f-CaCOj residues.

The sodium carbonate contained in the liquor then re-

acts as follows

:

2C,oH3o024-Na„CO3=
2C,„H,90,Na+H30+CO,

.

Also, by treating the spent liquor directly with alum-
inium or iron sulphate, a black gum is precipitated

YOUR EMPLOYEE.
By H. ADDINGTOX RKUCE

You have fallen, they tell me. into an unfortunate
habit of railing and sneering at your employer. You
describe him as arrogant, selfish, indifferent to your
welfare, graspinglj- intent on grinding you down.

Luridly you refer to him as a bloodsucker, a parasite,

an inhuman profiteer, an enemy to the workingman.
Possibly he is all of these things. In that case I advise
you to find another employer as quickly as you can.

But, you protest, all employers are alike. They dif-

fer only in degrees of greed or inhumanitj'. If that
really is your belief, brother, I urge you to settle down
and do some hard thinking.

At present, let me tell yon plainly, you are blinded
by prejudice and class hatred. You are in a danger-
ous frame of mind—dangerous particularly to your-
self.

For it is a frame of mind that will deaden all your
nterest in your work, will cause you to work badly,

hence will soon or late make it impossible for you to

hold emploj-ment of any sort.

Whereas, l)y shifting the center of .vour attention

from your employer to your work, the chances are you
will work so much better that the employer you now
criticize will give you more responsible work to do.

carrying with it more pay.

Unless he is a knave or a fool—aud the average
employer is neather a knave nor a fool—he is bound
to treat you fairly if only from self-seeking motives.
He will not "keep you under" if you reallj- are a

first-class workman. On the contrary, he will steadil.v

promote you. lest you justly become discontented and
take a place elsewhere.

And, appreciating that it is to his interest to safe-

guard your efficiency by safeguarding your health,

he will see to it that your working place is sanitary,

that .von have ample time for rest and recreation, and
that you are not overworked.

If this is not the policy of the men for whom you
now work, again I advise you to make a change.

But first be sure that the difficulty you now find

in earning what you ought to earn is not chiefly your
own fault.

Are you honestly trying to work efficiently 1 Are
you rendering loyal service ? Are you living health-

fuUv when awav from vour work °
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y SPANISH RIVER TO MAKE 1,000 TONS.
Ne{;ii;iati(Piis iir- unw lit-iiii: <-(iiuhictfil tiy the execu-

tive 01 the Spaiii>li Kiver Pulp and Paper Mills to

further inerease the newsprint output of the company
id order to cope with the rapidly-expanding demand
for paper of tliis class on outside markets. At the pre-

sent time the three plants of the Spanish Kiver or-

;,'anization, situateil at Espanola, ^Sault Ste. Marie and
Sturfro'on Kalis, Ontario, are turning out a daily av-

erage of some 675 tons, which with installation of new
machinery now in process of completion will be in-

reased to 725 tons by tlie end of the current calendar

y.'ar.

So insistent has been the increased demand for

newsprint, the directors of the company have decided
to further augment production and tenders for new
j'aper-making machinery have already been called for

•alctilated to inerease the output of paper to 1,000 tons

laily. Builders of the necessary machinery are alread.v

iiguring on the specifications and definite orders for

'he new equipment will probably be placed in the near
future.

Among th? tenderers is included the new Dominion
i'-ridge subsidiary, the Dominion Flngineering Works,
Limited, in whose shops are Hearing completion the

two giant paper-making machines for the Laurentide

(.'ompany, at ({rand'JIere, the order for which was
placed some months ago, and which are expected to

he in operation by the end of the present year.

Definite announcement of the plans of the Spanish

River board, it is anticipated, will be made at the an-

nual meeting of the shareholders of the enterprise to

be held at Toronto at the end of this month. The formal

placing of Spanish River common securities on a div-

idend basis will also likely i)rove one of the develop-

ments of the meeting.

With its newsprint capacity increased to 1.000 tons

daily, Spanish River will be the second largest produ-

cer of paper of this class in the world. International

Paper, of the T'nited States, having a daily capacity

of l.fKK) tons of the several pulp and paper products,

of which 1,200 tons is newsprint. In addition to the

ext^-nsions at the three manufacturing plants of the

Spanish River enterprise, it is proposed to further

increase the easily-available water-power develop-

ment, the cost of which is estimated at a conservative

figure.

WESTERN CANADA PULP AND PAPER COM-
PANY, LIMITED, NOW IN OPERATION

AT PORT MELLON, B. C.

JMf Western Pulp iiikI Pap-T Cniiipaiiy. Ltd.. which

wa| fnrtnerly the Rainy River Pulp and Pajier Coni-

pa^k-. at I'ort Mellon, i?. ('.. on Howe Sound, is now

in op rat ion, and is turning out 20 tons of sidphate

pulp per day, and »)y the first ..f October it is expect-

ed that the plant will be turning out full 40 tons daily,

as machinery afljustmenfs and additions to the plant

then be coinplelcd.

Robert Sweenry, director of the company was in

\'fTieouver rei-ently, an<l reports great interest ainong

both Ameri.an and Canadian Financiers in the British

'oliimbia pulp and paper industry.

Mr. Sweeney states that as lh*> market develop.s ami

'.nditions warrant additions will be made to the pre-

!»pnf plant to ena)>le the < "ompany to fill all demands.

These addition.s will not be made however until the

demand f>.r pulp warrant- them.

H^ III

Mr. Sweeney instanced the American and Canadians
who were on the board of directors of the Western
Canada Pulp and Paper Co., and mentioned the fol-
lowing: Mr. E. M. Davis, President, with his head-
quarters in New-York, who is prominent in chemical
circles, and did much for the Allies during the war
along chemical lines. Mr. R. M. Daly, the Vice-pres-
ident is JIanager of the Home Hank of Canada.
Mr. A. W. Austin, Manager of the Port Mellon Plant

was in Vancouver conferring with Mr. Sweeney for
several da.vs.

Every indication points to a very successful opera-
tion of thk Company's plant, and of an ever increas-
ing output.—P.

V THREE RIVERS PULP AND PAPER CO.
Ainiouiiceiii'iit is iiiailr <if the incdi-pdrat ion of the

Three Rivers Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd., with a cap-
italization of $4,400,000. No names were given in the
rejjort. Incorporation also has been granted to the
•lost Pulpwood (.'ompan.v of Canipbellton, Ltd., Camp-
bellton, N. B.. capital $75,000.

The officers of the Kootena.v Piilp and Paper Co.
Ltd., which has a British Columbia Provincial Charter
are all residents of Nelsons, B. C. The companv's cap-
ital is .$500.0110. The list is:

President. Dr. L. E. Borden; vice-president, Carl G.
Simpson: secretary. H. E. Dill. Other directors: I. A.
Oustin, Alex. Currie, E. G. JLitthew. Others who are

expected to take an active part in the company are W.
G. Brown and W. J. .Siebert.

The proposed site of the plant is at Grohman Creek
and the ob.ject of the cojnpan.v is to carr.v on the busi-

ness of pulp. i>aper and lumber manufacturing.

There is said to be plenty of pulpwood and power
easilv available.

QUEBEC LUMBER CO. TO GRIND WOOD.
Through the courtesy of the (Jeneral Manager, Mr.

John Paradis. the Pul]) and Pajier Magazine is advis-

ed that the Quebec Lumber Co.. whose saw mill is at

Valley Stream, Que., will start proilucing groundwood
pulp in 1921, as soon as their six grinders arc installed.

Initial production will be 50 to tjO tons and this will

he increased as soon as machinery can be procured.

The mill will be on Quebec Harbor, where the Com-
jian.v has a deep water whai'f, rail connection, and fine

water storage for pulp wood. The Comjiany has large

limits. Mr. Edoiuird Lavoie, of Chieoutimi, is the en-

gineer. Shawinigan power will be used.

J SODA PULP Mlli FOR HOWARD SMITH.

Changes are being made at the Cornwall plant with

a view to turning o\it a class of papers not hitherto

mainifactured in Canaila in sufficient ipmntities to

meet the home deiiuind and leave a peri'entage over

for export. E.xtensive additional timber limits have

been sectired of late and an electrolytic bleaching pro-

cess is being installed as well as a fifty ton pulp plant

to manufacture bleached soda pulp from poplar for use

in the manufacture of high-gradt' book papers.

REPAIRING ACID VALVES.
Dangerous ai-id fumes arise after valve bounet has

been removed. "Work Safely." Wear a mask and
.soak the valve in soda water before taking it apart.
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How Scandinavia Looks to Canadians
Canadians Back from Europe.

,
Mr. J. A. Bothwcll iind Mr. Geo. V. Steele !i;ive just

returned from an extensive trip to Nur\\ay, Sweden,
Finland, P'ranee, llelgium and Englaud. In conversa-

tion the story tlie.v tell is much more i:iteresting tiian

is possible to repeat in the space available. The fol-

lowing is a sunimarj- of the impressions of their trip.

In hearing Mr. Bothwell describe their trip the other

day, the editor got the impression that the most im-

portant event was the sight of North America once
more and that the rapidly brightening colors of the

Maple leave's brought a r^al feeling of joy and of pride

in the Dominion to the home comers. After so many
interesting scenes and experiences such an expression

was very gratifying to those of ns who must be sat-

isfied with Canada as an all the year round residence.

However, the remarks of the travellers will be of

interest to those who have not had an opportunity to

see Scandin;i,via at first hand.
Norway.

This |)ictnres([ue country is a land of small fertile

valleys hennned in by large areas of barren moun-
tains. Spread generously over the country are large

timber areas. There are some . great water powers
which have been developed and which furnish power
for the well known pulp and pajjcr mills and the

Other industries. Millions of horse i>ower. however, ar?

still undeveloped. The largest jiower that has lieen

harnessed is said to be approximately :{()0,000 li.p. and

is used for making artificial nitrates. The many op-

portunities for further develojiment of the water
power resources made a strong iiii|)ression on the

visitors, but because' of the intense national spirit of

Norway, which discourag?s inviting the investment of

foreign capital, it is probable that the development of

water power will )iroceed slowly. Some large con-

cerns, formerly controlled by foreign ca]iital, have,

during the war, jiass'd into the hands of domestic

owners.

The Norwegians are a great Maritime people and

have for centuries been a nation of sea-faring men.

There are large ship owners and many great f<irtunes

were accumulated during the great war by Norwegian

shipping interests, in spite of the tremendous losses of

ships. In addition to her large carrying trade Norway-

controls a great fishing and whaling fleet and the pro-

ducts of the sea furnish a sul)stantial source of rev-

enue to her people.

The scener.v of Norway is grand beyond descrip-

tion, and great numbers of tourists from all lands an-

nually visit this beautiful country. Anyone who has

the means and the inclination to travel may well visit

this land, peopled by a most hospitable and kindly

race.

PULP AND PAPER IXDUSTKV.—The exi>ansion

of the pulp and paper business in Norway has been

quite remarkable and has shown a very steady growth

during the past tweuty-fiv.^" years. As has been the

case elsewhere the industry of this country has passed

through a prolonged p?riod of unprofitable returns

on invested capital, but during the past few years this

situation has very materially changed for the better.

Norway is thoroughly alive to the conservation of

her timber areas, deeiniiMj them to be a national asset.

and through the enactment of stringent laws, selec-

tive cutting is followed. It is doubtful whether any
material increase in the production of wood pul]) will

be made, as there, is no tendency such as is found in

America towards indiscriminate wasting of these

forests. Norway is to be heartily congratulated on its

energetic forest policy as regards the preservation of

its wood-bearing areas, and on, its reforestation policy

through a long period of years. The cost of manufacr

turing the paper in this country is necessarily very

high, and is still increasing in commo'i with all other

I>aper making countries. The cost of some pap;'r

making materials has increased enormouslx, in some

cases as much as 600'/', Some of the most notable in-

creases are in fuel and puipwood.
Sweden.

The scenery of Sweden, especially in the southern

portion has not the pictures(|U(' grandeur of Norway,

init it is a most beautiful land, and is a paradise .for

artists. The red-tiled roofs, jjainted buildings, green

foliage, an abundance of flowers, and the general hai-

mony of color cannot help but impress the most cajj-

loused traveller.

The first thing which greatly impresses a visitor

to Swi'den is the very favorable transportation facil-

ities. This applies both to the iidatid waterways, and

to exterior commerce. Through the wonderful system

of interior waterways the Swedish manufacturers are

able to lay down their finished products at seaboard

ports at a minimum of cost, and also to secure the

delivery of their raw materials in an equally favor-

able aiid ecoiuimical way. This is in sharp contra^it to

the high freight rates and difficulties surroundin,g

shipments to and from Canadian mills.

Sweden has fost-red and controls immense shipping

corporations, sending its ships to all foreign ports.

Its great Trans-Atlantic lines carry the products of

Sweden at a minimum rate to all countries, anil its

flag is well known on every .sea As an example of the

advantages obtained by Sweden in the Wr>rld's

market, we may mention that'the vessel rate on news-

print paper from Swedish to Australian jMirts is from

^l.').0() to .•t;2.").()0 per ton in favor of the Swedish ship-

per, as romi.arcd with the Canadian ship|)er. At the

present time the rate on newsprint paper from Sweden

to New York (praetieally a distance of 4,000 miles)

is approximately the same as that paid by Canadian

shippers for a distance of less than ')00 miles.

The se.'ond thing which greatly impresses a Cana-

dian visitor is the vast extent of the timber resources

of Sw 'den, easily accessible by waterways, and ad-

jacent to valuable and noble water powers. Many

undeveloped water powers are lying dormant in Swe-

den, later on to be harnessed and pnt to work.

Swed?n is (uie of the largest exporters of sawn lum-

ber in the world. Great saw mills line the shores of

the imraen.se navigable rivers of Sweden in impres-

sive array. Many of the old-time lumber operators

are now operating extensive pulp and paper mdls.

The rate of increase in the prodm-tion of pulp and

paper has onlv been equall.-d I'v the increase in pro-

duction in Canada during the past ten years. There

are manv new, up-to-date, and efficient mills managed
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by technical men of the highest standing and the pro-

ducts of these mills nre of the verj' highest quality.

Forestry First.

What e.speeiall\ inipiv.s;>e.s the Canadian visitor

is the large number of new experiments being
conducted by the.se highly trained technical men
for the improvement in methods in the indus-
try, many of which are successfully used in Swe-
den. It is conceded that Sweden can boast of the most
highly trained corps of forest engineers in the world,
man\' of whom are the product of their excellent Uni-
versities, and their remarkable- Forestry School in

Stockholm. The care and intelligence displayed in the
conduct of the forest and the cutting of timber in

Sweden, is in marked contrast to that in vogue in the
countries of the North American continent. The reg-

ulations governing selective cutting in that section
are carried on under the advice of a committee ap-
pointed for •each district, and next in authority comes
the Forestry Department of each companJ^ who have
full control in the selection of the timber to be cut by
the operators. The cut-over lands of Sweden are much
better adapted to natural reforestation than similar
areas on the American continent. Sweden is strenuous-
ly endeavoring through the cooperation of the largest

operators, and by the enactment of stringent legisla-

tion, to perpetuate her forest areas.

The high cost of mainifacturing in Sweden is no
exception to the experience of other countries. Es-
pecially is this true in regard to fuel, coal being
unobtainable. This necessitates the use of tremendous
quantities of pulpwood and cord wood to replace coal.

The cost of fuel, together with the immense increases

in all other items entering into the cost of paper has
resiilted in a very high cost of the finished product.

Sweden is at th-e present time the largest exporter
in the world of raw materials for paper making. It is

only natural to conclude that this export o|f raw
materials will be decreased rather than increased by
the installation of paper making machinery for the

production of high grade papers.

Stockholm, the beautiful capital city of Sweden, with
its many beautiful buildings situated on its many
islands, partaking in many respects of the character

of Venice, and the gaiety of Paris, is an exceedingly

attractive city to a visitor from foreign lands. This

city is the headquarters of many of the large pulp
and paper companies, and also of the very excellent

and energetic pulp and paper associations of Sweden,
where foreign pulp and paper men are received most
generously at all times. The jnanagcment of these

»ciations is entrusted to the hands of men of very

It ability. The courtesies extended to the Canadian
itors by each of the Sweden manufacturers whom

we met would be impossible to describe.

Finland.

P'inland is a most interesting country to a visitor,

as it is a country of great contrasts and great future

pos^nibilitifts. It has at present a large output of pulp

and paper. Owing to the heavy hand of Russia its dev-

elopment was Rreafly retarded for many years, and

now that itB progress is unfettered it is to l)e expected

that its development will be very rapid.

Finland has tromendons natural ndvantaees by rea

son of its immen<»^ and far renchiuK inland waterways,

its ex^ensiMp forest*, and its undeveloped water

powers. With the exception of Canada it is equalled

bv none, and if in the leadine country for the develop

ment of the pulp and paper industry. At the present
time there are several large and modern paper and
pulp mills being erected and contemplated.
Finland is not so fortunate in its ability to command

low vessel rates to destination, as is her competitor
Sweden, but owing to lower cost of manufacture she
is able to off-set this disadvantage.

Finland has been, and is still suffering from the

same causes as affect other paper manufacturing
countries, namely, excessive increa.se in cost of man-
ufacturing in the past few years, and in our opinion
the end has not yet been reached. Coal is almost un-
obtafned, and we saw hundreds of thousands of cords

of white birch cord-wood to be used as fuel in the in-

dustries of Finland. This country is to be congratulat-

ed on its far-sighted, and intelligent handling of its

out-put of pulp and paper, which is in sharp contrast

to the methods employed in other countries.

The total production of pulp and paper in Finland
is handled through one central Agency or Bureau.
The Chairman of this Bureau is no less a person than
the active and highly intelligent minister of trade and
commerce of Finland. This shows the whole-hearted

support which the Government of Finland gives to

the export industr.v of that country. The Board of

Directors of this Union is composed of a bod.v of big,

strong, broad-minded and farsighted men. who would
be distinguished for ability in any country of the

world. This Association owns one of the finest build-

ings in Helsingfors to house its staff. The open-hearted

hospitality of the Finnish paper makers extended to

the visitors from Canada both in their homes and in

their mills was phenomenal.

Closely allied to the paper business in Finland is

the great development in the trade of sawn lumber,

which is shipped to all markets.

One of the most interesting things which the visitsrs

saw in their travels in Norway. Sweden and Fitiland

was the total absence of stocks of paper and pulp of

any description in those countries. In fact we found

that large contracts had been made covering the year

1921 for both pulp and paper at prices niling tiday.

ENGLISHMAN JOINS TECHNICAL SECTION.

A new link in the friendship between Canadian and

British mills is the Technical Section. Mr. A. A. Ri-

chards, of Edward Lloyd, Ltd., Sittingbourne Mills,

Sittingbourne, Eng.. is now a full member. We shall

hope to have him attend some of our meetings.

Mr. A. B. Coppinfj, Mrompton Pulp & Paper Co.,

Ltd.. East Angus, P.Q., has been elected a student

member of the Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp

& Paper Association.

PERFECTION AT LAST.

We have been fold of a want ad. which opened as

follows

:

" Academicallx pi-rfccted paper technician, seeks en-

gagement, etc."

We are inclined to believe that he received few

replies.—Canadian Chemical .Tournnl.

Both Mr. P. T. Dodge, President of the Interna-

tional Paper Co., and Lord Beaverbrook, ptiblisher of

several Ensrlish papers, have denied nil connectien

with the hie paper mills rumor that \vas passing

around lately.
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_..,_-,, ^, the world "s output would be substantially increased

British 1 rade News next year and stlU further in 1922. Whether the in-

creased production would meet the steadily increasing
(From Our London Correspondent). demand it was impossible to say.

London, Sept, 13. 1920.
j^^^^ Materials.

It is stated in London today that Mr. G. H. Wdkm-
^j^^ ,j,^.^^^ Board fijiures for August show a consider-

son, of the National Pulp and Paper Company, Limited.
^^^^ increase in the imports of raw materials. Figures

and who is already connected with a range of paper
^.^^. ^^^ ^. months are as follows :—

mills, including Bridge Hall, Wycombe ilarsli. Kings, ° jg^g jtjOQ

Loudwater and Ipiiig. has invested in another English rp^^i^^ -p^^^^

paper mill making machine glazed paper. His mills
Chemical Pulp 221,U8, 374,751

now produce paper from the finest rag tissue to M. G. Groundwood 350,155 367,573
Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company. Esparto 45.260 124,201

There will shortly be issued £800.000 of 8-|ier cent.
j^j,gj. 3 125 7,709

guaranteed 15-vear second ilortgage Debentures of n^^„^A„r^^A Tr«„,..r+e

Ihe Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company at
, ^,

Groundwood Imports.

the price of 98-per cent. The debentures will be re- ^^ ^'^ ^''f'^l' ""l>"-ts -t gr„undw„„d
(
anada oc-

11 .. ino 4. 1 .10 „,„..! ..„„„oi fi,.u-.f;.,,>-w cuiiies a growing importance. 1 he supplies trom all
pavable at 103 per cent, bv 10 eijnal annual aiawings. ' , • .. • 1 x »i i- » . oi
^ \ J • V. 1 ^• ^./i, ,.<>.... i>a„;,..>;.,., :., countries tor eight mouths ending August 31. were
to be made in December or eacli year, heginiuiig 111 <= 00
1920, so that the entire is.sue will be repaid in Decern- ''^ " "'^^^-

ber 1935. The yield in interest will thus be -£8 3s. 3d.
^^^'^ ^^"^

per cent., plus a profit on repayment of .t;5 (free of 01 ccni anaot
fax) on each £98 invested. The net assets of the com- ^^^^den 66,114 ^60,824

panv available as security for the issue amount to £2.-
XNoiwa\

"oa'-o^ "I-'Tn-^
055,720, but in addition to this security the prin.-ipal

hf." ,>, it'l«r, tVl^n
'

. / , ,.. ,, » 1 1 .1 \ Other Places 14,dd2 12,489
and interest are unconditionally guaranteed by the As- ».j.mi-o* .„ f„ t . . a „

•
.1 J TVT T*i /^*i,„^„.;..^ *v,o T r...,i,.„ Ihese make a total ot 320,1(9 tons tor Jany.—Aug.

sociated Newspapers Ltd. (otherwi.se the hoiulon o.., -- , e *i i-
«.!-> 1 II i- A *u T „.,^„„ '•vr;..,. ,.'• .. , ;..t,...M 1919 as against 343,(o4 tons tor the corresponding
Dailv Mail and the London Jlirmr . a inctuie

. .
^ ' ^ "

paper) whose net assets amount to £3.217.444. bringing l"'"od in l.'-U.

the total securitv up to £5.273.1(54. It will be recol- It will be noticed that in Augu.st Sweden fell off

lected that the Anglo-Newfoundland Deveh.pment considerably in supplies and Norway also
;
while Can-

Companv was formed 15 vears ag.. and lias since made "tla shipped increased quantities. In order to get

remarkable progress thr.".ugh the great support given «t the value of the shipments I will quote the (|uan-

iu London and England generally. Some 3,500.000 titles and value of them entered on the Customs sheets

logs are re]iorted to be cut annually and the mill which ^•^'" August last

:

was started in 1910 now pro<lu<cs '55.000 tons of i)aper -^'ife'- 1919 -^"K- Values

each year. Profits for the year ended August 31 last 19-0 in

amounted to £141.091 whereas in the last pre-war Tons Tons £

year the total was £41.662. The i)rofifs of the Com- Sweden 15,319 11,362 194,244

panv, along with those of the newspai)ers mentioned. Norway 50,(74 _o,(83 348,197

showed a combined total in 1920 of £583,320. The <"anada 12,292 21,008 416,748

Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company now <»ther places 10.463 8,389 139.554

want the funds for development ]niri)oses in or,der to
~

meet the growing demand for their pai)er and also to Total 68,848 66,542

provide capital to meet increased working expenses Simple division will enable one to work out the cost

owing to the high .-ost of materials and labor. P^r ton. Norway's value is remarkable. (Jrouiid-

Lord Riddell Predicts Cheap Paper. "^^^^^
^^' ^^'^ " '"'" "•'">' '" ^^""''"" ^"^ J""™?'

The annual me 'timr of George Veune^. Ltd.. the well-

known Londcui iniblishers of numerous iiapers and Unbleached Chemical,
periodicals, was held a couple of days ago. Lord Rid- xhe countries supplving unbU-ached chemical drv
dell—who is well-known in the paper trade—presiding.

,,,,1,, j„ j^e British markets in August last were as
In the course of a long speech Lord Riddell said the follows in tons:
President was in Canada, attending the Press Con. Finland, 3,626 ; Sweden, 33.000 : Norway, 6,345 ; Ger-
ference. For the company the past year was a trying „,a„^. . Canada and other Places, .5,453.
and difficult one. owing to the high price of paper Sweden's 220,288 tons for the H months are valued
and increased expenses all round. The revenue ex-

.,t £7,643.948: Finland's 30.915 tons at £1.173.996 and
ceeded that of any previous year, but their profits had the 67.329 tons from Norwav at £2.266.783. The value
been reduced by the causes he had mentioned. Happily „f Sweden's 33,000 tons supplied in August last is put
they started the year with large stocks of paper bought flo\m at £1.369.836.
at comparatively low prices, but they found it neces-

sary, in common with other jniblishers. to increase Bleached Chemical,

the selling in-ice of several of their publications. As The supplies of bleached chemical (dry) are stiU

regarded the high cost of pajier. he believed paper and very unsatisfactor.v to ]iaper mill owners, as the im-

pulp companies in Canada were considering the pos- ports ff>r August show :.Sweden, 135 tons, worth £12,-

sibilities of the forests of North America and he hoped 520; Norway, 1,290 tons, worth £67,527: Canada and
that in the course of a year or two paper would be other Places, : German.v, 314 tons, worth £21,465.

reduced to 2d (4 cents) per lb. He did not. however. The imports for the eight months Jany.-Aug., corn-

propose to make any proidiecies in regard to the paper pared with the same period in 1919 were as follows,

market bevond saying that there were indications that in tons:

—
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'"""i9tr 'mo^^'- WhatT.A.P.P.I. Did at Saratoga
Finland 25 (Continued from September 16)

.

Sweden 1.901 ,?'^i^ Report of Committee on Paper Testing.
v,iiHMv . . . . 6,834 11,464 ,, , . , ^, ^„ , ,

. ^ , c u^\oi"d\ '

trederiok C. Clark, cliairnian, reported as loUows
Germany .. .. • • ;;.^- for thM'oiiimittce on Paper Testing:
Canada and otber Places .

.
-.-4 D,i»o

^^^ Chairman, the Paper Testing Committee have
Paper Imports. nothing further to report other than the fact that the

Owing to a system adopted by tlie Imperial Gov-
^.^^.^^^^^ ^^^^, j^ ^^^^. j^ ^]^^ ^^^^^^ of tj^e pi-inter. It

ernment. for some reason best knoAvn to themseues,
j^^^ certain additions to be made to it since our last

but evidently intended to hide the quantities of ex-
^^^^^^^ .^^ ^^^.j .^ j^,^^^ york.

ports and imports, no particulars can be turnislied
j ^^.^^^,^^ ^.j.^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ attention of the members

of the actual importation of newsprint into United
j^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ .^^ ^j^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^^^ ^^pig^^

Kingdom. What particulars they do supply are hope-
^^^ ^^j^ ^^^^, ^j ^^^ revised report on paper testing,

lessly muddled. As an instance, they classify Packing,
^j^^^ ^^^^^ ^\^^ ^^^^ j^ ^^^^^.^ ^^^^ j^ ^j^^^.^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

Wrapping and Tissue paper all as one. Under the
ggstj^^g ^jj^^. ^^^^y ^^^ ^^^ I „.(j^,i(| ij^g .^.^rv much

heading of ••printing and writing paper m large
^^ j^^^.^ ^^^^^^ ^^^.j^^ j^^ ^^ o^^. committee, because we

sheets" they give the followng imports tor August
,vo„i(i appreciate any suggestions that any of the mem-

last:

—

bers should care to offer.

-V'^^- 4 ro^ Report of the Committee on Soda Pulp.
Germany

io'fi'o irln^K George K. Spence, chairman, presented the follow-
Sweden b^&^«

fntni^ ing report for the Committee on Soda Pulp:
Norwav 34,b04 lUl,Ulb -.r ^i • -^ i i x r ^^ r<^oi«ci.v .. ..

1648 8 484 Chairman, it has l)een customary for the Com-
Belgium

4*19 J 18875 mittee on Soda Pulp to present a paper at each meet-

^' 11
' 1

QfiQ '-;«n 1 lai'qin ing of the Technical Association, and we will endeavor
Newfoundland . . _ . • -

^W,o»U i.|»J^.y^"
i„ ^^^ f^^^^g ^^ ]. ^^at custom, and with this

Canada and other Places 76,.04 190,822
.^^^^ .^ ^..^^^. ^^^^ personnel of the Soda Pulp Com-

We do know that the great supplies from Newfound-
^.^^^^ ^^^^ ,^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ j j^^j

land are mostly newsprint and supplies for one month
^^^-^^-^^ ,,.;,! „,,^^ ^long this line. Each mem-

nrp on a larffp scale T S. A. sends niostlv a good qual- , n ^ , i- ^ • i.- ^.i i
•are on a large s>i-<inr. '

'^i. ber will take his turn in presenting the paper, and in
itv orinting paper suitable for book work. . '^ . *=

'^ / .

11^ pimiiug i>ay
ated Paners

^^''''•^' work will be divided up, and each will

. ,, . / VI „t„i give bis attention to the work.
In August the following countries supplied coated ",„,,, ^ ,, , , ,, .,, , ,,°

I reel that the work of the committees of the associ-
P*P

Cwts. Value £ ation should be more or less at the disposal of the

p 2 235 14 474 members in working out any idea that might arise;

T> , ^ 4483 32941 '""^^ 1 wish the members to understand that the Soda

p. ° 1*258 12'341 Pulp Committee will be at their disposal, and we
y, q 4 gj2 10 451 therefore are open to suggestions at all times from

British Paper Exports. ^'"^ members upon aii.v sub.iect they wish investigated.

The quantitv of printing paper, m'ostlv of a good ^n the other hand, we will expect, or at least hope to

duality exported during August from the British •'•''^'e ^^'^ co-operation of all the members by furnishmg

paper mills were as follows: .«"y data they have on hand, and to assist in draw-

C^vts. Value £ '"" conclusions as to whether an.v new idea under

y . 3 260 15 240 consideration can be recommended by your committee

jj <j A 812 7694 '"^ members of the association.

South Africa 10 022 48527 ''^" example of a subject of this kind is one which

\ y.
' 25 419 123212 ^ shall present later in the da.v in a paper entitled

Strl'i'fs Settlements . . .

'

"l,095 5!o3f)
"Curtailing Bleach Con.<!umption by Adding Sulphur

J,

',

2(334 11286 ^" Digester Liquor." That has reference to soda

Australia 19 173 68 331
digesters. This paper will be a continuation of the

t New Zealand .. .. .. 5J67 23^948
so-called committee report. If does not mean much

J f' nada 77 1 0''3 *" have a statement that by adding sulphur you digest
*

0?her Countries
.'."

."

.'
'.'.

30,010 142;48r,
'"» '^Huor. The yield in strength of pulp was "increased,

A total of 98,269 .-wts. at £446.785. compared with "',1,'''^"';
'

^'""'^ '" •^•''"'•'' P''"f'»<'ed.

25 591 cwts at £9.-...V_'3 in August 1919 and 1.51.407 ,

^^'"'* lie manufacturer wants is figures showing

cwts at £143.914 in August 1913.
how much yield in strength was lucrea.sed. and how

Swedish Paper MiU Ablaze. '""'J
^^''''''^ '« ^"^'*:;^ '^>'.'"!;^'' «" "d'l'tion.

News has reached L.mdon that the Forssa paper mill ,

^'^•'''' ""-c i"ay other similar problems confronting

it Sweden was j.artiv burnt. Tt has 17 machines with
*

''.<;
P»P''r «n<l PulP "lanufacfurers today, and your eom-

an output of lO.OOO'fons a vear of boards and wood ""•*^^'' «'«" '•P"^'''.'' t'l-^ members of this association

pulp in addition to other products.
vc> v v,,lnnble nssistan.c ,n solving these problems;

' ' «» J Tj 1 « .- » M »
""•' '"' '"" re;is..ii T s;iy the Soda Pulp Connnittoc

Wood Pulp Contract Note.
i, „, ,.„,„ ^i,p„,„,

It is propo.sed to revi.s- the .r.ntract n,,te usi.ally Report of the Committee on Standard Methods of
recognized by pulp and papor men. Times have Testing Materials
changed so much that the pulp men think the note -p,,, ,,p„,, „,• „,, ,„„„,„„.,. on Standard Methods
«honld also be changed. They are now tackling il - „f Testing ^fatcrials was presented bv E C Tucker
but Rcnndinnvia will have something to say about it I chnirnian

'
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The Committee un Staudanl Methods of Testing-

Materials is planniug to send out in the near future

standard samples to the laboratories represented in

that association for analysis by them by the method

which has been proposed by the committee in the

past. These samples we expect to get out in the course

of the next few months, and as they come to your

various mills and laboratories, we shall endeavor to

write a personal letter to some man who is represented

there in the Technical Association or who represents

the Technical Association there, and we ask your co-

operation in following as closely as possil)le the method

that has already been outlined by the Committee on

Soda Pulp and reporting as promptly as possible to

the committee. We hope in that way to get actual

complete results of the methods and know then defin-

itely that we can present the method to the association.

I am afraid that a good many of the methods have

never been used and never tried out. We hope to

make you familiarize yourselves with the method, and

get a report from you on the standard sample that

we send up.

The.se reports will he fathered very earefully. antl

the committee hopes at the annual meeting to present

a list of the results we get from tliese standard metli-

ods, and to present to you for definite adoption, until

such time as it seems necessary to amend the method,

a method that may be considered as a standard method
of the Technical Association for testing a certain raw
material . These standard methods of course will

have to be revised as we go further along, and it

seems to me, although they may only last for a year

or two years, or wliatcver time may be. it will l>e very

well to have a method adopted by the Technical As-

sociation as a standard, realizing, of course, that that

standard may not be permanent. Very few of our

standards are permanent anywhere we go in life; but

if we have something to form a standard method that

in case of any dispute can be gone at as a standard

method and settled on, I am sure that the method will

be near enough to being perfected so that it can be

adopted as a stamlard method of the Association.

Report of the Committee on Siilphite Pulp.

The report of the Committee on Sulphite Pulp was
made by W. K. Byron Baker, chairman, as follows:

Mr. Cliairnmn and Gentlemen: The Sulphite Pulp
Committee can not do much more than report jirogress

at this meeting. It may be interesting, though, if

we outline to a certain degree the lines we are work-
ing along. We hope to investigate the possibilities of

taking certain economies in steam consumption in the
.sulphite process by the investigation of results ob-

tained by new methods of steaming the digester with
an apparatus that has been used in Europe for some
time, and will shortly be introduced into America,
I understand. They eaU it there a vapor accumula-
tor, or steam accumulator, consisting of hardly any-
thing more than a large magazine, into which all the
boilers generate steam, and from that point the diges-

ters are used as they go on and off. You will there-

fore have a larger steam reserve, and drops in pres-

sure will be less on the supply line when anj' particular

digester goes on.

Other things that will be investigated and reported
upon are the effects of an iron concentration of liquor,

and that will include the methods and possibilities in-

volved in the use of liquid SO,. By products are also

tn be investigated, and in the near future we expect

to report on some new findings in that line.

The subject of control of sulphite process is re-

ceiving some attention, and it depends very largely

on the accuracy with which we can control a digester,

and also any improvements advanced, that we make
in the future, in my opinion, AviU depend largely on

being able to check the speed of cooking, and that de-

pends on tiie development of certain analytical methods
which Me are undertaking at the present time.

Something that may he of great interest to the As-

sociation at this time is the fact that we have gotten

into contact with Mr. Kalason, of Stockliolm, and I

am sure that aU of the members of the association

are well acquainted with the research woi'k, or at least

partial!}- acquainted with the research work of Dr.
Kalason in past years, and he is of course regarded
as a high authority in Europe. A good many of us

are familiar with the controversies between Professors

Kalason and Amin on the control of sulphite cakes,

formation of sugars, and many other investigations.

The Sulphite Committee lias undertaken to publish

in English those re])orts made originally in Swedish
by those jieople, and I am sure that they will be very
interesting. Dr. Kalason informed us just a few daj's

ago that his most recent researches on the constitution

of woods in general will be published in Sweden in

about two months. He has also agreed to let us have
a manuscript copy and permit us to pul)lish tliem at

essentially the same time as they are published in

Sweden

.

In closing I want to .state that the Sulphite Com-
mittee in the near future expects to send out some
inquiries to various mills on certain phases of pro-

cess control. I hope that the in(juiries which we send
out will receive careful attention and prompt replies,

because wliiie I would like to express the same senti-

ments that Jlr. Spence has expressed, I desire to say
that if the Sulpliite Committee is to be at the service
of the entire Association, it is equally as important
that the entire Association is at the .service of the
Sulphite Committee.
The T. A. P. P. I. banquet held on Wednesday evening

in the large main tliniiig room of the Grand I'nion Hotel
was an unusually enjoyable affair. Much of the credit

for this is duo to Frank T. E. Sisson. manager of the

Hacquette River Pulp and Pai)er Cnnipany of Potsdam,
N.Y., who was in charge of the banquet entertain-

ment and who saw that things were kept lively from
beginning to end. During the courses of the savory
dinner high class cabaret artists and chorus singing
added greatly to the enjoj'ment of the occasion and
just previous to the after dinner speaking George Car-
ruthers. president of the Interlak? Tissue ]Mills Lim-
ited, of Toronto. Ont., told one of his best Scotch
dialect stories and J. X. Stephenson, editor of the
Pulp and Paper Magazine of Canada, also related one
of the good stories with which he is always so abund-
antly supplied.

The next speaker was George W. Sisson, -Tr., presi-

dent of the American Pulp and Paper Association,
who spoke well on the obligation of the United States
to function internationally in an ecomonic rather than
a political capacity. Mr. Allen Curtis, manager of

production of the Inteinational Paper Co.. and Dr.
Hugh P. Baker, Secretary of the American Paper
and Pulp Association also made brief and interesting

remarks

.
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UMTED STATES ^OTES
Everett W. Morgan, of the Pneumatic Scales Corpo-

ration, speaking last Thursday, at a meeting of the Ame-
rican Institute of Chemical Engineers in connection

with the Chemical Exposition at New York City, sug-

gested the substitution of metal for wooden shipping

cases as a means of helping to end the newsprint short-

age. Six million cords of wood were made into ship-

ping cases last year, said Mr. Morgan. If a general

agreement could be reached to pack goods only in

metal cases, he declared, the amount of wood thus re-

leased could be converted into enough newsprint paper

to alleviate present famine conditions. One ton of

newsprint i>aper can be made from one and a halt

cord of wood, and the 6,000,000 cords u.sed in packing

cases, if turned over to the pulp mills, would make
over 4.000.000 tons of newsprint, which is twice the

amount of print jiaper now being manufactured.

Advertising and Selling, the weekly magazine of

marketing, has been purcha.spd by J. H. Hopkins, until

lately manager of Printer's Ink, and for twelve years

with that publication. Mr. Hopkins, who for about a

year has been president of Advertising and Selling Co.,

Inc., has purchased the entire interests of William B.

Curtis, president of the Curtis business papers. Among
the Curtis papers is Paper, until recently the official

organ of the Technical Association of the Pulp and

Paper Industry.

Reports from Norway indicate increased activity on

the part of American jiurchasers of Norwegian wood
pulp, cellulose and paper. American buyers who de-

pend almost entirely upon Canadian supplies found
themselves rather late in the Norwegian markets when
American stocks began to ebb, but nevertheless many
contracts have been made in the last few months. The
exchange rate, of course, has been exceedingly favor-

able to American importers.

L. F. Hayward, one of the best known sales managers
in the paper trade, has resigned as manager of the

American Writing Paper Company's New York of-

fice to join the sales organization of the Royal Card
and Paper Company. Mr. Hayward holds a record of

twenty-one years continuous service in the sales de-

partment of the American Writing Paper Company.
whose forces he joined after having been previously

affiliated with the old Nonotuck Paper Company, the

Valley Paper Company and the Linden Paj)er Com-
pAy. Mr. Hayward will have supervision of the sales

(Apartment of the Royal Card and Paper Company,
OTfl he is to act in an advisorj- capacity as to pur-

chase, management, etc. He takes up his new work
about the middle of next month.
The Purpus Fibre iVoducts Company, established

about a year ago in Dayton, Ohio, to engage in the

Manufacture of paper milk bottles, and the "San-I-

Beal" fibre c<intainers for cream, butter, oysters, cot-

tage cheese, horseradish, cereals, salted nuts and other

foodstuffs, has been meeting with so great a demand
for its products that preparations are now being made
for an increase in capital so that branches may be

started in many cities. By thus brandling out, it is

intended also to affect a reduction of .shipping charges

and to facilitate the filling of orders in distant sections

of the country. Although the new locations have not

yet been determined, it is known that plants are to be
established in the East and the West, while the larger

cities of tlie I\Iiddle West will be supplied locally.

Hugo Purpus organized the company last year, head-
ing it as president. His associates are Dr. 0. C. Griep,

vice-president; B. B. Cundiff, secretary; Edward
Luthman, treasurer and William J. Seifried, general

manager. The milk containers have found consider-

able favor with health departments, as it has been
found that milk docs not collect bacteria as speedily

wlien contained in a fibre bottle a.s in the old style

glass bottle owing to the complete shutting out of

light. Another point in favor of the fibre bottle is

that it can be used but once and is therefore more
desirable for sanitary reasons than the glass bottle

which may be used again and again.

Another 100 per cent stock dividend was declared
recently by the Orouo Pulp & Paper Company of Ban-
gor, Me. This is but another sign of the prosperity that

is general among the pulj) and paper mills of Maine.
Reports from Wisconsin sliow that there is much

prosperity also this year for paper mills making tis-

sues and towelling papers. The Northern Paper Mills

Company of Green Bay has just completed the biggest

year in its historj-. The capital stock of the company
has been increased from $500,000 to .t2,000,000, pri-

marily to declare a 100 per cent stock dividend. Ex-
pansion plans include the construction of a soda pulp
mill at Ontonogon, Mich. A large addition to the mill

at Green Bay is now being completed and other en-

largements are contemplated. The company has
enough orders on its books to keep it in operation for

months and there is no sign of a slackening up of

demand.
A sample suit made by a paper suit manufacturer in

Neenah, Wis., was exhibited last week at the Chemical
Iiulustries Exposition in New York in the booth of

the Paper Mill and Wood Pulp News. This paper
garment looks like a fair competitor for the product
of cloth. It is extremely light in weight, a dark blue
in color, and to aj)|ifarance very durable. At a short
distance one easily mistakes it for a suit of tweed.
This exhibit is claiming much interest from visitors

to the exposition.

According to a despatch from the Berlin correspon-
dent of a New York daily, newspaper and periodical
publishers in Germany are now able to buy print paper
at three cents a pound and the supply is said to be
exceeding the demand, and as a result (ierman manu-
facturers arc hoping to sell to America if they can get
the government to grant the necessary export permits.
One large sale contract for 300 car loads, says the
report, has just been placed in the United States.

Everything depends upon the point of view. You
luldn't convince a mouse that a black cat was luekv.

Swallowing your indignation will not .satisfy your
thirst for revenge.
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Mr. David F. Robertson of Montreal, General ]\Ian-

ager of the Canada Box Board Company, was in To
ronto this week on a visit to the Toronto managrer.

Mr. James Logie. During his stay in the city Mr.

Robertson called on the company's customers and dis-

cussed with fhem the various problems connected witli

the industry.

Premier Drury's hope that the Government would
be. able to make a final decision this week in regard to

the application of the Backus interests for the English

River pulp limits did not materialize. The cabinet put

in several liours threshing out the matter, but when
the meeting broke up it was stated that a decision had
not been reached. It is understood that there are cer-

tain power questions upon which the Government do-

sires enlightenment before committing itself. F. A.

Gaby, chief engineer of the Hydro Coinmission, was
called into consultation luit the Government wants to

have a talk with Sir Adam Beck. The opinion prevails

that the Government will make it possible for the

American pulp manufacturer to get the limit sul)jcct

to certain safe-guards.

J. G. Giascoe, manager of the Winnipeg higlit and
Power Department, is expected in Toronto in a few
days to ojiposo the proposition of the Backus interests

who want unrestricted control of tin* White Dog Falls

on the Winnipeg River in Ontario and so menacing
tl^ Winnipeg Hydro plant by interfering with the

flow of water.

The Toronto office of the Rolland Paper Co. Ltd.,

in the Bank of Hamilton Building, Toronto, has been

completely renovated and equipped witli new furnish

ings throughout, thus providing a particularly inviting

headquarters for Manager Haney.

The Toronto office of the Canadian Barking Drum
Company reports the recent sales of one drum each to

the following companies, through their Toronto and
Chicago offices: ITummel-Ross Fibre Corporation,

Hopewell. Va. ; Northern Fibre Co., Antonaga, ilich.

:

Detroit Sulphite Fibre Co.: and to the new plant of

the Nipigon Fibre Co.. Nipigon, Ont.

Industrial Planning. Limited, a Canadian branch of

Industrial Planning Corporation, engineers, Buffalo,

has been organized and has opened offices at 60-67

Front Street. W. Toronto. The company specializes

on the designing of pulp and paper mills, fibre mills,

etc., and their work takes in various other activities in

the planning and engineering fields. The President of

the company is Herbert H. Leonard and the Vice-Pre-

sident and General Manager is Stephen E. Prebel. The
Canadian company is capitalized at $20,000. The To-

roiito office will be in charge of Mr. Preble.,

Some reorganization is being planned in the Depart-
ment of Lands and Forests of the Ontario Govern-
ment. The Deputy ^Minister. Albert Grigg, is to be

relieved of some of his heavy duties by the appoint-

ment of a Superintendent of Woods and Forests. E. J.

Zavitz. who is at present head of the Forestry Branch,

will be appointed to the new position at a salary of

•t4,.500. He will bring the Forestry Branch under the
new head and will be given an assistant, who has not
yet been named. The Woods and Forests branch was
formerly under a head clerk directly under the De-
puty Minister. Other minor changes are contemplated
to fit into these arrangements.
The Northern Pulpwoods and Transport Company,

Limited, has been organized and granted a charter by
the Ontario Government authorizing the company to

get out, manufacture and deal in lumber and pulp
products. The capital stoek is placed at $000,000. To-
ronto lawyers are mentioned as the incorporators.
Port Arthur is in line for another pulp mill. A de-

legation from that city has arrived in Toronto to in-

terview the Ontario Government in regard to the pur-
chase of a timber limit for the Pidgeon River Lumber
Company. The conipan\- promises to erect a pulp and
paper mill in Port Arthur if it can ncgociate the tim-

ber limit.

Many in the paper trade were interested in the mar-
riage of Miss Lucille, daughter of Mr. Alex. Buntin,
of the liuntin Reid Company. Toronto, to Mr. William
F. Phillips, the ceremony being performed i)y Rev.
Dr. Cody at St. Paul's Church, on September 22nd.
A meeting of the book and writing paper section of

the Canadian I'aper trade Association was held in To-
ronto this week to arrange for the annual meeting of
the As.sociation to be heli^ in Toronto on Octol>er fi

and 7.

Hon. R. H. Grant. Minister of Education at Toronto,
has announced that he will ask for the appointment of

a commission to look into the los.ses of the text-book
publishers sustained during the war in the publication
of .school text-books. The publishers, when their con
tracts ran out during the war period were requested
to continue in the publication of the text-books on the
understanding that their extra costs, etc., would be
looked into later. Losses arc said to have been sus-
tained by the publishers.

The Mr. C. D. Howe who is connected with the
Kaministiqua Pulp and Paper Co.. is an engineer and
not the well known forester. I)r C. D. Ih.wc of the
I'niversity of Toronto.

The regular quarterly meeting of the Provincial
Paper Mills, Limited, was held in Toronto this week.
Among the directors in attendance from outside were
the following: C. A. Peck. W. JI. Loveland, S. M. Mun-
roe and A. B. Connable of Kalamazoo.
Mr. I. II. Weldon of the Provincial Paper Mills, Li-

mited, has gone on a hunting trip in the French River
district. He was accompanied by Mr. A. G. Pounsford
of the Port Arthur Paper Co.

D. G. P. Sanderson, has severed his <-onnection with
the Dryden Pulp and Paper after eight years' service,
having accepted a position as superintendent of the
20,000 horse power hydro-electric plant of Priee Bros.
& Co.. at Chutes-des-Salets. near Chicoutimi, P.Q.

Mr. Sanderson has held a prominent part in public
life in Dryden. as a member of the Council, as well as
chairman of various civic departments.
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TRIBUTE TO H. C. COURTNEY ON DEPARTURE.
.Mr. II. ('. Courtney, Direi'tor mikI Suporiiiteiuipnt of

the Howard 8mith Paper Mills, Limited, since its in-

ception eifrlit .vears a<ro, has severed his connection with

the conipan.v, and will now devote iiis whole time to the

installation of the Harher Dr.v Loft, of which he is

part owner. The o<-casion of his departure from Heau-

harnois was marked by a touching tribute of frieiul-

siiii> and ap])reciation of the three hundred employees

who jratiiered in the finishinfr room and presented

him with a beautiful walking stick and a set of pipes,

and to Mrs. Courtney, a sold gold handled silk um-

brella. Rev. Canon Nepveu, Pastor of Beauharnois,

who was the ^uest of the employees on the occasion,

paid a glowing tribute to the worth of :SIr. Courtney

and said that his departure would be a serious loss

to the community. Mr. H. S. Furminger. who is iL-.

Courtney's successor, made a very graceful presenta-

tion speech, and in the course of his remarks, ex-

pressed his appreciation of the cordiality and the good

will shown by Mr. Courtney, to make his new duties

as pleasant as possible. Mr. Courtney was very much
affected, and in a feeling manner thanked the em-

plo.vees for their loyalty and co-operation wliicii they

gave to Mr. Howard Smith and himself in develojiing

the present si)lendid position of the corapan.v, stating

that President Smith arose from the ranks through

his own sterling worth, hard work, and perseverance.

and that so long as Mr. Smith was president of the

Company, the employees could rely on him for a si|uare

deal. As foi- liimself he regretted to leave them, liut

owing to climatic conditions and the health of his

family he was forced to make a change, and he urged

that the same lo.valt.v and co-operation which he en-

joyed would be bountifully bestowed upon Mr. Fur-

minger, and that appreciation and good will always

be the recijiroca! relations between the emiiloyees

and the management.

WE ARE WASTING TOO MUCH TIMBER?
In tlie virgin puljuvood forests of Ontario, a balsam

tree 10 inches in diameter at lireast height is. on an

average, 90 years old, with a total volume of 14.6 cubic

feet. White spruce of the same diameter is 114 years

old. with a total volume of 14.9 cubic feet. Black
spruce is 144 .vears old, and has volume of 14.7 cubic

feet. Seedlings grown in a uurser.v. and transplanted

in the open, will make a much better growth than

those in the virgin forest, but. even if they reach a

diameter of 10 inches in 40 .vears less time, it would
still make the total age 50 ,vears for balsam, 74 years
for white spruce, and 104 years for black spruce. It is

advisable, therefore, that, in all logging operations, the

f»est utilisation possible be niacb' of every ti-ee cut.

aan that ever.v precaution be taken to avoid in.jury

to those left standing, in order that the.v may produce
a .second crop in the shortest possible time.

Where logs of onl.v one length. 16 feet, are being cut

for pidpwood. there is a loss, due to waste in stiimps

and tops, of 25 per cent, of the total volume of the tree

ia balsam, 14 per cent, in white spruce, and 20 per

oent. in black spruce. These figures are based on ac

tiial measurements, where the stump height averages
about IH inches. Where winter cutting is done,

stumps cannot be cut much below 18 inches, owing to

the depth of the snow, but the waste in tops can be re

duced by cutting to smaller top diameters. This would
neee.s.<»itnte the cutting of riifferent lengths of logs,

sa.v. 10. 12. 14 ami 16 feet, the increased cost of which

would be more than off.set by the greater production

per acre. A 3-inch top diameter makes a gain over the

4-inch of one cord for every 223 trees, a gain over the

5-inch diameter of one cord for every 89 trees, and
over the 6-inch diameter of one cord for every 53 trees.

The short logs in water will not support a man's
weight, and may. therefore be harder to drive but on

the other hand because they dry out more quickl\

they float higher in the water than the long lengths

anci are not so liable to form .jams.

Cutting shorter log-lengths increases the number of

cords which ma,v be cut per acre: it lengthens the cut

of an.v given area; it gives the unmerchantable trees

that much more time in which to grow to a size suffi-

cient to enable the area to be cut a second time, and it

decreases the fire hazard through the fuller utiliza-

tion of the tops. The answer is, "We are".

TARIFF PROTECTION BEST FOR CANADA.
Tlie Canadian Manufacturers Association has issued

a i)amphlet presenting in convincing manner the need
of some measure of protection for Canadian industry.

Copies can be had from the Toronto office of the As-

sociation. Following is a summary of the reasons why
Canada should retain the present fiscal policy of ade-

(jnate protection for Canadian agriculture, industry,

labor and business :

1. Canada has shown wonderful growth in agricul-

ture, manufacturing, forest production, mineral pro-

duction, transportation, banking, insurance, and other

l)usiness since the adoption in 187S of the National
Polic.v of adeijuate protection for all classes.

2. Because Canada was strong in all departments of

national activit.v. she made a great record in the war.

3. Since the war practicall.v all civiJi/.ed countries

have retained or increased their protective tariff

4. Over 2.000,000 Canadians are supported b.v wapes
paid by Canadian factories.

5. Over eight.v per cent, of all the produce of Can-
adian farms is consumed in Canada.

6. The tariff has caused over 600 branches of I'nited

^^tates factories to locate in Canada.
7. The tariff provides a great portion of the reve-

nue of the Dominion (tovernment.
8. The present tariff of Canada is very moderate:

the average rate of duty on all dutiable importations
is 2214 per cent.: the average rate of dut.v on all im-

portations, free and dutiable, is only 14 2-3 per cent.

9. Canadian products should not l>e exported in the
raw state, but should be manufactured in Canada in

order to create business, provide employment and add
to the national wealth.

10. Canada has maintained a protective tariff for 42
years. The United States, our greatest competitor, has
maintained a protective tariff for 131 years. Their
manufacturers have 11 home market of 105 million
people. Our manufacturers have a home market of
about 8 million people. Last year each inhabitant of
the United States boiight, on the average. $4.41 worth
of Canadian goods, while each Canadian, on the aver-
age, bought $100.26 worth of United States goods.
United States' purchases from Canada M-ere largely
raw material. Is it surprising that the rate of ex
change is against Canada and that our dollar is at a
heavy discount in the United States ? This is the si-

tuation with a Cana<lian tariff. What would it he if

the tariff were removed? Abolish the tariff, and in the
words of Ex-President Taft. Canada will become "an
adjunct of the United States."
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, Sept. 2.").— A^ide from a t'i\e piT cent in-

crease in the priee of slii|ipinir tajTs. and a half a cent

rise in kraft paper, the week has produced no changes
in the market prices of papers while pulp i)roducts

remain about the same with a slight easiug-off ten-

dency ill pul]), especially groundwood pulp, (ienerally

speaking there has been no falling off in trade, with

the possible exception of the boxboard industry in

which there is a slightly lessened dcuiand for the pro-

duct, although the mills have all the business they can

conveniently haiulle. In other lines, especially book
and the cheaper grade.s of bond papers, there is a

distinct shortage and jobbers are unable to get suffi-

cient supplies to satisfy their customers. Tliere are

some signs, however, that the use of paper is gradually

decreasing although not to a degree that is affecting

the prosperit.v of the trade. A number of lines of in-

dustry that use cartons for theii- gooils, paper to line

the cartons and wrap boots and shoes, and paper to

wrap furniture, arc going thi-ough a quiet period and
this naturally affects the demand for some lines of

paper. It is estimated, however, that there could quite

easily be a reduction of twenty-five per cent in the

quantity of paper being used without materially af-

fecting business at the mills. However this may be,

paper salesmen are looking forward to the time when
salesmanship will once more become a j)ursuit after

business instead of a mere routine job where the sales-

man has to act as mediator between the mill and the

customer with considerable wear and fear on his ner-

vous system. The chief duties of the paper seller

these days are to book orders over the telephone and
by correspondence and then proceed to nurse his cus-

tomers along over the trying jieriod of dela.vs and
broken promises occasioned by tlic big pressure of

business at the mills. Salesmen generally are scan-

ning the horizon for some sign of the coming era when
they will be on the road again with their little sample
eases.

PULPWOOD—Althougli a large amount of wood is

being offered prices still remain high. Peeled spruce
is quoted at from ^18.00 to $20.00 per cord. de))ending
on the freight and unpeeled is ruling at from •'fl2.50 to

$14.00 and poplar at $18.00 to $14.00 per cord, all f.

o. b. cars. Contractors say that there will not be
much change in the general sittiation until the early
winter and then it will depend upon the car situation

and the general commercial conditions prevailing in

the country. The car situation has been improving
somewhat and will probably continue to improve with
the result that there will be a more rapid movement
of pulpwood. As conditions are at present, however,
many of the mills hesitate to come into the northern
part of Ontario for wood owing to the fact that it has
to be paid for when it is stacked up at the points of

shipment and when there are no cars to take it out it

means the tieiug up of their investment for a consi-

derable period. It is pointed out that if the wood
could be loaded into the cars as it is produced it would
make a difference of $1.25 per cord, apart from shrink-
age. Conditions have no where reached that point.

however, nor are they likely to reach it until the ba-
'

lance of trade in cars between Canada and the I'nited

States becomes more equalized. Contractors say that

a distinct improvement has been noted in this respect
and ascribe the greater number of cars for the wood
as being due to a lessened demand for cars following a
period of ilepression in some lines of manufacture
such as automobiles.

Pl'Ll*—There is no change in the general situation

as regards pulp and the mills arc still experiencing
the greatest difficulty in getting sujiplies. (irouiul-

wood pulp, although still very scarce, is a little easier
in priee and is selling at from $130 to $1.")0 a ton.

while unbleached is quoted at $l!tO to $200 and bleach-
ed at $21.") to $200 a ton. Kraft pul]) is still (piotcd at

$l.iO a ton and there is a good demand for it.

HOOK AND WRlTlXCi PAPERS—There has been a
falling off in miscellaneous orders for book and writ-
ing [lapers although there are enough big contracts to

keep the mills going for months ahead. Jobbers com-
plain that they are unable to get anywhere near enough
book paper to meet the demands of the trade, while
it is a fact tliat one Toronto manufacturing stationer
is faced with the closing up of one of his de|iartments
unless he can get freer shipments of a cheaj) grade of
boml paper of which he uses large quantities in his

business.

ANOTllEH RISE IN KRAFT— Dealers were advised
by the mills this week of another jump in kraft paper
the advance representing half a cent over the old price
of 12'Ac. The new quotation is 13c a pound and there
is a greater demand for the prod\ict than can be met,
with any degree of pnini[)titude. the mills still being
a considerable distance behind with their orders.
RAG AND PAI'ER STOCK—New cotton cuttings

were stronger this week with several increases in

price noted. Xo. 1 white short cuttings advanced 2e
a ])ound and other grades showed fractional advances.
Old rags also showed a stronger temlency and higher
prices are looked for shortly. The large importations
of European mixed papers during the past week or so
has steadied local prices as the mills arc able to buy
this stock laid down at the plant a fraction under cur-
rent quotations. There are reports, however, that this
grade will commence an upward march very shortly.
Soft white shavings again advanced 2.jc per ewt. and
dealers are very cautious about commitments for fu-

ture delivery. White blanks also registered an ad-
vance which brought Xo. 1 manila cuttings up a frac-
tion also. Books continue weak with only a nominal
demand from consumers.

Per Cwt. F.O.B. Toronto
Xo. 1 shirt cuttings $23.00—.$24.00
Xo. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings ,. ..$17.50—$1H.00
Xo. 1 fancy shirt cuttings $13.00—$13.10
Xo. 1 blue overall cuttings $11. .50—$12.50
Bleached shoe clip $15.50—$16.00
White cotton hosiery cuttings $16.50—.$17.00
Light colored hosiery cuttings .$13.00—$14.00
Xew light flanellette cuttings •$14..50—.$15 00
No. 2 white shirt cutting.- .$13.50—.$14.00
City thirds and blues (repacked), Xo. 15 .$4.00—.$4.25
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Flocks and satinettes $2.00—$2.25

Tailor rags $2.0O-*2.10

Guunv baprging $2.00—$2.2..

Mauila rope $o.<5—$6.00

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $8.00—^^oO

No. 1 soft white shavings ^l.-}0—$7.7;j

White blanks $6.00—$6.2.-)

Heavv ledger stoi-k $3.7.')-$4.00

No. l" magazine .$3..">0—$3.60

No. 1 book stock $2.7.3—$2.00

No. 1 manila cuttings $r)..iO—$r).7.^>

No. 1 print manila $2.50—$2.65

Folded news $2.35—$2.50

Over issue, news $2.50—$2./o

Kraft $5.50—$6.00

No. 1 clean and mixed papers $2.10—$2.20

NEW YORK MARKETS.
.New York. Septeiiilicr 25.—Demand from spot buy-

ers for some grades of paper lias developed an easier

tunc, yet the market as a whole shows little effect of

this and continues in very nearly as strong a condi-

tion as recently. JIanufacturers are occasioned scar-

cely any worry over the let up in buying in some

quarters because most of them are so well foresold

that a matter of this .sort in the transient trade docs

not concern them to any appreciable extent. Whether

or not paper prices will follow the downtrend in va-

rious commodities is a question. Most indications are

that they will not, at any rate not for the next few

months. Unless general business coiulitions become so

forlorn that consumers of paper arc obliged to cancel

orders for paper in wholesale fashion, it would appear

that paper mills are due to keep busily engaged for

at least the balance of this year for the simple reason

that most of them have the great bulk of their output

sold up until that time. Undoubtedly the cutting of

prices on automobiles, cotton and woolen goods and

other commodities is the main reason behind the slack-

ening of demand for some kinds of paper. Consumers

of all varieties of products are inclined to hold off in

buying for the moment in view of the price slashing

in certain quarters, and it is but logical that users of

paper are pursuing the common cour.se.

Reports concerning the newsprint market an- some-

what at odds. There arc those traders who desc-ij)..

tlie spot demand for print paper as a good deal (|uietcr,

with prices evincing a downward trend at a current

hasi.s of 11 (;ents or slightly less for newsprint in

.standard rolls. There are many, on the other hand,

who .say they have much difficulty in obtaining fresh

.suu)Iies of newsprint and that they are obliged to

pw ju.st as high prices as formerly. Taking all the

rejprts at hand, it would appear that available sup-

plies of newsprint in the open market are a bit im-

proved in point of volume. Small buyers seem to be

getting paper with less trouble and occasionally there

are offerings indicating that stocks in at least some
quarters are larger. Evidently this situation ha.s

b«en wrought solely by increa.sed receipts of print

plpT from European sources. It is known that com-
paratively sizable tonnages of newsprint have come
into the .\merican market recently from Sweden,
Norway and Finland, as well as Germany, and the

probabilities are a portion of these shipments are
.seeking buyers, which aeeotinfs for the reports re-

irardingr price concessions emanating from some quar-
ters. Taking the figures eonipiled and issued by the

News Print Service Bureau as a criterion, domestic

supplies do not seem any larger. These statistics show

that in August 44 domestic paper mills produced 181,-

344 tons of newsprint, of which 178,840 tons were

shipped, leaving only about one per cent of produc-

tion for stock. These figures become doubly impres-

sive when it is considered that during August news-

print mills in the United States were runnuig at 100.2

per cent of their daily average production during the

production peak of 191!'. in spite of which they were

under the necessity of shipping practically their en-

tire output for the month in order to fulfil contracts

ami keep customers supplied.

The contract basis for newsprint is firmly main-

tained at a range of 6.50 to 8 cents per pound. The
average price for contract news at present is a frac-

tion over 7 cents. Manufacturers say in nearly every

instance they could readily secure additional orders

were they willing to enter into further commitments,
and this situation seems to be reflected by the omis-

sion of many columns of advertising by leading news-

])apers from nearly everj' issue.

Demand for the higlicr grades of bond paper is dis-

tinctly quieter. ^lills making such paper are said to

be switching to other grades, more often to cheaper
lines of fine papers, which continue to move in con-

sistently good volume. Prices on bonds, linens and
ledgers hold firm and the increasing cost of production
is creative of an upward tendency in quotations.

Coarse papers are not in as heavy demand as re-

cently. Large buyers are reducing the tonnage o>

their orders, and small consumers are buying less fre-

quently. There is a steady tone to prices, however,
and no change of any moment has come about. Hoards
are in a quieter market position, due to a narrower
demand from the paper box trade, and while mill quo-

tations are maintained, there have been reports of

transactions at slight recessions in prices.

GROUND WOOD.—The market for mechanical
wood pulp evinces a softer undertone than has been
noted in some tinio. Demand has eased off to an ex-

tent and indications are that improved weather con-

ditions have permitted grinders in some localities tJ

increase their production, thus making for larger

available supplies. Another factor is that quite a few
shijiments of ground wood have been received from
Scandinavia, and although these have not been of suf-

ficient tonnage to affect the domestic market of them-
selves, such supplies have enabled certain copsumerN
to keep out of the domestic nuirket for a time. Prices

range aroinul $130 per ton for spruce pulp of prime
((uality at grinding plants, and there have been reports
of sales in out of the way cases down to as low as $120.
CHEMICAL PUId'.— Prices on chemical wood pulps

arc in a more or less stationary position at present. If

anything, the tendency is downward, and instances

have come to light where some lots of pulp, kraft in

particidar. have been .sold at price concessions. Im-
portations from Europe are the main controlling fac-

tor in the market. Manufacturers and dealers alike

say that on this factor rests the future trend of value"s.

Slioidd pulp shipments from Scandinavia continue at

the rate of the past £pw weeks, the probabilities are

these foreign supplies will overload the market and act

to depress prices. If. on the other hand, recent re-

ceipts of Seandinavian pulp represent nothing more
than the shipments usually sent to this country from
Scandinavia prior to the closing of the Baltic for the

winter, and are not maintaiiifd. pulp values are likely
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to bo upheld on about prevailiii'.' levels because it is

•reneraliy eoneeded that domestie maiuifaeturers are

not able to produce enough pulp to satisfy- the re-

quirements of papermakers at the present rate of

consumption. No alteration in prices of any conse-

quence has developed, quotations remainintr at about

previous ranges.

RAGS.—Prices on i)apermaking rags are firm but

there is no especial activity in the market. Mills are

buying reservedly, generally confining orders to rags

directly needed, and with the exception of some grades

of ne\y cuttings. a%'ailable supplies seem ample to fill

the demand. At the same time, paper manufacturers

are purchasing in sufficiently broad scope to sustain

values, and in the case of certain grades, prices are

deeidedly on the uptrend. New white shirt cuttings

are very firm and are frequently quoted at 28 and 29

cents a pound although supplies are to be had a cent or

two under these figures. It seems that consumers

other than paper mills are absorbing these rags, with

the result that papermakers are obliged to meet the

prices asked to compete with other buyers. Fancy
shirt cuttings are selling at around 14.50 cents, new
unbleached muslins at 19 cents, new wasliables at 12

to 12.oO cents and new white lawns at 21.r)() cents. Old

whites are in fairly steady demand and are moving
at a price basis of about 15 cents for \o. 1 repacked

whites, but other old grades are proportionately low-

er in price with repacked thirds and blues selling at

4.50 cents at .shipping points and roofing rags at 2..50

eents.

PAPER STOCK.—Waste papers find a generally

good sale among consumers and there is little change
in price to report. Both high and low qualities are

moving, and dealers lay much emphasis on the in-

creasing diffieulty experienced in securing normal
amounts through collection sources. One of the strong-

est items at the moment is white blank news cuttings.

which are commanding as high as 7.50 cents a pound at

shipping points. White shavings are firmly held at

about 9 cents for No. 1 hard and S.25 cents for No. 1

soft white shavings, while colored shavings are selling

freely at 5 cents a pound. Folded newsjiapers conti-

nue to bring 2.70 to 2.75 cents f.o.b. New York aiul No.
1 mixed paper between 2.10 aiul 2.20 cents.

OLD BACKilNTJ A.M) HOPK.—There is practically

no life to the old bagging market and supplies of this

commodity can be bought at very near any price con-
sumers choose to offer. \o. 1 scraji bagging is avail-

able to mills at 2.50 cents anil less at shipjiing pniiits

and Xo. 1 gunny at 2.75 to -3 cents. Old rope is mo-

ving in fair volume and at steady ((notations of be-

tween 6 and 6.50 cents per pound for Xo. 1 manila

rope.

THE PATRIOTISM OF PEACE.
In greeting the ('(inference of Canadian Clubs re-

cently. Sir Arthur Curri.-. primipal of McGill I'niver-

sity, expressed the Canadian viewpoint on many pre-

seut-ilay problems. His knowledge of Canadians was

gleaned where no disguises were worn, on the field

of battle, and he showed in this address, as he has

shown in others, a rare understanding of the Domin-

ion.

Few public men have summed up the vital duty of

the hour more pointedly than Sir Arthur Currie did

in saying

:

"The Good Book teaches us that the labor-

er is worthy of his hire, but it also teaches

that by the s\veat of our brow do we eat

bread."

The greatest evils of our time will be overcome only

when the whole people learn to respect both these

eternal truths. It will not suffice to concentrate on

the first and neglect the second, nor yet to reverse

the process and think only of getting out the labor.

When the time comes that a fair balance is held be-

tween the two in shoji and factory, office and farm,

and when the justice of it is apparent to all, the de-

mon Unrest will have perished.

Canada's greatest soldier has been in totu-h with

patriotism. He knows it better than most who de-

light to speak the word. lie has seen great proof

given of the sentiment. He has been privileged to

use the forces of sacrifice.

Once again. Sir Arthur Currie invokes the gold-

pure Canadian spirit that he knew in the war. He
urges his coiuitrymen to remember how great a trust

was given into their hands. He seeks to have a

clearer expression tlian has come yet of the peace-time

patriotism on which the stability and safety of Can-

ada depends. To one so familiar with the war-time

patriotism, the contrast between sacrifice and selfish-

ness is vivid indeed.

Sir Arthur Currie 's messages to the troops in the

field have taken place with the soul-moving military

])ai)ers of hi.story. And now in another field of en-

deavor, facing again high responsibilities and bafflin"

problems, he retains both the right and the ability

oni'c niiu-i' to move his fellow-CaTiadians into action.
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.\E\\tiFAl'Eli;:i A.\D FUKEtiilil.

A very few years ago au editorial iu a daily pap>.'r

on tlie forestry situation was very unusual. Today

such comment is rather to be expected. There arc

probably two reasons for the iucreasiug frequency

with which our daily papers are calling attention to

the forestry situation and the necessity for conserving

this important natural resource. The first reason is

tlie instiuet for self-preservation. Newspaper pub-

lishers are coming more and more to realize that their

existence rests primarily on the supply of pulpwood

from which newsprint is manufactured. They realize

that unless proper measures are instituted at once

there is every likelihood, in fact, there is practical

certainty, that a comparatively few years will sec

tiie disappearance of the most prolific source of the

raw material which is essential to the publication of

a newspaper. The ever iucreasiug cost of pulpwood

in the ascending cost of paper and this is not with-

aud the ever decreasing convenient supply is reflected

out its effect on tiic reading pages of our papers.

Far-sighted publishers have looked into the matter

and have come to realize that in a few years thi-

([uestiou will not be one simply of price but will also

involve the more important problem of fiuaiug a

source of supply. Newspapers of this continent and

even those in other countries are convinced that Can-

ada is the natural producer of newsprint. So long

as exaggeraed estimates of the time when the pre-

sent forest would be depleted did not fall within the

probable life-time of publishers alive today, little

heed was given to the prophets among the foresters

who had the keener vision and little fear was felt

regarding the ability to keep on increasing the size

and number of papers. But since more careful es-

timates of the probable life of our pulpwood forests

have been made and particularly since the end of

many pulpwood areas in the United States is actually

within sight and newsprint prices are steadily- in-

creasing due to scarcity and cost of material the pul)-

lishers are taking a keen interest iu forestry matters.

It is probable also that newspaper's are realizing

more and more their obligation as agents of instruc-

tion jvith regard to the conservation of our natural

resources. WTiile the matter of pulp and paper is

the phase of forestry that most intimately affects the

publisher, the amount of timber consumed in the

manufacture of paper is small in comparison with the

quantity required for building operations. The bur-

den of extra cost due to the scarcity of pulpwood is,

however, sufficiently great to impress upon the news-

paperman the need for conservation and the cam-
paign, started with whatever motive and kept going
for whatever realization of personal interest, has the

beneficial effect of stimulating an all-round desire

on the part of the public to maintain the productive-

ness of the forest as an actual source of wealth, to

say nothing of the forest as an absolute necessity

in the production of commodities that are inseparably

linked with modern civilization. The dependence of

people today on the products of the forest is being

more clearly impressed with the growing necessity

and increasing prices for such materials. Public

opinion should be .stirred by such comment as has

l)een appearing recently and an ideal is constantly

kept before legislators which must have the effect

of bringing about a knowledge of conditions that will

be the ba.sis for intelligent and con.structive legis-

lation and regulations.

The people of Canada and the United States have

for so many years been fed up with the idea that

the forests of this continent were inexhaustible that it

is going to take a considerable time to unlearn a great

deal and to start the public off on the right track.

The movement is one that will require constant push-

ing with probably an oi-ca.sicnal 'pull' but it is an

effort that must be made and uide.ss the present be-

ginning is I'onstantly and continually followed up
there will certainly i)e difficulty liefore some of us

are under the sod.

As mentioned before, a number of newspapers have

undertaken this enormous task of educating the pub-

lic. In time of disa.ster such as the all toa frequent

forest fires that have devastated large areas in both

countries, it has been natural and ea.sy for an editor

to pen a rousing editorial, but to keep pegging

away on a definite program is a more difficult mat-

ter. Such papers as the Detroit News, which pub-

lished a series of articles early in the summer on

the more important forestry topics as particularly

applying to the State of Michigan, i.s a most com-
mendable example. The Literary Digest for Septem-
ber 25th contains reference to articles in nine papers
that are mentioned by name and refers to still others

which have but recently given attention to this .sub-

.iect. These were all American papers and we are

constantly seeing editorials and special articles in our
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Canadian papers on this subject. The Canadian edi-

torial campaign, we should like to believe, is, in pari

at least, due to the efforts of the Canadian Pulp and

Paper Association and to sueh forest .-nthusiasts as

Barnjuni. Black, Leavitt, Wilson, Ilowf, Piche, and

others. It is not only a good cause but a necessarv

cause and when the public is made to reliaze that its

own comfort, convenience and cash are largely in-

volved there will be more definite action taken with

regard to the conservation and scientific adminis-

tration of our forest resources.

The New York Times and some others seem to

place the weight of the bnrd.ii on the Government

and there is a tendency for some to belabor the

central authority for not iiaving taken action sooner.

It must be remembered that no. Uovernment dares go

very far in advance of its support from the puiiiic

and the apathy of Congress, parliaments and legis-

latures is principally due to the lack of sufficient

urge from behind. There is also to be considered

the factor of the greed and selfishnes.s of those who

own or hope to control forest areas from which they

may make a handsome profit. It is for the (tov-

ernment to protect the public both present and

future against improper exploitation by such individu

als. A difficult feature of the problem is that these

very people are so frequently leaders in industrj'. com-

merce and public life. They often do an immense

amount of good through their ability to organize

and direct industry but they need education as to

Iheir obligations to the public quite as much as the

public needs to be educated to the seriousness ol

the situation regarding our forest and other natural

resources.

The .newspai>ers have taekled a real live pr(tlilem.

We hope they will hold on.

October 7. 1920.

rules of the British Section permit it, we are sure the

future will see on their lists the names of American

and Canadian pulp and paper men. This interna-

tional nienilier-ilnp is a fine thing and should bring

lieiicfits to all coiieefned.

rilh: lEcnSICAL SRCTIOS is HN<il..\M>

Sometime ago Hnnonm-ement was made of the or-

ganization of a Technieal Section of the liritisli Paper-

maker* As.sociation. The program for the (October

^eeting. which is given this week in our British Trade

pC<'ws. is similar in man.\' ways to the meetings of our

Iriwn Technieal Section wiiieh have jiroved of sneh

interest and value to the tiiemliers an<l to the in-

dnstry. We expect to see the Teelinieal Soetiori on

the other side grow an<l |)ros|ier iis has the Canadian

iiriranization. The Itritish Seetion has ii riiiinber of

"Mthn.siastie lechnieal men whf> havi- interesti-d I hem

-elveH in this nrganixation, and it is largely on the

maintenanee of their enthusiasm that the sneee>^s of

the Se«'tion depenils. It \h interesting to observe the

i-nrdial relatiooM nmong the teehnienl men in Kngland.

• nnada and the Cnifed States. Both the Canadian

and American orgain/alions are jili-a-sed to innnber

among their members several Knglishmen. If the

TWO (idOl) FIUEM)S (iONE.

The editoi- was >adtlened this week by the news thai

two good friends had gone. Hon. Winthrop Murray

<'rane of Dalton. Mas.s., died la.st Saturday. News-

paper notices, for the most part, simply mentioned

that Mr. Crane was former I'S. Senator. Mr. Crane

was nun-h more than that. He was whole-hearted

American citizen as his ancestors had been for gen

erations. He was a public servant, not only in dis-

charge of duties of public trust as a State and

Federal official, but in his private life as a director

of many enterprises, and as a lifelong paper maker

in a family that has been paper makers for at least

one hundred and eighteen years. We are. inclined to

think that Mr. Crane "s service to the public was even

jrreafer in the example of his fine character, which

has been a great influence among the people of Mass-

achusetts and even throughout the country-. In a

simple and unostentatious way Mr. Crane was a public

lienefactcr. his particular hobby being to a.ssist young

l)eople to get a start. The editor would thus acknow-

ledge his personal obligation and gratitude for Mr.

T'rane's a.ssistance during college years.

Our other good friend was Mr. A. 0. Campion

who died suddenly in ^Montreal a few days ago. The

editor fre()nently dropped in at .Mr. Campion's office

for a friendly chat, and always found him enthu.si

a.stic over the prospects of the paper trade and a

confirmed optimist. Mr. Campion's knowledge of the

paper industry was very extensive, his observation

was keen and his comment conservative. He was

of frequent a.ssistance to the Pulp & Paper .Masrazine,

and his loss will be deeply felt.

rORWEBS
Kroni the cnornions over-subscription of the recent

offering of securities of the Anglo-Newfoundlaml

Develojunent Compan\ in Loinlon it is quite evident

that Knglish ea|)ital is aware of the great possibilities

in the pnlj> and paj)er industry on this side of the

Atlantii-. We ventnre to say that if properly pre-

sented, practii'ally all of the new capital recpiired for

the extensions jit presenet contemplated in Canada
could be obtained in the world's financial centre.

It is a long while since so many .sound propositions

were being sfart<'d or extended, and it is sjnall wonder

that British capital should be attracted. There is an

a<lflilional advantaire in tin- need of the British mar-

ket for Canadian paper To para|>hras( a well known
quotation —"Where thy money contes from, there will

thy product tend to go."
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Curtailing Bleach Consumption by Addition of

Sulphur to Digester Liquor
Hy CEOWUK \i. SPENCE, Chemist. New York an

Pennsylvania t'onipaiiy.

There has l)een considerable ilisciission from time to

time re<rardinnf the lienet'its to be derived from addin<_'

sulphur or sodium suljiiiitle to dijrester liquor, and aet

iiig for your committee, the writer has handled one

phase of this question by runnin>r a series of experi-

mental eooks. These e.xperiments were run over an
extended period of time and uniler tlie varyin<;- eondi-

tions met with diiriuir the ordinai'y eookinfr.of stoek.

so that they are representative of aetual eookiug eoii-

ditions.

It is hardly possible to compare individual cooks
without microscoi)ieal ob.servations of the fibres in the

finished sheets, and moisture tests of the chips usetl in

each cook, as the mixture of woods used in the diffe-

rent dijresters varies to some extent, and the moisture
in the chips varies. .\s a •reneral rule the averavre mix-

ture of woods over an exteuiled period of time is prac-

tically the same, and as the averasre moisture in the

chips was 2:i.2 per cent duriufr the experimental runs
with sulphur and 22.S per cent (larin>r the experimental
runs without suli>hur. the -reneral avera<re results arc

comjiarable.

The small experimental difjester was packed with

chips each time in tlie same manner as the large di-

gesters, and thejtmount of chips used in each case was
(n-aetieally the same.

•Read before the Technical .Nssociation of the Pwl]

and Paper Indiistry at the Fall meetinfr in Saratoc;

Springrs. X. Y.. Sept. 1. 1920.

liefore making: this comparison it was necessary to

make some standard sheets of both brown stoek anci

white stock in order to ^rade the sheets of pulp made
from the stoek during; the experimental runs.

The brown stoek standards were made by selectinfr

an extremely well-cooked, lifjhl -colored sample and
markintr sheet maile from it No. 1. then selecting a

shivy. dark-colored cook and marking a sheet made
from it No. 10. after which samples were selected be-

tween these two extremes and sheets made from the

graded from No. 1 to No. 10. These standard sheets

were used in grading all sheets made from bro\vn
stock (luring the experimental cooks, as expressed in

column 12 of tabulations given below.

The while stock standard sheets were nuidc by
treating an average hardwood brown stock with vary-
ing amounts of bleach. On one sample bleach was
used at the rate of 17 |i(ntnds of 15") per cent |)owder
per 100 pounds of stock, and sheet made from same
selected as a 100 per cent bleached color. On another
sample of the same stock, bleach was used at the rate

of H..") pounds of 3.") per cent powder per 100 ixninds

of stock and sheet made from same selected as a .")0

per cent bleached color. In this same maner a com-
plete set of stainlard sheets was made by varying the

amounts of bleach on samples of the same brown stoek

and sheets made from them given their relative values
in per cent bleached color. The same bleaching tem-
perature was used in eai-h case. These standard sheets
were used in comparing sheets made from stoek during

EXPERIMENTAL SODA MILL COOKS.
Without Um of Sulphur.

la

^<^.

11
=5= :i

5 ^
S3

1
3 ?£ IS olS 1^1 ¥

•6 «
,

EE ^•^ 0^

u o Jf u a. < X X X H a. r- C
1 45 11 94.8% -.99 108 .1 *M O.K. 2 hr«. 35 min. 78' F. No. 6 15.7 128* F. Light Blue 100%
2 43 U'-i 94.8% .99 109 3 4« O.K. 2 hrs 40 min 75' F. No. 4 11.3 128* F. Light Blue 88%
3 43

WP,
92.5% .99 110 3 *'/• O.K. 2 hrs. 40 min. 80* F No. 6 126 113' F. Light Blur 84%

4 44 94.6% .99 110 *> . K. 2 hrs. 35 min. 74* F No. 6 126 118* F. Light Blue
So Color

82%
5 43 12 92.1% .99 112 3 4y; O.K. 4 hrs. 40 min. 78* F No. 7 15.7 113* F. 86%

. 6 43 12 91.9% .99 112 3 *y> OK. 4 hrs. mm 85' F. No. 6 12.6 123* F. Ntr Color 82%
43 12 92.4% .99 112 3 4K O.K. 4 hrs. Omin. 84* F No. 5 9.5 125' F Light Blue 65%

8 42
ll>i

94. 1 % .99 117 2 *yi O.K. 3 hrs. 40 min. 78* F No. 5 10.7 133' F. N^ Color 80%
70%9 42 93 0% .99 116 *'A OK. 4 hrs. 30 min. 82° F No. 8 13.7 134* F. No Color

10 43 11 H 95.7% .99 116 . *y> 0. K. 3 hrs. 20 mm. 78* F. No. 6 10.7 127' F. No Color 65%
ii 44 llj-i 95.3% .99 116 *% 0. K. 4 hrs. 25 min. 78* F. No. 7 11.3 124' F. Ugbt Blue 70%
12 45 11 96.6% .99 116 *•/, K. 4 hrs 55 min. 80* F. No. 8 137 126' F No Color 65%
13 45 11 96.8% .99 116 4M K. 4 hrs. min 78* F. No. 7 11.3 128* F. No Color 70%
14 44 11^ 92.1% .99 117 *'/> K. 3 hrs. 35 min 79* F. No. 10 142 121* F. No Color 60%
15 44 11^ 92.5% 99 *'/i OK 6 hrs. 35 min. 83' F No. 10 157 121- F No Color 72%
16 44 wV. 94.5% 99 118 *'/: O.K. 5 hrs. 10 min 83* F No. 8 12.6 118'

F

.No Color 60%
17 -13 nvs 92.3% .99 119 *'/, OK 4 hrs. 55 min. 84* F. No 7 107 118* F. No Color 62%
IK 43 11^5 93.8% .99 118 *'A 0. K. 5 hrs. 25 min. 80* F. No. 8 14.2 131* F. No Color 78%
IV 11 945% .99 117 *'/i O.K. 5 hrs. 50 min. 83- F. No. 8 13.7 126* F. No Color 68%
20 45 It 92.8% .99 116 4U 0. K. 4 hrs. 20 min 80' F. No. 6 11.3 137' F. No Color 72%
21 45 11 95.5% .99 116 4'/i O.K. 4 hrs. 35 min. 81* F. No. 5 11.3 128' F. No Color 85%
22 43 W'A 93.6% .99 116 4'^; O.K. 4 hrs. 5 min. 80* F. No. 4 9.5 118* F. No Color 72%
23 4:

UK
93 6% 99 118 *yi O.K. 4 hrs. 50 min. 83* F. No. 7 11.3 125' F. No Color 707..

24 42 956% .99 114 ^
4'/- O.K. 5 hrs. Omin 80' F. No. 9 13.7 122* F. No Color 60%

2S 44 11^ 95.6% 99 110 / 2 4 '4 O.K. 5 hrs. 35 min. 84' F. No. 9 14.2 120' F. No Color 62%
26 44 WM 95.6% .99 109 2 *•/, O.K. 3 hrs. 30 min. 83* F No. 6 10.7 115* F. No Color 68%
27 42 12 928% .99 107 2 A</, O.K. 5 hrs. 30 min. 83' F. No. 8 12.4 .

115* F. No Color 58%
23 43 WVi 948%, 76 110 2 *'/i 0. K. 3 hrs. 20 min. 83° F. No. 7 10.7 115' F. No Color 62%
29 n% 94 8% .76 no •» 41-; OK. 3 hrs. 30 min. 85* F. No. 7 11.3 118* F. Light Blue

No Color
68%

30 43 11 V'j 94.8% .76 109 2 4'5 K. 3 hrs. 25 min. 84* F. No. 7 11.3 122' F. 70%
31 42 wVi 94 8% 76 109 7 *'4 O.K. 3 hrs. 20 min. 86* F. No. 7 14.2 120* F. No Color 85%
32 42 94.8% .-6 109 2 454 O.K. 3 hrs. 35 min. 83* F No. 5 9.3 116° F. No Color 72%
33 42 948% .76 109 2 414 K 3 hrs. 40 min. 86* F. No. 6 10.7 120" F. No Color 70%
34 44 94.8% .76 110 t

4;., 0. K. 3 hrs. 45 min. 83* F. No. 7 11.3 132'

F

No Color 70%
35 44 94.8%

9T.2%
.76 110 2 *'/> OK 3 hrs. 40 min. 82* F. No. 7 11.3 136* F. \o Color 70%

\verage 43 4 11/, 94% 113 1 34 4'/5 O.K. 4 hrs. 12 min. 81!4*F. No. 6 83 12.2 123,4% No Color 72.3%
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experimental cooks and each given its relative value,

as expressed in the last column of tabulations given

below.
Table No. 1 gives results obtained during thirty-five

experimental cooks in which no sulphur or sodium sul-

phide was used.

Table No. 2 gives results obtained during thirty-five

experimental cooks in which sulphur was used at the

rate of 1.1 pound per 100 pounds of stock cooked.

The summaries of the above tables can be compared
as follows :

Average Without Use of When Using
Sulphur Sulphur

Gallons of liquor used 43.4 gallons 42.75 callons
Be. strength of liquor at 60° F. IIH" Be. IIH" Be.
Causticity of liquor 94.2% 94.14% plus

.9% sulphidity
Per cent salt In liquor 94*^ 1.05%
Steam pressure 113 Pounds 110 pounds
Hours shut in 1 hr. 20 mins. 1 hr. 14 min.
Hours at full pre.^sure 4V4 hrs. 4% hours
How digester discharged O. K. O. K.
Hours in wash pan 4 hrs. 12 mins. 3 hr.s. 54 niiii.

Temperature of stock when
bleach was added 81.25° F. 84.9° F.

Color of brown stock No. 6.83 No. 6
Pounds of 35% bleaching pow-

der per 100 pounds of stock. 12.2 pounds 11.74 pounds
Temperature at completion of
bleaching 123. 4°P. 126° F.

Color of white stock 72.03% 74.7%

Th? cooks in which sulphur was used had a slight

advantage of .84 per cent in total causticity aud .sul-

phidity and about 18 minutes less time in the wash
pans. This advantage was offset by the digesters in

which no sulphur was used, being cooked at an aver-

age of 3 5-8 higher steam pressure, and .65 gallons

more liquor used per digester.

The average color of the brown stock samples was
Xo. 6.83 from cooks in which no sulphur was used
and Xo. 6 from cooks in which sulphur was used, being
almost equivalent to comparing a No. 7 with a Xo. 6

standard.

Tlie samples of white stock from oooks in which no
sulphur was used had an average bleached color of

72.03 per cent with a consumption of 12.2 pounds of

35 per cent bleach per 100 pounds of stock. Average
stock bleached with 12.2 pounds of 35 per cent bleach

per 100 pounds of stock will produce a 71.8 per cent

bleached color, while the experimental run produced
a .23 i)i'r cent better color.

Tlie samples of white stock from cooks in which sul-

phur was used had an average bleached color of 74.7

per cent with a consumption of 11.74 pounds of 35 per

cent bleach per 100 pounds of stock. Average stock

bleached with 11.74 pounds of 35 per cent powder per

100 pounds of stock will produce a 69.06 per cent

bleached color, flaking the same allowance as above
this amount of bleach sliould have produced a 69.29

per cent color if no sulphur had been used and since

by use of sulphur we secured a 74.7 per cent bleached
color, this would mean a difference of 5.41 per cent.

Thi^. saving of 5.41 per eent of 17 pounds or .92

pounds of bleach ])er 100 pounds of stock can be attri-

buted to the use of sulphur in the digester liquor, since

all of the other conditions were ])ractically balanced.

Since it required the use of 1.1 pounds of sulphur

per 100 pounds of stock to save .92 pounds of 35 per

cent blcacliing powder there would be very little ad-'

vantage in its use under normal conditions if this were
the only virtue to be considered.

However, it is claimed that an increased yield and
increased strength is produced by its use in digester

liquor, which will furnish material for future exper-

iments in order to determine the extent of this

increase.

WINTHROP MURRAY CRANE IS DEAD.

W. ^lurray Crane, fnnuer V . S. Senator and well

known paper maker, died suddeiitly at his home in

Dalton, Mass., last Saturday, after a serious illness of

several weeks. The f'rane family has made paper in

Massachusetts since 1802.

EXPERIMENTAL SOD.^ MILL COOKS.
Using 1.1 Lbs. of Sulphur per 100 Lbs. of Stock.

t !

a

n%
tfA
II <
IIM
11/.
1IV4

\\^

12

12'

ny.
IIV4

23
24 iit^
2S 11V<
16 MM
a WV,
2« \\Y.

93.4%-f-.9%
94.77o-f.97c
95.0%-t-.9%
93 l%-(-.9%
94.0%+ .9%
93.2%-l-.9%
9S.3%-|-.9%
?3.7%-|-.9%
94.5%-}- .9%
94.7%-l-.9%
94.5%+ .9%
93.6?(,-|-.9%
93,3%-}-.9%
93,4%+ .9%
935%-!-.9%
93.5%--.9%
93 2%--.9%
93i%--.9%
93.5%--.9%
94.5%. -.9%
94.5%4-.9%
)4.4%-l-.9%
94.4%-(-.9%
93 4%-|-9%
93.7%--.9%
94.6%-(-.9%
94.6%+ .9»
94.S%-|-.9%
93.7%+ .9%
94.0% -(-.9%
9S.I%-f-.9%
95.2%--.9%
95 0%- -.9%
94.«%--.»%
94.8%-(-.9*

a« 14%-!. 9%

c o

1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12

1.12

1.12
l.K
1.12
1. 12
1.12
I.I2
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.12

Sc«

110
107
108
107
113
112
112
112
112
114
113
113
114

NOTK. -Tnhip

|£ 15 \s.
e ——

o

B" w P.£ -3-5 ^<r.

z "zi H h J B. H U U
4« O.K. " hrs. 10 min 82* F. No. 7 13,1 116* F. No Color 75%
4/j O.K. 7 hrs. 40 min. 86* F. No. 8 15.7 131* F Light Blue 72%
•t/. O.K. 3 hrs. 25 min. 85* F No. 6 12.2 116* F. Lifiht Blue 80%
4/. O.K. 3 hrs. 45 min. 82* F No. 6 12.2 128* F. No Color 80%
4Kj O.K. 3 hrs. 55 min. 86* F. No. 6 12.2 139* F No Color 80%
4V4 O.K. 3 hrs. 45 min. 86* F No. 6 14.0 133* F. No Color 82%
4k O.K. 3 hrs. 15 min. 90' F. No. 6 12.2 133* F. No Color 75%
*'/> O.K. 3 hrs. 10 min. 83* F. No. 6 12.2 130* F. No Color . 75%
*^ O.K. 4 hrs. 35 min. 82* F. No. 6 13.1 I2«« F. No Color 82%
<y. O.K. 5 hrs. 10 min. 85* F. No. 7 14.0 130* F. No Color

sst*y. O.K. 7 hrs. min. 84* F. No. 8 12.2 130* F No Color
^a O.K. i hrs. 45 min 88* F. No, ft 12.2 130' F. No Color 80%
*y. OK, 3 hrs. 25 min. 85* F. No. 5 9.1 135* F. No Color 70-*-

*y. O.K. 3 hrs. 25 min. 85* F No. 5 9.1 133' F. No Color 70%
4^i O.K. 4 hrs. 45 min. 85* F No. 7 12.2 132* F No Color «S%
4VJ O.K. 3 hrs. min. 86* F. No. 6 12.2 122* F. No Color 72%
*'A O. K. 2 hrs. 55 min 80' F. No. 6 9.1 124' F Light Blur 60%

68li*y^ O.K. 2 hrs. 55 min. 86' F. No. « 10.3 124* F. Light Blue
*% O.K. 3 hrs. 20 min. 84* F. No. 7 12.2 122" F No Color 62%
4V4 O.K. 4 hrs. min. 85* F No. 7 14.0 133* F No Color

No Color
72%

4J4 O.K. 2 hrs. 50 min. 82' r. No. 5 9.5 122* F. 78%
4H O.K. 2 hrs. 40 min. 85* F. No. 6 11.6 118* F. No Color 70%

65%4W O.K. 4 hrs. 35 min. 83* F No. 6 10.1 120* F Lichi Blue
No Color*y> O.K. 3 hrs. 20 min 86' F. No. 6 10.1 116* F 65%

J^
O.K. i min. 40 sec 91- F. No. S 9.5 i:6' F. No Color 75%
0. K 3 hrs. 35 min. 84* F. No. 5 10.1 135* F No Color 80%

*Vi O.K. 2 hrs. 35 min. 87- F. No. 5 12.5 134* F No Color n*yi O.K. 3 hrs. 5 min. 85* F. No. 5 9.5 125' F Light Blue
So Color4K O.K. 3 hr». 5 min. 82* F No. 6 12.9 123'

F

80%

:^ n. 3 hrs. 25 min. 84'

F

No. 6 13.1 121* F No Color 82%
4 hrs. 15 min. 83' F. No, 5 9.5 i:2'F No Color 7S%

4H OK. 4 hrs. 05 min 84* F No. 6 8.9 120' F No Color 68%
4X O.K. 4 hrs. 20 min 88* F No. 7 12.9 116* F Light Blur

No Color
70%

4M %± 4 hrs. 30 min. 84* F No. 6 14 1 125" F 90%

*A
3 hrs. 40 min. 86* F. No. 4 13.1 124'

F

No Color 92%
K. ] hr«. 54 min. 84 90' F. No. 6 11 74 lbs. 126' F 747«

hy p loto-on rrnvlng from thr rnppr Trndp Journal.
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The Allen Automatic Cooking Control for

Chemical Pulp
By L\ H. ALLEN, Glens Falls, N. Y.

Sulphite puip should be cooked automatically for

three principal reasons, as follows: (1) Production

will be increased; (2) (Quality will be improved; (.3;

The steam load on the boiler house will be more uni-

form.

In short, the automatic control which 1 will describe

does for each charge of chips what a good cook tries

to do, but can never do, because, in the first place,

the apparatus he is using places a practical limit on
his control, and secondly, lie cannot be everywhere at

once and think of everything at the same time.

The automatic cooking contrcl system consists es-

sentially of a power driven steam valve electrically

connected to a steam flow meter on the digester

steam line, an automatic relief valve, and relief strain-

ers that do not plug. It also includes the automatic
separation of relief gas and liquor.

The steam apparatus can be set to maintain any
constant or varying stoani flow curve. Temperatures

within the digester are proportional to the rate of

steam input. The control apparatus therefore can be

set to give any desired temperature curve.

Cooking automatically does not necessarily mean
tliat all charges of chips will be steamed on the same
steam curve. In practice, where the strength of the

acid and quality of chips are reasonably constant the

same steam flow curve should be used on all digester

charges; but in cases here tlie strength of acid and
quality of chips varj- widely from cook to cook better

results may be obtained by varying the form of the

steam curve to suit changing conditions.

These changes in the steam flow curve are very

readily and quickly made. The steam curve element

of the control system is a small thin plate of copper

having an insulated hole; it is slijiped over the chart

spindle of the steam flow meter clock. The periphery

of this piece of copper at any point represents the

rate of steam it is desired to carry at that particular

instant. The steam curve and paper chart of the in-

strument are rotated by the meter clock. It is no
more trouble to change the steam curve than it is to

change the paper chart of the instrument, in fact, the

time required is a matter of only a few seconds.

Once the cook is started it needs no further atten-

tion until blowing time, and further, when a cook is

started it is known beforehand when it is going to

blow, within a few minutes. The reason for this is

that it takes a certain and very definite quantity of

steam to cook a cord of chips. Steam is metered into

the digester at a predetermined rate and therefore it

it known beforehand when the digester will blow.
The cooking time may be shortened by steaming at

predetermined higher rates and lenethened by steam-
ing at predetermined lower rates. It has been proven
that other conditions such as will occur from day to
day do not affect the cooking time except to an al-

most negligible degree. When the digesters of any
one mill are steamed automatically the proper spacing

• Read before the Technical Association of the Pulp
and Paper Industry' at the Fall Meeting in Saratoga
Springs, N.Y.. September 1. 1920.

out of the blowing time follows as a natural and in-

evitable result. If, as sometimes happens after blow-
ing a digester a small amount of repairs are found
necessary to the blow valve or piping, wliich delays
the time of starting to cook the next charge of chips
the cooking operation can nevertheless be finished on"
schedule time by adjusting the control apparatus to

maintain a higher steaming rate.

The automatic relief valve can be set to maintain
any pressure it is desired to carry within the digester.

The relief valve stem is operated by a diaphragm
which carries digester pressure on one side and is

counteracted by a spring on the other. The dia-

phragm and spring are made large so that the resist-

ance due to the sticking of the valve stem in its

packing is practically negligible in comparison with
the forces which tend to actuate the valve. When
cooking by hand a good cook tries to open his relief

valve by very small amounts at each adjustment and
just enough to hold the digester pressure against
his steam valve opening. If he happens to^open too
wide the strainer plugs. It is then necessary to shut
off steam, blow back the strainers and start over
again. The automatic valve cracks open by exceed-
ingly small increments. It is always open to the cor-
rect amount and instantly responds to changes in

pressure too small for a cook to detect even if he hap-
pened to be trying to do so.

The .strainers used in connection with the control
apparatus are of two different designs, one being
adapted for use under the cover and the other in the
dige-ster neck. The cover strainer, so called, is some-
what similar in appearance to other strainers in gen-
eral u.se. It 'consists of a bronze internal framework
and an outside covering of thin perforated lead. The
neck strainer, so-called, is made of perforated hard
drawn lead. It is cylindrical in form and wide open
at both ends. The outside diameter of this strainer is

approximately one and one-half inches less than the
internal diameter of the digester neck. In short the
strainer is a perforated lead bushing fitting loosely
in the digester neck. In operation the relief gas and
liquor flew from within the .strainer outwardly to the
space between the bronze sleeve in the digester neck
and the strainer, from thence through the digester
neck and through a pipe of suitable size to the auto-
matic relief valve. This is a stationary strainer, i.e.,

it is not removed when the digester is being refilled.

In the cooking of sulphite pulp many mill superin-
tendents seek to have their ecoks follow predetermined
temperature curves. This practice represents an effort
in the right direction and results in a somewhat great-
er uniformity of quality than is the case where .steam-
ing is left entirely in the hands of the attendant.
Temperature recorders give only a roueh indication of
the steaming rate. It is easily po.ssible to produce a
very smooth temperature curve and a very erratic
steam flow curve at the same time.

Temperature recorders are sluggish and slow to
respond to the throttle valve. They do not indicate
the rate of steam input at any instant. Changes in
the quantity of t;team pouring into thp digester can
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be detected by means of the temperature recorder only trated by the three sets of temperature records shown

after the lapse of considerable time.

Moreover, the temperatures at any two points with-

in the digester are seldom the same. This fact is illus-

—— Oty*f'- Thtfiffrmf- \ aA»my iy VgKO^'ff Th^^m^mmfi^

below. These are records of actual cooks. The dotted

line in each case is the temperature in the side of thi-

digester. The solid line is the temperature in th.-

head.

Violent changes in the steam rate of short duration

cause scarcely a ripple in the temperature curve: how-

ever, spasmodic and violent changes in thf rate of

steaming do cause non-uniformity of produi-l. Spas-

modic and violent changes in the rate of steaming also

affect the economy of steam plant operation disas-

trously.

A sulphite cook whose experience in cooking .sul-

phite extends back over a period of seventeen years

once said to me. "I never steam two digesters alike,

and no two cooks steam digesters alike." This man
spoke the truth, as the evidence of the temperature

records indicates.

The first three curves are the steam flow metei

records of three cooks steamed by hand. The ncxi

three curves are the actual steam flow meter record^

of three cooks steamed with a well known regulator,

these are even worse than the records from hand con-

trol though, to be fair, it should be said that this

regulator produces a very smooth pressure curve.

However, the degree of smoothness of the pressure

curve is no indication of quality, or the cooking time.

The last three curves are actual steam flow records

taken from the same digester when steamed automatic-

ally. The first two curves were produced with the

apparatus set for a ten and one-half hour cook, the

last curve with the apparatus set for an eight and one-

fourth hour cook. The quality of sulphite produced

by these automatically maintained steaming rates wa.*

excellent.

In general, it may be stated that the form of the

steam curve determines quality, and the average rate

of steaming determines the length of the cook.

^"T-irnr
Jtto. nm * <ly»«fc- -> J^-^ C**/'.^/
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ANOTHER BIORDON PARTY.
The Editor has the blues. A party of eighty pulp

and paper meu are up at Temiskaming, Ontario, vis-

iting the new Kipawa plant of the Riordon Company,

and the editor has to stay at home. It \va.s not for

lack of invitation, however.

Guests of the Riordon Sales Company from Canada,

the United States, and even from England gathered

at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, in lloiitroal. on Monday

morning, and after getting fairl> well acquainted

with each other, sat down to luiu-lieon. In the ab-

sence of ]\Ir. f'arl Riordon, Managing Director, who

had to be at the mill, and Mr. T. J. Stevenson, who

is now on his way home from England, Mr. Geo. E.

Challes acted as master of ceremonies. With a brief

and hearty welcome, and instructions for each man
in the room to get ac(iuainted with his neighbor,

things began to move. Mr. P. T. Dodge, President

of the Internal ional Paper Co., proposed a toa.st to tlie

King, the Dominion, and the United States. Of tiu>

eighty odd guests who had hoped to l)e present only

three were prevented from attending. At the close

of tlic luneheon Mr. Challes introduced Air. Frank

.Moore of Watei'town. N.Y., who now has Canadian

interests tlirougii liis a.s.sociation with the Manouan
Pulp & Paper Company. Mr. Moore, in a brief and

witty si)eeeh, proposed a toast to the Riordon Com-

pany, and this was responded to by Mi-. Challes, who

mentioned with pride that five of the officers of the

company luul an average service record of more than

tliirty-two years. He and the ei;nii)any were lieartily

cheered. Air. A. D. Huff, who was in charge of

transjjortation arrangements for the party, then an-

nounced that the motors were ready to take the

g\u'sts to the Place Viger Station where a s|)ecial train

of six cai"s stood waiting to take the guests to the

mill. It was not explained why, but Mr. Heck was

labelled "A-l." Tiie train left promptly at 1.30. aiul

tliat was the last the Editor saw of the happy people

wlu) were sure of a fine trip to the excellent plant at

tlu' toot of Lake Temiskaming. More will be heard

next week of the trip.

OUT OF EXPERIENCE.
The other evening 1 was speakinir bct'ore a group of

300 factory boys—sixteen to eighteen years of age

—

who were attending a Y. AI. C. A. night school. I was
trying to drive home what it would mean to any one
of them to lose an arm or an eye through an accident,
what it would mean if the father of every boy in the
audieiu-e should be killed, when I noticed one of the
snuiUest boys crying. I stopped and asked what the
trouble was.

Between sobs I got this answer: "Three weeks ago
my dad was working on a scaffold in the Plant
Avhen all of a sudden it gave way and he fell to the
ground. Then they brought him home -dead."

I asked the little fellow, barely sixteen years old :

"And so you had to go to work because vour father
was killed ?

"

Again a sob and ""Yes" was the answer.

It suddenly occurred to me to ask: "How many
other boys here have to go to work because their

fathers have been killed or seriously injured through
an accident ?

"

Exactly ninety-nine boys raised their hands, not in-

cluding the little fellow up in front who was now-
sobbing louder than ever.

I have been traveling back and forth acro.ss the
country for years preaching safety and talking aboiu
the far reaching effects of accidents, but never had 1

pictured the loss of education to children, the suffer-

ing to mothers, the loss to society, as I did in the flash

of ninety-nine boys' hands behind a hundrcil pairs of

misty ej-es.—From the Jlarathon U'unner.

Who dares say it is not his bu->iness to look ont,

for the other fellow? Where would you be if your dad
had been killed, or hail not been killed, i)ecause some-
body was careless ?

'

DRESSING LETS BELTS RUN SLACK,

In alm(\st evei-y factory muiI macliiiic slioj) a cei-tain

amount of power is wasted in transnii.s,sion through
driving belts, the percentage of loss dcjiending u])on

the attention to the matter.

Slipping, the trouble most freciuently cni-onntci-ed.

is common to all classes of belting, and generally
speaking the remedy ai)plied is to cut and tighten or
"take up" the belt, .so that it will run free from
slackness, with a lietter grip oa the pulleys; but
probably more belts are broken and prematurely de-
stroyed in this \yay than by actual use, not to speak
of the additional load thrown on the engine and the
consequent waste of power.
To overcome slipping, many engineers incline to the

principle of using belts wider than is actually neces
sary. This permits a heavier load to be carried, but
when the practice is generally adoi)ted all over a
machine shop, i\0 or more belts, the cost is consider-
able.
' There is, however, a growing tendency to run belts
slack, as not only is friction thus reduced and the lif-'

of the belt increased, but less power is wasted, and the
strain on the prime mover is considerably reduced.
Immediately the tension is reduced, the friction is

proportionately lessened.

Further increase of the arc of contact around the
pulley (after the belt has been .sufficiently slackened
to have no initial tension i will not lessen flie friction,
but the load-carrying capacity of the belt is inerea.sed.
As an example, in many cnirineering .shops it has Ijeen

found that cuts ')Q per cent heavier can be taken on
lathes where the arc of contact has been inerea.sed
from ISO degrees (with a tight belt), to as high as
220 degrees (with a .slack belt), and in one instance
with a corn-crushing machine the increase in output
was over 50 per cent.

To permit driving belts to run slack, a proper bell
dressing should be em[)loyed. Many lielt dressings
rely almost entirely on their capacity to "stick." due
to inclusion of rosin or tar in their composition, but
others take the form of a non-sticky preservative, or
belt food, free from acid or alkali" action, which is

absorbed into the belt, rendering it pliable and highly
effective ami at the same time protecting it from th"
effects of moisture, dryness or chemical fumes. Such
a preparation, properly api)lied, tends to give belts
a velvety cling through the setting up of a vacuum
suction without fear of slip, even under the heavie.st
load.s.—The Amphibian.
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What T.A.P.P.I. did at Saratoga

CONCLUSION OF COMMITTEE REPORTS.
Progress Report Regarding the Text Books.

Mr. (Jhairmaii and Meinber.s of the T. A. P. P. I.

Instead of merely stating what has happened since

1 last reported to you on the preparation of the text

hooks it seemed appropriate at this time to make what

might be called An Accomplishment Report. It is

almost exactly two years since tlie Joint Committee

was organized and somewhat less than that since the

honor and labor of the tditorship were urged upon

me bj- the enthusiastic chairman of the Joint Commit-

tee. It was obvious from the first that we were

undertaking an enormous task—and it isn't shrinkin<;

any.

You will pardon a bit of family history. Just be-

fore this matter engulfed m^e, I had planned a series

of articles for the Pulp & Paper Magazine that cover-

ed almost exactly the groimd we are now on and

even most of the same chapter headings are found in

the outline of the book. We had gone so far as to

pick the authors for those articles, endeavouring to

get the best men available. When I undertook the

new duties the preliminary work was swung into line

for the book practically as laid out for the magazine

so we got a pretty good start.

The next thing was to keep it going and on th'

right track. The committee determined on the scope

of the work, enlisted the assistance in a consulting

and editorial way of men of international influence

in the development and preparation of text books

suitable for either the class room or home study.

The committee estimated, nearly two years ago,

that $30,000 would be required for the work. That

has been entirely contributed by the industry—$10,-

000 by the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association and

$20,295.27 by paper mills and others interested in the

industry in the United States, a most successful co-

operative effort.

The authors were selected, some only after much

persuasion, others gladly and even gratuitously. The

industry will rise some day and bless them all.

The committee thought best to furnish to the man

who has had to leave school at early age, the opi)()rtu-

nity to get the equivalent of the fundamentals of .Ma

thematics and Science, so that he might compreheml

and appreciate the principles and calculations invol-

ived in the machinery and processes for making pulp

and paper—this material constitutes the first volume

aJ includes Arithmetic, .Mathematical Applications.

Ildir to Head Drawings. Klcnicntary Physics, .Mecha-

nics and Hydraulics, Klrdrii-ity and Clicmistry.

An agreement was reached last December with the

.Mc(iraw-llill IJook Oimpany f<>r the publication of

the text book and in January th? manuscript for the

first three sections was in their hands. At intervals

siacc then other parts have been sent to New York,

10 that all of Volume 1 has now ben despatched ex-

nppt for the chemistry and v»<'i\ progress is lieing

made with that. The author's draft has Iteen check-

-d by the editor and is being rewritten where neces-

sary to make it perfectly dear to a mind not trained

to think logically. This procedure has been followed

in all cases and the editor has frequently consiilted

with engineers in special lines Our principal nim is

to have if right.

From the publisher.-,' standpoint and for logical

development it has been necessary to concentrate our
efforts on Volume 1. The publishers agreed to go

ahead with the work as we gave them the manuscript
for complete sections as units. They maintain that

press work cannot be started until they have all the

manuscript and can do it all in one job. They will

print 1000 sets of sections for binding in volume form
and 1000 in pamphlet form for class room use.

The quality of paper has been approved by the

committee, but it may be another matter to deliver

the goods. How'ever, the industry will doubtless

clothe its own child.

Authors of other sections maj- wonder why someone
doesn't either wake up the editor or write his obituary.

Perhajis they are enlightened by what has .iust been
said. It may be that the editor feels a bit that way about
some of the authors, but we all, editor and committee
realize that the authors are frequently working under
great difficulty and stress. One man suffered rheu-

matic fever for months, but kept pegging away at his

work. Much manuscript has been prepared, ably and
conscientiously. Some of it has not yet been read by
the editor, but th? pile is growing steadily smaller.

When the editor has gone through the authors'

manuscript, he sends it in succession to several friends

who know that particular phase of work and are

easily imposed upon and asks them to make sugges-

tions and add information. Sometimes they do. For
instance two men who read the biggest manuscript

in the book made the same suggestion—that four or

five experts sit down at a table and read the whole
work together. An ideal way, but can we do itt

Perhaps we can with some parts. Probably others

can be handled by correspondence. What do you
think about it?

Of Volume 2 we have the manuscript for Logging
Operations, two on Properties of Wood, the section

on Soda Pulp. Treatment of Pulp. Uleaching of Pulp
and the Analysis of Pulp and Paper Making Mate-
rials.

For Volume 3, we have manuscript for Treatment
of Rag and other Fibres (except old papers). Beating,

Coloring, Engine Sizing, The Paper Machine: pvM'-

tically all of its volume.

For A'olume 4, we have Tub Sizing, Finishing Ope-
rations, Paper, Coating, part of the section on Pumps,
and a contribution on Paper Mill Lubrication.

The committee feels that a lot of work has been ac-

complished, and it hasn't all been plain sailing. Much
remains to be done and will be done as rapidly as

accuracy permits. If we had not fixed on the highest

possible as fli'e only thing pcrmissable, you would
have some books in your bauds now. You want to

know when you will have the books. We can't tell

you. The printer can't be sure of his paper, his coal

or his labor. The editor, unfortunately cannot give

all his time to this work. But progress is being made
and you will be satisfied with the books when you get

them. Just read this over when you get home and
see what has been done in VX months since the asso

eiations ajiprovcd the plan and voted the money.
Respectfully submitted,

j". N. STEPHENSON.
Editor.

The most valuable " system " is a good nervous

svstem.—Forl)es Magazine.
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The Prodigal Sons Entertained

The safe return from Europe of Messrs. II. Bier-

maus, J. A. Bothwell, aud Geo. F. Steele was com-

memorated by the Executive of the Canadian Pulp &
Paper Association with a dinner at the Ritz Carlton

Hotel in Montreal last Thur.sday night. About thirty-

five guests enjoyed the occasion, which was presided

over by Mr. George Chahoon Jr., president of the

Canadian Pulp & Paper Association. The fact that

Mr. Chahoon was in the chair was sufficient to insure

the success of the gathering. The guests each replied

when the opportunity was given them •by Mr. Cha-
hoon to express themselves with regard to conditions
and experiences on the other side.
Mr. Bothwell was particularly impressed with the

forestry methods in Scandinavia and dwelt at some
length on the advanced practice of those countries. A
suggestion made in the course of his remarks was that
the Association send a representative to study all the
phases of this important subject and report thereon,
the idea being to awaken in the minds of the public
as well as among industries dependent upon the
forest a greater interest in forestry and the con.serva-
tion of this natural resource. Mr. Bothwell mention-
ed particularly the fine feeling that exists in Scandi-
navia for Canadians. This was repeatedly shown in

the great cordiality'with which
the visitors were received and
the hospitality accorded them.
It was the same in Sweden,
Norway and Finland and their
willingness to co-operate with
a Canadian representative and
give him every assistance in
studying their conditions and
methods was strongly present-
ed to the gathering. The Exe-
cutive the next day considered
the matter and a report is ex-
pected in time for our next
issue.

One of the hits of the dinner
was tlie cartoon which was en-
closed with the menu. Through
the courtesy <.f the Associa-
tion and the Montreal Gazet-
te, we are privileged to re-
produce it.

IS YOUR LIFE INSURED ?

The following extract from
the remarks by Sir Edmund
Walker before the Life Under-
writers is of general interest :

"Economy properly under-
stood is a fine art, and is as
rare as most of the fine arts.

Of the various co-operative ef-

forts of man to aid industry,
and, therefore, to avoid waste,
the honestly managed life in-

surance company is the finest
example. It helps to mitigate
the greatest trouble, death; it

teaches people to apprehend
and provide for other dangers;
it multiplies their savings by
its investments; it renders its

beneficial provisions possible
by spreading the cost of the in-

dividual disaster over the many
who co-operate. It even im-
proves the general health of a
man by its study of his life

medically and by the wise con-
ditions it imposes.

OF ft VftLUftBLL

BY.pflODUCT or
SULPMITl^ WfiSTt/
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BRITISH EMPIRE TIMBER EXHIBIT
The Empire Timber Exhibition wiiich was held in

July, at the Holland Park Skating Hink was arranged

by the Department of Overseas Trade with the object

of bringing into general use the numerous timbers of

the Empire. Tiiere are altogether over 600 different

varieties on view. These have come from British Guia-

na, British Honduras, British North Borneo, Canada,

Ceylon, the East Airiean Protectorates, Fiji, Gold

Coast, India, Newfoundland, New South Wales, New
Zealand. Nigeria. South Africa, Tasmania, Trinidad

and Western Australia as well as from the British Isles.

ilr. Kellaway, Comptroller-General of the Depart-

ment of Overseas Trade, presided at a luncheon on the

opening day. He said it was the first occasion

had been brought together in one building. The col-

on which timber grown in various parts of the Empire

lection proved that it was unnecessary in order to ob-

tain the timber required for any civilised work to go

outside the Emi)ire. The only drawbacks were lack of

transport and accessibility, and these could be got over

when once it was realized what resources the Em-
pire possessed.

Lord Selbom spoke of the need of inquiry into

the forestry resources of the Empire, and also empha-

sized the necessity of reforestation.

In the afternoon Col. Courthope, ;\r.P.. chairman of

the advisory committee of the exhibition, in asking

Prince Arthur of Connaught to open the exhibition,

said that many of the timbers shown were so little

known that they had no names except the local verna-

cular or in botanical Latin.

Prince Arthur of Connaught, in opening the exhibi-

tion, said that the world's consumption of timber was

enormous, and every one of the Dominions required

a far-sighted policy of forest conservation.

The Canadian Exhibit

The exhibit of Canadian timber is eminently prac-

tical. It appeals to the building trade rather than to

cabinetmakers. It is an education in Canadian fores-

try to examine the various samples of wood shown.

Mr. W. B. Stokes, of the Forest Products Laborato-

ries of Canada, JMcGill University, was in charge of

the exhibit, and the whole design of it and of the

ingenious methods of .showing the quantity and qual-

ity of the forest products are his work. In conver-

sation with a representative of the Canadian Gazette

Mr. Stokes said that the first thing to be noticed in

the Canadian exhibit was that every bit of timber on

the stand was Canadian, even the pillars, cornices and

railings.. All was in natural wood, unpainted and uii-

po^hed. The exhibit included commercial timber

ff>t boards of each, rough and smooth, clear and raer-

ehtitable. In contrast with the dark woods shown on

?ieighbouring stands by tropical countries Canadian

woods were chiefly light colored. The Canadian

woods were largely put to .structural uses and were

therefore of interest to the buildinj? industry. "The
'•entre of the display," continued Mr. Stokes, "is oc-

cBj)ied by a pulpwood exhibit which illustrates the

three processes of manufacture of pulp—ground wood,

sulphite and kraft. You will notice, too, that gra-

phical statistics of the timber oit in Canada in UMS
are shown by pieces of the actual species cut to scale.

Thus the smallest product is oak. of which 2'/j million

feet were cut, and the lar(?p.st is spruce, of which

1.142 million feet were cut in 1918. There are 22

different kinds of woods tabulated, and the amount

cut of each, comparativel.v and actually, can be seen

at a glance. There is also a set of hand specimens of 69

species of Canadian woods beautifull.v framed in cherry
wood. The samples of panels of bird's-eye and fiddle-

back maple are worth looking at.

"The three large squares of flooring in the centre

of the stand are of birch, beech and maple. The doors
in the back-ground are of Douglas fir made in Vancou-
ver. We have also some wire-wound water-pipes of

Douglas fir which are used in irrigation works. An-
other exhibit of interest is a model of a roof truss

made of Douglas fir to illustrate the use of this wood,
which is stronger for its weight and stiffer than other

structural timbers. Everything shown has either

been made in the Forest Products Laboratories or out-

side to our design. In the catalogue .von will see that

Canadian products are most carefully listed, and Cana-
da seems to be the only country that has supplied, in

the case of all woods exhibited, statistics as to strength,

hardness, &c."

Private Canadian Exhibits

Several firms had exhibits of Canadian timber

products. Among them was an attractive display by
the Canada Overseas Trading Company (Eldo'i

Street, E.G.) at stand 22. Mr. Clarke, president of the

company, explained that everything on the stand was
Canadian. Among the exhibits were cedar shingles

for roofing, which, when coated with a waterproofing

would last for forty j'ears and more: read.v-made doors

of various designs, made of yellow and white pine,

some vmmoulded, some moulded in the solid wood, and
others with loose mouldings; all kinds of mouldings

which could be supplied in any design, made of Dou-

glas fir; laths for plastering; door frames, window
sashes, bannisters, flooring, fence pickets, railway ties,

water pipes wire bound and covered with preservative

:

and dowels. This stand seemed to form a useful sup-

|)lement to the Government .stand in that one saw the

various woods in their manufactured state.

Mr. G. E. W. Crowe, agent for the British Canadian

Export Company. Limited (83 Pall Mall) showed some

of the Canadian-made kitchen cabinets, dressers and

refrigerators which attracted much attention when

shown at the Canadian Industries Exhibition. In the

nmking of these labor-saving kitchen appliances all

the wood used is Canadian birch, elm and oak.

Other firms showing Canadian timber or products

were the Bennett Furnishing Company (47. (ilengall

Road, S.E.) at stand '>2: Drew Clerk & Co. (Diamond

Patent Ladder Works, Lcyton, E.IO) at stand 'il ; James

Latham, Limited (124, Curtain Road, E.C.2). stand 3;

and Wm. Mallinson & Son. Limited (130-8, Hackney

Uoad), stand 71.

HOW PAPER IS PARCHMENTIZED.
Vegetable parchment parchmentized as follows :

The unsized paper is inunersed in Tf) to 84 per cent,

sulphuric acid, followed immediately by washing and

(Irving. The sheet is dried under tension. The treat-

ment with sulphuric acid forms a .semi-transparent

gelatinous layer on the surface, making the paper

tough, and resembling real parchment. All traces of

thc^acid must lie removed from the paper after treat-

ment. A mechanical method of producing a similar

result consists in beating sulphite pulp into a sHmy

gelatinous mass and forming this exceedingly slow

.stuff into a sheet.—"Eagle A" Unity.
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British Trade News
(From uur London Correspoudeut)

London, September 22, 1920.

As an instance of the interest manifested in new
pulp and paper propositions, one has only to look at

the success of the Anglo-Newfoundland Development
Coy's offer of £800,000 8 per cent guaranteed 15-year

second mortgage debentures. Inside of 100 minutes

the full amount was covered. By closing time— i.e.

within 6Vi: hour.s—S,004 ai)|>lieations were received,

making the total £4,470,170. Thousands of forms were
received by post too late and are being returned. They
represent a further total of about £2..")00,000. This

figure does not include personal applications turned
awaj' at the bank, after the list had been closed. There
is now a special staff engaged on the preliminary work
leading to allotment and this is being pushed forward
with all possible speed. Tlie success of this appeal to

the public is very encouraging to those seeking capital

in England for new pulp mill or paper mill extensions

or propositions, so long as something tangible can be

.shown in the way of security. In this particular case

the Anglo-Newfoundland Coy., went about the issue

in a methodical and business-like way; then assembled

all their forces, showed their security and profits, and
backed these up with pictures in the ""ilirror" and
"Daily ^lail". As a result millions of pounds roller]

in.

Edward Lloyd's Capital.

Pi-oposals for the reorganization of Edward Lloyd's

capital, a.s foresliadowed at the meeting held in July

last, are now before the shareholders, and will be sub-

mitted for api>roval at a meeting to be ccmvened short-

ly. As the capital stands at present, there are £677,-

500 5V2 per P^'it preference shares and £600.000 ordi-

narj' shares, both of £1 each. The company has em-
ployed in its business, in the form of reserves and un-

divided profits, a sum of over £680.000, the bulk of

which, of course, could have been utilized for ordinary
dividend had it not been thought advisable to pursui-

a conservative ])olicy. In order that the ordinary
shares may more truly represent the actual capital

employed in the business, it is proposed to capitalise

£600,000 of the reserves and undivided profits, and to

distribute them in the form of new shares, thus giving

the ordinary a sharc-for-share scrip bonus.

A Compliment for Canada.
Colonel Courthope, M.P., who has just retired from

the Presidency of the Royal English Arboricultural
Society, when addressing the summer conference last

week said, he deplored the public ignorance of fores-

try and wished they could do something like the Can-
adian Forestry Society, wliich bad aroused extraor-

dinary public interest in forestry.

Technical Conference.
The Technical Section of the Uritisii Papermakers"

Association will hold a conference in Manchester
early in October and an interesting program is being
arranged for the occasion. Papers will be read on
such subjects as "Technical Education in Paper-
making"; "The Testing of "Wood Pulps"; "Machine
Strainers"; "The Economic Utilization of Heat and
Power in Paper ^lills"-; and "Some Notes on Paper
Testing". One whole day will be given to reading and
discussing the papers. The papermakers are now fol-

lowing the same lines adopted in Canada; they are be-

coming alive to the importance of technical discussions
on subjects of importance to their own common inte-

rest. A new era is certainly opening in the British in-

dustry and one hopes the Technical Section will receive

all the encouragement and support it well deserves.

Imports of Mill Boards.
Canada occupies a prominent jiosition in suppl.ying

millboards to the British market. The trade is an im-
portant one and worthy of much study. During August
last the imports of millboards into English and Irish

jiorts were as follows, in tons :

Canada, 1,554 Finland. 911; V. S. A., 805; Sweden,
580; Germany, 2471/2; iNorway, 161 V2; Netherlands,
8I/2. In leatherboards, Finland, U.S.A., anil Scan-
dinavia monopolise the trade with England, but im-
ports are on a small scale.

Strawboard Imports.
In the supplies of stniwlioards the Netlierlaiuls hav^

always topped the list of importations, only a small
share falling to Canada, which is regrettable, when
one considers the amount of raw material at the Domin-
ion's disposal. For the information of Canadians,
the following figures relating to the imports for Au-
gust last into the British market will be found inter-
esting: Netherlands, 8,218 tons; P'inland, 773; Can-
ada, 149; Belgium, 52; Germany, 6'/_. ; Sweden, 2.

The supplies from America are small, being under
one ton for August last. It will be noticed that Ger-
many is now in the market with boards in small quan-
tities.

Carboard and Pasteboard.
The countries supplying cardlioanl ami jmsteboard

to Engli.sh buyers, include Canada, the following fi-

gures for August last showing the Dominion's posi-
tion : Sweden, 042 tons; Canada, 226; U. S. A., 148-y|

;

Finland, 87; Germany, 4.1; France, 2V2.
Small shipments are received also from the Nether-

lands, Italy and Dcninai'k.

Canada's Outlook.
On this side of the Atlantic it is yery remarkable the

interest that is manifested in Canadian pulp and paper
since the war ended. Even more so is the keen v.'atch-

fulness of the progress of new evtensions in the Do-
minion. For some months past all eyes have been
dire<'ted on Canada and the newspapers here are eon.s-

tantly referring to the output of the pnlp and paper
mills. Canadians would do well to encourage this in-

terest that is being taken in tlieir concerns and not
lose sight of the fact that the British market is an
extensive one with a demanr for all kinds of paper
and boards, as well as pulps. The colonies, also, are
not to be overlooked. Never in our history have .so

many visions being made to Canada to survey the
conditions governing pulp and paper as iber- have
been during the past 18 months and never have so
many applications been made on this side, as there
are at present, to represent English houses in Canada
for fine qualities of paper. There is. undoubtedly, a
considerable interchange of trade going on and mi?I
owners in the Dominion should not under estimare it,

but encourage it no matter how small. Cana<lian pulp?
have already got a good hold on the market in Eng-
land, thanks to the indefatigable efforts of .some of
the leading agents, and it only requires the paper mil!
men to take a leaf out of the pulp men's hook and
try and establish themselves with the success their
confreres have achieved good pulp and good news-
print alwa.vs sell.

Papermakers' New Offices.
The British Papermakers' Association now occupies

new offices at 26-27 Farringdon St., London, E.G.
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Want of space, and other encniuberances eumpelcd the

Association to seek a new abode and Mr. Foster, the

Secretary, and his staff are now busy "licking"" their

new premises into shape. The position is more central

in' the City and right in the heart of printer-down.

Canadian visiting London should make a note of the

change of address.

Northern Printers' Strike Over.

Fortunately the strike on the Manchester and Liver-

pool newspapers is now at an end ; but the fact must

not be overlooked that sellers of newsprint have suf-

fered their quota. Even a large daily paper like the

"Manchester Guardian" had to stop publication for

three weeks and the suppliers of newsprint to this

journal alone have had tons of paper thrown on their

hands, by the stoppage. The dispute has certainly

caused serious losses to paper agents and papermakers.

"We are congratulating ourselves that the strike did

not spread to London. But we are not out of the wood

yet. Strike fever is still rampant in London and in a

short time the composing and typographical society's,

along with other auxiliaries, will present demands for

wages to the London newspapers which may land us

in the same position as the IManchester and Liverpool

people.

The Pulp Market.

The market for all pulps is quiet. We are at present

passing through the dull :eason and the holiday pe-

riod, and it will be fully another tAvo or three weeks

before any movement can be anticipated. There is

also an nncertain and divided feeling prevailing over

the crisis raised by the coal miners. Mill owners are

preparing to close down if the worst comes, as with-

out coal no pulps are wanted. Stocks today at all

mills are ample for present requirements. There is

also a desire to hold back from buying in order to see

what change will take place in the market when
winter buying starts. Sellers are very firm and hold

out no hope to buyers—indeed, they are expecting all

future business to the end of the year will be on a

very firm basis. No interest is being taken in sul-

phate and the same remark applies to srroundwood.

Sweden is selling strong sulphite at $10. .TO per 100 lbs.

c.i.f. American port, to IT. S. A. buyers on spot dealings.

Xorwav reports little movement. Japan is selling sur-

plus pulps as a result of their recent big deals in Scan-

dinavia. Taking the market all round there is a hesi-

tancy in buying, inquiries are on a limited scale, spot

deals are on a small scale, and quotations are very firm.

If the industrial troubles are amicablv settled, another

few weeks may pomnlefolv ehanire the market.
Sir "Wm. Mather Dead.

Sir William ]\rather. of the famous enerineering firm

of*Mather and Piatt, ^fanchester, has died. His con-

cern plays a prominent part in constructing pap'Tmill

machinery and nine years ago. Sir William \indertonk

the sole management of the business. lie was a great

edneatioiiist and was one of the leadincr figures con-

nected with the Manchester School of Technology,

'^\T. A. N. Ru.s.sell, who for past eight years has been
MeehaTiical Eneineer for the Ticomjcroga Pulp &
Paper Co., of Tieonderoea, N. Y.. has been appointed
Sales EngincfT for the Dominion EnL'ineerinf? Works.
Limited of MfU'treal. Previous to Ins mill experience
in the TT. S. A.. Mr T?ussell was enfnL'pd for a number
of years in the desiirnintr and building of paper ma-
ehintr machinery with British and Anwricnn firm^. nf

ninehin«" bnilders.

MOULD GROWTHS ON WOOD PULP.

Editor Pulp and Paper Magazine,

Concernin the article of mine on "Mould Growths

on Wood Pulp", which was reprinted in the Pulp

and Paper Magazine for September 23rdi I would like

to make a few observations. It is generally admitted

that "rot" has caused large losses in wood pulp and

in pulp wood, particularly in recent years, and quite

a number of investigations have been made into the

subject. It appears to me that to solve this problem

of the why and wherefore of decay, it must be at-

tacked in the widest possible manner. For instance

—what kind of pulpwood is most likely to be in-

fected with cladosporium fungus? Does not the in-

creasing use of inferior pulp woods such as jack pine,

red pine, hemlock, balsam all point to the possible

fact that one or more of these woods is responsible

for the decay? Possibly one type only.

On the other hand the fnngus may infect all the

recognized pulp woods with equal facility, and the

prevalence or otherwise of fungus may be due to

climatic conditions only. I believe there is reason for

thinking that both the above ideas have some solid

grounding.

As to the climatic idea, the following may be of

interest—about 1898-9 considerable "rot" appeared
in the wood pulp received at Lloyd's newsprint mills

in England and the well known paper chemist R.

W. Sindall started an inves-tigation, but had to drop
it at that time. In 1900, I took his place at the mills

and from then until 1907 little or no rotten wood
pulp was noticed, that is for a period of seven years

or more. From 1907-1910 both Scandinavian and
Nova Scotian wood pulp shipments came in frequently

highly contaminated with fungoid growih or which
developed rapidly after a while in the stack. It was
obviously unlikely that both countries 3,000 miles

apart, would have changed their use of some par-

ticular species of wood at the same time. It there-

fore appeared that certain climatic conditions in

the Northern IIemis])here during the yeai-s 1898-9 and
again in 1907-10 had been favorable to the growth
of fungus in pulp wood trees. Othenvise, how can

the comparative, or total absence of fungus during a

space of seven years be explained?

I would suggest that someone carry out the follow-

ing work—Grind sound wood from all the species

of pnlp wood trees at present in use, bale the moist

(50 per cent") pulps and .stack, under favorable con-

ditions for fungoid growth. Do the same with

known infected woods. Doubtless if properly car-

ried out, this would yield very valuable results.

If it can be proved that no sixrial kind of pvdp
wood leads to decay, the ground will be cleared for

fiirther investigation. If, on the other hand, proof
is oiitained that, say. Jack pine and that only is the

cause of decay, this would be most valuable in-

formation and the remedy in pulp mill operations

would l)e obvious, even if somewhat ef>stly.

Of couse, some of the above suggested work may
have been already carried out, but it appears doubt-

ful.

The question whether the decay is due to periodical

climatic conditions, either local or world-wide, it

seems to me .should be definitely settled first, by
the getting together of all possible information from
Canadian, .\merienn and European sources.

F. U.
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UNITED STATES TJOTES
The Cost Association of the Paper Industry at its

fifth annual convention, held last week at the Astor

Gallery of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York,

brought together no fewer than 150 cost accounting

experts and others identified with this branch of the

paper industry. Itproved to be one of the most suc-

cessful gatherings of its kind ever held. Among the

papers read and in the course of the talks given by
experts on some of the leading systems, the whole
problem of cost accounting was gone over in a most
comprehensive and enlightening way. including parti-

cularly the relationship of the cost department to the

executive, to the mill hand and to the fixing of the

selling price. Seth L. Bush, of the Chemical Paper
Manufacturing Co.. Holyoke, Mass., was elected Pre-

sident of the Association to succeed D. E. Burchell. of

the Eastern Manufacturing Co.. Bengor. JFe. B. E.

Hutchinson of the American Writing Paper Company
was chosen Vice-President and J. il. Allen continues

as Secretary-Treasurer for the ensuing year.

Plans for the erection of a large addition to its

plant at Danbury, Conn., are being worked out by of-

ficials of the Beaver Brook Paper Mills. The com-
pany has booked at the present time orders sufficient

to keep its present mill going at full capacity for at

least six months. In order to take care of the in-

creasing volume of its business, the Heaver Brook
Company proposes to enlarge its plant to about five

times the present capacity.

The American Writing Paper Company, last week,
entertained as visitors at its office and factories, at

Holyoke, ^lass., J. and J. M. Beuker. of the firm of

Van Gelder Sons, Amsterdam, Holland, who are in

America on a six weeks tour to study the paper in-

dustry of the United States and Canada. After leav-

ing Holyoke, they went to the mills of the Strathmore
Paper Company at Mittineague.

The Dextre Products Company. Inc., of Buffalo. N.
Y., has appointed the Washington Paper Company. 55-

57 Great Jones street. New York, sole selling agent of

its products in the New York territor>-. Principal
among the products of the Dextre people are the "Pre-
pared Dry Gums" which help to increase production
and decrease cost in the paper box and book binding
industries.

The "Philadelphia Press", one of the oldest papers
in Philadelphia has been consolidated with the "Pub-
lic Ledger." All the real estate and the entire plant
equipment of the "Press" was acquired recently
through purchase by the Public Ledger Company
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, president. Publication of th"
"Press" ceased last Saturday. In New York, Frank
A. Munsey, owner of the consolidated "Sun" and
"New York Herald", reverted to the name " New-
York Herald"' as the title for his morning issue, and
continues the name, "The Sun", as the title for hi<

evening paper, heretofore known as the "Evening
Sun."

As a result of the determined conservation of paper
now being practised, waste paper that used to be
to.ssed into the streets and alleys is now being hoarded

and disposed of through the industry. Discovery of

the practical utility to which waste paper can be put
has gone for toward solving the problem of its disposal
in the larger cities. The paper stock concerns in this

field are now paying considerably more for all kinds
of old paper, bags of all descriptions, rags and cotton
and wool waste. One of the leaders in this line in

New York and Boston, the Main Paper Stock Compa-
ny, has grown to such an extent within recent months
that it has had to enlarge its main office and factory in

New York so that it now occupies all the territory at

25, 27, 29 ant^ 31 Peck slip. One of the specialties of

the company is the production of maniia envelones,
which have become exceedingly popnlar among New
York business firms.

The more general u.se of the fibre board box in the
shipment freight is looked tipon by the Forestry Bu-
reau of the Department of Agriculture as an impor-
tant factor in forest conservation, since only about one-
sixth of its material is new wood pulp. In a recent
report of the bureau are cited a number of points in

favor of its use for this purpose. Among other things
it is claimed that the fibre box aids better utilization
of freight ear .space, so necessary at this time.. The
average fibre box weights from two to five pounds, a
considerable reduction of shipping weight when com-
pared with the same size wooden boxes. It is shipped
flat when empty and in this form occupies about one-
tenth of the space it will contain when set up. It is

much used for preventing breakage of fragile articles.

The manufacture of these boxes is a comparatively
new industry, dating from about 100"). There are now
190 factnrii's in the United States tii likng eorruirat-'d
and solid fibre boxes with a total a u«ua1 production
valued over 4i75.O0O.0O0.

Twenty mills in New England states and Northern
-Vew York, visited in the course of a recent business
trip, are reported by Louis I. Elson. president and
general manager of the Washington Paper Company,
as being more or less behind in the completion of their
orders due to delays they are encountering in the re-

ceipt of raw stock. Representative of these mills, ac-
cording to Mr. Elson, are expecting that there will be
no let up in this shortage of ray material before next
Spring.

The Webster Mill of the International Paper Co., at
Orono. Me., is to have more power. Two new concrete
and penstocks are being built and others improve-
ments to the lant will be made.

A P W. CO. LOOKING FOR TIMBER IN
LABRADOR.

The St. Johns Newfoundland Telegram says that a
number of Americans have been lookin? over some
timber areas in the vicinity of Pinware River, Labra
dor, on behalf of the A. P. W Paper Co., Albany. New
York. The party spent two and a half weeks cruising
at Pinware. They report dense growth of verv fine
pulp timber in that locality. The A. P. W. Paper Co..
have had to depend upon other paper mills for their
raw material. They now propose erecting mills of
their own of Ifi machines —Westeni Star.
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Technical Section

^i-^iiOClATiON

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

C-5 Fighting low pile fires, F. -1. Hoxie, Paper. 26,

636-!t, (T.f20>. iS,.e also Pulp & Paper, 18, 105-11,

(1920) Prevention is the most important factor in

considering fire control. Methods of extiiiguishing

are second and the separation of the wood into small

parcels is the third. Dry pulpwond can mos: effecti-

vely be protected bv hose streams when tiie wood is

piled in low well separated stacks. When xvet wood

can be used the entire pile can be kept wet, gannng

greater uniformity, reducing rotting and prcvfntnig

fire. With the introduction of automatic sprinklers

fire possibilities are lessened, but therr ire few mills

at the present time which have a suficient water

supplv to successfully extinguish a widespread fire.

The stacking aiul conveying apparatus in use at puip

mills can be made useful at a slight cost for fire pro-

tection, facilitating the continued wetting of the piles

in dry weather, as well as allowing access to a fire oh

the top on such a pile.— A. P.-C.

E-2. Soluble tanning extracts from sulfite pulp waste

liquors. Fr. patent No. 496.4!)6, II. Landiuark, Norway.

Aug. .">. IMin. Chiniie & Industrie. 3, :!')«, (March l!)20j.

Tanning extracts whicii are difficultly soluble in cold

water are rendered easily soluble by the addition of

sulfite extract, which acts as a peptiser for the inso-

luble phlobaphenes. The sulfite extract is obtained

from sulfite waste liquor by freeing it of lime and

Ff and (•(incciitratin'r to 2.")° T..—A. P.-C

E-2. Sulphite spirit manufacture.. A discussion of

til,' <lcsit.'Ti of the dijrester fittings and the quantity of

waste liquor. A. D. Kuhn. Woeh. F. Papierfah. : Paper.

26, 62vS. (1!)20). The ratio of liquor to wood depends

upon the method of digestion, species and moisture-

content of the wood, so that the quantity of waste

liquor may show variations between o and 10 cm. per

ton of pulp. Digestion proceeds most favorably wlten

the proportion of free to total S is about 70 or 80 to

100. The digestion must be stopped when the concen-

tration of sugar in the liquor has reached a max., be-

cause the sugar which has been formed then undergoes

a gradual decomposition. The use of a concentrated

liquor effects an economy of S and steam and a higher

efficiency in the digester with uniform results in th?

product. In order to obtain the max. quantity of

liquor, tlie diirester must be blown under pres-

. is also advantageous to introduce hot walcr

on fn tfie pulp under pressure, because in this way tlu-

water displaces the spent liquor, whereas the introdi'.c-

tiin of water without pressure merely results in tl: •

dilution of the spent licpior. The spent liqnoi" ciming
from the difrester under hiph i)ressurc should b,- con-

di|«ted to a pressure relief vat. where a powerful evo-

lilVon at SO, takes place, and this L'as mav be recover-

e.i.- A r.-c.

K-6. The rational treatment of esparto. K. Arnould
Papier. 23, 09-101, Olay 1020). (See also Pulp &
Paper, 18, 4«, Jan 1.''i, (1020). The faults found with
esparto pulp made by the soenlled English process
are: low yield (12-14'^'^ of the cellulose is lost): short

soft fiber laekini? strentrth ; excessive formation of

lumps on the machine: it bleaches to n dtdl yellowish
white and requires ^2'^r of bleach : it causfs fuz/injr of

iroaner.

tatfe liq

uA Tt

m to the

socug-tONv—
the sheet at the couch roll; its cost is high. These are

due to excessive cooking, the soft upper portion of the

stalk getting the same treatment as the hard foot. This

may be overcome by a thorough grinding and washing

before cooking, therebj' decreasing the re<inirecl

strength of the liquor 60-70% and increasing the yield

from 38-40' (1 up to 50%. The same liquor can then be

used over again to treat a second portion of grass,

yielding 65% of a verv satisfactory second grade

pulp.—A. P.-C.

K-7. Improved discharge valve for beaters. World s

Paper Trade K'cv.: I'apeterie. 42, 447-8, (May 25.

1920). The valve scat, in the bottom gf the beater, is

cone-shaped and is provided with a rim at the bottom.

The valve is built up of superposed plates, with a ring

of rubber, or other elastic material, having a wedge-
shaped section, which easily fits into the seat. When
the rubber ring is pressed against the seat by the plates

it makes a tight joint. The valve is operated bj- means
of a threaded stem and hand wheel.—A. P.-C.

K-9. Fine paper loaded with talc, Papier-Zeituug;

Papeterie, 42, 408, CMay 10, 1920). A sample of paper

was found to he composed of 25'r bleached beech

pulp, 25% bleached birch pulp, 20% bleached balsam
pulp. 20% fine white trimmings, 10% tale. It re-

senddes paper made from cotton rags, and is equally

suitable for writing and printing. The stock was
warmed to 40°C when beaten, and it was colored and
sized accordinir to flic Ebbinghans jiroeess.— A. P.-C.

K-12. Functions of the smoothing press. Paper, 26,

633. (1920). The smoothing press is not used to press

more water out of the sheet, but to -make a uniform
pressure per in. of width of the machine by smooth
rolls which are run on the paper and without any felt.

Such operation taking place immediately before the

paper enters the dryers, and while the paper is in a

damp and softened condition, will enable wire-nuirks

and felt-inarks to be removed much more readily than
after llic jiiipcr hecomcs dry.— A. P.-C.

K-18. Coarse pulp for fiber board.. Fr. patent No.

499,226, Socit'te dite Cellulose et Papiers.—Soeiete de
Reeherches et d 'Applications, France, Dec. 8, 1017.

Papeterie, 42, 403-4, (May 10, 1920). The raw material

is sub.iected to a mild cooking trealnnnit, followed by
crushing: or the crusliinvr may be both preceded and

followed by cooking'.- .\. P.-C

K-19, The origin of coated paper.. .lourn. des Imp.
Suisses; Papeterie, 42, 408-!t. (May 10. 1020). Coated
paper is probably as old as papermakinf,'. ami its man-
ufacture travelled West in the same manner as the

manufacture of other papers. It was first made in the

V. S.. about 50 years a^'o. A. IV C.
K-23. Machine for reinforcing paper with threads.

Fr. i)atciit No. .501.904, Ernest Cotta, P'rance, Feb. 7.

1920. Papeterie. 42, 444, (Mav 25, 1920); Papier, 23,

102-3. (May 1920). A. P. ('

K 23. Machine for making reinforced paper. Fr.

Patcnl No. 497.936. Cjias II.Mirv Howard, I'.S.A., Dec.
11. 1:M7. Pa).cteric. 42, 401, (May 10. 1920). --A. P.-C.

K-23. R-5. Papcrmaking in India. World s Paper
Tra.lc I?cv.: Papeterie. 42, 410. (May 10. 1920). A des-

cription of the manufacture of hand-made paper in

Ilvderabad. India .\. P.-C.
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K-0. Durability and conservation of paper. Aribert

et Bouvier. Pai)eterie. 42, :!:5S-o2. (Apr. 2.'). 1920K 386-

92, (May 10. I!t20i. The durability of paper depends
on : (1) the nature of the stock used, (2) The treat-

ments to which it is subjected during its transfornia

tion into paper, (3) traces of chemicals renuiiniufr in

the paper. (4) conditions under which tiie finislicd

paper is kej)t. (1) Paper manufactured from cotton ra;:

stock with all the necessary precautions can last for

centuries. Properly prepared rag stock consists of

"normar" cellulose, which is one of the stablest or-

ganic comi)ounds, occurring in nature. Chemical i>ulp,

i.e.. the cellulose obtained by delignificatiou of veget-

able tissues, is much less resistant to the action of

oxidising and hydrolyzing agents than is normal cel-

lulose. Paper made from chemical pulp will not be as

durable as that from rag stock'; but when properly

prepared it may constitvite up to 2'^'
', of the furnish

and yield a very durable paper. Meclianical ludp
consists of impure ligno-cellulose : it yellows very

easily, becomes brittle and possesses very little

strength.. It should never be used in the manufacture
of durable paper. (2) The cooking of the raw mate-
rials should be just sufficient to dissolve out the im-

purities and incrusting matter; for botli insufficient

and excessive cooking yield a pulp requiring a very

energetic bleaching treatment, which is very detri-

mental to its durability. The cooking must be follow-

ed by a very thorough wasliing to eliminate all the

soluble ])roducts fornu>d during cooking, as they might'

form ccloi'<'<l compounds, with CI. which would be

very difficult to eliminate. Proper bleaching consists

in oxidising all substances other than cellulose, witli-

out attacking the latter. Tlie usual causes of the ad-

dition of an excessive amount of bleach are insuffi-

cient cooking, excessive conking, incompb^te washing
after cooking, use of rule of fliumb methods of bleach-
ing. The addition of acid Cusually ir.SO,'* and heat

ing of the stock to hasten bleaching freouently result

in impairing the quality of the stock. KMnO, is supe
rior to CI as a bleacliintr agent, for even a larjre excess
does not attack the cellulose, providing the bleacliiuL'

is carried out in the cold. Heating, as it was carried
out in the early days of papermaking. yielded a much
more durable product than do modern methods. I'ro

perly purified loading materials are not detrimental
to the quality of paper, if they are not added in exces-
sive amounts. Rut in practice some of them, notably
kaolin and BaSO,. sometimes contain traces of acids.

Though animal size and starches are readily attacked
by most microorganisms, papers many centuries old
sized with both these classes of material liave been
found in perfect condition, showine that with proper
care size does not impair the durability of paper. For
rosin sizing, the use of hard water causes the preci
pitation of Ca and ilg resinates which are very hv-
irrosconic and may be hydrolyzed by the H.O they ab-
sorb. It is also important to avoid acidit.v in the alum.
In gelatine sizing, fornialdehyde (Cn.,Oi should be
used to prevent bacterial action, and glycerine or
-pirits of turpentine to prevent the gelatine film from
racking. It has not yet been proved that aniline d.ves

injure the durability of paper: but there is the possi-
bility of their undergoiuT a slight decomposition during
drying, yielding harmful products. It is suggested
that certain dyestuffs mav be canable of condensing
liffht of certain wave-lenErths. v-Li^h would profoundly
affect the constitution of th° cellulo.se. For machine-
made paper, if the drying temperature is too high, or

if it is not properly graded, the product will be brittle

and weaker, and the formation of harmful products
will be greatly favored. (3) The most frequent and
most harmful chemicals remaining in the paper are

free acids and free CI. The latter acts only after
having been transformed into HCl (or IIOCl). As
antichlors merely transform CI (or HOCH into HCl.
»iey are useless, and the only safe way is to wash the
stock free of CI and acids. The action of free acids
in transforming cellulose into pulverulent hydroccl-
lulose is discussed at some length. (4) The durability
of finished paper is affected by light, temperature and
humidity, and the surrounding atmosphere. The yel-

lowing of mechanical woodpulp is due to the oxida-
tion of fats, waxes, resins, lignin, etc., brought about
by the action of light of short wave-length (blue,

violet, ultra-violet 1. Yellowing of paper made enti-

rely of chemical pulp may be due either to an exces-
sive cooking treatment to which the pulp was sub-
jected, or to traces of free acid and free CI. resin. ?>
resinates, etc.. the destructive action of which is mudi
more harmful than the mere yellowing. It is suggest-
ed that light may have a catalytic effect in b-caking
down cellulose or some of the impurities present in

the paper. The paper should be kept at a proper and
even temperature, aiul under such conditions that it

will retain sufficient, but not too much, moisture. Ex-
cessive moisture may result in the formation of II. ."^O,

from SO. or H,S present in the air. aiul it greatly
favors the development of molds and fungi. Their
growth may be hindercfl or prevented by the use of
CILO. The atnu)sphere of large cities contains appre-
ciable amounts of compounds such as II,S, .SO,., etc .

and also numerous germs, which are harmful to paper.
Klemm's test for Fe rcsinate and Hughes' reaction for

iletecting free acidity due to alum are described, and
a brief note on sizing with coumaronc is appciid<'d.

—

A. P.-C.

N. Y. WORLD BUYS CANADIAN MILL.
The New '^'dk World iuis iMHiirht I lie property of the

St. George Pulp and Paper Company locafetj at Si.

George. Charlotte county. New Brunswick.
This purchase comprises the groundwood pulp mill

at St. George, the dailv output of which is thirty tons
of freehold land and about 120 .square miles of licen.seil

lands, the estimated stand of pulp wood being appro-
ximately one million cords.

Some time ago the New York World bought the St

George mill of the same company located at Norwalk
Ct., the groundwood pulp for which has been coming
from the New Brunswick mill.

It is estimated that the annual growth on these lands
will provide the raw material for a 100 ton pulp mill,

all of M-hich means that the future growth of the New
York World is protected up to at least seventy-five
tons a day of news print paper by the enlargement of
the St. Georcre Pulp Mill. to<.'ether with an arlditional

paper machine at Norwalk. Ct.

The New York World is also in a position to add an-
other paper machine to its De Grasse mill whenever its

reouirements call for it.

The three mills which the New York World now
owns and operates have a weekly capacity of 1,.'?2.t

tons of news print paper.
If the St. Louis Post-Dispatch should decide to take

its supply from these mills the expan.sion above re-
ferral to can be made to take care of this paper as
well as the New York end.
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A luiiL-hi'ou was tendered K. Koy Hales by the

people of Port Eljriii prior to the departure of him-

self and family to take up their residence in Torontii

where Jilr. Sales is now the manager of the Canadian

Weekly Newspaper Association. An address and a

liandsonie elub bajr were presented to Mr. Sales and

cut glass to Mrs. Sales. Most of the nuinieipal of-

ficials took part in the s;atherin<r.

Because their premises were Inoken into and a

fpiantity of newsprint seized on January 12. the Port

Francis Pulp and Paper Company, Limited, have

had set for trial an action for $20,000 against W.
A. Baker, J. L. IMeNichol and R. A. Printrle, former

Newsprint Controller for Canada.

A novel new^spaper, a copy of tlie "strike edition"

of the Livei-pool Echo and Express, has been re-

ceived in Toronto. Owing to the .strike of composi-

tors. Liverpool and Manchester were without their re-

gular daily papei-s for some time. The Liverpool

Echo partially met the problem in the .same manner
as the Literary Digest, when the U. S. printers were

on strike. The edition consists of one page only,

but thanks to the excellent system of condensation

prevailing in Britain, a ti-cmendous amount of news
is given, in tabloid form, none of the day's events,

a])i)arently being overlooked. The paper was ]iro-

duced by means of the typewriter, the engraver and
the ordinary printing ])ress, t\i)esetting thus being

eliminated.

A number of the pulp and ))apcr workers fi-om the

Niagara district juills will attend the annual conven-

tion of the International Pulp and Sulphite Workers
I'nion to be held in Ottawa for five days starting

October oth. Ottawa is the first Canadian city to

have the honor of entertaining the delegates of the

union which was formed some years ago.

The program for the annual eonvention of tiie Can-
adian Paper Trade As.sociation to be held at the
King Edward Hotel in Toronto on October 6 and
7 lias been issued and indicates good work by the

executive committee in preparing a full two day's

J
of addresses, di,scussions and entertainment. The
various niitini' reports will be read at the niorning

f session of the fii-st day and this will be stipplemented
by an address by Mr. W. C. Ridgway, (Jeiieral Sec-

retary of the National Paper Trade Assm'iation of
the rnited States on "the outlook for the paper in-

dustry ill the ITnitcd States. ' while delegates will

also report on trade conditions in their variovLS sec

I ti ns. There will also be a reading of a composite
statement as to protection to .iobliers by inanufac
tiircrs. The visiting dcldralis will be guests of tlie

Torontf) meniliers at a luncheon at noon and there will
be a cliimer in th<' evening. Among the other features
of the two rlay's proceedings will be a paper by
Mr. Edward Heck of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
A5iso«'iHtion on forestry conservation, nn address by
.Mr A. Fi I»awc. secretan of this assoeinlinn, and

a tour of tlie Toronto harbor improvements. A large

attendance is looked for at the jjathering.

:\Ir. Nelson Gain, of the Don Valley Paper Co.,

Ltd., is receiving the congratulations of his many
friends in the paper trade in Toronto and else-

where on the arrival of a lusty young paper maker

at his home.
Mr. E. B. Archibald, of the Harland Engineering

Company, Montreal, called on the paper trade in

Toronto this week.

Mr. and Mrs. de Shryber, of Auckland, New Zea-

land, where Mr. de Shryber is a prominent paper

dealer, spent several days in Toronto during the

week calling on members of the paper trade.

A break in the shaft of the machine at the Pro-

vincial Paper Jlills Company's plant at Thorold

this week caused a shut downi of the mill for several

days.

Mr. A. B. Stovell, of the Stovell Lithographing

Company, Winni]>eg, was in Toronto this week. An-
other Winnijjcg visitor was Mr. Percy Kellett, of the

Buhner lithographing firm.

Before his dejiarture to take up his new duties

as managing editor of tlie Ladies Home Journal, Mr.
T. B. Costain of Toronto, was tendered a dinner

at the Ontario Club when he wa-s presented with a

handsome cabinet of silver.

A charter has been granted the Kratz and Hall Liim-
lici- Co., Limited, with headquarters in Vineland, Lin-

coln County, to carry on the business of timber
merchants, pulj^mill owners, etc. Among the incor-

porators are John H. Kratz, Louth Township and
Joseph Hall of Waterloo. The new organization is

to take over as a going concern the business and as-

sets of the business now carried on at Craighurst.

Simcoe County, by J. H. Kratz and Co. A charter
lias also been granted the Pembroke Timber, Tie
and Pulp Co., Ltd., Pembroke, with a capital stock of

$40,000. Among the incorporators are James S.

Fntser, L. M. Chapman. ,\. J. Miller and F, J.

Shepherd.

Mr. John Matiicr. manager of sales of the Whalen
i'nlp ami Paper Mills, I^td., is in Montreal. He
rejmrts business was as steady in B. C. with his firm
making 200 tons of sulphite pulp—and .selling it.

D. a. Calvert of Strathroy, Ont.. has been appointed
resident engineer of the Fort William Pulp and
Pajier Co. Hi> will have charge of the con.st ruction
and e(|nii)mcnt of the |)lant on the Mi.ssion site.

Mr. Calvert is a graduate of the University of Tor-
onto and served three years as assistant engineer
for the Tninseontiucntal Railway, with liead(|uarters

at Cochraiii'. He then .joined the Canadian Stewart
Co. on the Toronto Harbor improvement work as

office engineer, and was later a.ssociafed with the
Mead and Talbot interests.

Mr. T. J. Stevenson, of the Riordon Company, is

ixpeeled home this week, after four month*; in Eng
land and Europe.
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A step in the direction of enlisting the listed sec-

tion of the Toronto Stock Exchange came this week

in the listing of the common and preferred stocks of

the Abitibi Power and Paper Co. which were called

for the first time on Tuesday.

There is general regret in tlie paper and pulp

industry that Mr. A. L. Dawe, secretary of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association is confined

at home with tonsilitis. His friends hope for a quick

recovery.

Mr. L. P. Ajidrews, president of the British Wood
Pulp Association, and Mrs. Andrews are va Canada
on a short visit. They expect tc return • home in

abont a week, but Mr. Andrews declares he is com-

ing back.

The Ottawa river, which has been at its lowest level

since 1916, rose three inches Friday night and this

came as welcome news to mill owners, who have been
seriously handicapped by lack of water.

Kenora G«ts New Backus Mill.

The agreement between the Ontario Government
and E. "W. Backus, the American pulp and paper
manufacturer, under which a new pulp and paper
indu.stry is to be established at Kenora, has been

signed. It contains the following undertakings:

—

^fr. Backus (the Keewatin Lumber Company and
the Keewatin Power Company), is confirmed in his

pas-session of tlio Lake of the Woods limit, but agrees

to pay the present due.s on pulpwoml. a substantial

increase over those fixed in the original agreement

:

He agrees to proceed at once with the construction

of a fifty-ton capacity pulp mill at Kenora and to re-

sume operations at the Kenora saw mill, formerly

owned by the Rat Portage Lumber Company

:

He secures for his companies a lease of the water
power at the White Dog Rapids, subject to full Gov-

ernment control

:

He secures an undertaking by the Government to

place the Enirlisb River limit in the market at pub-
lic competition and agrees to tender upon it:

He also accepts a condition that any i)art of his out-

put must be sold to Canadian publishers if the Gov-
ernment directs.

'.PANISH RIVER IS NOW ON SEVEN PER CENT
BASIS.

Spani.sh River i-onnnon stock wa^ |ilafed on a 7

per" cent basis at the annual meetine of the Spanish
River Pulp and Paper Mills. Limited, held at the

bead office of the company in Toronto en September
30. About ninety per cent of the total outstanding
preference and common shares were represented at

the meeting. The former directors were all re-elected

and at a meeting of the board the following officer*

were elected: President. George H. Mead: vice-presi-

dents. P. B. Wilson and Lieut.-Col. T. Gibson: sec

retarv J. G. Gibson and trea.surer A. H. Chitty
At the close of the general meeting the following
.statement was handed out

:

"The directoi-s wish to announce further that aftc-

•areful consideration it is felt that the company
is warranted in placing the common as well as the pre-
ferred stock upon a cash dividend basis, and at th^
meeting, held today, formal declaration was made of tin-

first quarterly dividend on the outstanding common
stock of 134 P^r cent per annum, payable October
15th to stockholders of record September 30."

Discussing the outlook for the paper trade Presi-

dent George H. ilead, of Daj'ton. Ohio, said: "From
all present indications the paper business is in a
strong condition. WhUe there have been recessions

in production and price in other commodities, we
have seen no indication of the falling off in consump-
tion of newsprint paper. There is quite a- good
deal of production contemplated during the next two
or three years, but it is proceeding slowly, and at the
present rate wil not catch up with con.sumption in

the immediate future; in fact, so far. the develop-
ment in the industry is behind the normal increase
in consumption. Of course, it is impossible to tell

what to-morrow may bring forth, as the world is in

an upset condition, but the paper industry as a whole
looks to be sounder than almost any other line of
trade.

"It is becoming more evident each year that the
supplj' of newsprint paper for this continent must be
furnished by Canada, and that with the development
in the foreign countries tliat have large resources
temporarily at a standstill the opportunity is at pre-
sent open to the Canadian industry very largely to
control the markets of the world. The question of con-
.servation of tind)er supply aiul reproduction is most
vital, and should be given greater and greater con-
sideration each vcar.

"

.1. <;. ( AMhKfS.

Well known factoi- in tin- ))ulp and paper industry

who died suddenly in Montreal last week at the age

of 55. Mr. Campion lame to Canada from Sitting-

bourne. England, when- lie was assixMati'd with Ed
ward Lloyd, Limited.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, Oct. 2.—A fre>li opportunity for the ex-

pansion of the paper trade into an avenue hitherto

very little explored, devcloiicd this week when it be-

came known that thousands of dollars worth of

fniit was rotting in the Niajrara di.strict and other

parts of Ontario through lack of baskets to trans-

port it from the orchards to the cars. Paper has-

'

kets have been made but not used to any great

extent and according to a practical paper maker in

Toronto there is no reason why there should be any

shortage of ba.skets while pajicr or box is avail-

able. It is claimed that a good trade could He

opened up in this line if paper manufacturers or

.specialty manufacturers from paper products could

find the time to divert some of their energies into

this channel. It would appear, however, that the

present state of the trade, with its enormous de-

mands upon the production cf the ordinary lines of

paper, precludes the possibility of taking on any

specialty lines, although such a line as paper bas-

kets at the present time would be a god-send to the

fruit farmers. As a result of the basket shortage

the Toronto papers are advocating a daily collec-

tion of empty baskets after the manner nf wa.ste

paper collection and it is estimated that some 2.5,-

000 baskets as five cents each could be gathered in

for fruit farmers. The fact that durins: the milk

price investigation a milk dealer .said tliat he had

a loss of thousands of dollars yearly through the

breakage of bottles, has also suggested the pos-

sibility of the general use nf paper bottles which,

with the lacteal fluid, could be left at the door on a

cold winter's morning and not be cracked by the

frost. While the need for such receptacle* is gener

ally acknowledged it would appear as if the paper

and board industry' was not in a position to enlarire

the scope of its 'activities in this direction at the

jjFPSent time, but those on the outside of the paper

business arc wondering why this breach has not been

filled by the paper manufacturers.

Norxprint mid Pulp.

W Although there is said to be a falling off in the

pulp market there are no very direct evidences of it.

One firm sold groundwood pulp this week for $ir)0

and better, while a paper mill in Ontario is known
to have secured a shipment at !i«100 according to tbi'

invoice which was seen by a salesman who passed

fb'^ information on to the Pulp and Paper ^Magazine.

The tnith seems to be that there is neither a fallini.'

off nor an advance in the pulp market. If would
appear nn if very little f)ulp is being trade<l in but

what i.s changing hands eovei-s an average ranire

for ground wood of -tlHO to $lfiO, according to the

Toronto salesman of one of the liig |>ulp and paper
companies, while unbleached pnlp is ruling at from
$175 to $200. No bleached pulp is being offered

for Bale as far a.s can be learned but it was stated

in Toronto this week that a certain pulp mill had

Iteen off<'red an order for 2.000 tons of bleached
^..i_u:>- „• A'lnn :.. *»,..:..».. r i.. i...> i.i ..„•

Kiiich the order on account of being tied to capa-

city with their contracts.

As far as the newsprint situation goes a slightlj-

easier condition is discernible in the United States

spot market but it has not materially affected the

Canadian newsprint trade. Newsprint is still very

hard to get and practically no deliveries are being

made outside of contracts. From 5c to BV^c for rolls

and Ti/oc to 14c for sheet news are about the ruling

figures but very few, if any. spot transactions

are being made. Some .see .synijitonis of a slight hesi-

tation in the newsprint buying market and while the

future is admittedly uncertain it is pretty freely pre-

dicted that the first (juarter of the new year will

see news up again two or three cents a i)ound.

Predictions such as this, however, are made with

reserve and it is generally conceded that no one

knows just how the market will go in the next

few months.
Book Papers Tighter Still.

The trade rei)orts that bonds and flat papers arc

coming through a little more freely but book

pajjcrs are tighter than ever. Supplies of b,:ok paper

are very hard to get and there arc many com]>laints

from jobbers and printers as to the quality of paper
the mills arc sending out. It is recognized, of course,

that the mills are up against the raw stock proposi-

tion and that whereas a few years ago they could

turn out a fairly good jjaper using groundwood
pulp at .^20 or $M0 a ton, now they are hard put

to it to get groundwood at around ^|!l40 a ton and
have to use sulphite at the present high price. The
scarcity of raw material is having a serious affect

on the cpiality of the paper being turned out and
the mills seem powerless to remedy the matter. One
joliber declared that the book paper he has been re-

ceiving from the mills of late is not fit to .send

out and yet he passes if to the printer who in only one
or two ca.scs has sent is back to the warehou.sc as un-
fit for his use. In this way many big contract jobs
are being hold up, for, if the customer insists on the
original stock for the job as per sample submitted
the printer has simply to tell him that he will have
to wait until the mill turns it out whieh may be in

the more or less distant future. Contraets too that
have been ba.sed on a !)'/|C paper which has been
long delayed in "delivery and is now 20e have been
revised by the customers, the printer laying down
the dictum that the price he is to get for the job
is governed by what he has to pay for papi-r today
and not what he i|uoted when estimating the job
some time ago.

The general opinion seems to be that in paper
lines generally a ])oinf very near to the peak in

prices has been reaehed. alflioiigh a decline in .sym-

pathy with other liiu-s that have been on the down
grade lately is not lookeil for immediately. In this
connection it is pointed out that many lines of mer-
chandise, perhaps bought at high prices, are now
due for a drop if they have not already come down.
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paper trade circles it is believed, too, that it is going

to make the merchants use more advertising space

than ever. One jobber declared it as his belief

that next Chistmas would brinfr a bigger rush for

paper than had hitherto been experienced. The
mills are still away behind with their book paper
ordere and in some eases this week orders placed al-

most a year ago are only now beginning to come in.

Wrapping Paper.

A new regulation affecting the wrapping paper
trade from the mill to the jobbers went into force

this week when the trade was notified that all free

freight delivery points, outside of mill points, in

Ontario had been cut off. Toronto, Ottawa and Mer-
rington are the chief Ontario exceptions. Tlie \vrap-

ping paper trade continues to enjoy big business

but the jobbers complain of being unable to get .suf-

ficient stock for the requirements of their customers.

There have been no changes in prices during the

week.

Tissues up Slightly.

As indicating the firmness of the -market for tissues,

the present week saw a slight advance in light

weight kraft papers and manila tissues. There is a
big demand for these classes of papers and the mills

and jobbers have more business than they can handle.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, October 6.— i^Siiocial Correspondence).—

The demand for paper of i)ractically all kinds has
developed a decidedly quieter tone. Contrasted with
the situation existing not so long ago, the market now
presents a notable contrast. Consumers in all direc-

tions are operating as buyers in very limited fashion,

and where a short time back, demand was of an ur-

gent character and there were buyers for two pounds
of paper for every one i)oun(l produced, today manu-
facturers and jobbers alike are complaining of the

difficulty in obtaining new orders. The entire turn
of affairs is believed to be due to the wpve of con-
.servatism sweeping the country. The slashing of
prices on various commodities lias brouglit buying
very nearly to a standstill, liuyers evidently being
of the belief that by holding off for a time they
will be enabled to i)urchase at cheaper prices later
on. For quite a sjx-ll this situation ha.s been develop-
ing, and the paper trade managed to ward off similar
conditions up to a few days ago. Now, however, con-
sumers of paper are exhibiting the .same reluctance
^o buy as are users of numerous other commodities.
^hen, too, the dullness prevailing in virtually all

lines f>f mcrchandisine njitin-;ill\- mnki^'; for n lirrht

consumption of paper, which in turn permits consum-

ers to refrain from placing orders.

Prices thus far have been little affected. There have

been eases cited where paper has been sold at reces-

sions from commonly recognized market levels, but this

is more of an exception than the rule, and mills

have not resorted to general price cutting. On the

contrary, quotations on most grades of paper are

well maintained and even in some instances there is

still an upward tendency apparent. In certain kinds

of paper, notably high-grade bonds and writings

and in tissues and box boards, reports tell of easi-

ness of a degree bordering on a break in values.

Yet there has been no actual decline in prices to

amount to anything. Manufaeturere take the view

that the lowering of prices at this time would avail

them nothing in the way of creating more business,

because buyers are in that frame of mind where they

are going to buy only if immediately in need of sup-

lies and not otherwise, regardless of the quotations

named. The general vineertainty existing throughout
the business world, tight money conditions, the up-
heaval of the United States foreign trade by the drop-

ping off of exports and the market inerea.se in im-

ports, together with various other depressing factors

have placed tlic consumer and business man in a

position where he is determined to pursue a waiting

policy, to refrain from buying for a time. So that,

generally speaking, it can be stated that the paper
market is in a much quieter condition than it has

been in upwards of a year, but that prices on the

whole have undergone very little material change.

Printing papers constitute the firmest end of the

market. This applies to both newsprint and Iwok
papers. Mills making these grades are so well booked
ahead with erders that they can afford partially to

ignore the market situation at the moment. Few can-

cellations of orders are being received by manu-
facturers of .sueli pai>ei-s. Publishers who have or-

ders on file are letting them remain; moreover, in-

dications are that if additional tonnages of news or

book paper were available they wculd easily find

buyers. Prices are at previous levels, with book
pajiers evincing a tendency to advance. Fine writ-

ing papers are easy, and while mills have sufficient

business in hand to keep them running full, it is un-
derstood that they have had many cancellations and
that they are apprehensive over the future. Tissue
))apers are in unusually limited demand and the mar-
ket presents anything but a strong undertone. Wrap-
ping's are in less demand than for a lengthy period,
while reports have luen he.nrd of ^miie hoard mills re-

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
8311

TELEPHONES 8.^12 MURRAY HII L NEW YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.
Acridine Yellow R.
New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine Y. cone.
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Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.
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Methylene Violet 2B. cone
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Ponceau 4R cone.
Croeeine Scarlet 5R.
Carmoisine S.
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(lucing quotations on news and chiyi board.

That the market will improve its position over that

now prevailing is the opinion expressed on all sides.

^Fannfacturers and dealers alike look for matters

to spruce up within a short time when coiiditioiifl

become ))ettcr stabilized and when commercial ae-

tivitv in general gets back to a more normal scale.

Everyone seems confident that there will be no ap-

preciable drop in paper prices during the balance of

this year. What may happen after that time is a ques-

tion concerning which few are willing to haazrd a

guess, but it is generally accepted that mills have

enough business booked u]i to keep them Inisily oc-

cupied for the next three months and to maintain

prices at about current levels.

GROUND WOOD.—There is a rather limited de-

mand fir mechanical wood pulp at present and

the market reflects this by displaying a more or less

.soft undertone. Prices have not changed this week,

and business has been done at levels indicating that

values are being maintained, but on the other hand

there have been reports of transactions in some cases

at figures under accepted market levels. Prime qual-

ity s^pruce ground wood has been sold at $125 and

$130 per ton at grinding mills, and foreign ground

wood has brought the same prices, yet it is stated au-

thoritatively that purchases have been effected in out

of the way instances down to $115 a ton. The main

factor in "the ruling situation is that consumers have

let up in their buying, which, in conjunction with

the arrival of fairly la-yge tonnages of ground wood

from European sources, makes for an easier market

condition. Everyone in the trade is of the belief

that ground wood prices will become stronger dur-

ing the next several months, or when cold weather

hampers producers, at which time grinders will fail

to have the surplus stocks to draw on that they

usually have in the early winter.

CHEMICAL PULP.—Although chemical wood pulp

prices have undergone no .sharp declines, there is no

gainsaying that they are easier in tone and that

moftt kiii<is of pulp can be bought at recessions from

the (|uotational levels recently prevailing. This ap-

plies especially to foreign pulps. There have been

offerings of imported unbleached sulphite of .strictly

No. 1 quality here this week at 9.75 cents a pound ex

deck, and sulphite of this description of secondary

quality is rejiorted availablf down to cents. Foreign

bleached sulphite is ohtaiiiable in larger quantities

than in a long time and is (luntcd iit between i:i and

f
14 cents per pound ex dock Atlantic ports. Foreign

I easv bleacbiiitr sulphite is also rpiotably lower at

around 10.50 cents, while Scandinavian kraft is of-

fered at 7.25 cents on the docks. Indications are

that Swedish manufacturers are endeavoring to sell

all the pulp they can find buyers for in America

at the prices they want, and in frequent instances

they are lowering (piotations to put through deals.

Domestic pulps hold fairly steady in spite of a

narrower demand from consumers. Papermakers are

buying only when immediately in need of supplies, and,

evidently realizing that offered lots are on the in-

crease, are doing a good deal of shopping around the

market in search of low-priced holdings.

Receipts of foreign pulp at New York this week

included 4,415 bales from (iolheiiburg, 2,352 bales

from Christiania, 1.618 bales from Kobe, and 2,175

bales from Rotterdam.

RAGS.—Few paper manufacturers are actively in

the market as buyers of rags and there is consequently

little trading current. New cuttings of most kinds

are holding their own in price, due not .so much to the

amount sold as to their relative scarcity resulting from

the light production of new rags recently, but old

rags are ea.sy and can be brought in most quarters

at recessions from the prices lately (|uoted. Roofing

rags of No. 2 quality have been .sold down to as low

as 2.10 cents a pound at shipping points and felt-

makers are securing all the sujiply wanted at 2.25

cents. Old whites are a little off in price at around
14 cents for No. 1 repacked, and old thirds and blues

of repacked quality are available at 4.50 cents. New
shirt cuttings are firm at a basis of about 26 cents

for No. 1 packing, and washables. new muslins, white

lawns and new silesias rule quotably steady.

PAPER STOCK.—The retirement of most box

board manufacturers as buyers has resulted in quite

a severe break in prices on low grades of old paper.

Folded newspapers have sold at 2.25 cents a pound
at shipping points, or $10 per ton under recent

prices, while No. 1 mixed pai>ers arc freely obtain-

able now at less than 2 cents a i)ound. against a pre-

vious basis of around 2.15 cents. High grades hold

steady, shavings in particidar. Soft white shavings

of No. 1 quality can scarcely be bought under 8.50

cents a pound at shi]ii)ing points, and packers de-

mand 0.50 cents and more for No. 1 hard wiiite

shavings. Old book stock is bringing around 3.15

cents at shiiqiers' points and No, 1 overissue news-

liapers 2.()() cents.

Inij)orts of miscellaneous jiaper sto<'k at New York
this week included WA bales from Itelfast, 121 bales

from Dundee, 27S bales from Manchester, 40 liales

from Londnii. and 25 bales from Glasgow,

Kcorn»mv. Ilidhcst (;r;uk' of Pulp ;ind Paper nbf;iinahlo with

P. A. P. A.
Efficiency,

S C R K K N
Write for information.

Pulp and Paper Mill Accessories limited
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The industrial development of Canada is measured by
its great railroad systems. Thousands of miles of steel,
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manufacturing centres, have been pioneer steps in the
country's advancement. And The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
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Wherever construction gangs have followed surveyors, Fairbanks-

Morse railway equipment has been used because of its dependability

—

dcpendab'lity that made it worthy of ts part in this pioneer work.
From the smallest drill to the electric locomotive—the stand pipes and

water tanks that feed the great transcontinental engines—Fairbanks-
Morse railway supplies render a service backed by
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,
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EDITORIAL

NEOARDING IMMIGRATION.
The teudeney is to make access to Canada and tlie

United States more difficult. This is particularly true

with regard to the would-be immigrant, who lias not

been able to afford even the scanty opportunities

for education that many other countries provide. The

result is that many able-bodied honest workmen are

barred from our shores. At the same time the in-

crease in educational opportunities and requirements

within our borders is creating a condition where

there is a much greater proportion of labor availal)le

for the higher classes of work and a serious lack of

labor willing and able to undertake the rougher

tasks. While the growth and building up of our

cities and the construction of our public works re-

quire much labor of a character not demanding very

much education or even intelligence, such labor is

practically non-existent among those who have pre-

viously come to our shores.

The question of immigration is by no means simi)ly

in providing un.skilled labor. It is the more serious

problem as to whether the new-comer will be a de-

sirable citizen. Experience has pretty well shown

that even a QoUege diploma may not be a badge of

safety, as regards citizenship. An examination of the

ideals of the individual and an estimate of character

would be to our mind a better basis for measuring

the reliability of an immigrant than a literacy test.

The ability to read and write simjile phrases in the

immigrant's language does not seem to be a measure

of his ability to earn a living in this country. He
may be proficient to a degree, in a language which

is seldom or never seen in printed form. Y.M.C.A.

and other workers among foreigners have shown that

it is not a difficult matter, nor a long process, to

acquaint such students with the common terms and

expressions that arc most important to them. It

would seem to us far better to provide opportunities

for such study and require attendance at such classes

by the illiterate immigrant than to admit foreigners

who know no English at all on the basis of having

a smattering of their own language, and letting them

continue in their ignorance of the language of their

adopted eeuntry. Such instruction in simple English,

and we would advocate that all foreigners be required

to attend classes therein, should be the best oppor-

tunity for showing him the opportunities that await

honest workers in this wonderful country, and impress

upon him his obligations of residence and citizenship.

As his proficiency with the language increases, the

new-comer can be further acquainted with funda-
mental principles of economics, which would both

discourage his exploitation by capital, and the tendency
for him often to follow the misleading and unfounded
statements and non-Canadian doctrines of those whose
business it is to stir up unrest.

To our mind the problem of the immigrant is not

whether we let him in but what we do with him
when we get him here. The selection of the immi-

grant is fundamental, and must have first attention

and careful consideration. But the responsibility of

our government, which means ourselves, is by no
means dispatch^l when the examination is pas.sed.

The government employment bureau and colonisation

agency should first see that the new-comer is guided
in the right direction and placed according to his

financial and mental ((ualifications, and that a domin-
ion wide immigrant educational program .should pro-

vide them at least the fundamental instruction in

English and citizenship. We feel that such a move-

ment is absolutely necessary. The critical nature
of the problem was brought out forcibly in an ad-

dress recently delivered before the Kiwanis Club of

Montreal. The speaker told of the difficulties facing

many immigrants both regarding themselves and their

children. The Province of Quebec provides by law
only for the education of Roman Catholics and Pro-

testant. There is no re/U common school. Conse-

quently, many foreigners have found thmselves without

educational opportunities. The lack of this is perhaps
more unfortunate with regard to the children be-

cause they do much of the teaching to their parents.

So long as the British North America Act stands

it is probable that we shall not have a national

.school system. The federal government probably will

continue to have no authority in educational matters.

However, this should not hinder the greatest pos-

sible co-operation between federal departments, such

as the Ministry of Labor and the Ministry of Immi-
gration from working hand in band with the educa-

tional authorities of the provinces in this matter

of educating the immigrant. At present it seems

that only philanthropic and semi-philanthropic organi-

zations such as the Frontier College and the Y.M.C.A.

arc really doing anything along this line. There is

no co-ordinate, Dominion-wide effort, as far as we
<-an discover, to provide the foreigner, whether newly
landed, or an old resident, with an opportunity to

learn the English language, and to become acquainted

with Canadian customs and ideals.
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Although, as, stated, tliero is little likeliliood of a na-

.tional school system, there is a chance for the federal

government to assist in the orpaiiization and maiii-

itenance of schools for innni^n-ants throntrhont llic

' Dominion. Ahhoujrii the non-English speaking for-

eigner enters largely through our Atlantic and Pacific

Ports, he frequently finds his way to the interior,

so that his education concerns every province. Every

irentre where a cla.ss coul<l be formed, should have a

school of some kind for teaching English to the

foreigners. By federal co-operation uniformity of

procedure and standards could be obtained, and the

country would be far better off for the greater in-

telligence of these residents. We believe that the ef-

fort, along this line would not only be an important

factor in preventing mucJi social and industrial un-

rest, but would also add to the attraction of the Can-

adian Prairies for settlers. The higher standard of

education, even if it .should mean only an ability to

read and write, would enable the settler to keep in

touch with fhe rest of his country and the world,

and would greatly lessen the monotony of the pioneer s

life.

It is a big proposition, but there is here an op-

portunity for doing a much needed service for the

illiterate immigrant that will return abundant profit

to the Dominion and the Provinces.

WOODl.ASDS >iErTIOS FOE THE A. P. & P. A.

The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association need not

be unduly puffed up, but there is a source of satis-

faction in having started two movements that have

been found gootl enough to he copied by our Ameri-

can confreres, the American Paper and Pulp Asso<'i

ation. The Technical Section of the C. P. & P. A.

was followed so closely hy the organization of tlic

similar section of ^ho A. P. & P. A. ihat it would be

hard to decide where the idea first took root. There

is no question however, about tihe Woodlands Sec

tion. The Canadian Asswiation some years ago real-

ized that the emphasis placed on the management

of mills along scientific lines should be extended

to the scientific management of the forest, on whie>li

thm life of the mill de|)ends. Tt was in November

13i7 that a meeting was held to plan for the or-

ganization of the Woo<llands Section, and there is no

question of the goo«l that has already been accom-

plished by this youngest member of f*he a.woeiation

family.

It is graftifyin? to b'jirn Ihiil tlic American I'lilp

and pRjier AH.*oeiHlion contemplates the formation of

a Woodlands Section at the meeting to be held in

Chicago on November lltli. We venture the opinion

that an attractive woodland .section would, if foi-mcd

fifteen years ago. have aeeomplishfd a great deal to

prevent the .serious fiitnation as regards pulp woo<l

tiiat now faeoH the American milla. Fore.sters in the

United States have been preaching conservation and re-

production, and in Canada likewise. The principal

difference is that in Canada some action has been

taken, while in the United States, for the most part

the matter is still in the vocal .stage. We expect

that the new a.ssociation will have not only a financial

support and complements of the manufacturers, but

that it will 'have real co-operation from the pulp and

paper manufacturers.

The forestry committee has gone carefully over the

ground, and has made careful and important re-

commendations. The new .section should succeed in

putting these recommendations into effect. No doubt

some of the prescriptions will not ta.ste good to some

manufacturers, but if the situation is to be cured

a certain amount of medicine will have to be taken;

and the sooner and more carefully it is taken the

more rapidly will be the patient's recoverj'.

In connection witth this important work that the

American Association has undertaken, the secretary

has sent out cards with seven questions to be answered.

Any manager with reasonably accurate and recent

records can answer them in twentj- or thirty minutes,

and the information will enable the secretary to as-

.semble this information in a form that will be of

great benefit to every mill, and the more aeeurate and

jirompt the response, the greater will be the benefit.

Canadian mills have been eotirteously included, and

should esteem it a privilege to give full information,

in order that there may l)e an intelligent effort made
to relieve what is coming to be an extremely serious

situation for the paper industry on both sides of the

line. We are rapidly approaching the time when this

industry will know no boundary line. Co-operation

in many respects iiaa already made great progress,

and accomplished important results. In approaching

this problem, co-operation should be made use of.

Nothing is more fundamental to the .success of the

indtistry than the forestry situation, and every mill

will be acting in its own interests by giving the

American Pulp and Paper Association all the assist-

aiK'c i)ossihle in their worthy effort to get at the

facts of the case.

The latest report of the Government on pulp and

paper exports shows a most remarkable increase.

Comparing August of 1920 with August. 1!M!). we
find a grand total of very nearly $20,000.1)00 agains!

a little over jJiH.OOO.OOO a year previous, while for

the fiiNt five months of the fiscal year the increase

has been almost 100 poi- cent. An exannnation of the

iiiore complete statement shows that the increase in

• luanfity is not in proportion to the increase in value

although there is a very substantial gain in the

ijuantity shipped. It must be remembered also that

the <-onsumption of paper has largely increased within

the Dominion so that the industry lias certainly a

record to be proud of.
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Convention of the Canadian Paper Trade Association

Many problems affecting the jobbing section of

the Canadian paper trade were discussed and some
of them solved at the aiimuti two-day convention of

the Canadian Paper Trade Assot'iation held in Toronto
last vyeek, under the chairmanship of John Martin
of Winnipeg. The gathering brought together rep-

resentatives of the paper jobbing trade from most

parts of the Dominion, the Western Provinces and
Ontario sending the largest representation. The
joi)hers were joined in their deliberations on trade

matters by a number of the mill representatives an^
in the course of several conferences which were held

e.xcellent relations were shown to exist between the

producer and the distributor of paper. The report

of the Mil! Relationship committee indicated that there

had been considerable improvement in various matters

touching the intert^ts of mill aiul jobber, l)ut a few
of the mills were still going over the heads of the

jobber and selling direct to the printer. It was
contended that the jobber should be placed in a

fair position in relation to the manufacturer touching
the matter of resale prices, the jobber stating that

they were ready to pla.v the game if all the mills

would do the same. During their discussion it was
brought out that the Canadian i)aper trade is now
face to face with British competition and it was
stated by one of the Western delegates that he had
positive information that the British Paper manufae-
turers were determined, even to the extent of ex-

pending large sums of money, to get hold of a por-

tion of the Canadian paper trade. It was stated

that representatives of English houses were alre-idy

in Canada offering their goods at attractive prices

and in any quantity, with favorable freight rates

which woidd chiefly benefit Western jobbers in view
of the 80 cents freight rates between Liverpool

and Vancouver. These and other matters, including
classification and the jobbers cost of running his

business were all thoroughly discu.ssed with the result

that there will be a better understanding between the
jobber and the manufacturer touching these matters
in the future.

A feature of the gathering was an address by Mr.
W. C. Ridgway, General Secretary, of the National
Paper Trade Association of the United Staffs who
dealt witli the relationship between jobbers and manu-
facturers of paper and with trade conditions generally
in the Ignited States. Mr. Ridgway pointed out that
the problems facing the trade in this coun^rv were
practically the same as existed in the United States,

although there were only two or three big paper firms
who were not dealing direct with the jobbers in the
distribution of their product. This .satisfactory con-
dition of affairs has been brought about iargelv^

through persistent effort and organization on the
part of the National Paper Trade Association with
the result that during the past several years the
mills generally have been willing to market their

product through the paper men-hants, although an
out-break of direct selling was anticipated when the
output caught up with the demand in the more or
less distant future. His assot'iation had been endeavor-
ing to educate the manufacturer and merchant in
the idea that they were both component parts of

one and thu same business and if that principle

could be established firmly in both countries, along
with the application of common every day business
.seiLse, all problems existing between manufacturer
and distributor would be solved.

As to the outlook for the paper trade in the United
States, Mr. Ridgway said that one man's guess was
as good as another's aiui he, himself, was not pre-

pared to say what would happen. The fact was,
however, that production capacity in the [Tnited

States had not increased to a point any where near
the normal consumption of paper during the ji.-ist

five years. It had been figured out that the normal
average increase in demand from 1900 to 1910 had
been apitroximately 10 per cent, varying according
to the grades. How much pro<luetive capacity exceed-
ed the demaiul at the beginning of tlie five-year period
no one knew and it was impossible -to tell how much
the War demands have been over and above (he

natural increase in the demand for paper. • As a

matter of fact the War demand had only b^gun
at the time of the Armistice in November 1918. It

is pointed out that the present tlemahd in the United
States had been eliding since June the 1st and ac-

cording to figures it is still above normal. Septem-
ber business showed a slight increase over August
and it was generally expected in the States tiiat after

the election, business in most lines would start to

take on new life.

Mr. Ridgway said that the great factor in the de-

mand for paper in the United States had been the tre-

mendous demand for advertising. Big advertising

campaigns were being staged and would continue

as long as the present tax laws over there were in

existence. Many corporations were spending huge
sums of money on advertising on account of the

taxes levied on earnings and for the good that A'ould

accrue in the future when taxes would not be so high.

As long as advertising kept up there was no chance
in the world of a lessening in the demand for paper.
Mr. Ridgway said that the slaughtering of a number
of lines in the spot market was having a psycholog-
ical effect upon the paper trade but he could not

see any pvossibility of a drop in prices of paper, ex-

cept in the spot market, in the near future. The situ-

ation in the United States today was not in an.v

way in a dangerous condition. Never had stocks

been so low and many houses were without a sheet

of book paper. It would take three or four months
before .stocks were built up to a point where the
merchant could do bu.siness on a proper basi.s. The
average mill has from three to four months' orders on
its books and prices have reached what Mr. Ridgway
termed the saturation point. A feeling was begiiuiing

to develop among customers of paper that if the pro-
duet was to go any higher they would endeavor to get

along without it.

On the subject of the protection of jobbers by manu-
facturers the Secretary read a complete statement
based on reports from the paper jobbers, on that topic.

It was stated that the wants of a publisher are largely
in news and book and coated papers and it would ap-
pear that as the situation is in Canada to-day this

field is, in many respects, a mill proposition. "It
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Mr. CHARLES E. GRAHAM,
Of Hamilton, Out., who was elected President of the

Canadian Paper Trade Association at the

annual meeting in Toronto last week.

doe,s not seem to be the view that it will he practical

to tnrn this particular busines.s into the hands of

the paper dealer, but the opinion is expressed that

the mill should not accept orders from job printers

who may publish specialties from time to time and
in this way buy certain lines to better advantage than

the ordinary job printer who does not po.se as a pub-

lisher. The jx>int is very well taken that a list of

publishers in Canada who are to be recognized as

such by the mill and by the paper merchant would
he prepared and approved by both the Associations."

An enjoyable banquet.

The entertainiiK'iiI tcatures of the convention had
been well worked out by Secretary N. L. Martin and
included several luncheons, a banquet at the Kinp:

Edward Hotel on Wednesda.\' cveninp and a trip

around Toronto Ray in the Harbor Commissioners'
boat where the harbor improvetiicnfs were viewed. The
dean of the paper trade in Canada, Mr. John F. Ellis

pitsided over the banquet ^and extended a hearty wel

c^e to a larpe numbet" of guests from among the

jobbing and printing houses in Toronto. There was
excellent vocal music, some lusty chorus singing and
an amusing climax when several of the officials of

the Association were ushered into the hall in costn

mes representing the industries of the Canadian west,

rnm the industrious sqiiaw to the Fi. C. fisherman and
Iberta cowboy. In the course of the evening the

toa.st of the pidp and paper industry of Canada was
proposed by President-elect firaharn of Hamilton and
responded to by Edward Heck of .Montreal who dealt

with pulpwood aiul forestry conservation in Caruida in

an able paper which has previously been read and pub
lifthed. "Our duests" was responded to by W. C
Ridgway of \pw York. K. H McPhersoii. President
of the Detroit Sidphife and l-'ibre Co and At wood
Fleniining, job printer, Toronto. Mr. MeT'hcrsoii gave
the gathering an extended descrif>tion of the profit-

sharing Hcheme that is now in force with his com-
pany and is working smoothly and to the advantag:e of

the firm and its employees.* Mr. Flemming gave a

straight froiu the shoulder iaik to the jobbers and

dropped a good many hints as to how the business

relations between the jobber and the printer might be

improved.
(* See Pulp& Paper, p. -is:,, May ti, 1!)20.)

Officers Elected.

The following officers were elected by the A.ssoeia-

tioii for the current year :

Honorary President, John F. VAVis, Toronto; Presi-

dent, Chas. V,. (Irahani, Hamilton; 1st Vice-President,

Ernest Dawson. Montreal : 2nd Vice-President, Chas.'

J. Kay, Vancouver: Treasurer, E. S. Munro, Toronto;

(Jeneral Secretary, N. L. Martin, Toronto.

It is decided to hold the next Annual Meeting of

the Association in Montreal, in the latter part of

October or the beginning of December.

The Delegates.

The following delegates were registered at the Con-

vention :

E. S. Munroe, Wilson Munroe Co.: J. H. Holland and
F. T. Haney. Holland Paper Co.; A. W. Whyte. Whyte
Paper Co.; W. J. Finlav. United Paper Mills Co., Ltd.;

Fred W. Halls, Fred W. Halls Paper t^o., Ltd.: J. 15.

Larkin, Federal Paper Co., Limited; Edward Bogin,

McFarlane, Son & Hodgson Co. ; Fred Smith, Smith,

Davidson & Wright Ltd.; Geo. H. Scott. L. B. Gam-
mon and John F. Ellis, Barber, Ellis Co., Ltd.; Wm. J.

Thompson, John ^lartin Paper Co. Ltd.; J. L Kenny
and C. W. Graham, Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton;
Mr. Ewing, Victoria Pai)er & Twine Co., Montreal;
Jas. Home, Beveridge Pa|)er & Twine Co.; C. V. Syrett,

Victoria Paper & Twine Co., Toronto; Geo. Wilson,

Clark Bros. & Co., Ltd.; Alfred Phillips, Phillips

Paper Co., Winnipeg; C. J. Kay, ("olumbia Paper Co.

Ltd., Vancouver; Wm. C. Ridgway, National Paper

.MUI.X I' KLLIS.
Hon. Presideid Canadian Paper Trade AsKouiation.
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Trade Association. New York; Geo. C. Wiiilow, Can-

ada Paper Co.. Toronto: John Martin and A. C. Hunt,
Joiiii .>Iartin Paper Co., Ltd., Winnipeg; N. L. Mar-
tin, General Secretary, Toronto; 11. H. Love, W. J

Gage & Co. : E. H. Schofield, St. Johu, N.B. ; H. F. E.

Kent, Kinleith Paper Mills; Chas. Davidson, Ilovavd
Siiiitii Paper Mills; 1. H. Weldon S. F. Duncan and
.1. R. Piper, Provincial Paper Mills Ltd.; Geo. Pauline.

Kit.-liie & Ramsay Co., Ltd.

PAPER TRADE ON FIRM BASIS.
Following is the address of President John L. Mar-

tin, of Winnipeg, which contains some interesting com
ment on paper trade conditions in Canada ;

Coming together as paper merchants from all over

this wide Dominion it seems to me that this presents

an excellent opportunity for us to consider the main
facts that present themselves in connection with the

industry in which we are engaged. The development
of the paper business in Canada has been so rapid that

an.v review which may be made is bound to fill the

ob.server with little .short of amazement. While these

facts are, in a general way, known to us all, we who
are in the business necessarily have our faces so close

to the picture that i)erhaps it is not out of place for

us, at this time, to stand tiack a little way along with

the casual observer and take a nunncntary glance at

the whole field.

The growth of the paper business in Canada has

jiecessarily been made possible by the fact that fiver

our mountain ranges, hills and valleys a kindly Xatni-e

has spread out for us a great carpet of spruce, fir, and
lioplar, the greatest nntapp.'d source of pulp wood in

the M'orld. For centuries the world had stood back
and looked upon our Canadian forests as being merely
the abode of wild animals and the hunting ground for

wandering bands of Indians, but the ever receding
forests of other nations finally compelled the atten-

tion of the Capitalist to those virgin bush lands. Tiie

amazed settler in the far backwoods saw, springing up
around him, the buildings of huge pulp and paper mills

dotted throughout the wide expanse of this northern

half of the continent. The result of this has been that

whereas in IHll the total exports of pulp and jiaper

from Canada amounted to the sum of $S.600,000. last

vear these exports had reached the magnificent total

I)f ^104,800,000.

The conditions ttironshout the world, owing to the

(ireat W'ar, have been such as to improve our normal
opi)ortunities for foreign trade, and it is to the credit

of our manufacturers that they have risen to the occa-

sion and that these opportunities have been taken ad-

vantage of to the fullest extent. Were it not for this

fact there is no doubt but that the rate of exchange
against Canada would be verv jnuch larger than it

is to-day. When we. as paper merchants, are apt to

cavil at the shortage of supply perhaps it is well for

us to bear this fact in mind. On the whole while, at

times, the rations of paper which the kitchens of our
paper mills have placed before us have not been in the
nature of a nine course banquet, at the same time our
plates have not been empt,v and we have been able to

keep our bodies and souls together.

It is interesting to notice that the public at large

and even our tard\- Federal and Provincial Govern-
ments are graduall,\' awakening to the importance of
conserving for the future the vast supplies of pulp-
wood which Nature has given to us. The subject of

fire protection and reforestation is now ver.v much in

the foreground and if the efforts of our paper man-
ufacturers can be backed up with wise and efficient

legislation then the everlasting poi-nianencj' of the

industry in Canada shoukl be assured.

As paper jobbers we are interested in looking a-

field to see what the conditions of the industry are in

other lands, and as to what the prospects are for a

resumption of pre-war competition.

Briefl.v it ma.v be stated that paper conditions are

much the same all over the world in that all grades
are scarce and high in price, and that the output is

far below the demand. In Europe the factors entering

into the general shortage of pajier are somewhat dif-

ferent than on this continent. Production, decreased
during the war, will be a long time in reaching pre-

war levels. On the Continent many paper machines
were destro,ved or dismantled, and while nian.v of

these are again being set uji. it will take a long timr
to get them into operation again. In other of the v,ar

countries, the industry is suffering for lack of coal,

chemicals and pulp, i'nt pi;-tifularl>- for coal. In the

JOHN MAUTiX.
Retiring President C. 1*. T. A.

Scandinavian countries, mills have been running full.

though with production below nonnal o>i .icconnt of

labor troubles.

In England, conditions are somewhat different. Bri-

tish paper manufacturers are steadil.v recovering nor-

mal production, but the demand for paper stocks from
Europe and from other foreign countries has far ex-

ceeded the productirin of English mills. But few new
machines have been installed, and this has mitigated
against overcoming the increased demand.

Present conditions in the I'nited States are perhaps
best indicated in the fact that on the best evidence
obtainable the productive eapaeit.v of the paper mills

has been increased only '> per cent in the past ,vear.

while the normal increase in the demand for paper is

estimated tfi be somewhere between 8 per cent and
12 per cent. Except for the fact of the general feel-

ing that commodity prices must soon assume a do^m-
ward trend, there seems no reason to believe thit there
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is anything in the paper situation itself in the United

States to indicate lower prices in the near future.

At home the same general stringency in paper stocks

continues to prevail, with but few signs of immediate

improvement. Basic raw materials are still very much
below the demand, and the mills are having the great-

est of difficulty in running full owing to the shortage

of bleach, sulphite, and groundwood.
In book and bond papers production seems to be

increasing somewhat, although recently some mills

have been running short on account of lack of bleach-

ed sulphite. Mills are booking orders for January and
February delivery, and orders booked months ago are

only now being delivered to the .iobbers.

Coated papers are still very short. Several coating

mills are ninning only one shift owing to lack of sup-

plies of body stock. If this could be secured they

could nni continuously for some months on orders at

present booked.

In the newsprint field conditions are much similar,

although most of the larger newspapers are now se-

curing necessary supplies. Sheet news, however, re-

mains ver^- scarce, and the smaller publishers are not

as comfortable as they would like to be. and jobbers

are finding it most difficult to obtain adequate sup-

plies of this line.

The demand for kraft and manilas seems to be fully

maintained and kraft prices were advanced .iust re-

cently a matter of ten dollars a ton.

In considering the factors which have operated in

the development of the paper industry in Canada. T

feel quite justified in claiming that as distributors of

paper products, we have played a considerable part

in the process of creating new demands for paper.

This has been done by our own direct advertising, as

well as through the thorough manner in which our tra-

velling representatives have persistently preached the

importance and necessity of using paper. At the same
time we have emphasized the need of educating the

consumpr to the use of paper of the better qualities.

A further factor which has operated to improve the
output of paper has been the elimination of some
former abuses.

Mav T now briefly refer to the activities of our As-

sociation during the past year! Many obstacles have
faced us. and conditions existing, were, at times, be-

yond our control. Nevertheless, we are proud of what
we have achieved, not only because of the better un-
dfrxtnndinir among us. but also because of the service

we have been able to render one another.

IfT^nify is Strength." and by this we have achieved
aitron? feeline of consideration for the other fellow.

Tm> "iorvicp rerdered to each other has meant profit,

/lot larorer profit for selfish gain, but profit in bind-

ing 111 topether on one eornnion trround. and. thus, en-

lareine our vision, "We s^e around us. as never before.

elose eooneration iimontr the members of our trade.

ha<\ in addition the manufacturers, manufacturing sta-

tiftners. and the wrapping paper people are working in

doser harmony in their own lines, to the l)etterinent

of all.

Siree this Association was formcil we have had an
opnortiinity of festine out its real vnliie to us, an<l it

soem"* to me that from the general benefits that have
so fnr resulted, we have reason to hone for much in

the future. The eonditiona of the past few years, how-
ever, have been favorable for the development and the
working out of the plans of the organi/.ation. The real

test of onr good will and real interest jn the Associa-

tion will eonii' when we are further involved in the

resumption of more normal conditions in all industrial

and commercial life. I am hoping that the friendships

and the understanding now existing will do much to

carry us all through any such period of stress as we
may be called upon to face.

I desire also to emphasize the situation created by
the rapid and |iersistent increase in costs of paper
during the i)ast few years. Every dealer has felt the

|)ressure of the demand upon his resources in taking

care of the increased investment in his stocks of paper,

owing to the advanced prices. But I venture the opi-

nion that pajier stocks in the hands of the legitimate

paper dealer have increased in volume as compared
with the period before the War. If I were to hazard
a guess I would say the paper jobbers in Canada are

carrying at present, stocks worth seven million dol-

lars. This has helped in no small measure in the de-

velopment of the industry in Canada. In addition I

should like to suggest that there has been an ever in-

creasing disposition to give marked preference to the

handling of Canadian made papers. These factors, as

well as others, would seem to justify our confidence
that the paper manufacturers will give early and fa-

vorable consideration to our urging for more protec-

tion for the legitimate paper jobber, whom we under-

stand to be a dealer carrying a general stock of va-

rious grades of regular stock sizes and weights of

paper, from which any quantity maj- be sold.

During the year many important meetings of the

various sections have been held.

There was a joint meeting of the mills and repre-

sentatives of the jobbers held at the Board of Trade
in Montreal, on December 22nd. of last year, on the
subject of the increase in freight rates, at which your
President and Secretary were present. This meeting
was followed by a meeting of our Executive, at which
we dealt with a complaint from one of our western
members as to a manufacturer selling a firm of litho-

grapher-manufacturers in Vancouver on the same basis

as jobbers. "We also discussed the credit bureau, which
was then established, and which, by the way, is work-
ing very satisfactorily. We also arranged at that
meeting that the Secretary of this Association was
personally to take up direct with any of the mills any
matter of complaint with respect to anv individual
mill.

In addition our Secretary visjtcd the Western .sec-

tions of the Association, and. with him. your Presi-
dent held meetings in Winnipeg. Calgary and "\''an-

couver.

As a result of representations made to the mills fol-

lowing our last annual meeting, several important mat-
ters were arranged. One of the most important of
these was the adoption by the mills of a wider spread
over the cost price, in the suggested resale prices. A
request made to the mills for a reduction in the num-
ber of grades of white writings has also had favor-
able consideration, and has been satisfactorily met.
as has also been thi- suggestion to standardize the
weight of envelope papers.

A.s the result of a conference of your President and
committee with the manufacturers an arrangement for
a marginal jirotcction of the Ontario and Quebec job-
bers on manila writings was successfully completed.
Our Secretary has also instituted the publication of

a bnlletin under the name of the "Canadian Paper
Trade Association News" in which he has kept the
members infonned of many important matters affect-
ing the trade
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111 retiring from this honorable position, as presi-

dent of this Assoeiatinn, I wish to thank ear members

for the heart.v sn))i>ort given me.

For my sneeessor I know and feel confident he will

receive the same good, friendly, and co-operative sup-

port that exists among lis all, and, in conclusion, 1

am pleased to state that no other organization has

appealed to me so much as the Canadian Paper Trade

Association, because it works in harmony with friend-

ship, consideration, co-operation, and a desire for the

betterment of all, and 1 am confident that we will go

on to bigger things.

THE PROTECTION OF PAPER DEALERS
The following composite statement as to protection

of jobbers by manufacturers was read by Se. retary

N. L. Martin and evoked an interesting iis'Mssion :

Li the Canadian Paper Trade Association News,

issue of September :ird. the recpiest was made that the

members of the Association should intimate their views

on the subject of "The Protection of the Paper Dealer

by the Manufacturer." A number of replies were re-

ceived. The object of tliis request was that diversified

views could be obtained from members of the Associa

tion in different jiarts of (^'aiiada and that these views

might be arranged in a composite statement which

would indicate the feelings of the paper jobber as to

the present situation, and as to how it could be im-

proved upon.

An examination of these replies shows a uniformity

of view which, in the light of trade conditions, is per-

hajis not to be woiulcred at.

The selling field for the paper dealer may be rough-

ly summarized as including the publisher, the lithogra-

pher, the printer, the commercial stationer and con-

verter, and large corporations.

The wants of the publisher arc largely in news and
book .and coated papers anil it would api>ear that as

the situation in Canada to-day is that this field is, in

many respects, a mill proposition. It does n^t seem
to be the view that it will be practical to tun- this

particular business into the hands of the paper dealer,

but the opinion is expressed that the mills should not

accept orders from job printers who ma.v publish spe-

cialties from time to time and in this way bu.v certain

. lines to better advantage than the ordinary job priii

ter who does not pose as a publisher. The point is

very well taken that a list of publishers in Canada
who are to be recognized as such by the mill and bv
the paper merchant sliould be prepared and approv.l
by both Associations.

The lithographer is also, to a very large extent, in

the hands of the book and coated mills, and, insofar

as these lines are concerned, however much we may
agree with the theory that tlie lithographer should not
be entitled to buy his supplies in any lower market
than the job printer, with whom indeed he is fre-

quently in competition, at the same time there appear
to be a good many practical difficulties in the way of
putting the matter on a different basis. The princi-

pal difficulty appears to be one of precedent. Years of

continuance of this practice has strengthened and en-
riched the favored ones who, no doubt, seriously and
strongly object to any attempt to take away their pre-
sent advantages. A different situation, however,
arises with respect to the bond paper requirements cf
the lithographing trade. A good many of the litho-

graphers use a special, watermarked paper, but the
jobber is expected to carry high grade stocks of bonds

from which the lithographer selects odd lots from time

to time, or will sort up his stock while waiting for n

shipment from the mill. Fair minded persons must re-

cognize that the practice of the mills .selliiur bond

jiapers direct to the lithographer is creating a situa-

tion which is absolutely unfair to the competitoi- o^

such lithographers. It is also unfair to the paper

dealer who finds one of his active markets taki.^n away
from him. The uniform feeling of the paper ilcalers

is that the mills should be prevailed upon to leave in

the hands of the paper dealers the bonds and writing

trade with the lithographers large or small, in trade

or private watermarks.

Ill their relations with the job printers, the paper

dealers find they have little cause for complaint, but

the barnacles of an old custom still cling here and
there and should lie removed.

.\ I,. .MARTIN.
Re-elected Secretary C. P. T. A.

When we come to consider the trade of the com-
mercial stationer we find again existing a privileged

class. Many of these commercial stationers are noth-

ing more or less than retailers, the majority of them
having no printing or manufacturing plant of their

own. The mills would lose nothing by diverting this

trade throu'rh the paper dealer. There are many more
spots throughout Canada which the manufacturer, by
the wave of a magic wand, could instantly heal.

Another evil thing which the pajier <lealer has to

meet with day by day is the fact that many large cor-

porations l)uy their bond papers with private water-
marks direct from the mills. This practice is as great
an injustice to the job printer as it is to the merchant.
The view has been expressed that the proper place
for the large corporation to buy its paper is from the

printing house which does its work, except indeed i-i

ea,ses where the corporation has a printing plant of
its own, in which case it might properly be conceded
that the trade in such case should naturally fall into
the hands of the paper merchant.

The paper merchants of Canada carry large, indivi-
dual stocks and turn over probablv as much as four-
teen million ($14,000,000.00) dollars worth of Canadian
made paper in a year. The distribution of this com-
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pHrativ.-lv la.-,- total .'-osts tl.c mill, nothin?. It

would he in.-onceival.le for tlio nulls tlu-insclves to

take eare of the diversified wants of the eonsuiners ol

paper and if would seem futile to ar-ue that the paper

merchant has a firmly estal.lished position in the trade

of the eountrv. The paper merchant, therefore, with

his laru'e investment, his selling organization and with

his financial burden is entitled to the recognition and

respect of the paper manufacturer. He should get a

deferential discount as against all other buyers of the

product of the mill, no matter how small that discount

on certain lines or certain (piantities may be. The si-

tuation must be looked at by manufacturers and deal-

ers without thinking solely of their own immediate

interests. The merchant is frequently faced with the

necessitv of quoting dangerously close figures in cer-

tain orders because of the fear that manufacturers will

consider the buver or the business to be of sufficient

importance to .justify direct quotation at practically

the same price as is quoted to the dealer, or that some

agent will be able to buy as cheaply and, having little

or no expense to pay, will take the business on the

barest possible margin. If some recognized list of

those houses which the mills consider as •'mill ac-

counts" could be prepared and placed in the hands of

the merchants this would at least be a step in the

right direction.

It is the feeling that if these difficulties could be

overcome it would be for the good of the whole in-

dustrv. It is a matter for the pulp manufacturer, the

paper" manufacturer, the wholesaler, the lithographer.

the printer, the converter and the consumer to work

together with one mind towards the most economical

and the most practical method of supplying the pro

duct of the mill to the use and benefit of the ultimate

user of the product.

GROWING ONE TREE, GUTTING FOUR.

At a conference held at the White House a dozen

years ago, while Roosevelt was Pujj.sident, it was stated

that the timber supplies of- the nation were being used

up three times as fast as they were being renewed by

growth. The correctness of that statement having been

doubted, more complete surveys have been made with

the result that the Forest Service now declares that

the I'nited States are losing more than four times what

growth replaces. Our United States neighbors are

now realizing that necessity will soon compel them to

restore their forests instead of using them up. As in

Canada one of the most pressing duties of the forestry

.service is the protection of all forest lands against

fire, — cut over lands as well as the merchantable

_nber. A proposal of legislation to provide for this

/the first and most important recomniendation of the

Icently issued report of the I'. S. Forestry Service on

the subject.

It is not surprising thai Canada ami the province

of (Quebec in particular should long ago have awaken-

ed to the lesson taught by the wasteful inetliods of

American lumbermen, and paper makers, niid should

llave taken early and effective means to iirevent fur-

ther destruction of their own forests by those who
liave made such profligate einph yment of theirs.—Qnr

h^ Telegraph.

PROPOSE ONTARIO GOVERNMENT PAPER
MILL.

An interesting announcement in paper trade circles

this week concerned a plan for operating a pulp and

paper mill as a provincial enterprise, which has beeii

receiving the serious consideration of the Ontario

Cabinet for the past three mouths. The establishment

of such a plant as a publicly owned and operated con-

cern is stated to be by no means improbable. Accord-

ing to the i)laii under consideration the mill would be

established in the Nipigon district at some point to

which power could be transmitted from the new Hydro-
Electric power development plant at Nipigon Falls.

While neither the details of the plan nor the general

policy has yet been decided upon, it would occasion

no surprise in Government circles if a favorable con-

clusion was reached. The plan is unique in that it

would be the first time an Ontario Government had
ever undertaken the utilization of the province's pulp
resources for the production of paper. If decided
upon it is probable tliat the large timber limit in the

<listrict chosen will be set aside for the project.

The Nipigon Hydro-Electric plant will have a sur-

plus of power available for some years. A Govern-
ment owned pulp mill, supporters of the idea argue,
would furnish a good customer, and a basis of a mu-
tually satisfactory contract for power. Another im-
portant feature from tlie Government's standpoint is

that the results olitained in a i)lant of this nature
would provide the means of ascertaining with far
more definiteness than is now the case, what remune-
ration the province is entitled to in return for timber
and pulpwood concessions granted to private enter-
prises.

The real f rouble with the world today is nf)t that

there isn't money enough to go around. Iiut that there

isn't eharncter enough to go around.—Springfield

I'nion.

FOLLOW THE RAINBOW TO THE POT OF GOLD.
(Reprinted from the Passaic Dailv Herald.

May 17, 1920).

Do you remember the childish supei-stition about the
jiot of gold, buried where the rainliow touched the
ground? Rut no (Uie has ever found the end of the

rainbow.

Many a poor wanderer has followed the glittering

lure of "easy moive.v," only to return after wasted
years, weary in body and broken in spirit.

The home stayer and the home makers arc men who
find prosperity and hapiiiiiess.

The worker who wanders from job to joli, and from
town to town, is following a rainbow that has no end.

Serv? your own selfish interest by staying with the

employer who pays a just recompense for your skill

and energy.

Invest years of faithful service. Your reward will

come in |)romotioii, and y(Uir eiin)loyer's good will.

There ars- days when men arc too few for the work
that must be done.

There HAVE been years (and may be again) when
men were plentiful and jobs were few.

When the day comes, that men must be laid off. be

one of the workers selected to stay.

Your emjiloyer isn't deaf and dumb and blind.

If he were he wouldn't be boss for long.

And lie knows the men who are loyal, when the

leinplatiou to follow the rainbow lure is strong.

Keep to the work y(Ui know best—it's a necessity

i-.w, and good business ANY time.

Opportunity can be spelled wit-li four letters—
WORK.
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Utilization of Sulphite Waste Liquors
By A. KLP:1N.

Translated bv CLAK^:^('K .lAY WEST, liifoiiiiatioii Depai tuu'ut. Arthur D. Little, Lie

Tefliuieal men have been interested in the question

of the utili/aticn of the waste liquoi-s of the sulphitr

pioeess, ever sinee the process itself was diseovered.

Muller published tlie first part of his '"Literatur der

Sulfitablauge"' in 1910, and a siipi)lenieiit to the same

in 1914. (This has been revised and bron-rht up to

date by Johnsen and Hovey. •" I'tilizatiou of Waste
Sulpliite Liquor,'" Forestry Branch. Department of

the Interior, Canada. Bull." 66: 1919. See Pulp and

Paper V^ol. 17, p. 526.) Since then various .suorfres-

tions have been made, some of which have been use-

ful, while others have been questioned. Amonji the

latter the most significant is the suggestion of Streh-

lenert to prepare coal from these liquors. The process

has been declared unsatisfactory because the iLse of a

very high pressure is iieees.sary. and further because

the neee.<»sary rapid r.:tation of the application and re-

lease of the pressure wouhl very quickly injure the

apparatus. Strehlenert meets these objections by

pointing out the Norway experimental plant, which

has been in operation for some time and wliieh shows

no defects in the ap|)aratiis. One naturally asks,

then, why a profitable process, such as Streiilenert

suggests, for the production of fuel does not find

general application toda.v, when not onl.v is the price

of fuel advancing from day to day. but also, when
the possibility of obtaining fuel in suitable amounts is

very limited. This (|uestioii has not been answered.

This ease is quoted to show how a j)rocess, that un-

doubtedly offers new and promising i)ossibilities. has

i)een judged unsatisfactory <iiid how this affects its

rapid and general intrmluction.

It is probably true that Sweden is. today, the coun-

try in which the practical utill/.ation of wa.ste sulphite

liqucrs is mast advanced: at least is it true tliat all

tlie factories utilize their liquors as far as the fer-

mentable constituents are concerned. Of the other

countries. Canada shows a marked interest in this

(piestion. In 1916, Canada used 71^7.94") cords of

wood in making pulp by the sulphite process, while in

1917 this use amounted to Sr)r),4f<9 cords. 1 lord is

equal to 128 cubic feet. The yield from a cord of

wood, as obtained in Canada, varies considerably.

This variation depends not oidy on the method of

cooking in the individual factories, but also on the

source of wcod. which determines, to sonu> extent, the

cellulose content.

The Canadian Census of Industry (1917) gives the

following yields per cord of wood: I'sing the sulphite

process, the plants in British Columbia' obtained 1,137

pounds: those in New Brunswick, 1,116 pounds; in

Ontario. 961 pounds: in Quebec, 1,039 pounds; while

the average yield for all of Canada was 1,063 pounds.

The difference between the vields in Ontario and in

*Wo<-henblatt f\ir Papierfabrikation. •'•l. iios. 1*4 and
26. pages 1704-1706, 1840-1842 (1920).

Edifor's Note:—This article is in the nature of a sup-

plement to the work of Johnson & Hovey, partieu

larly insofar as it reviews material in European jour-

nals during tlie war that were not available in Canada.

British Columbia is nearly 30 per cent of the total

yield produced in Ontario.

The average yield, calculated on a cord of wood, is

1.061 pounds (482.2 kg.). Considering a cord as B.624

cubic meters (128 cubic feet) and a cubic meter of

wood as having 0.7 cubic meter of actual wood, the

average yield for one cubic meter of wood is 190 kg.

(418 poiuids) which, for German practice, is low. In

1917. 2r) plants were in operation and produced, on

the basis of the above figures, 406,000 tons. For
1920. the yield of 27 plants is calculated as 690,000

tons, of which about 190,000 tons is to be bleached

pulp. From this snri)risingly rapid development it is

clear that Canada must be specially interested in the

utilization of the sulphite wa.ste liquors.

In the sanu' way that the Cnited States has a For
est Prodiy-ts Laboratory at Madison. Wisconsin, so the

Canadian j;ovi i-nment has established a similar labora-

tory at -Montreal. Here B. Johnsen and K. W. Hovey,
wndei- the direction of J. S. Bates. have anil arc at-

tempting to solve the problem of the utilization of tin-

waste li<|uors. In 1919 they published a com])ilation

of the literature (mentioned above) with general state-

ments of interest to all countries using cellulose.

The com|io«ition if the jiine, according to Klasoii

(Ciiem. Zusanimensetzung des Fichtenholzes) is about
">3 per c.nt cellulose, 14 jjcr cent carbohydrates, 29
per cent lignin. 0.7 per cent protein. 3.3 per cent
rosin and fat. These figures are not the same f(u-

Auu'rican woods, grown unrler (piife different con-
ditions. Spruce (/'(<•«•« iiif/rn) and hemlock (T.sii(j<i

iiiiimlriisix) are the tw,' wootis most used for the sul-

phite process. Spruce contains about ijo |)cr cent
cellulose, 26 per cent lignin. 0.7."> to 1 per cent rosin
and fat and 11 per cent pentosans; liemloek contains
49 per cent cellulose. 26 per cent lignin, 1.75 per cent
rosin and fat ami 12 per cent pentosans.

The cellnlase is determined after removal of rosins

and fats by treatment witii acetic acid and chlorine,
as suggested by Cress and Bevan. Since Renker (Bes-
tininuingsmeihoden der ZclJuiose) and Schwalbe
(Chem. Befriebskontrolle) consider this method to be
the most reliable, these figures may be accepted as
the cellulose content. Lignnin was (letermined by d--
composition with 72 per cent sulphuric acid ciccordinir
to Fcllenberg). Even though Schwalbe believes the
determination of the methyl number according to
Penedikt and Bamberger to be the most suitable me-
thoil for the determination of lignin (I.e. p. 70). NtiiJ

Fcllenberg s method is widely used and. until a series

of comparative determinations show the unreliability
of F.'llenberg"s method, the results by this method
can be accepted as correct. The pentosan content m-,t

determined by tlie aid of the furfurol determinat'on.

In this connection an interesting observation should
be made. In white spruce two .samples taken at a

distance of 48 feet apart .showed a difference in cellu-
lose as much as 4 per cent. The lignin content seems
to increase with the distance from the ground, but not
in proportion to the decrea-e of the cellulose content.

II. Bei-frstrom has determined that during the cook-
ing of one ton of cellulose 10 kilos (22 iiuinds) of
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methyl alcohol are formed {Z. angew. Chem. 1910, p.

1S28"; Papifrfabr. 1909, p. 1314). 5 to 5.5 grams of

methyl aU'ohol are found in eaeh liter of the eonden-

sate from the ixases blown off during the sulphite

cook. This condensate also contains about 10 grams

of sulphur dioxide and 1 to 1.5 liters of oil, furfurol,

etc. per ton of cellulose (.Papier ./., 1914, p. H89; Pa-

pirrfabr, 1914. p. 1040). Bergstrom has fractionally

distilled' this oil with the following results: 7 per cent

boils between ir)0-160 degs., having a specific gravity

of 0.84r>, and containing no terpeue ; 55 per cent boils

between 160-190 degs., and consists largely of cymene;

17 per cent boils between 190-210 degs., and has a

.specific gravity of 0.951. The distillate between 205-

250 degs., is a solid of the composition C,„II,sO, while

the fraction boiling above 250 deg. has a density of

0.925 (Papicrfabr. 1912. p. 359).

The compo.sition of the sulphite liquors varies, nat-

urally, according to the method and the degree of

cooking and the kind of wood used. Johnsen and

Ilovey give as the average density of the liquor 1.05;

they state that it contains 10 to 15 per cent of dry

substance, of which about 12 per cent is organic and

1 to 1.5 per cent is inorganic matter. H. Wiehelhaus

.states, however, that the liquor contains 82.8 grams

of dry residue per liter, of which 68.3 grams were

organic and 14.5 grams were inorganic (Hagglund,

Sulfitablauge, p. 4; Wiehelhaus, Papicr-Ztg. 1895,

11»0; Hoffman, JIandbuch, p. 1622).

Tollens and Lindsay have proven the presence of

sulphonic acids, sugars, gums, vanillin, and other s\d)-

stauces (Muller, 1. c, p. 28; also Muspratt, Tech.

Chem. p. 1557). The very complete work of Klasou

(Tekn. Tidskr. Afd. Kemi och Borgsvefcnsk. 1893, p.

43; Keni. Tidskr. 1897, p. 133; Arkiv Kimi 1908, nos.

5 and 6; T(kt>. Tidskr. 1908, no. 7; and other rcf.a--

cncesl shoidd be specially mentioned, but 1 must dis-

agree with Kla.son and return to my original state-

ment before the Zellstoff- and Papierchcmikcr V'ereius,

17, 11, 1905 (Papier-Ztg. 1905-6, Nos. 103, 105) that

the change of the lignin during the sulphite cook is

not entirely cleared uj), since ester formation, conden-

sation of the bisulpliite with aldehyde anil ketone

groups, addition to the double bonds or a sulphona-

tion is possible.

Colloidal-chemical considerations lead to the view

tliat the process of sulphite cooking cannot be ex-

plained by a simple chemical formula. Since we
know that wood is far from a uniform chemical sub-

stance, Schwalbe is justified in i)ointing out, as he

has clearly done, that the substance which we call

ligno-eellulase is really only a cellulose-rich mixture;

it 1 clear that with varial)le raw materials wc must
e.xp^t the decomposition products to be very differ-

ent. This i.s specially true, since the varying strength

and composition of the cooking li(|uors (there is 50

|(er cent difference in the SO_, content of the liipior

i>r various plants), the widel.v varying temperatures
( 128 to 145.6 degs. and even higher in some ca.ses')

arid tin- variable reaction time (the cooking time

\ari's from 9 to 10 hoiirs to 25 to 28 hours) all

iffect the conipoNition of the wa.>.te li<|uor.

It is therefore felt that it is a mistake to use the

average composition of the waste lii|uor as an estab-

li.shed basis from which to judge the possibility of

utilizing these licpiors. It is probably better that each
plant determine for it.Mclf the most favorable com-
position from time to time. This is confirmed by the

fact that even in the best regulated sulphite plants,

unforeseen difficulties arise. Compilation of the fig-

ures may be found in Ifagghuid and in Schwalbe 's

Referate.

The difficulties whicli may be caused by these

liquors are well known. Cei-tain mills are hindered at

times in their production because of them. Other

mills concentrate them without regard to the cost

(Rattimau), while still others dump them in the sea

(Kouigsberg). In some eases (Konigsberg) the liquors

have been made the basis of large irrigation projects,

while in other cases (Wloclawek) they are evaporated

on large surfaces during dry seasons. The literature

upon these uses and upon the lasses which they cause

is very interesting.

J. H. Vogel ha.s repeatedly presented results along

these lines before the Zellstoff und Papierchemiker

Verein (Papicr-Zlii.. 1906, pages 1278, 1314, 1355;

1907 961. 1010, 1054, 1098; 1908, 3855. .3890, .3931.

Papirrfabr., 1911, page 438). The work of Oottestein

(Papier-Ztg., 1899, page 1556; Worhbl. Papirrfabr.,

1912, page 4329) and Hofer (AUg. Fischerei-Ztg.,

1908, page 71; 1915. No. 20-21) are also worthy of

mention.

Other discusions of the waste liquoiN and the com-

position of the woods used in the process may be

fonnd in Hoffmann's Haudbuch' in Stutzer's "Ar-
beiten uber Einwirkung auf Pflanzen " (Deuixche

Landw. Pr., 1903. page 725), in the work of La.ssar-

Cohn (Papier-Ztg., 1908, page 3379), Luers.sen (Z.

JJgg., .58, page 121). Schmidt Nielsen (Papier J., 1916,

pages 17, 196), and specially in the work of J. Konig
and E. Becker (Bestandteile des Holzes und ihre

llirtschaftliche Verwertung, being No. 26 of Veroff-

ciiflichinx/rn der Lavdirir.'ich Kammer in Miinrhen
i. W.).

Following the order given by Muller, alcohol pro-

duction from the waste liquor is the first subject to

be considered. In this connection the best work is

that of Hagglund, "Sulfitablauge und deren Verar-

bcitung auf Alkohol (Braunschweig. 1915). My per-

sonal opinion has been presented in Papier-Ztg. 1918.

Nos. 34, 35, 43, 44, and 45. The work of W. Kibv
(Chem. Ztg. 1910, pages 1077, 1091; 1915. pasres 212.

261, 284, 350) is less known than that of Hugo Wallin,

the meritorious champion of the utilization of waste
liquoi-s. The different patents of Kthyl A.-B., of II.

B. Landmark, 0. Ekstrom. and the work of P. Klason
and others need not be mentioned further, because

they are well known. It ma.v be stated that this

utilization of waste liipiors has iuid a renmrkable de-

velopment, but that it has suffered since 1915 be-

cause of the high cost of concentration, due to the

incrca.sing price of coal.

Sniphite waste liquors nmy be used as binding ma-
terials and adhesives, either alone or mixed with other

sidistanees. This subject is fully di.scussed by .Midler.

Austrian Patent 1576 (18SH) by A. S. NettI is prob-

ably the earliest of these suggestions, though the work
of 'Tilghnmn (18(;7) and of .Mit.scberlich (1874) arc

mentioned bv Muller and bv Kirchner (Das Papier,
III, C).

W. Sembril/.ki has pidilished several notes on cell-

pitch {Papier-Ztg. 1908, page 872, and others). Among
the patents covering this material niay be mention-
ed those of (iewerksehaff Eduard (Swedish. 23,464 of
1906, (ierman 246,289. 25.439, etc.). Trainer (U.S.

969,.5()4. ;I74,001 of 1910 1 ami others. D Aufhau.ser
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has publi-slied an analysis of this eellpitch (Z. aufj.

Chem. 1912, page 74), which i.s of general interest.

According to this analysis, the composition of cell-

pitch is: water. 11.3 per cent; ash, 15 per cent; car-

bon 36.2 per cent ; hydrogen 4.4 per cent ; combustible

sulphur 3.3 per cent ; nitrogen 0.4 per cent ; and oxy-

gen 29.3 per cent.

The use of the waste liquoi-s as tanning materials,

adhesives and sizing agents is little known in Ger-

man. J. A. DeCew (U.S. patent 1,203,856 of 1916)

concentrates the liquor in vacuum with an excess of

magnesium oxide and magnesium chloride. A. H.

llaeffner (U.S. patent 1,231,153 of 1917) uses the

fermented sulphite liquor, after distilling off the al-

cohol, either directly or with the addition of rosin

size as a sizing material.

The utilization of sulphite wa.ste licpiors as tanning

materials is still a debated question. A. Kumpf-
muller has published several important contributions

upon this subject. The question is fully covered by

Muller and by .lohnsen and Ilovey. Among the most

interesting articles are: The discus.sion of the Leather

Chenii.sts Society (Z. angciv. Vhcm. 1914, page 604),

F. H. Schulze '{Led^rtechn. Rundsch. 1914, page 129),

W. H. Dickerson (J. Soc. Chcm. Iiid. 1914, page

1163). A. Gannser (./. Soc. Chrni. Iiul.. 1914, 6.54),

O. Grothe (U.S. Patent 1,087,911), W. E. Harrocks

and J. K. Tullis (English Patent 18,322 of 1914), J.

Luke (Norwegian Patent 26,138 of 1915). IL H. Hurt
(U.S. Patent 1,147.245 of 1915), II. H. Landmark
(English Patent 1090 of 1915), P. F. Gross (U.S.

Patent 1,154,762 of 1915), F. G. Byron (English

Patent 24,196 of 1914), J. Beveridge "(./. Soc. Chem.
Ind., 1916, page 563) gives results of analysis which

indicate that spruce waste Ii(nuir containing 41.3 per

cent water (sp. gr. 1.290) contains 1!'.3 jier cent tan-

nins, while hendoi'k litpior with 47.9 per cent water

(sp. gr. 1.269) contained 27.1 per cent tannins.

The references to the use of sulphite litpiors a.s fuel

are given by Mulier, while Johnsen and Ilovey give

a discu.ssion of the latest work of Strehlenert, together

with calculations of the B.T.U. relation.s. This has

been discus.sed in the earlier part of this paper.

Reference shoidd be made to Muller as regards the

experiments on the u.se of sulphite liquors as fodder,

who discusses the work of Konig and Becker.

American Patent 1.225,825 of 1917 (E. C. L. Kres-

seO. which is not commonly known, describes the fer-

mentation of the liquors after mixing with stable

manure and brewer's yeast. When the fermentation is

under way. calcium oxide, rock .salt and basic slag or
alkaline earth chlorides are added which give a solid

mass, suitable as a fertilizer. The work of L. Kerr
(Wochbl. Papierfabr.. 1915, page 278), A. Stutzer and
other German workers on this subject are well known
in Germany.
The preparation of dyes and the recovery of sul

phur from the waste litpiors are discussed by Muller.
A. D. J. Kuhn (IVoc/ifc/. Papierfabr. 1916. pages 2139,

2179, 2223, 2270) has giveu a summary of the vari-

ous methods of recovery. Late patents on this sub-
ject include: H. B. Landmark (Norwegian 28.147 of
1917), M. Muller ((ierman 279.374), A. F. Richter
and L. Dunbar (U.S. 1,213,414 and 1,213,415), II. 0.
V. Berstrom (German 290,680 of 1914). and A D
Fest (U.S. 1,218,638).

A consideration in the profitable recovery of sul-

phite liquors is the 'possibility of quickly and econo-

mically concentrating the same. A number of Ger-

man firms, such as Golzeru-Grimma, Sudenburg,
Mnrbe, and others have been engaged on this problem.

It would be interesting to obtain a comprehensive re-

port from them which would not praise their individ-

ual systems. Further, a description of the manufac-
ture of various products from sulphite liquor, not

mentioned herein, would be of great interest.

Editor's Note. — ilention should be made of the

fuel and alcohol recovei'v scheme of R. II. McKee
(See Pulp & Paper, 1920/]). 715).

JACOB SIEBERT JOINING NIPIGON.
A fai'ewell dinner was tendered Mr. -lacoli Siebert

on the night of September 23rd at the New York
Athletic Club. He is dei)arting in the near future to

assume his duties with the Nipigon Paper Company,
at Nipigon, Out. Mr. Siebert was presented with a

very handsome watch, a token of esteem from his

New York business friends. Those ])resent were :

•lacoh Siebert, Alton P'aunce, M. Gintzler, S. Goldman,
Harry Hughes, John Hoffman, Arthur Sigel, W. II.

Donaldson, W. P. liirmingham, Alex G. Gilman, Louis
Simon, Frank Fieweger, .loseph Pirie, Carl Becker,
.1. Rvberg, A. Page), Fred. Swanson. F. E. Dunaway
and E. P. Hullis.

THE KINGDOM OF "WOODPULP.
How many people understand the marvelous tran-

sition that has taken place, when they hold a sheet

of paper in their hands,—even their daily newspaper?
Just a little while ago, it was a living thing in the

forests of the great Northwest. It spread its wide
branches, until they met in a vast canopy of brilliant

green. Monarchs, each, of the P'ar Places, each roll

of paper fas a tree, embedded in the firm mossy
soil and raising its proud head to sumnu-r sunshine
and the long, bleak winters of the Land of Flying
Snow.
Then the sound of the axe was heard in the forest,

and down the shadowy slopes echoed the lusty songs
of men. as the chips hv\zAi\ to fly. Straining horses
dragged the pro-itrate logs over pine-needle paths,
until river currents welcomed them, on a .still lonsrer

voyage of discovery.

Virgin forests are not desecrated when put to man's
purpase. It is merely a marveloiLs transition. Every
forest tree is a library of books or a flutterinjr

white stream from the heart of the Fourth Estate.

And there is something of inspiration in the sudden
knowledge that as one reads, one holds in one's land,
the breath, the romance, the profound majesty and
beauty of the forests.

But there is need for a united effort to save these
forests from a real peril, a real destruction. Every
year, entire tracts of timber land are ravaged by
fire. The hunter or the trapper leaves a live coal
bui-ning as he passes on ; a match is tossed care
les.sly into dry leaves by the amateur woodsm-in.
There is tragedy in thLs, a crime against Nature,
against Man himself. It Ls not what we T'SI-j that
causes paper shortage, it is what we was^e. what \se

wantonly destroy. Let every man be a custodian
of our forests, in the things that he .says, in the
thinps that he does. Fire in a forest knows no ipiarter.—"The Marathon Runner."

Doa't wony abcmt why a black hen lays a white
egg.—Get the egg!
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EXPORTS OF PAPER, WOO D PULP, AND PULPWOOD.

Canadian exports of pnli. and I'iiprr dnring Auir- \y,tv>:v im-i\-asvs. Uoth in volume and value, were n-

ust readied a total value of $18,258,727, eoiupared corded in all grades of pnlp. Exports of sulphate

with $8,348,179 in August, 1919. an increase of $9,- (kraft) amounted to 267.418 ewt. valued at $1,284,365.

910,548.' or 118 per cent. compared with 246.376 ewt.. valued at $829,129. in

Paper exports included 5,594 ewt. of book paper. Aufrnst last year; bleached sulphite. 191 (!!I0 ewt..

valued at $64,293: 1.419.028 ewt. of newsprint, valued valued at $1,598,001. compared with 77.998 ewt..

at $7,301,605 and other <rrades of pai>er valued at valued at $400,411: unbleached sulphite. 574.34jJ ewt..

$1,380,919. There was a falliufi off in (|uantit.v of valued at $3,820,278. eompared with 466.757 cwf..

2.178 ewt. in book paper although an increase of valued at $1,643,646: mechanical pulp. 816.081 ewt.,

$8,106 in value. Newsprint exports showed an in- valued at $2,809,266. eompared with •'.87.435 ewt.,

crease of 262.677 ewt. in volume and of $3,160,793 valued at $475,735.

in value.
'''''^ returns ai-c summarized in the table:

Exports of Canadian Produee— Months of .August. l!i 19 and 1920 and Five Mouths ending .\ugu>l. I'Ms.

1919 and 1920.

Paper :

Printing Paper

iloutli of August Five Months ending August.

1!»19 1920 1918 1919 1!I2U

l-.„ok paper Cwt. 7.772 .5.594 23.702 30,345

$ 56.1S7 64,293 226.174 324,179

NewMirint paper Cwt. 1.156.351 1.419,028 5,425.567 6,325,216

$ 4.140.S12 7,301.605 19.176.739 29,218,154

Printing paper < "l 5..532,495

$ 16.043,465

Other paper $ 802.259 1.380.919 2.289.122 3.128.754 5.627,938

Total paper $ 4,999,258 8.746.817 18,332,587 22.531.667 35,170,271

Wood Pulp :

Sulphate (Kraft 1 Cwt. 246.376 267.418 1127.533 1.144.961

$ 829.1211 1.284.365 3.022.178 .5.489.465

Sulphite, bleached t'wt. 77.IMIS 191.690 412.003 824.198

$ 400.411 1.598.001 1.998.155 5.890.198

Sulphite, unbleached <'wt. 4(i6.757 .574.343 1.522.939 2.7.59.837

$ 1.643.646 3.820.278 5.756.479 15.441.735

Chemieallv prepared <'wt 3,901,917

$ 13.319.092

Meehanieallv ground Cwt. 387.435 816.081 1.691.809 1.733.831 3.024.611

$ 475.735 2.809,266 2.174..521 2.106.936 8.761.105

Total Wood Pulp t'wt. 1.178.566 1,849,532 5,.593.726 • 4.596.306 7.7.53,607

$ 3.348,921 9..51 1.910 15.493.613 12,.S,S3.748 35.582,,503

Pnlp wood Cord. 97.588 133.464 ,8.52.006 425.974 502.315

$ 944.877 1.695.08,s 8.110.2<iii 4.20.5.1 IS 5.756.464

Country of Destination.

Paper and Manufacturers of :

To I'nited Kingdom $

T'nited States

f
Other Countries

Wood Pulp :

To I'nited Kingdmii
I'nited States . .

Other Countries $

Pulp Wood :

T" riiiterl Kingd.'iii

I niteil SIhIo
Other Countries

Total Paper, Pulp Wood and Pulp
To Iiiite.l Kingdom

I'nited States . .

Other Countries

Totals

$

$

$

498.493

3.950,483

5.50,282

93.!t8.-,

2.961,963

292,973

^•n.'<77

.592.47s

7.857.323
M43.255

9.293.056

464.664

6.672.399

1 .609.7.54

1.1.50,.531

7,765,335

596,044

1.695.088

1.(115.195

16.132.,822

2.205.798

19,9.53.815

413.713

15.335.484

2,583.390

T.OSii

14.047.642

1,4.38.882

1,487.043

18,003.765

3,040.859

1.086.471

10.097.981

1.699,296

2.012.766

27.671.173

5.486,332

$

$

$

4.586.724

28.60.5.216

2.390.568

$
4: 8.110.266 4.20.5.1 IS 5.756.464

420.802

37.493.392

4.022.272

2.573.514

32.306.864

4.740.1.55

39.620.533

(i..599.490

62.032.853

7.876,895

* 41.9.16,466 76..509.238
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A Test of Recovery Furnace Lining

Through the kindness of Mr. A. Y. Meeker of the

Alberene Stone Company, New York, the Pulp and

Paper Magazine is able to present tiie result+i of a

series of tests carried out by the Electrical Testing

Laboratories, New York. The results will be interest-

ing as showing some of the important properties (if

linings for the recovery furnaces in soda and sul-

phate pulp mills. The letter and rei)ort of the Lal)i)r;i-

tory are given, and the reader may di'aw his own con-

clusions.

THE LETTER

Alberene Stone Company.
Gentlemen :

—

Enclosed please find our Rcpiut No. 30,l8(j cover-

ing the tests of samples of ALBERENE STONE sui)-

mitted by you.

While the general conclusions to be drawn from

the results of these tests are jn-olialily evident, it might

be well to summarize them in this letter, and also draw
your attention to one or two other facts, which may
be of assistance to you in obtaining the best working

conditions at the mills. The best information we
have about the alkali recovery process is that the black

ash usually contains tars alul pitches, resinous extracts

from the wood, sodium sulphate and complex sodium

salts, as resinates and other compounds of sodium and
organic acids from the wood. This may be reduced alone

or mi.vcd with salt cake (consisting largely of sodiiiiii

sulphate and possibly some sodium nitrate). Li the

reduction the organic sodium salts are burnt to car-

bonate and the sodium sulphate reduced to sodium
sulphide. If sufficient carbon is present the sodium
sulphide may be trans|>osed to sodium carbonate. If

too much ail' is supplied and not sufficient rarboii pre-

sent the sodium sulphitle ma.v be oxidized to sulphate.

It is advocated by some mill men. we believe, that a

large amotint of sodium sulphate in the cooking liquor

is not very desirable as it is claimed that the sodium
sulphide seems to do most of the work in the conking
of the pulp. Also, if too much air is supplie<l ex-

cessive temperatures are reacheil so that it ma\' be

even possible to volatilize portions of the alkali salts.

These would of course be condensed and |>recipitated in

the cooler portions of the furnace, but they would ap-

parently have to be re-fused in order to secure com-
pete recovery, so that the time element under these

conditions might be undoubtedly extended to sa.v

nothing of the excessive action on the ALBERENE
STONE, which wotdd also occur at these high tem-
peratures.

The general conclusion possible from these tests,

as far as we have completed them, seems to be that
it would be desirable to establish i)yromefe.r contrtd

on these reduction furnaces and try to maintain med-
ium temperatures (not to exceed al)out 1300°C, 2372"F).
This would iM) doubt slow up the sjieed of recoverj'

but. we believe, would be more than counterbalanced
by the length of life of the ALBERENE lining and
loss of time necessitated by shutting down the furnace
for relining. In the mills where p.vrometers are used
a record of temperatures can be obtained and by this

method a contr(d of the process secured.

The tests which we have made were purely laboratory

tests and of a qualitative nature and it would, there-

fore, be of great value to have these tests checked by
the Plant Sui)erintendent in order that conclusive

deductions might be reached

.

(Signed) K. F. WEHMER, Chemist.

REPORT RENDERED To THE ALBERENE STONE
COMPANY BY THE ELECTRICAL TESTING

LABORATORIES.

General.

Specimens of Alberene Sionc roiiMsling of about 25

pieces approximately 3x4x1 inch were submitted

for tests. There were four sets of specimens marked
A, B, C, and D, each set consisting of six specimens.

Instructions were to ascertain (1) the fusion range

of the stone, (2) the action of fairl.v jmre alkali salts

(such as used in treatment of pulpwood for paper
manufacture) at high temperatin-es, and (3) the ayi-

proximate niaxinnim temperature at which it would be

safe to reduce the " black ash" of the recovery pro-

cesses of paper manufacture, without unduly attack-

ing the Allierene stone.

Methods of Tests

Test 1. From one s|)erimen of each set, a cone %
inch at the base and l-'Ji inches high, was cut. This
was heated in an electric furnai-e of the carbon resis-

tance type until the cone melted and bent over. The
temperatures at which the cones started to i)end and
those at which they had completely bent over were
noted and are reported as the "fusicm range". Tem-
peratures were measured by means of an riptical pyro-

meter.

Test 2. For this test small crucibles were made from
the stone. The crucibles were approximately (»ne inch

across the to]i and about 2V1; inches long with a -^

inch hole in them. Small ijuantities of sodium carbon-
ate and sodium hydroxide were heated in these cru-

cibles to fusion and any action noted. Where there
was no ajipreciable action the erur-ible and contents
was reheated to fusion and then superheated in steps

of a|)proximatel.v 100°C until either some action was
noted or the fusion range of the stone itself, as found

in test 1, had been reached.

Test 3. For the test crucibles similar to th(»se used
in test 2 were used. A quantity of "black ash" and
also of "gre.v ash" from the evaporated pulp liquors

was obtained from the client. Small quantities of

each of these materials were heated in the crucible

until completel.v fused, the temperatures at which this

occurred noted, and after cooling, any a<tion <m the
eriicihles observed

.

To reproduce, somewhat, the conditions which prob-
ably obtain when this "black ash" and "grey ash"
are reduced in the recovery process at the mill, small
quantities of each were heated in the crucibles, and a

current of air blown on the heated mass. Tests were
made holding the temperature of the furnace constant
but varying the amt^unt of air admitted and also

raising the temperattire of the furnace to points near
those which test 2 had shown would caiLse alkali car-

bonate and sulphate to attack the stone. Tests were
also made varying the volume of air supplied, the re-

action and the general effect noted.
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Test 1.

Sepecimeii A
B
(

D
A-

RESI'LTS OF TESTS.

Fusion Range of Alberene Stone.

141.') to 142.'> (' i2.'.79 t.. 2r)T9 F)

1400 to 14-20 (' (2:)rv2 to 2ri88"F)

1400 li. 1430^' (25r}2 to 2606'F)

1440 to 1450°C (2624 to 2642 = F)

-I* iit 1445T (2633°F) heated and

melted and formed a globule of

slag.

•This test made on a bar V4 i'>*^''i square, cut trom

sample A and inserted in the furnace so that it was

lieated 011 one end only.

Test 2. Action of Fused Sodium Hydroxide*

After fifteen minutes ;it 32:,C (617 F) no evidence

of anv artioii cduld br noted.

Action of Superheated Fused Sodium Hydroxide.

No action noted until 1250''C (2282"F) had been

reached

.

•The melting point of sodium hydroxide is approxi-

mately 320^r (608°F)

.

Action of Fused Sodium Carbonate*

After ir> minutes at HOO'C (lb.')2 Fi no action could

lip noted.
Action of Superheated Sodium Carbonate.

After 1.') minutes at 1000 ('
1 1S32 F^ 110 appreciable

action

.

After 15 minutes at 1100°C (2012°F) no appreciable

action

.

After 15 minutes at 1200°C (2192°F) slight action.

After 15 minutes at 1250''C (2282°F) considerable

action.

•The melting point of sodium carbonate is approxi-

mately 8.->0°r (1562°F).

Note: A specimen crucible containing fused .sodium

carbonate after heating to 1200°r (2192^F1 is returned

with this report.

Test 3. Lowest tem|)erature at which the black ash

could be readily reduced and fused=900°(" (1652°F).

Lowest temperature at which the grey ash could be

readily reduced and fused=850°r no62''F).

Maximum temperature reaiOied. using large excess

of air blast, fusin- -hhu-V ash •'=14.->0(' (2fi42^FV

General Effect of Varying Air Blast, but Holding

Furnace Temperature Fairly Constant.

The teni|ieratur.- of the reaction iip|>arently rose al-

most in proportion to tlie amount of air supplied. At

the higher temperatures namelv above 1300'^('(2372 Fi.

there was consideralile bubbling and spitting and in-

di(!atioiis tliat some of tlie alkalies might be volatilized.

the stone was considerably attacked. Tlie liest

bits apparently were obtained if the air blast was

ilated so that the temperatures within the crucibles

remained Keb.w 1300 C i2372'Fi

Ocfneral Effect of Varying the Temnerature of the

Furnace but Keeping the Air Blast Fairly Constarit.

The reaction seemed to proceed liest wlieii tlic furnace

fcmi.eratnre was from 1100 to IJ.'.O^C I 2012 to22fi2 F>

and under these conditions the fused alkali attacked

rte stone onlv moderately.

Notes on Tes's 2 and 3: The temperatures recorded

under these tests are all only approximate and are

probably correct to only+2.'> or SOT.

LOCKWOOD'S DIRECTORY FOR 1921.

Bigger, Better and Brighter, words so commonly
used these days are descriptive of the 1921 edition

of the Lockwood's Directory of the Paper and Allied

Trades, which lias just been received. The publisher

is to be congratulated on the greatly increased size,

on the excellent appearance and on the fact that the

Directory ap])ears once more on schedule time. The
fact that this 46th edition is increased to $7.00 will

not deter anyone in these days from ordering a copy

of the book. It is probable that never in the almost

half century of the Directory's history has there been

such a sitnation with regard to paper.

Lockwood's Directory is so familiar to the paper

trade that a detailed description woud be quite super-

fluous. We find the same sections but eacli one is

larger than before. It is an enormous task to compile

the information of such varied character as appears

in the Directory, very largely due to the apathy, in-

difference and procrastination of concerns to whom
requests for information are sent. While it is realized

that many requests for information are received by
pulp and paper, as well as by other companies, it

would seem that the management would take suffi-

cient pride in having the company accurately and
fully described to furnish the necessary data even

at some inconvenience Each company will find fre-

quent occasion to refer to Lockwood's Directory for

information about other companies and it is only fair

that they should supply such data regarding them-

selves as they expect to find regarding others. It is

gratifying to note that practically every mill is re-

presented by up-to-date items.

Although no announcement is made in the preface

it would naturally be understood that payment of

$7.00 for the liook .should be made in I'nited States

Funds. In order to be sure of having a copy it would
Ite well to send the order immediately as last year's

edition was completely sold out in comparatively

short time.

(Ileal

and
rJhl
r#ul

When the young men of " " finally realize

that one need be neitlier lougli nor n mrdlyeoddle to

be a real man they will become real men.— (Applies to

your town and mine).

FIVF STA&E5 OF PAPEK MAKING

From 'The Mill."

Wliere will yon be five years from nowT There
are two years to travel in this life. The way up is

hard lo climb, the way down is grca.sed.
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BOOK REVIEW.

MODERN PULP & PAPER MAKING.—A practical

treatise by G. 8. Witliam, Sr., published by the

Chemical Catalog Company, Inc., No. 1 Madison

Ave., New York. Price, $6.00. U. S. Funds.

Since it became known that Mr. Witham intended

to prepare a book on jiulp and pajier manufacture

those interested in tliis industry have anxiously

awaited its appearance. Mr. Witliam is widely known
and his ability as a pulp and pai)er maker is highly

respected. He is manager of mills for the Union Bag
& Pajier Corporation and in Ids 137 years of exi)erience

has handled personally ]iractical!y every type of ma-
(thine and process. Probably no one man on the con-

tinent is better qualified to write such a book as the

industry has felt the need of for many years. The
only other American works otiier than a few brief

public^ations issued by paper manufacturers or dealers,

of which the most extensive is the Story of I'aper,

issued a few years ago by the Butler Paper Company
in Chicago, are Paper Manufai'ture by Davis, 1886,

and the Ciieinistry of Paper .Making by Griffin &
Little, 1891. Neither of tiiese works is of great prac-

tical benefit to the paper maker and both of them
are ffut of jirint anyway. It will thus be seen that

the time was (piite ripe for such a book as Mr. Wilhani

has produced.

Modei-ii Pulp and Paper Making is a v(dume of 599

pages. The typography and book making of it is of

the high standard set by the Chemical Catalog Com-
pany in their well known pidilication. The Chemical
Engineering Catalog. ]\Ir. Witham 's book first des-

cribes the preparati(ni briefly in a suinnuiry of the

])rincij)al pi'ocesses and tlien in a more intimate way
the manufacture oj" pulp from a variety of raw nui-

terials and then takes up in more detail, the processes
involved in the manufacture of paper. The ordei' of

treatment seems a bit strange in some instances, Imt

is evidently necessary to the scheme which the author
had in miml. We find a nuniber of interesting chap-

ters on sul),iects which are of iin-reasing importance,
such as Mill Organization, and a collection of date in

the form of tables that nuist have taken a great deal
of time to collect and arrange. Tiiere is also the

chapter on Paper Defects, Their Cause and Cure,
which is entitled to special consideration. The aiithor

also included several typical specifications for paper
ma(^iiiiu^s. There is an excellent chapter lui the |>ower

plant which includes the distribution of steam and
heat in pulp and jiaper mills. Another ciiapter whicii

is not often imduded in such a book is that on (letieral

Design including ventilation, lighting, water-supply
and ixiwer transmission.

Tiiere is a decided lack of material on ]iapers made
from fibre other than wood and there are occasional
spots where the expression could be improved but
there will not be any difficulty in understanding the
author's meaning. The author's experience is speak-
ing on every jiage which lends a force to his descrip-
tions that is very a.ssuring.

Everyone familiar at all with the apparatus and
processes used in pulp and paper making and for

those who want a general description of liow jjajier

and pulp are manufactured on this continent, will

find this book exceedingly valuable and useful. For
the student who wants to know just how a machine
works and what it looks like on the inside the illus-

trations are not all that could l)e desired since they

could be made much clearer by the use of sections and
by more frequently lettering the particular part re-

fered to the text. The hook has the overwhelming
advantage in regard to its use in Canada and the

United States in that it is typically an American l)ook,

written by an American about American conditions.

The data is given in feet and inches, 1'. S. gallons,

and dollars and cents. The api)aratus illustrated is

that which we see in jjractically every mill; standard
apparatus is descriiied as well as a number of the

newer designs. Mr. Witham "s book deserves a wide
circulation and the author deserves tiic congratula-

tions and gratitude of the industry.

NEW PRESIDENT OF WHALEN PAPER.

Whalcii Pulp and Pajicr Mills directors met in

Toronto. Monday, when Hon. T. W. McGarry, K.C. was
elected president to succeed Sir George Bury, who
resigneti recently. This was the first full nu'eting of

the board since their election in Septend)cr.

The following executive comniittee was appointed :

Hon. T. W. McGarry. Toronto; I. \V. Killam, Montreal;

Alexander Smith, Chicago,; .lames Whalcn. Port

Arthur; M. .1. Ilauey and W. D. Ross, Torcuito; and M.
K. Higgins, San Francisco.

The executive have under consideration several

names for the position of general manager, but it was
stated tonight that apiiointment will not be finally

made until President McGarry makes his recommen-
dations after visiting Vancouver, for which place he

leaves in the immediate future. In the meantime, it

was intended to push operations vigorously and to

name a competent general manager at an early date.

•Sir George Bury was managing director as well as pre

siilent, but it is apparent that under the new arrange-

ment the two positions will be separated.

Mr. Mc(iarry was treasurer of Ontario in the llcarsi

cabinet and recently entered tiie financial wurld in

Toronto liy .ioining the firm of A. E. Osier arid Co.

COUNTED BY HAND.

A Canadian inamifactui'cr lias made a good move
in enlisting the co-operation of customers in an effort

to make the difficult task of counting pa|)er as accur-

ate as possible. Tliey have sent out the following

letter

:

High grade papers are still i-ounled sheet by sheet

by hand, and the counters are men and women. Some-
times they will make a mistake, this is only natural,

but these mistakes in counting cost money and make
dis.satisfied i-ustomers.

To bring this iiTegular counting down to a mini-

mum, each counter is now given a number stamp and
will stamp same on the end of the reams across the

five-hundred sheets: "Counted by Number ^."

Should you at any time have cause to complain to

your .jobber re irregular count on any of our papers,

please quote the counter's number. It will be im-

possible for us to give you satisfaction, unless you do
this, f(u- if we do not find out who the bad counters

ai-e we cannot rectify. Your co-operation will oblige.

No matter what position you bold it can best be

filled Ijy being able to be relied upon in everything
that you do; an ai)pointment made and kept and
work done properly are big factors in business.
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BECK TO GO TO SWEDEN.

It was mentioued last week that the executive of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Assoeiation had considered

the suggestion of Mr. .1. A. Uothwell. that a repri>-

sentative to he >«ent to Norway and Sweden to study

and report on forestry conditions tliere. It was con-

sidered a great acc<nnplishnient when mill men could

lie i>ersnaded to sit down together over common

problems and to permit inspection of each other'.^

plants. Now we have come to tlie point were com-

peting nations can co-operate in a friendly way. When
Baron Mannerhcim and Mr. Storjohann were here

last year our papermakers were glad to see them and

tried to make tiieir stay pleasant and profitable. When
Mr. Bothwell and Mr. Steele went to Scandinavia this

summer they were overwiielmed with hospitality. It

wasn't just professional courtesy: it was real friend-

shiji among craftsmen. Both countries have common
problems, and while they compete in a few markets,

there is room for all the production of both.

The basis of prosperity in each case is largely the

forest. Sweden was one of the first countries to

realize this aiul has instituted successful methods. No

doubt the able paper makers there realize that the

best way to relieve the i>ressurc on Sweden's forest

is to spread it out to other countries. Canada is the

natural forest friend and it is not suri)rising. though

ifrl

EDWAKI) BE< K,

liilrharge of |»ul)licity for the Canailiiin I'lilp iind

Paper Association.

it i.s highly gratifying, that the Swedes sliould invite

Canadians to go over there and study their forestry

methods. The Provime of (Quebec |>lans to send sonu-

\anng gradiuites in forestry next year and the Pulp

and I'aper Association has decided to .send Mr. Kd-

%vard Reek as its representative. This is a fortmuilc

choice.

Mr. Beck has been connetted with the association

for about two years, in charge of |tublicity work.

Publicity i.s one of the principal faitors in forestry

work 8« its success depends so nnieb on public opinion.

Mr. Beek has <levploped a great interest in the pulp

and paper industry and thoroughly realizes the im

portance of a i)erpetual forest and tiic seriousness of

the present situation. He is an accomplished jour-

nalist and, in company with eager young men who
are more versed in the technique, if the visits can lie

made at the same time, lie will have an npiKU-tunily

to assist greatly the movement that is now well under

way to preserve the productiveness of the Canadian

forest.

PRICE BROTHERS & CO. REORGANIZING.

Definite announcement was made Monday respect-

ing the long-expected capital stock reorganization of

Price Brothers aiul Company, Limited, established a

new high record at 385, for any security on the Stock

Exdiange, Monday in ilontreal.

The news came in the form of a circular addressed

to shareholders of the enterprise stating that a new
company, bearing the same name-style as the old

concern, had been created during the present year to

take over the assets and business of the present com-
pany as a going concern. Although uo specific details

were contained in the circular as to what shareholders

are to receive under the reorganization, the fact that

the new company is to turn over as one of the consi-

derations of the transfer 426.710 shares of stock, or

precisely five times that of the old outstanding capital,

indicates that the split-up is to be on the basis of five

shares of new stock for each one of old.

The uew stock is of a nominal par value of -tlOO per

share and not of the no-par-value class issued in recent

months by other paper enterprises. Shareholders arc

asked to pass upon the recommeiulation of the direc-

tors at a special meeting, to be held at Quebec on
Monda.v, Octobei- "J.'i. next. If the proposal meets with
the ajiproval of the shareholders, the transfer is to be-

come effective from November 1. next.

The circular, which is signed by the president. Sir

William Price, after giving notice of the special meet-

ing, states that shareholders are asked :

"(l) To take action in approval or disapproval of

the proposed sale, conveyance, transfer and delivery to

Price Brothers and Company, Limited, a corporation
created by letters patent of the province of Quebec,
issued in 1920. of all the unilertakings and a.ssets. mo-
veable and immoveable, corporeal and incorporeal, for

the following consideration :

••(a) 426,710 shares of $100 cacli. fully paid up, of

the coinjiaiiy's capital stock.

"(b) The assumption by the company |>urchaser of

the outsfanrling bonded debt and other liabilities of

the company outstanding as on November 1, 1020.

"(c) The undertaking by the said company pur-

I'haser to carry out all contracts, agreements and obli-

gations of the company existing on the said date.
"(2'> To consider and approve or disapprove a reso-

lution of the b<uird of directors relating thereto.

(:l) To consider and determine such other and fur-

ther matters in any way incidental to or eonueeted
with the foregoing as may be brought before the said
meeting."

In a further communication. Sir William Price
states : "In view of the conditions which prevail, 1

have no hesitation in recommending that the share-
holders avail themselves of this offer of purchase.

The capital stock of Price Bros, presently outstand-
ing is comprised of ,h."(.:U2 shares of a par value of
'f"S,."):i4,20O with .T per cent bonds, as at the end of

February last, totalling .).172.0nM.
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REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES TARIFF COM-
MISSION ON CANADIAN RECIPROCITY.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine of Canada, acknow-

ledges with thanks, the following communication from

the T'nited States Tariff Commission.

A high degree of timely interest attached to a re-

port tiiat lias just been issued by the United States

Tariff Commission. The report deals with Canadian

Reciprocity, a subject of much excited discussion just

ten years ago.

There is strong likelihood that our traile relations

with Canada will once more attract serious attention,

at an early date. The movement for preferential treat-

ment of Imperial trade by all the dependencies of

(ireat Britain, and the recent agreement between

Canada and the West Indies providing for reciprocal

concessions that the United States will not enjoy, may
divert from this c(uintry much trade tiiat nature

seems to have intended shoidd flow in this direction.

The Dominion Government is now making pi-ei)ara-

tion for a general revision of the tariff, and there are

indications that this country within twelve montlis

will be likely also to revise its commei'cial relations.

In Canada, the official iilatfornis of the Liberal Pai'ty

and of the Farmer-Labor Party demand a renewal of

reci|)rocity negotiations with this eounfi-y. In the

meantime, oui' former offer of reciprocity to Canada
still stands upon our statute books, although a liill

for its repeal i)assed the House of Representatives last

year.

The report of the Tariff Commission is tlie first

careful study of the effect on commerce that tlie

measure «nubl liave had if the Canadians had ac-

cepted it.

The Commission outlines at some length the pidi-

tical situation in the United States ami Canada at the

time of the passage of the act by Congress and notes

what appears to be the |>resent feeling towards reci-

])rocify in the Dominion. In the United States re<'i|)ro-

city was in accord with a movement against high
dntie.s which was felt in both parties. The Republicans
who were opposed to the tariff of 1909 might have
been exjiected to follow Piesident Taft in his support
of the measure. These co-called 'insurgents" came,
however, largel.v from agricultural constituencies, and
because the chief duties removed were r>n agricultural
prodm-ts, many of them voted against tlie bill as a dis

<-rimiuation against the farmer. Both the "insurgent"
and the "regular" Republicans showed a majority
against the bill: but sufficient Democratic votes were
cast for it to effect its passage. Reasons for the defeat
of the measure in Canada, in addition to the opposi-
tion of the interests directly affected, were numerous.
AuKing them were resentment arising from the enrlier
attitude of the United States towards reciprocity, the
the strength of the idea of Imperial unity and the fear
however, ill-founded, that the agreement was prompt-
ed by political motives, and would lead to. an ever
growing dependenie of Canada on the United States.
Present Canadian stipport of reciprocity comes from
the Liberal Party, which was defeated on this issue
in 1911. and the Farmer-Labor Party, which has
shown political strength in the Domini luring the
past year.

The report contains an extended statistical stn<ly
of the effect wliich the agreement would have had. if

adopted (1) at the time it was drawn up, and (2) at
present. • • • At the first date the value of imports

into the United States from Canada which would have
been put on the free list or reduced in duty, was $43,-

000.000: of these in the opposite direction, $33,500,000.

The proportion of trade affected would have been,

however, very different for the two countries. Of
imports into the United States from Canada, 45 per

cent would have been changed, 5-6 of these going on

the free list, the remaining sixth being rediu-ed in

duty: of impoi'ts into Caiuula from the United States.

15 |ier cent would have been changed, 1-3 of these

being made free, 2-3 reduced in duty. In the second

comjiarison. trade figures for 1918 are used as ii'-

dicative of the present situation. The changes which
the adojjtion of the treaty would nuike under the rates

iu)w in force in each of the countries differ from those

just given, most markedl.v so in the case of imfiorts

into the United States. For Canada, the rates taken
are those in force, since May 19, 1920, not (consider-

ing the excise taxes laid by the Dominion Parlia

ment and enforceable from that date, falling U|)()n

imported goods as well as those made in the Domi-
nion. In 1918 imiiorts into the United States from
Canada which would have been affected, annninted to

$31,000,000; those in the opposite direction, to $126.-

000.000. The proixu-tion of trade affected is not so

markedly diffci-ent as before: of imports into the
United States from Canada. 7.2 |)er cent woidd have
been affected. 23-24 of these being made free, the re-

maining twenty fourth i-edin-ed in duty; of imports
into Canaila from the United States. 16 per cent
woidd be affected, '

i
of these going on the free list,

the rcnuiining •' , being reduced in duty. • • • The
United Slates, the Commission concludes, would to-

day be granting less of a concession to Canada through
the adoption of the agreement now than at the time
l>rop(^sed, Canada a somewhat greater one.

The reason for the differences pointed out above
between the effect of the agreement today and when
proposed have been due. to a great extent, to the fact

that the tariff ()f the United States has untlergone a
thftrough revision, while the same tariff is in force in

Canada as at the earlier date. Many changes, it is

true, have been made, but these are slight as com-
l)ared with the differences between the tariff acts of
1909 and 1913. A .second cause for the difference lies

in the large increase in the value of the trade between
the two countries since the outbreak of the war in

Europe, an increase largely attributable to the rise in

prices, although to some extent due to an increase in

the commodities ex<-hanged by the two countries.

• • • The articles which would be especially affected
by the present adoption of the proposed rates are
flaxseed, oats. hay. and barley. The last of these is

not of great importance. The bulk of the imports of
hay into the T'nited States from Canada go to the
northeastern .sections of the country, since the trans-
portation costs for such a bulky commodity are high.
As to oats, it may be iu)ted that a portion of Canada's
production is of fine grade, suitable es|)eciallv for
the manufacture of rolled oats. Although she pro.
duces only 1-3 as much as the United States, her an-
nual exports are greater. With the present duty of
6c perl)u>liel. which is more than the i)re-war freights
from Jlontreal to Englaml. the bulk <if the exports
go to Great Britain, except in years of crop shortage
in the United States. The removal of the duty, as
eontemplated in the reciprocity agreement, would, the
("oramission concludes, result in increased imports and
in increased returns' to the Canadian farmers, al-
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though not greatly affoctiiifr goiieial oat j)riios in the

I'nited States,

Flax.seed. whidi, from tlie point of view of tlie

value of file imports into the I'niteil States, is the

most important of those articles now dutiable to be

made free by the reciprocity agreement, presents

unique features. It is essentially a frontier cro]), the

cultivation of which is now being extended rapidly

in the Prairie Provinces of the Dominion, It is not

profitable when raised continuously on the same
ground, is not a "weed fighter", and for these and
other reasons is not a ]iopular crop with the farmer.

The present I'nited States duty is 20 cents per pound,

equivalent to 6 1-2 per cent ad valorem on the 1918

imports. With this duty, one-half of the United
States requirements are imported. Canada's surplus

has not been sufficient to meet the growing American
shortage, and Argentina has become the chief source
of foreign supjdy. The most marked effect which
would result from the removal of the duty, the Coin-
mission concludes, would be an increase in the pri<-es

the Canadian grower would receive for his flaxseed
rather than a reduction in the American price,
• * • This is interesting as affecting the possible fu-

ture production of flax straw available for proper
making,—Ed,

Wheat and potatoes, important articles of trade be-

tween the two countries, are now admitted free into

the two countries.

Note.—Copies of the report may be obtained for

twenty (20) cents each from the Superintendent of

Documents. Oovernment Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D.C.

PROTECTING COAL
One of the most difficult iirobleins that confronts

a manager of the modern plant, is to jirotect his coal

pile. The enemy is within. When soft coal is stored
there is almost always an increase in temperature.
l>pcanse of slow oxidation. If the temperature con-

tinues to increase because of the gradually accumul-
ating quantity of heat in the pile, there conies a point

where the coal takes fire, and wc hav-e a case of spon-

taneous combustion. If is im|>ortant that conditions

inside the piU' be kept track of. Some companies take

great care in storing their supplies of fuel, and some of

them install means for ventilating their coal pile, so

as to keep down the internal temperature, A ther-

mometer has recently be^-ii deviserl especially for de-

tpMiinint: the temperature at normal depths in a coid

pH, so that indications can be recorded regularly and
frlqiiently of actual conditions. It is thus possible

to bicate incipient trouble and tak? proper means for

meeting the difficulty. The Thornley Coalometer can

he inserted in the pile, and will immediatedy rcirist'r

on :5 dials the femperatnre at •'>, 10, and 15 ft,, below

the surface. F. C, Thornley & Co, .'11 West 41st Str-t,

Mpw York, have issued an interestinsr pamphlet dis-

fllssing this subject.

The \':illeyfield Coated J'aper Com|iany is addinir

fo the p'ant at Valleyficld. Que . by citlendinir their

present building about fiO feci bcynnd the pr sent

finishing room. This will be used for storing anil

shipping the finished stock and ffi accomodate th 'ir

offices and their box .ihop. Manager Colbert has just

returned from a vacation trip to Indiana.

KIPAWA PLANT GROWING RAPIDLY

.Mr. Black, of the Fiiiaiu ial Post, was a member of

the party that went to file Kipawa sulphite mill at

Temiskamiiig. Out,, last week, as guest of the Rior-

don Company, lie writes to his paper:

Preparations are under way for increasing the out-

]nit of bleached sulphite plant of the Riordon Com-
pany. Limited, at the Kipawa idant from loO tons

daily to 200 this fall .and to 300 tons a day by next

summer. This announcement was made in the course

of an inspection triii of the new mill at Kipawa ou

Lake Temiskaniing this week by representatives of

some of the larger pajier mills in the United States as

well as Canada, This increased lU-oduction will make
a total for the far northern mill of over 90,000 tons

a year, and bring the total output of the three mills

of the company up from 100.000 tons a year to 190,-

000. or adding the 29,000 tons of the Ticonderoga
jilant in New York State, to a grand total of about

220.000 tons a year, or some 700 tons a day. This

would place Spanish River with its newsprint and
suridus iiulp and Riordon with its chief output of

bleached pidp a.s close contenders for the premier
position in respect to production in Canada.

In connection with the extension of the Kipawa
mill the digesters will be increased from five to fif-

teen, and the boiler capacity will be doubled. For
the time being the company will be able to get along
witli its present amount of power. 7,000 h,p,, if the

bleaching plant is given up temporarily, as the elei--

trolytic jirocess used consumes enormous quantities

of electric power. It will not he long, however, be-

fore the generation of power at the Kijiawa mill will

run to 1.5,000 h.p,. out of a capacity of develojied and
undeveloped 80,000 to 40,000 h.j).

So far the Riordon Company has not been called on

to utilize the new Edwards and (Jilniour and Ilughsou
limits for any of their mills, but it is understood that

the earnings (ui the lumber operations of the two pro-

perties will be sufficient to take care of all the char-

ges in connection with the issues of the new company,
that is the bonds and preferred stock, leaving the

earnings from the Riordon mills and Ticonderoga as

available for further development ])urposes and for

the common stock issues. The recent issue of 8 per
cent preferred stock will be sufficient to cover the

cost of the extension of the output to .SOO tons capacity

a day, where it is likely to be left until conditions of

the general markets of the world, as well as the pulp
and paper field, make if advisable to launch out the

final extension plan that would bring the producfioii,

or at least the "eai>aeity." of the Ki]>awa )>Iant up to

500 tons a day. Perhaps about this lime, more prol>-

ably before, steps will be taken to develop a new mill

in proximity to the (iatineau limits, enai>ling the

spruce and balsam to be utilized as well as the lumber.
The limits at Kipawa. sonu> 2,000 square miles, north
of Iwike Temiskaining. that are owned outright by the

compaii\', and some 20.000 square miles bai-k of the

mill pnqierty. as yet hardly touched, but on which
cutting lights could be .securetl, will be ample for the
Kipawa mill.

The MacKiiuioM .Steel Co.. Limited, of Sherbrooke,
l^u.',. have received contract for Coal Trestle and
Steam I'ipe Bridge from the Hrompton Pulp & Paper
Co. Limited. East Angus, Que,
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PULP AND PAPER UNIONS MET IN OTTAWA.

A gatlieriiigr of over one hundred and thirls deh^-

gates, representing over thirty tlionsaiid piiip and

paper mill workers in American and Canailian pulp

and paper mills, and whicli may by their revisions to

their constitution, later on have a decidedly imixirtant

hearinjij in the relation of the employee to the i)aper

mill employers, took place at Ottawa last week.

The occasion was the ninth bi-annual convention

of the International Brotherhood of Pulp, Sul|)lnte,

and Paper Mill Workers of the United States and
Canada. It was the first eonvention of its kind to

be held in Canada, during the eighteen years of tlie

existence of the Brotherhood. Tiie last convention

Avas held at Albany, N.Y., in 1918. In additi(ni to

over one hundred and tliirty male delegates there

were also a goodly sprinking of tlie fair sex, repre-

senting affiliated locals fi-om the American mills and
paper bag factories. The Convention got under way
Tuesday morning, when important addresses, both

of welcome and of an advisory nature, were made \>y

prominent speakers. The speakers included Con-
troller John Cameron, of Ottawa, and Mr. Tom Moore,

I)resident of the Dominion Trades and Labor Con-

gress. The addresses and remarks of the si)eech

makers on Tuesday morning while not of direct bear-

ing to the numufacf urers, nevertheless carried with

I hem a message of nuu-ii importance, that will lie well

to be ke]) tin mind by the employers (»f pulj) and pajjcr

mill labor. In short the "other fellows" side of the

cpiestion was shown.
Throughout the newsprint inquiry and ever since

tiie Dominion (iovernnient first attempted to regulate

the price of newsprint pajier, the position, cost and
place of labor, in relation to the production of paper
has been very nnu-h heard of. Consequently the hold-

ing of the nincth bi-ainiual convention of the workers
of Ottawa, natnrallx' had its importance to tlic

industry.

For instance it was mentioned liy Mr. Frank La-

fortune, president of the Ottawa Trades and Labor
('(nincil, in relation to the capitalization of pajjcr

mills, that capital had become international. So, he

maintained must labor become international if it

were to survive. lie predicted that so long as the

Liternational Trjide I'nion Movement survived as the

governing body of labor in America, that the Can-

adian and American ))aper mill workers would con-

tinue in their brotherhood and would never be divided.

The Presiilent of the Diuninion Trades and Laboi- Con-
gress, Tom Moore, in refering to the capital of Amer-
ica's pulp and paper industry, said: "The paper in-

dustry today has the greatest and best orgaiiization

and regulation of capital, that the world has ever

known."
The priiu'iples of Internatioiud Trade Unionism

wei'e full.\' touched upon, and the attempts of the

members of the One Big Union to disrupt its progress

were also referred to. The attempts of the O. B. U.

to disrupt and destroy organized labor had in some
communities, president Moore said, set the wheels of

progress back eight or nine years.

Touching upon the outlook for the paper mill

worker in .America and especially in Canada, presi-

dent iloore pointed out that while the growth of the
organizations embraced in the Dominion Trades Con-
gress, had been rapid that the Congress, after thirty

five years of existence, was only iu its infancy.

Cai)itars interests and the Manufai'turers" Associa-

tion, were charged with fostering a nation wide at-

tenijtt for an open shop in relation to jiaper mills. The
International Trade Union Movement was styled by
Controller John Cameron, as the most souinl and
constructive body in the world today.

Mr. J. T. Carey, president of the International

Brotherhood of Paper JNIakers, also addressed the

meeting Tuesdav.

COULD GET MORE FOR PULP THAN FINISHED
PAPER.

A desjiatch from New York to the Montreal Star,

reads :

-Manufacturers of paper, particularly of newsprint,
are in exceptionally good position in regard to inven-

tories. While many of the iinlnstrial companies are
now ctnifronted with large inventoi-ics whicli will

necessarily have to be marked down this year, this

will not be necessary among the pajjcr companies.

On tlie contrary, wood and wood pulp, which are

the chief items in their inventories, have enhanced in

l>rice over last year's (piotations to an alarming degree
aJid give every iiidication of going higher still. Wood
pulp is now selling at $140 a ton, the highest ]M-ice

in the history of the industry. There is a scar(Mty of

this commodity and many of the paper companies, if

they wished, could dispose of their stocks at i)rices

representing considerable advances over what they
paid for them.

Wooil for pajier nuiking i)urposes is now .selling at

approximately $:}4 a cord against $21 a little more
than a year ago. It continues scarce and higher prices

this year or early in 1921 would not l)e surprising.

This is explained in i)art by the fact that last year's
cutting was below normal. Paper conij)anies usuall.N'

cut their wood at least a year in aiivance. so that flicy

are now using timber which was cut last year.

Timber cutting operations are being i-estricted this

year to a large extent by the inability to secure ade-

qiiate labor. There is a growing disposition on the

l)art of the men to seek less arduous forms of employ-
ment and despite exce|)tionally high wages it is dif-

ficult to obtain a sufficient force.

It wouM aj)pear from first glance at the balance
sheets of .some of the large pa|)er companies that they
are carrying exceptional large inventories for the

amount of business transacted in a year. This is not
so. The large stocks of raw materials carried as in-

ventories have increased in price more than 100 per
I'ent in the last four years. Only a negligible portion
of inventories of the paper companies is represented
by finished stocks on hand. This is explained by the
fact that the pressing demand for paper iiractically

clears out stocks as soon as they are manufactured.

The International Paper Company, the largest

American producer, at the close of 1919, showed in-

ventories of .$23,713,388 against $21,397,041 in 1918,

and $12,762,692 in 1917. The increase is accounted
for in large measure by increased wood prices. The
company could today dispose of its raw materials at

higher prices than it paid for them. As an instance,

the eom|ian.\' is selling the finished product, newsprint,
at $130 a to.n. The ton of pajjer is practically all wood
pulp together with added chemicals, and the pulp is

selling at $140 a ton, or $10 over the selling price of

the paper.
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.Mr. \V. F. \'. Atkinson, formerly with tlic Spanish

Kiver forces at Saiilt St. Marie, and who recently

moved to Toronto, has accepted an appointment as

forest and hydraulic eiisrineer for the Dryden Pulp &
Paper Co.. Ltd., of Dryden, Ont. Mr. Atkinson will

have charge of all forestry, stream-flow and water

power work for the company, which owns 1,157 square

miles of timber limits adjacent to Wahigoon and Eajrle

Lakes, and has an interest in 2,000 square miles of addi-

tional limits in the .same district. The company is now-

developing 2,000 h. p. at Dryden and owns a water-

power at Eagle Lake which is partially developed.

Construction work is now in progress for the comple-

tion of this development to o.OOO h. p. in charge of

B. S. McKenzie of Winnipeg as consulting and cons-

truction engineer. The company is also erecting a

new 40-ton ground-wood mill.

A new bond issue for $1,000,000 will be offered by

the Provicial Pajjcr .Mills, Limit il, as part of a author-

ized issue of $3,000,000. The purpose of the money is

new con.struction. additions and betterment to the

plant and to refund outstanding bonds upon the plant

of the Port Arthur Pulp aiul Paper Company, recently

acquired, amounting to $200,000, and a balance of the

mortgage on the (ieorgctown iimpcrty amounting to

$60,000.

Mr. Norman Pliel|)s. for over 30 years the editor.

business manager and i)roprietor of the North Bay

Times has disposed of his newspaper and job printing

plants owing to poor health, the new proprietors being

T. Kuebottom and Ceorge H. Wilson, late of the Sud-

bury Star staff.

Mr. A. P. Costigane, Secretary of the Ontario Pidp

and Paper Makers' Safety Association, has returned

from Milwaukee, where he attended the annual conven-

tion of the National Safety Council. 'Sir Costigan,'

describes the meeting as one of very great interest,

benefit and enthusiasm and one that will do much to-

wards stimulating interest in the great safety move-
ment. Hundreds of delegates were present from all

over the continent while the Old lanil was also repres-

ented at the gathering.

Reports from Northern Ontario ar- to the effect

tSt while curtailment of work in cei-tairi of the indns-

tflfll plants in southern centres has not yet I'csidted in

influencing the lal)or supply at the gold mines, the large

amount of construction work at th • several large pulp

mills throughout the north app.^ars to be absorbing the

Urger percentage of incoming labor, and these concerns

•re able to fuitbid the gold mines in point of waires

^id.
A big deal in Harbor Conuiiission property in Toronto

has just been completed by wtiicli the l>oininion Knvc-

lop« and Carton ('ompany of Toronto lakes jxtssession

of Hcven acres of land not far from the eastern gap.

It is the intention of the company in the spring to com-

iiiencp the erection of a factory 300 x "lOO feet and a

unique feature is that it will be all of one "story. At

the present time the company has two five story strui't

ures on Duchess Str.^et ;iih! in tlic new |)l;int over 3.')0

hends will be employed.
The death took place this week of an old mend)er of

the Toronto Globe staff in the person of Mr. Archibald
Flenung at the ag? of 71 years. He also served with
several newsi)a|iers in the United States until ill health

forced him to give up work. For the past five years
he was a fiatient at the Hospital for Incurables.

Mr. W. Nelson Wilkinson, a popular Toronto news-
paiieriiuin, and president of the Canadian Newspaper
Service, Limited, is assuming the Managing Editorshi))

of the Ontario Newspaper Corporation. Limited, the new
owners of the Ilaiiiilton Times. The head office of the

Canadian Newspaper Service will be moved from To-
ronto to Hamilton where Mr. Wilkinson has purchased
the business of the Canadian Readyprint Comi)any and
the Hamilton Newsjiaper I'nion list of weekly news-

papers.

P>efore the adjournment of the convention and fol-

iowiim- conf M-ences between jobbers and manufacturers
the gathering passed a resolution subscribing to the

l)rinciple that the best method of distribution of paper
was through the wholesale merchants and the manufac-
turers will be asked to eo-operate to this end.

A second morning paper for Hamilton, Out., is now
a iiossibility. If is stated that the Hamilton Spectator

has applied for ;i franchise aiul the Hamilton Times,

luider JoliTi Inirie, is aboiit to publish a morning edi-

tion,-

It is repoi-ted in Winnipeg that one of the most im-

portant lu'wspaper deals in recent >('ars is practically

eonsiunmated. According to the report. Sir Clifford

Sifton, who owns the Winnii>eg Free Press, and inte-

rests associated with him have acquired fi'om Mr.

W. F. Herman the Saskatoon Star and the Saskatoon

Phoenix. Mr. Herman, who, over a year ago. estab-

lished the Border Cities Star in Windsor, Ont. and has

recently established there the Border Cities Sun as a

nu)ridng i>aper. has. it is reported, accpiireil options on

newspajier ])roperties in Hamilton and Toronto. If

the preseid deal goes through. .Mr. Ilernum will here-

after concentrate his activities in Ontario. I'ntil re-

cently he was the owner of the iiegina Post but a few

weeks ago disposed of bis interests in that paper, ac-

(piiring at the same time the Saskatoon Plio.'iiix. He
has been for many years proprietor and publisher of

the Saskatoon Star.

Reports from I'orl Arthur show that the work of

constructing the plant of the Kaminis; iipiia Pulp ami

Paper Com))any is progressing satisfactorily and if is

•xpeeted to be ready for operation by Nov. 1. The

wood room is almost ready and the construction of the

mill building is proceeding smoothly with the iu.stal-

lation of the uunhinery keeping pace. Word has also

been received that the plant of the W.'steru Canada

Pidp & Pa|)er Com))any. near VaiuMuiver. is operating

at full capacity with an output id' 40 tons of sidphafe

pulp daily
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The deatli of LiKhvig K. t'aiiieniii. t'di- many years
King's Printer for the Province of Ontario, occurred
on October 1 at Santa ^lonica, California, where he
had jroiie for his health about six years ago. Mr. Ca-
meron was 67 years of age and was born in Stouff-

ville, Ontario. Some 38 years ago, Mr. Cameron went
West and founded the Xor^ West Farmer" at Winni-
peg. After remaining there for several years Mr.
Cameron came East to The Loudon Advertiser, of which
paper his brothers had control. At that time one
brother, John Cameron, was editor of The Globe. Mr.
Cameron remained with The Advertiser only a short

time and was appointed King's Printer. This was
about 30 years ago.

"No wonder there is a feeling among the people in

the northern country that some step towards secession

should be taken," remarked -I. J. Carrick, ex-M.P. in

Toronto, this week. "Due to the timber investigation

and the inaction of the Department of Lands, Forests

and Klines, no permits or timber leases are being issued

in Northern Ontario, and consequently no men are go-

ing into the woods. About this time of the year there

are usually 4,000 or 5,000 men in the bush taking out

ties and pulp-wood and carrying on other operation>.

At present, however, praetiealiy everything is at a

standstill."

Owing to tlie growth of their business the Wilkinson

Paper Co. is about to take over a couple of extra floors

at their present premises on liay Street, Toronto.

Mr. William Scott and his son George Scott, who are

large makers of twine in Stockport, England, were

gue.st.s this week of ilr. Charles V. Syrctt, of the Vic-

toria Paper and Twine Co., Limiti'd. Toronto.

INTERNATIONAL PLANS ANOTHER HUGE MILL
Tiic ik'Vi'lcipuu'Mts wiiicli tlie International I'ap r

I'o., of New York, will make in Canada, will l>e far

greater than had been anticipateil. On his return

from the trip to the new Kiordon mill at Kipawa, P.

T. Dodge, president of the International Paper Com-
pany, stated that the company was planning a new-

mill in addition to the one that is under construction

at Three Rivers. No announcement has been matle

yet as to where this new mill i)e located. The com-

pany owns several timber limits in addition tu the

ones up the St. Maurice River, but it is concludeil that

it may be at Grand Falls, N.B., where the company
has timber limits and water power available or per-

haps somewhere in Quebec, according to the Financial

Post. This mill is likely also to represent an invest-

ment of at least $r>,006,000 and will duplicate, to a

great extent, the mill now being built at Three Rivers.

Indeed it would not be surprising if eventually this

paper company, which has the largest output of any
newsprint mills in the world, should decide to con-

struct several other mills in Canada.

The International Paper Company, a number of years
ago, secured leases of extensive pulwood limits be-

longing to the Crown in Quebec Province, but have
been unable to export the pulpwood to feed their

mills in New York State. One of the latest results of

this scarcity has been that the large mill at Niagara
Falls. N.Y., with a capacity of 160 tons has been forced
to change over from newsprint to other grades of

paper. The production of this mill alone woull be suf-

ficient to cover nearly half the consumption of all the

newspapers in Canada.
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CHEMICALS AT NEW YORK, OCT. 6th.

I'nits Carloads Lessth. C.L.

Acetic acid 'Js',
. . . .cwf 3.50-- 3.7.-) 4.00- 4..-)0

Acetic acid, glacial in)Y^%
cwt. 14.00-16.00 16.20-

Hvdrochloric acid (nomin.)

ewt. 2.00- 2..')0

Muriatic acid. See Hydroch.
Sulphuric acid 60 —Tank

cars Ton 12.00-16.00
Sulphuric acid 66"—Tank

cars Ton 16.00-17.00
Sulphuric acid 66"—Drums

Ton 26.00-28.00
Alcohol, denatured 190 prf.

Gal. (U.S.^i

Alcohol, wd. See "Methanol'
Alum (Aluminum Sulphate,

Iron free/ Lb. .06-
Bleaching Powder . . cwt. 7.2;")-- 7..")0

Chlorine gas, li(|uid 1 100 lli.

cylinders) Lb. .09-.09io

Lead nitrate crystals . Lb
Methanol (Wood alcohol)

95'-;
. . .Gal. a\ S.)

Salt cake Ton
Soda Ash 100 lbs 3.25- 3.50
Sodium Silicate 40*^;. .Lb. .OII4-.OI:!, .02-.02'

,

Sulphur-crude .... Ton 16.00-20.00 '."..

New York, Chicago ami St. Louis report quiet mar-
kets.

Salt cake is firm.

Very little bleaching powder offered.
In Naval stores there is great inactivity.
R.isin less than car lots $13.70 to $1:!.S() per Cwt.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CATALOG READY
The 1920 issue of the Chemical Engineering Catalog

is now read.v for delivery.
Owing to the tremendous increase in the cost of

paper, printing and other essentials connected with
this issue, the puidishers are compelled to make a
nominal charge for the use of the Catalog this year.
This charge ( Foreign 1 is .$3.50. iiuluding the cost of
delivery.

As the size of this edition is limited, copies will be
sent only to those who apply for them. A letter which
is being sent to those who received coj)ies last year
.says: "You will be asked soon to ship the copy of
the 1919 book you now hold to your neare.st scientific
.^cho(d. We cannot give to the students in the insti-
tutions offering courses in chemistry the "current"
edition, but we have promi.se«l several thousand copies
of the 1919 Catalog to such institutions this Fall."
We know from experience the value of these cata-

logs to students of Industrial Chemistry and trust
that all will co-operate promptly in sending last vears
catalog to the s.hool indicated.

ON SHIPPING ACIDS.

_

Viele. Blackw.-ll .v.- Uu,k. .-.xi.., iters, etc., 49 Wall
St., New York, have issued a very interesting bulletin.
No. 11, on acids. It includes the names of 41 com-
mercial acids in fotir languages, with formula, chem-
ical name, principal properties and uses and gives in-
formation as to manner of packing, shipping regula-
tions and classification as regards danger.
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CANADIAN PAPER TRADE CONDITIONS.

Tor(iiiti). Out.. J^.— Whether priees in the pulp ami

paper line will eome dnwu sooner or later is eausincr

some di.seussion in the industry and, while there have

been no recessions so far, the question arises what does

the future hold in store? Value.s are well maintained

at the present time but mi.scellaneous orders are fall-

ing off and there is th? general wave of price reduc-

tion, now sweeping the country which has to be reck-

oned with. The conviction that ((notations in practi-

eallv all commodities have reached their apex is ge-

nerally recognized, and the query forces itself to the

front, will pulp aiul paper eseape?

This is not saying or suggesting, that present rates

are too high in view of the demand and the high cost

of production, wages, shortage of raw materials, coal,

transportation and other practically fixed charges. Ail

these have to be thrown into the discard hy the force

of eveut.s. Speaking to the "Pulp and Paper Maga-

zine" this week, a leading manufacturer of book

paper said that they had orders to carry them many

weeks ahead, but there was no gainsaying the fact

that the law of supply and demand ruled, and when

demand fell below a certain point, the cist of man-

ufacture "cut no ice". It was all right to remark thai

prices in any line could not come down but the mark:>t

would determine that,—and shatter many theories,

which hold sway under normal conditions.

Recent despatches from New York have stated that

Canada is abo\it to face a new competitor in the news-

print market of the United States in the shape o'.

German imjjorfations but the invas^.n i-j not likely to

be of large enough proportions to cause much anxiety,

in view of the ever increasing cill for newsprint a:iil

the fact that consumption is iiKivasing inori rapidly

than production. In the boo.i .ind writing paper line

it was stated by one of the -pcaktr.s jit tho Canadi.in

Paper Trade Association mecving, hold last, week i)i

Toronto, that English makers cf fine paper were nov

beginning to canvass the trade in Canada for business

and had made some attractive offers. Not since the

outbreak of the war had this been the case, and what

effect English competition will have on the book and

wrking trade of the Dominion is a subject of specula-

tiw interest.

Book paper manufacturers are faced all the while

with increasing I'ost of ptilp. One firm stated this

week that they had been offered as a "special induce-

ment" a large consignment of the bleached commodity

at twelve cents a pound whereas the latest previous

proposition was eleven cents, at the mill. The recent

iocrease in freight rates, shortage of coal and other

factors have also to he considered. The groundwood
piil(i situation is also causing anxiety aiid supplies in

sufficient quantity are difficult to obtain. As high as

$160 was paid, at the mill, recently for spot delivery.

I^cliverics on other lines of paper are a little more

satisfactory than they have been for some time

although kraft shipments are away in arrears. Some
wholesalers have been "pyramiding" their orders of

late in order to secure more prompt shipments. One

dealer re|>orts that the system has worked out to better

advantage than placing one big order and then sitting

down and waiting for it to be filled. Printing esta-

blishments are getting busier and manufacturing sta-

tioners are rushed with trade for the holiday period

which is now only a couple of months off. They are

still finding it difficult to secure .sufficient stock in

many lines. Envelope manufacturers are also very

busy.

Toilet and tissue paper mills are catching up with

production and prices remain unchanged. They have

l)usiuess enough ahead for several weeks but the rapid

advances in price, which ])revailed some weeks ago,

are not in evidence now.

Box board prices remain the same and will conti-

nue to do so for the remainder of the month. Paper
.box factories are not now rushed to the .same extent

that they were weeks ago and there is not the persis-

tent clamor for stock. This state of affairs is wel-

comed by the mills. The plant at Frankford of the

Canada Box Board Co. will be closed down for a

couple of weeks to undergo repairs and additions in

the boiler room. The new grouiulwood building of the

company is now completed aiul the machinery is on

hand ready for installation.

In regard to iicwspriut paper, certain increases went
into effect at the beginning of the month. The form-
er price for sheet news varied from $120 to $140 and
now the figure runs from $140 up to as high as $156
in some cases. For roll news the weekly papers,

which use newsprint in this shaite, are now paying as

high as $130 whereas the former figure was from $96
to $120. It is reported that, at least, two new daily

morning papers will be launched in Ontario during the

next few weeks and this will increase the demand
while the dailies now in the field never used as much
newsprint as they are doing at the present time by
i-eason of the great amount of advertising being done,

.Merchants, who nev;»r used newspaper space before,

are em))loying printers" ink in order to reiliu'e the

stocks of goods on hand and make known that they

are joining in the universal wave of price cutting.

One (|Uestion of interest to the trade in general is

the price of pulpwood. Many lumbermen are cutting

their small logs up into pulpwood and others in the

east are establishing rossing plants. Searcely a week
goes by but that some new company does not embark
in the pulpwood field and many of the big paper plants

are offering exceptionally high wages to induce men
to go to the bush. I-umbcrnuMi have been feeling this

i-oiii]ietition keenly, so far as the labor market is con-

cerned, iLs they say that they cannot pa.v the scale

offered by the pulp companies, owing to the fact the

Jumber business generally is in a quiet state at pre-

sent, due to the falling off in the I'nited States mar-
ket and the decline in building operations. Pulp and
paper proilucers are in ;i far different position as

there is an abnormal demand for their output at the

iiighest figure ever known and the requisitions for

tonnage must be met as far as it is humanly po.ssible

to do so. Naturally labor in the forest floeks to the
heaviest bidders.
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•TRADE-nARK-
Rr6l5TERE0

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union^Helsingfors^ Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD /«\ PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4246-47 INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

" 2170
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NEW YORK MARKETS.
New Vi>rk. Octolier it— (Special C'orics|.(.ii(len<-e t

—
Deniaiul for paper of practically every i<iiid bas con-

fiimed to recede tliis Aveek. and tlie market is iu a

ipfieter state than for a lonp; time. Consumers of

paper, like those iisinp various otlier maniifactured

ronimodilies, are pursuinjr a ]>olicy of holding off in

liuyinfr unless immediately in need of supplies. Pub-

lishers and printers who, a few week ago, were ur-

gently seeking paper and who were apjiarently willing

to pay any prices to secure supplies, today are doing

very little purchasing, most of them getting along as

best they can on shi]>nients being re<-eived on con-

trai't without resorting to fresh l)uying. One consola-

tion for tlic jiaper trade is that vii'tually every com-

modity is experiencing the same market conditions.

The peo])le of the United States, evidently being firm-

ly of the belief that the inevitable price readjustment
is well under way and that tliey Avill he able to buy
substantially cheaper figures in the near future, are

for the present doing as little buying or any and all

articles as their actual requirements will permit. This

general lack of buying is at the bottom of all the

dullness affecting business in this country, and there

is little probability of improvement in trading con-

ditions until commodity prices have touched l)ottom,

at least temporarily.

Paper manufacturers as a class, are in a more
favorable position than probablv any other sot of
manufacturers in the country. Most paper mills have
back orders on hand taking the great bulk of their

output for several months hence, so that a larce ma-
jority of plants are running at close to capacity and
are .shipjiing out their product about as f|uickly as

it is available. Neither have paper prices been ma-
terially affected thus far. With demand at a Ioav ebb,
values )iaturally are characterized by an easy under-
tone, yet actual jn-ices remain on fairly steady levels.

Mills have received ouite a few cancellations, of
course, and there have been cases where certain manu-
facturers or dealers have cut prices tf) effect sales,

but generally sjx-aking, the price tone of the market
is favoratilc; furthermore, it seems likely to continue
so. Sellers of jiaper realize that lowering of quota-
lions would bring them little results in the way of
stimulating business. On the contrary, the cau.se for
the jirevailing lai-k of demand is nothing else than
the downward trend of values, and the cutting of
|)rii'cs on par>er now would merclv prompt buvcrs to

Id off a bit more.

The spot basis on newsprint is a bit lower. Tlie in-

flux of foreign i)rint jiaper supplies from Scandina-

via and Germany, couitled with the reluctance of

publishers to l)uy in the open market, make for in-

creased offerings, and sales have been recorded down
to 10 cents a iiound for n^ws in standard rolls. In

fact, there habe been rumors of transactions at as low

as 9.75 cents, and the probabilities are some scatter-

ing lots have been sold this low. Despite the refusal

of consumers to buy sjiot tonnages, proof is not want-

ing that most ])ub]isliers are short on needed supplies.

Newspapers in New York and other cities are leav-

ing out columns upon columns of advertising almost

every day, and the fact that they are limiting the size

of their issues to a certain number of ])agcs indicates

they are confining their consumption to the i)aper

they are getting on contritct.

Rflok papers rule quotably firm and are in a favor!

able market position. Reports are heard of a sagging

of i)rices but buyers admit being unable to acquire

supplies at cheaiier rates, and mills say they are ship-

ping their output to contract customers Avithout

liaving nuich. if any, surplus left. Coarse papers are

in q)iiet demand but are holding up in price excepting

in some few instances. Tissxies can be bought a little

cheajier. and kraft wrappings are not as firmly (pioted

as they were. Fine papers are steady to firm, and
although the bulk of demand is for the low-priced

grades, the market showr. enough activity to give it

a fairly lively complexion.

Slight reductions in board prices are reported. Old
Maste papers have fallen off in price consideraldy

which apparently cnal)les board manufacturers to sell

their jjroduct for a little less. News board is quoted
at $110 per ton at mills and plain chip board at $100.

Demand in the open market is narrow, due largely

to the dullness reigning in the paper box industry.

(iKorXD WOOD.—There is a modk>rat4» amount
of bvisiness current in grrnnid wood. Consumers are

buying mainly against direct reiiuirements, but pro-

ducers and dealers say the\' are occasioned little or

no difficulty in finding an outlet for all the ])ulp they

have for spot shipment, and prices are hi>lding steady

at $12."> to $130 a Ion at grinding mills. The strong-

est factor in the market today is that grinders haven't

the surplus of jnilp stored away that they invariably

have at this time of the year. This leads inilp men
to believe that when demand broadens in the early

winter-, as il custoinai'ily docs, su)iplies will fail to be

large enough to cover the wants of buyers and that

\;ilucs will undergo sharp enhancement. Doubtless

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
^^ 8S1]

50 E. 42nd STREET tf.i.fphonk.sssumurrayhim. NEW YORK

We buj all kinds

9i Canadian WOOD PULP AT TOP PRICES.

Write tu and be
Convinc«d.
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\'alves, Pipes, (^astin^, an\ I'ittings

used in Pulp Mill work must possess

positive Acid-resisting ijualities.

The castings which we make lor this

purpose are of "WORLD" Acid-

resisting Bronze, a metal which years

of use, under exacting conditions, has

proved to be the best suited for this

purpose.

Let us know your requirements. We
will be glad to send you a Sample
Casting for an Acid Bath Test.

If you are not entirely satisfied with

any Valve or Fitting you are now using

send to us for a sample to try in actual

use.

T. McAVITY & SONS,
LIMITED

ST. JOHN, - - X.B.

MONTREAL. WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER,

TORONTO
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this is one reason why manufaetui-ers are not press-

ing consumers to anticipate their forward require-

ments, and wliy tliey express satisfaction over tlie

manner in which buyers are operating at present.

CHEMICAL PULP.—Demand fur chemical wood

l)ulp is far from strong or v(»luminous, yet the mar-

ket is attended by fair activity insofar as regards

trading in current lots of i)ulp. Pajjermakers are

confining their l)uying almost solely to tonnages im-

mediately required, reflecting their evident belief

that the market is destined to go lower and their \ni-

willingness to buy ahead in the fear that they might

find themselves iater on with stocks representing a

liigher cost than at whicli they could be acquired at

that time. The .strongest kinds of pulp at present are

bleached sulphite and soda pulp. Few producing

mills have these pulps to offer for prompt delivery,

being generally sold up, and the scattering spot lots

available are held at high prices. Kraft, on the other

hand, is softening in price, while inibleaehed sulphite

appears easing off slightly. Quotations show no marked
change at aitout these ranges : Domestic bleached sul-

jdiite, 12 to 121/2 cents, and foreign, 13 to 14 cents;

domestic unbleached sulphite No. 1 grade, 8Ya to 9

cents, and foreign, 93/4 to 10 cents; domestic easy

bleaching sulphite, 9V2 to 10 cents, and foreign,

101/2 to 11 cents; domestic kraft, 7 to 7^4 cents, and
foreign, 714 to 71/2 cents.

Imports of wood pulp at th? port of New York this

week included S78 liales from Yokohama, 1,500 bales

from Hull. 711 bales from Osaka, and 61 bales from

Hamburg.
RAGS.—New cotton rags are in a steady market

position and demand appears ample to sustain values.

whereas old j)apermaking rags are little wanted by

Consumers and pi-ices are moving consistently toward
lower levels. The reason for this divided state of

affairs chiefly is that new cuttings arc in limited su)i-

ply. due to the slow operations of cutting establish-

ments, and are therefore wanted by buyers. Old rags.

however, seem in plentiful supply, both at mill cen-

tres and in dealers' hands, and the former are hold-

ing off in i)uying in expectation that they will be able

to secure supplies later at lower prices. White shirt

cuttings, which are marked by a good incpiiry. are

pricefl at 26 cents and uji to 27 cents per |)oinid. Cn-
l)leached muslin cuttings are held at 19 cents, wash-
ables at 13 cents, while lawns at 22 to 23 cents and
new light silesias at ir> cents. Roofing rags have
dft'lined furthei-, with sales reported of No. 1 pa''king

Awn to I'.IO cents at sliipiiiiig points. Old while and

bhie rags are quotably easy and are moving oidy in

limited fjuantities.

Receipts of foreign i)apcrmaking rags at New York
this week included 445 bales from Havre, 210 bales

from Ijondon, and 56 bales from Bueuos Aires.

PAPER STOCK.—The market for low grades of old

paper is in a chaotic condition. Due to the refusal

of most box board mills to buy. offerings are iin-'reas-

ing and ])rices are dropping at a rapid rate. Dealers,

in their an.xiety to find outlets for old newspapers

and mixed pajiers, are accepting almost any prices

within reason they are offered, and folded news has

sold down to 1.80 cents a pound f.o.b. New York and
No. 1 mixed pai)er at 1.50 cents. White news cuttings,

which ruled strong for a long time, can be bought

today at dose to 6 cents a pound at shii)pnig points,

while over issue newspai)ers are freely offered at

around 2.15 cents. Old kraft paper is quotably lower

at about 6 cents, as are books and magazines at 3

(•ents. Shavings represent about the only grade hold-

ing firm in i)rice. Packers are demanding and get-

ting 8.50 cents for No. 1 soft white shavings at ship-

ping points and in the vicinity of 9.50 cent for hard
white shavings of No. 1 quality.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGING.—There is moderate
activity in old rope and prices are maintained at 6.00

to 6.25 cents per pound for No. 1 manila rope. Old
bagging is in very slack demand and largely nominal
in ))rice. there being few transactions on whi<'h tit

base values. No. 1 scrap bagging is available to mills

at 2.25 cents and less, roofing bagging at 1.25 to 1.50

cents and gunny at 3 cents.

Imi)orts of old rope at New York this week in-

cluded 224 coils from Hull and 106 coils from Liver-

pool. Receipts of foreign bagging at this port in-

(duded 720 bales from Antwerp and 250 bales from
(ienoa.

DO WE CABE?
Every now and then someone is hurt in an accident

and we hear people say "Oh, he was careless".

Is that so? Didn't he care? Did he want to be iiurtT

He may not have thought of what he was doing
but he ccrtaiidy cared whether he was hurt or not.

We arc told that one half of all fatal accidents

occur before the age of twenty anil then one twelfth

of all deaths are due to accidents. Do we caret
.Maybe. Probably. But why don't we cut down these
awful aMiiii.il Ic.ssrs line to needless accidents aiul

fires .'

THE BEST LITHARGE YOU CAN OBTAIN—CARTER'S
Carter's is a perfect I.itharRc in every re.spect. Krce from Rnt, peroxide and
metallir lead it is admirably adapted for relining HiKesfers.

Carter's Lithdrge is made by the manufacturers of Carter's Crenuine Dry Red
I-ead. Carter's Genuine Dry White Lead and Carter's Genuine Orange Lead.

ffiTlicularx and Prirrs nn request.

The Carter White Lead Co. of Canada, Ltd., 91 Delorimier Ave , Montreal
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Building' a
BiSS^r Canada
THESE are days of progress—days when in-

dustry is leaping ahead and Canada is assuming
her place in the world of commerce. Giant structures
are being reared to house the machinery, men and
equipment necessary to a bigger business.

Great highways are being constructed to provide
for the easier transportation of Canada's products;
elevators, wharves, factories, mills, mines—every-
where the hand of the contractor is set to some big
task.

And wherever this construction work is going on,
Fairbanks-Morse contractors' equipment is playing
an important part—rendering its services as a factor
in this work of progress. From the shovel to the
steam and electric hoists, from the concrete mixer to
the heavy road machinery, drill and jack, to truck
and railway car, Fairbanks-Morse equipment is

the choice of the contractor, because he knows that
behind the smallest tool is the same quality guar-
antee and service that supports the largest unit of
Fairbanks-Morse equipment.

He knows that the Fairbanks-Morse 100'

y

quality seal is the ideal of the Fairbanks-Morse
institution—a standard and a guide in building
a bigger Canada.

Th« Canadian FairbanHs-Morse Co.
Limitad

Canada's Departmental Hourc for Mecltanical Gnodx
Hiilifox St. John Quebec Montreal Ottnwa Toronto Hamilton

St. Catharines Windsor Winnipeg Saskatoon Rrgina
Calgary Vancouver Victoria

II

.;.'r.'f
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OUR FAMILY TUA.\KSGlVJ.\a DINAEK.

The Industrial and Educational Publishing (Joui-

pauy, publishers of the Pulp & Paper Magazine aud

other technical journals moved irom iloutreal to Ste.

Anne de Bellevue two years ago and establislied the

Garden City Press. One of the fundamental ideals of

the concern is to develop an organization that is an

institution rather than a business. In harmony with

this desire the company has bought laud surrounding

the new printing establishment and is developing what

will one day be really a garden citj'. Comfortable cot-

tages are being erected as rapidly as conditions permit

and in company with the growing personnel of the

plant.

Last year the President and General Manager, Mr.

J. J. ilarpeli, conceived the itlea of gathering the em-

ployees and some local friends of the company about

the banquet table for a Thanksgiving Dinner. The

event was such a success that it was repeated tiiis

year on a slightly larger scale and the staff from the

branch plant at Toronto were invited to come down.

Altogether about seventy partook of the menu aud
enjoj'ed the brief, earnest speeches.

The most striking one was tlie talk of the lion. W.

S. Fielding who responded to the toast to "Our Coun-

try". After dwelling on the fact that Canada is en-

joying comparatively peaceful conditions while there

is unfortunately so much distress and unrest througli-

out other parts of the world, he outlined some of the

reasons for this happy state of affairs in the Dominion.

Mr. Fielding's particular plea was for a greater rea-

lization of individual responsibility for maintaining our

government, especially on the part of the young peo-

ple who will soon he required to carry the burdens

of their fathers. It is a time for serious thought and

consideration as to whether there is the same sense of

responsibility amoiur the young people of today that

the older generation, now pa.ssing, speak of as rather

common in days gone by. Certain it is that the happy
conditions that we enjoy today are in no small part

due to the unselfish efforts of the public mcTi who
have so far guided the affairs of provincial and do-

minion governments.

It would be difficult, if it were possible, to find in

Canada a man today who is better qualified to make
such an appeal to the young people than is Mr. Field-

ing. For thirteen years the Premier of Xova Scotia.

for fifteen years Finance Minister of the Dominion
and latterly a prominent figure in the Dominion Par

liament, his forty-three years of clean and .self-sacri-
ficing service to the people of Canada is an object
lesson that would be difficult to duplicate in the
v.orld today. The publishers of the Pulp & Paper
Magazme are proud of their association with Mr.
Fielding who is editor of the Journal of Commerce
which is also printed at the Garden City Press. His
example should be an inspiration to all of those who
liave a desire to take an active part in parliamentary
affairs as well as to us ail, who should feel a greater
.sense of obligation and responsibility as to how w«
discharge tiie privileges of residence and citizenship

in the Dominion.

El)( CATL\(; rAI'ERMAKEliS JN ENGLAND.
At the convention of the Technical Section of the

Uritish Papermakers Association which has just been
lu'id in England, Major J. K. Aitken read a paper on
Technical Education in Paper Making which vigour-
ously supports the work so extensively and courageous-
ly undertaken on this side by the Techniiuil Seetion of
the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association and our con-
freres acro.ss the line. Major Aitken cites an instance
of a young man who was so desirous of improving his

knowle<lge of the industry that he was willing to take
two years in order to cover a single session course
because he was employed on shift work and could at-

tend da.s.ses oidy every other week. Ambition of that
kind we l)elieve is not exceedingly rare nor confined
to England. There is a thirst for knowledge among
papermakers as there is among those engaged in other
industries. There is a realization on the part of many
who are engaged in this industrj' that they have missed
something. There may be a bit of jealousy, but we
believe it is rather a feeling of disappointment in the
minds and hearts of many that they were obliged to
leave school or voluntarily left school at an age when
others continued their studies and in later years find
themselves handicapped by a lack of knowledge, often
of a simple aud elementarj- character. The editor real-

izes the position of the young man mentioned by Major
Aitken as he one time found it necessary to attend a
certain class and could attend only every other week
(mornings after the night tour), beeao.se of the .same
reason, being engaged on shift work. This is a .serioas

problem in educating the papermaker and one that
affects relatively few industries.

Major Aitken suggests one method of overcoming the
difficulty, by repeating the same lecture immediately.
A Canadian mill is planning to accomplish the .same
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result liy repeatin;,' the lesson two week.s in .suoces-

sion so that all who wish may gret the full course. In

addition to those who can attend such cla-sses there

are also a number who cannot do so and who are best

provided for with re<:ard to educational opportunities

by providing correspondence courses. England al-

ready has some opportunities of this cliaraeter and

correspondence courses are well known in the 1 niteil

States and Canada.

One of the principal factors in the success of any

educational work intended to benefit those employed

in industry is the co-operation of the employer with

the employee and the educational agency. Undoubt-

edly there is just a smuch ambition among our pulp

and paper makers on this side for a better education

as there is among British mills, even though some peo-

ple think that the present day workman is interested

only in the mill whistle and the pay envelope. There

are unfortunately a large number of such employees

and tliere always will be but we believe that as edu-

cational opportunities increase there will be fewer

clock watchers and more quality watchers. It is grat-

ifying that the Technical Section in the Old Country

is interested in this coming problem which has engaged

so much attention from the Technical Section in

Canada.

We undei-stiuid that by usinji paper clothes one

may have a new suit every week. From .some things

we hear, it looks as if one would have to.

THE SHAWINIGAN REVIEW.
Like the .seed of corn that is planted, the Relgo-

Bulletin has died that something bigger might come

to life. So it happens that we have the Shawinigan

Review, a weekly paper serving tihe social, industrial

and civic interests of the people of Shawinigan K;ills.

P. Q. It is printed in French and English and

covers the events of the city and its many industries.

The old Bulletin served the one industry, the Belgo-

Canadian Compan.v, probalily lietlei' than the Re-

view, hut there is a community spirit at the Falls

and the new publication will be a big factor in unit-

ing and i)romoting the interests of tihe people there.

Besides item^ about the various plants, subjects of

r-ivil and social interest are incliuled.

COBWEBS.
JDne of the most striking (•omi>arisons in tl

r^ort on the exports of pidp and paper is

COBWEBS.
the recent

the item

relating to groundwood. In the month of August,

1910, the value of this item of export was a little ove-

$47r),7.")0. During the same month in 1020 the value

had risen to $2,800,000 or almost exactly six times.

Tins increa.se in value was very largely due to a con-

siderable increase in price but the ((uantify (luring tlif

same period increased from 387,000 ewt. to 816.000 or

n little more than double. The price is still well maiii-

ftiined nufl with new production coming on the market
there is likely to he a continual increase in the value

of this product even though tliere be some slight re-

cession in the price per ton.

Where jirovision has not already been made for the

winter's coal supiily, there is likely to be some scramb-

ling before January. These bri.sk autumn days, with

a touch of frost in the morning remind us of wliat

is to come.

One frequently hears a man say that the world owes

him a living. This is not so. The only thing the

world owes a man or is under obligation to give him is

an opportunity to earn a living. This means that in-

dustries are under obligation either to furnish contin-

ual employment with at least a living wage or to pay

such wages for seasonal employment as will provide a

fair average income for the whole year. The former

is by far the better because of the moral effect of

having continuous employment and a permanent resi-

dence Pulp and paper companies are constantl.v stri-

ving to organize in such way as to provide this type

of employment. One of these days an employer will

be re(iuired by law to do soniethintr of this kind.

IS YOUR OWN HOME SAFE?
Every year there are hundreds of eiti/ens liadly

scalded by boiling water and .vear by year by the ap-
palling total of childreii si-alded to death grows. Put
all hot liquids out of reach of the babies.

(iasoline fuTnes will explode when exiiosed to flames.

Coal oil pouretl on a burning fire has wrecked many
homes. Ciasoline should not be kept in the house and
.ilways keep it away from fire. If you think you must
use a small cuj) and stand clear of the rush of flame.
Matches have a horrible fas<-iiuition for children.

Hundreds of fires have resulted from children play-
ing with nuitcbes and numy young lives have beeji

>;ud(lenly snuffed out— because someone was careless
with matches.

Someone has said "An upturned nail is a prong of
evil." Keep your house and property free from
broken glass and boards with luiils in them. Blood
poisoning and serious infections are often the result
of stepping on nails or i)roken gla.ss.

Keep all poisons nut of reach of the children. Put
a piece of tin in the cork of the bottle so yoii will
know a poison bottle even in the dark. If you can.
do not keep any ))oisons in the hoiuse.

Figures show that falls are i-esponsible for nuu-e
ii'cidents and deaths than any other cause in the
home. Kec)) your stairs, especially the cellar steps,
clear of boxes, bottles and other material. Keep the
steps in good repair. Keej) dark halls free from ob-
structions that might trip .someone. Train the chil-
dren to )nit toys away instead of leaving them lying
on the floor.

Nearly all of the cases of infection and blood-
poisoning are cau.sed by the neglect of small injuries.
If you scratch or cut yourself use iodine to kill any
possible infection, Iodine is cheap and efficient.
The children of the community are the responsibil-

ity of the fathers and mothers. ' Parents are morally
obligated to make their homes safe and to teach
safety tn the children.
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The Consumption of Power in Beating
By \V. P.. Campbell, Process Eugiueers, Limited, Jloiitieal

. The economical use of power in the beating process
is a subject which has received slight attention in Ame-
rican paper mills. Very few plants are equipped so as

to be able to measure accurately the power consumed
under various conditions. In the majority of cases

power is provided for maximum requirements and. the

beater is oiierated to produce tiie result desii-ed, re-

gardless of whether this is obtained with a large or a

small expenditure of horsepower-iiours. The facilit\

with which tlie action of the beat?r may be modified to

produce different residts and the skill which an expe-

rienced beater man displays in adapting his procedure
to the pulps provided for him and to the product de-

sired, also tend to discourage any accurate study of the

reactions. Whether to work with a light furnish and
high circulation speed or with a heavy furnish and
correspondingly low circulation spe^nl are matters

usually decided by the beater man in the light of his

])articular experience, ratiier than by an exact know-

ledge of the power consumption in the various alter-

natives. With the present lack of data this condition

is likely to persist for some time, since no hard and
fast rules should be laid down before they are prove<l.

This, however, should not be a bar to utilizing the in-

formation actually at hand.

I'p the present, progress in beater design has been
slow on account of this lack of knowledge of the fund-

amental factors involved. Such progress as has been

made is due largely to the instinctive feelings for

what is right rather than to calodatc improvements.

Naturally many of the changes brought about in this

way have proved by experience to be of no advantage
and in such cases they have disappeared in the course

of time. When the changes showed good results they

have been retained. It is out cif the accumulated expe-

rience of these things which have been tried aiul have

been proved or disproved by practical working that

there has come to be a certain general conception of

what is desirable in a beater. Rapid circulation and

heavy furnishes arc generally considered advantageous
although it is doubtful whether many papermen could

back up their o]iinion by logical arguments. In the

same way the i-ircumferential speed of beater rolls

has become practically standardized at from 2000 feet

to 2300 feet per minute. Although these things are

difficult to prove they are nevertheless the result of

sound experience accumulated over many years, and
at the cost of many exi>erinieiits and mistakes.

While the fact is recorded in several places in the

literature, it is probable that many paper makers will

l)e surprised t" learn that, dther things lieiug equal,

the power required by a beater is greater when filled

with water only or with a light furnish than it is with
with a heavier furnsh. Even mi experieiced antl able

an investigator as Rcadle was surpriseil at this and
notes it as very curious though without finding ade-

quate explanation. As will l)e seen later, however,
the reason is quite simple and like many other mys-
teries, it is a mystery only .so long as some of the

factors are unknown.
Let us consider where the power for the beater is

used. In the first place, a |)ortion of it is necessarily
absorbed by friction in the bearings. The next and the
greatest portion of the power is absorbed between the

beater roll and the bed-plate or perhaps it would be
more correct to say between the beater roll and the
stock passing under it, since, unless the roll is down
extremely hard, it does not really touch the beil-plate

;

otherwise there would be no rubbing action on the
fibres. It is this jiart of the power which does the real

productive work in the beater. The third portion of the
|)ower is used in accelerating the stock aiul water from
the very low velocity with which it moves in the tub to

the circumferential velocity of the roll. This portion
of the power has received little attention from most
investigators and, indeed .so far as articles published
in America are coiu-erned, only tlio.se by Schlick men-
tion it at all. In adflition to these three main uses, power
is also wasted, to some extent, in the churning of the
stock in the immediate neighborhood of the roll and
also in elevating it from the level in front of the roll to
the level behind the roll. Comparatively speaking,
however, the power consumed in the.se latter ways is

very small and, until greater refinements are reached
in our other calculations, it may be neglected.

Sim-e the power consumed in journal friction is a
matter of me('hanical engineering only, we may leave
it out of consideration in this ])aper and devote our
attention entirely to the u.ses of |)ower in the beater
itself.

With regard to the power consumed between the roll

and the stock and between the stock and the bed plate
it may seem at first that this power will increa.se as the
consistency of the stock increases. It is douI)tful
whether this is a fact, at least within certain limits.
In all cases where power is absorbed in friction the
amount of power consumed varies directly with the
pressure between the two surfaces in sliding contact.
For every two surfaces there is a co-efficient of friction
by which this pressure mu.st be nudtiplied to obtain
the measure of the force which opposes motion. If the
I oil is rubbing against a layer «{ fibres, which in turn
are rubbing against the bedplate, it will be seen, there-
fore, that the actual resistance produced here is de-
pendent only on the nature and condition of the fibres
and the pressure r.f the roll against them. It must be
remembered, however, that in the case of a very thick
furnish the pressure of the roll may be increased when
the thickness of the furnish is rncreased, since a large
amount of solid material will be drawn in between the
roll and the bedplate, thus furnishing pressure which
tends to rai.se the roll. On the other hand, the thick
furnish, by providing more fibres to support the actual
weight of the roll, decrea.ses the amount of pressure on
each fibre though leaving the total resistance
unchanged. So far as the writer is aware no
experiments have been made to determine the
actual co-efficient of fricti(m between different
fibres, and the material of beater rolls and bed-
plates. Assumptions have been made by various
experts but it is doubtful whether there is much author-
ity for them. Until scientific data is accumulated on
this point, we must content ourselves with tlie know-
ledge that the power in this ijortion of the beating is
proportional to the circumferential speed of the roll
and to the pressure between roll and bed-plate,
multiplied by some co-efficient of friction at
present undetermined, but which is in the neighborhood
of 0. 1.
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We next come to the third portion of the power—that

used in acceloratin?. A.s the stock approaches the roll it

has a velocity of say In feet per minute or 0.25 feet per

second. It has, therefore, stored up in it energy amount-

inp to

(0.25)=-=-64 = 0.001 toot i)()unds

for each pound of material, including both stock and

water. As it leaves the roll it has the velocity of the

roll face or about 35 feet per second. Tlie energy stored

in it per jxiund of mateiial is then m5) =^64 = 19.14

foot pounds. The first figure is s<. low that it may be

neglected witliout serious error and we may consider

that for each pound of material pa.ssing the roll 19.14

foot pounds of energy must be added. Tn a beater

having a tub at 15 sfpiare feet cross section area and a

velocity of circulation of 15 feet per minute, the amount

of material passing tlie roll i)er second is 15 x 15-^60

X 62.5 = 234.4 lb.». The H. P. reriuired for this is

234.4 X 19.14 ^ 550 = 8.15 H.P.

If the speed of circulation is doubled by rediicing

the consi.stency or by other means, this ])ower is also

doubled since the amount i>f material to be accelerated

per second is increased to twice the quantity. The

power required for the acceleration becomes then 16.3

H.P. It will be seen that this is the explanation of the

fact mentioned above, that a beater full of water or with

a charge of low consistency i-onsumes more powci- than

one Avitb a licavy furnish siiu-e the circulatidu speed is

much greater. This phenomenon is nnicli more marked

when the beater is on a light brush than when the roll

is down hard. When the beater is on a light brusli

nearly all the power is consumed in this acceleration,

whereas when the roll is down liard a great deal of

power is u.sed between the roll and the bedplate and tlie

difference due to acceleration, although tlie same as

before in actual H. P. is a much smaller proportion of

the total power supplied to the beater.

The actual beating effect is due almost entirely to the

action under the roll and. with the same consistemy.

when the circulation is doubled naturally the beating

time will be cut in two since there is dr)ul)le the quan-

tity of material passing under the roll )»er minute.

From this it will be evident that any change in beater

design which enables the circulation to be doubled, will

cut the beating time in two at a cost of power equal to

that originall.v used for acceleration alone. If the total

power supplied to the beater in the first place amounted
to 50 H.P., of which 10 HP. was used in acceleration

and the beating time consumed four hours, tlie total

IL P. hours for a charge would amount to 200. With
Bur times the circulation speed the power i-c((uired

ould be 00 II. T'.. and the beating time would be 1 hour.

The total ctmsumption of power for a charge would
then be 90 H.P. hours, a saving in power of 55 per cent,

due enfirel.v to improved beater design.

If the assumptions made in connection wifli the power
absorbed between the roll and the l)ediilate are correct

flt is immaterial what consistency of stock is fed to the

heater and tlic power retpiired foi- this |)orti(in of the

work will depend ouly on the pressure between the roll

and the bedplate. This jiressiire, of course, may be

(freafer if the con.sisteney is very high, on account of

the fact that much solid material will be passing under
if and will tend to press the roll upward. High con-

sidtency brings with it another factor which is imjior

fant alth'iugh not at present susceptible of mathcniat-

• Mee note in next column showing relations of
weight and concentrations.—Ed,

ical treatment. When stock of high consistency is

agitated, even without any ndl and bedplate, it be-

comes hydrated by the friction of the fibres on each

other and we have then a certain amount of beating

which takes i)lace along the entire trough. This fact

has been realized by beater men for a long time and is

really the iiasis for their practise of running a beater

at as high a consistency as possible, especially when
making greaseproof and other pai)ers where hydration

is important. Moreover, if circulation speed is con-

stant and consistency is doubled the capacity of the

beater is also doubled.

It will be noted that the above conclusions take no

account of the particular kind of beating desired. It

is iiuinatcrial whether the stock is to be beaten in such

a wa.v as simply to cut the fibres or both to cut and hy-

drate or simply to h.vdrate. The considerations appl.v

to all cases and lead to the conclusion that in the design

of a licater fioni the jjoiiit of view of jiower efficiency

the shaping of the tub so as to secure as great a circn-

lation as po.ssible is of greatest importance. Designing

the l)eater for use on a particular stock is another mat-
ter and is concerned chiefly with the material and pro-

portion of the beating surface. For instance, if blotting

paper is to be made, the beater bars and bedplate should
lie sharp, with as small a surface as is consistent with

strength. If more rubbing action is desired, so as to

increase the proportion of hydration effect, the bars

sliould have more surface and should be didl. If the

rubbing action is to be carried to an extreme, a wide
rough surface such as is jirovided by basalt lava should
be used.

For the most part very little attention has been paid
to the design of the beater tiibs in America and it is

not out of place to suggest briefly the lines along which
improvements can l)e effected. In the ordinary beater

tub the circulation is secured by the roll raising stock
to the height of the backfall in order to provide a head
which in turn causes the stock to flow around the tub,

Tn most cases this head amounts to apjiroximately half
the diameter of the roll. By carrying stock higher up
and delivering it over the to]) (U' the roll, as is doiu' in

tlie old Home beater and the new Rabus beater, the
head is doubled and moreover the velocity wiiich has
liccn added to the stock, at the cost of acceleration
horse power, is turned in the direction in which the
stock is intended to flow. Again, in ordinary beater
tubs the stock flows down one side of the beater, makes
a sharp turn at the end and flows back on the opposite
side. The frictional resistance of the trough in this
case is extremely high, not only because the cro.ss sec-

tion is of a shape poorly designed for the easy flow of
the liquid, but tlic shnrp turn at the end impedes the
flow tremendously.

By making a trough with a cross section more nearly
approaching a semi-circle and of an outline with easy
curves we ma.v expect a vast increase in the speed with
which the stock circulates and a corresponding increase
ill the ;ill round power efficiency of the beater.

THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF PAPER PULP,
About six years ago the Editor read a statement in

a magazine wilich intimated tjiat a cubic foot of stock
in the beater weighs .50 pounds. Lainlolt and Hornstein
tables give most fibres a specific gravity of about 1.5.

The two statements do not agi'-c With the assistance
of Mr. A. <). Hragg. then a senior student at the Fniver-
sity of Maine, a simple investigation was carried out.
A 2-liter Erienmeyer flask was filled with bleached sul-
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phite pulp which had been slightly beaten, and from
which some water had been squeezed out in the hand.

Air bubbles were eliminated as far as possil)le with a

stirring rod. The net weight was found and the s|)ecific

gravity calculated from the weight of an eipial volume
of water, both pulp and water being of the same tem-

perature. The i)erceutage of bone-dry fibre was deter-

mined by placing a small sample of the stock in flask,

about 20 ce, in a small beaker, weighing carefully,drying
thoroughly, and again weighing. About half the stock

in the flask was then discarded, the volume made up
with water, and the process repeated. This was done
several times and tlie results plotted to show specific,

gravit.\" as related to content of Ixme-dry fibre, wliicii

the chart will show.

United States Notes

Tiic airing of this i)it of work is suggested by the

fact that W. H. cam])l)ell, in his interesting article on
the power used in beating, uses 62.5 11). as the weight of

a cubic foot of stock. This we agree with for straight

pulp, but believe it wonld be different, may he 6.^ llis.

or more, if the pai)cr is sized and loaded or if very
thick stock is beaten till all air is removed. Perhaps
some readers have other data or opinions on these
matters.

CHANCE FOR CANADA IN INDIA.
Mr. F. P. Scharsmidt. Canadian Trade Commis-

sioner to India and Ceylon, says, in the Weekly Bulle-

tin, of the Department

:

There is a pressing need in India for paper and fibre

boxes, and at the present time Japan enjoys almost
a monopoly. Prices of boxes have increased from 300
*o 400 per cent and Canadian manufacturers would
do well to look into the possibilities of this market.

0^\'ing to the conditions al)ove described in connec-
tion with tea and rubber boxes, T can see no reason
why the introduction of wood fibre boxes into India
would not prove successful. Manufacturers contem-
plating the introduction of fibre products into India
for the tea packers must bear in mind that the .same
must be odorless, but this does not apply to rubber
containers.

Mr. H. W. Welsh, former manager in SiuM-brooke
Que. for the E. & T. Fairbanks & Co. Limited, and
latterly manager of the Scale Department of theCan-
andiaii Fairiianks Morse Co. Limited, Montreal, Que.,
has joined the organization of the MacKinnon Steel Co!
Limited, Sherhrooke, Que, as Manager, and has already
assumed his duties.

The McKinnon Steel Co., Limited, of Slicrhrooke,
Que., have been awarded contracts for structural steel-
work in connection with the large extensions which
the Rrompton Pulp & Paper Co., of East Angus, Que.,
are making to their plant, and at present arc bu.sily
engaged in the fabrication of steelwork for Grinder
Room, New Boiler House Extension. Sulphite Mill
Boiler House, etc.

The office of the Technical Association of the Pulp
A: Paper Industry has been moved from 18 East 41st
Street. New York City, to 542 Fifth Avenue.

After spending about 18 months with the Federal
Trade Commission, at Washington, D.C., M. L. Smith
has just become associated with the News Print Service
Bureau, with headquarters in New York Cit.v.

The Penobscot Chemical Fibre Company is planning
some extensive improvements at its Great Works, Mc.
mill. Among them are a new digester house and blow
|)it room. It is estimated that this addition will cost
in the neighborhood of .$100,000.

A news report from the New York State College of
Forestry at Syracuse states that the course in pajH'r
making has become so popular that it has been found
necessary to limit it to tlie sojiliomore and highei-

classes.

The work new sidphite mill and wood room of the

Consolidated Water Power and Paper Company, which
was started tlie early part of this year, is nearinp com-
pletion. The engineering de[)artment of the company
has announced that o|)erations on both will begin the

first part of November.

According to a news dispatch from Applcton. Wis.,

the Fox River Paper Company is making man.v iiM|)rov-

ements to the mill at Telulah. which was purchased
from the Kimberlv-Clark romi)any recCiiitly. It is

planned to have the mill in good running order for the

manufacture of writing papers by the first of the year,

when it will he formerly transferred to the new owners.

The (liant Paper Products Corporation has just been

chartered at Wilmington, Del. The company has a

capital of $1.-500.000 and will engage in the manufact-

\ire of pai)er and paper products.

Another incorporation recorded during the interval

is that of the West Dudley Paper Company at Paw-
tucket. R. I. This concern has a capital of $.500,000

and will engage in a general paper and pulp business.

The incorporators are: L. P. Eniprson, Lowell EmersoJi

and J. C. Knowles.

The meeting of the American Paper and Pulp Asso-

ciation, scheduled for November 12, at the Congress

Hotel, Chicago is creating considerable interest among
the wood pulp meiid)ers. as it will deal in part with the

logging metliods, reforestation, pun-liasi' nf pulp wood

lands and taxation of same.

Plan great things if you would be successful, l)ut

remember that mere planning accomplishes little. It

is the action that produces results.
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THE ONLY PRACTICAL REMEDY FOR OUR DIS-

APPEARING FORESTS.

Editor Pulp and Papor Magazine.

The International Paper Company, in a recent ad-

vertisement in the "American Forestry", states:—"If

the Canadian forests lield by leases which convey all

rights of property to the timber, could nov l)e regu-

lated, and scientifically protected and operated as are

the company's forests in the United States, there is

ample authority for an annual increment of at least

four per cent."

In the first place it woidd be interesting to know

of anv lands in the United States or Canada, either

owned by the International Paper Company or any

one else, that are producing a net annual increment of

four iier cent.

Secondly, if the International Paper Company is

practising scientific forestry method.s on its lands in

the United States, it also wouUl be interesting to know

where.

The only practical forestry and the only way we can

save the remnants of the once magnificent forests that

covered this continent, is:

(1) By immediately reducing the i)resent cut at least

one-half.

(2) By greatly increased fire protection.

(3) By improved and less wasteful logging methods.

(4) By planting at lea.st six seedlings for every tree

FHASK ./. P. HAUN.UM.

lit or otherwise destroyed (as not moii- than one tree

• III of six planted ever reaches maturity).

lb nhow the fallacy of the statement of the Inlernji

tmnal Paper Company, it is dear that if there ha<l been

a net annual iniTemenl "f even one-half <>f one per

cent, on this continent (iiiHtend of an iinnual growth

i>f four per cent, us elaimed \ there would be more

timber standing to-day than there was one hundred

years ago.

It must be borne in mind that even if we iedu<ed the

[iresent volume of the cut one-half and began pinntini;.

not millions but billions of seedlings, it would entail

a wait of at least fifty to seventy-five years for the

maturity of the crop, while the best authorities we
have in the country state that the present supply of

timber in the East will be exhausted within a period of

twenty-five years.
• Therefore, all this idle talk about supplying our mills

in perpetuity by improved forestry methods is simply

pure bunkum, unless we reduce our cut. at once, at

least to one-half the present amount.

This apjilirs with double force to Canada, due to the

fact that fire has done and is doing a far greater dam-

age than in tlic United States, and from tlie added fact

that a large ixirtioii of our wood growth is so far north

that it is too small, too scruliby and too inaccessible to

be available as a pulji wood supply, and also from the

fa<-t that it is acknowledged that the standing supply

(d' timber in (.'anada is only about one-fourth of the

amount still remaining in the T'nited States, small as

their supply now is.

The tliought which I wish to l)ring out prominently

is that, even if we. at once, begin planting six trees

for every tree cut or destroyed, it will take fifty to

seventy-five years for the new crop. Hence, it is

necessary, immediately, to reduce our cut, at least

one-half in order to make our remaining sujijily hold

out till the new crop matures.

The above conclusion is based <iii the claim nf llie

best authorities that we have a twenty-five year sup-

ply in the East. Ou the other hand, if my own oiiinion

is correct that this sui)])ly will last not more than fif-

teen years, then the gap between the end of the present

supply and the maturity of the new crop will be cor-

res])ondingly greater.

Ill addition to the fire loss, the loss that is being

ciiused through the ravages of the Spruce Bud Worm
and otlier enemies of our forests, is simid>' appalling:

in fact at the present time, and during tiie last three

of four years, it has amounted to more than our loss

I'l-om fire and wind.

The Internationa! Paper Company states in their ad-

vertisement that they have holdings amounting" to

4.500.000 acres that will average five cords ]>er acre

:

liut they fail to state the fact that of these holdings
only in the vicinity of 750.000 ai*res are in the United
States, and even conceding their own figure of five

I'ofds |)er acre, and their consuni]ition of 700.000 cords
|)er year, this would only give them sufficient to supply
I heir Ameri<-an mills for a period of five years.

Small wonder there was frantic appeal for the pas-

sage of the Underwood Resolutions.

FRANK .1. 1). UAR.X.IU.M.
.\iiiui|)olis Royiil, X.S,, Oct. !). 1!»2().

Editor's note:— It is very gratifying to learn that

.Vmerji'aii |)aper companies are making efforts to make
their forests productive as mentioned here. The Inter-

national will soon be making pulp and paper in Canada
from Canadian wood and their good exemple in

scientific forestry and hnnbering will be a great help

in forwarding the cmise on this side of the line.

TO CARRY PULPWOOD
It is announci'd liy the St .loliii. V.l'.. office of the

Canadian Government Merchant .Marine that the

steamer Canadian Siiilor will be put on a regular

service between this city and Portland. Me., carrying

pulpwood. It was said that the Canadian pulpwood
cannot he sent into the United States in Canadian cars

and foreign cars cannot he obtained, so recourse is had

to the water route. It is expected that large shipmets

will be made from this port.
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Some Economic Aspects of Welfare Work
I'.v 11. 1>. CAWKITII, (ieiu-

and Pulp Coiiipaiiy,

I have been asked to present to you the eeonomie

aspect of safety work ami similar measures sometimes

g'rouped untler the ifeiieral heading of Welfare Work.
Welfare work has iieen somewhat eritieised of late

as siiiai'king: too much of paternalism in these days of

rampant demoeraey and as no doubt it carries to the

minds of many of us a rather smug odor of sanctity

Qr rather of sanctimoniousness. It associates it.self

with "Scientific Management", "Efficiency" and
other words and phrases that have been overused or

misused until one hardly dares use them at all for fear

of creating an unfavorable effect upon the audience.

To clear the air, therefore, let me say at once tliat I

believe in Welfare Work,^ not as it has been practised

very frequently as a sort of general specific for all the

industrial ills, but as |)art of a general industrial jjoI-

icy which is in liiu- with the trenil of the times aiul

in sympathy with the modern idea that workmen arc

regular human Ijeings. thinking and reacting like the

normal man in any walk of life.

Safety work in general appeai-s to me as one aspect

of a general program looking towanl industrial pro-

gress. No doubt there will l)c others here today who
will be ai>le to give you facts and figures showing liow

many dollars each type of accident costs the employer,
the employee and the conununity. I believe such data
is well worth while but I ilo not propose to use any
in this pai)er, but rather to present the subject in a

more general way.
My subject then is to try to show that under i)roper

conditions efforts to improve the living and working
conditions of men and women employed in industrial

plants are a proper activit.v for manufacturing plants
to consider because they i-an slmw a profit on the

year's operations which is the legitimate field of

industry.

You will notice that I said "under proper coiuli-

tituis". The importance of this cannot be over em-
phasized. All of the welfare work conceivable will be

a most dismal failure if the general conditions of tiie

plant are not sound before sucli work is begun. The
employer who uses welfare work on a substitute for

proper wages or working conditions is inviting trouble.

Assuming that conditions are sound, which means
good wages, (not only in the sight of the employee,

but so admitted by the organization as a whole), a

clean and well kept plant, foremen who are fair and
straightforward in dealing with their men, a sound
business policy and efficient management which pro-

tects its men against unemployment to the ma.ximum
degree and a generous dash of the Golden Rule, we
have then the foundation upon which profitable wel-

fare work can be built.

It is almost inconceivable that a i)lant which conforms
to the above specification could be doing no welfare
work, but frecpienfly it is quite luiorganized and hit or

nii.ss. When unorganized, it is likely to be unfair or

unjust. To illustrate : two men become incapacitated
b.v serious illness. The first man has lived up to his

* Delivered before the Paper and Pulp Section at

the Ninth Annual Safety Congress of the National
Safety Council at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, September
30, 1920.

ral Manager, Mead Paper

, Chillicothc, Ohio.

income, the second is more thrifty and has laid by a

bit against the rainy day. Our first man and his fam-

ily .soon become in abject need aiul sooner or later

help is forthcoming, either from his fellow workmen or

as a loan or gift from the company. The second man
is known to be able to stand the strain for a while so

no help is given. In other words the num who has

been tlirifty is given less consideration than his less

valuable fellow workmen, assuming that thrifty work-

uwn are better and more valuable in our mills than the

shiftless. This is not a square deal.

My illustration might be given to show that unor-

ganized benevolence to employees tends to create the

exact opposite of the spirit which is desired, and of

necessity it must be of the most jiaternal character

except perhaps in very small organizations.

On the other haiul organized benevolence in industry

is likcl\- to be a cold-bloodeil matter-of-fact thing which

has no advantage to the company aiul vcr\- little to

the employee.

The proper basis seems to me to be to put all such

efforts sciuarely before the men as co-operative me-

thods which repay the man and the company mutually,

although perhaps not in the sanu- coin. The aver-

age workman is suspicious of his emi)loycr aiul if you
do not show him what gain y<ui expect to make he

will be likely to suspect a sinister reason.

To sell safety ideas to worknu'n you must convince

them that care is a sound investment which they
should nuike for themselves and their families and also

show the advantages to the compaii\'. Don't try to

force rules anil regulations down their throats by
means of signs and threats of discharge or punishment.
Such means are no longer effective, in fact, they

lu'ver were really of value.

To sell recreation to workmen it should be frankly

stated that good health is an asset not only to the man
himself, but to his employer also, because a healthy

man is a better and nuire efficient uuMubcr of the or-

ganization.

To sell insurance, whether it be wholly or partly paid

for by the company, should be shown to be worth whib-

to the company because it liel|)K the men to stop worry-
ing and so adds to their effectiveness on the job.

The same ideas hold in regard to all types of wel-

fare work such as free medical and dental attention,

\-isiting nurses, restaurants, etc. You cannot fool your
men on these matters and you know you wouldn't do
it if it didn't i>ay. At least you wouldn't do it e.'ccept

as individuals rather than as a company policy.

Now let us see just how these various types of wel-
fare work do pay the employer. Like any other in-

vestment it is quite easy to put in more money than can
be taken out. Unfortunately, when dealing with the
human machine, it is very difficult to place exact figu-

res on the iinprovement.s which result from any policy
and again these values are constantly varying with
location, with time and with general conditions. They
are very difficult in different industries and change
with the seasons. Nevertheles.s, every employer has a
pretty clear idea what such factors as labor turnover,
good morals, health quick learning, care, etc.. have in

his own business and can best i.-ircp/et values for his

special conditions.
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Sport organized by industry is perhaps the most

widelv used type of welfare work. This may he

handled in many different ways, hut has lias its chiet

value to the emplover in its effc-t on morale and see-

ondarilv on health. In most plants the health faetor

is of small importance as relatively a small percent of

einplovees take active part in such activities, the effect

on morale is such greater but varies much in degree.

Some companies strive to get results by producing a

winning team at all costs, even to the hiring of pro-

fessionals, while others bring into play the idea of true

sportsmanship. The first idea is dangeroiLs because ni

any leatrue there can be but one winner and the losing

team iiiav have a bad effect on the organization from

which they are chosen. On the whole, in my opinion,

sport is one of the least profitable forms of welfare

work.

Safety probably comes next in general use. The

effect on profits of safety work is fairly clear. First,

we have the direct losses when men are hurt which

must be paid in insurance premiums which such work

eliminates to a greater or less extent. Second, we find

that safety work is frequently one of the best contact

points between management and men out of which

grow various benefits to the bank account. Then

again, it has its effect on labor turnover and general

luorale.

Insurance of various kinds, whether life, accident or

health, is valuable in its effe<'t on turnover and helps

to secure good men to fill vacancies. Its appeal is

quite as much to the wife at home as to the man on

the job. It also keeps the force as a whole in a proper

mental condition by minimizing worry, and is espe-

cially valuable when a man returns from a siege of

illness or incapacity due to injury.

Vacations are very highly regarded by the men. per-

haps more highly than any other one thing. We all

like to sit by the fire and plan our little outings for

the coming summer and the workman is no exception

to the rule. Idleness is a goal which always attracts

in prospect, although seldom justifying it.self in the

present. For the.se reasons vacations are a very power-

ful stinnilus to hold men to their work if used as a

special reward for continuous service. The value lies

in their effect which is considerable on turnover, es-

pecially with eiuployecs of long s<>rvice, and on general

morale; they also have an undoubted effect on health,

although this is more mental than phyKieal.

Outings are of little value in developing morale,

although frequently used for that purpose. When

J morale is already good they may be a stimulus, how-

fever, but it is doulitful if they are worth tiie cost which

f they fre<juently run into unless engineered by the em
|ilf)yees themselves.

Free medical and dental service has a very definite

effect on morale, turnover and production. Its value is

naturally greater in those industries |»articularly liable

to ( iipational disease, but is considerable in all cases.

Many men will consult a company doctor, who makes
no charge, long before they would spend the money to

«tee their regular physician. This means the checking

of contagifuis disease and in extreme cases might save

n shut down.
House organs arc almost a necessity in a well run

plant as a means of selling the ideas of the management
and increasing morale and loyall.v. They form a con-

necting link between the plant and the homes of the

men which is of the greatest value They should, how-

ever, be <ioniething more than a collection of trite
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rniotis to make a profitable in-))lirases or i-ollci'tcil

vestment.

("o-operativc purchasing is frequently a woriii while-

addition to the best of welfare activities, but should

only be undertaken after due consideration as there

are many pitfalls for the nmvary.

Housing is more often a necessary adjunct to opera-

tion than a real welfare effort. When necessary to

consider, it .should, however, be placed upon such a

basis that it is something more than an expedient.

• These are only a few of the great number of activi-

ties possible to the welfare department. All are good,

all are potentially profitable but only as conditions

warrant. The field for .such efforts will vary with

your own conditions as stated earlier. Look over

your own problems, talk to your men and the profit-

able series of activities will not be hard to find.

In closing let me add one word which, although not

on welfare or safety work, still lies at the root of all

such work. It is my firm conviction that a workman
reacts to the same influence as any other human
being. This "psychology of the workman" of which

we hear Ls a myth e.xcept as it is the psychology of

human nature. Most of our mistakes in the past have

been due to a tendency to think of workmen as a class

or species differing from ourselves in important res-

pects. This I believe to be an error which has been

very costly to industry and to civilisation.

Assuming that your employees are just normal

human beings and that you yourself are normal, then

it becomes very easy to predict what reaction will re-

sult from any labor i)olicy, for b.v projecting yourself

into the position of the workman your own reaction

to the sun-ouiidiiig conditions ma\' be expected to be

the same as that of the great majoiity of your em-

ployees. There will be differences in degree, but not

in kind. In brief, the Golden Kule is a practical and
workable busine.ss policy.

ANOTHER PORT ARTHUR PULP PROJECT
,\ dclc.j-Mtinn Msiiiii; (.f .Ma.Mir .M;illhc\\s. T. \.

Andrew, i)rcsidcnf of llie Hoard of Health: K. T. Hoss,

representing the local brain-h of the I'.F.O. ; Alderman
\j. A. li. Bolduc ami William Scott, of the Pidgcon

River Lumber Comiiany, went to Toronto, recently to

interview members of the (iovernment in regard to th'

purchase of a timber limit for the Pidgeon River

iiUmber Company. The company, if it can secure a

limit, has promised to erect a pulp and paper mill in

Port Arthur.

PRESENTATION TO MR. D. W SHERMAN, OF THE
CANADIAN EXPORT PAPER COMPANY.

On licliair (if the sliilf (.r the ( 'aiiMdiaii K\ii(irt Paper

Company, Mr. (i. K. Steel,', (Icm-ral .Manager, pre

sented. October l.'llh. a very fine travelling bag. ctm

taining a number of usefid toilet articles, to Mr. 1). W.
Sherman. .Manager of the I'ulpboard Division, who.

with his fannly. is leaving b\ the SS. "Megantic" this

week to take up his residence in Kngland, where he will

represent several Canadian )>ulp and paper interests.

Mr. Sherman, who is very well known, spent five years

in the Sales Department of the iwiurentide Compan.\

at Grand "Merc and Montreal, was two years at the

Front and leaves Canada with the very best wishes of

the Pulp and Paper Industry, lie has taken an office

in Blackfriars H(Uise. 20 Xew Mridge St., London.

—

E.C.4.
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN PAPER-MAKING.
H\ MhJoi- .1. EI)IN(tT()N AITKEN, Invpi-psk Piiper

Mill, Scotland.

(Reported by Our London Correspondent).

The member.s of the Tet-hnical Section of the British

Paper-Makers Association held a conference the first

week in October, at Manchester. Some very interest-

ing papers were read and a predominant note through-

out the i)rocecding:s was the advocating of methods

based on modern principles and jiarticidarly a technical

training for those engaged in the jtaper mill from the

highest director to the youngest worknnin. Practical

men, it was adduced, should have technical iirinci))les.

as i)aper-making in the mill had ceased 1o l>c an Art.

and, instead, had become a Science.

One of the most interesting i)apers read was on

"Technical Education in F'aper-Making". liy Major
J. Edington Aitken. (vice-chairman of the British

Technical Section) of the Invcrcsk Paper Mill, in Scot-

land, who. as a sound teclinoligist.'gavc soiir> valuable

advice. He said, in the course of his address:

Technical education is for the purpose of enabling

tliose emi)loyed in an industry to acquii-e knowledge of

the theory, pi-inciples. and fundamental methods in-

volved in the various stages of the manufacturing pro-

cess in -which they are directly interested. The man
whose training has been obtained in the works, without

having aci|nired any knowledge of the broader prin-

ciples ujion which the industry is built, is generally

satisfied with empirical methods, and often fails to

appreciate an.v possible value in variations of |)ro-

oedure. He becomes imbued with the idea that there

is onl.v one wa.v of conducting his part of tlie process,

namel.v, that b.v which it had alwa.vs been done bv his

predecessors and himself. It is difficult foi' him to

comprehend that otiiei' methods based upon defined

principles ma.v .^•ield a better result at less cost, and
with greater efficiency.

The technical expert who, in the course of his train-

ing, or, by experience, has acquired a certain amount
of business kiu)wledge, and the Manager or Directoi-

whose business ti-aining has been augmented b.v tecOi-

nical knowledge, are each in a position to ajipreciatc

and discuss the aims and objects of tedmical sug-
gestions of possil)le improvements, not onl.\' from the

standpoint of their effect upon the manufacturing pro-

cess, but also the bearing which the.v will have upon
the output and returns. Commercial success and nianu-
fa(!turing economies will receive due share of con-
sideration. Con\ersel.v. the paper-maker without tech
nical training, and the technologist without business
knowledge, very seldom appreciate each other, with
the result that technical advancement and scientific
control are much retarded.

Benefits Derived From Technical Training.
Paper-making o.-cupies a somewhat anomalous ])osi-

tion in British manufactures. Man.v employees can
trace their ancestry back for generations and methods
of conducting various operations have been handed
down from father to son. In con,se(|uence of this con-
servatism, it is difficult to induce workmen, and fre-
quently managers, to believe that more economical
applications can be effected. Technical education must
inevitably bring its influence to bear u])on the industry
if we are to make progress. The Paper-Makers' Asso-
ciation of Great Britain and Ireland has shown appre-
ciation of its importance in the formation of the Tech-

nical Section. The second clause of the Association's

constitution states as one of the objects:— "To pro-

mote scientific and technical education of those wh<i

enter the industry." On level ground one mill will

not benefit more than another; but those emplo.vers

who do all the.v can to ensure that their emplo.yees

will have opportunities of stud.ving the technologv of

the process will undoubtedl.v derive the maximum of

good results. Qualities will be imjiroved; economies
will be safeguarded; less time will be spent in en-

deavouring to make adjustments, because, instead of

guessing the ])robal)le cause of an.\thing getting out

or harnioii}', reasoning and deduction will bi'comc

effective and greatest of all, tlu> workman will take a

more intelligent interest in performing his duties.

It is ackiiowletlged li.v all, that if we are to maintain
our position in the world's industr.\-, we nuist improve
our methods. The old "Rule of thumb" must inevitabl.v

ilisapi>car. and lie replaced by systematic, scientific,

and technical dcvelopnu'nl. which can onl.\- be at-

tained bv diligent stud.\' of the theories and funda-
mental princii)les of, and thcii- apjilications to the ])ro-

cess. Technical education is the ke.\ -note and the sooner
pajier-makers do everything possible to have certain

em])Io.vees trained to a good uiulerslanding of the prin-

ciples and theory upon which each contributory dejiart-

ment of the mill is liascd. the sooner will they be able

to gain supremacy in ipialities. .^ields, ami fiiumcial re-

turns.

Paper-makers are not philanthropists, and do not

make paper simpl.v for the satisfaction of users. ,\

profit must be obtained. I dare not suggest what per-

centage increa.se would arise through improved tech-

nical education, because, to m.v certain knowledge on
one occasion iiajjer-makers did not look with favor on
piospective profits. The story has been told before,
but ma.v be rejieated in condensed form: A lunnber
of vears ago, it was found that a certain waste pi'f)dn<'t

could be utilised. Experiments were conducted on a

small working scale. Plans for the erection of com-
mercial plant were drawn, and rosts calcidated. The
expert emploved to carry out the investigation declared
that a large profit (rould be obtained. The paper-
makers, however, with typical caution did not share the
same confident outlook. Therefore, the waste material
is still a waste in the majority of mills.

It is strange, if we do not care to admit the paradox,
that at the same meeting at which the utilisation of
waste produi-ts was under discussion, Mr. C. F. Cro.ss
made the followHng statement:— "Paper-mills are not
run to make paper hut to make inone.v."

The scientific and technical education of paper-
makers will be the means of ensuring that better ()apers
will be made, the proportion of so-called waste pro-
ducts or more correctly, by-prodm-ts will l)e diminished,
and. incidentally, paper-makers will make more money.
For specific purposes, it may not be desirable to in-
crease technical knowledge, but let us hope that these
are the exceptions -which will prove the rule.

Practical Men Should Be Technologists.
The following once appeared in the tr;ide pre.ss re-

ferring to a particular grade of paper:— "No workman
'"^^ the Mills is allowed to umlerstand more
than one stage of the process of manufacture. The
paper remains a mechanical mystery."'

It is a comparatively simple matter to acquire scien-
tific and technical knowledge, but when one comes to
apply such to the manufacturing process, handi'-aps
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become verv severe, and numerous difficulties Mock

the wav. Fortunately the technolofiist. by persever

ance, clears one obstacle after another, and afterwards

shapes a definite course for further pro^'rcss. Tiic

purely practical man is often a good paper-maker, but

under the strains and stresses of modern industry, it is

advantageous that he should possess a knowtedtrc <>f

technological principles. If he does not desire to gam

sudi information, there is no sound reason why he

should be the means of blocking progress by constantly

reiterating the old fallacy that theory and practice do

not agree. If at any time we find difficidty in rec(«i-

ciling theory and i)ractice, the discrei>ancy is entirely

due to our own inability to devise means to bring them

into harmonious concord.

There is a very limited amount of truth in the state-

ment that practice can get along without theory, but

it is only movement in a circle and not progression.

Practice without theory can never reach the true goal.

As theory is the science of practice they are inseparable.

Up to the middle of the nineteenth century, pajier-

making was an unscientific industry, conducted on

empirically established motives, bluntly designated

"Rule of thumb." I do not desire to affirm that good

papers were not made while |)aper-making was included

among the Arts. Many old papers are really excellent

]u-oductions and hear evidence of marvellous ingenuity,

practice and skill. I may here mention that the late

Mr. Alexander Cowan, of Valleyfield Mills, (grand-

father of the present generation), on being shown for

the first time a sheet of paper made by machine, re-

marked :— "Ft is a wonderful imitation."

Paper-making has ceased to be an Art and has be-

come a Science. This does not mean that it has assumed

a higher status, but rather that it has changed from an

industry of individual skill to one of systematised

knowledge arrived at by progressive observation and

experiment. By technical education we endeavour to

apply Science to the manufacturing processes, seeking

to interpret and exi)lain every detail, so that the best

results may be obtained.

Many maTiufacturers have the idea, wiien tlu- viord

Science is used in connection with paper-making, that

Chemistry is the one and only object of reference.

This is by no means c.orre<'t. (^hcmistry as one of the

Sciences — and not the least important — controls

fpianfities and <|ualities of all materials used and pro-

duced. Physics, with its inexorable laws riemands
strict obedience and close attention in every stage of

the process. The mathematical accuracy of engineer-

JU
in all its branches hears truthful record of power

A'cloped and used, in addition to all questions per-

illing to conveyance, transference and economy of

energy. The work of the engineer is as truly scientific

as that of the chemist.

The practical sciences are <'ontributory to eai'li oilier.

and perform conijilimentary duties. Conjointly, the

•pplication of these is i-allorl Technology. Various de-

t«ils rcipiirc careful scientific study before we can
appreciate and fully jindersfand the processes involved
in jiaper manufacture, and when this is accomplished,
we "hall find that paper can be pr<iduce<1 with the

minitiium of treatment and losses and the maxinnim of

yield an<l (piality.

Technical education doe.s not mean thai there is oidy
one way of attaining the best results. The principles

are well defined, but the appliiaf ions nuiy be effected

in various wn.vn according to reipiirements or desire.
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limitless scope for individuality and rethus givint

search.

Managers and Foremen Should Have Technical

Training.

1 would respectfully suggest that alt i)rospective

ForenuMi and Managers should prosecute a course of

technical instruction in paper-manufacture. At the

present time, it would appear that' ajipointments are

frequently made from among the workmen according

to no well defined system of selection — and it does

not always follow that the best men get promotion. If

it was ascertained by examination or other suitable

method, that a particular employee possessed a sound

knowledge of the technologi(-al i)rinciples of the pro-

cess of manufacture, then undoubtedly that man would

have definite superiority in (pialifications over those

who do their work in a routine or mechanical manner,

merely as individual links in the chain.

Tlie generally recognised evidence of technical train-

ing is the possession of certificates granted by a Tech-

nical College curriculums. Technical schools might be

advantageously extended to include Physics, Applied

Mathematics, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,

insofar as they have relation to the process of paper-

manufacture. The object of technical training is not

to make i)aper-nuikers into Chemists or Engineers, but
to give sufficient knowledge of these sciences which
will enable them to understaml more full\' the various

stages of the process according to the degree in which
they are controlled by, or based upon scientific prin-

cil)les.

Many \-oung men after they have been three or four

years in the mill, show a desire to know something
more about pai)er-making than can be gained in the

department in which they are employed. It is, how-
ever, extremely difficidt for them to attend c(nirse of

lectures on |)aper-manufacture, especially, if these are
held on tlie evening of one of the five full working
days. I believe I am correct in .saying that the majority
of such students do not tell the foreman, or manager,
that they desire to or are attending technical (dasses.

.Some time ago, during the course of a convei'sation with
a Managing Director. I mentioned the fact tliat one of
liis men liad attended technical classes for two years.
The .Manager remarked: "He is a nice lad. but I did
not know he was attending the College."

Let us consider what this meant to the young man.
It took him two years to get over the work which
should have been done in one,session, as he cotdd not
attend during the week he was on night shift, and in

this he is only one of nniny. He paid (dass fees and
I ravelling expenses lor two years, when it might have
lieen arranged that atleinianee during one \ear would
have been much better from the cdin-ational point of
view. As the full cnrriodum consists of three com-
plete sessions, the shift worker will fake six years to

get over the couise, and for this he has to pay double
expenses. Infornnition gained in this wa.v is inter-

mittent ami scrajipy: therefore, difficult to a.ssimilate,

something like tin- old Indy who. after reading a few
pages of the dictionary, said it was very interesting,

but she could not get the thread of the story. Technical
lectures are not, or should imt be, stereotyped, conse-
ipiently a considerable proportion of Hie information
wotdd be lost to the sludenl. (This problem of the
shift worker is one <>( the most inquotant and most
iliffieult to be met in educational work in cla.sses. This
is a fine instance of how many young men appreciate
educational opportunities.- Ed. i. One way of .over-
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uoniing this difficulty is, if a sufficient luiiiiluM- af

sfudeitts are in tlic same position and locality, lectures

niiirlit l>e dui)licated each week at different hours.

May we consider the i|uestion for one moment from

the emplo.vers" standjioint? As the emi)loyer is bound

to share very largely in the benefits which are to l)e

derived b.v certain of his emplo.vees attendinur teclniical

classes, I have no doubt that if he was aware of tlie

fact, he would see to it tiiat every facility would l)e

given to enable them to i)rosecute tlieir studies.

It cannot be too much emphasized tliat paper-makers

sliould undergo a thorough and systematic training in

the sciences which exert the controlling influences

upon the qualities and jiroperties of the finished sheet,

and the economies of the mill.

While it is of i)aramouiit iinjiortance that the twen-

tieth century Managers and Directors slnudd have

tecimical education and exi>erience in addition to tlie

liusiness training which must be undergone, it is none

tlie less desirable that a reasonalde number of the em-
ployees and all foremen — general and departmental
— should have proportional knowledge, and thus en-

sure that those who control the commer<'ial destinies

of the mill shall have the support of emplo.vees, who
i-an api)reciate and jiut into iiitelligent effect those

scientific api)lications which siiall raise the standard
of ((ualit.v. increase tlie output, and diminish waste.

Tlie simple study of the technology of |)aper-making
will not make a student into a pajier-maker. unless he

i-an gain the necessarv mill experiem-e, thus l)ecoming

practicall.v acquainted with the ap))lications of tlie

theory and fundamental jirinciples. The possession of

theoretical knowledge with«nit complete practical ex-

jierience does not .justifv an.vone claiming that he has
anything more" than a superficial ac<|uainlance with
I he technology of the sub.jei-t. Theor.v and pi-actice are
inseparable, and an.v knowledge of one without tlic

other is very apt to make one dictatorial and dogmatic
The ability to show bv example an.\- instructions given
will always be of the greatest value. It is not mdy de-
sirable, but it is also essential that the student of the
lechnolog.v of the process should l)e able to demon-
strate the results of his training in any department of
the mill to which he may be appointed. Criticism of
methods and processes may be verv useful. I)ut the full

benefit can only be established by practical demonstra-
tion of the principles on which the criticism is based.
It is always advantageous both to employer and em-
ployee when he is in a position to give practical effect
to his instructions.

Value of the Technically Trained Man.
The technically trained man will be able to reveal

many wasteful methods at present existing on account
of deficiency of technical knowledge and scientifically
organised control, even though they had never given
rise to suspicions of extravagance or inefficiency. The
Tef^hnical Section by fostering the claims of scientific
education is bringing before the leaders of the paper-
making industry, the only true means by which im-
provements and economies can be effected.
One of our cherished sources of pride, both National

and individual, is that we have a praiseworthy historv.
Records show that our forefatheis had the prosperitv
of future generations always in mind. Their progress
was, however, circumscribed by the narrow limits of
llie technical knowledge at tiieir disposal. In this
century we live under vastly different conditions:
education, elementary and technical, has opened up to

us a limitless field of action, ami we are bmind to ex-
tend our energies far beyond any dream of tlie paper-
makers of past years.

It is no prophecy to say that those ])a|)er-makers
who do not take advantage of technical training and
applied knowledge, but continue to carry mi the old
empirical methods, will most assuredly by unable to
compete with the scientifically controlled and tech-
nicall.\ organised mills. I feel I cannot be too emphatic
in imi)ressing upon you the ])araniount im))ortance of
having your manufacturing processes founded on .strict

scientific principles, as by so doing you shall be in a
position to manufacture the best (piaiiti<>s of your own
respective grades, and thus be able to enter into healthy
competition, instead of. as is sometimes reported at
pre.sent. one mill doing its best to cut in under circum-
stances which may not be conducive either to main-
tenance or improvement of qualities.

More Recognition of Technical Education Wanted.
Ill conclusion may 1 permitted to quote from the

last paragraph of the Report of The ("ity and (Juilds
of London Institute? It stated: "It is generally
recogni.sed that, in order to meet the difficult times
that lie ahead, everything possible must be done to
increase the economic efficiency of the country, and
for this purpose to gain the willing co-operation of all
classes of workers. But it is still not sufficientl.\
recognised how important a part the techni.-al si'hool
can play in this direction by arousitig in the student a
real interest in his trade. He is brought into toui-li
with perhaps only a small part of it in his daily w(H-k,
but one of the chief functions of the technicai .school
is to give him a knowledge of the more general prin-
cil)les of science underlying or connected with it....
The h<q)c may. therefore, again be expressed, that
manufai-tiirers and emph.yers will give technical col-
leges and .schools in still greater measure, the cordial
support which they .so well deserve. Apart from any
immediate results they may bring by way of increa.sed
skill or knowledge, they can give to Ihe'voung artisan
the wider outlook which will interest him more in his
"'"'' " There are signs of increased interest in
education generally, it is earnestlv to be hoped that
there will be a fuller recognition .,f the great im-
portance of lechnicid education."

RIORDON ROUNDS OUT TIMBER HOLDINGS.
Riordon Company. Limited, has recentlv acquired

further timber limits in the Ottawa Vallev, therebv
rounding out its holdings in that area.
The limits purchased cover 1.100 square miles, and

are situatHJ tributary to the Qiiinze River, northern
Quebec, adjacent to limits already owned by the
Riordon Company. Purchase of the propertv. "which
was formerly owned by M. J. O'Hrien, incliid.-s a
valuable undevelop-rl water i>ower on the Quinze
River capable of development to over 100.000 horse
power.

These limits, which are but a few miles ea.st of Lak-
Temiskaming. are of unusual extent and quantity, con-
taining a fine grade of timber and are admirably
situated for delivery at low cost to the Companv's
pulp mill at Kipawa. Purchase of these lin.-its still

further strengthens the Riordon Company "s position,
placing it in possession of about 12,000 .square miles of
excellent located and w,-ll timbered limits, ami
increases its ultimate water p<iwer capacity to 2.50.000
horse power.
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I?y Sjn'cial ('oriTspoiult'iicc.

Tlip rapidity of Bi-lfriunrs nvovtM-y in the inilj) i-xports for tiic first >

and paper industry is sliown tiy the foUowinj; tabic frreatcr tliaii fur tlic w

and diart. in \v;iicli it is seen that both imports and ports havinfr nunc than

even months
iiole year <if

(h)nhled.

in 11'20 were
I'.ll'.l, the ex-

IMPOKTS.
Kirst SeviMi Midiflis of the Years

I'.U'.i

t^uantitv

Kg.
]S,51fi.:iH'.l

.... .")4,979.nRl

.. .. 1.176,r,38

.. .. -.'.oei.:!?.!

.

.

. . 4,798.n02

. . . . 4,240,897

.. .. 12,785,812

. . .

.

24,866,832

1919 an. I 192".

Valiir

Kcs.

1 1 ,(>.J9,2.S!t

:!7,264,444

:;,2«9,9:i(i

2,402,740

4.897,487
7.:i89.27l)

17,959.427

;16,857,:M2

Wooil Pulp
Total of fhi- whole .vear

Wall I'ai.er

Board
NewB Paper ,• ••

Nonilenoniinateil Paper
Total

Total of the year

Printed Matter.

Books anil sheet

Books and Bound
Newspapers, periodicals, maps, eti-

Nonilenominated
Total

Total of the whole year ....
Besides non-denominated paper imports for 1920 from "other countries". <i Ka-

Australia, 26SS from Denmark, and 1614 from .Japan (compared with 10 Kg. in 19I!ti

KX PORTS.
First Seven .Months of the Years 1919 and 1920.

495,495

1.37,65.3

1.719,126

:i57,05;(

2,709,327

5,096,039

2.289,967

430,791
.•!,725.S20

1.802.241

8,248,819

16,969,711

yuautitv
Kg.

68,242,207

Value
Fes.

77,964,791

1,306,8.54

3.000,287

3.446,671

11.0.5(1.666

18.8(14.478

5.270.103

4.472,178

6,341,833

27,445.144

43,529,258

547,16(1

2(14,853

1,249,719

934.046
2,935,778

6.741.488

1,829,256

2,463,251

6,905,189

17,939,184

10 from .\rgen ina, 4 from

Articles.

Wood Pulp
Total for the whole year

Wall Paper
Boarrl

News Paper . . •

Non-denominated Paper
Total

Total for the whole year

Printed Matter.

Books and Sheet
Books Bound
Newspapers, periodicals, maps, etc. .

Non-denominated
Total . .

Total of the whole vear

Kg.
Quant it v

Kg.

1,437,313

4,882

13,000

15,134

527.886

560,902

3,956,442

13,802

38,4.53

12.514

16.230

80,999

4 17,.307

1919
Value
Fes.

1.4(16,8111

16.905

fi,.500

19,187

2.124,668

2,167,260

12,452,005

79,.l91

216,768
5.1.098

87,268
436,525

2,270,924

truant ilv

Kg.
8,987,933

1,365,953

263,082

119,931

1(1,136,036

11,885,002

224,399

378,803

140,175

149,603

892.98(1

Value
Fes.

1(1.366.967

5,507,286

602,212
.347,148

37,754.857

44,2 11..503

1,317.925

2.010,913

689.777

1.235.337

5,253,052

Orders are searee. Prices have been slifrhtix' d.^-

crea-s^d by those mill.s running on fine printing paper,

which liave been especially affected by the present

definileness. It is said that those mills and also some

others workinp on different frrades have elcared up

ne#-ly all the business on their books. Scandinavian

l>li<T is beiuK offered at present, by middle men

adR jobbers, at prices considerably under those of

the home market, but no tran.sactions are beinp made,

partly because there is some stock and chiefly be

cause most of otir wholesalers of papers are bound

towards their mills, by orders placed months ajro

at priees to be fixed about the time of delivery. As

WBU'es. coal, and pidp are airain advancinjr it is not

likely at all that general decreases may m-cur and it is

not probable that thfise mills, that ^lave speeiallies

to offer, will devote more and more tlieii' efforts

to the export trade.

Pulp prices are very firm and have been advane-

ini; this fortnitrht owinj; to another increase of the

rate of exehanjre. Ptilp prici-s depend in our conn

try chiefly on the rale of cxchanifc as is shown

clearly in the followinir diafrram. t/iat. for the first

<^ months of this vear. indicates the fluctuations of

pill prices as conipareil witii the rate of cxchaniic

c Swedish Crown.
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British Trade News
(From (~»uv Linulun ( 'ori-espniideiit t.

London, nth (\'t. 1920

During tlie past couple of weeks 1 have referred

to the raising of new capital. for pulp and paper pro-

jxisitions mooted in England. It is an encouraging sign

tluit despite the menace of labour stoppage and the

dark results of oppressive taxation reflected in revenue

returns, many owners of mills have decided to appeal

for fresh capital. Apparently the belief prevails that

notwithstanding the unsympathetic attitude of workers

there is still promising scope for the employment of

money in industry. There is also evidence that in spite

of the rumors of labor wars against the capitalists and

constant alarms, intending investors have great con-

fidence in ])ulp and jiaper as l)eing sound for putting

their money into.

Caldwell's Paper Mill Issue.

Caldwell's Paper .Mill Conipany, Ltd., Inver Keithingi

near Rosyth, in Scotland, offered ordinary shares last

week to the extent of 292,99:1 (of £1 each at par) of

whicli the directors and their friends agreed to apply

for 120,000 at par, leaving i:i72,998 for public subscrip-

tion. Debentures for t:2r)0,000 l)earing S per cent, have

already l)een raised. The directors of the mill are:

—

Sir Robert Carlyle, K.C.S.I.. (chairman of the Hartle-

l)ools Paper Mill I, chairman; Lord Norris, vice-chair-

man; Alexander Smith, the ALmaging Director, of

Echo Bank, Inver Keitliing; Alfred William Smith, the

Assistant jNIanaging Director; Thomas McCrow, the

esparto and pulj) merchant, of 19 Stirling Hoad,

Trinity, Leith ; Ali)ert Ka\', JLinaging Director of

Olives Paper Mill Company: and Colonel Simpson, a

diie<-tor of the iraitlejxiols I'aper M411 antl Olives Paper
Mill. The mill was established in 1893 as a one machine

mill primarily for ex|)erimenting in the manufacture
of grease-proof pai)ers under a secret process, and ever

since the business has progressed aiul devehiped. In

l!'l:{ the mill was destroyed by fire, but a new stnu-tnre

has arisen since and the present plant consist of three

paper-making machines and auxiliary plant, finishing,

reeling, cutting anil packing machinery. A fourth

paper-making machine is shortly to be erected as the

company is now turning out. in addition to grease-

proofs, white printings, wi-itings, bank papers, tub-

sized, linen faced papers, tinted ]iapers. and cover
;.)a])ers. One singular statenu»nt ajjpears in a report on
the mill. It states: The company's works are within

a few yards of Inver Keitliing Harbour, near Rosyth.
"and occupy an excellent jxisition for the importation

of the necessary- raw materials from Scandinavia and
the Baltic." The present outjuit of the mill is stated to

be 130 tons of high-class pai»er ])er week, and this is

expectetl to reach 180 when the extra machine is in-

stalled. The report on the mill further states:

(1) The British paper-making industry is at the
present time in a strong position and the company has
ample orders on hand.

(2) The company holds large stocks of raw materials
purchased at favorable prices and is exceptionally well
placed under contracts for future supplies for the next
12 months.

Turning to the values of the a.ssests of the company
I find under the heading (b) stock of i)ul|). raw ma-
terials, stores, work in progress and paper, as certified

at 31st. August 1920 (at cost or under) are returned at
£102.081—18s. 8d.

"Bridge " Paper Mill.

A company has been formed to take over tlic lease,

with an option to purchase, and to carry on, as a going

concern, the "Bridge" Pajier Mill, in Staffordshire,

which was established 100 years ago. The share capital

is £25,000, divided into 23,000 9 per cent participation

shares of £1 each and 40,000 ordinary shares of Is. each.

In addition to receiving the fixed dividenil. the pre-

ference shares are entitled to participate in 25 ])er cent

of the remaining net profits available for dividend

after deducting the bond interest and providing for

the sinking fund for bond redemption. The mill manu-
factures mill and straw boards, in addition to leather

boards and tissue paper, and a new adjunct in the near

future will be the introduction of a new water])roof

substitute for leather in boot manufacture. At i)reseiit

the machinery of the mill is not able to cope with the

demanils on the firm and conseciuently, new capital is

wanted to develoj) extensions and increase the output.

One good point about the mill is that it is situated right

in the heart of industry — pottery, boot, and textile

manufacturing centres. The present directors arc out-

side the pajjcr inilnstry, with tiie excei)tion of 'Slv. Ed-
ward Warden, of London, who is manager of a paper
mill. Tissues jtaper is largely used in jiottei-y nninu-

facture in Englaiul.

Sir Vezey Strong Dead.

After a long illness Kl. linn. Sir Thomas Vesey
Strong. K.C.V'.O., K.B.E.. Lord .Mayor of London
1910-11 — the year of the King's coronation — died this

week. Born in the centre of newspapei'dom (Fleet

Sti-eet), be entered the jiaper industry at the age of

14 and in 1886 started business for himself in I'pper

Thames St.. ultimatel.v becoming iiead of the great

firm known today as Strong, llanbury & Co.. whole-

sale paper merchants. Sir Ve/.ey was 63 years of age

ami he was a typical John Bidl. with his clean shaveil

chin and side whiskers. When dressed in his mayoral
robes he looked the ideal I^ord Mayor and played his

part well. .-Ml his life he was a staunch t'etotalcr and
on moi'e than one occasion, be has been described as

'"•lobn Hull — with the beer left out." The paper in-

ilnstry loses a valuable and valued pioneei'.

Severe Slump.

1 have .just received a copy of the report of the Amal-
gamated Society of Paper Makers, one of the old and
resjjected bodies, which Mr. W. Dyson brought to so

high a level as a workers society. The Secretary "pro
teni". is Mr. Arthur Fowler.—Mr. Dryson having left,

as reported sometime ago in the "Pul]) and Paper
Magazine" — and he states that trade is suffering a

rather severe slump. This is attributable to unrest in

the printing and coal industries. The Society, he adds,
has a number of men out of work. Here we get an idea
of what the mills are doing. If the mills are busy the.v

cannot afford to keep out skilled men. Therefore,
we must assume that when skilled labor is out there
is a slump.

Pulp and Paper Markets.

Quietude continues just now in the British paper indus-
try. One could not exi)ect anything else with a serious

coal crisis overhanging mills and the uncertainty of
labor contentions. Newsprint is finding a good outlet
and the demand is as keen as ever. One London daily
|)aper, which favors American journalism, states this
week that newsprint will very soon go down in price.

Foreign stuff may, but it is quite certain British made
will not, owing to the cost of raw materials. Of course,
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it is iiiicitlier atlonijit to drive down prices. Indeed,

lialf tlie ne\vs|)ii)>ers in England today want tlieii- news-

(irint for little or notliin<r from the mill or a^rent. In

Scandinavian circles the paper market is also dull as

rejrards new Inisiness. For (rood ^rrade papers tliey

have plenty of work on hand.

The pulp market> (Mintiniies un<-hanged. If the rate

iif exchange was more evenly halanced all round,

the husiness outlwik would he much brighter. Norwa.v
howed a change in her rate recently and orders poured

in to the pidp mills, hut the .\orwegians stuck to their

prices and would not sell at a reiluetion. Rei^ently

some good supplies of chemical i)ulps have reached
Kngland from Canada. English and Scottish mills are

well supplied with pulps for the present.

Price of pulps have not changed in the last week.

Notelets.

John Dickinson & Co., Ltd., the Hertfordshire paper
mill owners, announce an interim dividend of 5 i)er

cent, less tax. on the ordinary shares, juivahle Octoher
1st.

"Recent Researches in I'ellulose Tiulusti-y"

—

lieiiig

lectures hy Mr. C. F. Cross—are being iiriiited in tiie

Royal Societ.v of Arts Journal, London.
Spasmodic outbreaks, arising from unrest, are oc-

curring in British mills among the workers. At Aber-
deen some workers were charged with 'throwing
divots, cursing, swearing and shouting 'Blacklegs',

etc., etc." No doubt the Scotch l)lood was up.—But
Scotland is going ''dry" we arc told. Pussyfoot Joiin-

ston has visited it.

Scotland is not going "dry" in regard to tobacco,
because the Union of Wrapi)ing Paperuuikers (Cap
Section) have presented ilr. John Dobson, of Charles
.Marsden and Sons. Ltd. — one of the fine firm of mill

owners — with a cigarette case as a token of great
esteem, when he left England to retire to Scotland.

pit|ii content il
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of pulping to a

SUITABILITY OF SOUTHERN WOODS FOR PULP
AND PAPER MANUFACTURE.

The V. S. Forest Products Laboratory at Madison,

Wis., has frequent requests for inforniation concern-

ing the suitability of various southern woods for the

manufacture of pidp and paper. In the South there

are large stands of various species of pines including

longleaf and short leaf .vellow pine, scrub, jiitch , lob-

lolly, etc. These woods are characterized by having

a good fibre length. However, on account of their

•ontcnt it is not believed that they can be re-

•r the sulphite or grouiul wood iirocesses

grade of pulp to compete commercially

with that made from northern non-resinous, long fi-

bred, coniferous woods, sueh as spruce, balsam, or

hemlock.

The various species of southern pines can best be

redni-ed by the sidphate. or kraft. )>rocess id" ]iidping.

)iad the resulting pulp utilized for the manufacture of

kraft wrapping paper or high test container board.

These piiie.s can al-to be reduced by the sodn process

and the resulting pulp utilized in the nuinufacture of

grades of paper in which siilphati- pidj) is ordinaril.v

usefl. It is poHsible that further work will demon-
strale the feasibility of pulpintr these pines by the

Hulphnte process, bleaching the pidp to a satisfactory

degree of white and ndxing it with short fibred sul-

phate <ir »«ida pulp mnile from other southern woods,

such 8H the gum woods, for the prr)du<-tion of maga-

zine, book, enveloi)e, or lithograph papers. The yield
of pulp by the soda aiul sulphate processes is less

than 4.') j)cr cent.

The large staioK of hardwoods occurring in tiie

South consists in part of the various species of gum
wood, cotton wood, sycamore, basswood, magnolia,
willow, etc. All of these woods are short fibred and.
according to laboratory experience, can be most satis-

factorily reduced by the soda and sulphate processes
of pulping. This pulp after admixture with a longer
—and stroiigcr-fibrcd stock, such as bleached spruce
sulphite, or pine sulphate pulp can be used for the

production of book, envelope, or lithograph paper.

In view of the present abnormal situation no defi-

nite estimate can be given as to the cost of a bal-

anced pulp and paper mill as all cost figures avail-

able at the laboratory are based on pre-war conditions.

It is the oj)inion of the laboratory men, however, that

a balanced i>uip and paper mill can not bi^ erected at

a cost of less tlian H!4a.()()l) to $r)0,000 per ton capacity
per day. Further, before a mill of this type is erect-

ed a careful surve.v should be made of the economic
factors, such as freight rates, markets, labor aiul living

conditions, fuel, ])ower and other factors upon which
the financial success of the proposed undertaking de-

pends.

AMERICAN CONDITIONS DEEMED UNSUITABLE
FOR PLANT FIBRE PAPER.

The r. S. Forest Products Laboratory at Madison.
Wis., receives freipient requests for inforuuition re-

garding the possible use of plant fibres, such as sugar
cane, baga.sse, corn stalks, cotton stalks, the various

straws, etc., for pulp aiul paper manufacture.

The laboratory is restricted in its investigations to

a stud.v of the best means of utilizing our forests and
forest products, so that little work has been done on
the pulping of these plant fibres. From general ex-

perience, however, it is believed that these various fi-

bres are not economical for pulping under present
American conditions, as the.v offer the following diffi-

culties in haiulling :

I.—Plant stalks, straws, grasses, etc., usually con-

tain a large percentage of pitch, giving pulps low in

fibre content and rc(|uiring high chemical consump-
tion.

2.— Material t<{ this type represents seasonal crops,

so that facilities must be provded for the storage of a

large v<dunu' of the stock in order to permit the paper
mill to operate throughout the year. The susceptibility

of smdi material to decay adds greatl.v to the costs and
difficulties of storage.

3.—Due to the bulkiness of these materials, the di-

gester (diargc is reduced, thereby reducing the yield

and increasing overhead costs proportionatel.v.

Some uf these fibres, such as the straws, are being
pulped at the present time for use in the nuinufacture
of corrugated board and cheaper boaril |)roilucls. Pulp
of this nature, however, docs not compare with a re-

fined pulp such as sulphite or rag stock: it can he
used onl.v for special purposes and not in the niann-

factiire of newsprint or high-grade paper. Plant fi-

bres of this nature are being reduced eommercially in

Europe where economic conditions and the si'arcit.v of

wood permit their utilization. Miit under present
American conditions, it is believed that such fibres

can not compete commercially witii wooil pulp.
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The weekly newspaper jMihlisliers and job printers of

Oxford County and (listrict have or<ranized what will

be known as the Oxford District Press Association,

with H. S. .Johnston of Tillsonburg as President.

The Waterous Engine Works Co.. Limited, of Brant-

ford, Ont.. have received an order from the -I. K. Booth

Compajiy for one of the company "s standard barking
drums which will shortly be installed.

The Ontario Newspapers Corjioration, Limited, ha.s

been organized and granted incorporation by the On-
tario Government. The cliartcr authorizes the com
pany to carry on the business of newspaper ])roprie-

tors with an authorized capital of $:W0,000 and head
office Toronto. The provisional directors are K. W.
Hart, C. H. C. Leggott and E. Fitzsimnions.

Mr. George Carruthers, President of the Interlake

Tissue Mills, Limited, Toronto, was one of the speak-

ers at the annual plant dinner of the Abitibi Power
and Pajier Co.. Limited, at Iroquois Falls, on Oct. 9th

last. Mr. Carruthers spoke on the financial aspect of

education as a reason why a man should increase his

earning power and why ho should fit in with, and co-

operate in, the administration of a mill. The gathering,

which has larg.dy attended, was an enjoyable one and
the addresses given were instructive and entertaining.

Paper circles in Ontario regretted to learn this week
of the death of Mr. Charles E. Warwick, secretary-

treasurer of the wholesale stationery manufacturing
firm of Messrs. Warwick Bros. & Kutter, Toronto. For
the past five years the late Jlr. Warwick had been,

suffering from Bright 's disease and two years ago he

was compelled to abandon a hitherto active business

career. Born in Woodstock, Ont.. 56 years ago. Mr.

Warwick entered the wholesale stationery business

when his father founded tlie firm bearing his name.
He had for many years been prominent in mercantile
circles in Toronto. A widow, three sons and one daugh-
ter survive.

The current number of the Canada Gazette contains
notice of the incori^oration of the Dryden I'aper Com-
pany. Limited, with a capital stock of not less than

•t.'>00,000 and chief place of business Montreal. The
company is authorized to carry on in all its branches a

lumber, puljiwood and paper business aiul the incor-

porators are E. Languedoe, C. Sinclair. S. G. Dixon,
R. E. Allan and William Taylor, all of Montreal.

Mr. John G. Sutherland, President, and ilr. W, L.

Bird, General Manager of the Fort William Paper Co.
were in Toronto this week conferring with Lieut. Col.

Gibson. Mr. Sutherland reported that construction
work was proceeding satisfactorily on the ground wood
mill but that labor conditions were not all that could
be desired.

Mr. R. T. Houck. sales manager of the George H.
Mead Co., Limited, Dayton, Ohio, was a visitor at the
Toronto office of the comjiany this week.

Mr. (jeorge Brian, reiiresenting the Paper Makers'
Chemical Company, of Easton, Peiin.. was calling on
the Toronto trade during the past week.
The work of installing the 140 inch trim machine in

the Interlake Tissue Mills at Tiuirold is pmcceding sat-

isfactorily. When comj)leted the machine will be the
largest of the kiiul in the world. The company will
manufacture flat tissue towels along with their other
specialties and a cheaper grade of toilet paper will

also be turned out to meet competition in a similar
line from across the border.
The ratepayers of Fort William were very nearly

unanimous this week in passing the by-law granting
special privileges to the Fort William Paper Company
which is erecting a pulj) and paper mill in that city.
With the opening of a branch factory at Kingston,

Out., for the manufacture of paper boxes and confec
tioners" paper goods, the F. W. Fisher Company. Li-
mited, has added another healthy industry to that citv,
giving employment to a large number of men and
young women. The company's parent plant in Toronto
is working to capacity.

After over 39 years servii-e with the Toronto (ilobe,
.Mr. W. Pitman Morse. Treasurer of the newspaper^
has resigned to enjoy a rest. On the occasion of his
retirement the staff presented -Mr. Morse with a ster-
ling silver table set and officials of the staff testified
to his long and faithful service with the companv. Mr.
.Morse joined the l)nsiness staff of the Globe iii 1881
shortly after the a.ssassination of Hon. George Brown
and has been in the service of the companv almost
eor^finuously since that time.

THREE RIVERS PULP AND PAPER CO.
Having su,.,-,.ssfully nn.ird g„ld iii (^iilario. the

Ilollinger (Jold Mines shareholders are entering the
pulp and paper field through the organization «rf the
Three Rivers Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd.. whose shares are
first offered to holders of the mining stock. .\oah A.
Timmins is president of both companies.

With the prjferred. which carries a dividend of ^
per cent and is both ai-cumulative and participating,
there goes a Ixinus of i-ommon stock, share for share!
If there is any balance of the $4,000,000 of preferred
shar's that are not taken up by the shareholders of the
mining company, there will be a public offering.

Backing up the mill proposition, the company has
secured timber limits of 787 square miles, containing
some 4.000.000 cords of spruce and balsam pulpwood.
These limits are considered ample for a fifty-year
supply for a mill of double the initial capacity of this,
that is. 100 tons a day or 30.000 tons per annum.

Associated with the Hollinger group in this new con-
cern are the lumber interests of John Breakey. Limit-
ed, the president of which, Denaston Breakey states
that the estimates of lumber and pulpwood are correct
and conservative, and that in his opinion the opera-
tions of this company will be equally as successful as
those of other operating companies. A group of British
capitalists interested in the paper industry have sub-
scribed for $400,000 of the preferred shares, and are
negotiating for a contract covering their entire require-
ments of pulp, some 40 ton.s a day, at prevailing
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market prices, subject td nionfhl.v revisions. The.se.

later, may erect a paper mill on the same site.

In fipnrinir out the element of profits the comi)any
has taken as a basis of price -tSO a ton, allowing' for a

reacljustnient from the present price that runs around
$130 a ton. On this basis the profits for a .vcar would
be about $1,500,000 on the output of 30,000 tons, or

over four times tlie requirements of the preferred

dividends of $320,000, leaving a substantial amount
availalile for common stock.

This is much more conservative than some I'ecent

predictions of new company profits and apparentl.v

places manufacturing: costs at $30 a ton, which is

probably not far off.

It is recalled that the lireakcy people were recent l,v

reported as intending: to manufacture p\dp.

The directors and officials are well known mining:,

huuber and steel men and the superintendent of con-

struction and operation is J. J. "Sullivan, formerly

with Geo. F. Hardy, the Xorthcliffe xMills and the

Laurentide Company.

RIORDONS HONOR STEVENSON.

/. ./. STKVESSOS.

i < >n the occasion of iiis return from an extensive

Kuropean l)Usiness trip, T. .1. Stevenson, mana<rer of

the Kiordon Sales Compan.v, Limited, was the ^uest of

honor at a dinner <riven in the Old Colony (^lub, Wind-
sor Motel, by his assr)ciates in the Riordon Conii)an.\

.

Carl Kiordon, Geo. K. Challes and other executives

of the company, as well as the entire staff direetl.\'

associat:')! with Mr. Stevenson, .joined in the reunion.

Dnrint' hi.s travels. Mr. Stevenson has visited the

I'nited Kingdom. France. |{eljji\im. Swit/erhind,

Hollanil, Spain. Italy, Germany, Nonvay ami Sweden,

and he spoke in a most intereMliiiff way of pres.»nt

European condition.H. with which his recent experiences

h;ive made him thoroiijfhly familiar.

"Tlic nuin who had his arm bmken in two pilftees.

should stav nwHv from those places, ' says the Safety

League

TO MAKE PAPER MACHINES AT PORT ARTHUR.
Mr. P. (i. Chace. vice president of the Port Arthur

Shipbuildiiifr Company, announced last week the new
policy of the Company in connection with the manu-
facture of pulp and paper machinery.
The Company will jtro into the manufacture of all

classes of g:rindei-s, wet-maehines, chii)pers, disresters
and heavy jiaper making: machines. The Reliance Mill
and Tradinjr Company, of New York, will handle the
sail's for the Compan.\'.

Mr. Chaee made the following: statement to the
Port-Arthur News-Chronid?

:

"In view of the pulp and paper btisiness niakingr
such favorable prog:ress at the Head of th? Lakes, and
with the resources in the way of wood behind this jiro-

duetion. we believe that the time is now opportiine to

."uter into the manufacture of pulp and paper makinir
machinery.
"In arriving: at this decision, we liave lw>en prompted

and g:uided by some of the most successful leaders in

the pulp and paper industr.v. and tlirou^h their assist-

ance, we were able to secure the services of probably
the best known and ablest engineers and designers in

North America.
"The acreage, floor space in our shops, and facilities

in the way of equipment, as contained in our plant, are
most favorable for the manufacture of the heavy and
complicated t.vpes of machiner,v aiid equipment neces-

sary for the successfid manufacture of pulp and paper.

In addition to our present foundry facilities, which
include the casting of iron and brass, we have now
under consideration and hope soon to start the iiistall-

ation of an electric steel furnace of ample capaeit.v to

not onl.v suppl.v our own needs, but the requirements

of the surrounding country as well.

""With the opportunit.v at hand and the ann)unt of

business already assured us, our organization will be

increased six hundred to a thousand men within a

year's time. The type of labor required for this work
is of the highest skilled class.

"A similar instance of .just such a condition as ours

is recalled b.v reference to one of the largest .shipbuild-

ing companies on the Atlantic coast, located in the

I'uited Staties. Avho, a number of years ago, decided to

enter into the manufacture of pulp and paper maehin-

er.v as a side issue to their ejiormous shiiibuilding

program, and this company toda.\- is probably the best

known and largest mannfiicturcr of high grade paper

nmchinery in the world. The organization required on

that work has doubled that required for the shipbuild-

ing' iiidu>try in their plant within a few short years.

THE WISCONSIN STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
SAYS :

The venereal diseases, primarily, are due to a double

stanilard of morals. No man Rhi>uld demand more of

a wonuin than he is willing to give in return.

"If very man were straight, there woidd be no such

thing as prostitution; there would be no loose women
if there were no loose men."
"Tf everv man were straijrht. very few children

would be born blind."

"Tf every man were straight, there would be fewer

children born diseased."

"Tf every man were straight, there woidd not be

nearl.v so nuin.v babies born dead."

"Tf every man were straight, there would be few-

er childless homes."
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, Oct. 16.—Although there has been a dis-

tinct falling off in the demand for some lines of paper

in sympathy with the skidding of prices in other com-

modities the Canadian paper trade stands out as the

one line of connnorcial activity in which entire confi-

dence is expressed for the future. Prices have not only

remained firm in practically all lines but there are

tho.se who predict that the upward trend has not yet

ceased. Newsprint, for instance, is expected to go to

7^26. in the first quarter of the new year and there

may be increases in other lines which may well be said

to have reached their peak. The lessened demand for

paper is found only in the consuming end of the trade

an dthere is a noticeable hesitancy on the ])art of the

printer to stock up. But the jobbers are still out after

all the paper they can get and in most lines, notably

book, they are unable to get their full wants supplied

from the mills, whieh are still months behind with

orders. The opinion is freely expressed in the trade

that history is going to repeat itself in the paper in-

dvistry and that the jtresent period of hesitancy in

buying on the part of the consuming j)ublic will be

followed by a revival when it is discovered that stocks

are low and under-production still exists. It will be

recalled that early in 1010 trade was bad and paper
jobbers had great diffieulty in disposing of their .-iti>cks.

Consumers held off buying on the falling market until

they found themselves without supplies. Buying on a

bigger scale than ever quickly set in and the trade

eame back to normal, to be followed by an unprece-

dented prosperity which has existed up to tlie present

time. The situation at the moment is that while the

printers are not stocking up, the jobbers have compa
ratively little coming along and there are enough
orders on the books at the mills to keep tlie madiines
punning for months yet. Taken all in all the paper
trade does not appear to give any cause for worry as

to its future.

BOOK PAPERS.—-Jobbers report that while ship

ments are not coming through any more freely from
the mills, there is a distinct falling off in enquiries

for stock. There is a disposition on the part of the

printer to hold back and not endeavor to stock up.

Heretofore the jirinter would buy anything in the

paper line he could get his hands on. and particularly

book paper. His attitude, however, has changed with-,

in the past Aveek or two and he is now buying little

more than will meet his immediate requirements. Xev-
ertheless there appears to be little slackenitig off in

the general demand for book papers and distributors

report that business is good. None of them have any
stocks to speak of on hand and Mith the mills booked
ahead until the first of the year and after, there does
not appear to be any prospect of a flooded book paper
market for some time to come. A big under-produc-
tion is still observ-able in the book pajier market not-

withstanding the fact that travellers are finding it a

little harder to place orders, due. no doubt, to the psy-

chological effect of tumbling prices in certain other
commodities. Although a falling market in a number
of other lines has characterized Canadian commerce.

the only mark it has left on the paper trade is a slight

hesitancy in buying, which is considered not an un-

mixed evil. Prices of book paper are keeping up,

along with other (laper lines, and it is not anticipated

that they are coming down. A si>irit of optimism per-

vades the book paper trade and jobbers do not anti-

cipate a slump of anj' kiinl.

M'HAPPiXt; PAPEK8.—Freer ilelivcrics character-

ize the wrapjiing paper trade and altliougli dealers

could handle more stock if they could get it, the siiort-

age of stock cry is not so insistent. Shipments arc dc

cidedly more liberal and the mills are beginning to

advise the jobbers that if they don't want the tomiagc
promised they will dispose of it elsewhere. The de-

mands on the jobbers' stocks have lessened somewhat
and orders for ton lots have been replaced to some
extent by half ton lots. There is no let-uj), however,
ui the volume of business, and the trade is as prosper-

ous as any in the paper trade. Prices remain firm and
unchanged.

CLASSINK and (JREASE PROOF.—The market in

these commodities is firm and there is a well-sustained

demand for the products. The jobbers' price for glas-

sine is 30c per pound for unbleached and 8r)e for

bleached. Grease-proof is selling at 22c jier pound foi

unbleached and 2r)c for bleachetl.

TISSCES AN!) TOHjETS.—Difficulties in securing
raw stock and the high prices thereof continue to

hamper the tissue aiul toilet paper manufacturers al-

though the market is firm and the prices unchanged.
Canadian makers of toilet papers are beginning to be

up against some slight competition from Americaii
makers who are .sending in some lower priced toilet

paper of an inferior quality, although the buyer is

getting no better value for his mone\- and the Amer-
ican competition that has so far developed is not con-

^idered formidable. The demand for all light-weight

papers is well sustained but manufacturers report a

great shortage of bleached sulphite pulp which is

almost impossible to get.

KRAFT PAPER AND MANILAS.—Kraft mills,

while still three months behiiul, report a slight falling

off in demand, although they are still experiencing
considerable difficulty in filling orders owing to the

calls for tonnage which cannot be supplied in satis-

fying quantities. The lessening in demand, so far. is

only on the part of the consumer and as .vet has not

affected the manufacturer. Whether this condition
will eventually react on the mills it is not safe to pre-

dict in these days of falling prices, but at the present
moment there appears to be no cause for uneasiness.
Under-production is still very marked and there are no
signs of future price-reductions. At the present time
there is no manila on the market and if there were it

would be valued higher than kraft which is now 13c a

pound. Kraft pulp is quoted at from $150 to $155 a

ton.

RAG AND PAPER STOCK.—The rag and paper
stock market is extremely dull. The market in all the
lower grades of paper is purel.v nominal and it is one
in which only the buyers figure. The only hope of

any immediate change for the better in prices is a
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favorable settlement of the strike mnoiip: the sorters

in New York. Shavings and white papers are firm but

there is no demand for books and the white paper mar-

ket is in a moribund condition. Xew cotton cuttinfrs

are keepiufr up with a tendency to lower prices and old

raps arc following along the line of old papers. As

one of the Toronto dealers put it. "The mills are now

coming into their own."

Following are quotations on rag and paper stock :

Per Cwt. F.O.B. Toronto

No. 1 .shirt cuttings $23.00—$24.00

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings .. . .^IT.oO—$1S.00

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings $13.00—$13.o0

No. 1 blue overall cuttings $11.50—$12.50

Bleached shoe clip $15.50—$]fi.00

White cotton hosiery cuttings $16.50—$17.00

Light colored hosiery cuttings $13.00—$14.00
New light flanellette cuttings $14.50—$15.00
No. 2 white shirt cuttings $13.50—$14.00

City thirds and blues (repacked) $3.75—$4.00

Flocks and satinettes $1.75—$2.00

Tailor rags $1.50—$1.65

Gunnv bagging .$1.75—$2.00

Manila rope $5.25—$5.50

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $8.50—$9.00
No. 1 soft white shavings $7.50—$8.00
White blanks $5.50—$6.00

I leavv ledger stock $3.75—.$4.00
No. 1 magazine $3.00—$3.10
No. 1 book stock $2.65—$2.75
No. 1 nianila cuttings $5.50—$5.75

No. 1 print manila $2.40—$2.50
Folded news $2.24—$2.30
Over i.ssue, news $2.50—$2.75

Kraft $5.50—$6.00
No. 1 clean and mixed papers $1.75—$1.90

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, 0<-tober 16— (Special Correspondence)—

There is little change to report . in the paper mar-

ket and no feature of prominence. > Demand con-

tinues narrow in comparison with that existing not

long ago. con.suniers at present limiting their buying

almost .solely to sui)plies immediately needed. The

market ha.s not weakened further, however, as re-

gards prices. Manufacturers as a general thing

still have a large volume of unfilled orders on file

and are running their plants at maximum or clo.se

topfull capai'ity in completing t.'iese commitments.

Smone is cutting prices to any material extent. There

a^ ca.ses that crop up from time to time where this

or that manufacturer or jobber has reduced ((nota-

tions a bit to move a certain lot of pai>er, but prices

on the whole arc being maintained at pretty firm

Iwds. Buyers are not operating in the i)nper mar-

ket for the same rea.sons they arc keeping out of

alb<r commoflities; namely, that they have come to the

onncluHion that a period of slow operations will

make for better bnsincss conditions in general and

ad to stabili/.*' values on j>roper levels.

Devclojinxnts have effected a decided ciiange in one

iid of the paper industry, and that is in raw mat-rial.

I'apcr manufacturers are |>ursninir very mueb the

ime prdicy in their buying of raw sIcM-k as are

. i.nsumers of fiiiisliid pa)>er in thnr current buying of

the pro<luct of the paper mill. Denn»nd for all

kinds of papermaking material has i-ontinued to ca.se

until it is very clo«e to a standstill now Paper-

niakei-s apparently are making sure that in the event

of a decline in pajicr prices they will not be oliliged

to suffer heavy losses on large stocks of raw material.

T,iie policy followed by the average paper mann-
faelurer at present is to use up such raw material

as he has on hand, liquidating stocks to as low

levels as it is wise to do so and to keep from pur-

chasing fresh supitlies iintil the need for them is

pre.ss,iug. This has resulted in most mills remaining

very much out of the market for woo<l pulp, rags,

old pa pel's, rope, bagging, etc., and the markets for

these commodities have developed an exceedingly

quiet toiu\ That mills will .soon appear again as

buyers goes wit^iout saying, for reserve stm-ks of raw
material cannot la.st indefinitely, but at the moment
there is but a slight call emanating from consuming
quarters and those few buyei-s actually operating are

managing to -get supitlies at attractive prices—prices

which in numerous instances represent sharp reces-

sions from the levels prevailing only a short time

ago.

The newsprint market retains its steady tone with
no change in quotations noted. Spot lots of print

paper in standard rolls arc .selling at from 10 cents

a pound upward, with occasionally a purchase re-

l)orted b.v some publisher at 9.75 cents. The contract

basis is maintained at 6.50 cents, but there is talk

in the trade concerning pending imi)ortant develop-

ments in this connection in the near future. W'^at
tlie.se developments are to be is a (|Ucstion regarding
which no one will commit himself, but according
to the gossip, it is probable a reduction in price

by sonic of the leading producers will be made.

Book papers are firm in price and are moving
into consuming channels in a consistent way. There
is no semblance of easiness in quotations, and avail-

able supplies show no signs of becoming larger. In
fact, buyers seeking extra tonnages of book pajiers

are meeting with little success: mills in general being
sold up for some time and having but odd lots of

paper to dispose of. The coarse paper market rules

steady although demand is a good deal slower tiian

it ha.s been in a long time. Consumers of wrapping
and tissue pajicrs cvi<lcntly are making their contract
supplies do them at jire.sent without the necessity

of jilaciiig additional orders.

The board market is a little easier. Due to a

-harp decline in waste paper costs, some mills are

acce|iting orders for board at slightly lower prices,

sales of news board at $115 a ton and of plain chip

board at $105 having been recorded. There are no
indications of any s.M-ere break in board values, how-
ever, and the prol)abilities of such a jiappeiiing seem
slim while mills still have the amount of unfilled

business on their books that they now have.

(iROFNI) WOOD The ground wood market is

moving along in an even and peaceful state without

much occurring to disturb its .surface. Demand is

largely confined to spot tonnages of pnl)) needed

by consumers for immediate use, and yet there is .suf-

ficient buyinir to sustain prices nt a quotable range
of $125 to $130 per ton at producing mills for spruce

irrounil wood of prime (juality. There are no signs

of available supplies incri*asing and mills are said

to have little output to ri-serve for winter use, thus

indicating t;ial consumers are taking the great bulk

of the present pro<lui't ion. Kveryone is bullish eon-
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TRADE-nARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland
comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland. Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites. Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brovvn and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
INQUIRIES SOLICITED.Telephone: Murray Hi!l 4246-4

•' 2170
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oerning ground wood, at least everyone on the selling

end of the commodity. It is generally felt that

with grinders having little surplus .stored )ip that

the winter will see liigher pdiees unless the paper

situation reaches a point where the consumption of

mechanical pulp drops far below prevailing ton-

nages.

CHEMICAL IMTLP—About t;ie ouly feature in

chemical wood pulp is the continued arrival of

fairly large supplies from Scandinavia. Several

heavy shipments have reached New York (his week,

and it can be said there is more imported pulp being

offered in the market than in a long time. Prices

in general are holding moderately steady. Sulphite

shows no recession aiul is at best difficult to pro-

cure in sizable amounts, which also iiolds true of

•soda pulp. Kraft is the easiest grade and is being

offered at re<lucctl prices, Scandinavian kraft of good

quality being available at 7.25 cents a pound and l&ss

and domestic kraft at 6.50 cents.

Arrivals of foreign pulp at the port of New York
this week included 15,178 bales from Sundsvall, 850

bales from Gothenburg, 5fl6 bales from Osaka, and
700 tons from Haugesund.

RAGS—There is little life to the rag market and

l>rices on old rags continue to sag. Sales of roofing

rags have been recorded at as low as 1.70 cents a

pound at shipping points, and reports have averred

that some mills have bought at even lower figures. Old

thirds and blues are offered at 4.25 to 4.50 cents for

repacked stock and old whites at 13 cents for No.

1 repacked material. New cuttings are ^lokling their

own and buyers find it necessary to meet (piotcd prices

to obtain such grades. A threatened strike of clothing

makers is a sustaining factor in the new rag market,

dealers being hesitant to .sell for cheaper figures in

the fear that production will be drastically cur-

tailed by the strike of cutters.

Imports of foreign rags at New York during the

current week included 453 bales from Rotterdam.
218 bales from London, ami 250 bales from Oran.

PAPER STOCK—The market for old papers is in

a very un.settled condition. Consuming mills for

the most part have retired as buyers and are keejjing

almost entirely out of the market and prices arc

dropping with marked ra})idity. Coupled with t)iis.

a strike has been instituted by collectors and hand-
lers of old paper in New York City, who claim

they are unable to n[)erate at a profit under prevail-

ing market prices and who therefore have stopped

producing stock, presumably with a view of advanc-

ing prices. It is next to impossible to quote accurate

prices. There is not enough business passing to es-

tablish values and a,bout the only quotations obtain-

able are those named by dealers as asking figures

from mills. Folded newspapers are to be had at

1.60 to 1.70 cents per pound f.o.b. New York and
No. 1 mixed papers at 1.35 to 1.45 cents. Few mills

evince a desire to buy even at tju'se figures, however,

and the probabilities are purchases can be effected at

cheaper prices. Old books and magazines are going
abegging at 2.75 cents at shipping points, while No. 1

old kraft paper is freely offered at 5.50 cents and
white blank news cuttings at 5.75 cents.

OLD ROPE ANT) BAGGING—The market for old

bagging is dormant and prices are mainly nominal

at around 2.25 cents for No. 1 scrap bagging, 1.15

to 1.25 cents for roofing bagging and 2.75 cents for

giuiny. Old rope is steady and moving in fair quan-
tity at 6 cents per i)Ound at shipping points.

Receipts of foreign rope at New York this week
included 40 bales from Rotterdam, 143 coils from
Christiania, and 198 coils from Hull. There were no
inii)orts of bagging.

SAFETY WORK AND INDUSTRY.

T-o-<lay. accident j)rcveation is the one non-coiUro-

versial subject in indtistry as both employer and
emi>loyee are interestetl in preventing accidents. Com-
pensation costs are a big item in modern industry

and yet both employer and employee would be better

off if there were no accidents. Compensation at its

best can never replace a limb lost nor can it biing

back a life lost in industry. Manufacturers in Eng-
land and the rnited States have come to realize the

importance of accident prevention and are getting

very sulwtantial results by placing this feature of

their work on a strictly economic basis.

Compensation is a substitute, accident prevention

is the "real thing". As far back as the fifth cen-

tury, compensation in money was paid for personal

wrong. The freeman's life and the freeman's limb
each had. under this system, its legal vabic. An eye
for an eye and a lind) for a limb or fair damages.
Accident prevention means whole bodies and lives

.saved. Accident jirevention should win the day.

Otitjirio Sat'etv Leaeue.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
Ull

TEJ.EPHONE.S S812 MliRRAY Mil I.

We are always in the mar-
ket and ready tu pay i^ood

prices for SULPHITES

NEW YORK

Bleached and unbleached
of (Canadian manufacture
Write and let us show
vou what we c«n do.
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A FEW USES OF WOOD.
Lumber and timljer prodiic'ts, planing mill prodiR'ts,

sash, doors, blinds, and general milhvork, window and
door screens and weather strips, wooden packing
boxes, cigar linxes, barrels and kegs, turned and carv-

ed woods, lasts, wooden furniture, including rattan

and willow, show cases, billiard tables and materials,

looking glasses and picture frames, sewing machine
cases, baskets and rattan and willow ware, coffins and
burial cases, rules, matches, pulp woods, wood carpet,

charcoal, treated and preserved woods, carriages and
wagons, aeroplanes, agricultural implements, dairy-

men's, jjoulterers" and apiarists' supplies, wood for

engraving, musieal instruments and iiiafci-ials. i)apcr

and wood pulp, phonographs and graphophones, to-

bacco piles, refrigerators and kitchen cabinets, ships

and boards, toys and games, turpentine and rosin,

washing machines and clothes wringers, wood dis-

tillates, artificial limbs, professional and scientific

instruments, handles, clocks, playground equipment,
printing material, trunks, shuttles, spools and bobbins,
firearms, pulleys and conveyors, patterns and flasks,

pumps and wood pipe, tanks and silos, bungs and
faucets, brooms and carpet-sweepers, paving ma-
terials, pulpers' woodwork.

That list will give some idea of the importance of

the campaign for a national forest policy. — ('has.

Lathro|i Pack, in "Dissun Crucible.
"

THE INDUSTRIAL PLANNING CORPORATION LTD.
ENGINEERS

60-62 Front St. West, - - TORONTO

HYDRAULIC DEVELOPMENTS PULP, PAPER & FIBRE MILLS
SURVEYS, ESTIMATES & REPORTS

GENERAL PLANT ENGINEERING '•V6r,:,»7,";;;Vu7.r„"::".vr

WE ARK NOT
;
^-v^-^ri-i^s'^'"'"" WEski.lSFRVICEom.v

BUFFAIO OFFICE: 80 WEST GENESEE ST.

Canadian Turbine Water Wheels

The above Normal Speed Runner gives

Starting. Staying and Governing Qualities

such as no other turbine possesses.

Ideal for pulp grinding
and saw mills.

CHAS. BARBER & SONS

Meaford, Ontario

Designer Since 1867.

THE
CANAD
™R|^NkhCONSERVE

WHEEL IjmMiP^HZ
/ATER

If it's a question of

repairs or re-

building

- ask •

[lECTROL l[Pi

St. Catharines, Ont.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
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Has the effect of the war migrations upon the absorptn e

power of the mind ever occurred to you?

It spells more and more Paper
Ask Us

THE PUSEY AND JONES COMPANY
WILMINGTON. DELAWARE

Fraser Brace & Co. Ltd.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

Contractors for PULP and PAPER MILLS, HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS,
tunnels, industrial plants, docks, wharves foundatinns. 'nridin's and all dif-

ficult con.structions or large developments.

83 Craig St. West, MONTREAL, P.Q.

FRASER BRACE SHIPYARDS

SHIPBUILDING & SHIP REPAIRING MACHINE & FORGE
SHOP WORK

We are pivintr sp'^'-ial atti^ntion m li" siilijpcf of self-

propelled and non-propelled PULPWOOD BARGES.

1300 St. Patrick St., MONTREAL. P.Q.

ARE YOU A C:.\NADL\N?

Do you want a Canadian View-Poinl on current

Literature?

Then you need the

CANADIAN BOOKMAN
'VcrpV OIARIKRLV ,V,f»K

B. K. SANOWELL, CJtU,.

Indusdrial & Educational Press, Limited

r.ARnF.N CITY PRF.S.H. .Str. Ann* ilr Brllr>uf. P.O.

CRANE VALVES

CRANE
LIMITED

MEAD orr r..E s WORKS
iZeO ST PATRICK ST

MONTREAL
BRANCHES : Toronto. Winnipeg. Vancouvtr
SALES OFFICES : Halifax. Qutbac, Ottawa, Calgary
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.1 I'lUVATK ENTEliPRlSK ON A PUBLir
UTILITY ;

111 a reeent iiuiiil)er of the Pulp & Paper Magazine

mention was made of the possibility of the Govern-

ment of Ontario establishing a pulp and paper plani.

In these days when there is so much discussion of pub-

lie ownership of public utilities we would naturally

expect that the field for government operation should

1)6 limited to those industries which must of necessity

be practically monopolies. Such industries we recog-

nize as street railways, telephone and telegraph and

postal organizations, water works, light an<l gas com-

panies and i)i(ssil)ly railways. The farther we get,

however, from [nirely public, service corporations as

serving municipalities, the farther we get from the

probability of efficient operation and the lack of se-

rious interference with the development of resources,

the growth of industry and the furnishing of efficient

service at reasonable cost without burdening with def-

icits a portion of the community only indirectly, if at

all, served by sucii activities. Even the operation of

strictly municipal monopolies has not always been ac-

complished successfully.

It is not so long <i time since the utilization of ])rison

lalior in competition with legitimate private enterprise,

was a nuitter of public consideration and discussion.

This practice fortunately, has now mostly disappeared,

it having been recognized that such procedure was

entirelj" unfair to honest citizens and that advantage

was being taken of conditions which gave the state

certain opportunities that could not be available to the

individual concern on which the community really

must depend for its products. The resources avail-

able to the prison authorities is human labor, whereas

the resources at the disposition of a government are

those of nature such as minerals, water-powers, forests

and fisheries. We do not hear any suggestion of our

governments here, going into the mining husiness or

the fishing business .so why should a province .so much
as consider entering the pulp and paper industry? The
case is similar to the employment of prison labor ex

cept that here the government would be employing a

natural resource of material things instead of the etn-

jtloyment of human labor. In the ease of the pri.son.

there is a valuable moral advantage in keeping the

unfortunate inmate busy. This furnishes an oppor-
tunity of improving his ability to earn his own living

aiid enables him more easily to retain his self-respect.

Ilis energies must be employed and if thev can be di-

rected into productive effort it is a good thing, and
there art; ways of absorbing the product without dan
ger to the gainful occupations which must engage the

energies of those outside the pri.son walls.

The natural resources of a province, the raw mate-
rial of the forest and the latent energy of the water-
fall, should be put to use in such a way as to furnish

revenue to the people who own these resources. This
lould be done in all fairness, and at the .same time en-

eourage rather than discourage the andiition of the

people who.se energy and industry makes for the pros-

perity of the whole province.

It is likely to be argued that the province is already
operating a small pulp mill so that it would only be
natural to extend this activity to make more extensive
use of the people's inheritance. Ontario owns a pulp
mill, only by the accident of its being a part of the
legacy that fell to the Hydro:Electric Commission.

Previous exjierience with government ojierated indus-

tries, is that they have usually been extravagant in the

extreme and have failed hopelessly to return to the peo-

ple the i>ro(luct. the employment, or the profit which
should derive from the exploitation of resources and
opportunities. In faet there is a situation in Ontario
right now which illustrates the fallacy of attempting
to engage in an industry which has no parallel at

least in Canadian history for the soundness, rapidity
of growth, and beneficial return to the country that
has accompanied the development of the pulp and
paper industry. We mean the lack of power which
should be available through the government controlled
organization that is supposed to develop the water-
powers 6f the province for the benefit of Ontario in-

dustries. There is right now a .shortage of electric

power which must have been foreseen and which has
retarded the growth of the very industry which some-
one has been bold enough to suggest a.- a field for gov-
ernment activity. The establishment of a paper mill

has been held up for several years on the .sole excuse
that the power to be used had been contracted for with
the Oovernment Commi.ssion and is not even yet forth-
coming in sufficient quantity.

It would he exceedingly unwi.se both eeononiical-

ly and politically for the goveniment of a Canadian
province to engage in the manufacture of pulp and
paper. The inevitable end of such a course will be
a prison-house industry with political appointees run-
ning even the envelope and box factories and publish-
ing our newspapers. The government has sufficient
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control of the industry through its ownership of the

forests and water-powers. It is possible by a judi-

cious use of its power in these respects not only to

encourage the growth of the industry but to prevent

illigitimate enterprise and to furnish the people with

a substantial and continual source of income.

BRINGING THE OCEAN TO POET ARTHUR.

At the present time there is under consideration by

a joint commission representing the United States and

Canada, a project that will doubtless be of the great-

est interest to the pulp and paper industry. We refer

to the plan for deepening the canal system joining the

great lakes with the lower St. Lawrence River. The

matter has its opponents as well as its advocates. The

opponents of the scheme seem to be basing their ar-

gument almost entirely on the effect that such a water

way would have on their own local interests. For in-

stance, in Boston there is opposition because of the

fear that if successful, such a scheme would diminish

the importance of this New England port as an ocean

shipping point. On the other hand, cities along the

great lakes, both in Canada and the United States, are

naturally favorable to the idea because of the un-

((uestioned advantage that such a water route woiild be

in assisting them to market bulky and heavy connnodi-

ties, chiefly farm products.

Along the route which would begin half way across

the continent, there are several points from which pulp

and paper might be shipped. For instance we have

Port Arthur and Fort William, which are not only

already important store houses for the ever increasing

grain crop of the Canadian Prairies, but which are

also coming very rapidly into prominence as a centre

of pulp and paper manufacturing. In this vicinity

the Port Arthur Pulp and Paper Co., has been in suc-

cessful operation now for several .years and before an-

other twelve months have passed we shall see the Fort

William Paper Co., Nipigon Pulp and Paper Co., and

the Kaministiquia Pulp and Paper Co., in operation

if

all their plans mature as successfully as present

onditions foretell. It is possible also, that these Twin

Jities may some da.v be the outlet for straw boards

and other pulp and paper products from the i-esources

of the Prairie provinces.

Coming farther cast, wc find the Spnuish Hiver I'lilp

and T'aper Mills at Sault Ste Mario and at Kspanoln

and Sturgeon Falls. Ont., which points would be with-

in ea.sy distance of loading points for ocean going ves-

sel.s. Mills in Northern Ontario, which would include

the Spruce Falls Pulp & Paper Co.. (now in process

of construction). The Matagami I'ulp & Paper Co.,

The Abitibi Company, and any others that might in

the futnre be located in Ontario's pulpwood areas,

would find a much shorter railwa.v haul to water

transportation than is available at present. There is

also the important paper producing centre which has

been built up on the Niagara Peninsula and which

could almost load its product from the mill directly to

the vessel.

The scheme is an enormous project and will prove an

expensive one, but like the Panama Canal, it will no

doubt prove its value in several ways. In these days

of increasing efficiency in every possible way, the ex-

penditure of millions of dollars is examined in many
cii^i's for the possible saving of may be a few cents per

unit of product. Based on the enormous tonnage that

is already passing up and down the St. Lawrence and

Great Lakes system and estimating as it is possible

accurately to do, the probable increase in tonnage

which such facilities would afford, the advocates of the

scheme confidentl.v prophesy great success for such

improvements as are proposed. Not only then will

Canada and large sections of the United States bene-

fit liy such a water-wa.v through the more immediate

connection of inland .shippings points through the

many lanes of ocean travel with the American and

Trans-Atlantic ports, but great benefit would also be

derived through the possibility of liringing them closer

to many products from over-seas.

Besides the unciuestioned advantages to transporta-

tion, the improvement of the St. Lawrence canal .sys-

tem through the erection of dams and locks would give

an enormous increase in available electric power. The

advantage of this is the more evident and the more

important when the saving of coal is considered. This

would be an enormous asset to the Dominion through

decreasing the dependence of Canada on the United

States for fuel. The conversion of potential water

power info available electric power, would also tend

greatly to increase Canada's importance as a man-
ufacturin.g country, although it should, of course, be

remembered that a proper proportion of power so de-

veloped would belong to the United States.

As far as the pulp and paper industry is consider-

ed, it seems to us highly advantageous that the pro-

posed improvements in the St. Lawrence water-way be

carried out.

COIiWEBS.

The Altoona pastor who declared that "the eight-

iioiir man, with a sixteen-hour wife needs to unionize

the home" contributed a vjiluable thought.—Pitts-

burgh flnzette-Times.

The value of Canada's crop of the five i>rincipnl

grains is estimated at more than $900,000,000.

The Government of Ontario issued a formal jirocla-

mation approving of Safety Week for the Province.
The results were very gratifying to the Safety League
and others who helped the good cause.
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Paper-Making Materials in the Philippines

(^From the Journal of the Koyal Society of Arts, August 20, 1920.)

The Philippine Islands produce an abundance of

fibres and other raw materials for the manufacture of

paper pulp on a commercial scale, but at present none

of these is being utilised for this purpose. So far as is

toown, nc paper has ever been made in the Philippines

except for experimental purposes. The country also

contains plenty of the raw materials required for the

manufacture of the chemicals used in paper pulp

making, but none of these chemicals is now being pro-

duced locally.

More than a decade ago, Mr. G. P. Richmond, for

several years attached to the chemical laboratory of

the Philippine Bureau of Science, made a very care-

ful surve.v of the materials available in the Philippines

for the manufacture of paper pulp, but, according to

a report by the U. S. correspondent at Manila, no prac-

tical use has yet been made in the islands of these

valuable data.

The experiments made by the Bureau of Science

were imdertaken with the object of determining the

commercial availability, for paper-making, of the fi-

bres from members of the plantain family, such as

abaca (manila hemp), banana, and plantain; of ma-
guey (Agave cantula) : of certain palms; of bainboo;
of grasses; of certain woods; and of other less impor-

tant plants.

Bamboo.—Of all the materials for the manufacture
of paper found in the Philippines, the bamboos are

the most important, considered from every standpoint.

Not only is the paper made from bamboo of excellent

(|uality. but a constant, adetiuate, and accessible sup-

ply of this material could be made available for a paper
or pulp factory more readil.v than could such a sup-

ply of any other material. Its rapidity of growth is

an important item among the various qualities that

render bamboo valuable as a paper-making material.
Experiments were made with the two most important
and widely-distributed bamboos. These are the com-
mon, thick-walled variety (Bambusa blumeana), and
the thin-walled, dwarf bamboo, also known as cana
boio^ of the genus Schizostachyum.
The thick-walled variet.v is that commonly em-

ployed for building purposes throughout the islands. It

is planted as a crop along the river bottoms of the

Pampangan plain, on Luzon, and in other .sections of

the Philippines as well. Propagated from cuttings, the
plants are set out in rows from sixty to ninet.v centime-
tres apart. Marketable culms are produced in from
one to two years.

The cana bajo, or dwarf bamboo, is that employed
throughout the Philippines for the manufacture of
woven products used for furnishing the interiors of

nipa houses and for other purposes, such as the
"sauale, quisame," and "amatong". The cana bojo is

found almost entirely within the forested regions of
the country and is a veritable forest pest. It is never
cultivated, but is cut without restraint in the forest
regions to prevent its deleterious effect on forest
growth.

In the Province of Bataan there are two eontignou^
areas of cana bojo, one of them containing 1,200 hec
tares (hectare = 2.47 acres), 800 hectares of which are
covered with a dense stand of cana bojo. The other

area includes about 650 hectares, of which over 40 per
cent, is covered with this variety of bamboo. Small
areas of cana bojo are found in the same province
along the Bamban, Buasao, Pinulot and Bacan rivers,

in the basin of the Colo River, and in the basin of the
Mababo or Balsic River. Some of these areas contain
a higher percentage of timber trees than do others,
and are, consequently, less thickly studded with bam-
boo. Ill an average .stand of this variety of bamboo
there are about 9,000 culms to the hectare. An or-
dinary green cane weighs 7.2 kilos, and an air-dried
cane, without the nodes, weighs 3.75 kilos. A hectare
would, therefore, produce about 33.75 metric tons of
dried material. Mr. Richmond calculated from his
experiments that two metric tons of aid-dried ma-
terial would produce about one short ton of pulp. The
yield of pulp would con.sequently be approximately
seventeen tons to the hectare, or nearly eight tons to
the acre.

The experiments made by ]\Ir. Richmond developed
the following important facts in respect to bamboo as
a paper-making material:

—

1. The dwarf bamboo (cana bojo) is better than the
variety used for building purpo.ses, in that it yields
more unbleached pul]) and requires less of the bleach-
ing agent to give the best results. The structural bam-
boo requires from 20 to 25 per cent, of bleach to give
i>ut poor result.s, but a satisfactory white is obtained
from dwarf bainboo with from 10 to 20 per cent, of
bleach. This compares well with the results obtained
from straws of various kinds.

2. A well-digested pulp is obtained from bamboo bv
the u.se of from 10 to 20 per cent, of caustic soda, cal-
culated on the gross weight of the stems.

3. The time required for digestion, the pressure and
the temperature employed are materially less than
those required in making pulp from soft woods by the
same process. In fact, in these particulars, bamboo
compares favourably with straw and similar materials.

4. Both the sulphite and .soda processes may be em-
ployed in working up cana bojo. By the former pro-
cess, fully 50 per cent, of unbleached jiulp may be ob-
tained, and that, with the use of much less sulphur
than is necessary for the making of wood pulp. By the
latter process 43 to 45 per cent, of air-dry, unbleached
soda-pulp is obtained. The use of caustic soda is re-
commended for bamboo because of certain difficulties
to be overcome in the use of the sulphite process. The
results described were obtained by the use of caustic
soda under the following condition: (a) Upright cyl-
indrical stationary digesters ; (b) direct live-steam
heat; (c) 15 to 20 per cent, of 76 per cent, cau.stic .soda,
calculated on the air-dry weight of the raw material;
(d) a duration of cooking of from four to six hours;
(e) a maximum temperature 160 deg. C. (320 deg. F.)
corresponding to a steam pressure of 45 kilos.

5. Pulp obtained by the sulphite process is not light
rnough in colour to be mixed with mechanical wood
pulp in the manufacture of newsprint paper. It is en-
tirely suited in point of colour for use as a wrapping
paper. But it is too valuable, by reason of its fibr»
to be used for wrapping paper or for the making of
newspaper stock. The strength of bamboo fibre makes
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it specially adapted to the manufacture of book paper

and certain grades of writing and lithotrraphic papers.

For these purposes it may be used alone or mixed with

rag or sulphite wood pulp.

6. If the bamboo pulp is to be used in the making of

book and lithographic papers, the soda process should

be employed in its manufacture, because bulk, softness

and opacity are the chief features of soda pulp. This

pidp bleaches to an excellent white with from 12 to lo

per cent, of bleaching powder. The resulting sheet is

more bulky than that from wood pulp and possesses a

strong fibre 2.5 to 3 millimetres in length—longer and

narrower than siinn-e fibres—and a go<id felting capa-

city.

Abaca 'or Manila Hemp.—The Philippine Archipela-

go is the home of abaca (manila hemp"), the source of

all materials from wliieh the genuine Manila hemp

paper is made. The plant (Musa textilis") is a species

of wild banana, of which there are several found in the

Philippines. The fibre from this jilant is the Avorld's

premier cordage material and comprises the chief ar-

ticle of export of the Philippine Islands.

Abaca waste, available for paper-making, is of two

kinds, namely, that made up of old worn-out rope,

gunny sacks, waste thread, and binder twine made
from the fibre: and the true abaca waste, i. e., the

fibre that is missed in the stripping of abaca or ex-,

tracting the fibre from the stalk of the plant. There

is very little of the former to be had in the Islands.

When abaca waste is mentioned in the Philippines.

the term signifies that portion of the fibre that is

missed or thrown aside with the stalk pulp at tlie time

of, and in the process of stripping the fibre or extract-

ing it from the plant, either in the hills or on the plan-

tations where it is grown.

Abaca, the fibre extracted from the plant of the same
name, is taken from the petioles or sheath-like leaf

stalks, which, wrapped one about another, form the

stem or trunk of the plant. The stripping process con-

sists of separating the fibre from the cellular matter

of the petiole.

From this process two kinds of waste material are

obtained, both of which are of value in paper-making.

One of these is called fibrous waste, and the other
semi-fibrous waste. The former is made up of the

broken, taiigled. or lost but clean fibres mixed with
strips or bands of fibre aggregates from which the

eellnlar and incrusting matter has not been entirel.v

remove<l. The fibre contained in this waste has all the

qualities of the fibre that is recovered by the stripper

and subsequently employed in the manufacture of

frdage. It is therefore identical with the fibre con-

ined in rope waste, well known among manufacturers
paper. There is this difference, however: this fibre

ifi fresh and has not suffered the deterioration of age.

The semi-fibrous waste resulting from the process
of stripping abaca is due chiefly to the method by
wliii'h the stnik of the plant is made ready for the
stripping process. The plant is prepared for hand
tripping by cutting off a portion of each end of the
•talk to facilitate the removal of the petioles. Several
of the outer of these are usually discarded on account
of being bruised and discoloured The fibre which is

reecivered as (lie abaca of commerce is contained chief-

ly in the f>uter surface of the petiole The inner sur-
face of the petiole and the portion betut-en the two
surfaces are made up, for the most part, of cellular

matter, although they also contain much fibre of a

lower tensile strength than that contained in the outer

surface.

After the petiole has been removed from the plant

stalk, preparatory to stripping by the hand process,

ribbo7i-likc strips are peeled from the entire length of

its outer surface. Only these thin, fibrous ribbons are

submitted to the hand-stripping process. All the re-

mainder of the petiole is discarded. As already point-

ed out, this discarded portion, while containing chiefl.v

watery, cellular matter, also has much fibre that is

valuable, though never recovered by tin- hand process

of stripping. This cellular portion of the petiole, the

discarded outer petioles and the cut ends of the strip-

ped petioles make up the semi-fibrous waste of abaca.

The habitat of abaca is in southern Lu/X)n ; the Pro-

vinces of La fjaguna, C'avite, Hatangas, Alba.v, Ambos
I 'amarines, and Slorsogon : Saniar and Leyte and south-

ern Mindanao, chiefly. A mill situated anywhere in

the islands would require a more or less considerable

haul for most of its supiily of abaca waste. It would
also have to solve the ])roblem of collecting the waste
in the various regions where it is produced. Undoubt-
edly this would be an ea.s.v matter. Once abaca grow-
ers knew that there was a market for the waste at a

price to leave a reasonable margin of profit over the

cost of baling and collecting, the waste would be taken

care of as systematically as is now the case with cord-

age fibre. In fact, a considerable amount of this ma-
terial has been collected and exported from the Philip-

pines at different times.

The semi-fibrous abaca waste, owing to the length

of time, the pressure and the strength of caustic soda
re(|uired to remove the cellulose matter, cannot be

used profitably in the manufacture of the better grades
of paper. Hut this material might readil.v be manu-
factured into wrapping paper of the sort in which
strength and cheapness are of more importance than
colour, b.v the process emplo.ved in working up ,iute

—

that is, by the use of lime, cooking under pressure, and
partial bleaching.

Grasses.—Grasses of several varieties have long been
in use for the manufacture of paper stock. Perhaps
the most widely known of these is the esparto grass
(Stipa teiiacissima I. for many years an article of com-
merce in the Mediterranean countries. This grass has
been emplo.ved in some of the mills of Europe for

many years. In India, the Bhabar grass (Ischaemum
angustifolium), which yields a paper but little inferior

to that of esparto, is very generally in use. The Munj
grass (SaccharuMi sara) and several other grasses of

the same species arc constantly use<l. The paper in-

dustry of Iiuiia is founded principally on these gra.sses

and has become very extensive.

Mr. Richmond experimented with two Philippine
grasses, cogon (Imperata exaltata Bnuig), and Talahib
(Saccharum spontaneum), and found each to he an im-
portant source of paper stock. Cogon gra.ss grows
from two to four feet in height, and is found in even
stands on open lands, foot hills, and low mountains in

almost every part of the Philippines. It is broad-
leaved, gregarious, and thrives with but little moisture
on almost any sort of land. In many sections of the
Islands, where nipa is not to be had, the native*! rely
on cogon grass roofing and siding for their hou.ses.

Cogon grass is found in abundance in the central
plain of Luzon on most of the open land. In the Pro-
vince of Tarlac. between Capas and Concepcion, there
is a good stand of cogon grass covering a level area of
abandoned rice and sugar land. The grass on this
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urea is usually of Rood stand and quality. Through-

out Tarlac Province and, to a less extent, in the ad-

joining provinces, there are larfje areas of open land

covered with eogon grass of good quality. Cogon
grass is also abundant in the Visayau Islands.

Cogon grass is not jointed. This quality is regard-

ed as of great advantage in the matter of making paper
pulp. Its yield is from ii to 10 per cent, more tiian that

of cereal straws, and it is more easily pidped with a

smaller proportion of caustic soda. It has the further

advantage over cereal straws that it can be harvested

just before it i.s ripe, a period when it gives the best

results. Cogon is easily prepared for digestion, and
requires no preliminary cutting down after iieitig

dried, hand-picked, or machine cleaned.

Talahib (Sacciiarum spontaneum) is a coarse joint-

ed grass growing from si.\ to ten feet tall. It is gre-

garious, and springs in tufts from stout underground
root stalks. Talahib is often confounded with cogon
grass. It is very different from the latter, however,

in both its appearance and habits of growth. Talahib

thrives best in low, moist land and flourishes in river

valleys and areas subject to annual floods.

This grass generally occurs with or near cogon grass,

growing vigorously in the wet iilaccs where cogon doe.s

not do so well, and being of a i)Oor variety on the up-

lands where cogon thrives well. It is difficult to get

rid of. Cutting and burning has but little effect on it

other than to increase its yield and quality. Talahib
is related to the "Saccharum sara" (the Munj grass

of India) and ''Saccharum offieinarum '" (the sugar
cane of tropical countries").

An e.\i)erinient carried out by Mr. Richmond with a

small ([uantity of talahib fully matured with entire

stems aiul leaves, gave as result a percentage of 53.9

of cellulose.

Bananas and Plantains.—Plantains (Musa paradi-

siacal and bananas (Musa sapientum'l contain much
fibre that might be utilised in the manufacture of

paper stock. These plants abound almost everywliere

in the Philippines. Probably close to 100.000 acres are

planted to them. The fibre from them has not the

tensile strength of abaca, but this is considered by
Jlr. Richmond an advantage wlien the fibre is to be
employed in the manufacture of paper pulp. Xearly
20.000,000 bunches of fruit are gathered yearly in the
Islands from these plants, and there are. therefore, a

like number of full-grown stalks which annually go to

waste, since practically no use is now made of them.
Tlie figures do not include the wild non-edible plan-

tains, which are common throughout the Philippines
and which might he utilised in the making of paper
stock.

The chemical investisration of plantain fibre carried
out at the Bureau of Science showed a percentage of
6>!.21 of cellulose. There appears to be no good reason
whv a plantation of bananas might not yield a profit-

able revenue from its fruit, and at the same time
supiilv a pulp mill with the stalks discarded when the
fruit is harvested. At the present time no bananas
are exported from the Philippines, nor is the domes-
tic market as well supplied as it should be. considering
ho"- valuable the fruit is as an article of diet.

Maguey Waste.—Jlaguey (Agave cantula) and sisal

M-p l)eing extensively planted in several sections of the
Philippines. These plants yield a fibre that is well
known to the cordage world. This fibre is extracted
by retting at present, but a movement is on foot to re-
volutionise the methods of recovering it bv the intro-

duction of machines. When maguey and sisal fibre

is extracted by machinery there is a considerable quan-
tity of waste that is comparable to abaca waste. The
maguey, owing to the nature of the leaf of the plant,

is considerably more bulky than abaca waste.

Other Materials.—Bowstring hemp (Sanseveria zey-

laniea) is found in many parts of the Archipelago. It

is not, however, of commercial importance. It has pos-

sibilities and might be cultivated for its fibre, which
is not unlike that of maguey.

Coconut coil- (husk fibre) might be produced in

abundance in all the coconut regions. At the present
tinu' this i)y-in-oduct of the coconut industry is almost

entirely neglected. It might be utilised very profit-

ably in the manufacture of jiapcr.

The leafstalks of the nipa palm contain valuable

paper substance. At present little or no use is made
of these, though a vast amount of the nii)a leaf is used
in almost every section of the islands for thatch and
siding for houses.

The buri palm is widely used in the manufacture of

hats and other handicraft products, and yields an im-

mense amount of waste in the jirocess of extracting the

material utilisetl for these pur|)oses. No .small part of

this waste might be emiiloyed in the making of paper
stock.

The milling waste of certain soft Philippine woods
is known to be valuable as a source of jiapcr stock.

Mr. Hichmond made successful cxiierimcnts •with lauan,

kupang, and similar varieties.

It is not conceivable that any of the minor sources
<if i)aper piii)) mentioned above would alone yield
enough material to keep a mill in operation, but, never-

theless, they are not altogether negligible at a time
when the world appears to be facing a shortage of such
substances.

Raw Materials for Paper-Makiiig Chemicals.— It is

the opinion of the Director of the Bureau of Science
that caustic soda, sodium sulphite and the bleaching
jwwder required in the manufacture of paper could be
manufactured in the Phili[)pines if there were a demand
for them. At present all such chemicals are imported.

FRANKLIN WESTON DEAD.
Franklin Weston, agcil 7>4. chairman of the Board of

Directors of the Byron Weston Co., Dalton, Mass.. died
at his liome in Pittsfield. Ma.ss., Friday, September 24th.

Mr. Weston was born in Dalton, August 1:5th. IStiti,

the son of the late Lieut, (iovernor and Mrs. Byron
Weston. He was educated at Greylock Institute in

South Williamstown, Ma.ss., and at Phillips Academy.
Andover, Mass. From there he entered his father's
mill in the summer of 1887, and worked from the bot-
tom up. Having acquired a practical knowlerlge of
paper making, he entered the business which bis

father had established in 1863. In 1892 the business
was incorporated, and Franklin Weston was then elect-

ed treasurer. Upon the death of his father in 1898, he
was chosen president, and held that office until

February 7th of this year.

PIDGEON RIVER LUMBER MILL DESTROYED.
The planing, and finishing mill of the Pidgeon River

Lumber Company at Port Arthur was dest roved by
fire October 17. The loss is upwards of $100,000. The
lumber yards were saved. It will be recalled that this
company has applied for a pulp wood limit in < r !:r to
build a pulp mill.
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Pulping of Jack Pine

By F. T. RITCHIE, Manager Wayagamack Pulp and

Paper Co. Ltd.. Three Rivers, Que.

Some years ago the Wayagamack Pulp and Paper

Company Limited, Three Rivers, Que., was equipped

with complete apparatus for the purpose of experi-

mental inilping of all the different species of wood.

Experiments have been systematically carried on for

a number of years with the object of discovering ^yhat

different species of wood were suitable for the diffe-

rent qualities of pulp required for the manufacture of

all kinds of paper.

In the provinces of Ontario and Quebec there are

enormous tracts of land timbered almost exclusively

with what is known as Jack Pine, also called Bank-

sian Pine, or Cypress.

For this reason, it was important to ascertain if Jack

Pine could be used for the manufacture of sulphite

pulp and ground wood, in spite of all the prejudice

against its ii.se for this purpose.

A preliminary examination of Jack Pine, with re-

irard to its resin content seemed to indicate that the

resin was not present in quantities which would pro-

hibit its use for the manufacture of sulphite pulp or

rround wood, although Jack Pine seems to have had to

carry the blame for all the pitch troubles which all

paper mills suffer from, more or less.

If Jack Pine is cooked in a mixture with other wood,

trouble is quite likely to result, because Jack Pine ap-

parently requires a stronger acid and a longer cook-

ins time than other species of wood.

If. however. Jack Pine is cooked alone, the com-

pany's experiments, as well as those reported below,

would indicate that Jack Pine will produce a sulphite

pulp which is in all respects equal to Spruce Pulp. The

fibre from Jack Pine wa.s found to be about .25 mm.
longer than Spruce fibre, which will make it parti-

cularly .suitable for newsprint.

Rome years a^o, by special arrangement with Geo.

McDougall. of the Jacqnes-Cartier Pulp & Paner Co.,

of Pont Rouge, Que, the Wayagamack Pulp & Paper

Company Limited shipped a quantity of Jack Pine to

be nulped into ground wood at the Pont Rouge plant.

The pulp obtained from this wood proved to be as

good as, if not better than, anything that could be

purcha.sed on the market. The Wayagamack Pulp &
Paper Company would like, therefore to call attention

to the fact that from all the experiments made, there

is no evidence of excessive pitch which could be traced

to the use of Jack Pine.

By arrangement with Messrs. Arthur D. Little Inc.,

of flambridge, Mass., sulphite cooking experiments

woa performed at their laboratory and the Wavasra
malK Pulp & Paper Company have pleasure in publish-

ing tlic principal results with the consent of the Arthur
T). Tiittle Inc.. in the hope that the facts will be of

interest to the industry. It should be carefully noted

tliat the figures obtained from these experiments seem
to demon.strate that the results obtained from the mea-
•tiiitments of fibre length and content of pitch for Jack
Pine a^i atrninMt Spruce, show that the Jack Pine is

fully equal to Spruce in every reepect.

The followiuL' Im an extract of the detailerl report

by Arthur D Little Inc.

"Fibre Length and Pitch."

The fibre length of pvilp from Jack Pine was rigidly

compared with that of Spruce and the results of our
mPBsurementM are nq follows :

Jack Pine Spruce

Max. length of fibre .... 3 mm. 2V2 mm.
Min. length of fibre . . . IV4 mm. I14 mm.
Mean 2.26 mm. 1.92 mm.
P. C. of fibres over 2 mm. 80% 73 7c

It will be observed that the fibres in the Jack Pine

pulp are superior in length to those of Spruce and the

former should therefore be an excellent substitute for

the Spruce, csjjecially in connection with newsprint

paper.

As the content of pitch in woods is practically al-

ways an indication of their behavior in either the sul-

phite or ground wood process, we have made an ether-

alcohol extraction of this Jack Pine to determine the

total resins and waxes. These were found to be as

follows :

. Alcohol extract 2.28 %
X. Ether Extract 30

Total Fats, Resins and Waxes 2.58%
X. Ether extraction made successive to alcohol ex-

traction.

Results of this analy.sis do not indicate that an ex-

cessive amount of resin is present and, furthermore,

that this amount of resin does not necessarily preclude

the use of Jack Pine in the sulphite process.'"

It is to be hoped that any person who has made ex-

periments along this line will publish the results of the

experiments, for the benefit of all concerned.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CATALOG.
The Pulp and Paper ilagazine has nn interest in the

Chemical Engineering Catalog, other than an appre-

ciation of its value to those interested in the purchase,

use and development of chemicals and mechanical ap-

pliances used in industries of this character. The
editor has had a copy of each issue and knows it to be

a valuable book.

The size of this edition is limited and orders must
be placed early. Last year more than 800 orders for

Catalogs were received after the edition for that year
had been exhausted.

The 1920 issue contains about 'iO'/', more data than
any previous issue, in addition to the corrections and
changes necessary to bring it up to date. It is a book
of ]4r)2 pages, 9 by 12 in size, and contains the catalog
data of 748 firms manufacturing and dealing in equip-
ment, material.s and supplies required in industries

emiiloying chemical processes. It also contains a list

of approximately 1200 scientific and technical hooka
with their prices and a brief table of their contents. In

addition to the catalog material, the Classified Direc-
tory gives the names and addresses of hundreds of
manufacturers of chemicals and equipment whose
liroducts are not cataloged in the volume.

The leasing fee for the u.se of the volume this year
is .+2.00 per copy in the United States ($3.50 U. S.

funds, in foreign i-ountries, prepaid) plus the cost of
delivery or transportation. Only tho.se who are pro-
fessional men or who are members of technical organ-
izations in the chemical and allied industries are per-

mitted to subscrilie for the (^italog on this basis. The
cost to others is $7.50 per copy.

Send orders to the Chemical Catalog Co.. Inc., 1

Madison Ave., New York, giving the title of the posi-

tion occupied and the nature of the business engaged
in.
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The Greatest Conservation of All

We of the pulp and paper iudustry in the past have

lieen strongly criticised for our lack of interest in

conservation. In some cases the charge was unwar-
ranted; in others strongly justified. We were told we
were rapidly depleting our forests; depleting them
more than the production of paper warranted. De-

pleting them, in many instances, by ignoring all know-
ledge of scientific forestry and scientific reforestation.

But we were a comparatively youthful industry and,

like all youth, prodigal of our resources. Hut age and
experience came to our rescue and we saw the light.

Today there are few reputable companies which do
not maintain an efficient Forestry Department under
the direction of a capable forester. In the language
of the street, we had been cutting off our noses to

spite our faces. We now realize that the life blood of

our industrj- depends upon the products of the forest

and that any intelligent methods we can use to pro-

long or re-new the life of our forests are well worth
our serious consideration. But what is more to the

point we learned that a man may spend his life in the

woods and yet not know as much about economic fo-

restr.v as a young pup fresh from college. We learned

much the same bitter lesson as did the farmer—he

learned that though he spent his whole life on a farm,

a young chemist in the Agricultural Department at

Ottawa knew more about soil than did he.

We have been so busy the last few years conserving
our forests that we have in the main overlooked the

most important conservation of all—the conservation
of our working force. There is only one way to do
that : by intelligently employing men in the first place

and then following their progress after employment
making sure that we haven't placed square pegs in

round holes.

No mill would buy an absolutely new type of paper
machine, for instance, until its technical heads had
thoroughly investigated its possibilities. Yet the same
mill will hire a high priced man on the say-so of a fore-

man or a Department head who may or may not be a
judge of men and who may or may not be thoroughly
conversant with the exact qualifications the man should
have to hold the jjosition in question. For instance, a

man might be highly qualified practically and techni-

cally for the position of Sulphite Superintendent and
yet have none of the qualities of leadership—be un-
able to maintain a loyal working force under him. Xot
until the mill loses some of its best cooks -and other
highly .skilled men does it wake up to the fact that it

has picked a "lemon ". How many mill heads in em-
ploying, beyond a mere superficial questioning, en-
quire into a prospective employee's temperamental and
human qualifications?

The hiring of employees is just as much technical as
the designing of an extension to a mill is a question
for technical experts. This very fact has developed a
group of highly skilled and trained men whose voca-
tion in life is to cull the fit from the unfit, to distin-
guish the earnest from the casual, the efficient from
the inefficient and to develop all to the best that is in
them. Some corporations call the man or woman (and
there are many of the latter) ''Employment Man-
ager", "Employment Supervisor". "Director of Em-
plo\Tnent" or some similar title.

There are many who think of co-ordinated and or
ganized employment organizations as being designed.

primarily, to ileal with the laboring classes. As a

matter of fact their most important function is the

locating of and hiring of men for important executive

positions.

Fundamentally the functions of an Employment De-
partment may be divided under three main heads:

(a) Locating desirable applicants and obtaining full

particulars about them and filing same for ready re-

ference should a vacancy occur later in which they
would be suitable.

(b) Hiring personnel as the occasion requires. In-

vestigating applicants on a number of points in order
to ascertain his or her fitness for the position in

question.

(c) After the employee has been engaged, to see

that he is happy and efficiently suited in his work.
To recommend changes to other classes of employ-
ment in cases of men wrongh- placed. To act as in-

termediary between the employer and the employee.
Now let us take the above three functions in order.
(aj What happens in a mill where the employment

is done by the manager or a dejiartmcnt head. A
vacancy occurs. Either the application files are gone
over until an apparently suital)le applicant is found
or he "enquires around for a man with the necessary
qualifications. Hit or miss; isn't it ?

Now let us take it that the mill has an organized
Employment Department. What happens? The em-
ployment manager receives a requisition from the de-
[)artment in which the vacancy has occurred for a re-

placement. He has carefully filled data cards of ap-
plicants in every class of work and by referring to his

records he locates a number of applicants who have
had the necessary training to fill the position. But
more important still he may find, through his detail-
ed records, a suitable man within the organization to
fill the vacancy. He then communicates with those
applicants who seem suitable and by personal exami-
nation selects the most likely man. The department
head is then called into consultation and if the appli-
cant appears suitable he is engaged. But with his en-
gagement the employment manager's work only be
gins. He follows the progress of the new employee
until he passes the probationary stage and is found
entirely suitable. If he does not measure up to his
new job the employment manager has him transferred
to some other "place in which he might better fit and
obtains another man without delay.

(b) In the average mill, without an organized Em-
|)loyment Department, how is a new man hired? Some-
thing like this. The applicant is asked some haphazard
questions as to his age. married or single, where he
has worked, and how much he wants. Usually the
latter plays a large part. Generally speaking a low-
priced man is low in efficiency.

He must be or he would "sell" his services at the
highest market price. How often is the applicant met
with the old argument that other mills are paying
about .such and such a wage for similar work. It's
not the job entirely that should fix the wage. It's
the man. Recent scientific investigation of a'"n office
force of clerks, all getting twenty-five dollars a week,
.•ihowed the following interesting results: 60 per cent
were only economically earning .'}i20.00 per week; 20
per cent were earning their wage and 20 per cent were
earning .$30.00 per week. Do you think a standard
wage a .square deal? Are you making monev by it?
What is going to become of the $30 me?i being "paid
$25? Are they going to stay long with you? Wha't bu.sv
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mill maiiaj^er really has tin- time to asportain wlial liis

men are worth ?

Many employers have a prejiuliee against a man
who was •• fired from his last plaee. Vet many large

employers will tell you that some of their liest men

liave been fired from previous positions. The Employ-

ment Department is in a position to investigate thor-

oughly why a man was fired or left his last place. Are

you, Mr. Slill Manager?

(c) Perhaps the most important function the em-

ployment manager has to perform is that of interme-

diary between the personnel and the management. Men
eome to him with their foreman and talk their griev-

ances over. The net result of these talks is a low

labor turnover and a better feeling between foremen

and men. Everyone knows what a large turnover

costs an industry like ours. Above all the Employ-

ment Department gives the personal touch between

management and men which the busy mill manager
never has the time to perfect. The men feel that there

is at least one man in the organization who has their

interests, their aims and their ambitions at heart.

Don't you think your employees would be more happy
and contented under such circumstances ?

If we are to conserve our human element the mo.st

effectual way in which we can do so is by the form-

ation of an Employment Department under the direc-

tion of a capable executive specially trained in em-
ployment work. The selection of a man to head such

a department is one worthy of every care for if he is

not a man of heart, broad vision and great under-

standing .vou may still have a highly trained depart-

ment, but it will be machine-like in its functions in-

stead of human, and it must be the latter.

Does it pay? Compute the cost of such a depart*

ment. Then get .vour labor turnover figures for one

year and compute the cost of it. Figure that intelli--

gent employment methods will cut your labor turnover
50 per cent and then figure the difference. The re-

sult will answer your very natural question.

Some of our large mills have employment depart-

ments and they are working out successfully but

there are still many large mils adhering to the old

rule-of-thumb, hit or miss, style of emplo.vment.

It is safe to say that all mills now recognize the

value of trained forestry personnel to conserve our
forests. Isn't it .just as important to recognize the

newssity of trained personnel to conserve our human
resources?—C. K.

MENTAL TELEPATHY.
After our editorial "F^egarding Immigration was

published (Oct. 14) we read the following in the United

States Paper Maker for Oct. 1.—a strange coincidence.

Congress has enacted restraining measures; but to

my mind they are neither wise nor sufficient. The
principal provision in the existing law aimed to con-

trol immigration is a literacy test. It is supposed to

prevent the coming in of any who have not had cer-

tain educational advantages. Experience, however,

has taught us that most social troubles originate with

that element cursed with a "little learning", which
has always been held to be a dangerous thing. It is

the man who has a smattering of education who gets

the notion that he is too good to work and at once be-

comes an agitator in the endeavor to live by his wits.

The illiterate may easil.v be led into mischief but they

seldom plan it. It is m.y view that most of our social

and political troubles originate among the so-called

educated classes. Trotsky is a man of eminent literary

attainments, but I had rather trust America's future

to a million immigriints who can neither read nor
write than have him among us. Debs is a well-read

man ; but he is far more dangerous for that very rea-

son. The law, therefore, keeps out the honest toiler

who might become a good and useful citizen, but allows

free entry to the educated enemy of free government.
We could use a few workers of limited literary achie-

vement. As a friend of mine recently put it, "When all

our men and women become college graduates, who's
going to carry out the garbage?"

I know labor is scarce; but people who might labor

are not scarce. If every able-bodied man and woman
in this eountrj- would go to work, we could take care
of all there is to do and have plenty of time to play.

More people brought into the country does not neces-

sarily mean more work. It is more apt to mean short-

er working hours and more loafing.

This coinitry has cost too much and is worth too

much to destroy it for the sake of a temporarj' indus-

trial gain, admitting there would be gain. What we
need is to pay more heed to the quality of our citizen-

ship than to its quantity. Better preserve our national

I'haracter even if some of us liave to milk tlie cows
instead of playing golf, and some of our wives and
daughters have to wash dishes instead of plaving
bridge.— ('. V. M.

f PRICE BROTHERS CAPITAL $42,671,000,

I .\t a meeting this week of the shai'ehoUlers of the

firm of Price lirolhers, the resolution of the directors

of the firm to sell the roni-ern to the I'rice lirofiiers

& Compan.v. Ijimited, was unanimousl,v approved. The
transfer will take place on November 1st.

The meeting was ])resirled over b,v Sir William Price,

^riie new eompany, when making tlie transfer, will

asMume all the assets, the out.standing bonded dei>ls as

well as the liabilities of the (dd coin])an.\' and will un-

dertake to carry out all its omtracls and obligations.

The caiiitali/ration of the new company will be $42.-

fiTl.OOO. as romiiared with .tH,.'..']4,200,' which i.s the

capitalization of the present comi>an.v. The increased
cai>itnl will enable the new compan.v lii realize the ex-

tensive development in the lumber, pulp and paper
indti.Mtrip.s. for which plans have been made.

ONTARIO SETTLERS MAKING MONEY ON
PULPWOOD.

A recent report from Coliall, Ontario, states that
settlers in the north land who have pulpwood on their

properties, and who reside within a reasonable distance
of the railroads, are reajiing big harvests—all due to

the great scarcity of newsprint paper in the cities. The
|)rcvailing price of pulpwood at j)resent is around ."liiri

per cord, with a payment of $.') on account as soon as
the pulpwood is cut and i)iled in the bush. The i)rice

four or five years ago was $4.00 and $4.r)0 per cord.
As high as $17. .'JO per cord is being offered by repre-

sentatives of the large mill interests for delivery at the
track—the whole $17.r)0 at the track and no previous
payment on j ount. However, the majority of the
settlers cannot benefit by this price, as they usuall.v
need money before the hauling begins .md require the
advance of $."> in the bush.

The only things one could put off until tomorrow
are the things one should not do at all.
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GERMAN PAPER MILLS IN VERY BAD m>. And I for ..no am fri.iiit: tc tak;> j,'oo(l c-are that

CONDITION. the papermakers of Great Britain comlnne togrether.

if necessary, to stop this (lumping if it over takes

(From Our London Correspondent) ^^ place. But we are in this position : There is no
London 18th Oct. 1920

^,\^^^ce at the moment of larfje dumping of German

New light has been thrown on the condition of paper, although you get isolated lots offered to you

the German paper industry and .iudging by a recent at for less than the British pai>erniakor can quote

statement the "Fatherland" is in a very bad plight, you. But the German, from my personal study of

The pulp ind\i-lry has also not recovered it.self since the situation in Germany for nearly a month, is still

t,he war, though small sllip'neut^, arc being exported a very wily individual, and we take care, in com-

t'o England and other i>laces. hination with other nfills to see, if necessary, t^iat

. the fluctuation in the Gennan E.xchange is not

It was at on extraorduiary general meeting ot
^^^^^ ^^ j^^^p l^j^^, v^i^. Ko^prt Carlvle and myself,

the Hartlepools Pajicr Mill Company. Ltd.. held^ ui
^j^^^^ ^^j^^ ^^,^^.j. ,,,.iej,a,ps^ are leaving shortly for

London on the 12th inst. that the truth about (4er-
^^^ extended lour in Norway. Sweden, and Finland,

many was revealed. Sir Robert W. Carlyle, K. C.
^^ study the situation there on behalf of the

8. I., (President) was in the chair and Mr. Popham,
Hartlepools Paper Mill Company, because, we realise

one of the shareholders, addressing hnn said, he
^^ ^ j^^.^^.^ ^j^^^^ ^-^^ j^^.^. ^^ ,|„. situation in the fu-

understood that Mr. William Harrison had recently
^^^^^^ praspects of auv pap.-r mill which i< properly

been to German.v with a view to making inquiries
,.o„(i„et,.d in the United Kingdom, lies in people who

into the paper-manufacturing industry there and
^^.^^ directing the company, knowing how to purcha.se

the conditions of the trade generally as conipar-
^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^ purchase raw materials for your mill,

ed with the industry in England. Previous to the ^y^. ^^.g,^^ to study the situation. Sir Robert Carlyie

war Germany was Britain's greatest competifor.
^^ ^u^, meeting not long ago. rcfcrn'd to the Ilartle-

The shareholders would like to hear 'Sir. Harrison
|,q„|^ Paper Mill Company, .•ontemplating the pur-

on his visits. chase a pulp mill in Norway or Sweden. That is

Mills Without Coal "" i>»P0rtant matter in my oi.inion for t.iu- future

prospcritv of the company.
Mr. William Harrison, who has spcn. The month

of August and part of September making an exten- Wax Kills Splendid Industries,

sive tour in the pull) and paper ccnteis of Germany in these statements made bv .Mr. llarri-on, who

said : ]Sry tour was for tlie benefit, 1 eertainly be- understands what a ]Milp and paper mill should be

lieve of the Hartlepools Paper -Mill Company. Now. like, one can read between the lines ihat after 2

what did I find in Germany during my travels of years of a most terrible war the country who .started

.some thousands of miles ? I found thai the Ger- it has "killed the goose that laid the golden egg."

man paper mills were in a very bad condition. They Prior to 1914 the German paper and pulp industries

were practically without coal, and t.be paper mill were a credit to any nation and papi'rmakers had

owners told me. with a certain sadnes> in their eyes, many lessons to learn by tjie methods adopted in

we cannot make i)ap.'r as long as the French compel the Fatherland. To«lay they are prac-tically doomed

us from Monday moving until Saturday midday, to with a war indemnity hanging round the country's

ship to them by boat some 2.0'X).000 tons of coal neck and it is (piite evident another year mus'

per month. I found that one of the large>it paper elapse liefore it can be said the Germans will show

mills I visited had not been running for seven anything like a good hand in competition. It must

months and only had enough coal to run for two he remembered that although paper and ])ulp mills

or three days w.hen I was there. But, the fJemian are in a backward condition it do<s not follow that

coal question and paper industry, so far as ii eon- Germans are lying dormant. The.\ an- very much
cerns this country, is only one side of the subject, alive just at present in a small way and the old

1 want you to consider another side and it is this : motto must be lespected in this connection
—"we

as yon know these have been great fluctuations in creep before we walk."

the" Mark on the Exchange, manipulated in my view ^ ^^^^ ^^^ -^^^ ^^^ ,,3^j „.j„ „i,.^ ,,„,„,. jn^j.
by the Internationa Ten. When I was in Germany

^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^j „,p (j^^^^,^ p,,,,, industry.
1 bought the^ Mark at something like 160 or 1<0 j^ ^. ^j <p,antities of any values I

to t^ie 11 : It has suKv been something like 2.i.. ^.„ ^

^,^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ,.p^,„^,, ^^„^^p^ ^„^ I ^^y
to 240 to the t1. That, m my view. i.s an important

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^, ^^^ .^p,, ,,^,„,^, j,,^ ^^p^^.s : he-
factor as atteeting Uie i)aiH-r industry of the T nitcd

^^^^^ ^^^ experience has been that one cannot rely
Kingdom. So long as we have that fluctuation m

^^ ^^^.^- rpt„r„s before war broke out. Consular
the German Exchange, we have to.be on our guard,

^ff-^^^ 3,^^ ,,a^, ,„„„. ,iiffi,.„i,v in getting at any-
and as a company we are determined, along with

^^^-^^^ jj^.^ ^^„. ^^,„. figures: but the following ex-
other papermakers in Britain, to be on our guard,

f^^
,

;,, ,9,3 ...j,, ^^i,.^ j,„ j,,,.., „,• „.i,.„ (j^,..

for believe me the (lerman does not mind the Ex- ^^^^. ^^^ ^^i„„
change being down to 2-i.i to the tl. bather docs

it concern the British paper manufacturei-. Exports.

lOOK.g
Finnish Pulp 150 Marks to £1. Groundwood-

Continuing. .Mr. llarrisuM. vaid It is up to To France 61,663

us to see that the German who bought his pulp in Fin- To Italy . . -
6.7HS

lind at 150 Marks to the iil. and can now dump it

in this country with Marks at 235 to the £1. thus Total . . 75.073

getting more Marks for his £1. is not permitted to do \'alue (marks) 653,000
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Chemical

—

To Belgium 102.32U

•• France 410.139
" Great Britaiu 362.975
•'

Italv 236.006
" NetherlaiKl> 9.3.029

"
AtLstria 24.024

•• Portugal ^.~^i

Russia If^.^'-t-'^

•• Sweden 12.619
••

U. S. A ^2'^'*^^

Swit/erlainl 06,307
• Spain 71.264
•• Argentina :!0.092

Total.. 1.794.630

Value (marks) .. .. 35,236,000

From these exports it will be seen that a thriving

industry received a severe cheek. Going back ear-

lier 1 find the exports were as follows :—

^

Groundwood.' Chemical

1011 .. lOOKg. 57.713 1,658,633

1!)10 .. .. " 55,880 1,707,753

1909 " 74,871 1,470,878

For comparison I will give Canadian exports for

the sanu> .vears as tho.se furnished by Germany

—

Chemical— Costs. $

1913 1,112,457 2.100.842

1911 721428 1.308.101

1910 864.606 1.658.846

1909 .. 826,585 1.603.006

Groundwood

—

1013 4.749,719 3.408.702

1911 5.867,227 4,407.431

1910 5.038.850 3.545.751

1909 4,612.509 2.703.923

Most of these exports from Canada were sent to

r. S. A. and Great Britain, and now Canada .stands

rvery c.hance of picking up what Gpriuany has lost

by (Icclarinz war.

Paper Exports.

Like the j)ulp Exports, the paper exports from

Gi-rmany in pre-war days were also difficult to get

a<curately, the returns being something "on a par'"

with those about the strength of the "Fatherland''s"

armies. In this respect, however, I can only f|Uote

ilic British Trade Board figures for 1913, just to

-'ive but a small idea of the (German export of paper

tM iRn<' i-on!itry. Great Britain.

,
Cwts.

Reel paper 172,806

Printing & Writing I'ap.r 301,744

Paper Hangings 38.210

Coated Paper 53,440

Packing Paper 892,589

^int-e the war Norway & Sweden ;iave j)icked up
a* gocMl deal of the German trade in England, while

Canatla & N'ewfouinlland got a fair share of news-

print orders.

Mr. Harrison has not overstated what he has

wilneHHed in Oermany. Canadian consumers of

paper from (Jerman sourcp* aKo require to be warned
on the Exchange <|ueslion ns it will hit them harder
tlian the people of England, owing to the value of

t/ie dollar today outside the Dominion.

THE SAFETY WEEK CAMPAIGN IN ONTARIO.
The "Safety ^Vcck" campaign in Ontario is over

and has served a useful purpose. The public has been

taught to think and has been shown that accident

prevention is largely a matter of ordinary, not extra-

ordinary, care and ])recaution.

There were definite campaigns against accidents and
fires running in fifteen towns and cities in Ontario,

some large and sjtectacular campaigns and others of a

less conspicuou.s type, but all with the ob.iect of inlist-

ing the co-operation of everyone in cutting down the

losses due to accidents.

During the drive, the various classes of each com-
nnniity were shown how they could assist in making
their own city safe from accidents. The motorist, the

street-car man. the teamster, the pedestrian, the woman
in the home, the child at school, the men and women in

industry, all had a lesson and from eacli lesson all have
learned something. The campaign was unique in that

it was a matter of vital interest to eatjh comnnniit.v

:

not something that was being done in .some other city

or some far off land, but a campaign affecting the lives

and well being of each city where the work was con-

ducted.

In addition to an enormous amount of special litera-

ture i)iepare(l foi- purely local use in several of the

larger cities, the Ontario Safety League issued 60.000
geueral bulletins. 10.000 school bulletins. 125,000 parcel
inserts, 150.000 gummed seals, hundreds of rubber
stamps. 70.000 letters to parents. 85,000 window cards.

30.000 autoniobile stickers and thousands of cards, nii-

tices. etc.

It will prove an interesting comparison to take the
accidents of "Safety Week," this week and next week
and eontra.st them with the three weeks preceding
"Safty Week." Exiierience of other campaigns would
jioint to a verv considerable reduction in accidents of
all t.vpes.

CANADIAN MILLS IN SOUND POSITION.
For iiiiiny ni'intJK. botii spciMilativc and investment

buying has been v.-ry active in the pulp and paper
section of the Canadian investment market. We can-
not attempt to forecast immediate movements in Can-
adian pulp and paper .securities, but we can state with
authority that the intrinsic value of the securities of
established and soundly-managed Canadian pulp and
paper companies Mere never higher than they are at

the present moment. Speaking from intimate associa-

tion with many of the most representative Canadian
pulp and ))ap.'r companies, we cannot emphasize too
strongly the finain-ial strength, from the standpoint
Iwjth of working capital and of earning power, of the
larger Canadian i)idp and paper companies to-day The
contract market for their products is strong. While
some decline is to be expected in spot prices for pulp
and paper, we look for at least a maintenance of to-

day's contract prices for some months to come. It is

quite within the range of possibility that present con-

tract prices for newsprint will be increased; and it

must be rememiiered that current market prices for

pulp and |)apcr, while reasonably profitable to Amer
lean mills, are doubly profitable to Canadian mills.

There arc the best of grounds for believing that the

financial statement of the stronger of our Canadian
pulp and paper companies for the current .vear will

be found most safisfacfor.v by investors in Canadian
pnlji and paper securities.
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Regulations for Cutting Pulpwood on Dominion

Timber Berths

The following regulations governing the granting

of permits to cut timber for pulp purposes on Domi-

nion Lands in the Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatche-

wan and Alberta, the North West Territories, within

twenty miles on either side of the Canadian Pacific

Railway in the Province of British Columbia and the

tract of three and one-half million acres controlled by
the Government of the Dominion in the Peace Kiver

District in the Province of British Columbia, were ap-

proved by Order-in-Council, 19th May. 1920.

T^at berths shall be disposed of by tender, .after

having been advertised for not less than ninety days
in at least two newspapers having a general circu-

lation in the province in which the berth i.s located.

That pei"soiis desirous of securing pulpwood berths

shall locate the .same and make application therefor

to the Controller of the Timber and Grazing Lands
Branch, Ottawa or to the Crown, or to the Oown Tim-
ber Agent for the district. The applicant shall fur-

nish a ground sketch or plan showing the boundaries
of the tract api)i)lipd for.

That in the event of it being decided to dispose of

a berth as provided in these Regulations, the Min-
ister, after an inspection has been made by
an officer of ^is department, shall decide the area

to be included therein and whether or not it will

be necessary to have the boundaries thereof run by

a duly qualified Dominion Lands Surveyor, If a

survey is necessary, the successful tenderer sliall be

required to paj' the cost thereof, and the amount in-

volved must be paid before the agreement herein-

after referred to is executed. If a berth is granted
without the boundaries being sun-eyed, and it Ls

afterwards found necessary to ^ave a survey made,
the Minister may require the ])ermittee, at his own
expense, to have the boundaries run by a Dominion
Lands Surveyor, and to keep the marking of the

boundaries in such condition that the boundary lines

may be readily observed.

That the length of a berth shall not exceed three

times its widt)i, and that in the event of a berth

comprising several blocks the length of no block shall

be more than three times its width.

That a tract containing sufficient merchantable

timber 10 inches and over in diameter at the stump
to make the same a saw mill proposition shall iiot

be included in a pulpwood berth.

That tenderers shall be asked to state the amount
per cord on pulpwood t^ey are prepared to pay as

a bonus, in addition to dues at 60 cents per cord, but

the rate of dues chargeable on timber cut may be

fixed from time to time by the Governor in Council.

That a berth cannot be assigned or transferred

without the consent of the Minister, and where

a.ssigninent is agreed to, a registration fee of 2.5 cents

per square mile shall be charged.

That a tenderer shall be i-equired to deposit with

his tender a marked cheque drawn on a chartered

bank of Canada, payable to the Deputy Minister of

the Interior, for a certain amount, which shall

depend upon the size and value of the berth, and

which amount shall be forfeited in the event of his

not entering into agreement to cany out the condi-

tions attac/lied. The amount of deposit will be set

out in the notice calling for tenders. If the success-

ful tenderer enters into agreement to carr}' out the

conditions, the deposit will be applied on account of

bonus dues as they accrue, but the regulation dues

will require to be paid in the usual manner as re-

turns of cutting of wood are received.

The Minister may, subject to the approval of

the Governor in Council and subject to these Regu-

lations, enter into an agreement with the successful

tenderer, the general conditions of which s^iall be

available when the berth is being advertised for sale,

requiring him to erect within the limits of the berth

or at some other i)lace approved by the Minister, a

pulp iuul paper mill costing with the e(iuipment

1 hereof and mac^iinery contained therein a specified

sum, to operate the mill to a certain extent ; to keep

a certain number of hands employed, etc., but before

entering into the agreement, the Minister .shall re-

quire him to furnish a bond from an approved guar-

antee company for an amount not less than -i per

centum of the amount proposed to be expended upon

the paper or pulp vnidertaking (but exclusive of the

amount proposed to be expended upon the water

power development, if any, the guarantee for which

is provided for under t/ie Dominion Water Power
Regulations^, for the purpose of guaranteeing the

faithful performance of such agreement ; and such

agreement shall provide that the initial development

shall be completed and placed in operation within

such period, not exceeding five years after the agree-

ment is executed, as may be stipulat<;d therein. The
agreenuMit shall provide that at least a certain per-

centage (never less than 50 per cent) of the pulp

manufactured shall be manufactured into paper at

the mill erected by the permitttHJ.

The agreement shall provide that the successful

tenderer may, if he so desires, apply under the

Dominion Water Power Regulations for the right

to develop any conveniently located water power

for tlie purpose of supplying tiiergy to his mill or

mills, and if the water power applied for is avail-

able and. in the opinion of the Director of Water

Power, suitable for the purpose, the Minister .shall

proceed under the Water Power RegulatioiLs to enter

into an agreement with the successful tenderer where-

l)y the successful tenderer shall, on the satisfactory

completion of the development, become entitled to

a lease for tlie ueces.sary Dominion Lands and a li-

cense to use the water for the purpose of jiis watei-

power development.

Note :—This provision is not effective in British

Columbia.

It shall be provided in the agreement that tli.-

berth shall be subject to an auniwl rental at the

rate of $1.00 per s<iuare mile, due in advance on the

1st May, but this rate may be changed from time to

time by the Governor in Council. If rental is not

paid on the due date, it shall be subject to interest

at the rate of 7 per cent per annum.

The agreement shall provide that the successful
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tenderer, provided hi- has complied with tlie coiuli-

fions of the Kefrulations and his agreement .shall

have the right to secure from the Dominion Crown

Timber Agent for the district a yearly permit cover-

ing the berth, authori/ing him to cut and remove all

trees suitable for the manufacture of pulp 7 inches

and upwards in diameter 18 inches from ground,

sufficient to supply the mill or mills for a period of

twenty-five years from the date of the sale of the

berth, provided the berth contains a sufficient quan-

tity, it being understood that the Minister does not

guarantee any particular quantity of pulpwood nor

undertake to do more than grant the right to cut

such quantities of wood of the kind aforesaid men-

tioned as may be on the berth. It shall also be

provided that the permittee shall be entitled to

secure yearly permits for an additional twisnty-five

years, provided he has faithfully complied with all

the conditions of the agreement and the Regulations.

The agreement shall provide that all permits .shall

expire on the 30th April following the date of issue,

but, as set out in the next preceding clause, the

bolder of the berth, provided he has complied with

the conditions of his agreement, and the Regulations,

shall be entitled to a renewal permit.

That the permittee shall pay one-half the cost

incurred by the Crown in guarding the timber on

his berth from fire, the Crown paying the other

half. A statement will be furnished the permittee

showing his share of the cost incurred, and payment
thereof .shall be made to the Crown within thirty

days thereafter.

Some of the other conditions of the agreement
may be as follows, but the Minister may insert such

other conditions as he may consider necessary :

—

That the permittee shall take from every tree he

cuts down all the timber down to and including 4

inches kt the top end, and, shall dispose of the tops

and branches and other debris of lumbering opera-

tions in such a way as to prevent as far as possible

the danger of fire, in accordance with the directions

of the proper officer of the Timber ajid Grazing
Lands Branch of the Department of the Interior.

That if the Minister should ascertain, after in-

spection, that any lands within a berth have not a

sufficient quantity of pulp timber to make it pro-

fitable to remove the timber \ipori such portion of

the berth, he may withdraw such portion of the

berth provided the permittee or his legal represent-

ative ha-s had sixty days' notice thereof, and that

upon such withdrawal the ground rent shall ho re-

(l^^d in proportion to the area withdrawn.

That the permittee shall cut all the timber suit-

for pulpwood purpo.ses of the size authorized

under the.se Regulations as cutting progresses, and
any timber which, in the opinion of the (Vown
Timber Agent or officer acting for him, is left on
the berth uncut or cut and unhanled. shall he sub-

jf<'t to regulations dues. The Minii?ter may, liow-

«Ver, require, in order to provide for the proper
reproduction of the forest, that certain designated
trees exi-eeding 7 inches in diameti>r 18 inches from
the jrround shall he left uncut. The total quantity
of snch trees m may be designatc<l to be left shall

not exceed, on the average, 10 per cent of the totfll

vobime of the trers removed for the mnnufncture
of puipwoo<l. If the trees designated to be left un-
piit are cut. duea shall be charged on the estimated

quantity of material in such trees at not less than

double the regulation rate of dues.

That the permittee shall prevent all unnecessary

destruction of growing timber on the part of his

men, and exercise strict and constant supervision to

prevent the origin and spread of fire, and shall also

comply during the term of his permit, and of any
renewal thereof, with all regulations made in that

respect by the Governor in Council and with all

laws and regulations in that respect in force in the

province or territory in which the berth is located

That the permittee shall furnish the Dominion
Crown Timber Agent having jurisdiction in the

"

matter with quarterly retnns, or at such periods as

may be required by the ^linister, sworn to by him
or his authorized agent cognizant of the facts, show-

ing the quantity of pulpwood cut during the pe-

riod covered, and shall pay dues thereon at the

rate agreed upon. If payment is not made on the

due date, interest at the rate of 7 per cent per annum
shall be charged.

That the permit shall entitle the holder to cut

pulpwood only and shall not convey to him any
right to the soil or use thereof except as may be

necessary for cutting and removing such wood.
That no wood cut on a berth shall be exported or

sold or disposed of to any per.son or persons, but
such wood shall be used for the purpose of supply-
ing the said mill or mills.

That failure to erect a mill or mills and make the
rc(|uire(l cx])enditures within the time specified shall

entail forfeiture of the right to cut pulpwood and
of the amount of the bond deposited w-ith the Min-
ister.

That the jiulpwood shall be cut upon such portion
of the berth and in such a manner as the Minister
may from tinu' direct.

That no refuse, chemicals or matter of any other
kind shall be placed or deposited in any river,

stream or other waters in such a manner as shall, in

the opinion of the Minister, be injurious to fish life.

That a berth shall be subject to cancellation for
non-compliance witji any of the conditions of the
agreement or of the Regulations.

upon
timer

aRe

NEW FORESTER AT LAURENTIDE.
Mr. A. W. Gamash, who has been the Assistant State

Forester of New Ifnmpshire for some time, recently
resined that position to take one with the Laurentide
Forestry De])artmen(. Mr. Gnmash is a graduate of
the New nam])shire State College, and also has taken
special forestry courses at Yale. During the war, he
was in an American forestry unit and spent about two
.vears in the forests of Scotland and France. He takes
over the work performed by Mr. Leon A. Nix.

VALUABLE TIMBER LIMIT SOLD.
The limber limit heloiii^ing to the (libs.in Indian Re-

serve, near Kala. was nuctionad nff at Parry Sound
last month, by Mr. .\. R. Jackson, for the Department
for Indian affairs, and was sold to the McGibbon Lum-
ber Company, of Penetang, for the suni of 4!l71,,'iOO,

they being the highest bidders. The reserve bid was for
!|!l.'iO,00(). There were quite a lot of lundiernien there
bidding for the limit, among whom were representatives
froinl'ratt & Shaughnessy, .Manley Chew. John Har-
rison & Sons, of Owen Sound; Mcflibbon Lumber Co.,

and others.
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British Trade News
(From Our London Correspondent)

London, 12th Oct., 1920.

The first conference of the Technical Section of the

British Paper Makers' Association was held Oct. 8th,

in the Milton Hall, Manchester. Mr. A. Baker, (Em-

pire Paper Mill) chairman of the Section, presided and

there was a good attendance. The chairman enlarged

upon the necessity of British papermakers studying the

problems which faced the industry, especially in these

days of paper shortage and strong competition from

other countries. Mr. A. W. Foster, (Secretary), com-

mented on the satisfactory membership of the Section

and the success which has been achieved. During the

conference Major J. Erdingtou Aitken"s paper on

"Technical Education in Papermakiiig, '" elicited the

highest encomiums from the members. Mr. G. PL Gem-
nell, B.Sc, a consulting paper mill chemist, read a paper

on "The Testing of Wood Pulps," which proved in-

structive. Mr. A. Maclvor, N.J.M.E., engineer of the

Wall-Paper Manufacturers Ltd., contributed some in-

teresting comments on "Machine Strainers" and a

director of Charles Walmsley & Co., Ltd., Mr. William

Adaiusou, dealt with "The Economic Utilisation of

Heat and Power in Paper Mills." The well arranged

program included other attractions and a feature of

the eonference was the free and open discussions.

Everything augurs well for the success of the Tech-

nical Section and with such men as Mr. Arthur Baker
and Major Aitken at the head of affairs, notiiiiig will

be left undone.
Mills Change Hands.

Since the outburst in England smne months back of

the l)ig demand in Canada for pulp and paper, more

interest has been centred "in tlie British paper mills.

This interest is reflected in the changing of owners of

mills in various parts of the United Kingdom, the

opinion no doubt prevailing that thej' are sound in-

vestments. Put a new fiiuincial issue, or prospectus,

on the market today and let it mention a paper or

pulp mill and tomorrow you will have more money
than you require. One has only to look at the Anglo-
Newfoundland Development Company's recent enter-

prise. The shares are all well and satisfactory quoted
and everybody is pleased at present. As a matter of

fact the general public in England are beginning to

realize there is money in pulp and paper, and for this

reason, mills are changing hands. A group has just

negotiated for the Inverkeitliing Paper Mill, run by
Caldwell & Co., Ltd., and one of the old established

properties of which Britishers are very proud — not to

mention papermakers. Then the one-machine mill

turning out good class and colored papers at Barkis-
land, near Halifax, has passed into the control of Mr.
G. H. Wilkinson. National Paper and Pulp Co. Ltd., who
has now seven mills at his disposal.

Irish Paper BTimt.
Recently, some of the newspapers in the West of

Ireland, Avere raided and printing paper destroyed in

some cases. So if they are not .slaying Sinn Feiners or
policemen in the "Emerald Isle," they are burning
newsprint. The other day one of the big papers in Cork
had a large supply destroyed. To put the finishing
touch to all things there is a big strike in Dublin port
and cargoes of newsprint are held up. Ph-om wliat I

can learn the paper mills there are not suffering any
loss and the strike is only causing a temporary disad
vantage.

The Paper Market.

The i)aper industry of tlie United Kingdom has its

back against the wall. No sooner had the mill owners
got over the settlement of the wages question witli their

workers than the railway people started with higli

costs, and now the.v are u]) against the agitation of the

tyiiographical and coiii])ositors in the printing offices

for l)etter salaries. And so the game goes on I The
paper mill man is expected to "carry on," notwiJi-

staniling what luijipens, and in addition, he has to meet
Scandinavian competition. Therefore, he would be a

wise man who could give an accurate gauge of what
the paper market is like in England today. Buyers go
about knowing that troul)le is brewing over iiead and
the mill owner hesitates before putting his signature t<»

a contract, because he does not know wiien the coal

miner is going to closedown his mill for want of fuel.

Business is getting into a state of chaos and unemploy-
ment is becoming rife — whicii, of course, must be ex-

pected as a result of agitations, adverse and otherwise,.

Now what is the result? Some of the newsprint mills

have l)een, in tiie North of England, on the verge of

closing down for a spell ; stocks of certain classes of

papers have been going for a little over cost price and
boards showed a reduction in values. Here is no slum|»

—far be it. It is just the unsettled state of the labor
elements. But the outlook is not healthy at the moment.
Merchants are dull, printers could do with moreTWork
and the paper mills arc cursing the miners ami their

leaders.

Paper Mills Going a Begging.

In the London "Times ' tlnMc appears aii vertiscments

announcing that some small pajjcr mills are for sale.

One mill is noted for paper and fibre boards and two
others contain one machine each for the production of

high-class papers. No one seems to know where these

mills are, as transactions are to be conducted privately.

It is quite evident the high cost of raw materials, labor,

transitort, and excessive taxation—somebody, of course,

must pay for the war,—are crushing out small mills in

the I'nited Kingdom, and the present condition of

things is reflected in the small private advertisements,

in the daily newspapers.

Paper Market.

Good employment is a sign that an industry is stand-

ing well on its legs; xinemployment indicates that

things are not going well. If one takes the labor mar-
ket as a barometer, indicative of progress, or "slump,"
in a trade, or industry, we may assume that there is a
dull paper market just now in the United Kingdom

—

from a seller's point of view. What is wanted is more
consumption. As a matter of fact a reaction has set in

since the Armistice was signed and the paper industry
here is getting its share. One of the Union secretaries

stated the other day, that he had a good many men un-
employed and he wanted to find vacancies in mills for
them somehow or other. He thought it was only a tem-
porary set-back, though, he admitted, the winter out-

look was gloomy enough. As a matter of fact, the

threatened eoal strike in the mining districts — nego-
tiations are still going on about it, — upset all indus-

tries and buyers and sellers adopted a wait-and-see

policy. That is really the state of things toda.v in the
paper industry — orders are not plentiful and buyers
are hesitating, as their own businesses ma.v be affected

if the coal strike comes along. Newsprint, however, is

doing well. It can always find an outlet.
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Where the Newsprint Goes.

The London •'Daily Mail." one of the Northcliffe

newspapers, has a circulation of 1,206,408 copies a day.

This is certified. The "Evening News," which belongs

to the same people, elaiai-s a daily circulation of 825.-

825 copies, and there are five editions of the paper each

day, except Sunday. Now the "Evening Standard"

and the "Star "challenge the "Evening News" on then-

figures and more particularly for saying that the sale

"exceeds the combined net sale of any three London

evening newspapers." The "Star" and the "Evening

Standard" assert that the net sales of these two papers

alone exceed by many scores of thousands daily the

highest figure "given in the certificate issued by the

"Evening News." The challenge is followed up by

£10.000 which the losing side must pay to charity.

Apart from the merits and demerits of this newspaper

"wrangle" one cannot fail to recognise the enormous

amount of newsprint these 3 papers alone get through.

They run S pages, 16 pages, and sometimes more. The

"Dailv Mail" has sometimes 10 or 12 pages — more

ofter "the latter. Most of the great daily and evening

papers can boast of big circulations and the most

notable feature among them is that there is never a

shortage of newsjjrint. They can take plenty and if

they cannot use it all. they will store it for a rainy day.

Recently I have seen newsprint used of a verj- close

resemblance to the Canadian jjroduct and I am wonder-

ing if there is a leakage on the American side. Fur-

ther investigation may i)rove something, perhaps.

The Imperial Press and Canada.

There are all kinds of writers at present — good,

bad, and indifferent — penning articles on the great

progress of the paper and pulp industry in (\inada.

Nearly every mill the Imperial Press Conference dele-

gates visited is being boomed from the writer's own

point of view—including the woman's. The advertise-

ment is certainly a good one, but what one would like

to see is more hard cash invested in the Dominion op-

portunities. I cannot forget that little phrase "Trade

within the Empire, "which was coined after the

.\rmistic('.

The Land of Milk and Honey.

Canada, according to some of the geiitlcnieii who
have returned from the Imperial Press Conference in

the Dominion, is a land flowing with milk and honey.

Some of the papers give extended reports of what the

delegates had seen. One writer says that if British

caj)ital is not soon invested' in Canada, it will be full

of nothing but American dollars. Sir Campbell Stuart

;iys the output of ncws))apers and |)eriodicals. in the

Dominion is. in fact, very large in proportion to the

poAlation and the cause is not an extraordinary de

mt2d for publications, but the remarkable supply of

piiprr at comitaratively low prices. This is a gentle

iiiat for the Britisli paper mill man. Another writer

has made the woiidcrftd discovery — because he has

not read his own English newspapers - - that the iniiiiu-

faeture of paper is a growing industry in the Dominion.

New- mills, he says, are springing up and established

i-»]tcerns are extending their operations. It i.s. however,

diilappointing to find that the United States is taking

up most of the sur|)lus jjroduction, he iidris. One woidd
like to know if this delegate of the Im|)erial Press Con
ferenec ever contended that Canarlian newsprint should
be utilised on his machines, instead of ScandiavianT
He has seen Canada nriw and he Hhotild not forget the

motto, "Trade within the Empire." Then he goes on

to say: "These conditions are not likely to change un-

less some British capital — and with it British influ-

ence — finds its waj- into paper-making promotions. As
the matter stands, American capital flows in and paper

supplies flow South." Why—? 1 1

Ten-to-One Winner.

Papermakers in Ireland, that "distressful country,"

enjoy a little play; "All work and no play make.-

George a dull boy," — so Mr. George P. Fleming, of

the Inchicore Paper Mill, goes in for horse-racing as

a bit of sport. "Ten-to-one the Winner"; "Ten-to-one

Besse Belle" was the shout at Lanark (Scotland) last

week. "Besse Bell" did win and Mr. Fleming smiled

when he was handed the Lanarkshire Handicap valued

at £400. lie has not told us what sulphite he fed it on.

And didn "t the Scotsmen look gloomy when they saw
the £400 going across to Ireland. This is Mr. Fleming's
second win with "Besse Bell" — the pride of the Brit-

ish pai)er industrv.

Pulp.

The market continues dull for all kinds of pulp.<».

Buying is on a small scale at unchanged prices. Paper
mills arc well stocked — and not too full with orders
on their books. They could do with more at present

wliich might be reflected in the pulp market.

PAPER PRICES IN SWEDEN.
The Associatiiiii <if Swedish P<i|)er Mills writes the

Swedish American Trade .Journal, that the following

are the average prices of paper.

Sulphate 1.285 kronor per ton F.O.B.

Sulphite 1,285 kronor per ton F.O.B.

Greaseproof, 42 gr. . . . 1,542 kronor per ton F.O.B.
Newsprint 1,100 kronor per ton F.O.B.

Writing 2,.500 kronor per ton F.O.B.
Book 2,100 to 2,200 kronor per ton F.O.B.

Brown cardbrd . 651 to 685 kronor per ton F\().B.

White cardbrd, 548 to 600 kronor i)er ton F.O.B.

FUTURE PRICE OF PAPER.
Newsprint paper has sold on spot in the United

States recently at. 10c. a pound against a high price of

15c. some months ago. While the price in sales on spot

has weakened, acttially the price cm long term contracts

lias advanced, the (|uotation .now being 6i'2c. against

5c. in the spring. The great bulk of the output of the
Canadian mills is sold on long term contracts and the

indications arc that this price of 6V:;c. for the last

ijuarter of the \ear will also be in effect in the first

(piarter of U»21.

The industry in Canada has prospered on a nnich
lower level of prices than now prevails, and its tech-

nical position is actually a good deal stronger than the
technical position of any important inanufac'turing in-

dustry on the continent. The margin between produc-
tion and consum|)tion is narrow and this will probably
supi)ort prices dtiring the period of ad,justment in gen-
eral Im.siiicss. Grcciishielir> Review.

HANDLE ROLLS CAREFULLY.'
Never pull the "hoist" chain to lift a roll from the

reminder until you are stire tlie hook is properly placed
on the shaft.

Don't swing tin' roll from its place while it is still

revolving— it may r(dl out of the hook.

Take n4> chances.
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NATIONAL rORESTRY PROGRAM APPROVED BY
NEW YORK CONFERENCE.

In New York on October lo, for the first time after

many years of agitation and controversy, a definite

l)roposal for a national forest policy received the pre-

liminary endorsement of the several elements chiefly

concerned, which promises well for its adoption and
for its success through their cooperation and through

fair sharing of public and private responsibility.

At this conference accredited representatives of tlie

nation-wide lumber and paper industries which con-

trol most of the commercial forests in private owner-

ship met with similar representatives of the Tnited
States C'haml)er of (.'ommerce, and tiie American For-

estry Association, speaking in l)ehalf of the general

public, and of the wholesale lumber distributors, the

newspaper organizations vitally interested in the

paper sup|)ly as well as in general economic welfare,

and the great wood-using industries such as furniture

and vehicle manufacturing, railroad operation and the

like.

Unanimous agreement was reached on all essentials

of a federal legislative program, more specific in de-

tail but substantially in accord with the recommenda-
tions made last June to the United States Senate by
Chief Forester, W. B. Greeley. Col. Greeley was also

at the conference by invitation and gave its conclu-

sions his full approval on behalf of the T'nited States

Forest Service. It is expected that this preliminary-

agreement, being thus so significant of accomplish-
ment through its full consideration of the public wel-

fare, will receive the ratification of all the puldic and
l)rivate agencies represented ami also be acceptable to

the majority of others interested including the forestry

departments of the several states.

The primary provisions are two-fold for a consider-

able extension of direct federal activity in forest

owTiershop and ]iroduction, and for the development
with federal aid and encouragement of such systema-
tic policies in the several forested states as, being con-
sistent with local conditions, will bring about ade-
quate forest protection and reproduction in the inter-

est of these states and of the pulilir at large.

With these aims, the program provides specifically,

through co-operation between the Government, the
states and owners of timberlands. for adequate pro-

tection against forest fires, for reforestation of de-

nuded lands, for obtaining essential information in re-

gard to timber and timberlands, for extension of the
national Forests, and for other stei'S all essential to

continuous forest production on lands chiefly suitable
for this purpose.

ifuch of the respon.sibility outlined lies with .states

and with private owners. To define that which lies

with the government and hence is properly for the
consideration of Congress, the following legislation is

proposed :

1. Authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture after
consulting appropriate local agencies to approve an
adequate policy for each state, covering the essentials
of fire protection on timbered and restocking lands,
reforestation of denuded lands, and. where and to the
extent necessary, the cutting and removing of timber
crops so as to promote continuous production of tim-
ber on lands chiefly suitable therefor, and authori-
zing his co-operation in the work required, provided
there is al.so satisfactory local compliance in state le-

gislation or administrative practice. Chief although
not entire empha.sis for the time being on fire preven-

tion, as the most important single step, and not less

than a million dollars annually available for such co-

operation with states.

2. A survej' to obtain necessary information as to

forest resources, forest production and forest require-

ments of the nation.

3. Provision for studies and experiments in forest

reproduction methods, wood utilization, timber tests,

wood preservation, development of by-products and
other steps to bring about the most effective use of

the nation's forest resources.

4. Provision for a study of forest taxation, to assist

states in devising tax laws which will encourage the

conservation and growing timber. Also of methods
of insuring against forest los.ses by fire.

."). Provision for more rapid replanting of the vast

areas of denuded lands within the National Forests.
6. Appropriation of ten million dollars a year for

five years for the purchase of lands which should be
added to the National Forest System, whether or jiol

on the headwaters of navigable streams as such pur-
chases are now limited.

7. Authorizing ac(|uisition of similar lands by ex-
elianges of laiul or timber wlien clearly in the public
interest.

8. Authorizing the addition to National Forests of
lands now in other forms of government ownership,
but found chiefly suitable for permanent forest pro-
duction.

Some of these features of complete Federal program
will doubtless be covered in whole or in part by re-

r-ommendations to Congress by the Secretary of .\gri-

culture in connection with the agricultural appropria-
tion bill. It was felt by the conference, however, that
they should be presented in a comprehensive measure,
clearly setting forth the picture of an adecpiate natio-
nal forest policy and proper Federal participation
therein. By this means, with other efforts the neces-
sary private and state participation can best l)e shown
and obtained.

The following organizations were represented at the
conference: American Paper and Pulp Association, Na-
tional Lumber Manufacturers' Association, National
Wholesale Lumber Dealers Association. Association of
Wood-T'sing Industries. .American Newspaper Pub-
li.shecs' Association. American Forestry Association.
U. S. Chamber of Commerce, U. S. F>vre-;t Sp^^ice.

QUEBEC PLANTING THREE MILLION TREES
In connection with an article in another column, it

would be interesting to repeat tlie remark of Dr. E. L.
M. Dechene. Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests for
Quebec. "An attempt is being made." he states, "to
substitute Jack pine for spruce in tiie manufacture of
paper, as millions of tons of the former are available
in the province of Quebec." Other observations of Dr.
Dechene are that there is not likely to be any decrease
in the price of pulp wood for three years: and that
three million new trees will be planted in Quebec this
year. It is the aim to plant two trees for every one cut
downi.

Between Augu.st ITtii and Oct. I4tli. the Lagerloef
Trading Company, Inc.. 18 East 41st St., New York,
has received through the port of Philadelphia, six car-
goes of pulp from Finland. The total import was 83.'j

tons of chemical pulp and 1221 tons of mechanical pulp.
This would indicate that Finland is becoming quite a
factor in the American wood pulp market.
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REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A-1. Microscopy of pulpwoods. Eloise (ii'ny.

Products Laboratory. -NLnlisou. Wis. Papor, 26,

:?08 (ir»20>. The eharaotoristio stnu-turcs of the va-

rious tvpes of woods are (le.scrihed. Tables are friveu

!rivin<'"the chemical propertie.s and resin content of

Tan. pulp woods, general average of fiber lengths for

ordinarv mature material of various species and the

variation from it, some fiber lengths of hardwoods.

and the variation of fiber length within the annual

rin" in Douglas fir specimens. The lab. equipment

useful for examining wood and pulp fibers is listetl

;

and the methods to be used in the microscopic exami-

nation of woods and woodpulp fibers is given, to-

gether with a kev for the identification with the nak-

ed eve or with the aid of a hand lens magnifying 12

dianis of woods commonly used for pulp and paper

making. The results of over 34.000 measurements

made at the U. S. Forest Products Lab. show that

there is no distinctive or approximately constant fiber

length for each species, at least in the more common

eniilfcrs and hardwoods used for pulp.- A. P.-<'.

A-1. The proximate analysis of coniferous woods. W.

H Dore. I'niv. of Cal., Berkerley, Cal. J. hul. & Eug.

Chem. 12, 476-9. (1920). An improved procedure is

de.scribed for the .summative analysis of coniferous

woods. Methods are given for the estimation of the

following constituents: loss on drying, benzene extract,

alcohol extract, cellulose, lignin. solubly pentosans,

maniian. and galactan. By the omission of preli-

minarv hvdrolysis, more reliable results are obtained in

the cellnio.se and lignin determinations" than by me-

thods previou.sly used. Soluble pentosans are deter

mined in the chlorination liquors, mannaii and galac

tail in separate jjortioiis of the original material. Im-

provements in the galactan determination are des-

cribed. Complete analy.ses of redwood, .veliow pine,

and su"ar pine are .'arried out. by these methods. A

summafion of slightly over 100 per cent is obtained

in every ease. The results indicate that overlapping

of the proximate groups, i.e.. partial inclusion of an\

constituent in more than one group, has been largely

avoided. Anal.v.ses by the proposed scheme probably

acjDunt for all important constituents of coniferous

\«lbds A P.-C.

L-2; K-6. Pulp from cotton linters. Further mdl

tmls on the puli)ing of second-cut cotton linters. Otto

Kress and Sidney D Wells. Forest Products liab..

MadiHon. Wis. Paj.cr. 26, 320-0. (1920). The .letails of

2 eommen-ial cooks and one papermai-hine run made

with the resulting stock, are given, together with the

aeeount of cooks and experimental papermaehine tests

fllrried out at the Forest Products liab An attempt

to cook second-cut cotton linters by the sulphite pro-

cess was unsnecessful. The results of lhe.se and pre-

vious tests (Sep Pulp and Pajier 17, 1072. Dee. 11.

1919: 18, SO. Jan. 22. 1920; . ) showed that carefully

prepared and handled second-<Mif cotton linters which

are free from dirt can be pulped wiili the ordinarv

soda pulp equipment with an eeonomieal chemical con

sumption not to exreed 10 lb of NaOIl per 100 lb of

bone dry fiber. This represents less than half the

chemical required in the reduction of wood. Cotton

iSOCIATIONV

linter pulp can be economically bleached witli 2 per

cent of 3o per cent available bleaching powder which
is less than one-sixth the bleach required by ordinary

woodpulp. The advantages of second-cut linters over

cotton hull fiber are: increased .vield of pulp of 15-

20 per cent based on the weight of bone-dry fiber, and
50 per cent of finished paper; a saving of 50 per cent

in NaOIl and of 25 per cent in bleach consumption;
presence of cooked hull fragments in hull fiber pulp,

which react similarly to woodpulp with Ilerzberg's

stain and which would probably be detrimental to the

value of the pulp if it were u.sed for chemical purpo-
ses ; greater strength of paper made of cotton linter

pulp owing to its greater fiber length.—A. P.-C.

A-3. The distribution of certain chemical constants

cf wood over its proximate constituents. W. II. l)nr\

I'niv. of California. Berkeley, Cal. J. Ind. & Ens.

(^hem,. 12, 472-0. (1920). A study is made of the dis-

tribution of the groups contained in redwood which

yield furfural, acetic acid, and methoxy. with the ob-

.iect of leaiming their relation to the constituen..s cel-

lulose and lignin. About half of the furfural-yield-

ing groups are associated with the cellulo.se. but only

a small amount with the lignin. The portion jiresent

as true pentosan is hydrolyzed and removed during
chlorination. The acetic-yielding groups are partly

associated with the cellulose, much less so with the

lignin. A small amount appears to he detached from
either. The results are not conclusive in view of the

small amount ]ireseiit in redwood and the analytical

difficulties. In the case of coniferous woods acetic

acid probably need not be considered as a proximate
group. The methoxy groups are wholly associated

with the lignin. They may be partially split off from
it by acid hydrolysis. Tn the summative analysis of

coniferous woods, all of the acetic-yielding and meth-
oxy groups and part of the furfiiral-\ieliling groups

may be disregarded as already accounted for in the
oxy groups and ))art of the furfural-yielding siibstanc

es contained in the chlorination washings and repre-

senting hvdrolvzed pentosans should be estimated.

—

A. P.-C.

A-3. Plants suitable for papermaking. Fdiiien Mi
chotte. Bull. Sec. Ind. Kouen. 47, 444-9. (1!U9), Art.
reviewed by Jean Letorre in Kev. I'niv. Papeterie.
(See Pulp & Paper. 17, 1112. Dec. 25. 1919). A list is

given of 55 so-ealled weed grasses, both terrestrial and
aquatic, which c(Uild be used for papermaking. Very
promising preliminary tests were made with flax
stalks which had received a new retting treatment (by
decortication of the flax, followed by a one hour's
In-alnient without pressure); hut the.se have not yet
been con(dudcd. A. P.-C.

A-3. New source of pulp. (Papyrus) Paper. 26, 407.

(1920). .\ niill has been installed in Zululand and ma-
chinery is being installed with a view to producing
paper pulp from jiapynis grass K. P.-C.

A-4; L-5. The determination of the quality of spruce
sulphite. J. <i X'arlot, I'api.T. 23, 41i .'>2.

, March 1920).

For the manufacture of artificial silk, the chem. com-
positions of the pulp is the most important considera-
tion, while for papermaking the felting quality,
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str.'iifitli iiiul flexibility of the fibers are alsd impor-

tant. The fdllowino; determinations {rive an insight

into tiie ([uaiity of the pulj). 1) Moisture, either by

drying or by distillinj>: with a mineral oil, giving the

amount of actual pulp. 2) Waxes, gums and resins,

either by extraction, (preferably with triehlor-ethy-

leue) or -by solution iu cold 5 per cent NaOH and pre-

cipitation with EtOH. 3) Lrigniu, which is always pre-

sent in unbleached sulphite and furnishes an indica-

tion as to the bleaching quality. It may be estimated

indirectly by determining the furfural, metlioxy no.,

acetic acid no., consumption of CI on bicaciiing, or it

may be tested for qualitatively by means of various

organic aiul inorganic reagents (CI, I in KI, Cr.O,,

KMnO^, FeX"l,j+K,Fe (CX),,, phloroglueiue, phenyl-

hydrazine, aniline salts, etc.). It may be determined,

directly by dissolving in 4:1 H.,SO. and comparing the

color \vith that obtained with a standanl sample, 4>

Cellulose, by Cross and Bevan's ehlorination method.

5) Bleaching quality, by determining the amount of

CI required for bleaching. 6) Ash. 7) Free acidity,

SO., and .sulphites 8) CM no., which indicates the

amount of hydro-cellulose.—A. P.-C.

A-14. Strengfth test for paper. The Elmendorf Tear-

ing Tester.. Amin Elmendorf. Paper. 26, :!U2-S. i i:i20K

According to Sidney D. Wells the difficulties en-

countered in determining the tearing resistance of

paper are: 1) The tearing resistance of paper varies

greatly in different ])arts of the sheet and any device

tiiat would apply a varying load by means of a spring,

a pendulum or other arrangement may pos.sess so much
inertia that after the tear luis pa.ssed a strong spot the

momentum of the load would carry it through the ad-

joining weaker area without registering the strength

thereof; 2) The variation of paper is such that it

seemed to be necessary to use an integrating attach-

ment to measure work rather than force and the e<(n-

sequent complications with the probable expense neces-

sary to develop and manufacture such an instrument

discouraged further work 3) The force required Xn

tear a sheet of paper is so small that irregularities in

the action of most types of instruments tried caused an

error which amounted to a considerable per cent of

tb.e total force and vitiated the value of the results.

The Elmendorf tester actually measures a change in

potential energy brought about by tearing a giveii

length of paper. This is evidently equal to the work
required to make the tear and this divided by the

length of the tear gives the tearing force per unit

length. The tearing force is obtained by means of a

liendulum which is raised to one side and allowed to

fall, thereby tearing the paper through a fixed and
definite length by means of a string and pulley. The
initial angle and length of tear are constant. The
tearing strength can be obtained by reading the final

angle, i.e., the angle after the tear has been made, and
referring to a suitable table: or the arc on the instru-

ment may be calibrated to read the tearing force di-

rectly. The instrument gives more constant values
than the usual methods of determining tearing
strength.—A. P.-C.

A-15; K-8, Reactions of cellulose with salts and dyes.

Jessie E. Minor, Ph. 1)., Paper 26, 584-7. (1920). The
author brings forth arguments based on the residual

valence theory to prove that : 1 i The theories that
cellulose and dye are held together mechanically, or

that a definite chem. compound is foi-med in I'very

case, are untenable. 2) The theory that dye and cel-

lulose form a solid solution is not in keeping with the

laws of physical chemistry. 3) The union between

dissolving salt and cellulose, as well as between cel-

lulose and fixative, mordant or dye, is due primarily

at least, if not entirely, to absorption. 4) ZnCL. dis-

solves cellulose because it is capable of being absorbed

the cellulose cannot be quantatively recovered. 6)

not a decomposition of the cellulose. 5) The action

of strong HjSO, on cellulose is not the formation of a

true solution, or even of a true colloidal solution, since

the cellulose cannot be i|uautitatively recdvered. (i)

The amount which a given dye is absorbed is directly

related to the primary and residual affinities carried

by ail of the particles in the dye solution. A highly

charger solution, whose charge is the same as that

of the dye particle, decreases the absorption of the

dye, one whose charge is opposite to that of the dye
increases the absorption. 7) Basic dyes, theoretically,

should adhere to cellulose better than most acid dyes

because the acid dyes are continuously stripped by the

stronger hydroxyl ions iu the solution. 8) Besides the

foregoing considerations, the adiiereuce of dyes in

woodpulp is influenced by the presence of lignin, or

by the hydration, hydrolysis or oxidation of cellulose

in large or small amounts, and any of these factors

may exercize a decided influence on the validity of the

foregoing conclusions.—A. P.-C.

A-7. Limestone analysis. \V. E. Byron Baker, York
Haven l'a|)er Co., York Haven, Pa. Paper, 26, 328-4f),

(1920). A discussion of the importance of the various
mineralogical and chem, characteristics of limestone
from the point of view of bisulphite licpior making,
comprising insoluble carbonaceous matter, SiO., inso

lublc inorganic matter, Fe as FeO and Ke.()„ A1..0,.

CaO, Mg(). alkali metal oxides, CO.,, 80„ S present as
sulphides, h\groscopic (surface) moisture, crystal or
combined H_.0, the form in which the CaCO., exists

(ealcite or aragoiiite) and the form in which the MgCO,
exists (magnesite or dolomite). The methoils of ana-
lysis are described in detail with special emphasis on
the refinements reipiircd for obtaining accurate re-

sults. I.See Pulp <fe Paper, .(une L>4, 1920 i.—A. P.-C.

A-9; H-1. Analysis of electrolytic bleach. .\nna Klug-
haupt and Jessie K. .Minor. Pa))rr 26, (i^3-."), (;S8. (1920i-

One of the great advantages of electjolytic bleach over
bleaching powder is uniformity of produi^t. A <'om-

parison of the arsenate and thiosulphate methods for

the analysis of available CI in bleach showed the 2 to

give practically identical results when properly car-

ried out. Chlorates, in the proportions found in bleach,

do not affect the bleaching of the pulp, and, from the

standpoint of the i)apermaker, need not be considered.
A control method is described consisting in heating a

a mixture of bleach, dilute IlCl, and KI in a sealed tube
to 100°C for 1 hr., cooling, opening, and titrating with
Na,S.^OT; and the advantages and aecurai-y of this

method are discussed. The onl\- real difference be-

tween stored and fresh bleach is in the CaClO., content.
Higgins has shown that in the bleaching action of
bleach the reaction is always unimolecidar. which must
mean that is directly released from the IIOCl present,

and that this O then rapidl.v reacts with the coloring
matter.—A. P.-C.

A-14. The determination of starch in paper. Oliver
Kaniin and Fiiiiik II Tcndiik. I'ap.-r. 25, 4(;()-1. i 1919) ;

Papier. 23, .").'.-•;.
I .March l!i_'(l.. .\. p. C,

B-3. Aerial protection against forest fires. Paper,
26, 736-7, 740 2, ,1920,. A .lescription of the aerial

forest patrols in the l'. S. during 1919, and of the
great advantages of this form of patrol.—A. P.-C.
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T A P P I COMMITTEE PLANS LIBRARY OF
PAPERMAKING.

Tbe spiT.-iarv ..t' tbo r.Mliiu.al Association of the

I'lilp and Paper Industry has issued a letter from the

ebairman of its Committee on [bibliography in which

mention is made of the intention of the Association to

build up and maintain a library of papermakiusr. which

shall be available to members of the Association by a

iendinsr svstem. The Committee on Bibliography. <>

.vhich Charles J. West, with Arthur I). Little. Inc., W
Charles River Roa.l. Cambridge, .Mass.. is chairman,

makes a special appeal at the nroment for advertising

literature reprints and books bearing upon the pulp

and paper industry. The text of the letter which is

addressed to all members of T. A. V. P. I. tollows :

A Library of Papermaking.

To Members of The T. A. P. P. L

\11 of us from time to time, notice titles of books,

nainphlets or catalogs which we feel would be very

interesting reading, and which might contain the

answer to one of our problems. If we knew that we

could write to one person, and either secure the pub-

lication, or information as to where it might be pur-

chased or borrowed, we would feel more inclined to

follow up these leads. The Committee on P.ibliography

proposes, therefore, to attempt such a service for the

members of the Technical Association. Our idea is to

build up, as rapidly as possible, a library of paper-

making, which would he available, through loans, for

a limited period of time, to the industry.

Our beginning must necessarily be small, as books

are verv expensive. As the Association grows in num-

bers, we hope that the Executive Committee will be

able' to appropriate a definite amount each year to the

building up of such a library. Meantime, we must de-

pend upon the generous cooperation of our friends in

the indu.stry. We have had such cooperation on the

part of a number of manufacturing organizations, who

have sent us their advertising literature, which is much

more than mere advertising.

This fir.st letter is addressed particularly to those

who are in a position to send us advertising literature,

pamphlets, reprints and books bearing upon the pulp

and paper industry. From time to time lists of ac-

cessions will be pii"blished, and distributed to the mem-

bers of the A.ssociatioii. In this way they will be kept

in touch with the recent develojjments.

May we ask the hearty co-operation of all those in-

terested in the industry! Please send us your publica-

tions, and also names of books, pamphlets, catalogs,

etc., which you feel properly belong in such a collec-

tion These will be secured as far as j)()ssible and made

avBlable to all. It is obvious that success in such an

iinfertaking can come only through the a.ssistance of

the entire industry.

Clarence J. West, c-o Arthur D. Little. Inc.. :}0 Charles

Kiver Hoad, Cambridge, Ma.ss.

In this connection it is appropriate to mention some
iif the publications of the Association which are avail-

iil^e from the Secretary.

• literature Issued by the Technical Association.

Among the rc|.riiils and special papers which are

.•ttill obtainable by purchase froni the Secretary of the

Technical A.<»sociation of the Pnip and i'apcr Imlnstry

are the following :

'The Creative Workman." This is an account of

pulp and paper mill operations showing how prodiie

tion wa.s inerea-ned and an improved esjirit de corps

cultivated by the keeping of reeonls of production and

efficiency. It is a pamphlet that should be accessible

to every mill executive and foreman, to say nothing of

the workers themselves. (2o cents).

"Hand Made Paper and Its Water Marks.' This is

a bibliographical list of works dealing with the man-

ufacture of hand made paper and the water marks in

hand made papers. Descriptions of the books are given

and these are of special value for library purposes.

(25 cents).

"Forest Products Statistics. ' Forms an invaluable

finding list for the records of government publications,

which are sources of statistics on forest products. It

includes both original and secondary sources and the

names of the various offices in Washington from which
tabulations may be obtained. (2.5 cents).

"Government Paper Bibliography". Is a reference

list of government documents on pulp and paper which
are published by the Government Printing Office,

Wa.shingtou, D. C. (10 cents).

"Technical Association Papers, Series II." This is a

compilation of papers and addresses delivered before

the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper In-

dustry, which includes a complete descriptive list of

books and periodicals pertaining to pulp and manufac-
ture. Included in it are articles on Paper Making
Clays: Cotton Linters Pulp; Soda Mill Problems; Tear-

ing Test for Paper; Tests for Sulphite Liquor; Heat.
Light and Power Problems: Accounting Systems for

Power Plants; Jlill Lighting Sj'stems: Judging Char-
acter of Applicants for Positions; Woodpulp Grinding
Methods, etc.. ($2.00).

"Paper Testing Methods." Is a practical treatise

on the analysis of paper and papermaking fibres as

well as the leading materials in ordinary u.se. Formulas
for stains and chemical reagents are given and there

is a chapter on the fibres used or proposed for use in

papermaking. (.$1.00).

Orders should be addressed to Mr. T. J. Keenan,
Secretary. .')42 Fifth Avenue. Xew York.

THE LATE MR. JOHN FORD.
A |)ianeer of tiie imlji and paper industry pa.ssed

away last month in the person of Mr. John Ford of

Portncuf. Mr. Ford followed the busines.s of paper
making from his youth having had his training in

his father's mills at Portncuf. He saw the first

ground wo-kI pulp made in Canada by the hydraulic
process and built the fii-st siicces.sful pulp mill in

Canada at (Jlenford, Portneuf County, wjiich was
in operation until a few years ago. Although the
pnl|i and paper industry has developed tremendous-
ly of late years he kejit pace with it and was iden-

tified ill the construction of a number of mills in

the province. .Mr. Ford was also an Kngineer and
an inventor of marked ability and many of his in-

ventions are now in general use in pulp and paper
mills throughout the country His death after a

short illni'ss will be felt considerably by the largo

ciri'le of friends and biisin<>s.s aci|uaintaiiees w^o
admired him and respected him for his sterling

worth and unswerviug integrity, and for his kindness
of heart he will be long rememliored.

If to|>-notch effort yields you no happiiies.s. there's

something wrong either with you or your efforts. Sit

down and do sonii' analyzing.—B. C. Forbes.

"The Safety Habit is contagions. He sure to catch
it," say.s the Safety Lr'ague.
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^Ir. I. II. Weldou, of t/ie ProviiK'ial Paper Mills,

Limited, and Mr. N. L. Martin, Secretary of the

Canadian Paper Trade Association, Toronto, leave

next week on their annual liuntingr trip on the

French River.

Pulp and timber limits aggregating 200 square

miles have been put up for tender by the Ontario

Government. The limits are scattered throughout
the north country, running from small bits of one
or two square milels to limits of 72 scjuare miles.

There are two of the latter size, one in t;ie Town-
ships of Kimberlej- and Cairo in Temiskaming, and
another in Thunder Bay, in the district west of

the Townships of Hele and Sterling. There is one
limit of SOyo miles in the Townships of Ryan and
Palmer, Algoma, and one of lo siiuare miles in

the north half of McPadden Township, Temiskaming.
T.he balance arc small limits, for mast part adjoin-

ing limits of operating companit^s. In the past these

would have been disposed of without tender, but

under the new policy of the Department of Lands
and Forests they must be tendered upon in the usual

way.

At the annual meeting of the Assoi-iation of Can-
adian Advertisers in Toro!ito this week, Vice-Presid-

ent W- G. Steward declared that the time had arrived

to impress upon the pulilis^iers the necessity of

charging more for their lu-oduct. "We all know
tliat there is a world-wide paper siiortage", said he,

"but so far the advertiser has had to pay the larger

proportion of the increat«ed costs, and many of us

believe that the time has now arrived for t^ie reader

to pay his fair share of tiie increase in the overiiead

expenses of the publisher. "President D. G. Clark

and Vice-President Steward both emphasized the

need for more color work in advertising. C. A.

Crabtree, president of the Crabtree Company, gave

an address on "Art work and engraving problems
and how to meet t;iem economically". Film, bill-

board and other advertising mediums were di.scussed

and F. T. Stanford of the Canada Life Assurance
Company gave an address on "Co-operative Insti-

tutional Advertising."' A feature of the meeting was
an exhibition of advertising art work.

The Adams Cellboard Company, Limited, has been
incorporated, with power among other things to

carry on business as printers, publishers, paper makers
etc., and with a capital stock of $400,000. The new
company takes over as a going concern the business

and a.s.sets of the Adams Cellboard Company, box
makers, etc., on Defries Street. Toronto.

A c,iiarter has been granted the Pemi)roke Timber,
Tie & Pulp Co. Limited with head office in Pem-
broke, Ont., with power to manufacture and deal in

lumber, ties and pulpwood. The mills of the com-
pany are located at Makwa on the C. X. Railway.
Mr. W. H. Bromley is the manager of the organiz-

ation. He is well known to the trade and previously
was "engaged in the wholesale line. He sei-\ed three

years overseas with the Canadian Forestry Corps.
Another member of tyiie company is Major A. J. Mil-
ler, who was officer commanding of a Fore.stry Corps
in France and who is now engaged in the milling
trade in Pembroke. Mr. .1. S. Fraser is president and
Mr. L. M. Chapman is secretary of the company.

A good example in creating good roads is being
set by the Ontario Paper Co., of Thorold, who are

large users of coal. Huge piles of cinders have
aceunuilated and the company recently bought a
three ton automatic dumi)ing truck and now have
men at work spreading the cindei-s on t;ie road from
the mills to meet the Stamford road which has al-

ready been cinder-paved by the township council.
The Ontario Paper Co. has offered to cinder-pave
many miles of roadway in and around Thorold .

Mr. A. T. Wilgress, King's Printer of Ontario,
who has been on ar visit to France where he saw the
grave of ^lis son Lieut, (ieorge Wilgre.ss of the 21st
Batallion has returned to his home in Toronto.

]Mr. Cal Davis, for the past thirty years on the
staff of the Hamilton Times and for many years
managing editor of the i)aper, was recently present-
ed with a gold Ma.sonie locket. Mr. Davis, who is

one of the city controllers of Hamilton, becomes
managing editor of the morning edition of the Times
which will shortly be issued.

It is stated t;iat over one hundred newspaper
offices have been closed in Canada during the past
year either through susjiensions or amalgamations
owing to the shortage and high cost of pajier and
general advances in supplies of all kinds, including
wages. On the other hand there has been a marked
increase with number of weekly and monthly public-
ations.

The Manitoba Free Press of Witinipeg has iii-

crea-sed its subscription rates for the morning edition
to 2oc per week owing to the tremendous advance
in the cost of producing a newspaper. In making
the announcement the Free Press says that on July
1st a new labor schedule and a fresh newsprint con-
tract became operative simultaneously, increasing the
newsprint bill of the publishers by exactly 25 per
cent and advancing the payroll of the mechanical
department by 26 per cent. More recently the raise

in freight rates has added greatly to the freig;it bill.

All the papers published in Regina, Saskatoon, Cal-

gary and Edmonton are now selling at 25c per week
delivered.

Another amalgamation has been added to the
rather long Ontario list. The St. .Marj^s Argus has
been absorbed by the St. Mary's Journal of which
J. W. Eddy is the proprietor.

Proposals for an enlarged British cable service

were thoroughly gone into at a meeting of the board
of Directors of the Canadian Press, Limited, in

Toronto this week when the decision was reached to

call a special general meeting of the membership
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ill .Monti-pal wi'hiii fiv.^ wt'oks to pas^ fiually on the

draft, agreomont for siuli a service, to be iieeotiated

by the"^ manajicnieiit with Sir Roderick Jones of

enters. Limited, H. (' Nicholas of Victoria was

appointed director to fill the vacancy on the bo^rd

for British Columbia and W. J. McNair. Ilainilton,

Ont.. Herald was added to the Ontario and Quebec

representation of the board in the place of Irviii'r

Robertson. Toronto, resiirncd. The Hamilton Spect-

ator and the Hamilton Herald, botli afternoon

papers, withdrew their applications for morninjr

paper franchises on the understandinsr that The

Times is to abandon the eveninp field.

An interestinpr development in the exploitation

of the natural resources of Qnebe.'. is the statement

which appeared in "L'Evenement" ' that a railway

is to be constructed from Hudson Hay to the Seven

Lslands on the north s.iiore of the (iulf of St. Law-

rence by interests connected with the pulp and pap r

industry. The statement also mentions that pulp

and paper mills will be erected at Seven Islands and

at other iwints alonpr the route where there arc

important water powers. Steel works also are to

be created at Chicoutimi and at Quebec. Tt will

be recalled that there is already a pulp mill at

Seven Islands which was recently acquired by Hritisli

industries.

An emplovee of the Spanish River pulp and paiM-r

mills at Sturgeon Falls, Ont., Henri Lacroix, re

eentlv had a very stranpre experience. Last May he

was thrown into the mill race and besides havhifr

several ribs broken, a shoulder dislocated, and beinp:

nearlv drowned, he added to nature's equipment by

swallowing the stem of his pipe. This article re-

mained in his stomach until he was awaiting an

operation to remove it. when he felt the stem as-

cending and was able to catch hold of it with hi.s

fingers and pull it from his throat.

In an address before the Rotary Club of Van-

couver. :Mr. James "White of the Commission of Con-

servation, stated that in order to provide somewhat

more than 2 000.000 tons of news print to Canada

and the Tniteil States annuallv. 1.000 square miles

of forest land must be stripped of mature trees each

vear.
. ..

The Laurentide Co.. will have two more satisfnil

and permanent employees when H. Downes and I

McDonald received loans fnmi the town of Grand

Mere for assistance in building their own houses.

The grants are for $3,fi00 each.

g A large o|)erator in pulpwood in Eastern Canada, is

Inf the opinion that there will not be any rapid decline

fin the price of pulpwood. This opinion is based on the

pr-senf condition with regard to transportation facili-

ties, that the demand is consistently urgent and

although there has been a slight easing of contracts fr>r

a long time, this concern is completely sold out fi>i- the

tf)lal output until 1021 at fiie highest price ever i>l'-

lained. This view is held by many other i)ulpwood men

althoiigli there are some wh" think the production this

winter v 11 more than meet ijie immediate demand. All

seem to j gree. however, tlnil the situation depends very

largely on (leveht|)ment in traiisporlation conditions.

W. I. Bishop. litd., of Montreal, are doing foundation

and general const ruiM ion work for the Belgo-Canadian

I'ulp & I'aper Co., and are building a dam for Bird &

Son. at their mill near Pont Rouge. The Bishop Com-

pany are purely eonstrnetion engineers and leave the

consulting part of the business to those who make that

a sjiecialty. This gives them the better opportunity to

concentrate on construction.

Mr. John C. Corcoran has severed his connection with

Dominion Engineering Works Ltd.. and has opened

an office at r)10 Dominion Express Building. Mr. Cor-

coran is in negotiation with a number of firms to handle

their lines for the |)ulp and paper trade and plans to

manufacture in Canada a number of lines that are not

manufactured here now. Mr. Corcoran is well known
in tlie ])aper trade, having been for a number of years

with Rice. Barton & Fales before going with Dominion
Engineering Works about two years ago.

CLARKE BROS.' MILL DOUBLED IN SIZE.

A ciiTulai- issued li.\- Clarke Hmtliers, hiinited. now
building a puli) mill at Hear River. N.S., for which a

bond issue was sold some months ago, announces that

delays have occurred in the construction program, that

the liuildings are now Hearing completion and the ma-

chinery is being rushed forward, and set up as fast as it

arrives.

"As far as our pulp mill is concerned." says tlie cir-

cular, "the delays have been beneficial to the company,

for during this period the permanent shortage in kraft

pulji has become more accentuated, and has brought

home to us more forcibly the wisdom of increasing the

output of our mill. The original mill was at the rate of

30 tons iier day. The extension we are now installing

will give us a capacity of 50 tons per day. Although

we have been able to double the capacity of our mill,

we onl.v found it necessary to increase our indebtedness

by ^|;25b,000, making our 'total indebtedness $1.2.'i0.000,

whicli will more than complete these additions and im-

provements and ju-ovide working <'aiiital as is required

to carry on under this intended program. The addi-

tional finances have been arranged."

According to a rejiort from St. John. N.B.. the old

Misjiec puli> mill has been entirely dismantled. The
brick, machinery and other material has been carried

across the Bay of Fundy to the big pulp plant of Clarke

Brothers, Limited, erected at the mouth of the Bear
River.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ABITIBI FINISHING
ROOM.

"Within a very short time the handling of the rolls

at Iro(piois Falls will be done entirely without the

use of liand trucks.

A narrow giiage track and electric trucks are on

order and some of the e<piipment )ias alrcadv arriv-

ed.

Some of (he large Toledo scales are now installed

aud others are to be (uit in before long.

A narrow gauge track with doU.v trucks is to

be put in to put the rolls of paper of the same
length together, and electric trucks will deliver the

rolls to the railway cars. Tlit>se trucks will upend
the rolls themselves.

Another t,hing which will make for greater effi-

ciency if it is worked out is the scheme of puttinir

oil the heads with the rolls in a liori/.ontal position.

Plans for this are now being worked out and it is

hoped before long to have a satisfactory method of

doing it in operation.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, Ot-t. 2:i—Although there is a lessened

volume of business in tlie priutiiijr trade it is be-

lieved to be ouly of a tfiuporary nature. In con-

trast to tiiis is the satisfactory trailing: in i)aper by

the jobbers, some of whom are now bookin<r orders

for January delivery, althoup'.'i ihey admit they are

taking more or less chance on stockin<r uj) for fu-

ture delivery from mills, and at the same time de-

clare that the outlook justifies their action. Deliv-

eries from the mills are coming in more lil)erally

than heretofore but slocks in some lines, notably

Ijook jiapers, are still low and the product is very

hard to {ret. United States paper makers are be-

ginning to offer tonnage in many lines exclusive of

book paper and there appears to be a general loosen-

ing up of paper supplies, althougli prices of all

paper products remain steady. One prominent To-

ronto jobber points to the possibility of ascending

prices again should t^u> spirit of unrest in mining

and some protluctive labor activity spread to Can-

ada thus reducing the driving ])owcr behind jiaper

prodiu'tion in this country. The natural result of

any strike trouble in the mines, he said, would be

to influence the output of the paper industry with

the further corollary of still greater under-j)rod\ii'-

tion. While this eventuality is not anticipated se-

riously it is mentioned as one of the possibilities

that the trade may have to face.

A feature of the jobbing trade is that there are

comparatively few big orders coming in but. the to-

tal of smaller sales has resulted in a larger volume

of business than under the era of big buying. The
policy of the printing and publishing houses appears

to be that of buying from .hand to mouth but there

is still a great demand for paper of most ela.sses.

Every scrap of stock in the job ]irinter"s jilants is

being used up and it is estimated that it will not

be very long before the stock rooms are cleaned out.

which shoidd result in increased demand u|>on the

jobbers and the mills. It is t>stimated that .lanuary

next will see a cleaning out of all small stm-ks and
that buying will be renewed on a big .scale. The mills

are not booking •<ny of the new making for delivery

before January or February.

CATALOG DEMANDS.—According to the state-

ment of one Toronto jobber the demand for stock

for catalog work is just as .beavy as ever, although

it was thought that there would be a slight falling

off in the call for this class of stock in the lu^ar fu-

ture. A case was eited where a big catalog manu-
facturer in Toronto placed an order in England for

his stock during the shortage here and after consi-

derable delay he got it, but it turned out to be

poor stock and he was left with it on ,iiis hands,
which means that hereafter he will take his chances
on the domestic sujiply. It is known that sales-

men for English houses have gone back home with
orders from Canadian .houses for papers but the
matter of delivery is entirely a different matter and
while the ordei-s were placed practically no deliveries

liavc as yet bei'n made auel none are looked for in

the immediate future.

WRAPPIXti AND HAtiS.—The demand for these

lines keeps up and the jobbers report that stwks are

hard to get from the mills. Very little is coming

through and tjiie jobbei-s have more business than

they can get .stock to fill, alt^ioiigh in some lines of

wrapping paper there has been a slight falling off

in demand. Wiiile the demand for i)aper bags is

good it is noticeable that the jobbers" custonu^rs are

not buving any more than they atisolutely have to.

Mlliii MACHINERY.—Pai)er mill machinery

dealers in Toronto say that they are not getting any

better deliveries of the machines tjiey are handling

and that there has been no falling off in the demaiul

for paper cutting machines and other equipment

suiiplied the mills. There has been no slump in the

tra(le and iu>iu' is looked for.

I'ULl'WOOD.—The pidpwood market is firm in

price at the present time but .some dealers see signs

of a slump in prices by the time the snow comes.

One dealer expressed the belief that rough w(H)d

would go down $2 a cord within the next six weeks,

although he did not anticipate any material reduc-

tion in the price of iieeled wood. The situation

has so shaped itself that but few dealers are buying

pulpwood for speculative purposes. One leadinir

Toronto firm which deals in pulpwoou and lumber

told the Pulp and Paper Magazine that having

bought and produced all t.he wood covered by its

contracts were now going to play safe and buy no

more, althougli the firm is in receipt daily of

letters offering wood for sale. The firm, however.

is not in the market for more wood. Tiiere appears

to be considerable activity in the woods, farmers,

settlers and others being engaged in taking out the

wood in considerable quantities. Cordwood is exceed-

ingly scarce and it is estimated that about five

hundred cords would cover the available supply in

the woods, althoug.il there is sonie in the wood yards.

During the coal shortage of a couple of years ago

woodsmen were urered to get out all the wooil they

possibly could and when the coal situation righted

itself the consumption had kepi pace with the pro-

duction. Comparatively little cordwood has been

cut since then and hence the shortage at the present

time. If the Canadian woodsmen are going to be

called upon to jump into the breach now that t/ie

worlds coal supply is threatened by strikes in va-

rious countries it may mean a big call for cordwood
and a consequent lessening of the production of

pulpwood.
WHOLESALE STATIONERY.—Conditions in the

wholesale manufacturing trade are good as far as

business goes but difficulty is being experienced in

getting raw stock. The fact of the mills being un-

able to get ground wood and sulphite is holding

up the paper and iteoard for f.iie stationary manu-
facturers who report that it is very hard to vrct

delivery of stock. In one instance, a leading To-
ronto firm placed orders at the beginning of the

present year for delivery iu July and the stock
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is not yet to hand. There is a great shortage of

linen finished boanis and there is none in sight.

The labor situation is slightly easier with t;ie except-

ion of certain branches of skilled labor, althougli

the manufacturers are .still finding it hard to get

labor of the right kind The demand for envelopes,

blank books, writing pads and papeteries keeps up

and the coming Christmas trade promises to be good.

The papeteries trade is booming and one manufac-

turer reports that his firm has already shipped

from seventy five to eighty per cent of his order.i

for the Christmas trade while designs are being

worked on for them following Christma-s. There

have been practically no cancellations of orders and

all branches of the wholesale stationery trade are

thriving.

The new plant of the Dominion Cone and Folding

Paper Box Company, which is being erected at In-

gersoll, nt.. is about completed and it is expected

that manufacturing operations will commence in

about a week's time, although the portion given over

to box making will not start for about ten days

yet. "It is stated that the company is ready to start

operations with a large number of orders on hand

and that prospects for the future are very bright.

XEWSPRIXT.—A visitor from New York inter-

ested in publishing stated that the price for spot lots

of newsprint had dropped in a short time from 15

to as low as 7V-; cents per pound. The view ex-

pressed was that the paper situation could not wholly

escape the fate of the sugar market, in which high

prices attracted the commodity from various parts

of the world. This s;iould be modified, li^wever,

by the statement that only a few parts of the world

are in a pasition to export paper. One Toronto

paper dealer has the idea that the dumping of over

two hundred thousand tons of newsprint from Fin-

land on the American market, as reported in the

daily press, is going to queer the Canadian market

and that pulp and paper circles would soon see a

drop in wood and sulphite.

HEAVY CHEMICALS.—This market is still very

tight.

Alum if anything harder to get.

Bleaching powder about the .same. Some English

jiowder is available in carload lots, from 5 to 6

weeks delivery at 7 1/Hc, Toronto, duty paid sub-

ject to possible delays due to spread of coal strike

to transport workers.

Soda ash, o8 p. e., can be had in carlots at :5c.

af Toronto.

IjSalt cake and niter cake are scarce .

^tilphuric acid may be easier towards the end of

the year when t/ie product of some new units will

he oil till' mnrket.

NEW YORK MARKETS
New York, October 23— (Special C(irresi)ondence)—

i"lie nutstandinff development in the paper and board
'markets this week has been n sliarp drop in box board
prices. One of the leading protlneers in the Eastern

States has repeatedly cut rpiotntions, jiresumnbly in an

effort to seetire enoujrh business to keep liis machines

nining full, and wliile other mills have not generally

followed this proeedure, the actions of the one manu-
facturer have brought market prices down to snbtan-

tially lower levels. Plain chip board is selling at $8.")

to .t95 per ton fob. mills, ns compared to .tllO to s^lLS

—the ruling market (piotations previously— while news

board has dropped in price to $95 to $100 a ton, against

former prices of $120 to $125. The reasons behind the

decline in board prices are several. First, mills have

been getting very little new business during the past

few weeks. The paper box trade is in the doldrums

owing to the dullness prevailing in most lines wherein

boxes are used, and boxmakers have placed few orders

for board, most of them having stocks on hand suffi-

cient to cover their wants. Secondly, sharp declines

in old paper stock have enabled board manufacturers

to buy raw material at considerable lower prices in a

long time, and some producers figured this as justifying

their lowering prices on boards. The mill which has

led in reducing quotations has a reputation of going

to any lengths to secure ample business to keep running

full, having pursued this same policy at fre(|uent in-

tervals in the past. ]\Iost other boardmakers are hold-

ing off in trying to get business for the present, evi-

dently with the idea that when the one mill in question

has booked enough orders to keep it operating at

maximum for a time, they will then be able to obtain

orders at more fiworable prices. At the same time,

market prices, at least for the moment, have been well

established at the low levels named above, and obvious-

ly consumers are refusing to buy at other figures than

these.

There is a feeling common in the trade that better

times are in store for board manufacturers and dealers

than they have lately been obliged to contend with. It

is a fact that retailers all over the country have held

off in placing orders for ])a])er boxes for the Christmas
holiday season, and it is believed that they will neces-

sarily have ti) begin covering these requirements in the

very near future, or else go without the boxes. Hoard
men. therefor, look for a perioil of pretty brisk buying
of boxes during the next several weeks, and for a re-

sultant livelier demand for box boards. The decline in

board prices is in direct line with the recession in waste
paper costs, and is viewed as a healthy market condi-

.

tion. Board mills are today obtaining raw material at

reductons of t'l'om $25 to $25 i)er ton from the prices

they were obliged to pay a short while back, and the

lower prices on boards are looked upon in many ([uart-

ers as a natural readjustment of prices on the manu-
factured article.

The remainder of the market has undergone no broad
changes. Considcrai)le discussion is being engaged in

among paper manufacturers and jobbers regarding
the possibilities of (icrmany and Finland sending large
tonnages of iu'wsi)rint to America. Late reports are to

the effect that both (Jermany and Fiidand are jirepar-

ing to shij) heavy anidiints of ))rint pa|)er to this coun-
try to sell at prices under the i)rescnt value of domestic
newsprint. The arrival of two prominent paper manu-
facturers from (icrmany, who have given out interviews
in this connection, has served to whip uji interest. Sen-
timent in the trade here is that there is small likelihood
of enough newsprint being sent to America from Eu-
rope to materially affect the market situation. Some
factors cx|>ress the opinion that the quantity of news-
print received from Europe will oidy go to make up
the lighter supplies the I'nited States will likely get
from Caiuida owing to the larger exports of theDomin-
ion to England.

Prices on spot lots of newsju-int hold at at around
10 cents a pound, with an occasional sale reported,
most often of inqiortcd paper, at a quarter of a cent
less than this figure. The (Contract basis is maintained
firmly at 6.50 cents f.o.b. mills.
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Book papers arc in a sliglitly easior spot position.

Some mills liave lowered prices half a cent per pound

for pronipt shipments, and yet there is lint little iiook

paper of any kind available: mills as a rule bein<: sold

up for the balam-c of tlie year on contract. Wrapping;

papers also liave cased off a trifle in the open market.

No. 1 kraft wrapping is to lie had in some (piarters at

12 cents, while No. 1 jute is quoted down to 14 cents

and No. 1 fibre at 8.50 cents. That all manufacturers

are not reducing prices is shown by the fact that one

of the leading producers of kraft wrapjiings only a few

days ago advanced all prices half a cent a pound. Prices

on pai)er of any and all kinds today depend almost

wholly on the position the mill (pioting is in the way
of having business. If it is well booked up with orders,

it is maintaining (piotations and sometimes advancing

them; if. on the other hand, it is looking for orders, it

is cutting ])rices somewhat.

GROINI) W()r)n.—There is a comparatively narrow
demand for ground wood .vet prices are well sustained,

and b\iyers seeking mechanical pulp at concessions are

meeting with scant success in finding it. As an exam-
ple of the firmness of ground wood values, a New York
dealer told of canvassing the trade locally this week in

search of domestic spruce pulp of jirimc ipialit.v for

prompt delivery and of having to jia.v $122.50 a ton,

which was eventuall.v turned over to a consumer at a

price of $125. This latter figure represents the value

of prime quality ground wood toda.v. There are offer-

ings in some cases down to $110 but pulp available at

this level is foreign inilp and does not begin to compare
in quality with the domestic product. Moreover, only

certain mills. ])rincii)ally board plants, can use this

foreign ground wood.

CHEMICAL PULP.—There is a firm tone to prices

on some grades of chemical wood pulp and easiness ui

other parts of the market. Kraft i)nlp is weakening
fast and new low prices are being (juoted. domestic
kraft of good No. 1 quality being offered for prom|)t

shipment at G.50 to 6.75 cents, and Scandinavian
kraft down to (i cents. Cnblcachcd sulphite is easy jdso

though not so mu(di as kraft. Newsprint sulphite is

selling at 7.50 cents, which records a decline, and eas.v

bleaching sulpliite of domestic origin at 9 cents.

Bleached sulphite remains strong in |)rice and it is

stiU a problem to locate sizable tonnages for (|uick

delivery or for shipmerit sometime lience. Domestic
bleached is quoted at I'J cents njiward at mills and
^eign bleached at 1.1 to 14 cents. Receipts of pulp
worn Scandinavian countries continue fairly large, but

there is a good deal of talk concerning the poor quality

of much of this pulp and apparently there is not as

active a demand for it as importers probably antici-

pated.

Arrivals of foreign pulp at New Vork this week iu-

chidcd 4.250 bales from Christiania, 2.100 bales from

(iotlienburg. and 4.:?00 bales from Ilamliurg.

RACiS.-^Littlc trade activity of importance is cur-

rent in pai)ermaking rags. Mills arc keeping out of the

maiket, prcsunialdy having eneugli supply on hand to

cover their present wants, and in the absence of actual

transactions, prices are mainl.v nominal. New cuttings

hold moderately stead.v in jirice for the reason that such

rags are scarce and that production of them is not

heavy enough to create an.v material surplus, but old

rags continue to decline ami it is a question .iust how
low bu.vers can obtain supplies. Roofing rags have
sunk to 1.75 cents a i)Ound at shipping points for No. 1

l)acking. and there have been reports of purchases at

even lower levels, while old thirds and blues are avail-

able to mills at 4.50 cents for repacked stock No. 1 re-

l)acked white rags at 12 cents.

Receipts of foreign rags at this jiort during the cur-

rent week included 2.454 bales from Havre. 436 bales

fiom llanibuig. 4t)() lialcs from Bordeaux, 176 bales

fioni London, and (iS bales from Hull.

PAPER STOCK.—The decline in waste paper jirices

lias continued uninterrupted throughout this week and
values have sunk to levels representing differences of

$20 to $25 a ton from the levels ruling prior to the

break in the market. No. 1 mixed paper is now quota-

ble at 1.25 cents, folded newspapers at 1.50 cents, old

No. 1 kraft at 4.75 cents, white news c\ittings at 5.25

cents, heavy nuigazine stock at 2.50 cents. No. 1 hard
white shavings at 9.25 cents, and No. 1 soft white
shavings at 8.25 cents. High grades hold compara-
tivel.v steady althiugh they have sagged to some ex-

tent, but low qualities have broken with a rush jirob-

ably never before witnessed. Coiisuming mills are
doing little buying, evidentl.v figuring it a better polic.v

to refrain from absorbing suj^plies with prices tinnb-

ling as they arc. There arc reasons to believe that

prices have reached a poitit now where the.v are not
likely to recede much further. Packers and dealers eon-
tend they cannot ))roduce stock at a profit on prevail-

ing prices and many of tliem have .shut down their es-

lablishments. The situation at best is greatl.v unsettled

and it not likely to become definitely read.justed until

mills resume buying on something near lo a normal
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50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 2m murray hill NEW YORK
1813
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WILL I'h'ICLS DROr L\ SYMI'ATIIV OH BY
FORCE/

At tliis time, when prices in many eonimoditics are

on the down grade, or at least, show- signs of deeliniiig,

the question naturally arises as to what the effect will

be on the products of the pulp and paper industry. In

most of the cases where decreases in prices have oc-

cuiretl, there seems to have been a slackening of de-

mand. This has been partii'ulariy noticeable with re-

gard to tlie Textile imlustry. The public has simply

made up its mind that it will no longer pay war

prices. The result however, is not witliout some dis-

advantages as w'e have noted a considerable increase

in unemployment in textile centres. Some mills have

had to shut down, or to operate on part time, and tex-

tile workers and garment makers have agreed to a

reduction in wages rather than be turned out of their

jobs. There is. therefore, an obligation on the (wrt of

the public to continiic purchasing necessary supplies

at as nearly a normal rate as possible, otherwise tiiere

is sure to be considerable dis-organising of industry,

with a resultant disadvantage to all eoueerned. In

other industries however, the demand still keeps pace

with, or in advance of production. The pulp and

paper industry is one instance, and materials for

building is another. There is not only a scarcity of

many lines of building material, but there is a mark-

ed scarcity of competent labor, consei|ueutly it is not

likely that building costs will decrease for some time

to come; some contractors estimate the period of con-

tinued high building costs to be about three year.s. It

is predicted that the shortage of houses cannot he

nuide up in less time than that.

In the ease of the paper industry, there are also a

number of factors which have to be considered. The
most important of these we should give as denumd,
capacity of productive equipment, and availability of

necessary raw materials. In some lines of paper there

is a tendency to higher prices. This is principally due
to scarcity of fundamental raw mat.M-ials; the most

noticeable instance is the market for the highest grade
of paper where there is marked difficulty in getting

sufficient high grade rags and the lack of this class

of stock is .said to be partly due to a scarcity of bleach-

ing powder for the preparation of colored rags that

might otherwise be used. The disinclination of the

consumer to pay the necessarily high price for high
grade stock, puts an additional burden on manufac-
turers of the lines which are substituted. In other
lines such as book and newsprint papers, there con-

tinues to be a demand wliieh is I axing mill eajjacity

to the utmost and a large aiiinmit of printing is left

undone which could readily lie taken care of if suffi-

cient paper were available.

The situation with regard to capacity is not confin-

ed to the paper mills but goes back to the chemical

pulp mill and the grinder. It seems probable that some
relief in the u-round wootl situation will i)e found before

very lon^' l>ut through the insistent demand for this

grade of stock, there is not much likelihood of an
over-supply. At the present time, the prices paid for

giound-wood are the highest in history and will not

likely be touched again for many years. They have
been snj)i)orted by the extraordinary demand for

newsprint which has forced the price of spot sales to

twelve, fourteen and sixteen cents. At this rate it

was advantageous for mills not ordinarily producing
newsprint, to switch over, so as to take advantage of

an unusual opportunity. The tendency has been grow-
ing, however, in the last few months, for publishers

who have contracts, to use only such paper as is

bought in this way. This action has considerably re-

lieved the situation with regard to those papers that
must rely on the spot market for their supplies. It

has meant however, that mills not ordinarily producing
newsprint, and which eould oidy produce it at high
cost, have naturally gone back to their normal grades
which again began to offer possibilities of approxi-
mately e<|uivalent profits. It is easy to .see that this

jumping to the other side of the fence still leaves the

market short of spot supplies as the big producers have
no difficulty whatever in more than filling their ma-
chines with crtntract orders and only tho.se specialty
mills can continue to supply the spot market as are
able to produce newsprint i)rofitably for the lower
scale of spot prices that is gradually being established.

This partial easing of the spot newsprint market,
and the consequent throwing of machines back into

other lines of production, is at the same time relieving
to some extent of the tightness that has existed in

such lines as tissues, wrappings and boards where the
same raw materials are required as are used in news-
print, but the market in these lines cannot go easy, or
prices appreciably soft, until there is a more abun^
dant supply of pulp. A .slight slackening of business
such as appears on the horizon for the next few
months, at lea.st in some lines, may bring the supply
of these nearer to the demand than has occurred for
some time, but a rebound toward prosperity cannot
be long delayed and there is not much chance of .sup-
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plies out-ruuning requirements. An instance is the pre

sent comatose condition of the board market.

In book and niajiazine papers there is no indication

whatever of a let-up; periodicals are hard up for

paper, one publisher alone being 1600 tons .short and

many others could use up more paper than is available.

If there were a larger supply we are sure that many

new productions would appear and the .same may be

said of newspapers anil newsprint .supplies. There has

been marked difficulty in obtaining text liooks this

year and there is not much relief in sight.

Most of the paper manufacturers are dependent on

the output of pulpwood and from various sections of

the country come tales of diffii-ulty in getting enough

men to carry on lumbering operations. It has been

stattd that the efficiency of workmen has increased

generally of late, but it is doubtful whether many of

the old time lamber jacks will be seen in the woods

this winter. Even so, the wood that is required by the

mills now was cut one or two years ago and the cost

of producing it was abnormally high then and is still

approximately at the .same level because supplies had

to be sent into the woods before the present tendency

for a decrease in the cost of food-stuffs made its ap-

pearance. Pulpwood is a verj- considerable factor in

determining both the quantity and the cost of the pro

duction of paper, and we are approaching a time when

it will be the determining factor. Ontario and Quehci-

forests form the keystone of the paper industry for at

least the eastern half of Canada and the United States.

Public opinion is being aroused to the necessity of

conserving this resource in order that it may continue

to be the important source of provincial revenues that

it should be. The result of instituting proper forestry

policies must be to increase the price of most grades

of paper or at least to maintain them at something like

present levels.

Nothing has been said with regard to the price of

other raw materials or the cost of transportation or

labor. The paper mill receives approximately four

ton* of freight to each ton of product shipped out and

the cost .of hauling has increased just recently i>y 40

cent. It is not likely that the cost of operating

llways will be so reduced as to make it possible to

Prreasp present rates very much, at least not with-

is the next few years. As to the other raw materials

snch as rosin, clay, color, and adhesives, and materials

(»f equipment and operation, their present prices are

lUgh and it is the |iresent cost of such goods that itiusi

llrgely determine the cfist of the product sold.

For moHt paper mills, the rate of wages has been

fixed for another six months. This item is one of the

most important factors in the cost of production. The

effect of wages is enmiilative: it i>« evident in the

price of wood, coal, Irnnsportation. and eipiipment. to

say nothing of its place in the conversion of raw nin

terial to finished produce. It is generally admitted

that thii is the last item of cost that can be reduced

Only continued maximum production can keep it up,

however, but in most lines of paper, this is likely to be

the case for some time to come.

From an analysis of factors entering into the man-

ufacture of pull) and paper, and in view of the pres

ent and jirobable demands for these products, it is

likely to be some time before market conditions force a

decline in selling prices. The only chance we see of

lower prices until demand slackens is the possibility

that some manufacturers ma.v consider it good policy

to trim profits as far as safety will permit in order

to announce a price cut in sympathy with decline in

some other commodities and witli a view of geeting

piiblicit.v. and perhaps goodwill, by such a procedure.

MAKING PROHIBITION PROHIBIT.
Referendum votes have been cast recentl.v in five

Canadian provinces on the subject of prohibition. In

only one case has the result been in favor of the liquor

interests. British Columbia has decided to permit the

Government to deal in alcoholic liquors, but Alberta,

Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Nova Scotia have cast

decisive votes in favor of prohibition. Possibly Brit-

ish Cohunbia has moved in the direction of temper- •

ance to a degree: but we have no doubt that the

action of the other four provinces, if properly backed

11]), will give much the better results. Even Quebec,

which passed a modified temperance act about a .vear

ago. has finally come around to the conclusion that

the act was not being properly enforced and orders

have been given, at least in Montreal, that* the law be

obeyed. Everybody will not be satisfied with the re

strictions that require a bona fide doctor's prescrip-

tion for the purchase of liquor, but man.v of these same
people would be the very ones to object to its promis-

cuous sale. There are some who still believe in priv-

ileged class in a democracy; we believe there should

be 11(1 privileged classes before the law. No good cit-

izen will attempt to evade the law which a majority

have passed because he thinks it is unduly restrictive

of his own personal action, and at the same time ex-

pect others to obey a statute which is also designed to

be a public benefit. We trust that the tJovernment of

all the i>rovinces in Canada will have the courage to

enforce pndiibition laws, with at least, the same vigor

that is used with regard to theft and other crimes

against the public good.

COBWEBS.
A newspaper headline says Kiordons have bought

timber on the Quince Kiver. Do you C Z differenecT

A recent report from New York said that big Amer
ican publishers had probably $r»0.000.000 worth of

paper on hand which cost them about ;"> cents a pound
and which they are getting ready to unload on pub-
lishers short of paper. Of all the crazy ideas! That
paper will be gone, long before the price hits .I cents

again.
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Human Conservation, A National Necessity

Ur. FRANKLIN C. WELLS. Medical I)ir?i'tor. Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States*

Off Land's End, England, there is an old house with
two signs upon it, or rather one sign with two sides.

On one side you read, "This is the first house in

England." You go around to the other side and you
read, "This is the last liouse in England." It all

depends upon your angle of vision and where you
stand as you read that sign what that sign means to

you. It all depends njx>n the way >()ii look at a subject

Avhat that subject means to you. There is a great

audience here that represents a great deal. Thank
God, from whatever jilaces we have come and how we
may look at the business of life through tlifferent

glasses or different views or angles of vision, we are

one in the fact that human life must be saved and
conserved where life is lost by ai'cident or l)y disease

You employers of labor take a man and you don't

ask what he is, \ou don't look underneath the outside

covering and go to the inside machinery to ask the

condition of the machinery tiiere. You sa\'. "What
can you do?" You watch his production. If a man
can produce, you don't ask what is on the inside.

I have been selecting men for some thirty years and

I have learned this: That you can't tell the inside of

a man by looking at the outside. You can't tell the

condition of the inside machinery by simjily looking at

the outside of the man. If you want to know the value

of a watch, take off the cover, examine the wheels and

cogs and springs inside, find their condition. We are

all composed of machinery on the inside—wheels and

cogs and springs. We each have a pump, we have

filters, we have a great laboratory, we have a great

pair of bellows, we have a telegraph system on the

inside of this wonderful machinery. What is the con-

dition of that machinery today?

In your own case, do you gentlemen as captains of

industry and employers of labor know the condition

of the machinery of your men working for you in your

plants today? If you don't I want to tell you that you

are losing millions of dollars from non-efficiency and

non-production by men who have disease creeping over

them insidiously. They do not know it themselves,

but it is seen in their production, it is seen in their

lives, and you do not know it until the man drops.

There is a cause, and you must go back and have that

inside machinery watched and examined if you would

maintain production, if you would maintain the phys-

ical efficiency of your men. Watch that inside

machinery just as you would watch the motor power

of your automobile or the motor that runs the elevator

of your building.

We take the man who applies for insurance and

examine the machinery to see if that man is going to

live probably his alloted life. And then we find out

one other thing, we ask one other question: "How is

the man that has this machinery using it from day to

day?" because we die daily. There is no such thing

as "sudden death; causes go back over the years insid-

iously creeping ou until the man drops. We say it is

a sudden death, but it comes down through the years.

•Delivered before the Ninth Annual Congress of the

National Safety CouHcil.

America is honey-combed today with insidious di-
seases, diseases that are sapping the kidney, the heart,
and degenerative di.seases that ruin the health. Our
business men today at forty years of age are dying
twenty-five per cent, faster than they died fifteen and
twenty years ago. I can understand how this machine
might wear out when a man is three score and ten or
eighty years of age. We expect the machine to wear
out then, but one thing we can't understand from our
stand|>oint in life is this: Why is old age today putting
its bony and clammy hand on the man of forty through-
out this land and saying to him, "Be old at forty years
of age with degenerative diseases of the heart and the
kidneys and the nervous system." Forty years of

age!

This is one cause for the large number of accident.s

>ou are having in your factories. Your men have
<lisease. They do not know it but it unsteadies the
hand and the head and the heart and the eye. I don't
wonder that there are so many accidents in the fact-

ories, because we do not watch the inside machinery
as we should.

Watch the human machine, watch it by a physical

examination, watch it by a regular physical inspection,

not to fire the man out of his job but to adapt the man
to the job that the man can fill. Watch the men in

your employ and give them a fair chance.

If I told you that thirty-three per cent, of our young
men in this land five years ago were so defective that

they could'nt meet the standard of Uncle Sam, you
would 'nt believe me; yet we find that to be a fact. All

the armaments in the world or all tlie steel never could

keep one enemy from our shores if the man behind

the gun is a physical degenerate.

A year and a half ago an invader came to this land.

We thought little of his coming. Wc had been warned,

but we made little preparation for his coming, and it

took 500,000 who made graves in America to awaken
America to the fact that we must prepare to meet this

invader. Influenza had been here before. Influenza

had been elsewhere, and yet we waited until influenza

came to lock the barn door and then we i.ssued warn-

ings preparing people how to meet influenza. An
invader I And it is coming again and we are going to

see the effects of influenza. Get ready for it.

Suppose the people of this land were divided into

families of seventy-one each. And .suppose I would

tell you that every .vear from every one of tluise homes

in this land one person would die ; two people in every

one of those families would be confined to the l)ed all

the time; thirty would be sick with adenoids, with

heart disease and degenerative diseases, with insanity

and indigestion and impaired hearing, malaria, tuber-

culosis, typhoid fever and hookworm ; twenty-five

would be in what we call fair health—they would be

the ones that would be walking around and saying,

"Thank you, I'm not enjoying verv good health."

They would be the ones who would have excesses of

all kinds, coffee and tea, overeating and undereating,

lack of sleep And only on thirteen out of seventy-one

in each home could you put your hand and say they are

in robust health.
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(to to the school house, and there Uncle Sain lells \i>

that seventy-five per cent, of the L'lJ.OOO.OOO boys aiil

piris in this land today have physical impairments
that are interfcringr with their normal development.
That is a niijrhty important question because wiiat

America will be tomorrow depends npon the boy and
the pirl of today. You and T won"t be here then. Your
boy will be here and your p:irl will be here, and we
find a larpe jiroportion physically defective, physically

imperfect.

Japan realizes this >.'reat danirei-. for with a i)opn-

lation of about 70,000.000 she has some 16,000 school

jihysicians to keep her boys and girls in school in good

order. America, with a population of 110,000,000, has

about l,o00 s<'hool physicians to look after the boys
and girls in this land.

Back of the schoolhouse we find the home, and back
of the home we find the mother and the baby, and
there is the very center of American manhood becaus

the home is where manhood is made. We find that we
have been so interested in our haste and speed mania
for making money that we forgot to make manhood-
Three hundred thousand little babies die the first

year of life, most of them under two nionths of age.

Twenty thousand new mothers die every year from
diseases that are easily jireventable in this laud. One
hundred and fifty thousand of those little babies are

two months of age and under—two months old and
under! Dying beeaii.se th? new mothers do not know
how to take care of them.

"When the Titanic want down the world stood aghast

and said. "Oh. what wonderful bravery!"' as men lined

up on the deck and said, "Women and childr.'n first

to the boats of safety,"' and they let them go. Women
and children first on the sea but women and children

last on land when it comes to the storms of malnutri-

tion and of disease that beat upon the home and take

the baby and the new mother.

It has well been asked in this land, "Suppose men
who are making automobiles should get together and
fabricate a twelve-cylinder engine that cost $5,000 and

put it on the market and at the end of two months

that machine had to be sent to thj scrap heap, how
long would that concern do business?" Babies come
into our land ; at the end of two months and often

before they are carried out, and there is very little

interest manifested in that question unless it happens

to come into your home., Herod slaughtering the in-

fants doesn't seem to be in it with some of our social

Jtonditions and our infaiit mortality.

W This is a significant tiling: The higher the pen-ent-

Page in this land of new moljiers who are obliged to go

out and work for their daily bread and to supjiort their

babies, the higher does the percentage of disease and

mortality rise, showing that what society is taking out

of motherhood in the prorluction of money .she is |)a\

ing for in the impoverishment of manhood and youth.

If the test of a city is the chance of a child, the

lest also of n civilization is the care and attention it

gives to the homes of its land, demanding that its

mothers and babies be not sacrificed in pest holes of

malnutrition, in social conditions that are sapping our

very life.

We hear a great deal about tin- hitrh cost of living.

We hear vcrv little about some of the ciiuses that are

producing the high cost of livini: VVc hear a jrrcat

deal about flflvising our p-ople to maki- two blades of

gra<w gro" "•'.• <iiil\ one ercw before. We hear ver.v

little about advising some of our people about some
of the causes underlying this that are tremendous
cau.ses of this high cost of living. Crime and insanity
are two tremendous causes. We hear very little about
the fact that one dollar of prevention will save ten
dollars in toll for crime and disease later on. We,are
paying m this land about $600,000,000 a year for crime.

$200,000,000 a year for insanity—a tax on every man
and woman and child in this country of about $9.00
for these things, to say nothing of our bad housing, bad,
sanitation, labor turn-over, tuberculosis and typhoid
fever-

When I came here today T was handed a little pam-
phlet and as 1 read it I thought what an indictment it

was against America that America should allow such
a thing. Last year there were 22;") livis lost every da.v

through accidental means, 82,000 in one year. Of this

number, 22,000 occurred in the industries, 60,000 may
be termed public accidents on streets and in homes,
and over twenty-five per cent, of these were children
under ten years of age, and over four-fifths of all acci-

dents, your own {)amphlet tells us, are of a preventable
nature. What an indictment against American civil-

ization that we allow such a thin-j as that today! What
an indictment when one dollar of prevention will save
this country millions of dojlars in the end in crime,

disea.se, crippled men, loss of life and loss of limb.

A large percentage of your accidents are caused by
defeet of the human machine. Watch the liuman
machine and if you have never in your factories or in

your establishments gone back down underneath to

the cause, do it now and look to the condition of the

machinery and have it thoroughly inspected : have
every man in your employ inspi>eted regularly. Get

that man's confidence so that he will be glad to have
it done. Do it as Marcus Dow has said, becatise it is

a service and service lies at the foiindation of our

structure everywhere.

GOOD WORK, ABITIBI

The most important thing in regard to t'f\e Mill

in a long time is the report of the accident.s from

September 1 to 21. There were four accidents of a

minor nature in the three weeks.

Now a thing like that does not just happen, says

the Broke Hustler. There is a reason for it. And

the only reason which can explain it is that from

the s\iperintendents to the latest joined man, care

was c.xcrciscil. There are careless men, and (hey

will get hurt. Hut if the other men and the fore-

men use their influence for Safety, the effect will

make itself felt in time and gather greater effe<-t as

time goes on. Safety doe.s not mean Safety First.

It means Safity Kirst, Last and All the Tinu>

And remember that your whole duty is not done
when you arc careful yourself. That is a fine start,

but it is a start only. You must show the other

fellow wlio, generally through lack of knowledge, is

taking risks, what the ri-Nult is likely to be. When
every nnin in the plant is careful for himself and
careful for cvcrv ot.'ier man it will be a great place

for the warknuin. No fool-proof machine wa.s ever
built, so help c<lucMtc your neighbor at the next
iiiachine, or bench or whatever it isi.not to pl-av the
fo..!. ...
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Six Months' Export Exceed the vah.e ..fall similar exports during the sa.ne period
.t^ <it 191^. Ihey were made up as follows

:

those or Previous Year Paper and mfgs. of $43.o25,7t;4

Sulphate (kraft) 6.SS7.5o7

Canadian p\iiii and paper exjxirts for the first six Sulphite, bleached 7,889,214

months of the fiscal year, ending September 30tli. Sulphite, unbleached . . . . 18,802,783

were valued at $87,243,476, as compared with $43,74"),- -Mechanical 10,638,ln8

972 for the corresponding period in 1919. a gain of *8~ '^43 4"H
$43,497,504. or approximately 100 per cent. They xhc pa|ier exports included 33.636 cwts". of book
exceeded by $3,380,910 the total value of all such paper, valued at $356,788; 7,537.441 cwts. of newsprint,
exports for the entire fiscal year ending March 31st valued at $35,760,333, and niiscellan.-'ous paper to the
last and were practically fourteen and one-half times value of $6,908',643.

EXPORTS OF PAPER. WOOD WOOD PlTiP, AND PULP WOOD.

Exports (if Canadian Produce—Mouth.s of September, 1919 and 1920 and six months ending September li'ls.

1919 and 1920.

Paper Month of September Six months ending September
Printing Paper : 1919 1920 1918

Book paper Cwt. 4,100 .3,291

$ 32,879 32,609

Xewsprint pap.T Cwt. 1.079,59!t 1.212.225

$ 3.842,641 6,.-)42,179

Printing paper Cwt 1,033,529

$ 3,001,194
Other paper $ 712,059 1.280,705 488,134

Total Wood Pulp Cwt. 1.271.145 1.4:}4,711 994,185 5.867.45] 9,188,318

$ 3.742.978 8,635.209 2921.662 16.626.726 44.217,712

Pulp wood Cord 89,470 151,541 128,646 515,444 653,856

$ 884.575 2,046,868 1,217,635 5,089,693 7,803,332

Total pa|.er $ 4,587.579 7,855,493 :{.4«9..32K

Wood pulp :

Suli>liate (Kiafti Cwt. 243,991 274.190

$ 836.08't 1.398.092

Snlphite. bleached Cwt. 87,339 222.306

$ 453.096 1.999.016

Sulphite, unbleached Cwt. 524.769 5i:{,526

$ 1.942.391 3.361.04.S

Chemically prepared Cwt 714.673

$ 2.584.097

Mechanically i)repared Cwt. 415.046 424.689 279.512 2.148.877 3.449,300

$ 511.402 1.877.053 337.565 2.618.338 10,638,158

191!t 1920

27,802 33,636

259,053 356,788

6.505,166 7.537,441

23,019,380 35.760.333

3,840.813 6,908,643

27,119.246 43.025.764

1.171.524 1.41H.151

3.858.267 6.887.557

499.342 1.046.504

2.451.251 7.SS9,214

2.047.70S 3.273.363

7.698,870 18.802,783

Country of Destination.

Paper and Manufactures of:

To United Kingdom .$ 361.087 390.313 49.235 1.848,130 2.403.07H

United States $ 3.913.721 6.228.615 2.932.601 21.917.486 33.899.788

Other Countries $ 312.771 1.236.565 .507,492 3.353.630 6.722.897

Wood Pulp :

To United Kingdom $ 193.771 1.023.924 1.2^0.242 5,610.64H

I'nited States $ 3.153.0,as 7.228.81S 2.6.35.474 13.251.069 35.H.34.034

Other Countries $ 396.119 382.467 286.188 2,095.415 2.773.030

Pulp Wood :

To United Kingdom $ :

.

United States $ 884,575 2.046.868 1.217.635 .5.089.693 7.803.332
Other Countries $ . .-.

Total Paper, Pulp Wood and Pulp :

To United Kingdom $ .5.54.858 1.414.237 49.235 3.128.372 8.013,727
United States $ 7,951,384 15.504.301 6.785.710 40.258.248 77,537,154
Other Countries $ 708,890 1.619.032 793.680 5.449,045 9,495,927

Totals $ 9.215.132 18.537.570 7.628,256. 48,835,665 95.046.808
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Exports of pulp and paper for the month of September

were valued at $16,490,702. compared with $8,330.5.i7

in September. 1919, an increase of $8,160,145.

Paper exports included 3.291 ewts. of hook paper.

valued at .$32,609: 1.212.22r> cwts. of newsprint: valued

at $6,542,179 and miscellaneous paper valued at

$1,280,705.

Exports of woodpulp «( all -rrades for the month

again show large increases over last year. Exports of

sulphate (kraft) amounted to 274.190 ewts.. valued at

$1,398,092, as compared with 243,991 ewts., valued at

$836,089 last .vear: sulphite: bleached. 222.306 ewts..

valued at $1,999,016. compared with 87.339 ewts..

valued at -$453,096: suli^hite. unbleached. 513.526

ewts.. valued at .$3,361,048. compared with 524.769

ewt.s., valued at $1,942,391 : mechanical, 424.689 ewts..

valued at $1,877,053, compared with 415,046 ewts..

valued at $511,402.

Exports of unmanufactured pulpwood for Septeml)er

amounted to 151..541. cords, valued at $2,046,868, com-
pared with 89.470 cords, valued at $884,575 in Sept-

ember. 1919. anil for the six months" period. 653.856

cords valued at $7,803,332. compared with 515.444.

valued at $5,089,693 the .vear previous. All of the

pulpwood exported went to the T'nited States.

The accompanying table gives a summary of the

situation.

U. S. NEWSPRINT NEWS.

The imports and exports uf j>rinting i>ai>er not duti

able (practically all newsprint) and of wood pulp for

the month of August 1920 compared with the month of

August 1919 were as follows;

August 1920 August 1919

Net tons. Xet tons.

Imports of Newsprint (total) . 73,513 47,131

From Canada 71,222 47.125

From Norway 78

From Sweden 2,213

Export of Newsprint (totall . . 4.426 9.599

To Argentina 1,751 3.781

To Cuba 1.145 1.061

To China 312 512

To Italy 164 65

To other countries 1.054 4.180

Imports of ground wood pulp
(total) 32.805 23.116

Imports of Chemical Wood
Pulp (total) 77.709 34.038

Bleached Sulphite 13,453 3.800

f
leached Sulphite 39,789 19..501

nbleached Sulphate 20.404 10.339

leached Sulphate 4.063 398

Exports of Domestic Wood
Pulp 1.643 3,573

The imports of newsprint for AuErusf 1920 were

26,382 tons more than for August 1919 The expr)rts

for August 1920 were 5,186 tons lesN than for August

•19.
The tonnage to "Other Coniitries" under the

"exportH of Newsprint" for .Vusfusf 1920 includes 162

tons to Peru. 112 tons to I*.r«/.il. 96 Ions tr> I'ruguay.

91 tons to Philippine Island. H4 tons to Australia. 82

tonh to Colutidiia and 68 tons to Chile

The iiiiiMirts of mechanienlly srround wood pulp for

August 1920 were 9.6S9 Ions more than for August

1919. The exports of domestic wood pulp were 1.9.30

tons Irsii than for August 1919.

The imports of chemical wood pulp (total) for
August 1920 were 43.671 tons greater than for August
1919.

Publishers' stock im-reased 14,871 tons during the
month. The average daily tonnage used during Sept-
ember was 469 tons more than the average used in

August.

Publishers' stocks and transit tonnage on September
30 represented slightl.v more than 49 days supply at

the existing rate of consumption.
Seventy publi.shiiig concerns held about 49 per cent

of the tonnage on hand at the end of the month.
The domestic consumption of standard news by

metroi)olitan dailies using between one-half and three-

fourths of a million tons annuall.v decreased more than
1 per cent foi- September, 1920, comiiared with Sept-

ember. 1919. and increased more than 31 per cent for

September. 1920. over September. 1918.

Average Prices Paid by Publishers

The weighted average price of contract deliveries

from domestic mills to publishers during September,
1920. f.o.b. mill in carload lots fur standard news in

rolls, wa $5,531 |)er 100 pounds. This weighted aver-

age is based upon September deliveries of about 43.000

tons on contracts involving a total tonnage of approx-
imatel.v 340,000 tons of undelivered paper manufactur-
ed in the Ignited States.

The weighted average contract price based on deliv-

eries from Canada mills of about 25.000 tons of stand-

ard roll news in carload lots, f.o.b. mill in September.
1920. was .$5,308 per 100 pounds. This weighted
average is based upon the September deliveries on eon-

tracts involving about 140.000 tons of undelivered Caii»

adian paper. The greater number of these are short-

term contracts expiring before 1921.

The weighted average market price for September
of standard roll news in carload lots f.o.b. mill based

upon domestic purchases totaling more than 5,000 tons

was $9,800 per 100 pounds This weighted average

ma.v be less than market quotations on account of con-

tract relations, quantity discounts, mill stock owner-

ship and other causes unknown to the Commission.

Weighted average, contract and open-market prices

of standard roll news per 100 pounds f.o.b. mill, pur-

chased by American newspapers from T'nited States

and Canadian mills during the third quarter of 1920:

Open Market

Month. Contract. United States

T'nited States Canada, and Canada.

.Tulv $5,211 $4,938 $10,498

August 5.371 5.306 10.212

September . . 5.531 .5.308 9.800

SAFETY LIMERICKS.

There once was an ouer>- guv.

Who oft made I be safely man siiy,

,\s be worked he would swear
That no goggles he'd wear.

Now he's wearing a patch on his uy.

Another nut fixded with the juii-e

In a high voltage line that was liiiee.

He always was scoffin'

Now he's lining a coffin.

If tbev iinisl die to lenrn. what's the nice?

Business is the hand that feeds us all.

.vtrengthen it, not weaken it.

Let
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Press Comment on a Goverment Paper Mill

A proposal, already twice referred to by the Pulp and

Paper Magazine, is the scheme suggested for the

operation of a pulp and paper mill by the Ontario

Government. Press comment on the idea is somewhat

varied. We find a number of papers in Ontario sup-

porting the idea in various terms. A friend of ours

says: '"Let them build it, and there will be a perpetual

precedent for high prices."

This is what the Sudbury, Ont., "Mining News,"

says:

Should the Provincial Government carry out its plan

of operating a pulp and paper mill in the Nipigon dis-

trict the experiment would be interesting in more ways
than one. The timber probe has revealed that there is

an astonishing lack of reliable information as to just

how much money the province is entitled from the sale

of timber and pulp-wood concessions and if the pro-

vince ran a pulp mill of its own: that information could

be secured first-hand.

It is to be hoped that the scheme goes through as the

North would be benefited to a considerable extent and

in the event of success in the enterprise other industries

would undoubtedly be encouraged to locate in Northern

Ontario. All of which would undoubtedly result in fur-

ther development of the forest, mineral and natural

resources. One cannot predict with any degree of

assurance that the venture would result in immediate
profit as governments usually have a way of muddling
up otherwise promising schemes in ways which a

private concern could not dream of but from past rec-

ords it would seem that the paper industry is one which

is at best far from overcrowded and one wliicli paj's

exceedingly good dividends for the money invested.

Should government competition in this line assume
serious proportions we could confidently look for a

general decrease in the price of paper and that at least

would have the unqualified endorsement of printers

and publishers.

The Hamilton, Ont., "Herald" also supports the idea,

thus

:

For more reasons than one the establishment of a

pulp-manufacturing plant in the Nipigon district, to

be owned and operated by the provincial government,
would be a promising adventure in the field of public

ownership. It would afford a market for much Hydro
power developed in that district, power which otherwise
might go to waste. It would (especially if paper as

Avell as pulp were manufactured) provide a standard
of costs which would enable the public to know about
what is the cost of paper-making in this country. Com-
parisons between the cost and the selling prices would
be instructive and perhaps profitable. As for the pro-
duct, there would be no difficulty in disposing of it at

a profit. The demand for wood pulj) and paper will

for a long time to come be much greater than the sup-
ply, and so long as that condition lasts manufacturing
will be profitable.

It is to be hoped that the government's plan will in-

clude a paper mill as well as a pulp mill. It would be
easy to dispose of the whole product of that mill to On-
tario publishers at a price sufficient to make the indus-
try profitable to the pu])lic.

From the remarks of the Belleville "Intelligencer"
it looks as if that newspaper considers it the dutv of the

Government to undertake a very costly and special

line of activity in order to supply the press with cheap
paper. Our contemporary says:

Practical government seems to be gaining ground.

The Ontario Legislature went into the fish business

with very satisfactory results and now there is a pos-

sibility of the same government undertaking to as-

tablish and operate a paper mill. According to the

Toronto ilail and Empire a plan for operating a pulp
and paper mill as a provincial enterprise has been re-

ceiving the serious consideration of the Ontario Cabinet
for the past three months. The establishment of such

a plant as a publicly-owned and operated concern is

stated to be by no means improbable. According to

the plan under consideration, the mill would be estab-

lished in the Nipigon district at some point to which
power could be transmitted from the new Hydro-Elec-
tric power development ])lant at Nipigon Falls.

While neither the details of the plan nor the general

policy has yet been decided upon, it would occasion no
surprise in Government circles if a favorable conclusion

was reached. The i)Ian is unique in that it would be the

first time an Ontario Government had ever undertaken
the utilization of the province's pulp resources for the

production of paper as a publicly-owned enterprise. If

decided upon it is probai)le that the large timber in the

district chosen will l)e set aside for the project.

The Xi])igon Hydro-Electric plant will have a suri)lus

(if power availal)lc for some years. A Government-
owned pulp mill, supporters of the idea argue, would
furnish a good customer and the basis for a mutually
satisfactorj- contract for i)ower. Another important
feature from the Government's standpoint is the re-

sults obtained in a iilant of this nature would provide
the means of ascertaining with far more definiteness

than is now the ease, what rennineration the province
is entitled to in return for timiier and pulp-wood con-
cessions granted to private fnterjirises.

The paper output of the goveniment mill if it is

established should be reserved for Canadian newspapers
and sold at a fair price, thus relieving a situation which
is forcing newspapers out of business and resulting in
steadily increasing rates of subscription and advertising
to kee]i alive the papers which survive.

According to the following, the Toronto "Globe"
thinks a public saw mill should come first

:

The suggestion is made by The Toronto World that
the people of Ontario would like to see "a pulp mill
worked out as a public-owned proposition." Tiiere
should be no difficulty about that. For several years
the Hydro-electric Commission has i)een operating such
a mill in the Trent Valley watershed near Campbell-
ford. Although the existing contract price for the pulp
ground in the mill is considerably below the rate that
is now current on new contracts, the Bruton mill is

making what pulp magnates speak of as " a rpiite satis-
factory profit."

The people of Ontario own the mill, because it was
taken over as part of the property of the syndicate
which developed the Trent Hydo-electric system and
which sold out to the Ontario Government at a price
that was regarded as fairly steep. For a time it was
feared that the pulp mill would be a liability rather
than an asset. This idea was fostered by shrewd busi-
ness men who wanted to buy the property cheaply and
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participate in the pulp and paper boom. They offered

somewhat over half a million dollars for it as a going

ccmcern. At the present time, and for .some mouths
pa.st, the mill has heeii earning profits at a rate that in

a little more than a year will put to the credit of the

Trent branch of the Hydro system fully as much as

the Province would have obtained from the sale of the

property.

It would do no harm, and might do a lot of good,

were Mr. Drury to ]iublish the facts as to the, profits

accruing to the Central Ontario ligiit and power service

from the operation of the Brnton mill. The Hydro-
electric Commission is doubtless |)rofiteering like every-

body else in the pulp industry. A profit of a hundred
per cent, a year cannot be defended, even when it goes

toward the reduction of the cost of light and power to

the people who obtain electric energy from the Central

Ontario section of tbe Hydro-electric system. But Sir

Adam Beck and his colleagues would be false to their

trust were they to sell the puli> i)roduced by the peo-

ple's mill at prices less than the going quotation. The
volume produced is not sufficient to break the market,
and the paper produced from Bruton pulp would not

cost the consumer any less than it does at present were
the Commission to lower pulp prices. The extra earn-

ings would be "absorbed" by the paper manufacturers
into whose hands the pulp finds its way.

If there is any moral at all to this tale of the public
ownership of a pulp mill it is that the Province cannot
regulate or influence the price of products to the ulti-

mate consumer by carrying on a single process of manu-
facture, and that not the finishing one of a series. It

may be that the peoi)le of Ontario as consumers of paper
will yet have to combat paper profiteers as they fought
the exploiters of electric energy by l)nilding |)ul)lic

service plants. There are not a few things, however,
fully as urgent if ptiblic ownership and operation are
to be brought into general use as a remedy for indus-
trial monopolies. The sawing of timber from the Crown
lands as a means of providing cheap lumber and ending
the house famine looks like a more immediate need
even than the enlargement of the venture in pulj) pro-
duction, which has merely proved what everybody
already knew—that the real gold mines of Ontario fo-

<lay are its pulp and paper mills.

But from the community that would benefit most
by another paper mill comes the warning that all is

not good that's government. The Port Arthur "News-
Chronicle" remarks:

Somebody Please Put Them Wise.
We cannot hclj) wfnulcring if tiie Driiry (iovernment

A serious in its idea of entering into the manufacture
ftf pulp and paper or either one of those commodities.f they are somebtidy ought to take the whole labinet
to one side and give them a good fatherly talk about
going into a business of which not one of them knows
a single thing, and in which no expert will stay with
any government which has in view the objects stated
to be back of the proposal.

Manufacture of pulp and paper is among the lines
''of business that require exceptionally skilled men and
those men are in such demand today that they can re-
ceive better remuneration for their services than anv
(government will pay them.

It has been said that one of the objects would be to
demonstrate what the government sliould receive for
the raw wood. The value of wood is being ascertained
daily hy the government through the bids it is receiving
for limits that it puts up for sale. The Government can

rest assiired that the companies now engaged in the

business of making pulp and paper will keep it fully

advised of values, to the cost of the newspapers first

and the ultimate consumer in the end.

It is stated that the project is put forward also for

the purpose of finding what newsprint should be sold

for to give fair returns on the money invested. By the

time the Government has expended $10,000,000 or $15,-

000.000 in building and equipping say a four hundred
ton mill, or .$0,000,000 for a hundred" ton mill, we are

of the opinion that it will make up its mind that more
than wind is required for construction, operation and
revenues.

Another reason given for the erection of a mill is

tliat it will give to the public the full value for the

?naterial used. A person with a sore lip should not

think of this, for the ver.v thought makes one laugh.

And then comes the Financial Post, with the follow-

ing:

Newspapers and politicians desirous of capitalizing

to their own advantage the popularit.v of public owner-
ship with the masses are urging the governments to

go into all kinds of business. Ventures in paper manu-
facturing are i)eing urged upon Premier Drurv. Pub-
lisliers like J. Atkinson, of the Toronto "Star," who
have no opportunit.v of stud.ving the practical features

of such enterprises, are ver.v willing to let the Govern-
ment experiment with an.vthing if it will please their

readers—no matter what the cost to the province as a

whole ma.v be. This is particularl.v the case in view of

the benefits which might accrue to the publisher of a

powerful political newspaper in his relations with a

government paper mill.

But while publishers who know nothing of the paper
business are suggesting Government manufacture, we
find the Fort William "Times-Journal," i)ublished

ri.ght on the ground of the pulp industr.v, emphatically
opi)osing anything of the kind and standing firml.v for

the encouragement of private enterprise:

Our experience of government and public ownershij)
and operation has not been so brilliant as to encourage
us in widening its scope so as to include industries that

have alwa.vs been regarded as essentially undertakings
that should be operated bv ])rivatc enterjjrisc.

There is api)arently no lack of jirivate capital to-day
seeking for investment in tht P'dp and paper business,

and it would only be the stress of a demantl, Mhich
I)rivate capital refused to suppl.v, that would justify

the Government in pledging the credit of the province
to build pulp, pajier and saw mills.

Even granting that the Hydro Commission can make
a success of supjilying power, which it has a.ssumed as
a Government monoixil.v. it was demonstrated that it

ciuild not go out of that field into general industr.x

successfully, when the Hydro undertook to operate the
farms, which it had ac(|uired along the line of the Chip-
pawa development, and lost about .$80,000 in the at-

tempt.

No one woidd deny the Government the right to

dictate the terms and conditions under which its timber
shall be utilized, and there will be no difficidty in

'cciiring capital to do the work, if the terms aiul con
ditions are made as little onerous as the (Jovernment
woulil make them for itself were it determined to build
and operate mills of its own.

A miss is as good as a mile, but remember that \oii

are not always mis.sed, says the Safety League.
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The Belching Smoke-Stack
By T. K. D.

(An unusual advertisement for Winans, Dickinson and
Whitehead, Ltd., which appeared in a daily paper).
It may be within the scope of the practical econom-

ist to take cognizance of the problem of perpetuating
such national resources as Providence has given this
country in the form and outline of our great timber
areas.

Of Conservation of Forests we have heard much,
learned little, and cared less.

But as a consequence of the very considerable
monetary interest recently allocated to the develop-
ment of our forest resources, we must, as investors in

this rapidly growing industry, hear more, learn more,
and care more. We have capitalized the industry to

the extent of several hundred inillinii dollars, and iiav-

ing assumed this huge financial stake in the compar-
atively new business of paper production, we want to

know what conservation means when translated into

the language of Capital Investment.
When we garner an acre of wheat, \vc (lisi)osc of

the wheat and retain the acre. When we burn a ton

of coal we deplete a valuable national asset to the
extent of one ton of coal. Tiiat ton of coal boils down
to productive heat-units, and goes up in smoke. WIumi
we cut a cord of wood—what happens?

Until posterity (and our own immediate interest) have
in sight, we cut and slashed each cord of wood and
passed on to the next. The lumberman started the

game in haste and there was little leisure in the

operations of paper-makers who came in later. Dep-

letion was so rapitl that b} 1908 it was found imperative

to exercise more care in the cultivation of new woods
and the protection of those woods yet uncut.

Scientific methods have been adopteil for re-forest-

ation and fire protection, and much good has been

accomplished in the past ten years. The Quebec Legis-

lature has given material help in some directions, while

allowing destructive influences to ])revail in others.

The business, the very serious business, of Forest

Conservation is, however, still in its infancy, and it

is necessary, on behalf of the heavy capital investment,

as well as from the national standpoint, that practical

rather than theoretical plans for Conservation be

adopted as a definite policy for the guidance of lumber-

ing and paper-making operations.

The Two Alternatives.

"A Tree for a Tree,'"
—"A Life for a Life"—is the

slogan of some of the professionals. These gentlemen

would "seed" on neutral ground a compensating tree

for the tree led to the slaughter. They would start a

new forest, all their own, on adjoining ground not

necessarily designed by Providence for timber bearing.

It takes 30 seconds by the clock to bring a tree to

earth, and 40 to 50 to 100 years to bring its offspring

to maturity. For every denuded acre another acre,

by this plan, woidd be pressed into service on hill and

dale, both far and near.

As can readily be imagined it costs money to "seed,"

and as each seed bursts into infant plant, into youth-

ful tree, and by stages to maturity, the tied-up capital

cost per tree compounds at a fearful rate over a period

of 40, 50 or 100 years. Obviously, this makes the "Tree

for Tree" expediency an affair of infinite cost, infinite

labour and infinite risk of destruction by the scourge

of fire so prevalent in this country.

Other professionals urge, as the best method of Con-

servation, a system of selection of cut, plus elaborate
fire protection, plus aid to nature's own service in the
practice of re-forestation. For many reasons the adv-
ocates of this latter course have the more practical,
the more sensible solution of the problem of Conserv-
ation.

An article which appeared in the "Canada Lumber-
man and Woodworker," in February last, entitled
"Wantonly Wasting Many Growing Forests," was
most instructive and well worth the consideration of
all who are interested in the conservation of our
forests.

In respect to European methods of Forestry, it is

interesting to note that the Premier of Quebec, immed-
iately upon taking office, declared his intention of
sending some members of the Proviiu-ial Forestry Dep-
artment to Scandivania to study forestry as practised
in that country.

It may be opportune to mention that, realizing the
importance of the forest to their industry, the Wayag-
amack Pulp & Paper Company, Limited, s<nne five

years ago sent a McGill Science (Jraduate to Scandin-
avia to pursue a course of practical work under some
of the leading Foresters in Scandiiuivia, finishing with
a course at the Hoyal School ot' Forestry at Stockholm.
This student had the good fortune to spend many
months in the forests of Baron Mannerheim of the

Kramfors Company, where conditions are very similar

to .some of the extensive Canadian plants. Baron
Mannerheim, by the way, is well known to pulp and
paper makers in Canada, and recently was a visitor to

this country. This educational work brought out the

fact that, while a certain amount of re-forestation by
planting is practicable, and is carried out in certain

especially adapted parts of Europe, it had on the whole
been abandoned in favour of the adoption of good,

practical and scientific methods of wood cutting, drain-

ing, thinning out and helping natural seeding of the

forest.

Nature is a Great Healer. It is estimated that in the

course of the past 200 years fully 80'v of the timber

resources of the forest areas of Canada has been

destroyed by fire—and Canada today is the White
Man's Hope for uninterrupted delivery of the daily

newspaper, with one billion cords of coniferous pulp-

wood species standing erect awaiting the call of the

pulp consumers.

Fire protection in deed and not in need; a compre-

hensive aid-to-nature plan to enable the trees to prop-

agate their species, in addition to seed planting on

parts of cut-over lands, offer the only solution that is

practicable, economical and certain of definite and
profitable results.

The Root of The Evil.

Destruction by Fire is the root of the evil of forest

depletion. Fire will wipe out in one short week more

fine timber than the whole producing machinery of

the Dominion could cut down in the course of a ten-

year period. That being a fact, is it not the imperative

and immediate duty of the Provincial Governments

to take ever>- conceivable precaution? Much advance-

ment has, no doubt, been made in fire protection, but

curiously enough the Federal Government's own steam

locomotives and the Provincial Government-urged

colonists are the greatest source of danger to our

forest areas. Locomotives are allowed to belch live

coal into inflammable material in the Northern parts

of Quebec and Ontario, and the would-be-farm-.settlers

buv the best of timber lands, at 50c per acre, cut the
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timber, sell and ship it to United States mills, and
.iurap the claim. In the process of masquerading as a

potential farmer, this frentlemaii only ton often cleans
up the debris from his lumheriiicr operations by means
of more or less regulated bonfires.

Thus we have the two chief Causes of forest destruc-
tion located, but not cornered, as the Effect has still

a wide range of freedom for dangerous work.
If there is danger from live coal, let us get rid of

live coal. Electricity in this province is cheap enough,
in all conscience. The capital expenditure for electric

or for oil-burning locomotives would be saved in one
twelve month period. Electric storage locomotives

with the necessary generating stations as used by the
New York Central, surely could be installed on those

parts of the railwa.v system which run through the

richest of our forest areas.

Let us put the lid on the belching smoke-stack, and
if timber areas are the only lands in this province

available for the so-called colonist, the colonist should

be urged to go elsewhere to farm, without the prelim-

inary baek-aehing process of stump extraction.

LET THE BUYER BEWARE.
There is a growing and urgent need for extreme

care and caution on the part of buj'ers of the securities

of new pulp and paper enterprises in Canada, says the

October Bulletin of Royal Securities Corporation.

The brilliant records of earnings shown by many of

the old-established and well-managed pulp and paper
companies are, as might well have been expected, in-

ducing an increasing number of new promotions. The
jjromoters of some of these companies, lacking both a

proper appreciation of the essentials of a soiuid pulp
and paper enterprise and a proper sense of their

responsibility to investors, are offering for public par-

ticipation the Bonds and Stocks of corporations

possessing few, if any, of the elements requisite to

sustained success. As an inducement to part with their

money investors are remiiuied of the large profits real-

ized by early buyers of the securities of some of the

now highly successful Canadian pulp and paper «om-

panies; but little, or nothing, is said about the factors

which, in not a few cases, are conspicuously lacking

in these new promotions.

At the risk of wearying our readers with rejietition,

we would once more point out with all possible

emphasis that there are four ma.jor essentials which
must characterize pulp and paper enterprises, if capital

invMted in them is to be properly safeguardcil.

ie first is an adequate and accessible pulpwood
The second is the combination in close prox-

imity with it of an easily developed water power of a

sufficient capacity to operate the mill construction

necessarj' for the conversion of the wood. It is well

for the investor to remember that timber areas which

are possessed of this combination and which at the same

tilfce have easy aeeess to the markets for their products

af» becoming extremely scarce and of corrcsponditigly

hijrh value. In the third place, there must be c«iit-

stnieted efficient mills with up-to-date equipment, in-

volving in most cases the eventual investment of maTiy

millions of dollars. The fourth, and not the least,

essential is the technical staff of experts necessary for

the efficient prosecution of the numerous and highly

scientific proceswes involved in pulp and paper prod-

uction. To be successful, the manufacturing organiza-

tion in its entirety must he operated by a competent

i^t

staff of experts, which can develop efficiency only
through years of experience. The organization of such
a staff for an entirely new company is about as diffi-

cult as the securing of a wood supply sufficient both
in quality and quantity.

The first thing, therefore, that the investor should
ask himself is wlicther the estimated wood holdings
are sufficient to carry on the business throughout the
lifetime of the mill and whether the estimate is backed
by the authority of a skilled and practical expert. The
next is whether the proposed enterprise controls a

water power by which wood can be converted into

pulp and paper at low cost. The third is whether it

either possesses an up-to-date mill or will have suffi-

cient capital for its erection. And, lastly, the investor
will do well to scrutinize very carefully the record of

those responsible for the technical operations to be
carried on with his mone.v. If they are obviously
successful men of high professional and business stand-
ing, he may reasonably not only relieve his 7nind as to

the conduct of the business but also as to the basic

soundness of its conception : for such men will not to-

day asociate themselves with enterprises which they see

foredoomed to eventual failure by reason of the lack of
any of the factors fundamentally necessar.v to success.

It is only indeed in very exceptional circumstances
that enterprise of any kind involving entirely new
construction without the backing of already establish-

ed earning-power should be undertaken at all in this

period of high cost of labor, materials and capital. If

it is proposed to finance new construction in the Can-
adian pulp and paper industry, without linking it up
to present earning power capable of absorbing higli

construction cost and interest charges, to be successful

that enterprise must possess an entirel.v capable organ-

ization and have available most exceptionally cheap
and accessible pulpwood and water power.

The only construf.'tion which, in our judgment, is

thoroughly .iustifiable under present conditions is that

undertaken to extend the scope and prove the effi-

ciency of an already existing and successful manufact-
uring organization. Such a concern is almost certain

to be able to finance and to build more cheaply than an

entirely new enterprise, added to which, the weight of

liresent high costs of men and construction is spread

over a large volume of business, much of it carried on

with plants and capital obtained at much lower price-

levels than those now prevailing.

Investors should examine most carefully offerings of

securities of new industrial enterprises of any descrip-

tion, especially tho.se which involve not only the cons-

truction of plants but the building up of operating

organizations. Essential at all times, this scrutiny is

most necessary luuler existing economic conditions and

will remain so until construction costs and interest

rates have reached more normal levels.

WILL CARRY ON PULPWOOD OPERATIONS.
The Hawk Lake Luiulicr Co.. Liniitrci. with head-

quarters at .Monfcilh. Out., of which A. E. Wicks is

president, has purchased the rossing mill and sawmill

of the Monteith Pulp and Timber Co. at Monteith, on

tlK" Driftwood Kivcr in Northern Ontario.

The Hawk Lake Lumber Co.. Limited, has obtained

n charter and the name replaces the former one of the

Driftwood Linnl)cr Co.. Limited. It is understood that

the Hawk Lake Lumber Co. will carry on extensive

pulpwood operations in and around Monteith.
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Optimism Among Box Makers
Respecting Canadian conditions, I am in more close

touch with the Toronto market than with the other

parts of Canada, but Toronto being the largest paper

box manufacturing centre in this country, it is probably

a good criterion as to general conditions.

Present shipments continue good in volume, but

there is a marked decrease in respect to new orders,

this tendency having been noticed within the past

month or six weeks.

On tlie other hand, costs not having been reduced,

the pi'ice of board in fact having been increased 10 per

t'ent September 1st last, generally speaking, the present

range of prices on paper boxes is being upheld, and the

paper l)ox manufacturers with whom I am in touch,

take the philosophic view that if there is only so much
business to go around, they can only exjject their share

of what is going, and that to attempt to increase such
sliare, by reducing jirices whci-e costs do not justify a

reduction, would imly clierk business instead of stimu-

lating it.

Viewing world conditions generally, all indications

point in the direction of tlie peak of high jirices having
l)een i)assed. Involved in the jiresent world movement
of prices is a curtailment in tlic i)urchast' of luxuries.

Tliis is a healthy sign, as while it results in unem-
ployment in the luxury trade, which re-acts on business

generally, it is a blessing in disguise, as this liad to

happen sooner or later in order ultimately to swing
over the trades making essential goods, large numbers
of work people who have been ])roducing luxuries, thus

at the same time stabilizing the labor market and help-

ing to restore normal conditions.

The situation can l)e viewed with equanimity, as it

only means that uumufacturers and merchants will

hj^ve to adjust themselves to tlie new conditions by
striving for increased efficiency m manufacturing,
sales and collections, the standard of efficiency having
deteriorated during the extraordinary war time condi-
tions.

An optimistic view is the only one that is justifiable.

Yet at the same time calmness and good judgment 31*0

at present reipiired in a marked degree. Caution, to a

certain extent, is also necessary. A due .sense of pro-
portion needs to be maintained thougli, and caution not
be allowed to degenerate to a point where instead of its

being caution, it is really indecision and unnecessary
fear. Nor should the man\ifacturer or merchant who
now actually requires goods stay out of the market on
the expectation that lu-iccs will decline. Such an atti-

tude is against the true princi])les of buying and is

simply gambling on the market. He, at the same time,
runs the risk of letting his stock he reduced to a dan-
gerously low point, too low for safety. Such an attitude
also tends to make trade conditions worse, whereas
everybody should be doing all lie can to ini|irove them.

If one now needs goods, it is his business to buy them,
and let the market take care of itself. "Sufficient unto
the day is the evil thereof.'" On a declinine: market,
the buyer cannot always expect tf) hit the low point,
and at the same time keep his stock up to the proper
size. If he should happen to hit a high spot in the
market, he must remember that that will have to be

Reproduction of article i-ontrit)uted. by req\iest, to
the "Shears," organ of the Paper for Trade in the
T'nited States, by S. J. Frame, Secretary-Treasurer,
Canadian Paper Box Manufucturers' Association.

averaged against the many times in the past few years

that he has had the advantage of a rising market.

The manufacturer and merchant who expects to stay

permanently in business, and who—uninfluenced by
what others are doing—carries out the above principles

in both buying and selling, cannot go very far astray,

and the length of time required for the restoration of

normal business conditions will be determined to a very

great extent by the degree to which stich principles are

carried out by the business world.

In conclusion, anyone viewing the situation in the

proper perspective, cannot, notwithstanding any tem-

porary slackening, take any other than a cheerful view
of prospects for trade in the future in countries possess-

ing such vast resources as do Canada and the United
States.

SAFETY FIRST IN ENGLAND,
A safety first convention was held in London the

other day and 1 heard some of the schemes adopted in

Canada and I'. S A. eulogised by Government Inspec-

tors. As five indispensible points of a safety first or-

ganization, Mr. Gerald Bcllhonse, Deputy Chief Inspec-

tor of Mills, suggested that :

(1) The emplo.ver must put safety on the map and
give it a dignified and recognised place.

(2) There must be one man authorised to supervise
all safety work in a factory with duties of inspection

and education.

(3) The co-operation of tlie Foremen.
(4) The establishment of a safety committee of re-

presentatives of the management of a mill and the
workers, who would in(|uire info all accidents, and
publish accounts of their iiu|uirics and

(5) Bulletin boards for the exhibition of pictures
and .stories driving home what the workman can do
to protect himself in a mill or factory.

Dr. John C. Bridge read a paper on Fir.st Aid in the
Mill. lie thought the reduction of fatigue by shorten-
ed hours of labour and rest pauses during spells of
work would produce a diminiitirMi in the nnnd)er of

accidents. I heard another s|)cakcr state that there
was a distinct connection between the personal health
of the worker and his liability to lapses leading to ac-

cident. No mechanical devises could prevent the ma-
jority of accidents, which were due to insufficient alert-
ness. Workers should be trained in hygiene, and pre-
cautionary measures might !)<• taken to guard, for
instance, against outbreaks of influenza in a mill
during the winter. The convention was a great .suc-

cess and large millowners attended it.—J. B.

NOVEL ON PULP INDUSTRY.
Clay Perry, of Pittsfield. Mass., formerly of Ocf)nto

Falls and A])])leton. Wis., is the author of a novel
"Heart of Hemlock'" which deals exclusively with the
wood-pulp industry, of which Wisconsin i<3 a centre.
The book is one of the first, if not the only novel de-
voted entirely to this important industry and is of
peculiar interest to those who are engaged in forest
industries. Mr. Perry's insi)iration for the book, which
has just been issued by Bobbs-.Merrill Publishing Co..
Indianapolis, came through the reading of a report of
a meeting of the Eastern Forest Products Association
at Bangor, Me., in October. 1919, during which an
address was made of which the general topic wa3
"Paper, the Foundation of Democracy." In his book
Mr. Perry deals with the problems and interest of the
wood-pulp and paper manufacturing industry and, in
a colorful story of business, love and adventure, 8Ug.
gests a solution of some of them,
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BRITISH TECHNICAL SECTION MET.

The first general .•on fen-nee (if tlie Teehnieal Se.'tion

of the Paper Makers' Assneiation of Great Britain and

Ireland, was held in Manchester on Friday, 8th Oetoher,

1920. when papers on the following subjeets were sub-

mitted for discussion :

—

,, i c-

Technical Education in Paper Making.—Maj. .1. l!^r-

dington Aitken.

The Testing of Wood Pulps.—G. H. Genimel, Esq.,

Machine Strainers.—A. Maclvor, Esq., M.I.M.E.

The Economic Utilisation of Heat & Power in Paper

Mills.—"William Adamson, Esq.

Major Aitken 's paper appeared in the Oct. 21st

issue of the Pulp and Paper Magazine: Mr. Adamson s

will be printed in an early number.

First List of Members.

Abel. J. G.. Ales. Pirie & Sons; Adamson, W., C.

Walmsiev & Co. ; Aitken. W. E., P. Dixon & Son
;
Allan,

.1 S Piries Photographic; Aruot, J. M., J. Wrigley &

Sons" ; Allen. Wilfrid. East Lanes. Paper Mill
:
Baker,

A., Empire Paper Mills; Baldwin. J. W., Smith. Stone

& Knight ; Ballantyne, J.. Donside Paper Co. ;
Bates,

M . Xorthfleet Paper Mills. Black. J.. Donside Paper

Co Blades, A. D.. R. Fletcher & Son ; Bolton, N., Sun

Paper Mill Co. ; Bolton T., Sun Paper Mill Co.
;
Bone,

A John Dickinson & Co. Boyle, A. Smith, Stone

& Knight ; Bowkes. J. U., Smith, Stone &

Knight : Brennan, J.. Hugh Stevenson & Sons
;
Bald-

win"^ G. D.. Baldwin & Sons ; Caithness, G. J.. Chas.

Marsden & Sons ; Cardis, E., Wall Paper Mnfrs.
:
Cart-

man J.. Wall Paper Mnfrs.; Clapperton. R. H., Don-

side Paper Co.; Cunane, T. 11., A. M. Peebles & Son;

Cuss, W. A.; Craiikshaw. C. T.. Team Valley Paper

Mill,' Cotter. R.. Arthur & Hinshaw; Collins, J., Stoney-

wood Paper Mill ; Davidson, P. W., Fourstones Paper

Mill ; Dawe, A.. H. M. Stationery Office ;
Dawe. E. A.,

H. M. Stationery Office ; Denson. P. G.. Edward Lloyd

;

Dixon, 0., Peter Dixon & Sons; Dixon, W. H., Peter

Dixon & Sons; Dobson. M. O.. C. Marsden & Sons; Don-

side Paper Co., Aberdeen; Downey. P., Irish Paper

Mills ; Davidson, T., Davidson & Sons ; Davidson. W. D.,

Davidson & Sons; Ecdes, J. E., Empire Paper Mills;

Emerick, G.. Charles Marsden & Sons; Empire Paper

Mills, Greenhithe; Evans, J. II.. Wall Paper Mnfrs.;

Fletcher, R., & Son. Kearsley Paper Mill; Forsyth, R.

S., Smith. Stone & Knight ; Fraser, W. G., Masson, Scott

& Co.; Gemmell, G. II., Gemmell & Thin; C^ent, (J. II..

Smith. Stone & Knight ;
Goldney. P. T., Donside Paper

Cd; Govan, R., Golden Valley Mills; Greenhalgh, F. II.

VBll Paper Mnfrs.; Gregory, C, Cooke & Nutfall

;

Oloundwater. A. G., A. Pirie & Sons; Guild. E. .T., W. &

R. Ralston; Gray. J. N., C. Davidson & Sons; Iladfield,

T., Consulting Chemist; Ilargreaves, J.. Wall Paper

Mnfrs.; Hart, H. W.. Wall Pii|>er Mnfrs.; Harvey. R.

M.. Isaac Warwick & Co.; Iloyle, W., Smith. Stone &

Kright; Ileckford, F. J. T., .1. Dickinson & Co.: Hen

Mil. F H, William Nash; Haigh. F.. Brittains; Hill.

Craig & Uo.. Balerno Bank Mills ; Hodges, M. B., Wall

Paper Mnfrs.; Hobday, Lewis. Wiggins. TeH|)e & Co.;

Holroyd. G. W. F,, Teeh. School. Blackburn ; Holt, H..

Engineer; Home, A., Donside Paper Co
; Inveresk

Paper Co., Inveresk; Irish Paper Mills Co., Clondalkin :

Jack-ion. T. K., Smith. Stone & Knight ; Jaccpies, R..

Ford Paper Works; .lardine, J. L.. James Brown & Co.

;

Jardine, E. M. R, Jamws Brown & Co.; Jennison, J.,

Empire Paper Mills; Jennison. R. John Craig & Hon;

Kirkman, W, East Lanes. Paper Mill: Ketchen, T., C.

DavidHon & Sons: lieieesfer, A. E.. Engin ers; Mac|vor.

A., Wall Paper Mnfrs. ; Maclvor, D. T., Empire Paper

Mills; Maclvor, S. A., Wall Paper Mnfrs., Marx, R. J.,

Engineers; Makin, H. R., Golden Valley Millis; Mazey.

C, F. Newby & Co. ; Morgan, B. L., Thomas & Green

;

Mottershead, P., Grove Mill Paper Co. ; Mowat, J. H.,

Peter Di-xou & Son; Newcombe, G., Daily Telegraph

Mills; Nuttall, T. D.. Bentley & Jackson; Onion, G.,

Irish Paper Mills; Owen, T. & Co., Ely Paper Works;
Ogden, A., East Lanes. Paper Mill ; Page, H., Smith,

Stone & Knight; Pirie, A. W., Pirie & Sons; Pollock, J.,

Donside Paper Co. ; Porritt, W., Grove Mill Paper Co.

;

Potts, T. T., R. Fletcher & Son; Prestwick, J.. East

Lanes. Paper Mill ; Redford, J., Smith. Stone & Knight

;

Rothwell, Mark, R. Fletcher & Son: Sedgwick, J. B.,

Smith, Stone & Kniglit ; Shingles, T. H.. John Dickin-

son & Co.; Sindall & Bacon, Consulting Chemists;

Smith. C. K. Golden Valley Mills ; Smith, T. P., Smith,

Stone & Knight ; Snape, F..C. Marsden & Sons; Snelling,

C, Empire Paper Mills; Smart, E.. Donside Paper Co.;

Starnes, A. H., Piries Photographic ; Stewart, J., Don-
side Paper Co. ; Strachan, J., Donside Paper Co. ; Sun
Paper Mill Co., Feniscowles ; Seddon, J., East Lanes.

Paper Mill ; Tosher. A.. Alex. Pirie & Sons : Tootell, H.
M., Chas. Marsden & Sons; Turner, J., Wall Paper
Mnfrs.; Tod, A. K., Polton Mills; Wall Paper Mnfrs.,

Hollins Paper Mill ; Walsh, George B., Wall paper
Mnfrs. ; Walsh, R.. Wall Paper Mnfrs. ; Wilkie, D.. Don-
side Paper Co. ; Winskill, J. W.. Irish Paper Mills Co.

;

Wolstenholme, J., G. Walmsiev & Co.; Woolley. E..

Smith, Stone & Knight; Wright, W. S., Irish Paper
Mills Co. ; Walker, J., Iveresk Paper Co.

ABITIBI BONDS PAYABLE IN NEW YORK
FUNDS.

It is announced that, as a result of arbitration, the

decision has been made that the $1,000,000 Abitibi

Power & Paper Company 7 per cent Convertible

Debentures redeemed by the i-onipany at 110 and
interest on April 1st last are pa.vable in New York
funds.

In accordance with the decision, it is understood

that Montreal Trust Company will forward cheques on

November 3rd to all debenture holders registered as

of April 1st. 1!>20, for the amount of the premium on

New York funds, as at that date, together with interest

from April 1st to Nov. 3rd, the date of payment.

The legal point involved is both an important and
interesting one. It will be remembered that at the

time the Abitibi Compan.v redeemed the debentures

there was a divergence of legal opinion as to whether

the company should redeem them, paying for thi>m

110 and accrued interest in Canadian funds, or the

same amount in United States funds which were then

at a premium. Royal Securities Corporation, the

original underwriters of the issue negotiated an ar-

rangement on behalf of their clients with the Abitibi

f^ompany whereby the legal point involved was sub-

mitted for arbitration to Eugene Lafleur. K.C.. of

Montreal. A decision has now been given with the

results indicated.

A NEW WATERMARK.
One of the iriosi i>opulnr low priced liond papers is

Ferncroft Bond. Hitherto the manufacturers were

unable to waterinnrk it. but with those difficulties

overcome our customers can now obtain this very

desirable quality with the watermark "Ferncroft

Bond, Made jn V. S. A."
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British Trade News

(From Our London Correspondent)

London. 19th October, 1920.

"No profiteering in the paper trade," is the verdict

of the Imperial Government. Inquiries recentl.v instit-

uted resulted in the decision. It was contended that

because profiteering: in regard to prices was going on

in some of the other industries, the paper industry
might be wanting to get rich too quick : but invest-

igations have removed all disparagements and asper-

sions and the short and humble announcement is now
made that there are no profiteers in paper.

Big Coal Strike—Mills on Half Supplies.

Today the United Kingdom is in the middle of a

series of strikes and threatened strikes, the most dam-
aging of which is the coal miners' strike. The men
have now left the pits and paper mills are only allowed
half their usual supplies. It is a very serious matter
for employers and workers alike, and the hope is

expressed that no dela.v will be lost in enabling the

miners and thi'ir emplo.vers to come to a decision,

satisfactory to l)<>th, with all possible sjieed. If they

don't it means in the |)aper industry that unemploy-
ment will work out as follows:—

Workers.
(1) Out of work in a week 4,500

(2) Out of work in 2 weeks 6.000

(3) Out of work in f) weeks 34,500

These figures may look small on paper, but actual

facts go to show that if these 34,500 workers are out-

.side the mill in a montli's time the distress will be

something enormous, as the printing and publishing

trades will be affected in their turn. It is true that

most of the mills have fair supplies of coal in stock;

but if the coal miners stop away from the pits for two
weeks, say. that will mean four weeks before a mill

could get replenishment as transport would have to

be set in motion again and it would take sometime

before the pre-strike output could be reached in the

mines. The miners have it in their hands to ruin both

themselves and the industries of the country. It is an

intolerable state of affairs to think that because miners

want an increase of wages—they are at present nearly

double those of papers workers—34.500 workers in

the paper industry should be thrown out of work and

more particidarly at a time when competition is keen

and new improvements are being effected in mills to

meet that growing competition. Everybody hopes be-

fore long there will be a path of conciliation and that

the present crisis will be ended. The paper mills are

at the mercy of the coal miners and being a horrible

state of affairs. Canadians will readily see the advant-

age of being independent of the pits.

What The Three-Shift Means In A Mill!

Mr. Robert Gilroy. Mes.srs. A. M. Peebles & Son,

director of mills, which are at Rishton. Whiteash, and

other places, recently gave his views on the raw

material market and the three-shift-system in the paper

mills, to his co-directors. "The past year," he said,

•'must be regarded as memorable in the annals of the

paper trade owing to one particular fact — the uni-

versal introduction of the three-shift system in o^ir

manufacturing departments. This change came at a

most unfortunate time, when skilled men were very

scarce—very few were available. This, in effect, meant

that this third .shift had to be drawn from the unskill-

ed ranks, and during the probationary perio(| it of

necessity followed that our working results during the
year were not so efficient or economical as they would
otherwise have been. We have now got over that
probationary period, and are now working under the
new system very well indeed. As the result of the
third shift our wages bills have been considerably
increased, and under this heading, compared with the
year 1913. we find that the difference in our wages
bill alone is au increase of £35,000. After the national
agreement recently expired there v'as a still further
demand for increased wages, and, here, again. I am
afraid this figure will be further increased by at least

£6.000. On the whole, however, we have been able to

nu'et all the requirenu'uts fairly well and I am glad
to be able to report that your production has found an
ever-read.v nuirket. Your customers are greater in

number than probably they ever had been in the history
of the company ami I think this at least bears ample
evidence that our production must be pretty well all

right. Toda.v I am also glad to report that despite

the stagnation of trade generally, all our three mills

are very well employed and we possess a very full

order book

—

sufficient.! think to keep us going for

several months ahead, so that in regard to the current
year we have a very good send-off."'

Raw Materials.

Mr. (iilroy. commenting on the raw materials

markets, said that during the past .vear it could nol

altogether be said that the river had run smoothly, for

in common with practically every other industry- in

Great Mritain Peebles & Son had their troubles and
trials and ujis and downs. In the early part of the year

they experienced considerable difficult\' in negotiating

supplies of Esparto grass. It took several months, for

some reason or other, to collect a few luuidred tons.

and he found in regard to that important material

that we were months on end without a blade. The
wood pulp market had also underg(uie another change

since last year in the direction of higher prices and
even to-da.v he found that still further increases are

demanded.
Pulp-Making Plant Scrapped.

Mr. .loliii (iarnett. who wa^ chairinan of the old

Ilartlepools Company for 15 years, said he was delight-

ed to know the present comi)any in its first six months

working is able, without touching the earned profits

from the working of the mill to put before the share-

holders resolutions increasing the capital aiul author-

ising the capitalisation of reserves. The question of

profits for the years previous might be answered in

this way: The old company was one manufacturing

its own pulp as well as paper. For some years before

the war. and for a .vear or two after the war was start-

ed we were suffering from very adverse circumstances

in connection with pulp making: so much so that the

directors of the old company decided to .scrap the

whole of the pulp-making plant, and they did .so with

fair advantage because although some of the plant

was only two or three years old the price of lead and

antimony rose to such au extent through the war that

we were able to scrap the whole new plant and get,

if anything, actually more than we paid for it as new

material. During those years we were not able to make,

in my opinion, anywhere near the profits that we

should ha'c made if we had been making our own

pulp. In conclusion. Mr. Garnett, who is one of the

oldest British papermakers, predicted great success for

the new Hartlepools Paper Mill Company under the

new conditions of working.
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Forcing Down Newsprint Prices.

Every effort is beiii;;: made by pulilisluTs ami printers
in the United Kingdom to force down the prices of
newsprint. There appears to be a combined movement,
irrespective of what raw materials are costinp to prod-
uce and pet shipped into the British market, and the
results is that all sorts of rumoui-s are flyiuf? about
London. Some people suggest that in the near future
newsprint will be brought in London for 9 cents a lb.

Another "enlightened" Editor—we have many of

them in London—says in his trade paper to publishers:
"We think the paper merchants and agents have been
largely in the hands of the mills, and the Profiteering
Act is not, we regret to find, to be applied to the manu
facturers as was believed to be the intention a week
ago." There is no harm in thinking, hut if the Profit

eering Act does not apply to sellers of newsprint it

stands to reason that they are trading legitimately

and legally. If you asked a publisher to-day in London
what ground wood was a ton it is doubtful if he could
tell you; yet he will level the charge of profiteering

against the newsprint industry because he pays nearly
double what he had to in pre-war days—more if he

buys in spot lots. It is stated in London that several

mills in Sweden have ceased work or cut down their

production of newsprint owing to the lack of British

and other foreign orders. Mill owners have decided,

however, not to cut prices as the majority of the mills

allege that their English customers, with large stocks

in hand, are purposely holding back in order to force

Sweden to cut her prices.

FRASERS BUY MINTO COAL AREAS.
Following the recent announcement tliat the Inter-

national Paper Company had purchased holdings in

the Grand Lake coal areas, notice is published in the

Royal Gazette to the effect that the Praser interests,

who now have two pulp mills in New Brunswick, and
have been planning further development, have ahso

recently taken an interest in coal holding at Minto.

Archibald Fraser who handles the pulp and paper
branch of the Fraser Companies business, is one of the

incorporators of th'C Welton and IlendTson Limited,

a new company with a capitalization of .$75,000 which
has just been granted letters patents for carrying on

a general coal mining business with head office at

South 'SUnto.

The other incorporators are Harvey Welton, Minto,

n well-known coal operator in that district, and John
Henderson formerly manager for the Minto Coal Corn-

pan^, Limited, and who has lately been operating

miiftR of his own.
The new company have taken over the Jeremiah

Coekley mine, %vhich was recently purchased by Mr.
Henderson at a reporter! price of $40,000, as well as

Mr. Hender.vin's mines, which were formerly owned
hy Smith and Merrithew, Limited. They control about

l.'M acres of coal areas.

WAS EX-MANAGER OF PARSONS LONDON
OFFICE

In John W. Stehbins, who rlied <>n the twenty-third

of last month, there passed away one of the sunniest

of men, nt the prime of life.

Bronsrht up as a thorough paper man, he joined

Parions P.rothers. New York, and was in charge of

their I>r)ndon Office from its opening in August 1900

to 1906, when he returned to his native land and re-

joined the American Writing Paper Company,

MAKING PULP AND PAPER MACHINERY.
It will no doubt be of interest to the Pulp and Paper

Trade of Canada to know that the well-known firm,
Engineering and Machine Works of Canada. Limited,
located at St. Catharines, Ontario, has begun the man-
ufacture of pulp and paper mill machinery. They
will manufacture three and four pocket grinders, dia-
phragm screens, six to eighteen plates inclusive, wet
machines, deckers, cylinder moulds, and 48, 84 and
90" chippers.

W. R. Tidmarsh, formerly of the Union Iron Works,
Bangor, Maine, is in charge of this work.

HELIN EXAMINES NELSON PROJECT.
II. Ilelin. the pulp and paper expert engaged by the

board of trade industrial committee to make a report
upon the possibilities of pulp and paper manufacture
at Nelson, B.C., has completed a two-days' examin-
ation of conditions.

He went to Bonnington Falls and looked into the
power situation ; went out to the Baskin-Stedman
Timber limits on Eagle creek, and examined the various

sites on this side of the lake as far up the West Arm
as Five-Mile. J. F. Annable. chairman of the industrial

committee; W. M. Ciinliffe, President J. R. Hunter,

and Commissioner Fred. A. Starkey assisted him at one

stage or another of his inquiries.

Mr. Helin was formerly general .superintendent of

tbe Whalen Pulp & Paper company, Vancouver, and
is at present a director of the Western Canada Pulp &
Paper company, Vancouver.

TECHNICAL COURSE AT IROQUOIS FALLS, ONT.

The technical courses for this winter, as planned by

the Abitibi Power & Paper Co., are very comprehensive
and include :

—

Wood technology. — Physical and technical pro-

perties of wood from the pulp aiul paper point of view.

Groundwood Pulp. — Process from the wood to the

finished pulp, with special detail of the grinder room
operations.

Sulphite Pulp. — The manufacture of sulphite i)ulp

from the chips to the finished product.

Paper Manufacture. — Newsjirint paper manufacture
from the refined p<dp to the finished product, with

details and theory of the process.

Acid Making. — The theory and practice of it with
references to the chemistry of the subject.

Steam Plant. — Theory and practice of steam genera-

tion.

Screening and refining of sulphite and groundwood
pulp.

The details of the courses have not been fully devel-

oped, but while of a technical nature they will be suffi-

ciently popular that any man working in the mill will

be able to get a great deal of information from th(^ lec-

tures referring to his department.

F. W. Nugent has been a)ipoiiited as representative
of 'McArthur, Irwin Ltd,, |)aint and color people, with
hcadqiuirlcrs at I'JT Wriglit Street, St. John. N.B. Mr.
Nugent for the past nine years was associated with the
jobbing firm of Robertson, Foster & Smith, St. John,
and in his ticw work will cover the Maritime Provinces
and Prinre Edward Island.

When hurry interferes with Safety, cut out the
hurry, says the Safety League.
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BOOST FOR VOCATIONAL TRAINING.
By the gathering of representatives of the various

Provinces, embracing the whole Dominion, at Ottawa,
last week, technical education received a most decided

boost. Ministers of education togiether with their

chief advisers were present.

Perhaps the keystone for the holding of the confer-

ence was really to bring about such a state that would
exert itself in an active force with the Department of

Labor.

At the opening of the conference on Monday it was
announced that the .session would be in private. A
publicity committee was appointed and its report said,

Hon. G. D. Robertson, Minister of Labor, had briefly

addressed the conference. Hon. G. P. Smith, Minister

of Education for Alberta was appointed chairman.

Mr. L. W. Gill was appointed secretary of technical

education. The following subjects relating to technical

education were listed for discussion : Teacher training,

prevocational classes and vocational guidance, courses

of study, text-books, condition for entraiu-e to tech-

nical classes, length of school year, length of school

day, educational reports, method of preparing, general

supply of teachers and other subjects.

The conference on technical education will be follow-

ed immediately by a conference on educational statist-

ics, which has been arranged by the statistics branch

of the department of trade and commerce..

The earlier part of the days proceedings was devoted

to a discussion of the broad question of the training

of teachers for technical ediu-ation. The discussion

centered chiefl.v on a projiosal to establish a central

training institution to serve all the provinces of Can-

ada. The function of this training school would be

to train all the vocational teachers required in the var-

ious provinces, and the following were suggested as

some of the conditions under which such an institution

might be established:

(1) The Dominion Government to provide the build-

ing and equipment.

(2) Cost of maintenance to be borne by the federal

and provincial governments on a fifty-fifty basis.

(3) Management of the central training school to

be under a board of governors, representative of each

province and the Dominion government.

(4) The institution to have a dual staff—French

and Engli-sh.

Junior Industrial Course.

Subsequent discussion turned on the question of

establishing a junior industrial course as a preparation

for definite vocational training. The opinion of the

conference was that such a course offered pupils a

better opportunity for educational development and

for the choice of a suitable subsequent course of duty.

Further, in the course of the discussion, the point was

brought out that a system of vocational guidance ought

to form an essential part of a junior industrial course.

A committee on resolutions was appointed under

the chairmanship of Dr. F. W. Merchant, director of

technical education for Ontario.

CHANGED THEIR OFFICE.

The purchasing of the Howard Smith Paper Mills,

Limited, and the Toronto Paper Mfg. Company, Limited,

is now conducted from the Head Office, 138 McGill

Street, Montreal.

All correspondence and invoices should be sent, and

calls made to this address in future.

PUBLICATIONS IN QUEBEC INCREASE.
Notwithstanding recent enormous increases in the

cost of paper the uuml)er of publications issued in the

province of Quebec has increased during the past year,

the increase being the greatest in Q\iebec, of any pro-

vince of the Dominion. Tliis, and many other interest-

ing facts regarding the publications of Canada, are

given in the latest edition of Desbarats Newspaper
Directory, just issued.

The number of daily newspapers in the Province has

been increased by two, but the greatest increase is

sho-Nvn in weeklies and monthlies. Two years ago there

were 97 weeklies and 56 monthlies in the province. The
]>resent directory shows 104 weeklies and 74 monthlies.

'Pile cost of news|iai)ers to the reader has been increased

in many cases, but the loss of circulation has been

trifling, and although the advertiser is paying more
for his publi<Mty the volume of advertising is materially

increasing.

The Rolland Paper Company has just sent (Uit a very

attractive sample tiook. showing the following papers

—

Donnacona. Canada, Columbia, Monogram, Arcadia,

Maiile Mills. Duplicating, Typewriter papers, Manilla.

NEW PAPER MACHINES 1920 AND 1921.

There w;in ri'ciMitly printed in the liiitcc! States

Paper Maker a recorti of 100 new paper-making ma-
chines scheduled for installation in United States paper
mills in 1!I20 and 1!>21. It is notable that of this num-
ber only five machines, with a combined capacity of

14.5 tons per day. are to be installed in wrapping mills.

It was estiiiuited that this wouhl increase the annual
production of wrappings by only "> per cent over the

191!) production.

Sixteen new machines, with a daily capacity of 280
tons, are scheduled for installation in tissue mills. This,

it is figured, will increase tissue production by 84,000

tons over the output of the year 1919, or •")4.1 per cent.

GETTING RAGS FROM EUROPE TO MAKE
BUILDING PAPER.

A considerable l)usincss is being done at tiie present

time in the shipment from European countries of large

i|uantities of rags for the manufacture of felt building
paper, roofing slates and patent roofing. The rags are

brought over in varying quantities by sliips reaching
Montreal, and this year a large paper ciuicern has, iii

return, begun the shipment of quantities of rags of a

different grade collected on this side of the Atlantic,

for the purpose of manufacture into articles for which
a demand here is not readily available.

ONE ON US.

Little Nelly told little Anita what she terms "only
a little fib."

ANITA—"A fib is the same as a story, and a

storv is the same as a lie."

N'ELLY—"No, its not."

ANITA—"Yes, it is, because my father said so.

and my father is a profes.'^or at the university."

NELLY—"I don't care if he is. My father is

an editor, and pe knows more about lying than your
father."—Blighty. And the editor was once a pro-

fessor !

Mr. E. W. Tobin. M. L. A. of Sherbrooke, who is

a director of the Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., has

returned from Europe.
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REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A 12 K-10 19 Notes on coating and tub-sizing.

Parvr-'. I'apetene. 42, 290-4. (Apr. U). 191.)^ 332-9.

(Apr -'5 1920). In coating the quality ot every ship-

ment of 'gelatin or easein employed should he tested,

as it is verv variable. Methods of testing are given.

The nrineipal other factors to be regulated are the

concentration of the temperature of the solution during

coating the solution, the temperature, at tlie point

where the coated paper enters the drier, and the maxi-

mum temperature of the air in the drier. The main

points to be considered in tub-sizing are the speed ot

the machine, the thickness of the paper, the amount ot

size, and the cleanliness and relative humidity of the

air that comes to the drier. -A. P.-C

C-5 G-0 Guarding against fungi in wood and wood-

pulp. Otto Kress, C. J. Humphrey and V. Audrey Rich-

ards Forest Products Lab.. Madison. Wis.. Paper,

26 67.J-7 733-5. 787-8, (1920). As the results of com-

parative tests using clean and infected groundwood

pulp, the latter was shown to have the following d^a^^.

backs: Decided decrease in fiber length, so affecti?.';

the vield, felting quality of the stock, strength of the

finished paper, and slowness of the stock. 2) Infect-

ed pulp is too free. While groimdwood pulp is often

considered too slow, the extreme freeiiess of the in-

fected pulp would offer difficulty in carrying the nc-

ce.s.sarv water on the paper machine and in securing a

good Xormation in the finished paper. 3) liifectc<l

pulp is much darker, thereby dulling either white or

colored sheets in which it is used. 4) The yield of

finished paper ba.sed on the percentage of groundwood

used is decreased approx. 10 per cent. •'>
)
The strength

of the finished paper is decidedly reduced. In a

groundwood-sulpiiite furnish this decrease in strength

would necessitate the use of a larger per cent of the

more expensive sulphite pulp in the furnish. 6) In-

fected pulp on the paper machine offers difficulty in

sticking to the couch and press rolls and in excessive

foaming. 7) Infected pulp will rc(|iiire more sizing.

8) Infected pulp will make a very dirty sheet. The de-

terioration of wood and pulp is due principally to 2

elasaes of fungi ; viz.. wood-destroying fungi and

mo^is. The former cause a marked deterioration in

theltrength of the pulp while the latter do not. The

difiBnctive characteristics l)y which the 2 classes can

be distinguished are described. A series of tests have

been undertaken to determine the value of treating the

pulp with various antiseptics, but results are not yet

available for i)ul>iication. So far as known at pres-

ent, the best remedial measure consists in proper san-

itttion conditions for the storage liot of woixl and

pulp, A. P.-C.

D 4. Increasing efficiency by speed control of tur-

bine driven pulp grinders. Adc.||ili F .Mcvcr. Paper, 2t>.

721-9, (1920). The data respecting the efl'ei-i .it' speed

on power consumption «if turbine driven grinders are

so conflicting as to indicate no relation between these

factors. Desirable speeds may therefore be fletermined

solely from the point of view of the efficiency of the

turbine driving the grinder. For a given head and

gate-opening, there is n definite .speed at which the

turbine will work most efficiently and give maximum

power. This speed varies according to tlie head and

the gate-opening. Relatively small departures of the

speed from the optimum speed eau.se appreciable lower-

ing in efficiency, especially an increase in speed. Under

ordinary conditions, there are very great variations in

the total amount of pressure applied to the face of the

stone and corresponding variations in speed, resulting

in considerable loss of power. The author has devised

a governor whereby the pressure with which the wood
is pressed against the stone is varied so as to produce

a uniform friction load irrespective of the no. of poc-

kets momentarily in use, binding of the wood in .the

pockets, or size and character of the wood ground. It

is claimed that the speed can thus he maintained with-

in 4 R. P. M. of the desired amount aliout 90 per eeni

of the time, and within 5 per cent of normal for all

but rare periods of a few seconds. The regulator can

be set for any desired rate of speed by the mere turn

of a hand wheel. Charts are given to show the perj

forinanee of the instrument under actual mill condi-

tions.—A. P.-C.

R-14 Research in papermaldng. .1. L. MacDouald.
World's Paper Trade Rev.; Paper. 26, (i39-40, (1920).

A discussion of the importance of pure and applied

research in industry, with special reference to the

English paper industry. The part of fundamental, or

pure, research is shown to be of the very greatest im-

- portance, as it is the source of the information which
is later applied, through the medium of technical re-

search, to the actual operations in the industry.—A.

P.-C.

E-1. Control equipment for sulphite mills. E. R. Bar-

ker. Paper, 26, 362-(i, (1920). A description of recent

improvements tending to make acid-making and cook
ing as nearly automatic as possible: SO., recorders, re-

cording pyrometers, automatic dry and melted-S feeds,

sublimed S detectors, cooler water temperature regula-

tor, Crandoii system of acid control for regulating the

flow of water so as to obtain constant acid composition,

recording thermometers and pressure gauges for di

gesters, I)oole.\'s ai'id filling system.—A. P.C.

E-1. Control of sulphite cooking. W. E. Hyron Maker.
York Haven Paper Co., York Haven, Pa. Paper. 26,

•310-2, (1920V A brief discussion, of the importance of

the following observations: 11 Gauge pressure (total

pressure I, 2) temperature. 3) gas tension, or pressure

of dissolved SO_., A) density of the liquor in the diges-

ter, .")) concentration of total SO., present, ()> concen-

tration of SO.^ combined as CaSO,, 71 "changed S"
enneentration, HI reversible or loosely combined S0_.

present, 9) CaO (and MgOl present in the liquor. In-

dications are given as to the manner of making the

observations.— A. P.-C.

E-4. AJvantage of liquid sulphur dioxide in sulphite

pulp manufacture. Xance P Kdwardes, En<.'iiie."r in

l-'oresi I'roiluets, l-'orest Products Lab., Madison Wis.
Paper. 26. 3.')0 4. (1920. The advantages are of 2
classes; those which can lie directly estiniated in money,
and those which, owing to lack of data or other

ca\ises, cannot be so estimated. The use of liquid SO.,

would do away with S burners and SO, coolers,

smaller piping i-ould be used, a stronger acid eould hi-

made in a shorter time, 11,^^0, and sublimed S would
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be eliminated, the cooling of the gas on expansion

could probably be utilized for cooling the relief gas,

and it might be possible to do away with the raw acid

tanks. The elimination of H2SO4 would undoubtedly
improve the quality of the pulp and at the same time

decrease the cost of cleaning the acid system and pip-

ing of precipitated lime and the rapid depreciation of

such equipment. The effect of using an acid contain-

ing 10-15 per cent total SO. remains to be investigated

;

but the results of experiments carried out at the

Forest Products Lab. tend to show that the yield is

increased and the time of cooking decreased, the in-

crease in output amounting to as much as 37iA per

cent. Economic factors must also be taken into consi-

deration, and mills could hardly use liquid SO. eco-

nomically of they are at a considerable distance from
the source of supply. It is estimated that with S cost-

ing $24 a ton, liquid SO, at $15 a ton would be profit-

able. The method of manufacturing liquid SO, is

briefly described.—A. P.-C.

E-5. The chemistry of sulphite cookiDg. A. Chambo-
vet. Papeterie, 42, 242-7, (Mar. 2."., i:i20) ; 294-6, (Apr.

10, 1920). Conclusion of art. abstracted in Pulp and
Paper. 17, 736, Aug. 28, 1919. After discussing the

reaction between the liquor and the non-cellulose com-
pounds other than lignin, and the formation and ef-

fects of SO3, the author briefly summarizes his results

which are that the SO, is used up by the formation of

Ca lignosulphonate, of unstable addition compounds,
and of II,SO, A. P.-C.

. . E-5. Value of Superheated steam in the sulphite pro-
cess. Robt. H. WyUl. Paper. 26, 674. (1920). Definite
test data are lacking to show the exact value of super-

heated steam. It eliminates the variations in quality <>f

steam, reduces the dilution of the liquor in the diges-

ter, and consequently effects a saving of S. It is claim-

ed that the use of superheated steam gives a l>ettei-

recovery of SO,, enables a lower cooking temperature
to be used, and that the cooking may be accomplished
in a shorter time without sacrificing quality. Most of

the value of superheated steam for the digester is

probablv obtained bv a superheat of about 100-150

deg. F.—A. P.-C.

F-2. Fuel from sulphite liquor. Geo. Barsky and Ralph
H. McKee. Columbia University. Paper. 26, 368-72,

(1920). A discussion of the amount of heat or power
which can be derived from waste sulphite liquor. The
liquor can be burned in the form of a pitch containing
about 50 per cent solids, in an ordinary form of oil

burner. Detailed calculations are given, both for raw
litjuor and for air-ferraented liquor, showing that the

solid material of the waste liquor has sufficient fuel

value to evaporate the liquor, and enough in addition
to supply some power or steam for other purposes.

—

A. P.-C.

F-4. Black ash leaching. Geo. M. Trostel. Champion
Fiber Co.. Canton, N.C. Paper. 26, 390-2, (1920^. The
suggested method of treatment is essentially as fol-

lows: the black ash is crushed to reduce all lumps
larger than 1". mixed with enough weak liquor so

that it can be handled by an open impeller centrifugal
pump, ground in a tube mill, delivered to a receiving
tank with an agitator, and from there to the rotary
filters, water being added in the tube mill and re-

ceiving tank in such amounts as to give the desired
strength of liquor. The advantages of this method as
compared with leaching in cells under pressure are
discussed.—A. P.-C.

. .F-4. Black liquor recovery process. G. F. Enderlein.

Brompton Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd.. East Angus, Que.
Paper, 26, 356-60, (1920). A discussion of the source of

loss. and inefficiency in the recovery of black liquor

which may be due to incomplete washing of the pulp,

loss by foaming over in the evaporator and tanks, salts

decomposing from the heat in the furnace, and salts

carried away mechanically by the draft, loss of salts

in the lime sludge from the eausticizing tanks, loss

in leaks at pipes, connectious, valves, pumps and
tanks, spattering out from tanks in making up the

liquor. (Sec Pulp & Paper, July 15. 1920).—A. P.-C.

K-2. Recovery of colloids from paper mill waste
water. Waldo S. Coulter. Industrial Wastes Engineer,
New York. Paper. 26, .590. (1920). The solids in

paper mill waste water contain a considerable amount
of colloidal matter which cannot be directly filtered
(tut. This can l)e removed by means of a colloidor.

"'

or surface to which the colloid is attracted by absorp-
tion ; but this requires either a relatively long time or
a very large surface. The particles of intercepted
sludge may be used as ''eolloidor". thereby furnish-
ing a very large aggregate area. A flotation process
may also be employed which requires no moving
parts, whereby the suspended matter is concentrated,
floatetl to the surface, and can then be filtered with
a fine-mesh screen.—A. P.-C.

K-7. Jordan and beater in papermaking. Max. Zim-
merman, ('has. fioldt Paper Mills. Cincinnati. 0. Paper.
26, 376, (1920). For high-grade lightweight paper long
beating and shorter treatment in the Jordan is the

more satisfactory. For making heavier weights of high
grade paper, it is best to use the .I'ordan more exten-
sively and do less work in the beater. For box board
made on cylinder machines less work in the beater and
more on the Jordan has proved more satisfactorv.

—

A. P.-C.

K-12. Sectional individual motor drive for Paper
machines. Stephen A. Staege. Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co. Paper. 26, 382-8, (1920).
Formerly the main defect which prevented the general
application of .sectional individual motor drive was the
lack of proper speed regulation, which must be main-
tained to less than 0.1 per cent. The problem has now
been solved satisfactorily. The advantages of sec-

tional individual motor drive as compared with mecha-
nical drive are set forth. ^See Pulp and Paper 18.

61 fi. ri9201.

CORRECTION TO EXPORTS AND IMPORTS
REPORT.

Just as our last forme was going to press, the follow-

ing was received : Comparative statement of value of

pulp and paper exports for first six months of fiscal

years 1918. 1919 and 1920 should read as follows:—

Paper $21,821,915 .$27,119,246 .$4.3.02.5.764

Chem. pulp . . 1.5,903.189 14.008.388 3.3,579..5.54

Mech. pulp . . 2.512.086 2.618,338 10,638.1.58

Totals . . . $40.2.37.191 $43.74.5.972 $87,243,476

On page 1133 the figures given as those for the first

six months of 1918 covered merely the month of Sep-
tember. The correct returns are shown al)ove. Con-
sequently, exports for the first six months of 1920 were
about 105'/« greater in value than were those of the

corresponding period of 1918.
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UMTED STATES AQTRS' n
Figures on newsprint imports jriven out at Washing-

ton last week show that Scainlinavian nations have be-

come active competitors with American concerns for

the print paper market of the United States. Total im-

ports in August of til is year amounted to 73,513 tons

against 47.131 in August. 1919. and of the total 71.222

tons were received from Canada, 780 from Norway and

2,213 from Sweden. A year ago imports came from

Canada exclusively. Since August (lermany has swelled

the volume of imports from Europe by approximately

.^.000 tons. Finland, according to Hjalniar Grouvik,

managing director of the Finnish Paper Mill Union, is

Iireparing to put about 210,000 tons of print paper sn

the American market during the coming year. Mr.

(Jronvik and an associate, Walter Graesbeck, managing

director of the Finnish Cellulose Association, arrived

in New York City recently from Gothenberg, SAveden.

Both say that their visit to America is being made with

a view to making the most of the opportunity afforded

liy the critical newsprint situation in tlie United States.

This growing volume of print paper imports from

European countries is having its effect on prices. Dur-

ing the shortage some months ago publishers had to pay

as high as 16 cents a pound to jobbers. The current

quotation is 91/2 cents. German interests, it is reported,

expect to lay print pai)er down in New York at IVi

cents.

Walter S. Taylor, of Elizabeth City, N.C., is named

as chairman of the board of directors in articles of in-

ct.riioration recently filed with the Secretary of State

of North Carolina by the Consolidated Pulp and Paper

Company. The capital of the company is put at $1,.500,-

000, and its object is declared to be the manufacture of

paper and paper pulp.

Business houses and stationers throughout New York

cify who may have need of calender pads and diaries,

1921 editions, are likely to find that these articles will

be hard to procure around the holiday season this year.

Officials r.f the Royal Rilpl)on and Carbon Company
of New York see in the wiiitc paper shortage and in

the eonsei|uent nnder-prodnction of certain kinds of

priq||ed articles an indi<ation that there will be a

deaitli of the calender pads and diaries required for

the 'holiday trade. Stationers are being advised t-o

stock up on these articles immediately in order to ob-

viate any possibility of r\inning short at t-he first of

the year.

Hearing of a rain making experiment at Battle Creek,

Mith.. that was reported to have met with success,

officials of the St. Regis Paper Comjiany are arranging

to meet future drouths in the Black River region of

New York by using a similar .system for producing

rain. Citing the Battle C^reek experiment, Mr. C. C.

Burns,' general manager f»f the company, declared that

the innovation would not prove expensive considering

the results obtained. The plan is to employ the services

of an aeroplane which will fly to a very high altitude

and explode bombs, nffccting the air so as to cause a

.ondensntion of the moisture into clouds which givt

forth the rain necf^nry to flood the streams. It is

laimed that at Battle Creek a three days rain was

brought on through the application of the system at a

time when all other sections of Michigan were dry.

The Specialty Paper Box Company, manufacturers

of general lines of paper boxes and .specialty carbon

paper boxes, has removed from its plant in Mercer

street, Manhattan, to a new factory at 84-90 Evergreen

Ave., Brooklyn. This move was made necessary by the

firm's growing needs for greater operating space. Much
additional eciuiitment has been installed in the new
jilant, greatly increasing the capacity and facility of

the company's output.

John A. Dix, former Governor of New York State,

is reported to be planning the construction of a pulp

and paper making plant at Ogdensburg. N.Y. Mr. Dix,

who has been prominently identified with paper manu-

facturing for years, recently visited the Maple Cit.v

accompanied by Mrs. Dix and Thomson Douglas, a

business associate, for the purpose of making a preli-

minary survey of tiie possibilities for a suitable mill

site on the water front. Mr. Dix is believed to have in

mind the locating of a mill on the St. Lawrence River

because of the accessibility of Canadian wood pulp.

While no announcement has been made, the former

Governor is said to be partial to the Ogdensburg loca-

tion. Just who is associated with Mr. Dix in the project

is not yet known.

Probable earnings of tlie Union Bag and Pai>cr Com-
pany this .vear are being estimated as high as •'}!20 a

siiare on the common stock. On the basis of tlie state-

ment for the first six months, the company should make
the best showing in its histor.v this year. Production

and sales during the usuall.v lean summer peri<Hl are

said to have reached a new high mark. Gross sales are

cxi)ected to exceed .+ 16.000.000 against apiu'oximatel.v

$12,000,000 in 1919 and $ll.(iOO,000 in 1918. The com-

pany receives an income from its investment in the St.

Maurice Paper Company, its Canadian subsidiary, equi-

valent to $2.60 a share. This stock was recently ]nit on

an :j!8 a sluirc dividend iiasis, an increase of $3 a .vear,

and has paid this .vear )10 per cent in stock and •I'ii extra.

While ijrices of most papers arc continuing to main-
tain the same level, pai>ci- hoards in tiic Philadelphia

market have declined to $60 and $6;'i a ton. Quotations

a week earlier showed prices of $80 and $100 for this

same commodity. The slump is atti-ibuted to the almost

comidefe suspension of activities l\v |)aper box makers.
The prevailing rate, Philadelphia hoard makers sa.v. is

actuall.v below the cost of production, but was made
because of the flood of commons which have come into

this market. Buying, they believe, will be stimulated
by the low-price, which, everything considered. c;in he

but temporar.N . The board decline of course has had
its effect on the paper stock market.

Plans for a Statewide organization on Pcnnsvlvania
to be known as the Forest Guides and to be part of the
Boy Scouts hu\e been worked out by Forcstr.v Com-
missioner Gifford Pinr-hot and Solon Parks. Bov Scout
executive of Rcadivg, Pa. Co-operation of all .'^cout

masters and executives in Pennsylvania will be asked.

The idea will be to have boys enroll to protect and con-
serve forests and wild life and to prevent and ex-

tinipiish fires.
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A fire, which broke out in one of the [lower houseji

of the Hydro Electric Power Commission caused a

shut-down of the Hydro's pulp mill at Campbellford
last week. A large force of men ipiiekly got the

plant under way and shipments of pulp ^lave been re-

newed. The mill was got running again this week.

Mr. John ]\Iartin, of Winnipeg. ex-])resident of the

Canadian Paper Trade Association, was in Toronto

this week on his way back to Winnipeg after visiting

the Laurcntide, Provincial and other mills witli which
hLs paper firm in the west does biusiness.

A meeting of the conunittee on text books for the

paper industry was held in Toronto this week under
the chairmanship of Mi'. (>eorge Carruthers when a

number of details connected with tlie movement were

discussed. Excellent progress is being made with the

preparation of the text books. The first of the series

is expected to be on the press at tjie lieginning of

the year.

Mr. William Banks, editorial writer and former

news editor of tlie Toronto Globe, is leaving the st^iff

of that newspaper after twenty-one years .service, to

take charge of the literary department of the British

and Colonial Press, Toronto. Mr. Banks was at one

time a reporter on the Mail and Empire, leaving that

paper to take a similar position on the Globe, where
he lias successively filled the posts of cable editor,

eity editor, news '.'ditor and editorial writer. Early
in 1919 }ie covered some of the opening sessions of

the Peace Conference in Paris. He Ls a frequent

contributor to Canadian and American periodicals.

The current issue of the Ontario Gazette contains

a notice of incorporation of the Welland Tribune
and Telegraph, Limited, a company formed a.s the

result of the amalgamation of the two pai)ers in Wel-
land. The capital stock is $120,000.

A new company has been formed in St. Tiioma.s,

Onl., to be known as the St. Thoma-s Box Company,
Limited. The new organization, which ^as been

granted a provincial charter, will manufacture, .sell

or deal in paper, cardboard and other boxes, and
paper and cardboard products. The capital stock

is $40,000 and the provisional directors are T. J.

Agar. L. J. Phelan. D. P. .1. Kelly. I. Levinter and
Frank Cronin.

The Miller Lithographic Company, Limited, has
been incorporated by Toronto iaywers. with a capital

stock of $91,000 and with power to carry on business

as printers, lithographers, process printers, publis^h-

ers. etc.

Mr. n. F. Weld of the Farmer's Advocate. Win-
nipeg, was in Toronto this week on business.

Mr. Fred Smith, of Smith Davidson and Wright,
paper jobbers. Victoria. B. C. was in Toronto calling

on the trade during the past week.

The many friends of Mr. H. B. Donovan, sales

manager of the Canada Paper Co., Limited, will be
plea.sed to know that his condition is somewhat im-
proved and that he will likely be able to resume

.Ills duties befoi'e the emi of the year. .Mr. Donovan's
illness appears to be the direct result of too close

application to busine.ss for years without a real rest

and the Canadian paper trade generally will be
glad to greet him when he is permitted to rejoin the

fraternity. He is at his new home in Oakville Ont.,

which he recently purchased.

The death took plac'.- at Ingersoll, (hit., on Oct. 31, of

Mrs. Joseph GibsdU, wife of Postmaster Joseph (libsnn,

(if that town and the mother of Lieut. Col. Thomas
Gibson, Vice-President of the Spanish Kivcr Pulj) and
Paper Mills, Limited, and of Mrs. J. C. Gibson, Secretary

of the same company. The late Mrs. (Jibson died

following a stroke of paralysis which she sustained

.ibout ten days ago. Col. Gibson had just returned
from attending tlie regular monthly meeting of his

company when he was summoned to his mother's bed-

side where he remained until she passed away. The
many friends in the paper trade, particularly, will

sympathise with the Spanish River officials in their

sad bereavement.

Colonel George Ham, publicity commissioner of the

C. P. R., was tlie guest of honor at a dinner given

by the Toronto Women's Press Club this week.

Addressing the Em[)ire Chit) in Toronto this week

Hon. Louis Athanase David, K.C., L.L.B., Provincial

Secretarj- and Mini.ster of Education for Quebec,

severely criticised the policy which ])ermitted the ex-

portation to the United States of Quebec s pulpwood
to be manufactured into pajier. Pulpwood thus ex-

ported, he .said, became wort;i $7r),oOO,000 annually

under the industry of the United States workmen.
In this conversion of pulpwfMxl into wealth on the

other side of the border he estimated that there was
a lass of $66.r)00,000 to Canada, of which amount
the Canatlian workmen would fiavc received about
$2.5,000,000 had the raw material remained in Can-

ada and been manufactured into paper in Canadian
mills.

Mr. David F. Robertson, General Manager of the

Canada Box Board Co., Limited. Montreal, .spent

several days in Toronto this week calling on the Com-
pany's ciLstomers, along with the local representative

Mr. James Logic. Mr. Robertson reports that the

work of installing the new boilers and other repair

work at the Frankfort mill is proceeding satisfactorily

and that the mill is now running again after a couple

of weeks .shut-down. It Ls expected t;iat the pulp
mill will be in operation by December l.st. the grind-

ers and other equipment now being pretty well ad-

vanced in their installation.

The many friends in the paper trade of Mr. L. E.
L. Harvey will be plea,sed to know that he is back
again in the Toronto office of the George H. Mead
Company after several weeks in hospital in Montreal
where he was operated upon for a recurrence of

trouble due to a wound received while on active ser-

vice overseas.

The Toronto office of the Howard Smit/i Paper
Company, Limited, report the installation of three
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new digestors in the Cornwall mill and

more will be added which will double their pulp

production capacity. The mill will be running early

in the new year.

Mr. F. L. Ratcliffe. of the Rat.-liffe Taper ( o.,

Limited. Toronto, was in Brantford this week at-

tending the annual convention of the Baptist denom-

ination of Ontario and Quebec.

The Toronto Carton Club held its regular numthly

luncheon at the King Edward Hotel. Toronto, this

week, and discnwed routine matters perlainmg to

the trade. „ ., „ ^
Mr. 8. J. Moore, President of the F. N. Burt Com-

pany, manufacturers of counter check books, was

elected President of the Baptist A,s.soeiatioi\ of On-

tario and Quebec at the annual meeting this week

in Brantford. Ontario.

Licut.-Col. T. Gibson. Vice-President of the Span-

ish River Pulp and Paper Mills. Limited, is the

returning offieer for the Northeast Toronto hy-election

and has" appointed twelve women to be deputy re-

turning officers.

The Gaspereaux River Lig^t, Power and Heat Co.,

of Wolfville, N. S.. was recently incorporated. The

company intend to erect a pulp mill to produce 2,500

tons a year. At present the Wolfville Electric Light

Commission is being supplied with power and light

by the Gaspereaux Company of vvhch C H. Wright

i.s president and R. A. Jodrey secretary-treasurer.

Work has been commenced on an addition to the

paper box factory of A. E. Lniul and Co., Limited,

.3."i7 Gerrard Street, Toronto.

Members of the Niagara Peninsula Branch of the

Engineering Institute of Canada made a visit of in-

spection to" the works of t|ie Ontario Paper Com-

pany at Thorold a few days ago where they were

shown the process of making pa])er. The output

in newsprint of the company is 240 tons daily. The

Beaver Board C'ompany's plant was also visited.

The Canadian Daily newspai)er As.sociation at its

annual meeting in Toronto a few days ago elected

the following officers: President. P. D. Ross of the

Ottawa Journal : Vice-President, J. Burd of the Van-

couver Province: Trea.surer. (Jeorgc E. Scrogie of the

Toronto Mail and Empire.

Messrs. James A. C-onners and Edward W. Conncrs,

of the James W. Sewall office, tiinbprland cruisers and

forest engincf/rs. Old Town, Maine and Washington,

n.C, have begun a systematic land examination of

^ome of their holdings for Williamson & Crombic,

Kiipsbury, Quebec. This same office is also making

a Retailed estimate on the lands of McLachlin P.ros.

Co.. Ltd., of Amprior, Ontario, Mr. Lewis T. Calhonn

being chief of party in this latter work, which is of

considerable .scope, the lands being situated both in

Ontario and Qiifbec. Mr. W. H. Wentworth, another

of Mr. Sewall's chiefs of party, has just completed an

^lamination of a considerable tract for the Sissiboo

F*nlp & power Co. of Weymouth. Nova Scotia. Other

crews besides the ones mentioned are now out in

Quebec. Nova Scotia and Maine. This eoncern has

covered so far in the ncighborhoo.l of L.'>00,000 acres

of land both in the north, as wll as in Tennes.see and

North Carolina. One piece of work undertaken was

the entire land examination of 19'J0 for the State

Assessors of Maine.

Tn regard to the repr.rt recently sent out that John

R Booth was to be included in the pending big merger

of Canadian eastern paper and pulp companies by Brit

ish interests, Mr. Jackson C. Booth informed the Pulp

and Paper Magazine that his company was not con-

cerned.

The lowest water in the history of Ottawa lumber,

pulpwood operators which has been experienced within

the last two decades is now asserting itself at Ottawa,

and has resulted in the John R. Booth paper mill being

practically shut down. The mill is between four and

five thousand tons behind its normal production.

The Canadian press despatch and other newspaper

reports to the effect that McGuire, Patterson, and

Palmer, had purchased certain limits o\vned by the

Bronson Company, supposed to be situated near Chel-

sea, Que., was denied by both Messrs. Frank and Fred.

Bronson. According to the Bronson Company state-

ment to the correspondent of the Pulp and Paper

Magazine at Ottawa, the Bronson Company disposed

of its last limits about two years ago.

E. H. BRONSON DEAD.
Attended by citizens of all walks of life, including

many representatives of the Ottawa lumber, pulp and

paper interests, and others, the funeral of Hon. Henry
Erskine Bronson was held at Ottawa late last week.

With his jiassing not only the Bronson Company, and
the City of Ottawa lost a valued member, but the whole

Dominion loses a most respected and representative

citizen.

Hon. Erskine Henry Bronson was born at Bolton, in

Warren county. New York state, on Se]itember 12, 1844.

He was a son of the late Henry Franklyn, and Edith

Pierce Bronson. His father came to Ottawa first in

1849 and afterwards moved his family here in 18.52 and
built the first sawmill in the Ottawa Valley, to supply

the export trade, which luisincss grew to a point where
thousands of men were employed.

On his father's death in 1898 he succeeded to the

presidency of the Bronson-Weston Lumber Co. He was
one of the inaugurators of the Ottawa Electric Com-
pany. He was president of the Bronson Company,
water ])ower and manufacturers of ground wood pulp;

vice-president of the Ottawa Light, Heat and Power
Co. ; jiresident of the Ottawa Power Co., and a director

of the Ottawa Electric Co., and the Little River Red-
wood Co., which is at present carrying on extensive

lumbering ojieratious in California. He was a member
of the Royal Ottawa Golf Club. He was for 47 years
an elder in St. Andrew's Church.

EWING IN CHARGE OF A. W. P. GO'S NEW YORK
OFFICE.

Mr. R. D. W. Ewing has been appointed manager of

the American Writing Paper Company's New York
Office at 41 Park Row, succeeding Mr. L. F. Hayward,
resigned.

Mr. Ewing who has been manager of the company's
Bonds, Writings and Tjcdgers Section at the Holyoke
office, will assume his new duties on October 15. His
experience, his executive ability, and his knowledge
of the paper trade eminently fit him for the important

liosif ion.

The new head of the New York office acquired

practical training in the mills of the A. W. P. Co., and
later spent four years as a salesman in the office of

which he now has charge. He served as lieutenant

for two years in the United States Navy, and on his

discharge resumed his duties with the large fine paper

manufacturing organization in its Bonds, Writings,

and Ledgers section.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS
Toronto. Oct. 30.

—

C'uiiditioiis remain unchanged in

the pulp and paper trade, as compared with the past
week or two, with prices in almcst every line holding
firm and with freer deliveries from the mills in every-
thing except hook paper and newsprint. In these two
lines there is an insistent demand which the mills have
not .succeeded so far in catching up with. This does
not mean that there is any more paper in any depart-
ment of the trade than there .is a call for. But there
are some lines that have been taken out of the shortage
class and the jobber is not so persistent in his calls for
some of the higher grades. High-priced papers are
not selling so readily. For instance the printer now
bucks at paying 70c a pound for superfine linen record
and his customer is willing to accept the job on cheaper
stock. And smaller lots of paper in most lines are be-

ing bought. The con.sumer feels that he is buying at

a time when there is very good chance of prices coming
down and he is not doing any more stocking up than is

necessary. Even at that there is a surprisingly good
demand for all pajier products and there is no indica-

tion in the trade of falling prices. Here and there in

the trade one runs across a paper dealer who cannot
see how the paper trade can retain its prosperit.v with
tumbling prices in many other commodities but. he

admits that the trade is in a class by itself in respect

to demand and under-production. It seems to be pretty

generally conceded that the market may fall off some
during the fall or winter months but no serious slump
is looked for in the immediate future and in the mean-
time mills are not only busy on present orders Ijut are

working to capacity in an endeavor to get caught up
on arrearages.

Jobbers Want Quotations.

Practicall\" all through tiic |)a)ier booni aiul particu-

larly during the past several months the mills have
made their shipments at prices prevailing at time of

delivery. -lobbers are beginning to get restive under
this restriction and claim that the time has come for

the mills to set a fast price and bring the market back

to normal. "The situation to us, with no basic price

to go on has been most unsatisfactory" said a leading

Toronto distributor to the Pulp and Paper JIagazine.

"Naturally our customers want to know what the

prevailing price is. and think that it is about time they

were given the information. There is a general

impression that the mills, if they would, could now
abolish the jiroviso as to sales being made on the basis

of the price prevailing at date of shipment and thus

assist in bringing the market back to a normal basis.

They ought to be in a position now to establish stand-

ard values, quote prices accordingly and raise or lower

prices when necessary. It certainly would help the

trade if this were done and T think all branches of the

industry would welcome the change." It was stated

that the jobbers would bring the matter before the

mills and endeavor to have the change become effect-

ive for the fall buying.

PULP.—-There is still a very pronounced shortage of

raw material and there is practically no trading in

either chemical or groundwood pulp. Dealers report
that no groundwood pulp is available but a fair market
price for it would be from .l!l40 to $150. Contract
prices for bleached sulphite are $190 to .$200 and there
are no .spot lots offering. The same may be said of
unbleached which is quoted at from $175 to $185.
Production of both pulp and newsprint has been con-
siderably reduced within the past week becau.se of low
water in the Ottawa River. The mills at Chaudiere
are said to be operating far below normal and low
water al.so caused considerable -trouble at other mills.
It IS estimated that the production of paper, newsprint
and cardboard was reduced by about two-thirds for a
time but the situation is reported to be easing off
through rain falls which have come at the head erf the
Ottawa River. Another factor in the pulp shortage
IS concerned with the big mill building operations in
the north country which have attracted large numbers
of lumber jacks from the woods to the centres of
building activities.

.\KW.SPK1NT.-Theie is still considerable specu-
lation as to what price newsprint is going to brin-
during the first quarter of the new vear, but conser
vative opinion pla,-es it at Ti/.c as compared with the
present average price of 5.35c. a pound. It is gener-
ally c(.iieeded that an increa.se is coming and that it
will be announced very shortly, but as to exactly what
It will amount to it is not definitely known. As far
as can be learned Canadian new.sprint circles do not
take .seriously the threat of a German invasion of the
Canadian and American newsprint fields. The state-
ment was made during the week that large quantities
ol (Jermaii newsprint were coming onto the American
market and being offered at 6c, or $120 a ton. which.
It was opined would weaken the Canadian newsprint
market. In some circles there was a disposition to
look upon the story as part of a campaign of propa-
ganda set in motion by certain newspaper proprietors
in Chicago and backed up by a bear raid on Inter-
national Paper and Union Bag. Taking the story at
Its face value it is pointed out that the German imports
would only amount to about 35,000 tons a year, or less
than enough to keep a paper like the Toronto Tele-
gram going for twelve months. It is highly improbable
that Germany could supply the surplus mentioned in
view of the fact that the country- 's total production is
barely more than one half of what it was before the
war. as a large portion of its pulpwood supply was cut
off when she lost part of Bohemia. The whole thing
is viewed in the light of an attempt to influence the
level of newsprint prices for the first quarter of 1921
WRAPPING AND BAGS.—Aside from a slight in-

crease in millinery bags the paper bag and wrapping
paper branches of the trade were unchanged during
the week. As indicating freer shipments from the
mill.s. one jobber stated that his firm were now getting
consignments through in two or three weeks time from
the date of order whereas heretofore it would take
that many months. Paper bag supplies are also easier
to get although the demand keeps up fairly well and
the jobbers report business as satisfactory.
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KAG AND WASTE PAPER STOCKS. There has and the average board mill is sadly in want of bnsi-

been an easier feelinp in new enffon puttings with a ness. This condition has become so accentuated in

tendency towards lower prices. Some <lpalers have some case^ that at least one plant has closed down tem-

inade slight concessions to mills in order to move porarily, while reports allege that several mills have

stocks though this has not vet bcomc general. Old shut down one or more of their board machines,

cotton rag prices are irregular and the demand is at a Paper boxmakers are doing very little purchasing of

minimum The market is in such a condition that it is board, and, of course, on this hinges the entire board

impossible to state just what prices reallv are. Trading situation at present. The primary fault is that box

between dealers is a thing of the past and orders from manufacturers are suffering for want of business them-

con.sumers for sizeable tonnages are as scarce as the selves, the general dullness affecting nearly all lines

proverbial hen's teeth. Pedlers and small dealers are acting to diminish demand for paper containers, and

badlv affected and business is almo.st at a standstill naturally these consumers of board are not taking very

with" most of them This condition has been further much supply from mills for the reason that they have

ae-'ravated bv the continual drop in the lower grades no present need for it. Moreover, with prices dropping

of "waste papers Newspapers slumped off $5 a ton as rapidly as they are, the average buyer of board

this week with a like decline in mixed papers. Mills would obviously refrain from purchasing as far as

are buvino- only what they require for actual con- possible in anticipation of securing supplies later on

sumption and are plaving a waiting game for addi- at further recessions. , „ , ,i,

tional stock. Prices cannot decline much further with- Fortunately, it c^n be stated that the paper market

out curtailing production altogether. One Toronto .loes not share in the conditions obtainmg m the board

dealer is responsible for the statement that with the tield Paper manufacturers are not beginning to get

cost of labor at its present level it will soon be more the business with which they Mere favored up to a

profitable for producers to burn paper than save it short time ago, and the market appears o becoming

for the collectors Shavings continue firm, due more 'luieter every day, yet there^has been no sharp decline

the scarcity of supplies than any additional demand iu prices on any kind of paper Quotations are

rom consumers. Books arc moving slowly, with prices changing, it is true, and invariably in a downward
' ^" " direction, but papermakers are keeping their composure

unchanged.
.^^^^I ^^^ ^^^^ slashing prices in a vain effort to stimulate

Following are quotations on rag and paper stock

:

hnying. Everyone nearly on the paper end contends
Per Cwt. F.O.B. Toronto ^1,^^^ prices on the finished product cannot go a whole

No 1 shirt cuttings $23.00—!(i24.00 lot below prevailing levels unless raw material or labor

No 1 unbleached cotton cuttings . . .
.$17.50—$18.00 oosts come down. There are no indications of this

No 1 fancv shirt cuttings $13.00—$13.50 pending, and consequently sellers of paper are mostly

No. 1 blue'overall cuttings $11.50—$12.50 pursuing a waiting policy in the firm belief that de-

Hleached shoe clip $15.50—$16.00 niand will soon increase and that the market will right

White cotton hosiery cuttings
*^^'''°^!i!no

itself '» <lue time.

Li»ht colored hosiery cuttings $13.00—$14.00 The newsprint .situation shows no important change.

nAv lifht flanellette cuttings $14.50—$15.00 There is not a very keen spot demand, but the fact re-

No 2 white shirt cuttings $13.50—-$14.00 mains that most of the supply offered for prompt

City thirds and blues (repacked) . ..$3.75—$4.00 delivery is finding an outlet among consumers, and at

Flocks and satinettes $1.40—$1.50 fairly steady prices. Domestic newsprint in standard

Tailor rat's $1.35—$1.45 rolls is fetching around 9.50 cents a pound at mills, and

Cunnv baffffing
$1.75—$2.00 tiierc is little sizable tonnage to lie had at less than this

Manila rone $5.25—$5.50 price, although occasionally an offer of newsprint

.No 1 white envelope cuttings $8.50—$9.00 imported from Europe at cheajier figures is recorded.

No 1 soft white shavings $7.50—$8.00 The contract basis is maintained at from 6..50 cents up-

White blanks $5.50—$6.00 ward, and it is definitely known that some publishers

Heavy led"er stock ^^.75—$4.00 of big city newspapers are willingly making contracts

No 1 mao-'azine $3.00—$3.10 for newsprint for delivery next year at as high as 7.50

X' -I K^-fb- lt«olr .. ..$2.6.5—$2.75 cents f.o.b. mills. This would certainly indicate that
No. 1 book StOCK Ir rn l.r "- Ul- I 1 i I I f x • 1 J 1-

N a inanilla cuttings $5.50—$5.(;> publishers do not look for any material decline in
'
^
'^ ... jbQ An jto ^Q prices.

Folird^ne"ws'"'^°!.'*.. ••••• ^ ! $2^00—$'125 Book papers hold r,uotal)ly steady. There is little

o"
'^''

news $2.50—$2.75 supply of any grade of book paper offered for prompt
^ver issue,

!{!,'i.,'iO—.$6.00 shipment, and jobbers report having difficulty placing

N? 1 clean and' mi'xed'papers
'. '.'.'.'... .$1.50-$1.60 orders for additional tonnages with mills. At the same

time, instances have come to light where machine

vATur iwfAPWPT finished and siijier book papers have been sold in the
NEW YORK MAKKtl.

^^I^pij market nt sligiil rciluctions from the prices pre-

New York. Octolier 20 (Spciiiil Correspondeiuc i

.

vailing not long ago. Coarse papers are (piiet and

The decline in box hoard values, which reached sucii prices incline toward lower levels. With kraft wood

drastic proportions last week, has continued through- pulp on the decline, manufacturers of wrappings are

out the current week, and i|nofations on most grades hooking some orders at concessions, and quotations on

of board are now on levels denoting a drop of very jufe wrappings also are moving downward. Tissues

nearlv 50 per cent from the levels obtaining a fortnight arc in narrow demand and tending off in value,

ago. Plain chip board is offered by mills down to as A consensus of opinion among ))aper men in that

low as $65 a ton at shipping points, while news board activity in the market will pick up to a substantial ex-

is qiKited at .$H0 a Ion f.o.b. mills. Despite the severe tent during the next couple of weeks. It is commonly
dprline in prices, demand is developing very slowly, felt that the national election out of the way, business
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•TRADE-nARK-
RE-6I5TERE0

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite. Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites. Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO-

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union^Helsingfors^ Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
INQUIRIES S<^)LICITEDTelephone: Murray Hill 4246-47

" 2170
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jrenerallv will spnioe up. wlii<h iiutonuiti.-ally ^M^

lead to heavier (•(.nsuiuption and mrreas.vl doniana lor

paper nr nearlv every kin.l. The usual pre-hniulay

deveh.ped and it is believed that this at least is bound

to eonie. and if it does it must arise during the next

week or two.

GROl'ND WOOD.—Numerdus rumors are heard ot

eheap lots of ground wood being offered for sale off

and on. the prices mentioned ranging down to as low

as .tlOO a ton, vet investigation among representative

members of the trade reveals that there is very little

.lomestie spruce pulp of No. 1 quality to be had at less

than $12:', per ton at grinding plants. There seems little

di.ubt that there are sizable" amounts of impiu-ted

mechanical luilp in the market, some of which is want-

ing a buver. and it evidently is this pulp that is lieing

offered at the low figures heard talked about. PuU)

dealers declare they have to pay from $120 to $123 per

ton at mills for domestic ground wood of prime grade,

and .state that consumers therefore can hardly obtain

supplies at under $125. A strong factor in ground wood

is the lack of .surplus stocks which most producing

mills have at this time of the year. Pulp has been

moving into consuming channels in consistent fashion

in recent months and grinders have been unable to

accumulate stocks, ad the opinion prevails that when

freezing weather sets in and hampers grinding ojiera-

tions. values will certainly undergo enhancement.

CnEMICAL PT"LP.—Aside from kraft pulp, which

is easing off under the bearish influence of a lack of

demand from board mills, quotations on chemical wood

pulps are holding their own. Current demand is rather

light, consumers in general ccmfining their huying to

supplies actually and immediately needed, yet pro-

ducers and importers are not pressing customers and

are naming steady prices. Sulpliitc is distinctly hard

to locate in sizable quantities for ju-ompt delivery. This

applies especially to bleached sulidiite, which is quoted

at from 12 cents upward for No. 1 domestic and be-

tween 13 and 14 cents for bleaching sulphite imported

from Scandinavia. Soda pulp also is hard to find for

spot or future shipment. A local dealer this week told

of canvassing the entire trade and of being unsuccess-

ful in locating any available soda pulp. Domestic No. 1

kraft has sold down to 6 cents a i)ound at pulp mills.

while Scandinavian kraft is offered at around G.-W

cents on the dock.

Importations of pulp at New York during the present

week included -xOOO bales from Christiania.

KAOS.— There is a marked hnk of trading ai-tivity

ill papermakiiig rags. .Mills are evincing very little

buying interest, aiqiaiciitly having ample supplies on

hand to take care of present requirements and not being

desirous of augmenting their stocks while prices are

on the downtrend, and sales have been recorded at new
low price levels. Roofing rags are particularly weak

and No. 1 packing is .selling at 1.40 to l..')0 .-eiits a pound

at shipping points and No. 2 roofing stocks at as low

IS l.;U) cents. Old whites arc quotably easier at around

ll..')0 cents for No. 1 repacked, and old thirds and blues

are offered at 3.75 to 4 cents per pound with few take;:;

in sight. New cotton cuttings hold relatively steady in

value, due to the comparatively light stocks of such

rags in dealers' hands and to the low production by

clothing cstablisliiiients. Nc^^• white shirt cuttings are

a strong item and arc readily fetching 26 cents and

higher a iioiuid in sales to pa])er mills.

Imports of rags at this jiort this week iinduded 983

bales from Antwerj). 223 bales from ^lanchester. 96

bales from Havre. 139 bales from London. S28 bales from
Rouen, 152 bales from Marseilles, 1,010 bales from

Alexandria, 316 bales from Barcelona and ;")36 bales

from Genoa.

PAPER STOCK.—Waste jtapcr prices continue to

decline and business has been done in most grades dur-

ing the iiast several days establishing values on new
low levels. Demand from box board mills is very close

to a standstill, and other consumers are buying solely

ill hand-to-mouth volume, Avith the result that with the

strike of collectors and sorters in New York over, more
old paper is being collected than there is an outlet for.

•Shavings are about the only class of stock showing
steadiness, and dealers are firmly quoting No. 1 hard
white shavings at around 9 cents a pound at shipping

points and No. 1 soft whites at 8 cents. Folded news
is selling at 1.20 to 1.30 cents f.o.b. New York, No. 1

mixed paper at one cent per pound, heavy No. 1 hooks

and magazines at 2.25 cents, and old No. 1 kraft paper
at 4.75 cents.

Importations of miscellaneous paper stock at New
York this week included 580 bales from Antwerp, 160

bales from London. 130 bales from Dundee. 29 bales

from Glasgow, and 25 bales from Liverpool.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGING.—Demand for old bag-

ging is almost nil and prices are nominal in the absem-e
of an established market. No. 1 scraji bagging is

offered at 2.25 cents a pound and less, roofing bagging
at a cent jier pound and No. 1 gunny at 2..50 cents. (^M
ri>pe is steady and in moderate call at 6 cents a pound
at ship|)ing points for No. 1 manila rope.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET tfi kphonk.s J.i12murray im i

Ground Wood
NEW YORK

Wr;'- II- wh'Mi

you have any

surplus of

Bleached or Un-

bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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iilDllidaB Sidniimitct

WE ARE AT PRESENT MANUFACTURING THE FOLLOWING
of interest to the Pulp and Paper Industry.

S=^

BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.

Acridine Yellow R.

New Phosphine R.

Chrysoidine Y. cone.

Basic Green B. cone.

Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

Bismarck Brown R. cone.

Safranine B.S.

Safranine R.F.F.
Methylene Violet 2R. cone.

Methylene Violet 2B. cone.

Malachite Green Crystals.

Methylene Blue B.B. cone.

Methylene Blue 1814.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOURS

Paramine Fast Pink B.

Paramine Sky Blue F.F.

Paramine Blue 2B.

Paramine Black B.IL

Paramine Yellow R.

Paramine Brown G. cone

Paramine Brown M
Paper

ACID

Paramine Fast Bordeaux B.

Paramine (Jreen G.

Paramine \ iolet N.
Paraphenine Yellow G.
Diazamine Fast Yellow 11.

Rosophenine lOB.

Benzopurpurine 4B.

Black 3181

COLOURS

Orange II.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB

Acid Prune V.

Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau G. cone.

Ponceau 4R cone.

Croeeine Scarlet 5R.

(]armoisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

r^c —
ProdiK i_^-iinpK'., l'Lirtirn>. and .ill

^ L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED ^
t^

HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND
Canadian Office and Warehouse

27 ST. SACRAMENT ST. - MONTREAI
Bupplic^i direct

^
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EXTENDED

Service
To Pulp and Paper

Advertisers,

Realizing the development

which is bound to take place

in trade between Canada and

the United Kingdom, the

Industrial& Educational

Publishing Co. , Limied
will open its own office in Eng-

land early in January.

Mr. C. H. Armstrong, Jr.,

who will be in charge, has in-

vestigated trade conditions in

Canada from coast to coast.

Any advertiser or subscrib-

er who is anxious to make

connections as a represent-

ative of firms in the United

Kingdom, is invited to com-

municate with Mr.Armstrong,

Pulp and Paper Magazine,

Gardenvale, P.Q.

This Service will be

Entirely Without

Remuneration,

THE IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD EXAMPLE.
Kxample must conif from the top. from those who

liavp assuinerl or who have heeii friven leadership. It

is as mueh a duty in business as in government, in

private as in publie life, in small as in big things. To
take the most obvious instance: Whether we like pro-

hibition or not, it is the law. Whether we resent the

loss of our liquor or not. it has been legally taken

from us. If we do not like the Volstead Act there is

a perfectly proper and lawf\il way to abate the se

verity of its ])rovisions. Hut so buig as that law is on

the statute books its open and flagrant violation tends

not only to breetl contempt for this particular law bnt

for all law. Aiul some of the petty offenders against

it are the men who, no matter what their personal

likes and inclinations, should be the- last ones in the

community to countenance any lawbreaking.

Tnless the boss sets an example we cannot blame the

workuuiu for patronizing the bootlegger. If the em-

ployer wants sober men on the .job. if he wants them
to pass up rum in the evening, it is up to him to lay

"ff the old stuff too. (letting his from the bellboy or

the chib steward does not put him in a different elas.s

from that of the lawbreaker who sneaks up a dark

alley and hands a dark brother ten <lollars for a quart

of rotgut. So long as leaders in business, big or little.

indulge in any form of law-breaking that happens to

suit their i)alates or their purposes, they have no just

cause for complaint when those who look to them for

an example indulge in other forms of lawbreaking that

hurt the morals and the business of the community.
"The best people" are sometimes the worst citizens.

Again, when a man's employees, whether in a retail

store or a great business, find that the boss is grabbing

thirty, fifty or a hundred per rent profit on a prime

necessity of life, what possible reason is there to expect

them to refrain from following his example and de-

manding exorbitant wages t If a concern is putting out

adulterated or short-weight goods, by what logic can it

expect a full da.v's work from its men? Instances of

bad examples in politics, business and the professions

could be multiplied. And though it is by no means
true that our laxness is as general as one would gather

from a reading of the press that specializes in sensa-

tion it is still widespread enough to call for a sharp
tightening up all along the line, from the top down.

Loose morality in our social life and our amusements
is a natural sequence to a breakdown in leadership. It

is a symptom that will disappear with a return to right

thinking on the part of those whose dtity it is to set

an example. Wlicn the str(uig profiteer, the weak
grab; when the strong decide that the.v will not be

bound by one distasteful law. the weak decide that

thc.\- will not obey an.v distasteful laws: when leaders

de<'ide that they are superior to the old conventions

and rules, they have plenty of followers who will go
their limit one better. -From The Saturdav Evening
I'o^t,

The Wisconsin State Board of Health says :

"ir cvcr.N man were straight, there would be fewer
mentall.v defective children."

"If every man were sfraigiit, most of the surgical

operations on the female reproductive organs would
not i)c needed.

"

.Men who have had a venereal disease should know
thc\ have been cured, not just think so. when ahout
to be married.
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Produdlion
Plus Quality
THE craftsman of a generation ago

is the skilled operative of today
Intensive wants, competition, inven-

tion have begotten intensive methods.
Everything has changed—everything
except the demand for quality. And today
quality must unite with economy if the
result is to be successful.

Today Canada demands increased pro-

duction. More goods, an ever-increasing

supply—and quality must be maintained
with the increase of quantity. The old

craftsman often took years to perform the
task that the skilled mechanic now accom-
plishes in a day.

Machinery has done this and today The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co Limited are
making it possible for the artisan to do the
work of the master-craftsman at lightning speed. For
quality of product, quality of tools is necessary. The
workman does the job, but the machine assures
mechanical precision—all those details which insure
factory in its last analysis.

That is why Fairbanks-Morse machine tools should always be
specified. There is behind each lathe, grinder, shaper, planer, and so on
down to the smallest tool, the dominating spirit of The Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse institution, the never-relaxing effort to give 100'

^

quality of produce and service.

The Canadian FairbanKs - Morse Co.
Limited

Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods
Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa

Hamilton St. Catharines Windtor Winnipeg
Regina Calgary Vancouver Victoria

product satis-

^^

r-J^^ \ \ S
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THK VALl E OF A.\ IDEA.

\Vf have heard it expressed by workmeu in pulp ami

paper iiiill.s. tliat their efforts to improve on appara-

tus and processes by thought and suggestion, is seldom,

if e:er, appreciated and recognized. In some cases we

have heard the complaint that a man's ideas have been

developed and used greatly to the advantage of Ins

employers, but without any recompense to the man.

Many inventors, of course, have suffered discourage-

ment and loss through the want of application of their

inventions, and a study of patent office records will

show numerous notions which are obviously doomed to

oblivion. Many of them are for the sole purpose of

serving as dogs in the manger so as to prevent their

use by someone else to whose product or process they

might possibly be applied. Then, too, there arc doubt-

less cases where ideas are practically stolen.

A very happy incident in- the way of invention-;,

however, recently occurred at the plant of the Abitibi

Company at Iroquois Falls, Ontario. In this ease the

workman saw the possibility of improving the trucks

and presses used in the hydraulic pressing of the wet

laps of pulp. The Abitibi Company in its desire and

effort to make the work in its pulp and paper mill

of the greatest interest to the employees in order

that they may be happy in their work, has instituted

a Suggestion Committee whose duty it is to receive

and pass on the suggestions of mill men which would

tend to improve on the conditions of the plant and the

quantity and quality of product. This committee has

been kept fairly busy with the examination of sugges-

tions received from the men. Most of the suggestions

are purely local, having to do with the operating con-

ditions of the Abitibi plant. One which had a wider

field was that of Mr. T. E. Dowse.

Mr. Dowse observed certain difficulties in the oper-

ation of the hydraulic pre.sses. Doubtless many men
in the industry have observed the same difficulty and

probably swore at it rather than thinking about how
it could be improved. This man's practical mind

conceived a scheme which looked so feasible and prac-

tical to the Suggestion Committee that they, hoping to

improve a machine which is widely used in the indus

try, not only advised the adoption of the suggestion by

the mill, but explained the matter to the manufacturer

of the pi'ess. This company also recognised the value

of the idea and sent the thoughtful man a substantial

cheque.

We believe that Mr. Dowse was more pleased by the

liiri lluit hi.s idea was appreciated and put to a prac-

tical use, than by the receipt of the money although

that feature, of course, is an important one. The fact

remains that the man who thinks about his work and
tries not only to do it as well as possible with the

tools at hand, but endeavors to improve upon present

conditions, has a sure reward iu the pleasure that his

work is certain to give him. There are many disap-

pointed ones on such an occasion as the receipt of the

cheque by Mr. Dowse, who will say. "Why did 1 not
think of that ?

"

' Some such men occasionally feel thai

they are being ill treated and occasionally a man will

make a suggestion to which he has given considerable

thought but which does not meet the approval of an
impartial committee, or which cannot at the time be

made use of. Such men should not be disappointed in

not being immediately recognised since thought ex-

pended is never wasted if it is of a constructive nature
and the more thinking a man does the better he is. A
man's brain needs exercise as much as his muscles and
once a man begins to have ideas he will find that
thoughts come more easily. The pulp and paper in-

dustry needs men who think and the man who will

make suggestions, even at the risk of having them occa-
sidiially turned down, is the man wlin will make the best

|)nigress. It is true that men are usually not born to high
position, they attain it by their own efforts. No man
need expect promotion who does not have constructive
ideas by which it is shown that he deserves it. His
ability to conceive and work out practical ideas will
lie greatly inerea.sed by a knowledge of Mafbematies
and Elementary Science as well as of his particular
industry. This knowledge is an indispensable factor in

making improvements in equipment and proces.ses. It

is as much a tool, and as neces.sary, as a lathe or forge.
Several Canadian pulp and paper companies are giving
their employees an opportunity to get this knowledge.
They are to be commended, and the men are to be con-
gratulated at having such an opportunity. It is one
the editor would have appreciated when he had to
attend the Physies' ela.ss in the loeal High S<'hool every
other week after working the night shift from six
p.m. to seven a.m. We .sometimes wonder if there is

sufficient realization and appreciation of the blessings
of the eight hour shift.

The big question across the line, and elsewhere, is,

IIow soon will the United States join the world's
greatest Forward Movement, the League of Natrons?"
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I'Af'ER SECllilTIES ARE SOiSD.

t'nder date of October 24th. the Sunday Express of

London, prints a dispatch from Montreal, dated Oc-

tober 22nd, in which it is stated under the heading of

•Climax of the Paper Boom", 'A heavy wave of li-

quidation is sweeping over the Montreal Stock Ex-

change. It is due to fears that the paper market

must break sooner or later The market for ground-

wood and sulphite pulp is iilread.v flattened out and

the price is declinintr although the price of newsprint

is still keeping fairly steady." The statement goes

on further to mention the number of points that some

paper stocks had dropped at that date. It is now

four weeks since this dispatch was sent to London and

while we would niot impute an ulterior motive to the

correspondent of the Sunday Express, wc cannot feel

that lie was very enthusiastic regarding the future <if

Canada s pulp and paper industry, nor could be have

been very familar with the fundamental strength and

soundness of the foundation on which this industry is

based.

The permanence and success of the industry is not

based on ticker reports nor the fluctuations of stock

prices which are sometimes in great demand and con-

-sequently increase simply because the public has a no-

tion that a still higher price could be obtained and

therefor rush to buy it. The result of a large imme-

diate demand in every line is almost sure to raise the

price; people will pay for a thing what they think

it is worth and prices of stocks are not always true

indications of the earning power of such securities as

an investment. We venture to say that there is not an

industrial security bought and sold on the Montreal

Stock Exchange, or any similar place, which has a

tiruier foundation or a more certain prospect of con

tiiiued prosperity than Canada's pulp and paper in-

dustry. We doubt if any of our i)a|)er mill stocks at

present prices will not return a fair dividend to the

investor: some of them have exce|)tionally good jiros-

pecfs. I'nfortunately there are people who persist in

gambling with stocks instead of bu.ving them for in

•e.>ifment [turposes. and the result is sure to be disap-

pointing to somebody and occasionally brings a per-

Iktly
legitimate enterprise into temporary disrepute.

Our English friends have no reason to fear for the

ture of investments in Canada's pulp and paper in

dustry. Let them Hclecl wisely anil their money is

nafe.

In a i)icture of the children's siH)rts at Iroquois

Falls. Ontario, we notice an Ernest Hydro among the

participants. So there reall.v is an earnest Hydro in

Ontario.

Hf(|oi.'n;i rjui >

conwEns.
Newspaper liciidline You lici it

(loe«

!

Little drops of water

Fiittle flakes of snow.

When they reaeli the pulp mill.

Make il)«' irrinders go.

Senator Harding, having been elected President of

the United States, puts the Republicans once more in

charge of the government after eight years of Dem-

ocratic administration. The Americans can now be

certain of the prosperity that was sure to come any-

way.

After one of the most remarkable Ocfolters in his-

tory, we are beginning to get a bit of rain. .\s the

song says "Every little bit helps" and every inch of

rain that comes before the rivers freeze up, will be a

distinct advantage to the producers of groiuidwood.

and the manufacturer i-equiring this raw material.

.\ow is the lime for everyone to buy, at least, as

much as current production requires; as the only wa.v

to prevent a serious slump in business is for everyone

to contribute as much as possible to keeping business

active. If we do not buy other fellow's goods neither

he nor his unem)iloyed workers .-an buy ours.

" THE BEST FRIEND ".

"After all, a good job is a man's best friend. It

keeps him busy and away from mischief. It feeds,

clothes and shelters him and his family. It offers

him an opportunitiy to save and thus provide for a

rainy day.

"It is better to hold on to a good .job. to acquire the

habit of indiisti-y and thrift and to be able to look

calmix to the future than to shift about to seek new
.jobs every so often, to squander all <avings anil always
live a hand to mouth existence.

"Find a .job which suits you, which suits your qual-

ifications and y<iur disposition: a .job which you like

and which likes you. and stick to it faithfully, studying,

learning, advancing. A good job is your best friend.'

Nowy ."swiat. Polish weekly of Chicago. III.

This advice is good for every worker (foreign-born
or native-born I who is forming the habit of drifting
aimlessly from job to job.

The drifter gets nowhere.
The way to prosperity, usefulness to the nation and

finest citizenship is to become a valuable and per-
manent member of the community where yon arc prof-

ritahly cniiiloyed.

Don't drift. Stay aboard the good ship ".'^teall,\ .loK"
ami u'd vomewherel—Inter-Racial Council

RESULT OF PAPER SHORTAGE
Waiter: " Voiir luij aiiioiiiiK to U T'-jcj

i'arsini: "Ilow do voii make that out .' It onlv comes
to 4s. fid.

Waiter: "You've had two mutton chops at Is, Gd.,

inch, two threepenny cigars, and one shillings worth
of vegetables and

Parson : "That's all I have had."
Waiter: ".\nd three halfpence for the |ia|>ei- to write

the bill on."
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Benefits and Uses of Graphic Charts
By GKELLET X. COLLIN'S, Dill

The idea of using charts to plot curves representing

numerical values is a very old one and has been used

by technical men for a multitude of purposes. The

application of the use of charts and frrapliic records

is likewise a very old i)racticc but tiicrc have Iteeu

different forms of applications which have gone

through an evolution that has finally developed some

distiiu-t characteristics in the metiiods used in indus-

trial graphic records.

It is the bane of an executive's existence to have to

sit down and intelligently aiuilyse a mass of figures

so as to be able to guide and control the mechanism of

a large industry. This burden has lieen dissijjated

entirely by thV use of charts. This great drudgery has

been lifted from tiie executive's sliouiders. One of the

most iinpoi-taul applications of recdids is in tln' pre-

sentation and analysis of costs.

When reports or statements have to be digested and

analyzed, the figures which are an average or normal

do not interest tlie executive as there is nothing unusual

about them which needs his attention, if a depart-

mental cost is excessively high or low the figures should

he carefully analyzed and followed back to the smallest

items. When the costs are high the causes should be

determined and steps immediately taken to reduce thein

before the end of tlie next |)eriod oi- month. When the

costs are abnormally- low. the causes shotdd likewise

be determined and special effort slioidd be directed

toward increasing those influences which tend to lower

costs.

If nund)ers alone are used for executive ami cimirol

rei)orts, it requires the most careful attention of the

reader to take in the meaning of each figure and carry

the comiiarisons in his mind. If these figures are ex-

pressed in graphic jtictures liy means of charts, the

tendency of the figures is seen at a glance ami the high

and low spots are innnediately noted. This allows the

executive to omit the m)rmal or average figures ami he

can immediately jiroceed to analyze the high and low

spots to the minutest detail depending on the detail

expressed by his records. In other wot-iIs. the charts

increase the executive's efficiency and saves him as

well as avoiding the mental drudgery of reading myri-

ads of figures.

Assistance to Operation.

The usefulness nf diarts i> not limited to the execu-

tives alone, however, as they ser\e a purpose of e\en

more material benefit in the i-ase of the men in an or-

ganization who are confused by a mass of figures and
who have not the education or mentality to analyze
the meaning of the figures which are presented to them.
.\ foreman of a department may be very skillful and
be very capable of obtaining ex<'ellent res\d's but if

properly instructed in the analysis of his departmental
figures, he can produce even more ast(niishing results

by knowing where to direct his efforts to the best ad-

vantage. For example, if the waste in a dei^artment
is increasing from week or month to month, a chart will

immediately show this tendency wliile the mere figures

^^fdU4>t be as apt to. particularly if the daily differ-

eftces are slight,

i^if foremen have i)een of varj'ing dispositions and
fSefr knowledge nf their department has t)een governed

1.^ Collins Paper Co., Philadelphia.

accordingly. Some foremen are able to tell the works"

manager, immediately when ((uestioned, what the

previous day's prodncticui figures were and the waste

accompanying the i)roduction figures. Others have an

idea it was ui) or down and some are entirely ignorant

about items in their departments they sluudd be entire-

ly familiar with. Of course the extent to which a fore-

man is interested in his work depends to a large extent

on the make-up of the individual. An intelligent man
will think up means of kee|)iug his own interest alive in

his work. Charts may not |)umi) maii.x' new ideas

into the foreman's reservdir of interest but will enable

him to discover with the mininnim amount of mental

effort the tendencies in his department, for example,

whether the jtercentage of waste is increasing or de-

creasing.

We now come to the man who is the machine operatoi-

or the manual laborer. Why not arouse his interest to

a greater extent and i^u-tray the figures he is the

originator of so he will be able intelligently to com-
prehend their significance? Refer to "Tlie Creative

Workman" by Hoi>ert H. Wolf.* The more facts a man
knows about his work the more his interest will be

aroused and the natural seipience is greater production
of better cpiality. Here again charts are used which
are just as beneficial to the man doing nuinual lalnu- as

they are to the woi-ks" nmnager or plant superintendent.

Instead of trying to educate all men to grasp the signi-

ficance of a myriad of figures just teach them to ab-

sorb the graphic picture of figures and observe whether
their results produce a line on paper which is pointing

upward or downward.
The one poiiit which is an ovci'wbelming ai'gument

for the use of idiarts is the fact that they require less

mental effort to analyse than do a mass of figures.

The first Vear-Hy-Day 's charts familiar to the writer

were drawn up on sections of paper of medium quality

and mounted on linen cloth to make the necessary
length. They were ruled up in four week ])eriods.

The writer then had some special high grades of

linen ledger |)aper iiuide to order which was 100 per
cent linen and very hard sized. These sheets ai-e 561A"
x 22" and were ruled and printed, with the dates across

the to|i and bottom of the sheet for each day of the

>'ear. The advantages of these charts over the others are :

erasures do not destroy the surface; they are one con-
tinuous sheet for a whole year: they are ruled on both
sides: and most important of all they tie in with a cost

account kept on a monthly basis which does not apply
to the charts drawn U|) on four week ])eriods.

A group of mendicrs within the Technical Association
of the Pulp & Paper Industry, representing ten con-
cerns, then got together and made a chart which is the
latest develoiiment rd' Year-By-Day's charts. Special
chart paper was made (pf the same qualil\- as that used
by the United States Government, Hydrographic Office.
The dimensions of the sheet were kept the same as most
of the users had cabinets which have been standardized.
A stone was made for lithographing these cliarts which
was an improvement over the ruling and printing. The

•Obtainable from the Secretary, Technical Associa-
tion of the Pulp and Paper Industry, .342 Fifth Ave.,
New Vorl; ;

2-') cell's per copy.
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This chart shows year by 4—week periods and su

lilies and ihiys, heiii^ iiuido at one imi)ressi()ii. were

always (Munpietely in refjister. The new features are

a (listiiu-t advantage over the previous charts as there

are two new divisions added. Adjacent to the column

for the title and scales are .several columns for the sum-

maries of previous years. Next to this division is a

column for the summaries of the current year by

mouths. The suhsequent divisions embody the features

of the other charts and include a year by days divided

into 4 week periods.

Uses of the Charts.

It will be well at this ixiiiit to meiitidii the uses of

Year-By-Days charts so that the reader can keej) in

mind his own application of these charts and formulate

ideas applicable to his OMii work -while digesting this

article. The following list is l)y no means the limit of

the i)f)ssibilities of these charts but give an idea of the

possil'le uses :

—

1. Production records: 2. Routine chemical analyses;

3. Costs : 4. Cars moved, loaded or unloaded : 5. Labor
turnover : 6. Attendance: 7. Efficiencies: 8. Waste
figures: 9. Sales: 10. Weights; 11. Shipments; 12.

Materials and stocks ahead of deiiartments.

There are unlimited additional aiiplications which
will occur to the user to meet liis individual require-

ments.

Methods of Plotting Curves.

The instructions as oiitliiiecl arc not the only ways
of accom]dishing results but have been put into jn-ac-

fiee and thoroughly tried. They have been adopted by
most of the users of these charts.

The curves are drawn in pairs, one curve on top of

the other, down the sheet as far as as the different

scales and si)aee will permit. Most charts have about
5 pairs of curves to a chart. The fii-st pair are red, the

second pair black, etc., alternating.

The Scale to Use.

The scale used is entirely optional lint curves having
eertain i-haracferistics are more jiractieal than others.

The first thing in deciding what scale to use is to de-

termine the uyii)er aiul lower limits. The daily or
periodic variations should then be plotted for several

jP>oints and a trial curve drawn. A scale showing too

rreat a variation for a small change will have a .jagged

'appearance which is ver.v undesirable. The other ex-

treme must also be avoided as a curve showing too
small H variation for a small change will have more the
appearance of straight line.

Considering the first j>air of curvi's; one will lie

, drawn in a solid line and the other super imposed will

.., V ut (lotted. The solid line repre-

sents the dail.N' repiuts as they jiiinp from one i)oint to

the next wliile the dotted line represents the average-

to-date lines which originate at the first of the month
or jieriod. The solid line shows the dail.v fluctuations

iij) or down which does not couve.v nuich informat'on

if the fluctuations are large from da.v to day. The
average to date curve shows at a glance whether the

general tciidciic.\- is \\\\ or down ami is tlie indicator of

true i)rogress.

There are conditions occurring which cause a lack of

records for a variet.v of reasons. When these condi-

tions arise the methods of plotting indicate at a glance

the reason.^. When Sunda.vs or holida.vs occur a ver.v

small circle of the same color as I lie curve is ilrawn

around the point.

Tf there is a lack of records resulting in non-produc-
tion caused b.v fire, flood, strike (U- some condition

which does not occur normall.v. the dail.v or solid curve

is dropped to zero and the zero is figured in the aver-

age to date curve. If tho plant is i)roducing but there

is a lack of recoi'ds owing to a clerk "s absence on a cer-

tain da.v, the curve is continued to the next point and
a circle of opposite color is put on the |)oint rcjiresenf-

iiig the da.v of missing i-eeords.

These charts, after being drawn up and the curves
plotted, should be shown to all the department fore-

men and those interested if they are to produce the

desired effect. If the.v ai'e merel.v ]ilotted and ke]>t in

the cabinet the.v will do no more good than an exi)ensiv

advertisement which is not properl.v put before th

public.

Tf the results of an organization are put on charts so

that the.v can be quickl.v comju-ebended. the.v cannot be
surpassed by an.v other methods.

Those doubting the value of charts aiul graphic
records need onl.v visit a mill which uses them to be
convinced of their results.

the

NOTE: The Editor was present at a eoiiimittee

meeting in New York when the matter of charts was
the principal subject of discu.ssion. The experiences
described were .so interesting that Mr. Collins was
asked to prepare this de.scription. It is understood
the the comi)anies who prepared these charts for their
o^ni use are willing to give others the benefit of their
effoi-ts and cxpcricni-e and will dispose of limited num-
ber of charts at $1 each for orders of 10 or more. The
secretary of the committee is ft. \. Collins. Richmond
and Tioga Sts.. Philadelphia. Pa.

JANUARY FEBRUARY

't for curvci according »o montht.
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Economic Utilization of Heat and Power
in Paper Mills

By ^Ym. ADAMSOX.

Throti^h (uir London Representative we publish fibrous raw material for the extraction of eelliilose

;

this interestinsr paper bv IMr. Wni. Adanison, who (2) For the reeovery of the active agents used ui this

is a director of Cliarles Walmslev & Co. Ltd.. Burv. chemical disintegration, e.g., the recovery of soda from

England whicli he read at a congress of the Tecii- the waste liquors in the digestion of grass, etc.: (3 For

nical Section of the British Papei" Makers' Associa- drying the web of paper after formation on the ma-

tion held in Manchester, on October Stli. Mr. '-I'l'ie: (4) To warm tlie air used for absorbing the

Adamson is recognised as an auliioritv on tlie sub- moisture evaporated trom the paper during the drying:
•

J.J
(o) As the source of tlie mechanical and electrical

])ower by whidi tlie iiaper-making i)lant is driven (ex

One of the most important, and. to many of us. one ,.ept where water power is used) : (6) For-various other

of the most interesting problems attaclied to tlie maiiu- ojierations, e.g., to accelerate liypochlorite bleaching:

facture of paper is the economic utilization of beat and to "free"" the paper stock, so that it may more readily

jiower in tiie mill. The time has come when it is very p^,.} ^.j^h its water on the machine wire, to warm tii

necessary tjiat the source of lic;it and power, wliicii in mjn liuildings. etc.. etc.

England is coal, should be economised to the greatest 'piic most suitalde agent for distriliuting this iieal is

possibk' extent. Until recently coal has been so plenti- steam, principally owing to its large heat carrying

ful and so cheap, that the (luestioii of its economical eapacity at convenient temperatures, tnd to Us prop-

use was not very pressing, but in view of the present erty (change of state) of being able to part with greater

shortage in sujiplies, tlie rising prices and our ever portion of this heat (latent heat) at constant tempera-

dwindling national reserves, the ipiestion becomes one ture. These two iirojierties of steam are of the greatest

of the greatest importance. If by tiie most modern importance, when used for cases 1, 2, 3 and 4. The iieat

jilant, under scientific control, we can save even a small carrying cajiacity of steam, or "the total heat" varies

amount of coal i)er ton of paper jiroduccd. it is obvious y^iy little with the pressure, the values at the higher

that a considerable economy will be shown at the end jiressures being only slightly greater than at the lower
of the year, and. of ccnir.se, a reduced cfmsumption of pressures. The "latent" heat also varies very littL' with
coal means tliminished charges for handling both coal tlie pressure, but is slightly greater at the lower than

and ashes. The fuel cost per ton of paper produced is ;,t the higher pressures.

one over which the paper-maker has more control than STEAM FOR DKiESTIVE IM'Hl'OSKS. - When
he has over the other main costs of paper production, steam is used to aid the digestion of rags, grasses, wood
such as raw material and labor. iind other fibrous materials, temperature, pressure and
A very short time ago a census was taken of the coal latent heat are very important factors for successful

consumptions ()f the different mills, and at that time operation. Li practice the most suitable temperatures
the following results were considered as good jirac- and pressures have been fairly well determined for the

tice:

—

different raw materials and usually lie within definite

Table 1. limits for each material, boiling agent and desired

Coal product. To obtain these temperatures, steam is used
Paper. Consumption either "directly "" or "indirectly" in the digester. The

News.—25% ('hem.. 7o'7r Mch. Wood . . 18—20 cwts advantages and disadvantages of both methods are

Cheap Printings.—5091 Chem.. oO'l ilech. fairly well known, but in either case the steam must
Wood, unbleached 26-28 ewts. suppl.v the necessary heat to bring up the contents of

Printings.—All bleached. the digester to the required temperature and pressure.

(Free from Mechanical Wood) ... 37 e^vts. Live steam is generally used for digestive purpo.ses.

Esparto Papers.—Pure 3.0-4 tons, but for low temperature boiling (e.g.. rag boiling). ex-

Esparto Papers.—nO"r Esparto. ">0% . haust steam could be more economically usctl. Even
Chemical Wood 2.5-3 tons, in the case of the higher temperature digestion, low

W^ritings—100'; Rag 2.5-5 tons, pressure exliaust steam could conveniently, and with
Writings.—50' , Rag, 50',' Chemical Wood 2.5 tons, great economy, be used as a preliminary, and tlie final

There are few mills, however, that reach this stand- temperature attained by the use of either higher
ard. but there is no doubt that with modern plant, pressure exhaust, or live steam. Thus, for example, if

lightly installed these results could be not only the final digestion temperature be 300 deg. Fah.. and
reached, but surpassed. A more correct way of com- the initial temi)erature of the digester contents be

paring consumptions would have been on a B. T. V. 60 deg. Fah., then exhaust steam at 10 lbs. gauge
basis, r)r from the commercial point of view, on an pressure would be able to supply almost 75 ]>.c. of the

"£.s.d."" basis, as the heat value of coals and the cost total heat required for the digestion,

of same vary considerably. Fuel is wasted in most 8TEAJI FOR HEATING THE DRYING CYLIN-
mills b.v inefficient boiler plant ; by uneconomical steam DERS.—To dry paper satisfactorily, the steam supplied
plant; by unnecessary absorption of power in driving to the dryers should lie within certain limits of tem-
tlie plant : and by dissipation of heat in various parts perature. If the steam is at too high a temperature,
of the mill. there is always the great risk of "cockling"' and burn-

Use of Heat in the Mill. ing the paper : whereas, on the other hand, the tem-
Heat is utilized in the mill for various operations:— perature must not be too low. or the rate of drying vnU

(1) As an aid to the cliemical disintegration of the be considerably retarded. The usual range of tem-
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peratures (•iirres|)()ii(ls to iiltsohite piH'.ssures of from

15 to 25 lbs. per scpiare indi. but for some i-la.sses of

paper, pressures up to 45 ll)s. are used. Another faetor

affeetiufr the rate of dryiu'r i> tlie presence in the ex-

haust steam of oil. This is nlliiiiately deposited as a

film on the inner surface of tin- cylinder wall, and will

ereatiy retard the rate of heal flow from the steam to

*the paper. To compensate for this, hifrher temper-

ature steam is required than is necessary when exhaust

steam free from oil is used.

HEAT AVAILABLE FOR DKYINC IX EXHAl'ST
STEAM.—When steam lias done useful work either

in a steam enjrine or steam turbine, and been exhausted

at a lower )>ressure. the heat converted into work is

only a very small pcrcentajie of the total heat in the

steam, so that in this exhaust steam there is a large

amount of heat than can be used for drying purposes.

Suppose for example, we take 1 lb. dry steam at an

absolute pressure of 200 lbs. jier square inch. (185

lbs. per square inch fraufre pre.ssure^. If this is ex-

pended adiabatically (i.e.. at constant tem|)erature)—
Ray in an ideal engine—and exhausted from the engine

or turbine at an absobite jiressure of 25 lbs. per square

inch (10 lbs. gauge), the heat units converted into work

would be 155 B.T.T'. If this steam be then passed intr)

the drying cylinders of the ])aper machine, and dis-

charged therefrom as water—say at a tem])erature of

240 deg. F.—the heat units available for drying will

be 834 B.T.r. If. however, instead of using exhaust

steam, live steam be used re(lu<'ed to the lower jiressure

by means of a rediicing valve, then i)assed into the

drying cylinders of the machine, and exhausted there-

from as water at the same temperature, the heat units

available for drying would be 989 B.T.T'. A comparison

of these figures will show that steam which has done

useful work in tlie engine has almost as much heat

available for drying as there is in the live steam. It is

interesting to go further with this, by making a com-

parison of the value of steam used in the following

wa.vs :

—

(1). 1 lb. of dry steam, expamled in an ideal engine

from an absolute pressure of 200 lbs. per square inch

to 25 lbs. per square inch absolute.

Heat Units available for work .. .. 155B. T. I'.

This 'team is then passed into the drying cylinders

and discharired therefrom as water at a temperatui-e
of 240 deg. F.

Heat I'nits available for drying .... S:{4 B. T. I'.

(2). 1 lb. of dry steam expanded in an irleal oiirine

from an absolute^ pressure of 200 lbs. per sipiarc inch
to a cr>ndenser pressure of 28" vaetnim.
^leat I'nits available for work .. .. liUi B. T. I'.

wC-ii. 1 lb. of dry steam is reduced b\' mesiiis of a re-

ccing valve fr')m an absolute pressure of 200 lbs. per
•quare inch to 25 lbs. ner s<|UHre inch, (absolute nres-

mre) and is then used for heafipir the dryinir evlinders
Heat I'nits available fo'- drviiiir .. .. !)8f) B. T. T'

From fhes" residts it will be readilv seen that 1 lb.

of steam used under the i-ondition (^) is eonivalenf to

J :!n lb- of steam used under conditions (2t and (^).

i^iniilar results will be obtained with steam at other
initial pressures, and also in the ease of ^uperhenfed
.nteflm. o'dy in the latter ease, more heoi is available
p^T 11). of Hfenm both f«ir work and for hr-ating. These
r-'Hulf.s demonstrate the L'reat eeonomv of using ex
» •st stonm for drying in preference to fresh live
si '(im.

srTKKHKATEn .'^TEAM AND PAPER DRVIXfi—Superheated Hleam )ia« been sufrgesled for drvintr

paper, but there are many objeetions to its use. For
instance, its heat carrying cajiacity is ver.v little great-

er than that of saturated steam, unless the temperature
be unreasonbaly higli, e.g.. saturated steam at 10 lbs.

gauge pressure contains a total heat of 1155 H.T.I'.

at a temi)erature of 240 deg. F.. and superheated steam

at the same pressure and a teuiperattire of 300 deg.

F. (beyoiul which it is inadvisable to go') contains a

total heat of 1184 B.T.F. —only 2't more than the sa-

turated steam. Again, if superheated steam were pass-

ed into tlie drying cylinders, it would probably cause

the overheating of the end of the dr.ver, and thereb.v

damage the paper; and as soon as it catne into contact

with the water, its superheat would immediatel.x" be
lost. Also, if the dr.ver could !), filled with super-

heated steam, it would be unable to give up an.v of its

heat without a lowering of temperature, and this

lowering would take place until tlie steam be-

came saturated. As previously stated, for suc-

cessful drying, the temperature of the steam within

the drying cylinders should remain constant. Another
Iioint against the use of superheated steam, especiall.v

in the case of the exhaust steam from reeiprocatinir

engines, is that with tlie usual t.\pe of oil separator, it

is impossible to remove the bulk of the oil contained in

the steam. In the case of steam by-passed from a

"bleiMler" turbine, llOwe^'er, there is no trouble expe-

rienced on this account, as it does not contain any oil,

and if it be superheated at all, the degree of super-

heat should be onl.v enough to ensure dry steam at the

furthest point in the heating mains. If live steam,
Mliich is alread.v superheated, be reduced in pressure
by a reducing valve, it will at a lower pressure be
further su]ierheated, and before this is used as a

make-up" for heating the drying cylinders, means
should be adopted to reduce its temperature.
KTEAM USED FOR GEXERATIOX OF TOWER.—

Tlie verv property of steam, i.e., its large latent heat
capacit.v—which is so useful when steam is used as a

drying ageiit^has nothing like the same value when
it is used for power purposes. The value of steam for
power purjioscs deiiends mainly on the range of pres-

sure and temperature that can be worked, and very
little on the total heat of the steam. Thus, if steam be
used in the most eeonomieal engine, or turbine, there
is al wa.vs a large percentage of heat in the steam pass-

ed over to the condenser, (ireater economy in steam
coirsumption can be obtained by a<loptiiig higher ini-

tial steam pressure with further adoption of higher
superheat, combined, of course, at the other end of the
scale with the most ]ierfect condensing arrangements.
It is very common now to install plant with gauge
pressures of 200 to 2.50 lbs. per s(piare inch, superheat-
ed to a total temperature of tiOO deg. F.. and fo work
this expansively in the case of turbines to a vacuum
of 28i'o' to 2!l" with the barometer standing at 30."
It is interesting to examine the available energy in

heat units that can be obtained in an ideal engine with
steam «l different initial and condenser pressures.
From the total heal entropy curves for steam at dif-
ferent pressures and superheat, the heal drop bv ox
pandini: steani in j iigine working on the "Rankine"
Cycle with adiabalie expansion, can be readily de-
termined. In practice, however, no steam engine or
turbine is cajtable of converting the same amount «if

heat info work as is shown for the ideal engine
SUPERHEATED STEAM FOR POWER PURPOSES.

—Superheated steam, although of little value for heat
inu' and drying, is. however, of eonsidernhle value in
the genexHlion of power. If the -(fenm supplied to an
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engine be superheated to only a small extent, so as to

ensure its being dry at the engine, then for every

10 deg. F., of added temperature, there will be a re-

duction in steam consumption of not less than 1 p.c.

Thus, with 100 deg. F. of superheat at the engine, a

reduction in steam consumption of about 10 p.c. can

be obtained, as compared with dry steam. Superheat-

ed steam used in the steam turbine also shows a marked
decrease in steam consumption over dry steam. For
example, 100 deg. F., of superheat reduces the steam
consumption by S.5 p.c, as compared with dry steam.

For reciprocating engines, superheated steam as high

in temperature as 500 to 550 deg. F., can be safely

used and will show considerable economy and smooth-

er working of the engine; for turbines, temperatures

as high as 600 deg. F. are now in common use. The
steam supplied to the engines driving the paper ma-
chines should only be superheated to a temperature

which will ensure dry steam in the exhaust pipe. In

order to avoid excessive wear of the cjdinder, piston

rings, valve rings and packings, when using superheat-

ed steam in the engines, it is very necessary to increase

the supply of oil for internal lubrication.

CHOICE OF POWER UNIT.—The paper mill can be

driven in many different ways, and by the use of power
units of various types. In the case of existing mills, the

"laj'out" of the plant generallj- determines the me-
thjod of driving and the most suitable type of unit,

but in the ease of new mills the plant can be arranged
in the most convenient way to suit the class of paper
being manufactured, and the method of driving ar

ranged accordingly. In determining the most suitable

type of power unit, the first essential is to make a

correct estimation of the power and heat require-

ments of the mill. If the heating load exceeds the

power load then the thermal efficiency of the engines

is of little importance, but if on the other hand the

power load predominates, the thermal efficiency of

the power units is of the greatest importance. The
economy of engines, or turbines, in regard to steam
consumption per unit of power will always be a most
important factor in determining the relative value of

different types of engines and turbines, and their ap-

plication in mill driving. Apart from the steam con-

sumption, loss through stoppages; cost of maintenance,
attendance repairs and depreciation ; and the initial

cost, have all to be considered in estimating the real

commercial economy. Reliability and efficiency arc

the most important factors, and should not be sacri-

ficed in order to save a little in initial cost of tin-

plant. In fact, reliability should come first of all in

any power scheme for paper mill driving, ranking of

more importance than steam economy. The loss of

production by unreliable plant would soon counter-

balance anv saving in steam economv or initial cost.

STEAM ENGINE AS POWER UNIT.—The steam

engine in one of its many different types has been

universally employed as the power unit in steam-driven

paper mills. The choice of type as main power unit

has varied greatly, depending in some measure on the

space at disposal in which the engine was to be fixed,

and also on the speed of rotation. Where floor space

was limited and the height permitted, the vertical type

was the only alternative: but when the space was not

limited, the horizontal slow speed type was generally

preferred, being the more convenient of access: and as

it occupied a larger floor area, the engine was more
likely to be free from vibration. The economic use of

the steam in the engine depends mainly on the ratio

of expansion, the leakage past the pistons, valves and
packings, and on the quality of the steam supplied.
With regard to the ratio of expansion, it is possible to
carrj- this too far in condensing engines, necessitating
the use of very large cylinders; and beyond a certain
poLnt—while showing an improved result per I.H.P.

—

this does not show an improved result per B.H.P. The
mechanical efficiency of engines varies according to
the type. Slow speed horizontal engines will show an
efficiency of only 80 to 85 p.c, whereas the quick
revolution engines with forced lubrication will show an
efficiency up to 92 or 93 p.c The highest efficiency
of any engine is at the full rated load, as the power
required to drive the engine remains practically con-
stant at different loads.

STEAM TURBINE AS POWER UNIT.—Within the
last few years the steam turbine has become a very
serious competitor of the reciprocating steam engine
as the main power generating unit for paper mill driv-
ing. Two types of turbine readily lend themselves to
paper mill service, viz:— (1) The •'Extraction" type
and (2) the "Mixed Pressure" type. The former,
sometimes known as the "pass-out" or "bleeder" type,
is arranged .so that the steam, after passing through
one or more stapes of the turbine, can be by-passed at
suitable pressures into the heating mains for heating
purposes in the mill, and so thjit the excess steam can
be passed through the lower stages nf the turbine to

the condenser, in those ca.ses where the power load is

greater than the heating load. This type of turbine
can thus work as a high pressure machine, if no st<am
is wanted for heating; or as a buck-pressure machine,
if all the steam necessarj- for power production is want-
ed for heating. The amount of heating steam can con-
sequently fluctuate between these limits. When work-
ing as a back-pressure turbine, there is always a small
quantity of steam passed through to the condenser so

as to keep a slight steam flow and eliminate troubles

that arise wht^n working in a vacuum. The steam by-

passed into the heating mains can be readily controlled

by a suitable valve operated by the governor gear of

the turbine. When the heating or power requirements
of the mill fluctuate, they are readily and almost in-

stantaneously accommodated by the sensitive govern-

ing gear on the turbine. Thus, with constant load, if

more steam is required for heating, it is automatically

supplied by the governing gear admitting more live

steam to the first stage of the turbine, and allowing

less steam to pass through to the condenser. On the

other hand, if the demand for heating steam is reduced

some of the live steam is automatically cut off, and
more steam passes through the lower stages to the

condenser. Again, if the demand for heating steam
remains constant, but the power load varies, the gov-

ernor gear automatically controls the steam supply

to the turbine and through the lower stages to the con-

denser. The steam can be by-passed at a fixed press-

ure, and this pressure maintained constant irrespective

of the steam demand for heating, or the fluctuating

power demand. When this pressure has been fixed,

the desi?n of the turbine does not very readily permit

of its being altered without a sacrifice in steam econ-

omy, but if the pressure of the heating steam be fixed

at the maximum that will be required in the mill, it can

readily be adjusted by means of a throttle valve for

the lower pressure requirements. This is the ideal

condition for the supply of heating steam to the mill,

and moreover, this steam being free from oil. can be
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admirably used for the digesters, drying cylinders,

hot air plant, or for any other heating requirements
of the mill. Such an arrangement of "by-passed"
steam permits of great economy, as the steam for heat-

ing purposes has already given up a portion of its

puergy in the turbine previous to its entering the heat-

ing main. This steam for the same pressure drop does

not give out a-s much energy as i? the case of steam

used under the same conditions in a reciprocating

steam engine, and this is on*- of the objections urged
against the use of the turbine. However, having given

up less heat in the form of energy than the steam from
a reciprocating engine, it contains more heat available

for drying. A well designed reciprocating compound
tuginp working down to about atmospheric pressure

is a more efficient machine than a turbine working
under the same initial and terminal pressures; but be-

tween the atmospheric and condenser pressures the

turbine is far more economical, as it is able to expand
the steam down t<i an absolute pressure of less than

1 lb. per square inch, while the reciprocating engine

working condensing does not expand to much below

an absolute pressure of 8 lbs. per square inch. In

order to expand to lower pressures, the low pressure

i-ylinder would have to be inordinately large, and
therefore, costly while the increased loss from cylinder

condensation and radiation would more than counter-

balance the gain due to a greater expansion. For

example, in most condensing engines the saving over

non-condensing conditions does not exceed 2") p.c. to

30 p.c. under the most favorable conditions of load.

and on over-loads the saving by condensing is much

smaller. From this it appears that a combination of

an engine and a turbine will give higher economy than

either an engine or a turbine working through the

whole range of pressure. This leads us to the mixed

pressure type of turbine, that can be readily used for

paper mil] driving.

MTXEI) PRESSURE TURBINE.—The mixed press-

ure turliine can be employed in con.iunction with reci-

t>rocating. non-condensing engines. The engines could

be used for driving the machine, the beater shafting,

.•tc. and being compounded, would absorb the greatest

|)ossible amount of power from the steam before it is

exhausted into the heating mains. The excess exhaust

steam that would result from the use of these engines

fould then be used in the mixed i)ressure turbine for

the generation of the electrical energy for the electrical

load of the mill. In those mills where the power load

exceeds the heating load, this is often the most econ-

omical method of driving as regards steam consumi>-

^ion, since the steam available for driving has been used

hrough reciprocating comixiund engines, and the ex-

"••ess passed over to be taken full advantage of in the

mixed pressure turbine. Any additional steam recpiired

for the electrical load is automatically pi-ovided by the

governor and valve gear of the mixed pressure turbine.

In many mills where the main power unit is a compound
condensing engine, a mixed pressure turbine could be

applied with considerable success. By working the

engine non-condensing and passing the steam into the

tiir))ine. the power out])ut by the combination might be

increased 'M) to .'lO j).c. without any increase in the fuel

consumption. This is especially so in those cases where
the engine is wfirking under over-load couditions. This
combination is one of the most atfrac'ive methods of

increasing the steam efficiency of an existing mill, as

the exhaust steam from the engine could he used as a

''make-up" supply for the healinsr mains and the ex-

cess passed into the turbine.

EFFICIENCY OF THE TURBINE.—The efficiency

ratio of a turbiii," is closely connected with the size.

Within the last few years great improvements have

lieen made in the design of the turbine, and turbines

are now built with efficiencies as high as 75 p.c. for

very large outi)uts. Imt for lower powers the efficiency

is not so good. Turltines of UOOO K.W. and over show
efficiencies up to an even higher than 66 p.c. Low
pressure or mixed pressure turiiines. working between
16 lbs. per square inch absolule with dry steam and 27"

to 28" vacuum show a higher efficiency ratio—for

machines of moderate outi)ut the figure runs from 68

to 70 p.c. at full load condi'.ion. (The efficiency ratio

of a turbine is the ratio of the heat actually transformed
into mechanical work to the heat available for mechan-
ical work by the adiabatic exjiansion of the steam from

the higher to the lower pressures.) The mechanical
efficiency of the turbine is generally as high as 95 p.c.

and sometimes higher. Generally speaking, below an
output of about 500 K.W.. a reciprocating condensing

engine driven generator is more economical in steam
consnmption and less costly than a turbine driven

generator, but above this output the turbo unit has the

advantage.

UXIFLOW ENGINE.—The -Uniflow" engine has

been applied to paper mill driving with considerab?}

success, particularly for driving the beater shafting,

either directly connected or through ropes. The de-

velopment in the application of the uniflow engine
jirinciple for paper mill driving has been the introduc-

tion of a compound extraction type engine, having a

high pressure cylinder for expanding the steam down
to the low pressure required in the heating mains,
and a low j)rcssure cylinder on the "Uniflow" pur-

I)oscs. and expanding this to the* fullest extent of the

condenser pressure. The steam recpiired for heating
purposes is thus taken from the receiver between the

two cylinders, and the balance of steam is pa.ssed on
to the low pressure or "Uniflow" cylinder. If the

demand for heating steam increases, a momentary re-

duction of pressure is caused in the receiver, and im-
niediately the "Uniflow" cylinder valve gear comes
into action, cutting off the steam supply to this cylin-

der and simultaneously the speed governor increases
the "cut-off" in flic high jircssure cylinder and more
steam is admitted. A reverse operation occurs when
the heating steam demand is reduced, and a similar
automatic ad.jiistmcnt of the steam supply takes place
when the power load increases or decreases. This ex-
traction type compound "uniflow" engine, therefore,
in common with the ordinary compound engine, is able
to abstract from the heating steam the greatest amount
of heat as work for a certain drop in pressure, and it is

also able to supply the exhaust steam necessary for
heating purposes. In addition, the excess steam can
be expanded to a far greater degree in the "Uniflow"
cylinder than is possible in the low pressure cylinder
of an ordinary compound condensing engine.

STEA.M EN'tilNE DRIVES FOH PAPER MA
CHINES i'aper nuichines are now almost universally
driven in two main secticuis : ( ji i the constant speed
portion, whii-h im-liides the machine stuff chests, stuff,
back water, vjiciiiim and sheet pumps, with shake ap-
paratus and strainers; and (b) the variable speed por-
tion, which ciuuprises the body of the machine from
the breast roll to the reel. .\s machines vary consider
ably in size and speed, depemling on the class of paper
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being made, mauy points have to be taken into consi-

deration before fixing the most suitable type of driving

engine or motor. The most common practice has been

to arrange for the constant speed portion of the ma-

chine to he driven by a constant speed engine, gener-

ally of the totally-enclosed, inverted vertical, simple

expansion type; and the variable speed portion to be

driven by a similar type of engine, arranged with a

speed variation device, so that the paper machine may
be run at varying speeds to suit the substance being

made. Both these engines are of the back-pressure

type, exhausting into a main manifold pipe, which

feeds the drying cylinders with the heating steam The
usual range of back pressure for these engines ranges

from 2 or 3 pounds up to 20 lbs., and sometimes even

as high as 30 lbs. per square inch gauge. T'p to a few

years ago, the boiler steam pressures in paper mills

"did not exceed 100 to 120 lbs. per square inch, and with

a back pressure of say 10 lbs. per square inch in the

exhaust pipe, the simple expansion engine was, and is,

tlic most serviceable type. Of recent years, howevei-.

paper mill steam plants have been renewed and the-

tendency has been to install steam boilers to work at

higher pressures; and many mills todaj" are putting

in plant for pressures as high as 20 lbs. per square

inch. With these higher steam pressures, compound
engines on the machines are worthy of consideration,

being more economii-al in steam consumption, (iener-

ally speaking, however, these compound engines do

not pass enough steam for drying purposes, and tin-

exhaust has to be supplemented. If it can be supple-

mented by exhaust steam drawn from some other

source — say from the main mill engine or turbine,

then it is decided economy to install compound en-

gines, provided, of course, that the initial steam pres-

sure permits of i-iini|iounding. If, however, live steam

would have to be used as a "make-up", it is advisable

to retain the simple expansion engines. Another factor

must be taken into consideration with regard to tiu,*

vise of steam engines, viz : — the variable amount of

exhaust steam. The power required to drive the con-

stant speed portion of the machine varies very little,

being practically independent of the speed of tlie ma-
chine; but the power for driving the variable speed

portion varies almost directly as the speed of the ma-
chine. For instance, when the machine is making
heavy substances, its speed is low, and generally

speaking, the power required to drive it is also low,

consequently, the amount of exhaust steam passed is

relativeh' low; while when light weight substances are

being made, the speed of the machine is considerably

increased, and the power taken to drive the machine
is proportionately increased, with a consequent in-

crease in the amount of exhaust steam pa.ssed. Now.
the steam required for drying remains practically con-

stant and independent of the speed of the nuichine.

as the output of paper from the machine varies very
little between the lowest and highest speeds. There-
fore, with simple expansion steam engine drives, we
either get on the one hand, too little steam for drying
purposes, or too much — there being only one posi-

tion of equilibrium, where the steam passed by the

engines is equal to the amount required for drying.
This position is rarely attained, and generally a "niake-

up'" supply of live steam is blown away to atmosphere
when running at the higher speeds. From an econo-
mical point of view, both practices are bad. and the

ideal scheme would be to be able to draw on a con-
-stant amount of exhaust steam for drying purposes in

the former case, and to find a use for the excess ex-

haust steam in the latter case.

INTERNAL LUBRICATION OF STEAM ENGINES.
—The oil used for the internal lubrication of the en-

gines is carried over into the heating mains by the ex-

haust steam, and should be removed by some efficient

type of oil separator, before it is allowed to pass into

the drying cylinders. It is possible, but not generally
advisable, to dispense with internal oil lubrication. For
instance, graphite can be used where the wearing sur-

faces are soft and porous, as it fills up the pores and
aets as an efficient lubricating medium, but it is less

successful where these surfaces are of hard, close

grained cast iron. Bronze piston and valve rings may
be employed, especially when vising saturated steam,

but this means increased steam consumption, due main-
ly to leakage of steam past the valve and jviston, owing
to the absence of the seal ordinarily produced by the oil

film. Even then it is necessary to fit oil flush taj)s for

service in starting'up after the week-end stoppage.
(To be continued.—Distribution of Power, etc.)

INDEX BRISTOLS.
The ftdlowing trade ciisioms lia\c been effective

since .July 1, 1920. and have also had the approval of

the majority of the Card Index System manufacturers
in the United States :

1. Sealed in packages of 100 sheets for all sizes not
larger than 2.'>V-;X.301A inches.

2. Priced per jiound.

3. The Trade Customs Stock Sizes are:

201/2x2434 22>jx28V2 2r).iA.x30io

Any order other than in a stock size nnist be for not

less than one ton in an e<piivalcnt weight and regular
color.

4. Weights: Index Bristols are made in the following
weight liases

:

2.".i^x.30i/-j— 110. 140, 170. 220 lb. /r)00 sheet count.
2()i:.x24-'V4— 72. 91. Ill, 143 lb. /r)00 sheet count.
22i:;.x28U.— 91, ll-'>. 140. 181 lb. /500 sheet count.
.'). The variation of .t'', in weight constitutes a good

delivery. Standard stock sizes are billed at nominal
we i gilt.

6. Special weights lighter than 25V<>x30V2—110 lb.

')00. base weight, ami all intermediate special weights
carry the same ream piice as the next heavier base
weight, and are not ma<Ie in lots of less than three tons.

Ffir lots of 2."i,000 111. or more of one basis of weight,
this rule does not api)ly.

These Trade Cnstoins have been adoi)ted by
The Pulp and Paper Board Specialties Association.
The National Paper Trade Association.
The Writing Paper .Manufacturers Association.

Certain of the mills, however, do not stock all the
authorized stf)ck sizes and weights.

BANK ARGUES INDUSTRIAL IMMIGRATION.
Tlic reasons why .Vmcrnaii Maniifacturcrs arc estab-

lishing plants in Canada at the rate of one a week, are
summarized in a booklet .just issued by the Union Bank
of Canada entitled: "A Canadian Plant—Why?'. In
the face of the growing strength of the •Made-in-Can-
ada" movement and the exten.sion of the British Pre-
ferential Tariff. Canada, the booklet claims, is the
logical location for a plant with which to handle Bri-
tish and Canadian trade. The argument is good but
we question some of the figures in the table of compa-
rative rates for electric power.
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THE PAPER TRADE IN BELGIUM.

(By Special rorrespondence)

Belgium, Oct. 11. 1920 — The paper market is still

very quiet. Orders are scarce nnd are only placed to

cover immediate needs. Most of tiie mills are running

at reduced output l)y shutting down machines or by
working only five and less days a week.

Prospects seem to be somewhat better for the export

trade, especially for tlie better classes of printings and
specialties. ,

A German consortium, whose headquarters are estab-

lished at Cologne, is overflowing the country with

offers of all grades of paper, at prices which, com-

l^ared with the current prices, are exceedingly low.

Ledger is beiug offered at 16 marks .printing at 4-5 mk..

ordinar.v ^vrapping at 3-4 mk., which at the present rate

of exchange of the mark, represent respectively 3.70 fr.,

0.92-1.15 fr., 0.70-100 fr. per kg.

TqIt) 6nl ?ap»r Importa ind I^rrorts of Belgium

for tbe first «l5bt centha of 1»E0, aa oowparsl wit b th« oorws ponding
ooQtba of the rrc^lcas 7«ar.
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As nearly all the paper houses are disposing of a

more or less expensive stock of paper, the situation

created by this unexpected invasion is causing much
alarm. However, mills do not show any inclination to

reduce the present prices. Varying from 2.80 fr.-3.20

fr. for ordinay papes, to 5, 6 and 8 fr. per kg, for the

tvefter and the best classes, these prices are now ten

times higher than before the war.
It cannot be denied, however, that considering the

dependency of the Belgian paper mills of the foreign

markets for all their raw materials excepted for coal,

their present position, owing to the more and more
defavorable rate of exchange and the high freight, is

not a favorable one, and that as long a.s they will fiave

to ])ay for their coal 125 fr. a ton, bleached and un-

bleached sulphite 460 and 270 fr. per 100 kg., mechan-
ical pulp 1S5 fr.. rosin 225 fr., it will be very difficult

to meet the present foreign competition.

BUILT SULPHITE MILL IN SEVEN MONTHS.
The new sulphite mill of the Consolidated Water

Power and Paper Co., at Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., has
been erected in seven months and is a record which
will probably stand in the paper industry as a record

for speed in building operations for many .years to

eome. The building is absolutely fireproof being of

brick, tile, concrete and steel constructi(ui throughout.
It is connected by tunnel with the new wood nmni and
with the mill proper by another tunnel. The new wood
room is one huiulred and eight}- feet in length and
sevent.v feet wide and is equipped with the most modern
devices for barking and conve.ving the wood to the

chippers, haiuiling all the hemlock wood for the chip-

pers to he used in the sulphite mill in one eight hour
tour and the other eight hour tour will l)e used for the

harking and sawing of spruce for the grinders. The
capacity of the wood room is 130 cords of wood each

eight hours. It will be in operation only two tours

daily.

Special attention has been paid to the housing of

all shafting, belts, etc.. in such a way as to iirevent

in.iury.

No Accidents.

One significant fact is that in the speeding up of

construction of the work on the new sulphite and other
parts of the mill, not one serious accident has occurred,
much credit l)eing due to the work of C. K. Bo.\'er,

safety man for the compan.v who has worked unceasing-
ly against accidents and removed causes for accidents
on the job.

There were no labor troubles or disturbances, all men
co-operating with the superintendents and the foremen
in getting the work done ipiickly and cfficientl.v.

A. E. Millington. who has had coin|)lcte charge of the
construction and installation of the equipment for the
mill was given special mention by the officials for his

untiring efforts and splendid work. Mr. Millington
was. for several years, manager of the Whalen Mill at

Swanson Bay, B.C.

Kraske Superintendent.
William Kraske, well known young local man is the

superintendent of the new sulphite mill. Mr. Kraske
is experienced in the sulphite work having been em-
ployed prior to the war at the Nckoosa-Kriwards pa|)er

company. lie entered the service and went overseas
and upon his return entered the enq)loy of the .Tenssen
company in Nc\\ York, makers of the Jcnssen acid
towers used in the mill
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The Training of a Forester
By Dr. C. D. Howe.

Acting Deau, Faculty of Forestry,

University of Toronto
The Pulp and Paper Magazine has con.stantly preaeh-

ed the need for better educated men in tiie mill. Per-
haps we have over emphasize.d that need in compar-
ison with the need for more intelligence in the forest.

Canada's industry and welfare call for both. We are
glad Dr. Howe wrote the following article for the
Canadian Forestry Journal. It is important to every
pulp and paper mill to begin intelligently in the forest.

The education of a forestry student centres upon
and revolves about a living tree, since the chief object
of the forestry profession is the production of trees

for utilization by the various wood-using industries.

So long as nature unaided produces trees in quality

fit for the manufacturing arts, in quantity as great

as that used by lumbermen and destroyed by disease,

fire and wind : there is no economic necessity for

creating trainetl brain power to be applied to the pro-

duction of trees in order to supply the manufacturing
industries. Such need develops slowly, ajul is de-

pendent upon many economic and is industrial fac-

tors. The realization of tlie need i-omes even more
slowly, for public opinion is lethargic, often insensi-

ble to the solution of problems whose effects lie be-

yond the present, and the making of trees for pulp-

wood spans one generation, and the production of good
saw logs spans two generations of men. Of necessity fo-

resters have been more i)ri)pagandists than foresters

in the strict interpretation of the word. After thirty

years of unremitting toil the tide is beginning to turn

in their favor. The oft-r.'peated statements that over

one-half the commercially forested area of Canada,

about 1,000.000 square miles, has been burned, and
that forest destruction by fire still cdntinues prac-

tically unabated, except in wet seasons, in some of

the most valuable forest regions in the country, are

bearing fruit, and the significance of such facts m
relation to the future prosperity of Canada is begin-

ning to penetrate the public consciousness. In order

to maint.'iin at reasonable cost continuous supplies of

wood for the industries, forestry should begin with

forests which nature has made and not with deserts

that man has made. It is both illogical and expensiv."

to destroy and build anew after many years what

might have been kept continuously productive under

intelligent direction. It must be admitted, however,

that recent events such as the soaring prices of lumber

and newsprint, the disclosures of callous indifference

to th'C just dues of the people on the part of those

charged with the administration of the forests in

certain portions of the country, the possibility of

strained international relations over pulpwood ex-

ports, the scramble for supplies in far remote regions

of the c«untrj' on the part of certain great wood-using

industries have focussed the attention of the public

upon the necessity of conserving our forest resaurces.

In fact, some of the conditions foretold by iiropagan-

dists are already upon us, conditions which we are

in a measure unprepared to meet because we have

not developed a sufficient number of men properly

trained to solve some of the most urgent problems,

and a good portion of these very problems are con-

cerned with the habits and peculiarities of our most

valuable trees.

The Tree as a Starting Point
With this introduction, 1 will come back to my first

statement. For the actual practice of forestry, the

tree or rather an aggregation of trees, the stand, is

the nucleus about which all knowledge revolves. In

the first place the forestry student is introduced to

trees as individuals. He studies their characteristics

as reveal by their flowers, fruits, leaves and bark-

and he learns how to recognize them and call them
by name when he meets tiiem in the forest. A tree

is a plant, and in many ways the most successful plant

nature has ever produced. Thus in order that

the student may gain a proper perspective he is given

a course in Botany, where he learns about the long

series of experiments and trials by which nature final-

ly perfected our modern tree. All through his work in

forestry he will come in contact with other plants

which influence to a greater or less degree the lives

of trees, and he gets acquainted with them in his course

in Botany. In a similar manner there are animals,

particularly insects, that affect trees often disas-

trously. These are not studied in the first year, but

the foundations for such study an laid by the course

in Zoology. In most forestry schools a kind of in-

troductory course to forestry is given to the first-year

students, in which the forest conditions of the coun-

try and methods of lumbering are described, the prin-

ciples of forestry are laid down, and the work of the

various forestry organizati<piis is presented.

Mathematics and Forestry

Unless a practising forester is thoroughly ground-

ed in mathematics he is haiiiiicai)pe(l throughout his

prof-essional life, since the principles of estimating

and measuring timber, topograpliic and land survey-

ing, making roads and trails, etc.. are based on ma-

thematics, and so this subject is stressed in all fores-

tr>- schools. Chemistry and Physics arc fundamen-

tal subjects, and they are studied during th? first

year. The forestry student usually takes French or

German in the first year, and "at Toronto tiie language

h^ selects he must continue for three years.

By this time the student, if successful, has com-

l>leted his first year. His summer holidays are taken

in the bush, where he carries chain or calipers trees

in a timber crushing party, or assists in land classifi-

cation and reconnaissance surveys, or work in a saw-

mill, in a paper mill, or on a log drive or acts as a

camp cook: in fact, he takes any job that will give

him practical experhence. He may fight flies or other

jiests continously; he may sleep on the ground in wet

blankets during two weeks of continuous rain
;
he

may spend his time on his knees in a forest nursery;

he mav repeat the same operation over and over again

until the monotony of the thing nearly drives him

frantic, but it stiffens the backbone and it is all good

for the soil; it weeds out the non-courageous and the

non-persistent. Those who come back to us after the

first summer we no longer call boys, but men.

In the Second Year

During the second year the forestry- student gets

a still more intimate "knowledge of trees both as in-

ilividuals and their economic aspects. He learns how

tr^es come into existence, how they live and work and,

not least, how they get along with their neighbors.

He studies the methods of determining the contents of

sino'le trees and stands of trees in terms of cords or

boa'rd feet. He learns how the rules for determi-

ning the board feet in a log were made, and is

shown whv some of those in use are so unjust to the
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seller. Hp is taught hoT^- to make volume tables ac-

eordinjr to the diam'eter of the trees or to the diame-

ter and heijrht or aeeordingto the diameter and th'e

number of logs in the tree. He is throughly grounded in

the methods of cruising and estimating timber and

the application of the various methods to the different

parts of the country. The student counts the ring.s

on stumps or at the ends of logs and determiiu's the

present volume of the trees, and the contents ten,

twenty or thirty years ago, and he predicts what the

contents will be ten, twenty or thirty years hence.

Grouping the trees together according to diameter and

rate of growth, he can predict future yields on a

given acre or on a larger tract.

The course in Surveying begins in the second and

continues through the third years. The forestry stu-

dent is made familiar with the general principles of

surveying and the instruments used, such as the com-

pass, chain, plane-table and transit, with practice in

their use. The student in his second year also learns

how the earth has been made as well as the making

of the trees that grow upon it. The origin of the

various Canadian rock formations is described and

their distribution is determined. At the same time he

is taught to distinguish at sight the common minerals

and rock. The course in Chemistry is continued from

thi' first year, and the course in tree description, and

iiulentification extends down through the scrubs and

other woody i)lants tliat are found growing beneath

the forest.

The second year students in their summer work

usually get positions of increased responsibility—and

thev get more pay.

We have now gotten the student half way through

his course, and we will leave him there until a later

issue.

(To be I'ontiiuied't.

f

INVINCIBLE PAPER AND PULP CORP., AGENTS
FOR MAINE PULP AND PAPER CO.

Arransrcmeiits liav.> just been conipleted by the

Maine Pulj) and Pai)cr Company with A. George Lutz,

President of the Invincible Paper & Pulp (V.rporation

of 135 Broadway, New York City, whereby the latter

shall act as exclusive sales agents for the Maine Pulp

and Paper Company. Skowhegan, Maine.

It has only been a few months since the Maine Pulp

and Paper Company took over the plant, power rights

and good will of the Ravage Manufacturing Company

who "since 1'tO« were making colore<i papers and spe-

cialties. In a remarkably short time the new owners,

in the face of many obstacles, have modernized the

plant and are now turning out .some 60.000 lbs, of wood

pulp per day and in the neighborhood of 30,000 lbs. of

newsprint. The mill is also equipped to make hanging,

novel news, railroad writing and specialties.

Among other new ef|iiipment they have added four

new grinders, several new dryers aiul are rapidly

eompletinir arrangements to double their output which

will include a fourdrinier machine. Aji ample and

steady flow of raw materials, particularly wood, is

assured tr) take i-are of greatly increased output be-

cause of the fact that the Coni|>any now owns a large

tract of growing spruce timber.

The officers of the Company. Mr. Wm. O'TIanlon,

rresiflent. Mr. .T. H. O'Brien, Vice President atid Mr.

r C Iliillinger. Secretary and TreaHurer. offer this

new arra?igement for the distribution of tliejr output

AR an added servine to the trade

SHOULD NEVER HAVE ANOTHER PANIC,
A business panic in this country would be chargeable

to gross inefficiency and dereliction of duty on the part

of business men and bankers, under the imjiroved bank-

ing system now in force, it was declared the other day
bv James R. Alexander, nresident of the National Bank
(if Commerce in New York. ITe spoke before the eleventh

animal I'onvention of the American Manufacturers'
.Association, in New York. Answerinir the charge that

bankers fail to co-operate with business in times of

financial stress, he said that the action of the banks in

conserving credit was the best co-oneration they could

evtpTid under recent financial conditions.

Tlie countrv's credit structure was never better built

than it is today, he said, and in view of the elasticity

given business conditions by the Federal Reserve Svs-

tem the country need never see another panic. Prin-

ciples governinff the domestic situation, particularly

the duty of banks to read.iust the credit situation when
7ie<'essary. anplv with especial force to the export trade,

he said. He also expressed the belief that American
manufacturers should market raw rather than finished

products to Europe if a souiul basis is to be laid for

eoualizing the existing adverse trade balances.

"The peak of credit expansion must soon pass." he
said, "but this does not inean that there are not ahead
of us manv serious and necessarv adiustments. There
must he established stable price levels so that business

cun be conducted on a basis of confident iudgment ra-

ther than of guess and speculation. There must also

be adequate production, primarily in the more substan-

tial lines of troods. so that we shall not continue to live

on a narroiv haiul-to-mouth margin which is responsible

for unstalile prices. "We nuist conserve credit so that

there will be ample funds for Ions; time investments to

orovide for the rehabilitation of essential permanent
ei|uii>meiit. railroad building anil repair, and necessary
lionsing construction.

ORIGIN OF THE WORD "SHAWINIGAN."
CHAWAXICAXE. as it should be spelled, is an

.Mgonqviin word and is the name given to the falls and
to our towni. The Algonnuins pronounced CHAWINI-
GA!SI. This word, savs Father Lemoine. derives from

'achawe" Cit is antrular. there is a ridge") and '"oni-

sram" fnortaere") : fliereforc. it means "the angular

t>('rtage." " the portace on the ridge."

The British liavc modified tlie siielling of this Tiulian

word and write either Shawenegan or Sliawinigan.

Abbe N. Caron thinks that the spelling Chawinivrane

should be adopted, as it is nearest to the original word
formation aiul more in accordance with the French
soelline.

Mr. Beiiiamin Suite ^Bulletin of Historical Research.

1.'»9S') epresses the opinion that Chawinicane n''"ht

vlsd stand for "drill." "lu'cdle." "any tool moved l)y

band."
TToM-ever. Abbe N. Caron rBulI. Hist. Res 189«1 re-

verfinjr to the etvjnoloffv of the word, is firm in his

assertiiui that Chawinieane should be understood as

menninsr "ridge" and be explains that the Indians were

ohlieed f<i asi-end the ridee of a rock durinir their

nortagp across the falls. Tliis (u>inion l)ein[r shared bv

Father I/cmoin. "ridire" sliould be accented as the

translation of Chawinigane.—Shawinigan Falls Review.

First find out who are the fools and the sick tnen

and then don't argue with tliem.
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British Trade News

(From our London Correspoudent

j

London. October 25th, 1920.

The President of the British Paper Makers Asso-
ciation (Mr. W. Leonard Tod), has been presented -svith

his portrait in oils—a gift from the paper mill owners
of Scotland. During the war ilr. Tod did a great
amount of work in h)oking after the interests of the
members of the Association and it is in recognition of

his services that the presentation has been made. Mrs.
Tod also received a souvenir. The painting is by ilr.

Fred. Whiting, and next month it will occupy a posi-

tion in one of the l.K)ndon galleries for view purposes.

Attempt To Force Newsprint Price Down Fails.

The buyers of newsprint in London have failed in

their attempt to force the price of newsprint down.
Some one bought a cheap spot lot and instantly the

newspapers and buyers commenced shouting that in

a couple of weeks newsprint would be bought at 8 or

9 cents a pound instead of 14 and 12 cents. Naturally

the people who were shouting did not understand the

market conditions and once again newsprint prices

are left to rest, thanks to the coal strike, which drew
more attention than the paper market did. As things

stand at present, the smallest incident regarding news-
print is magnified into three times its importance and
large buyers adopt every means to beat down the

market price.

This week a message from Montreal states that "It

looks as if the great boom in Canadian paper stocks

has seen its climax....'" The daily papers tried to

make much out of it in big head lines. One came out

as follows :

—

CLIMAX OF THE PAPER BOOM.
Market in Canada on The Paint of Breaking.

If the message is true, well and good; if it is not.

steps should be taken to conteract it. It must be

remembered that at tlie present time a great effort is

being made—and the "Pulp and Paper Magazine" is

playing no small part in it, as it is being widel.v quoted

from here—to engender interest in Canada and divert

the attentions of Capitalists to its great natural rt--

sourees and industries, including pulp and paper.

The British Paper Market
Apart from newsprint, the British paper market is

firm and there is no sign of wavering on the part of

the mills. It is true, however, that foreign paper is

being offered in the market below the British prices.

The idea of foreigners is to create a market. No first

class foreign paper mill has come down in its price

and the cheap selling is largely <>n the jobbers side,

many of whom are today running about London pick-

ing up to the few crumbs that have remained untouch-

ed. The demand for paper of all kinds has slightly

fallen off within the past month, and jobb-rs and

dealers have suffered in consequence. Wholesale

merchants are now taking their prices into consider-

ation and something must be done in view of the

determined attitude of buyers.

The Miners Strike.

The coal miners strike for more wages has upset the

paper mills considerably and the railway workei-s are

now " seeing red " in sympathy with their pit-

eolleagues. A great effort is at pre.sent being made to

keep the rail-road men at their work and personally

I don't think they will come out fts there is a " split "

among them, one .section being for fight and the
other for peace. At all events between the lot the
paper mills and the workers are receiving a serious set-
back and unemployment is increasing. Mills are now
only allowed 50 per cent, of their usual weekly coal
supply and all stocks of coal in the country are Under
the control of the Government. Most of the paper mills
have fair .stocks on hand, so that at present they are
working cautiously and economically.

Presentation.
Mr. Robert Gilroy. the chairman of the Northern

section of the British Paper Makers' Association, has
just completed quarter of a century with A. M. Peebles
& Son. Ltd.. the papermakers, and has been presented
with a haiulsome gold watch in recognition of his long
services. lie is Peebles's mill manager and a first class

man in the position. Mr. George J. Maddick, the chair-
man of the company made the presentation and after
it there was a most enjoyable dinner.

Obituary.
Death has removed two well-known paper men. who

have more than once visited Canada. They are Mr.
William Dedrick, the managing director of Messrs.

C. Townsend Hook & Co., of London, and Wm. John C.

Potter, only son of the late Mr. J. G. Potter, one of the
founders of Wall-Paper Manufacturers Ltd. Mr.
Dedrick was a great man in the newsprint trade and
some of tlie London i>apers pay a great compliment to

to his memory and refer to the pleasant dealings they
always had with him.

Decreased Exports.
For the nine months ending September, the exports

of British mills show a decrease. This is an indication

of the unsettled state of the colonial and foreign mark-
ets. The shipments for January-September were
1.590.2f<l cwts. which is a decline "of 1,089,302 cwts.

when compared with the same period of 1913.

The imports into the British market from foreign

mills. Newfoundland, and Canada, show an increase

of over 10 per cent, when comparing the first nine

months of this year with the corresponding period in

1913. Newfoundland newsprint occupies a prominent
position in the imports, no less than 669,885 cwts. be-

lt' g shipped.

The relative values of the exports and imports, of

course. eonsideratil.\' i-xceed thoso of 1913.

Papermaking Materials.

While the exjxirts of paper from the T'nited King-

dom show a decrease on the nine months figures, it is

interestinir to note imports of papermaking materials

show an increase as the following returns depict for

9 months, viz. Januan -September la.st:

—

1920 981.334 tons

1919 716.312 "

1913 896.198
"

These figures show that 85, 136 tons of raw materials

were received over the nine months in 1913 when mills

were |>rettv brisk with an overseas trade. The increase

is due to larger dealings in pulps, chemical showing

an increased importation of 140.237 tons, esparto rajrs

and waste paper being on a decline.

Swedish Mills "Shut-Up Shop".

From time to tim.- I have been giving some straight

hints at the state of things in Sweden and Nonva.v,

although some reports would lead one to believ- that

Scandinavians were full nn with orders and work. For

some time past all the mills in Scandinavia have beeji
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suffering, if not from labour troubles, they have had
dull markets, or coal troubles. Today some of the

Swedish mills are closing down for a rest and in Nor-

way there is a deadlock. The facts are verified in

London. The rate of exchange is also complained of

and the dullness in England is also reflecting itself in

Scandinavia. Newsprint in Sweden is TV^d. per lb.

;

in England it is o'od to 6d. per lb. Norwegian paper

mills arc not. howoviT. so badly off as the Swedish.

The Pulp Situation.

Good shipments of groundwood and chemical are

arriving here from Canada. Supplies from other

countries are on a fair scale.

Export of coal having beep stopped from England,
the Scandinavians pulp mills have received a rude
shock. A good many rely on English coal and there is

talk of closing down.
The English pulp market is lifeless and nothing else

could be expected in the midst of a huge strike in the

coal mining industry and threats of other strikes all

round. Groundwood quotations are firm, but sellers

of chemical pulps arc inclined to accept slightly lower

values to encourage trade and they will make contracts

for 1921 delivery.

Prices today are about as follows :

—

Bleached Sulphite £82 10s.—£84
Easv Bleaching (No. 1) 52 10 — 56

New.sprint Sulphite 50 0—53
Unbleached Soda (No. 1) 47 10 — 49

' " " (Kraft) 40 0—42
Groundwood (moist) 17 5 — 17 10

(dry) .33 10 — 34

Imports of Boards.

During September tlicrc was a falling off in the

imports of cardboard, jiasteboard. and leatherboards

received from Canada while the shipments from U.S.A.

increased remarkably. No leather boards were receiv-

ed from the Dominion and only a 1,000 odd cwts, of

cardboard and pasteboard arrived. These branches

of the British market should be carefully watched as

there is a growing increase in the consumption of

boards, although it may not be directly brought to the

notice of Dominion mantifacturers. Canada already

enjoys, and has done for sometime, a good trade in

mill boards. Out of the total imports of millboards

received in September last amounting to 116,571 cwts.,

Canada s"nt 47.618 cwts., the balance of 68.953 cwts.

being shared between U. S. A., Norway, Sweden, Neth-

erlands, Germany and Finland. In regard to straw-

boards no supplies were received from Canada or

D. S. A

f OTTAWA MILLS NEED WATER.
There is said to be fear that, if the Ottawa River

should freeze over, without its present low level being

raised by much-needed rains, the industries, which
rely upon its water for the power with which to run

their plants, will be placed in a serious <"i)ndition.

' An instance of how the low wafer situation is affect-

ing these industries is furnished in the ease of the J. R.

Booth plant of the ( liaudicre. TTeie. for the i)ast five

weeks, only one pa|>er-mHking machine is said to have
been in operation instead of the normal number of

three maehine.<», and the company is about 5,000 tons of

paper behind its normal output.

Don't blame others for dangerous conditions, says

he Safety League, help to correct them.

FOUNDRY AT THE SOO RESUMES GRINDER
MANUFACTURE.

The Northern Foundry & Machine Co.'s plant, Sault

Ste. Marie, is again busy on tiie manufacture of pulp

miU machinery. During the war they turned out their

share of shrapnel and high explosive shells, afterwards

when the armistice was signed, they, like many others,

got busy to helj) replace some of the shipping that was
destroyed by the enemy. They turned out their share

of ship's auxiliaries, specializing in steering engines,

cargo winches and circulating pumps.
Now that the shipping trade has somewhat subsided,

they are making rapid strides on pulp mill machinery,

and while before the war their chief activity was on
machines for mills in the vicinity, to-day their sphere

of activity has been extended greatly. The demand for

their machines has necessitated their making exten-

sions to their plant and they have recently added a

large concrete extension to their iron and brass foun-

dry, as well as installing equipments to handle their

increased centrifugal pump trade.

Stock, acid and general service i>umps, hydraulic

presses, grinders, acid coolers, valves, split pulleys,

etc., are among the lines manufactured.
They have recently added to their staff of engineers

to cope with the design of these important machines.

This, as well as the co-operation of some of the leading

pulp mill engineers, enables them to give their cus-

tomers complete and up-to-date data on pulp mill ma-
chinery.

Their sales end is being taken care of by Clayton,

Neil & Jones, Limited, a "irm of engineers having a

wide and practical knowledge of pidp mill reipiire-

ments.

INDUSTRIAL IMMIGRATION.
Many firms are establishiiiir in Canada, and more

will come. As far as the paper supply is concerned, 1

am of the belief that, with saiu> management and care-

ful cutting, Canada can supply the demand of this

Continent for much longer than has been estimated.
It is sure that from year to year the operation is likely

to be more costly as the mills move further North. At
one time the mills Wi>rc all tributary to the St. Law-
rence and the Great Lakes; some already are operating
on the waters which drain into Hudson Bay, and more
will follow. Dr. C. D. Howe, an eminent Canadian
authority, after pointing out that we may have to

adapt our mills to the use of such substitutes for
spnicc as poplar and birch, goes on to show that there
is "another alternative before the pulp companies,
when the supply of 12-inch spruces gives out, and that
is to operate in the Hudson Bay region, where small
undersized trees are found. Thousands of square miles
of wood that has attained its growth will never be any
larger, and might as well be cut. " It may be worthy
of remark, that when that time comes the cost of pro-
duction will be greatly increased, as the cost of run
ning the camps alone in such di.stricts will be extremely
expensive."—C. Price Green before the National Edi-
torial Association, Boston, Mass.

WHY FOR?
On a Miule we find

Two legs behind
And two we find before
But we stand behind
Before we find

What the two behind he for.
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UMTED STATES T^OTES
Rieliaril Sheldriok, resigned as Secretary. Director

and Sales Manager of The Kalbfleiseh Corporation,

after a connection of fifteen years, and is naw Vice-

President of D. A. Himadi & Co., Inc.. 51-53 Maiden
Lane, of which Mr. Himadi is President. Mr. Ilimadi

has been iu the chemical business for a long term of

years and is President of the Lodi Trust Co., of Lodi,

N.J. For the present they expect to do a general busi-

ness as jobbers and manufacturers' agents, with offi-

ces at this address and at Lodi.

A 100 per cent increase in the capital stock of the

Kalamazoo Paper Company has been authorized by the

eompanv stockholders. Through this increase, bringing

its capitalization frob $1,605,000 to $3,210,000. the

Kalamazoo Paper Company ranks close behind the

Bryant Paper Company, the largest paper manufac-

turing concern now operating in the Kalamazoo River

valley, which boasts a capital of $5,000,000 common and

$300,000 preferred. The stoi-k issue, it is said, is being

made solely to bring the capital to a point within a

reasonable distance of the company's gro.ss revenues.

No enlargements or additions on any extensive scale

are being contemplated at this time.

. Alva Snyder, who has headed the Paper Section of

the Federal Trade Commission sim-e April, 1919, has

resigned to become associated witli tlic California Fruit

Juice Company. F. X. Patterson, wh') ronnection witli

the Commission began with its organization, lias been

appointed Mr. Snyder's successor as head of the Paper
Division.

The Kimberly-Clark and the Neenah Paper Company
mills, pioneers among "Wisconsin industrial establish-

ments in accident prevention, observed "no accident

week" November 1 to 7. For the benefit of the 25.000

employees in the eight mills of the two companies at

Appleton, Wis., an elaborate programme was presented

This comprised talks bj- industrial safety experts,

special safety meetings and many other features. It is

claimed by officials of both companies that the number
of accidents in the plants has been materially reduced

due to the intensive safety campaigns.

F. G. Crane, founder, and until recently, manager of

the Wardway Paper Mills at Fort Madison, la., has

joined the executive staff of the American Seandess
Container Company. The latter concern are the manu
facturers of practical containers designed for extensive

use in the candy, confectionary and printing ink indus-

tries. When he established the Wardway Mills. Mr.
Crane started the first white paper manufacturing
plant operated in Iowa.

Nearly one hundred trade executives formerly iden-

tified with the old National Trade Organization Secre-

taries gathered recently at Lenox. Mass., and revamped
the old organization, forming a new nation-^\^de bod.v

to be known officially as the National Trade Execu-
tives' Association. The delegates present came from
all parts of the country and represented all sorts of

trade organizations.

The gathering of trade statistics by the Federal Trade
Commission will be suspended for the present in all

industries except the paper industry, according to an
announcement given out by the Commission last week.

It was decided to discontinue the taking of these figures
Avith reference to the coal, steel, and lumber industries,

until the legality of reciuiring such statistics can be de-
termined by the courts.

'

The regular quarterly business meeting of the News
Print Service Bureau was held at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York, Nov. 9.

George P. Berkey, who has been in charge of various
plants of the Consolidated Water Paper and Paper
Company, is to become manager of fall the company's
mills in Wisconsin. Jlr. Berkey has been identified
with the Consolidated people since 1908 and he is now
manager of the luterlake Pulp and Paper Company's
mill at Appleton. He will leave his place with this

subsidiary concern to take up hearquarters in Wiscon-
sin Rapids. George W. Mead, head of the Consolidated
Company may gradually retire from the active super-
vision of the company properties.

The Bagley & Sewall Company, of Watertown, N.Y.,
manufacturers of paper making machinery, are re-

ported has having turned out a Fourdrinier macbne
capable of running off 1.000 feet of paper a minute.
This is over 200 feet per minute ahead of the best
previous records. Since establishing a world's record
in 1890. wiien the company installed its first maciiiiic
ill the Ontario Paper Mill, Watertown, running off 325
feet of paper a minute, the Bagley & Sewall Campany
oontinued to show the way in the production of record-
l)reaking machines. 735 feet a minute was attainted
with a machine made in 1908 for the Pacific Mills, Ltd.
Tiie latest macliine was built for the Wausau Sulphate
Filire Company of Mosinee, Wis. The achievement of
1.000 feet per minute in the production of 20 pouud
kraft paper is claimed for this machine, the actual
record production having lieen made on October 23.

Figures compiled by the U. S. A. Census Bureau and
the Electrical World sliow that from 1907 to 1920 there
was more water power capacity developed and installed
in Georgia tlian in any other state of the United States.

Elimination of the jjublic drinking cup and the stat-
utory demands for sanitation in all drinking foun-
tains has resulted in the develpoment of the paper cup
as the solution of the problem of providing efficient
.vet sanitary drinking methods. A practical cup, need-
ing no special equipment for its installation at fountains
is being made by the Royal Paper Goods Company,
New York City. This paper cup, it is claimed, is the
least expensive of any on the market. It is packed in
cardboard cartons and made so that a number of them
m the cartons can be hung on the wall of office or fac-
tory or attached to the top of the water bottle by means
of a small collapsible wire rack.

SOURCE OF PAPER.
Editor.—I can't understand wliere you get all the

paper to write your f)oetry on when there is such a
scarcity of the material.
Poet.—Oh. I use the backs of all the bills I receive.

In climbing the ladder of Success, remember two
things—Do not lick the heels of the man above you—nor kick the face of the man below.
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Technical Section

vAMOCJATION

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-1. Direct determination of lignin in cellulosic mat-

erials. K. 1;K(KKR. Piipierfjil.r, 17, 1 :{2.')- 1327. 1919) ;

One frram of the finely divided material is mixed with
10-20 ee. of 72 per eent. sulfuric acid by means of a

{rlass rod. When the mass becomes {relatinous a

further SO-100 cc. of the acid is added, and the mixture
allowed to stand for 24 hours. It is then dilutod with
1-5 parts of water, passed throufrh a Gooeh crucil)le.

washed with hot water, dried to constant wei<rht. ignit-

ed and weifrhed, the difference between the two weights
jjivinp the amount of a.sh free ligrnin.—C. J. W.

A-15. Lignin and reactions of lignin. P. KLASOX.
Ber. ."):i 70t;-711 '1920). Tlie naphthylamine liprniii-

sulfonate descrilied previously has been investijrated

further. Its formation is considered to indicate the

presence of the group RCH : CIICIIO in lifrnin. It is

formed in greater quantity from old than from fresh

sulfite liquors and it would appear that the group
CHR:CHC'H.,()n is present in the latter and that the

aldehyde, in part, at any rate, is gradually formed in

them by atmospheric oxidation. It is concluded that

eoniferyl aldehyde and alcohol are the principal cons-

tituent groups at anv rate of the lignin of conifers.

—

C. .1. W.
A-15. Absorption capacity of cellulose. Electrometric

micro-anal vsis of chlorine. P. HOXA and L.

MICHAEL IS. Biochemische Zeitschrift 103, 19-3-

^1920). Cellulose does not api)reciably adsorb surface-

active non-electrolytes (keptyl alcohol, .secondary

octyl alcohol). Only in the case of extremely active

substances (normal octyl alcohol) can very sliglit

adsorption be established. The more marked adsorii-

fion of electrolytes (dyes) by cellulose is due to the

mineral content of the cellulose, principally calcium

silicate, which is present in small quantities, sufficient

to account for the adsorption observed, even in so-call-

ed ash-free filter paper. The estimation of chlorin-

by the electrometric method with a calomel electrodi'

i- d<-MTilii'(l ;ind iliscussed. ( *. J. W.
K-12. Sweeping the air and water out of driers on

paper machines. K. ('. Karnswortli. Pa|)cr 26, .).")9-(;().

'1920). A (les(Tii)tion of the Farnsworth differential

system of beating the driei-s. whereby the pressure in

me return header is always kept lower than in the

team header, thereby ensuring the continual and effi-

pi nt sweeping out of the air and water from the driers

A P.-C.

L-4. Machinery for making cardboard tubes.. Kr

patent No 499.2;{R. Keb. 21. 1919 -las. Steeilman

Holmes. F-iisrhiiHl Papeterie. 42, :!.VMi2. 'Apr. 2.").

fl920.)
L-6. Nitrocellulose from woodpulp. K »i Wood

bridge Jr., Kxpcrimental Station. K I. du Pont ile

Vemonrs Co.. Wilmington. Del. .1. ind & Kng. Chem .

22. r(S0 4. 1 1920; Paper. 26, 391.404. il920i. A. P.C.

L-7 Paper as a textile material Camille Lion. Hull

Soe. Ind. Houen, 47, 2(13-9, (1919! R. view of an art

by P. Petit in the B«vue de I'Expanaion Economique,

June.luly 191H, givin<; a deseriplion 'i the d'velop.

ment of the paper fextik- industry, m. ,
• .speeiHlly in

(termany.— A. P.-C.

\AaSOCIATtONv

Ml. Pneumercator gauge.. Paper. 26, 40:). il920).
A brief description of some of the many uses to which
the pneumercator gauge can be put in a pulp or paper
mill.—A. P.-r.

M-4. Standard sizes for shafting. Paper, 26, 678-9,
(1920). A committee of the Am. Soe. of Mech. Eng.
has adopted a.s standard 14 sizes of transmission shaft-
ing and recommends a large reduction in the no. of
sizes of machinery shafting. The standard sizes of
transmission shafting are: 15-16. 1 3-16, 1 7-16, 1 11-16

1 15-16, 2 3-16. 2 7-16, 2 15-16. 3 7-16, 4 7-16. 4 1.5-16

5 7-16, 5 15-16 inch. (One of the standard sizes has
been omitted in the article, evidently 3 15-16. Abstrac-
tor's Note).

N-10. Colloidal fuel. M. Desmarets. Rev. Gen. Sci.,

31, 146-7. (1920). Owing to increased consumption of
oil by the Allied navies during the war, attempts were
made to prepare an emulsion or "colloidal solution"
of coal in oil, which would stand up indefinitely.

Theoretically this can be done in 4 ways: 1) Grinding
the coal finely enough that an absorption compound
will be formed between the coal and the oil, resulting

in a true colloidal soln. ; 2) Thickening the oil so as to

decrease the rate of settling of the co^il : 3) Adding
light particles which act as flocculating agent; 4")

Adding a "fixateur"" in small quantities. 1 p.e. of the

mixt. The last is the only practical method; but for

military reasons the nature of the "fixateur" has not
been disclosed. The addition of the coal increases the

viscosity of the oil very appreciably, decreases the

R. T. U. per unit weight, but increases them slightly

l)er unit vol. Up to 40 p.c. by weight of coal and 59

p.c. of oil, the fuel remains liquid: with increasing

proportion of coal it thickens, but up to 65 p.e. of coal

it can be pumped and burned in the usual oil burners.

A 3 months" test on an American war vessel equipped
for burning oil sliowed practically the sanu- consump-
tion of B. T. U. per effective II. P. as oil. no appreci-

able wear on the burner nozzles, no deposit in the pip-

ing, but some deposit (easily removed by injecting

steam) in the nozzles when shut down for more than

2-3 mill, at a time. The saving in oil was about 27 p.c.

In so far as can be judged by data publishe<i to date,

colloidal fuel is intermediate between fuel oil and
pulverized coal and does not seem to offer any great

adviiritaL"' over eithiT ot" these.— A. P.-C

P-2. Report of the Committee on Vocational Educa-

tion of the T. A. P. P. I. R S K.illogg, Keerftary,

Paper. 26, 376 h, (1920i. Text of the report presented

at the annual meeting of the T. A. P. P. I.. New York.

.\pr. 14 !.'>. l!t"-'n .\ PC
R-2 Report of the committee on bibliography of the

T. A. P. P. I. llerii\ Iv Surfa.'C. Chairman. Paper 26,

372 (i >1!I2(I Text of the report presented at the

animal meetmir of the T. A. P. P. I.. New York, Apr.

14 15. 19"20. followed by a list of the contributions of

th .miiiittre lo date A P.-C.

R.13. Annual meeting of the T. A. P. P. I. Paper.

26, 47lt 9ti I I9'_'() .\ ditful.d account of the annual

meeting f.f the T A P. P I . New York. Apr 14 15.

1920.— A. P.C.
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R-0. Pulp and paper research problems. Tnvestifra

tidiis planned and aoooinjilished hy flie T'. S. Forest
Products Lab. Paper 26, 3T2-1'0. il'920). A list of the
more important and pressing problems of the inilp and
paper industry, showing what progress, if any. has
been made by the laboratory on the solution of these

problems, covering raw materials, sulphite pulp, soda
and sulphate pulps, mechanical pulp, iiaper mill prob-

lems, and specialties. A bibliography of the work
alreadv done is ajipended. (,See Pul|) & Paper. June ;{.

1920.)—A. P.-C."

PHLOROGLUCINE AS A DETERMINATOR
OF WOOD PULP.

Quantitative determination of wood pulp in paper

by the phloroglucine process is possible only when all

conditions jirescribed are strictly adhered to, says Th.

Blasweiler in an article published in the "' Papier-Fali-

rikant." of which a translation apiH'ars in the Pa|)er

Traile -lournal. Blasweiler found a divergence of fig-

ures when studying the result of iihloi-oglucine aii-

sorption. These figures were affected by concentration

of the absorbing iihloroglucine solution. Cross and
Revan called attention to this peculiarity.

Lignine absorbs phloroglucine. The remaining phlo-

roglucine is volumetrically determined in a thin solu-

tion of formaldehyde, after the Tuepfel method. Paper
containing a large percentage of pulji .serves as indi-

cator.

According to the author's prescriptiou 2 g. of rasped
paper, well dried, is mixed with 40 cciii. of phlorosrlu-

cine solution. The small amount of fluid, most of

which is absorbed by the paper, protracts filtration

and leaves only 10 ccui. of filtrate for each of the two
determinations.

In order to expedite tlie examination, Blasweiler

added 80 ccm. of a 12 per cent solution of muriatic acid

to the 40 ccm. of phloroglucine. The larger amount of

fluid accelerated filtration, after absorption had end-

ed, and left 2.") ccm. for each determination. The re-

sult was that absorption values in the latter case were •

higher by one-half or one-third than in the case where
au undiluted solution of phloroglucine had l>een

applied.

In order to determine the percentage of wood pulp
in paper, after the Cross and Bevan method, the for-

mula has to be followed very strictl.v, as an.v cliange of

concentration will result in false figures, figures that
disclose a percentage of wood pulp much higher than
actually present.

Mode of Procedure
Blasweiler says in his first experiment he used the

white margin of the Continental ''Times"'. He rolled

the paper into small hand cones and rubbed them
against a rasp. The paper was then carefully mea-
sured. Blasweiler added to the phloroglucine solution
of 40 ccw.. containing 4.9913 g. of phloroglucine in

1:000 ccm.. 80 ccm. of a 12 per cent solution of muria-
tic acid. After shaking well, he left the bottle stand-
ing over night. Before filtering he shook the bottle
again. Of the fluid filtrate 25 ccm. each were retitrat-

ed in a bath of water, heated to 70 degrees C with
a solution of foimaldehyde i Iccm. of 40 per cent form-
alin to 500 ccm. of 12 per cent muriatic acid. After the
formula of Cross and Bevan he then figured out the
pulp percentage of the oaoer. This is the equation :

100 fx—11

H=

II stands for pulp percentage, x for the absorbed
amount of i)hloroglucine, in proportion to 100 g. of
iimtter.

The first determination resulted in :

Application : 2.0102 g. of rasped paper, air drv.
Con.sumption : 8.40 g. of phloroglucine to lOo" g. of

matter.

Phloroglucine figure x = 8.40.

The second determination resulted as follows :

Application : 1.9995 g. of rasped paper, air drv.
Consumption: 8.46 g. of phloroglucine to lOO'g. of

matter.

Phloroglucine figure x = 8.46.

Average phloroglucine figure :• 8.43.
Applying the formula, as given above, the answer

would be a percentage of lOli. an obvious impossibility.
Results Obtained

When Blasweiler foil, .wed the original method, add-
uig only 20 ccm. of 12 per cent muriatic, he obtained
an average of 5.50 as the phloroglucine figure. In this
ca.se the answer to the equation, according to formula

'%^'*-^V-,
•^•'('ordingly the paper of the Continental'

Tunes contains 65 per cent pulp to 35 per cent cel-
lulose, which conforms to the actual facts.

Blasweiler. in another experiment, u.sed the margin
of the B.M-liu •Lokal-Anzeiger." Application of The
modified method resulted in 97 per cent as the per-
centage of pulp in the paper, again an utter impossibil-
ity. The original method resulted in giving the figure
•)9.43. Accordingly the paper u.sed liv the "Lo'kal-
Anzeiger" contains 60 per cent of pulp and 40 per
cent of cellulose, which is correct.

PICTURES BY WIRE.
It has bffii some f,,rty y.-ars mmc- methods were

invented for transmitting |)ictures and diagrams teleg-
raphically, but like most inventions it had to wait for
a generation before it could hope for general use. The
tclaiitotriaphs are still new in our banks, hotels and
railroad station.s.

Within the last month or .so newspapers have Wen
experimenting rather successfully with the same idea
III connection with telegraph and telephone wires.

Till' drawing is made through carbon paper on to a
copper cylinder. The cylinder is then revolved while
electrically connected with the telephone or telegraph
line. The carbon lines of the drawing vary the current
transmitted. These variations affect the receiving in-
strument which throws beams of light on an unroniiiir
sheet of photographic negative paper. The different
intensities of these beams of light, (resulting from the
lifferent intensities of current transmitted) result in
a facsimile photograph of the original drawing on the
carbon paper.

It is understood that the Italian Government intends
to use one of these devices for the transmission of
official signatures between Rome and Milan, and it

seems reasonable to suppose that a few more years will
enable newspapers to publish sketches of events on th>
other side of the world within a day or so after their
occurrence. Like a large number of modern inven-
tions, its carrying out depends on the u.se of speciallv
prepared PAPER.—From -The Caravel'".
Based on account in "Le Petit Journal," as reprinted

in the Xew York Times.

To maintain order, excellence and harmony in the
territory inimediatel\- under one's own hat will kec])

one fairh' well emjiloyed.—The Ilammermill Bond.
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Mr. 11. M. Mosdell, Mauaging Editor of the St. Johns.

Newfoundland. Star, who is in Toronto just now,

brought the information that active negotiations are

now proceeding by Lorth Rothermere with a view to

forming a one and a half million dollar company to

take over pulp and timber limits in Newfoundland and

to develop the huge water power resources there. It

is stated that already options are being secured and

it is expected that the pro.iect will take definite form

very shortlj*.

The editor of the new Presbyterian Church weekly,

the Presbyterian Witness, will be Rev. Dr. G. S. Car-

son, of rial ifax. Dr Carson, who was for fourteen

years editor of the Halifax Witness, is a native of New
Brunswick, and prior to assuming the position of edi-

tor of the Halifax church paper, was pastor of Knox
Church. Pictou, N.S. for nearly twenty years.

Mr. W. P. Bennett, of the Rudd Paper Box Com-
pany: Mr. G. Shaw of the Telfer Manufacturing Co.

Mr. A. Jephcott of the Dominion Paper Box Company,
Mr. A. Sproule of Collett & Sproule and Mr. James
Logis of the Canada Box Board Company were in

Montreal this week attending a meeting of represen-

tatives of the Canadian box board industry.

Mr. A. P. Costigane. secretary of the Oiitario Pulp

and Paper Makers' Safety Association, visited the

Cornwall mill of the Howard Smith Paper Com])any.

Ijimited. a few days ago. and also the Provincial Paper
Co's mil! at Mille Roches. Jfr. Costigane I'cports that

in spite of construction operations that are in progress

at Cornwall, the company, owing to careful and far-

sighted management has been able to kee]) the acci-

dent record down remarkably low. It is expected that

a meeting of the directors of the Association will be

held in Toronto at the end of this month when various

matters connected with accident prevention will be

considered.

Mr. George Erskine, Toronto representative of the

George II. Mead Company of Dayton, Ohio, is in Win-
nipeg calling on the firm's customers.

Failure to put a cap on a water pipe before the

^fessnre was turned on was reponsible for a small

Aod in the warehouse of the PVcd W. Halls Paper
dimpany. Limited, on Adelaide Street, Toronto, a few
days ago. Damage to stock amounting to about $2,000

resulted.

Mr. E. S. Crabtree, of the Bathurst Liimber Com-
pany, Limited. Montreal spent several days this week
in Toronto on business.

.\ visitor to Toronto this week was Mr. W. K. Dtin-

can of the Paper Export Association at Montreal.

Mr. W. J. Trimble, well known in Toronto and else-

where as a paper mill constructor and contractor, wa.«i

calleil to Philadelphia a few days ago to attend the

funeral of liis father who passed away at the age of
H.3 years

Mr. D. H. Hudson, of the Hudson Paper Company,
Winnipeg, was in Toronto this week on his way back
from Broekville wliere he attended the funeral of his

uifoH mother

Mr. J. M. Gardner, of Toronto, was elected to the

Board of Directors of the Mail Advertising Service of

North America which was organized in Detroit, re-

cently.

The Provincial Paper Mills. Limited, head office

Toronto, has received a word that the company has

been successful in tendering for a timber berth of

seventy square miles in the township of W^est Hele. It

is estimated the limit contains about seventy-five thou-

sand cords of pulpwood.
Mr. C. Blackctt Robinson, one of the oldest journal-

ists in Canada who for the past twenty years has been

a resident of Ottawa, celebrated his 83rd birthday re-

cently. Mr. Robin,son"s journalistic career started in

Bcaverton where in 1S.37 he ran the Post. He after

wards came to Toronto where he started the Presby-

terian and later was associated with the late Goldwiii

Smith in the publication of "The Week". Mr. Robin-

son also started the Orillia Expositor.

Tlie St. Lawrence News, weekly newspaper publish-

ed at Iroquois, Ont., has suspeiuled publication.

A meeting of the Canadian Puli) Box Manufacturer>
Association was held in Montreal on Wednesday.
November 3rd when opportunity was taken at the

same time of meeting the representatives of the board
mills to discuss present trade conditions.

Mr. J. L. McNichol, former assistant Paper Con-
troller has joined the staff of Porritts & Spencer
(Canada) Ltd., manufacturers of paper mill felts, as

.Sales ^Linager.

LAURENTIDE TO INSTALL WIRELESS.
Plans are l)eing discussed at |)resent concerning the

installation of a wireless telegraph station in the plant

of the Laurentide Co.. Grand Merc, P.Q., probably un-
der the supervision of the Forestry' Department, for

tlic purpose of communicating with the company hydro-
planes, aiul also to receive messages from the planes
in emergencies. Both machines have wireless sets.

JAPS TO BUILD MILL IN B. C.

The rapidly growing judp and jiaper industry of Brit-

ish Colundiia is soon to be augmented by additional

plants.

A New York Com|>any. says The Daily Financial
News, of San Francisco, will build a mill at Kitimat
Arm, some miles north of Prince Rupert, and a Jap-
anese firm has actpiired a tract of lumber on Louise
Island in the Queen Charlotte grouji, with the intention
of erecting a plant as soon as the financial situation in

Jnpnn clears up

RICE STRAW AS RAW MATERIAL IN THE
PAPER INDUSTRY.

According to "Ejisicrii Engineering", a combine of
Dutch paper manufacturers proposes t«i establish a

factory in the Dutch East Indies for the manufacture
of paper from rice straw. It is stated that excellent
writing paper has already been made from this mate-
rial
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CANADIAN PAPER TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto. Nov. 5.—The Canadian paper trade gen-

erally is looking for lower prices but as yet there are

none to record, unless events of the week result in the

lowering of box board prices. Some members of the

Canadian box board industry are understood to con-

sider that the present is the time to make a downward
revision in the price list in order to meet the Ameri-

can competition. The consumers of box board are con-

vinced that the product went altogether too higli and

that the manufacturers should be well able to shave

the present prices down to a more normal level. Whe-
ther or not the industry will be able to retain the li.igh

price level will largely depend on the result of circum-

stances now largely operative in the United States

although it is pretty generally predicted that there

will be a downward revision in the near future, if not

at once. All other paper products remain firm in price

and in most cases somewhat freer in deliveries.

WHAT THE MILLMEX SAY.—As stated last week
the jobbing trade is endeavoring to brin": pressure to

bear on the jviper manufacturers to set a fast price on

their product and by abolisliing the proviso as to price

prevailing at date of shipment. In reply to the con-

tention that the manufacturers should now unite to

bring the market back to normal one of the man-
ufacturers made this statement to a Toronto jobber :

" The situation. I am sorry to say. does not show any
signs of clearing at the present time. In fact, we arc

just as much in the air as we ever were. However. 1

quite realize what you say about taking orders on fixed

prices and I quite agree that there is a lot—a whole
lot—in orders being paced on a fixed price basis. As
regards American and British mills I am .satisfied that

they will not be able to export paper into Canada that

can be made here and I know that as far as our mill is

concerned, we will be in a position to compete, and it

will be our constant endeavor to supply goods to the

trade at a jirice at which there will be no possibility

of foreign competition. '" Although the tone of this

statement gives little hope of immediate relief from the

disability under which the jobbers are operating in the

way of the absence of fixed prices, the paper dealers
declare their intention of following the matter up
further.

U. S. PRICES TUMBLINIJ. — Local dealers have
been advised that prices on the other side of the line

are on the downward grade. Tag manilas and tissu*.*;.

for in.stance, have dropped 30 per cent. This drop, it

is stated, is not on the part of the mills but by the
jobbers who are evidently overloaded and are bent
on price cutting. It is the general impression that

this will eventually bring down the mill prices, al-

though as far as can be learned little or none of the
American product in these lines is being offered the
Canadian market. As further indicating the possibility

of serious American competition a Toronto jobber thi>

week was offered one hundred tons of S. C. book,
rolled, at lie a pound, which would cost 17e laid down
here as compared with 20iic. the jobber is paying to
the Canadian mills.

TISSUES AND TOILETS.—Prices in these lines are

firm with no reduction in prices but buying is a little

more conservative. The trade is not buying anything
more than is required for immediate use, but the or-

ders that are coming into the mills are for immediate
delivery and use, although there are a few orders

coming in for future delivery. All of which indicates

that stocks are low. There have been practically no
cancellations and no changes in prices are looked for

six months at least.

BRISTOL BOARDS.—The trade reports that Bris-

tol boards are coming in considerably more freely than
for some time past and orders are being shipped
promptly. Tliere is a good demand in the trade for

the goods and i)rices remain firm.

BLOTTI.VG PAPERS.—There are fairly free imports
iif blotting papers from the States and according to

reports brought by travelling representatives from
across the line a drop in the price of the product is

not looked for within a year's time. Not only blotting

but other American papers as well are being freely

offered and as an evidence of the changed condition
in the trade it may be mentioned that one jobber
handling imported stuff was this week called upon by
four different mill salesmen. The local jobbers
however, are showing a disposition to give the prefe-
rence to the Canadian mills wherever i)0.ssible with-
out too big a sacrifice.

GLASSIXE AND GREASEPROOF.—Tlu-re is a fair

demand for these products and the mills have all the
order they can fill. Prices remain firm and the mills

are getting caught up with back orders.

BOOK PAPEK.—There is .still a shortage of book
papers and jobbers are unable to secure enough to

meet the demands of their customers. Book papers
are in a class pretty much by themselves as far as
scarcity goes and have lagged behind in deliveries
while other lines are getting fairly well caught up.
.Jobbers complain that some of the mills, after allow-
ing orders to pile up and overlap, are now running the
combined orders and will not accept cancellation of
any part of the total. Naturally the jobber does not
want to get too heavily loaded with stock and in some
instances attempts are being made to get the mills to
cancel part of tlie accumulated orders which the mills
are not inclined to do.

BONDS AND LEDGERS.—Supplies of these lines
are coming through from the mills spasmodically. The
mills are running on whites and as the demand is for
colors these are verj- hard to get. As in other lines of
paper prices remain firm and unchanged.
BOX BOARD.—Late in the week the box board sit-

uation changed. The general tendency is to bring
down the prices of various lines. Straw, board, chip
board and No. 3 pulp board will now be quoted at
$108 per ton as against the old price of $133. All
other grades of board, "xcept specials have been re-
duced ten per cent which brings them back to the old
price in effect at the end of August of this year. The
new prices are good to December 31st. 1920. In this
connection the last paragraph of our British Trade
News will be of interest and may be suggestive.
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NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York. Xovemlior d— i Special Correspondence i

—According to all reports, the paper market is be-

coniinsr quieter from day to day. Consiimers in various

quarters are doing very little new l>uyin<r, and were it

not for the fact that manufacturers and jobliers liavp

contracts on their books, business woiild be practically

at a standstill, so little current purchasing is being
(lone. The market is in a waiting condition all around.
Producers of paper are not endeavoring t<> press buyers
with a view of stimulating demand, neither are they
rashly reducing q\iotations in anticipation of attract-

ing buyers into enlarging their operations. Sellers of

paper, in other words, are pursuing very nearly the
same policy as are buyers—that of holding aloof in the

firm belief that prevailing conditions cannot last inde-

finitely and that demand for paper of all grades will

soon revive to a more normal scale.

With the exception of those on box boards, prices

are holding remarkably steady in the face of the

narrow demand. Quotations are easy in most cases,

as wo\dd be logically expected under ruling circum-
stances, but if it can be said in favor of manufacturers
that such declines as have occurred have been in order-

ly fashion and have not shaken the equilibrium of the

market. Paper manufacturers contend that the cost

of producing paper of all kinds has decreased but
slightly and that for this reason alone the.v are justi-

fied in maintaining quotations on the finished prodiict.

Moreover, many freely predict that when business

activit.v broadens, prices on good 7nany lines of paper
will appreciablv strengthen unless the cost of raw
material and labor should decline in the meantime,
which seems improbable.

New low prices are reported on new.sprint in the

spot market. There have been sales of roll news for

prompt delivery rumored at as low as 7.50 cents a

pound, while actual sales have been recorded at 8

cents. Whether or not print paper is available at less

than 8 cents is questionable. Perhaps in some out of

the way case a lot has sold this cheap but no one in

the paper trade will acknowledge having offered out

newsprint at such figures, 8 cents being about the

bottom price quoted. The steadfast refusal of large

publishers to bny in the open market, together with

the increased offerings of foreign newsprint, are weak-
ening factors. It is likely, tfwi, that the reports con-

cfminir large toTinages of newsprint that (iermany and

Fiidand arc |)lanniiig to ship to the T'nited States have

hMl effect notwithstanding that a ma.iority of the

tBde are ilecidedly skeptical regarding such supplies

ffbrn abroad. The contract basis ou newsprint rules

firm at around 6..'>0 cents and it is significant that

consumers not only are taking all the paper that is

due them on contract but that they arc trying to

•equire additional amounts at the same jiricc

The book paper markd is characterized by rather

ovel conditions. There is steady and voluminous

Tnovem*>nt of supplies toward consumption on contracts

but little demand for spot shipments. In other words,

j>ublishers are absorbing all the paper they can get at

the low market levels but are refraining from buying

at the prices asked on spot deliveries, with the result

that tonnnife of both roll and flat stock is much easier

tf> secure for q\iick delivery. Prices hold at abo\it

previous marks although reports are beard from time

to time of lots changing hands at concessions from the

quotations named.

Tissues and wrappings are a bit lower in price. No.
1 white tis.sue is quoted at around $1.85 and Xo. 2

white and Xo. 1 manila at $1.70 to $1.75, while Xo. 1

domestic kraft wrap]iing for prompt deliverv is priced

at 10.50 cents a pound and Xo. 1 .jute wrapping at

i:j.50 cents. Demand for both kinds of paper is quiet.

Fine papers are moving slowly in so far as regard.s

new orders, and while quotations on low grades of

bonds and ledgers display a softening tendiene.v those

on high qualities rule strong. There is a feeling that

fine papers cannot recede very much, if an.v, for the

reas<^)ii that production costs remain high and in some
instances continue to rise.

Further weakeniiig of quotations on boards has
occurred. The lowest price named on plain chip
board is .$60 per ton at mills, and a more representative
quotation is in the neighborhood of $65. while news
board is quoted at $70 to $80 f.o.b. mills. Demands for
boards is at an exceedingly low ebb and it is reporte<l
on high authority that several mills have shut down
for a time while it is definitely known that most board
I)lants have curtailed operations.

GROUXD WOOD—Little change is recorded in the
mechanical wood pulp situation . There is little de-
mand of important character emanating from consum-
ing quarters, but there is an undertone of steadiness in

prices and producers are holding firm for $125 per ton
at shipping points for domestic ground wood of prime
quality for prompt delivery. Imported ground wood
is available at lower prices than dom«>stic, offerings
down to $110 a ton ex dock being reported, but this

pulp is sold on a dry basis and it is understood that

only certain mills are using it. Authoritative reports
state that stocks of ground wood at both producing
and consuming points are at low levels, and members
of the trade express the opinioTi that freezing weather
will likel.v be accompanied by a strengthening of the

pulp market because it is believed that if production is

hampered at all prices will be forced upward solely

by the law of supply and demand.

CHEMICAL PULP.—Buyers of chemical wood pulp
are holding aloof and sellers are mostl.v pursuing a

similar policy. Papermakers as a general thing, arc

eking out contract supplies in such a way as to enable

them to teep out of the market for the present, yet

manufacturers and importers are not pressing

customers and are waiting a revival of demand in the

confident belief that market activity will appreciably
broaden in the iu>ar future. If anything, the undertone

of the market has been firmer this week than before,

the ending of the British coal miners strike being

responsible for the more bullish feeling in the trade.

While the coal strike was in progress pulp men here

appreciated that should the strike last for any length

of tinu' doubtless considerable qimntitics of p\dp would
ite diverted from Fiiigland by ScandiTiavian shippers

to this market, and now that the probability of this

has been eliminated by the settlement of the strike,

dealers here do not look for any larger supplies from
Sweden or Xorwa.v. I'rices are holding fairly steady

although there is no denying that some lots of pulp

are being obtained at recessions. Kraft ptdp. in fact,

i.s anything but firm in price and can be purchased at

comparatively low figures. News trrade sulphite is

slightly off in value with revised quotations ranging

from 7 to 7. .50 cents per jjound at pulp mills.

Arrivals of foreign pulp at the port of New York
this week included 4.291 bales from Kobe. 16.247 bales
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•TRADE-nARK-
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SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-

facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union^Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4246-47

" 2170
INQUIRIES SOLICITED.
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from Kotka, Finland; 10,220 bales from Troudhjem.
and 245 bal^s from Halifax.

RAGS.—Extreme quietness obtains iu the paper-
making rag market. There are few buyers in view and
prices on most kinds of rags are steadily moving to-

ward lower levels. Xew cuttings are fairly firm, owing
to the slow production of such rags at present, but old

rags are to be had at almost any prices consumers are

willing to offer. Sales of roofing r«gs have been re-

ported down to 1.30 cents a pound at shipping points

for No. 1 packing and at 1.20 cents for Xo. 2 roofing,

and demand even at these figures is of negligible char-

acter. Roofing felt mills are in want of business and,

having ample stocks of rags on hand to cover current

requirements, are not buying excepting in a spasmodic
way. Old whites are quotably lower at a liasis of as

low as 10.50 cents for No. 1 repacked, and thirds and
blues are freely offered to mills at 3.75 cents f.o.b.

dealers' points for packed stock. No. 2 repacked whites

are available at 5.50 cents per pound, black cotton

stockings at 3.50 cents, lace curtains at 7.75 cents and
new washable at 11.50 cents. New white shirt cut-

tings are held with considerable firmness by packers at

between 25 and 26 cents a pound for No. 1 quality

cuttings.

Receipts of foreign rags at New York this week
were: 151 bales from Hamburg. 721 bales from
Bordeaux, 1.349 bales from Havre. 59 bales from Hull.

14 bales from Liverpool, and 43 bales from Rotterdam.
PAPER STOCK.—Dullness continues to prevail in

the old paper market and prices on a ma.iority of

grades have fallen to new low points. Packers assert

that the values obtainable for low qualities of waste
paper do not begin to compensate them for collecting

and sortins stock, and many are drastically redueine
their production. This has little effect on the market.
however for the reason that mills are not doing enough
buying to make the shortage visible. Prices are larse-

ly nomip^]. but the following are approximate Tnarket

values: Folded news, 1.20 cents; Xo. 1 mixed papers.

65 to 75 cents per hundred pounds ; heavy X'^o. 1 books
and magazines, 2.15 to 2.25 cents: Xo. 1 hard white

shavings, 8.75 to 9 cents; Xo. 1 soft white shavintrs

7.75 to 8 cents; No. 1 manilas. L80 ci-nts: white blank
news cuttings. 4.50 cent, and old No. 1 kraft. 4.25 cents.

Imports of miscellaneous paper stock at this port

this wvek included 1.692 bales from Rotterdam, 35

bales from T;iverpool. and 8 bales from Glasgow.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGTXG.—Them is an absence

of demand for old baggin? and prices are uncertain at

aJ[)asis of about 2 cents per pound at shipping points

far'No. 1 scrap bagging. Old rope is in moderate call

and mills are covering requirements at an average fig-

ure of 6 cents f.o.b. Xew York for Xo. 1 manila rope.

Arrivals of old rope from foreign sources at Xew
York this week included 76 coils from British, and
80 coils from Hull.

THE SAD TALE OF TEN WORKMEN.
Ten healthy workmen, starting off so fine

;

One biffed a motor truck, and then there were nine.

Xine healthy workmen reached the factory gate

;

One stepped on an upturned nail, and then there were
eight.

Eight healthj- workmen, each scorned the Safety Code;
Ere the clock had moved a jiff, one in an ambulance

rode.

Seven healthy workmen, one tried a crank to fix;

He didn't throw the belt off, and then there were six.

Six healthy workmen; it's a Monder they're alive,

For a thumping big electric shock reduced the crew
to five.

The five men called a meeting. They were getting

rather sore.

But failed to note a swinging crane, which brought
them down to four.

The four men thought of Safety First and always
careful be;

An object thrown upon the floor reduced the four to

three.

The three looked at the warnings about the factory
wall,

But soon the three was cut to two, as one had "took
a fall."

The two bore bravely on; none else was to be done,

A flying chip and exposed eyes cut the roll call down
to one.

The one was left dejected. '" 'Tis very cruel", he said.

An engine cut him right in two, and the last of the

ten was deadi

Xow this is a sad, sad story; I know you'll weep and
curse c

But if these men had only thought, they wouldn't be
in this versel

Each thought that safety was a joke, just like the

chicken roost,

Wlien them as can come back to Avork, each will for

safety boost-

Wingfoot Clan.

WHY MISTAKES ARE MADE.
Three-fourths of the mi.stakcs a man makes are made

because he docs 7iot really know the things he thinks

lie knows.—James Brvce.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
Mil

TELEPHONES SS12 MfRRAY HIl L
1813

NEW YORK
Hare an extensive

and steady market
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any .furplu* to

offer write u< i
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GIVE THIS

"WORLD" VALVE
AN "ACID" TEST
It is especially made lo resist the effect of acids used
in a pulp mill. It will emerge triumphant from the

severest test you can give it.

T. McAvity & Sons make a greater range of valves,

fittings and castings, of acid-resisting bronze than any
manufacturer in the Dominion.

Designed to give a maximum of wear, the thickness of

the backs of the elbows, throats of valves, and any
point where the acid wears excessively, are reinforced.

Superintendents of the largest pulp mills in Canada
endorse their use. No other metal will stand the acid
test as will "World'" bronze.

T. McAVITY & SONS,
LIMITED

ST. JOHN, - - N.B.

MONTREAL. WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER,
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IMMIGRATION FACTS.

For tlip yoar fihlini: -luiio :!(). I'-i-d. the total iiuinlicr

of immifrraiits euterin<r Canada was l:i7.:W0 i-omiKired

with 70,701 ill the previous year iMuliii}: on the same

(late, an iiierease for the last year of 1)6..")!)!), or !)4 jier

cent. From July 1, IJ^IO, until June 30. 1!)20, 77,711

of the inimi<rrantseame from the I'.iitish Isles, coniiiaied

with 1!).487 in the previous yrar; 4.S.fi24 from the

United States, eompared with 44.003: sjy.\ from Cen-

tral Europe, against .1,325: 2,182 from other countries

asraiiist ."i.'):{fi.

Tlif newcomers all had at least the amount of money
required under the provisions of the Immigration Aet
and all passed the strict medical examination. As there

lias heen some ob.iection raised hy Canadians being;

questioned by officials of the Department of Inimi-

trration when returnin<r from other countries, the De-
l)artment has arranfred the use of identification cards
to all bona fide Canadian citizens. These cards are
]H-eparcd in duplicate and bear the traveller's photo-

^^aph. Hy means of these, Canadians can re-enter the

Dominion witliout difficulty—Department of Immi<^ra-

(ion and Colonization. Ottawa.
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THE DISCOVERER OF GROVNDWOOD PULP.
On another page of this issue, there will be found

the result of a careful investigation by the London

correspondent of the Pulp and Paper Magazine of

tjie right of a Nova Scotian to be considered as the

actual discoverer of groundwood pulp. In the Pulp

and Paper Magazine for February 15th, 1915, there

appeared an article which gave the honor to Charles

Fenerty who was born in Sackville, Nova Scotia, in

•January, 1821, and died in that place in June, 1892.

That article shows that tjiere is not very good agree-

ment as to the actual date of the discovery of this

process by Keller. Since the appearance of the article

referred to in 1915, investigations have been going on

and the results are set 'forth elsewhere.

The Historical Society of Nova Scotia is interested

annually in having such an honor properly recognized,

/.and it lias been propo.sed to erect a suitable memorial

to the actual inventor of tjie process which now

means the conversion of thousands of cords of Can-

adian wood into millions of dollars in currency and

gives employment to thousands of Canadian workmen

in fori'sts and pulp mills. The fact that the working

out of the idea on a commercial basis should /lave

been accompli.shed in Europe because the Nova

Scotian "s invention was not duly appreciated, offers

no excuse for delaying further with preparing a suit-

able recognition of the genius of Charles Fenerty.

Canada, and i)articularly Nova Scotia, may well be

proud that a Canadian was the first to convert wood

into paper by a mechanical process, particularly since

t.he application of the great water powers of the Dom-
inion to the product of her forests is the basis of

Canada's most important manufacturing industry.

Paper nuMi thoughout the Dominion should be inter-

ested in, and support the proposed memorial to the

youth who applied his knowledge and genius to this

subject eig^ity years ago.

Canada had tlie first .sulphate pulp mill on this

continent, and probably had the first sulphite pulp

mill, and one of the very early, if not the first, com-

mercial pulpwood grinder. Fenerty "s invention now
gives the Dominion still another claim to distinction;

and in spite of Canada being such a young country

indu.strially, we see that t^ie Dominion really comes

in very early in the practical application of the prin-

cipal processes for converting wood into paper pulp.

This fact, together with the rapid growth and in-

creasing importance of the indnstrj- in Canada, is

cause for pride and should be an incentive to the

erection of the memorial to the Nova Scotian w;io

discovered that the mechanical grinding of wood
could produce such a fibre as is suitable for i)aper

uiakin».

FALSE FEAR OF FINLAND.

Considerable attention ^las been given lately, by
newspapers, to the growth of paper manufacturing in

Finland and the probable effect of extensive purchase

of this paper on the American market. The placing

of such an order as 40,000 tons is spoken of as quite

iin event. As a matter of fact this quantity is less

than a .si.xth of the total paper production of Finland
although it is approximately 40% of tjie newsprint
|)roduction. When this 40,000 ton order is compared
with the 2.000.000 odd tons that American publishers

consume annually we see that it amounts to only 2%
of the total.

While this entrance of Finland into the American
market is not particularly significant, as the approac^i

of a rival of the Canadian pulp and paper industry,

there are certain lessons to be drawn. The editor

had the privilege and pleasure last week of meeting
-Mr. lljaimar (ironvik. Managing Director of the Fin-

nish Paper Mills A.s.sociatioii, and Mr. Walter Graesbeck,

.Managing Director of the Finnish Cellulose As.soci-

ation. in the course of a conversation, it was brought
out that there are thirty-one paper mills in Finland,
producing about 2.50,000 tons of paper annually,of which

40% is newsprint. There are twenty-four chemical

pulp mills with a capacity of about 300,000 tons, and
of this amoinit about 75% i.s sulphite pulj). In ad-

dition there are groundwood mills producing l.')0,000

tons of mechanical pulp. Mr. Graesbeck estimates

that .something like 60,000 tons of sulphite pulp will

be exported to t;ie Fnited States in 1921. Compara-
lively little of this is bleached, because of the diffi-

culty of getting bleaching powder. This pulp has
earned quite a reputation for its high quality. Pre-
vious to the war, when considerably less paper was
protluced, and in fact the whole industry may be said

to have been in its infancy, about 90% of the product
went to Rus-sia. Concentration of trade with Russia
in those days was due in part to the fact that Fin-
land was politically connected with Czardom, and has
resulted in an unfortunate economic effect on Fin-
land because of the comparatively larp.^ credits that
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piled up in Russia, and which it has not been possible

to collect.

The new policy of the Finnish p\dp and paper

inannfaelurers is to put their eg?s into several bas-

kets, and consetpiently their paper and cellulose trade

is found widely distributed over the world. Their

principal markets are Eugrlaud. Denmark, France,

Italy, United States, and South America. To most

of these countries they jiave direct steamei-s. This

policy of distributing the product, even though the

capacity of Fiidand's mills should double in the near

future, would quite prevent sufficient flooding of the

United States with Finnish paper to have any material

effect on that market. It must be rcinenibered. how-

ever, that the Finnish paper industry is by no means

restricted to the manufacture of coarse grades, only

we naturally hear more about newsprint than other

Jiualities. Finland produces some excellent tissues

and some other specialties, and these will also find

tiieir way. to some extent, to this side of the Atlantic.

Canada should not look nimn Fiiiliind so much in

the light of a competitor and rival ms in the nalun-

of a friendly co-operator in sujjplying the ever in-

creasing demand for wood pulp papers. In the ac-

complishment of this ]>urpose. which is beeomuig

really an obligation on countries possessed of soft

wood forests, Canada may well take a lesson from th(>

forest policies of Finland and the other Scandinavian

countries. It was mentioned at t.he (Convention of

the American Pulp and Paper Association la.st week.

that, \inless re-forestation and conservation measures

are immediately undertaken, newsiiajjcis will have to

stop publication within fifty years for lack of news-

print paper. Since newsprint i)apcr amounts to less

than one third of the paper production of the United

States, and probably more than l^^Vt of th'" paper

used in that country is made from woo<l i)ulp, we see

that future trouble is by no means limited to tiie

newsprint publisher; it means that wrapi)ing papers,

book i)aiiers, Iwx boards, most grades of sheathing and

roofing ami all grades of wall board, together with m

large proportion of writing i)apei-s will be i)ropor-

tionally affected by a p\dp wood famine.

^e repeat that a country with forests, and nu

jntry is more richly blessed in this regard than

.anada, ha.s a di.stinct ol)ligatiori to see that these

(brests are conserved so that future generations .«,iiHlI

not seriously lack one of the most imjiortant contri

butions to culture and comfort. Finland can teach

SH a good les.son in the ])roper care of the forests,

f itdand. like Canada, nnist depend in a large measure

on the pro4luet of the forest to maintain and improve

her economic status. To neglect this source of wealth

is to invite national bankruptcy. It is mast a.stonisli

insr to us that Canadians have .so largely failed to

realize the alwolute necessity for a proper forest

jiolicy for ihe whole Dominion.

A i^USPICKHJS WORLD."
Some people are never satisfied. After the news-

papers of Caiuula have been "saved" thousands of

ilollars by reason of the Government throttling of paper

mills at their instigation, the Toronto "'World" says:

"The paper i)rofiteers are trying to keep their cour-

age up b.v talking of higher prices than ever, and of

five-year contracts at six cents a pound! And, while

they talk thus bravely, they see things going all the

other way. And the Canadian publishers are growing

more and more suspicious of those who misrepresented

them in previous negotiations. Too many secret deals

for their individual adva)itage are susjiected to have

taken place, and mure than one nolile patriot has fallen

as a sacrifice to the luring words of the jirofiteers.

"

COBWEBS.
A Chicago dispatch ipiotes President Sisson. id' tiie

A. P. & P. A., as saying the United States will have to

conserve paper resources because Canada and Argen-

tina have not enough suri)lus to spare any great quan-

tity. We fail to see where Argentina comes in as u

source of paper while Canada sends the U. S. A. only

a paltry million tons or so of pulp and paper, or a

meagre 80 per cent, of (Uir |)i-oduetion.

.\ New Brunswick pulj) wood operator is quoted as

exi)ecting a big slump in inilp wood prices another

season, but in the next breath predicts a great cur-

tailment in New Brunswick |)ul|i wood o[ierations.

What does he means?

THE FUNGI MAN.
By U. B. WISE

Wiist ! whst I whst ! here comes the fungi man
lle"s waiting in the baseuuMit and

iu'"ll catch yon if he can.

The ro(un is dark and damii and low.

The pidp is s(d't and wet.

And it's all stacked up together where
it's hard for trucks to get.

And there's fnnit.s and Initiiiiia

creepy craw tin " all about,

And the fungolins '11 get ya if

\a don "t wat<di out.

Whst! \vhst ! whst! here comes the fungi man.
lie's a hairy hoary m.'inbcr of a dark.

pulp-thirsty dan,
A sneakin' round the beams and .ioists

.jnst waitin " for a chance.

.\nd the wetter, ami the closer sta<d<ed

the merrier the dance.

For (here's Hnsrii.t, Mm riili u.t

all others all about.

.\nd the fungolins "I! iret you if you

don't watch out.

Cheer up! Today is the tomorrow you worried about

yesterday, and nothing has happened.
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Ground Wood Actually Discovered in Canada

By J.

Fenerty, of Halifax, made Pulp and Paper from Spruce
in 1838-1839.

R. BOOTH, Special London Correspondent to The Pulp & Paper Magazine.

The poet Peguy once said that in heaven, as he
understood it. there was room not only for the artist

and the handicraftsman, but also for their works.
Charles Fenerty, the Nova Scotian poet, author, and
gold digger, may well come within that delectable

border region depicted by Peguy, as the real inventor

of ground wood and the first man to make paper out

of groundwood apart from his artistic and literary

ability. Canadians know little of the genius who lived

wandering through a magic landscape, perpetually

yielding to fresh enticements and discovery of new
delights, or taking his mind in a concentration of

thought as to what he could best do for the future of

the spruce. Forests were dense and they appealed to

Fenerty but they just lay beyond the fringes of his

dream. Like Shelley, he had found in the "garden"
the "Sensitive Plant", and his inventive genius, com-

bined with his knowledge obtained when moving
about among the workers of a ragpaper mill near his

beloVed home, was early at work in the field of discov-

ery. In one of his little poems F.'uerty wrote:

Then 'tis sinful to sigh for the joys that are gone.

The.v were earthborn, untrue, evanescent;

And teach us this lesson, ere yet it is flown :

For the future prei)are by the present.

Fenerty was reading the future when he wrote these

lines "back in the tiiirties" and today we hail him in

memory as a great man, who made a great discovery,

hut unfortunately for Canada and her forests, "The
West shut down a heavy eye" on him while the watch-

stars kindled in the sky. In other words, he becam'

discouraged and his discovery had a new birth in

Germany.
History of Groundwood.

There are nuin\ i-laiinanis in tlie field for tlie first

discoverv- of groundwood or pulp, and I think it will do

no harm to enumerate them :

(11 In 1S40 Keller is stated to have introduced the

manufacture of mechanical wood pulp.

(2) Between 1S40-1846. Lagrange Bull, of Martini-

que, made paper* pulp from the leaves of the

banana tree.

(3) III 1848 France introduced Keller's invention.

(4) Groundwood was made in V. S. A. in 1S67. but

earlier in Germany.
There are books and articles written on the introd-

uction of wood pulp, or groundwood. but the only

writer who gives any definit-e information is Mr. R. "W.

Sindall, in his work '"An Elementary Manual of Paper
Technology".
According to German paper and pulp writers Keller,

from Hainicheu, in Saxony, discovered woodpulp by
observing that a piece of wixid pressed upon a grind-

stone was ground into a porridge or pulp of fibre,

which when mixed with rag pulp gave a dvirable and
a very extraordinary raw material for producing cheap

paper. For his discovery Keller did not receive any
reward, financially, and he was discouraged. Another
writer says that Keller after watching the formation

of cells of a wasp's nest thought of wood as a pulp.

When he made his discovery he allied himself to an-

other discoverer with the result known to-day in the
paper industry.

The original discovery, as set out by German writers,
is interesting, when compared with Fenerty 's case;
but no one has up to the present date ventured to

state that in Germany wood pulp was discovered prior
to 1840. Indeed various writers on Keller's discovery
are not all agreed as to how it was made and when.
Early manuscripts I have seen put his discovery down
to the wood pressed upon a grind-stone.

Fenerty 's Discovery,

Charles Fenerty. a poet, student, aiul a young man
of great inventiveness, was a constant frequenter of a

rag paper mill situated about half-way between Spring-

field and Halifax (N.S.) and run by a stream flowing
into Bedford Basin. Large mills now occupy the site.

CIIARLE.'^ FE.XEKTV. THE XoVA .n( (jTIAN WHO
REALLY DISCOVERED WOOD PULP AND

TURNED SPRUCE INTO PAPER.

It was around this small paper mill young Fenerty
came to the conclusion that a change from rags, as a

raw material, was necessary for something cheaper.

He saw mill troubles; but his hobby was the mill and
he played round it like a child would with a puzzle.

Like the mill owner, he wanted to make paper and he

was classed as a "dreamer".

Undaunted. Charles Fenerty devoted his attention

to spruce. He wrote poems to it and in 1838 he turned
it into paper. This is the earliest date we have in the

pulp industry of groundwood being discovered, and it

was only in 1913 and 1914 I discovered the mystery.

There is no actual date as to when the groundwood
was produced but the statements of those who saw the

rough paper pat it at 1838, Now. how did Fenerty
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make his discovery of gronndwoodt Let me quote a

statement made by one who knew Fenerty, and, who
witnessed in those days the result of Fenerty 's experi-

ments :

—

"As to the date Charles Fenerty made his

attempt that was successful at reducing
spruce wood to a pulp and makingr a crude
piece of paper on the bottom of a basket of

fine material, the nature of a sieve, with the

aid of an iron spoon to press out moisture and
felt the pulp together, the date was 1838.

Later in 1839 when he found he could produce
paper he improved his home-made methods
and implements until h? had paper good
enough to send to the publisher of the Acadian
Recorder in Halifax."

The "dreamer" actually produced pulp from spruce

in 1838 and then sent the paper made from it to a

newspaper publisher. In Fenerty 's discovery of

groundwood it will be seen from the early German
reports that Keller's, at a subsequent date, was iwade in

a way similar to the Nova Scotian's, viz. by grinding

or crushing.

I have made the discovery also that there is today

in Sackville a lady who is just 90 years of age, mentally

and physically alert—well educated and wcll-inforined

—who can trace back to 1839, by a series of events, as

the date when her father first inspected paper made
from spruce by Charles Fenerty. Her statement has

been confirmed from another source, and from my own
personal enquiries in Xova Scotia, I attach great

importance to it.

The "Acadian Recorder" says that Charles Fenerty

must be given the credit as the first to discover the

art of manufacturing newsprint from the trees of the

forest as he doubtless saw the difficulties which the

successive proprietors of the old rag mill would en-

counter in keeping its wheels on the move.
Fenerty Finished Paper.

Between 1838 and ls44 Fen rty. who failed to get

favor for his discovery, like Keller in Ocrmany. work-

ed at his new hobby, and to draw public attention to

it. he sent a specimen of his paper to the proprietors

of the " Acadian Recorder ", Messrs. English and

Blackadar Cnow Blackadar Brothers') with the follow-

ing letter:

—

"Enclosed is a small piece of paper, the result of an

experiment I have made in order to ascertain if that

naeful article might not be manufactured from wood.

tTic result has proved that opinion to be correct for

f—by the sample I have sent yon. gentlemen.—you will

perceive the feasibility of it. The enclosed, which is

as firm in its texture as white, and to all appearance

as durable as the common wrapping paper made from

hemp, cotton, or the ordinary materials of manfac-

tnre. is actually composer! of spruce wooil. reduced to

a pulp, and subjected to the same treatment as paper
is in course of being made, only with this exception,

viz: my insufficient means of giving it the required

pressure. I entertain an opinion that our common
forest trees, either hard or soft wood, but more
pspecinlly the fir, spruce or poplar, on Bcco\int of the

fibrous quality of their worid. might easily be reduced

by a chafing machine, and manufactured into paper of

thf finest kind. This opinion. Sirs. I think the exper-

iment will ju.stify and leaving it to be prosecuted

further by the scientific or the curious, T remain,

gentlemen, Your Obedient Servant >>ii:ued1 Charles

Fenerty."

This letter proves that Charles Fenerty had a very
fair knowledge of paper manufacture, and that when
he was working at the production of groundwood in

1838 the knowledge he obtained in the rag paper mill

was useful to him—although he never worked in the

mill as an employee.
Conclusions.

It is unfortunate that some of the early papers relat-

ing to Fenerty 's discovery are not obtainable in Hali-

fax at present. Since 1914 I have had a keen search

made for them, but Fenerty being a much superior

man in education and experimental work than Keller,

we may assume that in 1837 spruce was in Fenerty 's

mind as a raw material for paper. In 1838 he was
experimenting with it and actually produced wood pulp
and paper as the testimony of those who have seen it

show.

Nova Scotians very naturally lay the credit of discov-

ering wood pulp on Fenerty. Indeed, they gave him
the credit of it long before Keller made his discovery

in C4ermany in 1840.

I understand the Nova Scotia Historical Society also

had Fenerty 's name before them and there was talk

of raising a memorial to his memory at the place where
he converted spruce into pulp. The idea has not yet

fallen through, as the Avar in Europe only gave it a

temporary set back. Now, if Keller was entitled to

the Order of Merit and other diplomas for his discov-

erj' in 1840, surely Charles Fenerty is worthy of recog-

nition for his double discovery in 1838. Canadians,

and Nova Scotians especially, nuist not allow the ques-

tion of a menmrial to rest, and if the Historical Society

of Nova Scotia is encouraged. I am sure a suitable

tablet will be erected.

Keller and Fenertj' were in the same boat: they pro-

duced wood pulp. Fenerty being the first with it, but

they were considered "dreamers" and discouraged.

I have no doubt Haligonians will do their duty to

the memory of one who lived among them and whose
relatives still occupy a prominent and honored position

in the life of the place.

LAND SETTLEMENT AND PAPER MILLS.

Speaking at a meeting at Mnnteitli. Ont.. .Mr. R. A.

Melnnis. manager of the Abititii Power ^: Taper Com-
pany, Iroquois Falls, said that few pcojilo realized what
the pulp industry meant to the North. The Abitibi

Co. paid last year three and a half millions in wages
alone. Then there were other mills at Smooth Rock.

Kapuskasing and so on. In a few years the wages paid

annually by these and new mills would run to the

enormoiis total of .$1.'..000.000.

Another sign of the importance of the forest was the

Abitibi Co. had paid in freight to the T. & N. O, in the

papt year .'f;9.')0,000 and the other companies in pro-

portion.

The investment in the past three years by pulp com-

panies had been .t60.000.000 in the North country and

it was just beginning. That showed the enormous

importance of the industry to the North.

Where does the farmer come inT The pulpwood in-

dustries must have settlers: they must have produce

and labor. First comes the large industry, then must

come the settlers: roads are needed. The companies

and the settlers must work together. It is useless for

the people of the North to ai't individimlly. They must

first work out a programme for the North and then go

to the Oovernment and get what they want.
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Testing of 'Kraft*' Pulp For Strength
By K. G. WILEN.

Chief Chemist, Wayagamack Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd,

Three Rivers, Que.

The necessity of testing pulps in general, and krat't

pulps in particular, for strength, is too obvious to need

any further elaboration.

In the laboratory of the "Wayagamack Pulp & Paper

Co., Ltd. of Three Kivers, Que., the need of a method

for testing pulp for strength became particularly press-

ing a number of years ago in connection with experi-

mental cooking of pulp, undertaken witli the idea of

determining the optimum conditions of cooking with

regard to the highest strength and best yield of pulp.

The method of testing sulphite pul)) for strength

published by the Committee on Sulphite iiulp of the T.

A.P.P.I. in "Paper" November Sth. litKi, was tried

out on kraft pulp but proved to be unsuitable in several

respects. The proportions of pulp, water and pebbles

in a jar of given size, as published by the ahove Com-
mittee, did not give the most satisfactory results as

regards heating, and according to our experience the

hand mould leaves much to he desired witli regard to

the uniformity of the hand made sheets. Tliere did

not seem to be any obvious reasons for testing tlie

sheets with the Ashcroft tester, as long as the Mullen

tester is universally used for commercial purposes. It

appeared to us more desirahle to express the results

of the strength test on a basis which would give a

direct comparison with results obtained in actual prac-

tice on the paper machines, ])articularly as the method
finally adopted could then be used for placing the

blame for any paper not showing the proper test on

the pulp mill or the paper mill.

The method of testing pulp for strength which has

been followed in the laboratory of the "Wayagamack
Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd for the last three years is

briefly as follows:

25 grs. of air-dry pulp are thoroughly broken up by
forcing the pulp through a screen with 1-16" round
holes by means of a .iet of water. The screened pulp
is then collected on the sheet-machine described below,

and placed in a tared weighing cylinder. The con-

tents of the cylinder are then made up to 3 kgs. with
water and transferred to the ball mill ,iar. The volume
of the ,iar is 4.50 litres and it contains 2.500 grs. of peb-

bles of such a size that there are 250 pebbles in each
jar. The pulp is beaten for one hour in the ball mill

at a speed of 66 r.p.m. The beaten pulp is then wash-
ed out of the jar and made up to 10 litres in a vat from
which three measures of 450 ccs. each are placed in a

pail and made up to approximately 5 litres with water.

After thorough stirring the contents of the pail are

poured on to the sheet-machine.

The sheet-machine consists of a rectangular box, the

upper surface of which is made of a perforated brass
plate. A 14 mesh backing wire and a 60 mesh ma-
chine wire are soldered to the plate. "When a sheet is

made the "deckle box" is placed on the wire. A
quick opening gate valve is used for draining the

water from the machine. (Fig. 1).

The "coucher" consists of a square block of wood
about 10" X 12". The under side of it is curved on a
30" radius. The thickness in the centre is about 1'4"
and at the edges Vq-"
As soon as the pulp is transferred to the machine the

drain valve is opened and the water allowed to drain

off until the suction on the sheet is released by air en-

tering the drain pipe. The "deckle box" is lifted off

the machine and the coucher is covered with a wet felt

and the front edge of it placed on the wire. The
coucher is then pressed down rapidly until the back

edge of it comes in contact with the wire. The sheet

will then be firndy held by the felt. The felt is next

removed from the coucher and placed on a board

which fits into a letter press. In this manner 5 sheets

are made aTid placed on the board. The top sheet is

covered with a felt and the board is placed under the

press. The sheets are pressed for about 15 seconds

under all the pressure that can be put on the press bj'

hand. The sheets are then transferred on to wire

trays and placed in a drying oven and dried at 180

(leg. F. Wlien thoroughly dry the sheets are taken out

and allowed to reabsorb the hygroscopic moisture for

1 hour. They are then cut to 6" x 6" and weighed to

the nearest .05 of a gram. The weight of the sheets is

calculated to lbs per ream of 480 sheets 24" x 36" i.e.

the commercial weight-standard for kraft. The sheets

are tested on the Mullen tester in the four corners and

in the centre. The average Mullen test multiplied by
100 and divided by the ream weight of the sheets is

the expression for the strength of the pulp, in other

words the strength is expressed as per cent of "point

per pound."

Generally speaking, the results obtained by this me-

thod of testing pulp for strength, can be taken as a

very fair indication of the strength to be expected

from the pulp on the paper machine as long as the

degree of hydration imparted to the pulp in the beaters

is not materially different from the hydration pro-

duced in the ball mill. It is usually only in the case

of extra soft kraft bag paper that the relation be-

tween the strength of the hand made sheets and the

paper made on the machines varies from a definite

figure.
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Ill iirriviii<: at tlif aliovi' method of testinj: pulp t<.r

sfrenptli ii number of experiments were made in order

to ascertain the influence of tlie different factors in-

volved, on the final result.

Some of the factors studied were.

(1) Dryness and methods of dryinjr pulp samples

Ix'forc testiiifr.

(2) Concentration of pulp in bail mill.

{'.i) Weitrht of test sheet made.

(4) "Weifrht of pebbles.

(.">^ Duration of beatinpr.

(6) Method of dryinjr test sheets.

(7) Effect of smoothing wet sheets by pressing be-

tween sheets of heavy paper.

(8) Influence of pressure applied in couching sheet.s.

(9) Influence of pressure applied on wet sheets after

couching.

The influence of the factors will be discussed in the

same order as thev are enumerated above.

dryness; of samples before testing.—

a

sample of pulp was taken from the vat of a wet-ma-

chiue when a la]i was being made. The lap was then

treated as follows: one part of the lap was tested wet.

one part of the laj) pulp was allowed to dry in the air

and another part was dried in the drying even at 210

deg. F. The four samples of the same pulp were then

tested for strength with the following results.

Sample from vat 1 hour beating 142'

J

Wet sample from lap .... 1
" '"

1419c

Air dried sample from lap 1
"" " 120%

Air dried sample from lap ]',-•> " " 134%
Air dried sample from lap 2 " " 137%
Oven dried sample from la]) 1 " " 108%
Oven dried sample from la]) 1 Vi; " " 118%
Oven dried sample from lap 2 '" " 126%
Oven dried sample from lap 2t/o ''

" 125%
These tests have been confirmed a number of times

and show clearly that the method of drying which
pulp undergoes before it is tested for strength is of

very great iinporfance. in fact, some of the differences

in strength obtained by quite radical changes in cook-

ing conditions of kraft pulp proved to be much less

than the differences caused by testing wet and dry
samples of the same imlp. For convenience in break-

ing up the samjiles in the screen wet samples should
always he tested whenever possible. The existence of

a definite relation between the strength of the "wet

kraft pulp and the air-dry pulp has not yet been satis-

factorily proved by us.

In testing a large number of dry kraft pulps it has
^variably been found that these machine-dried pulps

re weaker than the average run of wet pulp. While
pome of the dry pul[)s in tlieir wet state, arc undoub-
tedly equal in strength to most kraft pulps manufac-
tured, the drying of the pulp on the machines appa-
rently makes dry pulps less desirable than wet pulp
when maxiiniiin strength is reipiired, both for kraft
paper and test board.

Iielow are given n few tests of dry jnilps:

b.-iit.-n 1'.. hrs.

Wnyagnmack kraft aver
age (wef) 1.").') beaten 1 hr.

CONCENTKATION OF ITFJ' IN HALL MILL.—
The following Hmoiints of pulp were placed in the hall

Tiiill jars with the same (piantity of water beaten for

1 12]
<» IW
:! ll:<

4 124
iy iir.

tlic same length of time. The variation in strength is

shown below :

Grs. '' Strength

25 148
.-)0 130

100 72

150 52

rnbeaten pulp 54

While it is easily possible to keep the quantity of

pulp taken constant withiu 2 or 3 grams in each case,

a large variation from the standard weight apparently

does not influence the result verv seriouslv.

INFLrEXCF OF WEKiHT OF PAPER MADE. —
?'or this experiment a sami)le of luilp was taken from
the flow box of a paper machine when making 41 lb.

kraft bag i>api'r. in order to have the weight of the

paper made as the only variable.

Weight of paper Mullen test '^i Streugth
31 lbs 42 135

()5 lbs 95 146

114 lbs 1.50 132

The strength of the paper made on the paper machi-
ne at the time the pulp was taken for the above experi-

ment was lOO^J of 'point per pound". From the

above figures it is seen that variations of 100% in the

weight of paper made do not influence tlie results by
more than \0' i . In actual practice, the weight of the

paper made on the sheet-machine is allowed to vary
from 55 lbs. to 65 lbs. per ream because repeated tests

have shown that no variation in strength occurs with
this variation of weight, with the machine used b^' us.

It has been noted that if light weight sheets are made
on the sheet-machine thin spots are likely to occur and
a low average test results. If. on the other hand, heavy
sheets are made they crease in couching and low results

again result. From 50 to 60 lb. paper has been found
to give the most satisfactory sheets as regards uni-

formity of formation, etc.

WEItillT OF PEBBLES ISED—A variation of 100
grains in the weight of the pebbles used, with all other
factors constant, does not influence the streugth of the
resulting sheets noticeable.

DURATION OF BEATING.—The influence of the

time of beating was found to be very marked until

maximum- strength is obtained but after maximum
strength is reachetl further beating has comparatively
little influence. It is of interest to note, however, that

the "slowness" of the pulp increases uniformly with

the time of beating, even after maximum strength has
been reached. The slowness was determined with the

Standard Scliopjier-Klem Sedimentation tester 0.5

gram of pulp in 200 ecs. of ^^•atcr were allowed to drniit

off for 15 sees.

Beating Mullen Sedimentation
Time Ilrs Test %. Test. ecs.

68 42

Vi 135 63
1 161 84
IVi 168 103
2 166 120
2U 1.58 i;{7

It should be noted that after beating for 1'-.. hrs. the

pulp was too "slow" for the ordinary run of comnier-
lial kraft paper. Fig. 2 shows grapiiically the in-

fluence of the time of beatiiiir on the ^trcn«.'th and
"slowness" of kraft juilp.

INFLl'ENCE OF METHOD (>F Db'VINti THE
TEST SIIKETS. Rcjieated tests made by air-drying 2
sheets and oven drying :{ sheets at 170 deg. F. from the
same set of 5 sheets, have shown that oven drying at
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170 deg. F. does not influence the strength of the

.sheets, provided they are left in the air for about 1 hr.

after drying.

The following experiment was made in order to de-

termine approximately at what drying temperature the

sheets were made from pulp taken from a paper ma-
chine. The sheets were then treated as follows :

(-) 3 sheets were dried in a drj'ing oven and the

temperature was then raised to 240 deg. F. for 15
minutes. The sheets were immediately tested.

(2) 3 sheets were dried and heated to 240 deg. F.

for 15 minutes and left in air showing a relative hu-
midity of 60% at 80 deg. F. for 16 hrs. before testing.

(3) 3 sheets were dried at 214 deg. F. and tested
after being exposed to air with 60 p.c. relative humi-
relative humidity at SO deg. F.

(4) 3 sheets were dried at 180 deg. F. and tested
after being exposed to aid with 60% relative humi-
ditv for 1 hr.

INFLUENCE OF SMOOTHING WET SHEETS BY
PRESSING BETWEEN SHEETS OF HEAVY PA-
PER.—Attempts were made to improve the surface of

the sheets by pressing them between sheets of heavy
paper, but this procedure was found to increase the
strength of the sheets very considerably, in some eases
25 to 30 points in 150. The smoothing had to be aban-
doned, however, on account of the irregularities in the
increase of strength produced. To date no satisfactory
explanation of these irregularities has been found.

INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE APPLIED IN
COUCmXG SHEETS.—In designing the sheet-ma-
chine the wire was purposely placed 1-16" below the
edge of the box and the coueher made 2" wider than
the box in order to minimise the effects, if any, of
uneven couching pressure. With the machine as made,
no difference has been found in strength of the sheets
when they are couched off with the least pressure
which will lift them off the wire and when thev are

170%::

I loC |-

I50W

m^. ::^...-^r:^..^..=\^:=.m^Ji:^d^,^^^^

120

,J.

3D

2D

ID

(5) 3 .sheets were allowed to dry in air with 70%
r^'lative humidity at 80 deg. F.

Sheets Strength %
1 100

2 126

3 150

4 150
5 152

It would thus appear that the sheets are not weaken-
ed by drying in the drying oven at temperatures below
200 deg. F. Drying in the oven at this temperature
requires about 20 minutes, which means a considerable

saving of time compared with the time required for air-

drying, even when using a fan.

taken off with all the weight a man can place on the

coueher.

INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE APPLIED TO WET
SHEETS BETWEEN FELTS.—The effect of the pres-

sure to which the sheets are subjected between the
wet felts was studied while varying the pressure from
the lowest pressure which would remove enough water
from the sheets to enable them to be handled, to the
pressure exerted on them in a 500 ton baling press. No
variation in strength was noticed within the range of
pressure obtainable with a letter press, but when the
full pressure of the baling press was exerted the
strength increased about 12%. It is of interest to note
in this connection that the sheets pressed with the
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baling press showed a parchmenliziug effect and were
nearly transparent.

Conclusions.

As far as this method of testing pulp for strength

has been investigated by us at the present time it ap-

pears to give a true indieatioii of the strength of kraft

pulps. A nund)er of sami)les of sulpliite pulps have

also been tested by this method although the time of

beating has l)een shortened to V^ hr. for sulphite, as

sulphite pulp hydrates much more easily than kraft

pulp. In general it has been found that different

grades of sulphite pulp show a much greater varia-

tion in strength than sulphate pulps. The difference

in strength of the strong and the easy bleaching sul-

phite pulp, made by a large Canadian concern showed
a difference of about •i'>'/c, while the difference be-

tween the strongest kraft pulp and easy bleaching sul-

phate pulp is only about 20%.
Kraft pulj) is at present used not only in the mauu-

facuirc of pure kraft papers but also in the making of

various other grades of i)aper and board. It becomes
particularly important to have a standard method for

testing inilp for strength when mixtures of pulp are

u.sed because then the finished paper does not furnish

any indication of the strength of any one of the pulps
used. An acceptable method for testing of strength of

pulp must, of course, give concordant results on a

given sample of pulp and as far as our experience with
the method described above goes, there is no difficulty

whatever in duplicating results within 2% even when
th( tests are made by 2 or 3 different operators.

The time required for a test is approximately 31/2

hrs. and with a 4-jar ball mill 15 samples have been
ttsted by one operator in 10 hours.

Several attempts have been made to establi.sih a re-

lation between the time of beating and the Mullen test

and the breaking length, as determined with ^chopper's
machine, but so far no entirely satisfactory relation

has been found.
Our object in publishing cuir experience with this

method of testing pulp for strength is to obtain all

possible constructive criticism of it, as the question of
strength of pulp is of such importance to the industry
in general that it merits all possible cooperation in

order to establish a standard method.
In conclusion the author wishes to acknowledge his

indebtedness to Mr. A. K. Sjoman for many valuable
suggestions regarding the design of the sheet-maehine
and for the careful manner in which the experimental
work was carried out.

HEAVY CHEMICALS.
This market geiienilly can be ilescribed as a buyer's

market. New eontracts are due for renewal and both
parties are reticent. Dealers expect a little stiffening

early in the new year as buyers' stocks on hand dim-
inish

Soda Ash is not being quoted on the Canadian
Marki't. but new contracts will likely follow the New
York tri'iid slijrhtly downwards.
Bleaching Powder is notably weaker and new con-

tracts will likely Ite itiade round 4e. or 4Vic. if not

lower.

Alnm—Supplies of bauxite are nuivinj; better and
there is a downward tendency.

Caustic Soda follows mf>re or less along the lines of

sod;, Msli

Salt Cake ap|iears to be stiffer if anything on both

Canarlian and I'nit -d Sfatp« markets.

ADVISE HARDING ON FOREST POLICY.

The importance of paper as a trade commodity, plans

for a conservation campaign and suggestions for a new
national forest policy were the leading features brought

out in the course of discussions at the convention of the

American Pulp and Paper Association at Chicago last

week. Touching on the fact that paper daily is be-

coming a great deal more of a factor in the affairs of

the world, George Olmstead, of the J. W. Butler Paper
Company, pointed out the need of increased production

to meet the growing demand and cited figures to show
the increasing needs. He declared that in the last five

years i|!600,000,000 has been spent for newspaper ad-

vertising, and $300,000,000 for magazine advertising.

Preliminary jjlans for a paper conservation campaign,
with "avoid waste and conserve scrajis" as the slogan,

were made at the opening session Thursday, Nov. 11.

President G. W. Sisson told the convention that prices

on paper are not likely to drop for some time. He said

that the industry was in better condition financially

than many other industries, but lack of surplus stock

would make price reductions impossible. Mr. Sisson

also said that the United States would have to depend
on its own resources for paper because Canada and
South America countries lack the surplus necessary to

supply the country with any great quantity. In reports

read to the convention a new forestry policy for Hard-
ing's administration was recommended. The Federal
Government is preparing to spend .^riO.OOO.OOO on for-

estry in the next five years in addition to large amounts
to be expended by individual States, it was said. The
reports urge acquisition by the State and Federal gov-
ernments of forest land and land for reforesting. Ex-
tension of PVderal su|)ervision of State and i>rivate

forests and a single unified system of reforesting under
Federal control, are other measures advocated. The
puljtmakers also propose that no State or Federal taxes
be collected on forest lands until cutting of the timber
begins, and that the tax then be ])lac.ed on the lumber.
This, it was claimed, would stoj) the cutting of young
timber to pay taxes. In urging this iirogram. President
Sisson declared that newspapers will have to stop
publication within fifty years for lack of print paper
unless reforestation and conservation measures are
taken at once. Paper board manufacturers met in con-
nectinii with the convention, Tlnirsday, and discussed
the business credit and labor situation.

In a recent bulletin sent out by the I'liited States

Forest Service, the belief is ixpressed that the turning

to Alaska on the part of pulp and pajier inanufacturers
seeking a new source of jnilpwood, will not oidy hasten

the development of the Territory but will greatly stim-

ulate timber sale business on the two national forests

within Alaska. Officials i-e<-ords show that during the

last fifteen years more than 440,(M)0,0()0 feet of timber

have been sold from the Alaskan national forests. In-

cluding the fiscal year ended last June a total of $178,-

!)18.!(8 has been received by the Territory from forest

business since the establishment of the two national

forests.
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What the Forest Products Laboratory can do for

the Paper Manufacturers'
Hy OTTO KRESS, in charge Section of Pulp and Paper,

Forest' Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

Wood, under present Anierii-an eeonomii- conditions,

is the onlj- logical raw material for pulp manufacture.

The various crop fibres which are frequently suggested

as substitutes for pulp wood, such as cotton stalks,

corn stalks, sugar cane bagasse, the various straws,

etc., have from a pulping standjinint the following dis-

advantages.

1. These fibres represent seasonal crops of a very

bulky nature. tlierel>y requiring large st<irage facilities

to enable the pulp mill to operate throughout the year.

2. The.se plant fil)res contain either a large percent-

age of pith or in the case of straws a high percentage

of silicious materia! which consumes excessive cooking

chemical and gives low yields of pulp. Further, in

view of the bulkine.ss of the i)lant fii)res the digester

charge is reduced, tlierehy reducing the yield of pulp

per cook.

Certain of the plant fibres, such as cotton liull fil>res

and second cut cotton linters and possiiily. flax tow,

can be used in large tonnage for the production of cer-

tain papers, as for these fibres the cost of treatment

•will be relatively low in comparison with the quality

and value of tlic stock.

In Europe, i)lant fil)res. such as esi)art(i. the straws,

etc., are largel.v used for pulp purposes but American
conditions are such tiiat wood has been and probably

will continue to be, tlie liasic raw material for the paper

industry so that plant fii)res offer no immediate remedy
for the threatened shortage of puli)wo(id.

The Forest I'roducts Lalioratory is a Fetleral research

institution estai)lished by the Forest Service in co-opera-

tion with the University of Wisconsin, at .Madison,

Wisconsin, to study the best means of utilizing our

forests and forest products. The Section of i'ulp and
Paper is completely etpiipped with semi-commercial
apparatus for the puljiing of nil woods by tlie soda,

sulphate ami sulphite processes, and witii an experi-

mental i)ai)er machiiu' for the conversion of the pulp ti>

])aper. A stud.\" lias i)een made of practicall\' all the

j)osssible American woods to iletermine their suitabilitx'

for pulp and paper production. According to the latest

statistics on i)ulp wood consumption, the four important

pulpwoods, s]iruce, liendock, balsam, and asjien, com-

l)rised 88.1 per cent (d" the total wood consumjition. By
a careful study of tiie l)est means of reducing woods,
thovight in the past to be unsuitai)lc foi- p\dping pur-

poses, it has been found that several sudi species can

be used for imlping, thereby increasing our available

supply of pulp wood,
A^ a case in point the laboratory is attempting to

pulp the various species of Southern pine by a modified
sulphate process in order to j)roduce a stock that can
be bleached with a reasonable iileaeli consumption, and
semi-commercial experimental work indicates that this

can be accomplished, if this is- proved iiy further

laboratory work and finally by mill scale trials, it opens
up the possibility of utilizing Southern i)ines and gum
woods, of which large stands are available in the Soutli,

for book paper production, Hy Southern pities we iiave

•Address delivered before the American Paper and
Pulp Association. Chicago. November 18. 1920.

reference to the quick growing second growth i)ines,

such as loblolly, pitch, scrub, etc., rather than the true

Ifingleaf or shortleaf pines, which are rapidl.v being cut

iiut iii the South.

There is no need (d' dwelling on the coming pulpwood
sliortage in the East and the effect of the ever increas-

ing scarcit.v and shortage of i)ulpwood on the estab-

lished Eastern Mills. Tlu' ])uli)wood supply of the
future in the United States lies in the South in the form
of the various Southern pines and gums and in the

Northwest where are fouiul many species suitable for

all kinds of pulp production. Large tracts of timber
have iieen set aside in the West i)y the Federal Govern-
ment to he administered and used under the direction
of the Forest .Service.

These National Forests, cd" whicdi there are some 150,

comprise ir)6,000,0(X) acres whicii contain about one-

fifth of the staniling timber of the United States. This
tind)er is sul)ject to jturchase under certain speeified

conditions id' cutting. In sales involving large initial

investments it is the policy nf the Government to in-

clude in its sale sufficient timlier to justify the invest-

ment. The Government stands the expense (d' survey-
ing, mapping and ai)i)raisiiig the tracts apjiiied for and
the appraisals aim to set a stumpage jjiice which will

allow the purchaser a rea.sonable return upon the opera-
tion, (iovernment contracts do not require that the
timiter lie paid for as a whole. They [jerniit payment
to l»e made in specified deposits from time to time as
the timber is cut. thus relieving the operator from
having much money lied up in stumpage. He is like-

wise relieved from taxes ami the expense <d" fire i)ro-

tection, except in cases t>{ emergency. One r)f the func-
tions of the lalioratory is to obtain detailed information
covering the value and use of these Western woods,
many of which are not being puljied at the present time.
The pulp mmII industry unlike the sawmill industry

represents a very heavy investment so that on de|)letioii

of the surrounding tindier supply, jiuljiwood has to be
brought to the mill from ever iin-reasing distances and
at increased costs. While the entire supply of the
Eastern pulpwood lias been very .sadly depleted con-
siderable saving can be effet-ted by proper technical
contnd, and it is along this line that the Forest Pro-
duets Laboratory can be of the greatest assistance. The
following are a few of the pnd)lems that the laboratory
is studying but in the aetive [iroseciition of whiidi they
are hampered by a laek of funds.

Causes and Prevention of Possible Wood and Wood
Pulp Infection and Decay,

In view (d' the ever in. leasiti!.' <nst id' wood the pulp
and i)aper industry in <-om])etition with the lumber and
other wood using industries must largely purchase and
use the culls and inferior stock not suitable for other
purposes. ThLs means that the pulj» mill will receive
in the future an increasing percentage of partly decayed
wood which on storage, unless precautions are taken,
will rapidly deteriorate. The laboratory in conjunction
with a number of interested mills that are financing
the work has been studying this project for a little over
a year, and the results indicate that there is an aji-

palling loss from decay of groundwood pulp and of
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wood in storage. For example, a recent mill scale

•rrinder run on partly infected mill run spruce showed

a decrease of 390 lbs. of groundwood pulp per cord of

infected wood in comparison with the yield per cord of

sound wood. Equivalent losses are experienced in the

c-hemical pulping of partly infected woods. Time does

not permit to go into details but by proper storage it

appears as though the bulk of tliis loss could be pre-

vented.

The Purchase and Use of Wood on a Weight Basis.

The present method of purchase and use of pulp wood

on an indefinite cord or volume basis has certain

decided drawbacks. Recent mill scale studies con-

ducted by the laboratory in conjunction with the News-

print Service Bureau, resulted in the development of

suitable means for the rapid and accurate samply

of wood delivered to the mills in cars. The purchase

and use of wood on a weight basis would have the fol-

lowing advantages.

1. Eliminate the uncertainty of the i)uribase and use

of wood on the present indefinite cord or volume basis.

2. As wood during decay suffers no change in volume

but does decrease decidedly in weight, the purchase

and use of wood on a weight basis would automatically

allow for the percentage of rot in the wood. The present

method of attempting to scale out rot according to our

observations is decidedly inaccurate.

3. The purchase and use of wood on a weight basis

would place the mill cost accounting system on a

logical basis between wood as the raw material which is

now bought on a volume basis, and jiulp and jiaper the

finished product which is sold on a weight basis. This

would also tend to avoid over and under runs on the

periodical inventory of tlic wood sujiply.

The Chipping and Baling of Pulpwood
Some work has been done on the cliipping. ilrying

and baling of pulpwoods. which indicate f liat additional

study might demonstrate the feasibilit.v of this project

for supplying mills with wood in baled chi]) form

shijiped fi-om such ilistanccs as would not permit the

shipping of round wood. Aside from the possibility of

supplying the mill with wood from a larger radius the

use of dry chips with the elimination of the wood
storage and its subsef|uent braking and chipping offers

decided advantages.

The Use of Wood Waste.

The use of mill waste, such as slabs and edgings, is

steadily decreasing, caused ])robably liv the mechanical

difficulties experienced in the barking and chipping of

such wood, or example, in 1918, slabs and other mill

waste comprised ir)4.603 cords, or 2.9 per cent of the

«total wood consumed, while in 1909 such waste amount-

I
rd to 248.977 or H.2 per cent of the total wood used. A

* study should be ma(le of the best means of the mechan-
ical barking and chipiiing of mill waste in order to

utilize the same for pulp manufacture.

The above mentioneil jiroblems are suffivient to in-

dicate the field of work that the Forest Products Labor-

atory attem])ts to study. Through the proper co-opera-

tion- between the iudusfry and the laboratory a con-

siderable saving and conservation of wood might be

made. If is a peculiar but true condition that the in-

dustry |»ays far more attention to the purchase of the

les.i important raw materials, such as sulphur, coal,

colors, alum, size, etc., than to wood, which is the basic

raw material of the wood pulp industry

HOW THE CANADIAN WOODLANDS SECTION
STARTED.-

In 1916 Mr. Carl Riordoii introduced a resolution at

the Annual Meeting reading as follows:

"RESOLVED that there should be promoted a new
section in this Associati<ui somewhat similar to the

Technical Section to deal with the whole <|uestion of

the production of wood for the making of pulp and

paper."
It was found imi)ossible to take any active steps in

this matter until late in 1917 at which time a meeting

was held in Montreal at which were represented most

of the prominent pulj) and paper companies and at this

time Mr. Riordou outlined his views in bringing the

men together who were responsible for the production

of the most vital raw material in the pulp and paper

business.

Mr. Ellwood Wilson also said in part:

"The cost of cutting is increasing. Lumbering opera-

tions are now back so far that the hauls are very long.

We are using the same methods that were employed
25 and 50 years ago. and new machines such as gaso-

line log haulers, cutting machines, etc.. have not been

introduced, as tliey should have been if the ingenuity

used in the mills had been applied to the woods end."
Mr. Wilson also said : . .

"We must use the material we have to the best ad-

vantage. This involves the lumbering and utilization

of the wood that will not float. The forest is reverting

to hardwoods wherever they will grow which will ab-

solutely shut out and prevent the growth of a future
supply of conifers unless we find means of getting the

hardwoods out and using them so as to give the conifers

a chance."

At this meeting also spoke ^Ir. A. B. Recknagel, the

head forester to the Empire State Forest Products Ass-

ociation. In his talk ilr. Recknagel outlined what he
had to contend with on taking up his work in connec-
tion with the A.ssociation. How it was necessary to

make an inventory of land to find out what character
of land was owned by the members. How it was neces-

sary next to make an inventory of developments show-
ing the character of improvements, the annual con-

sumption in raw material, the output of finished pro-

duct, the number of men emi)loyed, water power devel-
oped and similar data. In the course of his remarks,
Mr. Recknagel emphasized the fact that the Adiron-
dacks most pressing jiroblem is that of utilizing hard
woods and that they had inaugurated a hard wood
utilization stud.v that is aiming. to bring together sug-
gestions for improvement in utilization aiul a study of
wider markets for hard woods.
Another topic on which Mr. Recknagel spoke at some

length was the subject of legislation, publicity and
education. To use his words:
"Nine tenths of the itroblem is to educate the public

to a realization that lumbermen are not vandals, thieves
and pirates, but a necessary i)art of the econcunic ma-
chine. The old saying "Woodman spare that tree"
nnist give place to "Woodman use that free" and that
the public nuisl learn that forests do not improve by
disu.se any more than a man's muscles grow stronger
in idleness."

Following the inauguration meeting the first general

< 'o-opcraf ion is conducting .vourself so that oiliers can
work with yon.

•Address by Mr. A. L. Dawe, secretary of the ("an-

adinn Pulp and Paper As.soeiation. at the organization
meeting of the Woodlands Section of the American
Paper and Ptdp Association, Chicago, Nov. 11-12, 1920.
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meeting of the Woodlands Section was held in February

of 1918 at which some very excellent papers were read

by prominent men among the paper manufacturers,

and which was followed by a general discussion which

\vas entered into by most of those present.

Papers were also read on the use of tractors and other

machinery and it was felt that the first meeting was a

very good start.

A meeting was held in the fall of the same year which
was vei\v much more widely attended and at which a

great deal of valuable work was done by waj' of

pledging co-operation with the Government on in-

vestigations into destruction of trees by insects and
fungi. Resolutions pledging the suitport of the Section

to the Commission of Conservation and the appoint-

ment of special committees to look into the matter of

hard wood and standing committees on improvements
in logging methods.
Further meetings were held in the beginning of 1919

and a Fall fleeting was held later at the Government
Nurseries at which time a general discussion on the

work of the Forestry Department of theProvince oc-

cupied a great deal of the time. Visits were also paid

to the nurseries at nearby mills.

This was followed by the foui-th annual meeting of

the Woodlands Section at the beginning of this year at

which a detailed rej^ort was made regarding improve-
ments in logging conditions and a series of very in-

teresting papers including one on the use of hydro-
planes in protecting and surveying forests were read.

In order to hold our members together we found it

advisable to draw ui> a set of by-laws to govern the

condiu't of such section, cojnes of which I have pleasure

in presenting to you ^'or your attention.

It is, I tliink, quite desirable that Canada and the

United States should work very closely together in our
Woodlands )iroblems. They are the same on both sides

of the line and we, on our side, Avould welcome the op-

portunit.v of co-operation between the two sections

even as we have had the privilege of working with the
Technical Association of your industrv. This co-opera-

tion has enabled us to bi-ing out what will eventuall.v

he one of the most complete text books of any industry
that has .vet been published and the accomplishment of
these text books will be a direct tribute to a great deal
of unselfish work on the part of mill owners and Tedi.
nical men on both sides of the border.

MUCH INTEREST SHOWN IN PULP LANDS IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Just now it is impo^silile to secure dctiiiiic uiiorma-
tion in regard to just what is transpiring as to the
proposed erection of new pulp mills in British Colum-
bia, but if there are any legitimate plans on foot for
the erection of plants, then the estimates that are being
secured from the several machiner.v houses and supply
firms will amount to some nice business for these firms
in the near future. The writer has been endeavoring
to run down the many rumors of increased facilities

at some of the old plants, and finds that in one instance
there is a change being made in boilers at the Ocean
Falls plant, but no increased capacity is being provided.
The identity of the parties who are securing estimates
tor the erection of new plants, is being kept very close.

It is hoped that the development will take place as it

means just so much more prosperity to British Colum-
bia.

British Trade News
(From Our London Correspondent)

London, Nov. 2, 1920.

The award of the Industrial Court in connection
with the rates of pay for juniors doing the work of

adults in papermaking has been issued. The Amal-
gamated Society of Papermakers and the National
Union of Printing and Paper Workers applied that a

junior called upon to do the work of an adult should
be paid the rate for an adult whether the junior had
attained the age of 21 .vears or not. The Court has
decided that the juniors concerned should be paid the
following minimum rates : Shift workers at the age of
18 yrs. Is. od. per hour; at the age of 19 yrs. Is. 6d.

;

and at 20 years Is. 8d. Day workers aged 18 yrs. Is.

4d.: aged 19 yrs. Is. 5Vod. :"and aged 20 yrs. Is. GVod.
per hour. The rates for Scotlaiul. Wales. Ireland, and
the West of England to ^'jd. less per honr.

More Money Called For.

The National Paper and Pulp Company (1920) Ltd.,
has made an issue of £200.000 eight per cent. First
^fortgage Debentures at 98 per cent, redeemable at
103 per cent., and ITjO.OOO ordinary shares of £1 each
at par. The Company has been incorporated to take
over and acquire as a going concern as from June 30th
last. The two mills and Kings Paper Mills, all situate
at High Wycombe, in Buckinghamshire and the ex-
tensive warehouses in London together with the good
will of the National Pulp & Paper Company Ltd.

There are 3 paper machines, one being built this
.vear, and an 80 inch one is being put in to replace a
fiO inch machine. :Messrs. Bentley & Jackson built the
machine and it is complete with many new improve-
ments. Tliese mills will in future turn out rag papers,
doulile crown carbon tissues, copying tissues, banks,
blottings. etc. etc. The driving power of the mills has
recently been almost entirely replaced by generators
and motors. In a statement T have seen by the audi-
tors. I notice that a large part of the output of the
mills has been sold forward for three years on a re-
munerative basis as there are only three other mills in
England making tissues, and the demand has exceeded
the supply for home and export account.

British mill owners have small supplies of coal on
hand and they can exist for another couple of weeks.
Some mills have had to close down to conserve their
supplies, but the newsprint mills were kept going to
keep supplies regularly for the important newspapers
the.v feed. In cases where newsprint mills were not
worked, short time was adopted in working hours or
the mills were closed 3 or 4 davs in the week. That is
tlie procedure at present and it will go on until the
Government see their way to withdraw their special
Order bearing on the control and distribution of coal
in industries.

Consumers of newsprint have now failed in their
effort to pull down the prices of newsprint. Some
cheap foreign newsprint found its way into the market
and immediately the news was heralded far and wide
that there was a drop in price. This week no one
hears anything of a reduction. Some of the consu-
mers thought they would use the coal strike as a
weapon to back up the floating round of the cheap
foreign newsprint in the market, but sellers reali.sed
what the "little game" was and there was no wavering
on their part. Indeed, it was impossible for them to
wai-er owing to the cost of production and the market
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not bciiifT overstot'ked witli newsprint at present. T

fail to see how Canadian. English, or Scandinavian

paper can 1)p eased in price today. So far as Scandi-

navia is cojicerned no coal is at present beinfr export-

ed to mills there from Enirland. as export is prohibited

by the Government, prices, may therefore be affected.

One of the journals published for newsprint consu-

mers states that "Canadian pulp and paper prices are

b*>!ieved to have reached tlieir limit and they may
lie?in to fall."

The imports of newsprint for the nine months end-

ing: September last, compared with the correspondin<r

period in 19i:i were as follows:

una—cwts. 1920—cwts.
Sweden 447,S2.i 407.044

Norwav 902,780 .")Ori.77fi

(Jcrmaliv 8.i3,820 114.965

Belgium 70.938 13.977

r. S. A 62.024 .)6.446

-Vewfoundland 630,880 669,885

Other Places 211.916 776,623

Totals 2.680.133 2,544,716

It will be seen from these fifrures that Newfound-
land has turned out to be Norwa.v's serious rival in

tlie British newsprint market. It is .significant that

Canada is included in "Other Places."

With less supplies of newsprint one may ask how
the British mills are affected b.v the strike? The ans-

wer is: British newsprint mills are ruiminnr short work-
ing weeks. The coal strike has caused all British

paper mills to suffer loss and the paper market is dis-

oriranizefl. when at normal times it would be goiiiir

through a period of prosperity at this period of the

year.
"

Pulp Situation.

If the paper market is paraly.sed. it may follow that
the pulp market is in a similar position. Pulps are at

a standstill just now. When we get the coal strike

settled buyers will be looking round for 1921 business.
Good supplies arc reaching England from Canada.

Indian Bamboo Pulp.
During recent yenrs there has been much research

work into the uses of bamboo as a paper pulp and
articles have appeared on the subject in the "Pulp
and Paper Magazine". According to Indian statistics

there iire now two mills in India making pulp from
hambo -one in Cali-iitta and the other in liurma.

Canadian Exhibit For London.
The (Jreat Advertising Exhibition will open in Lon-

idon on the 27th November. It will be one of the fines"

I
expositions of its kind in the world and King (it^orge

is to patronise it. I understand Mr. Ci. R. Hall Caine.
who sometime apo visited Canada, is acting as chair-
man of the sub-committee of the paper section aiul he
is arranging to get from Canada an exhibit which will
show the process of pulp manufacture and the process
of paper manufacture. Considering that so many
buyers of pulp tuni to Scandinavia, this is a high
honor for Canada and incidentally it will demonstrate
the great resources of the Dominion.

The Dye Problem.
As the dye induslr.x is en t' the keys " to British

national trade independence, the Prime Minister. I am
told, is not at all unlikely to consider, and propose
before Parliament, special measures to protect the
Achievementfi of our chemists and manufacturers since
1014 We were n generation and more behind the
Germans, and with Government encouragement our

research laboratories aiul factories did wonders in a

brief time. Btit their pre-war superiorit.v and their

war-time progress leave the (iermaiis still very dan-

gerous competitors and. in fact, they can export the

stuff so cheapl>- and in such variet.v that the English

industry might be killed if it were neglected.

Newfoundland Oils.

Mr. Alfonso Toft lias an exhibition here of New-
foundland scenes in oils, which he jiainted in the neigh-
borhood of Grand Falls amid spruce, fir. and silver

birch. The exhibition is attracting much attention .

Notelets.

Papyrus pulj) samjilcs are reaching England from
South Africa.

Cardboard sweet boxes from (Jermany are sold in

London 1-5 below the cost of British products.

The stationers are starting their social events for

the winter in London. They usually dine well, dauce
well and speak well—but not on trade secrets.

FUTURE PAPER PRICES.
The American Writing Paper Company has preferred

to accumulate certain reliable and fuiulamental date

which all in the industry may use in forming opinions

based on facts, rather than to assunu- the responsibility

of iiredicting the future jirices of paper. Above all. we
would not wish to state that any jirice recessions in fine

l)apers will occur in the next few months.

The safest course for merchants and printers is prob-

ably to keejiably to keep inventories moderate, but not

so low as to interfere with sales. If service is not ren-

dered to the ]irinting fraternity who constitute such

an active force in developing sales, we cannot, of course,

obtain our fll meed of l)usiness. Inventories all along

the line nnist therefore meet the denuind and in fact

must anticipate it. A boom in business following the

November election would i-ertaiidy accentuate the pres-

ent shortage of pajier.

We believe the key to the present situation in the

))aper industry is in the hands of the customers of paper.

Any considerabl decrease in the volume of correspond-

ence, advertising, or printing, woiild doubtless bring

some reductions, in time, in the prices of the raw
materials used in paper-making and in the prices of

paper. Nevertheless, pulj). coal, rags, and labor are

obstacles to any reductiiuis that are formidable, and.

in our opinion, are ruling factors. The paper industry
seems to be in a healthy condition at the present time.

There has been iu> overjiroduction and there is iu> ac-

cumulation of stock. There has been no over-expansion
in productive lapai-itj-. We believe the industry can
face the immediate future with confidence.—American
Writing's Pai)er.

(Complete copies of the above report ma\- be ob-

tained from the Statistical Department of the American
Writing Paper Company. Ilolyoke, Ma.ss.).

A GOOD WORD FROM THE UNION.
So much muse is made alii.iii tlie asidiial dissatis-

faction between null nuinagemcnt and men that we are
glad iufleed to (juole the following peaceful paragraph
from the I-'ederationist. \'aneonvcr:

"Quatsino, Ciimp 7. Whalcn Pulp & Paper Mills.

—

There are 40 men working here. Practically all union.
Camp mostly n pulp proposition. Conditions are goiid.

Kree blankets; shower baths; all single bunks. The
Ordemnns have been cooking here for eight months.
Something of a reconl for cooks in this country. They
can cook.— Delegate 689."
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Economic Utilization of Heat and Power
in Paper Mills

Bv Wm. ADAMSON.

(Continued from last issue.)

POWER DISTRIBUTION IN THE MILL. — The
most efficient jreneration of power can be very readily

rendered ineffective by an inefficient method of dis-

tribution. A consideration of the methods in use will

therefore be of interest. Electric driving has been
extensively adopted in the paper mill, especialh- for

the scattered auxiliary plant; and in the case of new
|)lants, the adoptidii of all-electric driving deserves
careful consideration, especially so when the extraction

type turbine is being installed as the main power unit.

With this method of power distribution, the whole of

the generating plant con be centralised in one power
house adjoining the boiler plant. Here, the electrical

energy is generated and is distributed by insulated

cables tfl the various motors in the mill. This makes
a very flexible scheme of power distribution, which is

under perfect control. Many of the machines in the

mill may be individually driven, while others could be

grouped ami driven by a single motor through rones,

belts, shafting or gears. The question of whether the

current should be alternating or direct, is a matter

open to discussion. If the all-electric scheme is adopt-

ed for driving tlie mill, A. ('. current should, iiiuloubt-

edly, be employed, as the greater portion of the power
load will be at constant speed. I'p to a few years ago,

it was impossible to obtain variable speed A. ('. motors,

and it was necessary to transform to D. C. current for

the variable speed work of the mill. It is now possible,

however, to obtain very efficient and reliable variable

speed A. C. motors; but as yet, these have not been

developed on a commercial scale to give a speed range

greater than 3 to 1, and this range is not great enough
for the driving of some paper machines. In the case

of mills using a steam engine with lincshaft drive for

the preparation plant, then D. ('. current for the paper

machines and auxiliary machinery is probably more
convenient, owing to its variable speed feature and to

its generall.v slower speeds. On the other hand, how-

ever, there is commutator trouble and the up-keep is

greater than with motors with A. ('. current. As a

class, A. ('. motors run at higher speeds than D. C.

motors, and have less wearing parts; but have inherent

power factor trouble, which while not affecting the

running of the motor, necessitates a greater generating

unit. A. C. motors, therefore, should be run contin-

uousl.v at their full rated load, if possible, so as to keep

a good figure for the power factor of the plant. The
turbo alternator is best suited for large installations

of the A. C. t.vpe. as is requires less care and mainten-

ance cost than a D. C. generator, but if the electrical

load is not ver.v great, a gi^ared turbine driven D.f.

generator will make a ver.v serviceable and economical

unit, especially if this turbine be of the mixed pres.sure

type, using the excess exhaust steam from the com-

pound non-condensing engines on the machines and

beater shafting. With the "all-electric" system of

driving, there is a double transformation of energx

between the prime mover and the i>aper mill machin

ery, viz:— (a) the generation of mechanical energy in

the turbine or engine; (b) the transformation of this

energy into electrical energj'
;
(c) and the regeneration

of mechanical energy by the motors in the mill. The

efficiency of (b) often reaches 93% and of (c) 90'/!

at full load. Many of the motors used in paper mills

can show a fairly high efficiency, in some cases as high

as 90',; at their full rated load. Lineshafting and belts

throughout a paper mill cannot improve on this efficien-

cy, even when in perfect alignment, and if there should

be any want of alignment, the power necessary to drive

the shafting considerably increases. In some mills the

alignment of the shafting, condition of the bearings

and the design of the drives are so bad, that a large

amount of power is unnecessaril.v wasted in friction.

There is no disputing the fact that electric machinery

is more complicated and expensive, and requires more
attention than the mechanical ; and if it be neglected

to the same extent as is generally the ease with the

mechanical equiiiment, the results, both in reliabilit.V

and economy, would not comi)are with the latter. Thus,

unless electric machinery can be guaranteed every at-

tention, it is as well to make use of lineshafting

wherever possible, saj' to drive beaters and breakers;

and to drive other parts of the plant, such as super

calenders, re-rcelers, cutters, etc., by electrieit.v.

Economics.

So far. we have considered general principles only,

but it would be interesting to apply the conclusions

arrived at to practical mill power and heat problems.

Suppose, for examide, we take a 4-machine mill for the

manufacture of news print paper from wood pulp. The

plant for a news mill has now been worked out to some-

thing like finality, and Table 2 gives the heat and power

rcipiirements of the mill.

Scheme 1.—Compound steam engines for driving

file preparation plant, the constant and the variable

speed portions of the paper machine. The electrical

load of the mill is supplied by a .'.00 K.W., D.C. mixed

pressure geared turbo generator, arranged to run either

as a hisrh pressure machine, or under mixed pressure

conditions, using the excess low pressure steam from

the mill. Table 3 shows the steam and power require-

ments of this scheme.

(Included in Mr. Adamson's manuscript were two

blue prints, showing diagrammaticallv, the arrange-

ments described as Scheme T and Scheme 2. Blue

prints cannot l>e reproduced by photo-engraving.—Ed.)

Scheme 2.—The alternative scheme of driving is the

"all-electric" drive, with extraction type steam turbo

driven alternHtor. The steam and power requirements

are .shown in Table 4. Oidy two alternative methods of

drivinsr hnvp l-.-en compared. It is possible, however,

for the mill to lie driven in other ways, and other modi-

fications of the methods showni. e.g.. instead of the

mixed pressure turbine being used in Scheme 1. a high

speed steam engine driven D. C. generator could have

been installed. This, however, would not have .shown

a greater economy in steam consumption when using

high pressure steam than the mixed pressure turbine;

and it is ouite nnabic to use the excess exhaust steam

available from the >"I|I in such cases as when felts are

heinar washed, etc. In a case like this, the excess steam

would have to be blown away to the atmosphere, and
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only a part of it could be saved by use in the feed water

heater.

In the figures for these two schemes, it will be seen

that the total steam required for driving the machine

and preparation plant (16,000 lbs. per hour) is e<iual

to the amount of steam required for heating the drying

cvlinders and for the hot air plant. Thus, the power

required to drive this part of the mill plant is obtained,

as it were, as a "by-product." In practice, however,

the amount of steam for drying and that passed by the

engines would not exactly coincide, so that in the one

ease live steam would have to be used as a "make-up,"

and this should preferably be used in the liot air plant

;

and on the other hand, when steam passed by the en-

gines exceeded that required for drying, this excess

steam would be used in the low pressure stages of the

mixed pressure turbo generator. In choosing the best

scheme for the driving of a paper mill, other factors

most be taken into consideration: Reliability, as

previously stated, comes first of all, but initial and

maintenance cost must also be fully considered. As

regards reliability, Scheme 1, may, without hesitation,

be considered more reliable than Scheme 2, for this

reason. If anything goes wrong with the steam end.

the electrical end, or the cindenser end of the main

power unit in Scheme 2, the whole mill will be shut

down, unless there be a complete "stand-by" unit;

whereas, if a similar thing .should take place in Scheme

1, the greater portion of the mill can keep in efficient

operation. Again, the compound engines in Scheme 1.

are equall.v as reliable as the motors in Scheme 2, so

that if one of them fails, it will shut down only that

particular machine, and not interfere with the rest of

of the plant. As regards initial cost, there is no doubt-

ing tliat Scheme 1, is considerably cheaper than

Scheme 2.

Alteration to Driving Arrangement of an Existing Mill.

Suppose we consider what economy could be obtained

by altering the driving arrangement of an existing mill,

e.g., let us take a 4-machine mews mill of the same size

as before, where the ma<liines are driven by simple ex-

pansion non-condensing engines, passing the steam into

the drying c.vlinders, the "make-up" being supplied by

live steam. The breakers and Jordanri are driven from
a lineshaft in the basement, which in turn is driven by
means of ropes from a cross compound horizontal con-

demsing steam engine. The electrical load of the mill

is obtained from a oOO K.W.. D.f. generator driven by
ropes from the lineshaft. The steam requirements for

this plant are shown in Table 5. If the simple expan-

sion engines on the machines be replaced by compound

igines: and if the main engine be converted from con-

nsing into non-condensing, the exhaust steam being
ed as a "make-up" supjijy for heating the drying

Cj'linders. etc., and the excess passing over to a "mixed
pressure" turbo generator for the electrical load of the

mill; then the steam requirements would be as shown
in Table 6. Here it is seen that 18,000 lbs. of steam
(lay be saved per hour by this alteration of plant which

t 9 lbs. of steam per lb. of coal gives a .saving of 2,000

lbs. of eoal per hoiir, equal to a saving of 2t4 cwts. of

eoal per ton of paper produced.

Table 2.

HEAT AND I'OUKR REQIIRE.MENTS FOR 4 MA
fHTNE NEWS MILL.

Half Stuff Wood Pulp. 75% Me<)uinieal. 2.'>'^, Chemical
Width of finished paper from each. machine lo4"
Average hourly output per machine. . . . 4,000 Ibi.

Heating requirements per machine.—Steam
for heating the drying cylinders, at

10 lbs. gauge pressure. (Assuming 3.5

lbs. of steam per lb. of paper) .... 14.000 lbs.

Steam for the hot air plant. (Assuming
0.5 lbs. of steam per lb. of paper) . . . 2,000 lbs.

Total heating steam per machine per hr. 16,000 lbs.

Power Requirements per Machine.

For preparation plant . . 250/275 B.II.P. per Hour.

For constant speed por-

tion of machine . . . 220/230 B.H.P. per Hour.

For variable speed por-

tion of machine . . . 300/325 B.II.P. per Hour.

800 B.H.P. per Hour.
Power for Auxiliary Machinery
Driven Electrically. — (e.g.

2 super calenders. 4 re-reelers,

cutter, mechanic's shop with

buffing machine, pulp and coal

handling plant, main water
pumps, lighting, etc 400/500 K.W. Hours.

Table 3,

POWER PLANT FOR 4-MAf-HINE NEW.S MILL.
Scheme No. 1.

Compound two cylinder non-condensing steam en-
gines A. B. C. for driving the preparation plant and the
paper machines, with a mixed pressure .500 K.W., D.C.
geared turbo generator for the electrical load.

Steam at Engines.—Initial pressure, ISO lbs. per sq.

inch (gauge); Superheated, 150^ Fah.; Back pressure.
10 lbs. per sq. inch (gauge) ; Steam consumption
approximately 20 lbs. per B. H. P. hour." Steam re-

quired for engines, A. B. & C. for 1 machine: 16,000
lbs. per hour.

Total steam for four machines : 64.000 ll)s. per hour.
Steam at Mixed Pressure Turbine.

—

Initial pressure
100 lbs. per sq. inch (gauge) : Superheated 200' Fah.;
Vacuum 28.5". Barometer 30".

Steam Re(|uired for Mixed Pressure Turbo Gener-
ator.

Full load.
(a) When working as high press-

ure machine at 16 lbs. per
K.W. hour S.OOO llis. jier hour.

(h) When working as low press-

ure machine at 30 lbs. per
K.W. hour 15.000 lbs. per hour.

Total steam re(iuired under normal working condi-
tion : 72,000 lbs.

Coal consumption per hf.ur (Assuming 8 lbs. of steam
per lb. of coal) : 9.000 lbs.

Coal consumption per ton of jiaper produced :—0 56
tons (11.25 cwts.).

Table 4.

HEAT AND POWER REgCIREMENTS FOR
4-MA(HlNE NEWS MILL.

All electric drive for the mill with extraction type
turbine driven alternator in central power house.
Steams at Tiirbine.— Initial pressure, 100 lt>s, per

sq. inch (gauge') : Superheated, 200" Fah.; Extraction
pres,sure, 12 ll>s. per sq. inch (gauge); Vacuum. 2."^.5":

Barometer 30".

Total load at generator for the whole mill, allowing
for efficiencies of motors, transmission h>sses, eon-
den.ser auxiliaries, etc.. etc.—3,000 K. W.
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Steam by-passed into heating mains. — 64,000 lbs.

per hour.

Total steam consumption of turbo alternator under

normal working conditions. — 82,000 lbs. per hour.

Coal consumption per hour. (Assuming 8 lbs. of

steam per lb. of coal), 10,250 lbs. per hour.

Coal consumption per ton of paper produced : 0.64

tons (12.8 cwts.).

EXISTING POWER PLANT OF 4 JIACHINE
NEWS ]\IILL.

Table 5.

Steam at Machine Engines.—Initial pressure, 140 lbs.

per sq. inch (gauge); Superheated. 100° Fall.; Back
pressure, 10 lbs. per scj. inch (gauge; Steam consump-

tion, 32 lbs. per B.H.P. hour.

Machine Engines.—Variable speed, 32.5 B.H.P.

;

Constant speed, 75 B.H.P.. Total power, 400 B.H.P.

per machine.
Total steam consumption liy the

machine engines 51,200 lbs. per hour.

"Make-up"' live steam .... 12,800 lbs. per hour.

Total steam for drying . . 64,000 lbs. per hour.

Steam at INIaiu Engine.—Initial pressure, 150 ll)s. per

sq. inch; Superheated, 150° Fah. ; Vacuum, 26": Steam
consumption.—13 lbs. per B.II.P. hour.

Load on Engine.—2,400 B.H.P.

Steam Consumption of Main Engine.—31,200 lbs. per

hour.

Total Steam Consumption for the Mill.—95,200 lbs.

per hour.

Table No. 6.

PROPOSED ALTERATION TO POWER PLANT OP
4-MACHINE NEWS MILL.

Compound engines for driv-

ing the paper machine.

Approximate steam con-

sumption 22 lbs. per B.H.P. hour.

Total steam consumption of ma-
. chine engines 35,200 lbs. per hour.

"Make-up" low pressure steam
required for heatmg purposes 28,800 lbs. per hour.

Total steam for drying . . 64.000 lbs. per hour.

Main engine converted into non-condensing witli 10

lbs. per sq. inch back pressure and a load of 1,700

B.H.P.
Steam consumption.—23 lbs. per B.II.P. Iiour.

Total steam used by main engine.—39,100 lbs. per
hour.

Of this 39,100 lbs. of low pressure steam from the

main engine 28,800 lbs. have been taken from the
"Make-up" heating steam in the machine house, leav-

ing 10.300 lbs. available for the -mixed pressure turbine.

Additional live steam required by the mixed pressure
turbine for full load.—Approximately 3,000 lbs. per
hour.

Total steam consumption for the mill.—77,200 lbs.

per hour.

SELECTION. PURCHASE AND USE OF COAL.—
The selection, purchase and use of coal are important
factors in the economical operation of the mill. Very
few paper mills take the trouble to anal.vze their coal

supplies, or to test their ealorimetric value. They
generally pay every attention to the testing of mois-
ture, etc.. when purchasing wood pulp, but the coal is

purchased with little regard to its quality. The limits

of choice for any mill are, of course, governed by its

locality, but generally there are several classes of coal

to select from. A sample of each should be tested for

moisture, ash, sulphur and volatile matter, and in ad-

dition a ealorimetric estimation of its heating value

should be obtained. These are the factors which must
be considered in judging the relative values of the

coals, although there are maii.y otlier points almost of

equal importance, such as their behavior on the grate

of the boiler, the amount of air required for combus-
tion, etc. All these points should be considered in

conjunction with the price of the coal, (including

freightage), and the most economical coal is the one
which gives the largest amount of heat per unit cost.

STORAGE OF COAL.—Considerable attention must
be iiaid to the coal pile, as this is often a source of loss

of heat, even in some eases amounting to 10 p.c. of the

total thermal value of the coal. Mills generall.v con-

sider it advisable 1o store large supplies of coal, and
these re(|uire correct storage, so as to minimise the

loss through deterioration. Coals of different quality

and size require different treatment. Coals of diffe-

rent varieties should not be mixed together in storage,

because some varieties of coal have a greater tendency
towards spontaneous combustion than others, and
would jeopardise the safety of the entire pile. The
liest wa.v of storing slack or fine coal to ensure the

minimum of loss is under water, but this is not usually
convenient. Antliracite coal is not subject to sponta-
neous combustion, and could be stored to an unlimited
extent in one pile. Bituminous coal will, however,
ignite and suffer disintegration verv readily, and this

coal should be handled to produce as little dust and
fine coal as possible, as this in the pile very readily
causes oxidatioTi and spontaneous combustion. Coal
should either be piled to pci-init of a free circulation
of air. so as to carry off the heat due to the oxidiza-
tion of the carbon, or else packed so closely that air

cannot enter tlie pile and stimulate this oxidation. For
ordinary bituminous fuel, the pile should not be over
12 ft. in height, and no part of the interior of the pile

should be more than 10 ft. from an air cooled surface.
The constant wetting and drying of coal stored in the
open tends to rapid deterioration, and it is thought
that this is the main cause of spontaneous combustion.
In order to ensure the greatest economy in stacking
coal, regular inspection is necessary, and if the tem-
perature rises much above 1.50 deg. Fah., it is ad-
visable to remove tlic coal to some other part, and
thereby cool it down. When coal has once been
gathered and cooled down in this way, it very rarely
causes anv further trouble.

ECONO^n^ IN THE BOILER ROOM.—Coal, when
burned in the boiler gives out heat, which is either ab-
sorbed by the boiler itself, or is dissipated up the
stack, into the ash pit, or into the air surrounding the
boiler. The heat absorbed by the boiler determines
the efficiency of the plant, and ever.v endeavor should
he made in order to increase this amount and reduce
the waste represented by the hot ga.ses passing into
the stack etc. The largest waste is naturally up the
stack. In order to ensure the greatest economy, the
boilers should be kept as clean as possible, both in-

ternally and externally, so that they may abstract the
maximum number of heat units from the hot gase.s.
The combustion also .should be as near perfect as po.s-
sible. without supplying too much air to the fire grate.
One of the best tests we have for determining the ef-
ficiency of combustion is the estimation of the CO.. in

the waste gases passing to the chimney, and a CO.
recorder should be in constant use. A registration of
at least 10 to 12 p.c. CO, should be obtained from flue
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^'ases. in order to ensure the maxinium fuel economy.

With nieehanieal stoi<ers the percenta^'e of CO, can he

kept steady about 14 p.e.. liuf by liand firinjr the per-

centage varies a trreat deal. The feed water supplied

to the boiler slionhl be as liot as possibh\ the tenipera-

ture shouhl l)e around 2.')0 de<r. or over, aiul it is im-

portant to reniend)er that every 10 degr. that the feed

water is heated means a savin«: of nearly 1 p.e. of

coal. No boiler plant is eonipiete unless eeononiisers

and superheaters are fitted. The eeonouiiser has Ion :

been established in practice, and little need be said as

to its "rreat value in increasinj; the efficiency of the

boiler plant. Superheaters, while not iucreasin<r the

efficiency of the boiler, are conducive to the trreater

efficiency in the power plant. ^lodern steam raising'

is really a process in three stafjes. The eeononiisers

should "supply the boiler with feed water as near the

temperature as possible as that of tlie steam in the

boiler. The boiler should supply the latent heat only.

producing steam at the reipiired pressure; the super-

heater should dry and superheat this steam to the re-

(|uired temperature. Waste jrases from the boiler, if

no econoniiser were fitted, would carry away with

them a large amount of heat, the temperature of these

gases often exceeding 600 deg. Fah. With an econo-

niiser. however, a great portion of this heat is ab-

stracted, the temperature of the gases when leaving

the econoniiser being reduced to 350 deg. F. or even

lower. Coal is often wasted by running more boilers

than necessary to carry the load. Boilers generall.v

work at the greatest efficiency at some certain evajio-

ration, and they should be kept as near this mark as

jiossible. If at any time tiic demand for steam is n-

dueed, it is more economical to work a fewer iiumbci-

of boilers at their maximum steaming efficiency and

to "bank" the rest than to keep all working at re-

duced steaming capacity. Another important point in

the efficiency of the boiler plant is to see that there

are no leaks of air into the system. Cold air entering

the boiler plant lowers the temperature of the gases

and thereby decreases the rate of exchange of tiie heat

from the hot gases to the water in the boiler. Another

frequent source of loss of heat is a short circuiting of

the flue gases, owing to leakages in the boiler seetings.

Heat is also lost b.\- radiation from exposed parts of

the boiler, uncovered steam pipes, valves, etc. All

these should be insulated as far as possible b.v thick

insulating material, especiall.v in the case of jiipes car-

rying high pressure steam, as this being at a high teni-

[lerature readily loses heat to the surrounding cool at-

mcsphere. In conclusion, it is very necessary that

fiable apparatus shoidd be installed whereby such

portant information as the following can lie obtain-

(1) Coal consumption: (2l Temperature of the

gases, and the amount of CO.^ entering the ehimne.v:

(3) Temperature and amount of feed water to boilers:

(4) Temperature, [iressure and amount of steam gen-

erated; (.")) Steam consumptions for power and heat-

fng purposes, etc., etc. Tabulated records of this na-

nre arc of the greatest as.sistance in running a paper
nill with economy and efficiene.v, and no mill can be

cnnsiderrd really up-to-dnle where they are not avail-

able.

Eleven million dollars is involved in the transfer of

the l,fi(K).00f) acres of tindicr limits owned b.v the New
Hrun.swick Railway Company, which are ex])ected to be

pnrehaHed by the Kraser Compan.v, Limited, and on

which they have had an option extended.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ACCURACY IN PULP
TESTING.

Standard Methods of Sampling and Testing Pulp,

T.A.P.P.I.

By F. M. WILLIAMS, Member of Committee.

The accurate determination of moisture in pulp is

one of the most important things about the mill. This

is equally true whether you buy, sell, or make and use

your own pulp.

An error of a few jier cent in the determination of

air-dr.v pulj) may run into thousands of dollars and
often leads to endless controvers.v. One referee, in

fact, has made final tests where the differences have

nin as high as $40,000.

One of the first things which this committee found
in undertaking this work of standardizing methods to

insure greater accurac.v in testing was the lack of

proper C(|iiipinent for accurate tests in many mills. We
found home-made ovens without an.v uniform tempera-

ture regulation, and onl.v in a few instances were ther-

mometers used to determine the tem])erature at which
pulp was being dried ; inaccurate scales, these often so

inaccurate that it was imi)ossible to weigh (doser than
.'17, of the truth.

So the first thing to be done was to perfect a suitable

l>ulp testing outfit, preferably electrically heated and
controlled, thereby doing awa.v with unei|ual steam
pressure and leak.v steam .joints, an oven of sufficient

cajiacity to take large enough quantity of samples to

be a fair average of the lot. one with a recording ther-

mometer which would give a jiositive record of tempera-
ture conditions during test and also serve as an indica-

tion when the samples wei'e comiiletel.v dried. The
Williams Standard Pul|> Testing Outfit was the result.

I'niform temiierature regulation is secured b.v means
of a reliable thermostat u))on each heating element.

When once ad.justed these maintain any desired tem-
jierature indefinitel.v without further attention.

Accurate sealed scales are furnished with each outfit,

these scales having sensibilit.v equivalent to 1/100 of

1 V( on the jiroper amount of pulj) samples taken.

For convenience in weighing and handling samples, a

side table is attached to the oven.

The construction of the oven is of double-walled as-

bestos lumber with sjiecial heat insulating material be-

tween the walls, making it not only an absolutely fire-

proof apiiaratus but a permanent piece of diuipment
which will last as long as the mill.

CORNWALL PAPER MILL.
The .Niagara Wall H..anl C.impany. Buffalo. N.Y.

;

Skowhcgan. .Mich., and I'eiinyan. N.Y.. arc incorpor-

ating a Canadian coinpan.\. the name of which will

probably be the Cornwall Pulp and Paper Compan.v.
This compan.v has leased, with an option to bu.v. the

mill and site of Ross & C<i.. on East Water street, Corn-
wall, Onf., and is now in |)ossession. getting read.v for

business. The company's products are wall boar(l and
lieav.v paper specialties. They expect to be in operation
as soon as the buildings can be got read.\" and the neees
>ar.\- plant and e<|uipment installed. There will be a

staff of from 'I'l to :U) well paid men. with an annual
PH.\ roll of aiiont .'fi.'iO.OOO.

K. K. Kmigli, of Richnumd. X'irginia. and K. P. Fole.\ .

of 1'liorold, Out., are now here getting the plant in

sliajie.

It is reporteil on good authorit.v that Clarke Bros.

will establish a new plant at St. John. \.B.
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Technical Section

aCIATION /

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

E-2. Dry distillation of concentrated cellulose waste

lyes. W. Si-hac'ht. (iennan Patent olll.tiS4. •J7-S-ltl.

C'oiU'i'iitrated cellulose wa.ste lyes are distilled on a

eurrejit of an inert gas or steam or a mixture of both.

The residue in the retort is tlieii made alkaline and
further distilled. From 100 parts of cellulose lye piteh

(speeifie jrravity ]..")i oO liters of an aqueous distillate

eontainin>r ammonia, aleohols. and oils was obtained.

On the aiidition of alkali, and further distillation there

was obtained 2 to 4 kilojrrams of oil of specific frravity

0.930. whie.il yielded about "J") percent of a <roo<l burn-

ingr oil. specif ii- gravity 0.^00-0. SI.'>. and various pyri-

dine bases. -C. .1. W.

E-2. Removal of water from waste liquors from sul-

phite and sulphate cellulose manufacture. K. Oman.
German Pati'iit :ilt>..")!'"J. 2l> li-lT. Wa-te sulphite li(piors

are kept agitated and subjected to a temperature be-

low tlieir solidification point, any snow or ice crystals

formed being removed by filtration or centrifuging.

Portions of liquid adhering to the crystals are di-

luted. The low tem{>erature of the crystals, as well

as of the concentrated liquors, may be utilized for

cooling further quantities of li(iuor. Tlie concentra-

tion of the li<piors may be increased to 40 percent b.\'

this method. (', .1. W.
E-5. Methods of heating sulphite and like digesters.

J. K. Kutlis and Aktiel)olai.'et X'aporakunuilator. Kng-
lish Patent 144.0S4. L'lt-.')-!!!. The period of digestion is

shortened without affecting the quality of the jiroduet

if steam of low pressure, obtained from an accumula-

tor connected with the sulphite-boiler, be used for the

steaming operation and also for starting the digestion

which is then completed with steam at a liigher jin-s-

sure-C .1. W.
F-2. Elimination of malodorous substances from the

waste gases from soda-cellulose manufacture. ('. <i.

Schwalbe. (ierman Patent ;n;t..'>!t4. :n-7-17. The gases

are brought into contact with finely-divided wood,
sawdust, or other vegetable waste product. Mercaptans.
etc.. may be destroyed before this treatment by mixing
the gases with an oxidizing gas, such as chlorine, ozone,
etc., or the wood or like may be subseipiently treated
with on oxidizing ;ras or liquid. —(". -T. W.

G-6; K-11. Straining apparatus for use in the manu-
facture of paper and wood pulp. C. Martin and K.
Lloyd. Li.l. English Patent 147.:5.'<ti. 30-7-19.—C. J. W.

K-6. Manufacture of dense, strong paper. ('. 0.
Schwalbe. German Patent 319.826. 27-4-18. Addition to

303,498. Past.v materials obtained by treating waste
paper or eelltilose with chlorine and water, followed
bv grinding with water, are incorporate*! with paper
pulp.—C. J. W.

K-7. Beater Tub for paper pulp. W. J. Mellersh-Jack-
Min. Engli-h Patent 14s. 107. 1-4-20.— ('. .1, W.

K-10. Sizing of paper by means of mixture of colloid-

al substances with water glass. .AL Muller. (Ierman
Patent 317,948. 20-7-17. The sizing agents are preci-

pitated partly or completely by the addition of acids
or acid salts, especially aluminum compounds, prior to

the addition of the mixture to the paper stock. Sub-
stances which increase the stabilitv and have fillinsr

'—\;^i2£lM!Q!ly
—

^

or sizing properties or filling materials or coloring
matters in the form of emulsions, niav also be intro-
duced. -C. .1. \V.

K-10. Sizing and impregnating paper, fabrics, etc.,

with glue, casein, etc. Exportingenieure fur Papier. V.
Xellstoft'teclniik. (Jcrman Patents 2!tl,228 and 291.229.
3-(-l.). .Vn aildition of 2 percent sodium hydroxide or
of lactic acid (.30 percent on the weight of the dry
gluc> is made to glue solution to increase its penetra-
tive power. Methylformamide (about 2 percent on the
dry glue) is used to harden the glue or casein.—(' J
W.

K-12. Paper making machines. .1, Thoiii|)son. English
i'at.iil 14.'.. S4.'. 2s.! lit. -C. J. AV.

L-5. Viscosity of solutions of nitrocellulose in mix-
tures of acetone and water. Irvine .Massou and liobert
.McCall. ( .1. W.

L-7. Method of impregnating textile or paper yams
or fabrics. Dcutsches Pyroxitges. m. b. 11. German
I'at.nt :!(ll.(i84. 27-8-16. the yarn, etc. is impregnated
with wood tar and then dusted over with zinc oxide,
the latter condiines with the tar and forms a drv, wax-
like iiia-s C. .1. \V

STUDENTS' SUMMER WORK SUCCESSFUL.
The second summers experience of the Technical

.Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association
in assisting I'niversity students to get mill traiiiinj,'

has come to a close. The work ha.s been most encour-
aging and will be an asset of real value to the indus-
try. It has now become more of an established cus-
tom than an experiment.
The scheme of employing students during the sum-

mer months has according to reports received from
the Secretary turned out to be even more profitable
than the previous year. Many of the students have
gone back for the time and have made themselves use-
ful to the mills and at the same time have jrreatl.v in-

creased their store of knowledge of the iiulustry.

As a result of the |)riz.-s offered by the As.s(K'iatiori

for the best essay on the .Summer's Work a number of
entries have been received which are now mider con-
sideration by the judges. The prizes offered are -tlOO.
*r)0 and .i;2.'> respectively for the first, second and third
positions.

That the mills recognize that the young >tudent of
today represents the potential operator of tomorrow is

indicated by the more than usual interest taken by
mill managers all over the country.
The students for their part have shown good faith

by entering the mill and working without any desire
for special preference and have thereby greatly assist-
ed the management to give them a very wide expe-
rience.

UST OF EQUIPMENT
The Xovember Issur ot th,. Technical Products

Economist listing thousands of items of new and used
machinery and equipment for sale is now ready for

distribution. For th? convenience of prospective pur-
chasers, it is divided into five sections—Refrigeration.
Power. Pulp and Paper. Tank and Chemical.
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UMTED STATES T^OTES
AimoiuiccMifiii I lull AmciiriiiiN avr puriliasiiiof news-

print paper in Finland, was contained in a cablegram

received last Thursday by the Irving National Bank,

of New York, from A. E. Liudhjen. its Copenhagen

representative. The cablegram said 40.000 tons of

newsprint had been ordered from P'innish firms. It also

reported that Norwegian and Swedish i)aper manufac-

turers had curtailed production one third, and that a

further reduction was feared.

John II. Smith, inventor of the process of printing

on dry paper, died last week at his home, Jlontieello.

X.Y. Mr. Smith was born in New York City, in 1839.

At ten lie went to work as printer's devil for Horace

Greeley on the New York Tribune. In 1870, while

foreman of the Bible House printing plant, he dis-

covered his process. (if printing that did away with the

practice, of dampening the paper. Mr. Sniitli is sur-

vived by his widow and two sons.

The place as director of the division of paper work
recently vacated through the resignation of Austin F.

Hawes, has been assigned to C. W. Boyce. i^Ir. Boyce,

who has been connected with the Forest Sei-vice for

several years, has .iust been transferred from Portland,

Ore., to Washington. D.C. At the present time he is

at the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.,

studying paper matters.

The mills and other property of the North Star Egg
Case Company, at Quincy, 111., have been acquired

through purchase by the Robert Gair Company, of

Brooklyn. N.Y. $700,000 was the amount paid by the

purchasers to the Weis interests who have been in con-

trol of the property heretofore. Immediate possession

of the mill property was taken by the Robert Gair pon-

ple. This does not mean, however, that the North Star

Eg? Case Company is to suspend operations and pass

out of existence. Under the terms of the sale the Weis
interests retain the egg ease filler factory property.

machinery and equipment, so that operations in this

branch of the business, can be continued.

In a published announcement given out last week,

the Rol)ert Gair Company made known also its acquisi-

tion of two New Eiiglhiul mills, namely, the Haverhill

Box Company and the Thames River Specialty ("om-

panv. Attention was directed in this announcement to

th»ncrcased capacity of the Gair Company, which, it

w4 stated, turned out last years folding-boxes, ship-

p'md eases, labels and containers, in a volume large

enough to carry over a million dollars' worth of mer-
chandise.

A firogram <if reforestation and development intended
to fcfleem the cut-over lands of Louisiana bids fair with
i^ carrying out. according to the New Orlean "Times-
P|k*aynne." to result in the dotting of the stale's piney
vroods with numerous pnlp mills. The development
project was born at a m<'eting held in a glade of Urania
forest several days since, at which men from all sec-

tions of the Nortli, East and South, representing mil-

lions of capital gafhcrrd. A policy of reforestation

and pcr|)ef nation of the lumber industry in Louisiana
was formulated. Henry E. Hardtner, president of the

I'rnnia Lumber Company, and also president of the

Southern P'orestry ConpfreRs. was the host to the visitors.

^Ir. Ilardtncr has liecu cunducting experiments which
show that pulpwood can be grown on cut-over lands

in from ten to fifteen years. His reforestation plans

and other development policies were approved by the

gathering. Commissioner M. L. Alexander, of the

Louisiana Department of Consei'vation, assured those

present, that Iiis department wotdd lend every possible

co-operation in the reforestation woi-k.

BRAZIL MAY MAKE PULP.
Brazil is likely to cultivate the pulp and pai)er mar-

ket by utilizing her vast resources in forest, according

to Senor G. Alves de Lima, formerly Brazilian Consul
in ^lontreal. With the inci'ease of newspapers on the

South American continent, he says, the demand for

newsprint is becoming a more serious matter, and in

days when paper is such an asset, the attention of manu-
facturers has been turned to the immense forests in the

southern portion of Brazil. At present, pulp is im-
jiorted from Canada, Sweden and Norway.

U. S. IS CANADA'S LOGICAL MARKET.
A despatch tinin New York says tliat Angus McLean,

Vice-President and General Jlanager of the Bathurst
Lnnitier Co.. Ltd., Bathurst. N.B.. (uilp and lumber pro-

ducers, declai'cd on his arrival in New York from
abroad, that Canada would take care of the United
States in papci- supply because of easy transportation
and on account of her proximity to Canada's logical

market. England will get her paper and pulp from
Scandinavian countries in greater quantities than here-
tofore, he is reported to have said. "While abroad I

dis(!ussed the iiapeV'fjituation with Lord Beaverbrook
and it is his opinion that pul)! will ease up," said Mr.
McLean.

NOW TIPPET & CO.

Tippet & Co. have bought from the estate of the late

Artinir P. Tippet, all his interest and goodwill in the
late firm of .\rllnir P. Tippet & Co.. and will conduct
the agency and importing business, heretofore, eon-
ducted by them, under the new firm name. The general
management will be in the haiuls of Mr." F. H. Tippet,
who has long been connected with the late firm, and
who previously was in business in the same line in
Liverpool, England.

JOINS EMERSON STAFF.
Miss Jessie E. Minor, who has b:en for several years

the Chief Chemist for the Hammcrsley Manufacturing
Company of Garfield. New Jersey, has recently moved
to Springfield, Massachusetts, to take clinrge of the
Pulp and Paper department of the Emer.son Laborat-
ory at 14") Chestnut Street. Miss Minor was for sev-
;M*al years a graduate student at the University of
Pennsylvania and later studied at Bryn Mawr College
where she received the degrc of Doctor of Philosophy
in chemistry. She also spcjif several years studying
industrial conditions in the Union of Scuith Africa.

Several articles under her name have appeared in the
Pulp & Paper Magazine.
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It is stated at the Parliament l^uildings. Toronto,

that E. "W. Backus is by no means sure of being the

successful tenderer for the English River timber li-

mits. According to those who are in close touch with

the development of Northern Ontario at h'ast two

other companies are likely to put up formidable oppo-

sition to Mr. Backus. Tenders for the limits are due

to be opened on December ISth. Premier Drury, when
interviewed, claimed that the Canadian Pacific Hail-

way would not be the only road to benefit in the event

of the Backus interests securing the English River

limit. He contended that whoever gets the limit will

have to build a line connecting with the Canadian
National Railway, which would stand to get as much
business as the C. P. R.

The Landry Pulpwood Company. Limited, has been

organized and granted incorporation by the Dominion
Government. The comjiany, which is cajiitalized at

$100,000 is authorized to carry on business in pulp,

paper, lumber and timber and allied industries. The
incorporators are Alphonsc Landry, Sr., Joseph Lan-
dry, Jr., and Albert Landry, all merchants of Lac-au-

Saumon, Qne., Eric Onesiphore Bernier and Ancina
Tardif, of Quebec. The head office of the company
will be at Quebec.

The firm of Kilgour Bros., paper bag manufacturers,

etc., Toronto, has been granted incorporation as a lim-

ited liabilitv companv with a capital stock of not
less than $2,500,000.

Frederick Atkinson, of London, a former well-known
newspaper man of that city, has been appointed vice-

president and general manager of the Daily Garment
News, an important trade publication, printed in New
York.

Mr. James Thompson, President of the Thompson &
Heyland Lumber Company, Limited, Toronto, lumber
and pulpwood dealers, has gone on a trip to Northern
New York to visit the mills in that district.

Mr. W. R. Gingerich, of the Tyrone mill of the West
Virginia Pulp and Paper Company was in Toronto this

week. In company with Mr. Heyland. of Toronto, he
left to visit the wood jobbers at Huntsville and vici-

nity.

Mr. L. Corey, of the Corey Trading Company, New
York, lumber and pulpwood dealers, spent a few days
in Toronto, this week.
The Canada Box Board Company expects to have

their new pulp mill at Frankford running by January
1st. Arrangements have been made with the Thomp-
son & Heyland Company, Toronto, for the complete
supply of wood. Tlie company expects to produce at
the Frankfort mill 7,000 tons of groundwood pulp a
year.

Mr. George Winlow of the Toronto office of the

Canada Paper Co. Ltd., joined a party this week and
left for a few days hunting expedition to the north
country.

The number of enquiries reaching the Dominion
Commission of Conservation indicates an increasing in-

terest in the saving of waste paper. Schools are taking

up the work and. in some cities, a friendly rivalry

among the school children has resulted in a m\u'h lar-

ger quantity being secured. Apart altogether from
the financial returns, the work is one of national im-

portance. The demand upon the forests for ])ul|)wood

is enormous, and, while the utilization of mixed waste
papers for the manufacture of newsprint is not yet

commercially feasible, it is being generally used in

making building and roofing papers, box board, etc.

The Hamilton Times, which started a morning paper
under John Lnrie. late manager of the Canadian Daily
Newspaper Association, announced this week the sus-

pension of publication after three issues had been
put out. The Ontario Newspapers Corporation, Limit-

ed, under whose auspices tlie paper was started states

that the suspension as a morning paper was forced on
them by reason of trouble with the printers. The
management states that they had been paying a scale

of wages in excess of the morning newspaper scale i)ro-

vided for in tlie agreement between the Hamilton pub-
lishers and the Typographical Union and that they
were unable to meet the demand of the Union.
The regular quarterly luncheon of the Toronto Car-

ton Club held outside the city of Toronto took place
on Tuesday, November 9th, at Kitchener. There was
a good representation present from Toronto as well as
from Kitchener, Gait, lirantford, Guelph and Stratford.
After a bountiful repast provided by Mr. lioehmer, of
Messrs. A. & C. Boehmer, Ltd., of Kitchener, the party
went through the plant of the Dominion Tire Co.,
which proved to be a very pleasant event. Following
the visit to tlie tire plant a meeting of the Club took
place at the \Valper House when present trade condi-
tions were thoroughly diseu.s.sed. The consensus of
opinion of those present was that with the slackening
of demand, members should recognize that there will

only be hand to mouth buying until the present period
of readjustment is completed, whenever that may be.
It was also felt that members should not attempt to in-

crease business by endeavoring to take away the cus-
tomers of other members, as such action would onlv
provide retaliation, with disastrous results to the trade,
while it was pointed out that cutting of prices below a
price based on cost of raw materials, plus a fair profit,
will not stimulate business, but on the contrary retard
it.

To gain an insight into Canada's pulp and paper
industry, thirty representatives of the leading business
interests of Chicago visited Thorold this week. A
lengthy nspection was made of the Ontario Paper Com-
pany's mill, each detail of the operation of turning
spruce into newsprint being explained to the visitors

by ^Ir. J. H. Curtiss, the manager of the plant. The
visitors also inspected the work which is proceeding in

connection with the installation of a fifth paper-mak-
ing machine, which will bring the output of the mill
up to more than 300 tons of newsprint paper a day.
Following the visit to the Ontario Paper Go's plant
the Chicago men were shown the work on the Welland
Ship Canal and were entertained at luncheon at the
Niagara Falls Countn- Club.
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Established in l!»Oti and earried on since that year,

the Canadian (>urier. pnblished in Toronto, has sus-

pended publication for the present, at all events,

although it is stated that reorf,'anization will be at-

tempted with a view to a-rain bringing out the periodi-

cal. Lieut. -("ol. John A. Copper, was the first editor

of the paper and his place was taken by Augustus

Bridle who was in charge at the time of the suspension.

The Ontario (iovernment has decided to make provi-

sion for the building of a well-planned town at Kapus-

kasing in connection with the opening up of a big pulp

and paper mill there. Spruce Falls, the new town, is

to start off with a site of 900 acres in extent, and a

plan has been adopted which provides that every house

shall be built upon a lot of at least 60 feet frontage

and 120 feet in depth, and a loan of $400,000 from the

Housing Fund of the Government for the construction

of dwellings. It is proposed also to remove to this new
section a number of settlers in Haliburton who are ac-

quainted with conditions in the bush country, and will

take up farms around Spruce Falls and grow produce

for the townspeople.
Mr. J. E. A. Dubuc. a principal promotor of the new

^.'lOO.OOO C'hicoutimi proposition. La Papeterie du Sague-

nay. Ltee.. sailed on the Empress of France for a

holiday on the ocean. He figured such a trip the best

way to escape from business.

PRESIDENT McGARRY INSPECTS WHALEN PULP
& PAPER MILLS.

Hon. T. W. McGarry, K.C., who is now President of

tlie Whalcn Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd., is in Vancouver,

and will make a thorough insi)ecti<m of the properties

of the comi)any while he is on the coast. It was too

early in his visit for our correspondent to .secure any

statement from Pres. McGarry regarding future plans

in connection with the Company, but before be leaves

there will be, in all probability, an appointment to the

general managershi]) of the company.

grail

t
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APPROVED CONDITIONS AT BELGO.

Mr. 1'. -I. .lobin. Inspector of Industrial Establish

ments of the Province of Quebec, has visited the Belgo-

Canadian Pulp & Paper Co.

The purpose of his trip was two fold:

1—I'luler the Provincial Law, no Industrial Concern

can employ children under 14 years of age and none

under 16 years of age unless they can read and write.

Mr. Jobin, put about 20 boys between the ages of

14 and 16 through the third degree and all were given

registration Cards.

Out of the total only one profes.sed to be unable to

read and write and two were given "Fair" Certifi-

cates. The other came througli with honors. The

first three will have to attend a night class to learn to

read and write if not the inspector will withdraw the

certificates ami the boys will have to wait till over 16

before they can get employment in this I'rovince.

2.—Inspection of the mill for "Safety devices". Mr.

Jobin has congratulated the Company on the efficient

way the machines are protected and has specially con-

gratulat<-d them on the First Aid Room, its operation

the result obtained.

*rhe Shawinigan Falls Review, successor to the lielgo

lletin is growing rapi<ll.\', having 32 and 34 pages.

It will soon have to appear weekly. A recent ninnber

has a fine review of the symptoms and treatment of

common diseases.

The Melgo Canadian Pulp &. Paper Company has

Kcured for its employees tiiree cars of potatoes, guar-

deed to be "good keei>ers. " The potatoes will cost

employees ^]A.> per bag of 00 lbs., pluN the bagginir

and delivery charges. If lb'- arrangement works satis

factorily this fall it is highly probable that next year

the ord'Tirig of winter preserves will be enteiidcd to-

other neces.sities.

The Helgo C«na<lian <"o. entertained "."> members to

the flth Congress of the Chandters of Commerce of the

Hriti.Hh Empire, lant month.

CRANDON COMPANY CHANGES NAME.

The .1. H. Crandoii Company, of Portland, .Maine,

have changetl the name of their corporation to Mill

Appliance Comjiany.

This corporation is manufacturing and putting on
the nuirket s|)ecific gravity acid controls, feeding
devices foi' rotarv melted sulphur burners, dry sulphur
feeds, sublimed sulphur detectors, aiul other devices
lat'gcl.\' used in sulphite pulp mills.

The change of name became desirable to avoid con-
fusion with the Crandon Manufacturing Company, with
whi( h Mr. Crandon was formerly connected but it was
made more particularly in view of the fact that their
prospective business will be largely with mills gen-
erall.\. particularly those in the various chemical in-

dustries and will not be confined to pul]) and paper

PONT ROUGE NOTES.

The corrcsijondeiit to the .Xejioiiset Review writes,
ill the October number :

The new dam is coiiimenciiig to look like a real thing
now, as the contractors will soon finish pouring the
cement into their fourth pier soon. This construction
is quite a boom for Pont Rouge. All available lodgings
have been taken up and the hotels have got to be
notified a eek in advance if you want to get sleeping
quarters here. We have nunu'rous visitors from all

over the country, who come to see it. especiall.\- Sutulay,

and at night when wc have our flood lights playing so

the nuMi can work, it is a very pretty scene.

We have our 2-100 Heaters running, and have in-

stalled one of our new Cylimler moulds.

The material for our new crane system is pretty near
all here, and we are just planning to have it installed.

Our lU'W liabcock ami Wilcox Boiler has arrived,

but due to the fact that some of the parts have not yet

been received, the work of erecting is being held up.

I'lclieve me. there will be something doing at Pont
Wonge when all these iiiiprovements are completed.

The Little Bird strainer valve which we have install-

ed on till' nuichine is a great relief to the machitu>

tenders.

The two Bird Sercens have .just arrived, and wc are

very anxious to see them running.

Pont Rouge is to be congratulated on the tonnage

and ((iiality of ftdt turned out during the past few

months and also lui the progress of the new work. Of
course, the real big job there at the present linn- is the

ronslrui'tiiui of the new concrete dam. This ilam, when
completed, will increase our power to quite an extent

and also overcome the difficulty we had with the old

dam of water leaking under it. The work is going

abuig well. t\n\ and night gangs working.
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A New Call to Arms
Against the Powers of Ignorance

$5,000,000 NEEDED
To build up good Canadians, second to none as

ENGINEERS, CHEMISTS, PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, DEN-
TISTS. SCHOLARS. LAWYERS, MINISTERS. ECONOMISTS,
TEACHERS, EDITORS, ARCHITECTS, SCIENTIFIC
FARMERS. EXPERTS IN BUSINESS.

SIR ARTHUR CURRIE
formerly Commander-in-Chief of the Canadian Army, and now Principal of

McGill, gives this message :

—

"We arc all standing- to-day in aiiotlicr set <»f trciiclu's, prepared
to fi,ive battle aj^aiiist tlie powers of ^reed. selfishness, and ipior-

auee, and ready and willinji' to evince the same lii^li couraj;'c, the
same unflinchiny devotion, the same steadfast earnestness, and
the same determination to win as \ver<' dis|)layed by our coun-
trymen in the crisis of the (Jreat Wai-. Mc(iill aims to he a jijreat

seat of learninj;. t(» develoij in its students a love of study and
research, to helj* them understand and appreciate the lessons

of histoiy. to master the mystei-ies of nature, and to ol)tain a

pro[)er conception of theii' duties and resp()nsil)ilities as citizens,

wliile I'ecognizina' at the same time the spii-its and the needs of

tlie times. She will maintain the hi'jhcst intellectual traditions

of our race, and will iiiciilcate the ti'Uest moral standards. She
seeks the truth and imselfishly desii-es to serve."

URGENTLY WANTED

:

More Buildings, More Laboratories, More Equipment, More Books,
More Professors, More for Salaries.

McGILL PAYS OUT OVER $500.00 PER HEAD PER YEAR TO TRAIN HER
STUDENTS.BUT RECEIVES LESS THAN $200.00 IN FEES FROM STUDENTS.

DON'T BLAME THE STUDENTS ; THEY GIVE WHAT THEY CAN.

DO AS THEY DO

Give What You Can
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, November 13. — Dullness in the printing

trade, bigger stoeks of paper in the hands of the job-

bers, the mills busy Avith considerable tonnage ahead

and prices generally firm may be mentioned as the

chief features of the Canadian paper trade during the

past week. The printers say that there has been a dis-

tinct falling off in business. Certain it is that their

policy is to skimp buying to the finest point and in

this "there are those who think they see an effort by

the printers to force prices down. At any rate the

jirinters are not buying beyond their immediate require-

ments and the result is seen in the jobbers' ware-

houses where stocks, in a number of lines, are larger

and more varied than they have been since the paper

boom set in. Both paper mills and jobbers report that

it is harder to get orders now while at the same time

there is no disposition to regard trade as at all bad.

The mills are not worrying, for they are still some

months ahead of the game for orders, and in many
cases are shipping paper now that was ordered months

a<'0, while this business is being augmented by a fairly

good demand for future delivery on orders now being

booked. There is an air of confidence among the job-

bers which is not affected by the dullness in the print-

ing trade and they view their increasing stoeks in

the warehouses with satisfaction, believing that the

era of buying will resume very shortly. Speculation

is still rife as to what the future holds for the trade

in the way of lower prices for papers and there is a

pretty general feeling that a decline is coming. That

it will not take the form of a general slump is the

opinion held by most of the paper makers and jobbers.

The key to the situation is the condition of the j)ulp

market! While that holds firm, as it is at the present

time, it is argued that pa|)er prices will not come

down. On the other hand if the pulp market weakens,

lower paper prices may be looked for.

PULPWOOI).—The price of pulpwood is still hold-

ing firm, although there has been a slight weakening

in unpeelcd wood. This has not been of a sufficiently

pronounced character to affect the market. Some
dealer.s have been offering the distributors unpeeled

^^fod at about 90c a cord below the prices of the past

fw weeks but this reduction has not become general.

Wr the inost part the market remains firm. There

arc still evidences of a tremendous production of wood
in (Quebec and New Urunswick. although in Northern

Ontario peeled spruce production has been rather

Miall. Poplar shows a larger production than for some

Sars past and things are shaping up in Northern ()n-

rio for a big output of unpeeled wood.

GKOrNDWOOT).—There is a slight tendency in the

high grade pulp market to weaken, although there is

a very good demand, but prices are hobling up fairly

well and no great slump is looked for. There has been

n slight falling off in the market for groundwood pulp,

but the decline has not been irrcat and was nothing

more than the somewhat abnormally high prices of

the past few months could stand. The demand is still

very active and the prices are sufficiently attractive

to induce some of the manufacturers to sell their

groundwood instead of converting it into paper.

BOOK PAPERS.—Although there was an easing up
in the demand for book paper during October, the

present month has opened up well and there promises

to be a bigger volume of business in this line this

month than for some time past. According to the job-

bers there is more business ahead than they can get

stock for. The mills, too, report a well-sustained vo-

lume of business, although they have noted a tendency
to stick to the smaller orders policy which became
general a few weeks ago. One of the mills reports a

distinct improvement in demand for book papers and
the fact that they are still considerably behind with

their orders, combined with sustained demand, would
indicate that this branch of the paper industry is

perhaps better situated than some others. It is worthy
r)f note that one Toronto jobbing house is only now re-

ceiving shi|)mcnts of book paper ordered last January
for last May's delivery and the house is in an excellent

position to absorb them. The general opinion seems
to be that while there were signs of easing off in de-

mand a week or so ago, the trade is not going to be
materially affected and that prices will not drop be-

fore the Spring. At the same time it is thought quite

likely that there may be cases of price-cutting by some
jobbing houses who may be anxious to unload, fearing

lower prices. The big houses, however, have not
shown any symptoms, as yet, of cold feet. Whatever
lowering of prices comes, if it docs come, will be due
to a realization that the era of high prices is passing
and that the trade is getting down again to something
like a normal basis.

C0ATP:I) PAPERS.—a distinctly cautious attitude
characterizes the coating mills. The mills are report-
ed to be buying very carefully, not knowing just what
turn the situation will take. Although there has been
a slight falling off in denumd for coated stock, the
volume of business lias kept up fairly well, but the
mills arc showing a hesitancy in buying stock. One
representative of a coated paper mill in the Toronto
district stated that his mill was only buying paper
from hand to mouth at the present time so as not to
get caught with heavy stocks in case of a decline, and
in the conviction that the market was in an unsettled
condition.

TISSrES AND TOILETS.-The mills report a dis-

tiiu't tcn<iency to hold off i)uying on the part of the
jobbers. There are no heavy slocks of paper in any
of the warehou.ses and jubbers are not slocking up for
the future. Small orders have replaced the heavy con-
signments. Business at the mills, however, is satis-
factory and there have been only a very few cancel-
lations. There is a considerable tonnage yet ahead of
I he mills and orders thai have been on the books for
some months are now being shipped and accepted.
Prices on all light weight |)apcrs are liolding firm
although a decline is looked for at the beginning of
the year. This, of course, will largely be contingent
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•TRADE-nARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-

facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hi)l 4246-47

" 2170
INQUIRIES SOLICITED.
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on the pulp situation, which lias shov.n no sign of

easing off as yet.

WRAPPING PAPERS.—While there has been a

falling off in demand for wrapping papers and paper

bags, the jobbers report that thej' could use more
stock if they could get it. None of the warehouses are

carrying big stock.s for the reason that they cannot get

them from the mills. A satisfactory volume of busi-

ness is being done and the trade generally is in a good

condition with prices firm.

RAG AND PAPER STOCKS.—The new cotton rag

market has continued in good condition, due chiefly to

lack of .supplies. There has been no larger movement
to mills but buying has been large enough compared
with supplies. Old rags have .slumped again with de-

mand almost at a standstill.

Consumers continue to eke out the supplies they have

on hand coming into the market only when lack of

supplies forces them. The outlook for the balance of

the year is not cheerful but dealers hope for better

things with the turn of the year. The waste paper
market is slower than before although the prices are

near stabilization. Shavings, both hard and soft, con-

tinue firm for the same reason that a]iplies to the new
cottons—not the amount of sales, but lack of supplies.

With the exception of these grades the market slump-

ed off again this week. The future of the waste pai)er

business is shrouded in doubt but local dealers luiite

in saying that collections can not keep up if prices

drop any lower. If the price does not drop any lower
and business with the mills picks up, waste paper
dealers look for a fair business after the first of the

year.

Following are quotations on rag and paper stock :

Per Cwt. F.O.B. Toronto
No. 1 shirt cuttings $23.00—$24.00
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings . . . .$17..j0—$18.00

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings $13.00—$13.50
No. 1 blue overall cuttings $11.50—$12.50
Bleached .shoe clip $15..50—$16.00

..$16.50—$17.00

. .$13.00—$14.00

..$14..50—$15.00

..$13.50—$14.00

..$ 3.25—$ 3.50

..$ 1.15—$ 1.25

. .$ 0.90—$ 1.00

White cotton hosiery cuttings

Light colored hosiery cuttings .

.

New light flanellette cuttings . .

No. 2 white shirt cuttings . . .

.

('ity thirds and blues (repacked)
Flocks and .satinettes

Tailor rags

<;unny bagging $ 1.50—$ 1.75

Manila rope $ 5.25—$'5.50

\o. 1 white envelope cuttings $ 8.50—$ f).00

.>• 1 soft white shavings $ 8.00—.$ 8.25

^lite blanks $ 5.00—$ 5.25

Heavy ledger stock $ 3.75—$ 4.00
No. 1 magazine $ 2.50—$ 2.75
No. 1 book stock $ 2.40—$ 2.50
No. 1 manilla cuttings $ 5.00—$ 5.25
No. 1 print manilla .$ 2.00—$ 2.10
Folded news $ 1.50—$ 1.75
Over issue, news $ 2.50—$ 2.75
Kraft $ 5.25—$ 5.50
No. 1 clean and mixed papers .$ 1.00—$ 1.10

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York. November 13— (Special Correspondence)—Demand for paper continues of narrow compass.

Such buying as is being indulged by consumers and
jobbers is solely again.st actual immediate needs, and
with business in all lines quiet, there is not as heavy a
consumption of any kind of paper as there was up to
a short time ago. The general trend of prices is still

downward. This is but to be expected under prevail-
ing conditions when seemingly every commodity price
is on the downgrade and when buying in all lines is

light. Comparatively speaking, the paper industry to-

day is in probably the healthiest position of any manu-
facturing industry in this country, and while matters
in the paper trade are far from what could be desired
in some departments there is no demoralization of
prices nor any general shutdown of plants that marks
many other trades.

The quietness has been accentuated this week by the
fact that most paper mill executives have been in

Chicago attending the meetings of the American Paper
and Pulp Association there in conjunction with "Paper
Convocation Week." This of course has slowed up
matters at manufacturing centers because company
officials have not been present to speed things up and
to push business. Reports from most mills are to the

effect that a majority of them have enough business

booked or are securing sufficient orders to keep them
fairly well engaged. Here and there a plant, more
often a box board mill, has closed down for a time, but
production in the aggregate continues at close to

normal. At the same time, it cannot be denied that the

average paper or board mill is at present accumulating

a surphis of stock, and unless demand from consuming
sources undergoes som? broadening in the very near
future, it seems inevitable that a change at manufact-

uring points will have to be effected. Roth manufact-

urers and dealers jilace great stress on the narrow
spot demand for paper of every description. Publish-

ers and printers; in fact, all eonsnmers of paper, are

invariably confining their consumption at the moment

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET TELEPHONES 8S12 MURRAY HII I

1813
NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP AT TOP PRICEa.

Write us and be
Convinced.
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WE ARE AT PRESENT MANUFACTURING THE FOLLOWING
of interest to the Pulp and Paper Industry.

BASIC COLOURS

Auraniine O. cone.
Acridine Yellow R.
New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine Y. cone.
Basic Green B. cone.
Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

Bismarck Brown R. cone.
Safranine B.S.
Safranine R.F.F.
Methylene Violet 2R. cone.
Methylene Violet 2B. cone.
Malachite Green Crystals.
Methylene Blue B.B. cone.
Methylene Blue 1814.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOURS

Paramine Fast Pink B.

Paramine Sky Blue F.F.

Paramine Blue 2B.
Paramine Black B.H.
Paramine Yellow R.
Paramine Brown G. cone.
Paramine Brown M.

Paper Black 3181

ACID COLOURS

Paramine Fast Bordeaux B.
Paramine CJreen G.
Paramine Violet N.
Paraphenine Yellow G.
Diazamine Fast bellow H.
Rosophenine lOB.
Benzopurpurine 41J.

'^^^

Orange II.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB
Acid Prune V.

Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau G. cone.
Ponceau 4R cone.
Croceine Scarlet 5R.
Carmoisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

"y:

li.,.K;.. .>,iiniilos. Patterns, .uia .lil i..u ui. ul.iis irom

L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED ^
HUDDERSFIELD, ENGL.VND
Canadian Office and Warehouse

27 ST. SACRAMENT ST. - MONTREAL
Orders supplleu dlreci ixv/m Canadian Stocks.
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the paper they are receivitifr on contract, and only a

spasmodic demand of litrlit volume is arising for

prompt shipments.

The newsprint market has ajzain weakened in so far

as reganls spot supplies. Sales of news' in standard
rolls have been rejxirt.^d M 7. .50 cents per pound at

mill sand there have been rumors of offerings by some
inanufact\irers at even cheaper prices. The spot basis

is well maintained at around 6.50 c.Mits, and judging
from the reports emanating from producing quarters,

publishers can expect to pay more for their print paper
after the turn of the year. The consumption of news-

print in New York is heavy but it is authorativeiy un-

derstood that it has fallen off considerably throughout
the country. One local aftcrnotni paper yesterday ex-

ceeded all previous records in the anmunt of advertis-

ing carried in a singl? is.svie. printing 294 columns of

paid display advertising which required an issue of

40 pages. Moreover, the paper in question has the

largest circulation of any New York daily. According
to a cablegram received several days ago from a New
York bank's representative in Copenhagen. Americans
are purchasing news])rint in Finland in large tonnage,

it being asserted that orders have thus far been placed

for 40,000 tons. The same rei>ort states that Norwegian

and Swedish paper manufacturers have curtaileil pro-

duction one-third and are said to be contemplating a

further reduction in operations.

There is little change in book papers. Current de-

mand is limited but prices hold fairly steady excepting

for an occasional sale at sharp recession, and mills are

mostl.v dispfising of the liulk of their outinit on con-

tracts. Tissues and wrapi)ings are holding their own
in point of ai-tivity and there is i-elativel.v a better call

for these grades of paper from the transient trade than

others, this evidently being due to the near approach

of the Christmas holidays when the consumption of

both tissue and wrapping reaches its crest. Fine pa|)ers

are moving slowly, especially the high qualities, ami

quotations are characterixed by easiness.

Hoards continue weak and in lax demand. Most

mannfactur-rs withdrew prices early this week and

have kept out of the market presumably in an effort

to stabilize ccmditions. Fioxmakers are doing little

buying and the retirement of sellers conscfinently liad

no visible influence on the market. Plain chip l)oard

is qtioted at around $60 a ton at mills and filled news

board at .$67. .'>0 to -$70.

gdROVSTt WOOD—There is a lack of important

Aivity in grcnind wood and yet an niniertone of stead-

iness marks quotations. Both board and paper manu-
facturers are keeping very much out of view as bu.vers

and the little business being done is of scattered char-

acter and seldom involves large tonnages. Prices on
domestic ground wood of prime quality for prompt
delivery range around .$125 per ton at pnlp mills, and
while imported ground wood is selling at as loAv as

$110 ex d(tck, bu.vers frankly acknowledge having
difficulty in securing domestic pulp in sizable amounts
even at $125. According to all reports, grinders are

succeeding in piling up but little surplus, which would
iiulicate that the great bulk of present production is

ipiickly finding its way into consuming channels.

CHE.MICAL PT'LP—Paper manufacturers are hold-
ing off in bn.ving chemical wood pulp in the same
maniuT that they are curtailing purchases of other raw
materials and the market is a bit duller. Transactions

are of spasmodic character and seldom involve large

tonnages for the reason that consumers ar? absorbing
supplies onl.v when immediatel.v in want of pnlp. Prices

are maintained in most cases although there is an
easing tone displa.ved b.v some grades, notabl.v kraft

and the low.'r qualities of unbleached sulphite.

Arrivals of pulp from Europe at this port during the

present week have been larger than for some time and
this also has a weakening influence on matters gener-

all.v. although importers as well as donu'stic producers

are not pressing buyers and are mostl.v waiting until

consumers show more inclination to absorb supplies.

Imports at New York during the week included

17,210 bales from Gothenburg, 29.!t00 bales from
Dona.io, .S,720 bales fron Danzig. 9,460 bales from
Christiana, and 2.175 bales fnnu Rotterdam.

RAGS—The market for papermaking rags is in an

inactive state. There is lU) concerned demand for any
grade and most descriptions are extremel.v hard to

sell in an.v worth while quantity for the reason that

]>aper mills are refusing to buy on a declining market
and are more concerned about reducing jiresent stocks

than in augmenting them. T>ealers assert that prices

on i-ags have dropped to levels where there is scarcely

an.v in-ofit in handling sonn- grades and that as a result

collections have decreased to an ajiparent extent,

which, the.v claim, will certainl.v rebound against con-

sumers in due time. Nevertlieless, evervthing would
appear to indicate that there are sizable accumula-

tions in dealers' and packers* hands and the probabili-

ties are no such thing as a scarcit.v will develop. With
business at a minimum, it is indeed difficult to ascer-

tain what prices are: in fact, there is not enough trad-

F-CDnomv. Highest (Jnule of Pulp and Paper obtainable with

P. A. P. A.
I.fficicncv.

SCREEN
Write for information.

Pulp and Paper Mill AccCvSsories Limited
MONTREAL, Canada.
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iiig: ill many kiuds of ra^s to establish market levels.

Old whites are down further to as low a basis as 10

cents per pound at shipping points for Xo. repacked
whites, and repacked old tliirds and blues are available

at 3.75 to 4 cents. Roofing rags have sold down to

1.25 cents a pound at shipping points for No. 1 pack-

ing and at a couple of dollars per ton under this figure

for No. 2 grade. New cuttings are relatively steady

but even these are eoinnieneing to recede in price,

reports having been heard of sales of No. 1 white shirt

cuttings to mills at 22.50 cents a pound at shipping

points.

Arrivals of foreign rags at this port this week in-

eluded 918 bales from Antwerp. 268 bales from Nantes,

78 bales from Southamjiton. 98 bales from Copenhagen,
28 bales from Liverpool. 94 bales from Havre, and 71

bales from Belfast.

PAPER STOCK—New low prices have been record-

ed on most grades of old paper this week and the tone

of the market coiitiiiues weak with the aggregate move-

ment of sn])i)]ies toward mills of small im|)ortance.

Board mills are doing very little buying, some of tliciii

being closed down and most others operating only on

reduced schedule, and on this rests the prevailing con-

dition of the waste paper market. No. 1 mixed i)aper

ha.s been purchased at as low as 45 cents per hundred

pounds f.o.b. New York, folded newspapers at 1.15

cents a pound at shipping points, heavy No. 1 book

stock at 1.90 cents, old No. 1 kraft at 4 cents and white

blank news cutting at 4. .50 cents. Siiavings are slight-

ly off in jirice at about •'^.50 cents for No. 1 hard white

and 7.50 cents for Xo. 1 soft white shavings, tlie reason

this class of stock is relatively higher in value than
others being that the packers are holding shavings
while exerting every effort to move other grades.

Receipts of miscellaneous foreign paper stock at

New York this week included 837 bales from Belfast,

151 bales from Antwerp, and 138 bales from London.
OLD ROPE AND BAGGING—There is practically

no buying interest shown by papermakers in old bag-
ging and prices are weak and on nominal levels. It is

kno^^^l that No. 1 scrap can be purchased at 2 cents a

pound at shipping jioints. roofing bagging at 90 cents

a hundred ])oun(ls and Xo. 1 giinn.v at 2.50 cents, and
the proi)abilities are firm bids could secure supjilies at

lower figures. Old rope is quotably steady at 5.75 to

6 cents a pound and is in moderate call. Mixed strings

are down in price to 2.50 cents per pound.
Imports of old rope at this port tliis week included

175 coils from Copenhagen, and of old bagging 191

bales from Antwer]i and 289 bales from Copenhagen.

USEFUL CATALOG ON BELTING.
The (iratciii A: Knight .Manufacturing Co., Worcester,

Mass. have issued a catalog on Standardised Leather

Belting. They have instituted a rather novel idea in

listing the more imiiortant drives of pulp and paper
mills and setting the aiiproximatc hor.se power requir-

ed and the conilitions iiud:'r which the belt operates

and specifying the character of belt best suited to

tliese conditions. The illustrations showing the diffei--

ent t.xpcs of drives ar,> verv (dear and should be readily

undei'stood by any millwright. The other infcu-tiiation

and caleulatioMs should also lie of considerable use.

DAXE.3

FOR ALL KI^DS °^ PULP AND PAPER MACHINES
Woven End'less Felts that Prevent Seam Troubles

Longer Life -Lower Felt Cost

BATES £rINNES,LTD.
CARLETON PLACE. ONT.

Aoents; E.S. Bates Csr Co.. Limited, ^b St. Nicholas St.. Montreal
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> FLINT-RIM^
Sprocket
Wheels

for

Durability

"Combination"
Chain

for

Elevators and
Conveyors

Link-Belt
Malleable Iron

Buckets

LINK-BELT
Chains—Wheels—Buckets
for elevating and conveying materials of every char-

acter have earned a reputation for durability and
efficient service.

> FLINT-RIM < wheels have hard, smooth bearing sur-

faces for contact with the chain links, thus insuring both
wheels and chain from undue wear. They last twice as
long as ordinary cast-iron wheels.

"C" Class Link-Belt Chain is superior because of its joint construction
which insures a long life of efficient senice.

Link-Belt buckets are made by experienced molders who specialize on
this work. They are remarkably free from blemishes and other casUivg
dfficiencier, have clean edges and sharp comers; gates are ground off and
they are thoroughly oiled before shipment.

CANADIAN LINK-BELT CO.

WELLINGTON and PETER STS., TORONTO
10 St. Michaels I,nnc, . MONTREAL

Liii
Elcvatoi's and Convcvors
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Electrical Supplies
THE PIERCE RENEWABLE

FUSE—is shown above. This illus-

tration does not in the least exagerate
the simplicity of the Pierce Fuse. A
blown Pierce Fuse can be renewed and
put into the circuit in 15 seconds. It's

a wonderful saver of time and trouble

SQUARE D. SAFETY SWITCH
—an absolute safeguard against shock,
fire and accident of any kind. This is

a simple knife switch, housed in press-
ed steel, with the handle on the out-
side where the current cannot reach it.

The Square D. Safety Switch is made
in a variety of sizes and types and
capacities for factories, office buildings
and homes.

ALL electrical equipment sponsor-
ed by Fairbanks-Morse is of superior
quality and design and insures effici-

ency, safety and durability in service.

WRITE to us for further information.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Limited
H«IU» Toronto Wlnnipof
Si. John Hamilton Saakatoon
0>i>t>.« St. Cathorinoa Fnrt WllliM

Calgary
Vancouvi
Victoria

FAIRBANKS-MORSE
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EDITORIAL

TALKING ABOUT THE TARIFF.

Nearly everybody iu Canada has some ideas with re-

gard to the Tariff. A good maiiy of those w^ich have

been voiced seem to want a minimum duty on material

they import and a maximum on what they manu-

facture. From reports of hearings of the commission

investigating tariff matters it would seem that prac-

tically everyboily in Canada favors a moderate degree

of protection for Canadian industries. This attitude

indicates an appreciation of and a fairmindediiess

with regard to the position of others. For instance

a boot and shoe man and his employees desire a suf-

ficient duty to put their business on at least an equal

footing with that of similar manufacturers in oth»T

countries, particularly in such times as his neighbors

migiht have a dull period and desire to dump quan-

tities of the product in the Canadian market. He
naturally wants to keep his plant and his employees

as busy as possible. On the other hand, when he buys

a suit of clothes or a machine he wishes to get it at

the best price. He realizes, however, that if there

were not sufficient duty to protect the textile and

clothing manufacturer and if boot and shoe makers

should in consequence buy the majority of textile pro-

ducts in anot/ier country, the textile industry would

seriously suffer and through lack of employment and

lowering of wages tJiese potential buyers of his own
product would be unable to make purchases in normal

volume. The same argument applies all round the

circle and calls for just such a tariff as the govern-

ment evidently proposes to maintain, namely, that

every Canadian industry is entitled to so much pro-

tection as will keep it employed to the maximum
with a reasonable return on the investment and wit^

the ability to pay satisfactory wages.

There seems to be a little opposition to a fair de-

gree of prote^-tion from the tariff, which must be con-

sidered in this light quite apart from the necessity of

a tariff for revenue purposes. The opposition has

come principally from farmers who e^-idently have
not fully considered t^at some degree of protection

is not only desirable but necessary- for the well being

of many of their fellow-citizens and indirectly, them-
selves. Agricultiire is a basic industry, and with th'-

exception perhaps, of fertilizer, having its entire raw
material in its ow-n possession, the raw material fnr

the farmer's product being his laud, his .seed and
hia labor. His market is at home, across the border

and overseas. The majority of farmers are dependent

lai-gely upon theii- neighbors for the purchase of their

product. If their neighbors in the hwne town or the

neighboring city are not profitably employed, how can

the farmer sell his produce? Furthermore, if the

farmer must pay a few dollars more for a plough
or a tractor of Canadian manufacture made by men
to whom he sells his potatoes there has been no sug-

gestion that he should not charge for his potatoes a

price wliicA will cover the cost of his seed, his labor,

the overhead on his investmejit in land and machinery
and alllow him a profit ou liis endeavor.

To our mind there is no argument against a rational

tariff but it is a matter which should be carefully

studied and recommendations made ou the basis of

scientific investigation and an unbiased calculation.

THE BOUNDARY OF LABKADOH.
Labrador is a narrow strip of the Atlantic coast

of North America running northward from the fcJtrait

of Belle Isle to Cape Chidley which is the southern

gate of Hudson ytrait. The width of this strip varies

according to present maps, from practically nothing at

tiie nortii tu about .31) miles opi)usite Xewfouudlaud. This

boundary is iu truth an imaginary line because it has
never been definitely surveyed aud marked, it will

be recalled that Labrador comes under the jurisdiction

of Newfoundland which is still a colony of Great

lU-itaiii. While this trip of wellnigh barren country
was principally useful as furnishing sufficient ground
for fishermen to go ashore and dry and salt their catch,

there was little occasion for dispute as to the western

l)ouudary, but now that pulpwood has been discovered

just behind the ridge that lies a little way back from
the Atlantic, and other resources are supposed to exist

in this region, there is a movement to have the bound-
ary definitely determined, otherwise it will not be

possible to know to whom customs and other tariffs

.-should be paid. The matter of this boundary is one
to be decided by the Privy Council and the arguments
in the case were supposed to have been made out, at

least plenty of time has been given for their prepara-

tion. It seems, however, that not very much has been
done.

The matter has been brought to a head by the present

world shortage of liapcr with its attendant investigation

of new areas as possible .sources of pulpwood. Among
these investigations was an air-plane survey of the land

lying in the interior of the Labrador Peninsula, notably
along Hamilton inlet and river. Reference to the forest
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resources of Labrador was made iu the Pulp and Paper

Magazine a few weeks ago. The promoters applied to

the Newfoundland Government for these timber limits

and this brought up again the question as to whether

the country referred to was actually owned by the

Colony. It is understood that representatives of Can-

ada and Newfoundland are in London with the object

of drafting their respective claims to this territory for

presentation to the Pri\'y Council.

The question is one that is of peculiar interest to

Quebec as the most eastern province and the one which

shares the boundary with Labrador. The question be-

comes the more significant when it is considered that

the future development of the pulp and paper industry

in Quebec must necessarily open up the country north

of the St. Lawrence. When we get a little way above

the 52nd parallel, the height of land is reached, north

of which, some river systems flow into the Atlantic and

others into Ungava Bay. The head waters of rivers

flowing into the Atlantic, such as the Hamilton, are

sometimes 400 or 500 miles from the ocean; The deter-

mination of the boundary then becomes more important

since timber naturally lies in the river valleys, whicli

in large part cross it. It will be recalled t«at iu the

early days there was bitter strife among the North

American colonies because of the overlapping claims

due to indefinite boundaries, especially towards the

West. The disputes were not restricted to the English

colonies but involved also the French settlers who oc-

cupied the country down the centre of the continent,

particularly along the MLsissippi and the contact of these

settlers and the garrisons of the French and English

forts has made the subject for many pages of American

history. It is well indeed that the present dispute is to be

settled with the consent of both parties by the Privy

Council.

For those who are interested in <hP history of the

boundarj- of Labrador, we f|Uote the following brief

review from a dispatch from St. John's, Newfoundland.

"This line has never been laid down by actual survey

and its various definitions as given in documents issued

at intervals in the last century and a half are so vague

tjj^t government officials do not know just how mucli

c^ Labrador belongs to Newfoundland and how much

to Canada.

The coast of Labrador was annexed to Newfoundland

in 1763. Ten years later, owing to difficulties arising

out of grants made to a number of persons under the

French rule, if wa> i-hanged to Canadian jurisdiction.

In 1800 it was again tran.sfcrred to Newfoundland and

has since been attached to this colony.

The difficulty arises over different interpretations (if

the words "coast of Labrador." One view is that New-

foundland can claim only the const between Blanc

Sablon and Cape Chidlcy. with perliaiis a half a mile

inland, and that the rest of Labrador belongs to (Canada.

A.s defined in the letters patent constituting the office

of Governor of NcAvfoundland, the boundary was des-

cribed as a line drawn between Blanc Sablon and Cape

Chidley, whicli would pass through the ocean in certain

sections and leave large areas of the coast to the west-

ward of the line and therefore not under Newfound-

land jurisdiction.

Many Newfoundland officials hold to the view_that

the correct delimitation was made in a sessional paper

issued in this colony in 1864. Under the phraseology

of this document Ne-wfoundland would be entitled to

thousands of square miles of the interior of the Labra-

dor Peninsula in addition to the coast."

PACE MAKER SETS PRINT PAPER PRICE.

Th? International Paper Co., whose paper mills arc

all in the United States, has announced that the price

of newsprint for January, February and March will

be 61/2 cents a pound, or $130 a ton. This is an in-

crease from 6 cents and $120 respectively. The In-

ternational operates mills of practically every degree

of efficiency, some making their own pulp, others get-

ting it from other mills of the company. Some of

the wood is cut from tjiie company's limits and some

is bought at very high prices. Probably no other

company so well represents the entire newsprint in-

<lu>stry.

It seems likely that Canadian mills will ''ride on

the band wagon". Whether domestic prices will go

10 the International's figure cannot be ascertained

as we go to press. Certainly there is no feature

of the market for newsprint to suggest any ot^er

course. With the enormous demand for this grade

a much higher price could doubtless be obtained for

the whole output. A philanthropic disposition or a

contract in force seem to be the only reasons for a

lower price. We believe the increase will hardly

more t,iian cover incrca.sed manufacturing co.sts to the

mills.

COBWEBS.

Congratulations to Mr. B. E. Hutchinson, treasurer

of the American Writing Paper Co. on being elected

president of the Holyoke Chamber of Commerce.

A. L. Dawe and Ellwood Wilson represented Can-

ada at the christening of the youngest child of the

American Paper and Pulp As.sociation—the Wood-
lands Section.

Till' Red Cross Society is trying to raise a fund to

keep a few of t^ie thousands of suffering children in

Europo from actual starvation. Send your check to

4r> Belmont Park, Montreal. Make yo\ir old overcoat

do this winter and save a couple of kids from stai^-ine.

Send them dollars for doughinits.
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The Canadian Pulp and Paper Industry and Its

Relation to the Tariff

Statement submitted by the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Afisociation to the Committee of Cabinet Ministers

appointed to inquire into the Operations of

the Canadian Customs Tariff, at their

Hearing- in Montreal, Nov. 15, 1920.

The Pulp and Paper Industry.

The latest availahlr t-eiisus report is.sued by the

Department of Trade and Commeree, covering the

year 1918, gives the following summary of the pulp

and paper industry :

—

Emphtyment.—25,683 person.>, exclusive of woods-

men who, at certain scason.s of the year, number as

many more.

IVar/f.s and S'aZan'e5.-426,974,225.

Capital /Hres<ed.—$241,344,704, distributed as fol-

lows :

—

British Columbia
Ontario

Quebec
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia

Totals

Value of Pm/i/cfs.—$118,203,795.
Value of E-xpor/x.—$63,506,222.

These figures, it should be noted, apply to the 6tat^'

of the industrj' as it was in 1918. A conservative

estimate of its growth in the intervening two years

shows the cajiital investment to have increased to an

amount exceeding $:!00,000,000, and the number of

employees, the amount paid in .salaries and wages,

t.he value of the products and of the' exports to have

increased proportionatel.v. Exports of pulp and paper

reached a total value of $104,635,338 for the fiscal

year ending JFareh 31st. 1920, and of $87,243,476

during the firs.t six months of the current fiscal year.

Tariff on Paper.
Foreign manufactiirt^ of paper and of paper pass-

ing through a seeondar.v process, for the most part,

upon entering Canada are requiretl to pay a Customs

tariff ranging from 10 to 25 per cent, ad valorem,

according to classification. There are a few ex-

ceptions which are admitted free of dut.v. Imports

of paper 'are, generall.v speaking, covered by items

192, 196 and 197 of t/ie Customs Tariff.

British manufactures of paper are required to pay
upon entering Canada a duty of 15 per cent., and
in the case of foreign eroods, 25 per cent. Where
goods have been subjected to a finishing room process,

the tariff is increased to 221/2 per cent, on British

goods and 35 per cent, on Foreign.

Imports.

There is a considerable volume of imports of paper
commodities covering a wide ran^e of varieties, many
of which are also produced in this country. For the

fiscal year ending March 31st, 1920, the total im-

ports of paper of. all kinds were valued at $9,970,656,

of which imports representing $9,345,125 came from
the United States, $315,245 from the United Kingdom,
and $310,286 from other countries.

Imports for the years 1913 to 1920, inclusive, are

given in the following statement :

—

Total From From From
Years Imports United United Other

of Paper Kingdom States Countries

1913 .. $8,233 902 $1.744 694 $5 688.903 .$'500,305

1914 .. 7.920.627 1.615.830 5.371.367 9.33.430

1915 .. .5,684 009 1,193.068 4.013.177 477.764

1916 . . 4.676.904 803.715 .3.726.087 147.102

1917 .. 6,815.471 779.156 5.841437 194.878

1918 . . 7,463,466 .5.39.869 6.674.915 248.682

1919 .. 8.911.883 243 793 8.449 485 218 605

1920 . . 9.970,6.56 31.5,245 9.345.125 310,286

In Paper In Pulp In Pulp In all

Mills Mills and Paper classes of

Mills Mills

$17,413,569 $25,292,419 $ 42.705,988

$ .5.341.192 21.198.866 62.036.749 88..576.807

7.179..573 24,490,175 69,786..548 101,4.56.296

7,852.225 7,852.225

753,388 753,388

$12,520,765 .$71,708,223 $1.57,115,716 $241,344,704

Among the larger items of pa]ier imported during

the fiscal year 1920 were:

—

Cardboard, not pasted or coated $429,963

Cardboard. i)asted and coal-ed 91.248

Strawboard. ncwslioard. chipboard and other

board, n.o.p.. not pasted or coated . . 370,321

Book and litho paper, coated, flint and foil

coated paper 61,394

Book and printing paper, not coated, suitable

for printing of books, papers and
catalogues 615.999

Cloth lined and gauze lined packing papers 10.738

Greaseproof. ])archmentine. glassinc. onion

skin and manifold paper, not coated

or embossed 38.869

Vetretable parchment paper 80015
"Waxed paper, printed or not 92 078
"Wrapping paper, kraft 52 727

"V\'rappinir paper, all kinds, n.o.p 366,331

Bond and ledger paper, writing and en-

velope paper, u"ent 78.802

Pads, not printed, papier mae/ie ware, n.o.n. 20,330
papeteries. and ruled or plain, bordered and

boxed or wrapped stationery 1^8 7^3

Envelopes 119.7.38

Plottinsr paper, not coated or enamelJed . . 93 .^46

Ci"'arette paper in rol's or packets 147,461

Crepe, decorated, ornamental or plain, in

rolls or webs and paper napkins,

plain or decorated 46.676

Hansirg or wall paper, including borders . . 35.'i 272
Hemp paper for gunwads 115,572

Paper matrix, not being tissue for use in

printing 35.321
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Paper, photographic, plain, basic and baryta
coated, adapted for use exclusively in

the manufacture of albumenized or

sensitized paper 201,061

Roofing and Imilding paper, n.o.ji 403,555

Toilet paper and paper towels in rolls or

sheets, jierforated or not 104,076

Bags or sacks, printed or not 112,247

Boxes or containers, printed or not 1,039,259

Paper tubes or cones of all sizes adapted for

winding yarn thereon 51,665

Except in the case of newsprint paper, which at the

present time occupies an unusually strong economic
position, Canadian paper manufacturers, despite the
tariff, are, it will be observed, confronted with keen
competition in their home market, especially by United
States manufacturers. They are i)ractically shut out
of the American market for higher grade papers by
the prevailing American tariff of approximately 25'^^.

and are met ^Tith competition from the American manu-
facturers in other foreign markets.

Newsprint.

Canada produces in the neighborhood of 800,000 tons

of newsprint paper a year, the quantity being constant-

ly augmented by mill expansion. In the first nine

months of the current calendar year. Canada prod\ined

666.735 tons, of which 100.292 tons, or 15 per cent., was
consumed in Canada. The principal export market is

the Ignited States, where, at the present time, print

paper valued at not more than 8 cents a pound is ad-

mitted free of duty.

While the newsprint trade is to so large an extent
export, Canadian consumers benefit by the large pro-

duction, since the greater the production the more
economically can manufacturing be carried on. Tf the
newsprint industry were solely dependent on the home
market the demand would be insufficient to maintain
any considerable number of mills and the price would
necessarily be higher. One company alone, at the

present time, produces sufficient paper to equal the

total Canadian demand. Canadian consumers of news-
print obtain their supplies at as low or lower prices
than those of anv other country. A Canadian constimer
using no more than 100 tons of paper a year, pavs nn
higher price, and sometimes less for it .than American
consumers using from 40,000 to .50,000 tons a year.
Canadian newsprint is sold abroad in competition with
the T'nited States. England. Scandinavia and Oermany.
Ampetition both as to price and quality being keen.

Among the factors that have contribnted to the
enormous expansion of the Canadian newsprint indus
iry may be mentioned Canada's extensive pulpwood
areas and cheap water-powers, provincial legislation

designed to encourage home manufacture and discom--
ai?e the exportation of unmanufactured logs, the free

market for newsprint in the Ignited States, and the
standardization of methods employed in production,
the last being by no means the least important.
Modem paper-making machines non- employed in

Canada are built with a view to producing under prac-
tically continuous operation a roll of paper that will

divide into the required units without waste and with
out the loss of time formerly incurred in elmntring from
one width to another and one weight to (mother in the
grade of paper prodneed This feature haH an important
bearing on the economic production of paper.

Other Grades Than Newsprint.

In the calendar year 1919, Canada produced 769.802

tons of newsprint paper compared with 1,116,148 tons

produced in the I'nited States, and in respect of news-
print production Canada is fast overtaking that

country.

In grades of paper other than newsprint, Canada
compares less favorably with the United States. In

1918. Canada produced 48,150 tons of book and writing

papers, or the equivalent of 12 pounds per capita of

))opulation. The United States produced 1.217,169 tons,

or the equivalent of 25 pounds per capita.

Of %vrapping paper. Canada produced 61,180 tons, or
15 jiounds per capita; the United States, 714,000 tons,

or 14 pounds per capita.

Of felts and building paper, Canada produced 8,600
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This chart iUustrate.«i the disparity which exists between the
United States and Canadian markets for the several grades of
paper, and indicates the advantages enjoyed by the producers
for a marl<et of 105 million people, as compared with a market
of eight millions. The disparity in newsprint is less marked
because in that grade of paper Canadian manufacturers are not

dependent on the home market.

tons, or 2 pounds per capita; the United States, 284,286
tons, or 51/4 pounds per capita.

Of boards. Canada produced 87,749 ton. or 22 pounds
per capita; the United States. 1.927,986 tons, or 38
pounds per capita.

From this it will be seen that Canada's annual pro-
duction of book and writing papers is only 4 per cent.
of that produced in the United States; of wrapping
paper only S^'-j per cent.: of felts and building paper
only 3 per cent., and of paper boards only 4V^ per cent.
of the American production.

So far as these branches of the industry are con-
cerned, Canada is far behind her principal competitor,
and her paper-making industry needs every assistance
and encouragement possible to ensure continued devel
opmcnt, and to overcome the handicap of increased
capital expenditure.

It should be noted, also, that while paper manufac
liners benefit to .some extent by the tariff, they are
hIso large contributors to the tariff revenues as they
pay duty on much of their raw materials as well hs upon
their machinery, a great deal of which is unobtainable
in this country. These include coal, sulphur, resin,
iiliim. pulp, coloring substances and various other com-
modities.

Customs duties impo.sed upon paper making ma-
iliinery brought into Canada increase the amount of
capital required to ei|ui|> a Canadian paper mill by
from 25 to 35 per cent, as compared with the amount qf
capital required for the equipment of similar mil)^ in
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the United States, a fact which is entitled to receive

consideration in any estimate of the com))arative ability

of American and Canadian paper manufacturers to

compete on even terms in the same market. At present

some Canadian manufacturers are experimenting: in a

large way in the production of paper-making: machines,

(giving ]iromise of tlie speedy development of a new and
important Canadian industry as the direct result of the

increased production of paper.

Book and Writing: Papers.

One difficulty in meeting the domestic market for

book and writing papers is found in the great variety

of grades that are demanded, some of the quantities

being so small as to make economic production prac-

tically impossible. The 4S.000 tons of book and writing

papers produced in Canada in 1918 included, it is

estimated, some 100 different varieties, which were
made to meet the requirements of the Canadian con-

s\imer. The cost of production on a small output is

naturally greater than that of a large output, and in

this respect Canadian mills are at some disadvantage

as compared with some of their foreign competitors.

In this connection a comparison of the machines em-
ployed in the manufacture of ])ook i)aper in Canada
with those employed in jiroducing similar grades in the

United States discloses that ten mills in the T'nited

States, operating 71 ninchines, produce 1,697 tons of

book paper a day or an average of 23.9 tons per ma-
chine. This tremendous output is absorbed by maga-
zines and periodicals, among which may be mentioned
two publications—The Ladies' Home Journal and the

Saturday Eveninjr Post—whose Ciinadian I'irculations

alone, although printed and (lublisbed in the States.

are reported to absorb more paper than do all the Can-
adian periodicals of a like character combined. In this

instance the advantage of employing machines con-

stantly on one grade and size of paper is with tlie

American manufacturer, the limited market in Canada
for this grade of paper making frequent changes and
delays in the operation of machines inevitable and
thereby enhancing the cost of production appreciably.

Taking these facts into consideration, the average pricr

of these grades of paj)er in Canada bears favorable
comparison with tlie average price at which they are

sold in the States.

It is open to ciuestion whether the magazine and
periodical press of Canada is not entitled to some
greater protection against the enormous flood of foreign

publications now finding its way into Canada than is

afforded by the slight advantage accorded to them
under the postal regulations.

Notwithstanding the difficulties enumerated. Can-

adian manufacturers have made every effort to eater

to all domestic requirements and are constantly

evolving new lines to take the place of paper formerly-

sunnlied from foreign markets. There has recently been

added to Canadian production the following grades

:

Deckle-Edged Antioue Laid and Wove Book Papers.

.\ntinue Laid and Tellum "Writine Papers. Imitation

Handmade Paper. Deckle-Edged Cover Papers. Pure
Vegetable Parchment. Fancy "Wrapping Papers. Olass-

ine Paper. "Waterproof Papers. Featherweight Book.

Ilieh-grade Colored Covers. Carbon Paper, as well as

a large variety of writing papers in which the skill of

the Canadian paper-maker has been successfully

laatihed against that of his Unitecl Stfttes and European
competitors,

None of these develu|)nienls, in all probalnlit.v, could

have taken place had foreign paper-makers had free

access to this market. An illustration may be made in

connection with the production of Blue Print Paper

which enters Canada free of duty. Apart from the loss

of revenue to the Government, no Canadian paper

manufacturer has felt sufficiently encouraged to go to

the heavy expense of experimenting and ]>roducing a

paper of a quality suited to the requirements of the

Blue Print manufacturers in the face of unrestricted

foreign competition.

From the point of view of the consumer of jjaper the

manufacturers have paid special attention to the dom-

estic market, notwithstanding charges to the contrary

that have been made. A study of the facts regarding

the volume of production of Book Papers shipped to

Canadian consumers compared \vith the amount ex-

ported leaves no cause for complaint.

In view of the worldwide shortage of paper during

the current year it would not have been difficult to

dispose of the extra Canadian production abroad and

at a higher i)rice had the mills been so inclined, but the

domestic market has always had first rail.

Paper Boards.

Mention has been made of the Board mills, of which

Canada has 11. producing some 90,000 tons per annum
of various grades in comparison with the production

of 1,927.986 tons in the I'nited States, less than 4VL.

l)er cent.

The I'nitetl States market for |)aper boards is un-

stable and subject to frequent and wide fluctuations.

American manufacturers look upon Canada merely as

affording tliem an additional and temporary outlet for

their |)roducts when, by reason of over-supply and

falling ])rices. they find themselves witli surplus stocks

on hand. .\t other times they ignore the Canadian

market. The tariff not only enables the Canadian

paper board industry to exist, but it also ensures to

the Canadian consumer an adequate and constant sup-

ply at a fair price, instead of leaving him to the vagaries

of foreign producers who, under normal conditions, do

not want his trade. The industry is a growing one.

New uses for paper boards are constantly being found,

such as the manufacture of various kind of paper con-

tainers, paper barrels, ete. It would appear to be

Thlt chart ihow* the total production of nil grades of pap«r

(except newsprint) In Canada, 1917-1920. the total shipments to

Canada, the total export shipments and stocks on han'l.
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economically sound that Canada shoiald be placed in a

position to take advantage of these developments and,

as far as possible, to manufacture her entire refpiire-

ments of them at home.

Nearly all of these mills utilize waste paper in the

manufacture of their product, thereby creating a mar-

ket for a waste material which would otherwise be

shipped out of the country in an unmanufactured form

as waste. The quantity at present produced in Canada

is not large, but covers as wide a variety of grades as

may be found in a small market and is constantly in-

creasing.

Felt Paper.

Felt paper is a paper made from waste rags with tlic

addition of certain substitutes, and when saturated with

tar is used to make roofing paper. It is thus a means

of using up the waste products such as old woollen and

cotton rags, which, without the facilities for makiiifr

them into felt paper, would be shipped to other mar-

kets; giving a smaller return to the consumers.

The manufacture- of felt paper is probably one of

the oldest branchfe.s of the industry in Canada, and has

led to the establishment of many saturating plant to

supply the Canadian demand for roofing papers.

It is safe to say that the maintenance of a tariff on

this branch of the industry has resulted in the produc-

tion of sufficient felt paper to meet all the home re-

quirements. It has also led to the development of a

considerable amount of new business which it is reason-

able to suppose would not otlierwise have come to Can-

ada. Special reference might be made to floor cover-

ing, which is now used in the preparation of congoleuni

and other oil-covered linoleums such as are now pro-

duced in Canada.
On account aho of the scarcity of cedar shingles,

tarred felt shingles are coming into greater use.

Taking into consideration all of these facts, the felt

makers of Canada, therefore, urge that the present

tariff be maintained as a protection to Avhat is a very

valuable asset to Canada in the utilization of waste
products.

Wrapping Papers.
The production of wrapping ]iapers both manila aiul

kraft, is of great importance to the commercial life of

Canada. The Canadian mills engaged in this class of

production have made and are making every effort to

meet all the demands of the Canadian market, so that

wrapping paper is available to every merchant in every
town, city and village of the Dominion. While the

production of wrapping paper in Canada does not begin
W compare as to quantity with that produced in the

Wnited States, being, in fact, only 8I/2 per cent of the

Fiiifed States production, yet the iicr capita consump-
tion in the two countries is about the same, amounting
to about fifteen pounds per annum. The Canadian
mnnufacturers therefore feel .iuslified in asking that
no change be made in the present tariff on wrai»piiig

fnpers.
Toilet, Tiasue, Crepe and Paper Towels.

The manufacturers of toilet, ti.ssue, crepe and paper
toweln comprise a very important part of the paper in

du.Hfry and have built up a wide connection throughout
Cnnndn for the sale of their i)roducfs.

They serve a market which is of necessity small and
does not compare with the tremendous market of the
United States where tissue and toilet papers are pro-
duced in large volume, one milj alone turning, out some
4,000 c8<<es of toilet paper per day.

Statistics preparctl by the Federal Trade Commission

show that the United States during the war 1919 pro-

duced 155,400 tons of tissue, crepe, toilet papers and
paper towels, in some 85 mills engaged in this class of

business.

This market, therefor, on account of the small runs

does not hold out much attraction to the United States

manufacturers except in times of depression when it

has invariably been used as a dumping ground to the

disadvantage of the Canadian manufacturers.

In supjtort of this statement, the following letter from
a prominent .iobber in the United States, in which an
offer is made to use Canada in this way, is submitted :

—

"The II. Norwood Ewing Co.,

"New York, October 18th, 1920.

"Gentlemen :

—

"Upon the eve of our Presidential election, we find

the paper business rather qiiiet. A Republican victory

seems assured, which means a boom at rising prices.

Manufacturers do not desire to cut prices and retard

this movement, thus we are willing to sell a part of our
tonnage in Canada at prices below the manufacturing
costs.

"We. therefore, offer you our Liberator four-ounce
crepe at .$4.00 f.o.b.. Syracuse, N.Y. Our Canadian cus-

tomers do not like to pay exchange, and partly to offset

this we shall deduct Ten Per Cent, from the face of the
invoice, which saves duty for you. You would thus
remit to us at $3.60 Net Cash Ten Days from the date
of the invoice in New York Exchange.
"We are sending one sample roll of Liberator, and

when we say that the market price is $4.50, you can
see that we are offering you a genuine bargain. If you
prefer a different label, we shall be pleased to furnish
a one color.

"Yours very truly,

"Tlie II. Norwood Ewing Co."
Woodpulp.

Woodpulp is imported into Canada under Item 200
of the Customs Tariff and is subject to a duty of 15,

221/2 and 25 per cent respectively. For the last fiscal

year, imports of this character amounted to 26.458.069
pounds of pulp, valued at $617,920. They were made
up as follows:

—

Lbs. Value
Bleached sulphite pulp .... 195..388 $ 10479
Soda pulp 1,654,209 77.056
Unl)lcachcd sulphite pulp . . 2.S.448..'?42 477.070
Woodpulp. n.o.p 1,160,120 53.315

Totals 26.548,059 $617,920
With the exception of 7,164 pounds of pulp, valued

at $1,870, imported from the United Kingdom, the
entire imports were derived from the United States.
Some Canadian mills have United States affiliations

or are owned by companies operating mills in both
countries and have interlocking operations. Where
pulp is imported and used in the manufacture of paper
for export, a rebate of duty is allowed on the imported
pulp when the finished paper is exported.
Some mills produce pulp exclusively, some paper

exclusively, and some both pulp and paper. In the
latter class of mill, more pulp is usually produced than
is needed for its own use, leaving a surplus for the
general market.
The United States, to which the most of our pulp

exports are sent, admits woodpulp of all descriptions
free of duty. Last year Canada cximrtc.j wondnulp to
the total value of $41,383,482, of which .$.31,316.7.53 re-
presents pulp exported to the United States. .$5,014,400
pulp exported to the United Kingdom, $3,709,968 pulp
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exported to Japan, and $1,3-42,361 pulp exported to

other countries. These exports were made up as fol-

lows :

—

Cwts. Value
Sulphate (kraft) 2,518,022 $8,327,045

Sulphite, bleached 1,220,764 6,291,452

Sulphite, unbleached .... 4,863,156 18,381,566

Mechanically ground .... 6,787,640 8,383,419

Total 15,389,582 .$41,383,482

Keen competition is offered in the world's pulp
markets by Sweden, Norway, Finland and, latterly,

Germany. In normal times Russia and Austria also

produce woodpulp in large quantities. Conditions pre-

valent during the war period helped to advance, to a

considerable extent. Canada's position as a pulp-pro-

ducing country.
Conclusion.

In conclusion, it may l)e said that, generally speak-

ing, the Canadian pulp and paper industry is in a

healthy state and is growing rapidly; that it offers a
reasonably attractive field to foreign and domestic cap-

ital ; i)rovides a means for the favorable utilization of

Canada's forest products and water-powers as well as

of mucli waste material that would otherwise have
little value; gives remunerative employment t>^ a large

number of workers : supplies a domestic need at rea-

sonable cost ; contributes in no small degree to the

federal and provincial revenues; performs an impor-
tant national service in extending Canada's exterior

trade, and is paving the way for the scientific con-

servation and replenishment of our forest wealtli. The
industry is one that goes out into the wildernesses and
converts waste places into flourishing industrial com-
munities, leading to the construction of railways for

carrying materials and supplies, as well as the estab-

lishment of contingent industries. It has by no means
reached the zenith of its development, but is capable
of practically unlimited expansion, unless retarded or
held back by restricting government regulations or
adverse tariff legislation. It undoubtedly owes a con-
siderable measure of its present prosperity to the pro-

tective tariff policy prevailing in the Dominion for
the past forty years.

Submitted on behalf of the Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association.

S. J. B. ROLLAND,
Chairman Committee on Tariff.

A. L. DAWE,
Secretarv.

Montreal. November 15th. 1920.

and Paper Co., Ltd., this work will be under the direct

supervision of Mr. R. J. Whyte, ilauaging Director

and ^Ir. J. J. 'Sullivan, Engineer in c/iarge. Wil-

liam I. Bi.shop Ltd., includes the Foundation Com-
pany and the Ambui-sen Hydraulic Construction Co.

KINLEITH PAPER MILLS, LIMITED, EXTENDING

The Kinleith Paper Mills, Limited, of St. Catherines,
Ontario, are enlarging one of their buildings by an
addition measuring about 75 x 90 feet. The purpose
of the enlargement is to lengthen out the paper ma-
chine, by doing which the company expect to increase

their production by approximately 25 per cent. The
estimated cost of the improvement, which should be
completed by the first of next year, is in the neigh-

borhood of $75,000.

"William I. Bishop Limited, Montreal, ;iave been

awarded the contract for the building of the entire

plant including the nece.s.sary wharves, docks, etc.,

for the Three Rivers Pulp and Paper Company Ltd.,

at Three Rivers, Quebec. For the Three Rivers Pulp

A VISITOR FROM SWEDEN.

Mr. II. Graeslund, a graduate in business adminis-

tration from the University of Stockholm and at pre-

sent associated with Baron Mannerheim, whose visit

to Canada early in the year will be recalled by many
readers of the magazine, called at the Garden City

Press last week. Mr. Graeslund explained in an in-

teresting way the two forestry courses given by the

University of Stockholm. lie stated that in the first

place the number of students admitted is limited to

the probable number of opportunities for their em-
ployment so that there is considerable competition

for the opportunity of entering and a high standard
of men and work is maintained. It is necessary for

matriculation that the student should have had some
practical work in the forest and the course he takes

depends upon whether he is to be emploj'ed in a res-

ponsible administrative capacity or as a subordinate in

carrying out the forest policy. During the summer
months the students make trips of inspection to for-

estry operations where the work is inspected and the

results of the various methods are compared. Some of

the graduates are employed by private owners and
operators and others by the government in laying out

and carrying out the forestry policy for which Sweden
has become noted.

An interesting development of this study of forestry

is forest book-keeping by which an account is kept

that is said to be accurate within about 10 per cent.

On the debit side is the estimated growth which is

calculated from careful measurements and on the

credit side the actual amount of wood taken out. In this

way an operator can tell how much he is over-cutting

in periods of high prices when it may be permissable

to over-cut slightly, just as one may safely carry a

slight overload on a motor at times, while in periods

of dull business in the lumber trades the forest is given

a chance to recuperate. A curve properly drawn will

show at a glance whether the tendency is for an in-

crease or decrease in the actual stand and the control

of the cutting operation is therefore on a scientific

basis.

Reference has already been made at several times in

this magazine of the policy of Sweden to require re-

planting of forest areas. This gives absolute assurance

that the country will be able to maintain indefinitely

its present rate of production of products based on the

forest. It is a sort of sinking fund.

An interesting development is what is known as the

Measurement Associations which are organizations of

the operators on the rivers for the co-operative driving

of the cut and also to check the measurement and cor-

rect any errors.

ilr. Graeslund expressed himself as being impressed
with the wonderful opportunity that lies before Can-
ada in the development of industries dependent upon
the forest but like everyone else who has seen the ir-

replaceable damage done the forest by improper cut-

ting and the benefits of scientific control and reforest-

ation methods, he would urge that Canadians adopt a

more enlightened policy.
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SAVING TIMBER AT THE STUMP.
When Father Noah and his husky sons chopped

down the trees from which to bniUl tlie ancient Ark,
they undoubtedly employed the •"under cut" method
in hewiner. ran the risk of being injured by the "kick
back" of the falling timber as it left the stump, and
also very likely spoiled many feet of good lumber by
reason of the "splinter draw"' that ripped up the log.

Even before Noah's days, back to tltf time that the
memory and record.s of man runneth not, and up to
the present ag^ of modernity, sawyers and lumber-
jacks have used the same old "uuder-eut" method, hon-
ored by antiquity in chopping down trees, entailing
the same menace to life and limb and the same wast-
ing of valuable lumber.

But. indeed, there is " something new under the
sun." And this new thing is a method of felling trees,

kno%™ as the "V-bed," that effects a great saving in

lumber, makes the "kick-back"' practically impossible
and prevents the "splinter draw", and permits the tree-

choppers to cut considerably more lumber in a day
than by the old method.

This new "V-bed" method described by "Common
Sense,'" has been evolved after careful study, exercise
of ing?nuit.v and patient experimentation by the South-
em Pine Association, which is advocating its wide
use by bunber producers all over the United States,

as well as among its own subscribers in the South, seek-

ing to give all branches of the forestry industry in

the country the benefit of the discovery.

An idea of the importance of bhis new method is

given in the fact that experts of the Southern Pine
Association have estimated that if the "V-bed" method
were applied U) every tree now cut in the United States
the saving in lumber would amount to the total annual
jiroducts of several sawmills.

Twenty-five per cent of the time lost due to accidents
in the logging operations of Soutihern Pine mills last

year resulted from the fall of trees, logs, etc. A large

proportion of this was directly traceable to the "kick
back" of falling trees. By eliminating this cause, the
"V-bed'' will produce a furtiher saving in dollars and
cents, but what is still more important, it will result

in an inestimable saving of life and limb.

Possibly some unkind things have been said and
written in recent years concerning the lumber industry,

bub regardless of any criticisms, it is a fact that in

late years the producers of lumber and timber have
exerted earnest effort.s and expended large sums of

money in the endeavor to conserve lumber, prevent
and^tili/e waste and reduce to a minimum the hazard-
ouavisks of workers in the industry. In evolving the

"Vi)ed" method of felling trees the object sought was
the absolute prevention of the "kick back" accident,

but aecording to the opinion of ex|)erienced lumbermen
the other aims mentioned above have also bepn realized.

Safety and efficiency go luind in haiul. It has been prov-

Ti in many lines of industrial life that as soon as safe

inAhods and practices arc adopt<Mi in any operation,

the interest of the employees and the efficiency of

the operation is sure to be increased.

Under the old method of cutting down trees a deep
"undercut" was made in the tree on the side fin which
if was to fall. The tree was then sawed through from
the opposite side to the linse of the iind Tcnl. If the fall-

ing tree fell into obher timber or met with an obstruct-

ion, it wa.s sure to "kick back" over the st\imp and
often injured one of the sawyers. Furthermore, in-

stead of the log breaking clean at the slunii) there wotibl

be a "splinber draw,'" ripjiing up the log from four to

eight feet from the butt and damaging that much good
timber. The "undercut."' 12 inches or more in length,
was made in the lower end of the log, just above the
stump, which caused a wa.sbage of the undercut portion
of the log when it was sawed u]) in the mill as lumber.
Under the old method, only one of the two sawyers
could hew out the undercut at a time, the other member
of the crew stianding by doing nothing, while his

partner was chopping.
Using the "V-bed" method, a deep V-shaped wedge,

six to eight inches long, is cut in the .stump portion of
the tree on one side. By providing each sawyer with
an ax the two members of the crew can chop the notch
on either side of the V at the same time, thus perform-
ing that part of the work in half the time required
by the old method. The saw is then started from the

opposite side of the tree so that it will cut through
and meet the upper points of the V.
The falling tree will break clean and pull no splint-

ers from the butt, as the entire circumference of the
tree has been cut or sawed, and the only possible br.'ak-

ing point is at the heart of the tree. The V-wedge re-

maining on the end of the log not only prevents the
tree from "kicking back"' over the stump in falling,

but in fact actually causes ib to jump away from the

stump a distance of several feet.

Thus, by using the "V-bed" method, there is con-
servation of lumber in preventing damage by "splinter
draw'" and also in the fact that tilie wedge is cut out

of the stump, instead of out of the butt of the log and
the entire log can thus be sawed into good lumber.
There is economy in bhe time required for the chop-

ping since both sawyers can hew simultaneously and
as many of these are paid aecording to the inimber of

feet of timber they cut per day, the workers can make
more mone.v while increasing their employers' pro-

duction.

Discovery of this new "V-bed" method of telling

trees was made by employes of the Edward Ilines

Yellow Pine Trustees at Lumberton, Miss., following
formation of workmen's safety committees which re-

sulted from the efforts of the safetry department of the

Soufliern Pine Association, of which tlcpartment W.
Graham Cole is the director. The workmen "s commit-
tees conducted experiments looking toward use of

methods that would eliminate danger in felling timber
and the new "\'-bed" was evolved aiul [iroven success,

ful.

REDUCES OPERATING TIME.
The l>ulp and extract department of llic Champion

Fibre Company. Canton. X. C., said to be the larg-

e>t paper mill in t.iie South of the United States, ha.s

reduced o|)erations to four days a week.

WOULD TRADE PULPWOOD FOR PORK.
The pliglil of the nslierf<.IU ,il..ii|,' the slimes of White

Hay. on the isolated north eojisi of .Newfoundland, who
are said to be in danger of starving this winter liecause

of the poor fisheries, has attracted the attention of the

colonial government.
John Scannell, assemlilyman for the St. Marbe dis-

trict, announced today, that as a relief measure the
government was willing to relax femjiorarily the co-

lonitd statute forbidding the export of puljiwood.
This would eiuible the White Bay peo])le to obtain

some revenue from the extensive forests in that region
and to buy food in the more thickly settled districts of
the colony.
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NEW FORESTS FOR NOVA SCOTIA'S BARRENS
By FREEMAN TLTPER, Acting Woods Manager.

Macleod Pulp and Paper Company.

In looking over the forestry maps of Nova Scotia
one cannot help but be impressed, and, if a lover of the
forest, saddened, at the large percentage of the color

representing barrens. Still more will one be impressed,
and saddened if he should traverse these barrens, and
see the vast extent of waste, multitudes of valueless

bushes, and huge pine stubs reminding us of the untold
wealth which should Iiave enriched our people. "Our
Heritage" swept away in a moment!
The passing of this heritage was keenly felt by the

older generation who remember the "forest primeval".
Its far reaching effects iiass on to the present gener-

ation, who, having a better perspective, are beginning
to realize what the appalling loss really means. It is

true we have some timlier in sight which is being de-

pleted by loss from wiiulfalls and lumbering opera-

tions, and fires are still a common occurrence. There-

fore, if the present generation do not endeavor to

guard what Ave already have, the future generation

will drink the bitter dregs, and the loss will be nation

wide.

Many of our barrens have been visited by prospect-

ors, seeking a hidden wealth, but they only succeeded

in a small degree. Farming is out of the question, .so it

is evident that the only way left for these lands to

serve the public welfare is as forests.

Considerinir the lun'reus of Queens County, particu-

larly those along the watershed of the Liverpool river

and head-waters, to be a fair average of barrens

throughout the province, there are a few facts regard-

ing them which should be brought to the public atten-

tion.

Some six or seven years ago, while conducting cer-

tain surveys. I had occasion to visit many sections of

barrens in Queens County. They were indeed a treeless

waste, but are varied in nature owing to repeated fires

over portions, so that the original burned areas can

now be divided into three distinct classes:

Class 1.—Open Barrens, devoid of trees or stubs, and

in some places with- sufficient .soil to cover the rocks.

Class 2.—Portions of barrens covered with myriads

of burned trees an 1 wijidfalls.

Class 3.—Portions of barrens not burned since

original fire, now covered by forest of yound hard-

wood.

During the fall of 1919 and spring of 1920. I renew-

ed the surveys mentioned above. We were amazed
and delighted to see the change nature had wroeght

in a few years. Spruce, red and white pine were grow-

ing by the thousands over sections of classes 1 and 2.

Even on portions of Class 1. where the soil had been

]>een burned, exposing rocks and boulders, where mod-

ern forestry would perhaps hesitate to replant, were

also red and white pine from ten feet down, all grow-

ing in a perfectly healthy condition.

What Nature is doing on these barrens of Queen's

County at the present time, and on many other portions

of barrens in the Province where my interest in the

matter led me to visit, is exactly in line with the policv

of Government a vast s^rm of money in replanting. It

means that our heritage is returning: a new forest is

born to enrich our country* in a future time.

There are •<till larg-e portions of barrens not seeded

as yet,..biU if these conditions exist on average barrens

today, is it not reasonable to believe that other portions
will re-seed as years go bj'?

It would be a crying shame for another fire to des-

troy this grand contribution, which Nature is again
giving to us, and I hasten to make an appeal in behalf
of these young trees for protection—for a Provincial

Forester to direct affairs and intelligent Rangers to

trail careless sportsmen, who do not realize the possi-

bilities of fire.

Forest conditions effect everybody, and to avoid a

forest famine in the future, we must act now. The
Government must act now. The Government must
spend some money on them, and every business man in

the Dominion of Canada should be a member of tlu^

Canadian Forestry Association. Once their shoulders

get behind the wheel of forest protection, give it a

push and keep it going!

WILL USE A LOT OF PAPER.

Joseph Meadon. recently elected President of the

Direct Mail Advertising Association at its Third An-

nual Convention held in Detroit. Michigan, might well

be called a son of the British Isles.

He was born in Belfast. Ireland, of an English father

and Scotch mother. Shortly after his birth, the family

moved from Ireland to France and a good part of Joe's

boyhood was spent in the land of Lafayette.

Twenty years have now passed since his arrival in

this country, at the age of 23. In that time he has pro-

duced persoiuill.v several million dollars worth of direct

advertising,—planned it.—created it and supervised its

execution. "Sfime of it," he says, "was very success-

ful and other parts of it—well—taught me quite a lot

of things that I did not know before."

While with the Republican Publishing Company. Mr.

Meadon founded the Graphic Arts and Crafts Year
Book and edited it for four years. This brought him
many felicitations from all over the world that kept

him very busy arranging for the translation of letters

and articles in publications that referred to his work.

When asked about his work and his views on the

future of direct advertising. Mr. Meadon said, "I ex-

pect that we will produce a million dollars worth of

printed advertising durins 1921. and seventy-five per

cent of it I anticipate will be Direct-by-Mail material.

"I have taken a practical interest, and worked with

National advertising, and have a high regard for out-

of-door advertising and have counselled and suggested
the use of all forms of advertisiner when helping to

formulate the policies of business, believing that there

is a community of interest and that one form of pub-
licity sunported by other forms makes an effective tof)l

with which to develop merchandising programs.
"I am convinced, however, that Direct Advertising

is only .just beginning to get a toe-hold. It's value has
not been appreciated until the last few years except by
a handful of specialists. There is not a busine.ss that

cannot be materially benefited by it at least cost than
by most other mediums. The Direct Mail advertisinir

Association is the organization that will help to cut out

th? pitfalls of direct merchandizing and put it on a

sound basis and assist its members to benefit by the

experience of others.

The wine-palm of western Africa yiflds a delicious

sap which, mild when first drawn, begins to ferment in"

a Very few moments after it is exposed to the air.
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IS COLLECTING OF WASTE MATERIAL TO
STOP ?

(Editorial in the "Daily Mill Stock Reporter.")

Mixed raps are today selling in good sized quantities

M as low as a eent and a half per pound, and mixed

paper in carload lots has changed hands at 3o ('onts per

Imndred pounds. Less than two months ago five cents

a pound was none too high a price for a good packed

paper sold at better than $2.00 per hundred pounds.

The importance of this is not to be glimpsed from a

eompari.son of the figures alone, striking as the fall in

prices has been. Nor is it to be got from a comparison

with pre-war levels, than which present levels are still

a bit higher. Rather, the significance of present prices

is that rag and paper stock, as also other waste ma-

terial markets are faced with a danger that threatens

the verv foundations of the business—the collection of

waste material is threatened at the source. At pre-

sent prices, it cannot be expected that collections of

waste materials can go on. It is economically im-

possible, certainlv as regards rags and waste paper.

Prices on rags will have to go up, or the collections

which have been steadily dwindling will stop com-

pletely. At present prices, the country collector can-

not exist. The only conditions on which collections

can be continued is for the cost of living to go back

completelv to pre-war levels, which is at present not

considered likely, or for the cost of collection to go

back to 1914 levels, which is also hardly likely, or for

cheaper labor to become available, which from present

indications is not expected.

Let us consider a littk the mathematics of the sit-

uation :

In 1914, a country collector earned, and could get

along on, $2.00 a day. Today he needs $6.00 to $8.00 a

day. In 1914, the cost and maintenance of a horse and

wagon was $1.50 a day: to-day, a day's use of this es-

sential collection machinery is $5.00 a day. This is an

increase in cost of anywhere from .$2.00 to $3.00. In

October, 1914, mixed rags sold at 1.40 to 1.50c a pound,

and today's price is only 1.50c. This does not take in

the increase in shipping costs. It now costs the rag

collector from 50 to 75 per cent more to ship his rags

or other waste material to a grading center. It is

absolutely a losing proposition for the rag collector

to continue to operate. He can't do it if he wanted to.

At a cost of $13.00 a day for his collecting machinery

and for his own necessary expenses, he would have to

collect close to a ton of rags, or its equivalent a day.

IIow many country dealers can do it? How many can

coll*6t as much as an equivalent of 500 pounds of mix-

ed AgsT At pre.sent prices, if he collected a half ton

he eb\ild obtain $15.00. The freight rate for this half

ton, if he had to ship no more than about 100 miles,

would mean a cut of $2.00, and on an average haul

would surely net .$3.00 and as high is $5.00, anrl where

is the cost of packing, baling, carting and loading?

From report.s we have received throughout the coun-

try, even such scrap as iron and steel and metals, have

been less and less collected.

The worst part of the present situation is that waste

materials are not like other commodities. They must
be gathered, or be burnt or destroyed in some other

way. The metal producer can keep the ore in the

ground unturned; the farmer can change his crop;

the man\ifacturer can cut production, without causing

any wa.ste of economic goods. Wa.ste materials, on
the other hand, can't be stopped in production, and

it is an economic crime to have such raw material des-

troyed.

What's the answer? It seems to be that if mills are

to get their necessary raw material when they begin

operating more actively—and it is to be noted that

paper manufacturers in convention at Chicago last

week still talked paper shortage and the necessity of

saving scrap—they will have to pay higher prices than

the present price lists indicate. The cost of labor has

not gone back to pre war levels: the cost of living is

falling but will not get back that far; the cost of trans-

portation will not be reduced unless the carriers' ef-

ficiency is to suffer. There is only one possibility that

might prevent prices on waste collected by the man
with the wagon from going: up, and that is for much
cheaper labor to be thrown on the market through in-

creased immigration or wholesale discharging of labor

at the country's plants, and the latter possibility is

hardly likely as the present slackening in industrj' is

everywhere considered to be at about its peak.

'WILL USE HARDWOOD FOR GROUNDWOOD
PULP.

Tender the supervision of the Laurentide Forestry

Department, about one thousand cords of hardwood
are being cut in the vicinity of the Manigaace Rapid,

about twenty miles north of Grand 'Me- -^, which will

later be brought to the mill for the manufacture of

groundwood. Experiments carried on for the past two
years show that hardwood can be used for groundwood
in place of spruce and balsam, up to a certain percent-

age, and this vear the experiment will be carried on

with a much greater quantity of hardwood.

The hardwood that is being cut is vellow and white
l)irch. maple and poplar. The yellow birch and the

maple will be brouffht down the river in bavges, and
the white birch and poplar will be boomed down. If

costs of cutting and bringing this hardwood to the mill

prove to be satisfactory and the wood itself is found
to be useful in tlie manufacture of paper to supplant
to some extent the use of spruce and balsam, there are
thousauds of cords of this wood at easy distance from
the mill tliat can be used advantageouslv.

According to Ellwood Wilson, head of the Forestry
Department, the cutfinsr of this hardwood is a great aid
to the natural reforestation of the woods by the soft

woods, which grow somewhat slower than the hard-
woods and which, unless the hardwond is cut out, fail

in the competition for growth.

ANOTHER PULP MILL FOR B.C.

The erection of a pulp mill at Stave Falls, where
there is said to be a billion and a half feet of suitable
wood for the indusfrv. is proi'cted. There is un-
limited electrical power clo>ie at hand, easy access to

the timber limit.s bv wav of the Stave River and the
lake, and connection with the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way bv wa.v of the standard giin<Tp road of the West-
em Canada Power Company, Thes" and other thinjrs

are saiil to be attractinff the attention of foreijrn and
eastern capital leadin" towards the construction of a

nulp and paper mill. Extensive locking operations are

beine carried on bv Abernethv and Loueheed. several

camps beine in operation up the lake, the loirs l^einsr

towed down tho river to Stave Falls, where thc.v ar^

loaded on ears an<l transported to Rnskin. there to be

dumped into thp Fra.ser and make up into booms.
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British Trade News
(From our London Correspondent).

Loiidou, N.ov. 8, 1920.—Death has reiuoved one of

the oldest and most respected of British papermakers,
Mr. Alexander Maekie, of Messrs. Robert Craig and
Sons. Ltd., in his 76th year. For the past 60 years

j\Ir. ]\lat'kie has been in many wa.ys making paper in

Scotland and his name is being carried on in the in-

dustry by his son, Peter R. Mackie, the manager of the

Hunslet Paper Mill at Leeds. Mr. Alexander ^laekie

was 40 years with Messrs. Craig and by his death the

firm loses a valuable servant.

Coal Strike Over.

The coal strike is over. Tlirough the medium of the

(lovernment the mine owners and th'e coal miners have
arrived at an agreement; but it will be fully another
month or six weeks before supplies of eoal will be de-

livered in any i|uaiitity. Tlie ban on exporting eoal

still exists and so does the Order cutting down sup-

plies by 50 per cent to all mills, except the exempted.
As a matter of fact these Orders will remain in force

until the coal industry gets back to itself again, so

that the paper mills have no chance as yet ofi getting

back "to full-time working. Some of the mills still run
on short-time while others are closing down tempora-
rily, ^lessrs. John Allen & Sons, of the Ivybridge
Paper Mill, in Devonshire, announce that owing to the

serious dislocation of trade generall.v and the diffi-

culty of obtaining cliemicals, coal, etc., their paper
mill has had to be closed down until further notice.

Throughout the coal strike the paper industr.v has not
suffered so much as other industries. This was attri-

butable to the foresight of millowners who laid in good
stocks of fuel and then "cut their doth according to

their measurements"— in other words the.v struggled

along as best the,v could to trv and keep the wolf from
the door. Tn this coal strike it was very fortunate the

railroad men did not .join the miners; if they had the

results would have been untold. But as things are the
miners have disorganised the.pulp and paper industry
and it will be some time before a normal state is

reached.

Ambition For Pulp Mills.

There is a good deal of talk and discussion going on
in London about paper mill owners being anxious to

own a pulp mill so as to have supplies of the raw ma-
terial direct. I do know of some people who are ne-

gotiating, but the results are at present unknown. I

hope before an.v investment is made the motto "Trade
within the Empire"' will not be overlooked and in this

respect the claims of Canada come in. Lord Burnham,
Lord Riddell, ^Ir. Stanle.v Cousins and others have
alreadv advanced the claims of the Dominion. There
are a- few at present looking round Scandinavia to see

if a deal can be made. It is not the first time British-

ers have become owners of pulp mills in Scandinavia
where they had advantages and disadvantages. But
the feeling is tliat Canada wants British mone.v and
no effort should be spared to invest it there. Cana-
dians who have visits from British paper makers will

do well to let nothing go astra.v in pushing forward
Canadian pulp and plupwood limits.

German Paper Mills.

Information has reached London that the German
paper mills are .showing more activity of late. This is

attributable to the domestic shortage of newsprint and

the influx of foreign orders for printing papers of all

kinds, notably colored. It is quite evident the Ger-
mans are making every effort to speed up their output
of newsprint, as they see in all the markets of the
world a very ready and generous demand for it. At
present they produce about 1,000 tons a day compared
with 2,000 in pre-war days and big shipments at inter-

vals are dumped on the markets.

The Pulp Market.
Business in the British pulp market is dull and fea-

tureless. Prices, however, are unchanged. The state
of the market is due to three causes, (1) A quiet de-
mand for paper; (2) The upheaval cau.sed by the
miners strike; (3) Papermakers have- good supplies of
raw materials in stock. Inquiries are being made for
ground wood on a small .scale and some small deals
have been effected. Of the chemical pulps only small
parcels are changing hands. As a rule, November
usually creates a little stir in the pulp market, but the
present small demand for paper is ui)setting pulp men
and their hopes of a revival in market conditions.

State of the Paper Trade.
In previous notes 1 gave short reviews of conditions

prevailing in the British mills. The great ma,jority of
the mills had fair supplies of coal in stock; but the
adoption of short-time working reduced output and
this, )io doubt, has been counteracted b,v a poor demand
for paper in the domestic market, so that greater at-

tention is being concentrated on export account. In-
deed, if ma.v safely be stated that in the I'niteil King-
dom, at the present time there is depression in the
paper industry, which has been accelerated by the
coal strike. It is regrettable, certainl.v, as it reflects
all round in the pulp and employment figures, Avhile
millowners are at their wits end on the turn of events
and the increasing cost of production. The newsprint
mills are going on steadily and the price is not re-

duced.

Montreal Man Head of "The Times."
No doubt Canada has received the news by now that

Sir Campbell Stuart has been appointed the managing-
director of "The Times" in London. This is a very
big honor for a Canadian. He is now Lord Xorthcliffe's
right-hand man and the position is one of great res-

jionsibility. Sir Campbell Stuart is very popular and
no doubt we will hear his name mentioned a little more
in pulp circles. He has been for sometime a director
of the Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company.

New Crepe Mills.

I am informed that Messrs. D. Freeder & Co., arc
now in their new crepe paper mill situated at Lea
Bridge Road, Leyton, London. A new mill has been
erected and the firm will give attention to the produc-
tion of corrugated paper in rolls, in addition to the
varied selections of erepe paper they are notable for.

Notelets,

Mr. W. Raitt. the cellidose expert to the Indian Gov-
ernment, whose contributions have appeared from
time to time in the "Pulp and Paper Magazine" on
Bamboo pulp, is bringing his sojourn in England to a
close this week. He has been giving paper-making
and inachinerj- very strict attention during his visit

to England and Scotland, and new developments are
expected on his return to India.

Good shipments of ground wood are arriving in
England from Canada.
The wood pulp contract note is at present a topic of

discussion between pulp and paper men. It has always
been a bone of contention.
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REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

E-4 The future of acid-making. II. O. L. Berfrer. Pa-

per 10-:^ 2:<. t-Iane 30. 1!120). A description of the

various acid-makinjr systems used, showing progress

made the probability of future decrease in the u.se of

milk of lime systems, and the advantages of the Jens-

sen tower svstem. Future progress will prol)ai)ly he

along the line of using liquid SO, instead of hurinng

S, and of preheating the cooking acid to the cooking

temp before charging into the digester.—A. P.-C.

E-4; P-1. Gas masks for sulphur dioxide. Pai>?r, 22,

'June' 30 1920 1. A gas mask lias licen devised at the

r S Forest Pruduets Lab.. Madison. Wis., for pro-

tection against SO,. According to the U. S. Bureau

of Mines this tvpe of mask holds up about lo nuns.

a.rainst a concii. of 5 p.c. of SO,. Air becomes un-

breathable when it contains about loO parts per million

of SO,. The masks can also be used in the bleach room

wh°n necessary.—A. P.-C.

F-2 Utilization of spent liquors from straw and wood

pulp manufacture. M. Muller. Wochcnhl. ^'apiertab

.50 ''749-00 (1919): C'hem. Zentr.. 91, l-")!. (19201; J.

See Chem. Ind.. 39, 330A. (1920). Steam is admitted to

the di<^ester freshlv charged with wood in order to

create "a vacuum. The whole of the hot. black, spent

liquor from a previous digestion is then pumped onto

the prepared charge, after which the spent li(|nor is

quicklv forced out again by steam free from air. In

this wav the most important feature of lingerer s pro-

cess is "utilized. At the end of the digestion, in the

manuf. of pulp for bleaching. CO, and atmospheric O

must as far as possible, be excluded from the digested

pulp for which reason blowing out the charge is pre-

ferable to extracting by Shank's process. The freshly

hlown-out pulp should be treated with hot fresh caus-

tic liquor, which is drained off and used for digesting

fresh wood. The destructive action of the liquor may

be avoided by using the process 'lescribed in
/'fy.

patent No. 284.681 (J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 34, 1048, (191o).

— A PC.
K-12. Advantages of electric tachometer in paper

mills, (iiri f). Kunde. Paper, IT. (July 7, 1920'). The

D. r. tachometer in its simplest form consists of a ma-

(?neto-generator (permanent magnet machine) cali-

f

rated and connected through a twin-conductor cable

) a D. r. indicator or recorder of the d'Arsonval

oltmeter type. The generator is suitably driven from

a revolving member of the paper machine, calendar,

etc. Its advantages in the paper mill ar' briefly dis-

fiissfd. A V r
K-12. Comparison of drying systems. Arthur O. Mau-

rcv. Paper. 19. (June 30. 1920). Results of comparative

tests made with the siphon system and the Hodge gra-

vity evacuator system of removing eoiulensed steam

from driers, showing the advantages of the latter as

regards steam press, steam consumption, speed of ma

chine and output of paper. A 1' ('

K-0; R-2. Oldest watermarks of Papal States and

nearby provinces. yXshfonl White Paper. l.">-7. (June

.'to. 192ni. Translation of a partial review by Friedrich

von Hossle in Papierfab, of f M. Briquet's work on

the history of watermark*, giving a brief historical

outline of the origin of watermarks with a description

of the early guilds and methods used in the first stages

of Kuropean |)a]ier iiKinufacturing.—A. P.-C.

K-0 Tables and formulas for converting pound-weight

into metric weight. Pajjcr. 34. (June 30, 1920). Hand.v

tables and formulas for use in making export shiji-

mcnts and invoices, figured for both board and paper.

—A. V.-C.

K-0. Density table for paper stock. Paper, 14, (July

7. 1920). Table giving lbs. of dry stock per cu. ft. of

liquid, no. of cu. ft. containing 1 lb. of stock, lbs. of

dry stock, in 1 gal. of liquid, no. of gals, containing 1

lb. of dry stock, cu, ft. of liquid per niin. per t. of dry

stock per 24 hrs, gals, of liquid per min. per t. of dr.v

stock per 24 hrs. lbs. of water per lb. of stock gals, of

water per lb. of stock, gals, of water per ton of stock,

corresponding to consistencies from 0.10 to 6.00. (See

Pulp and Paper. 18, 804 (Aug. 12. 1920).—A. P.-C.

L-4. Milk containers. J. Soc. ("hem. Ind., 39, 131R.

(1920'i. Efforts are being made to produce a milk

container from waste paper and wood pulp. A new
process which blows the pulp on the form and then

dries it by blowing through air heated to 600 deg. F.

is stated to produce a good container at a manufac-
turing cost lower than that of collecting and washing
glass bottles. There are still some problems to be

solved in connection with proofing the container with
material that will resist oils. fats, and water without
imparting a disagreeable flavor and being at the same
time cheap and easy to appl.v.—A. P.-C.

L-5. Cellulose acetate and its industrial uses. ^laurice

Deschiens, Chimio et Industrie. 3, ')91-()07. (May
1920). A detailed description of the properties, me-
thods of manufacturing and industrial uses of the
acetates of cellulose.— .\. P.-C.

L-7. TensUe strength of fibers and yams, especially

artificial silk and staple-fiber. P. Krais. Xcue Fasers-
toffe. 1. 266-8. (1919): Chem. Zentr.. 91, 208. (1920):
J. Soc, Chem. Ind.. 39, 329A. (1920). (See also J. Soc.

Chem. Ind.. 38, 89nA. 1919), Staple-fiber yarns from
viscose or ciiprammoniiim silks show a loss of tensile

strength on damping with water, also with spinning
emulsions, but petroleum, am.vl acetate, and phthalie

acid esters impart a distinct increase in strength. Heat-
ing for a short time increases the strength in the dr.v

condition but the strength in the wet condition is not
improved. As regards chemical after-treatments,
dveing with chrome yellow has a favorable effect on
viscose .varns, and ciiprammonium yarns are improved
both by chrome yellow and by treatment with tannin-
gelatin, Chemicjil iiftertreatments ma.v also mitigate
the tendering of nrtifieial silks on damping,— A, P,-C.

L-7. Artificial silk manufacture. J, Soc, Chem, Ind,.

39, 132R. (1920). The world's production of artificial

silk rose from 2.000 metric t. in 1902 to o.OOO t. in 1906

and 8,000 t. in 1914, The production of (terman.v is

estimated at 5 t, dail.v. and that of F'rance. as soon as

certain new installations are completed, will show a

eapaeif.v of 4 t. n da.v. At Lyons a product known as

silk cellulose is being produced by an entirely new
process (V. S, Patent No, 1. 1'84.820), It has" a bril-

lianc.v comparable with tliat of Schappe silk, and its

properties are closer to those of natural silk than an.v

stated the structure of the wood fiber is preserved,
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particularly suitable for the manufacture of velvets. It is

considerably finer than ordinaiy artificial silk, and is

of the older artificial silks. It can be spun into threads

and the regular geometric form of tlie elements con-

tributes greatly to the strength and dvirability of the

fabric—A. P.-C.

M-9. Motor trucks in a paper mill. D. M. le Bour-
dais. Paper, 21-1^ (July 7, 1920). A description of the

success obtained in the use of motor trucks by the E.

B. Eddy Co., who were the first to use motor trucks in

the paper industry.—A. P.-C.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AT THE CHAMPION
FIBRE MILLS.

Mr. J. C. Wright, who is chief of the Industrial Edu-
cation Service of the Federal Board for vocational

education recently visited the evening schools at Can-
ton, N.C., where, through the co-operatiou of the Cham-
pion Fibre Company and the State Board for Voca-
tional Education, evening classes are being conducted
for the instruction of the mill employees.

Mr. Wright 's report of the work he found in pro-

gress at Canton is as follows :

"The Champion Fibre Company operates three mills

in Canton. They include sulphite, sulj)hate, and soda
processes, as well as a plant for the manufacture of

tannic acid. Their working force includes from 1200

to 1500 employees. A new paper mill is being erected

which, in the near future, will materially increa.se the

number of employees.

The management has become greatly interested in

giving the employees of the different plants an oppor-
tunity to extend their technical training in the pro-

cesses involved in the manufacture of pulp and i)aper.

Under the direction of the State Moard for Vocational
Education an organization has been set up for evening
classes. Tliis organiziltion includes a local director in

charge and fifteen teachers, all chosen from the mills

and most of whom are superintendents of various de-

partments. In order that the organization may more
effectively meet the needs of those atleiiding the
classes, as well as the industry, an educational commit-
tee of five members has been appointed to study the
various problems involved in making a more efficient

organization.

The classes as a rule meet two evenings per week at

7 p.m., although some of the classes are held at 3.1.')

p.m.

The following courses are included :

Chemistry of Pulp and Paper Making. Practical
Electricity. Shop Practice. General Pipe-fitting.

Masonry. Steam Plant Practice. Blueprint Reading
and Elementary Drawing. General Mill-wrighting.
Pulp Making. Manufacture of Tannic Acid. Paper
Manufacture.

All the instruction given in the classes which 1 vis-

ited was related to the daily employment of the
group. In conference with the instructors and the
educational committee it was decided that as soon as
the textbooks being compiled by the Joint Executive
Committee of the Vocational Education Committees
of the Pulp and Paper Industry are available it will

be desirable to reorganize these courses and divide them
into a greater number of short units — units which
will correspond to those set up in the above mention-
ed texts. It was the consensus of opinion of those
present in the conference that the arrangements made
by the above committee for making available the texts
in small pamphlets on unit subjects will aid in facili-

tating the instruction in these classes, especially since

it will be possible to place in the hands of the men
themselves a textbook on the subject to be studied.

About 150 employees are enrolled in the several
classes. The Company expects not only to utilize these
classes for the purpose of improving the technical effi-

ciency of its employees but also to use them as a means
of providing a corps of trained workers to manage the
new plant being erected, which will not be ready for
operation before another year.

The classes are held in classrooms set part in the
Y.M.C.A. Building, which is adjacent to the manufac-
turing plajits, and also in the technical laboratories of
the plant itself.

The subject of foreman training is being considered,
but no classes have been formed up to the present
time. I belieye that a conference on foreman train-
ing ought to be held in this vicinity, to which repre-
sentatives of industries of this kind should be asked to
attend. Many of our industries similar to the pulp
and i)aper industry employ large groups of relatively
unskilled labor. In such an organization the foreman
i.s the key man and has all the responsibility for tech-
nical training in its relation to production.

"

The salaries of the teachers are paid from local funds
but reimbursements are made by the State Board for
Vocational Education from State and Federal fund.s."

WHAT THE TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION
IS DOING

A meeting of the Committee on Heat, Light, and
Power of Tappi was held at Dayton, Ohio, on Monday,
Xovember 15, when plans were made for the annual
report which is likely to attract unusual attention from
mills in membership. One of the principal subjects
of discussion in this report will be the use of pulverized
coal as fuel. The svopv of the Heat, Light, and Power
Committer- is a broad one, and it is intended to bring
uj) for discussion at the forthcoming annual meeting
other subjects of general interest to the teclinical and
operating departments of pulp and paper mills, such
as the electrification of machinery, heating and ventil-
ation of building.s, especially machine rooms, steam
turbines versus reciprocating engines, etc. All of the.se

subjects have a bearing on increased production and
efficiency, and the sessions of the committee at the
annual meeting next April should be well attended.
The chairman of this committee is Howard S. Taylor,
of the JIanagement, Engineering and Development
Compaiiy, Dayton, Ohio.

William A. Munro, Gronndwood Superintendent,
Wisconsin Pulp & Paper Co., Stevens Point, Wis. has
accepted the appointment as chairman of the Ground-
wood Pulp Committee of Tappi, and is now naming
his associates.

The third series of Technical Association Papers,
which will contain the papers and discussions at tin-

Fall Meeting in Saratoga Springs. X. Y., together with
special articles, reports, and translations, is now in the

hands of the printer, and will be issued at an early

date. As an appendix to this volume will be printed

the Year Book and directory of members. Xo more
copies of Technical Association Papers, Series II can
be supplied, the edition having been exhausted.

Memliers of Tappi are entitl^-d to one copy of Tech-

nical Association Papers, Series III when issued. Extra
copies for members and the public will cost $2.00 each.
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l.'ha^le,^ K. Lonj:. president of the Pennsylvania

Dailies Association, )ias issued a call for a conference

of newspaper publishers at Harrisberg for this week

in connection with a meeting of the executive- com-

mittee of the Dailies Association. Reconstruction

problems confronting publishers will be discus-sed.

Ten thousand members of the Paper and Rag Sor-

ters Local No. 16.446, affiliated with the American

Federation of Labor, went on strike in New York City

la-st week. The men claim that their employers had

reduced tjieir wages twenty per cent. They maintain

that they have been getting the poorest po.ssible

living wage and that they could not consider work-

ing for less than the scale that has obtained hereto-

fore. The average wage has been $35, with a maxi-

mum of $38 for chauffeurs and a minimum of $23 for

an apprentice. Rag sorters and "box stall' men get

$35 each.

According to W. J. Eisner, president of the Newark
Paraffine and Parchment Paper Company, the prac-

tice of using waxed paper as a wrapper or con-

tainer for food products is becoming more widespread

throughout the countrj'. As one of the leading man-

ufacturers of waxed paper iu the Unit«l States, Mr.

Eisner's concern is being kept running at full capac-

ity supplying this product. In many states, says

Mr. Eisner, it is compulsory to wrap all foodstuffs

either for display or delivery in waxed paper, and in

those states where it is not mandatory, the manifest

benefits to be derived from suc^i u.sage are making

this style of wrapper steadily more popular.

Speaking last week at the dinner of the Maine

Society in New York, Frederick II. Parkliurst, Gover-

nor-elect of Maine, predicted that the Pine Tree State

would he placed far ahead of its present position

through the projected development of its hydro-electric

power. Governor Parkhurst said that within a short

time, becan.se of the dwindling of the coal supply,

Maine would come out of the mild indu.strial slump

that began about 1840, and if its watcnvays were fully

exploited would develop power to turn an eighth of

the wheels of industrj' in the United States. At the

present time Maine stands third among the States in

dJjreloped water power, declared t^e Governor.

fAccordinp to an announcement made from Albany
last week, George H. Pratt, New York State Conser-

vation Commi.ssioner. has drawn up a reforesting

Hcheme which is to be submitted in the form of a bill

to the next session of the Legislature. The .serious-

ne.s.H of the forest situation in New York State was re-

Yi»il<-d recently through an investigation by the con-

•ervation commission and a commission selected from
the United States Forest Service. The i)lan wjiich

f'ommissioner Pratt will propose involves an extension

to the State at large of the system of fon'.st jjrotection

and development now practiced in the Adirondacks
and Catskills. It will call for the formation of ten

forest districts in the State, with a district forester

in each. Particular attention is to be given to the

prevention of forewt. fires.

Contracts for the erection of a new concrete and
steel box plant at New Orleans have just been let by
the Union Paper Products Company. $300,000 will

be required to complete this factory in W;hich it is

intended to produce corrugated paper-fibi-e boxe.s.

Seventy-two people will be employed at the start

without counting the office force.

Philip JI. Judd of the Judd Paper ComiJauy re-

signed from the presidency of the Ilolyoke Chamber
of Commerce. He has been succeeded by B. E. Hut-
chinson, treasurer of the American Writing Paper
Company. Being selected for this place comes as a

signal honor for Mr. Hutc;iinson inasmuch as he has

l>een a resident of Holyoke for only a short time.

Mr. Hutchinson, however, has given freely of his time

in civic improvement activities and the townspeople

(piickly came to know him becau.se of his many volun-

taiy and public spirited services.

A call for a meeting to be held December 2nd at

Utiea, N. Y., has been sent out by the Empire State

Forest Prwlucts A.ssociation. This will be t^ie associ-

ation's fifteentli annual meeting. Besides electing of-

ficers and disposing of the usual routine matters the

business of the gathering will relate mainly to the for-

mulation of a definite policy of forestry for New York
State.

Walter A. Poos has been put in charge of a branch
office opened in Kalamazoo, Mi^h., by the Whitaker
Paper Company, Cincinnati.

Tjie Eddy Paper Company, the big Kalamazoo
paper making concern, expects to have its new mill

at Three Rivers, Mich., in com])lete working order be-

fore the winter sets in. The fii-st machine has al-

ready been installed and is now in operation. An
exact duplicate of this machine—320 x 80 fi^t—has
been completed and will be put in place early next
month. The new storage plant connei'ted with t^iis

mill is the largest structure of its kind in the Jliddle

West. A special effort, is being made to get the stoi'k

house enclascd before severe weather comes along, as
with two machini's in operation great supplies of raw
material must be jioused to secure an unbroken pro-
duction of the finished container board, the chief pro-
<luct of the new mill.

Directors of the United Paperboard Company have
declared a dividciul of 2 per cent, in cash and 10 per
cent, in stcn-k on its <'ommon, j>ayable on January
10 to stoi'k of record on December 15, It was an-
nounced that $1.()(K),()()() ()f its pnfcrred stock had
been retired in accordance with the ]ilan announced
several months ago.

Tjie National Vnynr Pro<lucfs Company. Carthage,
N. Y., recently announced the resignation of H. !>.

Samson, for the juusf six years general manager of its

Ea.stern division, ifr. Sam.son, who is to continue
to serve the company in an advisory capacity, will be
Nuececded in Uie Carthage division by E. B. Eddy,
now general snpcrinfendcnl of the Kastern depart
nicnt.
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The Ontario Government has disposed of another

fifty square miles of timber limits by tender. This is

situated in the vicinity of the station of Jellieoe, on

the Canadian National Railway, east of the Nipigon

Reserve. J. T. Home, of Port William, was the success-

ful tenderer, securing the limits at $6.10 a cord for

spruce and twenty-one cents for each jack pine tie. A
near-by limit was sold a year ago for $3.46' a cord.

The editorial direction of the "Presbyterian Wit-

ness", the new Presbj-terian weekly paper, will be

under the .ioint guidance of Dr. C. S. Carson, of Ha-
lifax, and Dr. Robert Haddow of Toronto, who were
appointed associate editors of the new publication at a

meeting of the executive committees of the General

and Publication Boards of the Presbyterian Church in

Toronto this week. Dr. Carson is expected to arrive in

Toronto from Halifax about December 1st and the

first issue of the new paper will be that of the first

week in December.
Mr. Then. Feilden, editor-in-ciiief of the Enipire

iUail, London, Eng., is at present in Toronto on a mis-

sion which has for its object the eneouragcinent of

trade development within the Empire. Jlr. Feilden

is just completing an extensive tour of the whole of

Canada in connection with his work, and in prepara-
tion of the Launching of an exceptionally fine Can-
adian number of the Empire Mail. He believes that

hitherto the Canadian business field has been left too

much to American industries, and it is the purpose of

his publication to make known throughout the empire
the opportunities in trade which exist elsewhere under
the British flag.

Mr. W. H. Sherriff, of the Hodge-Sherriff Paper Co.
Ltd., sails on November 23rd on the Victorian for Eng-
land and in the meantime is visiting Ottawa and
Montreal. Jfr. Sherriff, who has only recently return-

ed from a trip through Western Canada, reports that
trade conditions there present the same problems that
exist in the east and that a quiet period appears tf>

have set in.

Mr. G. W. Pauline, of Messrs. Ritchie & Ramsay,
paper dealers. Toronto, is back again at his desk after

four weeks absence due to injuries received in an au-
tomobile accident. His many friends were glad to

greet him again.

Mr. R. T. Worrel, of the pulp department of the
George H. Mead Co., Dayton, Ohio, and Mr. H. S.

Taylor, of the ilanagement Engineering and Develop-
ment Company, of Dayton, were in Toronto during the
week.

The Rose Lithographing Corporation of New York
has brought suit at Osgoode Hall, Toronto, against W.
B. Mitchell, of Toronto for $5,000. The company says
that Lundy Inc., of Buffalo, ordered 500,000 boxes at

$25 a thousand from them by an agreement of May
15. 1918. Lundy. Inc.. subsequently went into bank-
ruptcy and suit is now being brought against W. B.
Mitchell, who is said to have guaranteed the agree-
ment to recover damages for the order.

Mr. A. L. Dawe, Secretary of the Canadian Pulp &
Paper Companj', Montreal, was in Toronto this week.

A visitor to Toronto this week was Col. C. II. L.

Jones, General Manager of the Spanish River Pulp &
Paper Mills, Limited, Sault Ste. Marie.

Mr. W. P. Innes of the Interlake Tissue Mills, Lim-
ited, Thorold, left this week to resume his position as

Montreal and eastern representative of the company.

Mr. Bion D. Wheeler, representing the New York
office of Edwin Butterworth & Co., of Manchester,
England, dealers cotton waste, bleached sulphite pulp,

etc. called on the trade in Toronto this week.

Mr. E. H. Talbot, editorial writer on. the staff of the

New York Commercial, is in Toronto. With his wife he
is making a 6,000-mile tour of Canada and is pre-

paring a series of articles on Canada and Ciniadiari

railways.

Premier Drury has issued a statement in which he

replies to certain criticism levelled at the Oiitnrio (iov-

ernment in connection with the activities of the Back-
us interests in s'cnring pulp limits and wnter power
privileges. The Premier states that when Backus bids

on the English River limits he has to take his chance
with other bidders, who are guaranteed a sufficient

supply of power. One of the conditions of sale is that

the Crown will be prepared to negotiate with the suc-

cessful tenderer to enable him to secure an iindeve-

loped water power to develop for the operation (»f the

mill or mills. Because Mr. Backus already is establish-

ed in Kenora he may have some advantages over some-
one who would have to locate there for the first time.

"But,"' says the Premier, "if we had not stipulated
for the manufacture of the logs at Kenora, another
town, with a temi)orary life, might have been estab-

lished in the north and Kenoni been destroyed. In-

cidentally, of course, that involves carrying the logs

across the C. N. R. to the C. P. H. which was unavoid-
able." The Premier al.so states that the Government
is getting twice the dues for the Lake of the Woods
limit as those for which the Hearst Governmnt stip-

ulated in 1914, and in addition the Government are

requiring Backus, in order to get that limit, and not

the English River limit to pay Kenora $335,000 for

the municipal power plant at Kenora, with a power
plant that means a loss of hundreds of thousands of

dollars, to build a pulp mill of 200 tons capacity and
to again operate some closed-down saw mills.

'

By a recent reorganization of the executive of Messrs.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, wholesale and manufacturing
stationers, Toronto. Mr. E. J. Hathaway was promoted
to be secretarj' in succession to the late Charles E.

Warwick who occupied the position of secretary-
treasurer. Mr. Hathaway has been with the firm for

upwards of thirty years having for some years been
head of the manufacturing end of the business and the

* loose leaf specialties. Mr. William Warwick, son of
the late Charles E. Warwick, is now the treasurer of
the company and Mr. H. C. Woods is the managing
director.
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In point of production the month of Uutober was

the best of the season for the Whalen Pulp and Paper

Mills at Swaiison' Bay. The plant turned out 1,203

tons of hijrh grade pulp. The lumber and shingle

mills have also been active and had a good month in

spite of the unfavorable market. The shingle mill is

running to capacit}-.
. . .

Thf Orillia Packet has ju.st celebrated its tittieth

anniversav bv issuing a special number, in Avhich its

own history and that of the town is entertaiiiitifriy

told. For half a century the founder of the paper. Mr.

W M. Hale, has been in charge, and for forty years his

brother, the late George Hughes Hale, was associated

with him.

A meeting «f the directors of the Ontario Pulp and

Paper Makers" Safety Association was held in the of-

fice of the Interlake Tissue Mills, Ltd.. Toronto. lhis

week, with Mr. George Carruthers President, in the

chairi and the following other directors present: Col.

C H. L. Jones of Sault Ste. Marie ; ilr. H. F. K. Kent

of the Kinleith Mill: Mr. C N'elson Gain of the Don

Vallev Paper Mills: Mr. L. !.'. Wilson of the Abitibi

mill and Mr. A. P. Costigaii-', secretary. The whole

field of safety endeavor was carefully gone over stat-

istics compiled by the secretary were examined and

on the whole a fairly satisfactory state of affairs was

shown to exist in respect to accident prevention. Sev-

eral suggestions were made to further increase accid-

ent prevention in the pulp and paper mills with a

view to makinjr next year a record as far as the pre-

vention of accidents is concerned.

The Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co., Limited, at

Smooth Rock Falls. Ont., is very busy and report ship-

ping large quantities of its sulphite fibre to Great Bri-

tain and the I'liited States. The present capacity of

the plant is 30.000 tons a year but with additional

equipment now completed the yearly output will be at

least 45,000 tons. The company will take out 150,000

cords of pulpwood this year. Mr. Duncan Chisholni

of Toronto is the President of the company and Col. D.

M. Robertson is secretary-treasurer. The company re-

cently completed an operatives" dormitory, dining hall

and kitchen building at a cost of !ii20.000.

Mr. John Stadler. assistant general manager of the

Belgo-Canadian Company, had his Chandler Six pinch-

ed in Montreal. The car was recovered, minus all

detachable articles of value. It is Nemesis for jilting his

jitney?

Mr. Geo. Claxton. chief Designing Engineer for tlie

I'.elgo-Canadian Co.. has returned from a two montlis

trfp tip England. He seems very pleased with his trip

liat more pleased yet to be back In old Shawinigan

H^lls. To some one who asked about how he found the

conditions in the Mother country George said: "It

I'hanged wonderfully I

'

'

It has been stated in well informed circles in Montreal

that the purchase of the timber limits of the Bronson

tdfate at Chelsea on the Gatineaii river, a few

iniles above Ottawa, was for the British interests

which are about to establish n larsre match and

box industry in this country. This decision to buy the

Bronson limits definitely settles the matter of the loca-

tion of a jibint by Matrnirc, Pallersun & Palmer. Ltd..

four "f the largest manufacturers in the world. If has

been stated that the Laurentide Company has no in

lerests in tlie limits.

Fjord Meaverbrook did not carr> out liis intention of

buying H mill in Cnnuila because of "extreme prices

asked for property," accgrdinir to Mr. Angus McLean.

November 25. 1920.

PRESIDENT OF WHALEN PULP AND PAPER
MILLS LTD., MAKES INSPECTION.

T. W. McGarry, K.C., President of the Whalen

Pulp and Paper Mills. Ltd., accompanied by directors

of the company made a tour of inspection of the com-

panies' three plants the first part of November. Ac-

companying President McGarry were Mr. W. D. Ross,

director, Mr. James Whalen. director, Mr. Lawrence

Killam, director, Mr. Melvill Dollar, President of the

Canadian Robert Dollar Co., Mr. Lester W. David,

and Mr. A. E. McMaster. secretarj'-treasurer of the

Whalen Compan.v.

Embarkinpr at Vancouver in the beautiful cruiser

Aquillo. the jiroperty of Mr. H. F. Alexander, Presi-

dent of the Pacific Steamship Co.. the party enjoyed

a delightful trip. The tour of inspection was of great

interest to two or three of the party who had never

seen the British Columbia Coast and its great natural

resources at first hand. The fii-st call was at Swanson
Bay. and from there the party went to Port Hardy
and across country' to Port Alice a.s it was thought

best not to chance the rough weather at this season

of the year in the West Coast of Vancouver Island.

From the Port Alice plant tihe tour of in.spection

wa.s concluded by inspecting the plant at Woodfibre
on Howe Sound. All plants were operating to full

capacity ajid the visitoi's had a good chance to see

operations to good advantage.

Mr. McGany left for the East on Nov. 11th but

will return to Vancouver about the first of December.

No appointment of General ilanager has been made
as yet. Mr. A. E. JfclMaster who is Secretar>'-Treas-

nrer of the company, and who has done much to

strengthen the company's position during the past

couple of years is acting General ^lanager. Upon
Mr. McGarry's return the new appointment will with-

out doubt be announced.

The Whalen Pulp and Paper Mills. Ltd.. are now
occupying larger and more convenient offices in the

Bank of Nova Scotia Building at fi02 Hastings Street

West. They occupy the entire seventh floor of the

building.

. . "WANT TIMBER REGULATIONS CHANGED
A delegati(Mi of the Ijimit Holders' Association and

other parties interested in the lumber business, waited
Thursday last, on Premier Taschereau. of Quebec. Hon.
Mr.Mercier, Minister of Lands and Forests, and Hon.
J. E. Perraiilt. Minister of Colonization. Jlines and
Fisheries, and. through Major C. J. Power, M.C., at-

torney, suggested that in view of the recent increase in

duties on the exploitation of wood and (laper in the
province, as set by the provincial Government last

August, changes in the present rcgulatiiuis should be
made, if business was to be continued. They submitted
a memorandum ciuitaining a number of suggestions.

Premier Taschereau and tlie other ministers stated
they would immediately take up the matter.

Pulp and Paper Mill Aeces.sories, .Mtmtreal. have
laken tlx- selling rights in Canada for the "Niagara"
beater. <lesignei| and built b\- the Valley Iron Works,
Api)lefon. Wis. Report* from the Kimberly-Clark
Ctunpany indicate that the "Niagara" handles stuff
I ho way friend Peterson of the V. I. W. handles busi-

ne.H.s— with a rush In design, the beater looks some
what like a cross between the Marx and Sehaoht beat-

ers, Some rather eittraordinaiy results are claimed,
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto. Nov. 20. -The week has seen no ai-eentua-

tion of the dullness that has been felt in the paper

trade durin<r the past few weeks. In faet in some

lines, the situation, whieh never lias been reall.v bad

from a business standpoint, has shown improvement,

with more enquiries and more sales. Speakin<r broad-

ly, however, the trade is going through a (juiet period

although so far nothing has happened except a slight

falling off in demand for paper, at the mills, whieh

seems to have been caused largely through a desire on

the part of the printers to hold off buying in the hope

of lower prices. This policy has been getierally adopt-

ed in the printing trade, although there is no doub<

that the joh offices are undergoing a (juiet period.

Jobbers too are slightly more cautious in buying but

for the most part they have confidence in the future of

the trade and are stocking up in the belief that freer

buyinsr is going to set in by the first of the year. Out-

put of palmer from the mills is still being seriously re-

tarded by low water and power shortage, particularly

in the Ottawa district and in the meantime some of the

mills have recognized the fact that a somewhat quiet

period is at hand, with the result that the jobbers are

cn.i'oying the unique experience of receiving sales re-

presentatives from the man\ifacturing plants.

PULP.—There is a fair demand for bleached sul-

phite and contracts are now being renewed for the

coming year in some eases at the high prices that have

prevailed throughout the boom period. Tt is gen-

erally conceded that there will be a good demand for

the coming season, althougli there has been a slight

falling off owing to the quiet period in the paper
trade and the hesitancy on the part of printers and
jobbers to stock heavily. The prevailing prices for

bleached sulphite are from $10.") to i?!210 at the mill,

depending upon freight rates, while unbleached is

quoted at from $16.^ to ^IT.'i. Ground wood pulp is a

little easier in tone and is now selling at from $105
to $125. although there is no disposition on the part of

the paper mills to pile up reserve stocks.

BOOK PAPERS.—A feature of the book paper trade

is the effort now being made by the mills to placf

their output. This does not mean that there is any
great lack of business, but is indicative of the paper
trade generally which has no^ reached a stage where
it behooves both manufacturers and jobbers to canvass

for orders. For months past the output of the mills

has been greatly oversold and the orders that came in

were attended to in rotation. There has been a gra-

dual catching up during the past few weeks and the

jobbers are no^i- rather enjoying the novelty of havinir

the mills solicit their business. ^lill representatives

are now waiting on the jobbers for orders of book
napers, not for immediate delivery but for future
business. The mills desire to keep several months
ahead with their orders if possible and at the present
time are endeavoring to keeji up their volume of busi-

ness ahead. As there is an excellent demand for book
paper they should have no difficulty in doip^ this

although the jobbers report that there has been a

falling off in orders. Buying is considerably more
conservative than it has been for a long time aiul the
printers continue to hold off, at the same time using
up all their available stocks for their jobs, whieh it is

claimed, will menu a renewal of buying when stocks
get down to the vanishing point. During the past week
a letter was received in Toronto from a prominent
Scotch paper dealer in Canada for book paper from
the British Isles, the matter of delivery is very pro-
blematical, owing to labor troubles, and that there is

no immediate prospect of serious competition from this

direction. In the meantime prices for the Canadian
product keep up, although occasionally a jobber i>

found who is offering slight cuts. Jobbers in Toronto
are now paying the mills 20c in carload lots for .\o. 1

M. F. laid down in Toronto. S. C. Book is quoted at

•2OV2C. and No. 2 M. F. is selling at ISiAc. No. 2 S. C.
book is selling at 19c a pound although these quota-
tions are still subject to prices prevailing at time of
delivery.

KRAFT.—Business in kraft papers is reported as
somewhat dull. It is pointed out that many of the
jobbers are about to take stock and that for this rea-
son buying has been light and will be light until the
beginning of the year. The mills have been gradualiv
catching up with their onlcrs with the result that
whereas a few months ago manufacturers reported
orders on hand sufficient to keep the machines going
for five and six months, the present unfilled orders
can be turned out in one month's time. Although at
the pre.sent time the kraft mills are only a month
ahead with orders, a fairly satisfactory volume of
business is eomine in and bv the first of the vear it is

evpected that their lead will be considerably increased.
Kraft is now nuoted at 18c and kraft pulp at $150 or
less, which pricps have prevailed for some weeks past
COATED PAPERS.-The coated paper mills report

their customers as holding up on their buying, althoush
the demand for their product is sufficient to warrant
the mills buvin? considerable stock for coatinjr. One
mill in the Toronto district statps that thev are buv
ing all the stock thev can get. believing that the era of
buving and selling bv the jobbers is goine to set in
acain verv shortlv. No. 1 coated is now selling at 20c
at the mill and No. 2 at lOc.

WRAPPING PAPERS - Jobbers in wrannin-
papers report that orders are lieht and that the buvers
are holding off. Their customers are usine no more
paper than is absolutely necessar\- and the jobbers
are now goine after business. Shipments from the
mills are comincr through more freely and while busi-
ness generally in the wrapping paper trade has fallen
off, there have been no reductions in prices. Kraft
papers are reported as considfrablv easier although
manilas ai'd fibres are still rather scarce.

TTSSFES AND TOILETS.-Manufacturers report
that although there is a verv good demand for ;ill light
weight papers, orders have been decreasing in size and
somewhat in quantity, although a satisfactory volume
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of business is being handled. Tissues and toilets re-

main firm in price and no changes are looked for in

the immediate future. Some manufacturers are pre-

paring to turn out some cheaper lines in order to meet

the American competition in this line and these should

be on the market shortly.

MANUFACTURTNG STATIONERS. — Although

there has been a falling off in the buying of books the

demand for stationary keeps up and prices are firm.

All of the manufacturers are busy and report having

had a good season for Christmas goods. The raw

stock situation has eased off considerably and deliv-

eries are now coming through to the factories much

more freelv.

BOX BOARD.—Box board mills report that they

now are only about four weeks behind with orders

whereas only a few weeks ago several of the mills had

tonnage guaranteed ahead for four and five months.

The new list of reduced prices which went into effect

a week ago has had the effect of meeting the Ameri-

can competition, which, although it threatened for a

time, was successful in getting but very little Cana-

dian business. At the present time there is only a fair

demand for the product but it is quite likely that whar

business there is going will be placed with the Cana-

dian mills who. when shortage and prices reached their

appex. were careful to take care of the requirements

of the Canadian dealers and gave good service. It is

generally recognized that the United States mills only

come over here to hit the market when it is dull over

their and now that this period appears to have arrived

there is a disposition on the part of the Canadian job-

ber and consumer to stand by their own mills.

NEW YORK MARKET.
New York, Xovcnibcr 2(1.— (Spi'cial Correspondence)

—In describing prevailing conditions in the paper

trade a line should be drawn dividing the contract

branch of the business from the .sj)ot market. One

end of the trade—that applying to contract.s—is

characterized by .steadiness and prices in this connec-

tion are maintained, with quotations in some cases

evincing a decidedly upward tendency. The spot

market for pajier of all kind.s, on the other hand, is

distinctly weak, and prices arc declining in most in-

stances in consistent fa.shion. Consumers continue

to keep out of the spot market excepting of course

when in immediate need of paper, and even then they

are confining their orders solely to amounts actually

TMnired. The result is tjiat those mills which during

tip trv'ing times of a paper .shortage in recent months

r^sed to accept contrai-t orders and resen-ed Ihc

«reat bulk of their production for sale to transient

boyers at the highest prices obtainable are now .sadly

in want of business, and arc in fre<|ucnt ca.se.s being

obliged to close down or at least to reduce operations.

Practically all of the recession in pai)cr prices of the

^st few week.s ha.s involved prices on spot shij)ments^

The contract ba.sia on about every deserijition of paper

is holding, but consumers are repeatedly acquiring

supplies in the open market at sharp cuts in price;

the decline in spot values having reached proportions

where spot prices are twlay within clo«e proximity to

the contract ba-si-s.

To put it mildly, there i.<t a pointed absence of im-

portant activity in the market. With busines.s in all

lines steadily .slowing up. flic consumjition of paper

has decreased "'n' i|vit< .nml iobhers nrr refusing

to buy except in hand-to-mouth fashion, presumably

figuring that it is unwise to lay in stocks on a falling

market. Mills with contracts on their books are keep-

ing fairly busy notwithstanding they have had a good

volume of their orders cancelled, but some manufac-

turers are in a bad way and are .securing far less busi-

ness at the lower prices obtaining at present than they

were when quotations were at the top several months

ago. Fortunately, the wave of commercial depression

sweeping the country has not undermined the confid-

ence of paper manufacturers, and while prices are

being reduced by leaps and bounds in some cases, the

decline is orderly and the market retains its equilib-

rium. It has been frankly admitted by conservative

meml)ers of the trade that spot prices on paper have

been too far out of line with those at which manu-
facturers have accepted orders from contract cus-

tomers, and a consensiLs of opinion is that the nearer

((pialization of the two is bound eventually to make
for a sounder and healthier market condition under
wliicli consumers will ac((uire greater confidence and
will ill due time resume buying on something like a

normal scale.

Spot ])rices on newsprint are fairly well established

at 7 cents per pound at mills. There have been re-

ports of sales of some lots of imported newsprint at a

shade under this figure, but it can be slated that most
of the business current in print paper in standard
rolls is being done at 7 cents or higher. Receipts

of newsprint from European sources seem to be on
the increase, and this, of coui-se, is a weakening factor,

for frequently when a shipment arrives here on con-

signment, the paper is disposed of for whatever can
be realized. Just what tonnage is coming across the

ocean is jiroblematical as Government import statistics

for tlie ])a.st .several months are not .vet available,

but one has onlj' to scan the manifests of .steamers

reaching t.iiis port to see that some pretty large quan-
tities of newsprint are coming into the market. The
contract basis on ne\vsi)rint is maintained and the
trade is on edge waiting For announcement from the
leading i)ro<liicing company in the linitetl States as to

what its contract price will be on deliveries commenc-
ing January 1 next, which, it is understood, will be
made iiublic before December 1. Tliere are rumors
that it will be 7 cents a pound, or an advance of half
a cent over prevailing contract prices, but for that
matter there are various prices rumored, higher and
lower than now obtain, and they are merely rumored.
Nothing of a startling nature has developed in book

papers. Spot prices are gradually moving downward,
whereas the contract basis rules unchanged. Wrap-
ping papei-s appear in mmlerate demand though the
average mill jtroducing this kind of paper is looking
for orders. Tissues are quieter than formerly and
most mills are said to he near to a point of .shutting

down. Fine papers arc in slack call but prices are
holding comparatively steady. JIanufacturcrs insi.st

that the cost of producing writing papei-s has not
decreiuscd one iota and therefore contend they can-
not afford to lower quotations.

Mojirds are in a somewhat steadier position although
demand has improved but slightly, if any. The tem-
porary- rctirenient of manufacturers from the market,
however, has created a more stable situation, and
quotations are well established at $fiO per ton at mills
for [ilain chip an<l .^70 for news hoard.

GROUND WOOD^-^Pricca on ground wood have
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slumped badly this week. Additional receipts of

mechanical pulp from European sources and the anx-

let}- of importers to dispose of supplies a.s they arrive

have led to price-cutting, and there have been offers

of foreign ground wood down to $90 a toa ex dock

and of domestic pulp for prompt delivery at $100.

Demand is narrow, consuming niill>* as a rule getting

along wit/i contract supplies without having to oper-

ate as buyers in the open market, and indications are

that if present conditions exist much longer a sur-

plus of pulp will undoubtedly arise. Board manu-

facturers are absorbing little tonnage, and there is but

a spasmodic demand from other consuming iiuarters.

CHEMICAL PULP—Members of the chemical wood

pulp trade are marking time. There is little demand

of worthwhile volume and the .situation is .such that

buyers experience no difficulty in acquiring most

grades of pulp at conce.s-sions in price althoug^i it can-

not be said that the market tone is weak. Producers

are not pressing eon.sumers and are generally content

to hold surphis lots of pulp, but at the same time few

are tuniing down offers of prices within a near radius

of what are commonly recognized as approximate mar-

ket levels. Domestic bleached sulphite i.s available

at 11 cents per pound at pulp mills and foreign

bleached sulphite at 12.50 cents on the docks. News

grade .sulphite is holding steady at around 7 cents

and domestic easy bleaching at '^ cents. Kraft has

not changed from a quotational basis of about 6

eents for No. 1 domestic and (i.'iii to 6.50 eents foi-

Seandinavian kraft.

Arrivals of foreign pulp at Xew York during tlie

week include 2.825 bales from (rotlienhurg. 5,836 Itales

from Rotterdam, and 130 bales from Trieste.

RAGS—There is little life to the papermaking rag

trade. Mills are mostly keeping out of the market,

presumably having ample stocks to cover pn^scnt

wants and not being desirous of purchasing on a fall-

ing market. In the absence of actual transjictions

involving sizable amounts of rags, prices are mainly

nominal. Buyers in need of supplies ean invariably

find rags at attractive concessions from the prices

asked and the bulk of what business is passing is be-

ing done at figures under quoted levels. Even new
cuttings of some kinds are easing off. sales of No. 1

white shirt cuttings at 24 cents a pound at s^iipping

points and of No. 1 new wa.sliables at- 10.75 cents

having been noted. Roofing rags are down furtht>r to

about 1.10 eents a potind for No. ] packing and one

cent for No. 2 grade. Old Whites iind blues are

lArely ne<,'|pcted jiikI ca-iv in jirice

•ent

Receipts of foreign rags at New York this week in-

clude 1,027 bales from Antwerp. 200 bales from Rot-

terdam, and 1,683 bales from London.

PAPER STOCK—Box board millls are still absorb-

ing old papers; in limited volume and deman<l from
other sources also is light, with the result the market

rules unusualh- ffuiet. ('olleiitors and handlers of

waste paper in New York City have instituted an-

other strike because of a cut in their wages, but this

development has scant influence on the market for the

reason tHiat eon.sumers are not purchasing enough
material to permit the curtailment of production to be

felt. Prices on all grades of old paper, with the pos-

sible exception of white shavings, are moving lower,

and in some causes it is questionable just how low
purchases could be engineered. No. 1 mixed paper
lias sold down to 45 cents per ^lundred pounds at

shipping jv)ints, folded newspajiers at 90 cents. No. 1

over issue newspapers at 1.25 et'iits. heavy books and
magazines at 1.85 eents and old No. 1 kraft at 3.85

cents. Dealers are endeavoring to impress upon con-

sumers that now is an opportune time to lay in stocks

l)ut the latter seem resolved not to place orders until

possessed of a more concrete idea of what their future

requirements are likelv to be.

OLD ROPE and" BAGGINCt—Old bagging is

scarcely wanted by paper mills and prices are mainly
nominal at about 1.75 cents per pound for No. 1

scrap bagging and 90 cents per hundre<l pounds for

roofing bagging. Old rope is holding its own in price

at a quotable range of 5.75 to 6 eents a pound for
rnanila rope at shipping points.

INDUSTRIAL ITEMS.
The Gibbs-Hrower Co., 261 Broadway, New York,

who carry on the interesting business of buj'ing and
selling pulp and i)aper mills, have taken on t^ie sole

agency for the Kocgei knife grinder, which appears
to be quite a versatile machine.

Mr. F. G. Warburton, who designed the Ilarland
sectional electric drive for the Lanrentide. Howard
Smith, and Interlake paper machines is in Canada
super\-ising these installations.

Armstrong-Whitworth of Canada, Ltd., have taken
over t^ie manufacturing rights for the pulp mill ma-
chinery designs of .Ten.sen and Dahl. one of the best
known Norwegian finus in this line. The eomjiany's
plant at rjonjrncuil. near Montreal will be tised for
the new line.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET TFXEPHONCS U12 MURRAY HILL
1813

We are always in the mar-
ket and ready to pay good
prices for SULPHITES

NEW YORK

Bleached and unbleached
of Canadian manufacture
Write and let us show
you what we can do.
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EDITORIAL

iSLLPHUR IS OMAEIO.
An article appeared in the '"Financial Post" a few

weeks ago, contributed by Mr. D. E. Cushiug, the Co-

balt correspondent of that paper, in which the pulp and

paper industry was criticized for not making use of

the sulp^uir deposits in Ontario. Some of the state-

ments made would give the impression that a novel

suggestion wa.s being put forward. Most of the points

brought up have been referred to in the Pulp and

Paper Magazine in our issues of August 30th and

September llith, 1917. In the first issue referred to,

we showed that Canada is dependent on the Uniteil

States for practically all of the sulp;iur used in the

several industries that require it, but of the amount

imported however, considerably more than half that

used in i)ulp mills, in making the paper and imip ex-

ported, goes back to tile United States.

At a meeting of the Technical Section of the Can-

adian Pulp and Paper Association, a careful review

of the sulp^uir situation, the amounts available in

Canada, and t^ie methods available for their utiliza-

tion, was given by Dr. A. W. P. Wil.son. Dr. Wilson

is also the author of a report of the Mines Branch en-

titled "Pyrites in Canada," in which it is shown

that this material, w;uch is available, as far as pro.x-

imity is concerned, to nearly every important chemical

pulp mill in Canada, would reipiire equipment con-

siderably different from what is used at the present

time.

The contribution of Mr. Cushing to the "Financial

Post" intimates that these deposits have not been in-

vestigated nor seriously considered with a view to

their u.se in sulphite manufacture. Exception is

taken to a statement in t;iat paper by a writer in the

"Broke Hustler," which is published by the Abitibi

Power and Paper Company. In the reply it is stated

that only flour of sulphur is used by the pulp mill

and no one company could afford to extract this (by

roasting) from pyrites. It is possible, of course, to

convert most of the sulphur in pyrites to the form
mentioned, but such a procedure would seem to us

an entirely unnecessary one since pulp mills in Scan-

dinavia and sulpiiurie acid plants in this countrj- are

burning the ore and immediately getting the sulphur
dioxide gas which is the material desired for use in

their respective proce.s.ses.

The "Broke Hustler" takes the safe attitude that

the development of the sulphide deposit.s—t^ey should
not be called sulphur deposits as this confuses the pub-

lic mind—is a matter to claim the attention of the min-
ing men rather than pulp and paper companies. The
latter will only be too glad to get Canadian sulphur,

and would be willing to co-operate in an effort to make
these Canadian deposits available. T;ie "Broke Hust-
ler" intimates that roasting of low grade ore dumps,
which contain valuable metals, particularly gold, would
produce flour of sulphur and permit the extraction

of metal values. This hardly agrees with our con-

ception of economic metallurgy, but it certainly is

po.ssible to extract sulphur dioxide from smelter fumes
and liquify it for immediate use in the pulp mill.

This matter was discussed in our report on the visit

last June of tiie Technical Section to the plant of
the International Nickel Company. It would appear
from the mention in these papers of names con-
nected with the gold mining industry, that only the
sulphides of the more valuable metals are being con-
sidereil. It seems to us more important as a source
of sulphur for pulp making, that consideration be
given to t;>e enorn\oas deposits of iron pyrites in

Ontario and Quebec.

In support of the "Broke Hustler" with regard to

the interest of the pulp and paper industry in the
local source «.f sulphur, we shall quote the closing

paragraph from our contemporary

:

"Mr. Cu.shing ends by saying that A. F. Brigham,
General Maftiager of tjie Hollinger Mine, has taken
the matter up with Premier Drury. This looks as if

there was a hen on, and that the criticism of the
pulp and paper companies was intended to conceal
another operation altogether. It Ls time that the pub-
lic knew that the lack of development of t;ie sulphur
deposits is not due to the pulp and paper industries,

but to the mining indastries. It should also be known
publicly that if the sulphur deposits of Northern
Ontario are to be developed, now is the time to do it.

The pulp and paper companies have been for some
time considering the use of liquid .sulphur dioxide
from tile nickel mine at Copper Cliff and other users
of a sulphur ore. Unless the sulphur deposit.s arc
shortly developed to provide a supply of flour of
sulphur at a rea.sonable rate, pulp companies will

have their arrangements made for the use of this

liquid, which would mean to them considerable re-

duction in the expense of plant."

When things don't come your way it is a sf^n
that you should be going after them.
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rSE THE DEAD STUFF.

We arc repeatedly getting reports of the amount

of timber killed by fires and the spruce budworm

and the quantities estimated as thus destroyed are

continually increasing. The damage by fire in cer-

tain areas, particularly those under the jurisdiction of

such protective agencies as exLst in Quebec and where

government railways do not operate, are greatly de-

creased. The ravages of the budworm, however, have

now spread to most of the forests of eastern Canada

and in some sections forty percent, or more of the

standing timber has been destroyed. Immediate steps

should be taken toward the removal of this material

and its utilization. Where such stands occur on crown

lands we should like to see an order requiring opera-

tors to cut first this infected or dead timber. If

doing so should involve additional expense over the

cutting of the live trees, a proportionate rebate of the

dues .«hould be made. If the Forestry Departments

of our eastern provinces have not the power to reqtiire

in the public interest that private operators follow

a similar plan, we should urge the passing of such

legislation as will enable such action to be taken.

Furthermore, there should be concerted action witli

regard to this matter by the chief foresters of our

eastern provinces.

The reason for requiring immediate action along

this line should be obvious. In the first place if this

timber is left in the forest it will only blow down,

become infected wit;i fungus and attacked by insects

and be a complete loss besides creating a serious fire

menace as a standing invitation to sparks from loco-

motives and strokes of lightning and a very .serious

handicap to the fighting of any fire that might get

started. Let us suppose that this winter tlie nor-

mal cut is taken from tlie forest, approximately

in the same proportion as present dead and standing

timber. We shall have taken from the woodlands

an amount of living trees equivalent to from sixty

to perhaps seventy-five per cent, of the total which

might have been dead timber, had only dead timlicr

been removed; the living trees cut down will grow no

f)re.
and the dead ones left in their place will rot.

;ps will in effect be a thinning of the forest and a

iisefiuent improvement of growing conditions. The

effe<^'t of taking out t^ie dead timber now would thus

8<?rve Hcvcral ends. It would serve for indnstrial

purponos what otherwise would be wa.ste, it would

8»ive for future growth under better conditions, trees

which otherwi.se would be removed and would greatly

improve the chance of the forest against fires and bud-

worm. We believe ihnt not only these .steps should

be taken but that in the cutting of t^iis dead .stuff

the operator should be required to bum thn slash and

thus do away with ftractically every fonn of fire, fun

gU8 and inaect hazard to the trees that would be left.

We realize that gtich a method of operation would

entail some sacrifice, perhaps, on t,iie part of some

operators but we believe that the lumbermen and the

pulp and paper manufacturers of Canada have suffici-

ent public spirit to give the f^orestry Department

confidence in anticipating their full co-operation in so

carrying on their operations as to most effectively pre-

serve our forests and consequently to insure their own
raw material for their own business. In asking oper-

ators to make such a sacrifice for the public good the

Government, which is the trustee of posterity, should

share the burden.

COBWEBS.

We are indebted to the Southern C.vprus Manu-

facturers' Association of New Orleans for an exceed-

ing interesting and instructive book on birds with

working plans for making 20 kinds of bird houses.

This little book should succeed in encouraging the

love and protection of our good friends the birds.

We especially enjoyed the story of George Stephenson,

inventor of the locomotive, and a bird.

It is estimated that Canada could produce annually

5,000,000 gallons of 95 per cent, alcohol from sul-

phite wa.ste liquors.

We heard a man say that the ground wood market

had gone to smash—meaning that pulp had sold for

less than .l!l00 a ton.

Munsey has bought the second oldest paper in the

United States, the Baltimore American, founded in

1773. That paper has been worried about its supply

before now.

WHERE IS WOODEN ?

Howard Wooden, 22, who is believed to be employed
as a back tender or machine man in some paper mill,

is requested to coninninicate with his former home in

Kiciimond, Va. Trade publications in the United States
have been asked for information as to Wooden 's pres-

ent whereabouts.

EFFICIENCY.

There has been much discussion in recent months of

efficiency, bonus, production, safety, welfare work,
and kindred subjects and we would like to utilize some
space to explain what it is all about, in ord^r that

everyone may have a better urulerstanding of the r.^ason

for all this agitatiiui. Uikc everything else we will have
to blame it on the war; the war caused a sliortiigc of

men; the war <'aiise(l a shortage of goods -— matcii.ils

of all kinds; the war cati.scd a shortage of ships and of

railroad cars; in short, the war hit us where we all feel

if ; if rai.-^ed the cost of living, that is, if seriously uii-

liahiiiccd a very delicate thing -our economic structure.

.'\nd what we will want to know is, how are we going fo

gef it liai'k info balance? Tlie answer is: "Work like

hell I"—Hhawinigan Falls Review.
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Additional Notes on Progress in Study of Wood and Wood
Pulp Infection and Decay*

At the June meeting of the American Pulp and Paper

Mill Superintendents Association the speaker had the

opportunity of giving a brief talk on wood pulp infec-

tion and decay. Since that time considerable work
has been done and the problem of the possible preven-

tion of the loss of pulp through such infection and the

curtailment of the spread of decay through the wood
storage pile is of such importance that a short outline

of the results obtained with a frank discussion and
interchange of ideas ma}' not be amiss.

In discussing the results of this study it appears

desirable to divide the work into two sections dealing,

respectively, with the pathological and chemical in-

vestigations. The pathological work includes a study

of the various molds and wood-destroying fungi com-

monl}'^ found on pulp and pulp wood witli the object of

preventing deterioration of the pulp during storage

and of reducing decay in wood in the storage yard by

improved sanitation and minor changes in methods of

handling. The chemical study includes an investiga-

tion of tlie chemical changes involved during decay of

the wood and wood pulps and a study of the losses

involved in pulping infected wood in comparison with

sound wood.
The speaker, in company with Mr. Humphrey, visited

during the past summer some eighteen of the co-oper-

ating mills in order to secure data relative to the

present methods of storage of wood and wood pulp

and to determine the extent of i>revailing losses. The
following remarks are taken directly from a previous

report but in view of tlic tremendous importance of

this problem and the losses sustained by the industrj-

we feel that a restatement will not l)e out of idacc.

Losses from decay in the wood pile at many mills are

staggering, the amount of deterioration depending on
the method of piling, age of tlie wood, and sanitary

condition of Ihe yard.

Broadly speaking, there are two general types of

wood storage: (1) In the yard, either in ricks or in large

conical piles; (2) Water storage, in whicii the wood is

unloaded into the river. It it believed that with certain

modifications yard storage is preferable. Water
storage by complete submersion is theoretically ideal,

as no decay can take place when wood is in a saturated

condition; however, under present commercial practices

this condition does not hold, for a large part of the logs

are floating, with the exposed portion often dried out

sufficiently for decay to take place. In addition to tiiis

the logs are often jammed or left exposed on the lianks

at low water; also, when unloaded from cars into the

river high piles are built up extending out into the

water and the greater portion of this wood is exposed
under very favorable conditions for decay, particularly

in a zone just above the water line.

As between ricking wood and dumping it from con-

veyors into large conical piles the concensus of opinion
appears to l)e in favor of the ricks, provided these

ricks are separated from each other by continuous air

passages at least 3 feet wide to allow for uninterrupted
circulation of air.

In general, present wood storage conditions at the

• Address by OTTQ KRESS at Woodlands Section
Meeting, Chicago. Nov. 12, 1920.

mills are deplorable and too much emphasis cannot be
laid on the necessity for reforming present practices.

Many of the yards are practically littered with rotten

or infected woody or bark debris which serves as a

source of infection for new wood and hence should be
removed and burned. A considerable number of yards
are on low ground which should be filled with dirt, sur-

faced with cinders ,to secure necessary drainage and
keep down weeds and grass which impede the circula-

tion of air around the base of the piles.

Likewise good sound foundations for ricked wood
which are well off the ground are conspicuous for their

absence. Not a single mill was properly equipped in

this respect. Present practice consists either in piling

directly upon the ground or on pulp logs laid length-
wise of the i)iles and often pressed deei)ly into the soil.

These conditions must be corrected before the mills

can hope to control the decay problem. A summary
of points to be observed as far as i)ossible in modifying
present practices is as follows

:

1. Ship pulp logs as soon as possible after cutting
to avoid their lying in the woods where high moisture
ciiitent and growing vegetation tend to cause infection
and decay.

2. Peel logs if possible, as this prevents borers from
attacking the wood, and also hastens air drying, thus
tending to prevent decay.

3. Remove decaying wood from the yard to eliminate
the source of infection for new wood.

4. Drain aiul care for storage yards so as to reduce
the soil moisture as far as possible; cut weeds to allow
for better ventilation.

5. Fill in yard with cinders; this gives good drainage
and keeps down weeds.

6. On removal of a pile of wood, clean up bark and
burn skids if they are badly infected. Under all cir-

cumstances infected skid logs shoidd be removed. The
yard should never be placed on ground filled in with
barker waste.

7. Do not rick wood directly on the ground. The best
procedure is to put in concrete piers supporting string-
ers, which have been given a pressure treatment with
coal tar creosote, on which to pile the logs. Such
stringers should not be brush treated but should be
pressure treated and will last at least twenty years. In
case it is not considered feasible to equip the .yard with
concrete piers the next best practice would be to use
wood blocking pressure treated with creosote as sup-
ports for the stringers. In any ca.se, the stringers
should be at least 12 inches, and preferably 18 inches
off the ground so as to allow for ample ventilation from
the sides.

8. Mark each log pile as it is received with
date at which it was piled and if possible age of the
wood. Use up wood in rotation. If ground in the yard
is available pile so that the full length of the pile is

exposed to the prevailing wind. Never place two piles
with less than a three or four foot space between the
piles.

9. Where timber is placed in conical piles by con-
veyors, a possible remedy may be to keep the- wood
saturated with water by means of an overhead sprink-
ler system, delivering the minimum amount of water
necessary to keep <he surface of the pile Met. this is
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I>i!seil 1)11 tlie fact tliat wood saturated with water will

not rot because there is not sufficient air within tlie

tinilier to aUow the funpi to grow. Whether il is coin-

inercially possible to wet tlie piles down sufficiently

ai'd maintain them in this condition must, however, be

demonstrated l).v actual test. If effective, the mills ^^ill

have accomplished two objects, namely, protection

against both fire and rot. It is our understanding that

certain mills are now trying out this .scheme mainly on

the recommendation of Mr. F. J. Hoxie (') of the Fac-

tory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies of Boston.

Fundamental laboratory studies are also under way
to determine the moisture limits at which wood destroy-

ing fungi will rot the timber. The results of those tests

will indicate .iust how wet the timber must be kept to

i-hei'k decay.

Study of Infection and Deterioration of Ground Wood
Pulp and Possible Means for Over-

coming the Same, i

-
1

When this investigation was iiiulertaken it was un-

derstood that the siudy of the causes and possible pre-

vention of infection and decay of groundwood pulp was
of primary importance liut from oliservations it appears

to us that the prevention of further decay in pulp wood
as received at the mill is of greater importance from

a monetary consideration. While the mills are re-

ceiving and will continue to receive infected wood cer-

tain changes in storing, coupled with the use of the

piles in rotation, will tend to minimize the loss from

decay.

Following out the first supi)osition the problem was
then initially attacked along the lines of preventing the

development of molds, bacteria and wood-destroying

fungi in stored groundwood and sulphite pulp by the

addition of antiseptics to the wet laps <>ither on the

wet machine or after removal from it.

The method consists in applying the antiseptic solu-

tions in the form of a fine spray by means of an or-

dinary garden sprayer working l>y comjiressed air.

Altogether over 0,000 laps of groundwood pulp, ap-

pro.ximafely 12 inches by 24 inches, and 1.000 laps of

suli)hite luilp have been thus treated varying loiicen-

trations of lO.'i different chemicals of possible antisejitic

value.

After applying the spray, \nivt of the laps were inocu-

lated with a mixture of a large number of molds previ-

ously isolated from badly infected ])ulp, and the re-

mainder with several s|)ei'ies of wood-destroying fungi

likewise sei'ured from decayed jmlj). The laps were
• then stored in close piles in a special shed in which

/ both the temperature and atmospheric moisture are

lield at a point favorable for the development of the

'rganisms.

Inspections are mafle every four to six months and
the conditions of the treated laps noted, as compared
with untreated puli> stored in the same piles.

Records are taken of the moisture eontenf of both
the treated and untreated laps, at the time of s)U'aying,

n.t well as the amount of antiseptic Hrdiition applied.

At the present lime the two oldest series of these

(') Copies of Mr. Iloxie's ad<lress before the Tech-
nical Section of the Canadian F'ulp & Paper Associa-

tion, may be obtained from the Pulp & Paper Magazine
at 10 cents eaili.—Ed.

(*) Some literature of this subject is a\ail8ble from
the Foreit Products Laboratory of Canada. Montreal.

tests have been running 13 and 14 months, respectively.

Eleven of the antiseptics in the fir.st series proved

higlily effective; only two were satisfactory in the

second.

Recently one of the co-operating mills sciit to the

.Madison laboratory about three tons of rotten ground-

wood pulp which was used as a source of further infec-

tion for the treated laps which had stood up against

previous tests. These laps have been inserted in a large

pile of the decayed material and thus given as severe

a test as it is possible to devise.

Through the courtesy of one of the co-operating mills

we have also been enabled to spray about one and a

half tons of groundwood pulp. Thirteen of the more

promising of the antisei)tics and five additional oils

which may i)rove toxic, were used. The solutions were

poui-ed into a barrel above and back of the wet machine.

Coi)])er pipes led from the bottom of the barrel to a

l)ipe, perforated with small holes at regular intervals,

which extended along the carrying roll and two inches

above it. A felt strij) was suspended from this pipe to

the sheet of pulp. The perforations of the pipe were

turned u]iwards about 15 degrees from the horizontal

thus allowing the chemical to flow down the cloth onto

the pulp. By regulating tlie flow of the chemical,

measured amounts were put on definite amounts of

til.' piilji. The sjirayed laps together with an equal

amount of unsprayed pulp from the same run were piled

in a basement storage room under conditions favorable

for its deterioration. Other jmlp will be piled around
it and tlie whole Avill l)e left for six months. Then it

will be examined to observe the efficiency of tlie anti-

septics against infection.

To date, some 70 odd organisms have been isolated

from pulp and when it is considered that the antiseptic

must prevent the development of any of these different

organisms, a better conception is obtained of the dif-

ficulties encountered. Further, the costs of the treat-

ment must be considered so as to avoid excessive cost

per ton of pulp treated. The prolilem is also complicated
by the high moisture content of tlie pulp as taken from
the wet machine which is only one-third dry, thereby
rliluting each ton of dry piil)) liy two tons of water and
reducing the coiK-entration, and hence, the toxicity of

the antiseptic. Further, some of the antiseptics which
gave the best results are to ]viisonous and dangerous
for mill use while others darken or discolor the pulp or
injure its quality.

Naturally, the trealment of pulp on the wet machine
with even the cheajiest antiseptics will add to the cost

of the pulp. As pulp, however, must be stored over
periods of low water, the I'ost of such treatment must be
looked upon as a necessar.v insuraiue. Naturally, pulp
that will not be stored for a longer period, but will be
used within two to three months, needs no protection
except the taking of the necessar.v precautions to store
it under sanitary conditions.

The following remedies are suggested to prevent
decay of wood pulp during storage:

1. Proper rotation of the piles of pulp, storing if

necessary in .several smaller piles in order that the
oldest pulp will !>• used up first.

2. The use of antiseptics applied juobably in the form
of water solutions on the wet machine, provided that
the laboratory trials develop a successful and fairly
cheaj) methoil of treatment.

3. Storage of pulp on conerclc floors, avoiding eon-
tact of the pulp with the ground or with planks that
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may have liecome badly iufceted from previous pulp.

Conerete floors should be provided with ]iroper drain-

age and after complete removal of the pile should be

hosed off, the drain capi)ed, and the floor sprayed Mnth

an effective antiseptic as an additional precaution.

4. Avoiding piling of fresh pulp on old pulp, as this

spreads the disease in case the older pulp is infected.

5. Removal of badly infected puli), burning same if

too badly decayed for use in paper making, also liurn-

ing planks, skids and other infected debris in the

neighborhood of the pulp pile.

6. Keeping down weeds near the i)ile and filling the

surrounding area with cinders to assist in proper

draining of the ground.

Study of the Chemical Changes Involved During Infec-

tion and Decay of Wood and Wood Pulp.

Through the courtesy of the co-oi)erating mills, a

number of shipments of infected sjjruce. hemlock, iial-

sam and asjien wood and of infected pulps were re-

ceived for chemical and |)ulping studies and for isola-

tion of the typical organisms causing the decay.

A l)rief consideration of the chemical changes in-

volved in the deca.v of the four chief pulp woods; viz..

spruce, balsam, hemlock, and asjien, throws additional

light on the astounding loses sustainetl through the

decay of wooil and the further losses involved in the

pulping of such infected woods.

Complete analyses of sound and infected woods and
of pulps made from these woods indicate quite clearly

that wood does not break down to the extent that might

be expected by a strictly selective action of the organ-

isms either on the cellulose or the encrusting material

but rather by a more uniform degradation of the wood.

In cases of extreme decay, iiowcver. the celhdose breaks

down to a larger extent than the encrusting material.

Assume a unit volume of sound wood weighing 100

lbs. bone dry becoming infected .so that the wood now
weighs only 80 lbs. bone dry. The volume through
such decay has not changed but if must be remembered
that pulp mills are purchasing wood oil volume or cord

basis and selling pulp and jiaiier on a weight basis. A
further loss in pulping now occurs either by the mechan-
ical or chemical ]>rocesses of ])uli)ing in the following
way. Pulping trials on infecteil woods, figuring yields

on the weight of bone di'y wood pulped, gave us rather

puzzling yields of 4") i)er cent, which are eipiivalent to

the yields obtained on a weight basis from sound wood.
A large number of cooks thus made by both the soda
aiul sulphite ])rocesses on a number of shipments of in-

fected wood in all cases, with l)ut one exception, gave
yields on the weight bases of ajiproximately 45 i)cr

cent, or the same as is obtained from sound siirucc, bal-

sam, hemlock, or aspeu. The exception was that of

very badly infected spruce which with a celhdose con-

tent of 41.99 i)er cent gave a pulp yield of :^9.64 per

cent crude pulp containing 1.19 per cent screenings.

In Table 1 is given the essential i)ulping.data on some

shipments infected spruce wood.

The screened unbleached pidps obtained for cooks

6. 7, and 9 were analyzed for cellulose content and for

Alpha, Beta, and Gamma cellulose content. The results

of these determinations are shown in the following

table.

Alpha Hela Gamma
Pulp from Cook Cellulose Cellulose Cellulose Cellulose

Xo. p.c.

Sligiillv infected

wood .... 9(i.7:)

W o (

sound
.ad-

9.')
. 7:?

94.44

I).c. p.c. p.c.

72.96 22.00 5 . 04

70.8:^ 17.8.-. (i.32

4(j.0."> 48 . 52 5.3:]

nearly

sound
Wood ver\"

ly rotted .

The data indicates plainly that as the decay pro-

gresses the jjcrcentage of celhdose decreases hut far

more indicative of the progress of the decay is the

decrease in the amount of the Ali)lui or stable cellulose,

aiul the veiy decided increase in the pei'centage of the

Beta or unstable cellulose. This is true both for the

raw wood and for the j.ulps |)epared from them.

Papers nuidc under similar machine conditions from

pulps jn'cparcd under identical |)ulping conditions',

from woods in various degrees of decay, show a dcitrease

in the strength tests, especiall.v in the following test

which measures in part tlie tenacity and brittleness of

the pui]). This is showii by a test of 304 double folds

for waterleaf paper made from Cook No. 6 prepared

from slightly infecteil wood, while waterleaf paitcr

from Cook .\'o. 9 from very badis deca.\'C(l wood made
under similar conditions showed a strength of only 2(j

double folds. Aside from the decrea.se in strength,

chemical pulps made from infected wood are more
dirty, tend in the case of pulits prepared from badly

ilecayed woods, to hydrate readily and are decidedly

darker c<doreil. (Such pulp would show excessive loss

on bleaching.—Ed.t.

These apparent abnormally high yields of pulp can

best be explained by the breaking down of the encrust-

ing materials through the mechanisms of deca.v into

simj.ler compounds that can be readily removed by the

•The samples represent different shijunents of in-

fected white s|)ruir obtained from diffei-ent mills.

Cooks 8 and 9 are duplicate determinations. (.Sec Tab. 1)

Table I.

Sample

a c

No.

Infected Spruce* 6

Infected Spruce 7

Infected Spruce 8

Infected Spruce 9

Infected Spruce 10

(^ M 2; ? t.'-z

0/ ^^ '-^ 23 _o O^
p.c. p.c. p.c. lbs. D.C. p.c. p.c. p.c.

43.9 43.5 14 25.8 46.90 27.75 61.45 10.80

44.6 43.8 14 28.2 :a.\% 42.86 37.68 19.4G

47.4 46.8 16 24.0

39.7 38.4 20 24.1 41.99 18.97 72 92 8.06

45.9 45.1 16 24.0
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eookinp liquor without causing a decided degradation

of the cellulose present in the wood. There is no ques-

tion but that in the pulpingr of sound wood a percentage

of the cellulose is broken into simpler compounds re-

moved by the cooking chemical.

If wood were bought on a weight ha-sis then proper
allowance would be made for the percentage decay, hut

this is not the case. For example, if a unit volume of

woods weighs in a sound condition 100 lbs. and after in-

fection weighs but 80 lbs. then assuming a 15 per cent

yield there would be ol>tained yields of 45 and 36 lbs.

of pulp or an actual loss of 9 lbs. of pulp per unit

volume of wood. Actual mill trials show that the cord

of rossed spruce used weighs 2,400 lbs. so that in the

example given there would have been on the same basis

of decay a loss of 216 lbs. of bone dry chemical pulp.

The losses from a groundwood pul]i stand point are

even more serious. A mill run on sound and infected

spruce showed yield figures, on a weight basis, of 94.5

per cent and 78.5 per cent, respectively, and on a cord

l)asis a yield of 390 lbs. more pulp per cord of sound
wood than was obtained per cord of infected wooQ.
Aside from the.se actual losses there is a very decided
further loss which, however, cannot be accurately

estimated, from the decrease in quality of the stock

made from infected wood. The difficulties encounter-

ed in using decayed pulp or pulp made from decayed
wood are evidenced also by loss in production due to

difficulty in drying the paper, increase in size con-

.sumption, and amount of longer and better fibred stock
required to maintain the strength. Further, the in-

fected pulp is alwa.vs dirty, off color and decidedly
brittle.

Paper Making Tests on Badly Decayed Groundwood
Pulp.

In a previous paper by Kress, Humphrey and
Richards. • the authors described the results of a study
of the infection of groundwood pulp in the course of

which paper machine runs were made on clean and in-

fected pulp, and the resulting papers compared for

strength, color, freeness from dirt, etc. In general, it

was found that the infected groundwood of a condition
similar to the shipment received at the laboratory, had
the following drawbacks in comparison with clean pulp
made from similar wood and under similar conditions:

1. Decided decrease in fibre length, thus affecting
the yield, felting qualify of the stock, strength of the
finished paper, and slowness of the stock.

2. Too great freeness of infected pulp. While ground-
wood pulp is often considered too slow, the extreme
fr#ne8s of the infected pulp would offer difficulty in

ca^-ing the necessary wafer on the paper machine and
in securing a good formation in the finished paper. It

should be remembered that only very badly infected
pulp is too free. Pulp which is only partly infected is

.slower than sound stock, but as the infection progresses

*Thc Paper Industry. October, 1919

the fibres break up more and the resulting stock be-

comes very much freer than sound groundwood.

3. Infected pulp is very much darker, thereby dull-

ing either white or colored sheets in which it is used.

4. The yield of fmished paper based on the percent-

age of groundwood used is decreased approximately

10 per cent.

5. The strength of the finished paper is decidedly

reduced. In a groundwood-sulphite furnish this

decrease in strength would necessitate the use of a

larger percentage of the more expensive sulphite pulp

in the furnish.

6. Infected pulp on the paper machine offers dif-

ficulty in sticking to the couch and press rolls and in

excessive foaming.

7. Infected pulp will require more sizing.

8. Infected pulp will make a verj' dirty sheet.

While sulphite pulp is normally not stored for a suf-

ficient length of time to deteriorate, there is no ques-

tion that infection will occur provided the pulp is

stored under unfavorable conditions. Sulphite pulp,

even though it is prepared from badly infected wood
is undoubtedly sterilized during the digestion of the

wood but later during piling may become infected.

Apparently, soda and sulphate pulps do not readily

become infected and from correspondence \nth the

mills we have not been able to secure an authentic

sample of such infested pulps. Rag stock in a bleached
half stock form is stored for long periods in drainers

but infraction of this is extremely rare. One authentic

case of such infraction, however, was brought to the
attention of the laboratory.

Time does not permit to go into details as to the re-

sults obtained from the various pulping trials but the

complete data will he published at a later date on com-
pletion of the study.

In Table II we have listed the more important chem-
ical constants of three typical spruces, representing a

sound wood, a partly inf-ected wood t.vpical of the
wood ground daily by one of the large Wisconsin mills,

and of the same kind as wa.s used in our mill grinder
run and. thirdly, a very badly infected spruce, so badly
rotted that it was not used by the mill for pulping pur-
poses. Taking the extremes of the sound for infected
wood we find such differences as 5.44 and 11.92 per
cent hot water .soluiile material. 24.000 antl 62.36 per
cent strong NaOH soluble, and .54.70 and 41.99 per cent
total cellulose. Time does not peiinit us to discuss the
significance of the analytical constants which have such
decided bearing on the jnilping characteristics of the
wood and of the quality of i)ulp j)roduced. The curves
which I have drawn for presentation at this meeting
.show the relation of the more important chemical data
obtained from a sound spruce and three spruces of
varying infection, also the data on sulphite pulps made
from these woods under similar pulping conditions.

Triplicate samples of i)nth groundwood and sulphite
pulp have inoculated with the various individual molds
and wood destroyers isolated from samples of infected

Table II. — Analytical constants of sound and infected white spruce on oven dry weight at 105 C.

Klnrt of woo<1
Com Hot Ether 1", 7.14% Alph.t Heta Oam- Mrthyl

AKh WBt»r water BOlU- NaOH NaOH Copper Llgnln CpUu- r»llu- cel- ma- Pento p<»n-
»olu- iiolu- ble golu- aolii- number lose loae lu- cellu- san tosan
ble ble ble hle lofie lose

Po'in"! uprur* . . . . o.l« 1.47 S44 l.BR IR m 14 no R BS 3131 54.70 «3.!i5 1037 :«o« 11 no 1.8g
Inflwt»«1 mill run . 0.7S 5.S4 *.n 1.1> S9>: 4».:ii 17.4» tG.tl 46.(0 17.75 61.45 10.80 *.4S 2.66
spruce

B«<11r Infected . . 0(1 « ht 11 »; 1.40 44 00 «2.>( 13.S« 31)20 419) in 97 72*6 g 0« « 50 3.77
prue«
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pulp shipped to the laboratory. The first set of these

inoculated samples was opened after six months growi^h

and liie sani])l('s are now being analyzed. The two other

sets 111' infected samjiles will lie examined at two periods

between now and dune 1. 1921. In this way definite

information will lie obtained as to the techuieal changes

involved during decay through the action of individual

organisms. Some of these groundwood samples even

after only six months test are very badly decayed, the

worst showing an actual decrease in weight of 18.13

per cent.

The following table gives a comparison of the original

sound groundwood and the six months infected pulp

:

Cold Hot 1 p c 7. 14p c Lignin Cel-
water water NaOH NaOH lulose
soluble soluble soluble soluble

Sound 0.13pc l.llpc 10.13pc 18.28PC 31.Ope 60. Op c

groundwood
Six months 6.09p c 11.06p c 46.30p c 62.80pc 35,30pc 43.45p.i

inflected
groundwood

Aside from the very large loss due to decrease in

weight of the pulp, the large cold and hot water soluble

content of the infected pulp would cause a further loss

in conversion of the l)ulp to paper.

Some interesting work Ls being done at the laboratoiy

to determine the nature of the cleavage products pro-

duced during the decay of the pulp. The direct loss in

weiglit is, no doubt, due to carbon dioxide, water, and
possibly methane, which are the end products produced

through such decay. It will he attempted to measure

flie quantity of these products produced from a unit

weight of the infected pulp.

When it is remembered that the pulp yield on North-

ern woods is directly proportional to the weight per

cubic foot tlien the purchase of wood weighing either

28 and 24 pounds per cubic foot makes a decided dif-

ference in the weight of actual wood cooked per day.

Further, infected wood is brittle, causing a large loss

in chipping as is sliowu by the following table

:

% Loss in

Kind of Wood. Screenings

of %" Chips

Sound Norway spruce 4.43%
Nearly sound white spruce 5.62%
Infected white spruce 13.22%
Infected white spruce 15.60%
Very badly infected white spruce 17.02%

It is also to be remembered that chips made from in-

fected wood occupy the same volume space in the

digester but will give decidedly lower yields of inferior

pulp while consuming the same cooking liquor and
steam.

The paper industry must use wood not suitable for

lumber as the latter industry can afford to pay more
for their raw material. This means that the pulp mills

will purchase inferior wood that is only too often badlj'

infected and unless tlie proper precautions are observed

tliis infected wood will deteriorate very rapidly during

storage. Proper scaling is supposed to compensate for

rot in tiie wood as liought by the mills but observation

indicates that the pulp mills are in general not making
sufficient deduction to cover this.
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A Paper Mill Chemist's Views on German Paper Clothing

There have been many expressions of opinion from
textile authorities regarding paper elotihing manu-
factured in (ierniany, nearly all of which have dis-

credited the probability of such clothing becoming
popular. The following article by Martin L. Griffin,

t'onnerly chief chemist of the Oxford Paper Company,
of Rumford. Me.. j)resents an expert; view on the sub-

ject fi-oin the pajHT manufacturer's point, of vantage
in the Daily .Mill Stock Reporter:

During tlie later stages of the war with Germany
and her allies, when tiheir resources were fast waning
and cotton was no longer available either for explo-

sives or clothing, sulphite pulp was restored to and
various fabrics made from pulp, first as a tissue paper
and then as a textile yarn were made. A very general

use appears to have been matle of such fabrics for

clothing, furniture coverings, railway carriage seats,

etc. Clothing made of such fabrics attracted con-

siderable attention toward the close of the war both

in England and the TJnit^^'d States on account of its

apparent utility and cheapness, and has been given

considerable advertising.

There is now an exhibit of paper textile products

travelling about the country presumably to show to

what extent Germany was reduced to clothe her people

and her genius for science and invention ; but neither

special knowledge, unusual skill, or any invention are

revealed in these articles made from paper pulp by
the jirocess of jiapermaking and textiles. It is inac-

curate and misleading to speak of these products as

paper suits or paper clothing, since they are made
from cloth whose yarns are spun and woven by Uhe

usual textile processes. The slitting of tissue paper

into narrow strips and twisting into yarn to be used

as twine has been known and practised commercially

for a long tdme.

Fabrics made from paper yarns have been on sale

in the large department stores at various times for

ladies' wear. Cloth of this type possesses novel char-

acteristics, being made from a filament of paper, it

has a smooth surface free from hairy fibres common
Ho ordinary textiles. Coarse fabrics for floor coverings

and nigs have been exploited on a considerable scale

at times. These Gorman made |»apcr suits were adver-

tised in England for sale at some two or three shillings

and conveyed the impression thai' they {)ossess much
utility for summer wear ami woidd help reduce the

Aiigs cost of living. Nothing of the kind. I had
iiraagined that paper and not cloth made from paper

stock hail been used fur thi.si paper clothing until I had

seen a suit of it. There can be no economy and little

utility in attempting to make a fabric requiring the

double process of pa|)er and textile manufacture.

Taking the tissue jiaper from paper mill process is

simple. The pai>er is first slit up info iijirrow strips

ranging from n <(uarter of an inch to one inch depend-

ing u|>on the number of the yarn desired. These strips

are tlien flami>ene(l, twisted in a ring spinning frame

wound upon bobbins and the yarn.s are then ready for

weaving in the ordinary way. The cloth is finished

in many resfrf-ets like ordinarj' cotton textiles having

due regard to the fact that the fibres of the paper

pulp are relatively very short and that the yams are

accordingly very weal: especially when wet. Careful

directions acconifoiny eneh article jis tv> how the gar-

ment must be handled in washing. Shirtings and the

like are given a special treatment to soften and make
them more pliable. The dying is usually done with

direct and sidphur colors in jigs and pads, and as

would be expected does not penetrate but only colors

the surface leaving the central part of the yearn un-

touched by the dye. So far as I have examined the

dyes are little more than stains and bleed badly when
wet.

Some of the characteristics of a two-piece work-
man's suit which I happen to have are as follows :

The cloth is of a coarse weave, count 30x9, and differs

from plain weave in tliat the warp threads are in pairs

while the weft is single ply. This gives just double
the strength in the warp direction. The tensile

strength dry was 75 pounds to the inch lengthwise

and 37 crosswise. After wetting out, these tests fell

to 't9 and 26 pounds, which recovered after drying 72

and 33 pounds, showing that by careful handling in

washing and avoiding rubbing, such pai>er cloth will

stand considerable handling. The two-piece suit

weighed 3 1-4 po\inds and gave the impression of

weightiness. The weave was open, making a porous

cloth which was verj- stiff. The cloth was a navy
blue and the garments were cut out, sewed and finish-

ed in places with strips of cotton cloth in the ordinary

fashion.

I confess I was much disappointed in the paper
suit so called. I had imagined that a suit of clothes

triade of real paper had been produced. I believe it

is perfectly possible to make a better article of cloth-

ing from paper pure and simple. Starting with a

good strong rope, linen or kraft paper and treating it

to the incipient parchmentizing process and thereafter

softening it produces a product of great strength and
tenacity and resistance to wear. From an artistic

point of view a smooth surface to clothing such as

paper presents would not be attractive but it would
be a very easy matter to give it a "linen finish" or

any other surfacu' treatment desired. The crimping

effect on paper has enhanced the utility and value of

paper greatly for certain purposes and is applicable

to this purpose for giving pliability stretch and other

desirable qualities.

If the time sho\ild come when such clothing appeared
desirable for palm-beach suits which could be worn,

smart ami natty, for a day for half a dollar and then

east off. avoiding the laundry bill, I feel sure the

American papermakor is the man who will do it with-

out any assistance from tlie textile man and needs no
pointers from Germany.

TO MAKE PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER AT EDOE-
MONT, OHIO.

A report from Dayton, Ohio, is to the effect that

sensitized photographic jtaper will be one of the chief

prodinrts of the Dayton I'hoto Products Company, or-

ganized here recently and capitalized at $3,21)0.000. The
company owns an invention which incdudes a con-

vertible motion picture camera for home use, capable

of taking, printing and i)rojeeting motion pictures by
reflection with a noii-eombustible film. A special fea-

ture of the i)roduetion of the machine is the sensitized

photographii' paper wliich will be manufactured at the

eomi)any's plant, located in Edgemont.
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U. S. PRODUCTION OF NEWS PRINT IN OCTOBER.

The following is a review of the reports received from
domesfio manufacturers of news print paper, from
jobbers bu.ving and selling news print paper and from
leading publislicrs using news print paper by the

Federal Trade Commission's report.

The average or normal production of total print and
standard news based upon the total combined produc-

tion for tlie years 1917, 1918 and 1919 amounted to

112,736 tons of total print and 101,400 tons of standard
news for a period corresponding to October. The actual

production amounted to 124,8! 8 tons of total print and
114,232 tons of standard news, an increase in the case

of total print of less than 11 per cent over the average
for the three-year period and an increase in the case of

standard news of less than 13 jier cent over the average.

The production <if news print for October, 1920, com-
pared with October, 1919, shows a slight decrease for

total lU'int and an incrc^asc for standard news. The in-

crease for October, 1920, over October, 1918, amounted
to 18 per cent for total pi'int and 21 per cent for stand-

ard news.

Mill stocks of botii total print and standard news
decreased during October, 1920.

The idle machine time, 2,186 nuichine hours, rci)orted

to the commission was 923 hours more than that in

September. No lost time due to labor conditions was
reported by news print mills.

Imports and Exports.
The imports and cxjinrts of printing paper nut duti-

able (i)ractically all ih>ws print) and of wood pidp for

the month of September, 1920, compared with tlic month
of September, 1!M9, were as follows.

Sept. 1920 Sept. 1919

Net Tons Net Tons
Imports of news |)rint (totaH . . . t)r),411 4(j,r)74

From Canada 63,321 46.r)74

From (icrnuiiiy 676
From Sweden 1,414

Exports of news print (total) . 3,182 4.703
To Argentiiui 1,334 901

To Cul)a 658 1,031

To Chiiui 102 192
To Uruguay 173 98
To other countries 91:i 2.481

Imports of ground wood i>ulp

(total). 26.812 18,.')93

Imjjorts of dieinical wood pulj)

(total) 74,614 43,973
Unbleached sulphite 40,422 24,294
Bleaclied sulphite 12.529 7,0.55

Unbleached sulphate 20,711 11,932
Bleached sulphate 952 692

Exports of domestic wood pulp . 1,757 4,081

The imports of news print for September, 1920, were
18,837 tons more than for Septeml)er, 1919. The ex-
port for Septenitier, 1920, were 1,521 tons less than for
September, 1919.

The tonnage to "Other Countries" under the "Ex-
ports of News Print" for September, 1920, includes
135 tons to Canada. 113 tons to Venezuela, 110 tons to
Chile, 109 tons to Dutch East Indies, 72 tons to Philip-
pine Islands and 32 tons to Panama.
The imports of ground wood pulp for September,

1920, were 8,219 tons more than for September, 1919.
The exports of dt)mestic wood pulp were 2,324 tons less

than for September, 1919,

Stocks of rolls in the lianils of .jobliers at the end of
October wei-e 88 tons less than the stocks in the hands
of the same jobbers at the beginning of the month.
Stocks of sheets were 323 tons greater at the end of
October than at the beginning of the month. The net
increase in the total stocks of news print in the hands
of jobbers at the end of October amounted to 235 tons.
Commitments to sell roll news were 670 tons greater

than commitments to buy. Commitments to sell sheet
news were 906 tons less than commitments to buy. Total
commitments to sell both rolls and sheets were 23t) tons
less than commitments to bii.v.

Publishers' stock decreased 4,646 tons during the
month. The avei,;.ie daily tonnage used during October
was 72t) tons moie than the average used in September,

Seventy-five pui)lishing concerns hehl about 65 per
cent of the tonnage on hand at the end of the month.
The domestic consumption of standard news by

metropolitan dailies using between one-half and three-
fourths of a milli(ni tons annually for October, 1920,
when, c(unpared with October, 1919, shows that the con-
sumption for the month of October for both years was
approximately the same, and increased sligiitly more
than 35 per cent for October, 1920, over October, 1918,

Average Prices Paid by Publishers.
The weighed a\cragc price of contra. -i deliveries

from domestic mills to publislicrs during October, 1920,
f.o.b. mill in carload lots for standard news in rolls, was
$5,790 per 100 pounds. This weighted avci-agc is based
upon October deliveries of about 44,001) Ions on con-
tracts involving a total toniuige of approximately 310,-
000 tons of undelivered paper inanufai-tured in the
United States.

The weighted average contract price based on deliv-
eries from Canadian mills of about 21,000 tons of
standard roll lu-ws in carload lots, f.o.b. mill in October,
1920. was .-f;5,343 |)er 100 pounds. This weighted aver-
age is based upon the October deliveries on contract.s
involving about 100,000 tons of undelivered Canadian
paper. The greater nundier of these are short-term
contracts expiring before 1921.

The weighted average market price for October of
standard roll news in carload lots f.o.b mill based upon
domestic jiwrchases, totalling slightly less than 8,000
tons, was .+9.362 to 100 pounds. This weighted average
may be less than market quotations on a<;count of eon-
tract relations, quantity discounts, mill stock ownership
and otiier causes unknown to the commission.

ARNOLD HANSSONS PROMOTION.
-Mr. .Vniold ]laiis.son. a wcll-kiiowri Canadian For-

ester ha.s received the appiiint nicnt of Chief Forest
Inspiftor of the New Zealand Forestry Department,
under .Mr. M. L. Ellis, formerly of the Forestry Depart-
ment of the (Canadian Railway.

Mr. IIans.son Is a Norwegian by birth, but some time
ago became a British subject. He received his M.A. and
F. E. degrees from Christiania University, Norway, and
JIaster of Forestrj- from Yale University. He has ex-
tended experience in forest work fhrou^'hout the United
States and in Cauada. After .several years with th"
Laurent ide Company at Grand Mere. Quebec, Mr.
Haa>4con entered into private work as a consulting
forest engineer with headquarters at Montreal. In
this capacity he was retained by the Abitibi I'ower
and Paper Company to conduct special work in con-
nection with their forests. An excellent war record
with the Canadian forces Ls another of Mr. Hans.son's
dLstinction-;; two years he spent in active service.
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A Canadian Forester's Training
The Final Two Years of His College Course Treat the

Forest as a Prodactive Organization,

iJy i>r. €. D. HOWE. Aotiug Dean, Faculty of Forestry, Fniversity of Toronto.

^Continued from Page 1M5. >Jov. 11, lf)20)-.

'For tlie first two years of a course iii foi-estry. the

^student for the most part considers trees separately
as individual organizations, but in the second two years

he is taught to look upon trees, both in regard to their

life history and tlicir economic relations, collectivel.v as

fertility on one side and forest growth on the other is-
extremely delicate. Minor disturbances and adjust-
ments are constantly taking place under natural condi-
tions, but the balance suffers great distortion under the
usual logging operations and still more in the case of
fire. This explains why the character of the forest

stands. tyi)es. forests. Just as the tn\ni is not merely usually changes and may pass through several stages:
an organization of people, so the forest is not merely a occuiiying several hundred years before the original
collection of trees, but like the town is a community, an forest comes back after severe cutting operations and!
organization dependent for its development and growth especially after fires, and this is the fundamental rea-
upon certain e.xternal conditions and upon certain in- son that logging

ternal conditions of its own making. Indeed, the simile

may go a step fartiier, for in a town tlie organization,

the structure remains intact, but the component in-

dividuals are constantly changing, and so it is with the

forest ; the forest is always a forest, unless destroyed
by some catastrophe—Itut the indiviiluals are slowly
but constantl}" shifting in time and in space. Because
men can comprehend the laws and conditions which
bring about these changes in the forest, we have the
profession of forestry, since forestry is the fashioning,

the moulding of a community of living trees to the

...
operations must be directed with in-

telli^'ence and technical knowledge if our forests are to
lie kept continuously productive in ternte of valuable
.species, and the reason, too. that adequate fire protee-

the

Woods Experience.

In the third year also especial attention is given toeconomic and industrial aspects of the forests rparticular the methods of converting the forests of 'thecountry into current wealth. The variou.s sTep.s 'n !heneeds of man the application of brain power to the creation of wealth by the application of" labor to theeconomic production ot wood. Man has already ap- torest resources are followed from the cutti f l\,
plied his intelligence to the energy of lightning and tree to the production of paper or of a shoe Itfalling water and directed it into economic channels,

resulting in enormously increased wealth so man can
apply iiis intelligence to the energy of nature as ex-

pressed in the growing forest and direct it into econ-

omic channels, and it would result in enorniously in-

creased wealth for our country. The possibilities in

Canada are almost unlimited, and the results would be

glorious—aiul profitable.

Science in Forest Control.

This is the point of view in regard to the forest

presented to the students during the last two years of

their course, and they are shown in tne forest as well

as in the class room how man can control and improve
the forest by his knowledge of the laws of its growth,
health and hygiene. For example, in reference to these

laws, the students are taught how a forest cover influ-

ences the amount of light that gets through to the

ground, how some trees can grow in the shade of their

neighbors anri others cannot. In fact, the light relatiini

isnhe most important factor in detcrminin}: the com-
pwition of a forest, and it is the forester's most effec-

tive fool. The students are also introfluced to the mys-
terious cycle of forest growth and soil fertility. The
forest feeds the soil l)y the decay of its leaves and wood.
The products of decay of one year or a grou|) of years
contribute to the support of the forest life of the fol-

lowing year or grou]) of years. The previous genera-
tion gives ii[> its life that the present (generation may
live.

Soil and Light Factors.

liighf and soil fertility then ;ire tlm magic keys that
unlock the secret chamher wherein \h contained the
knowledge which man uses to fashion the forest to his
wishes. The equipoise lietween litfht exposure and soil

whatever the final P.v^ducl "may -^e."' For^,£ Id.scu.s.sed. Its character, length of emplovment andmethods ot payment, together with workman's compensation acts The students come in contact with the

^

ools commonly used in bushwork. The a,lvauta.'es ofhe vari.uis types of axes and saws are demonstrated'
b.^ ac ual use. The methods of felling and log-making-and the organization of crews are studied in contactwith such work. The or,Mnization and equipment of'
a log-ing camp are explained and later the students-
learn to appreciate certain characteristics of the aver-age biinkhou.se by living in one for several weeks Thestudents learn how logdecks are made and how thelogs are taken down to the landings for transport bv
rail or water. They learn the relative costs and ad-^antages of aerial tramways, forest railroad.s. river driv-mg am ratting and the applicabilitv of the various
types ot transport to the mill to the different forest
re<rions of the country.

Learning the Markets.

The nietho.ls of manufacture and u.se of the various
orest pr<,ducts follow the above as a natural sequence

'

Here the object is not only to give the forestry .student
an intiinafe knowledsre of the final markets and uses
..f t anadian woods, but also to give hini an understand-
ing of the various factors that enter int.. the cost of
production. The students are required to visit andmake reports np.m the ..rganization. equipment and
pn.duction of .saw mills, the grading and piling of
lumber, upon the manufacture of cross ties, poles posts
and pilinfr, of floorinsr an.l siding, shingles ami laths-
upon the production of coopera^'c. veneers, boxes
matches, excelsior and various woo,|*n-ware pro.lucfs
They are required to give special stiidv to the rapidly
deveh.ping wood pulp and pi^wr inWustK. "^e pro.
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cesses of manufacture of mechanical and chemical pulp
•and their conversion into various grades of paper are
studied in detail.

The Function of Forestry.

Unless the tearing down processes are equalled or
exceeded in volume by the building up processes, life

will cease, and so it is with the forest unless wood
material equivalent in amount to the enormous quan-
tities removed each year in the form of lumber and
plupwood, is replaced each year by new growth, the

forest will cease—at least as a commercial asset. To
recuperate, to regenerate, to restore is the function of

the forester. His greatest and most important work
is through intelligent direction of cutting and logging
operations to replace the annual loss through the

agency of the axe and disease, windfall and fire in the

forests which nature has already created free of charge.

A part of his work, however, is to create forests anew
on worn out farm lands and on areas where forests

have been completely destroyed by repeated fires. For-

estry students are thoroughly prepared for this kind

of work. They learn about the adaptability of differ

ent species for planting under tlie different climatic

and soil conditions in the various parts of the country.

They are taught methods of preparing the nurser\,

raising and caring for the young trees. They learn the

different practices in field planting. At the comple-

tion of the subject, their book knowledge is reinforced

by a week or ten days of actual work in the ntitarin

provincial nurseries.

(To be continued.

)

PRICES.
"They say the bottom lias (hop|)ed out of commodity

prices."

"Yes and no," says the organ of the Parsons Trading

Company.
High prices induce greater production, and the

greater production tends to lower prices, and this

desirable effect is noticed first in those things wliere

it takes least time to increase production—tlie annual

crops, and goods made from them. There is no ques-

tion that the "fantastically liigh" prices for food and
and for clothing fibres—wool, cotton, etc.—i)ersuaded

many planters and stockmen to go in more heavily

on those lines. They overdid it a bit, seen froni tlieir

view point, for old crop stocks were not exhausted, and
prices fell.

The world is sobering after the long "spree" of

spending. The persistent frugality of some thousands,

the renewed economies of some millions, have at last

allowed demand in many lines to be overtaken by
supply, and prices droj).

It is said most of the war-rich have spent their money,
and that it is getting back into thriftier hands. The
merchants must sell, and if the monthly sales, say, of

a mail order house drop from $27,000,000 to $16,000,000.

the answer is a 25% horizontal cut. An ominous con-

dition, a drastic remedy.
But it is clear that any deep horizontal cut affects,

temporarily, the prices for ail other obtainal)le goods,

but that horizontal cuts cannot be kept horizontal, and
each commodity in the long run must find its own price

level.

When the tide comes in the waves dasli higher than
high-tide level. "When tlie tide goes out there is a

sweep which leaves momentarily exposed patches of

beach which are really below low-tide level. There is

a tremendous sweep, and sometimes people think the

tide will ebb indefinitely; but there is a limit and a
turn.

As long as there are stomachs to feed and backs to
clothe, there will be little over-production in annual
crops, one year's surplus being merely the next year's
insurance against shortage.
With housing and the lumber trades, whicii require

longer time for their products, relief cannot come so
promptly. If it takes thirty years to grow a tree fit for
pulp-wood, and tlie forests have been wantonly deplet-
ed, prices will drop to permanent lower levels only
gradually. Sudden sharp breaks, due to temporary
aiul technical conditions, will be followed by ([uick
recoveries.

In paper, one of the most important trades dependent
on timber, the general commodity price movement, and
llie new wage demands of ju-inters, have alarmed some
buyers, and for the moment certain grades are more
easily obtainable than heretofore. But price shading
lias been limited ciiiefly to spot lots of odd sizes and
weights: future contracts are strong. Nobody wishes
to go through anotlier winter like 1919-1920.

Paper prices will come down, though not to |)re-war
levels. Meanwiiile it is safer to Iiave the jiaper one
needs, at a fair market i)rice, than to wisii for it. and
lack it, at a price wliich economic conditions do not yet
permit.

WOODLANDS SECTION MEETS NEXT WEEK.
The necessity of liolding a meeting of the Woodlands

Section of the (". P. and P. A. has prevented giving it
very nuich i)ub]icity. Prom the following it will be
evident that much <if importance will be done in Tor-
onto. The live ones will be there.
Program of Woodlands Section meeitng Dec Hth and

9tli, 1920. King Edward Hotel. Toronto.

Program for Dec. 8th.

10 o'clock.—Chairman's address; Paper bv Dr. C. D
Howe, University of Toronto, entitled "Performance of
a Few Culled Acres"; General discussif>n

; Report by
Kllwood Wilson, of Imperial Forestry Conference";
.\djournment for lunch.
Afternoon.—Paper by R. O. Sweczy. ..n the compar-

isons l)etween planting, seeding, and natural growth •

Paper by Mr. H. flraeslnnd. who will tell what is being
ilone in .Sweden in iciriird to for.si po|i,-\-.

Program for Dec. 9th.

Thursday, the 9th will be an open meeting com-
mencing at 10 o'clock and, during the day, opportunity
will be given to look over different iiiechanical ap-
|)liances which will be on exhibition by the manufac-
turers.

10 o'elock.-Open discussion on use of aerial ap-
I)liances.

The Laurentide and Price Companies will contribute
much useful data.

SPANISH RIVER PLANS ADJUSTABLE CONTACT
Reports that the Spanish River Pulp & Paper Com-

pany had set its 1921 price at 6.50 were current in
N'ew York last week, but the G. H. Mead Company,
\yhjch sells this company's products in the United
States, said that next year's new.sprint price had not
yet been set. It was stafed in the Mead company's
telegram that the 1921 contract will probablv provide
for adjusment of price on July 1 and that "the Mead
<ompany had closed some contracts extending beyond
the end of 1921. providing for adjustment of price.
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THE FUTURE OF TIMBERLANDS. PULP AND
PAPER.

No one shoukl be deceived by the present lull in

business in so far as pulp and paper are concerned, as

this particular line is in a cla.ss by itself and any decline

in price will be very transitory as this industry differs

from any other, owing to the short svippl.v of wood, its

raw material, which will be the price controlling factor

for the future.

There are so many paper companies who own either

no lands at all or very small holdings who will be forc«d

out of business on that account, that there will be a

continued shortage of pulp and paper from the time

business once takes mi its normal stride, wliich in all

probability will be not later than next March.

The foregoing statements apply with equal force to

the lumber situation, and as soon as build'ng begins

next spring prices for lumber will be higher than have

yet obtained.

Within two years timber lands will be. selling in

the State of Maine, for instance, for fifty dollars per

acre. I am willing to stake my reputation on this.

and I shall leave it to my friends to state whether or

not my predictions in the past in connection with timber

lands have been correct.

When one considers that land in Maine has already

sold for thirty dollai"s and more per acre, and stumpage
contracts have already been made at prices running

up to nine dollars and fifty cents per cord, it is not

a very far cry to fifty-dollar land and thirteen-dollar

stumpage.
Within two years there will be little, if any, wood

going out of Canada, and I shall leave the reader to

infagine what will ha|)i)en when this annual su|)|)ly of

a million and a half cords is no longer available to the

American mills.

This will be simply a case of self preservation on

the part of Canada, as her own mills have absolutely

no wood to s])are. The Province of Quel>ec has already

been forced to notify some of her larsre limit-holders

that the}- must reduce the cut on their Crown Lands
one-half. This will necessitate the purchasing by the

Canadian mills of all fee land wood which has been

L'oing across the line ; otherwise they will be pre-

iriaturely forced out of business themselves.

Personally. T will not sell an acre of la"d. a cord

of stumpage, or a cord of wood at any price. This

is Iho advice which I have given all of my friends for

the past year. I am not cutting a cord of wood on

my own holdings, but am buying wood and stumpaare.

fnd
have stocked my mills for the coming year in this

•ay.

The facts above stated are all indicative of our only

too short timber supply, and further emphasize the

iifce.ssity of practicing greater conservation.

A word further U> the paper mills. Don't be deceiv-

ed bv a pre.sent sun))ly of wood in the mill vard and

at tb" railroad sidings, as every cord of extra wood
'lit this year means a cord less standing.

Tn the wood we are now cutting we are simply rob-

hintr our children.

The present accumulation of cut pulp wood Inis been

brought about by the four following cHiises :

1. A temporary recession in business during the

rend.iustment period, which was bound to come.

2. The increa.se in price ffir wood, which helped fo

pay for the longer haul, as miwh of the wood that ha.*

been cut' recently is from the very back end of many
of our timber lots.

3. An attempt on the part of land owners in the

bud worm killed area to salvage at least a small portion

of the bug killed timber.

4. The fact) that lumber has temjiorarily dropped in

price, owing to the delay in building, causing a diver-

sion of logs from lumber to pulp wood.

The great trouble with the paper companies is that

they are ahva\s living in the present, forgetting the

past when at times they have hardly known where the

next carload of wood was to come from, and disregard-

ing the larger and more permanent shortage of the

future.

The latest reports which I have just receiv.-d from
cruisers in New Brunswick now raise the amount of loss

in the standing wood siii>ply of that Province from the

recent attack of the bud worm to approximately fifty

per cent., so when you look at the present pile don't

lose sight of any of the above facts.

It is far better to look this situation s(|uaiely in

the face and endeavor liy every means at our command
to prepare for the future. Therefore, anything that

can be said or done which will tend to arouse the public

to a realization of the danger that is confronting us

with regard to our future timber supply is a public

work of the first importance.

FRANK J. D. BARNJUM.
Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia.

November 27, 1920

Note:—We happen to know that Mr. Harii.jum is

ready to practice what he preaches—cut dead trees out,

whether or not the (iovernment requires it.—Editor.

GERMANY'S PAPER BOOM.
Information reached London today that a great boom

in Germany's export trade in paper is impending.
Production is rapidly rising in the "Fatherland" and
has now attained 75 per cent of peace-time quantities
and far exceeds the home demand.
The cause of the present abundance of paper for

report is that nearly all German newspapers and pub-
lications have reduced their sizes. Newspaper publish-

ers are agitating for cheaper newsprint, which, besides
increasing the home demand will also increase the
tendency to dump abroad. In 1919-20 the Mavarian
State profits from the sale of timber amounted to

5,000,000 marks, as against 19,000,000 marks in the

preceding year. Germany's capacity as paper manu-
facturer is said to be 30 per cent greater than in 1914.

One cause of this increase is that makers of wall-papers,

whose business has been stagnated by domestic
troubles, have taken to making newsprint.

Improved paper-making machines are now being
manufactured at Knipps. The complete solution of

the fuel problem is likely to see Germany restored to

her pre-war position as Europe's greatest paper
exporter.

From the fore-going information, which is partly

correct it is quite evident that Germany is working
out the coal problem for the benefit of industrj-. We
do know that large shipments of newsprint have reach-

ed ETigland and the States and that n great effort is

now being made for Germany to get back to her pre-

war status.

Mr. II. Fiirmiiiger, superintendent of the Beaubar-

nois Division of the Howard Smith Paper Company,
and Mr. Wesley Tilton, superintendent of the Cornwall
Division, called on the Toronto office of the company
during the week.
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3000 CUTTING ABITIBIS PULPWOOD.
The work of the Woods department is of especial

interest at this tame though there is a romance about
the bush that makes it always an interesting subject.

The sailor is not a more romantic figure than the man
who goes into the silent places to reap the harvest of

timber.

On the Ahitibi limits tins season there arc eight

company cam|)s in full swing, witli nineteen jolibers aini

innumerable sub-jobbers taking out anywhere from
2,500 cords to 5;").000 cords. This means that the woods
resound to the axes and saws of over 3000 men from
dawn to dark.

But this is not the only source of supply of wood
for the Mill. All over the country within range of

the mill, are settlers busy clearing off their land and
selling the timber to the Company. Naturally this is

in small lots from each clearing, but in the aggregate
it comes to a large number of cords when it is assem-

bled.

The cut this year is likely to go to the objective or

even surpass it for the weatlier has been extremely
favorable. A long dry fall witho\it snow is ideal for

logging especially if it follows a dry summer. In

that case the black spruce swamps have not so much
water in them and if tlie\' freeze befoi-e tlie snow
comes in quantity, it is possible to get out many inorc

logs than otherwise.

Most of the work in the bush starts in the middle of

August ; all the big camps are opened then. In fact

the season has been so projjitious that many of the

big jobbers have got on so well with the actual cutting

operations that they are a week or two aiiead of what
they would have been in a usual year. They expect

to be finished wiHi the cutting by mid-January.

Others who got a later start will not be through by
that time but the pnisitei-ts as said above are for

a record cuti on account of the weather.

The two big new camps opened this year are Camp
28 on the Mistango river and Camp 30 on the first

lake of the Edwards chain. Frank Boycr. who used to

be on the boom at the Mill, is in charge of Camp 30.

The depots at Lowbush and La Reine on a Sunday
look like a county fair. The yards are crowded
with the teams of those who have driven in with siij)-

plies, men in all sorts of costumes and seeking every

kind of thing imaginable. An indication of the traffic

through a depot is shown by the fact that sometimes
700 meals are served to people coming to a depot

during a mouth.

THE STRENGTH OF TREES.
Few people luive any idea of the streii-rth of trees.

In Boston, Mass., recently, an old elm, more than three

feet in diameter, had to be removed from the common.
Several of its limbs had been struck off by lightning,

and it was supposed to be in a dangerous condition.

So one of the tree-levelling devices used in France for

tearing down buildings, trees, etc., was brought into

pla.v. This is a machine that is worked by a couple of

men moving a lever back and forth. A cable was fast-

ened to the tree trunk, and it should have come up by

the roots, all theory being correct. Instead, it broke

the first cable of steel—one inch thick—and then, when
two were wound around that old trunk, the tree shiv-

ered a bit and broke them. The contractor gave it up
as a bad job, and put several men on with axes to cut

the roots.

PULP AND PAPER EXPORTS UP 34 PER CENT.
Canadian pulp and paper exports during October

reached a total value of $16,706,00;"), compared with
$11,863, .578 for the corres])on(ling mouth last }"ear, a
gain of $4,842,427. They were made up as follows:

October i919 1920 Gain
Paper $.5,954,916 $8,128,254 $2,173,338
Chem. pulp .... 3.965,946 6,590,944 2,624,998
Meoh. pulp .... 1,942,716 1,986,807 44,097

Totals .... $11,863,578 $16,706,005 $4,842,427
The paper exports included 4,411 cwts. of book paper,

valued at $43,802. 1.288.089 cwts. of newsprint, valued
at $6,915,294, and other paper valued at $1,169,158.

Pulp exports included 279,000 cwts. of suli)hate.
valued at $1,827,448; 208,620 cwts. of bleached sul-

phite, valued at $1,963,401; 402,-565 cwts. of unbleach-
ed sulphite, valued at $2,800,095, and 536,329 cwts. of
ground wood, valued at $1,986,807.
The countries of destination were : Paper—riiited

Kingdom, .$408,482; United States, $6,167,488; other
countries, $1,552,284. Pulp—United Kingdom, $583,-
343: I'nited States, $7,447,528; other countries, $546,-
880.

Tiiere were 124,390 cords of pulpwood valued at
$1,752,923 ex]>orted during the month, compared with
.56.399 cords, valued at .$596,486, during October a year
ago. all of wliich went to the United States.

For the first .seven months of tlie fiscal year, April
to Octol>er inclusive, i)ulp and paper exports amounted
in value to $103,949,481, compared with .$55,609.5.50 in

1919. and $46,799,134 in 1918, a gain of $48,339,931
over 1919, and of $57,1.50,347 over 1918. They were
only $685,857 less than the total exports for the fiscal
.vear ending March 31st last. They were made up as
follows :

Seven months. 1918 1919 1920
Paper $2.5.073.415 $33,074,162 .$51,154,018
Chem. pulp

. . 18.817,444 17,974.3.34 40,170,498
Mech. pulp . . 2,908,275 4..561.0.54 12,624,965

Totals .... .$46,799,134 $.55,609,550 $103,949,481
Exports of pulpwood for the seven months amounted

to 778,246 cords, valued at .$9,.556.255. compared with
571.843 cords, valued at $5,686,179 in the correspond-
ing period in 1919, and 1,047,748 cords, valued at $9

-

980.535. in I'll

s

DUTCH LIFT PAPER EXPORT EMBARGO.
The Netherlands Mini.ster for Agrieulture, Indu.stry

and Commerce, announces that the decision of 8th
January last which re-imposed, with certain exceptions,
the expoi-t proliibition on paper, has now been repealed,
and that paper of all kinds may, as from 12th October,
and until further notice, be exported from the Nether-
lands without the necessity of obtaining an export
license. This relaxation does not, however, apply to old
paper and waste paper.

DOZED ON MILL BELT.
Adrien Gauthier, 18. of St. ^Marguerite, Que., died in

the hospital at North Bay, last week, as a result of an
accident at Sturgeon Falls. Gauthier had crept on one
of the broad belts of the milling machinery and had
fallen asleep. One of the workmen started the ma-
chinery and the young victim was drawn in, his le"
being crushed. Medical assistance wa.s summoned btU
Gauthier succumbed to his injuries.
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ABITIBI PULP AND PAPER CLASSES STARTED.

Tlie tei'hnii-al classes on pulp and paper inakin<r were

started at Iroquois Falls, Ont., ]\Ionday Nov. 15, under

very auspicious circumstances. The attendance was

good at all three classes, during the week, and every-

one took great interest in the opening of the courses in

Wood Technology and in Acid Making. After the

opening lectures those who attended talked enthusias-

tically over the outlook for a very interesting and very

instructive course throughout the winter.

A gauge of the interest taken is that of the three

classes in Wood Technology the attendance at the two

which have been held was Monday 5.1.^—36; 7.00—62.

The first lecture on Acid Making was given Wed-

nesday evening and again the attendance was good and

their interest sho\\Ti insures tlie success of the course.

There were twenty-tliree at this class.

The Opening Classes.

At the opening of the class in the afternoon, which is

chiefly for those working days to whom the afternoon

class leaves a clear evening, R. W. Hovey spoke a few

words in explanation of the course before Clarke Davis

gave his lecture on Wood Technology.

An Elaborate Course.

At the evening meeting, Monday, R. A. McLnnis

opened the proceedings by stating that these courses

were got up entirely for the men. He had an opportunity

of looking over some of the lectures and he could assure

his hearers that they were the mo.st elaborate and com-

plete treament of the newsprint manufacture so far

developed. It was only fair to the men who have spent

so much time on the preparation of the courses to say

this. Some of these men had given up practically all

their spare time since last April to the preparation of

the data.

To get results two things were necessary

:

First.—That those taking the courses realize their

value to themselves

;

Second.—They must attend regularly, irregular

attendance meant a miss-fire. They would get dabs at

it but not the whole story.

The results you will get from these courses Avill be of

great value to you and that will ami)ly repay the men

who give the courses for their time and labor.

The First Lecture.

Clarke Davis of the Forestry Department gave the

preliminary lecture on Wood Technology in a well-

balanced combination of technical and popular treat-

ment. It was of a preliminary nature and he ended

just as the subject was leading to the direct study of

the woods which are of special interest to the paper or

pulp maker.

First Acid Making Class.

The first of the acid making classes was on Wed-
nesday evening when R W. Hovey gave the general

divisions of the ((inrsc which will include a general out-

line of the process, raw materials, sulphur dioxide pro-

duction, the cooling of the gas, the absorption of the

gas-ses to form bisulphite, the recovery system, and

He gave an outline of the process from the burning

sulphur fo the finished acid and an explanation of the

analysis of thp Hci<l. and discussed the meaning of total,

free and combined acid.

In regard to the raw materials he dealt with pyrites,

wlpbur, limestone and lime in relation to their prop-

erties used in the acid making process.

He then took up the burning of the sulphur, describ-

ing the various methods of supplying sulphur to the

burners and the theory of what takes place in the

burners.

All May Attend Classes.

The committee wishes it thoroughly understood that

all may join the clases. Everyone will be welcomed,

and accommodation arranged for in one or another of

the classes. Owing to the numbers attending the classes

it was necessary to divide the classes into three. The
natural division Mas to make an afternoon class as so

many of those who wished to take the courses quit at

five o'clock. A class was accordingly made to take in

a good ])ortion of those who finished their day at 5.00

p.m. and thus give their evenings free. The other

classes are especially for the shift men, and are Mon-
day and Wednesday at 7.00 sharp.

It might be well to emphasize again that anyone
taking the classes every Monday night or every Wed-
nesday night, will get the complete course. In the case

of shift workers, on the 4 to 12 shift they will not be

able to attend that week hut the following week by
attending Monda.v and Wednesday both, they will

catch up for the week they were unable to attend and
will then go on as before with Monda.v courses or Wed-
iicsdav courses.

Where Canadian Book Paper Goes.

This curve was nutlined from the discussion of the

tariff on {)aper, in last week's issue. It shows that

almost all the book papers made in Canada were sold

in this ccmntry. Tliis was done in spite of many
attra<'tive offers of foreign trade.

HOW TO SAVE MONEY.
Wife (at breakfast): "Could 1 have a little money

for shopping to day. dear?"
Husband: "Certaiidy. Woidd you rather have an old

five or a new one?"
Wife: "A lu'W one, of course"
Husband: "Here's the one— a?i(l I'm four dollars to

the good!" Stray Shots.

Edison may be a great inventor, but he hasn't dis-

covered a way to make a pair of pants last «s long as
a vest.
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British Trade News
(From Our London Corre.spondent).

London, Nov. 16, 1920.— Excellent results are shown
by the preliminary financial statement of Wall Paper
Manufacturers, Ltd.. for the year ending: August last.

It may be recalled that the Deferred capital came off

the "Waiting list" in 1918 and received 5 per cent.;

that rate b?ing also distributed for 1919. The profit,

after providing for Excess Profits Duty, etc.. was
£751,887, compared with £336,614 for the previous

twelve months (then postponed repairs had to be allow-

ed for, but to what extent was not stated). The Defer-

red shares are now receiving 10 per cent and a bonus
of 21/^ per cent : the transfer to contingencies fund is

nearly doubled at $65,000, and the sum carried forward
is something over £20,000 more at £181,054. In June
last the deferred capital was increased by the capital-

isation of profits, and £641,000 bonus shares were
issued to deferred shareholders in the proportion of

one to two.

Major Barnes, in the House of Commons, has asked

if he could direct the Central Committee on Trust to

undertake an investigation into the effects of trade

associations in the printing and paper trades. Sir

Robert Home says that if Major Karnes will send him
any information he may have relative to such associa-

tions he will forward it to the Central Committee for

consideration. The Standing Committee on Prices of

the Central Committee established under the Profiteer-

ing Acts have already under consideration the ques-

tion of instituting an inquiry into prices, costs, and

profits in connection with printing paper.

In a London public auction room, the other day, an

auctioneer put up for sale various quantities of papers

and the prices realised were interesting. This is an

unusual way of disposing of paper. Here are the

results:

—

Ten bundles of brown kraft 29Vi' in. x 45 in., eacii

bundle 58 lbs. weight—,£11.

Eight similar lots—£9. 10s. to £10. 10s.

Four bales of white tissue, each containing 40 reams

20 in. X 30 in., each bale weighing 2V2 cwts.—£26.

White printing paper of 21 lots 35-in. x 45-in..

weight per bale 102 lbs., each lot consisting of 10 bales.

Five lots realised £11. lis. each, 14 lots £11. 10s. 6(1.

and two lots £12. 12s. A lot of 3 bales went for £3.

Other small quantities were disposed of, but the

prices realised were just as much interesting as the sale

itself. Some of the buyers got very good bargains,

particularly in M. G. printing paper which was lying

in one of the warehouses ;it tlic Docks.

Pulp Supplies.

The supplies of groundwood from Canada during

October have been somewhat disappointing and the

figures for the ten months are much below those of

last year. For comparison 1 will quote the supplies in

tons received from all countries:

—

Jan. to Jan. to

October October October October

1919 1920 1919 1920

Sweden .... 7.757 8.116 76,876 77.496

Xorwav 17.587 17.879 246.790 263.937

Canada 28.928 16.176 81,814 73.001

Other countries .
16.600 25.006

From these figures one can see Sweden and Norway

have got a good share of what went to Canada last

year. Norway's position in the ten months trading has

greatly improved notwithstanding all the labor
troubles and set-backs the pulp producers had to en-
dure since the beginning of the year.

What Newsprint Does.
Messrs. Thomas Owen ..^ Co., Ltd., Cardiff, have

paid an interim dividend at the rate of 15 per cent per
annum, free of tax, on the ordinary shares for a half-

year. They are big producers of newsprint.

Total Pulp Imports.
The imports of jnilps fmrn all countries, which arc

considerably below those of the past three years, are
given as follows by the Trade Board :

—

Tons. Tons.

Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct.

1919 1920 1919 1920
Bleached chemical . 1.404 2,545 £ 50,443 £ 175,743

Cnbleached chem-
ical 41,.")07 35.485 1,000,453 1,495,593

Chemical, wet 1,000 17,500

(iroundwood, dry . 805 1.146 13.388 30,626
Groundwood moist 52,276 48.791 474,565 780,171

For 10 months trading the enormous sum of £24,369,-

029 has been spent on p\ilps of all kinds and not £3,000,-

000 has Canada received out of the huge total

—

the

balance going to the Scandinavians.

Bleached Sulphite.

Bleached sulphite is supplied to the British paper-

maker from the following countries:

—

Tons. £

Finland Jan'v-Oct. 231 21,095

Sweden 4,011 213,256

Xorwav 14,273 652,187

Germany 525 24,002

Other countries 5,450 287,078

For the first time Finland appears in the returns

with 231 tons valued at £21.095. Norwegian supplies

have more than doubled, but Swedish shipments are

lagging.

Paper Exports to Canada.
Canada imported from the British paper mills during

October the following papers: Printing paper, fine,

763 cwts., value £3,322; writing paper, fine, 17 cwts,

value £240; other makes. 106 cwts, £2,409.

The exports of the British paper mills show a consid-

erable ini-rcase over pre-war days as the following fig-

ures depict fur October last :

—

1913 1920

Writing paper cwts. 21,296 29,381

Printing paper cwts. 128,456 128,933

Other makes cwts. 6,275 H.192

Canadian Newsprint.

Canadian newsprint is reported to be offered to

buyers lately. There are also great quantities of New-

foundland paper being used. One cannot help but

notice the difference in many of thf n.-wspapers that

use paper from these sources.

Notelets.

A few days ago Mr. W. Raitt. cellulose expert to the

Indian government sailed for home. Before doing s*i

he arranged for an experimental pulp factory for the

Imperial Forest Research Institute to send out for con-

struction. It is hoped to deliver the machinery next

year about February or March.

Mr. Harry B. Coates. Turner Paper Mill, Yorks, has

won the Papermakers Assficiation gold medal in the

City and Guilds of London Institute examination in

paper technology. He is self-taught.
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Technical Section

NEW MEMBER.

The latest addition to the membership of the steadilj-

{irowing Technical Section is R. A. Mclnnis, who has

been elected an associate member. Mr. Mclnnis is mill

manager of the Abitibi Company, at Iroquois Falls,

Ont., and has ahvays taken a keen interest in the Sec-

tion and supiiorted its aims.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A-1 Lignin: its composition and reactions. PETER
KLASON. Tran.slaled by Paul Bartholow. Paper, 20.

36, 38, (Jime 30, 1920). A description of various re-

actions of lignin and lignosulfonie acid, showing that

lignin must contain the acrolein complex R.CH:Cn.
CnO, and showing its relationship to vanillin, coni-

feryl alcohol, coniferyl aldehyde, and cinnamic alde-

hyde.—A.P.-C.

A-1 Acetyl content of wood. 11. PRINGSHEIM and

H. MAGNUS. Z. anjrcw. Chem., 33, 56, (1920) ; J. Soc.

Chem. Ind. 39, 263A, (1920). The authors reply to a

criticism by Schwalbe and Becker (J. Soc. Chem. Ind..

39, 185. 1920) of their previous communication

regarding the respective anits. of acetic acid obtained

from pine woods and wood from deciduous trees.

Beechwood lignin contains 37.8% acetyl as against

19.85% in pine wood lignin. Boiling the wood for 3

hrs. with 2.5% HjSO, is not sufficient to extract all

the AcOH. It is necessary to treat the wood for 6 hrs.

with 8 times its quantity of 3.5% NaOIT under a press

of 6 atmospheres.— A.P.-C.

A-1. Researches on lignin. II. Potash fusion of the

lignosulfonie acids. I\I. IIONIG and W. FUCHS.
Monatsh.. 40, 341-9, (1919) ; J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39.

330A, (1920). The removal of the sulfonic groups

from' the Ba salts previously described (see -T. Soe.

Chem. Ind. 37, 502A, 1918) by fusion with KOII is only

eomplete at 250-300°C. In each case protocatechuie

acid was the only phenolic product obtained (Cf.

Melander, J. Soc." Chem. Ind., 38, 625A, 1919), the

vield corresponding to 13-9'X of the purely organic

portion of the original material. The sulfonic acids

Ce therefore complicated aromatic sulfonic acids, coti-

ining the C— skeleton of protocatechuie 'acid.-

'A P.-C.

A-2; Deterioration of cotton on wet storage. N.

KIjEMING and A. C. TIIAYSEN. Biocheni. J.. 14,

25-8. (1920); J. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 39, 263A. (1920i.

Dptorinration of damp cotton is brought aitout by a

streptothrix and by a schizomyoet»e, both of which

cause a breaking down of the eiiliele. Deterioration is

retarded if the moisture content of the cotton i.s below

9%. The amt. of deteriorated cotton may be estimated

microscopically by counting the fibers after the sample

has been treated by I'.all's viscose process. -A. P. ("

A-3 Ramies and textile nettles as paper fiber.

CmARLF.S (IKOTJ) Papier. 23, 73. /A|uil 1920);

t^aper, 15-6, 30. (.July 7. 1920, Trnnslntion •>( article

in liC Papier— A V.-('.

A-15; K-7 CeUulose mucilage. C. G. SCHWALBE
and E. BECKEK. Z. angew. Chem. 33, 57-8, (1920);;

J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39, 330A, (1920). The parchment
("perganiyn") cellulose mentioned in a previous paper

(J. Soc. Chem. In. I., 38, S.'iSA. 1919 ; Paper, 25, 875, 1920;

Pulp & Paper, 18, 497. 1920: J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39,

58A, 1920) had a high nu'thyl value indicating that the

treatment had left considerable quantities of lignin

unattacked. The physical properties of a no. of cellul-

ose mucilages were investigated; that from cotton wool
was almost entirely free from fibers exhibiting struct-

ure, but some of the parchment cellulose mucilages

contained fiber debris. In the case of nuu'ilage prep-

ared from soda or sulfite pulp by grinding in an edge
runner, the Schopper-Riegler sieve apparatus is useless

for determining the degree to which the fiber has been

converted into mucilage, but the apparatus gave more
trustworthy results with mucilage prepared by
prolonged beating in the Hollander.—A. P.-C.

A-15; K-7 Cellulose mucilage. Hygroscopic prop-

erties <if |)aper i-oiitaining mucilage. C. G. SCHWALBE
and E. BECKER. Z. angew. ('hem.. 33, .58-9, (1920) ;

.1. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 30, 330A. (1920). Parchment
("pergamyn") cellulose and parchmentised paper and
similar products have a moisture content of 68% after

exposure to the ordinary atmosphere, but after expos-

ure from 4 hrs. in air saturated with water vapor the

water content increased to 17-26%. Previous heating

at V20°C decrea.sed this property of absorbing water.

—A. P. C. (See also article iiy MiiuM- & Sieber. Pulp
ami Paper :\Iaga/ine. Sept. 9. 19201,

B-3. Does normal forest growth overcome natural

destruction? Paper. 21-2. (June 30. 1920). The forest

destruction due to posts, wind, and fire are such as to

more than outweigh the regular growth when consider-

ing a state or country as a whole. Added to this is the

destruction due to timber cutting. The importance of

tackling the problem immediately is evident.-—A. P.-C.

B-9. Practical possibilities in Alaskan pulpwood
lands. Paper, 9, 2(i. (.Iiinc 30. 1920"). A discussion of

the practicabilitv of utilizing the pulpwood resources

of Alaska.— A. V.-C.

A-16. Acid resistant bronzes for sulfite mills. A.

KliEI.V. Woehbl. Piipierfabr. 51. no. 27, 1915-1916

(19201. The comjiosition of the bronzes is discussed

but nothing is said about their use.—C.J.W.

E-2. Process for obtaining fat from sulfite-cellulose

liquors by biological methods. W. .TEROCII. and

Krii'gsausselinss f. pt'lan/liclie u. tierische Gele u.

FettP. «. m. b. 11. German Patent 305,091 Jan. 25,

1917. Aerated and neutralized sulfite liq\ioi-s to which

a nitrogenous substance, such as beet .iuic(\ has been

added, and inoculated with a culture of Endomyoe*
vemalis. CI W.
E 2. Apparatus f*or the evaporation of liquids, which

are liable to bum, such as sulfite cellulose liquors. C
TITTKI, G.Tin.in Patent .322,462. \ov 17, 1917.

Troughs, divided into small compartnu-iits by parallel

cross partitions with openings alteniatcly at opposite

cmls, are arranged side by side in step formation. Each

is provided with an overflow jukI indei>endently oper
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ated heating coils, so that any desired numher of

successive troughs can be put into operation as a single
unit, and, if need he, the liquid in different stages of

concentration in the individual troughs can also he
handled separately. C.J."W.

E-2. Utilization of sulfite waste liquors. A. KLEIN.
Wochbl. Papierfabr. 51, no. 26, 1840-1842 (1920) ; tran-

slated by Clarence J. West, Pulp Paper Mag. Can. (Oct.

14, 1920). A general review of the German literature

during the period 1914-1919.—C.J.W.

K-6. Straw.- Utilization of the waste lyes from the
alkaline digestion of—. S. HERZBERG. G.P. .319,068.

13.11.17. Alkaline lyes from the treatment of straw
are electrolysed to obtain the caustic soda in a con-

centration suitable for further use. The degree of

evolution of oxygen or of oxidation of organic sub-

stances at the anode varies with the strength of the

current.—J.S.

K-6. Paper; Removal of ink from writing. H.

GETHE. C.P. 321, 545, 26.7.19. The paper is passed

through four consecutive baths, of which the first and
third contain oxalic acid, the second potassium per-

manganate, and the fourth aluminium s\dphate ; it is

afterwards passed between hot rollers.—T.S.

K-10. Paper, pulps, paper yams and fabrics; Sizing

and waterproofing of— . E. FUE^; and E. BRAUX-
MULLER. G. P. 318.923, 3.1.17. The paper material

is treated with colloids such as dialysed solutions of

hydroxides of tvivalent metals, preferably iron or

chronium, with or without the addition of sulutions of

other, preferably ortranic colloids.—.T.R.

R-5. Polish paper conditions. Paper, 18-9, (June 30,

1920). Seizure of machinery l)y the Germans and Rus-

sians, and lack (if raw materials during tlie jiost-war

period ham]ifrs the Polish paiMTmakers. so flmt pro-

duction is iiiueh redui'i'd and exports low. -.V. P.-C.

R-12. How the cost accountant works in the paper
industry. John Raich, Chemical Paper JIfg. Co. Paper.

14, i-Tune 30, 19'20>. Cost accounting has become a

comprehensive proposition and demands men with exe-

cutive ability who can correlate cost work with effi-

cient management. Cost information to-day must be

available before action takes place to have a value.

—

.\. PC

CO-ORDINATING SCIENCE.
What America needs is not to give up its individual

initiative in science but to add to its means for co-or-

dination and organization. We need a wider recog-

nition, an increased social evaluation, of the place of

.scientific research in our national life, and lience a

willingness not only to encourage and support in-

dividual si-ientific effort but also to insure a greatly

augmented productivit.v of aU present research agencies
and a much more effective co-ordination of them both
with regard to planning and with regard to executing
tlie broad, inclusive scientific investigations Avhich are
reqtiired for the solution of the problems concerned
«-ith the most effective use of our national resources,
with the highest production in our agriculture and in-

dustry, and with our national health and well-being.

In a word we need more, and better, and better-co-

ordinated science for the preservation and development
of our national strength. The National Research Coun-
cil is an organization that hopes to contribute in some
degree, however modest, to the meeting of this need.—
By Vernon Kellogg, in " Interoational Conciliation."

NEW CELLULOSE PERIODICALS.
The T.A.P.P. I. Committee on Bibliography desires

to call the attention of the paper industrj', andespeeial-
ly those interested in scientific and technical cellulose
chemistry, to two new German periodicals which are
ilevoted entirely to cellulose.

Zellulose-Chemie. Wissenschaft Beiblatter zu der
Zeitschrift "Der Papierfabrikant.

"

This periodical, which is issued as a supplement to
"Der Papierfabrikant", is edited by Emil Pleuser of
Darmstadt, ^'olume 1, number 1, appeared April 30,
1920. It appears at monthly intervals, each number
containing from 8 to 12 pages. The scope of the ma-
gazine may be seen from the following contents of
the first five numbers.
No. 1—Apr. 30, 1920—Advances in Cellulose chem-

istry, b.v Emil Ileuser.

No. 2—May 28, 1920—Methylation of cellulose, by
Denham and Woodhouse. (Translation of articles

appearing in the Journal of the Chemical Society 103.
1735 (1913) ; 105, 2357 (1914).

Xo. 3—June 18, 1920—Trimethyl glucose from
cellulose, by Denham and Woodhouse (Translation
from the Journal of the Chemical Society 111, 244
(1917). The estimation of cellulose in wood, hv W. H.
Dore (Translated from Paper 26, no. 1. 10 (1920).

Xo. 4—.July 16, 1920—The enrichment of "Kraft-
stroh"" with fungus protein, by Pringsheim and Lich-
tenstein.

Xo. 5—Atig. 20. 1920—Preparation of alcohol from
wood, by Emil Heuser. The constitution of cellulose ;

an abstract of the work of Hess, appearing in the Z.

Elektroclieiu.. 1920, !>. 233.

In addition to the major articles, each number con-

tains a number of abstracts of articles from journals
on the subject of cellulose.

Der Papierfabrikant is |)ul)lished liy Otto Elsuer.

Berlin. S. 42. Germany.
Zellstoffchemische Abhandlungen.
This monthly magazini' is edit.Nl liy Carl G. Schwalbe

of Ebcrswalde. and is |)ulilished by Carl Hofmann.
Berlin. SW 11. Germany. The ]n"ice of the first five

numlK'rs of 1920 is 20 marks.
Tlie first number (June. 1920) contains an article by

Rudolf Sicber on the determination of the calcium
content of fresh sulfite liquors according to Fcld-San-

der : and also the first part of an article from the la-

boratory of Ost in Hannover on the acetolytie decomp-
osition products of cellulose, by R. Prosiegal. The
July number completes the article by Prosiegal and
contains in addition an article by Schwalbe and Ernst

Becker on the chemical composition of mechanical wood
pulp.

CLARENCE J. WEST,
Chairman.

Mr, Justu.-, ('. Sanburn. Chemist, Stratlimore Paper
Company, Mittineague, Mass.. has been appointed by
President) Hatch of the Technical Association of the

Pulp & Paper Industry, chairman of a Committee on

Beater Furnish, which will co-operate with a committee
of the Cost Association in determining methods of

estimating the quantities of materials added to the

beater in the production of certain papers. Mr. San-

burn has accepted the appointment and is now stud.ving

the situation.

The cinchona tree: of tropical climes, produces the

quinine of commerce.
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UNITED STATES T^OTES
When "peiatidiis were suspended for the week on

Saturday, November 20, in the Corinth, N.Y. plant of

the International Paper ('onipan,v, notice was given to

the einplo.vees that work would not be resumed until

the following Tues(la,v. This marked the befrinnintr of

a five-day week schedule.

More than 850,000 pounds of German d.ves arc now
available' to American users of colors. In a special

bulletin sent out b.v the Textile Alliance, Inc., which is

handling the importation of the German product into

the United States, a large list of d.ves with prices, in-

cluding duty and royalty, if any, is appended. The
Alliance will aee?pt orders on these d.ves, subject to

'ertain restrictions, among them being the agreement
to use the d,ves within six months from the dale of

deliver.v, ami the proviso that consumers will not re-

sell the colors without permission of the War Trade
Board. Import licenses must be secured through the

Alliance.

Changes in the ct)rrespondence work of the United
States Arm.v designed to save paper were announced
last week as having been approved by Secretary of

War, Newton D. Baker. The changes, which are de-

scribed as drastic, follow the recommendation of a

board of officers which investigated the "paper work"
of the arm.v. Present arm.v regulations require that

all communications relating to personnel must be prep-

ared t.vpewritten in triplicate, passing twice through
the hands of numerous intermediate officers before

final disposition is made of the matter involved. The
changes approved by Mr. Baker eliminate many of the

intermediate officers and permit the use of stamped
indorsements, doing awa.v with the necessit.v of various

writted "O. K.'.s.

"

Michigan. Wisconsin, and Minnesota in the Middle
West : New York, Maine. Penns.vlvania and New
England, generall.v, in the East, and the entire Pacific

Northwest are included in a reforestation plan approved
at the recent business conference of the American
F'aper and Pulp As.sociation at Chicago. The program
suggested involves the spending of $10,000,000 annu-
ally for addition of new forest lands. The plan had
previonsl.v received the indorsement of the American
>^wspaper Publishers" Association and all of the asso-

optious comi)rising the wood using industries. Forest

i^v protection in the state, as well as national and
private forests, is included in the scheme, and a

Federal appropriation of not less than $1,000,000 a

year for this purpose, when duplicated bv individual

tatps within their own areas, is asked. While the

nuinufacturcrs ailvocatcd this national and state legis-

iltioii. fhe.v favor an organized woodlands section to

id ill the ai)plicati'>n to privatel.\ owned timber land of

the princii)les asked of governnu'iital agencies. Among
the suggestifms for this section are the establishment of

an "International Forest Experiment Station" to test

growinsr of fiaper-producinjr trees, use of the tractor

in loggine and similar problems.

Through the acquisition of a 26.000 acre tract of

timber land in Jefferson antl Lewis C<iuntipR, N.Y., the

Gould Paper Compan.v has almost doubled its holdings
in that section. The- lands were p\irchased from the

Tug Hill Lumber Compan.v a week ago. While it is

proposed to take some pulpwood from the newly
acquired propert.v. reforestation and maturing of trees

will be carried on there mostl.v. The tract which figur-

ed in the deal is located about twentv miles from Glen-

field, N.Y.

The Cost Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry

has removed its headquarters from Fifth Avenue, New-
York to a new suite of offices on the sixth floor of

18 East Fort.v-first street, New York.

John L. Bagg, who heretofore has been associated

with the Parsiuis Paper Compan.v, was elected treasurer

of the Miller "s Falls Paper Compan.v. An announce-
ment to this effect was made b.v the directors of the

compan.v following a recent meeting at Miller's Falls.

Mr. Bagg is to succeed the late Angus Cameron.

The coming report on paper to be purchased, by the

Government Printing Office has just been completed
b.v the committee on paper specifications and will be

submitted to the Joint Congressional Committee on

printing soon after the nest Congress gets into session.

The committee will recommend among other things

that bids he asked for onlv one .vear instead of for

yearly and half-.vearl.v periods, but with the proviso

that 20 per cent of contracts need not be filled if prices

go up or down.

The Diem and Wing Paper Company of Cinciiiuati.

0., recently opened additions to its quarters in New
Orleans so as to have ample facilities to handle there

a line of Warren Staiuiard printing papers along with

its other loeal business. The Diem and Wing people

are now the distributors for the Warren papers at

Cincinnati, Columbus, Louisville and New Orleans

C. W. Graesslc is the manager of the New Orleans

division.

The plant of the Wasuc Mills, South Glastonbury.

Conn., owned and operated by John W. Purtil and Son,

was totally wrecked last week by a fire which brought

out all the fire-fighting equipment of Glastonbury.

East Hartford and neighboring towns. The factories

were completely gutted despite the combined efforts

of all the forces. As the elder Mr. Purtil is in Florida,

it could not be ascertained whether the plant would
be rebuilt.

Colin K. Urquhart, widely known to the trade both

in the United States and Canada, died November 21,

at his home in Brookl.vn. Mr. Urquhart. a native

Brooklynite and Cornell University graduate, was

associated for .vears in various capacities with the

Lockwood Trade Journal (^ompany until his retirement

from active business in liM4. lie M-rvcd ;il various

times as editor of the Paper Trade Journal, Lockwood 's

Directory and the Paper Mill. Mr Urquhart also had

been associated with the American Stationer. Before

entering the paper trade field. Mr Unjuart was intim-

ately a.ssociateii with the late Whitlaw Reid in the

capacity of confidential secretary. Mr. TVquhart is

survived bv a widow and a son, Colin K., jr.
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Paper shortage is given as tlie reason for the lack

of High School text books, loose leaf note books and the

junior class British histories in the Collegiate Insitutes

and High Schools of Toronto, according to Hon. R. H.
Grant, Minister of Education. The Minister stated

that he had gone to Ottawa, and with the represent-

atives of other provinces, tried to get the Government
there to put an embargo on the fine paper used in these

books, but this was refused.

The many friends of Mr. H. B. Donovan, sales man-
ager of the Canada Paper Co., Ltd., will be pleased to

know that he is progressing favorably at his home in

<^akville. Out., and that he is exiiected to be back at his

office in Toronto by Christmas, for a time at least.

Mr. R. 0. Hughes, of Hughes & Easson, paper jobbers
of Auckland, New Zealand, called on tlie paper trade
in Torouto during the past week.

Mr. I. H. Weldon and Jlr. Fred. Duncan, President
and Secretary-Treasurer respectively of the Provincial

Paper Mils, Limited, Toronto, received a shaking up
in a railway accident this week on the G. T. R., at West
Toronto, while on their way to their mill at George-
town. Fortunately neitlier gentleman was injured.

Mr. Ralpli IL Booth. President of tlie Booth Paper
Company, Detroit, was in Toronto and other Canadian
centres this week, looking into the newspiint situation.

Mr. Wilfrid Southwood, publisher of The Era. a
Windsor, Out., weekly newspajier. has been granted a

company charter covering tlie issue of a daily paper.
The new daily will be published early in the new year
and will be the third of three dail\ papers in Windsor
in addition to the Detroit papers wliich have a large
circulation on the Canadian side of the river.

Mr. N. L. Martin. Secretary of the Canadian Paper
Trade Association, and Mr. 1. II Weldon. President of

the Provincial Paper ^lills. Limited, have returned
from a successful hunting trip to Hartley's Bay on the
French River.

The George Shepard Printing Company, Limited,
has been incorporated under the Ontario Companies
Act to take over the business formerly nui by George
Shepard. 42 Colborne Street. Toronto. The capital

stock is $40,000 and the provisional directors are George
Shepard, M. W. Shepard, Perrv A. Shepard and E. W.
White.

A representative of the sales department of the

George H. Mead Company, who was in Toronto this

week, brought back the news that there were twenty-six
cases of smallpox at Sturgeon Falls and that there was
some anxiety at the mill of the Spanish River Pulp
and Paper Mills. Ltd., as to what effect the outbreak
would have upon the operations at the company's mill.

Mr. George Webster, of the operating department of

the Laurentide Company, was in Toronto this week
watching some of tlie Laurentide paper go through
some new presses installed at the Toronto Globe office.

Mr. J. G. Sutherland, President of the Port Arthur
Pulp and Paper Company. Limited, visited the head
office of the company in Toronto this week.

The current issue of the Ontario Gazette contains the

announcement of the incorporation of the Cornwall
Pulp and Paper Company. Limited, with a capital stock

of $200,000. The new concern is a dose corporation of

Buffalo men, largely, and in the company will figure
several men prominent in American pulp and paper
circles. The President and General Manager is Mr. J.

B. O'Brien, who also holds a similar position with the
Niagara Wall Board Company, and the treasurer is

Jlr. C. C. llulliiigcr who is also connected with the Nia-
gara Wall Bo;ii-(l ('oiiipany and the Maine Pulp and
Paper Company. Other directors are Mr. P. C. Deevle,
of Toronto. President of the L. R. Steel Service Cor-
poration, Limited ; Lewis H. Manley, a director of the
Davenport Coal Company, of Buffalo, and Fred. Dob-
meier, a Buffalo attorney. The invested capital has all

been subscribed in Buffalo and New York. The coiii-

pauy has lea^sed a building at Cornwall, with an option
to buy, and will manufacture groundwood pulp, while
ultimately the enteiiirise will expand into a paper mill.

The capacity will be forty tons of groundwood pulp
dail.v, five grinding machines having been already
delivered, and manufacturing operations will begin at

the first of the new year. Two rossers for rough wood
will be installed and it is planned to use peeled wood
as the enterprise develops.

The Canada Box Board Company, Limited, with mills
at Frankford, Montreal and Campbellford, has changed
its name to the Canada Paper Board Co., Limited, with
Mr. David F. Robertson as general manager.

Mr. M. .]. Hutchinson, formerly manager of the Ed-
Montoii Bulletin, has been ai)pointed manager of the
Canadian National Newspaper A.ssociation, an organiza-
tion of trade and class pai)ers. in succession to Mr. Earl
Wilson, and will take up his duties in the Toronto
office on Adelaide Street, about Dec. 1st. Mr. Hutchin-
son, who is a Peterborough boy, was at one time on
the staff of the Hugh C. Maclean Company and also
the Acton Publishing Company. Toronto.

Mr. William Wallace, who in 1918 was appointed
I)rivate secretary to Hon. X. W. Rowell, K.C.. has been
appointed manager of the Canadian Daily Newspaper
Association, in succession to Mr. John Imrie. Mr.
Wallace was a former member of the Toronto Star
staff. He served in France with the 75th Battalion and
won an M. C.

Mr. E. A. Crippin, paper jobber, Spadina Avenue,
Toronto, has been appointed Canadian representative
of the Grammen Paper Mills Company, of Norway,
manufacturers of grease-proof and copying tissues.
The Mill Relations Committee of the Canadian Paper

Trade Association has arranged with the various mills
manufacturing book pa|iers. niaiiila. writings, covers,
posters, tag manilas and bristols for a scale of dis-
counts as follows : A base price to jobbers and carload
buyers: a one-ton price, being 10 per cent advance on
the base price; a 500-pound price, being 20 per cent
advance on the base price; less than 500-pound lota,
being 25 per ceait on the base price. All of these lota
to be sold on the basis f. o. b. mills.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto. Nov. 27.—A inill representative in close

touch with the newsprint situation, who was in Tor-
onto tiii.s week, estimated tiie lessened production in

the Canadian mills, during the last couple of months,
at about 9,000 tons, and the .statement was made that
N'ovember would show even a larger falling off, owing
to the shortage of power caused by low water. Some
of the mills were forced to close down for a time dur-
ing the month and others, although hard hit, were
greatly hampered in their production. As an off-set

to the lessened production, although not affecting
present conditions, it is pointed out that although
paper stocks have been declining on the market active

construction operations are proceeding on various
paper mill enterprises in Canada. The Kaministiquia
Pulp & Paper Co., at the head of Lake Superior, is

pushing its work and will likely be in operation by the

middle of December with an output of twenty five to

thirty tons of ground wood jier day, wliicli will be

shipped to the United States. A newsprint mill will

eventually be added. Constructive work is also well

advanced on the mill of the Port Arthur Pulp ancj

Paper Company, and although building operations have
been hampered by lack of carpenters, it is expected
that the early spring will see the mill in operation. As
will be noted, too, in our news notes, a new ground
wood pulp mill is about to be established at Cornwall,
in addition to the Howard Smith proposition, and this

will ultimately develop into a paper mill as well.

In regard to the recent heavy decline of many pulp

and paper stocks in the market, it is pointed out that

the losses were in the speculative stocks and all the

companies were affected by the change, and after all,

the biggest decline might, from speculative reasons,

have taken place in the case of companies which were
most firmly established and whose earnine powers
were the highest. It is stated that Canadian paper

compani"s would have an advantage for some time to

come because of the low cost of production through
proximity to raw materials, while at the same time

having the advantage of the price being fixed in the

Aited States market wliere jjrodui-tion costs are

llgher. When tlie production here surpasses the produc-

tion across the line the price will be fixed in Canada.

In the meantime it is interesting to note that the Inter-

national Paper Company has fixed its price for the

first quarter of the coming year at six and a half c:nts,

which is the same as during the past three months, but

nothing has yet been decided as to what the Canadian

mill will chargp for the same period. Quite a number
of grinders have been closed down lately in Canada
owing to low water and the ground wood shortage is

very marked.

WRAPPING PAPERS.—Although there is a distinct

dullness in the wrapping trade paper. pric»s are hold-

ing firm and it is generally believerl that the prevail-

ing? lidl in business is of a temporary charaeter. Con-

sumers arc still holding off Imying. hoping for a drop

in values but the jobbers say that by the first of the

year they will have to come into the market again. No
large stocks are being held either by the jobber or the
consumers. Several of the jobbers reported this week
that they had about one month's supply of wrapping
on hand and that they were not experiencing the old

difficulty of getting sufficient stock to carry on with.

There are now practically no unfilled back orders at

the mills, it is stated. All the arrearages have been
overtaken and although the new orders are fairly

liberal the mills have reached the stage when they are

looking out for business. The same conditions apply
to the paper bag business. The stores are not stocking
up and it is not likely they will \intil business condi-

tions are better than they are at present or unless there

should be a drop in th? paper market.

BOOK PAPERS.—Book papers continue to stand in

a class l)y themselves in respect to shortage and de-

nuind and so far the mills have l)een unable to keeji up
with the requirements of the jobbers and consumers.
It is stated that some Old Country book paper is on the

way and one shipment has already arrived in Toronto.

The price laid down here, however, is too high to

permit of any very serious competition being establish-

ed in this quarter.

TISSUES AND TOILETS.—Prices fixed on Sept-

ember 22nd last remain unchanged and it is likely that

no alteration in the price schedule will take place until

raw stock becomes easier. High prices for pulp still

jirevail and the mills are hokiing off in their buying
due to the high rates they have to pay for the raw
material and the lessened demand for their product.
Smaller ni-ders continue to characterize the trade and
very few big contracts are being made, but a fairh'

satisfactory volume of business is being done and the

smaller orders are mounting up. While the toilet and
tissue mills have to pay long prices for their raw stock

there is no diffioilty in getting it, but like the jobbers

and consumers, they, too, have visions of a falling pulp
market and are buying nothing except Avhat is absol-

utely required for immediate use.

BOX BOARD.—Stocks of all board lines have be«n
greatly depleted during the past few weeks owing to

lessened buying and mill representatives report that

while there has been a distinct falling off in demand,
a fairly good business is being done in small orders and
the trade is optimistic. It is anticipated that by the

first of the new year buying will have resumed its

usual activity.

RAC. AXI) PAPER STOCKS.— Prices on new cotton

euttings shaded off slightly during the week, when mills

practically stoppcil buying. Only the continued scar-

city of material keeps prices at their present level. Old

r:ig prices are purely iiominal a,s most of the larger

dealei*s have withdrawn from the market and will only

buy against firm ordci-s from consumers. Business

among the smaller dealers is at a standstill and the out-

look for the winter is reported as very blue. The waste

paper business has vanished into thin air. "With the

exception of hard and soft shavings, no business gf
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•TRADE-znARK-
RfOliTEREO

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising all and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-
facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trade Mark

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Finland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murrav Hill 4246-47

" •' 2170
INQUIRIES SOLICITED.
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any volume has been booked for the past two weeks.

Mills that formerly ordered in one hundred to five

hundred ton lots have now either stopped buying
altogether or are buying one or two cars at a time to

tide them over. Prices quoted are only approximate
and represent dealers' values only. All quotations

given by packers and mills are subject to change with-

out notice, in fact the real price at which stock is

saleable today is so low that even were the dealers to

get the paper for nothing, the labor in packing, grad-

ing and handling would eat up all the profits. The
feeling of optimism that characterized the trade a few

short weeks ago has now given way to a feeling that

"the worst is yet to come". It would appear, however,

that any firm buying on the part of the mills would
send thC' price up as the visible supplies in the dealers'

warehouses are practically negligible.

Following are quotations on rag and paper stock

:

Per Cwt. F.O.B. Toronto
1 shirt cuttings $21.00—$22.00
1 unbleached cotton cuttings .. . .$16.50—$17.00
1 fancy shirt cuttings $11.50—$12.00
1 blue overall cuttings $11.00—$11.50

Bleached shoe clip $15.50—$16.00
White cotton hosiery cuttings $16.00—$16.50
Light colored hosiery cuttings $12.50—$13.00
New light flanellette cuttings $14.50—$15.00
No. 2 white shirt cuttings $12.00—$12.50
City thirds and blues (repacked) .. . .$ 2.25—$ 2..50

Flocks and satinettes $ 1.00—$ 1.20

Tailor rags $ 0.90—$ 1.00

Gunny bagging $1.2.5—$1.50
Manila rope $ 5.00—$ 5.25

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $ 8.00—$ 8..50

No. 1 soft white shavings $ 7.50—$ 7.75

White blanks $ 4.50—$ .5.00

Heavy ledger stock $ 3.75—$ 4.00

No. 1 magazine $ 2.00—$ 2.25

No. 1 book stock $ 2.00—$ 2.10

No. 1 manila cuttings $ 4.50—$ 4.75

No. 1 print manila $ 175—$ 1.85

Folded news $ 1.40—$ 1.50

Over issue, news $ 2.,50—$ 2.60

Kraft $ 4.7.5—$ 2.00

No. 1 clean and mixed papers $ 0.80—$ 0.90

CHEMICAL QUOTATIONS.
New York Prices.

No
No
No
No

Edmonton. Alberta. Nov. 27.— Drillers operating un-

der the flirecfion of the j)rovincial government have

^nck a large field of pure salt at Fort McAIurray. it

B.s annoiUK-ed today. Tlie.\ have Ixired through thirf>

Sfl (.f tlif iiiiii.Tiil ill ii .li'iiili ..f r).")() tV.'l. it was siii.i.

Cai lots Less car lots.

Acetic Acid. 28 percent 100 lbs. .1.60 - 3.75 4.00 4.50

Hydrochloric Acid (no-

minal) 100 lbs. 1.85 - 2.25 2.75 3.00

Sulphuric Acid 66 deg..

drums Ton 21.00 22.00 22.50 23.00

Aluminum Sulphate,

ci>mmercial lb. .03^4 .03^ .04 - .04H
Aluminum Sulphate,

iron free lb. .04 •04 V4 .04 - .05H

Barium sulphate (pre-

cip.) (blanc fixe) .

.

lb. .04H .05 .05 V4 - .06

Bleaching powder (cal-

cium hypochlorite) lb. .05H .05% .0614 - .06%

Chlorine, gas, liquid-cy-

linders (100 lb) .. lb. .09 - .09H .10 - lo^4

Litharge lb. .12 .12V4 .13 - .13H

-Methanol, 95 p. c. (wood

alcohol) gal. 1.85 1 1.90

Potasalum prussiate.

yellow lb. .73 .75 .78 - .80

Salt cake ton 52.00 -55.00

Soda ash, light 100 lbs. 2.05 2.10 2.20 - 2.40

Sodium hydroxide (caus-

tic soda) 100 lbs. 4.00 - 4.10 4.30 - 4.50

Sodium hyposulphite . . lb. ... - .04 - .04Vi

Sulphur, crude ton 16.00 -20.00

NEW YORK MARKETS.
Xew York, November 27— (Special Correspondence)

—What is considered one of the most important devel-

opments in the paper trade in some time is the an-

nouncement by the International Paper Company from
its main offices in Xew York that its price on news-
print to contract customers during the first quarter of

next year will be on the basis of 6.50 cents per pound
f.o.h. mills for newsprint in standard rolls in carload
lots or more. This is the same price prevailing for the

final quartei- of 1920. There have been numerous
rumors, going tlie rounds of the trade in recent weeks
relative to the contract price to be fixed by the I. P.

for 1921. Some have alleged that the price would be
advanced, 7 cents having been the figure commonly
named, while others have inferred that the contract
l>asis would be lowered. The announcement issued this

week |)uts to rest all of the varied rumors, and. more-
over, would seem to support those members of the paper
trade who have irontended that contract prices on all

kinds of paper are most likely to undergo scant change
diirin;.' the course of the next few months.

With ni.irkct rondit ions jis imw exist, the main-

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET rEI.EPHOSFS U12 MURRAY Mil I

'.813
NEW YORK

Write IIS wlici

you have

lurplu of

any Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-

bleached We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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WE ARE AT PRESENT MANUFACTURING THE FOLLOWING
of interest to the Pulp and Paper Industry.

BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.
Acridine Yellow R.
New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine Y. cone.
Basic Green B. cone.
Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

Bismarck Brown R. cone.
Safranine B.S.
Safranine R.F.F.
Methylene Violet 2R. cone.
Methylene Violet 2B. cone.
Malachite Green Crystals.

Methylene Blue B.B. cone.
Methylene Blue 1814.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOURS

Paramine Fast Pink B.

Paramine Sky Blue F.F.

Paramine Blue 2B.
Paramine Black B.H.
Paramine Yellow R.
Paramine Brown G. cone.
Paramine Brown M.

^^
Paper

ACID

Paramine Fast Bordeaux B.

Paramine Green G.
Paramine Violet N.
Paraphenine Yellow G.
Diazamine Fast Yellow H.
Rosophenine lOB.
Benzopurpurine 4B.

Black 3181

COLOURS

Orange II.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB.

Acid Prune V.

Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau G. cone.
Ponceau 4R cone.
Croeeine Scarlet 5R.
Carmoisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

ff^

Product'Samplee, Patterns, and all particulars from

L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED ^
HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND
Canadian Office and Warehouse

27 ST. SACRAMENT ST. - MONTREAL
Orders inppllBM direct »xv/ni Canadian 9tock». K«w Pro<lact«a will b« added from tune to time
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tenance of the eontraet basis on newsprint by the

largest producing eorapany in the country carries

greater weight and importance than is probably noted

on the surface. With newspaper publishers all over

the States holding off in buying paper for the admitted

rea.son that they expect prices to decline, the fixing of

a price to contract customers over the first quarter of

next year at the same level now obtaining should have

the result of reviving confidence among paper con-

sumers in the stability of prices and cause them to

resume buving on something approaching a normal

scale. Whether this will come about is at present

problematical. l>ut members of the local paper trade

take a decidedlv more optimistic view of matters than

thev did before knowing what the 1. P. contract basis

next year is to be. A consensus of opinion also is tliat

the International made a wise move in fixing tlie price

that it has. it being commonly felt that the present

would be an inopportune time to advance prices, when

the general trend of prices on nearly all commodities

is toward lower levels, and that the maintenance of

prices on an unchanged basis should be creative of an

improved sentiment among paper consumers. President

P. T. Dodge, of the I P.. announced some time ago that

contract t^ustomers of liis company would be allocated

but 80 per cent, of the tonnage of newsprint next year

that they have secured from his mills in 1920, the reason

for this" reduction in tonnage being that the Interna-

tional has acquired so many new customers in recent

months that in order that all can be supplied tonnage

commitments must necessarily be decreased.

Spot prices on newsprint in rolls have gradually

worked down to where they are hovering around 7-cents

per pound at mill, with occasionally a sale reported at

an eighth of a cent under this figure, but ((notations

appear steady at this basis and it would seem that there

is small likelihood of the recession in spot values con-

tinuing because there is now only a matter of half a

cent per pound between contract and open market

prices. Publishers, if they have any comprehension at

all, should quickly see that newsprint prices have about

touched bottom, and there seems little question that

•when this sinks well into the craniums of buyers,

demand for print pajicr should broaden to a considcr-

able extent in view of the fact that the average pub-

lisher of daily newspapers in this country is confining

his consumption of newsprint within a limit where he

is omitting quite a lot of adverfising. In other words,

there is a tremendous unfilled demand for print |>appr

that is pent up liy the determination of publishers not

lo buy in the open market until satisfied prices have

Mruck bottom, and with every indii-ation jHiinling to

fihc minimum level having been reached for at least a

period of four or five months, buying should be resumed

i in more normal fashion.

There are few important changes otherwise in the

j
paper market. Spot values continue on the downslide

i under a lack of business activity, but contract prices

I are maintained. There is very little demand for any

kind of pap<r from transient Imyers, and the trade is

suffering from the same dull conditions affecting prac-

tically all lommodity lines. Spot prices are quite ir-

regular and ejilreniely difficult to determine. It all

depends oh how badly the buyer is in need of jiaper

or on howiirgeiitly the nianufai-turer or dealer wants

biuineA. (V)nHumprs with cash in hand can a<!quire

most grades of i)aper in sieable amounts at about any

prices they offer in some quarters, which menus that

certain jiapcr concerns, princii)ally jobbers, are feeling

the tight money conditions to such a degree that they

are being obliged to li(|uidate stocks for whatever they

can realize.

Boards have steadied at a quotable basis of about

$60 per ton f.o.b. mills for plain chip and $70 for filled

news board. Demand has not expanded to any worth-

while extent but there is a better undercurrent m the

market, due in the main to curtailment of output by

manufacturers, who evidently have decided to pursue

a waiting policy until business conditions in general,

and more especially in their own line, have improved.

UROl'Nl) WOOD.—An easy tone still characterizes

ground wood prices although quotations are close to the

same levels named a week ago. Domestic ground wood

of prime quality f(u- i)rompt delivery is ((noted at

around $100 per ton at grinding mills, with the prob-

abilities favoring some consumers being able to buy at

.$5 a ton less, while imjjorted pulp is available at $85 to

$90 ex the dock. There is only a slight demand coming

from consuming quarters, yet everyone on the selling

end of the trade is more or less bullish regarding the

outlook and i)rofess to believe prices will recover some

of their losses during recent weeks before the winter

is over. Much emphasis is put on the light stocks at

both grinding plants and consuming points and it is felt

that this factor alone will bring about enhancement of

values if (leinaiul attains more normal proportions.

ClIEJIICAL PULP—There is very little stirring in

tlie chemical wood pulp trade. Papermakers are doing

as little l)nying as current requirements will permit

and arc limiting orders almost entirely to small ton-

nages needed for. immediate use. Prices are marked by

an easy tone, as would be expected under the circum-

stances, yet there have been no sharp declines in prices

iind |)roducers in a ma.jority of cases are naming com-

l)arativel.v firm figures. Studying conditions closely,

it a]ipears that some supi)ly of foreign pulp is coming

into thi« country on consignment and this pulp is being

offered at )u-ice concessions, but signs point to domestic

manufacturers having but little production to dispose

of to other than contract consumers, which serves to

|u-eclu(le aii.v notable selling in-essure on domestic pulps.

Quotations on spot shipments of domestic bleached

suli)liite range frojn 11 cents a pouiul at pul]) mills u))-

ward, on domestic easy bleaching sulphite at between

8 and 8.50 cents, on news grade sulphite at 7 to 7..")0

cents and on' domestic kraft pulp at r).75 to 6 cents.

Foreign bleached sulphite is (pioted at 12. .'iO to 13 cents

ex dock, foreign easy lilcaching at 9 to 9..")0 cents,

,-f(n'eign unldeaclied sulphite at S.fiO to 9 cents, and
foreign kraft at fi.2.') to (i.")() cents.

Imports of foreign pulj) at the port of New Y(n-k this

week included r),()39 bales from Kottcrdam and 3;'>1

bales from Vancouxt'r.

RAGS.—Current demand for iiapermaking rags can
be described as virtually nil. Of course there is some
little business passing off and on, but there is no con-

certed movement of any grade of rags, paper mills

claiming to be in less need of rag sto(^k than ordinarily

and that llicy have sufficient rags on hand to supi)ly

present i-eqiiircments. Prices are at best ;iomiua1.

Dealers ask (Uie price and then when given an op-

portunity to make a sale readily cut ]>rices to the level

demanded by consumers. Even new cuttings, which
have held relatively firm for a long time, are easing
off in value, and white shirt cuttings of No. 1 quality

are to be hail at 22. .')0 to 23 cents jter pound ut ship|>ing
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points, new unbleached muslins at 17.50 cents, new
lawns at 20 cents, new blue overall cuttings at 11.50

cents and new No. 1 washables at 10.50 cents. Old
whites are off sliglitly at arouiul 10.50 cents for No. 1

repacked and 5.50 cents for No. 2 repacked, while re-

ports allege that repacked thirds and blues have been

bought Iiy mills at 3 cents at shi|)ping points. Roofing
rags are (juoted at a liasis of about 1.10 cents per pound
for No. 1 packing.

PAPER STOCK.—Trying conditions continue to

prevail in the paper stock mai'ket. Consuming mills

are not in want of mucli supply ami packet's are i^ro-

vided with a narrow outlet for their production, with
the result prices are weak and steadily moving to lower
levels. Quotations to mills on a f.o.b. shipping point

basis are about as follows: No. 1 soft white shavings,

7 to 7.25 cents; No. 1 iieard white shavings. S to ,S.'J5

cents; ledger stock, 3.25 to 3.50 cents; white news cut-

tings, 4 to 4.25 cent; old No. 1 kraft, 3.85 to 4 cents;

heavy magazines, 1.65 to 1.80 cents; fohled news, M5 to

90 cents per liuiulred pounds, aiul No. 1 mixed |)apers,

45 to 50 cents per hundred.
OLD ROPE AND BAGOING.—Rotii okl n.pc and old

bagging are in an inactive state and prices are moving
downward. No. 1 manila rope is quoted at al)out 5

cents per pound at siiipi)ing points, and No. 1 scrap
bagging at 2 cents. Old mixed strings are available at

2.25 cents and No. 1 gunny liagging at 2.50 i-cnts

NON-UNION.
While an Irishman was gazing in the window of a

Toronto book store, the following sign caught his eye:
"Dicken's works all this week for only $4.''

"The divil he does," exclaimed Pat in ilisgust. "The
(lirtv scab.

"

EXTENDED

SERVICE
To Advertisers

Realizing tiie development which
is bound to take place in trade be-

tween Canada and the I'nited

Kingdom, the

Industrial and Educational

Publishing Company Limited
will open its own office in England
early in January.

ilr. C. II. Armstrong, Jr., wlio

will be in charge, has investigated

trade conditions in Canada from
coast to coast.

Any advertiser or subscriber
who is anxious to make connec-
tions as a representative of firms
in the United Kingdom, is invited

to communicate with Mr. Arm-
sjtrong, Pulp & Paper ilagazinc.

Gardenvale, P.Q.

1 his Service will bz Entirely

Without Remuneration.

MEAD-MORRISON

V LOMBARD W
Barker Attachment

FOR ANY TYPE OF

WOOD ROOM BARKER
Made in Canada

The attachment consists of a frame

bolted to the top of the barker. It

is driven by a belt from a pulley on

the Barker Shaft.

To operate :—Log is placed on brac-

ket and chain brought down. The
spurs in the chain rotate the log.

In ordering state the make of barker

the attachment is to equip.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE

CANADIAN MEAD-MORRISON CO
LIMITED

385 BEAVER HALL HILL i

MONTREAL . i
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a
P.M.S." BELTING

Power waste, due to difficult transmission condi-

tions, is a problem that many Engineers and Plant

Superintendents are anxious to overcome. Unsuit-

able Belting^ is a general cause of loss of power in

a plant. Where the Belting is exposed to heat or

dampness there is no brand that so completely

resists deterioration as "P. M.S.'* Belting. Where
there is mechanical awkwardness to overcome,

such as cone drives in Paper Mills, the belting

must give perfect conformity and pulley contact.

"P.M.S." Belting is a superior grade, the product of

years of experiment. We have belting engineers

who will be pleased to advise with you, if you have

transmission troubles which need expert attention.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited
HEAD OFFICES AND FACTORY: TORONTO

Branches in Leading Canadian Cities
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Helping; Canada's
Great Railways

The industrial development of Canada is measured by
its great railroad systems. Thousands of miles of steel,

extending from coast to coast, reaching out from the big
manufacturing centres, have been pioneer steps in the
country's advancement. And The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Co., Limited, has been a factor in this development.
Wherever construction gangs have followed surveyors, Fairbanks-

Morse railway equipment has been used because of its dependability

—

dependability that made it worthy of ts part in this pioneer work.
From the smallest drill to the electric locomotive—the stand pipes and

water tanks that feed the great transcontinental engines—Fairbanks-
Morse railway supplies render a service backed by
the organization's high tfficiency.

The 100' , quality seal that marks all Fairbanks-
Morse railway equipment is the ideal of the

t, Fairbanks-Morse institution— the mark
that symbolizes a standard of equipment
find service.

M •V<- this mark your guide in buying.

[^^^ fr^j^i The Canadian
''^^ -^^ Fairbanks-Morse Co.

Limitr d>: %^ '^'

ulii'' DcfiittmtnhU llo r (m Mr, h,l

>^^i

Halifax, St. John. Quebec, Montreal.

Ottawa. Toronto. Hamilloi,.

St Cotharinn. Windsor. Winniprs. "*
S»«kntoon. Rcgtnn. CrIrhtv. V'lrtnnn
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A BOOMEEAXG.
A proniiueut newspaper publisher o*' Toronto re-

cently addressed a ilontreal galheriug a_.d his remarks

on t^e subject of- Government control of the price of

newsprint costs of production ran from $50 to $60

action of the publishers of Canada in demanding such

regulation has turned out to be a boomerang, the ef-

."ect of which is just now beginning to be most seri-

ously felt. It will be recollected that at a time when

newsprint costs of production ran from $50 to $60

per ton, a ruling was made at Ottawa at the instance

of the ne\vspaper publis^iers of Canada, without proof

by them that such ruling was really necessary, which

required the mills to sell their product for $50 per

ton. This was, for some mills, less than manufacturing

cost, for all mills it represented a loss of the differ-

ence between the Government Tixed price for domestic

and the .sales price obtainable elsewhere. Tlie speaker re-

ferred to admitted that there was an actual saving t"

publishers at the time of thousands of dollars and at

that time the immediate relief thus furnished seemed

the most desirable of events. The public, and especi-

ally the advertising public, was of course quite well

aware tMt the paper manufacturers were Hearing

a large proportion of what should have been legiti-

mate publisihing expense and they too, benefited by

the condition which made it impassible and certainly

inadvisable for publishers to raise advertising rates.

It must be remembered that this took place at a time

when all other commodities were rising in price and
the same Government w^ich set a m/iJcimum price on

newsprint which was in some cases actually below cost

of manufacture, also set a tninimum price on wheat

wliicli was in excess of any price for this commodity

within our recollection.

The publishei-s, therefore, last the opportunity at the

psychological moment for increasing t;ie ratw from
their principal source of revenue, an increase which

could legitimately have been made at a lime when
practically all costs were mounting. Having thus

begun gradually to increase rates in liarmony with

increasing costs, assuming that newsprint had not

been tampered with, their revenue would have reae.hed

a level where the effect of the increase would have
been of benefit for the whole period of price inflation

and they woidd have been in a position where they

could decrease their rates without .great loss and in

harmony with declines in costs that must become
general and even now are becoming evident in mast

lines. Instead of having been able to follow this

economically sound and recognised procedure, many
publishei-s are now finding themselves with a stock ot

high priced paper and faced witih the necessity of con-

tracting supplies at prices whic/i, because of persis-

tently high cost of manufacture and abnormal demand,
still show no immediate signs of recession, and they

cannot t;iei'efor concede decreases in advertising rates

without incurring considerable loss. This loss should

already have l)t>en provided for and largely absorbed

by the initial increases at the logical moment.
We have thus parap;irased Uie digest that was given

us of the publisher "s i-emarks. lie is to be commended
for his frank expression of what has actually been

the result of meddling with the law of supply and
demand. There are doubtless many others who have

come to t/ie same conclusion but who are not cour-

ageous enough to admit il. It is practically impossible

that any such situation should again arise as was
experienced during tlie great war. Tiie relations be-

tween mills and newspapers are again quite harmoni-

ous and there is not much iuclination to harbor any

ill feeling for what has passed. The price for news-

print is siUl hig;i and is likely to remain high as long

as the demand is greater thaJi the supply. This con-

dition ha.s not imi)roved of late and the effects of re-

cent low water levels and the u.sual decrease in pro-

duction due to the coming of winter, will not improve
matters. Tiie tendency lately has been for the con-

sumer to meet the situation by using less paper and
getting out smaller is.sues. That ;ias been the practice

for many months in England and a leaf from their

note book might help out considerably on this side.

With naturally decreased production and the diffi-

eulties of transportation in the winter time, the going
will not be any too >mooth for the next three or four

months. :

The Toronto World must ;iave seen our comment
on the proi)asition for a government j)ulp mill. It

takes the idea of pri.son labor and suggests a inodel

criminal community in the form of a pulp mill, in-

cluding woo<ls operation.s. where prisoners will be em-
ployed at real wages. The same kind of scheme has
been proposed in the United States but never w/)rked

out. As a method of re-establishing a criminal's self-

respect, there is much to commend it : as a means of

suppl.ving The World wit^ cheap paper in competi^
tion with the enterprise of ifaonest, law-abiding citi

zpns there is ever>'thing to condemn it;
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MILL MEN AND TECHNICAL MEN.
The announcement just reeeived from the Secretary

of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association, that the

manager of one of Canada's largest newsprint mills

has joined the Technical Section, suggested a few com-

ments on the desirability of mill men becoming mem-

bers of this brancb of the Association. For those

whose education has been rather along tlic lines of

academic subjects, or practical experience in the ad-

ministration of the business, the Technical Section pro-

vides an opportunity for joining as associat-e members.

Tfie privileges of membership are the same, though

the opportunities for service are somewhat different,

the full member having been trained in such a way

that he is expected to serve the industry best by eon-

ducting investigations, developing technical control,

establishing scientific methods, and in other ways ap-

plying his special educational training to the improve-

ment of the processes of pulp and paper manufacture.

The associate member, on the other hand, whether he

be a practical mill man or one who is especially con-

cerned with administrative affairs, could render ser-

vice in a capacity peculiar to his position and train-

ing. He could support and encourage the work of

the technical man and make it easier to translate the

suggestions and discoveries of the active member into

practical ^elpfulnes.s in the operation of the mill.

It is distinctly worth while for the man who is

qualified to join the Technical Section as an associate

member to do so. It gives him a feeling of fellow-

ship with the technical men from whom ihe expects to

get considerable help in improving the operation of

his mill. The feeling of belonging to the same family

is conducive to more harmonious relations between the

technical men and the so-called mill men. Both

classes are es.sential to the development of the in-

dustry and to the economic success of the individual

plant. The mill wbose manager has just joined the

Technical Section has made a marked success in in-

troducing technical control and has achieved a won-

derful result in getting the co-operation of the men

in the mill and the men in the laboratory. The per-

eoi^lify and the efforts of this manager are largely

rettoiisible for t|ie resiilt and a similar success is pos-

-silpe in other mills. The personality of the technical

staff is also an important factor; a little humility

along with much enthusiasm and good nature helps

a lot. There is a good supply of such rpialities in our

mflls, so it is not siirprising to sec Canadians making
p#>gre.ss along these lines.

We feel that the reprpsenfation of the whole indus-

try as far as possible in the Technical Section, will

be most helpful to the success of the pulp and paper

mills in Canada. No one need fed embarra.H.sed at

the meetings of the section. The technical man natur

ally tAlks of concentration, retention, horse power,

.^peeifie gravity, etc. These terms should not be n

foreign language to anyone in the industry ; and they

won't be, when more mill men take advantage of

such opportunities as are available in night schools,

extension classes and correspondence courses.

INTERNATIONAL DID NOT RAISE ITS PRICE.

In our editorial comment in the Pulp and Paper

Magazine for November 25th reference was made to

the price to be charged by the International Paper

Company for the first quarter of 1921. Advice of its

decision to charge ei/aC came just as we were going to

press and in formulating the paragraph referred to we

had in mind that 6 cents was being enlarged by some

companies for current shipments during the fourth

quarter of 1920. No change is made as will be seen

from the prices for the current yeai-, viz. : 4^^, 5, 5%
and 61/0 cents, respectively, for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and

and 4th quarters. We regret very much that this

editorial juas inadvertently placed the International

in the position of having raised its price instead of

clearly commending its action as should have been

done for its moderation in not charging more than

current rates. Not only has the International re-

frained from increasing its price of newsprint, but has

actually absorbed some increased items of manufactur-

ing cost rather than pass them off on the customer.

COBWEBS.
Some people have great imagination and imagination

properly employed is a most helpful thing. It is a

strange flight of fancy, however, that will make a

suppo-sedly intelligent man a.ssert that the price of

newsprint in Canada is bolstered up by the effect of

the tariff. A moment's consideration will show that

newsprint is being sold at an equal, if not an actually

lower average price, and we believe in no case a higher

price, in Canada than the same manufacturers ob-

tain for their product in other countries. Further,

more, tariff or no tariff, newsprint cannot be bought

in any other country and sold in a Canadian market

as cheaply as Canadian publishers could buy it from

their fellow citizens, and finally, the Canadian paper

manufacturer has sufficient jiatriotism and pride to

see that no fault of his will require Canadian pub-

lishers to use other than Canadian new.sprint, a re-

mark which al-so well applies to other lines of paper

manufacturing.

Sir Lomer Gouin, for many years Quebec's political

leader, who is closely coniKM'ted with our industry

as a director of the Laurent ide Company, has just

been elected to the board of directors of the Hank of

Montreal. Sir Lomer has given up his editorial con-

nection wit)i La Prea.se.

Let's go to Irofpiois Falls for Christmas. Every

house-holder is to receive a turkey.
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Mechanical Logging and Practical

Reforestation*
By ELLWOOD WILSON, Chief Forester, Laurentide

Company, Grand 'Mere, Quebec.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen : The question that

I am supposed to speak about today is so big that it is

very hard to know what to say and what to leave out,

A very interesting fundamental proposition comes
up and that is the conflict between the so-called prac-

tical man and the theoretical man. Now there are two
differences which distinguish these classes of men. In

one case you have a man who has gotten everything

that he know.s by experience. In the ot;ier case you
have a man who has had put into his head all the ex-

perience that it is possible to have obtained on the sub-

ject in a general waj'.

It depends very greatly ou the personality of these

two classes of men just how they function, but other

things being equal, the theoretical man can obtain

rapidly the experience which the practical man already

has, and not only that, when he is face to face with new
circumstances, he is able to replace himself and utilize

his knowledge better than the practical man.
The so-called practical man, when he faces a new set

of conditions which are not covered by his experience,

very often in attempting to utilize his experience falls

down on the problem placed before him.

Fundamentally, there is not the difference between

these two classes of men that we are often led to be-

lieve ; they are much closer together than you would
gather from many discussions which we have heard,
but in discussing this whole question of the future
development of logging operations, I want to say a

little bit about the fundamental principles. In my ex-

perience the only way to tackle any problem is to get

rid of all the non-essential features and get right down
to bedrock, get right down to the essentials of the
problem and then you are able to discuss it intelligently

and in a way which is much more practical and much
better than you could do otherwise.

This whole question of the improvement of logging
operations is more or less a psychological question, that

is, it is a question of men's minds and men's way of

thinking about things rather than any practical ques-

tion of method or operations.

For instance, the men who have been operating in

the woods in the past are men who have, to a great

extent, grown up in the woods and they have been
more or less supposed to have some sort of occult

faculty, some sort of super sense which particularly

fitted them for the work in the woods. In my experi-

ence, that has not proved to be true, and the time has
come when the operations in the woods must be placed
on the same basis as operations in the mill. Nobody
would think today of running a big paper mill without
trained chemists, without trained engineers, without
trained cost accountants, etc.. but up to this time we
have not had this class of men in the woods. We are
only just beginning to realize that logging, after all,

is a branch of engineering, that it requires a certain
amount of technical education, a certain amount of

•Address to Woodlands Section American I*ulp and
Paper Association, Chicago. 12th November.

technical training without which nobody todaj' can be
a successful logging operator. We have got to realize
that fact, and with all due honor to the men who have
blazed the trail in the past, who have gotten out our
logs and who have kept our mills supplied with raw
material, the day has come when we must change our
methods and get more men with technical training in

the woods.
In the past the question has l>een to get out raw

material at the lowest cost possible, regardless of any-
thing else. The managers of the mills have said: "We
want so many thousands cords of wood a .vear," and if

logging costs went up the least little bit. there was im-
mediately a holler and the man responsible for getting
the material, the timber, out of the woods and into the
mill was hauled over the coals if his costs were a little

more than in the pa.st. Conditions under which labor
has worked in the woods have been very difficult and
we have come to realize today that the men who work
in the woods must have the same comforts and the
same decent living conditions that the men who work in
the mill have.

Wc have come to face a good many difficult prob-
lems and in the solving of these problems, we want the
very best trained minds that we can get, but we have
to do away with old-fasliioned ideas?, with old supersti-
tions and with old fetishes; we have got to face these
problems in the same way that we have faced engineer-
ing and operating problems in our mills.

The increa.sed cost of labor, the increased cost of
material and the increased cost of equipment of all
kinds require that we must pare the cost of our opera-
tions down just as much as we possibly can. There is

only one way to approach these problems and that is a
thorough, practical one; it is on the basis of experimen-
tation. I have always believed that the only way to
find out whether a thing was right or wrong—using
those words in the sense of whether it is best or not

—

is to try it out and if the average business man would
spend as much time in trying new methods as he spends
m trving to think up objections to new metliods, we
would be a great deal farther ahead.

It is surprising to me. very often, how men who stand
high in their industries, who have had long experiences,
when approached by a new idea very often imme-
diately, without any particular knowledge or without
any particular thought, begin to think up reasons why
that particular idea cannot be put into practice. I have
been accused personally of putting forward a great
many crazy ideas, but I can say perfectly frankly that
I have never put forward an idea yet "which has not
been carried through, and I think that any man who
gets a new idea and will study the thing out carefully
and examine his idea and himself thoroughly and then
begin to talk about it. can very often put it across.

In our woods operations, as I say. we are faced with
rising costs all along the line and we have made abso-
lutely no progress so far as I know, since we first
began logging in the old days. We are using the same
methods of hauling and almost the same methods of
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ciittiiig. We liave to some extent, of course, substituted

the saw for the axe. There has been some effort in the

East to use traotors in loggriiifr. Of course we have to

leave out of this discussion tlie larjje timber operations

in tlie west in which machinery of all sorts has been

used and wliere they are coming more and more to do

away with hand labor. The large size of their timber

and the difficulties of getting it out makes such things

imperative.

In previous years our labor costs have been so low

that we have been able to use man power and horses to

a very large extent, but the day of that practice is

almost past and Mhat we need now in our woods" opera-

tions is men who will think out new mechanical methods

for getting out the small amount oi timber per acre

which stands in our Eastern forests and men who will

develop these methods and put them into practical use

so that we can cut down the expense of our lopiring

operations.

Another thing which has come up today which is of

the utmost importance is the question of the continued

yield of our forest lands. In the language of a forester,

we have got to come to a basis of sustained yield. We
are not going to be able any longer to mine the timber

from our forests as we have mined our coal and inetals

and oil. The forest is not, and never was, intended to

be mined; it is a growing crop and it must be handled

on entirely different lines than our mining operations.

In order to do this and do it practically, tlicre have

got to be some laws in logging enforced so that the

forest after logging will be left in a condition where
it can contin\ie to jiroduce trees. The time has gone by
when we can go into the forest and cut down ti'ces here

and there and everywhere, burn up the forest by care-

lessness; somebody carelessly dropping a match, and
sweeping away all our chances of future crop. We
have got to leave the forest in a condition to give us

another crop and not only another crop but a crop in

the very shortest possible time.

In order to do this, we have got to adopt some
selective system of cutting. This, of course, will

naturally raise the cost of our timber, but only tem-

porarily, mind you. Once this system is established,

the cost of logging instead of rising constantly as it

does at the present time, will more or less average it-

self out over a series of years. To make this clear by
an example, take a new tract of territory and follow

out its history. esy)ccially as we have logged in Easleiii

t'anada. Going into a new tract, logging operation

would commence on a river or on a lake and all of the

fmber which could be gotten out easily and cheaply
ould be taken out the first year at a very low cost,

he secoTul year the operation would have to go back
a littlp further with rising costs. The third, fourth and
fifth years, it would be necessary to go further back,

with the costs still rising.

If the timber had been taken out back to the water

J
slied the first year, the cost of that year's operations

• would have been greater but all the timber from the
river right back to the end of the operation would have
been brought out at once. Tlie next year the same thing
would have been done with costs approximately the
same. HO that while the cost would have been higher the
first year, over n series of years the cost would have
bem uniform.
Everybody knows that wiicn you let n contract to a

jobl)er or confrnetor to go into the wood.s, he is not
going to rare about your interests at all. he is going to

take out the timber which it is easy for him to get out

and which will net him the biggest profit, and this sys-

tem of using contractors and jobliers has been the

ruination of more forest areas than anything else I

know of. It was an easy way to get out the logs and a

fairly cheap way to get out the logs, but when you
consider the results in the long run, we are going to be

a great many years in paying for that sort of logging

operation.

A Bit of Prophecy.

I would like to prophesy a little bit as to the future

of logging operations. From what I can see of the trend

of affairs in the West and some of the things which

are taking place in Scandinavia, and when I think of

what has been accomplished in the change of methods
in our paper mills and in our great industries. I look

forward to the time when our logging operations will

be carried on much more by machinery than they are

at the present time. I think we are just on the verge

of having a mechanical saw which can be carried

around easily from tree to tree and with which one or

two men can do the work of a dozen. I think that it will

only be a very short time until we will have a machine
very much like the pneumatic or electric drill at the

present day with which the branches can be taken off

the trees and can be swamped much more economically
that at the present time. I think that American ingenu-
ity will very soon develop types of tractors or mechan-
ical haulers which will enable us to get our timber out

to much better advantage and much cheaper than the

present method of skidding it out with horses.

All of these things are jierfectly feasible, they are
certainly not out of the way and if we would get the
best mechanical talent possible and put these problems
up to men who have been trained in developing various
types of machines, we would soon have great advances.
You all know the forest today is a collection of good

trees and trees which, up to the present time, we have
found no use for.

In order to log to the best advantage today, we have
to cover very large areas to get a relatively small
amount of timber and I feel sure that the practical men
of toda.v and the business men of today will very soon
come to realize the futility of covering ten or twelve
square miles to get a .small cut of timber and they will
come to the opinion that was expressed in England at
the Imperial Conference this year by forty out of forty-
five delegates that the day of natural reforestation is

very rapidly nearing an end.

This is a very broad statement but at the same time
when you come to analyse the situation I think you will,

after due consideration, more or less agree with me on
this matter. You take large areas of timber and per-
haps get from them on an average of five to .six cords
to the acre as we do in Canada, where we cut tinder cer-
tain Government diameter regulations—I believe you
make runs as high as fifteen or twenty cords to the
acre—you tnust take your men into the woods, take
.vour provisions long distances and cover large areas
in order to get out this five, ten or fifteen cords to the
acre. When you stop to consider that after you have
taken out that timber you have got to wait forty or
fifty or sixty years for another crop which, so far as
anybody knows at present will be but a very small frae.
tion of the crop which you have taken out in your first
I'lit. .von will realize wliat huge areas must be covered
to get the limber which you need. It Mould not seem
economical or practical to you, and you will surely
come to the idea which has been forced on the experi-
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ence of European countries, that if vre are going to

carry on our industries, the best way to get the timber

is to operate areas as near the mills as possible. Plant

the areas with the very best possible stock you can get

with tlie very largest amount per acre and then when
your logging proposition comes along, look how the

whole thing is going to be simplified. Instead of

driving or hauling or railing your wood all the way
from 50 to 200 miles, let us say, you are going to be

able to go out within ten or twenty miles of your mill,

put in your portable electric railway, utilize machinery
which will cut your trees do\\ni just the way you cut

your corn crop today and you are going to get instead

of five, ten and fifteen cords per acre, fortj- of fifty

cords. You will reduce your logging costs and sim-

plify all of your operations. Instead of huge wood
piles which we see in some of our Nortliern countries to

carry us through the winter with insurance and money
from the stump to the mill. We are going to utilize a

tree the same day it was cut, perhaps, or the day after.

I knoAv that a great many people will be skeptical

and a great many people will think this is a crazy idea,

but when you come to study tlie wliole thing out care-

fully and to get right down to brass tacks in the matter,

you are going to see that for the future this is going
to be the ideal method. You can say, "Of course we
won't live to see this; what business is it of o\irs to

provide timl)er for the next generation"; you can make
the same reply that has been made to me many times

by managers of wood lands department. "Wliat do I

care about this, my job is to get wood as long as I am
working for tliis company and wlien my successor

comes along, let him face the problems that are created
by tlie way I am logging today."

I have even heard managers of companies talk in

that way, but gentlemen, today we are coming to

realize that we cannot shirk the responsibility of the
next ten or fifteen or twenty-five years. "We have no
right today to create a set of conditions which are
going to be difficult for our successors. It is not
honest ; it is not good citizenship ; it is not good busi-

ness.

The paper and pulp industry is, to a great extent, a
stabilized industry which in all human probability
ought to go on for generations. The mills and the
tremendous installations wliich we have today should
not be scrapped in ten or fifteen or twenty-five years,
they ought to go on functioning for several genera-
tions to come and people wlio own woodlands cer-
tainly have responsibility to see that those woodlands
are kept in productive condition.

Now I am not talking about anything sentimental
and I am not talking about anything theoretical, I am
talking about practical questions, questions which must
be met in a practical way and solved in the very best
manner possible, and I think that when we come to
study these questions out. when the people who are
operating think about what the conditions are in the
^voods, and when the men who are interested in getting
Qilt^^he timber, realize that the forest, after all, is

nothing but a great big garden, and that if you are
going to operate it profitably you cannot leave it to
take care of itself any more than you can leave your
garden to seed itself over to the next spring and expect
to have a decent crop of vegetables nor any more than
you can leave your farm to take care of itself and then
get good crops.

You have got to face the problem that your forest is

a living, growing organism which if properly handled

will yield to you the same amount of wood year in and
year out just as long as you care to take care of it.

Now once we realize tliat i)r()positioii and once that

comes home to tlie practical men who are in charge of

mills and woods operations, we are going to see the

whole problem solved and solved very rapidl.v, and I

have the greatest hope and the greatest faith that this

is going to come about and come about very rapidly.

I just want to say one word about this magnificent

jirogram which the American Pulp and Paper Asso-

ciation have laid out for a national forest policy. I

tliink it is wonderful that every one has been able to get

together and agree to this policy, but tliere seems to

me to lie a little element of "Let George do it." We are

initting this thing up to the Government. We say the

Government must do this; the Government must ap-

jiropriate money : the Government must enact legisla-

tion for forest protection, etc., but don't you realize

that we are never going to get anywhere unless every
man who owns timber, who is interested in the manage-
ment of timber, does these things for himself first, and
tlu'u the Government end of it will take care of itself.

I'liless we begin to do our own work; unless we have
fire protection and reforestation on our own lands, we
are not going to get anywhere, and unless we take this

matter to heart and practice what we are preaching to

the Government and what we are preaching to the
public, we are not going to get very far with our
scheme.

SUCCESSFUL MEN HAVE STUDIED.
About four years ago B. C. Forbes gathered material

for his l)ook. "^Icn Who Are Making America."
He selected HO men as characters for his publication.

In his researcli he learned that 24 of the men were bom
poor : 17 of the men were born in moderate circum-
stances ; the remaining nine were bom rich.

Biographies of the lives of the 24 men of poor par-
ents show that most of them, practically all of them
studied at night. They were forced to work for their

livelihood during the day and at night they prepared
themselves for .idvancement.
The men have excelled in various lines of business;

banking, automobile, steel and kindred industries; in

fact, all sorts of lines.

So doesn't it prove the value of studying at night;
of fakirii? some well directed course in order to pre-
pare one's self for the job higher up?
The research also shows that the men bom of poor

parents studied at night, while those of the rich par-
entage gained their learning in the class rooms of
college.

Thus it proves that, rich or poor, one must study
to advance.

If you haven't the opportunity of going to college,
.vou have the opportunity of the night schools!

You have the same chance as the other fellow. Are
you going to allow him to look upon you from an ad-
vanced .position while you are working at the same job
ten years hence, or are you goyig to do the looking?
Your chance is now. Grab it.

They say you can lead a horse to water but you can't
make him drink. Tis so with many workmen—we can
lead them to the trough of Safety but they refuse to
drink, but they will sooner or later wish that they
had taken on a camel's supply.
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AIE MAPS FOR WIRELESS PATROL REPORTS.
(From the Canadian Forestry Magazine.)

In prefacing this article, it may be stated that the
following method of map squaring has been adopted
by the Forestry Branch, Provincial Government, Que-
bec, and several large paper and lumber companies
who operate aerial surveys and fire patrols of their

respective timber limits.

Maps to be used are standard topographical maps,
scale 500 or 7.8 miles to 1 inch. These maps can be

obtained from the Department of Interior at Ottawa,

and are published in sheets, which can, of course, be

joined up to make one large map of any given territory,

and each sheet is given a distinctive reference number.
Key to these sheet numbers can also be obtained at Otta-

wa. To proceed with the actual squaring of these each

sheet is divided into 9 squares, every degree of latitude

into 9 squares, every degree of latitude and longi-

tude forming a square, and numbered from top
left-hand corner 1 to 9. Each of these 9 squares is

subdivided into 6 squares, which are lettered "A" to

"F"; the sheet is now divided into a total of 54

squares.

Proceeding along the same lines, in the process of

reduction, each of the squares lettered "A" to "F"
is divided into 36 squares, and numbered from top left-

hand comer 1 to 36. Again, using the same method of

reduction, the last mentioned squares are divided into

4 and lettered a. b. c. d. in small letters. The final

reduction of squares is arrived at by dividing each of

the latter squares a. b. e. d. into 100, but as the squares

are not very small, graduations of lOths are placed on
two sides of the squares, these graduations serving as a

scale or protractor applicable to any square. It is just

a matter of measuring latitudinally and longitudinally

to any given point in square to locate same on map.
It may be here mentioned that care must be taken

when squaring maps, to divide each square separately

in order to follow curvature and variation of latidunal

and longitudinal lines. The accompanying photograph
will serve to illustrate the method more clearly.

Suppose an aerial patrol, in reporting an outbreak

of fire, sends in by wireless to the nearest station a

message as follows:—"Fire 34-la-2bo-4, you simply
look up sheet 34. square la, 2h. scale latitudinally 5

graduations and longitudinally 4 graduations pin point

the intersection of these lines, and you have as near

the exact location as possible. Of course, it will be

readily understood that fire location will be more
easily discovered by airmen.

By aerial photoirraphy. as used in mapping out the

wff 7.one in France and Rclciiim, mosaic maps will be

mAe. and will prove invaluable in correcting positions

oriakes, rivers, etc., in unsurveyed territories, but the

whole operation depends upon accurat'e squaring of

maps not only as a guide to the airmen, but in compil-

ing and joining up of mosaic maps. This method of

makinsr maps. etc.. is as yet in its experimental stage

ill regard to Canada, but there seems to be no reason

vffiy it cannot be made a success, given the right men
to do this work TTowovcr. this season, it is hoped, will

produce results which will bp awaited with gr^at in-

terest by many private companies.

Rovertine to fire patrol bv airplane, immediately

a fire is reported by the airman nntl man location

(riven, the Fire Protection Association is notified; th»'y

record name and despatch men to fight the fire

Direction of such forest fires should 1>p observed and

reported on from time to time, and fire fighters guided
as to best means to combat same.

Conventional signs denoting location of the air

harbour, aerodromes, supply stations, etc., will be

marked on the mosaic maps as soon as same are defin-

itelv located.

DISAGREES ON ESPARTO.

The Editor, Pulp and Paper Magazine of Canada,

Dear Sirs,

In your issue of October 7th, Technical Section, you
have a paragraph marked "K6," dealing with the

rational treatment of esparto.

We think some of the Scotch Canadians would have
(|uite a huge laugh over this particular article, and
rather than allow your readers to remain under a false

impression, we must flatly contradict practically the

whole of it.

In the first place, we are quite aware the yield of

esparto is low, but we are not aware that 12-14 per

cent of the cellulose is lost, seeing drj' esparto is not
wholly cellulose.

Secondly you say short soft fibre lacking strength,

which is wrong as everyone knows, who has treated

esparto.

Thirdly excessive formation of lumps on the ma-
chine, which is absolutely ridiculous, being no more
apparent in esparto paper than in wood fibre papers,

which have come under my knowledge, and I have dealt

with most of the known fibres of to-day.

Fourthly you say it bleaches to a dull yellowish white
and requires 12 per cent of bleach — wrong again!

Spanish esparto bleaches pure white, only the lower
grades are in a way creamy, and the consumption of

bleach is certainly nothing approaching 12 per cent
ivitb a modern plant. Some mills, to my knowledge,
are bleaching with 8 lbs. per cwt.

Fifthly, it causes fuzzing of the sheet at the couch
roll, whatever this means one can only gue.ss. but yon
can take it from one who has been 25 years at the game,
there is no more trouble with esparto here, than there

is with wood or rag papers — in fact less.

Sixtly, you say its cost is high, to.day one is able to

manufacture esparto into paper much more cheaply
than any easy bleaching sulphite on the market.
The last portion of the article is just a little more

silly than the earlier part of it. Possibly the whole
thing has been written with a view to drawing informa-
tion, but that does not matter, one simply cannot allow
a misleading statement like this to appear in any paper
like yours.

Yours faithfully,

SCOTS WHA IIAE.

P.S.—The average yield of esparto varies from 44
per cent to 50 per cent.

What is the yield of wood pulp in the raw stiate up
to the finished arti<'let re Paper.
NOTE.—There should be an average at least one

letter a week, discussing articles in Ihe Pulp and Paper
Magazine. Our paper is an open convention where any-
one may have the floor. We thank our fellow Scots-
man for his frankness. He should he more specific,

however, as to what kind of wood pulp lie is asking
about.—Ed.

A compromise is an arrangement by which both the
bird and worm would be late.
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A Census of the Pulp and Paper Industry of Canada
From a Census of the Industry for 1918 Prepared by

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, R. H.
Coats, Dominion Statistician.

That the expansion of the pulp and paper industry tor all classes of pulp of $56.07. The quantity and
in Canada continues is shown by a comparison of the value of each kind of pulp made for sale is given in
statistics for the calendar year 1918 with those of the the foUowiug summary:
year 1917, as presented in the present report. q
The number of mills operating in 1917 was 83 with Kinds of Pulp Tons '

Value
a production of $96,340,327. In 1918 the number of Ground wood pulp 273,180 $ 7,133 711
active mills had risen to 94 and the volume of produc- Sulphite fibre 318882 22'464'o63
tion to $119,309,434, an increase in the number of act- Sulphate fibre 144*547 llVos'lOS
ive mills of 11, or 13.25 per cent, and in production of >

>

i

$22,969,107, or an increase of 23.84 per cent. 'totals 736,609 $41,302,882

The consumption of pulpwood in 1918 was 2,210,744 There is al.so an item -miscellaneous products"
cords, as compared with 2,104,334 cords in 1917, or an amounting to $1,305,639, which is made up of sawn
increase for the year of 5 per cent. The total cut of luml.cr and certain by-products of the industry,
pulpwood for manufacture and for export which in .„,

i , ^

1917 was 3,122,188 cords increased to 3,560,280 cords ^^% quantity and value of materials used in the

in 1918. The quantity cut for export rose from 1,017,-
'"«nutaeture ot wood pulp, by kinds of wood were:-

854 cords in 1917 to 1,349,536 cords in 1918, an increase Cords Value
of 331,682 cords or 32.50 per cent. Spruce 1,638,733 18,887,125

Capital investment in the pulp and paper industrv l^alsam 447,243 4,604,987

is another measure of its growth. Hemlock 89,007 1,038,867

Capital Investment. I'^P}^';,. 9.8«5 100,987

The total capital invested in the industry, iu 1918, ''"^'^
I

'"*^ ^^,851 254,384

was $241,344,704 of which $12,520,765 was invested in -^" °*"^'" 25 125

paper mills,$71,708,223 in pulp mills and $157,115,716

in pulp and paper mills. Classified by items of capital, ,, ,

^°^^'*
; •, v •

2,210,744 24,886,475

land, buildings and fixtures amounted to $118,805,581, '^^^^^ materials used.
. . 4,938,667

maehiuerv and tools to $60,627,266, materials on hand, ^°^*^ '=°^^, °^ "'0°'^ P^^P

stocks in process, etc., $39,652,078 and cash, trading materials 29,825,142

and operating accounts and bills receivable to $22,259,- The newsprint group which in 1917 accounted for

779. By provinces, the amount invested was British ^^.8 per cent, of the total tonnage and 62.4 per cent.

Columbia $42,705,988; Ontario, $88,576,807; Quebec, "^ the total value fell in 1918 to 75.93 per cent, of the

$101,456,296 ; New Brunswick $7,852,225 and Nova tonnage but shows a small increase in per cent, of total

Scotia $753,388. value,_ being 63.22. Book and writing paper which
The increase in the total capital investment, as ^^'^'"^ ^-^ Per cent, of the tonnage and 14.9 per cent, of

shown in the bulletin for 1917 for the two year period, the value in 1917 fell to 4.97 per cent, of the tonnage
1915-1917, was 39.6 per cent, or an annual average of and 14.68 per cent, of the value in 1918._ The other
19.8. The increase for 1918 was 29.21 per cent, or an groups show increases in tonnage and value over 1917,
increase of almost 10 per cent, over the annual aver- the percentages for 1918 being as follows: wrapping
age for the preceding year. papers which in 1917 were 5.9 per cent, of the total

Salaries and wages rose from $20,358,019 in 1917 to tonnage and 9.1 per cent, of the total value rose in

$26,974,225 in 1918, an increase of $6,616,206, or 32.5 1^1^^ to 6.32 per cent, of tonnage and 10.04 per cent, of

per cent. The number of persons employed on salary value
;
boards which in 1917 were .3 per cent, of tonn-

increased from 1,563 in 1917 to 1,929 In 1918, or a age and 5.7 per cent, of value rose in 1918 to 9.07 per
percentage increase of 23.41. The average number of cent, of tonnage and 7.59 per cent, of value; other
persons working for wages which in 1917 was 21,402 paper products which were in 1917 1.3 per cent, in
increased during the year 1918 to 23,934 or 11.83 per tonnage_and 2.4 per cent, of value rose to 3.71 per cent,

cent. ^d 4.47 per cent, for tonnage and value respectively
The number of persons employed in paper mills was '° 1918.

1,775 male and 531 females with payments of $2,050,- The average value per ton of newsprint paper rose
615; in pulp mills the number was 7,328 males and 105 from $56.35 in 1917 to $62.91 in 1918, an advance of
females with payment of $7,508,834; and in pulp and $6.56 per ton or 11.64 per cent.: book and writing
paper mills 15,609 males and 515 females with payment paper rose from $193.40 per ton in 1917 to $222 90 per
of $17,414,776. ton in 1918, an advance of $29.50 per ton or 15.25 per
Woodpulp.—The production of woodpulp in the cent.; wrapping papers rose from $112.12 per ton in

Dominion for the calendar year 1918 in all classes of 1917 to $119.99 per ton in 1918, an advance of $7 87
mdls amounted to 1.557,193 tons, as compared with per ton or 7.02 per cent. Boards on the other hand
1,464,308 ton sin 1917 and 1,296,084 tons in 1916. Of show a decline from $65.50 per ton in 1917 to $63 26
the 1918 product 820,584 tons were used by the pro- per ton in 1918, a decrease per ton of $2.24 or 3 42 per
ducing mills in the manufacture of paper and 736.609 cent. ; other paper products also show a decrease having
tons were made for sale. The amount received for fallen from $132.06 per ton in 1917 to $91.11 per ton in
pulp sold was $41,302,882 or an average price per ton 1918, a marked decline of $40.95 per ton or 31 per cent
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The number of mills engaged in the production of

paper is shown by classes, as follows: Newsprint, 23

mills: book and writing paper, 16 mills; wrapping
paper, 16 mills; boards. 13 niilla and other paper pro-

ducts IS mills.

Material.^ used in the Manufacture of Woodpulp.

—

The consumption of pulpwood in all mills making
pulp, whether purchased or cut from own limits in

1918 was 2.210.744 cords of the value of $24,886,475, as

compared with 2.104.334 cords of the value of $18,817,-

483 in 1917. The average price per cord was $8.94 in

1917 and $11.25 in 1918, being an increase per cord

over the previous year of ^5.83 per cent.

The production of paper by provinces is summarized
in the following table by tonnage and value:

Newsprint

Book and writing paper

Wrapping paper

Boards

Other paper products . . .

by the chemical processes does not represent an equal

increase in the production of pulp by these methods.

The quantity of pulp produced per cord of wood in

the provinces varies considerably in each of the pro-

cesses. British Columbia is highest in the production

of pulp by the mechanical process, averaging 2,485

pounds per cord. Quebec is next with 2,078 pounds,

Ontario third with 1,917 pounds. New Brunswick
fourth with 1,893 pounds and Nova Scotia fifth with

1,825 pounds. In the sulphite process Britisli Colum-
bia again leads with an average production of 1.059

pounds per cord, followed by New. Brunswick with
1,046 pounds, Quebec with 1,042 and Ontario with 1.002

pounds. In the sulphate process Ontario is first with
1,176 pounds per cord, British Columbia second with

British

Other products (value only)

Total (paper tonnage)
Total (value all products) $9,264,205

Columbia Ontario Quebec Canada
113,142 325,023 296,618 734,783

$7,576,711 $20,673,268 $17,980,835 $46,230,814

30,989 17,161 48,150

$ 6,319.007 $ 4,413.800 $10,732,807

9,374 12,388 39,418 61.180

$1,244,504 $ 1,330,316 $ 4,766,552 $ 7,341,372

51,922 35,827 87,749

$ 2,810,527 $ 2,740,882 $ 5,551,409

4,906 30,956 35,862

$ 735,840 $ 2.531,302 $ 3.267,142

$ 442,990 $ 1,399,811 $ 1,734.568 $ 3,577.369

122,516 425,228 419,980 967.724
$9,264,205 $33,268,769 $34,167,939 $76,700,913

Pulpwood consumption in the provinces continues to

occupy the same order as in the reports for previous

years. Quebec leading with 1,085,478 cords, Ontario
being second with 784,691 cords, British Columbia third

with 218,774 cords. New Brunswick fourth with 110,-

133 cords and Nova Scotia fifth with 11,668 cords. The
quantity of pulpwood consumed shows an increase in

each of the provinces except Nova Scotia, where the

decrease amounted to 6,706 cords.

Spruce with 1,638,733 cords continues to lead all

classes of wood in the production of pulp, being 74.12

per cent, of the total consumption of all woods. Balsam
Fir is next in order with 447.243 cords or 20.23 per
cent., hemlock with 89,007 cords or 4.03 per cent.. Jack
pine with 25,851 cords or 1.17 per cent., poplar with
9,885 cords or .45 per cent., and all other woods with
25 cords and an inappreciable percentage. Spruce and
hemlock show slight decreases in the quantity used as

^ompared with 1917, while the principal remaining
Rt^oods show increases. The disai)pearancf' of taiiia-

frack and larch in 1918 is due to the improper naming
of these woods in certain districts.

Spruce wa.s reported as used in 57 mills, balsam fir

in 35 mills, hemlock in 7 mills, poplar in 8 mills and
•Tack pine in 2 mills.

For the first time in the history of the industry the
'luantify of wood used in the manufacture of sulphite
pulp expceds that u.sed in the production of ground
wood, the figures for 1918 being 1,044,607 cords and
S73,084 cords respect ively. The percentage of wood
used in the various processes in 1918 were for mechan-
ical or ground wood pulp 39 50 per cent., for sulphite
fibre, 47.25 per cent., for sulphate fibre 12.90 per cent,
and for soda fibre .35 per cent, or a total of 60.50 per
cent, for the chemical process, as compared with 39.50
per cent, for the mechanical process. The increase in

the proportion of wood used in the manufacture of pulp

1,163 pounds per cord, Quebec third with 1,145 pounds
and New Brunswick fourth with 1,050 pounds. Ontario
and Quebec are the only provinces producing pulp by
the soda process, the quantity per cord being 1,000
pounds and 961 pounds respectively.

The value of the wood iised in the various processes
rose from $8.94 in 1917 to $11.26 in 1918, an increase
of $2.32 per cord or 26 per cent.

The value of wood used in the mechanical process
ro.se from $8.07 in 1917 to $11.40 in 1918 or 41 per
cent. In the sulphite process tbe rise is less marked as
only the higher grades are u.sed. tbe prices being $10.18
per cord in 1917 as compared with $11.64 in 1918. an
increa.se of about 14.5 per cent. Tbe value of wood in

the sulphate process ro.se from $8.10 per cord in 1917
to $9.41 per cord in 1918 or 16.2 per cent. By the
soda process the increase was from $10.07 per cord in

1917 to $11.23 per cord in 1918 or nearly 11.5 per cent.
Tbe value of all other materials used in the manu-

facture of wood pulp amounts to $4,938,667, as com-
jiared with a total cost of $1,602,212 in 1917. The
items comprising this total were sulphur, 5S.!t.")0 tons
valued at $1,>S30,319: limestone and lime, 127.014 tons
valued at $729,793, sulphate of soda. 20,495 tons valued
at $.522,423; soda ash, 3.70S tons valued at .$15!t.430,

bleach. 3.061 tons valued at $140,287. and all other
miscellaneous materials for wbich quantities were not
specified valued at $1..556,415.

The total capacity of mills making ground wood
pulp in tbe Dominion in 1918 was 1,146. 1:54 tons dry
weigbt. of wliicli the mills in tbe province of Quebec
reported a total capacity of 620,784 tons or .54.16 per
cent, of the capacity of the Dominion. Ontario mills
had a capacity of .3.S2,270 tons or 33..35 per cent.
British Columbia mills of 103600 tons or 9.04 per cent.
Nova Scotia mills of 31..500 tons or 2.75 per cent, and
New Brunswick mills of H.OOO tons or .70 per cent.
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The actual output of ground wood pulp in the

Dominion during the year was 879,510 tons or 76.74

per cent, of the total capacity. In Quebec the actual

output of ground wood pulp was 493,520 tons or 79.50

per cent, of full capacity ; in Ontario the actual output

was 277,922 tons or 72.70 per cent, of full capacity;

in British Columbia the actual output was 91,588 tons

or 88.40 per cent, of full capacity; in New Brunswick
the actual output was 6,463 tons or 80.80 per cent, of

full capacity and in Nova Scotia the total actual out-

put was 10,017 tons or 31.80 per cent, of full capacity.

In the equipment in mills making chemical pulp by
the various processes sulphite pulp occupies the first

place with a yearly capacity of 613,477 tons and an
actual output of 494,322 tons or 80 per cent, of the

full capacit.v. The sulphate process is next with a

yearly capacity of 191,620 tons and an actual output

of 179,600 tons or about 94 per cent, of full capacity

and the soda process last with a yearly capacity of

5,600 tons and an actual output of 3,761 tons or 67

per cent of full capacity.

A summary table for the Dominion showing the

quantities and values of the principal materials used

in the manufacture of pajier in 191 s follows:

—

Ground wood pulp . . .

.

Sulphite fibre

Sulphate fibre

Soda fibre

Other chemical fibre...

Rags
Oil or waste paper . . . .

All other paper stock. . .

Soda ash

Alum
Clay
All other materials (value

only)

Total ccst of materials . .

Quantity Cost Value
Tons at Mill

679,395 $14,215,895

242,685 13.665,361

35,587 2,260,443

4,775 397,621

2,419 219,654

20,138 1,412,367

46,350 1,320,338

8.764 634.149

968 47,280

8,382 375,366

9,212 217.922

2.782.940

$37,549,936

The total cost of materials in 1917 was $28,617,334
and in 1918, $37,549,336, an increase of $8,932,002, or
31.2 per cent.

Fuel Consumption—The total cost of all fuel used
in the industry, for the year ending December 31st,

1918, was $10,191,084, of which bituminous coal ac-

counted for $9,151,522, or about 90 per cent, of the

entire fuel cost.

The quantity and value of fueh used in the industry'

by classes, are given below :

—

Capital-—The report shows the distribution of cap-

ital under four heads (a) land, buildings and fixtures,

(b) machinery and tools, (c) materials on hand, stocks

in process, finished products on hand, fuel and mis-

cellaneous supplies and (d) cash, trading and operating
accounts and bills receivable.

Miscellaneous expenses.

The total cost of miscellaneous expenses for the

.vear amounted to $13,425,547, and comprised the fol-

lowing principal items :

—

Rent of offices, works and machinery.. $ 268,224

Rent of power ."

. . 1,429,873

Insurance (premiums onl.v)

Taxes (internal revenue, war, etc)

Taxes (provincial, municipal, etc.)

Royalties, use of patents, etc

Advertising expenses
Travelling expenses
Ordinarj' repairs to buildings and

machinery 3,116,042

All other miscellaneous expen.ses 5,908,678

694,510

872,880

700,680

12,181

60,301

362,178

Kind

Bituminous coal, slack

Bituminous coal, lump
Bituminous coal, run of mine
Lignite coal

Anthracite coal, lump
Anthracite coal, dust
Coke

Gasoline
Oil fuel

Wood (cords)

Other fuel (not specified") . . .

Total fuel

THE TmRD THING
The are two sources of w«>allli. to cinplo.ver and em-

plo.ve alike: One is interest on money invested, and the
other is reward for energy and abilit.v put into work.
If .vou have a Liberty Bond, it's money invested. The
interest is the reward. In working, the reward or the
pa.v will sooner or later come in direct proportion as
energy and ability are put into it.

This holds for empio.ver, too. He has capital and
business ability. One without the other is worth noth-
ing.

There's a third thing, and employer and employe
have this thing together, or the works are gummed.
It's Co-operation. Take out the Co-op of labor, and
business won't succeed. Take out the Co-op of busi-

ness, and labor won't succeed.
Some fellows feel they don't get their share of pay

and advancement. Do they deserve it? Do they earn
more than they're paid for. If they do. they should
have it and the boss will be glad to give it to them if

the.v will show him.
If they are not earning their pay, some one is los-

ing — cither the boss or the other emplo.vcs. In any
ca.se, it's an in.justiee that some day will come back
where it started from.

It 's a Ten to One shot that the boss is trying to give
a fair deal, and that if he isn't all he n?eds to know is

that his employes are giving him one. If they are,

and a little more, they'll get that reward—more pay
and better ,iobs..—Babson Institute.

(Copyright 1919 by Babson Institute, Inc.)

Origin

Canadian
Quantitv
11,388

2,972

128,979

788

Gals.

91,451

1,820

53,296

Value
84.832

30,711

1,981,579

7,410

22,002

373

356,753

17,914

2,501,394

Quantity
212,938

255,960

399,362

43
162

12,174

36

13.947.600

Foreign
Value
1,650,681

1,880,230

3,523,480

833
1,762

90,090

676

519,390

22,539

7,689,690
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Practical Training for Foresters

Three Quarters of Total Time of Attendance Is Spent
In Field and Laboratory.

(Continued from last issue.)

As has been pointed out in preceding articles, the

students in all forestry schools gain practical experien-

ce in the bush, forest nursery or mill during the sum-

mer holidays and at the same time earn money for the

partial payment of their school expenses. The total

time thus employed during the three summer vacations

of the course amounts to ten or twelve months. Thus

quite or more than one quarter of the time during the

course is actually given to woods work. While the

school is in session the students' time is about equally

divided between attendance upon classroom lectures

and upon laboratory or field work. It will be seen,

therefore, that during the entire four years of the

course the students spend three quarters or more of

their time in practical work in some form.

In the Practice Camps.
The statement in the paragraph above includes the

work in addition to their time spent in the practice

camp, since the students of all the forestry schools

spend from one to three months in the forest under the

direct supervision of their instructors. At this time

they put into practice as far as possible the things they

have learned in their textbooks. Tn the first place,

they usually lay off the boundaries of th<=ir practice

area and divide it into working sections. The students

construct a map showing twenty-five or fifty or one

hundred foot contour intervals. This of course, dis-

closes the topography and drainage and thus indicates

where the hauling roads and camps maybe convenient-

ly located. The next procedure is to make a forest

type map which locates, for example, the pure stands

of hardwoods and softwoods and the mixed stands of

these species. It also shows the distribution of the bar-

rens, bums, swales and muskegs if present. The

students then estimate the timber on the tract in terms

of board feet or cords for each commercial species.

This is usually done by establishing a base line and

measuring the trees in parallel strip-^s at definite inter-

vals apart and perpendicular to the base line. The

stripes on which the trees are measured are run method-

ically on the tract, so that the final estimate of the

stands is a fair average. The students, hnwever. obtain

practice in various other methods of estimating as

employed in the different Tiart^ of the countiy.

Planning the Future.

§ All this data is placed upon the man of the tract so

that one may see clearlv the topoerapbv and drninasre

'the location of the logging roads and camps, the nature

of the forest types and stands and the amount of

material that may be cut in the form of saw lops, pulp-

wood or cordwood. These are about all the facts with

regard to the condition of an area that a lumberman

needs for the purpose of loirging, but the forester must

enter into the c-ondition of the future productiveness

of the area, for it is his business to maintain the con-

tinuity of the crop. In order to find out the condition

of the tract from this standpoint, he must do two

things: he must determine the nmoimt of material not

yet of merchantable size and having done this he must

determine how fast it is prowine. m in other words,

how much wood in board feet in addition to estimating

the amount of material now merchant able on the prae

tJce area. The fore«tr>- students by tmans of the data

obtained from regeneration and growth study surveys
make estimates of the probable yield at stated intervals

in the future. This involves not only a stocktaking of

the young growth, but also the determination of the

probable death rate as the stands pass from youth to

maturity and this in turn involves, among other things,

the making of forest disease surveys.

In order to keep an area continuously productive,
provision must be made for the reproduction of the
merchantable species at frequent intervals. The natural
mortality is very large in a forest and. the-efore, there
must be an abundance of young trees coming on if the
continuity of production is to be pres?rved. The nat-
ural regeneration of the forest is precarious and un-
certain and the necessary conditions are not well un-
derstood. Yet the study of such conditions forms an
interesting and very important part in the formation
of plans for an unending supply of pine saw logs or
spruce pulpwood as the case may be.

Studies of Fire Protection.

There is little need of making plans for the future
supply of timber on an area if, as is unfortunately the
case in some of our best timbered regions, the area has
practically no chance of escaping destructive fires. An
essential part of the forestry students' work in the
practice camp is to work out the details of an adequate
system of fire protection. This includes the locating
and building of trails and telephone lines.

The work outlined in the preceding paragraphs
covers the main things accomplished by forestry stud-
ents in a practice camp. In the end they have the know-
ledge and the data necessary for the making of work-
ing plans for the tract, plans that extend a long way
into the future and if carried out by the owners of the

land would result in a supply of saw logs or pulpwood
so long as the sun shines and the rain falls, for wood
is only solidified sunshine and water with a few
mineral salts from the soil thrown in for seasoning.

The forester uses his intelligence to direct these pro-

cesses of nature. Under a let-alone, do-nothing policy

there is no direction and there will be no future supply
-—at least sufficient to meet the present demands on
the present commercially valuable species.

The Character Equation.

In concluding the outline of under-?raduate courses

in forestry, the writer wishes to say that in his belief

no forestry' school can make a trained forester. That
comes only with experience accompanied with discrim-

inating .iudgment. The forestry school does, how-
ever, attempt to train the mind of the student so he

can use if to his advantage and that of his employer
in whatever circumstances he may be placed. To dev-

elop in the student an active resourceful mind and the

capacity for sustained intelligent thought and persist-

ent hard work is the goal toward which the forestry

schools constantly strive. A forester can be made only

in the forest. It is the function of the teacher to point

the way. to lav the foundations. What way he takes,

what he builds on those foundations depends very

largely upon the man himself.

The American Writing Paper Company has recently

announced the appointment of Mr. M. Hazen Chase as

Assistant to Mr, R. R. Campbell, Vice President, in

charge of manufacturing. For the past five years, Mr.
Chase has been office manager and assistant to the

superintendent of the Copsecook Mill of the R. D.

Warren Company located at (larduer. Maine,
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CANADIAN WINNERS.
The Pust'v ami -loiu's Co., inaiuifac-turers of Paper

Machines at Wiliniiiptoii Del., offered six prizes a-

mountiHg in all to -.1*500 for articles or essays dealing-

with the question of whether it was more profitable

to operate a two-roll machine—158 in. wire—at 1000

ft. per minute, or a three-roll
—

'234 in wire—at 600 ft.

per minute.

It is o;ratif.vinir to note that of the six prizes, three

were awarded to Catuulians; Albert J. Davies of tlu'

Research Department and Peter Smith, boss machine

tender, bot/i with the Spanish River Pulp and Paper
Mills won the second and sixth prizes while B. C.

Guild of Thorold, Ontario, won the fourth. Cana-

dians may well be |)roud of this result.

The subject of these essays was the principal topic

of discussion at the la-st annual meetiufr of the Tecii-

nical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper As-

sociation. It is interesting to note that these essayists

favor the wide machines, pcrliaps because none of

Iheiii, a|i|'i"-ently, has had any experience witii sjjeed.

W. F. MACLEAN ATTACKS PAPER MAKERS.
What might alniosi be ici-mcd a i-hai-ai-ifrist ir mis-

representation of the relations between Canailian news-
print manufacturers and their domestic (tliougli some-
times wild) customers occurred at a' hearing before the

Tariff Commissicui in Toronto, last week. Tlie Com-
mission lias the verbatim account; the folbiwing is

necessarily a newspaper report of Mr. Maclean "s

remarks. It reads:

An unexpected attack on the news-paper print manu-
facturers was made by W. F. Maclean. ^LP.. for iiuiny

yeai-s publisher of the Toronto World, who claimed

there had been an ai)solute breadi of faith between
them and the (loveriiment. He had waited for some
time to give his facts^ he said, and he wmdil give them
in the Dominion House of Commons.
He alleged a scandalous comlition in connection with

newsprint manufacturers who were even soliciting

trade now in Sweden and V'iidaiul. The newsprint

manufacturers would have to ti'eat Canadian imblish-

ers decently. Above all. the practice of watering tiieir

stock must be prohibited or regulated. "Regulation

of price is a eoi-ollary of the tariff law in this coiuitry."

declared Mr. Maclean.
Instead, he had been treated al)ominably. he said.

A company whose customer he had been for years, and

to whom he had paid out over a million dollars, and
owed not a cent, had told him it did not want his busi-

ness. His son had been ill fen- months as a result of

following shipments of pajier in automobiles, and of

paying extra moiu-y to unload it in time tn continue

pid>lication. ""The preference was going to oiit-aiul-

out free traders," said Mr. Maclean. "Here are news-

paper manufacturers enjoying the protection of the

Canadian tariff and saying: 'Go away from us. we
don't want your business, we're going to supply the

American publishers.' Yet these manufacturers are

making their lu-odnct from public lands, from the

water-iwwer that bebmgs to the Canadian people- and

are prt)tected by the tariff. We are getting our paper

at four or five prices in this cotintry. and all agree-

ments made with the (iovernment have been broken.

If the paper manufacturers are to have the protection

of the duty which bans outside paper, then it follows

that in times of stress, they must have their prices

regulated and supply the home market first of all.

"I say it is infamous, also," said Mr. Maclean, "that
they have no par value sttick, and that the tariff Should

be used to pay interest on their watered issues. These
men who have refused to give me paper liave watered
their stock four or five times, and they are asking the

inventors of Canada to take these shares, cut up five

times, while saying there is no par value, yet they say

they've got to pay five per cent., on it. !• as a protec-

tionist, say that the time has come when they must be

regulated." The iiumufacturers had just announced
"they would make the i)rice six cents for the beginning

of the new year. It ought to be five cents, even four

cents or three cents. '" declared Mr. Maclean.

Papermakers Reply.

So entirely iiiiNreprcscntative is the above, that the

secretary of the Canaiiian Pnl)i aiul Paper Association

at once sent the following telegram :

December 2. IJI'20.

Sir Henry Drayton,

Chairman. (JuveiMnnent Conunittee on TiK'iff,

City Hall,

Toronto, Out. ....

If the statements attributed to W. F. .Maclean JLP.

before your committee, in respect to the newsprint

manufacturers, were as reiwrtcd in the public press

they are wholly <>rroneous and could only have been

ba.wl on ignorance of the facts or inspired by malice.

The newsprint numufacturers have not broken faith

with the Government, they are not soliciting and never

have solicited trade in Sweden, Finland or any other

country to the detriment of their home market, nor

done the other things alleged by Mr. Maclean. Mr.

Maclean's inference that it is impossible for him to

get a supply of paper is unwarranted and not in

iicconlance with the facts. His furfiier statement that

regulation of price is a corollary of the tariff

law in this country" carries its own refutation,

but the i)aper manufacturers might have less object-

ion to having their prices regulated if i)rice regulation

were applied indiscriminately to every commodity

affected by the tariff. If you will iiislruet the sec-

retary of your committee to supply this association

with an official copy of ^Ir. Maclean's statement we

shall be glad formally to refute it and to supply your

committee with proof of its falsity. In any event we

trust thi? committee will give this denial publicity

equal to that given -Mr. Maclean's biased and untrue

remarks.

CANADIAN IMI.P .<: I'AI'FH ASSOCIATION
A L. DAWK.

Sccn-tarv.

REALLY CRIMINAL PULP MAKERS.

The Toronto Worl.l c|Uotc an unnamed C.F.O. mem-

The Toronto World quotes an unnamed C.F.O, ineni-

crument may .start a big pul|> and |)apcr mill m
Northern Ontario, with the double purpose of experi-

menting in economic working of the (Jovernipent tim-

ber limits and of coucentraling in one model town all

the jail inmates of the province, particularly offend-

ers again.st the Ontario Temperance Act, and employ-

ing them in cutting and hauling t.iie p\ilpwood and ip

work in the pulp and paper plants. These irien, ac-

cording to the World's authority, would be paid good

wages ^for their work, be housed and fed a.s model

prisoners, and treated as workmen, not as prisoners.
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WANT DUTY ON PUBLICATIONS.
The ca.se of tlie raiiadiaii inagaziiie and periodical

publi.shers- in relation fo the Government's fiscal

policj", was presented by a delepration from the Toronto
magazine pnblishers at a session of the Dominion
Tariff Commission in Toronto last week.

It was pointed out that the value of importations of
various magazine publications on which no dutj' was
paid increased from *8)S1.621 in 1912 to $2,010,310 in

1919. Duty iin imported book pajier is twenty-five per
cent. If the same rate of duty was imposed on the
printed product of foreign magazines and periodicals

brought into Canada, the revenue to the Department
of Customs would be increased very considerably. If

the twentj-five per cent duty were applied on the

value of raw paper in these foreign publications com-
ing into Canada, this, in itself, would tend to relieve

the competitive disadvantage under which Canadian
publishers are laboring.

The Commission was told that there was no other
cla.ss of manufacturers in Canada laboring under the

same handicap as the Canadian Publishers of magazines
and periodicals. "In a competitive paper market," it

was stated, "we would have to paj- Canadian paper
makers the United States price, plus the duty, so that

we pay the duty whether we l>uy domestic paper or

bring it in from the United States. We also pay duty
—or a price equal to the United States price- plus duty
—on engravings, ink, art work and other material

entering into the manufacture of magazines and period-

icals. The I'nited States publications which have cir-

culations in the United States ranging from oOO.OOO to

2,000,000 copies per issue, can quite easily run off an-

other five or ten thousand copies for the Canadian
market with very little extra expense, except for the

cost of material and labor, their overhead having been

already absorbed by circulation at home. This extra

run for the Canadian market is dumped into Canada
by freight or expre.ss ab.s<^)lutelx free of dut.v. The
above conditions make it advantageous for the Can-
adian publishers to establish a plant in Buffalo or

Detroit and employ United States labor to print their

magazines, use material such as paper, ink and engrav-

ings made in the United States, and sliip their i>nblic-

ations into Canada to l)e mailed hert througii the post

offire, thus robbing Canadian labor of its rights and

the Government of the duty on unprinted paper or in

other words we could bring in carloads more of print-

ed magazines, duty free, and on the same train a car-

load of blank paper would be dutiable. We ask that

you give consideration fo .v>me measure of protection

L>r this industry which will allow it to develop and
fcnidoy r^anadian labor in i)rodueing these magazines

4nd periodicals and to materials which enter into their

production."

In speaking of Canadian magazines p.s a necessary

national institution the delegation pointed out that the

heavy influx of United States magazines is doing much
to denationalize, if not really Americanize the Can-

adian people. It was stated that during the past few

years the (lovernment earried on several advertising

campaigns for various purposes and the publications

in the Canadian A.ssociation gave every possible assist-

ance in these campaigns through their editorial

r»lumn.s. No aid is given the Canadian Government

by United States magazines and periodicals in these

matters, yet these publi.shers receive preferred treat-

ment from our Oovemment.

Suggestions offerred were as follows:

1. A specific duty of at least 6c. per ix)und on all

American magazines and periodicals coming into Can-
ada by mail, freight or express without allowance for
unsold copies returned to the United States. This
would give some measure of relief and bring a large
amount of revenue to the Department of Customs and
at the same time eliminate some of the undesirable
publications which are at present glutting the news
stands.

2.—Or we might suggest that an ad valorem duty
of twenty-five per cent, (which is equivalent to the
present duty on paper) be imposed on all foreign pub-
lications entering the Dominion whether sent by mail,

freight or express. The revenue accruing to the Fin-

ance Department as the result of such duty would be
extremely large. The duty would amount to from 3c.

to 10c. on each copy of American magazines, which
would in all probability amount to a total of half a
million dollars per year, even if half of the magazines
which are now coming from the I'nited States are

eliminated.

A NEW SAW GUARD.
The drawings show an overhead log cut-off saw.

Thes<> drawings were contributed by Mr. W. E. Black,
superintendent of the Palmetto Lumber Co., Oakhurst,
Texas. Mr. Black is entitled to much credit for the

interest that he has shown in regard to safety work.
"A" shows saw up out of the way. with chains at-

tached to safety board, which offers a space of 8 or
10 inches, 2 inches thick, immediately under the saw,
thereby preventing any person from coming in contact
with saw.
"B' shows saw in position cuMing a log, and guard

GjABOp.-CuT-o<-r s«w

00*PO»Co' 0«^F SA.

(chains having i-elaxed when saw started down) hang-
ing down edgeways out of the way of the saw.

Note.—Some time ago a workman at the Palmetto
Luujber Company walked up the log haul. Not think-
ing, this workman walked info this log cut-off saw,
cutting the skin off his forehead, and by a miracle
missed his skull. Immediately after this accident the

guard shown in the drawing was made and placed on
the saw. I know many sawmills that have no protect-
ion on this saw. Don't be sorry. Act NOW. Place a
guard on your loir cut-off saw. SAFETY FIRST. —
Common Sense.
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HYDRO ELECTRIC INSTALS STEAM ROSSING
PLANT.

The Hydro Electric Power Commission of Ontario

who operate a pulp mill at Campbellford, Ontario,

are putting in a rossing ]ilant at Bancroft, Ontario,

from wihich place most of tjicir wood is procured. Pre-

vious to this they simply had itjie logs cut into 2 ft.

wood at Bancroft and loaded on cai-s for shipment

to Campbellford, where it was barked on disc barkers,

but now they intend to cut up the logs and bark

them right at Bancroft. For this purpose they liavc

recently placed orders with t'he AVilliani Hamilton

Company of Petcrboro for a completi' barking outfit,

including t/iree strand log haul-up. eight-saw pulpwood
.slaisher cutting the wood into 2 ft. lengths, and also

an 8' X 30' barking drum on rollers, together with the

necessary conveyore and tran.smi.ssion machinery. The
power will be supplied by two 66" x 16' boilers, and
20" X 24" engine. Tliis equipment will greatly in-

crease the supply of l)arked wood for their pulp mill.

and it is expected that they will be able to ship from

six to eig^t cars of barked wood every day. The
foundations for tlie machinery have already been

laid, and it is expected that they will be ready to

commence operations around the 1st of May.

PAPER PROSPECTS IN BRITAIN.
The Pulp and Pai)i'i- Magaziiif is indcl)tcd to H. M.

Trade Commissioner in ^lonlreal for the following

quotation from the November Bulletin of the Depart-

ment of Oversea.s Trade.

There has been no recent improvement in the posi-

tion of t!ie industry so far as actual business is con-

cerned. It is true that the settlement of the labor

questions, has, to that extent, improved the situation

and removed one of the factoi-s adverse to satisfactory

development. Nevertheless, this Ls the only direction

in Vhic^ conditions have undergone any change for

the bett«r. Trade itself continues extremely dull, de-

spite the fact that this is normally the commencement
of the most active period of the year. Orders come in

very slowly, and, as was the case last month, only

those mills engaged in the production of specialties

or high-grade goods can view tjieir order books with
equanimity.

Certainly the general industrial pasition is believed

to be, to a very considerable degree, accountable for

the stagnation existing, but. in addition, the financial

situation plays no insignificant part in restricting

trade.

Raw materal prices continue high and in no case

is there indication of easier rates, while in two in-

stances, best grades of paper .shavings and waste paper,
prices have recently increased.

On the other hand, newsprint ^las, during the past
few weeks, shov\^l a distinctly easier tendency, and
home manufactured paper is now .selling at as low
as 5d. per lb., while foreign print is quoted 5 3-4d.

per lb. This is, however, believed to be the result of
the relea.se of .stocks held by a number of small paper
merchants who entered business during the war strin-

genoj'. and are now compelled to sell at cut rates in

order to realise upon t/ifir stocks. The opinion is

expressed that this is only a temporary factor, and
that, apart from its effects, there is nothing to in-

dicate a continuance of these easier conditions.

Despite the fact that the unexpeet<>d duration of
the slackness has tended somewhat to shake the confi-

dence wit;i which the trade looketl to an early revival

of busine.'^s, it is still generally believed that the set-

tlement of the coal strike, following upon the agree-
ment on its own labor matters, will mark the com-
mencement of a return to more normal conditions of
trade.

In tiie meantime, greater attention is being given
To export matters, and an improvement in this direc-
tion- is confidently expected.

ABITIBI HAS A LIVE SCTF.NCE CLUB.
The Science Cluli eoniposed of technical men and

others of a scientific turn of mind at Iroquois Falls not
only holds lively sessions for the discu.ssion of a set

program but recently held its annual dinner which
was pronounced the best dinner ever served at the
Falls. Mr. L. E. Kendall, the retiring president ex-
plained the many advantages of having such an organ-
isation. Mr. A. 0. Schanche, the new president of the
club presided^ The principal speaker. ]\Ir. F. H. Anson,
president of the company, told of some of his experi-

ences with the sueeessful development of teciniical

control in the flour and sugar as well as in the pulp
and paper industries. Mr. K. A. Mclnnis, manager of

the mill, was the other speaker and from the sample
extract in tiie Broke Hustler we can imagine the hilar-

ity with which his stories were greeted.

No doubt the success of this clnl) and the interest

taken in it has considerai)le to do with the successful

introduction of scientific managenu'iit and techrijl
control for the whole mill which has been so tiiorough-

ly approved by workmen and management alike.

PULP MILL STOCKS INCREASED IN OCTOBER.
Comparing the slocks on liaiul at the I'. S. pulp

mills at the enti of the month with their average daily

l)rodnciion ba.sed on the reports covering the vears

HUT. liilS. and lillit. the figures of the Federal

Traile Commission sliow that:

(iround woo<l ludp mill .stocks equal slightly less

than 21' days average output.

News grade sulphite mill stocks e(|iial slightly more
than 7 days' average output.

Bleached .sulphite mill s1;ocks e(|ual sligiitly less

than 'i days' average output.

Easy bleaching .sidphite mill stocks cpial slightly

more than 3 days' average output.

Mitscherlich sulphite mill .stocks equal slightlj- less

than 5 days' average output.

Suli)hate mill sto<'ks equal slightly more tjian 10

days' average output.

Soda i)ulp mill stocks equal slightly less than 5

days' average output.

Mill stocks of "other than wood pulp" equal about
6 da^'s' average outinit.

Total mill stocks of all grades equal slightly les.-?

than 12 days' average output.

Total stocks of all grades of pulp in the mills on
October 31, amounted to 128,462 tons. Mill .stocks

of bleached sulphite and ea.sy bleaching sulphite de-
creased during the month. All other grades increased.

Canadian Kron Scale Compan.v have opened offices

and factory at 23 St. Alexander Street. Montreal,
where they are making "Kron" Scales aiid "Stue
Bing" lift truck both of which are well known in the
Paper and Pulp Industry. Mr. G. H. Smith remains as
General Manager.
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THE ART OF BOX-MAKING
A Practical Training Course in Boxing and Crating is

being given at Forest Products La,boratory,

Madison, Wisconsin.

There is a daily loss to sliippei-s ami niamifacturers
•miservatively estimated at $300,000 due to poor pack-
ing and expensive and improperly designed containers
for all cla.sses of domestic and foreign shipments. Class"

1 railroads alone expended for lost and damaged
fr.'ight during the .vear 1919. $103,078,862, and the
AVfsterii inspeetion bureau in 12 cities during July
1919 refused or rejjaired 43,738 packages. These are
hut two isolated examples.

An efficient eontainer must deliver its contents in

.1 satisfactory condition at a minimum cost.

How the demand for accUrate information is being met
( 'oiiimi'i-cial iv'scarch anil mechanical tests at the

Kurest Products Laboratory on better containers began
in 1915 in cooperation with the Xational Association
of Box Manufaeturers, and the National Cauuers and
.National Wholesale Grocers Associations. In this work
methods and testing equijjment which have become
standard for the box industry were develojjed.

The demand upon the laboratory for information
suggested a series of cooperative training classes for

men from various industries. These classes began
during the war and have been attended by represent-

atives of such coneerns as: Western Electric Company,
Montgomery Ward & Company, AriiKUir. Swift, ilorris

and Sprague-Warner packing companies. Quaker Oat^;.

General Motors, forwarding companies, and funiture

and box manufacturers.

The course lasts 5I/2 working days. Reference
material and con<lensed notes are given o)it and it is

necessary for those attending to devote a poi'tion of

• aeli evening to study.

Only a limited innnber are acccptcfl in a class. This

makes possible the exchange r)f ideas and experiences

witli men from different organizations and the research

men ot' the lahoratory. .V series of lectui'cs on kiln

drying, glues, fihi-e hoard, and l)ox woods is given.

One sid).jeet is studied each day.

BORDEN GOES FROM U. T. A. TO A. W. P.

Joseph A. Horden, formerly General Secretary of

the I'nited Txpothetae of America, has recently been

appointed director of Service of the American Writing
Paper Company of Holyoke, Massachusetts, manufac-
turers of Eagle-A papers.

Mr. Borden "s work is. as his title indicates, to be that

of iBcrviee director. He will personify the cooperative

spiBt that the American Writing I'aper Company is

Hhaitring in its advertising program arul in its relation

witn the prinlin<r industry. He will be at the service

of printers throughout the country who have been
invited by the Paper Company to turn to him for help,

advice or suggestions, with the realization thai they
lire consulting an expert who has an intimate know-
|c<|pe of their proi)lems and the problems of the in-

dOBfry as a whole. All of the service work of the
<'ompany will be done uufier Mr. Mordens direction

and iiians for the development of new service jjrojects

will he nnnoiinced in due course.

LAURENTIDE TO HAUL WOOD ON ICE.

Due to the freezing of the river north of Grand
Piles, the 1,000 cords of hardwood that were cut near

tiie .Manigance Rapids during t;ie late summer are

.still in the woo<ls. An experiment is to be made
shortly with a few loads of the wood which will be-

brought to the mill by the traetoi-s which are at the

Proulx nui-sery of the Forestry Department. If t/ie

cost of bringing in the hardwood over the ice by
means of the tractors is not too expensive, it is likely

that nuu'h of the wood will he brought in during the

winter. The hardwood, it will be recalled, is to be
used for the mamifaeture of grouudwood pulp, experi-

ments having .s/iown that certain varieties of hardwood
mav be used advantagooi»slv.

CAUGHT IN SHAFT, HAS NARROW ESOAPK.
Caught in a revolving shaft in the l)eater room

while locating positions for wiring motors, William
Redman, assistant electrical foreman at Laurentide,

narrowly escaped deatji last week. His clothes were

torn from his body by the shaft before he fell about
twelve feet to the floor of the beater room. His in-

juries while serious are not believed to be fatal.

WILL MAKE THEM IN CANADA.
The Garden City Paper Mills Co. Limited, of St.

Catherines and Merriton, Ontario, will commence
about the middle of Decend)er to manufacture North-
ern folded paper towels. The. Northern Paper Mills

Co. of Green iiay. Wis., have completed arrangements
with Garden City Paper Mills Co. to manufacture
this line in Canada, which will .shortly lie followed up
with additional lines.

T,iie rpiality of Northern towels atul their cabinet
distribution Nvstem is well known to the Canadian
trade, and it will he a source of pleasure to the Can-
adian wholesale paper merchant to know that he will

now be able to buy this line made in Canada, from a
mill whose lu-oducts arc now well known to the Trade.

SEAWEED PULP SUCCESSFUL.
That the manufacture of paper pulp from seaweed

is proving a profitable undertaking seems evidenced
i)y the fact, reported by Con.sul General (teorge H.
Scidmore, that the only eomi)any manufacturing this

l)ulp is luiilding aiuither factory. This concern was
oiganized in December. 1919, and is ])rodueing by a
secret process, about .')() tons of i>\dp dail.v. which is

largely used in the compositi(Ui of cigarette [taper.

The new ])lant when completed will have a dailv
capacity of 150 tons of jmlp. The present j)riee is about
five cents a pound.—Scientific American.

The Japiinr.HC Tissue Mills, Holyoke, Mass., iinnounee
a chnnge in the firm's corporate mime to the American
Tissue Mills.

At Espanola, the Spanish River Pidp and Paper
.Mills has erected 51 new houses since spring. At
Sturgeon Falls. 10 houses of the Aladdin type went
np in 8 weeks.

The Invincilile Paper and I'ulp Corporation. 135
Proadway. New V(uk. have been appointed exclusive
sell ins: agents for the .Mairu' Ptdp and Paper Cor-
poration, Skowhegan, Me.

The Coty Bag Machine Company, of Walertown,
N.Y.. is transferring its factory to Toledo, Ohio, where
a plant more adapted f(u- the ]>roduetion of bag ma-
chines has been aeipiired. The offices of the company
in Walertown will be letaincd.
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Canadiau Engravers, Limited, has been organized

and has been granted an Ontario charter to carry on
business as lithographers, printers, designers, etc.,

with head office at Toronto. The company has an
authorized capital of $40,000 and the provisional direc-

tors are E. G. Joy, I. Rouse and L. Norris.

Last Ti-eek completed the forty-sixth year of publica-

tion for the Amherstburg Echo. Mr. John Auld has

been editor from the start and five other employes
have an aggregate of 149 years' service to their credit.

The Beaver Board factory, at Thorold, closed down
last week on orders from Buffalo. No explanation was
given but as the plant has been running almost up to

capacity right up to the time of hanging out the bulletin

informing the employees of the cessation of operations,

it is believed to be a move towards the lowering of

wages. The shut-down is likely to be of a temporary
character. The organization is known as the Beaver
Wood Fibre Co., Limited, and the main office is in

Buffalo. About 800 men are employed and the com-
pany manufactures wood pulp and fibre for wall

board.

Mr. A. L. Dawe, secretary of the Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association, has sent a message to the Dominion
Tariff Commission in session in Toronto, lirandiiig as

false the statements made by Mr. \V. F. Maclean, M.P.,

before the Commission. The whole story is told else-

where in this issue.

A spokesman of tlie commercial printers of Toronto
filed a brief with the Tariff Commission in Toronto
last week, setting forth the views of the industry. It

gave general approval to the principle of i)rotection but

thought an increase in certain directions would be an
admirable step. Mayors and industrial commissioners
are willing to confer all possil)le privileges u])on Amer-
ican branch factories in order to lure them into Canada
but the printers think that steps should be taken to

prevent them getting their catalogues and price-lists

printed so freely and so cheaply by the parent establish-

ments across the border. Tt was suggested by the chair-

man of the Commission that the printers sliould revise

their memorial, adding furtlier data, and present it at

the final meeting in Ottawa.

The sympathy of the pulp and paper trade will be

extended to Lieut.-Col. Thomas Gibson and J. G. Gib-
son, rice-president and secretary respectively of the
Spanish River and Paper Mills Limited, Toronto, in the

double bereavement invohing the loss of their mother
and father within the past month. Mrs. Gibson passed
away just about a month ago and the father, Joseph
Gibson died this week in his 79th year. The late Joseph
Gibson was known throughout Canada as a temperance
advocate and orator, and in 1878 he contested South
Oxford in the Conservative interests against the late

Col. Skinner. He was a Fenian Raid veteran and was
prominent in the public affairs of Oxford County and
his home to\Ani of Ingersoll where he died. He was a

prominent Mason and a leading official of the Method-
ist Church in Ontario. The late Mr. Gibson came to

Canada from England when a boy and had lived in In-
gersoll almost continuously since.

The Toronto Metal and Waste Company, Limited,
213 King Street, Toronto, metal and waste rag dealers,
are in liquidation with assets of $20,000 and liabilities

of from $20,000 to $25,000. It is expected that a com-
promise will be effected of fifty cents on the dollar.
Twenty per cent of the compromise settlement will be
paid in ca.sh and the balance of thirty per cent will
be paid by six, twelve and eighteen months notes. The
principals of the firm are Jacob Moldover, Oscar Mol-
dover and Isaac Olanov. The disposition of the busi-
ness has not been decided on as yet.

Mr. T. L. Crossley, Consulting Chemical Engineer,
and Editor of the Canadian Chemical Jotirnal, was the
speaker at the regular luncheon of the Electric Club of
Toronto at the Mossop Hotel, Toronto, on Friday of
last week. Mi-. Crossley gave an exceedingly interest-
ing and illuminating talk describing the process of
paper making and a series of lime light views added
materially to the value and impressiveness of his re-
marks.
Among the callers at the Toronto office of the George

H. Mead Company during the past few days were Mr.
A. J. Gaudette, of the order department of the Spanish
River mills; Mr. F. Moynes, of the Dayton office of the
company, and Dr. E. 0. Merchant, the company's econ-
omist and statistician.

Mr. J. 0. Herity, of tlic firm of Morton & Herity,
proprietors of the Daily Ontario, Belleville, and for
the past ten years editor of that paper, is leaving jour-
nalism, having been appointed manager and secretary
of the Belleville Chamber of Commerce.

Mr. M. J. Hutchison, late of Edmonton, has arrived
in Toronto and has entered upon his new duties as
manager of the Canadian National Newspaper Asso-
ciation.

The newsprint situation took the lead among ques-
tions discus.sed at a convention of publishers of smaller
dailies of Western Ontario in St. Catharines, on Nov.
30. The gathering was addre.ssed by Mr. Will V. Tuf-
ford, of Clinton, Iowa, secretary of the Inland Daily
Press Association of the western states.

^
Mr. R. C. Sage, manager of the Woodstock, Out.. Gas

Company, has resigned his position to become con-
nected with a publishing house in Toronto.

BRITISH COLUMBIA MILLS WELL ENGAGED.
With the exception of the Beaver Cove Lumbpr i.\:

Pulp Co. plant, all the mills in British Columbia are
operating to capacity and the Rainy River plant is

coming right along.

There are one or two new plants being planned but no-
thing definite can be said at present regarding those
new propositions. It is rumored that a Japanese firm
is planning to build a plant on Qupen Charlotte Islands,
but there is no certainty in this connection as the near-
est information is that a certain Japanese owns sonic
timber limits in that locality and has been talking a
pulp plant.—E.P.
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B-3. Practical utUity of planes in forestry. J. B.

Harkin Commissioner of Dominion Parks. I'au. tor. J.

Dec 191^1 p 511. Would an equal investment m

forest wardens achieve better results in fire preven^

B-4. Logging engineering course has helped in-

dustry. Western Lumberman, January, 1920, p. 37.

Discussion of the results accomplished through the

establishment of a course in logging engineering at

the University of Washington. Need for the establish-

ment of such a course in connection with the proposed

forestry department in the University of British Co-

lumbia.—C. L.

B-4 Sugar from Douglas fir. Francis Dicke. Pacific

Coast" Lhrman. Feby. vm. p. 27. A Sweet substance

gatliers on the iicmHcs,— C. L.
'^

B 5 Wood preservation means much to industry. W.

Kvnoeh. Acting Supt. Forest Products Laboratories of

Canada Wes. Lbrman. March. 1920, p. 31. Reduces

cost of upkeep where timber, is used in exposed ser-

vice Combating the principal agencies which bring

about deterioration; prevention of fungous growth:

research work: creosote treatment of railway ties.--

C. L.

B-9. Australian state forests. Pai'ifu- Coast Lbrman.

April, 1920, p. .31.-C. L.

B-9 The state as boss of its forest properties, hobsoii

Black. Can. For. .1. Nov. 1919, p. 403. A permanent

fortst a-sset easily within the power of the Canadian

people—the liiiiibiM-inan "s view.—C. L.

B-0 The forester—A Sketch. W. F. \ .
Atkinson.

Can. For. -1. ()etol)er. VM'.K p. 40.'). Diseuss.-s forestry

and the work of a forester.—C.L.

B-6 Controlling torrents in France. 11. K. .MacMil-

lan. Can. For, -T, -March. 1920, p. 121. When the French

program is complete,!, total cost wiM not cxeeeil one

year's daiiiairc—C. L.

B-9. Great profits from forests in the French Jura.

Col. T. S. Woolsey. Jr. Can. For. J.. .March, l''2(), p.

lie! 70 M feet per acre produced under careful sys

teni of fore>t iii;iiiai.'eim'lit.—C. L

B-9. Newfoundland needs a forestry policy. Can For.

J. O.'tober. 1111'.'. 1' 112. r I-.

^-9. Ontario must face these facts now. K'ohson

Maik. Can. For. J. Dec 1919, p. 4^3. Discusses the

fOTestry situation in Ontario and siiows the need for

a constnictive policy.—C. L.

B-9. Southern Foresters hold conference. American

Lumberman. F.'hy 7. 1920. p. r.O A report of the

Southern Forestry Congress, held at New Orleans,

Louisiana. Resolutions deploring the continuance of

^actiees of forest demolition, and urging the ennet-

ment of legislation by the southern States that will

require and make possible the adoption of measures

by owners that will prevent such devastation and

afford opportunity for a natural replacement of forest

growth on land not suited for settlement.— C. \j

B-9. Empire State Foresters confer. Amer. Lbrman

Feby. 7, 1920, p. 62. A review of the Pni.'eedings of the

New York State Forestry Assn. held it Buffalo. N". V.,

January 2S. Text of resolnfions ad\oatin(f an ad-

vanced policy of forestry; better forest protection;

survey of forest resources; publicity work in forestry;

forest research; improved forest taxation laws; re-

forestation of state land and of private land through

state aid : adequate appropriations to make the fore-

going effective.—C. L.

B-9. The progress of forestry in Canada. Clyde Lea-

vitt. Can. For. .}., March, 1920. p. 130. Text of report

of the Conimittee on F((rests, Commission of Conserva-

tion, annual meeting, 1920. For continuation see suc-

ceeding numbers of Canadian Forestry Journal.—C. L.

K-6. Straw; Utilisation of waste liquors obtained in

the digestion of.—8. Ilerzberg. G. P. 321,4.i3, 28,3,19

Addn. to 319,068 (preceding). The liquor or at least

the portion to be used as anodic bath, is treated in the

cold with mineral acid or bisulphate and heated to 70

deg. C. ; it is then filtered from precipitated organic

substances and electrolysed. The precipitated lignic

acid can be utilised, and if common salt solution is used

as anodic electrolyte the chlorine produced may be em-
ployed in the dissolution of chopped straw previously

treated with milk of lime.—J. S.

K-10. Sizing, waterproofing, dressing, etc. of paper,

fabrics and the like W. Schmidt and E. Heuser. Ger-

man Patent 321,232. Mar. 1'). 1918. Addition to

296,124. The paper pulp or fabric is treated with a

solution of tar soap prei)ared by saponification of

wood,

—

lignite—or coal-tar, previously extracted with

water. Injurious acid substances may be removed
from the tar by distillation, and a soap prepared by
incomplete saponification of the tar mav be used.

—

C. J. W.
K-10. Paper, boards, and paper textiles; sizing and

waterproofing. P. E. Altman, Dresden-Tolkewitz. Ger.
Pat. 304. 3().'), 2, iS, 17. The material is impregnated with
a mixture of saponified beeswax, water-soluble oils,

and talc, and the sizing agent is fixed by means of alum
solution.—T. S.

K-10. Emulsions for sizing paper; Manufacture of. -

<;. Muth. .Miircmherg, (!er. Pat. 31(i,34.'')- 27.6.18. Coii-

inarone resin, or a similar coal-tar resin, is emulsified
with an atpieous solution of a vegetable or animal glue
or a similar colloid, and a solution of an aluminum salt

is added : casein may be employed as the colloid if it is

first converted to the water-soluble form.—J. S.

K-18. Cardboard, grease and waterproof. L. Buch-
l.inder, G. P. :n6,.-.27. 19.3.19. Addition to 306,028. Card-
hoard which has been coated with a glue precipitat''

containing a filling "material, in accordance with the
chief patent (J., 1918, .i7.iA) and dried, is further
coated with a mixture consisting of a saturated solu-

tion of tannin and resin in spirit and a varnish contain-
ing a drier, to which mixture zinc white and formal-
dehyde have been added,—.1. S.

L-5. Waste liquors. F. Kuttner. E. Profeld and E.

Sidler, G. P. 322 461, S.7,19, Waste liquors from the

mercerisation process and viscose manufacture are con-
i-entrafed and simultaneously oxidised in open vessels,

whereby the liemicellulose is converted into insoluble

oxycelliilosc. The oxidation may be carried out by in-

.jeeling air into the liquors or by the addition of alkali

nitrate.—.1. S.
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RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF SLIP AND
FRICTION IN BELTS.

With the ever-increasing use of mechanical appli-

ances of all kinds now playing a big part in practic-

ally all industrial plants, transmission of power by
means of belting is one of the most important factors,

one which cannot be overlooked.

Since the original installation of belts to transmit

power the one conclusion that has been formed in the

minds of every one concerned with machinery appli-

ances is that belts have frequently been a source of

production and power losses. Two of the principal

factors which figure proportionately in such losses are

slip, and friction due to tight belts.

It has been proved that although belt slippage may
not waste much power, it does reduce the production;

and each per cent of slip is equivalent to the loss of

production for 3 days each 300-day year. Since the

loss of power reduces the production for the power
used, each per cent of slip means the loss of 1 p^r

cent of power.
A belt will slip just as readily on a pulley 4 ft.

in diameter as it will on a 2-ft. pulley, pro\aded the

conditions of the pulley faces, the are of contact, the

tension and the number of feet the belt travels per

minute are the same in both cases.

Resistance to slippage depends upon the coeffieient

of friction, area cf surface contact and the condition

of the two surfaces. For leather belting running on

ordinary iron or wopd pulleys the coefficient is 0.3

to 0.4 average for dry surfaces and about 0.15 to 0.2

for wet surfaces. For efficient operation the co-

efficient must be as high as possible.

Frequently powerful screwed clamps are used to

put on belt^. but this practice makes the belt extreme-

ly tigiit, all of which is very injurious to the leather

or whatever the texture the belt may be. In all

cases where belts are run horizontally tliey .should have

no more strain imposed upon them than i< necessary

to transmit the power required.

Several mill engineers of large experience have

stated that three-quarters of the trouble experienced

with hot boxes, broken pulleys and other causes for

shut-downs can be traced to tight belts. T'seless pres-

sure put on pulleys and shafting in tiiis manner in

time will cause them to l)reak, and in many eases the

machinery will suffer as a result of the frequent heat-

ing of the bearings, which will inevitably make them
useless for the time they are undergoing rejiairs.

Not infrequently when a belt begins to slip, the time

honored remedy is to "tighten it." While this pro
cedure will reduce the slip, it will not materially re-

duce the loss of power. The result is. the production

loss is changed to a power loss from increased bearing
friction. When belting (any) two or more pnlleyfe

it will be found that if a belt is not tight and does
not slip there is scarcely a limit to the power it

will transmit before it wears out.

One of the most important qualities in a belt is a

high continuous co-efficient of friction. If such a

thing were possible whereby the original co-efficient of

friction and initial tenson could be maintained, there
would be very little trouble encountered in designing
a belt for each drive that would be trouble-proof.

The somewhat natural tendency of friction, pressure
and of belt creep affects the frietional co-efficient

after which the tension is reduced due to the natural
-Stress of the load, which stretches the belt. These

factors will vary in accordance with the composition
of the belt.

There are several other causes for destruction of

frietional co-efficient: moisture, grease, dust and dirt.

To overcome these destructive elements, belt manu-
facturers have used various substances in the mak-
ing of their belts. A few other troublesome factors in

belt upkeep are: rosin, molasses, printers' ink and
oils of all kinds.

Of course, all belt makers have seen the need for

preserving their belts, and this usually carried out
according to requirements, such as temperature and
general working conditions to which the belt is to be
subjected.

Cement mills and crushing plants are about the lar-

gest users of belt dressings, some of whieli are recom-
mended by the belt manufacturei"s. wliile in most cases

(from a mistaken idea of economy), a home-made
compound is used. The general formula of the lat-

ter is rosin, tallow, neatsftot oil and heavy crusher
oil. By noting several of the ingredients composing
this compound, such as rosin and mineral oil. it stands
to reason that by their use belts of most any texture
will be short-lived, as the effect of both are destructive

to leather belts.

By a careful, methodical study and test of trans-

mission, slip and tension losses have been reduced to

75 per cent, while belt costs have been cut 60 per
cent. The most useless thing to manufacturers and
to all concerned is the power wasted in transmission.
The efficiency of transmission depends largely upon
the intelligence and thoroughness with which it is

managed.—The Amphibian.

MILLIDGE PROMOTED.
Mr. B. deB. .Milli(li;e. who i- now Cjiief of the

Technical Sen-ice Department of the Brompton Pulp
and Paper Company at Kast AngUs has been eleeted
to .Iiinior Membersliip in the Technical .Seetion. Mr.
^rillidge. i)rior to this was a .student member, and as
such submitted a winning es.say in the competition
last year. lie is a Canadian from St. .John. \. H.

whose advancement, like that of other stutlent inem-
liers is gratifying to tjiose who are giving these young
men the opportunity to become useful members of the
indu-stry.

Mr. C. M. Croft, who is now atten<ling .Mefiill Uni-
versity, has been elo-ted a student member of the
Technical Section.

A SURE THING, IF YOU KEEP ON DIGGING.
The workman was digging. The wayfarer of the

inquisitive turn of mind stopped for a moment to

look on.

'"My man," said the wayfarer at len<rth. "what are

you digging for?"

The workman looked up. "Money," he replied.

"Money!" ejaculated the amazed wayfarer. "And
when do you expect to strike it?"
"On Saturday." replied the workman, as he re-

sumed operations.

—Tit-Bits.

"Just bear in mind, mv bov.

"

"What, dad?"
"You don't find any epitaph in any cemetery read-

ing 'Here lies a cracker-jack pool player."
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UNITED STATES NOTES'
A cable dispatch received at Washington last week

from American trade representative Draesel, at Berlin,

states that permission has been granted by the Econ-

omic Minister to the Verband Deutsche Druekmonder
Fabriken, to export paper without license until March

31, 1921, provided Germany's internal needs are cover-

ed. The Yerband announce tliat they are in a position

to sell 1,000 tons monthly during January, February

and Marcli, and possibly 500 tons in December.

E. R. Lacj', vice-president and general manager of

product to paper mills, the Grass Fiber and Paper

announces that work on the concern's pulp mill at Lees-

burg, Florida, is nearing completion. "This company
will utilize saw grass for the manufacture of paper

pulp. Much of this material is available in Florida

and, according to the men interested in the Leesburg

project, it has been found suitable for pulp making.

While engaging at the outset only in the manufacture

of pulp, shipping this for conversion into the finished

product to paper mills, the Grass River Fiber and Paper

Company intends ultimately to operate paper mills of

its own for the utilization of the native grass. The
plant now being built will have a daily capacity of

twenty-five tons of paper pulp. According to Mr.

Lacy, the supply of pulp material in Florida is suffi-

cient for the entire country.

University and forestry school representatives from
all over the United States will meet at Yale University.

New Haven, Conn., December 17 and 18, to discuss

education in forestry. Special committees will report

on undergraduate courses in forestry, specialization ]>y

forestry students, extension courses, and forestry sub-

jects as cultural studies in public and private schools

and in colleges.

Of seventeen trades listed in the report on industrial

disputes submitted by Edward D. Jackson, Chief Medi-

ator of the New York State Industrial Commi.ssion, onlj'

the paper and pulp and two allied industries are report-

ed as having had no strikes or disputes whatever in the

Empire State during the three months ended September
30, 1920. Several of the trades that were affected dur-

ing this period showed anywhere from nine to sixteen

separate disputes- with the loss in some cases of as many
as ^0.000 to 200,000 working days. The paper and
pulp industry, however, was singularly free of disputes.

Thil was the case also in the water, light and power in-

dustry, and in the chemical oil and paint trades.

The Great Northern Paper Company's price for news
print in rolls, carload lots, on contract during 1921

will be 5 cents a pound. The Great Northern Company
does not follow the practice of other concerns in the

paBer busines.s in revising prices quarterly, but makes
a flat price subject to adjustment according to increase

in manufacturing costs, for the year in advance. This
company is the second largest producer in the country
with an output of approximately 250,000 tons of news-
print annually.

A new company is being organized in Michigan to

take over a .special paper line now being manufactured
t)y a Wisconsin concern. This new venture is to be
headed by Carril A. Hubbard, for several years sales

manager of the Bryant Paper Company, who has an-

nounced his intention to resign from the latter concern

about January 1. The mill to be taken over runs one

machine exclusively on onion skin paper, and it is the

plan of Mr. Hubbard and his associates to promote the

sale of this commodity.
Recent reports from Maine indicate that decline has

begun in pulp wood prices and cheaper print paper may
be looked for as the result. Rough wood in Maine has

dropped from $18.50 and $21, at which contracts were

closed last October, to $12 and $13 to-day, and peeled

wood has dropped from $28.50 and -$30 to $20 and $21 a

cord. It is predicted that these quotations will go stOl

lower. The decline in wood values has been followed

by reductions in wages.

The Seaman Paper Company, 200 Fifth Avenue, New
York, has added to its executive force Judge Charles F.

Moore, who was associated until recently with the Par-

sons Trading Company. Judge Moore will act as special

representative to aid in promotion work. The Seaman
Company has had need of just such a man as Judge
Moore who is thoroughlj' up on the industry in all its

Ijranches.

W. A. Kelly, who has long been prominently iden-

tified with the paper making industry in the Great
Lakes region, has left the administrative forces of the

Marathon Paper Mills Company, at Rothschild, Wis.,

to become general superintendent of the Northern Paper
mills at Green Bay, Wis. Mr. Kelly started his paper
making career when 11 years old and he has been asso-

ciated with mills in various parts of the country since

he began, years ago, with the Falls Manufacturing
Company, at Oconto Falls, Wis.

Reports on factory workers' wages in New York
State in October put the paper, paper goods and print-

ing trades in the groups showing lessened earnings.

The paper trade is placed in the tabulation among
those industries in which there was a conspicuous re-

duction during the month in the average weekly wage
of its workers. This loss in earnings is ascribed in the
report to the fact that some plants showed the end of

the high level of production which prevailed in the in-

dustries during recent months but which has nnvf been
followed by lessened activity on account of dull busi-

ness.

Following a recent conference and inspection tour
of cutover pine lands in La Salle Parish. Louisiana,
William H. Sullivan, general manager of the Great
Southern Lumber Company, speaking for the heads of
this concern, expressed the confident belief that Boga-
lusn. headquarters of the big lumber plant, can be made
into the i)iggest paper manufacturing city in the world.
Mr. Sullivan announced that the Great Southern plans
to spend $8,000,000 within the next five years in adding
four units to its paper mills, consuming pulp manufac
tured from the tops of pine trees.

Whitney & Company, paper box manufacturers at
Leominster, Mass., have put into effect a wage reduc-
tion of from 10 to 15 per cent. Fred Whitney, president
of the company, snys that the decrease was made neces-
sary by a falling off in business.
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11H
CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, Dec. 4.—Canadian paper trade and pulp

circles view the fixing of newsprint prices with satis-

faction, althougli as far as the jobbers are concerned

they will still have to pay from 10c to 13c for their

news supplies. The six and a half cent rate and, in

some cases the seven cent rates to publishers means a

good deal to pulpwood producers who declare that with

newsprint prices well sustained the mills can afford

to pay a fair rate for the raw material and as a result

prices for pulpwood can be maintained. It Ls pointed

out that while the Canadian Export Company, which

markets the production of several of the Quebec pulp

and paper companies, have announced a six and a half

cent rate for newsprint for the first quarter of tlie new
year, a number of the companies in Quebec have been

.selling at six cents a pound and some of the Ontario

mills have been disposing of their product at five cents

FoUowiug upon the announcement of the Canadian
Export Company's prices came word that the George
H. Meade Company, of Dayton, Ohio, which handles

the export business of the Si)anish River and Abitibi

companies had arranged a rate of 7c per pound or

$140 a ton for tlie first six months of 1921, but this has
not been officially announced. It had been tiiouglit in

the trade that 6%c was about the higliest price likely

and when the International Paper Companj', a few
days ago, announced the continuation of the six and a

half cent rate for the first quarter of the new year,

this was generally accepted as establishing a precedent
which would be followed by most of the Canadian ex-

port interests. The Canadian Export Paper Company,
Limited, buys the exportable surplus of most of the
big eastern producers such as Laurentide, Price Bros,
Belgo-Canadian and Brompton and their price has
followed the American precedent. This is a sligiit in-

crease for the eastern mills as it is understood that the
highest they have been getting this year is six cents on
contract paper. On the other hand the big producers
of newsprint in the north-western territory Spanisli
River and Abitibi, made contracts in 1919 which
restrained them from exceeding a price of five cents
per pound. The new rate for the first half of 1921 is

therefore a jump of two cents, or $40 a ton. With the
prices fixed for the early part of the new year the gen-
eral opinion is that the newsprint producers face con-
ditions that may prove equally prosperous with those
of the past year.

PULPWOOD.—A Toronto representative of a lumber
and pulpwood concern who visited a number of the
paper mills during the past week found that while
none of them were short, shipments of incoming pulp-
wood were very light. Prices remain unchemged and
no change is looked for in peeled wood, although it

is anticipated that rough wood will exhibit an upward
tendency in the next few months when the new seasuu
for wood opens. At the present time there is n.i sur-
plus of peeled wood in the country.

TISSUES AND TOILETS.—With buying practically
suspended in toilets, tissues and light weight papers.

prices remain firm ixi sympathy with pulp prices.
Manufacturers complain of the high prices for their
raw stock and declare that foreign paper manufacturers
are taking advantage of the high prices for pulp and
are sending paper into this country. One tissue and
toilet paper manufacturer declared that talk of these
foreign importations was no bogey and that paper
from Germany, Japan, the United States and the Scan-
dinavian countries were actually being landed in this
country to compete against the output of the Canadian
mills which have to pay altogether too high prices for
their raw stock. He contended that by keeping the
price of bleached pulp up to aroimd $190"a ton the pulp
men were playing into the hands of foreign competition
which was proving more serious than a good many
people had any idea of.

'

BOOK PAPERS.—General conditions are unchanged.
Tiie demand continues to fall off and the mills are
pretty well caught up. Stocks, in the meantime, are
accumulating in the jobbers' warehouses, although
there has been very little price-cutting to the consumer
and printer. Jobber have asked the mills for cancella-
tions, but in very rare occasions only, and although
most warehouses contain pretty fair stocks of book
papers now, jobbers are not worrying, being confident
tiiat buying will set in again about the first of the year
and that prices will not seriously recede before then.

BONDS AND WRITINGS.-The mills are making
nuich freer deliveries now and fairly well assorted
stocks are seen in the warehouse in contrast to empty
sliclves a few weeks ago. There is a fair demand for
bonds, writings and ledgers which the jobber is in a
better i)osition now to supply than he has been for
months, most of the back orders having been filled by
the mills. Prices remain firm.

KRAFT.—The general trade depression is reflected
in Ir.ssened demand and sales of kraft paper, most of
the dealers marking time to see what is going to happen
to the market. Stocks are low, however, and the gen-
eral opinion seems to be that following the present
stock-taking period buying %vill commence again pretty
much on the old ba.sis. This, however, is not looked
fur until the beginning of the new year and in the
meantime there is a general disposition to hold off
Inlying in anticipation of lower prices.

POSTER PAPER.—Colored poster paper has hitherto
been rather hard to get from the mills and the monthly
stocjj sheets issued by the mills, showing stock on hand
have been bare of colored poster for some months. A
stock sheet just to hand for one of the mills shows that
this line can now be obtained in reasonable quantities
and indicates that the mills are reaching a position
where they c«n now stock up on such lines as men-
tioned.

WRAPPING PAPERS.—Jobbing houses report that
shipments of wrapping papers are coming through in
adequate quantities and that there is no difficulty now
in getting supplies. In sympathy with other lines of
paper the demand has fallen off somewhat but a fairly
good volume of bu.siness is stjl] being dor^e
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TWINE.—A reduction in tlie price of cotton twine

was announced at the end of the week, marking the

third drop since last Septeniher. The latest is a drop

of five cents, the present quotation being about 46c a

pound.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, December 4.— (Special Correspondence).

—Quietnes.s .-^till obtains in the paper trade in New

York, and. j\idging from all reports, in other consum-

ing and distributinsr centres of the couutr>'. Buyers

are operating strictly on a hand-to-moutli ba.sis, com-

ing into the market only when pressed by necessity

for supplier and even then confining orders to paper

immediately required. Mills in various parts of tbe

States are curtailing production. Some mills have

closed down entirely for a time, and a majority of

plants have reduced" their operating schedule to from

two to five days per week, depending on the position

they are in as regards orders booked. Manufacturers

are" taking the view that it is better to decrease pro-

duction than to lower prices to non-profitable levels

in tlie hope of securing sufficient business to keep

running full. As present conditions size up, the prob-

abilities are that further .sjiarp cuts in prices would

hardly induce consumers to enlarge their buying. The

tendency today is to refrain from purchasing any and

everj- commodity unless immediate need for the ar-

ticle is felt, and lower prices are not creative of

broader demand. The trouble with the buying public

at present is that they liave temporarily lost faith

in tjhe stability of prices, and until this faith Ls re-

gained the average consumer is not going to be led

to buy articles not instantly and urgently needed.

Paper" manufacturers realize thi.s, ha^^ng situations in

many other commodities to guide them, and there is

little doubt that they are combating existing con-

ditions in the proper way by curtailing output for a

time.

There is no pronounced pressure to sell paper of

most kinds on the part of mills. There are exceptions

to this, of course, and .some lots of paper are being

marketed at appreciable rece.s.sions in price, but on

the whole manufacturers are waiting for customers

to come tf> them to get supplies, and are generally

pursuing waiting tactics in the firm belief that busi-

ness will improve soon after the turn of the year

and that demand for paper of all varieties will revive

to something like normal volume.

From all indications, the consumption of newsprint

/.continues of heavy tonnage. Willi newspapers carry-

'ing page upon page of pre-holiday advertising, their

isize seems to be increasing every day. A local after-

-noon newspaper yesterday broke all advertising re-

cords for New York dailies when it carried 324 col-

umns of display advertising in a TiO-page issue. Tbis

paper boasts a circulation of about 7.50,000 copies

per df«y. The market for newsprint has steadied per-

ceptiWy. Piiblishers are commencing to look after

_thcir next j'ear's supplies and are dickering with

.manufacturers over contracts. This has a slrengthen-

in(f influence on spot prices, whicfh rule firmer than

.for some time at a basis of 7 to 7.50 cents per pound,

with most proflncers inclined to demand the latter

fipire.
)' So far as concenis spot prices, ({notations on book

pap«>r<i are in a rather easy position. Most book
mills bave fcufficiei^t orders on file to keep them run-

ning very nearly full, this class of paper plants be-

ing probably in a more favorable situation than all

others, but spot shipments of book papers are being

offered at a considerable reduction from the prices

prevailing not long ago. Machine finished book paper
is available from mills at 13 cents per pound and it is

.said that purchases could be made in some quarters

down to 12 cents. Contract prices are marked by
a steady tone at around 9.50 to 10.50 cents a pound
for machine finished book.

Kraft wrappings are in moderate demand and
quotations are generally unaltered at levels repre-

senting a slight decline from the top points reached
several montbs ago. No. 1 domestic kraft is quoted
in the open market at about 12 cents a pound at

mills, while No. 1 jute is priced at 14 to 15 cents a

poiind. Tissues are holding their own in price and
arc moving in fair quantity. No. 1 white tissue is

quoted at $1.75 to $2, No. 2 white at $1.60 to $1.75

and No. 1 manila tis.sue at around $1.65.

Fine papers are in quiet demand and it is mills

producing this c]a.ss of paper that have curtailed

operations to such extremes as to reduce their running
time to two and three days a week. Consumers of

bond and ledger papers are holding aloof as buyers
to a greater degree than all otjiers, and yet manufac-
turers of fine papers can lea.st afford to lower prices

because their production costs have possibly decreased
the least. Mills as a rule afe manufacturing only
enough paper to fill contract commitments and to

keep stocks intact to enable them to complete other
such orders as are recived.

Boards are moving slowly and are decidedly weak
in price. Manufacturers are accepting orders at al-

most any old price so long as tbere is a small profit

for them in operating, and there have been rumors
of .sales of plain chip board at $45 per ton at mills

and even lower. Quotations on chip range from $55
to $60 and on filled news board at from $65 to $70,

but supplies can be obtained for a good deal le.<«.

GROUND WOOD.—There is scarcely any demand
whatever for mechanical wood pulp. Consumers fo^

the most part are finding contract supplies ample
to cover prft«ont requirements and are keeping out of

the market^ as buyers excepting for occasional pur-
chases of .small tonnages. In the aKsence of trans-

actions it is difficult to a-scertain what prices really

are. Quotations of sellers range around $100 per ton
on domestic spruce ground wood for prompt sliipment
and around $85 for imported pulp on tbe dock, but
judging from all the stories heard in the trade, ground
wood can be obtained for sub.slantially less than these
figures. Tjiere is no pronouneetl selling pressure in

vogue, but at the same time there are producers and
dealers who have pulp they are anxious to move and
who are evidently accepting low prices in order ~to

convert their stocks into cash.

CHEMICAL PULP.-ClM^mieal woo*l pulps are in

slow demand. In fact,- mast dealers and importers
claim to be unable to find buyers, so indisposed are
papermakers to alworb supplies while finding that
contract shipments are .sufficient to cover presrnt
need.«!. Prices are ea.sy in tone and it is problematical
at just how low pulp can be bought. Afanufacturers
are generally refusing to enter into forward commit-
ments at any reduction in price but surplus lot.s are
being disposed of for prompt delivery at sharp
cntH in price whenever hiiyers can be located. If is
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stated that domestic bleached sulphite can be purchased

down to 9.50 cents a pound at mills, domestic easy

bleaching sulphite at 7.50 cents, news grade sulphite

at 6.50 cents and domestic kraft at 5.50 ccnt.s, which

figures represent quite a reduction from the quota-

tions prevailing a short while back. Foreign pulps

are coming in rather freely and in comparatively

large amounts. Quotations on imported bleached sul-

phite range from 11 to 12 cents per pound, on easy

bleaching at 8.50 to 9 cents, on unbleached sulphite

at 8 to 8.50 cents and on Scandinavian kraft at 5.75

to 6 cents.

Receipts of foreign pulp at the port of New York
during the current week included 4,966 bales from
ChrLstiania, 1,437 bales from Hamburg. 1,800 bales

from Copenhagen, 2,610 bales from Trondhjem, and
1,460 bales from Kobe.

RAOS.—Papermaking rags are little wanted by

mills and the downward trend in prices is still un
cheeked. Those few buyers operating are in a happy
position of being enabled to .secure supplies at very

nearl.y any price the.v offer, the present market be-

ing strictly a buyers' market. A,s a matter of fact.

so little actual business is transpiring t^at there is no

established price basis, and about the only quotations

available are those named by dealers at asking figures.

No. 1 repacked old whites arc obtainable by mills

at 10 cents, and probably for less, while repacked

old tlhirds and blues are offered at 3.50 cents per

pound at shipping points, .street soiled whites. at 2.75

cents. No. 2 repacked whites at 4.50 cents and roofing

rags at 1.10 cents for No. 1 packing. New cuttings

are al.so down further in value, reports coming \<>

hand of offers by dealers of No. 1 white shirt cut

tings at 20 cents a pound at shipping points, wash-

ables at 10 cents, unbleached muslin clips at 17 cents,

white lawns at 19 cents and new blue overall cuttings

at 10.50 cents.

PAPER STOCK.—The paper stock market is in a

dull condition, there being a very slight demand from

any consuming source, and prices continue to move
downward. Values of low grades have sunk to levels

where there is little room for additional decline but

better qualify papers are being bought by mills for

less money. Shavings are quotably lower at 7.50 to

8 cents for No. 1 hard white and 6.75 to 7 cents

for No. 1 .soft white sjhavincrs at points of shipment.

"Foldf'd newspapers are available to mills at 80 cents

Der hundred pounds f.o.b. New York and No. 1 mixetl

Apers at 45 to 50 cents a hundred. Kraft paper

is down to 3.50 cents, white news cuttings to 3.75

cents and heavy book stock to 1.75 cents.

OLD rope' and bags.—There is little activity

in old rope or bagging and quotations remain at about

former levels, old manila rope of No. 1 grade being

held at 5 cents a pound at shipping points and No.

1 scrap bagging at 1.75 cents.

DO YOU KNOW YOUR FOREMAN ? WHY NOT ?

Do you feel free to go up to j-our Foreman and talk

with him man to man? If .vou do, both your foreman
and yourself are on proper basis of employment.

If you don't feel free so to talk and act, what is the

matter? Are you doing your work in a proper manner?
If so, you have nothing to fear. Are you his friend

when talking to others, or do .vou find fault? If the

latter, that is probably the reason you do not feel free

to talk with him, because j'ou fear the other fellow has
told him what you said. Do you work when he is

around, doing your best only while he is watching? If

so, probably you think he has found that out and you
don't care to give him a chance to call you down.

If you are his friend ; if you are on the square ; if you
are working your best whether he is around or not

—

don't worry or be timid, just go up to .vour foreman,
.vour superintendent, or .vour manager, and talk with
him like you would any other friend. He will think
more of you—he will learn to know you better—you
will get ahead faster and all will be better between
employer and employee. Remember, men are men,
whether born rich or poor, whether by circumstances
he is foreman, superintendent or workman in the ranks,
closer co-operation comes from closer friendship. Know
your Foreman — and. Foremen, know your men. —
.Making Paper.
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CAyADA IMEIU'KET^S A CUMLS'EM.
It IS curious to note tliat the country wliicli objected

to the direct representation on the League of Nations

Council of the various countries making up the British

Empire, stands to benefit most by their presence. Had
it not been for the provision in the organization of ilie

League of Nations for representatives from Canada,

the whole continent of Nortli America would have been

without a spokesman. Tlie importance of the presence

at Geneva of two Canadians of ability in statesmanship

and argumentation and with vision, has been evident

on several occasions where it was obvious that the

delegates of European countries failed almost abso-

lutelj" to appreciate the conditions and characteristics

of this contment and its two principal nations. It is

unfortunate indeed that the great republic should not

be permitted to participate in the sessions of the first

meeting of the council. Tlie presence of tlie Canadian

delegates, however, seems to hold promise tiiat their

interpretation of the attitude of the people on tiiis con-

tinent—there is little difference between Canadians

and Americans,—will result in the elimination from tiie

covenant of the stumbling block which forms tlie prin-

cipal source of dissension and keeps tiie United States

out of the League. If the early and enthusiastic en-

trance of the United States to the League were tlie only

result of the efforts of the Canadians at Geneva, their

mission could be called exceedingly successful. Tiieir

service, however, goes fartiier than that. They are

sufficiently acquainted with the economic, political,

social and industrial conditions on this side to

straighten out some obvious misconcei)tions on tlie part

of European diplomats and tliey further have a vision,

probably not entirely independent of tlie tradition of

permanent peace between us and our neighbors, which

not only enables but inspires then to discount and dis-

courage openly and forcefully, any action of the coun

cil which would tend to revive or nourish those jeal-

ousies which have been such prolific sources of strife

elsewhere and so conspicuously absent north of the

Rio Grande. Let us hope then, that the Canadian
delegates will continue in their great efforts cour-

ageously and wisely to bring the vision of our great

peaceful continent to the jealous and war fearing coun-

tries across the sea.

It is just as necessary to be honest, to be decent, to
abstain from covetousness and from violence as it was
in the davs of Closes.

WHAT ABOUT WAGEHi
Wages are being reduced in some lines and are well

maintained in otiiers. In some industries, plants are
working full time, in others part time, and occasionally
mills are shut down altogether, also where unskilled
labor IS employed there are some propositions where
iielp is needed but many more where work has been
suspended and workmen are idle. It has been intimated
in certain quarters that the shutting down of plants
and suspension of work in other lines is a dehberate
move on the part of employers to bring about a situa-
tion where wages could be reduced. The truth or fal-

sity of such an opinion would be difficult to prove. It
is difficult for us to see how the employer can keep
liis force at work and pay them wages if he is unable
to sell his goods. On the other hand his employees
could not purchase if they are not employed and paid.
The aggregate purchases for a period of time can

l)e averaged to a normal rate of commercial business
on the basis of a mouth or a week. If tiie consumers
would buy at the normal rate then industries would
operate at uniform production, employment would be
steady and wages would be constantly available. If,

however, the consumer, and the great majority of con-
sumers are wage earners, refuse to make purchases,
the retailer, the wholesaler and the manufacturer are
unable to dispose of their goods and replenish tiieir

stock; in other words the industries which make the

commodities of commerce would have nothing to do,
or so little to do that they would be unable to keep
their operating force normally employed. We have
struck a period where the consumer has refused to buy.
The retailer in his endeavor to clear his shelves has cut
prices. He can afford to do this only to a limited ex-
tent else he will be unable to buy more goods. The
cost of his stock has been high, partly because of the
initial high cost of raw materials, the high wages,
paid to the labor employed in their manufacture, and
partly to the large profits accruing to the manufacturer
and intermediate dealer because for the past few years
the demand for most commodities has been in excess of
the supply. Having witnessed reduction in some prices,

the consumer comes to the conclusion that all prices will
drop and that those which have fallen will go further.
Some of them are already below what good business
practice would dictate and can be afforded only be-
cause unusually high wages in the past few years have
enabled dealers to dispose of stocks at unusual profits.
On the other hand there are commodities which have
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been bought at high price and which were originally

high in cost of production. In some lines the cost of

manufacturing has by no means been reduced in pro-

portion to the prices at which retailers are selling the

goods. Some basic commodities are now sufficiently

low in price to have a material effect on the cost of

living. The cost of manufacturing can only be reduced

by lowering the percentage of profit, the expenses for

labor, or the cost of raw material, all or in part. The

first item is governed partly by the law of supply and

demand and partly by the greed or generosity of tlie

manufacturer or dealer. Both of the other items are

essentially matters of labor. The more each worker

produces, the cheaper it can be sold, thus he benefits.

If the manufacturer camiot reduce his cost of pro-

duction, the wholesaler and retailer cannot afford to

buy his goods and sell them to a public which refuses

to buy at a price wliich would otherwise have to be

charged to give him any profit at all. If a man cannot

sell his goods he cannot employ labor. The situation

then hangs on three points, tlie willingness of employers

to sacrifice some profit, willingness of labor to accept

reduction in wages commensurate with reduction in

living costs in order that manufactured prodiu-ts may

be sold at correspondingly reducetl prices, and the will-

ingness of the consumer to resume the purchase of

needed commodities in normal volume at these reduced

prices.

In the present industrial situation it seems inevitable

that some unemployment must take place. The em-

ployee suffers most but the employer also bears a

share of the misfortune. We should personally prefer,

where action is necessary, to see i)artial operation of a

plant rather than complete shut down, believing that

Dusty Rhodes was quite right wlien he argued on find-

ing it necessary to work three days a week, that lialf

a loaf is better than none."

it would be a fine thing if more people who are care-

less about fire were obliged to suffer the consequences

themselves. This is just as true of those who permit

accumulations of rubbish, either in the woods, the home

or the plants, as it is those who furnish the spark.

COBWEBS.

Order those Safety Calenders NOW. Get one for

each employee and each office ami department. Sec

if you can bury A. P. witli orders. Address Pulp and

Paper Makers Safety Association, 120 Spadina Ave.,

Toronto. The more you get the cheaper they are.

A OOOn LESSON.
Our friend Robson Black, Secretary of the Canadian

Forestry Association, tells an excellent fire i)revention

stOTj-. A gentleman called at the office of a friend.

{bk the chair that was offered liim, lit a cigar and

rew the match info the waste basket. It happened

be a metal basket and contained considerable waste

paper. Conversation Itegan and so did something else.

In a short time smoke was coming from the basket

and the visitor became uneasy l)nt iiis host paid no

attention. When flames began to come from the

liasket, however, the visitor rose excitedly iind asked

the other man why he «lid not call somebody to put out

the fire. He was politely fold by his host that he had

no intention of colling anybody bnf that a man who

wan eareleJM enough to throw awny a match in that

fashion shonld put the fire nut himself. The visitor

then climbed into the waste basket, stomped out the

fire and Infer bought a new pair of trousers

The report of the Federal Trade Commission on wall

paper for October gives an average contract price of

10% cents. The American concerns handled 8,512

tons during the month.

Tlie Brompton Pulp and Lumber Co., which has

i-losed its saw mill for the winter, should not be con-

fused with the Brompton Pulp and Paper Co., which is

not only very busy but will soon have its new imlp mill

working.

"The Crest" is the name of the interesting monthly

l)ni)lication of the Howard Smith Paper Mills, Ltd.,

.Montreal. The name, with the well-known "Beaver S.

"

trade mark, with the scroll, "The summit of paper

(|uality,
"

state the position in which the company

would put its product in the minds of the public. The

copies we have .received are full of valuable informa-

tion on p!i])er and other subjects. Needless to say it is

a fine job of printing.

From Vancouver to Wisconsin is a long way to haul

pulpwood, but is really only about twnce as far as

wood is already shipped from points in Ontario and

Quebec to mills in New York and Penn.sylvania. There

arc tintiiei' areas in Western Canada where the haul

would not l)e more than 50 i>er cent, greater.

The National Association of Purchasing Agents i.s

so o]ii)osed to ti]i])ing that it has sent resolutions to

Congress asking that "commercial liribery'" be made
a Federal penal offense.

Tiie average attendance at the meeting of the Wood-

lamls Section in T(n'onfo last week, was over 100. All

the big eastern mills were represented and there were

a number of .Americans and forestry students. Good
work I

Children nuisl have Christmas trees, it seems. We
shnll soon expect fo see them prai-fically all jn'oduced

in nurwries, just as fui-s will come from fur farms.

(Isn't that amusingly ambiguous?).
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The Measurement of Pulpwood and the Determin-
ation of Yields Therefrom

A Report made to the Committee on Uniform Cost
Keeping of the News Print Service Bureau on
November 8, 1920 by Dr. Otto Kress, of the

Forest Products Laboratory, Madison,
Wisconsin and Geo. D. Bearce,

Engineer for the Bureau.

At a pievious meeting-, attention was drawn to tlie

wide divergence of metliods used in obtaining: inform-
ation regarding the quantitj' of pulpwood used and
pulp produced. Some companies measure the wood in

racks and calculate the yield on the basis of an arbit-

rary number of pounds of pulp produced per cord.

Other companies do not actually measure the wood
used in any manner but figure the quantif.v consumed
from the tonnaffe of paper made. This method necessi-

tates a percentage factor to provide for shrinkage.

Other methods are used also but all include a large

percentage of estimates because they must deal with

hitherto undetermined factors, two of which are the

density of the wood and the solid cubical content of

the cord. Therefore, the number of cords reported

u.sed does not represent the actual quantity of wood
consumed and there is always the uncertainty as to

whether the book inventories of pulpwood will check
out at the time of cleaning up the block ))ile. Serious

shortages and over runs in the book figures are fonml

at the time of the clean u]i, which are caused by mis-

calculations in the volume of wood used in the first

place as to the volume of wood used in a given time,

the uncertaint.v continues into the pulp mill in the

determination of pulp production figures.

It is common knowledge that the cause for all this

uncertaint.v and estimation is becaiise wood has been

used on a volumetric basis with the cord as the unit

of measurement. The solution of the problem is to

determine not the cubic or cord measurement of the

wood but the actual wood content. If this can be

determined, there is then established a definite relation

between the wood used and the pidp produced there-

from.

An investigation has therefore been carried on b.v

the Bureaii for the last six months in cooperation with

the Forest Products Laboratory, having the following

main objects in view:

—

1. To establish the relation between the volume and

the weight of a unit quantit.v of wood and the

weight of the pulp produced therefrom.

2. To determine accurate and practical methods of

sampling wood for moisture.

'.i. To determine adequate methods of obtaining the

measurement of slush pulp either by weight or by
volume.

4. To study and recommend practical means of

weighing wood delivered in large quantities to the

mill under varving conditions.

The importance of obtaining accurate information

upon the actual quantity of wood used in the pulp mill

is more fully appreciated when it is considered that

the present cost of rossed pulp wood delivered to the

mill varies between one and two cents per pound of

wood figured on a bone dry basis. This means that

now the cost of the one chief constituent of paper,

approximates the price at which newsprint itself was

sold only a tew years ago. The pulp and paper in-

dustry .so far has paid far more attention to minor
economies, such as sulphur consumption, the cost of
colors, size ami alum, etc., than to wood, the raw
material, which is constantly increasing in cost. Ex-
tensive tests were made to obtain data under actual
mill operating conditions upon the yield of ground-
wood and sulphite pulp that can be obtained from a
given volume or weight of wood used and special
attention was given .to the amount of decay of the
wood. The variation in moisture content of pulpwool
under varying conditions of storage was also thorough-
\y studied.

The results of the work have been submitted to, and
approved by an advisory committee consisting of:

—

J: S. Bates, Technical Superintendent, Price Bros.,
Ltd.

E. A. Charlton, Superintendent Paper Mill, Brompton
Pulp and Paper Co.. Ltd.

C. F. Rhodes, Manager of l'.\ireau of Tests, Inter-

natioiuil Paper Co.

.1. P. Riley, Manager of Wctodlands Dept., Inter-

national Paper Co.

L. II. Shipman, Assistant to the Manager, Spanish
River Pulp & Paper Mill.s, Ltd.

The present method of measuring pulpwood based
on a cord jiiled 4' x 4' x 8' with a theoretical volume of

128 cid)ic feet is universallv recognized as being ex-

tremel.v unsatisfactory. The volume in solid cubic
content of a cord of wood iiiles 4' x 4' x 8' varies from
6') cubic feet to Da cubic feet though under ordinary
conditions the volume of the cord usuall>' varies from
80 to 90 cid)ic feet. This is due to the variation in the

diameter and length of the sticks of wood and the pro-

jiortioii of knots and crooks.

Recentl.v one of the larger newsprint mills deter-

mined bv actual trial that a cord piled 4' x 4' x 8' which
had been previously assumed to contain 95 solid cu. ft.

of wood actuall.v contained a fraction under 90 cu. ft.

representing an error of "i.f)' ; . Sound spruce averages
26 lbs. per solid cu. ft. f)f bone dr.v wood so there was
a discrepanc.\- of lUO lbs. of actual wood substance per
cord. On a flail.v consumption of 100 cords this re-

j)reseiits IH.OOO lbs. of wood equivalent to 6,500 lbs.

of sulphite pulp or 11,700 lbs. of groundwood pulp.

A.^suming i}!l50.00 per Ion for sulphite ami $120.00 per
ton for groTindwood as being the present market price,

this difference in calculation represents $480.00 per

da.v for sulphite or $700.00 per day for groundwood.
The investigation dealt extensively with the question

of deca.v in wood. Recent studies b.v the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratory, at Madison, Wisconsin of the decay
of wood show that there is an appalling loss to the in-

dustr.v from this cause. Such losses should be correct-

ly determined and this cannot be done b.v the cord or

volume measurement of pulpwood, which, while under-

going deca.v suffers no change in volume, but does

decrease decidedly in weight. Sealers attempt to

estimate rot in wood but this is arbitrary and often

incorrect.

Examination of a number of shipments of infected

spruce wood shipped to the laboratory for pulping

purposes showed a maximum variation in comparison

with sound wood of 5 pounds per cu. ft. of bone dry
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wood. Assuiningr the cord to consist of 90 solid cu. ft.

this loss is equivalent to 450 lbs. of wood per cord.

Assuniinp sound spruce wood to weiprh 26 pounds per

cubic foot or 2.340 pounds per cord, the loss of 4.50

pounds per cord represents a 19% loss on actual wood
substance. It is unnecessary to show further the

enormous loss this means to a mill usinisr several

hundred cords of wood daily.

In order to measure wood in terms of its bone dry
weight it is absolutely necessary to devise an adequate

and practical method for determining the moisture.

For this purpose 550 separate moisture determinatioiis

were made by the disc and boring methods.

The disc method consists in cutting a cross sectional

disc from a certain point in the log, weighing it wet,

drj-ing. and then weighing again, the difference in the

two weights representing the moisture. This method
is acknowledged to be theoretically correct but it is

slow and costly. The more practical method was
found to be, to bore a %" or larger hole from the

circumference to the center or pith of the log. The
shavings obtained by the borings were tested in the

same way as the discs to determine the moisture. The
boring method gives a bone dry weight averaging

about 2% more than the disc method. This slight

descrepancy can be allowed for in the computation of

correct results. The time consumed in testing 4' wood
by the boring method averaged about 30 minutes per

car of 12 cords or about 2-yo minutes per cord for the

actual time of sampling.

During the investigation, representatives of the

Bureau have discussed with various members and with

the staff of the Forest Products Laboratory the sound-

ness of principle involved in measuring wood by

weight rather than by volume. We have found many
members in complete accord with this method. It was
deemed necessary, however, to make extensive pulp-

ing tests to substantiate and if necessary to further

demonstrate its practicability. The tests were conduct-

ed at the following mills :

—

Xekoosa-Edwards Paper To.—for 10 weeks on

Sulphite.

International Paper Co.. Hudson River Jlill—for 1

wpck on Sidphite.

International Pflper Co., Milton Mill—15 days on

firoundwood.

Tt is not necessary at this time to discuss all the de-

tails involved in making these tests. They will he

found in the complete report. The tests involved the

Ireiphing of wood on track or platform scales, sampling

or moisture, very carefully d'»termining the quantity

f pulp and screenings produced either in slush form

or in laps, and the measurement of white water losses.

etc. In order to obtain figures <>n slush production.

the regulation of consistency of stock was given careful

nttention.

, Owinjf to the length of the test at the Nekoosu-

I
Kdwards Plant we were able to obtain figures showing

variations in prodticfion both per cord and per pound

of wood used The averaire yield of sulphite pulp per

Tvnijul of bone dry wood a.ffcr makinir an allowance

for loss in bnrkine of 13';. was 43.4':; This fipurc

is comparable to fho results obtained in cxpcriiiientMl

tests by the Forest Prodilet Laborntorj-.

The test on sulphite nnlp at the Palmer Falls I'lant

of the International PanT Tomnany confirmed the

resnltn obtained at the Xekoosa-Edwards Plant, and

the average yield for the entire test was 44.2% per

pound of bone dry peeled wood used.

At the Milton Mill of the International Paper Co.

the yield of groundwood for the four runs show an

average of 93.57^^ per lb. of bone dry wood. The
maximum difference between the highest and lowest

yields of the four runs was 3.45% per lb. of wood.

In the use of wood on the weight basis, equipment
is of vital importance. This is necessary in order that

the methods used may be economical, practical and as

nearly automatic as possible. Various scales and other
measuring devices are now on the market, some of

which are in use in the paper industry. It is probable
that apparatus used in other industries can be adapted
for use in pulp and paper mills and all of this equip-

ment will be described in detail in the full report of

the investigation. At this time, it will suffice to men-
tion one type of scale, among many, Avhich has been
used for several years with reliable results in the

weighing of chips on a continuously moving belt con-

veyor and simultaneou.sly recording their weights.

The cord method does not accurately determine the

variation in solid cubic content and the loss due to

decay cannot be accurately estimated by scaling. Tt

has been demonstrated that wood can be accurately

and quickly sampled for moisture content. This pro-

vides a definite basis of measurement and reduces to

almost a negligible figure the inaccuracies unavoidable
under the cord system. A weight basis is comparable
to the present mill method of weighing coal, limestone,

sidphur, alum and other raw materials which are of

less cost and importance than the raw wood. Some of

the advantages of using a weight ba-sis for wood are:

—

1. A definite determination of the actual quantity of

solid wood used in the mill, thereby entirely over-

coming the difficulty at present experienced in the

measurement of wood on the indefinite cord basis,

thus eliminating overruns or shortages in wood in-

ventories.

2. The weight basis eliminates the present uncertainty

in attempting to scale out the proper percentage

of rot in a specified quantity of wood, as wood
dops not change in volume during decay but suffers

a direct loss in weight in proportion to the amount
of rot present.

3. The use of wood on a weisrht basis makes it possible

to determine definitely the quantity of pulp which
can be produced from a given amount of wood.
thereby eliminating the uncertainty of the cord or

volumetric basis.

4. The use of wood on a weight basis would be of

very material assistance in puttinir the Pulp and
Paper Indnstrv on a scientific basis comparable to

other siiuilar industries and woidd immediately re-

sult in closer technical and mill control.

5. Correct quantities can be obtained for cost account-

ing purposes by the establishment of a logical rela-

tion between the weight of wood which is the raw
material and the weight of pulp and paper which
represents the finished commodity.

6. Tt would be very advantageous to a comi)anv that

buvs wood in car load lots to purchase on the

weight basis as it would be protected against buy-

inT rotten wood.

Tt should however be emphasized that this is en-

tirely disfiiu't from the advantages of weighing

wood after its deliverv to the mill.
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Miss Aileen B. Collins, Librarian of the Spanish

River Pulp and Paper Mills, at Sault Ste. Marie, has

jn-epared the following description on the methods em-

ployed for circulating:, abstracting and filing periodical

literature.

The importance of a system through wliicli informa-

tion regarding all phases of paper industry can be

brought to the attention of executives is emphasized

by the repeated demands for summaries of various

articles wliich appear in the current i)eriodicals which

are circulated throughout mill and, offices.

These magazines remain but one day in each depart-

ment and very often the executive has only sufficient

time to read the article by title. Generally, too, there

is not sufficient space in which to file these periodicals

for easy reference.

It was this need which led to the establishment of a

system of abstri\cting, now in use, whereby articles

published in any magazine can be abstracted and the

abstract sent to tlie enquirer within 24 hours.

Circulation of Periodicals.

Immediately on receipt magazines arc started in cir-

culation. Originally they were sent to every depart-

ment, and as the.v wei-e read, an.v article containing

infornuition of use or interest to any department was
initialed, the periodicals continuing in circulation. This

worked out fairly well but it was found that more

speed could be gained if tlie magazines were circulated

according to dei)artmental requirements. For example

the Engineering magazines are of jiarticular intei-est

in the Engineeiing deiiartments but of little or no in-

terest in the Sales or Purchasing Departments. This

idea was tried out and sucli results were obtained that

it was adopted.

In order to keej) these abstracts in good order, the

revised classification system of the Canadian Pulp &
Paper Association was adopted and each abstract

classified in accordance ^vith the sixteen classes or main

divisions in this system.

Tlie interest in this system is apparent by the num-

ber of abstracts re<|uested by the different department

lieads and the t.vpe of abstract going to the different

departments. Those going to the Management are of

a general character, to the Quality and Products

Denartment abstracts relative to the technical and
efficiency problems of the industry, those going to the

Engineering Departments deal witl> engineering prob-

lems and methods; to the Forestry Department, ways
and means of fighting forest fire and conserving the

forest. By the use of abstracts the Sales Department
is kept in touch with market prices and quotations and
in like manner each department lias in its file a series

of abstracts of direct importance and interest. A copy
of all abstracts is filed in the office of the abstractor

for general reference purposes.

There is the leaf index in whicli complete articles are

torn from the magazine, indexed and filed according

, to classification. Complete information regarding
many vital problems is thus at hand for ready reference.

In the same wa.v abstracts published in the magazines
are cut out, saved, and pasted on a card 4" x 5", also

any other information that may be procured. In this

wa.v there is built up a very expandable file witli direct

information as to the source of the original article or

information on an.v subject that may be brought up for

discussion.

These magazines after having finished their circula-

tion r.oute are returned to the abstracting office and
filed according to their date and title. Any one wishing

to borrow one, to read some article at leisure, ma.v do

so by applying to the Librarian and having a memo of

the name and date of the magazine and probable date

of return to file.

An alternative method would be to prepare abstracts

prior to circulation of the periodical. Tiiis metliod has

been under consideration but does not appear to be as

efficient or to fit the need of the organization as well

as the plan in use.

CLASSIFICATION OF ABSTRACTS AND LITERATURE
FOR INDEXING AND FILING.->

• As requests for this Information are frequently received

by the editor, this seemed a good opportunity to make It

available. Suggestions for improving the classification will be

welcome.

The following classification is according to the method
approved by the Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association. Where an article applies to more than

one .>*iibjcrt. it sl.ouM 1..- iin.ss-iniloxo.l by titlo.

A.—PROPERTIES. CHEMISTRY AND TESTING OF RAW
MATERIALS. AND FINISHED PRODUCT.

A— 1 WOOD.
A— 2 RAGS.

A-.1 STRAW AND SI.MILAR RAW MATKRIADS.
A— 4 CHKMIC'AL, WOOD PULP.
A— 5 MIX'HA.N'irAL WOOD PULP.

A— 6 FUEL
AT LIMKSTONE. LIMR, SULPHUR AND PYRITES.

A—8 SULPHATE AND SODA.
A- 9 liLEACH AND SALT.

A— 10 WATER.
A— 11 CLAY, OTHER T'lLLERS AND COATING

MATERIALS
A— 12 SIZE. ALUM. GLl'E. ROSIN, STARCH AND CASEIN.

A—13 DYES AND COLOR.
A— 14 PAPER AND MANUFACTURIOS THEREOF.
A— 15 CELLULOSE AND PRODUCTS THEREOF.
A— 16 HUILDING MATERIAL A.VD METALS.

A— 17 OILS AND LUBRICANTS.
A—18 CHEMICALS.

A— MISCELLANEOUS.

B—FORESTRY.
B— 1 BOTANY.

B— 2 SYLVICULTURE (REFORESTATION.)
B—3 PROTECTION (CONSERVATION.)

B— 4 UTILIZATION
B— 5 TECHNOLOGY (LUMBERI.NG. LOGGING. ETC.)

B—6 ENGINEERING (SURVEYING, ETC.)
B— 7 MANAGEMENT.
B— 8 GRAZING.

H—9 ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS (POLICY,
RESOURCES. LAWS. ETC.)
B— MISCELLANEOUS.

C—WOOD PREPARING AND EQUIPMENT.

C— 1 MANUFACTl'RING CONTROL AND TESTS.
C— 2 BY-PRODUCTS.

C— 3 CONSUMPTION OF RAW MATERIAL, UNIT
POWER AND Y'lELD

r— 4 WOOD MEASIREMENT.
C—5 TRANSPORTATION AND STORING.
C—6 SLASHING AND SAW MILLS.
C—7 BARKINC. AND CLEANING.

C—8 CHIP PREPARING.
C—O MISCELLANEOUS.
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D—GROUND WOOD MANUFACTURING AND EQUIPMENT.

(Note.—For pulp treatment and drying see Class G.)

O— 1 .M.\NlKAl'TlKlN<-i COXTKOL AXD TRSTt^.

D—2 BY-PROmt'TS.
D—3 CONSUMHTIOX OF RAW MATERIAL. LNIT

rOWKR AND YIELD.
D—4 ORIXDIXG. GKIXDEKS AND STONES.
D— 5 WOOD TRK.\T.MENT FOR GRINDING.

Ii 11 MISrKLL.VXICOrSJ.

E. SULPHITE MANUFACTURE AND EQUIPMENT.
(Note.—For pulp treatment and drying see Class G.)

E— 1 MANUKACTUKIXG CONTROL AND TESTS.
E—2 BY-rRODUCTS.

K—3 CONSLMPTION OF RAW MATERIAL. LNIT
POWER AND YIELD.

E— 4 ACID MAKING AND RECOVERY.
K -.' COOKING.

F.-O MISCELLAXIOdl'S

F—SODA AND SULPHATE MANUFACTURE AND
EQUIPMENT.

(Note.—For pulp treatment and drying see Class G.)

P— 1 MANrFACTlKlNG CONTROL AXD TESTS.
F— 2 BY-PRODl'CTS.

F_3 CONSCMPTIOX OF RAW MATERIAL. IXIT
POWER AND YIELD.

F—4 LIQUOR MAKING AXD RECOVERY
F— 5 COOKING.

F 11 MI.^CELLANEOrS
G—PULP TREATMENT AND DRYING—OPERATION AND

EQUIPMENT.
(Note.—For manufacture of pulp and equipment for same see

Classes D, E. F.)

G—1 MANUFACTURING CONTROL AND TESTS.
G—2 BY-PRODUCTS.

G—3 CONSUMPTION OF RAW MATERIAL, UNIT
POWER AND YIELD.

G—4 PULP HANDLING AND CONAEYING.
G—5 WASHING AND CONCENTRATING

G—6 SCREENING AND RIFFLING (SEE ALSO K in.

G— 7 REFINING.
G— 8 WET MACHINES.

G—9 DRYING MACHINES.
G—10 PRESSING AND BALING.

G— 11 SAVE-ALLS (SEE ALSO K 13).

G—12 SHIPPING. STORING AND WEIGHING.
G—13 PULP. QUALITY AND fiRADING.

C^n MISCF,T,I,ANKOUS

H—BLEACHING. BLEACH MANUFACTURING AND
EQUIPMENT.

H~l MAXIFACTURING CONTROL AXD TESTS
H— 2 BY-PRODUCTS

H— 3 CONSUMPTION OF RAW MATERIALS, I'NIT
POWER AND YIELD.

H— 4 BLEACH MANUFACTURING,
H— r, bl?;aching.

H 11 MISCKLLANEOT-S
K—PAPER MANUFACTURING AND EQUIPMENT.

(Note.—See also Class G.)

K— 1 MANUFACTURIXG CONTROL AND TESTS.
K— 2 BY-PRODITCTS.

M K—3 CONSUMPTION OR RAW MATERIAL. UXIT
POWER AND YIELD.

I K— 3 BOILING AND WASHING
^ K— 5 PIILPERS, SHREDDERS AND CHESTS
K fi 3PECIAI- TREATMENT OF FIBROUS MATF;RIALS

K 7 P.HATING AND REFINING.
K_8 COLORING.
K—9 LOADING.
K—10 SIZING.

K- II SCREENING. fSEE ALSO G. dl

f K--12 PAPER MACHINES
• K 13 SAV"V;-ALLS (SEE ALSO G in

K -14 FnXISHING AND INCIDENTAL OPERATIONS
K Ifl NEWSPAPER AND HANGING

K—1« KRAFT AND WRAPPING PAPERS
K—17 WRTTTNO. BOND AND BOOK PAPERS

K- 1« BOARDS.
K~l» COATED AND PROCESSED PAPERS

K— 20 OBEASE PROOF AfJD PARCHMENT PAPERS
K -21 BUTLDINO AND ROOFING PAPERS

K—22 TISSUES
K—2J SPECIAL PAPERS ASTi TREATMENT THEREOF

(SEE AL.SO CO.ASS L

)

K—2i PACKING WAREHOUSING AND SHIPPING.
K. O .MISCELLANEOUS.

L—ARTICLES PRODUCED FROM PULP AND PAPER.
L— 1 MANUFACTURIXG COXTROL AND TESTS.

L—2 BY-PRODUCTS.
L— 3 CONSUMPTION OF RAW MATERIAL, UNIT

POWER AND YIELD.
L— 4 CONTAINERS FROM PAPER AND PULP.

L—5 ARTIFICIAL SILK AND OTHER CELLULOSE
PRODUCTS.

1^6 PAPIER MACHE AND MOLDED PRODUCTS.
L— 7 PAPER YARNS AND I'RODUCTS THEREOF.

L—O MISCELLANEOUS.
M.—GENERAL EQUIPMENT.

M— 1 MANUFACTURING CONTROL AND TESTS.
M— 2 BY-PRODUCTS.

.M— 3 CONSUMPTION OF RAW MATERIAL. UNIT
POWER AND YIELD.

M— 4 MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION.
M— 5 REPAIR SHOP AND ACCESSORIES.

M— 6 ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION, MOTORS AND
ACCESSORIES.

M—7 HEATINC: VENTILATION AND LIGHTING.
M—8 PyMPS.

M 9 TRANSPORTATION IN MILL AN^D YARD.
M— lli FIRE 1-ROTECTION.
M -O MISCELLANEOUS.

N.—POWER GENERATING AND EQUIPMENT.
N— 1 MANUFACTURIXG CONTROL AND TESTS.

N—2 BY-PRODUCTS.
N— 3 CONSUMPTION OF RAW MATERIAL. UNIT

POWER AND YIELD.
N—4 BOILER HOUSE.

N— 5 COAL AND ASH HANDLING.
N—6 STEAM POWER PL.\NTS.
N—7 HY'DKO PO%\'ER PLANT.

N—8 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE PLANTS.
N—9 ELECTRIC POWER EQUIPMENT.

N— MISCELLANEOUS.
O—WATER SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT.

IJ-I WATER WORKS.
O—2 FILTER PLANTS

O— 3 PURIFICATION AND SOFTENING PLANTS.
O— MISCELLANEOUS.

P.—SAFETY ENGINEERING AND EDUCATION.
r -1 SAFETY APPLIANCES.

r— 2 EDUC.VTION AXD HYGIENE.
P— 3 SOCIAL WELFARE.

P—4 HOSPITAL AND FIRST AID.
P— r. SAFETY STATISTICS.

r- 11 .Misci:i.L.\XKous

Q.—PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION.
Q— I TOWN PLANXING .\XD BUILDING.
Q— 2 MILL PLAN.NING AND BUILDING.

Q— 3 CONSTRUCTION COST
Q— .MISCELLANEOUS.

R.—GENERAL.
< 1 DESCRIPTIO.X OF MILLS AND ITE.MS RELATI.NQ

THERETO.
R-2 BIOGRAPHY AND LITERATURE.

R— 3 OFFICE SYSTEM.
R— 4 BUSINESS RELATIONS.

R -B STATLSTICS AXD MARKET REPORTS.
R 6 .MANUFACTURI.N'G SYSTEM.

R—7 LABOR,
R-8 TRANSPORTATION AXD FREIGHT RATES

R—9 TARIFFS AND TAXES.
R— 10 FINANCING AND INVESTMENTS

R- 11 INSURANCE.
R— 12 MANUFACTURING <X)STS.

R— 13 SOCIETIES AND ASSOCIATIONS
K MISCELLANEOUS

INDEX OF SUBJECTS FREQUENTLY USED.

A.
Arid Making E — 4

Air pinnes . B — S

AdheslvoK . A — 12
Alcohol .E — 2

AnnlygH. by mih-rliisspd A, orA-0
Apparatus, Mlacellaneoiis M —
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Articles made from Pulp and Paper L —
Artificial silk and other cellulose products L. — 5

Ash—handling N — 6

Associations ^ — 1^

B.

Bags ^ — *

Baling and Pressing of Pulp G — 10

Barking C — 7

Beating K — 7

Biography R — 2

Bleach Manufacturing H — 4

Bleach, Chemistry and Testing A — 9

Bleaching H — S

Board K — 18

Boilsr House N — 4

Boiling (Rags) K — 4

Bond Paper K — 17

Book Paper K — 17

Botany, Forest B — 1

Bronze A — 16

Brush, Disposal B — 2

Budworm B — 3

Building Materials, Properties and Testing A — 16

Building and Mill Planning Q — 1

Building Paper K —21
Building and Town Planning Q — 2

Burners. Sulphur E — 4

By-Products. See various groups of manufacturing 2

C.

Camp, Wood Operation and equipment B — 9

Cattle Food A — IB

Causticizing F — 4

Cellulose, Chemistry and Testing A — 15

Cellulose Manufacture E and F
Cellulose products L — 6

Cement and Concrete A 16; Q-4
Chemistry, General Analysis, etc A —
Chemistry and Testing of Raw Materials. Building

Materials and Finished Products A —
Chemistry of Manufacture. See various groups of

manufacturing
Chemicals. Chemistry and Testing -. A — 18

Chemical purification of water O — S

Chemical Wood Pulp—Chemistry and Testing .. ...\ — 4

Chemistry A —
Chests K — 5

Chip Preparing C — 8

Clay, Chemistry and Testing A — 11

Cleaning and Barking (Wood) C — 7

Coal A-6. N-4, N-6
Coating Materials, Properties and Testing A — 11

Coated Paper K — IB

Coloring K — 8

Colors, Properties and Testing A — 13

Concentrating of Pulp (Thickeners) G — 5

Concrete Q — 4

Colloids A-11, A-0, K-IO
Containers of Pulp and Paper L — 5

Control and Tests in Manufacturing. See Class A
and various groups.

Consumption of Raw Material and Unit Power. See
various groups of Manufacturing 3

Conveying ajid Handling Pulp G — 4

Cookers, gas > L. — 4

Cooking Soda and Sulphate F — 5

Cooking Sulphite .' E — 5

Cost, Construction Q — S

Cost, Manufacturing R — 12

D.
De-fibering Machines K — 6

De-Inking of Waste Papers K — 6

Description of Mills R — 1

Drying of Pulp G — 9

Dyes, Chemistry and Testing A — 13

E.

Education and Hygiene ; P — 2

Electrical Equipments N — 9

Electrical Transmission, Motors, etc M — 6

Esparto A-3, K-4
F.

Felts K —12
Fibrous Materials, Properties and Testing A — 3

Fibrous Materials, Special Treatment for Paper
making. K — «

Fillers, Chemistry and Testing of A — 11

Filter Plants O — 2

Financing R — 10
Fire Proofing K — 23

Fire Protection M — 10

First Aid and Hospital P — 4

Flax A-3; K-«
Flour, Wood R —
Forest Botany B — 1

Forest Economics, Statistics and Laws B — 9
Forest Engineering B — 6

Forest Management B — 7

Forest Protection B — 3

Forest Utilization B — 4

Forestry B
Freight Rates R — 9

Fuel, Testing and Properties of A — 6

Fungus A-1; C-5

G.
General R
General Equipment M
Glue A — 12
Grading of Pulp G — 13
Grasses for F*ulp A — 3

Grease Proof and Parchment K — 20
Grinding, Grinders and Stones D — 4
Ground Wood, Manufacture and Equipment D

H.
Hanging and Newsprint K — 16
Heating and Ventilation M — 7

Hospital and First Aid P — 4
Hydro Power Plants N — 7

I.

Insurance R — n
Internal Combustion Engine Plants N — 8

J.

Jute A-3; K-«
K.

Kraft and Wrapping Paper K — 16

u
Labor r ^
Laws and Stumpago (Forestry) B — 8
Lighting M — 7

Llgnln ^. ..A-l;E-2
Lime and Limestone '. ..a 7

Liquor Making (Soda and Sulphate Mfg.) F — 4
Literature r 4
Loading, Paper Mfg., (Fillers, see A-11) K — 9
Logging B — 4
Lubricants, Chemistry and Testing A — 17
Lumbering b 4

M.
Manufacturing Control and Tests. See various Manu-

facturing groups 1
Manufacturing Costs r u
Manufacturing System R g

Measurement of Wood c 4
Mechanical Transmission M 4
Mechanical Wood Pulp Chemistry and Testing .. ..A — 6
Metals, Chemistry. Testing and Properties A — 16
Meters jj —
Mills, description of r 1

Mill Planning and Building Q 1

Minerals a O
Motors, Electric and Accessories H <

N.
Newspaper and Hanging k IS
Nitre Cake A-18; F-4

O.
Office Systems R 1

Oils and Lubricants. Chemistry and Testing A — 17
P.

Paper, Chemistry and Testing a — 14

Paper. Articles made from Pulp and Paper L
Paper MachS, and Similar Products L — (

Paper Machine K — 12
Paper Manufacturing and Equipment K
Paper Specialties (see also L) K — 23
Parchment and Grease Proof K — 20
Paper Tarns and Products of same L — 7

Photography R —
Planning and Building Q
Planting, Forest B — 2

Power Generating and Equipment N
Power Consumption (see various groups of Mfg.) .

.

3

Power Transmission M —4, 6
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Pressing and Baling of Pulp G — 10

Protection of Forests B — 3

Protection (Fire) M — 10

Pulp, Analysis and Properties A —4,5

Pulp, Handling and Conveying G — 4

Pulp. Mechanical D
Pulp, Quality and Grading G — 13

Pulp Shredders and Chests K — 5

Pulp, Soda F
Pulp, Sulphate F
Pulp, sulphite E
Pulpers K — 5

Pumps M — 8

Pyrites, Chemistry and Testing A — 7

Q.

Quality and Grading of Pulp G — 13

R.

Rags. Properties, etc ,.A — 2

Railroad and Transportation R — 8

Raw Materials. Chemistry and Testing A
Raw Materials. Consumption of (see various groups

of Manufacturing) 3

Records and Reports Office R — 3

Records and Reports Mill R — 6

Recovery and Acid Making Sulphite E — 4

Recovery and Liquor Making Soda and Sulphate.. F — 4

Reinforced Paper K — 23

Reforestatioa B — 2

Refining (Paper Manufacturing) K — 7

Refining (Pulp Preparing) G — 7

Regulators for Stock K — 12

Repair Shop and Accessories M — 5

Research R —
Riffling G — 6

Ruoii:ig Paper K — 12

Rosin, (resin) A-12, K-10

S.

Safety Appliances P — 1

Safety Engineering P
Safety Statistics P — 5

Salt. Chemistry and Testing A — 9

Sampling isee sub-classes of materials) A
Save-all, Pulp Preparing G — 11

Save-all, Paper Manufacturing K — IS

Screening and Riffling (see also K-11) G — 6

Shipping and Storing of Pulp G — 12

Shredders K — 5

Silicate A-12; K-10; K-18
Size, Chemistry and Testing A — 12

Sizing K — 10

Slash, Forest, Disposal B — 2

Slashing and Saw Mills C — 6

Social Welfare P — 3

Solutions, daily (see various groups) 1

Specialties. Paper (see also L) K — 23

Special Treatment of Fibrous Material for Paper
Making K — 6

Starch A-12; A-0 K-10
Statistics and Market Reports R — 5

Statistics, Forestry B — 9

Steam Plants N — 6

(Hollers, see N-4).
Stones. Grinding and Grinders D — 4

^Storing Wood C — 5

y Straw and similar Raw Materials. Chemistry and
i Testing A — S

Straw, etc.. cooking K — 6

Htumpage and I>aws ..B — 9

Sulphur. Chimistry and Testing A — 7

Sulphite. Manufacturing and Equipment K
Sylviculture B — 2

T.

. Ta. iffx and Freight Rates R — 9

Testing and Chemistry of Raw Materials. Building
Materials and Finished I'roducts A

Trsting of Manufacturing (s*« various groups of Mfg) 1

Textiles of Fibre 811k L. — 7

Textllfs of Yarn I, — 7

Tissii.' Paper K — 22
Transportation In Mill and Yard M — 9

Transportation and Railroad R — 8

Transportation nnd Storing of Wno<l C — S

Trouble , R — 4

Turpentine . V H; K-2; F-I

U.

Unit Power, Consumption of (see various groups of

Manufacturing) S

V.

Ventilation, Heating and Lighting M — 7

Viscose A-15;2-5

Vulcanized Fibre K — 22

W.
Washing and Concentrating (Thickeners) G — 5

Waste Liquors E — 2

Waste Papers, De-inking and Pulping K — 6

Waste Products (see various groups of Mfg.) .... 2

Water. Analysis A — 10

Waterproofing K — 23

Water Marks K — 12

Water Supply and Equipment O
Waterworks O — 1

Wet Machines G — 8

Wood, Properties and Analyses A — 1

Wood. Measurement C — 4

Wood. Operation. Camp and Equipment B — 9

Wood. Preparing and Equipment C
Wood. Utilization B — 4

Wrapping and Kraft Paper K — 16

Writing. Bond and Book Paper K — 17

Y.

Tarn, Paper and Products of same L — 7

Yield (see various grades of Manufacturing) 3

(Extra copies of this classification are available .it 10 cents

each.)

UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA INAUGUR-
ATES A DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY,

H. R. Christie. F.E.. now a.ssistaut chief forester in

tlie proA'ineial department of land has been appointed
associate profe.ssor of forestry in the University of

Columbia. Professor Christie will have assoeiated with
him members of the staff in engineeringr. botany, bio-

logy, chemistry and other related subjects.

Professor Cliristie graduated in forestry in Toronto
University eight years ago. He had a two-year course
at Ontario Agricultural College, taking his diploma in

1908. followed by a four year university course. Dur-
ing 1911 he was in the C. P. R. forest service and the

next year the commission of conservation. In 1913 he
entered the B. C. Forest Service remaining 3 years
when he joined the expeditionary force and proceeded
overseas. On 1916-1917 and the fii-st part of 1918 he
was lieutenant with the 8th Field Company C. E., in

France. In 1918 he was called to Scaford to become
instru(!t(>r in the Canadian School of Military Engineer-
ing. ?''niin Sei>lcnil)cr 191S to Juno 1919 he was with
the Kith Field Itattery C. E. F., Siberia with rank of

Captaui. Returning last year to the forest service in

British Columbia lie became assistant chief forester on
the promotion of Mr. Oaverhill to the chief forester's

position. Professor Christie is a native of Amherst.
-Vova Scotia.

The new department now put into operation by the
l)oard (Tf governors of the rniversity of B. C. should
result in nuich good. This should tend to keep young
men in the province that liave ]>lanned to go to other
universities to take this cour.se. The writer knows of
one young chap that spent this Summer in (uie of tlie

large Pulp and Paper plants getting practical know-
ledge and this Winter went to Seattle to take a forestry
course in the I'niversity of Washington becattse lie

could not get what he wanted here. The new course is

well worth while for the young man that is interested
in the subject. It will be the young man who takes
.such a course who will reap the benefit of the future
development of the forestry resources of the province.
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The Business of Forestry in Sweden
An Address by Mr. H. Graeslund before the Woodlands Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Asso.

elation, in Toronto, Dec. 8 and 9, 1920.

To begin with I wish to tell you, gentlemen, that I

liave aeeepted the very kind invitation to read a paper
at this meeting with verj' great pleasure. 1 have been

received with such splendid hospitality and kindness
from everybody I have met with in this country that

gradually there has gro'wni a very great desire in my
mind to get a chance of showing my gratitude. And
so when I got this invitation my first spontaneous
thought was tliat here perhaps 1 woukl get a chance

to be of some little use for my friends in the i)ulp and
paper business of Canada. I know very well that this

thought is rather conceited, but I trust you will excuse

me as my motive is a rich and warm feeling of friend-

sliip for Canada and the Canadians.

My intention is to give you a very short description

of Swedish reforestation, its development and present

situation. But before trying to do so I .should like to

tell you my very simple opinion on Canadian reforesta-

tion problems.

There is one (luestion which I have never failed to

ask every one of my Canadian friends

:

Has Canada got sufficient resources of forests to

supply lumber consuming industries vith raw material,

without providing for regrowth of her forests?

The invai'iablc answer has been: "No."
Why, if that be true, it is quite evident that only

good reforestation methods ^^^ll enable the further

development and maintenance through a considerable

time of this splendid industry. Furthermore I have
been told that many of your best situated forests may
be exhausted in sometliing like 40 years.

Eventually the reforestation problems must be look-

ed upon from the point of view that Canada's forests

are one of her richest and finest natural resources,

upon which her national wealth is largely dependent,

as well as the future of a proud industry in which
hundreds of million of dollars are invested.

Put briefly: refoi-estation seems to be one of the

greatest economic iiueslions at present in Canada, and
it is a public affair as well as a private interest of very

great importance.

In Sweden we had to face the same situation (piite

a long time ago. Our lumber industry is older than
j'ours, and as much as 40 or 50 years ago we slowly

began to realize what the bitter end would be if we did

not tackle the reforestation problem somehow or other.

But it is really during the last 25 years that modern
method.s- to an important and remarkable extent have
been developed. 1 would not tell you the truth if I

said that everything in Sweden at present is ideal as
regards forestry. But simply because we have been
experimentuig and working for some time our methods
may be of some interest and use for you. Of course

conditions are very different in the two countries, but
the principles, the aim and the main lines are no doubt
very nnich tlie same.

Of the 41 million hectars (1 hectar = 247 acres)

constituting that total area of Sweden, if the innumer-
able inland waters be neglected, it is estimated that
21.6 or about 52 per cent is covered by fore.sts. This
makes 892 hectars per 100 inhabitants, the average
figure for Western Europe being only 37. . Of the
Swedisli forests about 37.5 per cent belong to the State,

1.9 per cent to towns and parishes, and 60.6 per cent
to private individuals.

By far the greater part of the forest resources are
to be found in the northern half of Sweden, where the
climatic and other conditions are very similar to
those in Canada. The transport of the logs from the
forests to the mills is provided for in an excellent way
through innumerable rivers going from west to east.
Sweden's i)roniinent position in the world's timber
ti-ade to a very large degree depends upon these 19,000
miles of excellent floating ways which at a very low
cost carry the timber down to the mills. Most of the
mills are concentrated at the mouths of the rivers, on
or very close to the coast of the Baltic. These mills
get their raw materials direct from the river and ship
their products from quays a few yards from their
doors.

The rivers are estimated to be able to supplv water
power amounting to 61/2 to 10 million horse" power
avaial)le during six months of the year.
By this brief statistical information you may have

got some idea of the general conditions, "and it may be
time to turn to the subject.

Reforestation is a difficult problem. What you do
to your forest to-day won't show its results until 50 or
100 years hence. Reforestation means one generation's
work for coming generations. It does not appeal to
our business sense at once and it takes (luite a long
time to realize that it is a first rate investment for the
lumbering industry. Therefore, it is necessary that the
State herself takes the lead, dictates the outlines for
the nation's forestry policy. Co-operation between the
State and private interests to the benefit of both is the
first necessary supposition.

At home the (Jovernment has found three ways to do
her part of the work: i.e. Legislation, education and
the management of her own forests.

LEGISLATION.—The legislation concerning private
forests ha.s, in the past, gone through highly remarkable
phases of development. From complete freedom about
three hundred years ago, they were by degrees made
an object of increasingly .severe legislation, and finally
even lumber felling for household purposes was placed
under the control of the State. Then followed a revision
which at last once more led to nearly complete freedom.
During the la.st five decades a reaction has set in, im-
pcising several restrictions upon private forest owners
with regard to the management of their forests.
Modern legislation has taken into consideration how

different conditions exist in different parts of the coun-
try and tried to apply laws according to these condi-
tions.

In Lappland, the northern districts of Sweden, it
was ordained in 1873 that farm owners should not enjoy
other rights to the woods on their farms than those of
taking without previoius official survey such timber as
they might require for household needs and for fuel,
and of appropriating, subsequent to official .surveying
and marking for the purpose of selling such timber in
addition as can be annually felled without danger to
the future preservation of the forests.

In this way the farm forests which form a very con-
siderable section of the forests of the north have been
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subject to regulations ensuring system to the lumbering

there. The immense importance of this will he seen

more clearly when it is remembered that these forests

are situated in the immediate neighborhood of the

Scandinavian Alps which renders their preservation

invaluable as protection against over-severity of

climate.

It may be pointed out in connection with this tliat

exhaustion seriously affects the soil and the climate in

a bad way. I won't go into any particulars whatever as

I am sure you know this thing better than I do, but I

will take the opportunity of pointing out which tre-

mendous responsibility there is connected with the

management of the forests of a nation. Millions of men

and women are dying this year in the far East. Why?
Because their forefathers did not possess the necessary

feeling of citizenship and responsibility for their sons

and their country to preserve their forests. And es-

pecially nations which have developed agriculture ex-

tensively must 1)0 careful with their forests as their

exhaustion seriously affect the soil and the climate.

A purely dimension law has been enacted for the

coast districts of Lappland. This enactment forbids

the shipping and the sawing at export saw mills and

the employment for the purpose of manufacturing

wood-pulp.' of pine and spruce timber which at a height

of 4.75 meters from the base, does not measure at least

21 cm. in diameter, the bark not included. The penalty

for the infringement of this regulation is the confisca-

tion of the timber. Such a law directed as it is against

a special form of mismanagement of forests, can ea.sily

become a hindrance for the proper care of the timber,

which in many i)laces requires the removal of second-

rate wood in ortler that space may be secured for the

growth of healthy young trees. The law does not over-

look this fact, liowevcr, as it instructs the owner of

timber in a way that requires the felling of second-rate

wood, so as to promote the growth of the healthy timber,

if he wishes to ship or saw such second-rate wood, to

apply to the proper state-forester, who will then make

such a survey of the forest as circumstances may re-

quire. This forester selects and stamps the second-rate

timber that is allowed to be cut. The State pays the

co.st for this .survey on condition that the owner has

arranged the forest in sections for the purpose of being

cut in proper rotation and in accordance with a plan

approved by the Government Forest Service.

In 1903 a law was i)assed respecting the .so-called

"protective forests" tiie existence of which are a pro-

tei'tion against drifting sand, or the lowering of the

tree-limit on the high mountains. The law enjoins tiiat

timber felling f<ir other than domestic purixiscs may
! ike jilace only after a survey and marking of the trees

t . be cut by the fJovernment Forest Service at the cost

of the State.

The other private forests in Sweden are sul>ject to

the regulations of the law of 1903, respecting the care

of private forests. According to this law. in forests

l)elonKing to private persons, lumbering mii.st not be

i-arricd on in such a way, nor, subsequent to lumbering

operations, may the ground be so treated, as to dearly

endanger the regrowlh of the timber. If there has i)ecn

such mismanagement of the forest, the guilty person

is obliged to take the steps necessary to secure the re-

growth. If the lumbering rightH have been made over

by the owner f>f the forest to another person, the owner

is responsible for the necessary restorativr measures

being taken. The burden of seeing that the law in

question is properly carried out rests on the Forest

Conservation Board, which must exist in every county

council district. Besides being entrusted with this task

the said Boards have also to promote the proper econ-

omy of the private forests by spreading a knowledge
of forestry, by making grants in aid of the work of

culture, by supplying seeds and plants, etc.

EDTCATION.—Every part of modern economics re-

([uires thorough education. A modern mill requires

well trained engineers, modern forestry needs highly

educated forestry men. An as regards preservation

and regrowth of the forests, the expenses for this pur-

pose are identically the same as the money the mill

manager has to pay for repairs and maintenance of

machines and mills.

All schools and colleges in Sweden, with very few
exceptions, are state institutions. The same with regard

to instruction in Forestry. The higher forestry educa-

tion is provided for at the College of Forestry in Stock-

holm. The number of students admitted to this col-

lege is limited to the probable number of opportunities

for their employment so that there is a considerable

competition for the opportunity of entering and a high

standard of men and Avork is maintained. There are a

higher and a lower course, the first supposed to edu-

cate State forester.s, the second especially intended for

the training of private forest officials. The instruction

is both theoretical and practical, including tlie follow-

ing subjects: Forest JIanagement, Forest ilathematics.

Forest Technology, Forest Botany, Forest Zoology,

The Science of Soils, Forest Policy, General Legislation,

Book-keeping, Technical Chemistry and Agricultural

Economy. The practical work is done during summer
time out in forests specially devoted to the purpose in

different parts of the country. Journeys are made
under the direction of the teachers to study the methods
of different companies.

The lower State Schools of F(n-estry are directed
mainly to giving the pupils practical .skill in the more
im])ortant l)ranches of forestry, l)ut also embrace
theoretical studies in the fuiulamental principles of

Forest Economy.

As mentioned in the l)eginning the State owns more
than a third of our forests. These state forests are
managed by the Government Forest Service and not
leased to private companies. The end aimed at by the

(lovcrnment 's forest policy is to render the economy of

the State Forests as permanent as |->ossilile. The two
factors, personal, technical knowledge and permanent
economy iiave made the Swedish State forests valuable
and well preserved resources. Tiie Forest Service con-
sists of 10 Chief Foresters each one in charge of a "dis-
trict,"' 90 foresters nuuuiging the same number of

"levii-s" and 417 rangers who are superintendents of
so-called '"guiirding sections."

As regards forestry of the private companies my
friend Ehn* is going to give a description of some of
its most important points, and .s<i I had better he as
i)rief as possible. Tlie main juMnciple nowadays may
be sairl to be an attempt to arrange the cutting in such
a way that in limes of good j)rices in the market the
forest,s are sligiitly over-cut, in times of low prices the
contrary, and liic average of timber taken (Uit from the
forests corresponding to the regrowth. This policy
necessitates very good estimates of the annual growth,
of usually very vast districts, which is (lertainlv a dif-

•Mr. Ehn's ))a}>er will be puldished in an early issue

>f the Pulp and Paper Magazine.
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ficult task. A lot. has been done in that respect lately.

I may mention for example that the chief forester of

Kramfors Co. is just inventing a special system for

keeping record of the growth compared -with the pro-

duction. It is a kind of forest book-keeping by which
an account is kept, supposed to be accurate within a

very few per cent. On the debit side is the estimate<l

growtli which is calculated from careful measurements
and on the credit side tJie actual amount of wood taken
out. As you may sa.v that such a method is only ajv

plieable on small areas, I may tell you that the forests

of Kramfors are spread over a tremendous area and
consist of about 190 million acres, suppl.ving lumber for

two large pulp mills and 4 saw mills.

Re-growth by means of "Forest PUinta'ion" occur

most generally in the southern and central parts of the

countiy. During the last decade the Government has
done a great deal to promote forest plantation which
method, in conse(|uence, has gained the confidence of

the forest propi-ietors to a greater degree than formerly.

This method, too, makes it possible to dcternune the

future composition of the forest as reganls the pro-

portion in which the various kinds of trees are to lie

represented there. Forest plantations are raised either

from seed or from seedlings. It has been found that

if the soil is more suitable for one kind of tree, whereas
you want two sorts to grow simultaneous!}' (which
often at home gives the best result) the best plan is to

give the less favore<l tree a start of some years growth.

This is often done so that the tree which shall be given
the start is planted whereas the other is reproduced by
means of seed.

In northern Sweden where distances and areas are

very large, the companies have tried to carry out their

cutting methods in such a wa.v that the natural re-

growth of the forest is facilitated. It would take me
too long to describe this now, but if anybody is in-

terested in these methods I should be very plea.sed to

tell him all I know about them in private.

Most of the companies have their forests divided

into districts managed by graduates from the College

of Fore^stry. These districts are divided into guarding
sections supervised by rangers trained in the above

mentioned schools. These rangers live on their sections

in comfortable houses built by the Company, and con-

stantly surveys his forests. lie carries out all orders

from his chief forester and has the resiionsibilit.v for

the practical handling of ever>-thing respecting his

section, marking the trees, organisation of the cutting

and tran.sport, nurseries, etc.

Before I finish I sliould like to say a few words on

the connections between Canadian and Swedish lum-

bering men. The two nations are the most important

lumber producers in the world's market. But natural

conditions have given them altogether different mar-

kets. Sweden and Canada are not competitors, and have

no need to compete with each other. But we have need

of each other as good friends. Forestry is a difficult

economic science, and I feel sure that it would be a

very great benefit for both nations, and through them
for the whole world, if Canadian and Swedish foresters

would come together to co-operate and discuss their

science in friendship and good fellowship. Our feeling

for Canada is warm and sympathetic, and I wish, gen-

tlemen that many of you would come and visit our

country. You will be sure to be received ^s good

friends.

About Our Advertisers
Bouffard—Bergevin.

Houffard-Bergevin is a new firm organized to handle
pulp and paper mill supplies exclusively. Their line

includes, paper machine clothing, pulp stones, chem-
icals, etc., in which thej' represent some of the well
known firms in the United States and Europe.

A. BOUFFARD.
Although they do not sell oils they have a technical

service department pertaining to efficient lubrication
acting independent from any oil companies, but handle
proper lubricating oil apparatus for different condi-
tions.

A. T. BERGEVIN.

Mr. H. A. Bouffard is a former mill man having
been connected with paper mills in the United States

and Canada before going overseas. Recently he has
been in the technical service department of the Bromp-
ton Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd. Mr. A. J. Bergevin is a
former banker and is also a returned man.

Canadian Fairbanks Morse are distributors of that

interesting and remarkable tool, the "Radrobe" drill-

ing attachment that bores square holes.

All plants of the Whalen Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd.,

are in full operation except the lumber mills. President

McGarry is expected in Vancouver about the middle of

December.
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THE WONDER TOWN OF THE NORTH LAND.
The Piirciipiiie Advaiici' luis the tDllDwiiifr t<i say of

Iroquois Falls :

—

From time to time complaints are heard regarding

Iroquois Falls being kept as a "('onii)any owned
tOAvn." At fir.st thought it secm.s rather odd that the

chief complaints come from outsiders, rather than from

those who live at Iroquois Falls and thus might be ex-

pected to suffer from any evils necessary in 'Company-
owned' towns. A visit to Iroquois Falls is likely to

suggest that "there's a reason," and a comparison of

Iroquois Falls with other free and nntramelled towns

of the Province seems to be all in favor of Iroquois

Falls. There may be disadvantage to a "Company-
owned" town, but in the case of Iroquois Falls as the

matter works out in practice, the benefits far outweigh

any drawbacks. If the people of Iroquois Falls do not

feel that they ar? happily situated in their beautiful

town -with its wide and well-kept streets, its miles of

sidewalks, its 250, or more, comfortable homes, (every

one with furnace, water, light, bath-room, sewerage,

etc.,) its wonderful lawns, its piiblie parks, its public

and private profusion of flower gardens and beauty

spots,—then the people of Iroquois Falls are difficult

indeed to please. Under no known system of promiscu-

ous private ownership could such a town as Iroquois

Falls be built up in so short a time. Only a few years

ago Iroquois Falls was not ineptly described as a

"muddy clearance in the bush." To-day it is one of

the Beauty Towns of the North, one of the most pleas-

ing residential places in the Province. If you think

"company" towns are wrong in theory, just visit Iro-

quois Falls to-day and you will be tempted to believe

that theory and practice do not always make a perfect-

ly matched team.

Unrestricted townsites in the North Land are well-

known for their fire-traps, unsanitary conditions, over-

crowding and all other municipal evils. Iroquois Falls

has none of these und?sirablc features. The visitor

receives his first impression of the town when he steps

off the train at the depot. Just before him the large

"Civic Centre,"—a park of wonderful lawns and mag-

nificent flower beds. The rest of the town supports

this pleasing first impression. Each hou.se has its own

lawn, well-kept, and beautiful with flowers. There

does not seem to be a neglected home in the town.

Evidently the citizens take the same jiride in keeping

the town a beauty spot as the Abitibi Company took

in making such a town possible. And by the way,

Iroquois Falls is not a "company" town in the ordin-

al# way. It has its own municipal governnv-nt. and

tn most democratic committees and cotuisellors. In-

dee<l. outsiders might suspect that the only interfer-

ence by the Abitibi C^)mpany takes the form of putting

up the money after the people decide they want some

new improvement.
Among its public features Iroquois Falls now boasts

btaiitiful parks, fine roads, miles of sidewalks, one of

tie largest hotels in the North Co\intrv. one of the bisr-

(rest and most modernly equipped public school build-

ings, good tennis courts, a large athletic ground, and

a magnificent golf course in process of eonsfrucfion.

The new public school is a modern structure of the

most approved tyjic, finished in stucco, with the inte-

rior fini.shed throughout in hardwood. High ceilings,

•had'ed electric lights, and |)rnctically perfect lightin-,',

hpating and ventilation systems make it the most desir-

•bje typ*" "^ school building. It will Hccommodate 100

nu>il«. The new hotel is also modem and perfectly

equipped in every respect. It would indeed appear to

be too large and ambitious for a town no bigger than
Iroquois Falls. But it is already taxed to capacity.

Instead of being t-oo large, further extensions may
shortly be required. The hotel now has over 200 rooms,

and about 25.000 meals are served in it every month.

These is nuicli construction work now in progress
at Iroquois Falls, and even greater things are planned
for the town. There are extensions now under way
to the pulp and paper mill, certainly now the most
perfectly equipped, if not the largest, of its kind on
the continent. One paper-making machine recently

imported from England and now waiting the com-
pletion of the addition to house it, is the largest ma-
chiiu' for paper making in the world.

A number of new houses.are in course of. construc-

tion for Abitibi Company employees, and practically

all of the older houses are being stucco-coated to assure

their warmth and comfort in the winter. There is an

unusual individuality about the homes. No tAVO of

them are alike in appearance or design, though all are

alike in being well-finished inside and out, every one

with fine cellar, furnace,' electric light, water, bath-

room, sewerage, etc. There is only one house to every

two lots and this means good lawns and gardens for

every home. Some of the flower and vegetable gardens
are "worth writing home about." A fine big new rink

is also to be rushed to completion for this winter's

hockey and skating, with additional provision for

curling.

The people of Iroquois Falls take a great pride in their

town and they have every reason for doing so. It is one
of the Wonder Towns of the Great North.

LIFE INSURANCE FOR BELGO EMPLOYEES.

The Belgo Canadian Pulp and Paper shows its appre-

ciation for the good, loyal and faithful services of its

emplo.vees, and offers them free insurance with

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., as an acknowledge-

ment of its responsibilities towards their dependents.

The amount of life insurance varies from $500. to

$3,000., according to the following table:

—

For men having been with the company on Nov. 17th

for:

—

6 months, less than 1 year continuous service $500.

1 year, less than 2 years continuous service $750.

2 years, less than 3 years continuous service $1,000.

3 years, le.ss than 4 years continuous service $1,250,

4 years, less than 5 years continuous .service $1,500.

5 j^ears, less than 6 years continuous service $1,750.

6 years, less than 7 years continuous service $2,000.

7 years, less than 8 years continuo\is service $2,250.

8 years, less than 9 years contitnious service $2,500

9 years, less than 10 years continuous service $2,750.

10 years and over $3,000.

The insurance benefits do not in any way interfere

with the Quebec Accident Compensation Act, and are

over and in excess of any sums that are due to the de-

pendents under the provisions of this Act.

Should an employee leave the company, he has the

privilege t<i continue the insurance at his own cost

without any nHviical examination, l>ut subject to rates

and conditions of the Mctro))olitan Life Insurance Co.

A feature of the agreement reached between the

Melgo and the Insurance Company is the free n\irsing

service which will be supplied. In many an instance

serious diseases have been avoided or checked through

the immediate intervention of a nurse or a dootor.
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Canadians will be Interested in the Following; Story
from London which appeared in the New York

Evening' Mail of November 4th.

Encrlishmair.s \'iew of Newsprint Market.
Newspaper publishers in the United States may make

up their minds that the end has come to their virtual

monopoly of Canada's news print output.

Last year the United States bought over 80 per cent,

of the news print Canada produced, while 15 per
cent, was consumed in the Dominion by its own news-
papers. Part of the remainder came to England. By
the end of next year there will be a vcrj' different tale

to tell, unless world conditions change very greatly.

Prom Northern Countries.

Before the war England got most of her news print

from Finland, Norway and Sweden, and a little from
Germany. These countries were largely dependent on
England for coal, and it takes a ton of coal to produce
a ton of news print. Today the cost of English coal

is so high and the general disorganization of industrj'

in the northern countries so great that England cannot

get the news print she needs from her old suppliers

and the cost has gone beyond a point where any but

a few newspapers in London can be regarded as really

paying propositions.

Most London publishers today pay about 13 or 14

cents a pound for news print. This does not apply to

the Northcliffe papers nor to the Daily Telegraph,
owned by Lord Burnhani, which have their own paper
mills. Consequently the Northcliffe papers and the

Telegraph are the only ones which can print a paper
above a moderate size.

As a result the others are forced to cut their advert-

ising to a minimum. Even the Northcliffe papers are

economizing too because of possible eventoialities. I

was told authoritatively that the Times recently aban-
doned the project of producing a special number for

which $750,000 worth of advertising had been pledged.

Very naturally in the circumstances London publish-

ers envy the New York publisher who can buy paper
at 6 3.4 cents a pound. And the.v say to themselves:

"Why should not we get this comparatively cheaper
paper instead of letting the Yankees have it T After

all, Canada is our own. and blood is thicker than water.

Why won't she sell to us t"
Attempt at Merger.

This point of view was put to me today by a man in

close touch with one of the great newspaper organiza-

tions here.

"It may be," he .said, ""thero is so much American
capital invested in the Canadian paper mills that we
cannot induce the present manufacturers to sell to us

rather than to the Americans. But we mean to try

and we are trying. We could pay a good deal more for

news print than Americans are paying and still not

reach our present high costs.

It is well known that during the recent Imperial

Press Conference at Ottawa at attempt was made to

form a merger of five great Canadian paper making
concerns to be controlled by British capital.

I was told by a day well informed newspaper man
that it is extremely unlikely that Lord Burnham would
.join the undertaking, in the first place, because he

has his own paper mill, and in the second because he

and Beaverbrook are not on very good terms.

But whether Burnham joins the merger or not. there

is little doubt an attempt will be made to put it through.

If it does not go through as now contemplated, there

will probably be formed, it was said, a large corpor-

at ion to take over as much as possible of the accessible
soft wood lands of Canada so as to shut out the
American mills.

The British point of view, in short, is that British
newspapers must be protected as long as they are
willing to pay a fair price for the Canadian product,
and that America deser^'es very little consideration
because not only has she allowed her own forests to

bo destroyed, but she is now producing ridiculously

large newspapers which waste hundreds of thousands
of tons of news print.

Small Editions.

It is worth noting here in that connection that the
Times, altliough well off for news print, since it is

a Northcliffe paper, has printed mostly sixteen or
eighteen pages a day since September 1. Rarely has
it gone to twenty. And it has charged six cents a copy
for its issues.

The Telegraph averages about the same and charges
four cents. So does the Morning Post, a still smaller
paper.

The Daily Mail still remains at two cents, but it

publishes only ten or twelve pages a day and seven
'•oluins to the page. But it has a circulation of 1,200,-

000. which would seem to show that the public does
not run after heavy papers.

BROMPTON BUYS MORE WOODLANDS.
The Brompton Pulp and Paper Company. Limited,

lias acouired extensive pulpwood limits in the Lake St.

Jolin district, whereby 634 square miles, or 40.^,760

acres, will be added to the already considerable hold-

ings of the enterprise.

The latest acquisition, it was stated, is a very valu-

able one and will give the company an important in-

crease in available timber. The securing of the new
limits will provide just what has been lacking in the
past to place the company in a foremost place in the
pulp and paper indnstr.v of the Dominion.

Prior to the recent acquisition. Brompton owned or
controlled by lease, timber limits of 311,786 acres in

the St. Francis River district, so that its holdinsrs have
been more than doubled with the addition of the 40.'5,-

760 acres, and now total 717,.")28 acres. It was estim-

ated several months ago that with outside purchases,
the wood reserves of the company were considered
sufficient to ensure a supply for forty years' oper-
ation at its present capacity, a period which, it would
seem has been extended indefinitely by the Lake St.

John addition.

It has been known for some time past that the pre-

sident of the companv. F. N McCrea, M.P., who is

considered one of the best timberland experts in East-
em Canada, has been giving his personal attention to
the matter of increasing Brompton 's pulpwood hold-
ines and it i.'; presumed that the closing of the recent
negotiations was effected only after a personal inspec-
tion of the area involved.

Preparations are well under wa.v for the installa-

tion of the machines for the new eroundwood pulp
mill of the Brompton Pulp & Paper Company at East
Angus, and it is exnected that operations will com-
mence bv the first of Februarv.

Regular shipments a^p bein? made from the Ocean
Falls Plant of the Pacific Mills. Ltd. The steamers of
the Pacific Steamship Co.. are making regular calls

at Ocean Falls and taking a good share of the outpnt
of this rail! South.
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COMMITTEES OF T. A. P. P. I. AT WORK.
Nearly all of the standing coniniittees of the Tech-

nical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry are
now fully organized and ready for active work.

Developments in Dyestuffs.

The Dyestuffs rommittce. under the direction of

Dr. Otto Kress, of the Forest Products Laboratory,
Madison, Wis., will have a report of unusual interest

to make at the annual meeting following developments
in the manufacture of dyestuffs for the paper and
textile trades since the World War. The committee
as finally constituted now consists of the following

specialists in tinted papers and dyes : Dr. Otto Kress,

chairman. Forest Products Laboratory. Madison, Wis.

:

Ross Campbell, American Writing Paper Company.
Holyoke, Mass. ; Charles G. Bright. Kimberly-Clark
Company, Neenah, Wis.: Clarke Marion, Champion
Coated Paper Company. Hamilton. Ohio; Kenneth T.

King, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company. 1114
Tribune Building, Chicago. 111.: C. C. Heritage.

National Aniline & Chemical Company. Buffalo, N. Y. .-

Carl C. Schneider. Knowlton Brothers, Inc., Water-
town. N. Y.

An Investigation of Coating Substances

A new committee which was formed at the last

annual meeting, is the Committee on Coated and Pro-

cessed Papers, of which Clarke Clarion, of the Cham-
pion Coated Paper Company. Hamilton. Ohio, is chair-

man. The committee is preparing specifications of

actual tests on the influence of stock on the coating,

the coating of paper being influenced to a greater or

less extent by the character of the stock used. The
body of the stock must be varied in accordance with

the results that are looked for. Thus, a dull finished

coating requires a different grade of stock from a high-

ly finished sheet. The several ingredients entering

into the stock also exert an influence on the finished

product. The committee therefore decided to establish

a set of specifications or standards for the different

ingredients that compose the actual coatings.

Specifications for Casein.

The coating of paper involves the general use of such
materials as casein, starch, clay, blanc fixe, satin white,

dyes, etc. The committee intends to concentrate its

early work on the testing of casein and will endeavor
to establish several simple tests and requirements to

which a standard casein should conform. Among other
aspects of the testing of ca.^ein. which the committee
will consider are its clay carr^-ing capacity, and the

J^rocess of manufacture, whether lactic, sulphuric, mur-
liatic or natural soured, the percentage of fat, moisture
"and foreitrn substances. The Committee on Coated and
Processed Papers is composed of the following mem-
bers of the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper
Tndustrv: Clarke Marion chairman. Champion Poated
Paper Companv, Hamilton. Ohio; \ornian Clark,

Nashua Hummed and Coated Paper Company. Na.shua,

N H ; Harold H. TTolden. Fabilah Paper Compan.v,

Fitchburg, Mass. ; Edwin Sutermeister, S. D. Warren
Compan.v, Cumberland Mills, Me.; Kenneth T. King,

R. T. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc., 1114

Tribune Building. Chicago, HI.

The supplv of Technical Association Papers Series ii

is now exhausted. A new volume in in proparntinp con-

nistintr of the papers and diseu.ssions at the Fall meet-

ing of the association held at Saratoga Springs, N.Y.,

last September.

The following reprints of papers and reports ar9l|n
sale at the office of the association, 542 Fifth Avjmlie,
New York, at the prices quoted ; ,

'

Pai>er Testing Methods. A practical treatise, by
Fred. C. Clark on the analysis of paper and paiar-
making fibres as well as the loading materials in orlii-
ary use. Formulas for stains and chemical reagents
are given and there is a chapter on the fibres used or
proposed for use in papermaking. ($1.00). ;

The Creative Workiaan. This is an account,;! Ipy

Robert R. Wolf of pulp and paper mill operatibiis,

showing how production was increased and an imprqv-
ed esprit de corps cultivated by the keeping of recAriis
of production and efficiency. It is a pamphlet lltat

should be accessible to every mill executive and
man, to say nothing of the workers themselves,
cents").

Hand Made Paper and Its Water Marks. By Da
Hunter. This is a bibliographical list of works de«
with the manufacture of hand made paper and]
water marks in hand made papers. Descriptionf|of
the books are given and these are of special value\for
library purposes. (25 cents). ^

Forest Products Statistics. An invaluable finddiig

list for the records of government publications, wMch
are sources of statistics on forest products. It inchraes
both original and secondary sources and the name^f
the various offices in Washington from which taq|il-

ations may be obtained. (25 cents). j^

Government Paper Bibliography. A reference list

of government documents on pulp and pj^^er which
are published by the Government Printing Offite,

Washington, D. C. (10 cents).

HEAD OF LINCOLN PAPER MILLS DEAD.
Word reached the offices of the Lincoln Paper Mills.

Limited, in Toronto, ilonday morning of the death at

his home in St. Catherines. Out., of the president of

the company, Mr. W. D. Woodruff. The late Mr.
Woodruff was sticken with apoplexy last Thursday
and it was known from the first that he could not re-

j

cover. Death ensued as a direct result of the stroke.

Welland D. Woodruff's death will be a distinct loss

to the Canadian paper industry with which he has been

identified for inan.v years. He was born at St. Cath-
arines in 1861 and entered the emplov of the Tvincoln

Paper Mills Co., Limited, in December. 1881, with

which industry he has been connected ever since, hav-

ing reached the position of president and managing
director. His other business activities included the

vice presidenc.v of the Coniagas Reduction Company,
Thorold, and a directorship in the Coniagas Mining
Company. He took a prominent part in the public

life of his native cit.v, St. Catharines, where he had
served on the city council and in 1918 he unsuccessfully

contested Lincoln county for the Commons. Although

a very b\isy man he took time to indulge a taste for

ont-door sports of which he was very fond.

W M. HARRISON OF PACIFIC PULPS LTD..
RETURNS FROM TRIP EAST.

Mr. W. M. Harrison, formerly Sales Manager of the

Whalen Pulp & Pajier Mills Ltd., and now Genera!

Manager nf Pai'ific Pidjxs Ltd.. lias just returned from
a trip to the East. During bis trip Mr. Harrison cov-

ered all the market centres for pulp and paper and
secured first hand impressions of conditions that pre^

vaiL
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ACTIVITY IN NEW YORK AND TEXAS.
A syndicate composed of leadinj;: paper mamifact-

urers in Northern New York ha.s purcha.sed a control-
ling interest in the Northern New York T'tilities, Inc.,

one of the Empire State's largest power concerns. The
transaction involves the control of Utilities powers in

Watertown, at Black River, Belfort, Taylorville. Elmer
Falls and Effley Falls in Lewis county and South
Edward's and Brown's Falls in St. Lawrence county.
All these powers are fully developed except that at

Brown's Falls, and aggregate approximately 30,000

horsepower. The deal was closed December 6 when
Floyd L. Carlisle, president of the St. Regis Paper
Company, representing the sj-ndicate, and John B.

Taylor, president of the utilities corporation, signed
the contract calling for a transfer to the syndicate of

approximately 75 per cent of the utility company's
stock. The amount of the consideration involved was
not announced, but it is believed that the stock was
not purchased at anywhere near par value. The con-

cerns party to the purchase own enormous powers on
the Black River and on other Northern New York
streams. Under existing conditions of competition it

was impossible to harness them into their most effect-

ive service. A conciliation of these powers with the

developed and undeveloped powers of the Northern
New York Utilities, Inc.. makes it the largest hydro-

electric power combination in the eastern section of

the United States, according to a statement made b.v

Mr. Taylor and Mr. Carlisle. It makes possible a com-

bined ultimate development of between 150,000 and
200,000 horsepower.

Dallas, Texas, has been chosen as the location for a

new plant for the manufacture of writing, blotting,

tissue, book and newsprint paper by the Trinity Paper

Mills. It is said that this mill, when completed, will be

the first of its kind to be operted west of the Missis-

sippin River. The wheels of the new plant, if present

plans carry, will be in motion early next spring. The
Dallas mill, according to the announced plan, -will have

a capacity of twenty tons dail.v, and will use cotton

linters in the manufacture of paper. Two other such

mills are now in operation in the South, one at Augusta,

Ga., and the other at Memphis, Tenn. The Trinity

Paper Mills also has a plant under construction at

Commerce, Tex. Another Texas venture calls for the

construction of four new paper mills in the yellow pine

district of the Lone Star State. Dallas is to be used as

a distribution center for the product of the.se mills,

which will form part of the present paper-making in-

dustry of the Bogalusa Paper Company of Ijouisiana,

manufacturers of paper used in making cartons and

boxes. W. S. Ayers of Chicago, who has just com-

pleted an investigation of the possibilities of paper

making from the yellow pine pulp, states that every

variety of paper used commercially, except newsprint,

can be profitablj' mannfactured from the quick-grow-

ing yellow pine. The new plants, to cost $8,000,000,

will utilize these possibilities, making both kraft paper

such as is used for wrapping or manufacturing con-

tainers and book paper.

IMPORTANT CHANGE IN WHALEN POLICY.
.Minnst immediately on becoming president <if the

Whalen Pulp and Paper Mills, Hon. T. W. McGarry.
K.C., with other director.s of the company made a
thorough investigation of conditions in British Colum-
bia. The result was announced last week in the ap-
pointment of the Reliance Mill and Trading Co., of
New York, as the managers of manufacturing and sole
sales agents for the product of the three mills of the
Whalen Com])any. Uv. Garrigan, who has a re|)uta-
tion as a sulphite maker is also enlisted on che operat-
ing staff.

The Keliance Mill and Trading Co., means John Ball
it.s president and U. M. Waite. general manager. Both
of these men have had years of practical ex]iericnoe
and have demonstrated their ability to perform
important tasks.

PAPER MILL AT PRINCE GEORGE, B.C.
A report fn.iii I'liiicc (ieor<j:r, B.C., states that plans

are practically completed for a pulp and paper mill at
that point to cost over .t 6,000,000, by a number of
eastern capitalists, who have been looking over the
ground, including Angus McLean, of the Bathurst,
N.B., Lumber Company; Frank Jones, president of
the Canada Cement Company, and M. E. Preish, pres-
ident of the Ilaynes Lumber Company, Buffalo, N.Y.

WESTERN CANADA PULP AND PAPER CO.
Owing to present coiulitions in tiie krat't pulp and

paper market the Western Canada Pulp & Paper Co.,
Ltd.. have closed down their plant for 30 da.vs. During
the suspension of operations construction is going on
which is necessary for the doubling of the capacity of
the plant. Up to the time of closing down only two out
of four machines were in operation. When the plant
is fully completed the capacity will be 40 tons per day.
Besides the pulp which has been turned out some kraft
paper ha;> already been manufactured and deliveries
made.
The present officials of the Company are : Pres.

Everly M. Davis; Vice President, H. J. Daly, Pres. of
the Home Bank; General Manager, G. A. Austin; Con-
sulting Engineer, Henning Helin ; Chief Engineer and
Master Mechanic, W. R. Gray; Pulp Supt., T. Iverson.

Potential orders are now in sight to start on when the
j)lant resumes operations.

If some of you old hard shells would lend a hand by
advocating safety and showing the younger generation

the results of carelessness by your past experience,

you would be a great help to the cause of humanity.

There are a few of you who can show the results of

carelessness by those missing parts of your anatomy.

PRINTING COSTS HIGHER IN ENGLAND.
Owing to the advance in printers' wages throughout

the country, which took place last month, the Cost and
Charges Committee of the Federation of Master
Printers have examined the costing figures of a large
number of printing firms. They find that the cost of
general printing apart from materials, has increased
by at least 5 per cent., and in the case of periodical,
newspaper and similar work 614 per cent.

The arbitrator in the recent dispute awarded an in-

crease of 18 per cent, on the pre-war wages in addition
to whatever had been granted up to the end of June,
to be apportioned among the various classes of work-
men. Compositors who are members of the Printing
Trades Alliance are entitled to an increa.se of 7s per
week on their wages of £4 1.5s prior to the arbitration.

We often wonder what kind of a job the devil will
have for the careless worker. We also wonder if he
has any safety men. Surely not

!
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REDUCE PRICE OF NEWSPRINT.
As a result, of tlio ('(nit'creiice in New York, on Mon-

day, with coiisiiineis of their paper, it is reported that

the sales representatives of the Spanish River and
Abitibi paper companies had modified the price of 7

cents per pound for newsprint paper, recently an-

nounced, to 6V2 cents or from $140 to $130 per ton.

The concession, while a moderate one, especially in

view of the fact that the American paper users are to

pay only 6 cents per pound, while other mills are ^et-

tin<r 61/2. for paper during the month of December, in-

stead of the current 5 cent one, was well received in

paper trade circles, where it was re^rarded that the

6I/2 eent rate was sufficiently remunerative.

The action, also, will bring the new.sprint price to

uniformity, other Canadian producers, as well as the

International Paper Corporation of the United States,

alreadv having set the $130 rate for the first quarter

of 1921.

PULP MILL FOR ARNPRIOR.

It is rPi>ortcd that ^McLachliii Urds. Ltd.. of Arn-

prior. Ont.. plan to build a solid concrete dam across

the Madawaska River, 150 feet north of the present

mill bridge, and develop at once 2,000 horsepower

electric energy, carrying it to the point at the mouth

of the river, where a pulp-grinding mill will be built

of an initial capacity of 30 tons a day.

INTERNATIONAL IMPROVES NIAGARA MILL.

The International Pa])iT Company is adding to its

big plant at Niagara Falls. N.Y., a filtration plant with

a "capacity of 10,000,000 gallons of water per day.

The purpose of installing the filtration plant and

pumps is to enable the company to manufacture high

grade bond and b<M)k paper, a new departure at the

company's P'alls plant. The estimated cost of install-

ing the filters and pumps is .$200,000.

NEW PLANT AT NIAGARA FALLS.

The building for the Paper Converting Corporation,

which is located on an eleven acre plot of land near

Royal avenue. Niagara Falls, is Hearing completion.

It consists of a paper mill building 215 x 84 feet and a

converting building 100 x 150 feet. Both buildings

are two story mushroom type concrete construction.

The plant is being white enameled throughout and no

expense is being spared in making it a model mill for

cleanliness, economy in operation and to have ideal

woping conditions for employees.

iere will be two 132 inch Yankee M. O. machines

on an improved type, whi-^h are now being installed.

The machine room is laid out with the paper machuie

and beaters on the second, and the drive and chests on

the first floor. There is no basement so that every-

fhinL' i- kept entirely above ground.

BEAVER COVER PLANT SHUTS DOWN TEMPO-
RARILY, PLAN TO OPEN AGAIN IN SPRING.

Til.' Keavi ('.ver l.unilxT \- I'lllp <'.. 1,1.1 have

closed down their pulp plant nn<l shingle mill owing to

the unstable market cmditions. The plant will not be

re-openefl until the market pi«'ks up again in the Spring.

At the present time things are moving along under con-

ditions satisfactory to all cnneerned and future plans

look bright for opening \ip in the Spring with an ex-

|,,,i. ii.ii ti. tlie lMisineH.M as soon as condition are right.

HENNING HELIN CONSULTING PULP EXPERT.
Mr. llcnning Ilelin is now located in the Canada Life

Bldg., Vancouver, B.C. lie is acting in an advisory

capacity to the Western Canada Pulp & Paper Co.

Ltd. Just now Mr. Ilelin is finishing up some investiga-

tions for several proposed pulp manufacturing pro-

jects. One or two of these are rapidly maturing into

concrete propositions.

Graduating from a Technical College in Sweden, Mr.
Helin served his time for 10 years at the practical side

of the manufacturing of pulp and paper in Sweden,
afterwards coming to Canada in 1912. For six years

he was technical manager for the Wa.vagamack Pulp &
Paper Co., Ltd. Coming to British Columbia in 1918,

Mr. Ilelin has since been activel.v been engaged in the

development and re-construction of pulp plants in this

province.

Mr. Helin is familiar A\ith all sections of the pulp
timber areas of British Columbia and his services are

being sought by those interested in proposed opera-

tions.

WILLIAM POWER DEAD.
The death occurred in Quebec, last Saturday, after

a short illness, of William Power, head of the firm of

W. and J. Sharpies, timber merchants. He was also

president of the Riviere Ouelle Pulp and Lumber Com-
pany, president of the Lafontaine Lumber Company,
former president of the Canadian Forestry Association,

former president and director of the Lumbermen's
Association of Canada, and a former president of the

Quebec Limit Holders' Association.

He is survived b.v his widow, formerly Miss Winifred
Rockett, four sons, W. Gerard Power, of St. Pacome

;

Joseph Power, Charles G. Power, il.P., and Frank
Power, of Quebec ; two daughters, Mrs. Noel Barclay,

of Montreal, and Mrs. F. A. Mosely. of Montreal, as

well as two sisters, the Misses Alice and Annie Power,

of Bridgewater Cove, Sillery.

NEW PAPER PLANT AT OGDENSBURG.
The Frontier Paper Company, with principal office

at Ogdensburg, has received a state of New York
charter with a capital of .$300,000. The company pro-

poses to take over a part of the Klondike lumber plant

on Riverside drive west of Ogdensburg and will

operate a ground pulp and paper mill. The directors

include : Former Governor John A. Dix, Harry (.'. Bray,

Islav V. 11. Gill and Thompson Douglas, all of Albany,

N.Y.

KAPUSKASING NOW HAS ELECTRICITY.
One feat me of this ciimmunily "s ]iionecr days has

(lassed into histor.v. Kapuskasing citizens are now dis-

pensing with candle and coal oil lamps as illnminants

and are lighting their houses with electricity. The
power plant is now in operation and while it is only

temporary, a permanent installation is planned. The
power line runs to the Dominion Experimental Farm.

Plans for the mill of the Three Rivers Pulp and
Paper Co., are going forward nicely under the direc-

tion of M. J. J. O'Sullivan. Material will be placed

this winter for an early start in the spring. Six

maga/.ine grinders have been ordered from the Water-

ous Engine Works Co. They will be placed in i)airs

on three shafts, with a motor conilecled at the end
of each shaft. Each stone will have a capacity of

lH-20 tons p«r day.
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All unusual legal dispute has arisen at London, Out..

tlirougrh the issuance of a writ against the Sonierville

Paper Box Co., Limited, of London, bv the American
Chiclet Co., of New York for the sum 'of .$00,000. It

seems that in 1910 the business and plant of the Somer-
ville Paper Box Co.' was bought from the StMi Sen
Chiclet Co., which latter firm was later absorbed by
the American Chiclet Co. The sales arrangements in-

volved a tran.saction whereby the Somervillc Com-
pany assured a mortgage for .$50,000 payable in legal

money of Canada, or in gold if demanded by the
mortgage. The present exchange conditions have
prompted the American Chiclet Co., whicli holds the

mortgage, to demand pa.vment in gold. The American
company has agreed to accept the amount of the mort-

gage payable in American funds, which would mean
that the London compan.v would have to pay prac-

tically $57,000 in Canadian money at the present rate

of exchange.

Twenty-five members of the Lithographers Union,

employed by the Mortimer Comjiany, Limited, Ottawa,

are on strike, claimiug that they should receive a

twenty per cent increa.se. similar to that which has

been granted recently to lithographers in other Ont-

ario cities.

The Toronto Telegram has been served with notice

of complaint under the Libel and Slander Act by
counsel acting for E. \V. Backus. The notice of aetion

is the outcome of certain articles published in the Tele-

gram in connection with the acquisition b.v Mr. Backus
of certain timber and pulp limits in Xorthern Ontario.

Mr. G. 0. Comfort of the Specialt.v Paper Manu-
facturing Co. Ltd., Montreal, was in Toronto calling

on the trade during the week.

Nothing has been heard lately as to the Ontario
Government's supposed intention to establish a pulp

and paper mill at Nipigon. It is stated that so far as

a pulp and paper mill is concerned, tlie Government
has not even gone so far as to enquire as to what the

cost would be.

The first skirmish in the action brought by the At-
tornc.v-General of Ontario against Walter H. Russell

of Port Arthur and the Russell Timber Co. for dam-
ages for the alleged wrongful removal of pulpwood
from Crown lands, which lands, it is stated, were
obtained b.v subterfuge, took place at Osgoode Hall.

Toronto, when the Attorney-General moved to strike

out the counter-claim of the defendants whereby the.v

a.sk for a fiat to bring suit for .$100,000 for injury to

their business and credit by the alleged ulterior use to

which the Attorne.v-General has put his suit. Decision
respecting the motion was reserved. In the statement
of claim the Attorne.v-General alleges that the defend-
ant has cut upwards of 60.000 cords of ]iulpwood.

1.800 logs and 800 booms on lands, patents of which
were improperly obtained on the representation that
there had been valuable finds of mineral thereon.
Others were said t(> have been obtained under the

guise of homesteadiug. The defendants deny wrong-

doing and sa.v they have bought wood from the Cam-
brian Jlining Co., Taylor & Mackie, settlers and others.
If these parties got their lands improperly the defend-
ants say that should be prosecuted instead of them-
selves. The defendants admit having obtained 3,700
cords on Crown lands bv mistake and offer to pav for
this.

]Mr. George Erskine. who opened the Toronto office
of the George II. Mead Company last Februarv, and
has been in charge as manager since that time, has
resigned his po.sition with the company. It is stated
that he will go to the Canadian west in the capacity
of a mill supcrinteiulent. Mr. Erskine is an energetic
and expert pajier man and has done good service with
the Mead interests. His position here has been taken
by Mr. L. E. L. Harvey, who has been Mr. Erskine's
a.ssistant since the Toronto office was opened, coming
here from the Laurcntide Company. He is a young
man who has already established a good connection
in the pulp and paper field and should make good in
his position of added responsibility.

T. S. Woollings & Company, Limited, has been grant-
ed an Ontario charter to deal in lumber, pulpwood
etc., with a capital of .$200,000, an<l with head office at
the town of Etiglchart. The provisional directors arc
T. S. Woollings, H. J. McLaughlin, \V. B. McLaughlin,
L. F. Brceman and A. H. McLaughlin.
The Laurenti.le Company has a contract with the

New York Times for five years for the output of the
two new machines that will soon be in operation.
The West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, of

New York, a Delaware corporation, has increased its

capital from .$20,000,000 to .$80,000,000, according to
a notice filed with the Secretary of State of Delaware
at Dover.

G. H. Schlihten is having plans prepared for the
erection of a new factory for the manufacture of paper
products in Davis, Yolo Co., Cal.

The Strathmore Paper Co., Ru.ssell, Ma.ss., has con-
struction work under way on its new two-story and
ba-sement, .38 x 78 feet, estimated to cost about $25,000.
The Fort Wa.vne Corrugated Paper Co., Fort Wayne,

Ind., has awarded a contract to the Indiana Engineer-
ing and Constniction Co. for the erection of a new
boiler plat addition.

ST. REGIS INCORPORATES IN CANADA.
The St. Regis Paper Company of Canada, Ltii., has

been incorporated with a capitalization of $1,7.50.000.

The head office of the compan.v is in the Montreal
Trust Building. Montreal. The president is Mr. F. L.

Carlisle, and the board of directors and management
are the same as the well known St. Regis Paper C^)ni-

pany who.se head office is in Watertown. New York.
The compan.v alread.v operates a wood preparing plant
at Oscalanea, Que., and has large timber limits on the

north shore of the St. Lawrence. It is the intention

of the company to continue and extend developments
on their Canadian interests and properties.
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Technical Section

December 16, 1920.

ANNUAL MEETING OF TECHNICAL SECTION.

At a well attended iiieeting of the Exeeutive Com-

mittee of the Technical Section in Toronto, last week,

it was decided to hold the annual meeting on Wed-

nesday and Thursday. Jan. 19 and 20. 1921, at the

Kitz Carlton Hotel, ilontreal. The meeting of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association immediately

follows and it is expected that meetings of affiliateil

organizations will be held during the same week.

The finest program ever planned for has been laid

out and there will be lively discussions on subjects ot

great importance to the industry. It is expected that

Laureutidf will be able by that time to speak from

experience regarding the sub.iect of high .-speed ma-

chines which aroused so much interest last January.

The list of papers which will follow the business meet-

ing and discussion of committee reports is as follows.

Electric drives for paper machines.

Miscroscopy and its application to the pulp and

paper mill.

The problem of ventilation in the machine rooms.

Beating.

An analysis of steam plant auxiliaries.

Open discussion on "The protection of wood piles

by spraying" and 'Testing sulphate and sulphite pulp

for strength.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A-1 Acetyl content of wood and lignin. C. G.

SCHWALBE and E. BECKER. Z. angcw. Chem. 33,

22.3-226 (1920). The statements by Priugsheim and

Magnus that the greater quantity of the acetic acid

obtained from wood products is derived from the

lignin are controverted. Probably only one third of

the acetic acid has its source in this substance -C.

J. W.
A-4 H-0 Measuring pulp bleaching qualities by

methyl number. A. (IIA.MBOVET. I'apeterie. 42, 440-

:'.. (.May 2.'), l'.)20j : Pa|)er, 27, No, S, 29, 32, (Oct. 27.

1920). Translation bv A. Papineau-Couture. See Pulp

and Paper, 18, 1004, A 4, II-O. Sept. 23, 1920.—A. P.-C.

A-14 Graphic analytical method for paper. KiXA-
Xirs \j. OAHThANI). I'apcr. 25, .'.l.')-9. (1919); I'a-

peterie, 42, 74.").6. (Aug. 2.'). 1920j. 790-.i, (Sept. 10,

1920). See Pulp and Paper, 18, 80, A-14, Jan. 22, 1920.

—A. VC.
A-15 The life of cellulose. La Papeterie, 42, 39.3-403.

(May, 10, 1920i; Paper, 27, No. H, 23-.'.. 32. (Oct. 27.

£920). Translation by A. Papineau-Cnnture. See Pulji

nd Paper. 18, 100."). A-1.'., (Sept. 23, l!t20).— A. P.-C.

B.-4. Profitable Utilization of Sawmill Waste. Can.

Lbrman. i: \Vood\v<irker. Jany 1, I'l-JO. |. 17. -C. I-.

B-6. How forest surveys are made. HnJand I), ('raijr

Can. For. J. Jany. I;r2(). ,, :{. C. \..

B-9 Pulpwood supplies in the American North-West.

Pap<'r. 27, N<. fi. 11 2>i, Hh-\. 13 1920' A brief dis

eus-sion of the ndv,i:itages there won'd I.e in establish-

ing a 100 t. newsprint mill in the Blaekfoot and
Flathead National Forests, Montana.—A. P.-C.

E-2 Manufacture of a material resembling dextrin
from cellulose waste liquors. 'SI. CLAAS.S. (xcrman

Patent 322.68S. Feb. 1.'.. 1918. Cellulose waste li(iuor is

improved, both in adhesive properties and in color by
treatment below 100° with acids, sulfates and a

sulfoxalate.—C. J. W.
E-2 Adhesive for joining articles made of cellulose

derivatives to the same or other materials. F'arbenfabr.

F. BAYER & CO. Uermau Patent 322,648, April 21,

1917. Esters of ethers of phenols or naphthols are em-
ployed for the purpose, c. g.- beta naphthol amyl-
ether mav be used as an adhesive for ethvlcellulose.

—

C. J. W."
E-4 Investigation of roasting gases with the Orsat

apparatus. R. DIECKMNN. Wochbl. Papierfahr.. 51

no. 26, 1842-1844 (1920). Dieckmann compares the

Reich and the Orsat apparatus for the analysis of SO,
and SO,.—C.J.W.

r-5; K-17 Book paper from Southern pines and
gums. SinNEY D. WELLS. Engineer in Forest Pro-

ducts. F^orest Products Lab., Madison, Wis. Paper
Trade J.. 71, No. 22, 34-42, (Nov. 2.5, 1920). A detail-

ed description of a series of cooking, bleaching and
papermaking tests carried out at the Forest Products
Lab., in co-operation with the DuPont Chemical Co.,

on loblolly pine and red gum from the James River
Valley. The sulfate process is the most satisfactory

for this kind of wood. B.v cooking with a large excess
of chemicals, pulps can be obtained which can be
bleached to a satisfactory color with a reasonable
amount of bleach and which are suitable for book
paper, the yield of bleached pulp being 33 per cent.

By operating under carefully regulated conditions and
liigli soda recovery the yield may he increased to
3.'. per cent., the costs being considerably lowered
over those under the conditions described above; but
a much more efficient organization is required. By
further increasing the efficiency of the organization
and regulating operating conditions still more closely,

and using a bleacliing ojieration involving 2 steps, a
40 per cent .\ield can be obtained with a considerable
di'crease in manufacturing costs. Relative nianii-

faeturing costs are given for 3 iiO-t. mills operating
under conditions to obtain 33 per cent. 3.'. per cent,
and 40 per cent yields respectively. Pulping trials for
kraft stock on six of the more common southern pines
seem to indicate they would prove as readily pulped
for bleached sloek as loblolly pine and the northern
and western jiines tested have been generall.v found
to pulp even more reailily. .\. P.-C.

K-2, K-21. Recovery of waste roofing felt. L. F.
IIAWLEY & OTTO KRESS, Forest Product.s Labor-
atory, Madison, Wis.. I'.S.A. Paper, 27, No. 7, 18-9,
2.'., (Oct. 20. 19201. A description of experiments
carried out at (he Forest Products Lab., Madison. Wis.,
witli a view to dcterniiniiig tlie feasil.iliiy of recover-
ing both roofing stock and pitch on a conunereial
scale by extent ion with gasoline. The app. used con-
sisted of a vertical eyiindrieni extractor 3 ft. high and
1

•'. ft. in diameter, provided with a clo.sed steam coil
and a .steam jet The extractor was connected with
a condenser in such a way that the vapors of the
solvent, when boiled off, could be led to the condenser,
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condensed, and returned again to the extractor, all in

a closed system. The felt was extracted with 3 sep-

arate portions of solvent (a middle fraction of gazo-

line, b.p. 90-140°C), which was drained off after each

extraction. The solvent remaining after the third

extention and draining was recovered by blowing live

steam throngh the extractor to a condenser and col-

lecting the mixed condensate of water and solvent.

Although considerable amounts of gasoline-soluble

material and large amounts of chloroform-soluble mat-

erial were left in the fiber, these were of such a nature

that they did not interfere with the opening of the

chips or with the running of the stock on the paper

machine. Ap])arently, the pitchy, sticky portions of

the asphalt are removed by the gasoline treatment and
the material left behind is so hard and brittle that part

of it washes off from the fiber during the beating and
the part that remains is not detrimental to the (piality

of the pulp. In the analyses of the material left after

extraction, the gasoline-soluble extract was slightly

soft and sticky but the chloroforin-soluhle extract was
hard and very brittle. The residue tliat is insoluble in

gasoline acts like an ordinary loading material, offer-

ing no difficulty during the conversion of pulp into

paper on the machine. In a commercial process of

this kind neither the recovered pitch nor the stock

would have the same composition as unused material;

the stock would retain considerable proportions of the

difficultly soluble constituents of tiie pitch, and the

recovered pitch would be lacking in these constituents.

If both were used again the final product would be

very nearl.v the same as standard. The only differ-

ence would be caused by the insoluble constituent

washed out on the paper machine and lost in the back
water. The results of three series of extractions are

given in <letail and discussed, and flie method of find-

ing out the no. of cells required to carry out the pro-

cess under given conditions is given. (See J. Ind. &
Eng. ('hem. .12, 4!t:{-t;, (May l!lL'Oi. -.\.1'.('.

K-6. Regeneration of wa^te paper. I'apierfali.. 18,

759-62, Oct. S, i:t2U) : Paper Trade .(., 71, \o. 22, 60-2,

(Nov. 25, 1920). Translation by CLARKN'CE J.

WEST, Information Department. Arthur I). Little Inc.

A brief description of various (icrmaii patents cover-

ing processes for the de-inking and regeneration of

waste paper. German patent Xo. 71.012, 1S92, Louis
Horst. The waste paper is moistened with petroleum,
boiled with NaOII, and waslied with soap solution.

German patent No. 76.017, 1898, Louis Horst. The
paper is pulped and treated with a mixture of 10 pts.

of water glass. 1 pt. of CS.. and 100 pts. of water. After

thorough agitation the pulp is .washed clean with
water. 3 pts. of paraffin mav be substituted for 1 pt.

of CS,.

German patent No. 388,563, 1895, E. Montardier and
G. Picard. The pulp is moistened with cold water,
treated for 45 min. with cold painter's lye, put through
a disintegrating machine, heated in a bath containing
4 per ecu t.Xa CI, 0.5 per cent Xa.A'O-, and 0.4 per cent
garlic extract. When the mixture has been sufficiently

heated 2.5-3 per cent potash is added, the mixture is

allowed to staiul 24 hours, screened, washed, and dried

in a centrifuge. The garlic extract ma.v be replaced
by a corresponding quantity of all.vl sulfide (CjHJ^S,
or other cruciferous essence.

German patent Xo. 127.820, 1900. Betty Knoff. The
waste paper is moistened, pulped and treated in a

mixing or kneading machine with a neutral soap solu-

tion, or soap emulsion. The colored soap water is

drained away and the pulp washed clean with water.

If the pulp contains groundwood or if the printing ink

contains much rosin oil, a lower temperature must be

maintained.
German patent No. 215,312, 1908, Henkel & Co., The

finelj' divided paper (moistened with water) is treat-

ed with an alkaline solution of an alkali or alkaline

earth peroxide in the presence of gelatinous silicic

acid.

German patent No. 233,665, 1910. B. W. Petsche. The
waste paper is pulped in a hollander and treated with
a 1 :1000 soda solution in a vessel fitted with a mechan-
ical stirrer. The pulp is then washed clean with water.
German patent No. 263.220, 1920('). Adrien Louis

de Sturler. The material is pulped and heated with
solid petroleum or petroleum soap with gentle stirring.

Water is added, the mixture allowed to settle, the

supernatant layer of printing ink removed, and the

pulp washed with slightly acidified water.
German patent No. 265.488. 1911, J. J. Werst, IMI.

L.. Collee, and J. M. Egmond. The pulped material
is treated simultaneously with immiscible solvents each
of which possesses a special affinity for one of the 2
materials. The operation when using water and
benzine is described. German patent No. 279,101,
1913, covers a special app. for carrying out the pro-
cess.

German patent No. 287,884, 1915, Rohm & Ilass. A
water suspension of the waste paper is treated with a

pancreatic enzyme, or various similarly acting enzy-
mes (papayotin, the castor oil enzyme, etc), in alka-
line, neutral, or slightly acid solution.

German patent No. 312.618. 1912, John M. Hiirby.

Waste paper containing groundwood is pulped in a
beater and treated at 40-65 C with a solution (not
stronger than 0.2 per ecnt) of NaOH or Its e(|uivalent

of another alkali or alkaline salt.— A. P.-C.

(1) This is probahly a printer's error for '1910."—
( Abstractor, i

K-6. Stationary digesters and the like used in paper-
making and the like. S. MILXE. English Patent
l-'i0.7s2. .Imie 4. 1919. A vertical cylindrical digester
has a conical lower portion within which are perforated
plates for supporting the gra.ss or like material under
treatment. A valve at the lowest part of the digester
has a hollow spindle connected at the upper end with
a perforated pipe passing into the lower part of the
digester. During digestion, the liquor drains through
the perforated plates, passes out from the space be-

tween the plates and the outer walls, and is retumea
to the top of the apparatus by a steam injector or
pump. When the process is complete the valve at

the bottom is opened and the contents are washed by
water, spent liquor, steam or air, and forced under
pressure into the digester through the valve spindle
and perforated pipe.—C. J. W.

K-0. Durability, preservation and deterioration of

pape;-. AHII'.EKT & liOl'VIKH. French SrhocA of

Papermaking. (Ireuoble. France. Pa|)etcrie, 42, 338-

52. (April 25, 1920), 386-92. (Mav 10. 1920); Paper,

27, No. 4. 13-4, 44, (Sept. 29. 1920"), No. 5, ]8.9, (Oct.

6, 1920). No 6. 20-1. (Oct. 13, 1920), No 7. 23-5, (Oct.

20, 1920). Translation bv A. Papineau-Couture. See
Pulp and Paper, 18, 10.5. K-O. Oct. 7, 1920.— A. P.-C.

L-7. The growth of the artificial silk industry in

Belgium. C. LEMAIHE. Civil Engineer, L'Age de Fer,

36, 312-3. (May 10. 1920) ; Paper. 27, No. 8. 20-1. (Oct.

27. 1920). Translation bv A. Papineau-Couture.—A.
P.-C.
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UNITED STATES NOTES
Wrappiiio: paper remains a problem with retail mer-

chants in New York, who are considerably puzzled over

its remaining high in price despite the lowered cost of

all other supplies. Paper that used to cost four and
five cents a pound advanced to four times those fig-

ures and holds its position firmly. Cardboard boxes,

cartons and other paper products have been reduced,

but these price changes seemingly have in no wise

affected the strength of wrapping paper. Certain

groups of retail merchants are contemplating an in-

vestigation with the object of unravelling the mystery.

Alumni of the Yale School of Forestry will have a

reunion, December, 21 and 22 at New Haven, Conn. It

will be the largest gathering of professional foresters

ever held in the country. An incident will be an in-

spection of a tree plantation in Derby started by the

first cla.ss graduated in forestry in 1901. Of 513 grad-

uates 135 have arranged to attend.

Estimates made earlier in the year that American

Writing Paper Company stock would earn around $15

a share on the preferred in 1920 appear conservative in

the light of actual earnings to date. The prediction is

made in some quarters that the company should earn

a net of $2,500,000 after all taxes and interest, which

would mean close to $20 a share for the preferred,

compared with .$3.48 a share earned in the 1919 fiscal

period. The company's plants are being kept in full

operation by the volume of incoming orders.

Continuing the big advertising campaign begun sev-

eral weeks ago, the Robert Gair Company, Brooklyn,

N.V.. manufacturers of folding boxes, cartons, labels,

shipping cases, etc., outlines in a full page ad carried

in metropolitan dailies the development and history

of the folding package container, showing "how the

individual package has grown from an experiment to

an essential in modern business." Speaking of the ex-

pansion of the Robert Cair enterprise from a little loft

in downtown .Manhattan, the original establishment

founded in 1864, the ad states that it's home plant in

Brooklyn completely equipped to serve the greatest

package merchandises of the country, is now the

largest plant of its kind in the world. Here are manu-

factured not only the finished products, but also the

jtA, glues, and other accessory materials used in the

pjc'e.is. Art, engraving, printing and lithographing

•Idpartnu'nfs'arc housed in the group of modern con-

.•rete buildings, as is also a perfectly equipped chemical

laboratory and test department. The boxboard paper

and other material u.sed in the home factory are sup-

plied from tho Oair Company's own mills, among them

the recently acquired plants at Haverhill, Mass., and

^w London. Conn.

A supply of from two to three hundred tons of news-

print paper stored in a warehouse adjoining the

"Kvcning Mail" building in New York City was de-

stroyed in a fire last Friday. Although the flames

smouldering among the great rolls of paper were si«on

uiKlcr control, the wetting down by the fire ho.ses made

them unfit for HUf. This ruined stock of print paper

represented all of the "Evening Mails reserve 8up])ly.

Tests made with spruce timber from Vancouver
Island in the plant of the Great Western Paper Com-
pany at Ladysmith, Wis., seem to show that an unusual
quantity of high grade pulp can be produced from a

cord of this wood. Experiments with two carloads of

the western wood received at the plant have been so

satisfactor.v that it was predicted by men engaged in

the work that the company will soon, be receiving it in

trainload lots. As the matter of transportation seems
to offer no great difficulty, this new source of spruce

ma.y fill the needs of mills in the Great Lakes region

which are depending on the all but depleted areas of

Minnesota for their supply.

"McClure's Magazine," which has been selling for

25 cents, announces that its price will be reduced to

fifteen cents beginning with the January issue. No
reduction or change in the size or quality of the pub-
lication is contemplated. Publishers of other large

magazines declare that they are not prepared at this

time to follow the McClure people's policy of price re-

duction.

Charles Lathrop Pack, president of the American
Forestry Association, sees in the legislative proposals

drawn up by the Forest Industries Program Com-
mittee the achievement of the greatest forward step in

forestry, because every interest concerned in a forest

policy is agreed upon provisions for national legislation

essentially practical and of a character that Congress
is most likely to approve, adopt and make into law.

This statement by Jlr. Pack was made last week co-

incident with a call by R. S. Kellogg of the Newsprint
Service Bureau for a meeting of the committee at

Washington.

The forces of Daniel Hicks, Inc., of New York City,

one of the pioneers in the paper stock business, reeentl.v

celebrated the firm's twenty-fifth anniversary. Daniel

Hicks, founder of this concern, established the business

back in the days when newsprint wa.s manufactured
from rags.

Preliminary work on the construction of a huge
power dam at Caldron Falls, Wis. and a pulp mill at

Lakewood has been started for the recently organized
Northern Peshtigo Pulp Company. Roads are now be-

ing built to the power site to facilitate transportation
of building material. The actual work of erecting the
Tiiill aiul construction the dam will begin next spring.

About $.500,000 will be expended on the project. The
dam, when eompleted is expected to have a waterfall

developing an 80 foot head which would be sufficient

to generate power for a 100 ton pulp mill. The com-
pany back of these projects was organized several

TMonths ago witli T. A. Pamperin, P. T. Pamperin and
I. M. Padway, all of Dcanto Falls, and .1. E. Oiffen,
Green Bay, as incorporators.

Daniel H. Sehwartz has resigned as superintendent
of the Chemieal Paper Company's iinit No. 5 at

Holyoke, Ma.s.s.. to take a position as general super-

intendant of the Inmside Board Corporation of Nor-

\\ieh. CoTUi. The Holyoke concern loses Mr. Schwartz
after a Iwentv year term of service.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, Dec, 11.—Most ilepartiiu-nts of the paper

trade are going through a quiet period and while this

is not reflected so much in the mills it is causing the

jobber to do some speculating as to what the outcome

is going to bC' for orders have fallen off in many lines

to a degree that is bound to cause some concern. As
yet, however, the jobber has not .started to retrench

to any great extent in his buying, although he is not

passing on much of his stuff to the printer and con-

sumer. As a consequence, stocks are becoming in-

creasingly large in the warehouses. No tendency to-

ward cancellations of orders on the mills is discernible,

the jobbers taking the position that buying is bound
to be renewed about the first of the year when their

customei"s find themselves without stocks. In the

meantime prices in all lilies of paper remain firm and
the trade generally is optimistic. Enough orders are

coming through to ensure a satisfactory volume of

business until buying is resumed and the mills are

experiencing no difficulty in placing their output.

Pl'LP.—Although it is reported in some (juarters

that there is not much pulp in the market, a paper

manufacturer who buys his raw material in the ojien

market, told the Pulp and Paper Magazine that he

could get all the pulp he wanted quite readily, par-

ticularly if he was prepared to pay a higher price than

he considered the market warranted. Ground wood
appears to be scarce, but there is a considerable

quantity of sulphite on the market. There has been a

considerable drop in the sulpliite market and some lots

of unbleached are reported to have been bought as

low as $125 as compared with $175 a few weeks ago.

Bleached sulphite is quoted at $175 f.o.b. mill, while

there is a big demand for ground wood pulp at from
$130 to $140. The output of the latter commodity has

been greatly reduced by low water all over the country-

most of the mills having been affected.

BOOKPAPERS.—There is little demand for book-
papers nor do dealers anticipate that there will be
until the first of the year, although jobbers are not
asking for cancellations and are absorbing the mill

product readily. Although warehouses are filling up
with book and other stock the jobbers will take the
mill output, particularly in respect to those orders
placed months ago at satisfactory prices prevailing at

that time, and some of which orders are still unfilled.

Prices remain firm and no serious recession is looked
for, although dealers admit that the future is clouded
in this respect and that it is hard to pierce the veil.

Prices may come tumbling down but if they do it will

cause surprise to a good many jobbers and manufac-
turers who only admit the likelihood of a slight and
gradual decline. They claim that what happened in

the sugar market cannot occur in paper circles for the
reason that the paper interests are made up of busi-

ness men and not speculators. The paper situation as
it is today is not causing either the Canadian jobber or
the manufacturer any very great uneasiness, according
to the statements of most of those in the business, and
this is borne out by the fact that jobbers are absorbing

mill shipments of book and most other lines of paper

in the firm belief that the present lull in buying is

only of a temporary character.

WRAPPING PAPERS.—There is no change in the

general situation in respect to wrapping papers. Busi-

ness has picked up considerably during the past week,

probably owing to the near approach of Christmas.

There are no large stocks of wrapping on hand at the

warehouses and mill shipments are coming through
freely. Prices remain firm and demand rather light

except for the extra business being done due to the

Christmas season.

GLASSINE AND GREASEPROOF.—Dealers report

a fair demand for these classes of paper although in

common with other lines there has been a distinct fall-

ing off of late and the consuming trade is buying
nothing beyond its immediate requirements. A re-

sumption of free buying is predicted after the open-
ing of the new year. Unbleached greaseproof is still

quoted at 22e and bleached at 25c while glassine is

selling at 35c for bleached and 30c for unbleached.

KRAFT.—There is a distinctly quiet trend in the

kraft trade and the mills are getting no big orders,

although the jobbers and consumers are absorbing all

the product the mills are offering. There do not

appear to be any heavy stocks on hand and buying is

not above immediate requirements. There have been
practically no cancellations and those in the trade say
that the present lull is (mly temporary and that early

in the new year buying will be back to normal. In
the meantime prices for both kraft and manilas are
holding firm.

COATED PAPER.—The coated paper mills are in a

pretty fair position with some of them having orders
on hand to keep the wheels running for two or three
months. So that should the present dull period con-
tinue throughout the greater part of the fall a fairly

satisfactory amount of business will still be guaranteed.
Some of the mills report a few cancellations but these
are not large in the aggregate and for the most part
the coated paper business may be said to be in good
shape. One mill man stated that he could use consider-
ably more paper than the manufacturers were sending
through and that the demand was still greater than
the supply.

TOILETS AND TISSUES.—Small quantity buying
and a very light demand still characterize the light-,
weight paper trade and what sales the mills are
making are small. In spite of the slackened demand
prices continue to hold firm and no immediate drop
is looked for. Mills report that they are experiencing
no difficulty in getting raw stock, both bleached and
natural sulphite being obtainable in required quantities
and at easier prices.

RAGS AND PAPER STOCKS.—New cotton cuttings
have commenced a downward slide in sympathy with
other grades of paper .stock. Practicall.v all grades
show a decline from two to three cents below last

creek's quotations. In old cotton rags the market has
been practically lifeless and one of the oldest and most
representative members of the trade states that he does
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not recollect the paper-making supply market havinp
been in such a dull condition as now exists, in the past

twenty years. The consuming mills are buying almost

nothing and dealers have stopped buying material

altogether. With quotations as low as they were last

week it was hardly expected that, with the prevailing

cost of labor, prices could slump any lower. However,
with some of the mills practically closed down, or work-
ing on short time, the lower grades of waste paper have
practically no market value and all prices quoted are

a case of the dealers asking prices, rather than any
indication of the actual market value. Hard and soft

shavings have weakened slightly though these are

about the only grades that are moving at all and, were

it not for the fact that book mills are buying small

quantities, paper stock dealers would be practically

closed up. With the present prices and the cost of

handling material even were the dealers to get their

supplies for nothing, there would be no profit in hand-

ling mixed papers today, according to the statement

of one Toronto dealer. Dealers are not at all opt-

imistic about conditions for the next month or so and

a very dull winter season is looked for.

Following are quotations on rag and paper stock

:

Per Cwt. F.O.B. Toronto

No. 1 shirt cuttings $19.00—$20.00

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings .. . .$15.00—$16.00

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings $10.00—$10.50

No. 1 blue overall cuttings $ 9..50—$10.00

Bleached shoe clip •• . . .$14.00—$15.00

White cotton hosiery cuttings $16.00—$16.50

Light colored hosiery cuttings $12. .50—$13.00

New light flanellette cuttings $14.00—$14.50

No. 2 white shirt cuttings $10.00—$11.00

City thirds and blues (repacked) .. . .$ 2.25—$ 2.50

Flocks and satinettes $ 1.00—$ 1.20

Tailor rags $ 0.90—$ 1.00

Gunny bagging $ 1-25—$1.50

Manila rope $ 5.00—$ 5.25

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $ 7.50—$ 8.00

No. 1 soft white shavings $ 7.00—$ 7.50

White blanks $ 4.00—$ 4.2.5

Heavy ledger stock $ ^-50—$ 3.75

No. 1 magazine ^ 2.00—$ 2.15

No. 1 book stock $ 1.80—$ 1.90

No. 1 manila cuttings ^ -^00—1' 4.25

No. 1 print manila ^ 1.00—$ 1.25

Folded news $ 1.00—$ 1.10

Over issue, news $ 1-25—$ 1.50

Kraft ^ 3.75-$ 4.00

No. l^elean and mixed papers $ 0.45—$ 0.60

NEW YORK MARKETS.

New York. Dofomlifr 11 - (Specifil Correspondence)

—As the end of the year draws near, demand for paper

becomes quieter. This is tho usual condition at this

seasop but this year it is more accentuated than or-

dinaiily for the reason that jobbers and mnsumers are

purcbasing in closer fashion today than in a long time.

With prices, not only on paper l)ut «n various com-

modities, on the downtrend, consumers are exerting

every effort to reduce their storks of goods to as low

levels as possible, and this result.s in printers, publish-

ers, department stores, boxmakers and other consumers

of paper and paper bnnrd confining their current buy-

ing solely to quantities actually and immediately

required. Jobbers in turn are more intent on liquid-

ating stocks than in augmenting their holdings, and
mills in consequence are receiving few orders involving

sizable tonnages of paper of any kind. Manufacturers
are mostlj^ pursuing a waiting and watcliing policy and
are letting matters take their course. Despite prevail-

ing market conditions, there is no disputing that the

cost of producing paper has decreased but slightly, and
mill owners are in numerous cases shutting down their

plants and curtailing production rather than continu-

ing to make paper to be forced on an unwelcome mar-
ket. There is a feeling of confidence among manufac-
turers that demand for paper is coming back, and
strong at that, soon after the turn of the year. It is

believed that lower commodity prices can lead only to

larger consumption of various articles which are
wrapped in paper or boxed in paper boxes, and that

cheaper prices will also result in keener business com-
petition, thus making for increased advertising and a
resultant heavier consumption of newsprint and book
papers. The outlook indeed is bright, and in the mean-
time paper producers are marking time awaiting devel-
opments.
The sales manager of a large Middle West paper

mill sizes up conditions as follows: "There is a lull in

the paper market now. I refer particularly to wrapping
paper, stock suitable for advertising matter and sta-

tionery. But the frantic telegrams for supplies in these
lines every morning, in the form of night letters, simply
prove to me Avhat I believe, namely, that the buyers,
and their buyers in turn, arc holding off, waiting for
lower prices. Naturally you expect me to give a view
that will lioom tiie market. It doesn't need my boom-
ing at all. I am saying that those who don't buy
regularly will be disajjpointcd. Freight rates are a
tremendous factor in handling paper today. Coal is

$12 to $22, and our contracts haven't run out, although
coal prices are lower. We couldn't afford to take
chances. Every indication is for a higher market.
Twenty-seven hundred jtounds of rags go into a ton
of paper; remember that. You will not be able to get
paper when you want it for some years to come."
The outstanding development in newsprint of the

week is the announcement, by the Great Northern
Paper Company, that its price for newsprint in rolls

of carload lots on contract for the entire year of 1921
will be 5 cents per pound f.o.b. mill. Great interest is

attaclied to tliis becau.se Great Nortlicrn is the second
largest single producer of newsprint paper in the
United States, having a yearly output of approximately
250,000 tons. The price fixed for next year is an ad-
vance over prevailing rates. Great Northern having
booked contracts this .vear at from 4 to 4.50 cents a
poniid. This company's price has little influence on
the market. Great Northern has long sold its entire
output to the same clientele of customer.s, and but
seldom has paper to dispo.se of in the open market.
The Great Northern Paper Company has, ever since it

was organized, been looked upon as able to manufac-
ture newsprint cheaper than any other mill in the
country, owinjr to the natural advantages it en.ioys, and
it is hardly likely that any oilier producer of print
paper will hook contracts at a pri(^e of 5 cents for the
coming year. It is to be understood that this is a price
basis and subject to variations which may ine]:ease it

before 1922.

The spot market for new.sprint is rather quiet
although some business is current, an<l prices are hold-
ing steady at around 7 cents a pound at shipping
points, with some mills asking and obtaining 8 cents
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for roll news. In fact, the opinion is expressed that no

hirse tonnage ran be bought for spot shipment at less

than 8 cents. There are some offerings of foreign

newsprint at around 7 cents for delivery early next

year, but uncertainties regarding shipment are dis-

couraging many buyers.

Certain manufacturers are reported to have an-

nounced additional slight reductions in prices on book

papers, whereas continue to quote the same figures as

heretofore. An average basi.s on machine finished book

in the open market is about 13 cents a pound, and on

supercalendered book approximately a cent more.

Tissues and wrappings are quotably unchanged and are

moving well on contract but in comparatively small

amounts for this season of the year to transient buyers.

Boards are in slightly livelier market position. Sev-

eral mills wihch were closed down have resumed oi)era-

tions, having accumulated a fair tonnage of orders, and

quotations are characterized by a little better tone,

with mills naming $50 per ton for plain chip board and

$55 for news board.

GROUND "WOOD.—Buyers of ground wood are

operating in spasmodic fashion and are absorbing, in

the aggregate, but a light tonnage of pulp. Rales, in

fact, are so few and far between and are of such small

volume, that scarcely an established market exists, as

a result of which it is difficult to ascertain what defin-

ite prices are. Foreign ground wood has sold in New
York this week on an ex dock basis at $87.50 and $90

per ton- and quotations on domestic prime pulp for

prompt delivery are at about $95 to $100 at grinding

mills, but whether or not supplies could be purchased

at lower prices is problematical though indications are

they could in at least some quarters. There seems little

doubt that mechanical pulp prices have seen their high-

est for a long time, and yet there are numerous mem-
bers of the trade who i-eadily predict that the market

will witness an advance when consumers resume buying

in .something approaching normal toiuiage.

CHEMICAU PULP—Trade in clicmical wood pulp

is narrQW and prices as they stand at present are at

best nominaL Producers and dealers for the most part

are not pressing buyers, yet signs are not wanting that

some sellers are anxious to move certain lots of pulp

and the probabilities favor buyers being able to secure

siieh supplies at marked concessions. Tmi>orters say

that the prices q\ioted by Scandinavian shiiijiers do not

permit them to buy on the other side of the Atlantic and

sell to paper mils here at a profit in comixMition with

domestic pulps. Norwegian bleached sulphite, it is

declared, cannot be landed in this countrv to sell at

ngfler 10.50 cents a pound ex the dock, and it is stated

that practically no profit can be realized at this price.

Similarly, foreign easy bleaching sulphite costs around
8.75 cents to land here, and Scandinavian kraft pulp at

least 5.50 cents.

Domestic pulp prices are at the same nominal levels

previously noted, with most of the transactions rec-

orded at concessions.

Importations of wood pulp at the port of New York
this week including 3.217 bales from Gothenburg, and
S.OOO bales from Sundsvall.

RAGS.—There is very little life to the papermaking
rag market. Mills are not buying excepting in a desult-

ory way. most of them having less need for rags than

normally while running on short time, and being more
intent on reducing stocks than in augmenting holdings

because of the approach of the time when they compile

inventories. Prices on rags are quite irregular, and
buyers in most cases are finding no difficulty in obtain-

ing needed supplies at less than what dealers ask, es-

pecially those who are willing to make prompt payment
for shipments. This of course indicates that dealers

are anxious to liquidate their stocks also and that they

are accepting orders at concessions because they can
replace, if they so desire, at appreciably lower costs.

Receipts of foreign rags at this port during the cur-

rent week include 348 bales from Genoa, and 74 bales

from London.
PAPER STOCK.—While demand from some box

board mills has broadened slightly, activity in old

papers continues on an extremely narrow scale, and
there is little of interest to report regarding market
conditions. ]\Iill orders, with few exceptions, are limited

to a few carloads at a time, and there is not enough
demand to absorb the present output of stock notwith-

standing that virtually every packer in this part of the

country has drastically reduced his production. As
woidd be expected under these conditions, buyers are

olitaining the small supplies wanted at close to' their

own figures. No. 1 mixed paper have sold to mills at

40 cents ]ier 100 pounds at shipping points, folded
newspapers at 65 cents, heavy book stock at 1.65 cents,

white blank news cuttings at 3.25 cents and No. 1 pack-
ing of old kraft papers at 3 cents. Shavings are held
witli relative firmness and yet this class of old paper
can be purchased also at recessions. No. 1 hard white
shavings being quoted at around 7.50 cents per pound
and No. 1 soft white shavings at 6.75 cents.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGING.-Paper manufacturers
arc mostly negle(!fing old bagging and prices are de-

cidedly soft at around 1.75 to 2 cents for No. 1 scrap
bagiriniir. 75 cents a hundred for roofing bagging, and 2

to 2.25 cents on gunny bagging. Old rope also is in

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
8311

TELEPHONES 8312 Ml'RRAY HII I.

1S13
NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP AT TOP PRICES.

Write us and be
Convinced.
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BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.

Acridine Yellow R.

New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine Y. cone.
Basic Green B. cone.
Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

Bismarck Brown R. cone.
Safranine B.S.

Safranine R.F.F.
Methylene Violet 2R. cone.
Methylene Violet 2B. cone.
Malachite Green Crystals.

Methylene Blue B.B. cone.
Methylene Blue 1814.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOURS

Paramine
Paramine
Paramine
Paramine
Paramine
Paramine
Paramine

Fast Pink B.

Sky Blue F.F.

Blue 2B.
Black B.H.
Yellow R.
Brown G. cone.
Brown M.

Paper Black 3181

ACID COLOURS

Paramine Fast Bordeaux
Paramine Cireen G.
Paramine \ iolet N.
Paraphenine bellow G.
Diazamine Fast bellow II

Rosophenine lOB.
Benzopurpurine 4B.

B.

Orange II.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB.

Acid Prune V.

Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau G. cone.
Ponceau 4R cone.
Croceine Scarlet 5R.
Carmoisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

^

Product Samples. Patterns, and all particulars from

L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED 'p
HUDDERSFIELD, ENGL.WD
Canadian Office and Warehouse

27 ST. S.\CRAMENT ST. - MONTREAL
Orders suppliou direci i»»/m Canadian Stocks
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slack demand and prices are merely holding their own

at a quotable basis of 5 cents or slightly less at ship-

ping point for No. 1 Manila rope.

Receipts of foreign old rope at New York this week

include 93 coils from bristol.

PAPER STOCKS INCREASE IN U. S.

Stocks of all grades except newsprint, and book,

increased during October. Stocks of all grades re-

ported by manufacturers at the end of October amount-

ed to 176,'I51 tons, including the stocks at terminal and

delivery points. In addition to these stocks, jobbers

and publishers reported newsprint stocks and tonnage

in transit aggregating 235,481 tons.

Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic mills

on October 31. with their average daily production

based upon the comiiined production for 1017. lOlS,

and 1919. the figures of the Federal Trade Commission

show that

:

Newsprint paper mill stocks equal about '•> days'

average output.

Book paper mill stocks equal slightly -more than 7

days' average outpiat.

Paper Board mill stocks equal about < days' aver-

age output.

Wrapping paper mill stocks ((lual about 9 days'

average output.

Bag paper mill stocks equal slightly less than •") days'

average output. ''

Fine paper mill stocks ecjual about 2(i days' aver-

age output.

Tissus paper mill stocks equal slightly less than L")

days" average output.

Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 7

days' average output.

Felts and building paper mill stocks ecpial aliout 14

days' average output.

Miscellaneous paper mill stocks ecpial slightly more

than 19 days" average output.

Total paper mill stocks of all grades equal about 9

days' average output.

Imports and Exports.

The imiiorts and exports of all grades of |)ai)ci- for

September, 1920. compared with September 191!). as

shown by the records of the Department of Commerce
were as follows:

Sept. 19'-'0 Scpi. llll!1

Value \'aluc

Imports :

\ewsprinl $6,703,303 $3,30S,723

»ook Paper 32,528 1,0.57

Wrapping 79,181 63.771

Bantring 20.757 9.901

All r,ther grades* . . .. 244.262 13S.(H)(;

Exports

:

Newsprint 454,564 484,436

Book Paper 981.451 7!t9.229

Paper P.oar.1 455,241 320,.5()7

.trapping .. 564,424 371,043

•I'.ag . 209,085 75,359

Fine 5SH,023 6.')S.011

Ti.sstiP 246,112 129,437

Hanging 95,805 68.461

All other grades • .... 1.049,324 51!»,614

Total Imports 7.0S0.031 3,521,458

Total Exports 4.440.029 3.426.097
' Includes sonn' paper alnwid.v converted into coiii-

mfreial articles.

Loss of Production.

A comparison of machine hours lost time in differ-

ent grades due to lack of orders with the total time

lost throws an interesting light on conditions. The
total is about 48 per cent, more in 1920 than in 1919

and 25 per cent, was for lack of orders.

Lack of orders Total

1920 1919 1920 1919

Newsprint:
Number of machines. . 3 25 32

Total hours idle .... 448 2,186 1,089

Hook Paper:
Number of machines. . 10 59 SO

Total hours idle .... 867 6,879 5,181

Paper board

:

Number of machines.. .66 30 242 180

Total hours idle . . . . 14,056 5.639 45,886 25,453

Wrapping

;

Number of machines.. 7 5 72 73

Total hours idle . . . . 953 918 9,851 10.432

Bag:
Number of machines. . 11 14

Total hours idle .... » 445 1,330

Fine :

Number of machines. . 15 34 79 83
Total hours idle . . . . 2,933 7.713 11,692 12,538

Tissue :

Numbei- of machines. .25 9 66 59

Total hours idle . . . . 3,454 2,671 9,780 7,863

Hanging:
Number of machines.'. 13 15

Total hours idle .... 1.082 1,193
Kelts and Building:
Number of machines.. 10 7 35 41
Total hours idle .. .. 1,599 258 5,850 1,397

Other Grades

:

Number of machines. . 6 4 25 32
Total hours idle .. .. 1.166 1.060 3,181 2,565

Total No. of machines.. 132 99 627 609
Total hours idle 24,609 19,126 96.832 69,041

A FOOL'S SAFETY RULES.

1.— Don't have anything to do with Safet.x' First. If

you do you cannot ride pol.v. besides you will have to

think.

2.—Don't be afraid to take a chance. Try anything
once. If .vou get killed the wife can wash for a living:

besides she can sa.v that .vou were a brave man.
3.—Don't waste any time with a Safety man or auy

of his warnings. He's eraz.v.

4.—When .vou get something in your e.ve don't go to

a doctor. t!ot your budd.v to use his dirt.v red hand-
kerchief. Don't lei him wash his hands—the more dirt

the belter. Don't ever think about wearing goggles;
they are heav.v and you cannot see through tluMU. Just
carry them in your pocket to fool the boss. Besides
yf>n will look so silly in them.

5.—When .vou fell a tree never step back. If it does
hit you the insurain-e company will jiay the bill, and
if you don't get hit. .just thiid< of tlie walking you have
saved.

6.—Be as careless as yon like. Thnt's your business.
Laugh nt the safety signs. Don't worry about getting
killed, for you have only one time to die. and being
careful will not make your life an.v longer.

Common Sense.
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THE Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
Limited reaches out to you through its

sales houses and offers the service and satis-

faction that is assured by its 100% standard of
quality and service.

To be able to turn to an institution that
dominates its field in the industrial world is to
safeguard the character of the merchandise you
buy. To deal with an organizationthat is doing
business at your very door puts upon the man
you know that "responsibility which is the con-
science of business."

Every one of these IS offices has been
established to bring to you the full advan-
tages and benefit that have made The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. Limited
a national institution. Here in these offices

is offered everything mechanical that your
business requires — they centralize your
purchasing—group your orders^bulk your
shipments and send but one invoice. And
when you buy from The Canadian Fair-
banks-Morse Co. Limited you are guar-
anteed the 100% standard of quality and
service in product and organization.

Make our nearest office your buying
centre—our catalogue is your buying guide
—ovs 100% quality seal your guarantee.

THe Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co.,

Lrimited
Canada's Departmental House for

Mechanical Goods

Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal
Ottawa Toronto Hamilton
St. Catharines Windsor Winnipeg
Rcgina Saskatoon Calgary

Vancouver Victoria

2
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Greetings to all of our readers,

A toast to your health we would raise,

We wish you a right Merry Christmas

And jhappiness all of your days.

CHRISTMAS IS HERE\
Merry Christmas in our letters, Merry Christmas

to our friends. Merry Christmas in the windows, once

begun it never ends. The Christmas .spirit, all pre-

vading, seeks each heart and tries to rouse sjTnpathy

in those who have much, and a spark of joy and glad-

ness in those who have not wealth, nor favor, counted

<yut in things of earth, but whose hearts respond in the

gladness to the messa<;c of Christ's birth.

For many centuries now, men of many colors and

creeds have celebrated the birthday of Jesus. After

the manner of the men of Xjnc East, we give gifts to

one another, usually in value proportional to the abil-

ity of the recipient to buy e.xpensive things for him-

self. Many of us are not truly emulating the Wise

Men in this respect, since they gave tbeir gifts to

Jesus. The fact that centu.ries have pa.ssed since He
lay in the manger does not. lessen our opportunity

nor our obligation to bring gifts to Him. "Inasmuch

as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto Me." Giving? to those

w.ho are dear to us is not without its blessing to us

and them, but there are many of "these least" and it

is in giving to them that we give most directly to

Him. Is it not fitting, then, to discover at this joy-

ous Christmas time, some of those whom fortune has

pa.ssed by and pass on to them as a birthday gift

to t^ie Baby of Bethlehem, some of the bounties that

have been heaped at our doors T

Santa Clause was bom in Europe but many parts

will see no sign of him this year. Those children,

more than three million of them, are not asking for

toys and dolls but for milk and bread. Thousands
will die this winter in Europe and China for want
of a crust, while we sit down to more t'fi&n we can
eat. Not that we shouldn't enjoy what we have. We
.should, and be thankful for it. But there are thou-
sands in Canada and tiie United States who, by a little

.sacrifice, could give the ten dollars, once or many
times, that will keep alive a child who is just as dear
to the Father as we and ours. Let us add to one joy
then at this happy time by really giving to Him, by
giving, not only what we can .spare, but what costs

us something, to t^ose who are in great need. Cheques,
bonds or cash may be sent to the Canadian Red Cross,

Belmont Park, Montreal, or "Child Feeding", c/o
The Literary Digest, New York, for children in Eur-
ope, or to Rev. Robert Laird, Confederation Life
Building, Toronto, for the famine fund for China.
Only immediate relief will save the millions. It's up
to us. Let's do it, and then with full hearts wish
eac;i other, as we do our readers, a very Merry
Christmas.

FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE I

Who is Mike? Mike is any fellow that works in

pulp and paper mills in Ontario, llle may be yourself
or the fellow who works by your side. It is for the
love of Mike that safety work is carried on in our
industries. Even the financial aspect of accidents
and their results cannot be considered apart from
regard for individual.s. Human being.s have a value
which cannot be measured in the same terms as mechan-
ical equipment althougli for the purpose of estimating,
reporting and comparing the severity of accidents it

IS nece.s.sary to attach an a.s.sumed value to a man's
life in terms of working days and dollars. The earn-
ing power of a man's finger or foot is also figured
on a similar basis. It would be hard to find a man
who would delilK>rately sell a finger or an eye, or his
life, no matter what value, for industrial rea.sons,
might be placed thereon. T^e Workmen's Compensa-
tion Acts of oiir various provinces attempt to work out
the insurance of, and ncompense for such losses in
ati fair a manner as possible. Where, when, and to
what extent such compensations .shall be applied are
i|iie.stions almost entirely to be answered by Mike
and the man who works with him.

T;ie answer to Cain's question "Am I my brother's
keepert" has been given most emphatically in the af-
firmative by all who have given the slightest consider-
ation to the matter of accident prevention and health
promotion. One of the most important and efficient
agencies, in fact, practically the only organized agency
in Canada distdncUy among paper mills for the carry-
ing on of this important industrial and humanitariaJQ
service, is the Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers' Safety
Association. It is important indeed, that iJie Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Association has not established
a .safety section which might co-ordinate the actavities
and inspire the efforts of all Canadian pulp and
paper mills along this most commendable line of work.
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The Ontai-io Association, of w^ich Mr. A. P. Cos-

tigane is the energetic secn-tary and safety engineer,

is continually endeavoring to find new ways of extend-

ing the safety spirit and promoting safety work. The

latest plan is an annual competition among the mills

of Ontario for a safety shield. Details of the^ com-

petition and the rales of the game are printed on an-

other page of this issue. Mills are divided into two

groups in order to make conditions more comparable.

Two shields are therefore offered, one for each group.

All circumstances make it necessary to have contest-

ing mills on their honor to report all accidents, which

of course, they will do, and the object of the contest

makes it the duty of each mill and man in the indus-

try in Ontario to get into the game.

WhUe this competition appears to be among mills

it will be readily seen that it is really the individual

workman w;io is the contestant. Without the con-

stant attention to safety first principles of every man

in the mill, there cannot be very great expectation

of success. When a baseball or a hockey" team repre-

sents the mill most employees take an interest and

pride in their efforts but the burden rests on a com-

paratively few men to act for a large number. In

the contest, for the safety shields, however, the whole

mill is on the team and each man counts as one. Fur

thermore, the man who is injured or who causes an

injury, not only fails to play his proper part in the

contest for the prize but he makes it difficult in many

ways for his mill to play its part in keeping Canada

to the fore as a producer of a commodity which

tiie whole world requires. The joy of contest can

hardly be parallelled by any other experience and

when winning the shield and the banner at the same

time brings health, wealth and ihappin&'vs to the win-

ner, we have t/ie elements of an ideal competition.

This contest of the safety as.sociation has the additional

advantage that no matter who wins the .shield, every

mill and every individual benefits in the other three

respects directly in proportion to the efforts of each

man in the organization. It is to be hoped tlierefor,

Jthat every mill in Ontario will set to work with a de-

Jtermination to win the shield. The wise mill will

'start at once to get its team in training by eliminating

all accidents for the rest of the year. The habit of

winning will then bring the desired result for 1921

and the .shield will hang in a conspicuous place where

every employee may view it with pride

in the way it is associated with the various natural

resources and lines of economic development in the

Dominion. The scope of the Industry embraces the

forest, the mills, and the agencies for copverting and

distributing the product. All are organized in as-

sociations that are working in harmony for the best

interests of those engaged in t^e industry. The Can-

adian Pulp and Paper Association functions largely

through its Sections, all of which ihave been actively

engaged in important constructive work dunng the

past year. The reports of the various chairmen will

form the basis for even better work next year if all

who are interested will attend the Section meetings

and help the work along by suggestive criticism, in-

formation and advice. It will be quite worth while

for managers, superintendents, and others, to attend

the other meetings of Convention Week, January 19-

21, as far as possible. In addition to the Woodlands

and Technical Section meetings, it is expected that

the Newsprint Service Bureau will again meet in

Montreal during that week.

COBWEBS.
There will be fifty-three issues of the Pulp and

Paper Magazine this year, because New Year, 1920,

fell on Thursday.

United States funds sold at a premium of 19 per

cent, in Montreal this week. At the same time a re-

port came from Washington that wheat, which is Can-

ada's principal commodity is to be taxed 30 cents a

bushel. This is approximately the average rate of ex-

change during the past year, but it works the other

way. Unless bills of exohange can be bought at a

fair rate, purchases in the United States cannot be

made. By shutting the door on Canadian wheat, Con-

gress may be excluding a large proportion of Canada's

purchasers and switching them from American to

British, French, and other manufacturers. With the

Canadian dollar worth about $1.17 in London, but

only $.84 or le.ss in New York and Congress making
it increasingly difficult for Canadians to pay their

bills in the United States, it is probable that more
goods will be manufactured here for home consump-
lion and ti larger proportion bought in England.

TIIK ANNUAL MEETING.

Every annual meeting of the Canadian Pulp and

Paper AHso<-iation has been better than the one before.

Dontt let this one be an exception.' It point of pro-

gram it would be hard to conceive a more eomprelien-

sivc collection of timely and interesting topics for

disca«ion.

The Canadian Pulp and Paper Industry' is unique

Canadiiin educators are going at the problem of

voi-ational education in the right way. Plans are be-

ing made for vocational training of those who will be

the teachers. This is in line with the recommenda
tions of the Committee on Education on which the

Canadian Pulp and Paper As.sociation, along with

other business, industrial and scientific organizations,

has a representation.

King Alexander had no monopoly on the simian ; our
baby also has a pet monkey—wrench.
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The Convention Week of the

Industry

A preliminary notiice of meetings diiriug th,e

week of the 17th of January has been sent out

by the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

with a request to all members of the industry

to make a point of attending the different sec-

tional meetings in which they may be inter-

ested.

The program commences on Wednesday,
January, 19th, willi the Annual Meetings of the

Woodlands Section in which will be merged the

Annual Meetings of the St. Maurice and Qu«-

bec Forest Protective Associations. These

meetings will be held at the Windsor, and the

Annual Meeting of the Technical Section will

open at the same time in the Ritz Carlton

Hotel.

The program for the Technical Section Meet-

ing is one of exceptional merit, and members
of the industry will be glad to learn that Mr.

F. U. Warburton, who represents the Ilarland

Engineering Co. will give a paper on the
" SPEED INTERLOCK AS APPLIED TO
PAPER MILL MACmXERY."

The other papers cover a wide field, and
every member of the Technical Section will

find something of interest. Two days havw

been set aside for thie Technical Section meet-

ing so that there may be i>lenty of time for

discussion and constructive work.

Mr. Gartland will give us a Paper on
"MICROSCOPY A\D ITS RELATION TO
THE .MANUFACTURE OF PULP AND
PAPER" and Mr. H. N. Lee, who is well known
to most of the members, has been invited to

contribute to the discussion.

Some of the members obtained s<i much in-

formation from Mr. H. S. Taylor when he gave

his last paper on "Gypsum Roofs" at the S(«i.

that he has been invited again to present a

paper on the "PROBLEM OF VENTILATION
IN THE PAPER MACHINE ROOM."

Mr. F. J. Hoxie has been invited to get to-

gether all the available information on the

spraying of wood piles with a view to assisting

an open discussion on the "VALT''E OF MIST-
SPRAY IN THE PROTECTION OF WOOD
FROM FIRE."

Some of the members have asked for a dis-

cussion on steam plant auxiliaries and a paper

will be given by an authority on an analysis

of steam plant auxiliaries. Every mill man has

his own pet appliance and it will be of value to

the members to have a frank and open dis-

cussion on the value of different applia-nces.

The paper mill has not been overlooked in

the choice of Papers and W. B. Campbell has

been invited to give a Paper entitled "BEAT-
ING, TODAY AND TOMORROW". The sub-

ject of healing is practically inexhaustible but

Mr. ("ariipbcll will trj' and throw some new
liglil on ils development.
On Tlinr.sday, the 20lb, in the Windsor Hotel,

will lie held lilie Annual Meeting of the Can-

adian l"'orcslry Association, and on Friday, the

21st, (he Annual Meeting of the Canadian Pulp

and I'apcr Association will take place at the

Kit/. Carlton Hotel, followed in the evening by

the Annual Diniu'r which has become of late

years the principal social event of the industry.

Ill notifying the metnbers of the Industry

the Seeretary of the Association has asked each

ineiubcr to pay special attention this year to

the various inecliugs of Sections.

Each nicMd»er will be advised shortly as to

the date and plaec of such meetings, which will

be arrangeil ahead of the main Association

gathering so as to provide plenty of time.

Ill the ciiciilai' which has been sent out this

week to tlu' various mills the following refer-

ence to Association work is of timely interest.

Mr. Clias. Chesney, President of the Silk As-

sociation, says

:

• Associat'ions in groups, either larg'e or

small, generates a group feeling or class con

sciousness, ami powerful, indeed, must be he

who would or can withstand it. Love ot

family, patriotic jiride, adherence to the estab

lished priru'iples and practice of our trade, are

things (luite a])art from personal affection, in-

"lividual loyalty and business honesty. Thus,

in creating and defending sound i)ractiee, jusi

dealing, business loyalty and the community
of spirit and of fellowship, we are fulfilling a

high mission."

The aims of the Association are reviawed at

follows:

To make the business of making pulp aiid

paper the bigg'st thing in Canada.
To make better pulp and paper.

The collection of statistics and the exchange
of data.

Exact records of imports and exports.

Study of freight rates and defending the

industry against unjustified rate in-

creases.

The question of tariffs.

The protection and production of our raw
material—-the forest.

The improvement of technical methods.

The spread of education among the workers
of the industry.
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What The Woodsmen Did in Toronto

The Woodlands Section of the Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association held an extremely interestinjj and
well attended meeting at the Kin^ Edward Hotel,

Toronto, on December 8th and 9th which was presided
over by Brig.-Gen. J. B. White, of Montreal, Chairman
of the section. The papers read and the di.scussions

that took place covered a wide range of topics as they
relate to reforestation and conservation while there

were many exchanges of ideas among the delegates as

to the best methods of preserving the conntrj^'s great
timber wealth.

Among the delegates noted at the gathering were

:

Brig.-Gen. J. B. White, Edward Beck and A. L. Dawc,
Montreal; Clyde Leavitt, Holland D. Craig, Clark B.

Davis. T. W. D. Wright, Ottawa; L. L. Brown, A. P.

Costigane and George Carruthers, Toronto ; C^l. Leckie,

Ottawa: A. W. Tromley, Quebec; B. F. Avery, Sault

Ste. Marie ; 0. M. Porter. American Pulp and Paper
Association, Xew York; T. T. Kenny, Buckingham,
Que. ; P. L. Seabrooke, and S. L. de Costerel, Quebec

;

•R. A. Lyons, W. W. Bowden. J. A. Walker. C. R. Town-
send, T. Ehn and Ellwood Wilson, Grand 'Mere;
Robson Black, Ottawa : Thomas La Pointe, Garthby,
Que. ; R. W. Richardson, Gould, Que. ; A. R. Fenwick,
W. R. Haddow, Toronto; Harold Buck. Sault Ste.

Marie ; E. J. Laschinger, Robert C. Hoxie, Toronto

;

H. Graeslund, Stockholm, Sweden ; T. H. Anson and
H. C. Schanehe, Iroquois Falls; G. H. Edgeworth. E. F.

McCarty, Ottawa; D. C. A. Galarneau, Three Rivers,

Que.; F. T. Jenkins, W. D. Crain. D. J. Xewro. J. D. B.

McFarlane, G. Cousens, C. E.Wcstland, C. E. Foote,

W. T. Faulkiner, H. L. Hughson. C. H. Irwin, J. Irwin,

0. C. Thrupp, C. D. Howe, of the University of Toronto

;

ir. N. Miller, 0. M. Robinson, Toronto.

Following the address of the chairman. Dr. C. D.
Howe of the University of Toronto, read a paper on
"Performance of a Few Culled Acres" which had to do
with the problem of securing re-growth by natural
means. Dr. Howe's conclusions were against the idea

of allowing the trees to take care of themselves. His

investigation and observation on a given area of land
for a given period led him to the conclusion that spruce
did not show much of a disposition to reproduce it.self

under normal conditions.

He .stated that the natural re-growth of trees could

be aided and stimulated by proper methods with better

results than wholesale replanting. He gave no indica-

tion that wood would be cheaper in Canada owing to

he fact that it was necessary to go further away for

Supplies, and stated that the tendency was for increas-

ed cost as time went on. Consequently forest pulpwood
would become more expensive naturally.

Dr. Howe declared that there was ample authority

for stating that Canada's commercial available pulp-

wood supply was not sufficient to last more than fifty

years under present circumstances. However, in

British Columbia, in parts of Ontario and in Quebec
there were still unlimited supplies inaccessible for

many years to come.

When the question of using hard woods for pulp was
' rought up it was stated that the Laurentide Company

IS already experimenting along this line. If this

proved to he satisfactory it would be possible to sweep
the forests

At the session Ellwood Wilson also gave ar interest-

ing report on the Imperial Forestry Conference.

Most of Wednesday afternoon's session was devoted
to papers by II. Graeslund of Stockholm, who has been

sent out by the University of Stockholm to study re-

forestation in Canada, and a fellow countryman, T.

Ehn. both of whom dealt exhaustively with varioiis

aspects of forestry conservation in their country, de-

scribing the lumber, logging and planting operations

existing there as well as the educational system design-

ed to preserve and foster the forests of Sweden.
During the session, 'Sir. George Carruthers, Presi-

dent of the Interlake Tissue Mills, urged a strong point

of contact and cooperation between the old school of

re-forestation and the younger men coming from the

universities. While on the .subject Mr. Carruthers

threw out the idea that it might be well for the Gov-

ernment to look into the profligate cutting down of

trees for Christmas festivities and whether or not it

would be more in accord with forestry conserv-ation

to preserve these trees to be eventually built into

hou.ses for the children rather than use them as forms

of entertainment. In this connection Mr. Carruthers

strongly urged the education of the children in the

schools to a high appreciation of trees. As a substitute

for the regulation Christmas tree, Mr. Carruthers some-

what humorously suggested some sort of tree that

could be folded up and used from year to year.

Most of the closing session of the gatherins was
devoted to a discussion on aerial patrol work in for-

estry protection when much information was forthcom-

ing from representatives of several of the pulp wood
concerns and from Lieut. Col. Leckie of the Canadian

Air Board.

^Ir. Graeslunds paper was published last week and

Mr. Ehn's address will be found on another page of

this issue.

DANSEREAU PULP & PAPER CO., SOREL.
The Danscrcau Pulp and Paper located at Sorel, P.

Oue.. will start Imilding operations on their mills in

the spring:. PlaHs are now being pro.iectcd and a sur-

vey is being taken of the site, which is on the south

side of the Richelieu River.

Mr. J. H. Dansereau, of Montreal, is to \tc tb"

President of the new comnanv. w.'iich will have i

capitalization of about $.'),000,000 privately ."nib-

scribed.

The comnany hopes to commence operations in the

fall of 1021, and will manufacture Mechanical Pulp
for a year. A daily output of at least forty tons

is expected, while the mills can handle eighty tons

daily, working at full capacity. After a year, sulphite

pulp will be nian\if8ctured and bv the end of 1923

the company will be prothicing 100 tons of news-

print daily.

CLOSE PULPWOOD CONTRACT.
The 'Union (o operative ,\prii'ole." of Harricana.

Abitibi. has signed a big contract \vil/i the Inter-

national Company of New York, for pulpwood, at very
fair pric«'s.

Safety is .sound sense and good business, says the
Safety League.
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Logging and Driving in Sweden*
B3- T. EHN, Forester, Laurentide Co., Grand-Mere.

The conditions for logging and driving in Sweden
are about the same as in Eastei-n Canada. Plenty of

rivers and lakes, with tlie hauling-roads verj' seldom

longer than 3-4 miles, and the fact that the rivers mainly
run from north-west to south-east makes them exeellent

for driving. The importance of this direction can easily

be considered if a comparison is made with Northern
Russia. The rivers there run in the opposite direction,

and driving in spring is almost impossible, owing to

ice-dams and too high water in the ui)per parts of the

rivers.

Now to come back to my subject. I will start vnih

the planning for one winter's logging, and we will

follow the methods of one of the biggest lumber con-

cerns.

Early in summer the chief forester gets an approxi-

mate figure of the amount of logs and most desirable

dimensions wanted for the saw-mill, and at the same
time, from the superintendent of the pulpmills, his

estimate of pulpwood requirements for the coming
year.

In the cutting plan for his woodlands, he will soon
find out how much he "can" cut without endangering
the perpetuation of his forests. Now the question is:

Is it more profitable this year to cut a little less than
be really can and buy a little more from farmers of the
Government, or vice versii, considering the existing

high prices* Anyhow, when he has made up his mind
how much to cut, he tries to concentrate his logging
operations in order to cheapen the work as much as
possible. The best cutting methods for the different

stands in the area to be cut must be found in the above-
mentioned plan, and the preparation work on the
ground can thus start.

The first thing to do is to locate the hauling-roads.

After this conies the stamping of the trees.

Every free to be cut is marked at breast height, and a
piece of the bark, about 1 foof long and 3 inches wide,
is cut away and a stamp-mark applied—different for

different companies, but always the same as one of
their own driving nuirks.

Figured at $4.00 per day for a man, the costs are :

—

On the road, $30.00 per mile; Tree stamping, 0.8 cents
per tree.

The stamping is done by blocks, each block having
the area and number of trees which, depending on the
length of the hauling-road, the density of the stand,
etc., is considered enough for one winter's work for a
crew with one horse. The blocks are marked out by
painted lines, and numbered in the corners and where
the lines pass a road.

"When laying out the blocks, one must try to place
them so that jobbers get an equal part of the hauling-
road, so that one need not pass over another's block
^Wth his skidding roads, which is often a cause for a
quarrel between the jobbers and trouble for the Com-
pany.
The stamping is usually finished in August.
All logging in Sweden was formerly done by small

•Address before the Woodlands Section of the Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Association, Toronto, Dec. 8,

1920.

jobbers, with, usuallj', one or two horses. The main
points of a contract between a jobber and a company
are :

—

Point 1.—All stamped trees have to be cut; if not,

the jobber has to pay the value of the trees left.

Point 2.— If trees not st<imped are cut, the jobber has
to pay $5.00 in cash on those trees.

Point 3.—For each stump higher than two inches
from the highest root, he is fined 50 cents, and the same
amount for tops left bigger than the smallest dimen-
sion to be cut.

Point 4.—All trees, when cut, have to be measured
and marked for cutting into logs by a forest ranger.

Point 5.—The company has the right in all parts to

control the jobber's work, his employment of men, etc.

Point 6.—Money can be given to the jobber covering
the progress of his Avork, provided that 25 per cent re-

mains until his work is approved.
Point 7.—The price to be paid for the work is figured

by different methods in different i)arts of the country.
Here are some: — 1. A price for each log; 2. Different
|)rices for the logs according to their length and dia-

meter at top; 3. So many cents for each cubic foot
middle measure, etc. Which of these methods is the
best, it is hard to say, but none of them are very good.
For my own i)art, I think a combination of the first and
the third should give a satisfactory result.

When the groiuid is frozen so he can get over swamps
and lakes, the jobber starts his work. lie builds his

camp, for which he gets from $40-200, according to

whether he has to build a permanent camp, or only one
for the winter. In the latter ca.se he has to build the
camp so that the spoils as few logs as possible, and his

last loads in the spring will be the logs from his camp.
All cutting starts, according to the contract, at the

most distant point from the river. For one horse they
mostly use the same number of cutters as trips to be
made; for instance, for a 3-7 mile hauling they count
2 cutters, for 2-3 mile^r 3, etc. Besides these men the
man who drives the horse always has a helper; his
work is to clean up skidding road.s, pile logs together,
and help the driver to load.

Every cutter works for himself—fells, limbs and
barks alone. For felling he uses a one-handed saw
4-4Vo ft. long. Axes are of the same construction and
weight as those mostly used in Canada.
As the pulp milLs are often built in connection with

the sawmills, all sawlogs are barked, and the larger
slabs from the sawing can thus be used for pulp making.
Besides, barked logs are easier to skid and drive, and
owing to their better drying, the risk of their sinking is

lessened. For the same purpose all pulpwood is strip-

barked with strips about 2 inches wide. The number of
strips is one less than the log's diameter in top.

For barking a "bark-spade" is used with a 4-4V2 inch
edge, and a weight of about 3-4 pounds. The handle
is 5 ft. long. With this tool the bark is shovelled off
comparatively easily. Eight hours work for an average
man is 50-60 logs, of which about 25 per cent are
saw-logs of about 17 feet in length and 8 inches in
diameter, the rest being pulpwood about 19 feet long
and 5 inches at the top.

The skidding and hauling are never done in two
different operations. The logs are taken to the hauling
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road and then at once loaded on the sledges. The
skidding-sledges -are built so that they can easily be

lifted and handled l)y one man. Hauling sledges are

mainly of two kinds, one is a long single sledge, the

other a combination of two, of Avhich the fii'st one is

smaller and carries a much less part of the load than

the bigger sledge behind. To lift, or in generally

handling the logs, a kind of tongs is used.

These two kinds of sledges are both very good, the

single one specially on even and straight roads. On
average, a one horse load is in weight about 3 tons, or

100 cubic feet. The hauling roads are kept in excellent

condition, 'up' grades are iced, and steep downhills

sanded. Often one or more men, according to the size

of the operation, are working on the road the whole
winter.

The logs were formerly unloaded on the ice, but

nowadays not olteu, because it has been proved that

this increases the percentage of sinking. The reason is

that when the logs in spring start to thaw out. the cells

get enlarged and a vacuum is formed. If in water, the

log -will thus take up water and get heavier.

This in short is how the logging formerly was, and
generally is, done in Sweden. During recent years,

however, it has been more and more clear to the men
in charge of these operations that machines must be

constructed to replace the expensive human power.
Several types of motor-saw have been built, but yet, as

far as I know, not any of them is really good. Tractors

have, on the other hand, proved themselves to be good
and cheap lumber horses.

For niea.suring logs, all companies operating in the

same river-valley have formed a scaling association.

The organization is, in short, as follmvs: The river is

divided into districts, their number depending upon
the average number of logs, and so that each district

will have to measure 3-4 million logs. The districts

are in charge of a district cliief, who directly super-
vises the measuring, but has to take his orders from the

president of the association. A scaling crew consists
of two scalers and one note-keeper, of which crew one
of the scalers is foreman, but they are equally respon-
sible for their measurements. To make the work pos-
sible for tlie control-sealers, of which there is one for
about every 5 gang of scalers, special marks have to be
applied on logs which for some reasoji or another are
entirely culled or cut in lengths or diameter. The
maximum limit of to be allowed is 3 per cent
of the cubic content. Besides this, the scalers are
responsible for the stamping, and they are each fined

fiollars for saw-logs, and 1 dollar for pulp-logs found
t properly marked, or not marked at all. As often
possible, but at least once a week, the foreman has

to send a report of the work and scale bills to his dis-
trict office, from which reports go every fortnight to
fhe head office and to the respective companies. Al-
though at the start it met with resistance from jobbers,
^rmers. and old-fashioned companies, the scaling
iRsociationa of to-day are very strong organizations and
their work is appreciated by all.

Finally, the conditions for driving, as T mentioned
when T started, are excellent. Not only the direr-tion
of the rivers, but also their deep narrow beds, make
them well fitted for this purpose. Thi- swftness nf the
water is naturally different in different parts of the
same river, but if T tell you that the speed of a log is

about 75 miles a month, you will have a good average
fijmre.

About the driving-buildings, you will find pictures of

almost all kinds used in this little book, and if any-

thing is not clear, I will be glad to explain it to you.

Besides the drivers' buildings, good roads and tele-

jihone lines are being built more an more frequently

along the rivers, and the money thus invested has

proved to give a very good return. The funds f«r all

these improvements are advanced by the Government.
The interest is very low, and the time limit usually

20 years. "It is clear that the Government, before

advancing money, must appi'ove the estimate of costs

and plans). Owing to this cheapness of money, con-

siderable improvements can be made in order to save

only one or two men.

The supervision of the driving is left to a driving

compan.y. This is a co-operative association which
performs this work at cost and takes over all respoii-^

sibilty and risk from the lumber-owners.

Formerly each river had its o%\ni company, but now^
the aim is to get an entire river valley in "one" asso-

ciation with "one" chief. The main advantages of this

system are cheaper administration and better control

of the driving. It also prevents unfair distribution of

labor and wlien driving in some particular spot has,

stopped, for one reason or other, ...it is possible to

rush the gangs to wherever they are needed. - '

Tlie territory controlled by the Driving-Chief is

divided into districts. Each district is in charge of a
district chief, who has the direct supervision of the

work and is responsible for the employment of Fore-
man and laborers, paying of his men, etc.

The actual work of the drive is done by men in gangs
of 10 to 30. Each gang has a foreman who is respon-
sible for the driving in a certain part of the river.

The men are mostly paid by the hour and when the

water gets low they often work 14-15 hours a day
and sometimes even more.

As mucli of the work as possible is, liowever, done
on the piece-work basis, especially for rolling logs,

transportation over lakes, and driving in small creeks.

When a driving is made on piece-work, each gang
contracts to do .so much of the work and the company
apiioints a man who has to supervise the dams and
also to see that each gang has sufficient men to carry
out tlieir contract.

In regard to the driving-costs the Government of
Sweden is now putting" into force a new law, according
to which the costs are divided into sevent parts, as
follows :

—

1.—River construction and improvement — daqis,
piers, booms.

2.—Maintenance and upkeep of No. 1.

3.—Operating expenses, exclusive of salary for
Driving Chief.

4.—Sorting co.sts — including sorting booms and
fami)s, and maintenance of same.
5.—Equipment—tools, boats.

fi.—Administration costs.

7.—Special service for one company only.
To insure a fair distribution of the costs, the given

part.s are divided into two sections: No. 1 and 2 called
"River Costs" and 3,. 4, 5, 6 and 7 called "Driving
Costs." The <Misl for each district is charged on logs
haided to that district and also on logs floated through
from the (listri<-ts jiliove. Parts 1 iind 2 iire designed to
assist in the hcllir management of forests and tho
other costs are to nllot properly the driving charges
for different sized logi.
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This is the law but how the costs 1 and 2 will be

charged is hard to say. The have to be divided so that

they bring about a better management of forests, I

have thought, in this way.
("learing and trimming will he possible only when

it is profitable to sell tiie small dimensions. It is ap-

parent that a system designed to iielp the forests must

be basetl on a cost charged in jiroportion to the value.

Thus the loss now sustained in driving logs of small

dimensions (1 and 2 inches at the top) will be trans-

ferred to larger and more valuable timber where it may
be borne without giveu hardsiiip. In that way this

system will give value to tinilx-r of all dimeudons which
means an increased growth of the forests and at the

same time greater possibilities to keep the woods-
laborer the year round.

The Driving-costs, which means item 3 to 7, have to

be divided among the different dimensions according
to the difficulty in driving.

Several investigations have iieen made to find out

the proportion in driving difficulties between different

dimensions and on the result obtained costing tables

have been made.
The actual work is done in the same way in Canada

and Sweden, and so is the sorting and construction of

sorting-booms.

SWEDEN CURTAILS PAPER OUTPUT.
Germaji Competition Again in Evidence and Difficulty

in Finding Suitable Markets is Experienced.

Reports from London say that owing to the crisis in

the paper industry many manufacturers at Gothenburg
and in the west of Sweden generally have been obliged

to restrict their output and dismiss a number of their

employes. In a recent issue, The Economist of London
printed the following:

The importance of these occurrences, however, must
not be exaggerated. The general tone of the paper
market is firm, though on account of temporary dis-

turbances, such as the financial depression, sales at the

moment are not brisk. For the next few years, how-

ever, the demand for paper will greatly exceed the

supply. The United States alone absorbs its own
entire output and that of Canada as well. It is true

that German competition is once more becoming very

noticeable, especially as regards the luxury branches

of the trade, but the Swedish industry is not likely to

be affected to any great extent by this, since it relies

mainly on other specialties (wood pulp, canlboard,

etc.) Another cause of the present apathy is the fact

that considerable stocks of paper were accumulated

in England during the boom last spring and summer,

but these are not sufficient to satisfy the demand for

any length of time. An early improvement in this

essential branch of industry may therefore be anti-

cipated.

The Swedish consul at Lausanne, M. von Rosen, con-

tributes to "Svensk Export" (September. No. 666) an

article dealing with the difficulties of finding suitable

markets for Swedish paper in Switzerland and Italy.

The import of Swedish specialties, such as news
print, grease-proof paper and sulphite, into these

countries has greatly declined during the past year.

The reason for this regrettable change is evident.

Jlews print, which was formerlj- imported into Swit-

zerland in large quantities from Sweden, is now ob-

tainable from Germany and Austria at about 1,000

francs per ton, whereas the Swedish export price could

scarcely be less than 1,300 kroner per ton f.o.b. Swed-

ish grease-proof paper costs 1,700 to 1,900 kroner per
ton f.o.b., Avhile Germany and Austria can offer the
same article at 1,850 to 1,950 francs free to the Swiss
frontier. The price of Swedish cardboard is 1,600
kroner per ton, as against 1,500 francs free to Basel
from Germany and Austria. Copying paper from
Sweden costs at least 7 to 8 kroner per roll f.o.b., while
the German article is offered at 8 fi-ancs free to the
frontier. Various sorts of Swedish pasteboard costs
from 75 to 90 kroner f.o.b., while the Swiss prices
range from 65 francs upward.
The competition from Germany and Austria will, of

course, increase in proportion as production in these
countries assumes a normal character. In order to
improve the Swedish export trade in this direction it is

absolutely necessary to quote all offers in Swiss cur-
rency with delivery c.i.f. or free to the frontier, and
to use the 30-day payment S3'stem. Under present
conditions these methods certainly entail difficulties,
which are not, however, insuperable, and the German
exporters have succeeded in overcoming them. The
latter, nevertheless, arc still hampered by the fuel
shortage, strikes, transport difficulties, etc., and Swed-
ish merchants have many advantages in this respect
which ought not to be neglected. It must be re-
membered that Switzerland is one of the new mar-
kets left to German paper merchants since the war,
and special efforts are being made to retain it and en-
large the scope of the trade.

As regards Italy, much of the foregoing also applies.
German and Austrian competition being felt here also.

The Italian paper trade, however, is itself considerable,
and the low rate of exchange renders import from
Sweden very difficult. Printing paper costs in Italy
5.5 lire per kg., while the price of the Swedish article
is 9 lire c.i.f., Genoa. Italian tissue paper costs 160 lire

per 100 kg., the corresponding Swedish quality being
quoted at 390 lire f.o.b. With regard to news print,
imitation parchment, etc.. conditions are similar. Such
a difference in price tells its own tale, and moreover
it has also been difficult to obtain the particular
Swedish qualities required. The decline in this branch
of the export trade must also be attributed in part to
the general depression in the Swi.ss market.

ELEEMOSYNARY MEANS "NOT FOR GAIN."
If a laliiii.T cams .i:l, 1)00.00 per aiuiuni in a city, he

spends the same amount in caring for his family. 50,-

000 laborers at $1,000,000 per annum means .$50,000,-

000.00 circulating in the channels of trade and com-
merce, and the banker, the butcher, baker, the candle
stick maker, the insurance man, the preacher, the
teacher, and every man not engaged in labor for wages,
are dependent upon this circulation of money in order
to ply their respective trades and professions. If by
lack of systematic accident prevention, a community
causes or contributes to the death of a wage earner,
that community does not only lose the amount of his
earnings, but the community as a whole goes into its

pockets to provide housing, sustenance and education
for the family of the man lost by, accident. It seems
perfectly logical to spend at least part of the moneys
now used in keeping up of eleemosynary institutions,
on systematic accident prevention in a community, and
we should place safety education work upon the same
plane as the work of the public health and other educa-
tional activities.

After all, you've got to give full, fair value. Or
you won't last—Forbes Magazine.
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Lubrication of Ball Bearing
Oils as well as greases may be used as lubricants

for ball bearings.

If oil is used, the housing of the bearings should be

filled about up to the center of the lowest ball.

If grease is used, the housing should be filled about

one-half or three-quarters.

On account of tlie fact that lubricants, particularly

greases, which are sold under trade names, show great

variations in composition and quality, we recommend

that lubricants for ball bearings be purchased accord-

ing to specifications and not according to trade names

only.

Following are a number of such specifications, which

are designated A, B, C, etc.

Specifications of Lubricajits.

A—Very Light Ball Bearing Oil

Maximum
Free Acid 10%
Free Alkali 107o

Sulphur 03%
Ash trace

Resin none

Salt none

Heat Test (15 min. at flash point) darkening,

but no sediment slight

Oil should be pure, mineral and have no ten-

dency to gum or become sticky.

Minimum
Flash point

(Cleveland Open Cup) 300°F.

Fire Test 350°F.

Viscosity (Savbolt) from .50 to 100 sees, at

lOCF.
B—Light Ball Bearing Oil

Same as " A " except
Viscosity (Saybolt) from 100 to 200 .sees.

C—Medium Ball Bearing Oil

Same as " A " except

Viscocity 200 to 500 sees.

D—Heavy Ball Bearing Oil

Same as " A " except
Viscocity 300 to 500 sees.

E—Extra Heavy Ball Bearing Oil

Same as " A " except
Viscocity 500 sees, or above

F—Same as " B " except that in addition Pour
Test 5°F.

O—Grease Maximum
Free Acid (calculated a.s Oleic Acid) 10%
frree Alkali (calculated as sodium hydroxide) .10%
pi'ree Lime (calculated as Calc. Oxide) 10%
Sulphur 03%.

Hesin none
Salt none

Neutral Saponifiable Oil 1.00%
Abrasive particles (sand, etc.) none
Melting point about lfiO°F.

• Grea.se should have no tendency to gum or become
sticky. It should not contain graphite or fillers of

any kind.

Selection of Lubricants.

Referring to the above Hpccificafions we will gladly

give our opinion in each specific case, but as n general

guide, the following considerations may he useful.

1—For very high speed, say over 3000 r. p. m., use

a light oil such as A or B. If the surrounding temper-

ature exceeds loO'F., oil C may he used.

2—For speeds from fiOO to 3000 r. p. ra., use oil R

or C. If the surrounding temperature exceeds 150°F.,

oil D may be used.

3—For speeds from 100 to 600 r. p. m., use oil C, or

grease G, or if the surrounding temperature exceeds

150°F., oil D.
4—For speeds below 100 r. p. m., use od D, or grease

G, or if the surrounding temperature exceeds 150°F.,

oil E.
5—For temperatures below 32°F., use oil F.

Grease should be used when, on account of local

conditions, it is difficult to keep oil in the bearing.

It is noti generally recommended where the speed

exceeds, sa.y 600 r. p. m., or where the surrounding

temperature may attain 140°P\, or above. Should

grease appear desirable for speeds above, say 1500

r. p. m., we suggest that our engineering department

be consulted.

The consistency of the grease to be used depends on

the conditions of operation. We cannot specify the

necessary consistencies in numerical values until a

satisfactory testing method has been agreed upon by

the trade.

Note—The above speeds, refer to bearings of an

average size of 2" bore. If the actual size is greatly

different, the speed of the bearing should be divided

by two and multiplied by the actual shaft diameter.

The speed so obtained should be used as a basis for

the selection of lubricant.

Application of Lubricants.

The renewal of the lubricant in a ball bearing de-

pends to a great extent upon the operating condi-

tions of the machinery. In the ordinary type of in-

stallation, operating under normal conditions, renew-
al sliould be made about three times a year, although
close observation for a short time after installation

will enable a better estimate to be made of the proper
period of time.

When feasible, in cleaning the bearings, the old oil

should be removed, the drain plugs then inserted and
the housing filled with kerosene. The bearing should
then be rotated for several minutes, so that each part

of the bearing is brought uiuler the cleansing influence

of the kerosene. The drain plugs should then be re-

moved and the housing carefully drained.

The drain plugs should again be inserted and the
housing filled with a small supply of proper oil. The
bearings should again be rotated for a few moments
and then drained in order to be certain that the last

traces of kerosene has been' removed. After this

second operation, the housing should be filled with
the correct grade of oil to the proper level, and the
bearing is ready for operation.

Care should be exercised to avoid putting too much
grease into the housing, as this will result in its

being forced out through the packing. In cleaning a

bearing lubricated titli grease, it is advisable to wash
the parts throughly first in kerosene aitd then with
some good light bodied oil. The bearing n>ay then be

re-assembled and packed with grease. In case the

bearing contains a residue of .soap that cannot be re-

moved with kerosene alone, we advise the use of a hot
mixture (not over ^'lO^F.) of kerosene and denatured
alcohol.—From i^uUetin 11 of the Canadian SKF
Company, Ltd. Head office: 83 Iving Street West,
Toronto. Flastern Sales Office: 412 West St. James
Street, Montreal.

DEARER NEWSPAPERS
Over 650 increases in price of newspaper and period-

ical i)ublications have lieen recorded by the Newspaper
World this year.
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The Papermaking Qualities of Algerian Mallow
L. VIDAL and E. DOURON.

(Translated from La Papeterie, 41, 192-5, July 25, 1919, by A. Papineau-Couture.)

Algerian mallow (Lavatera Cretica L.) is a bi-annual

plant which grows to a height of li/o and even 2 meters,

the stalks being stiff, rough, and about the thickness

of a finger; the leaves are round, hairy, and whitish;

the flowers are violet and closely resemble those of the

common mallow. It is a weed that is found on waste
lands and by the roadside in the whole of the region

around the Mediterranean. It is found here and there

is the South of France, but it is not very abundant
there. It is found in much larger quantities in Algeria,

Tunis, Morocco, and also in the East, as shown by the

name Lavatera Cretica given to it by Linnaeus.

Such is the Algerian grass which Mr. Miehony (16

Boulevard Lescure, Oron) has suggested should be

used for textiles and for papermaking.
The bark contains a large number of pericicdic and

liber fibers arranged in concentric layers. This ar-

rangement is found in all the malvaceae and renders

them all theoretically suitable for the desired purpose.

From a practical standpoint, the species recommended
by Mr. Miehony deserves special attention because it is

bulky, it grows abundantly in certain regions (in-

eluding the province of Oran, for instance) and it could
be harvested in sufficiently large quantities to warrant
its being utilized. He also proposes using a closely

related species, Lavatera Mauritanica, Durieu, which
can be considered as being merely a variety which
grows along the Algerian and Moroccan seaboards.
For our purpose there is no appreciable difference be-

tween the two and three are no objection.? to their

being mixed together.

The useful portions of the plant can be separated
right in the field by means of a special retting process
which is both simple and practical and requires but

little water, a point of ver^- great importance, in a

country where water is scarce. There is thus obtained
quite easily a raw and impure tow. which amounts to

10 per cent of the dry weiglit of the plant.

It is in this form that the Algerian settler could fur-

nish it to the textile or paper mills. After a proper
carding and weaving it can be made into cordage and
burlap, while as a raw material for papermaking it

could be used directly.

This raw material was submitted to the Department
of Inventions, which entrusted the study of the tech-

nical aspect of the question to the French School of

Paper making at Grenoble. The following is quoted
from the report made to the Government in August
1918.

The tow obtained from the barks of Algerian mallow
is essentially a jute substitute : it comes from a plant
which is botanically closely related to that wliich fur-

nishes jute, and it has the same appearance and the

same microscopic characteristics as the latter. It is of

a very light amber color, lighter than jute ; it is shiny.

but less so than jute ; and, finally, it is also less ligni-

fied, and consequently more flexible and less brittle.

Under the microscope it is seen to consist of long,

regular, rather slender, and coherent bundles of

fibres. These fibres consist of lignocellulose. as shown
by the golden yellow coloration which they give with
iodine zinc chloride reagent ; they also give a red
coloration with phloroglucine in hydrochloric acid

solution. These properties are characteristic of jute
and of all its substitutes.

The cellulose content, as determined Cross and
Bevan's chlorination method, was 57 per cent.

To prepare it for papermaking, this material could
be cooked, either very slightly so as to retain its

strength, or else more thoroughly so as to obtain a
bleacliable pulp. We accomplished this on a laboratory
scale by treating some material in an autoclave with
7 percent of caustic soda (as a 4°Be liquor) under a
pressure of 3 kilos (about 40 lbs. per sq. in. Translator)
for 4V1> hours. After beating and washing in a small
experimental beater, we lileached hot with about 18
per cent of bleaching powder. The bleaching was
rather difficult and by no means perfect. Hand sheets
were prepared from both the bleached pulp and the un-
bleaciied pulp. The strength was quite satisfactory,

especially that of the paper from the unbleached pulp.
The cellulose which we obtained was cntirel.v re-

solved into its elementary fibers. Witli iodine zinc
I'lilnride reagent it gave a dirty bro\vnish, violet colora-
tion. It consists of long fillers, averaging 2 mm. in

lengtli, which are nearly cylindrical and have thick
walls. The average diameter of the fibers in 0.020 mm.
The ration of the diameter to the length .020—2=0.01,
is exactly the same as that of jute and indicates a high
felting-power. The strength, liowever, is slightly less

than tliat of jute, for the fiber wall is not quite as thick,

and the lumen has no constrictions like those which
are so characteristic of jute.

The pulp is practically entirely fibrous and nearly
pure, the cell fragmnts from the bark having been
largely eliminated during cooking and being present
in negligible amount.
Of the jute substitutes Deccan or Ambari licmp

(Hibiscus Cannabinus L.), the fibre of which is often
known as brown hemp or Boniliay hemp, most closely

resembles the material which we studied. As found in

commerce, it is a kind of jute which is lighter in color,

less lignified, less brittle, softer, and more flexible than
ordinary jute.

Our eonclu.sion is that the tow prepared from Al-
gerian mallow, as proposed by Mr. Miehony, is a satis-

factory raw material. If it can be obtained at a .suffi-

ciently low price it constitutes a valuable raw material.
If, however, it is too expensivB, it should first be utiliz-

ed for textile purposes, and it may afterwards ulti-

mately find its way into the paper mills in the form of
waste or rags.

Mr. J. W. KILGOUR DEAD.
The death f>f John Wilson Kilgour, of Beauharnois,

oi-curred la.st Thursday after a short illness. Mr. Kil-
gour was founder and the president of the Kilgour Bros,
furniture factory at Beauharnoi.s, one of the oldest
concerns in its line in the country. He was 77 years of
age. The late Mr. Kilgour also leaves one brother,
Major Joseph Kilgour, president of the Canada Paper
Company. Mr. Howard Wilson, of J. C. Wilson Ltd.,
of Montreal, is a nephew of the late Mr. Kilgour.

If you have half an hour to spare, don't spend it

with someone who hasn't.—Forbes Magazine.
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PUTTING THE AXE TO ACCIDENTS.
The (liivptors of the Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers'

Safety Association at a meeting held recently in

Toronto passed resolutions inaugurating: a unique

competition among the employees of the pulp and

paper mills of Ontario. The idea underlying the plan

is the stimulation of interest of each individual em-

ployee in accident prevention. A competition such as

outlined below will appeal strongly to the spring in-

stincts of the individual, and this, combined with the

spirit of "esprit de corps", should make the employees

of each mill strive earnestly all through the year to

top the list and secure the trophy for their mill. The

shields and flags will be handsomely designed and well

worth everj- ounce of effort put forth to secure the

prize.

Rules Governing- Accident Prevention Contest.

1. Any mill located in the province of Ontario is elig-

ible to compete.

2. Mills to be divided into two groups

—

(a) Mills employing 200 people and up
(b) All other mills.

3. All accidents involving lost time of V2 day or more

to be taken into consideration in making up rec-

ords. Construction or woods operation accidents

to be excluded, making the competition a straight

contest between operating mills.

4. Copies of "Workmen's Compensation Board forms

Xos. 5. 7 & 9 covering all accidents to be sent to

A. P. Costigane. Sec. Ontario Pulp & Paper Makers'
Safety Association. 129 Rpadina Ave.. Toronto, who
will be responsible for compiling records.

5. A monthly statement showing the total number of

employees and total number of payroll hours to be

sent to A. P. C-ostigane, Sec. Ontario Pulp & Paper
Maker's Safety Association. 120 Spadina Ave.,

Toronto.

6. Each competing mill will be put on its honor to

report all accidents. Care should be taken to see

that no accident is omitted.

7. Statistics will be computed on man-hour basis.

S. The trophy, which will remain the property of the

Ontario Pulp & Paper ^lakers' Safety Association.

to take the form of a shield mounted on a wooden
base. The mill having the best accident record for

any one year to be judged tbe winner for that year.

and will have the custody of tbe shield, until won
by some other mill. The mill holdin? the shield

to be responsible for the safe keeping and condition

•f tbe shield.

'> Eafh vear the name of the winning mill, and tho

>rfHT of winning, will be inscribed on a tablet which

will be permanently attached to the wooden base.

A new tablet bearing the name of the winner to he

attached to the base each year.

10. Each winner of the shield will be presented with

a commemoration flag bcarintr the name of the

' .Nssociation. the name of the winning mill and the

vonr of winning. This flag becomes the propertv

of the winnor, and a new flag will be presented

each year.

11 A soparate shield and flae will be offered to each

of the two irrnnps for eompetiti""

12 Rhipld and flag will be offered for competition

each year, for an long as deemed advisable bv the

directors of the Ontario Pulp & Paper Makers'

Snfefv Association.

11 In the event of any dispute m to the winner, the

decision of the directors of the Ontario Pulp &
Paper Makers' Safety Association to be accepted

by all competitors as final.

A SUiaMARY OF BELGIAN TRADE.
Pulp and Paper Imports and Exports of Belgium in

Metric Tons for the nine first months of 1920 as

compared with the corresponding months of the

previous year.

Sastlns-.lon.
EiBorte. 1919 1920 1919 1920 1919 1920 1919 1920 1919 19f
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ARC OF CONTACT.
The number of degrees in the arc of contact on the

smaller pulley in the open drive without idlers can be

found by multiplying the difference between the dia-

meters of the pulleys in inches by 4.7.5, dividing the

product by the distance between pulley in feet and
s\ibstracfing the result from ISO.

Example—Stippcisc that the pulley diameters are 10

and .36 inches and the distance between centres 12 feet.

26 X 4.75

180 = 169.71 degrees,

12
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The latest development in the action brought by the

Attorney-General of Ontario against Walter H. Russell
and the Russell Timber Co., of Port Arthur, is the. filing

of two affidavits by Joseph Hoystead Milway, timber
cruiser, and B.vron Manly Wylie. Acting Crown Timber
Agent at Port Arthur, who says that he was informed
of the removal of 200 cords whidi he then placed in

control of his agents.

After inspecting the work being done at Spruce
Falls, Premier Dmry, who has just returned to Toronto,
expressed liimself as well pleased with work that is

being done there. Spruce Falls was formerly known
as Kapuskasing. Twelve hundred men are at work
there, the pulp mills ai'e being rushed to completion
and thousands of cords of pulpwood are being cut in

the woods. It is exjiected that the first unit of the pulp
mills will be completed by May of next year. Instead
of cutting wood in small patches, the cutting is being
done in one block. The brusli will be burned and the

area reforested.

Work on a fibre board plant, the first unit of which
will cost a quarter of a million dollars, will he com-
menced in Midland, Out., early in the spring, if the

rate-payers of the town decide to give Manley Chew
a fixed assessment of $25,000 for ten years. Mason &
Co., of Manchester, England, to whom Mr. Cliew sold

his sawmills and limits a few months ago, are applying
for an extension of the fixed assessment of $25,000 on

their Midland purchases for eight years. Both applica-

tions will be voted on in .Tanuarj'.

Premier Drury announced at a labor conference at

the Parliament Buildings in Toronto that the Govern-
ment proposed to proceed at once with the clearing of

the pulpwood and ticcs on the right-of-way of the T. &
N. O. Railway to a point 25 miles north of Cochrane.

He intimated also that on the present line the bu.sh

along the side of the railway would probably be cleared

up to prevent fire danger. The Premier said he would
get reports within a few days as to the work.

In a counter claim filed afOsgoode Hall. Toronto, the

Fort Frances Pulp and Paper Co. are claiming more
than $2,000,000 from many western papers. On July
17 last these papers issued a ^r^it against the company
and asked for a declaration that certain judgments or

orders of the Paper Control Tribunal, dated Aug. 18th
1919 and July 8. 1920 be valid and binding on the Fort
Frances Co.. and to enforce the same, and for payment
of all sums due the newspapers by the company. The
statement of claim reviews the history of the Orders-

in-Council that fixed the price of newsprint, but the
Fort PVances Company replies that the alleged orders
of the Minister of Customs and R. A. Pringle. K.C.. as

commissioner are without force or validity, and that
there is no authority oi- jurisdiction in the ifinister or
Commissioner to enforce the same, and that the Act of
Parliament concerned is ultra vires. The counter-claim
for more than $2,000,000 for paper at uncontrolled
prices was then made.

Attorney-General Raney has is.sued a, writ against

the Shevlin Clarke Lumber Co., Fort Frances, and sev-

eral other defendants from Minneapolis. The writ asks
for a cancellation of the grants of timber berths 45
and 49 Quetico reserve made Aug. 28, 1919 and for
cancellation of any licenses ; for any money due and
owing; for damage for conspiracy, fraud, deceit and

Mr. II. B. Donovan, sales manager of the Canada
Paper Company ,has so far recovered from his late
illness as to be able to spend a couple of hours daily at
his office in Toronto. His many friends were pleased
to greet him after a long term of absence at his home at
• lakvillc.

Lieut. Col. T. Gibson, Toronto. Vice-Pres. of the
Spani.sh River Pulp and Paper Mills, Limited, delivered
an address before the Canadian Club of Fort William
a few days ago on "Pulp and Paper,"
conversion

: damages for trespa.ss aiul waste and for
an accouncing of all timber cut and moved in opera-
tions hitherto carried on in the district of Rainy River
and Kenora.
A delegation of Northern Ontario farmers waited

DU the Ontario Government last week and among other
things attacked the doing away entirely with the per-
mit system of liandling pulp and lumlter. They main-
tained that they were not getting prices for pulpwood
which those farmers just acm.ss the border were
getting. They wanted a Government measurer of pul])-
wood and asked action by the (idvernmeni to compel
tlie improvement of vacant lands held l)y si)eculators
.\ Governmene enquiry into pulpwood prices was also
asked for, the allegation being made that prices were
lieing held down. The Government promised considera-
tion of these and other matters mentioned by the
deputation.

A large number of documents have been filed with the
court at Osgoode Hall, Toronto, in an action brought
by the Attorney-General of Ontario against tlie Great
Lakes Paper Company asking for a declaration that
the defendant company under an agreement, must use
Hydro-Electric power, and an injunction restraining
the company from obtaining its ])ower elsewhere. The
agreement was entered into by the Government with
J. J. Carrick, who assigned all his rights and obligations
to Messrs. Allsed and Seaman, of the Great Lakes
Paper Company at Nipigon and Cameron Falls. The
agreement concerns the power from Nipigon River.
This power was needed for Port Arthur and Fort Wil-
liam industries and the Government agreed to supply
Hydro power in its stead. The bone of contention is
whether the defendant is obliged to stand by the agree-
ment, or whether the agreement was purely an optional
arrangement.
A large number of citizens in St. Catharines and

vicinity and many representing the Canadian paper
trade attended the funeral of the late W. D. Woodruff
in that city last. week. The offices of the Lincoln
Paper Mills Company, in Toronto, were closed out of
respect to the memory of tlie late president of the com-
pany and the staff were present at the funeral. Among
those from Toronto, who attended the funeral, were
Mr. L. P. Bouvier. of Bouvier & Hutchinson, Mr. Henry
Balm, of Kilgour Bros., and Mr. T. H. McDermott, who
has charge of the Toronto office.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
L-6. Process for increasing: the softness and flexibility

of articles made from cellulose ethers. P'arbenfabr. F.

BAYER c^i CO. German Patent 322.6UI. March 29. 1917.

Diethyl resoreinoldicarbonatp, C,,n<(OCO;C,H,,)., boil-

ing at 29S-302°C., is u.sed. Ethylcellnlosc can be work-

etrwith .')0 per cent of its weight of this substance

without erystallization oeeurring.—C. -T. W.
L-7. Production of artificial fibers from cellulose so-

lutions. K. SCIIUEIXEK. German Patent 322,538.

Dee. 2.'). 1917. The method of producing fine threads

by drawing out thick threads spun from wide orifices,

is applied to cuprammonium cellulose solutions with

the aid of slowly acting gaseous preeipitants. After

use the gases are passed into a well-cooled tubular

ves.sel in which the moisture is deposited and the

greater part of the ammonia is absorbed; after being

moistened and reheated the gases are used again to

extract ammonia from the threads.—C. J. W.
P-0. The "man on the job" as a "Safety First"

factor. MIKE CORCORAN. Paper, 27, No. 6, 22-3.

(Oct. 13. 1920). A description of the manner in which

the "man on the .iob" can further "Safety" work and

help cut down accidents.— A. P.-C.

P-0. The Safety Director's part at the Kimberly-

Clark Co. PajHT. 27, No. 7, 15-7. 30, (Oct. 20, 1920). A
description of the methods adopted by the Safety

Director of the Kimberly-Clark Co. is make a real suc-

cess of "Safety" work—A. P.-C.

P-0. How the "Safety" game is played in the Kim-

berly mUl. Paper. 27, No. 3. 17. 40. (Sept. 22, 1920). A
descrii)tion of the methods used by the Employment
Department of the Kimberly mill to increase safety and

reduce accidents.—A. P.-C.

P-0. The foreman's part in "Safety First" work.

IIEXRY \V. BOXGES. Paper 27, No. 5, 14-5, (Oct. 6,

1920). An explanation of the methods used by the

foreman of the loading and unloading crew at the Kim-

berly mill to increase safetv and reduce accidents.

—

A. P.-C.

R-1. The pulp and paper industry in British Colum-
bia. LI'KIX .lOlIXSTOX. Paper, 27, Xo. H, 18, (Oct. 27,

1920). A brief de.-cription of the resources of B. C.
of the advantages it offers to the establishment of

!p and paper mills.—A. P.-C.

-12. The production manager's need for cost ac-

counting. I, !>•. CLAIM', and D. S. D.WiS. TIIO.MP
SON & WORl.EV. I'a()er, 27, -No. (i. 13-.'). 2li. (Oet. 13,

1920). A discussion of the importance of a proper

cost .svstem and of the proper method of elaborating

U. -a". PC.
R-12. The value of cost finding in volume production,

0. A. WAKE. Paper. 27, No. 7. 20-2, 32. (Oct. 20,

1920). A iliscussion of the importance of a cost system
even for a phiiit where the process of production is

simple and but few different products are turned out.

- A. P-C
R-13. Canadian Paper Trade Association Conven-

tion, Toronto. Oct. C 7. 1920. raprr. 27, No tl. 9-in.

12, 23. 30. (Oct. 13, 1920). A brief acrount of the meet-

ing, including text of the speech of r 'tiring-president

John Martin.—A. P.C.

Patents.
A-16. Unoxidizable alloy possessing high mechan-

ical resistance. Fr. patent No. 496,930, Societe Auo-

nvme. dc Commenty-Fourchambault et Decazeville,

France, Aug. 22, 1920. Chimie et Industrie.3, 634,

(May 1920). An alloj^ to replace ferro-nickel where

the Ni is subjected to the action of steam (e.g., in

turbines) and contg., besides Fe, 25-40 per cent Ni,

10-15 per cent Cr, and eventually 0.5-1 per cent Mn,
0.3-1 per cent C, 0-10 per cent Co, 2-5 per cent W, 1-3

per cent Mo, 0.2-1 per cent V, 0.1-0.2 per cent Ti.

—

A. P.-C.

A-16. Process for rendering iron and steel rustproof.

U.S. patent No. 1.311,319, R. D. COLFUHOUN, ceded

to Parker Rust-Proof Co. of America. Chimie et Indus-

trie, 3, 636, (May 1920). The objects are immersed in

a bath contg, a compd. of P the concn. of which is

kept const.—A. P.-C.

A-16; M-0. Flux for soldering Aluminium. U. S.

patent Xo. 1.312.154, C. L. Bonstereel, Canada. Chimie

et Industrie. 3, 636. (May 1920). A flux consisting of

265 parts AlCl,, 820 parts ZnCl... 2 parts borax 25

parts S. 65 parts paraffin, and 25 parts tallow.—A.

P.-C.

A-16. Non-corroding alloy. Fr. patent No. 496,928,

Societe Auonyme de Commentry-Fourchambault et

Decazeville, France, Aug. 22, 1919. Chimie et Indus-

trie, 3, 634, (May 1920). An alloy contg. 20-25 per

cent. Ni, 5-10 per cent. Cr, 1-2 per cent. Mn, 0.2-0.5

per cent. C. The Ni imparts the properties of ferro-

nickels, Cr prevents irreversible transformations of

the alloy cither at 200 dcg. C. or when maintained for

a long time in a damp atmosphere at a high temp.

The mixture ensures that the Fe is in the y state.

The high Cr content gives it high acid-resisting power,

coned. UXO, dissolving only 0.0004 g. per 100 sq.

em. per hr. It is suitable for machines requiring a high

mechanical strength.—A. P.-C.

A-16. Unoxidizable and non-corroding metal. Fr.

|)atent Xo. 4ltti.Il2!t. Societe Anonxiin' di- Commentry-
Fourchambault ct Deea/.eville, France, Aug. 22, 1920,

Chimie et Industrie, 3, 634; (May 1920). An alloy com-
posed of Ni 60-70 per cent., Vr 10-15 per cent, W 2-5

per cent, balance Fe,—aiul eventually Mn 1-2 per cent.

C 0.3-0.6 per cent. Mo 1-3 per cent. This alloy forms
a homogeneous solid s<iIution, the properties of which
are unaltered by thermal treatment.—A. P.-C.

E-2. Acidification of distillery mashes with waste
sulfite liquor.. Ger. patent Xo. 317. MI'S. II KASERER.
Oct. .3(1, 1!tl7. .1. Soc. Chem. In.l.. 39, 421 A. (1920),

Waste sulfite Ii()uor is employed for acidification and
fcrnienlation is conducted as usual.— A. P.-C.

E-2, Acetone from waste sulfite liquor. Fr. patent
Xo. 495,()!t|t. West Virginia Pulp \: Paper Co., I'.S.A..

•lune 17. l!tl!l. Chimie & Industrie, 3, 654, (May
1920). The waste sulfite liquor is neutralized with
CaO, and evapd. to a concn. of 50 per cent. The CnO
is eliminated by the a(hlition of N'ajSO,, and the coned,
lifpior is treated with 10-20 per cent, of its wt. of
XaOII and 40 60 per cent. |)owdereil CaO. which yields

a soli<! mass contg. acetates, the formati<ui of the
latter iicing fnvored by heating for a while at 200-
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250 deg. C. By dry distn. acetone and other volatile

products arc obtained.—A. P.-C.

E-2. Dry distillation of cencentrated waste pulp

Uquors.. Ger. patent No. 301,684, W. SCHACIIT, Aug.

27, 1916. J. Soc. Cheni. Ind., 39, 445A, (1920). Ooncd.

waste pulp liquors are distilled in a current of an

inert gas or steam or a mixture of both. The residue in

the retort is then made alkaline and further distilled.

From 100 pts. of waste liquor pitch (sp. gr. 1.5), 50 1.

of an aqueous distillate containing NH„ alcohols and

oils was obtained. On the addition of alkali and

further distillation there was obtained 2-4 kg. of oil

of sp. gr. 0.930, which yielded about 25 per cent, of a

good burning oil. sp. gV. 0.800-0.815, and various pyr-

idine bases.—A. P.-C.

E-2. Methoi of recovering cymerie obtained in sul-

fite process. T. S. patent No. 1,333.694, L. AKER-
BLOM, Stockholm, March 16. 1920. J. Soc. Chem. Ind.,

39, 361 A, (1920). The gases from the digester are led

into a receptacle containing acid for a subsequent

digestion; the greater portion of this acid is then

tapped off from the lower end of the receptacle and

the remainder, together with the cymene floating on

top of the liquor, is conducted into a second recept-

acle. The level of tlie liquid in the latter is then raised

by introducing a liquid heavier tlian eymene, so that

the cynuMic is forced u|> into the narrow portion of

the receptacle from which it is drawn off.— A. P.-C.

E-5. Method of indirect heating for sulfite cooking.

V. S. patent No. 1,:{37,704. K. II. HCl/r. April 20, 1920.

.]. Soce Chem. Ind.. 39, 44r.A, (l!t20). The liquid is

first heated b.v means of heating elements, such as

steam coils, which are connected in parallel, and the

heating then continued l>.v means of the same or other

elements connected in scries. For making sulfite |)ulp,

the heating elements are connected in parallel until

the temp, of the liquoi- has reached lOO-lOo deg. C,
and then in scries till the temp, reaches about 138

deg. C— A. P.-C.

F-2, Fertilizer from waste soda liquor. Ger. patent

Xo. 316,147, W. COLEMAN', Charlottenburg, Aug. 6.

1916. .1. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39, 420A, (1920). The black

liquor obtained in the treatment of straw with alkalis

is mixed with agricultural waste products and exposed

to the atmosjihere, by which means a stable fertilizer

is produced. The caustic liquors remaining in the

original material, together with the wash-waters, can

be utilized for irrigation purpo.ses.—A.P.-C.

F-2. Acetone from waste soda liquor, Fr. patent No.

495.047. West ^irginia Pulp Co.. U.S.A.. .June 15. 1919.

Chimie & Industrie. 3 654, (May 1920). The wa.ste

soda liquor is evapd. to a conen. of 50 p.c., 10-20 p.e.

NaOII and 40-50 p.e. powdered CaO are added, which

favors the formation of acetates. The resulting prod-

uct is subjected to dry distillation.— A.P.-C.

F-2. Core-binder from spent soda liquor. Ger. patent

No. 311.294. K. S. FUCllS. Germany. Chimie & Indus-

trie. 3, 637. ( May 1920). The silicates and org. compds.

which can be destroyed b}- the action of acids are

removed from the spent liquors obtained from the

alkalin treatment of vegetable matter: after drying

this can be used as moulding powder. The neutralized

soln., rendered alkaline again if necessary, is coned,

and used as a core-hinder.— .\.P.-C.

F-5; K-3. Rotary digesters and like boilers. Eng.

patent No 137.742. K. HELLNER. Falun. Sweden.

May 28. 1919. J.. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39, 264A, (1920).

In rotary digesters for the manuf. of cellulose and the

like the liquor is heated with indirect steam in order

to avoid dilution by condensed water. Heating elements

are provided outside the digester in such a manner
that they take part in- its rotation and are connected

with the inside of the digester in such a manner that

the liquor can pass constantly through the heating

elements and be heated by means of pipes located

therein, the supply of steam being passed through one
trunnion of the digester, while the condensed water.

is discharged through the other.—A.P.-C.

G-5; L-5. Oontinuous washing and dehydration of

cellulose and cellulose preparations. Ger. patent No.

307.078, R. MCLLEK. March 2. 1918. J. See. Chem.
Ind.. 39, 400A, (1920). A rotary suction machine is

combined with a device for the counter-current wash-

ing of the material with alcohol of progressively in-

creasing strength. A pulp containing, a.g., 10 p.c.

nitrocellulose can he treated by this method.—A.P.-C.

K-2. Substitute for lubricating and drilling machine

oil. Ger. patent Xo. 316,028. K. S. Fl'CUS, Ilcppen-

heim. July 6, 1918. J. Soc. Chem. 1ml. 39, 327 A, (1920).

The .soln. of alkali .salts of lignie acid ol)lained as waste

liquor in the digestion of .straw, maize-cob meal, etc.,

is pptd. by waste mineral acid or bisulfate; the gelatin-

ous product is heated at 70-75 deg.C, and the lignie

acid settles out. A 25 p.c. soln. of the Na salt of this

product gives a hrown oil.v liquid, which is used as such

or after emulsification with a little oil.—A.P.-C.

K-5. Manufacture of a spinning and weaving fiber

from straw and similar stem and bast fibers, (icr.

jjaleril .X". iilli.ldl', ( Icracr Jute-Spinnerci iind Webcrei

A.G., Triehes, May 14, 1918. J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39,

330A, (1920). The raw nuiterial is boiled with a soln.

<.r 4-15 p.c. of sulfides or polysulfides of alkalis or

alkaline earths to which NaOII i.s added in the propor-

tion of 1 :4, until the pectin and ligniii matters and

the SiO; are dissolved; the digested ma.ss is then re-

solved iiito separate filters by the force of hot or boil-

ing water directed in the manner of a water-fall up<in

it. being at the same time washed free fmm sulfides.

In order to avoid hardening during drying, the mass,

immediately after the treatment with water, is further

treated will dil. aqueou.s HCI, then thoroughly washed

and dried.—A.P.-C.

K-10, 18; L-7. Process for sizing and waterproofing

paper, boards, and papertextiles. (icr. patent XH.

304 '05 P E. ALTMANN, Dresden-Tolkewitz, Aug. 2,

1917. J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39, 361A. (1920). The

material is impregnated with a mixture of saponified

beeswax, water-sol, oils, and talc, and the sizing agent

is fixed hy means of alum, .soln.—A.P.-C.

K-10. Manufacture of emulsions for sizing paper.

Ger patent X". 316,345. (i. MCTII. Nuremberg, June

27. 1916. J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39, 361A. (1920). Coum-

arone resin or a similar coal-tar resin, is emulsified

with an aqueous soln. of a vegetable or animal glue or

a similar colloid, and a soln. of an Al salt is added;

casein may be employed as the colloid if it is first eon-

verted to the water-sol. form.—A.P.-C.

K-18. Counter-board and process of making same.

I . S. patent No. 1,332.541, A. L. CLAPP, Marblehead,

Mass Assi-rnor to the ^letalite Co.. Amesbury, Mass.,

March 2, 1920. J. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 39, 361 A, (1920).

. Fibrous cellulose is treated with alkali without the

application of heat; the stock thus obtained is formed

into sheets and the sheets are dried.—A.P.-C.

(Continued on page 1309.)
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UNITED STATESJiQlES
Plans for the annual convention of tlie JSational

Paper iiox jMauuiaciurers ' Asbocialiou, whicli will

UKe place in Aew lork Uity, Aiay 11 and 12, 1912,

were made at a recent meeting held in New York un-

der the auspices of the Metropolitan Paper Box Man-

ufacturers' Association. More than 300 makers of

paper boxes, supplies, machineiy, etc., attended, one

of the men present representing tile Pacific Coast

manufacturers.

Announcement of the completion of their plant at

Nitro, W. Vt., has been made by the Nitro Pulp Mills.

The company has taken over the cotton purification

unit, built by the Federal Government for war pur

Chief Forester W. B. Greeley, in his annual report,

says that the United States Forest . Service is threat-

ened with complete demoralization unless the salaries

paid to employees are raised to more adequate pro-

portions. Many resignations have taken place during

the first year due to the meagre compensation, he

says, causing public interests to suffer through the

constant turnover of personnel. "No organization can

perform miracles," states the report, "and the pub-

lic forests of the United States cannot be effectively

protected from fire, developed and administered to

meet the tremendous demands being made upon them
without a field force whose compensation is on a par

with t;ie work demanded." Pointing out that the

poses. •"Present capacity of the plant is 50 tons of Government and not the employee is the real sufferer,

pulp daily," according to the announcement, "and inasmuch as the well-trained and efficient employes

the raw material from which the pulp is made is good, can leave the service and obtain more remunerative

clean cotton linters. The men behind this company positions, Col. Greeley urges that the rates of corn-

are all paper or pulp manufacturers or dealers, and pensation now fixed by .statute be revised so as to

it wa.s from the paper manufacturers' point of view permit radical increases in the salaries paid. This, he

that 'we saw the possibilities in this new line of pulp believes,^ is the^o^'y way in which the stituation can

for paper-making."

The Howard Pulp and Paper Company, Idaho Falls,

Idaho has plans under way for the erection of a

power plant to generate 18,000 horse-power. Thos.

L. Tomlines, Syracuse, N. Y.. is engineer for the pro-

ject.

Directors of the Union Bag and Paper Company

he effectively met.

The de-inking plant of the Economy Pulp Company
at Tonawanda, N. Y., will be ready for operation

about Januarj' 1. Of the six units, each de-inking
100 tons of paper a day, has been installed and placed
in working order. The basis of t/iis new enterprise is

the de-inking process discovered by Kev. A. Sager of
Buffalo. Ink is taken from newspai)ei's and coloredjjirccioi> <JL uic wi..^.. ^"f, . r

i-ionnnno tJutialo. ink is taken trom newspapei-s and colored
have authorized the erection of a tunrt or =^^-y"' magazine paper, the paper being converted into white
for the purpose of maintaining dundends during 19-il ^
at the present rate of $8 a share annually on the $15,-

000,000 .stock outstanding. Statements attributed to

the officials of this company are to the effect that the

business outlook is such as to warrant the setting

aside of a sum necessarj- to continue the present

rate of dividends.

Pulpwood from Russia for XJ. S.

In the course of an interview given in New York

last week .iust prior to his departure for Los Angeles.

Washington D. Vanderlip, agent of the syndicate of

Westerners interested in Siberian concessions, promised

the publishers of America that they need never fear

shortage of print paper if one of his many .schemes

w^s^out. "I want to develop a pulpwood trade bp-

t^n the Murmansk district of northern Russia and

ti* eastern seaboard of the United States," said Mr.

Vanderlip. "Northern Russia has many hundreds

of thousands of .sfpiare miles of pulpwood easy of ae-

cow to the sea and to deep wat^r harbors, which can

be loaded into American ves.sels and carried to t/ie

paper factories of the eastern seaboard of the United

Sfetes, these same vessels having carried to Russia

atgoe-s of machinery and .supplies purchased in the

United States. This will prove a strong competition

against Canadian pulpwood, now subject to high

freights from Canada on the railroads. I have taken

the matter np with one of Ihc foremost publishers

in the United States and he is very enthusiastic over

the proposition. The traffic will be an all year round

affair, as the Murmansk district is never icebound."

pulp.

INTERNATIONAL MILL TO START SOON.

The new mill of International Paper Co., now in
course of construction at Three Rivers, is expected to
be in operation this month. Facilities for turning out
sixty tons of sulphite pulp daily have been installed

and operations are expected to show on this basis. The
mill is not expected to be completed until late next
year with an estimated capacity of 240 tons of news-
print daily.

NEW DIRECTORY AND MARKET DATA BOOK.

Oain's Market Data Hook and Directory of Class,

Trade and Technical I'apers, now on the press, pro-

mises to be of unusual interest to advertisers gener-
ally and users of trade and technical papers in parti-

cular. Ft not only lists of all the business publications

of the United States and Canada, giving circulations,

rates, tj'pe page sizes, closing dates, etc., but supplies

market analysis of each tra<Ie, profession and industry.

Thus the reader is given the basic facts of each line in

which he may be interested, including its buying
power, buying methods, character of requirements,
etc. The volume, which is bound in cloth and contains

nearly 500 pages, is published by O. D. Grain, Jr., 417
S. Dearborn street, Chicago. The price is $5. Orders
in advance of publication are being accepted at the

rate of $3.75.
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REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
Continued from pasri' 1:107.)

K-18. Plastic material practically incombustible,
strong and possessing insulating properties. 1'. 8. pat-
ent .\'<p. 1,331.519, D. Motta, Assignor to E. KUGIU
and A. VILLAIN, Genoa, Italj-, Feb. 24. 1920. J. Soc.
Chem. Ind., 39, 340A, (1920). A plastic and elastic

insulating material is prepared from paper pulp with-
out size and equal parts by vol. of CaCOa and Mg sili-

cate, the \vt. of the combined carbonate and silicate

being substantially the same as that of the paper pulp.
—A.P.-(".

K-23. Safety paper. Ger. patent No. 303,989. E.

HAUSSMAX, Berlin, March 6, 1917. J. Soc. Chem. Ind.,

39, 264A, (1920). A composite paper has a middle
sheet uniformly colored with an easily reacting color-

ing matter, and on either side of this one or more cov-

ering films of a thin absorbent paper, only slightly

colored, if at all. The coloring matters of the inner

sheet is destroyed if the outer sheet is attached by
chem. means, and the inner sheet is soon exposed to

view by abrasion.—A.P.O.

K-23. Apparatus for making ornamental paper. U.S.

patent No. 1.329.1.10 E. MAULER, Assignor to Kim-
berlv Clark Co., Neenali, Wis., Jan. 27. 1920. J. Soc.

Chem. Ind.. 39, 264A, (1920). A fourdrinier wire is

arranged to move in a straight line free from lateral

shake while the paper is being formed on the wire,

thereby causing the formation of elevations and de-

pressions in the paper web. Liquid color is spra.ved

by means of a gas under press, on to the upper surface

of the wet plastic web of paper moving with the wire,

the spray impinging on the paper at an acute angle
to the horizontal.— A. P.-C.

K-23. Paper for use as a dielectric for electrical con-

densers and other purposes.. Eng. patent N'o. 138,226,

F. IIAIGH. Stoke-on-Trent, April 9, 1919. J. Soc.

Chem. Ind.. 39, 292A, (1920). Extremely thin tis.sue

is coated with a homogeneous substance possessing

good electrical insulating properties, such as pyroxy-
lin, collodion, nitreellulose, or cellulose acetate. The
thin paper is supported by a backing of lieavier paper,

the 2 papers being pressed together in a moist condi-

tion during manuf. The coating is then applied to the
thin paper while in contact with the support, and the
backing is removed before the pai>er i.s u^cd.-— A. P.-C.

L-5. Saccharification of cellulosic material with
gaseous hydrochloric acid. Ger. patent No. 304.399.

Chem. Fabr. Rhenania A.-G.. Aachen F. L. SCHMIDT
and G. A. VORKELIUS, Stolberg, Mav 8. 1917. J. Soc.
Chem. Ind.. 39 311A. (1920). The material is first

moistened with cold highl.v coned. (40 per cent"! HCl
and then treated with gaseous IICl. Example: 400
kg, of sawdust is uniforml.v moistened with 400 1. of
iO per cent. HCl and. after steeping for a short time,
the mass is satd. with the acid gas. The acid is allow-
ed to act on the wood for about 6 hrs., and is then
d.raAvn off by suction. If the residual acid be neu-
tralized with CaO or'NaOH the product is directly
avail, for use as a feeding material in which the whole
of the cellulose of the wood is present in the form of
sugar or dextrin. If it be desired to convert the dex-
trin into fermentable sugar the product of the reaction
must be lixiviated and the solution heated for 2 hrs
at 120 deg. C— A. P.-C.

L-5. Process for sacharifying plant material contain-
ing cellulose. Ger. patent No. 30.5.690, C G
SCHWALBE. Eberswalde,- May 4. 1916. J. Soc. Chem.
Ind., 39, 346A, (1920). The moist material, containing

less than 50 per cent. II^O, is subjected to the action
of a gaseous acid such as HCl, HF, orf.SOj, until it is

s\yollen but not dissolved, the heat produced being
eliminated by cooling, if necessary bolow the ordinary
temperature. The gaseous acid is then removed and
the gelatinous material is sacharified by dil. acid
under atmospheric or higher press. From 100 parts of
dry wood substance it is possible to obtain 70 parts
of sol. matter containing nearly the theoretical yield
of destrose and pentoses.—A. P.-C.

L-5. Pfocess and apparatus for producing fodder
from wood.. Ger. patent No. 305,090, II. MUHLEN-
BEIN, Cothen, Nov. 18, 1916. J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39,
346A, (1920). The wood passes continuously through
a series of vessels in which it is comminuted, then
subjected to known chem. treatment with alkali and
with oxidizing agents such as CI, and then separated
from the liquid, mixed with other feeding-stuffs, dried
and, if necessary, ground. The digesting app. con-
sists of 2 or more ve.ssels, capable of being heated, and
fitted with stirring mechanism, perforated feed, inlet
and screened outlet for the chem. agents, and a steam
outlet hood. The process can be applied also to the
preparation ofi- cellulose for papermaking, and the
digesting app. may be used in place of a diffusion
battery in producing sugar juice and fodder slices
from beets, and in similar cases.—A. P.O.

L-5. Preparation of 'cellulose esters. Ger. patent No
299,181. E, WA(;NKR, Berlin, March 4, 1914 J Soc
Chem. Ind., 39, 400A, (1920). Partially-acetylated
cellulose obtained by the auction of AcOH on cellulose
IS further acetylated by somewhat less than double its
wt. of Acetic anhydride, whereby the insol. aceyl
eompds. are converted into higher acetylated pro-
ducts, which are directly sol. in the usual solvents, e.

g., acetone. By this means a saving of acetic anhy-
dride and of the catalyst, where such is employed, is
effected. An example is given of the preparation of a
celIulo.se acetate containing about 61 per cent AcOII

'

—A. P.-C.

TO FIND THE WEIGHT OF ANY NUMBER OF
SHEETS OF PAPER.

A quick method of finding the weight of any num-
ber of sheets of paper, provided the ream weight is

known, is as follows:
Put down the weight of one thousand sheets, (2

reams) multiply this by the number of sheets of which
the weight is desired and then point off three places.
This will give the .-xact u.jrrht in pounds and thous-
andths.

Example:
What will 345 sheets of 25 x 38—60-500 weigh 1

Weight of one thousand sheets, 120 lbs, of one sheet,
0.120 lbs.

Number of sheets' weight is desired, 345 sheets
0.120 X 345 = 41.400.

Therefore 345 sheets of 06 lb. paper will weigh 41
4-10 lbs.

When figuring on stock which weighs 50 pounds
to a ream, simply put down the number of sheets of
which the weight is desired and point off one place.
This will give the weight in pounds and tenths.
Example :

What will 475 sheets of 25 x 38—50 weigh?
47.5 pounds.
This is explained by stating that if a ream of paper

weighs 50 pound.s. each sheet weighs one-tenth of a
pound.—American Printer.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, Dec. IS

—

(liristnuis of ]92i) finds a spirit

of optimism pervading the Canadian paper industry

generally although there is more or les.s uncertainty

and speculation as to what the coming year is going

to bring forth in respect to trade conditions. Leading

authorities in pulp and paper circles admit their in-

ability to pierce the veil that hides the future but are

convinced that although the coming year may not see

the unprecedented prosperity of the one just closing,

the trade is going to remain healthy, if not extremely

prosperous. This conviction is shared by manufacturer

and jobber alike and while it is agreed that next year's

prices will not retain their present level—and the

opinion is prevalent that more normal prices all round

would be better for the trade—the paper market is

going to be -well maintained and on a healthier ])asis.

It is generally conceded that paper reached altogether

too high a figure this year and that a fairly liberal

trimming process could be carried on with advantage

to the trade during the coming year. That lower prices

will prevail next year is the conviction of most men

in the trade but there is no indication of any very

serious slump. Making due allowance for the optimism

of the surveyors of advertising fields in Canada and

the United States, who (iromise a bigger volume of

business next year than ever before, it seems reason-

able to assume that the demand for paper during 1921

is going to keep up and if there is going to be a market

for the product the manufacturers are going to get a

good price.

Glancing back over the year in the newsprint field

it is interesting to note that mills opened the sea.son

with their product selling at three and a quarter and

three and a half cents, while the year closes with the

price nearly doubled and a six and a half cent rate

adopted for the fore nart of 1921. This this branch of

the trade is in a healthv condition is indicated by the

fact that late estimates give twenty-one as the number
of new paper machines that will be in operation in Can-

ada and the United States during the coming year.

This will represent an increa-sed output of about five

jier cent, but it will be fullv a year before the influence

f(f«the added tonnage is felt, and then it will be ab-

sorbed by the normal increase in consumption. A large

proportion of the newsitrint enuipmcnt expansion will

he in Canada. Price Bros.. Ontario Paper Co., and

Spani.sh River will each have one new machine.

Laurentide two and Abitibi three, in addition to which

the International Paper Co. are building a mill at Three

Rivers where they propose to install four new machines

with a capacity of 200 tons daily. At the l)eginning of

1920 Canadian newsprint mills had a total capacity of

2.77.'S tons per day and it is estimated that at the begin-

ning of 1022 this capacity should be increased to 3.24.'i

tons per dnv. according to present schedules, so that

192.T shnnld see Canada's newsprint production over
oT'o million tons per year.

The past year has seen an iinpre<'edented demand for

11 ernd<"; of fine papers and prices for these, especially

Ifiok pdiiTs have more than doubled in price. As the

year clfisrs mills are getting from fifty to a hundred

per cent more for some lines of book paper than they

got at the beginning of 1920 and there is still a big

demand for book, bonds and ledgers despite the fact

that the year closes with big stocks in the jobbing

warehouses. These are there because of a temporary
cessation of buying on the part of the printers, whose
business has fallen off during the past month or so, and
because the belief exist.s that the market is due for a

fall of some sort. It is believed that these stocks will

be reduced early in the new year as buying is bound
to set in again either on the present price basis or a

reduction as some predict. But in the meantime the

development and expansion of the fine paper trade

goes steadily on. Ranges of high-grade paper have
been produced during the year which formerlj- found
their way into Canada for Europe and the United
States and domestic loft-dried and tub-sized papers

have now taken the place of many imported lines.

Canadian manufacturers are today turning out fine

and superfine i)apers the quality of which was not

surpassed by foreign makers. Expansion is still the

watch-word and should the domestic demand fall off

there is still the export market for Canadian manufac-
turers. The Provincial Paper Mills Co., Limited, with
modern mills at Mille Roches. Thorold and Georgetown
and operating a sulphite plant at Port Arthur, are con-

sidering the erection of a two-machine book mill at

Port Arthur during the coming year which would bring
onto the market about forty additional tons. The
Howard Smith Paper Mills are carrying out improve-
ments at their Cornwall plant which will bring pro-

duction there up to fifty tons a day. A new machine
is to be installed at the Crabtree Division of the com-
pany in Quebec, which will trim 82 inches and augment
the output of that branch by fifteen tons per day of
sulphite bond jiapers, most of which will be for export.

During the present year a new 86-inch machine was
installed at Beauharnois. Quebec, giving a capacit3' of

over twenty tons a day. Improvements have been com-
pleted at the Kinleith Paper Co's mill at St. Catharines,
wh'ich added some twelve dryers to its largest machine,
increasing ]>roduction by six tons a day and making
the total daily output of the plant twenty-seven tons.

The plants of the Rolland Pajter Co. at St. Jerome and
Mont Riilhmd. Quebec, which sjiccialize in bond, ledger,

linen aiul high grade writings, are also busy on im-
provements calculated to add greatlv to their output.
RAW STOCK SITUATION.—Whi'le there has been

a falling off in the prices of pulp lately it us interest-

ing t<i note that pulp is still selling at from $.50 to $60
a ton higher than in January of the present year. There
is no stable market in any of the lines of pulp but a
representative of one of the leading pulp mills submits
the following us the average market prices today:
ground wood pulp $9.3 to $120. at the mill, according
to demanfl : bleached sulphite $17.i. easy bleaching
from $140 to $1.">0: news sulphite, $130 to $140. In
regard to wood pulp, it should be slated that while
lower prices arc tieing offered for wood from the job-

bers, who get their supplies from the fanners, the big
end ipf the cut by the paper mills will be made by the
middle of January at greatly enhanced cost over that
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of last year, wages alone having increased from $60,

$65 to $80, $85. P.o.b. prices for pulpwood started out

from $1G to $18 per i-ord at the first of the sea.son and
they kept soaring until the remai'kable price of $26

was reached or was offered. An eastern representative

informs the Pulp and Paper ilasrazijie tliat the bottom
has fallen out of the pulp wood market and no one is

buyijig today. It would appear as certain tliat the

market for some little time was a purely artificial one.

Ordinarily, wood from New Brunswick was consigned

to the Maine and New York mills and much to the sur-

prise of the mills in that province, a heavy demand
sprang up from the Ontario and Quebec mills, owing
to the shortage there. Buyers from these latter mills

swept over tiie province offering almost any price for

spot wood. The result was that i)eople with whom the

New Brunswick dealers had contracted insist-

ed on having their contracts raised, with the

result that the season has been somewhat
upset. Very little spot wood has been, or

can be. delivered for the reason that little of

this season's peeling can be obtained and d'elivered at

the railways until the arrival of a liberal quantity of

snow. A comparatively small ipiantity of pulp wood
has been obtained by the Ontario and Quebec mills up
to date but it is anticipated that a shipment will be

free this -N^-inter under contract. As a result of the

prevailing high prices quite a number of the larger

operators installed rossing machines. The drop drove
some them out of business, but quite a number are
going ahead under advantageous contracts made be-
fore tlic drop.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, December 18— (Special Correspondence)

—The paper market continues devoid of feature

.Vetivity in the jobbing trade and at the mill centres

is of narrow compass, and buyers are holding off to

ns great extent as in the recent past. In fact, demand
for most kinds of paper is still receding, if anything,

thus reflectinsr the gradual drawing near of the year-

end and the holiday season. Mills in various parts of

the country are devoting their major attention at the

moment to compiling inventory and to making nineh-

iieeded repairs to machinery, and while busy with these

things, seem satisfied to let matters stand as they are

and the market to follow its own course without any
interference on their part. If the prevailing dullness

\va8 at any other period of the year the probabilities

If*' manufacturers would exert more effort toward

evixinir interest among liuycrs or toward drumming
ip 1 ii^iness in some fnshi'in. liut with such iinpurtant

matters as inventory and repairs occupying their time
and attention it is not surprising that the average paper
producer is pursuing a policy of aloofness.

RciK)rts coming to hand this week from the Middle
West are to the effect that the market there has not
slowed up to quite the degree that is apparent in this

section of the country. It is stated on good authority
that practically every paper mill in the West is operat-
ing, most of them on a materially reduced schedule,
but nevertheless running at least two or three days a
week. One reason for this probably is that a majority
of the book paper plants in the States are situated in

some part of the West, and it is this branch of the in-

dustry that seems to have been the least affected by
the dullness of the jiast several months. Prior to the
sla'^kening of demantl for paper, it was generally con-
ceded that book paper manufacturers had sufficient

contract business on their files to keep them operating
at close to full capacity until the end of the year. Some
of the.se orders doubtless have been cancelled, but
indications are that the average book paper mill held
on to enough of the business they had contracted for
to give them work for fully half the time, and this

possibly accounts for the present condition of the
industry in the West being more favorable than in the

East.

There is Mttle in the way of important market
changes to report. Jobbers as a rule are desirous of
liquidating their stocks and are placing orders with
mills only when actually needing paper to fill

customers' Avants. Consumers also are still buying in

hand-to-mouth style, with the exception of large pub-
lishers who are looking far enough ahead to make
contracts covering future deliveries of news print or

liook papers. The printing trade in and around New-
York is markeil by dullness and this class of paper
buyers are confining their purchasing operations solely

to supplies directly required.

Newsprint continues to sell for spot delivery in rolls

at an average of 7.50 cents per pound at mills. Occa-
sional transactions down to 7 cents are reported but

they do not involve important tonnage, and for large

(|uanlities of newsiirint. publishers invariably find it

necessary to pay better than 7.50 cents.

Book papers are quoted at a basis of between 12 and
13 cents a pound for machine finished book for prompt
shipment, while the contract basis is maintained at

9.50 to 10 cents at mills. A representative of a leading

paper mill in the West states that publishers of some of

the most widely circulated periodicals have increased

their toniuige for book papers commencing with next

I'Vbruiiry dclivcr,\- 35 prr cent, above the amount of

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones M12 murray m
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"WORLD" VALVE
AN "ACID" TEST
It is especially made to resist the effect of acids used
in a pulp mill. It will emerge triumphant from the

severest test you can give it.

T. McAvity & Sons make a greater range of valves,

fit'.igs and castings, of acid-resisting bronze than any
manufacturer in the Dominion.

Designed to give a maximum of wear, the thickness of

the backs of the elbows, throats of valves, and any
point where the acid wears excessively, are reinforced.

Superintendents of the largest pulp mills in Canada
endorse their use. No other metal will stand the acid

test as will "World" bronze.

T. McAVITY & SONS,
LIMITED

ST. JOHN, - - N.B.
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paper ordered at the same time iu l!>20. This would
indicate that the consumption of book paper in the
magazine field in 1921 will exceed that of the current
year, when all records have been surpassed.

Fine papers seem to be holding their own both in

point of market activity and in price. Printers are buy-
ing carefully and yet a fairly large movement into con-
suming channels is noted. Quotations on some of the
low grades of writig papers have been reduced further
but fine lines are firmly quoted and mills are generally

declining to accept orders except at the figures named.
Wrappings and tissues are in about the same quot-

able p<isition and are lacking new feature. Business
in this class of paper is only moderate. Boards rule

dull although it can be said that demand has improved
a bit over that of several weeks ago. With prices

down to what would appear rock-bottom levels, box-

makers and other buyers are absorbing supplies with
less reluctance and the market promises to breaden
during the next few weeks. Prices hold at around $45
per ton at mills for plain chip and $50 for news board.

GROUND WOOD.—There is little business of an
important character current in mechanical wood pulp.

Paper manufacturers are keeping much out of view as

buyers, this being the season of the year when they

invariably hold off in purchasing raw material except-

ing when in immediate want of it, and aside from
contract business, practically no trading is reported.

Prices are easy although no further sharp declines

have been noted. Domestic ground wood of prime

quality is quoted at $100 or a shade lower at grinding

mills for spot shipment, and foreign ground wood is

held by importers for $80 to $90 per ton on the dock
depending on the quality and tonnage wanted by
buyers.

CHEMICAL PULP.—The market for chemical wood
pulp is in a dull condition. There is a pronounced

lack of demand from consuming quarters, paper manu-
facturers with few exceptions running almost entirely

on stored stocks of pulp and the supplies coming in on

contract, and actual sales are so few and far between

that it is next to impossible to ascertain what market

values really arc. There is no question, however, that

prices are lower. Perhaps the prices heard mentiond

in the trade are not representative of the true value of

pulp, but the fact remains that nearly ever>' kind of

chemical pulp is available in at least some tonnage at

considerably lower prices than have lately prevailed.

Foreign bleached sulphite is quoted down to 9.50 cents

^ iw)nnd on the dock here, while domestic bleached

S\dphite of Xo. 1 quality can be bought at 8 cents at

mills and probably for less. Foreign ea.sy bleaching

is offered in some quarters at 7.50 cent.s, domestic easy

bleach at 6.75 cents, foreign unbleached sulphite of

Xo. 1 grade at 7 cents and domestic news grade sidphife

at 5.75 cents. Kraft is quoted down to 5 cents per

pound at mills for domestic and at a quarter to half

cent higher for Scandinavian pulp. These prices are

in a sense nominal, as very little business is doing at

any figures, and as the probabilities are purchases

conid be effected at still lower levels,

RAdS—Quietness marks current trading in paper-

making rags and the few buyers operating are occasion-

o<l little difficulty in securing supplies at close to any

prices they offer. New oitlintrs have begun to follow

tbf downtrend in old rags, and sales of llic former at

substantial ridiictions in price have been n-corded. No.

1 white shirt cuttings having been purchased by mills

7 cents, white lawns at 18 cents, new blue overall cut-

tings at 10 cents and new light silesias at 11 cents.

Felt mills are keeping mostly out of the market and
the scattering of sales recorded are generally in the

neighborhood of a cent a pound at shipping points for
No. 1 roofing rags. Old whites have steadied some-
what and arc quoted at a basis of around 10 cents for
No. 1 repacked of special qualitj- and at a cent per
pound less for average packing.

PAPER STOCK.—The waste paper market is still in

the doldrums. There is but a light demand emanating
from mills, and prices are characterized by easiness.

Quotations mean but little under prevailing circum-

stances, because consumers, when actually in want of

stock, can invariably buy at figures a good deal under
those asked by dealers, this being an outcome of' the

dull demand and the aJixiety of packers, to move
accumulations. Heavy books and magazines have sold

this week to mills down to 1.40 cents per pound at

shipping {Kiints. folded newspapers at 70 cents a hun-

dred, pounds. No. 1 mixed paper at 35 cents per hundred,

and old No. 1 manilas at 1.20 cents. Shavings are the

one class of old paper which show a steadying tend-

ency. Dealers evidently are holding shavings with a

view of obtaining higher prices later on and quotations

range at around 7.50 cents per pound at shipping points

for No. 1 hard white and 6.50 cents for Xo. 1 soft white

shavings.

OLD ROPE AND BAGG IXG.—Demand for both old

rope and bagging is practically at a standstill and
prices are in a shortly nominal position. Old Manila

rope of Xo. 1 quality is quoted by dealers at 4.50 to 5

cents a pound, but the probabilities are purchases can

be made at lower figures. Similarly, Xo. 1 scrap bag-

ging is placed by shippers at 1.75 to 2 cents and .vet

buyers could doubtless get orders accepted at less. So

few mills are testing the market that it is extremely

difficult to determine what values are.

PAPER MILL WORKERS TO GO ON SALARY
BASIS.

Employes of the Crocker-McElwain and Ciiemical

Paper Manufacturing Companies, of Holyokc. Mass.,

who have had five years' service with the concerns to

their credit, are to be offered individual contracts

shortly, according to the announcement of R. F. Mc-
Elwain. The employes will be asked he said, to do
nothing to conflict with the present open shop plan

on wbich the two plants are operated.

HOW THE PRINTER STARTS.

The first thing the iirintcr dofs wiicn he starts to

figure an estimate or put your work in hand—is to

take a .slip of paper and put some figures down. They
look something like this: "17 x 22'" or "22 x 34" or

"25 X 38."

The first two are standard letter sizes, the last a

standard book paper size. Then he divides these by

the size of your work, and finds how nmny letterhead.s

or f(dders or pages be can get "out" of a sheet.

Here's where you lose money or save it, because if

you insist on a wasteful size, which leaves a lot of

blank paper which cannot bi' used, this loss must go

down against yon as your cost. It doesn't take many
thousand copies, where there is wastage, to run into a

fairly large "dollars and cents" items.

Call in your printer early, when planning your re-
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ABOUT OUR ADVERTISERS.
The Felt Makers at Arnprior.

In connection with the growth of the manufacture

of papermaker's felt in Arnprior it is pointed out that

the undertaking opens up a field that has possibilities

in direct ratio to those of the great pulp and paper

industry. The industry was established there by

Messrs. Huyck, of Albany, N.Y., and its activities

have been steady since its inauguration. Felt for

clothing pai>ci-niaking machinery lias to a large extent

been imported, until Britisli and American interests

decided to get into tlie Canadian field to serve tlie

needs of the papermaking industry with a domestic-

manufactured product. Other woollen products sueh

as hosiery, blankets, motor rugs, etc., are also manu-
factured by Kenwood Mills, of lluyek Bros, in Arn-
prior. The American industry was commenced in

1870 in a small way and lias expanded several times.

The Arnprior jilant has 60,000 square feet of floor

space and is fitted with moilern eiiuipment for the

manufacture of the various woollen products.

The Saiidoz C'hemieal Works, of liasle, Switzerland,

now offer Victoria Blue B througii their Canailian

Distributors. McArthur. Irwin, Limited.

Hughes Owens Company Limited Add New Department.
Tlic llught's Owfiis ('(impaiiy, l.iinitcil, with lii'ud

office at 247 .\otrc Dame St. W., Montreal, and blan-

ches at Toronto, Winnipeg fuid (Ottawa, announces

that in addition to their well-known lines— Engineer-

ing and Draughting Instnimciits and Supplies. Blue

and Black Print Papers, they jiave added a new de-

partment consisting of Microscopes. Microtome-;, Chem-
icals, Chemical (Jlassware and Chemical, Bacteriologi-

cal, Projwtion and Photo-Micrographic Apparatus,
etc. In all these lines tliey represent leading manu-
facturers.

They also announce the appointment of Mr. .1. (»

Jarrell as General Manager of the Comiiany and the

addition of Mr. Peter Lennox to their Salts Force.

Mr. Jarrell has been in t.iiis country for a number of

years, and is quite familiar with the re<|uirements of

the Canadian laboratories. Previous to coming to

Canada, he was a member of the Sales Departmem of

the Bauseh and Lomb Optical Company of Rochester.

New York, supervising their Canadian trade. lie con-

.sequently brings to the organization a broad exjieri-

ence in handling the higjiest grade scientific ajipar-

aliis.

Mr. Lennox, formerly of St. Andrews University.

Scotland, and for a number of years Assistant in the
Chemical Laboratories of McGill University, is, by
reason of this experience quite familiar with a wide
range of chemical proces.ses and has a thorough know-
ledge of the equipment required by the modern labor-

atory.

Anyone in the pulp and paper industry may .have,

from time to time, interesting literature sent them
by forwarding their name and address to the Hughes
Owens Company, Limited.

LUMBER AND PULP EXPORTS TO U.S. FROM
ST. JOHN.

Henry S. Culver, American Consul here has given out

a statement of exports of lumber and products to the

United States for the quarter ended September 30th,

1020 from this consular district- as follows

Laths $112,142.25
Lumber 648.414.97

Pine Boards 16,597.17

Pulp Wood 94,114.90

Shingles 9,464.90

Spruce Piling 12,096.20

Wood Pulp 478,925.61

The book and writing paper section of the Canadian
Paper Trade Association held an enjoyable lundieon at

the Ontario Club in Toronto on Tue.sday of last week.
A good representation of the section was present and
enjoyed a pleasant social hour.

Total $1,371,756.00

THE BOLSHEVISTS OF 1838.

Daniel Webster in a s|)ccrh, inailc eighty-two years
ago, said: " There are persons who constantly clamor.
They complain of oppression, speculation an(l the per-
nicious influence of accumulated wealth. They cry
out loudly against all banks antl corporations, and all

means by which small capitals become united in order
to produce important and beneficial results. They
carry out mad hostility against all established insti-

tutions. They would choke the fountain of industry
and dry all streams. In a country of unbounded
liberty they clamor against oppression. In a country
of perfect equality they would move heaven and earth
against privilege ami monopoly. In a country where
property is more evenly divided than anywhere else
they rend the air shouting agrarian doctrines. In a
country where the wages of labor are high beyond
parallel, they would teach the laborer that he is but
an op|)ressed slave."

The Pulp and Paper

Trading Company
21 East 40th Street, NEW YORK

Dealers in domestic pulp—chemical and mechanical
— and paper.

.\GENTS FOR

J. & J. Rogers Company
.\usable Forks, New York

Canadian Kraft, Limited
Three Rivers, Que.

DEALERS IN

Wayagamack Kraft Pulp

Proctor and Gamble Distributiog Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Bleached Cottoo Hull Fibre Pulp
Mills at Augusta, Ga.

EASTERN AGENTS FOR

Port Huron Mitscherlich Sulphite
Made by the PORT HURON SULPHITE and PAPER CO.

•^,.r.-' Port Huron, Mich.
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THE PUSEY AND JONES COMPANY
from the President to the Office Boy

Wish you

A Most Merry Christmas

THE PUSEY AND JONES COMPANY
WILMINGTON, - - - DELAWARE

Fraser Brace Limited
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

Contractors for PULP and PAPER MILI^, HYDROELECTRIC
PLANTS, tunnels, industrial plants, docks, wharves foundations,

bridges and all difficult constructions or large developments. We
have also a fully equipped yard and Dry Dock for ship building

and SHIP REPAIRING and we are giving special attention to the

subject of self-propelled and non-propelled PULP WOOD BARGES.

83 Craig St. West, MONTREAL, F.Q.

FOURDRINIER MACHINE WIRES
TO 210 INCHES WIDE

With cpackl MUB* and adf•». Noted for loii« Ufa. unootli runninf. Am ftaiiK.

CYUNDER COVERS
GEORGE CHRISTIE, Umited

GLASGOW. i> SCOTLAND

CANADIAN AGENT {who hoUi .lodk)-

J. A. TAYLOR
22 S(. Fruci. Xitiir StTMt. MOmREAL
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15 Sales Offices
Backed by tHe
100% Standard
of Quality

THE Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company
Limited reaches out to you through its

sales houses and offers the service and satis-
faction that is assured by its 100';b standard of
quality and service.

To be able to turn to an institution that
dominates its field in the industrial world is to
safeguard the character of the merchandise you
buy. To deal with an organizationthat is doing
business at your very door puts upon the man
you know that "responsibility which is the con-
science of business."

Every one of these 15 offices has been
established to bring to you the full advan-
tages and benefit that have made The
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. Limited
a national institution. Here in these offices

is offered everything mechanical that your
business requires — they centralize your
purchasing—group your orders —bulk your
shipments and send but one invoice. And
when you buy from The Canadian Fair-
banks-Morse Co. Limited you are guar-
anteed the 100^ standard of quality and
service in product and organization.

Make our nearest office your buying
centre—our catalogue is your buying guide—ovs 100*^0 quality seal your guarantee.

THe Canadian
Fairbanks-Morse Co.,

Limited
Canada's Dcparlmcntal House for

Mechanical Goods

Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal
Ottawa Toronto Hamilton
St. Catharine* Windsor Winnipeg
Regina Saskatoon Calgary

Vancouver Victoria
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IIAFFY NEW YEAR I WHY NOT?
We want to join the chorus of Ilappy New Years

which is being heard on every hand this week. Every-

body should be greeted and should extend the cheer-

ful greeting and in spite of the passing of a cloud now

and then across the horizon, there is every reason to

believe that the coming year will be a prosperous one

and consequently bring an opportunity for happiness

to all of us. Happiness, as someone humorously

defined Boston, is largely a state of mind. Content-

ment is similar. A contented person is likely to be

happy. A person who endeavors to stir up strife at

this time is making someone unhappy and is sowing

seeds of discontent which not only makes it difficult

for peace and happiness to come but makes it also

difficult to acquire that degree of prosperity which is

such an important element in making a Happy New
Year come true. There are reasons enough for dis-

content and for worry in ordinary times. Just now
we are passing through what industrial prophets look

upon as the most difficult phase in a period of read-

justment. How well we are able to pass through

depends very largely on our individual attitude.

Everyone realises that complete recoverj- from the

distressing situations that have recently faced this

country along with the rest of the world requires

courageous cooperation and that each one is best

serving himself by remembering that there are others.

The paper industry for the most part is fortunately

well employed and while ordtrs are not crowding each

other for space, on the books, there is more or less

business in every line. The manufacturer or dealer

who thinks he can grab it all and tries to do so is not

acting with the Happy New Year spirit. He is

entitled to his share of the business and profit and
his employees are entitled to their share of the

available work; but there are others. The busi-

ness of the winter months this year is a bit

slower than usual. Part of this condition may
be only apparent because present conditions are

being compared with the abnormally busy times

through which we have just passed. It seems to us
that present conditions might continue for some time
before bringing down the average below what might
be considered normal. The thing to do is to shorten
the period of comparative inactivity as much as

possible and be prepared for th<^ revival of prosperity
that is sure to come in the New Year.

Statistics are not always reliable and prophecies do

not always "pan out" but the keenest observers

among men who have seen many years of business

perceive unmistakable signs that the coming year need

not be approached with apprehension. Some people

are looking for lower prices but if people who are

standing still expecting lower prices to come to them
would get busy and produce goods at a resonable

price, there would be sufficient employment and wage
distribution to keep things going at a normal rate.

There is considerable unemployment and, like j)neu-

niouia, it is likely to get worse before it gets better.

Widespread distress could, however, be prevented by
keeping things moving along. The cost of unem-
ployment invariably falls on the whole community; it

must be paid for and our humble opinion is that it is

far better to pay for it with production than with
charity. Unfortunately the winter months are those

in which it is most difficult to carry on the class of

work which falls principally on unskilled labor to

perform. Someone has said that education is the cure-

all for unemployment. This is not .so. The best

trained man is out of work if tluTe is nothing for

him to do and there are many tasks tlial require more
muscle than brains. Ditches must be dug and mat-
erials moved. Education will not create such work.
It viay make it more difficult to find men who are
willing to do such tasks, but the problem now is to

find or create tasks for the man who is willing to do
such work when it must be done and can be done. Our
winters make it necessary to close down many out-

door operations and we have not yet become suffi-

ciently enlightened to develop a workmanlike scheme
for perennial employment. It may be true as we have
heard a manager state, that many unskilled workers
will not continue at certain tasks which become dis-

agreeable when the snow flies. Some concerns are
sufficiently efficient and broad-minded to plan on
having work that can be done in the winter time by
unskilled labor since skilled men for the most part
work on tasks which are naturally pood the year
round.

The great problem before us then, if we are to make
our Happy New Year to mean something, is to keep
our chests out and our eyes front, not so straight

front however, that we cannot take notice of the
fellow beside us and give the assistance and encour-
agement which, if generally passed about, will make
1921 a Happy New Year indeed.
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THE WAY TO GET IT.

lu a recent issue of the Pulp and Paper Magazine

it was our pleasure to publish and comment upon

plans for a Safety competition among the pulp and

paper mills of Ontario. Such a competition is a

good deal like a garden. The amount of production

and satisfaction depends principally upoi) the amount

of effort that one puts into it. Like a garden also the

success of safety work depends largely on the kind of

seed and the manner of its planting. With safety

work the seed is the Safety Idea. There are a good

many safety schemes but all of them do not fit every

situation. A lecture on elevator guards, for instance,

would not only be useless in a mill where no elevator

is used but the inappropriateness of mentioning such

a subject would really be a handicap to real safety

work. On the other hand, no mill and no individual is

so nearly perfect that no improvement is possible. Im-

provement is really the object of the Safety First

competition for the shields and banners offered by

the Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers Safety Associa-

tion. The idea of a tangible prize, a .shield or a banner,

which signifies .successful effort is to some people a

greater inducement than even the benefits derived

from the competition. Many a person points with

pride to trophies won in school days without any

thought of the benefits from the health and strength

and good fellowship gained in the training before the

contest. Even the loser has these benefits.

Practically the same benefits from training and

contest are available in the case of the competition for

the Safety shields. Suggestions for improvement of

operating conditions and appeals to workmen to be

thoughtful have greater force with some prize in

sight.

Enthusiasm is one of the principal features of a

good contest, no money can buy it iior can anything

else take i's place. H is therefor very gratifying to

read the following letter from a paper mill in Ontario

regarding the safety competition. If all the mills in

Ontario will take up the proposition in this enthu.si-

astic manner there will not only be happiness and

.satisfaction to the winners of the shields hut there

ill he an enormously reduced loss fif time and wages

Resides greater contentment and better health liecause

iafefy First has been the principal thought in the

minds of the paper makers in Ontario. We hope tlie

secretary will receive a letter like the following from

every other member of the association.

The r)ntario Pulp & Paper .Miikrrs"

I Safety A.ssociation.

Toronto. Ontario.

Dear Sirs.

We were very much interested in your letter of

Dee. 16th in connection with the competition between

all the mills for thi- lic<«t nc(;ident record diirinir the

vear 1021.

Our Superintendent and the writer have been dis-

cussing this splendid idea with the foremen in our mill

and we are one and all looking forward to securing

the 1921 Shield for our Company.

We note the particulars which you require each

month and you may rest assured that we will see that

you are given this information promptly and accur-

ately.

We are having several copies of your letter made

out which we intend to distribute throughout our

different departments.

Yours faithfully,

"Safety First Paper Company."'

"BROMPTON XEWS".
Strange as it may sound at first, Brompton Pulp

and Paper Company has joined the publishers. We
liave just received the Christmas number of "Bromp-

ton News", the bi-lingual semi-monthly paper published

by the company. There are eight pages of news. In

expressing through its columns, his personal greetings,

ilr. J. A. Bothwell, the General ^lanager reminds the

Bromptonites that East Angus has a town and mill

equal to anything in Europe and that everybody's co-

operation is neces.sary to pass safely the difficult per-

iod we are now in.

COBWEBS.
The Editor has been .surprised and delighted to

know he has so many good friends. Their Christmas

greetings have brought great pleasure and encour-

agement. Cards, calenders, letters, diaries and cigars,

all have brought the good wishes of friends, whom we

wish to thank most heartil.v for their kind remem-

brances. Dorothy, representing Capital Wire Cloth

Co., smiles at us from across the office; Gottesman's

diary, the calenders from Sadler and Haworth. Water-

pus Engine Works Co., National Safety Council. Ont-

ario Pulp and Paper Makers Safety Association. an<l

others, help pass the time. So, in the best of spirits,

we wish everyboil.N ;is haiipx a .Vi'w ^'ear as ours seems

likelv to be.

In discussing tlie likelihood of making rubberized

"cloth" by impregnating |)a|ier, a friend in the rubber

business said it was nu)rc likely that rubber would dis

place |)aper at the present trend in relative prices.

From reports of what some people in the United

States think of the tariff bill that \vr)uld make Can-

adian grain a scarce article across the line, there ar"

evidentl.v two sides of the question. The Moston (ilobe.

for instance, cites the situation as an indication of the

beginning of a period of log rolling in Washington

—

not in the Bureau of Forestry, however.

"A careful man does not need to tell yon he is

sorrv'." .says the Safety LcRgne.
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The Performance of a Culled Acre
By C. I). HOWE, Dean of the Faculty of Forestry,

University of Toronto.

In connection Avith the forest .regeneration and
gro\^•th study surveys of cut-over pulpwood lands being

carried on by the Commission of Conservation in On-
tario, Quebec and New Brunswick, several methods
for determining the rate of gro\A-th of spruce and bal-

sam have been employed. One of these is the selection

of representative areas in a given forest type and con-

dition in respect to culling and the making of a com-
plete growth analysis of the balsam and spruce trees

to be found on the plot. The first season of the work,

the summer of 1917, five such plots were made and it is

one consisting of an acre, a chain wide and 10 chains

long, that I wish to bring to your attention this morn-
ing. It was situated in what may he called the mixed
slope type where the stand of trees 4 inclies and above

in diameter was 40 per cent balsam and 40 per cent

yellow birch, 11 per cent spruce, 6 per cent sugar maple,

and 3 per cent white birch.

The Pine Is Gone Forever.

The date of the first logging operations in the vicinity

of this particular sample acre is apparently not known.
It is known, however, that tote roads ciinnecting tiie

lakes had already been made in 1854, or at least 65

years ago. One finds trees about 35 years old growing
on mounds of decayed wood, once the walls of camp
buildings. The length of time required to bring camp
buildings to such a stage of decay that trees could grow
on them is doubtless a variable i)eriod, dei)ending upon
the kind of logs used, the situation, anil the amount of

rainfall. Since, however, the first camps were made
of pine logs, we probably would not be far wrr»g in

placing the time required as between 20 and 30 years.

As you know, the top of old pine stumps in course of

time may become coveretl with moss, and sudi moist

material makes a good germinating bed for tree seeds.

One fre<]uently finds trees 120 to 30 years old growing
on such sitnations. I recall cutting a little spruce tree,

33 years old, from the toi> of a iiine sfuni]) ailjacent to

the samjile acre which I am about to deseriiie. It had
germinated on the sapwood and its roots originally

pushed their way down to the soil between wood and
bark. The tree must have been cut for a considerable
length of time, and decay have been well advanced be-

fore conditions would have allowed this iierforniance.

The fact that the first log had been taken away in-

dicates that the tree was very sound when cut, for as

you know, not many defective logs were taken out of

the bush in the early days of lumbering.
Old camp sites, old roUways along the lake shore

1U1W support young, even-aged stands of jjoplar. birch,

cherry and maple from 40 to .'iO years old. Coppice
growth from stumps of hardwood trees, apparently cut
for camp fuel, inilicate activities of a half century
past.

These evidences, among others, demonstrate with
fair accuracy that the region was logged over for pine
between 50 and 60 years ago. Data of a similar nature
indicate another cutting arouiul 40 years ago. Prac-
tically all the region has been cut twice and some of

•A paper read before a meeting of the Woodlands
Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.
Toronto, December 8, 1920.

it three times since, and at these subsequent cuttings
the pine of any value was taken.

During a summer's study, in the locality we ran
strips from the lake shore to the top of the ridges and
measured among other things the white pine stumps
on 60 acres and they averaged 6 to the acre.

The sample acre to which I wish luiw to draw your
attention had 5 white pine stumps upon it, so it was
fairly representative in that respect. These stumps,
with their sapwood already gone and heartwood in
various stages of decay measured 18, 19. 20 and 22
inches in diameter. The height of these t-rees is not
entirely a matter of conjecture, for .some of them in
falling broke a channel through the crown cover and
the corridor thus uuule in the forest is now filled with
balsam poles aiul saplings. The toj) logs of other trees
still remain where they fell. The measurement of these
conditions indicates that the trees were from 100 to
125 feet high. Five average white pine trees even,
with the diameters given above and averaging, let us
say, 90 feet high, in fairly sound condition, would
yield around 2,000 l)oard feet. If we assume that each
pine stump has lost only three inches in diameter in
the 40 to 60 years that it has been subject to the forces
of decay, with the height remaining the same, our
estimate of the yield of the trees becomes increased by
a third and reaches 2,600 board feet. Let us say the
sample acre produced 2,.500 feet of white pine lumber,
at least a measured l)y the l)rescnl market standards!

The sami)le acre at the present time contains no white
pines—neither seedlings, sai)liMgs nor poles,—and ui
this respect, it is fairly representative of the locality.
The forest capital stock represented by white pine has
reached the vanishing point. An acre which has i)ro
duced 2,500 feet of good white pine lumber will j.ro.

duce no more.

Spruce Capital Insufficient.

So much for the i>inc, now let us turn to the condi-
tion of the spruce on the sample acre. The area was
cut over twice for spruce somewhere around 26 years
and 16 years ago. It was logged again -about 8 years
ago, but at that time the product was balsam instead
of spruce. The older spruce cutting took six trees
from the acre, and the dimensions of their stumps after
26 years of weathering and decay are 14, 16, 18 (2
stumps), 20 and 22 inches. The second cutting took 16
spruce trees from the acre and the present diameters
of the stumps remaining are 8, 10, 11 (3 stumps), 12
(2 stumps), 13, (2 stumps), 14 (2 stumps), 15, 16 (2
stumps), 19 and 22 inches respectively. Thus, 22 spruce
trees were removed from the acre and this is prac-
tically the average number taken from the areas cut
twice for spruce, the average in our summer's work
being 21.8.

We have a volume based on 110 spruce trees, all
taken within five miles of the sample acre and in the
same site. I'nisiug this as a standard, we find that the
six trees cut about 26 years ago yielded at least 2.75
cords, and that the sixteen trees cut on the acre about
16 years ago yielded 3.75 cords, a total of 6.5 cords.
It is a significant fact that in the earlier logging opera-
tion it took only a small fraction over two trees to make
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a cord, while in the later cutting a little more than four

trees were required.

Nine halsam trees were removed from the sample

acre about 8 years ago. During the summer's work in

the vicinity only 7 acres cut between ;"> and 10 years

ago were encountered. I mean there were only 7 acres

of plots and strips. The average number of balsam

stumps on these was 7. So, again, we see that the

sample acre was fairly representative in this respect.

The balsam trees removed were 10 (2 trees), 12, 13

(3 trees), 14 (2 trees), and 15 inches in diameter.

Applying a volume table to these trees for their

respective diameters, the yield becomes 2.5 cords of

pulpwood. If we add this to the 6.5 cords of spruce,

we find the acre has produced 9 cords of pulpwood in

addition to the 2, .500 board feet of white pine.

We have seen what is the present condition of the

white pine on our sample acre, let us now turn to the

spruce. Eight years after the last logging operation

the area supported 17 spruce trees 6 inches and above

in diameter. Their diameter classes were distributed

as follows: 4 trees 6 inches in diameter, 3 each in the

7 and 8 inch class, 5 trees were 9 inches and 2 were 10

inches at breast height.

Only one of the trees was suppressed : four were

partially dominated by larger trees, although they

received plenty of side light. The other 12 trees had

no overhead interference. The youngest 6-inch tree

was 97 years old and the average age Avas 113 years

It took them 12 years to add an inch to their diameter.

The two 7-inch trees were growing at the rate of one

inch in diameter in 14 years and were 104 years old.

It required 16 years for the 8-inch trees to add an inch

tn their diameter and their average age was 113 years.

The f've trees 9 inches in diameter had been in the forest

for 150 years and it took them on the average 15 years

to pass from the 8-inch class to the 9 inch diameter

class. The greatest spread in age was shown by the

10-inch trees, one being 116 and the other 200 years old.

The younger made its last inch in 10 years, while the

older occupied 30 years in the accomplishment.

The volume of the 17 spruce trees from 6 inches to 10

inches in diameter inclusive was 120 cubic feet or 1.3

cords with the use of 90 as a converting factor. "We

have seen that 6.5 cords were removed by tlie two cut-

tings and now 16 years after the last logging operation

only a cord and a third remain. If these 17 spruce

had not yielded their lives to the investigative spirit

and had grown at the same rate for the next 20 years

as they did in the past 20 years, there would have been,

'vrath no allowance for normal fatalities, another cord

M the acre for they have increased in volume at the

^te of one cord in 20 years.

T'^sing 8 as a converting factor, we find the average

annual accretion in board feet for the pa.st 20 years to

be 38. If this rate were continued, it would have been

a matter of 26 years before the present growing stock

on our sample acre could have produced another 1,000

|pet of spruce lumber—again with no allowance for

death rate.

This may be expressed in another way by saying thaf

the spruce 6 inches and above in diameter is growing
at the rate of 4 per cent annually. This sounds well,

but it requires thought. The term growth per cent has

little managerial or financial significance unless ac-

companied by a statement of the amount of capital on

which it is ba.sed. The spruce capital on the acre we
are describing, even 16 years after the last cuffing, is

only 1.3 cords, and, although this capital stock is.

mailing 4 per cent a year, the amount is so small that

36 years from the date of the cutting would elapse

before the interest and capital combined would reach

2.5 cords of spruce per acre—and once more this cal-

culation makes no allowance for normal death rate.

The normal death rate and the abnormal caused by

unrestricted fire—unfortunately so frequent and regu-

lar in occurrence in some of our best forested regions

as to be almost normal—present a very serious problem

in any attempt to predict the future yield of our

forests. Our good friend Barnjum is doing excellent

work in repeatedly calling our attention to it. About

the only way it can be accurately determined is by

actual observation on selected areas through a series of

years, and that the Commission of Conservation and

the Entomological Branch are doing on their per-

manent sample plots.

There were no dead or dying spruce trees 6 inches

and above in diameter on the sample acre under dis-

cussion, although one 8-inch tree and one 7-inch tree

were afflicted Mith heart rot at the butt. The foliage

and the crowm development, however, did not indicate

sickness. It may be pointed out, however, that the

death of one 7-inch tree on our sample acre each year

would offset the annual growth of the spruce.

The next crop of spruce on the sample acre would
depend on the 17 trees whose probabilities in that re-

spect have just been set fortli. As indicated, this crop

would probably not reach proportions profitable to

harvest until 36 years or more had elapsed subsequent

to the last spruce cutting. The forester, since he is in

the employ of the state or other long-lived organizations

and since his business is to keep an area continuously
productive in terms of merchantable material must look
still farther aliead than 36 years, so let us now turn
to tlie consideration of tlie spruce trees less than 6

inches in diameter as disclosed by the study of the
sample acre.

The acre revealed 63 spruce trees belonging to the
1-incli diameter class. All but six of these were grow-
ing beneath the shade of larger trees or, in other words,
only six had the probability of unrestricted height
growth before them. Tliese six averaged 6 feet liigli and
25 years old, while the 57 shaded saplings were 5 feet

high and 37 years old on the average. The youngest
1-inch tree was 21 years and the oldest 60 years old.

Thirty-one trees were found to belong to the 2-inch
diameter class. Of these, 24 were Ireneath other trees

and 7 in the open. The latter were 39 years and the
former 47 years old. The youngest tree was 20 and the
oldest 90 years old. The trees in the open average<l 11
feet high and fliosc in the shade 9 feet in height.

The number of trees drops to 12 in tlie 3-inch dia-
meter class, 6 free and 6 suppressed. Tlie former were
40 years and the latter 58 years old. The average
lieight in the two situations was practically the same,
namelj- 12 feet. Tliere were only 4 trees in the 4-inch
class and 2 of these were liadly suppressed. The five-

inch class contained 2 trees.

Our sfudics indicate that a free which has been sup-
l)ressed iij) to 3 inches in diameter will not recover
when released by the removal of tlic overhead crown
cover. If has been discouraged so long that it does not
respond to the improved conditions. If this is the
ra.se the potential trees of another crop in fliis group,
beginning with the 1-incli diameter class, are 63. 31, 12,

2. 2. If these figures represent the normal death rate
in passing from one diameter class to another, the
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outlook for another crop from this group is not very

encouraging. For example, if one half the 1-iueh trees

die by the time the 2-ineh diameter class is reached,

and, if only one half the former 2-inch trees are re-

presented in the 3-ineh class and if there are only 2

trees per acre 4 and 5 inches in diameter respectively,

it is quite evident that the proper distrilnition of dia-

meter classes is laekhig. It will be 70 to 100 years

before the trees now 3, 4 and 5 inches in diameter will

attain 12 inches in diameter and eacli tree represented

must live that length of time in order to replace tlie

crop.

That sentence in somewhat, inv(dved. Wliat 1 mean
is this, when the 17 trees now 6 inches and above in

diameter are harvested there are only 16 trees in the

next group to take their places, and it is not at all

probable that each tree will' survive, foi-, if they grow
as their predecessors have grown, the time of their

harvest is still 7.5 to 100 years hence.

The evidence outlined above indicates that in the

natural course of events the spruce coidd never iiave

attained its former productiveness on the sample acre

and probably would not have produced sufficient

material to nuikc a cutting for spruce alune iirofitable.

What About the Balsam ?

Now, if you will l)ear with me a tVw minutes longer.

I will present the case of tlie balsam on the sample
acre. We have found that 9 trees, yielding 2.5 cords,

were removed from the area about 8 years ago. Eight
years after the cutting the area supported 36 balsam
trees 6 inches and above in diameter. The diameter
classes were reiu-esented as follows: 14 trees 6 inches in

diameter, 15 trees 7 inches in diameter. 3 each in the

8 and 9-incli classes and 1 10-inch tree. Only two trees

were suppressed. Four were partially shaded, but
received abundant side light. The other 30 trees were
dominant.
The youngest 6 inch balsam was 42 years and the

oldest 98 years old. The average age of tlie 13 trees

was 67 years. Tlie fastest diameter iiicrcment was an
inch in 11 years and the slowest an inch in 20 years,

the average for the 13 trees being an indi in 14 years.

The youngest 7 inch balsam was tlie same age as the

youngest 6 inch tree, namely 42 years and tlie oldest

was 111 years of age. The average for tlie 14 trees

wes 72 years. One tree in this diameter class, although
having no overhead interference, required 30 years to

complete its last inch. The average for the 14 trees

was 1 inch in 12 years.

With one exception, the 8 and 9-iuch trees were prac-

tically of the same age, 60 years, and younger than tlie

average of either of the 6 or 7-inch class. Their dia-

meter increment was 1 inch in 11 years.

The 10-inch balsam did the best of all. Only 6 trees

out of the 36 were younger. It was only 50 years old
and thus grew at the rate of one inch in 5 years.

The total contents of the 36 balsam trees 6 inches and
above in diameter that remained on the sample acre
8 years after the last cutting was 167 cubic feet. This,
Avith 90 as a converting factor, becomes one and four-
fifths cords. They were increasing in volume at the
rate of about 10.4 cubic feet per year. This means
about one cord in 11 years. Exjiressed in square
measure, it becomes about S3 board feet jier acre jier

year.

Any estimate of yield in board feet of balsam, how-
ever, would be misleading, since the greater portion
of the trees die before they get to be sawlog size. The
same also should be said with regard to any prediction

of yield of balsam for pulpwood. Let me call your
attention to the sudden dropping off in the stand table

in passing from the 7-mch to 8-inch diameter class.

There were 14 trees in the former and only 3 in the
latter. This is undoubtedly due to disease and con-
sequent windthrow. Six of the 13 trees 6 inches in dia-

meter were affected by heart rot. 3 of the 14 7-inch

trees, one of the 3 8-iiich trees and one of the 3 9-inch
trees was similarly afflicted. TliLs makes 25 per cent
of the trees 6 inches in diameter and above on the area
affected by heart rot. How long it takes the heart rot
in combination with accompanying insect diseases to

kill a balsom tree is not definitely known. Tfie Com-
mission of Conservation and the Entomological Branch
are trying to determine this on their permanent sample
plots.

This sample acre is not unusual with regard to the
sudden dropping off of numbers in the higher diameter
classes of balsam. As stated above, the summer's work
in the vicinity of this area involved the counting of
trees on 60 acres of plots and strips. The average acre
derived from these contained 59 balsam trees from 4
inches to 8 inches in diameter. The acre, on which
the growth studies described above were made, con-
tained 54 trees within those diameter limits. The aver-
age acre from the summer's work contained 6 trees
from 8 inches to 12 inches in diameter. Our sample
acre contained 7 trees within those diameter limits.

Thu-s, it will be seen that it is fairly representative of
tlie region witli respect to the disappearance of the
larger diameter class of balsam.

If, however, the trees were not diseased and if they
repeated the growth perforniance of the past 20 years,
they would yield practically 3.5 cords of balsam pulp-
wood on the acre 16 years hence or 24 years after the
last cutting.

Taking up now the balsam trees between 1 inch and
6 inches in diameter on the sample acre, we find them
distributed as follows: 142 trees in the 1-inch class,

70 trees 2 inches in diameter, .53 trees in the 3-inch
cla.ss, 20 each in the 4-incli and 5-inch classes. The
1-incli trees were aiioiit equally divided with reference
to the exposure to the light, one-half in the light, one-
half in the shade. The youngest 1-inch tree was 12
years and the oldest 62 years old. The average age of
those in the light was 23 years and of those in the shade
•33 years old. The shade Jiy the hardwoods held them
back 10 years in age, but only 6 inches in height on the
average.

Apparently one-half of the trees died in passing from
1 inch to 2 inches in diameter and 41 of the 70 2-inch
trees were very badly suppressed, being 47 years old
compared with the 31 years of those krowing without
overhead interference. By the time the .3-inch cla.ss

is reached, the number was reduced to 53, of which
more than one-half are badly suppressed. The sup-
pressed trees averaged 57 years and the free trees 34
.vears of age. One-half the 4-ineh tres were also nearly
crowded to the wall by the overtopping hardwoods.

If we assume that the suppressed trees will not get

through under normal conditions, and. since the death
rate is so high in the 1-inch class, that only the domin-
ants 2 inches and over in diameter, will participate in

forming the larger diameter classes, then only 48 trees

2 to 5 inches inclusive in diameter can be depended
upon to replace, when cut, the 34 trees 6 inches and
above in diameter. This might be a sufficient number
if their disease liability were not too high. We have
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not sufficient data at present to predict what that

would be.

Extent and Kind of Reproduction.

It is iutert'Stiii^ to look still farther into the future

of our .sample acre than we have already done and to

this end make inquiry into the extent of the reproduc-

tion. The area has undergone at least four cuttings.

Now. what influence have these and the accompany-

ing logging operations had upon the reproduction of

the spruce and balsam? hi partial answer to the ques-

tion I may say that we found ^)2S spruce seedlings on

the acre. *Wc called all the trees seedlings which were

less than one-half inch in diameter at breast height.

Some of these seedlings were 60 years and none of them

less than 20 years old. I would not say positively that

no spruce trees younger than this occurred ou the acre,

but we did not find them in countiug the trees on 10

square rod plots. The evidence indicates, then, that

there has beeu no reproduction of the spruce since the

last two cuttings, which occurred about Ifi years and

8 years* ago respect ivel.v.

Xow, let us turn to the older cuttings and sec what

effect thev mar have had on the reproduction of spruce

on the area. I have as.sumed that the date of the 26

vears old cutting may not be accurate withui several

"vears on each side, .so 1 have taken the spruce trees be-

tween 30 and 26 years and 26 and 20 years, a 10-year

period, and I find 11 spruce trees with ages falling

within that period. There were 129 trees 1-iuch in

diameter and above on the acre and only IH or about

r.i per cent became established as a result of the 26

vear old cutting. It would perhaps be fairer to state

this relationship for the trees now 4 inches and less

in diameter and with that we find that among the

smaller diameter classes, the trees between 20 and 30

vears old form l.s per cent of the stand. It is evident,

therefore, that the cutting of 26 years ago did not

materially accelerate the reproduction of the spruce.

The spruce trees. 1 inch to 4 inches inclusive, 30 years

to 40 vears old, make up 28 per cent of the stand
;

40

to-r)0 .vears old, 16 per cent, and those 50 to 60 years iii

age, 18 per cent.

Let us state the case again. K^-ckoning back from

1917 we find practically no reproduction of spruce in

the fir.st two decades. In the third, fifth and sixth

decades the reproduction was practically uniform, but

something happened in the fourth decade, namely be-

tween 30 and 40 years ago, which stimulated the repro-

duction of the spnice.

I think thi.s may have been due to a pine cutting or.

|)crhaps. to the first spruce cutting. At that time

there was undoubtedly less hardwood undergi'owtli

beftenth the forest and the layer of leaf litter may not

hdjre been so thick as now. The removal of large pine

trees or spruce trees may have opened up the crown

cover to a greater extent that the later cuttings of

smaller and more narrow crowned trees. There was

(I better germinating bed than later and more light,

.'onditions favorable for the reproduction of the spruce.

T^c present reproduction in the vicinity is to be found

ia two npi>an'ntly diverse situations, on thin soiled

ridges anri rock outcrf>ps and on flats with deep soil.

Apparentlv moisture content of the soil cannot be the

defermining factor, for the one situation is dry and the

other damp.
We will now irive attention to the leproductmn of the

halsam The acre cnntsined 3.500 seedlings. Compare

that number with the .'i2R spnn-p seedlings' We de-

termined the ages of 350. one-tenth the number on the

aiTC. Grouped in 2-yeai' i)eriods. we found that 9.') per

cent of them, running from 8 to 18 years, did not vary

more than 10 .vears in age. Twent.v-five per cent were
12 years old. Fifteen per cent each were 8 and 10

years old. and the 14, 16 and 18 .vear (dd comiirised

about 13 per cent each.

No particular influence of the 8-year-old and 16-

year-old cuttings is evident here unless the peak at 12

years is due to the lagging behind effect of the 16-

year-old cutting.

Taking the next older groups, as we did in the case

of the spruce, we find there were 275 balsam trees on
the acre from 1-inch to 4 inches in diameter inclusive.

The ages of these trees are quite uniformly distributed

in all the lO-.vear groups except in the decade between
30 and 40 years ago. where one-third of them are

located. Whatever happened in that period stimulated

the rejiroduetion of the balsam as well as that of the

spruce. There is probably little doubt that the re-

production of balsam as a whole has been accelerated

l).v the logging operations, but there seems to be no
direct stimulation b.v them, except perhaps in the case

of one of the earliest cuttings.

It should be borne in mind in connection with the

last statement that the acre supported a mixed forest

in which originally at least a third and perhaps one-

half of the crown cover was composed of hardwoods,
mo.stl.v yellow birch. There is little doubt that a fuller

removal of the crown does accelerate tiie re])roduetion

of balsam in certain situations.

Thus with regard to the seedlings we have found
that the balsam outnumbers the spruce by more than
6 to 1. In the diameters from 1 inch to 4 inches in-

clusive the balsam surpasses the spruce by nearly 3

to 1. In the 5-inch to 8-inch class the balsam exceeds

the spruce in number by 4 to 1. We thus find the

balsam abundant and aggressively pushing on toward.s

dominance, a goal it probably will never reach because

of inherent constitutional weakness in its ready sus-

ceptibility to disease.

Conclusion.

(Jentlemeii. we have entered into a detailed anal.vsis

of the conditions, the life history as it were, of an area.

in order to present to you in terms of growth and re-

production the performance of a certain culled acre.

Now, in eonclusion let us briefl.v restate this perform-

ance :

First, the production of at least 2.500 feet of white

pine lumber from five trees, all originally larger than

20 inches in diameter and the failure of white pine to

reproduce itself, since not even a seedling can now
be found on the area.

Second, the production of at least 6.5 cords of spniee

piilpwood in two cuttings atid the probable failure

ever in repeating this performance due to the depletion

of the growing stock as the result of the logging oper-

ations, the absence of a proper gradation of diameter

elasses anifing the smaller trees, and the absence of

ade(piatc reproduction under the iiresent forest con-

ditions. To this also -Nhould lie added the influence

of the over-shading lijrdwoods in reducing the poten-

tial capital stock by suppressing and stopping down
the growth rale amon« the smaller diameter classes.

Thiril. the production of 2.5 cords of balsam pulp

wood and the accretion of a still larger crop of 3.5

cords in 24 .vears after the rutting. This statement

must always be followed by the qualification that no
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one knows the rapidity with wliich the diseases attack-
ing balsam advance and hence there can be no depend-
ence upon the future in respect to this.species.

Now, o:entleinen, 1 am sure that you will ag^reewith
me in sayin<i that considering the treatment this acre
has received, it has done quite well. Its chief lack has
been intelligent direction and it is not responsible for

that. With such direction I believe it could be recup-
erated aiul made even to surpass its past performance.
Since this acre fairly represents the conditions in a
certain locality, I believe rec\iperative methods could
be applied on a large scale. You know better than I

that the cost of getting wood to the mill is increasing
each year, due not entirely to increased cost of labor
and supplies, but also to increased distances of trans-

portation. The cost of labor and materials, even the
unit cost of transportation, may and very likely will

decrease, but you kiU)W, again better than I, that the

distance of transportation for your wood will increase

ill the future, unless you use substitutes for spruce or
unless you jjick iij) your mills and carry them far to the

northward— and even then j'oii may be disappointed
ill the quantity of readily available supply. The in-

creasing distanee of transportation will keep up the

cost of production, and the time will'soon come, if it

has not already arrived, when it yviU be profitable for

you to apply intelligence in directing the growing
power and the reproductive power now aimlessly ex-

pressing itself on the much culled pulpwood lands that

lie relatively near your mills.

Much could be accomplished by the utilisation of

the hardwoods. Present prices already permit this in

certain localities and owing to the untiring efforts of

one of your members the use of hardwoods especially

yellow birch, in considerable amount for groundwood
pulp is a probable development of tlie near future. The
commercial possibilities of jioplar and paper birch are

also developing.

The experiments of tiie Commission of Conservation

already indicate that the removal of the hardwoods
stimulates the development of the young spruce and
balsam beneath. The 63 spruce trees and the 142

balsam trees 1 inch in diameter, not to mention the

500 spruce seedlings and the 3,500 balsam seedlings

on our representative acre, form a potential commer-
cial stand, if the conditions at present checking their

growth were removed and they were allowed the free-

dom to carry on normal development.

The companies you represent have employed the

highest order of intelligence to increase to quantit.v

and quality of the mill production. As .voii know, this

effort has been very profitable. All this time the

source of the raw material has been neglected. 1 be-

lieve the time has come when it would be profitable

for your companies to employ intelligence in the pro-

duction of the raw materials.

RESTLESS TRIBE.
A soul from earlli. seeking iiilniittaiice into Heaven,

was questioned as follow.

—

St. Peter.—Tell me of all the good deeds you per-

formed while on earth.

Soul (after a long silence)— I cannot remember doing

any good deeds.

St. Peter.—What was your oecupation on earth?

Soul.— I was a lumber-jack.

St. Peter.—Come on in. You won't stay more than

a dav or two, anyway.

FOREST FIRES—AND OUR EDUCATIONAL
PATROL.

Those who have followed the widespread program of

educational work carried on by the Canadian Forestry
Association, will be interested in the news received as

to the Forestry Exhibition Car with a Lecture Car
attached, which are now touring in Central Quebec.
The work of the cars will be conclnded in December, as
weather conditions make a winter iMnerary jiractically
impo.ssible. It is hoped to start the 1921 tours both in
Eastern Canada and the Prairie Provinces in the month
of May.

Rerthicr Junction, P. Q.—The car attended by over
300 in the afternoon ; 200 students from the Academy
attended lecture and motion jiicture demonstration.
A second lecture to. one hundred children was given
immediately afterwards.

In the evening the exhibition car was visited by
about 500 people ; two meetings being held in the
lecture car with crowded audiences. Dr. Jcrvais, M.P.,
attended one of the lectures and gave a short address
to the audience.

Three Rivers, Que.—Owing to the excellent co-

operation of Mr. Ilenry Sorgius, Manager of the St.

Maurice Forest Proteetdve Association, large audiences
were encountered.

During the first afternoon 700 people visited the
exhibition car. Mr. Valin assisted by Mr. A. H. Cooeh,
held a meeting of 400 pupils and teachers at LaSalle
Academy. In the fvciiiiig 500 people visited the exhi-

bition ear and two motion picture talks were held in

the lecture car.

On the second day at Three Kivers 500 people visited

the exhibition car and a forestry lectiure with motion
pictures was given to 500 students, and professors at

the Seminary. The meeting was honored by the pre-

sence of M. Le Superior, who addressed the audience
after M. Valin 's speach.

Evening Icetiires were given at 7.00 PM. and 8.30

P.M. to 300 i)eoi)le and over 250 persons passed through
the exhibition car at the same hours.

Shawinigan Falls.—Four lectures were given during
the afternoon to relays of students from local schools

and academies. The total attendance at the four

lectures was 700. During the evening approximately
1,000 persons visited the two cars. On the following

morning a special meeting was given to 100 pupils and
teachers from the Brothers School.

At Grand ilere.—In the afternoon, a motion picture

lecture was given at the English Scl 1 by Mr. lilack,

while Mr. Valin addressed some 600 pupils at the

Brothers' School. In the evening a French lecture was
attended by 300 people and this was followed by an

English address to another audience. The atitendance

at the exhibition car was Irage, more than 1,100 people

passing through. On Saturday morning, November
20th, at Grand ^lere, 600 students visited the exhibi-

tion car: during the da.v another 800 peo|)le wer
present to see the exhibits and attend forestry pro-

tection lectures.

At Grand Piles.—The attendance at both the exhi-

bition ear and the motion picture lectures in French

was one of the heaviest yet recorded.

Other points tio be covered at the time of writing

are St. Tite, St. Theele. La Tuque, Flamand, Windigo,

Vandry, Parent, Greening, Joliette and Lachute.
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HANDLING A BREAST ROLL.

Following is a letter from the Pusey & Jones Co.

as printed in the "Super Calender" in answer to an

inquiry.

Almost all breast roll handling devices are provided

by tiie mills themselves, in accordance with the par-

ticular notions or the experience of the one in charge.

We have, however, furnished on a few paper ma-

chines a device for handling the breast roll in and out

of the wire, when such breast roll is carried on bear-

ings 'inside' of the end shake posts, and under the

shake rails. This device consists of a couple of angle

bars to be slid across the machine inside the wire, and
carrying a little four-wheeled trolley or buggy on

which the breast roll may be deposited and rolled out

to the front of the machine.

It is not usual for us to supply any device when the

breast roll is carried in the usual position, as in your
machine, outside the shake posts. Your paper ma-

chine and its breast roll are so small as compared
with many modern paper machines that we should

imagine no special apparatus would be needed. How-
ever, we can well imagine that something to lift the

roll vertically out of its bearings and up high enough
to enable the journals of the roll to clear the tops of

the shake posts, and also the bottom of the roll to be

deposited on the oak plank, which extends across the

machine and rests on the side rails, would be very

desirable. To our mind a pair of light chain hoists,

say of one thousand or two thousand pounds capacity

each, would be verj- suitable for this lifting.

We suggest that both hoists be carried by an over-

head rail, extending across the machine over the breast

roll, and also extended over the tending space in front

of the machine, so that the total length of this rail

would be a little more than twice the width of the

machine. Each hoist would be hung on a trolley

wheel, capable of being run along the overhead rail.

Our scheme of suggested operation would then be

about as follows: Attach each hoist by a rope sling to

each breast roll gudgeon and lift the roll with old

wire on it high enough. Slide the oak plank through
the wire and let it rest on top of the ends of the shake
rails. Swing the breast roll aver the plank and lower

the driving side end of breast roll on to the plank, but

leave the front end of the breast roll still supported
by its hoist and say 1" or 2" above the plank. Loosen
the back sling from the back journal. Slide the roll

out to the front, the back end of the roll sliding along
the plank and the front end being supported by its

.slinsr, and its hoist running along the overhead rail on
trolley. Then bring the back hoist over to the

font side of the machine and attach its sling to the
Jack journal of the breast roll and hoist enough to

carry the back end of the breast roll. Leave the

brea.st roll hanging on the two foists while the oak
plank is slirl out, the old wire taken off, the new wire
put on, and the oak plank slid back again. The l>aek

*n(l of the breast roll can then be deposited on the
front end of the plank. Bn<l the sling removed and its

boist and trolley run to the driving side of the ma-
chine. The breast roll can then he .slid across the

machine, the back end resting on the plank and the
front end still being supported by the front hoist just

above the plank. The back sling may now be attncli-

P<1 to the back giidifeon and the back i-nd of tlie roll

hoisted to clear the plank, and the plank be removed.
The breast roll may now be swung over its own lienr-

ings and lowered into them.

It seems to us that this series of operations cor-

responds very closely to the entire operation as carried
out by machine tenders through their personal strength
in the lifting and handling of the roll, but it does also

seem to us that two light chain hoists would make the
handling operation of the roll much easier than if it

was done by the main-strength-and-awkwardness of
the machine tenders.

More about Handling a Breast Roll.

By GEORCE W. CL.VRKE.
Mr. Clarke writes on this subject as follows to The

Pusey and Jones Company, Wilmington, Del. His
letter appears in the "Super-Calender."

GBOOVED snot

MAIN PtdNK WITH
iiDE PIECES BNO
THREE IROM PIECES

We have, as you .know, six machines, two to a room.
The breast roll of each pair is placed in line, over
which we secured to the roof truss a line of 7" I beams,
and on the lower flange we placed two trolleys which
could be used on either machine. We attached rods to

the trolleys with eyes in the ends, and of sufficient

length to bring the one-ton chain blocks at a convenient
distance from the floor. Instead of using a rope sling

on the journals, we use a clamp having a clevis for the
hook of the falls, the clamp is always secured to the
journal with a wrench. In pulling on the roll, some-
times the trolly sticks and the rope might slip off. In-

stead of lifting the roll to take off the old wire, we cut

it at the seam and roll it up at the couch roll, while
other men are removing the bare breast roll, and in-

stead of sliding the roll <iut on a plank, which would
tend to scratch and injure it. we use a narrow plank
scored or grooved the full length on the upper side,

which is placed between the roll and the main plank
resting on the rails, thus acting as a shoe. We make
the main plank on which the roll is slid through the

wire with sides to guide the shoe and roll, also to

stiffen it. On the upper side between the guides we
seoire strips of 's" x I'/l;" band iron on which the

shoe, mentioned above, slides easily. The plank is

deated between the rails to keep it from slipping end-

wi.se.

SAFETY FIRST.

An Oklahoma editor tells of an old Indian that came
into his office to subscribe for the paper. The editor

took the money. fhei\ the liidian wanted a receipt. The
editor tried to talk him out of if. Mr. Indian insisted

on getting the receipt. After making it the editor

wanted to know why he was so persistent about want-
ing a receipt. The Indian said: "Me die some time,

Oo to big gate and Saint Peter ask if I been good
Indian. I say yes. lie say, did you pay debts? I say
ves. He say did you pay editor for pajier? I say yes.

He say where is receipt ? I no have it. I have to run
all over hell to find you and get reeeijit."—Exchange..

Note.—Subscribers to the Pulp and Paper Magazine
get receipts—on asbestos ))aper if desired.
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The Outlook of the Paper Market
BY H. H. REYNOLDS, MANAGER OF SALES, B.D. EISLXG PAl^ER CO.

(Address before the Poor Richard Club, Philadelphia, November 4, 1920)

The situation has changied slightly with regard to a above conditions are true, those who wait for lower
few items siuce this paper was read, but conditions and prices are likely to wait a long time,

prospects in general still appear to be as analyzed by
Specific Prices and Costs

our friend and erstwhile fellow employee—Ed. ^^ , ,.•

^^ . ^ , .1 tt 1 ff ti
^^^^ ^re some actual figures ot three principal rep-

It ou want to know the outlook of the paper mar- „„o.,,,t„»;,. i„ i • n • n mii -.i
, . .„ . 1.1 1 x^- resentative grades, showmg mill prices of 1914, mill
ke -will prices be higher, or lower or stat.onaiy;

-^^^ „j ^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^ percentage of 1914 pric;s w-wiU paper he plenty or scarce? I shall end.>avor to ceived bv the mill today
give you the facts of the situation—show you funda-

*

mental conditions—then vou can judge for yourselves. ,„, , _, . ,„„„ „ .

Percentage
1914 Price 1920 Price of 1914 Price

What I say will bear particularly on the better grades IOV2C 29c 276%
of writing pa|)ers as these are the grades which I know ISV^c 36c 266%
primarily. Incidciitally. of coui-se. these facts have a I8c 46c 255%
bearing on the wl.oL. paper situation. y-^^^^^^ ^-^^ ^^^^^ ^^.^^^ generally speaking, apply
Selling Prices Have Advanced Less Than Costs. to all similar grades.

As a point to start from, it should be notu'd that Now, here are some of the items of cost given for
prices of fine writing papers today stand on a basis of 1914, for 1918, and at the present times

:

250 to 275 per cent figuring 1914 prices as 100 per Percentage
cent. 1914 1918 1920 of 1914
A very careful estimate of the complete cost of the Coal $3.75 $5.85 $14.00 400%

manufacture of fine paper in October, figuring each No. 1 Lin«n .08 .21 out) of market
item of cost in the proportion required to make the No. 1 Shirt Cuttings . . .05 .I21/2 .25 500%
finished product, gives us the average cost of manu- 2's and Blues 1.75 5.25 5.75 328%
factupe as 308 per cent of the 1914 cost. Sizing .061/2-20 .17 261%

In other words, with the selling price of paper 250 -'^o- 1 Bleached Sulphite . .02V4 .06 .08 355%
to 275 per cent of the 1914 prices, the cost is 308 per Bleaching Powder .01 Vi 02 1/2 .06 480%
cent. This is significant. The selling price of these -^lachine Tender 3.50 5.60 7.40 320%
grades has not advanced as fast ajs costs. In 1914 the last figure was for a 12 hour day, making

In face of this fact there is a waiting market. Whyt *^00 a day. In 1918 and 1920 for an 8-liour day.

Because certain other commodities have gone down, making the. cost of the present time .$22.20 per day
Because banks have limited credits presumably with against $7.00, which is 320 per wnt.

a view of reducing prices. Figures of this kind could be multiplied but the

Because people have not forgotten 1914 prices and items mentioned are the big items entering into the

think and talk about "getting back to normal." cost of pajx-r and the total costs are verj- significant.

Apprehension, then in a word, is the cause of the
^'"^^'^ ^"''^ '"'''•*" ''"•^'*''' '*^"" "''"'"f'' P'"'^^'^

present lull in demand—apprehension that prices will Aggregate 1919 Mill Profits Estimated at 7%
be lower. Are such apprehensions well founded? From the American Writing Paper Company Bul-

This will depend on such factors as letin, we quote:
1. Cost of manufacture. .<rr.i_ t- • , r. ^ „ ,«,„
2 Supply c Lnited states Census returns for 1919 are ex-

3 Demand pected to show that the net profits of fine paper manu-
4.' Volume of money and consequent purchasing ^a^^^'-'^'-f

^^Y'*
probably under 7 per cent on the in-

power of the public.
vestment. Materials, wages fuel, taxes clerks sales-

-. , . , X. . , , ..
™en, and salaries used up 84 per cent of the 1919 m-

If the cost of manufacture plus th.- necessary profit eome. and allowing for depreciation, repairs, insurance,
has not been exceeded, then prices will not go lower, bad debts, allowances, etc.. if is probable that the net
The mills have no motive to run at lower prices, be- profit left was not far from 7 per cent."
cause the more thev run the worse off thev are. t. • ^ ^ . , , •

T,. .,, , . , , : , ,
ft IS, therefore, plain that anv reduction more than

It the supply IS not adequate to the demand then 7 ^^^^ ^^^i^ leave the industry doing business at
While there may be fluctuations in buying, the trend ^ loss
will be upward.

If the demand has been growing, while the supplv ^
Limited Mill Capacity

has remained stationar\-, the trend will be upward. ^'°^' ^ to supply
:

The mills were like the farmer

If the volume of monev in the hands of purchasers 7^° ^^<^"'* ^j*.'"^,'^ '"^ ^ouse when it was fair weather

has increased, the trend will be upward.
because he didn t need to. and when it stormed he

„ , •,, , , , , , , . , .^ couldn t. Before the war fine mills were not built
Facts will show that the demand has increased 40 because the industry- wasn't profitable. During the

per cent or oO per cent in the six years since 1914; ^^^ materials could not be obtained. Now thev are
that few or no fine mills have been built in this period

;

so high that nobodv dares build. Costs of building are
that the money in circidation or credits that can be three times those before the war. With a 7 per cent
used as money have increased about eight times. j^^ld on a pre-war investment, the mills would only
Let us look at these things in detail, for if the have a little more than 2 per cent on the capital re-
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ouired to roproduee the mills today. Mills have not about 40 per cent on t.^n freight rates. For in.stance

been built. What slight increase there may have been, it takes from two to six tons of coal to make a ton of

has come about through improving existing plants. The paper. It, also, t^akes about 2,/00 lbs. of rags to make

United States has little more mill eapaeitn- on fine a ton of paper, but these rags have to have four or

papers than in 1914. I'V" freight rats paid on them before they get to the

' ' ^ _ . Ai. t CO, lur^ +v,„^ 1Q1A mill 1 e., cotton is shipped from the South to ttie

Present Demands About 58 , More than 1914 rj^^^^^
^_.^^ ^.^^^ ^^^

ji^^^
^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^ __^^^^^^^^^_

As to demand-then, .s ;. d.ttcen -'«>> The t,^

^ manufacturers the cuttings are
mated increase in use of pap.-rs ,s «bout^

^.f [,,
"

.-^ ,,,ippod to the dealers, and from the dealers to the
year. Since 1914 this would "x-^". about "i^ F" ^^ Miscellaneous eliemieals, machinery, etc., also
This takes no account ot expo . Oto al P^o,hurum

^^^.^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ .^ ^,^^ ^ ^.^^^

10 per cent IS perhaps
,^

^^'^^^
'^s nc • l^II and from the mill to th^ merchant, from the merchant to

Thhs IS oractieallv all a new growth since J>M4 aim '
.• .i . e iu~

has to b?added to the domestic increase, making some the printer and perhaps still a further rate from the

58 per cent or more increase in'de.nand since 1914. l"-'''t^'- ^"^ ^^e consumer.
'' '

' .1 1.1
. -,.,_,. m. Uf'ic ai'P s""'P re])resentative freight rates per hun-

Money and Credits About Eight Tunes Those
j^^_ , p„„„,ls from llousatonie, Mass., to various points

°f ^ ^^'
,, Tf for 1914 and 1920 and the percentage of increase, from

Now as to money and i)nces : h isher says. U
^^.j^.^,^ .^ ^^.^^ ^pp^.^,,. ^jj^^ ti,^ present rates are from

with a given volume of business, the money ot a coun-
^q^ to :i21 per cent of the old rat«>s. showing an aver-

try i.s doubled, prices will double.
, . • a"e of about 2fi0 per c<-iit which must all be figured

In other words, the public broadly speakmg, is
i.^^o the co.st of paper.

always willing to buy ood. clothing luxuries, and
^^^^^^

general supplies up to its financial limit. It is lack s
Porcentao-p

of monev rather than lack of desire that limits buy-
vlrolut^lo

ing. As monev increases the public demand bids up
^^.J"*

-^-7" ^
fit

prices. For illustration, if a couhtry has a million fi ,"'" \
\i 70

"
910

purchases and a million dolla.^ with which to pur- Waj.'>'"fo!'
fj

'/ JJ^
chase, prices will average a dollar per purchase. If it

Philadelphia 19 4o 2.37

has a million purchases and two million dollars, with ^!-
^"">s;. »^ ^-^^ ^"^

which to effect the exchange, prices will average two Cincinnati 44 91i/o 2.08

dollars per purchase. Now. counting currency, federal y"^**!"', ?" ^-"^
^-J"

bank issues, and government securities, we have about '^*'" ^^^^ •** '*'^ ^^'^

eight times as much monev as in 1914. In 1914. cir- The average freight rate of 1914 may be taken as

eulation was about *3.3.00 per capita. It is now about roughly 25c per hundred pounds. Today it will aver-

.$51.00. Federal bank credits figure about $30,00 more age 260 per ceirt of this rate or about 60c. Figuring

per capita. The government bonds, notes, and securi- ten freight rates before paper reaches the consumer,

ties aggregate s^>me $25,000,000,000 on which as eol- the present cost of freight alone will lie -^K.OO a hundred

lateraf $20'!o0O.OOO,O00 can be borrowed at the banks against .$2.50 on the old basis.

or $200 per capita. Counting these government securi- The last freight increase has occurred since the last

ties at 80 per cent we thus have some $281 per capita, advance and has therefore, not been included. Tho
a'^ainst $35 in 1914; or more than eight times as much, same thing is true of the premium on coal of eight to

With this buying power prices must be high. ten dollars a ton.

The above factors show a supply stationary for six These two facts are significant. Today the fine

veai-s or more. A domestic demand nearly fifty per mills are not making more than a normal profit. It

cent greater. A foreign demand for some 10 per would h€ to the ailvantage of tiie public, speaking

cent more coming from large regions who do not make broadly, for them to make more so as to build more

writing paper and cannot. (Latin-America with 100.- mills and make more paper.

000.000 people has no fine mills. Also Australia. New xhe Coal Situation Parallels the Paper Situation

Zealand. India and Cape Colony.) Also a buying Coaj sliows a sitnalioii parall 1 to wliat may hap|ieii

jiow.T ill dollars eight tiim's as great as in 1914.
j,, writing i)aper. In 191S wc had a record i>roductioii

Conditions Demand Advance Rather Than Recession exceeding consumption. The spring of 1919 showed
of Prices. considerable stocks in the haiitls of dealers and con-

f Consi<lering the facts thus far stated there is every sumers. The impression was, "we are getting back to

Ipason for an advance ^'ith a few exceptions the normal." Huyiiig was restricted in order to take ad-

Tresent price scale daN-s back to Jnlv. Since July have vantage of expeptit<d lower priees. 1920 opened with

eome the coal shortage and high prices and the new stock exhausted and bins empty. Then Europe, short

j.
• . . _„(p^ of English coal, commenced buying and the price rose

Freight Rates Adding to Costa. sky-high. 1920 |irodiiction has been greater than 1919.

IiicrcHs.- in frriTht rates is a more considerable If buying in 1919 had been normal and stock in the

Jactor ill the pap.-r'" situation than has bee,, credited. «prinp of 1920 consequently normal, much or all of the

^hc average consumer of paper says "40 per cent in- present shortage and high pric-s would have been

crease on f>he old tWight rate will not affect the local avoided.

eost largely." lie figures that this will be the freight "Getting Back to Normal"

from the mill to the market ; i.e.. one freight rate repre- "(lettiing back to iioriiial" is a ilaiigeroiis slogan,

scniiiig perhaps .">0 cents, increased 40 per cent or 20c If it means getting goods at cost plus a normal profit,

a hundred. i' i** «" '"'Rht. Hut if it 111 vans buying at 1914 prices.

Tlii.s is onlv n small part of it. To get a ton of paper it is all wrong. That means putting labor on 1914

into the hands of the public will probably require pay- wages, that is to say, strikes, riots. I,read lines, and in

ing freight on fen tons and the consequent increase of dii.strial chaos. It means a rinaiicia! crisis, with riier-
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cantile failures aud general disaster—a period tlie

recovery from which Mould take years. It is wrong,
because the world, generally speaking, with certain ex-

ceptions, is short of commodities and needs the sti-

mulus of high prices to produce. 1914 prices would
simply accentuate bn.ying and consumption. Stocks

already low, would be taken off the market and then

would come a rebound and a scale of prices known
only in Russia. With the pockets of the consumer
bulging with money and 1914 prices in effect, stock of

goods would melt away, and an orgy of waste would
follow till they were gone. Then would come a period

of famine of commoditiics and prices like those of

Petrograd, where a pair of boots costs 500 roubles and
a cab fare fifty.

Good Prices Necessary to Prevent High Prices

In other words, good ])riccs are necessary to stinut-

late i)roduction, build factories, and maintain labor on
the present cost of living and also to keep consumption
within reason atul to ki-ep from having higher prices.

Speaking specifically of tlie fine writing pajier trade,

it is a grave question wliethcr broadly sjjcaking higher

prices woidd not be to the public interest in order to

stimulate the building of mills.

World Stocks of Paper Low
Not only in this i-outitiv but all over the woi'hl stocks

of wi'iting ])aper are low. There are a huinlred mil-

lion peo])le in Latin-America who haven't a fine paper
mill. Figured at normal exchange, paper is liiglier

in Europe than here. The United States makes over
.'SO per cent of the world's paper. We will have to

furnish the bulk of the supi)ly, not only for Latin-

America but for India, Australia. Cape Colony, China,

and New Zealand, whii-h have no fine mills.

No Relief From Europe
There is no relief in sight from European papers

or materials. European exchange, with a pound
Sterling at $3.00 aiul marks at $1.S0, means that

European goods are at a pi'cmiiim. An American dol-

lar is worth $1.40 in England, in Cermany it' is worth
about $13.00. A mark is normally about twenty-three

cents. If a German manufacturei- can get twenty-
three cents for pajier worth a mark in (Jennany, he is

getting thirteen (13) times the price of the goods in

Germany. Now this i)reiuium has been like a pump.
It produces a powerful suction to draw goods to Am-
erica. If England or (Jermany or other countries

had paper, they would send it to America. Little or

nothing has come. Europe has nothing tm spare.

The Underlying: Price of Wood
Now, while the fiiirr pa|iers are iiiadi' of rags, the

price of wood and wood jiapers ai'feets them. In 1914

sulphite bond coulil be brought at five cents and a

medium rag bond at 10c. When sulphite goes to 18e.

there counts a shifting toward the bettier grades and
the demand forces up the rag prices and the prices of

papers made from rags.

Here is the wood situation: The items are clipped

from the bulletin of the American Forestry Associa-

tion. Washington, D.C.

:

"We are consuming lumber three times as fast as we
are producing it.

"New England, self-supporting in lumber twenty
years ago, now has to import one-third of the amount
used.

'Ten years ago the United States produced its en-

tire supply of pulpwood but now much of it is im-

ported. This means freight rates to be added to the
purchase price.

''Ten years ago the United States produced its en-
tire newsprint supply—now we import two-thirds of it.

"Only one-third of the newspapers issued in 1919
were printed on the product of American forests.

•Much pulpwood has got to be freighted 500 miles
to mills.

"We bought nearly 1,400,000 cords of pulpwood
from Canada in 1918 and prices have advanced from
$10 a cord to as high as $25."

Pul]) majnifacturers are now paying as high as $40
to $50 a cord.

This wood situation is bad at the present time when
Miere is no building to speak of and little new railroad
or telephone construction.

The total wood supplies of this country, amounting to
something like 850,000,000 acres, are about two-thirds
exhausted and are being used up three times as fast as
they grow. The wood situation, while it may
fluctuate, i.s. likely to grow worse and prices grow
sti'adily higher as tiime goes by.

Curtailment of use of pajjcr would make no differ-
ence in p:-icc. for over 90 i)er cent of our wood is used
for things other than i)a|)cr.

There is no probability *)f reduction in labor or of
rags. The international coal situation, particularly if

labor troid)les in England continue, will make coal
higher.

From these considerations it looks as if the present
waiting movement in the market, which is welcomed
by the mills as relieving excessive pressure, will work
out to bring a buying movement later and substantially
higher prices than the present.

Only about 7 |)er cent of wood is used for paper.
It is plain that any falling off in paper would not
affect the general price of wood, while if a revival of
house building, railroad and telephone construction
fiime on, prices will go higher still.

There is tm more liability of generally lower wood
prices than of buffalo skins, and for the same reason.

Curtailment of wood pap.'r*; will iMihaiM-e the value of

high-grade paprrs.

Stocks Low, Printers Busy
The stocks of fine [)aper at the mills aro 4 "per cent

less than lasti year and in the merchants' wareho\ises
are 25 |>er cent less. Printei-s' stocks are low. The
volume of |)i-inters' sales up to October, in 1920, aver-

asres 44 per cent greater than the 1919 average. The
advertising agencies imlieate more advertising in 1921
than the high record of 1920. All these things and
many others indicat'c pressure for [)aper.

Prices of fine writing paper will not be lower, be-

cause, even should buying fall below mill capacity, the

niills would not care to sell at a lo.ss. They woidd take
what business is offered at present rates and close.

It would not pay them to stimulate the market b.v mak-
ing prices below cost. The more they sold, the worse
off they would be. It is very doubtful, if a 25 per
cent cut such as was made in some other lines and
which would wipe out all profits and bring loss, would
be any particular stimidus to tlie market. The situa-

tion is psychological. Cuts in cotton and woollen
brought no business.

Stocks are low. the printers busy, the public using
paper.

Materials Advancing'

ilaterials are advancing, labor is strong, coal is

strong, and may become scarce enough to shut down
the mills.
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Costs hold prices where they are. The world can't

today produce the paper it needs.

The paper situation is shapinp itself as the coal situa-

tion shaped in 1918. Demand for coal during 1919

was held up by expectation of buying at lower price.s.

Disappointed in this, the public started in 1919 to

refill exhausted stocks. The demand was a flood.

Prices have gone to three times the war average.

Th? public, affected by declines in other commodi-

ties, is waiting to buy paper at lower prices.

Meantime, stocks already low are being further re-

duced under present conditions. One morning the

public will awaken and commence to buy. The results

will be startling in proportion to the length of the

wait. They are likely to parallel the coal sifuation and

to produce a new and higher price level.

Writing Paper Used in Direct Proportion to Volume
of General Business

The use of fine writing papers does not depend on

price. It goes into letters, envelopes, bill heads, state-

ments, books of entry. No one writes one letter or

makes one more bookkeeping entry because paper is

cheap. No one writes one !ess letter because paper is

high. No business man writes letters except at need.

He writes what his busines.s demands, and stops. The

total cost of a letter, in paper, dictating, typewriting

and stamping, is estimated at 25 to 30 cents each. Only

a fraction of a cent is for the paper.

The cost doesn't influence the volume used; it is like

lubricating oil in a factoiy—we use what we need-—

we use no more because it is cheap, we use no less if

high. We have to keep the business going.

Writing paper varies in use with the volume of na-

tional trade. When a large volume of transactions is

taking place, the use of writing paper is large. It is

an invariable rule that "when freight ears are scarce

writing paper is in demand." The "ton miles" of

freight moved at the last report is 20 per cent greater

this year than last.

It would have been better, from the point of view

of the public, if profits had been higher, so that new
mills could have been erected.

This is evident from the fact that while the paper

industry entered the war-time period witli large over-

stocks, these have been gradually reduced until at the

present time stocks on the part of the printer, the

merchant and the manufacturer are at low ebb, ami

yet the mills, in general, are well fixed with orders.

Now, the business of the country which consists of

manufacturing, .iobbing and di.stril)uting must be good

fq^ a long time to come, becau.se stocks are generHJly

low. people need them and have money to pay for

tlem. Distribution will be large. To distribute hirgo

amounts of goods large amounts of pnper will be used.

Qiant crops alone give the country the nei-cssary l)uy-

ing power.

TELLING TIME.

The Time of Day I do not tell.

As some do by the clock

;

Or by the distant chimiiis hells.

Set on some steeple rock,

But by the process that 1 see.

In what I have to do

;

It's either Done o'clock to me.

C>r only nalf-pasf Through
—John Kendrick Bangs.

WHY CLOSE THE TIMBER INDUSTRIES?
By ROLAND D. CRAIG.

The effect of progressive forest exploitation, with-

out provision for succeeding crops, is being felt in parts
of the riiited States. At a hearing before the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs in Washington, W. E.

Haskell, of the International Paper Company, made
the statement that "the Underwood Resolution, which
provides for a commission to negotiate for the removal
of existing export restrictions on pulpwood cut on the

Crownlands of Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick,
is the onl,v measure yet presented to Congress which
contains any assurance of a sufficient quantity of pidp-

wood tf< perpetuate the present production of our

pai)er mills, to justify the installation of new machines,
and to save the great pulp and paper industry of the

United States."

This is not an accurate statement of the situation.

The facts are: (1) The labour and manufacturing cost

of converting pulpwood into pulp is ver.v much less

than the cost of converting pulp into paper. (2) The
amount of water-power required to manufacture pulp
is relatively high and, from an economic point of view,

the benefit to the communit.v would be increased if

such power were used for other purposes. Further,

it is notorious that, in the Northeastern states, this

power is required for more important industries and
its release would ameliorate the present coal shortage.

(3) The paper mills of the Northeastern states can pur-

chase pulp from Eastern Canada, the Pacific states,

British Columbia or Alaska and with anything like the

present prices, can conduct their operations at a profit.

Col. Haskell's statement, however, affords further

evidence of the serious extent to which the forests of

the Eastern States have been depleted.

A recent report of the Louisiana Department of Con-
servation shows that similar conditions exist in that

state in regard to lumber, and points out that

Louisiana should and must practice forestry, in order

that she may not be obliged to pay $15 or $20 per

thousand feet for freight on lumber brought from the

Pacific coast twent.v years from now, and because her

vast unproductive areas of cut-over lands are a hejivy

drag upon her prosperit.v.

With these examples of the disastrous effects of such

methods in the United States, Canadians should not

wait until an actual shortage overtakes us before we
learn the lesson so plainl.v demonstrated.

Re-creating a forest is slow and expensive, but its

productivity can be maintained by comiiarativel.v in-

expensive means. These consist of, first, protection

from fire and, second, proper methods of cutting.

No single s.vstem of cutting is applicable to all con-

ditions, any more than the growing of all kinds of farm

crops, and technical knowledge of the requirements of

the different species is necessar.v. I'^nder some cir-

cumstances, more complete utilization of the mature

timber will residt in satisfactory reproduction. In

others, seed trees must be left in order to secure the.

kind of forest desired.

The increasing (pinntities of British Columbia lumber

being sold in Kastern Canada is evidence of the alread.v

growing scarcity of available timber in the East, and,

if the immense pulp and paper industry which has

grown up in (he last decade is to be permanent, steps

must be taken at once to make provision for future

crops instead of leaving cntov.T Innd^ ns barren

>vastes.
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National and State Forest Policies for United States

All true friends of, and all dependeuts on. the forest

will be pleased with the important steps advocated by

the Committee on Forest Conservation of the American
Paper and Pulp Association, whose report, as follows,

was adopted at the associations' meetiug in Chicago,

Nov. 11. With the strong support of the several co-

operating bodies there is great hope of having some-

thing accomplished.

Since the presentation of its report entitled "The
Next Steps in the Forestry Program" at the Annual
Meeting of the American Paper «.<: Pulj) Association,

April 15, 1920, your Committee has been l)usily engaged
in carrying out the authorization given it, to do all it

could upon its own initiative and in co-operation with

other agencies to secure the legislation outlined in that

report, as l)eing fundamental to a National Forest

Policy, which shall eventually provide an adetiuate

timber supply for the people of the United States.

Your Committee is very glail to report that its efforts

have resulted in a liiglily gratifying measure of success,

and that on October loth it met in .joint coufereuce with

representatives of the National Lumber JIanufacturers

Association, the National Wholesale Lunii)er Dealers

Association, the Association of Wood-Using Industries,

the American Forestry Association, the Amerii-an News-
paper Publishers Association and the United States

Chamber of Commerce, at wliieh the entire matter was
discussed at length.

A National Forest Policy

Unanimous agreement was reached on all e.s.sentials

of a federal legislative jirogram. in accord with out
previous reports and also substantially in accord with
the recommendations made last June to the United
States Senate by Chief Forester Wm. B. Greele.v. Col.

Greeley was at the conference by invitation and gave
its conclusions his full apjiroval on behalf of the United
States Forest Service. It is expected that this jireli-

minary agreement, through its full cdusideration of the

public welfare, will receive the ratification of all the

public and private agencies represented at the con-
ference and also be acceptable to the majority of others
interested, including the forestry departments of the
several states.

The primary provisions are two-fold—for a con-
siderable extension of direct federal activity in forest

ownership and production, and for the development
with federal aid and encouragement of such systematic
policies in the several forested states as. being con-
sistent with local conditions, will bring about adequate
forest protection and reproduction in the interest of

these states and of public at large.

Much of the responsibility for forest production lies

%vith the states and private owners. To define that
which lies with the Government and hence is properly
for the consideration of Congress, the following legis-

lation is proposed

:

1. Authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture after
consulting appropriate local agencies to approve an
adequate policy for each state, covering the essentials
of fire protection on timbered and restocking lands,
reforestation of denuded lands, and. where and to the
extent necessary, the cutting and removing of timber
crops so as to promote continuous production of timber
on lands chiefly suitable therefor, and authorizing his

co-operation in the work required, provided there is

also sati.sfactorj- local compliance in state legislation
or administrative practice. Chief, although not entire
emphasis for the time being, is placed on fire preven-
tion, as the most important single step, and not less

than a million dollars should be annually available for
such co-operation ^vith the states.

2. A survey to obtain necessary information as to
forest resources, forest production and forest reiiuire-

ments of the nation.

8. Provision for studies and experiments in forest
reproduction methods, wood utilization, timber tests,

wood preservation, development of by-products and
other steps to bring about the most effective use of the
nation's forest resources.

4. Provision for a study of forest taxation, H> assist

states ill devising tax laws which will encourage the
conservation and growing of timber. Investigation also
of methods of insuring against forest losses bv fire.

5. Provisioi' for more rapid replantir.g of tlie vast
area.s of denuded lands within the National Forests.

6. Apitropriation of ten million doli.irs a year for
five years for the purchase of lands wi,ich should be
added to the National Forest system, wbether or not
on the the headwaters of navigable streams as such
purcliases are now limited.

7. Authorizing acquisitio!i of similar lands by ex-
change of land or timber when clearly in the public
interest.

8. Authorizing the addition to National Forests of
lands now in otiier forms of government ownership
but fouiul chiefly suitable for permanent forest pro-
duction.

Some of these features of a complete Federal pro-
gram will doubtless be covered in whole or in part by
recommendations to Congress by the Secretary of Agri-
culture in connection with the agricultural appropria-
tion bill. It was felt by the conference, however, that
they should be presented to Congress in a comprehen-
sive measure, clearly .setting forth the picture of an
adequate national forest policy and proper Federal
participation therein. By this means, with other efforts,
the necessary private and state participation can best
be shown and obtained.

State Forest Policy.
The responsibility for the larrying out of a National

Forest Policy, aside from the administration of gov-
ernment-owned lands, rests upon the State authorities
and private owners, since under our form of govern-
ment the control of corporate and private activities is

retained primarily by the States, and is not delegated
to the Federal Government.

In order, therefore, to link up National, State and
private activities in an effective program, it is neces-
sary that the States in which forest land constitutes
any considerable factor shall establish essential require-
ments in protecting timbered and cut over land from
fire, in reforesting denuded lands, and, where and to
the ( xtent neces.sary. in the cutting and removing of
timber crops by such methods as will promote con-
tinuous production of timber on lands chiefly suitable
therefor.

With due regard for all interests concerned, based
upon its owTi experience and study of the question,
together with suggestions received from many pro-
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iniuent foresters, your ('oniiniMee believes that an ade-

quate and effective State Forest Policy should include

the following ])rinciidcs and |>rovisious:

1. That all soil siiall l)e made |>ro(iuctive of tiie cro)!

to which it is best adai)ted or for wliicli there is the

greatest public ueed.

2. That while agriculture and forestry are liased

upon soil production, the iiietiu>ds necessary in forestry

and the time invidved are so different from those of

agriculture tiiat forestry demands an entirely different

form of administi-ation.

3. That State Forest Policies shall be initiated and
carried out in co-operation with the National Govern-

ment and with private owners wherever and to the

fullest extent possible.

4. That State Forest Legislation shall establish gen-

eral i>rincii)les and procedure only and vest in a

properly constituted and non-political liody. acting

through technically (|ualified representatives, the

responsibility for the fixing of regulations and en-

forcing them.

5. That the paramount and immediate consideration

in aii.v Forest Policy is the creation and maintenance

of effective means for the prevention and control of

fire on all forest lands of whatever ownership, aiul that

every owner of forest land shall he required to conduct

operations therecui in such a manner as to avoid creat-

ing a fire menace to ad.jacent property.

6. That forest surveys, land classification .forest re-

search and forest education shall be provided for.

7. That there shall be such changes and adjustments

in prevailing sy.stems of taxation as will enable all

forest lands to be e(|uitably taxed thereunder, yet will

not discharge the holding of ])rivate forest land for

future crops without impairing local revenues.

8. That the state, upon re<iuest. shall a.ssist the

private owner of forest lands to make them continuous-

ly productive through the preparation of working
plans, sup])]ying of i)lanting material and supervision

of silvicultural ojieratious free of charge or at cost.

9. That the state be empowered to take over at a fair

valuation and administer as part of the system of public

forests any land, which, after competent examination,

is classified as suital)le only for timber growth, in case

the owner refuses to avail himself oi' the op])ortunities

and assistance ))rovi(led by the i)ubiic t(i encourage
forestry ui>on jirivate lands.

10. That the acqui.sition of forest land liy the State

is essential to a sound forest ])olicy.

11. That all State-owned forests shall be utilized for

continuous production, both for direct returns in forest

rodu<'ts aiul indirect returns in soil proteetion, game
d recreation.

1'J. That all State-owned fr)rest property shall be

e»)iitali/ed upon the records of the administi-ative iiody

•o that all expenses in connection with the development
thereof and returns therefrom may be accounted for on
A business liasis to the people of the State who furnish
tlic funds for the unijcrtjikitig and enjoy its result.

In Conclusion.

Your Committee submits the foregoing as the result
of it.s work (luring tlie past six months and recommends
that if the views here set forth meet with the ap|>rovaI
of the mcmliers of the Amcricim Paper & Pulp Assncia-
tion the ( ommiftee be authori/ed to proceed further in

its efffirts to bring about the enactment of National
and State Legislation of the character suggested.

Kespcefiiily Htibiaitted, D A, frocker, W K Ilnskell.

R. S. Kellogg, C. H. Worcester, Frank L. Moore, Chair-

man.

NATlo.VAL FOKKSTKY PROtiKA.M
COMMITTEE.

Heprcscntatives of the most important pajier and

lumber industries, of the wholesale lumber distribu-

tors, newspajier organizations, wood-using industries

and the general public met at "Wasliington recently

and reached an unanimous agreement with regard to

a national forest policy. A permanent committee, to

be known as the "National Forest Program Com-
mittee." was organized. R. S. Kellogg, secretary of

the Forestry Commitl'ee of the American Pulp and

Paper Association was elected chairman, and W. R.

Bullwk, secretary. The ot^ier members are: E. T. Al-

len, Western Forestry and Conservation Association;

P. AV. Ayres, Society for Protection New Hampshire
Forests: Elbert H. Baker. American News)>aper Pub-

lishers A.ssociation ; Wilson Compton. National Lum-
ber .Manufacturei-s Association; Hugh 1'. Parker,

American Paper aiul Pulp Asso<'iation ; .lohn Foley,

A>sociation of Wood-' Using Industries; E. W. Mc-

Cullough. Cliamlier of Commerce of the United States;

P. S. Ridsdale. American Forestry Association; and
•T. Randall Williams, National Wholesale Lumber
Dealers As.sociation. The headq\iarters of the com-
mittee will be at the office of the American Pulp and
Paper Association in New York.

WALL-PAPER MAKING IN ENGLAND.
(F'rom Our London Correspondents

This week the ordinal^ general meeting of the

AVall-Paper ilanufacturei-s. T.,td.. was held in London
under the presidency of ^Ir. Edgar Smith.

In a short speech Mr. Smith pointed out that the

past year had been a very satisfactory one for tiieir

company and quite apart from the rush of orders they

had just begun to reap the benefits of that policy of

efficiency" which was advocated two years ago.

They had made progress in improving the nu'thods of

manufacture aiul distribution of their papers, and were
continuing with increasing energy of their reforms in

every department and the results of this work were
evident in every mill. The past year had been a diffi-

cult one for umnufacturers. There was a great demand
for goods but a great shortage of' raw materials, with
inci-easing costs in every directifui. incluiling labor and
carriatre: ami many of these rising costs were unex-
|>ected. They were therefore, forced to make some in-

creases in prices during the year, but as these increases

followed the great ilrop in prices which they luaile at

the beginning of the sea-sou, their prices throughout
the season had been lower than at Armistice time.

Their object liad always been to enable buyers to pur-
chase at as low a price as possible and their mill prices,

which were the. same for exjiort as for home tradi-.

bad been low enough to enable tlu'in to hold their own
in the large ovei-seas markets where wall-papers wer •

iised.

The export trade, which suffered con.siderably dur-
ing the war, had received a great deal of attention aiul

they had recovered their old position of supremacy in

the- markets of the great Domini(uis.

Turning to the balance sheet. Mr. Smith .said it was
gratifying that in the 'Jlst >oar of the company's oper-
ations they had attained their liii^liest output and mad
the largest year's profit. The snni a\iiihible for appro
priation was £592,214.
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England getting a world control of the canning indus- "f'^*
rece.ve.l as agamst 3.920 tons in November 1919.

trv, ami then of the pulp and i.aper industrv. The Nor- /
''^' ^"PPl'^s tor tlu- eleven m.uiths, .January to Novem-

wegians have put in so much hard work, both by brain
""' ""^^ '''""" "** lollows:—

and hand, to buiUl up these industries to the ))ride and ^ ,
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recent the idea that all this should fall into the luinds
J,."|''""*';^

."." 263,:)28
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of some few foreigners, who want to conoiier the world /.'.,'' ^
H)^ . '
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up." to use a war expression. Su|)posi,ig Canada and '^'-V
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pulp and i^ipcr industrv be in another 20 vears! Nor- '""", *"'; "''•' ^•'"•'•':s|'<'"".l".g lod in 1919.

wegians sav: -Wc will take vour monev- to help us ,

J^'«''''->'«''1 -nip ntc sh.pinents tn.in .lanuary to Novem-

pusl. our pulp and i>a|)er industries, but haiids-off our ''","'„'l
''"''' "'

"I'i"''"
-^"' '"".''• -•^* """* (^'^'^Pai-ed

mills.-- Charles Kenertv when he made the discoverv ^:'"' »•' '•;'i^'"J•*l^^ =
•:"•''''""' "*•'«' '"'"^ (-'--l^''^ »""«) ;

of groundwood in Nova Scotia, gave the results of his
^';'-;vay. .).4bO tons (9._b08 tons)

: (iermany, :^:i tons

labors awav to the world. Norwav profits to-dav bv
< -\'."
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"'l""'- s"».rces, .,,.,31 Ions (4.09/).

the discoverv. The C.ermans improved on the discoVerV .,
'
"•'''"'•'"'' sn phile ""n'orls .show a ta.r increase on

and sought "new markets. Norwav profits to-dav hv
"'^' ''^''^ "","'"'-;'- I'dlows: l-inlaml. 37.1.-)(; tons

their research work and the Hritfsh buver patnmise's "-'"i'j'J^-"
;y<tb 4.2.33 tons ,n 1919,.: Sweden. 306,307

the Norwegian market, as well as the (iennan and Can- '','"" '"
'
•"^': """ * = ^'ZV'- '^l'"^''*'^

*'"" ''^'^-""' '""^"^ '

adian markets. Then wl.v should Norwegian.s, con- '.{''^'""•V'
^.i «» /'.ns (Nil,: (H her sources, .3.5,664 tons

sidering all the circumstances, get their "backs up-' ';V''
*"""' *"'""'" " ""•''"''"'' '" "H"''' «"'"'<'<'« '"

I 1 r ^1 xi e all cases,
because a couple ot gentlemen say they are going from
England to Norway to buy a pulp mill? The whole ^^V and Paper Markets,

idea is ludicrous. It is a policy not good for the pulp ^ deitre.ssion in the impci- maikcl nalnrally causes a
industry In general. What is wanted is more nuuiey deju-ession in the i)ulp market. That is the jxisition

invested in ]iulp concerns, — and some of the old ones to-day in England. British mills are working simply
scrapped — more research work and a dignifieil feeling "n exjiort account, because dullness pervades flie domes-
existing between all pulp jirodiicing countries. I am tic market. There i.s also a strong feeling existing in

sure the present jiolicy advocated will be condemned London at present that all kiiiils of pajiers are going to

by the old school of pulp men in Norway; indeed, it is tumble dowii in prices about the middle or end of
a thoughtless .statement arising from the new school January. This feeling has considerably upset the paper
who forget that co-operation with foreign thought, and market. For instance. I was speaking to a big buyer
interchange of trade — not to mention amicable social t'l'-'* ^veek and he said to me: "I hear paper is coming
relations. Norwegians of the old school placed Nor- down with a big fall in the new year. Is that so? If it

way's pulp and paper industries in the happy po.sition '^ I cannot afford to invest at jiresent and lose my
they en.ioy to-day. money when it comes down in the new year. I have got

_
, ^

a f|uiet hint that it is hound to eome down in prices
"

i-Ulp imports. X„,v ^^.j^,, ^ fpe|i„j; of this kind and buyers holding
The total imports of pulp into the Briti>li market iiack to sec what the future will bring them, it is dif-

from all sources during the eleven months from Jauu- ficult to do business and that is one of the reasons why
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depression prevails. Newsprint is finding a good out-

let. Supplies for the month of November have been

received as follows :

—

Cwts. £

Newfoundland 1(56,037 508,116

Canada and other sources .... 'MJl^^ 111,716

USA 1.531 8,169

Belgium 860 4,170

Germanv 19,938 62,346

Norsvav" 43,145 121,976

Sweden 33,108 72,257

It will be seen that Germany is again in the market

somewhat strongly with newsprint, and that New-

foundland has now a splendid jxisition in the liriti.sh

market.

Of pull) small supplies keep trickling in from Canada.

But the i)u]p business transacted to-day is hardly worth

writing about. Prices are quoted as follows:— Bleached

sulphite, £60; Easv bleaching. £47; Sulpliite news, £37;

Unbleached Soda, £40; Soda Kraft, £35; Groundwood
(wet) £13; Groundwood idryi. £24.

Pulp. — A General Review.

According to the latest news received in London the

Swedisli i)ulp and i)aper manufacturers rep.ort dull

trade and a tendency toward falling prices and reduc-

tion in output. The pulp industry, in particular the

sulphite branch, has orders for a great part of next

year, but in the past month no new contracts of im-

portaiK^e were entered into. For groundwood a few

small orders were received from the United States. In

this branch reduction of work is threatened by the ex-

tremely low level of the lakes and rivers of North
Sweden which causes difficulty in moving logs. Prices

during the past month have been out to meet competi-

tion and for wet groiuidwood 225-240 crowns a ton

f.o.b. a Swedish port is quoted. The suli)hite industry

is being affected by a resumption of German competi-

tion which ceased in 1914. The Germans can offer sul-

phite at extraordinary low prices as the result of

cheap coal and labor, but Germany's present export

capacity is not more than 60,000 tons a year. The
present Swedish price for light-bleaching sulphite is

850 crowns f.o.b., and for strong suli)hite 775 crowns.

The sulphite branch is much d-.^pressed. Sweden and
Norway having agrcd on dropping paper out, it is now
down to 33 per cent. But the paper market in Sweden
and Norway is dc|)r(*ss!*d. as in England. America
is buying newsfirint in Scandinavia, so that Swed.'n's

export caj)acity for 1921 is estimated at 175,000 tons.

Norway's 150,000 tons, and Finland's 100.000 tons.

Germany is producing newsprint at the low rate of

^,500 marks a ton. This pa|)er is sold aliroad at' 8,000

marks a.s against Sweden's export price of 1,100

.'erowns. This .s.ems high, but the value of the mark in

the rate of exchange reduced Germany's prhe eon-

sid -rably below Sweden's. In North Sweden 10 p'r

cent is reported in the reduced cost of production this

winter and a reduction of 25 ppr (^enf in [>aper output'.

WHOLE FOREST SAW MISS OAKES WED FINE.

Norfolk. Va., Nov. 11. Mi.ss Ada Oakes, tlaughter

of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Gakes of Washington, N. C.,

became t.iic bride of Walter Pine of Salisbury, N. C,

The bcHt man was Uoliert L. Birch; the lu-ides maid,

Anna TiCe J<aurel, and the preacher, t/ie Rev. (Xsenr

T. Woo<l. The coiipi' went to Hickory. N. C. lo

s|iend the honeymoon uilh the I iidn'ioom '^ iiiint,

Mrs, E. W, Shin»^le,

FORESTRY LEGISLATION COMMITTEE AT
WORK

"The increasi'd prices of American newspapers, in-

fluenced by the shortage of the wood from which their

paper is made, is only one example of the manner in

which America demands i)roteetion of its forests, both

by conserving what we have left, and the production

of trees on land that is now idle.

"To secure the legislation which will so save tli?

nation's forests is the whole purpose of legislation

which will be introduced in congress, probably within

a few days, through an agreement on a national foi-est

jiolicy by all the wood using associations of the coun-

try and the forestiry organizations of the country.

"The American Newsi)a|)er Publishers Association is

only one of the co-operating agencies backing this le-

gislation, for lumbermen, pajier manufacturers, and the

users of their products arc working together as a unit

for a national policy."

This was the manner in which Warren B. Bullock,

Director of Forest Extension ati the New York State

College of Forestry at Syracu.se. outlined the forestry

situation in America when he arrived in New York to

take up his duties as secretary of the National Forestry

Program Committee, composed of representatives of

the newspaper publishers, lumber mannfactiirers and
dealers, paper manufacturers, and forestry associa-

tions of the country.

Mr. Bullock is a western newspaper man. originall.v

of Milwaukee, who has for scv.M-al years past been

devoting most of his attention to work in the wood
using industries. After his discharge from the army.
where he served as captain and s:'nior instructor in the

Jacksonville parent school of the Motor Transport
School, he was assigned by the state college of forestry

to the work of exteiuling fhrough New York State the

campaign to propert.v utilize the 8,000.000 acres of

potential forest land. From this work he has bor-

rowed by the newly formed national ccunmittee to co-

ordinate the work of the various national a.ssociatious

which are pushing the ado])tion of a forest policy for

the nation.

The national committee has opened offices at 1102,

No. 18 East 41st Street, with K. S. Kellogg as chair-

man, and Mr. Bullock as secretary. The committee
has already practically com|)leted the formation of the

legislation needed to put into effect a national fore.st

policy, and the c(un|)leted bill will probably be intro-

duced in congress before the first of the year.

The bill provides in it.s most important elements f-^r

the addition of land to the national forest*, protection

of public and private tind>,'r from fire, determination
of land available for forest growth planting of tindier

on potential forest land now idle, and similar steps for

the maintcnaru'c of a future raw material supply for

the paper, lundier and other manufacturers of tin-

nation.

Mr. Uullock points out that New York and Pennsyl-
vania are now leading the nation in the amount of land
being reforested, but thai the work now being done in

Nvv York State mu.sti be duplicated in the national
field if America is not to face a future famine in pajier

and lumber.

Chairman Kellogg, in a letter to the Editor,, adds:
"His work will not l)c publicity, but the task of

repr senting the Committee in co-ordiiuiting the work
of the vari<Mis organizjiinms alfijiated in this import-
ant movement,"
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An order made by Master in Chambers Cameron at

Osgoode Hall, Toronto, ha.s added the Rainy River

Lumber Company, Limited, to the defendants in the

action brought by the Attorney General against the

Shevliu-Clarke company. The action Ls for the can-

cellation of timber limits, for the return of certain

moneys and for damages for trespass.

A numlier of the mills just now are considering just

what they will do in regard to the yearly bonus to em-
ployees. Enquiries made during the past few days

reveals the fact that in .some cases the bonus will not be

paid to the employees. One of the leading mills stated

that as their institution was unionized now the matter
of bonuses was one that would have to be taken up
with the unions and that they were not in a position to

|)ay the boiuises of their own volition. Another mill

owner stated that his coni|)any was going to devote

their efforts towards keei)iiig up the wage scale instead

of paying bonuses. Other mills will ]iay their em-
ployees the usual bonus this Christmas.

The coating paper mill at Oeorgetown of the Provin-

cial Paper Mills. Limited, has been closed down Christ-

mas week to allow of certain neces-sary repairs being

made to the machinery.

The new pai)er making niai-hine being inst-alled in

the Tnterlake Tissue ]Mills at Thorold is expected to be
in operation about the hiiddle of January.

Visitors to Toronto this week were Mr. R. T. llouk,

sales manager of the George H. Afead Company, Day-
ton, Ohio, and Mr. A. Gaudette of the Sault Ste. Marie
mill of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills,

Limited.

The tenders for the English River i>ulp limits were
opened by the Ontario (iovernment on Dec. 22 with the

result that E. \V. Backus, being the highest bidder, gets

the limits. The tenders were for the bonus in a lump sum
which the tenderers would offer. The dues are regulated
by the agreement and are the same in all new contracts.

The bonus offered by the Backus interests is $r)0,000.

which is twice as much as the next tender. Four tenders
were offered to the Government. One was for !{;5,000

from a British Columbia Company. There were two
from Ignited States eompanies at $25,000 each. In

addition to the bonus Mr. Backus must pay 80c |)er

cord for all spruce cut in the limits and 40c for other
timber and the lease is conditional upon the erection
immediately at the town of Kenora of a pulp and paper
mill which will be capable, when fully equipped, of

liroducing two hundred tons of paper dailv. The plans
caJl for a 30()-ton mill.

Mr. Francis Byrne, aged 83. died this week in Tor-
onto. For 45 years deceased had been financial manager
of the Methodist Book Room, Toronto and in that
capacity was well kno^-n throughout the province
among ministers and laymen.
Reports current last week that the rate decided upon

a few weeks ago for newsprint sales by Spanish River
and Abitibi companies, which was seven cents per
pound or $140 per ton for the first half of 1921, would
be modified proved correct, It was announced tbi?

Aveek in Toronto that these companies have fixed their

price at 6V2C for the first ([uarter of 1921 which will

place them on the same basis as the International Paper
Company and the Canadian Export Compan}-.
No fewer than 16 courses in forestry and 26 in botany

exclusive of graduate work, are now being given in the
old Queen's park residence housing these two growing
departments in Toronto. In all over 700 students re-

ceived instruction there last session. Besides a new
building the Faculty of Forestry urgently needs a prac-
tice camp and forest experimental station a i)ost-

graduatc course leading to the Master of Forestry
degree, a forest ranger's course and a forest products
museum.
The Kingston Whig will get damages from the B. B.

Eddy Co., for paper that the company did not supply
during 1918. The Api>ellate Division at Osgoode Hall,
Toronto, has handed down this judgment. Tlie Whig
has a contract with the E. B. Eddy Company to supply
approximately 150 tons a year for 1916, 1918. The
meaning of the contract hinged on the word "approxi-
mately. The company allowed a arbitrary ten per cent
more than the 150. The court read "approximately" to
mean the usual amount of paper required by the Whig,
more than 200 tons a year, and gave judgment for the
amount that the Whig suffered through buying paper
elsewhere.

At the recent meeting of the Woodland Section of the
'"anadian Pulp and Paper Association Mr. George Car-
ruthers. President of the Interlake Tissue Mills, pro-
tested strongly against the tremendous wa.ste of pros-
pective pulpwood by the indiscriminate cutting and sale
of Christmas trees and remarked that a substitute for
the valuable trees might be found. That the idea has
taken hold, in the juvenile mind at any rate, is indicated
by the following letter which Mr. Carruthers received
in his mail this week. Needless to .say the lad will be a
few dollars richer through Mr. Carruthers, as the result
of his suggestion.

Cornwall, Ontario, December lltli, 1920.
Dear Sir:

—

Til reply to your ad in the "Montreal Daily Star" in

the apiKisal of cutting down of eeder tree for Christmas
celebrations, I have two simple ideas of celebrating
Christmas, one is, take a board 2" x 2" if desired and
any length and mail it to a solid block or box, having
this done, start at the bottom and going upward mail-
ing strips of boards on any size 1" x 1 " being suitable
representing branches. Then after all this is done wraj)
colored tissue paper or tinsel around strips. This acts
as a Christmas tree and is nnicli stronger for it will

hold any kind of toys. I am showing j-ou this plan below.
The other idea is simular to that one, it is made with

the pole and branches on the top of an imitation fire

place as drawn below. I have given you two brief de-
scriptions of imitating a Christmas. I tried the first one
and its works well so I hope this will please you.

I remain. Yours trulv,

(Signed) PERCY HARRINGTON'.
P, S,—I also enclosed a rough sketch painted,
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Technical Section

- A^iOClAT ION-.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
I'.VTKNTS.

E-2. Tanning material from waste sulfite liquor.

Ger. Patent No. 304.349. \V. MEN81N({. Freiburg:. Feb.

15, 1916. J. Soe. Chein. Iiulr.. 39, 274A. (1920. A tan-

ning bath coii.sists of waste sulfite liquor which has

been heated with solid or liquid oxdizing afreiits. sucli

as ehlorated. nitrates, iiernianjranates, or cliromates.

—

A. P.-C.

E-2. Manufacture of an adhesive from waste sulfite

liquor. Ger. patent No. 316. 234, K. IIFTTENES. Dns-

seldorf. Fell. 14, 1918. J. Soe. Clieni. Ind.. 39, 309A,

(1920. Lead acetate is added to waste sulfite liquor

and the soln, is evapd.—A. P.-C.

E-5; F-5. Cdhdose dijrester. Can patent No. 19o.943.

A. G. WASTAl). and E. L. IIAGG. llunsfos. Norway,

Jan. 13, 1920. Claims allowed 4. Same as Ger. iiatent

No. 316.323. See Pulj) & Paper, 18, 301 E.-."i.F-.5, March

18, 1920. —A. P.-C.

E-5. Method of preparing pulp. V. S. patent No.

1,327.221. C. l'.A( HE-WIK;. Portland, Me., Jan. 6, 1920.

J. Soc. Cheni. Ind.. 39, 264A. I 1920;. Cellulosic material

is treated with NaCl and the mass is subset piently

cooked with bisulfite liquor until the lijineons matter

has been se|iaralcd from the filier.— .\. P.-C.

F-5. Process of producing soda-cellulose, particularly

wood-cellulose. U. S. jiateut No. 1,319,360, E. L. RIN-

MAN. D.imsiiolm. Sweden, Oct. 21, 1919. J. Soc. Chem.

Ind.. 39, 360A. (1920). (Same as En<r. patent No.

n6.2S8. Chimie and Industrie. 2,963 (Au-r. 1919; see

Pulp and Paper. 17, 1073 (F-o), Dec. 11, 1919). The

raw material is bciiled with Na(JII soln. (60 «r. per 1.)

in |n-csen<-e of a contact substance which is ins(d. in

NaOlI and fnithcrs rcdn.t ion> : c.^^ H;r. -A. P.-C

K-6. Process of treating fibrous plants (yucca) for

the recovery of fibers. I'. S. ])atent No. 1,330,127,

W. LOEHK. IJlooniiiifrlon. Cal., Feb 10, 1920. J. Soc.

Client. Ind., 39, 292A, (1920). Yucca plants are crusiied,

boiled in an alkaline soln. until the cellular tissne is

softened, ticatrd with dilntc alum soln.. waslicd in i-oi<l

water, ami tlic fiber tiicn shaken ,ind diicd. -A. P.-C.

K-6. Preparation of textile fibers from raw plants

and production of paper therefrom, (ier. jiateut No.

31h.203. Nc-.sciaid.an. ii. m. b. 11.. Feb. 2. 1918. J. Soc.

{tiem. Ind., 39, 400A. (1920i. The raw material is

eated with emulsions of mineral oils or halopen

•rivalives of hydro carbons. The oils may be cnnd-

«ified with soaps, sidfonatcd oils, etc.— A. P.C.

K-8. Dyeing paper pulp with insoluble artificial

coloring matters. C't. patent N'r.. 31(;.2.'t!t. Karbw. Vi.rm,

Mcislcr. Lucius, nnd P.nlnln^^ Ibxdist, .\ntr. .'i. 1917.

I. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 39, 331A, (1920i. The paper is

jntimately mixed with the coloriuf? matters converted

info u sfd. form, or with the sol. components from which

the eolorinu mutters are formed, in the presence of a

small and. of water. The process is conducted not in

the hollander, lint in edjr''-ruiMicrs, imlpini; machines,

and kneadinir machines or other appliances with only

small quantities of \\;.'er. .S. P <
'.

K-10. Production of sixe for paper, (ler patent No.

314.6.V2. A. MITSCIIKHLICH. Freiburg. Sept , 22. 191.'..

J. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 39. JCLV. '1920.. Tauuery ^lue is

treated with water-g:lass and the dark-colored sub-

stance which is deposited after some time is separated.

The luirified (dear li(piid is added to the paper pulp in

the liollander.—A. P.-C.

K-10. Process for engine-sizing of paper and paste-

board pulp. Ger. patent No. 303.828, Zellkoll Ges. m.
b. II.. Coloirnc-Rodenkirchen, Aug. 11. 1916. J. Soc.
Clicm. Ind., 39, 264A, (1920). The sizing agent is an
easily dissociated org. salt of Al such as the acetate or
formate, which may be obtained by the interaction of

Al sulfate or alum and an easily obtainable salt of the
org. acid, such as the Ba salt. The use of soap or resins

in addition is not necessary.—A. P.-C.

K-18. Fireproofing composition and process of

making same. I'. S. patent No. 1.338,322. T. B. MUN-
K(>E. .\ssignor to B. Q. G. Dahlberg, April 27, 1920.

J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39, 445A (1920). ZnCl., is dis-

solved in excess of Nil,OH, and the free NH.OH is

neutralised by the addition of a sidistance capable of

forming tlierewitli a fire-resistant cfimpd.— A. P.-C.

K-18; K-0. Improving adhesive compositions. Ger.
patent No. 316.080. M. SARASON. Berlin. Julv 2, 1918,
J. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 39, 309A, (1920). Adhesive eompns.
from water-glass, waste sulfite liquor, or the like, are
ini|)roved by tiie addition of a snuill quantity of licorice

extract oi- g].\-cyrr]iizin.—A. P.-C.

K-23. Waterproofing fabrics of all kinds. Ger.
patent No. 303.390. Badische Anilin- nnd Sodafabrik,
Lndwigshafen. Aug. 2, 1917. J. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 39,

331A. (1920). The fabrics are treated with emulsions
of crude i)araffin and alkaline substances. Crude
paraffin, unlike the ptirified hydrocarbon^., readil.v

forms with alkalis enudsions wliich are stable in the
lold. The creosote in the crude paraffin exerts a dis-

infectant action.— .\. P.-C.

K-23. Paper reinforcing machine. Can. patent No.
l!t(i.U28. The Pa|.er Products Machine Co.. Boston,
Assignee (.f C. II. HOWARD. Saugus. Mass., Jan. 13.

1920. Claims allowed 46.—A. P.-C.

K-0. Moistener. Can. patent No. 195, 945, J. P.
NKILSKN. Assignee of K. K. Nielson, Chicago, Jan. 13,

1920. 'I'lie moistener consists of a tubular shell having
an (qien end, a closure for said end conqu-isiug a flexible
and normally outwardly bowed and minutely )ier-

foraled resilient disc, and a collar integral with said
disc and .secured to the ojien end of the shell, a moi.s-

tnre previous member disposed outside the closure, and
means detaehably carried by oiu^ of the first named
elements for holding the moisture previous member
in position, (laims allowed 8.—A. P.-C.

L-5. Process for the manufacture of incandescent
mantles from nitrocellulose, tier, patent No. 312.736,

J. (iOOS.MAN. (iermany. Chinne and Industrie. 3,

625, (May 1!t20i.— A. P.-'c.

L-6. Adhesive for articles made of cellulose deri-

vatives. tl.T. patent No. 317.112. Farbenfal>i-. v..rm. F.

Mayer nnd Co.. Leverkusen, Oct. 26. 1917. J. Soc.

Chem. Iml.. 39, 3(ilA, (1920). The dimethyl, diethyl,
or B-melhyl ester of ndipie acid may be emplo.ved as
an adhesive for articles nmde of celhdo.so derivatives.

-A PC.
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L-7. Prevention of mould growth on paper yam. Ger.

patent Nd. :ny.307, Mr. SARASON. February <),

1918. .1. Soe. Cliem. Iiul., 39, 440A, (]<)L'()). The yarn

is imi)rettnated with celluhise extraet (Zellstoffextrakt)

preferably ;ifter the latter has lieen fermented.—A. P.C.

L-5. Production of material for nitration from wood
cellulose and cotton. (ier. patent No. :^0().844, (".

CLAESSEN, Berlin, July 18, 1915, J. Soe. ('hem. Ind.,

39, 31;jA, (1920). Wood eelhilose and cotton are mixed

together with water, to a thick pulp, dried, and further

mixed. The bleachino: may precede or follow the wet

mixing. In this way equal parts of tJie materials can

he mixed and nitrated t(i<>ether to yield a collodion dis-

solving to a clear liipiid and ecpial in stal)ility to that

olitained from niti-o-cotton.—A. l'.(".

L-5. Manufacture of gas mantles from cellulose, (ier.

patent No. :iVIJu7. Deutsche Gasluhlicht A.-(}. (aiuT-

ges), Feb. 27, 1918. .1. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39, 441A,

(1920). Cellulose threads are converted i)artially into

hydrocellulose ; the mantles made fi-om these threads

have )iroi)erties similai' to those of ramie and artificial

silU mantles. A. P.-C.

L-7. Method of impregnating textile or paper yams
or fabrics. Ger. patent Xo. 312, 68(), Deutsche I'yroxil-

ges 111. b. H., July 4, 1918. J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39, 44.-)A,

(1920). The yarn, etc., is impregnated with wood tar

and then dusted over with ZnO ; the latter cond)ines

rapidlv with the tar and forms a drv, wax-like nuiss.

—

A. P.-(".

0-3. Water softening composition. Can. patent Xo.

19r),707. .lAMES R. CAMPRELL, West Xew Brighton,

N.Y., Jan. 0, 1920. A composition for softening water
consisting of Na,C(X„ CaO, Xa silcate. XaOH, Xa bi-

chromate, Xa,P(),. Claims allowed (i.—A. P.C.

M-0. Auto"iatic sampler for liquids. Eng. patent

Xo. 123.17:), T. KOHKHTS. Kngland. Chimie and In-

dustrie, 3, (il't-'Jt), (May l!)2Ui.— A. P.-C

will instantly throw the belt from high speed to Iow%

low to high or to intermediate step, without the oper-

ator leaving his working i)osition.

In the hands of a workman who senses the need of

more or less speed, they add to the output of the ma-

chine. Such shifters can be applied to all lathes, mill-

ing machines, shapers and drill presses.—The Amphi-

bian.

" FOOL-PROOF " BELT SHIFTERS.
Too much iinportanec cannot be attached to having

belt shifters in a plant that are " fo(d. proof. " When
one recalls the manv accidents that have resulted from
imreliable shifters—thumbs torn off, arms mangled
and twisted out of shape—the purchase of the best

equipment to be had would seem to be a good invest-

meiit, regardless of price.

Buyers should take every precaution that this im-

portant part of their mill equiiunent is at the same time
simple and efficient. The safety factor of siu-h equip-

ment will more than rejiay the initial expense and the

output of each individual machine will be greatly in-

creased. The following requirements necessary for

efficient shifter mechanism should be followed as near-

ly as possible if safety is to be insured in the plant.

(1) Devices should operate positivel.v and promptly
at all time •without any necessity of operator touching
the belt with his hand.

(2) Device should be such that the operator can
quickly manipulate auy change of speed of belt re-

quired, from his normal working position at machine,

obviating anj' necessit.v of his approaching the belt.

(3) Device should be so constructed as to cause the

least possible wear or fraying of the edge of the belt.

(4) It should be possible to gnard the belt with .such

material and have no necessity for ojierator to open the

guard, excejit for making immediate repairs.

Belts shifters which meet these specifications are

particularly desirable on cone-driven machines. They

PAPER FROM WOOD PULP MADE IN ENGLAND
IN 1801.

iiy the kindness of Sir Alayson Hcatoii, the Canadian

Korestry .Magazine has been jU'lvilcged to look over a

most interesting and rare l)ook which claims to contain

tiie first sheets of i)aper made from wood fibre in the

British Isles. The book was written by Matthias Koops

in 1801 and is entitled: "Historical account of the sub-

stances which have been used to describe events and to

convey ideas from tlie earliest date to the invention of

Pa|)cr."

-Mr. Koops, who was a pra<'tical papci' maker, asserts

llial the I k contains the first paper made from both

straw aiul wood ))ulp, with no aclmixture of rags or

oilier vegetable nuiterial.

I am able to prodiii'c to the public," says the author,

very strong and fine ))aper made from straw and wood,

without any addition of any other known i>aper stuff,

notwithstanding that I have not yet had the advantage

of making it in a mill, regularly built for such a new
undertaking"
One section of the book api)ears on an excellent make

of wood pulp pai>er, ami the section printed (ui straw

pai)er is almost equally attractive. Mr. Kooi)s claimed

that be had invented a process to restore waste pai)er

lo its origiiud condition by the extraction of the ink.

As far as the Forestry Magazine is aware, no s\ich i)ro

cess is toda.v in successful <q)eration, although inferior

wrajijiing papers are manufactured from waste lu'ws-

papers.

THE WORLD S FIRST INDUSTRY.
Since time imnieinoi-ial, controversies have arisen as

to which is the oblest industry and when such industry

first came into being.

The paper industry was the first one, we assert, and

existed we are led to believe even in the Garden of

Kden. Xo doidit, the reader is dubious concerning this

statement but we reaffirm our belief in it.

When all the beasts of the field, fowl of the air, fish

in the sea, and every other working, creeping, flying,

s^vimming thing was created, among that many hued,

many temiiered. and variously dispositioned crew, was

turned loose, the wasp.

The wasp was a home lover and home builder. He
was brought into being with the desire for a home and
everyone ever having seen a wasp's home, knows it is

made of paper—perhaps not the kind in general usage,

such as we recognize 'as' pajier, but nevertheless paper

it is.

The fact of the matter is. every wasp is a born jjaper

nuiker. It is probable that the very first day he came

into being he visualized a bungalow for the future Mrs.

Wasp and as all industrious people do, immediately set

to work creating it. If .vou do n<tt believe Wasp's homes

are made of paper you are welcome to tear f>ne down
and carefully examine it. If Mr. Wasj) is home, you

will, no d(uibt, get stmig— not the result of finding that

the material is anything other than paper, but as retri-

bution for breaking up the home of a happy family.
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ac
UMTED STATES ^OTES

In the latest report nn business conditions made to
the Federal Reserve Board by its agent at Philadelphia
Federal Resen-e District is summarized as follows : In
the paper trade demand is reported as decreasing,
while in the paper box business it is said to be more
or less inactive; both branches of the industry are
listed as being able to supply demand and the prices
in each maintain low levels. The raw material and
merchandise situation is declared to be good and trans-
portation as it affects the paper business is said to

have improved .somewhat. The conditions in all

branches of the Philadelphia trade show, in fact, ac-

cording to the Federal Reserve synopsis, no great
variance from the general situation in other industries
and lines of business cited in the report.

A fire believed to have been of incendiary origin
partially destroyed the plant of the F. A. Reed Com-
pany at Albion, X.T. last Wednesday. This concern
manufactures paper covers for apple barrels and paper-
containers for other foodstuffs. The damage wrought
by the fire is estimated at $100,000.

R. F. AIcEl-wain, president of the Crocker-McElwain
Company and the Chemical Paper Manufacturing Com-
pany, Ilolyoke, Mass., gave out a statement last Wed-
nesday announcing that the directors of the Crocker-
McElwain Coiiijiany had voted a dividend of 100 per
cent, on the coiiinion stock, payable Deceinher 29.

The stockholders of the United States Envelope Com-
pany will meet on January 7 to vote on the proposal
of it:> directors to increase the common stock from
$5,000,000 to .$8,000,000, which will bring its authorized
common up to its authorized preferred. An increase
in the working capital is made necessary by increased
business, the cf)mpan.v officials contend. The new stock
will l)e retained as treasury stock, according to W. 0.

Day, treasurer of the compan.v, and issiied as need
arises. Part of it will be u.sed to meet the expense of

additions under way in Springfield. Mass.
More than 'iO.OOO.OOO acres of commercial timber

now stand in the priva^^e and national forests of Wasli-
ington and Oregf)n, according to compilations of Thorn-
ton T. Mungcr of the district frirest service, P(pi'tla)id.

Of the total area of standing commercial timbi-r in

g^ith states, 15,047,000 acres are under private owner-,

ship and the remaining 15,482,0(M) acres are under
ffederal control. This stand of merchantable tijnber

represents 745,000.000,000 feet. The original forest

area of both states was 48,000,000 acres, with 4.;j:}0.000

acres having been logged off and 7,500.000 acres de-

stroyed by fire. The annual area being c\if over at

present is estimated at 260,000 acres. .

The Society of American Foresters, foremost in

forestry organization and investigation and composed
entirely of pra<'tieal foresters, held its annual meeting
at the Yale Club. New York Citji-, last week. The maiji

topic of discuiwion was how waste products of lumber
could he handled to greatest advantage, and what
substitutes could be used for Inmher and timber. I'sing

more steel for construction purposes than is used at

present was one proposal for lumber saving which had
general support. Nearly every forestry schor)| in the

c'ountr> was reiiresi-ntnl nt this meeting, iiududing

Yale, Cornell, Wisconsin, Michigan and Syracuse. R. C.
Bryant, professor of Yale Forestry School, was re-

elected president of the society ; Paul G. Redington,
district forester at San Francisco, was elected vice-

president; E. H. Frothingham of the Federal Fore-stry

Service, treasurer.

An income account of the United Paper Board Com-
pany contained in the application to list $918,600 addi-

tional common stock showed that total sales for the
three months ended August 28, last, were -$4,653,024.

Gross earnings amounted to $1,209,082, which, allow-

ing for administration expenses and interest charges,

left a balance of $1,183,779 for dividends. The surplus
for the thi-ee months was $905,497. Current liabilities

were given at $1,134,440, against current assets of

.$4,278,594.

While the paper industry of the count r.v has been
singularl.v free of industrial disputes during the past

year, the protracted .strike of the Nekoosa-Edwards
Paper Company, begun some eighteen months ago, is

still on and will be continued, according to John P.

Burke, president of the International Brotherhood of

Pulp, Sulphite and Paper ^lill Workers. This strike

had the company's mills at Xckoosa and Port Edwards
closed for several weeks but was regarded by the offi-

cials as ended when many of the men returned to work
and the mills were re-opened admitting new men to

replace the strikers w'ho persisted in remaining out.

It is these men who have not gone back who are still

continuing the "strike'" and Mr. Burke declares that

the Intei'iiational Brotherhood intends to back them
in their fight to the bitter end.

NEVER MIND THE CLOCK.
Until .vou feel yourself a part of the organization

you are not going to became an important and valued

emplo.ve of your firm.

Forbes.

You are not going to get real en.ioyment out of work
until you take pride in evcrj- effort of yours to bring

good results for the firm.

You are not going to progress or be contented nut.

every advancement which your firm makes arouses a

feeling of jiride within .vou the feeling that you have
been an important cog in the wheel.

Don't go to .vour place of busitu'ss feeling that it is

merely another day's grind before .vou.

Don't start your work with a frown and a dissatisfied

feeling — smile and be happy.
Don't watch the clock and think how many hours

it is till .vou can quit.

Forget about time and get interested in what you are
doing.

You will be surprised at how much more quickly the
time will go when you settle down to do an honest
da.v's work for honest wages becaiise you are honestl.r

glad to build up the standing of vour firm.

Don't be afraid of doing too much, btit buckle in

a?i(l work as if the business were yours and see how
much better you will feel when you get home at night
Houston Chronicle.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, Dei'. 24—The •reiieral situation in the maiiii-

faeturing end of the paper trade'reveals the fact that for

the first time this .rear the mills are fairly well eaufjht

up -with hack orders for paper and in some eases tliey

are now able to turn their maehines onto stock. This is

in marked contrast to the past few months when maini-

facturers were driven to their wits end to meet the

demands of the jobbers and consumers. Until this

month mills were working on orders placed nmnths

previously hut jobbers report that these are pretty well

filled now, althoug:h there are still a few belated ship-

ments coming: throujrh, orders for which were placed

months ago. For the first time since the big paper

boom set in jobbers find themselves with good stocks of

paper on hand and both manufacturers and jobbers are

now out after orders. A visit to the jobbing houses in

Toronto reveals warehouses well stocked with i^aper of

all kinds and while this is moving tnit fairly well in the

way of small orders which arc making fairly good

business, nothing like the volume of trade is being done

that the jobbers would like. It is recognized, however,

that the present is the normally quiet period when
stock-taking is engaged in. It is also the fag-eud of

the Christmas trade when business is naturally ex-

pected to be dull.

\EW YEAR OUTLOOK.—While the trade is pass-

ing thr(uigh a quiet period just now tliere are no signs

of depression and paper men are confident that there

will be a revival of buying early in the new year with

prices fairly well maintained, although the possibility

of declining I'ates for paper is recognized. The falling

off in the pulp market Ls not expected to reflect serious-

ly on the price of (liiper although it will likely affect

it to some extent. At the present time little buying is

being indulged in by the printers who are taking in

only sufficient stock to meet the demands of their trade

which is none too l)risk just now. They have an idea

that the paper market is going to come down and will

not buy on a falling market. Whether or not they are

(correctly prophetic the early part of the year -will

reveal but the wholesalers and the numufaeturers do
not share the timidity of the printer. There is no
hesitancy on the part of the jobber to stock up and his

full warehouse does not cause him any concern. He
argues that bu.ving is bound to set in again earl.v in the

year and that there will be a renewal of the prosperity

witnessed during the present year. It is pointed out

that the present slump in prices of many other com-
modities will react to the advantage of the paper trade

for clothing, produce and other firms all over the coun-
try are just now, and will be for some time to come,
spending large sums in advertising surplus stock and
slaughter sales, which means the liberal use of paper.

It is freely predicted that there is going to be a good
demand for paper next year and most men in the trade

express confidence that the present period of dullness is

only of a temporary character.

THE STATIONERY TRADE. — Manufacturing
stationers report an excellent year's business with a big

volume of trade and prices well maintained. A big

business was done with holiday goods, such as pape-

tciies, and in this connection it is interesting to note

that there has l)een a considerable expansion of trade

in these lines into the outside markets, Australia and
New Zealand using a considerable quantity of Can-

adian papeteries and other holiday goods in the station-

ery and some standard lines. The coming year [iresents

po.ssibilities of further expansion in both the home and
foreign markets and the manufacturing stationers are

looking forward to a continuance of tlicir i)resent pros-

jierous state.

IM'Ll'WOOl).— It is generally a.-knowledged that

tlie jjulpw'ood situation is rather obscure and tlealcrs

say that they hardly know where they are at. It is true

that American mills are just at the present staying out

of the market, but it is anticipated that they will all be

back again shortly with the result that the price will be

maintained. Pulpwood dealers say that it is hard to

figure whether or not there has been an over-produc-

tion of pulpwood, but it is (piite aiiparent that many
dealers are willing to accept much iiior-c reasonable

jirices than tliey have been receiving during the past

fall and summer. Prices on i»ulpwood were no doubt
inflate<l by the ilemaiid for -spot wood that existed

during the summer and fall months, aiul it looks now as

if quotations may go back to where they were last

spring on a delivered basis of around thirty-three

dollars. An eastern dealer writes that his fii-ni are not

purchasing al the present time, but the reports of any
sales made gave the firm the impression that perhai)s

prices have fallen about five dollars ])er cord f. o. b.

cars Quebec Central to the shipjjer on the most favor-

able freight rate. This jirice would, of course, be re

(iuced by additional freight rate from more isolateil

points of shipment. These |)i-ices are ipiotefl on sa])-

peeled si)riicc and balsam i)uli)woiid. (^uitc a ipiantity

of rossed wciod was made this fall, and quite a few
lumbermen anticipate ])iittiiig their logs into |)ulpwooil

this winter, but it is likely that they will be discouraged
on account of the present low market. It it believed

that there is sufficient pulpwood for the 1921 require-

ments and for this year some of the dealers are dis-

i-ouraging further manufacture of either ro.ssed or

rough puli)wood for the nuirket, and encouraging ship-

pers to concentrate on making sap-peeled jjulpwood in

the spring of next year for the 1922 market.

RAG AND PAPER STOCKS.—New cotton rags

showed a further decline this week. Some grades are

practically unsaleable and consignees who are buying
at present are doing so solely against immediate require-

ments. Fancy shirt cuttings were a good deal lower

in |)rice and the market all round showed very little

sign of action. Trade in old cotton rags failed to

broaden last week. If anything, demand from con-

suming quarters was narrower than has been the case

for several weeks past. Most mills were engaged in

compiling inventory and making repairs and few of

them are evincing any interest in raw materials. Dealers

are finding it extremely difficult to secure orders for

any grade of rags, waste paper or other paper-making
goods. Prices on old rags held at around the same level

as last week. Values are only nominal, there not being

enough business in any one grade to establi.sh a firm
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market and buyers in many instances are able to pick

up lots at concessions. On the otliev hand, many hold-

ers are firm and refuse to let go of rags except at asking

figures. Buyers of waste papers are keeping out of

view in accordance with the same polic.v they have been

holding for some time. One of tlie local dealers, after

visiting several of the Ontario paper mills, feels a little

more optimistic as to conditions after the first of the

year. Tlie manufacturers seem to feel that there will

be a fair market in January, although this feeling is not

shared by a good many of the larger dealers. There
still continues .to l)e some trading in liigher grades but

mixed and newsjiapers are very dull and all sales are

made on a buyer's market. Tlie prices appended are

merely repre.sentative of packers' quotations and should

be so viewed

:

PcrCwt. F.O.B. Toronto
No. 1 sliirt cuttings $18.00—$19.00
No. 1 unbleaclied cotton cuttings. .. 13.00— 14.00

No. 1 fancy siiirt cuttings 9.00— 10.00

No. 1 blue overall cuttings 8.00— 9.00

Bleached shoe clip 11.00—12.00
White cotton hosiery luttings 14.00— 15.00

Light colored iiosiery cuttings 11.00— 12.oO

New light flauellette cuttings 13.00—14.00
No. 2 wiiite shirt cuttings 10.00— 10.50

City thirds and Idues (repacked) .. 1.90— 2.00

Flocks and satinettes 1.00— 1.10

Tailor rags .80— .90

Ciunny bagging 1.20— 1.30

Manila rope 4.80— 5.00

No. 1 white envelo])e cuttings 7.00— 7.50

No. 1 soft white shavings 7.00— 7.25

White blanks 3.5U— 3.75

Heavy ledger stock 3.50— 3.75

No. 1 magazine 1.90— 2.€0

No. 1 book stock 1.75— 1.80

No. 1 manila cuttings 3..50— 2.00

No, 1 print manila .75— 1.00

Folded news .80— .85

Over issue, news 1.30— 1.40

Kraft .. .3.00— 3.25

Xo. 1 clean and mixed paper.s .30— .40

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, l)cccnd)cr 24— (Special ( 'orrcsj)ondencc)

—The market for paper in the States has ruled ex-

ceedingly quiet dui-ing the current week. Matters as

regards important business, in fact, have been practi-

cally at a standstill. This is the period of the year when
refivity in all lines of trade slows up, and this year

his condition in the paper industry is more accentuated
than the ordinarily owing to the dullness prevailing
tor some time past, to the stringent money situation

and to other factors attending the readjustment of

j)apcr prices that has been going, on recently. The luie

tliouglit uppermost in the minds of paper manufac-
turers, jiilibers ami consumers today is to reduce stocks,

<o that tli(!ir inventory sheets at the end of the year
will shr)w as clean a slate as possible. The consequence
is that very little buying is being d<nie in any quarter,

Kvery one is holding off in |>lai-ing orders excepting

for small aMioiint>* of paper retpiired to fill routine

wants, anil the market as a whole reflects this condi-

timi by displaying greater (piietness than has been

evident in n long time.

HeiMirt from mill centres are generally to the effect

that manufacturers have elosed tlieir plants for the

two last weeks of the j-ear. Most of them have await-
ed for quite a while an opportunity to make much-
needed repairs to machinery, and have accepted the
final fortnight of the year as a splendid period in which
to do this work. Then, too, inventories are being com-
piled, and mills usually shut down for this season un-
less they happen to be exceptionally busy.

In the local jobbing trade business has come virtually

to a halt. Printers and other consumers are doing
little or no buying and the total volume of paper moved
this week has been doubtless smaller than for any
similar length of time in a year or more. Ihider the
circumstances, changes in market prices and conditions
are few and far between, for in tha absence of trading
there has been scant opportunity for such changes. To
use a stereotyped pha.se, the trade here is simply
"marking time" waiting for the turn of the year when
it is confidently expected the market Avill also tui'n for

the better.

Reports have been received of sales of imported
newsprint jiajier on the spot here down to 6 cents jier

pound ex the dock. Verification of this has not been
obtained, but it is stated on high authority that some
importers, being pressed for money and therefore

obliged to convert their stocks of merchandise into

cash, have disposed of some newsprint at this low price.

Im])orters assert, however, that iirint paper sold at this

basis represents a financial loss to the importer, as it

is maintained newsprint cannot be brought in from
EuroiK' to sell at 6 cents with a profit for the importer.

The domestic market for newspi'int remains unchanged.
Publishers are reported arranging contracts for next
year's supplies and are meeting the prices quoted by
manufacturers and agents without seeming reluctance.

Quotations on spot newsprint to transient buyers hold

at an average basis of 7.50 cents a pound at mills.

While the contract basis for the first quarter of 1921

ranges around 6.50 cents f.o.h. mills for standard news
in rolls.

There is little new to report in the book paper situa-

tion. Prices are holding at the levels last noted and
demand from the so-called small trade has dropped off

quite a bit. which is customary during the holiday

season. Machine-finished book for spot delivery is

quoted at 12 cents \ipward per pound at mills, while

the contract basis is steady at 9.50 to 10 cents. Wrap-
pings and tissues have enjoyed a fairly good pre-

holiday demand and quotations are unaltered. Fine

papers are in an unchanged market position, tlwuigh

most mills making this class of paper are filling current

orders from stock and arc closed down for rciiairs and
inventory.

The board market is quiet and quotations continue

at about $45 a ton f.oli. mills for plain chiji and $50

for filled news board. Tiulications point to an early

revival of dcnuiml for board after New Year's. It is

believed stocks held by boxnmkers are low and that

they will be obliged to eome into the market to replen-

ish supplies, and it is also felt that the present level of

bfiard |)rices should attract rather than scare off

buyers.

OKOrNI) WOOD Mechanical wood pulp is in a very
dull nuirket position. Few consuming mills are buxing
at present f(u- jwompt shipment (U- for forward delivery,

and in the absence of actiial transactions it is diffioilt

to ascertain what definite market values are. Around
$100 per ton. or a little lower, is the basis of quotations
on doMH'stie ground wood of prime quality for quick
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TRADE-r\ARK-

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Cellulose Association, Helsingfors, Finland

comprising ail and every Sulphite, Sulphate and Kraft pulp mill in Finland, Manu-

facturers of superior grades of Bleached and Unbleached Sulphites, Easy Bleaching Sulphates

and Kraft Pulps.

—ALSO—

Trad* Marit

SOLE AGENTS in the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba for

Finnish Wood Pulp Union, Helsingfors, Finland
a combination of the foremost Ground Wood Pulp and Board Mills in Fmland, makers of var-

ious kinds of boards and dry and wet Brown and White Mechanical Wood Pulp.

Get the most for your money by getting next to our qualities and prices!

WOOD PULP
Lagerloef Trading Company, Inc.

18 East 41st Street. NEW YORK, N. Y.
Telephone: Murray Hill 4246-47

• 2170
INQUIRIES SOLICITED
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shipment, and yet rumors are heard of some producers

letting ?o of "limited tonnages at .substantial reduc-

tion.s from this price. Imported ground wood is quoted

at $80 to $85 a ton on the dock and is meeting with but

slight demand.
CHEMICAL PULP.—Trade in chemical wood pulp

is held in abe.vance pending a resumption of buying

bv paper manufacturers, which dealers look for soon

after the turn of the year. About the only activity now

apparent involves the delivery of pulp on contract, as

the average paper mill is using only limited quantities

at present and therefore has its requirements covered

bv stock on hand or pulp being received on contract.

Prices are mostly nominal though quotations have

undergone no further recession. News grade sulphite

is reported to have sold down to $110 per ton but a

more representative market quotation is in the neigh-

borhood of $115, with some profluoers asking up to

$120. Kraft is easy and can be bought in some quarters

at recessions from the figures asked by sellers.

Imports of wood pulp at the port of New York this

week included 4,005 bales from Gothenburg, 5,000 bales

from Helsingfors. 1.200 bales from Christiana, 112

bales from Hamburg, and 400 bales from Skutskar.

RAGS.—To say that the papermaking rag market is

quiet is putting it mildly. Business at best is close to a

standstill, there being little or no demand from con-

suming sources, papermakers evincing a lack of in-

terest in offerings irrespective of the prices asked. A
majoritv of dealers and packers are holding aloof and

are not pressing mills to buy, having presumably come

to a conclusion that it is next to impossible to secure

orders under jirevailing circumstances, yet the fact

remains that rags can be acquired in certain corners

of the trade at sharp reductions in prices from those

named by sellers as a.sking figures. Roofing rags are

freelv available at a cent per pound at shipping points

for No. 1 packing, repacked old thirds and blues at 3

cents. No. 1 old repacked whites at 9 to 11 cents, d^e-

pending on grade, and black cotton stockings at 2.75

cents. News cuttings are on the dowiitreud, with offers

of No. 1 white shirt cuttings at 20 cents a pound and

le.ss noted, and other grades at proportionate reduc-

tions.

PAPER STOCK.—Only a slight movement of waste

papers into consuming channels is current, board and

]>aper mills buying in strictly routine fa.shion against

actual and immediate requirements. There are some

manufacturers cxi>ressing willingness to place orders

for large tonnage at prevailing prices but packers are

naid to be refusing to enter into future commitments

'at present low figures, rcflectiiiir their belief lluit

values cannot remain at such levels for long. Shavings
have declined considerably this week. No. 1 hard
white shavings are now reported available at 6.50 cents

a pound at shipping points, and lower, while soft white

shavings are offered out at 5.50 cents with few buyers

in sight. Folded newspapers hold at around 65 cents

per hundred pounds and No. 1 mixed papers at 35 to

40 cents. White news cuttings are moving in more
or less consistent fashion at 3.50 cents a pound and
overissue newspapers are finding buyers at around

1.25 cents at shipping points.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGING.—Paper mUls evince

scant interest in old rope and bagging and prices on

these materials are soft and tending downward. The

market is practically bare of orders, so that it is hard

to say at what figures purchases could be effected.

No. 1 Manila rope is quoted at 4.50 to 5 cents per pound

at shipping points and No. 1 scrap bagging at 2 cents,

or a trifle lower.

THE LABOR QUESTION.

"I have no patience with the phrase 'the labor

question' or 'the labor problem', as if it were some

unsolved riddle of the Sphinx, hopeless of solution.

Jly first experience as an employer of labor came

when I entered the Department and found myself in

charge of the navy yards and shore stations. I found

nothing terrifying in the task, because I believed the

men in the navy yards at the bench and the men in

charge at Washington at their desks were, after all,

the same kind of American citizen, and that all that

was needed was frankness and .iustice and square deal-

ing on both sides to insure perfect harmony and co-

operation between them.

I think there has been no other employer of labor

in the country with anything like the same number of

employees to be considred who can point to a more
constant and uninterrupted period of friendship and
sympathetic relationship than can the navy with its

civilian workmen. The employer who insists on having

his own way, right or wrong, who tries only to get the

most .service for the least money will always find a

'labor problem' on his hands, but the man who tries

to be fair can look, as I look, with considerable amaze-

ment upon those who hold that employer and employe
must necessarily stand in a state of constant conflict

and peri)etual misunderstanding.''

Written for the Spanish River News bv
FKAXKLIN n. ROOSEVELT,

Former Assistant Secretary of the U. S. Navy, now
candidate for Vice-President of the U. S. on the

Democratic ticket.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET TELEPHONES 8312 MURRAY HILL
1813

NEW YORK

Write us when

you have any

surplaa of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-

bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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WE ARE AT PRESENT MANUFACTURING THE FOLLOWING
of interest to the Pulp and Paper Industry.

BASIC COLOURS

Auramine O. cone.
Acridine Yellow R.
New Phosphine R.
Chrysoidine Y. cone.
Basic Green B. cone.
Methyl Violet 2B ex.

Methyl Violet 4R ex.

Magenta Powder.

Bismarck Brown R. cone.
Safranine B.S.
Safranine R.F.F.
Methylene Violet 2R. cone.
Methylene Violet 2B. cone.
Malachite Green Crystals.
Methylene Blue B.B. cone.
Methylene Blue 1814.

SUBSTANTIVE COLOURS

Paramine Fast Pink B.

Paramine Sky Blue F.F.
Paramine Blue 2B.
Paramine Black B.H.
Paramine Yellow R.
Paramine Brown G. cone.
Paramine Brown M.

Paper

Paramine Fast Bordeaux B.
Paramine Green G.
Paramine Violet N.
Paraphenine Yellow G.
Diazamine Fast Yellow H.
Rosophenine lOB.
Benzopurpurine 4B.

Black 3181

ACID COLOURS

Orange II.

Orange IV.

Naphthol Blue Black lOB.
Acid Prune V.
Brilliant Bordeaux B.

Ponceau G. cone.
Ponceau 4R cone.
Croeeine Scarlet 5R
Carmoisine S.

Nigrosine W.S.

^>^^^^
Product Samples, Patterns, and all particulars from

L. B. HOLLIDAY & CO., LIMITED ^
HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND -

Canadian Office and Warehouse ^^
27 ST. SACRAMENT ST. - MONTREAL ^

Orders »nppU»u direct irv-xn Canadian Stocks. New Prodactes wlU be added from tune to time.
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OUR ADVERTISERS' COLUMN.
TIIK KOEGEL GRTXDKH.

Gihbs-Brow.T Cinnpany, 261 liroaihvay. Ne\v York

City are sole selling agents for the -'Koeger' Patent

rniversal Slitter and t'ircnla;- Knife Grinder.

With this machine, which is said to be the only one

of its kind on the market, slitters' both top and bot-

tom can be sharpen?d and put into good shape in a'

very short time. This grinder will sharpen any and all

kinds of makes of either top or bottom slitters quickly

and efficiently. It can also be used for sharpening

circular saws and other objects and will answer the

purpase of the ordinary bench grinder. There are uni-

versal feeds on this grinder such as up and down, for-

ward and back and cross feed, also a swivel arrange-

ment so as to accommodate any .style or shape of

slitter on the spindle.

This grinder is built very solid iind can be used

severely without injury to any of the working parts.

The material and workmanship is of the best.

This machine is not complicated and there is noth-

ing to get out of order. No countershaft is required as

there is a tight and loose pulley. The Koegel Company
furnish the machines all complete including emery

wheel, emery wheel guard, belt idler, grinder posts.

wrenches and all belts with the exception of the main

driving belt. It is said that for any firm using slitters

tills mai-hinc would pay for itself in a short tinu'. The

K(»eg<-1 Company guarantee these machines to be as

represented, to prove enfiirely satisfactory in every

r speet. and will send them to any responsible parties

Company, Lincoln l'ai)er Mills, St. Lawrence Papci

Mills. Abitibi I'nip and l'a|.er Co.. (iarden City l'a|iei

Mills Co.. Howard Smith I'aper Mills, .\nglo-Nevv

f.iiindland Development Company, Bathurst Lumbei

( ompany. St. Maurice PajH-r Company. Pacific Mills

Matta^ami I'ulp ami Paper Co., and many others

The (Jibbs-Mrower Company are alsw sole agents for

the product of the Specialty Automatic Machine Com

pany of (;hel«*ea. Mass.. luanufactunrs of autonuitic

folding and glueing machines for folding box

factories, automatic envdopr machinery, etc. They

operate a paper and pulp mill brokerage business

which they are suecessftilly carrying on in the Stnte«.

and which they hope to exteinl into Canada.

TRAIN LOADS OF WOOD FROM COCHRANE
COUNTRY.

Tlie Aliitilii Power and Paper Co. at Iroipiois Palls,

on the Temiskamiiig and Northern Ontario Railway,

was the first mill established near Cochrane and has

now the distinction of being the largest indi\ndual

mill on the Continent, and probably in the world, with

an annual output of 6.'i,000 tons of paper, 20,000 tons

of sulphite pulp, and 2r),000 toiLS of ground wood

pulp.

T'f\e Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co. at Smooth Rock
Falls, on the Canadian Natioiud Railway, is in opera-

tion since the past three years, with a capacity of

4.'),000 tons of sulphite pulp.

A new concern, the Spruce Fallls Pulp Co. at Kap-
uska.sing, also on the Canadian National Railways, has

just started the erection of a new plant which is de-

signed to be of capacity of 100 tons of .sulphite pulp

per day and rushed to completion, and in the begin-

ning will be operated by steam power until t,iie power
])lant at Spnu'e Falls, on the Kapuskasing river, has

been completed.

The Beaver Abitibi Timber Co.. a subsidiary com-

pany to the Beaver Board Co.. with offices at Coch-

rane, have a large rossing plant at Frederickhouse, six

miles west of Cochrane, where -'^O.OOO eord.s of pulp-

wood are roused during the year, which is being .ship-

l)ed to liiie plant at Thorold. The company have their

own limits to cut from.

The Calder Pulp and Paper Co., witli offices at

Cochrane, have a rassing mill at Burt, twenty miles

west of Cochrane, and are ship|)ing the rossed pulp
wood from there.

The Northern Ontario Colonization Co. at Jack.son-

l>oro, have a harking mill in coniuH'tion with their

sawmill, and handle Itlrge (|uaiitities of barked pulp
wood.

Tjie two latter companies are purchasing large (|uan-

tities of i)ulp wood from settlers along all points on
i.he Canadian National Railways, besides which there

are local buyers resident in Cochrane who purchase
extensively from settlers and ship the judp wood out
in the rough.

In all, the quantities of i)ul|) wood, outside of what
is cut by the mills on t.heir own limits, originating

durijig the jiast season on Caiuidian National Railway

points west of Cochrane, anmunled to about 4.000 ear-

loads, or over 60.000 cords, and cast of Cochrane, as

far as Amas, to alH)ut 2,500 carloads, or nearly 40,000

cords.—Cochrane Northland Post.

HAND-MADE PAPER.

The Antaimoro one ul liie ol.lesi tribes of ^Lida-

gasear, possesses the secret of making from the pulp

of a tiative shrub a very beautiful ami enduring kind

of paper resenibling jiarchment.

Kacli family possesses a few sheets of this paper, on

which its chronicles and traditions are recorded, and

the same paper is used in transcril>ing the laws of

Mohammedanism. The iiajier is said to have been in-

vented in the midille of the ninth century by a Moham-
medan shipwrecked on the coast, who desired to tran-

scribe his lorn and water-soaked copy of the Koran
in an enduring form. The Antaimoro will only make
the paper for sab- when some pressing necessity arises.

—Making Paper.
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